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In Memoriam 

We record with deep sorrow the deaths of Professo r 0. H. de A. Wijesekera, Mr. H. G. A. 
van Ze ist and Mr. Upali Karunaratne who were associated with the Encyclopaedia o-f Buddhism 
project in different capacities and rendered valuable service for its growth. 

Professor 0. H. de. A. Wijesekera, a fonner Professor of Sanskrit and one time Vice-Chancellor of 
the Colombo University became EditOr -in-Chief of the Encyclopaedia of B uddftism in 1973 as successor · 
to Professor G. P. Malalasekera, the founder Editor-in-Cheif. In this capacity Professor Wijesekera 
worked until 1976 rendering remarkable guidance and leadership to the editorial staff. ·He died in 1990 

. at the age of 80 years. 

Mr. H. G. A. van Zeist was a Hollander by birth, and was trained and disciplined to be a Roman 
Catholic clergyman, but became a convert to Buddhism in the prime of his youth. Coming to Sri Lanka 
to learn Buddhism in depth, he was ordained as a bhikkhu but after several years he reverted to lay life. 
Mr. van Zeist wall one of the few to join the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Project almost at its inception 
and Served in the capacity of Assistant Editor cum Administrative Officer for over 11 years up to 1968. 
He died in 1989 at the age of 80 years. 

r · Mr.Upali Karunaratne, a Pall (Special) Honours graduate from the University of Ceylon, Peradeniya 
joined. the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism editorial staff in 1960 and served the project till his death in 1979 

. 
· 

.

. - , . . 
at th� age of 54. A keen student ofBuddhism, Mr, Karunaratne has coin piled many articles on 

·• Abhidhamma and Vinaya topics, some of them already published and .others still to appear in future . 

· . , .. . , fascicles. 
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· Dhs . . .  Dhammasa�gani, ed.  E. Muller, PTS. 1 885 
DhsA. .. Dhammasmgani Atthakatha (Attha!illini), ed. 

E. Muller, PTS. iB97 
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EARTH 

EAR1ll. in B uddhist literature there are frequent 

references to the earth (pu[lwvi, pafhuvi-dhatu, puthivl 
and mah/). The tenn pa�hav[ is often used also to denote 

one of t he five basic elements (dhilfu)_ which const i tute 

matter, which aspect would be adequately discussed in  

articles on DHATU, ELEMENTS and MAHABHUTA. 

·There are numerous references in the texts to the 
location or situation of this great earth. According to 
them the earth is based or stands on water, the water 
in the air and the air in space (D. II. pp. 1 08.:.9). There is 
no reference to the shape of the earth, whether it is flat 
or round, but there are references indicating that the 
earth on which we live is not the only earth that exists 
and that many of them do exist in space. (See LOKHA-
DHATU). . 

I 

According to Buddhist cosmology (q.v.). a mountain 
by name Sineru stands in the centre of our earth. It is 
sub-merged in the sea to a depth of eighty-four thousand 
leagues (yojana) and rises above the surfaee to the same 
height Mount Sineru is surrounded by seven mountain 

.. ranges - Yugandhara, Isadhara, Karavika, Sudassana, 
Nemindhara, Vinataka and AssakaJ}Qa Tiivati�sa hea
ven is situated on the top of mount Sineru · while the 
realm cf Asu'ras (asurabhavana) is at ·its bottom (DPPN. 
Vol II, p. 1 136). All the hells are supposed to be under . . 
the sl}rfaee cf the earth. Spence Hanly in his Manual of 
Buddhism (p. 16) mentions a tradition which says that · 

· A vici ( q. v. ), the most dreadful of all hells, is seven hundred-
• miles directly under. the Bodhi - tree at Gaya. Accor�ing 
to several commentarial works (ei Dhammapada Attha-. . .  

. katha, Vol. I, pp. 127, 147; III, p. 1 8 1) Avici hell -is 
situated in the womb of the earth, below all other hells. 

. . . . - . . 
. . 

. The earth also plays a very important role a8 witn�s 
in support cf the

. 
bodhisatta on the occasion cf his 

attairim�nt of Buddhahood Mara, the evil one, was 
making his last attempt to dissuade the bodhisatta from 
attaining Buddhahood. With frightening weapons, 
Mara's forces started the assault on the bodhisatta who 
was serenely seated at the foot of the tree ofwisdom, 
but .by the power of virtues practised by the latter during 
an incalcuiable periOd of time in the past, all those 
weapons became garlands of fragrant flowers and fell 
at tlie feet of the bodhisatta At last when all his .attempts 
were cf no avaiL Mara came to the bodhisatta and said : 
"Prince Siddhattha, th� seat on which you are seated is 
mine and not yours. Please go away from it" At this the 
bodhisatta said:-"How can the seat used by the bodhi
satta to- attain Enlightenment · be yours, what evidence 
have you got to. Sl:lpporl your claim." All the forces of 
Mara roared: · "We are evidence for it." Then Mara 
asked Buddha: "Now, what evidence. have you got to 
support your claim for it?" At this the bodhisatta 
stroked the earth with the tips ci his fingers, and the 
earth responded by trembling and roaring. The forces of 

EARTH GODDESS 

Mara, in mortal fear, took to their heels, dropping a l l  

their weapons. Girimekhala, Maras' elephant on whose 
back Mara was seated, shook his back to drop Mara 
from i ts back a nd knelt down before the bodhisatta in 

obeiscence (see also B HD M ISPARS'A MUDRA, 

EARTH G ODDESS). 

Apart from the above references, the earth is men
tioned many a time in Buddhist texts in similies when 
virtues such as patience (khanti q.v.) and equanimity 
(upekkha q.v.) are discussed . .  In the Majjhima nikayu 
{M. L p. 127) the Buddha says that however much a man 
may exert himself trying to dig up and empty the earth 
away, he would not be able to do so because of the 
vastness and the great depth of the earth. Even so 
should be the good disciple of the Buddha, remain 
unmoved and undisturbed when confronted with slander 
and abuse of evil people. In the Ailguttara nikiiya (A. IV, 
pp. 374-5) a noble disciple of the Buddha tells the- latter 
that he could remain calm, without being disturbed, 
with thoughts of Jove and c_ompassion to aiL like the 
great earth that remains calm and serene, without being 
elated .or angered when all .sorts of clean. desirable 
things are caste on it . or ,when all types of putrid and . 
dirty rubbish are thrown on it In the Majjhima nikilya 
(M. L · p. 423) . the Btiddha advises young Rahula to · 
develop hiS mind in suCh a way that it does not become 
disturbed in any situation and · thereby maintain com
plete equilibrium, like the earth. In the Jiitaka ( 1. p. 24) 
it is seen how- the Buddha Diparlhra advises Sumedha 
PaQQita to develop the perfection ci equanimity (upek: 
khii) which enables one to remain unmoved. and . undis
turbed unqer all circumstances like the earth that 
remains ca� and serene wheri goOd things as well as 

bad things are dumped upon it (see . -�so EARTH- _ 
QUAKE). 

W. G. Weerarat�e . 

EARTH GODDESS. The cult c:f 'the Eanh Gbddess 
prevailed in the world . from time immemorial and has 
been reckoned in popular Buddhism, too, with sporadic 
references in Buddhist texts from early · times. 

_ . Ea�th Goddess has a promineQ� . role to play as the 
divine mother or Mother Goddess in . early religious 
practices of mankind. During the pre-historic times 
the Great Mother Earth _ was · portray� in ex-voto 
tablets and clay and stone carVings. Her primary charac
teristiC is· her capacity to reproduce. Hence the fertility 
and fecundity symbols were always associated with her · 
im3ges; unless theSe very symbols represented her. In 
early iconographic representations the Earth Goddess 
is portraryed with a belly showing thereby her eternal 
pregnancy. 
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EARTH GODDESS 

In certain pre-Buddhist myths, especially those of 
Rgvedic origin, the Earth Goddess is impregna ted by 
the sky god par-excellence, Indra, for her to prod uce the 

green growth in abundance. This is in fact an allegory of 
the rains falling op earth from the skies to produce in · 
bounty for the children on earth. 

Among chiy, stucco and stone carving; discovered 
from ancient pre-Buddhistic sites. in India and Sri 
Lanka, repliCas of the Gr�at Divine Mother, the Eart:1 
Goddess, are also found. Some believe that these finds .. 

· belong to a pre-Buddhist era, but had survived even 
after the Buddhist Period. 

· 

. In the later Buddhist tradition the personilled and 
deified concept of the earth i.e. Earth Goddess, is referred 
to as either mahl or pa{havi with an ·added appellation

. kantll, signifying the feminine nature . ( Piijitva/iya-ed. 
-K. Gnanavimala, Colombo, 1965, p. 187; Stiipitvurrtsu. 
Jinalarikara · Press, · 1933, . p. 59. Dahamsaru1Ja, . ed. 
Dhammanada .Thera, 1927, p. 265). 

It is but natural for 'Buddhists to give . prominence 
to an age-old tradition by· recognising the earth as a' 
hyperphysicaJ bein&. ·' In ·the In:dian milieu earth has 
already been elevated to ilie state of a divinity ·several 
centurles befo� the rise · of . . Buddhism Both in the 
Vedic as well as in the epic tradition, 'P�thivi (feminine) 
has often

. 
been combined. with the Divine Father, the . · 

sky (Dyiluspltlt: �v. I. 89.4� Thu� the dual coni pound . 
(d�vaiadvanda� dyaviip�fliivl. The universal or primordial 

· par:ent, · � invoked . as P�ihivl-n-:Ota · (mother earth) . .  

2 EARTH GODDESS 

The Earth Goddess has seemingly played no less 
significant a role in the career of the Buddha, according 
to the Pali  t radition as wel l. She is  said to have helped 

the bodhisiltta at a time of dire dilficulty when all the 
· gods and angels fled from the Buddha's presence on 

the advance <f the Evil One ( Mara) and his army. 
According to these legends, when the bodhisatta was 
about to attain Supreme Enlightenment (Sambodhi), 
Mara, the Evil Jne, who saw him in deep· meditation · 
under' the Bbdhi-tree, approached him with the vieiv to 
distract hi111. When Mara's attempts failed, he put 
forward his claim to the very seat Vajriisana on which . 
the Buddha sat He called upon his myrmidons (miira
senii) t� 

.
bear witness and challenged the Buddha · to 

show cause as to why he should not return the seat to 
Mara. (This is  reminiscent <f the Biblical· reference to 
Satan's having authority .to rule the entire world). 
At this point it is said that the Buddha reminded Mara of 
the ten_perfections (Piiram� he.had cultivated on numer
ous previous births� and called upon the Earth to bear 
testimony to .it by . pointing to the Earth with his right · 
hand. {J J.p. 71 II)._ · 

· Laterelaborators of the same legend record that the 
Earth itself tremored seven times and Mara with his 
battalions fled away. E. J. Thomas puts this narrative 
which is found only in later Buddhist literature as follows: 
"That' the eiaborators <f the Mara story_ were recording a· 

. subjective exp�rieJJce under the forin <f an objective 
· reality." (E. J. Thomas·. The L({e qf the Buddha, Kegan 

Paul, 1931, p. 230): 
It is noteworthy that in the earliest stratum <f Buddhist 

literature the reference to Mara's challenge to tlie Buddha · 
under .the Bodhi-Tree is found for the first time in the 
hdhiina Sutta of the Sutta-nipiiia. See .also "Gotama" 
in DPPN. 

This .concept Ci deifying. the earth and sky is universill 
and couid be traced back to the beliefs and pradices · 
among several . pre-historic . .  civilisations: · .In many of 
the ancient cultureS earth was also the bountiful mother. 
Her seismic behaviour too must hitve been counted as 
divine. nature resulting in th� in.vestiture of diVinity on 
earth. The procreative energy t09 has been reckoned,_ . 
to call her the womb (gar.bha or yom) to be impregnated 
by the Divine Farther Sky, in the fo� of rain In the . 
early Indian tra,dition this aspect has been emphasised 
by portraying her in art as the Great Mother, Aditi- · . 

Uttar:aptid, with the genital partS rrior:e .prominently 
shown SciJiptpres portraying this aspect of'the goddess 

However it is significant that the Mara legend has 
played the primary role in iptroducing the Earth Goddess 

. · to the life of the Buddha by later compilers and to be 
elaborated greatly in Buddhist art too. 

· is found · frequently .. · in t.he Indian repertoire The 
lotus too is a symbol of earth in this. particular instance. 
It could be presumed that th�: later 'Sri and Ga:jalak�ml' 
motifs, depicting . a goddess (in . both Buddhist . and 
Hindu·art) too could be a derivative of the same concept. 

With t� spr�ad and growUI Of Buddhism -� a popula; · 
r�ligion it began to assirililate and accoinodate such 
beliefs that are deep-rooted among the- common poeple. 
It is in this light · that one has to evah.Jate the presence 
of the Earth Goddess in Buddhist beliefs and cults <f a 
later date. 

Earth Goddess thus appears in the ijlustrations <f the . 
Mara legehd _in countless Buddhist shrines both in 
sculpture and in painting, ·of many Buddhist lands. One 
such js an early painting (cir. 7th. AD) from �yzyl 
{Central Asia) which shows. a woman in humble sub
mission rising up fr:om a fiery circle below the dais, on 
which the Buddha ·sits� The �tara's army is shown 
hurling weapons at the Buddha while the Buddha is 
depicted in the earth-touching (bhiispw:Ja) attitude calling 
upon the Earth GoddeSs fo_r witness (D. Seckel, Ar.t of 
Buddhis1i1. p: 268. See . also ErJcy. Bsm I; . fasc. 2, PL. 
XXI; III, fasc. 1. PL. VII) 

. 

A still early illustration is found in Safici showing 
Mara's attack-wherein the Buddha is represented in the 

) 



EARTH G ODDESS 

Vajriisana and the Sacred Bodhi Tree. The fleeing Mara 
and his acolytes are shown to the left of the tree while on 
the right side of the tree (quite close to i t )  is a figure of 
a woman holding a water pitcher. One could conjecture 
that this female is non other than the Earth Goddess 
(The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India publication. p. 67, 

. fig. 70). 
The Earth Goddess is shown in a medieval Pala 

Sculpture from Bengal where she is shown holding a 
pitcher-like object (in· like manner the female is depicted 
in the Saiici panel) · and rising from the bottom of the 
Buddha's seat. The great event is symbolically illustra-. 
�ed in the earth-touching pose (bhiispada-mudrii) of the 
Buddha figure. The crown of the bead of the Buddha 
signifies that he had attained Buddhahood, symbOlically 
cro�ned in the kingdom .. of Buddhal�nd (B. Rowland, 
Art and Architecture of India P.l. 94 A. on "Crowned 
Buddha". See A D. T. E. Perera, in The Paranavithana 
Commemoration Volumf, Leiden. ed. l E. Van Lohuizen 

. de Jeew, K. lndrapilla, L. Prematilake). 
· 

. . 
In an AjalJta ca:ve sculpture depicting .the B.uddha�s 

Enlightenment ·at the foot of the sacred Bo-tree, the 
Buddha .is shown in the earth-touching attitude -while a 
woman i� shbwn rising up below the Buddha's seat and 

. holding·a pitcher in both hands (The Way of the Buddha) 
p. 69. fig. 73). Here the Mara's hands are shown unleash
ing their weapons on the Buddha. 

. . 
In the early sculptures or ·paintings available in Sri 

Lanka, it is difficult to trace the :t1aca legend, hence the 
Earth Goddess. also. But this episode bas been a lively 
theme for later artists of Sri Lanka as seen in the nume
roUs illustrations of the Mara's �ttack in the medieval 
temple murals with the prominence given to .the Earth 
Goddess (mahl kiintii) too. One such is the mural from 
the Degaldoruwa temple near .(andy where the Earth 
Goddess is shown holding a pitch� and rising up from 
the bottom of the Buddha's seat (W. G. A. Archer and 
S. Paninavitana, (Ceylon). UNESCO, World Art Series, 
Paris, 1957. PL. XXIII). 

"The Earth Goddess and Mara's discomfiture" theme 
that has so very prominently been depicted in the South 
East Asian Buddhist Art of Burma, Thailand, Laos and 
Cambodia, could have ·been derived from the . Pala 
School c:f. Buddhist art ri East BengaL In the South East 
Asian Field, the Buddha in the Bhiisparia-mudrii has 
become so prominent and common that some

. 
have 

erronesouly identified that this was the very first type 
. ci Buddha image in the world In fact it is possible to· 
.call these images cfthe bhiispada attitude not as :Buddha' 

l. For an exemplification <i this process see AA. IV, P. 1 55. 
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images but icons produced to illsutrate the particular 
event in the career of the bodhisatta when he called upon 

the Earth Goddess to bear test imony to his claim to the 

Adamantine Seat, the "Vajrasana". A l ively Pala i mage 
depicting this episode, probably one of those that gave 
inspiration to the artists from South-east Asia, shows the 
bodhisattva in the attire of royalty, wearing a crown 
The Earth Goddess is shown at the bottom panel of the 
seat exactly in the middle, flanked by two figures on either 
side. The one to the left of the Earth Goddess is unques
tionably the Mara in a dejected mood showing his defeat. 
(B. Rowland. The Arr and Architecture of India, London 
1 953, pl. 94A. See also The way of the Buddha op. cit p. l 75 
fig. 93. Buddha image from the Pala School of Buddhist 
Art). On analogical grounds it is not impossible to argue 
that those female figures carved on stone columns pi aced 
at the entrance to some Buddhist shrines of Sri Lanka of 
the late classical aqd early medieval period, are of th.e 

' Earth Goddess her�elf. At the entrance to some shrines 
of the famous Daladamaligawa · Complex (in Kandy) 

. huge figures of the Goddess holding a pitch�r can be 
seen carvCd on stone. blocks. (See als� BHUMISPARSA
MUDRA)1 

A. D. T. E. Per�r:a 

EARTHQUAKE (Pall pafhavi-kampii, ocala, .Ocalana or 
bhiimi-kampii, ocala, · 0calana; Sansicrit . p�thvi-kampa, 
0calana or bhiimi�kt:impii, 0calana). Eight reasons for the 
oci::ui:rence ci earthquakes are· enumerated by the Buddha . 

. in the Sima Pifaka (D. II. pp. 107 f.; A. IV, pp. 312 f:; 
see also Divy. p. 204). In the Mahiiparinibbiina Suttanta of 
the Digha-nikiiya (II. p. 72 f.) it is related that Ananda, 
being incapable ri comprehending the suggestion of his 
master, failed to request him to live longer. Mara then 
approached the Buddha and . the latter .senounced- his 
remaining life span (iiyusamkhiiraJfl ossaji), declaring 
that within three months time he would atta� parinib
biina. It is stated that a mighty earthquake 'awful and_ 
terrible, bursting forth the thunders ri heaven' (bhirt�" 
sanako lomahanso deva-dund�bhiyo phalirt�su) took place 
at .this utterance. Ananda then inquired as to the reasons. 
proximate and remote, for the occurrence ci agreat 
.earthquake (ko .nu kho hetu ko paccayo mahato bhiimi
ca1assa piitubhiiviiyiiti?). At this point the Buddha avails 
himself of the opportunity to enumerate the eight reasons 
for the quaking ci the great ea1ih. 1  

The first, the most significant for Buddhist cosmo
gonical studies, deals with the physical aspect of an 
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'earthquake: the Buddha says, 'This great earth, Ananda, 
is established (pati((hita) on water (udaka), the water 
on wind (vata) and the wind rc>ts on space (akasa). And 

at such a time, Ananda, a� the mighty winds blow 
· (mahiiviitii ,viiyanti), the waters are shaken and the e�rth 
·quakes (pafhavif!l kampeti), 

The above passage evidently foreshadows one of the 
earliest references to the theory of cosmogony as depicted 
in early Buddhist literature. (s. v_ COSM OGONY), and 
as L. de La Vallee Poussin says (ERE. IY 13 1), the 
notion is obviously Pre-Buddhistlc.2 It is also the 
the nearest approach to a modern seismological expiana
tion ci the origin of eart�q1.1akes. According to the com
mentary to the Anguttara nikiiya (AA. IV. p. 1 55), this 
aspect of an earthquake, being the first of the traditional 
series of eight, is given as 'that which is conditioned by 
the agitation of the physical elements' (dhiitukopena)3. 

The reason why the elements should be agitated fu this 
manner is �qt specifically stated But tlie seven other 
conditions4 for earthquake� :is enumerated in . the list 
found iD the $uua Pi! aka, more . or less, supply the re-

. inaindet ci the explanation found lacking in the first 
description. For, it is possible to suggest that the various · 
factors whl� condition earthquakes listed under these 
seven types may be treated as. the ancillary -conditions 
necessary for the .physical , occurrence of :im t:arthquake 
which would be the immediate effect· of the agitation or' 
the. element� outined in th� first instance (i.e., dhiitukopa). 

According to the Buddha's enumera,t ion an earth-
. quake may also be the effect Of the great energy of a 

recluse or· b.ra�man . of, great intellectual power with 
controlled feelings, . or a god or fairy (devatii) of great 
might arid· power. ·By intense meditation · such a being-is 
able. to make this earth tremble and shake violently. To 
elucidate this point, Buddhaghosa (DA. II, p. 558 f.) 
relates the story of Sangharakkhita, the arahant monk, . 
who attaining. arhantship on the very day he entered the 
order, tried in vain to shake the palace of Sakka, the 
king of the. Gods (vejayantha-piisadai Later, having con- . . 
suited the advice of his teacher, the �onk makes the . \ . . 
resolve that the space on which the palace 'stood should 
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turn into water. Owing to the firmness of his resolve 
Sangharakkhita accomplishes this and t o  the utter 
consiernation of the celestial dwel lers watching from 
within, succeeds in shaking the great structure with h is  
toe. 

Two other occasions when the ca1th trembled owing 
to a similar reason are mentioned in the Paramattha
dipani, the commentary to the ·1heragiithii (1hagA. III, 
p, 133 f; see also AA. pp. 180-::1). In the commentary to 
the Mahii-Rassapa-theragathii it is related that Bhadda
Kapiliini and Kassapa, (later Mahii Kassapa Thera) 
when they decided to part at the cross-roads after re
nouncing woddiy life, and joining the Sangha togetlier, 
made the mighty earth, though it could bear all Sineru, 
'tremble at the weight of their virtue. This earthquake was 
also a signal to attract the attention of the Buddha For 
the tex:t comments that the Buddha, who was at Veluvana 
at that time, . knew what th,e earthquake signified and 
with eighty . chief theras walked in the direction of 
Kassapa Again, when the Buddha gave away his rag
robe . (paf!!sukiila) to Kassapa; in exch�nge for · the 
i:lUter-robe (pafipilotikasanghiitl) of· the latter, it is stated 
·(11uigA. III. p, 135; AA. p. 133, also p, 182) that the earth 
quaked in the recognition ci Kassapa�s virtues,. for no 
ordinary being would have been fit to wear even· the · 
cast-off robe of the Siikyarimni. 

According td the Sumangalavilasini (DA. I, p. 131) the 
earth trembled from tlie 'watei: upwards (udaka-pariyan
t{lf!l eva katvii Jia!hiwi akatnpittha) when the · Dighabhii� 

. nalai theras recited the Brhamajii/a Sutta at the place, 
called AmbalaHhika. · 

The id�a, which fqrms the basis -of this nation, un
doubtedly is that extreme virtue and ptety are capable 
of producing va��ous thaumaturgical phenomena This 
is a notion found in many religions, but the extent. to 
which ir is possible to furnish a factual basis for such an 
assumption is yet undefined and as T. W., and C. A. F, 

, Rhys Davids have observed in the case ci .Buddhism, 
'The train of early Buddhist speculation in this field has · 
yet to be elucidated' (Di(dogues of the Buddha, II, p. 1J5, 
note 2). 

2, There are similar descriptioDS ci' the constit�tion of· the universe in Hindu literature (see B�huilruiJJiakopani�ad, ii� 6 and Aftareyu 
Briimlll}a,.xi 6.4). But in these works, instead ri mahiipu(h.uv� udaka. viitu. and iikiHa as listed in the P�li sources. the sequence is .given 
as idU!!J, Sllfi1U11J, iipo, viiyu and antur]k�a:_loka. 

. 

3. In an identical descrption ri earthquakes, the Sumuilgalaviliisin) (DA. II. p. 559) gives the va.riation dhiitukkhobhena, while .a Sinhalese 
MS. of the same commentary has the variant form dhiitukhepana. However all three terms. kopenu (from kopeti� khohlwnll ((rom 

khobet1) and khepu� (from khepeti� imply the same meaning in the context referred t·o . . In· other words the idea implied is that the . · 
'agitation' or 'commotion' of the physical elements (dhiitu) gives rise to earthquakes . . 

4. Buddhaghosa (DA. II, p. 559: AA. I V. p. 155} enumerates these seven in the following nianner: secondly. a� ..:arthquake may be 
conditioned by the power of thaumaturgy (iddhimubhill'£1). thirdly and fourthly by the energy of merit (punii£1-t<'juL fifthly by the power 
of intelligence (iiiil}a-teju� si�thly by way of expressing approval (�iidhukiiradiin£1). seventh!) through compassion tktiruiiiJttsahh;lre�l 
and finally by way of lamentation (iirodanu). 
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Third ly, according to the Buddha's enume rat ion. an 

eart hquake occurs when a bod h isa t ta co n�.c ioJJsly <l iHi 
deliberately leaves his abode in the heaven of del igh t 

(Tusita) to descend into his mother's womb. The N idiina

kathii of the commentary to the Jiitalw (J. I .  p. 5 1 )  says 

that the twelve thousand world-systems shook grea t ly  

at the very moment when the bodhisatta entered queen 
Maya's womb. 5 The Paramatthadlpanl (71wgA. I I .  
p .  94) mentions that the earth quaked a t  the conception 
of Tissa, the Buddha-to-be. At this, the people in terror 
seek the sage called VaraQa, who explains the significance 
of it to them saying that earthquakes are harbingers of 
the birth of a Buddha-to-be. It is also stated that VaraQa 
himself acquired great joy in contemplating the glory of 
the Buddha. 

Later literature echoes this idea with additional em
, bellishments. For instance, the Mahiivastu states regard
ing the conception of Dipa�kara, that the earth quaked 

. six · times and that 'there was something thrilling in this 
quaking, something beautiful, merry, gleeful, amiable, 
exhillarating, admirable, cheerfu� assuring, graceful, 

. lovely, gladdening, causing. no misgiving nor fear. · For · 
while the earth quaked, it destroyed no life whatever, 
whether animal or. plant. (J. Jones, The Mahiivastu, 
I. p. 164). 

Next, the Buddha gives·the birth of a bodhisattva (in 
. . his last life) as the fourth reason for the occurrence of an 

earthquake . (Yadii Bodhisatto sato sampajiino mt;�tu
kucchismii nikkhamati, tadii ' yam pafhavi kampati sam-, 
kampati sampakampati sampavedhati). 

. Again, when a Tathagata arrives at supre!De and per
fc� enlightenment, the . earth shakes and trembles 
violently (yadii Tathiigato anuttaram sammiisambodhirrt 

· abhisambujjhat� tadii . . . . . .  ). The later books, especially 
the Nidiinakathii of the Jataka commentary, contain 
detailed ·descriptions of the miracles which took place 
when the Thatagata sat under the Bodhitree (q.v.). The 
accounts of the earthquakes which occurred at this time . 
add colour to these descriptions. For instance, accord
ing to the Avidiirenidiino (J. I, pp. 70 f.) the bodhisatta, 
after accepting eight bundles of grass from Sotthiya, 
the grasscuiter, looks for the right place to sit for attaing
ing Buddhahood The text says that the bodhisatta, 
ascending the rising ground around the Bodhitree, stood 
at the south of it, facing the north. At that moment the 
sourthern horizon seemed to descend below the level of 

. the lowest hell (avicl) and the nothern horizon mounting 
up seemed to reach above the highest heaven (bhavagga) . 

. From this the bodhisatta realised that it was not the 
. correct place for attaining Buddhahood Next, he tried 
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t he wes tern side a nd the ea rth seamed to bend up and 
. r.lown l i ke a great ca rt w heel ly ing on i ts ax is when its 

ci rcumference is trodden on. In th is way, the bodhisat ta 
tried all but ihe eastern side (puratthlmadisiibhaga) and 
it is said th�! . .J_he earth s h owed its impropriety by un
dulating and receding in the same rythmic fashion. But 
when he tried the eastern side, the place neither trembled 
nor shook, for the east is the place where all Buddhas 
have sat cross-legged. Only then did the great being, 
perceiving, This is the steadfast spot chosen by all 
Buddhas' make his seat there. 

After the bodhisatta had thus sat down, Mara tried 
to harass him but all attempts to drive away the future 
Buddha proved utterly useless. As a last resort Mara 
challenged the bodhisatta to prove by way of a witness, 
that he has given alms. The grea� being answers, 'I have 
in this place no living witness at all but Jet this great 
and solid earth, unconscious though it be, bear witness' . 

So saying he withdrew his right hand from beneath his 
robe and stretching forth towards the earth said, "Art 

. thou or art thou not witness of the seven hundred fold 
gift I gave in my birth as Vessantara". The texts narrate 
that the earth, overwhelming the h6sis ·Or Mara utterred 
a voice, 'I am witness to thee of that,; (also see J. Jones, 
ibid, II p. 313). Later when the bodhisatta traced back� . .  · 
wards and forwards the chain of causation (p.a!icca
samuppiida) under the Bodhitree the tt::O-thousand world
systems· quaked twelve tiines to their ocean boundaries 
(i. I, 75). Finally, when he attained 'Complete en1ighten-

. ment at break of day the ten-thousand world-systems 
again shouted for joy. (See EARTH GODDESS) . 
· The Mahiivastu delineates in an even more awe

inspiring manner .the wondrous earthquake which took 
place when the Buddha stood on the bodhi-mm;4apa. 
The text has it that even the soles of his feet {samehi 
padataleh1) made the earth tremble. It was terrifying and 
hair-raising, for the great earthquake made the great -
system of the t�ree thousand worlds 'level like the palm 
of the hand.' Through the p9wer of the Enlightened One, 
Sumeru, CakravaQa, MahacakravaQa,. Niinindhara, Yu
gandhara, Isandhara, Khadiraka, Asvakarva, Vinataka, 
Sudadana and other Kala mountains subsided to the 
ground and the great oceans were violently stirred. \ 

A significant thing about the descriptions of earth
quakes in the Mahiivastu is that special mention is very 
often made of the harmless quality of such earthquakes. 
Besides this, the t�xt also often relates that the earth 
quaked in six ways (sa4-vikiiram) which is as follows : . 

When the eastern extremity rose, the western sank . 
When the western extremity rose, the eastern sank. 

5. Bodhisattassa pana matukucchimhi patisandhigahanakkhw;e ekappahi1reneva �akaladasasahassl /okhadhatu samkampi sanipakampi 
sampavedhi (J. l p. 51). 
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When the ncthern extremity rose, the southern sa'nk .  
When the extremities rose, the centre sar.k. When the 
centre rose, the extremities sank. 
At times, although the author says the earth quaked 

in the sixfold manner, only a few of these ways are 
alluded to specifically. In the Pali sources, too, especially 
in the commentaries, mention is made of a sixfold quak
ing (chahi iikarehi akampittha: A A .  ·II, p. 374 etc.). But this 
is not identical with the stereotyped sixfold version of 
the M ahiivastu. 

The sixth reason for the occurrence of an earthquake, 
according to the list given in the M �hiiparinibbana 
Suttanta, is when a Thatagata preaches his doctrine for 
the first time (yada 7hatiigato ·anuttaraf!l dhammacakkam . 
pavatteti, tadii . .  ; . . .  ). The seventh reason for an earth

·


qua�e is the Buddha's declaration of his decision to 
. renounce his reinainirig life�span and fin_ally the eighth 

reason fo� the quaking of the earth is when the Tathii
gata enters· complete nirpiil}a (yadii iathiigaio cinupadi-
sesiiya nibbiina-dhiituyii parinibbiiyati, tadii . . . . . .  ). · 

Besides the above · eight reasons for earthqu;tkes as 

giv�n in the Dlgha nikayq, it is mentioned in the commen
taries that when the Buddha walked along, the earth, 

. uncoii'scious though.it is, filled" up deep placesi .and made 
its steep pla,ces plain. 6 In the M;u,idapanha {p. 179) this 
forms ·a dilemma, when king . Milinda asks N�gasena · 

. how a �plinter of rock <;:ould graze the Buddha's foot, 
when it coul9 have tumed :;tside. Nagasena ascribes the 
falli�g of the splinter to chance (animittakatadisii)� . 

· . 

-· 

Also in the Milindapanha (p. 1 1 3  f.) ·the seven earth� 
quakes which occurrc:d at Vessantara's great diinas be
come the focal point" a another dilemma. . Milinda in

.· quires how the earth couid have quaked at Vessantara's 
largess when. the Buddha had not inCluded it under his 

. eight reasons for a mighty earthquake, Nagaseria's solu- . 
tion is that the earthquake, which repeated

. 
itself seven 

times at Vessantara's bequests, wa5 .an isolated and 
· extraordinary occurren� qistinct from the eight. usual 
ones and not reckoned among these eight. 

· 

Besides the instances mentioned above, there are �!so 
.. cattered references to earthquakes. Fr-equently, con

. currently with the utterances a the Buddha, the earth is 
reported to have . quaked · as if to be;1.r witness to the 
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In certain Mahayana Siitras mention is made of earth 
quakes which took place when the Buddha auained to 
or rose from certain states of concentration (samadhi). 

For instance, the A�fiidasasiihasrikii-prajnii-piiramitii� 
niima-mahiiyiina siitra relates that the earth trembled in a 
sbcfold manner, when the Buddha rose from the samiidhi 
called Sif!1havikrl4ita (see also COSMOGONY, EARTH 
MIRACLES). 

. . 

G. K. Wljesekera 

ECLIPSE. means "interception of the light of a lumi
nous body . by intervention of another body between it 
and the eye or between the luminous. body and what 

. illuminates it"; the word is technically used with refe
rence to the eclipse of the sun and the moon. The Pali 

. word used in this sense is gaha from ganhiiti to catch, · 

to seize, to take bold of. The compounded words candag
gaha and suriyaggha (D. I. p. 10), therefore, mean the . eclipse of the moon and the sun, respectively. 

This nathral phenomenon of eclipses has been con-
. . sidered and explained by ancient peoples, who deilied , 

various objects and acts of nature, through mytlfs, as the . 
work of supernatura� beings . . The ancient . India�s be- . 
Iieved that the sun and the moon were gods (sura) �hose 

. 

(!nemies were asuras, and that the eclipse of the sun and . . 
the. moon was an act of an asura, named Riihu. 

· "The churning of the ocean" is a well-known episode 
in Indian mythology. When the gods were churning the 

. ocean for the nectar of immortality (al1ll.'ta), Rahu, the 
asura, disguised himself like one Or them arid

. 
drank a 

portion of ain�ta; _but the sun and the moo� both lumi
nous gods, revealed this fraud to Vishnu, one of the 
warrior gods, who cut off Rabu's head, which. thereupon, 
fixed in the stellar sphere, and having become immortal · 
through drinking arm;ta bas ever since wrecked his 
vengance on the sun and the moon by · occasionally 
swallowing them. This is the ancient Indian mythological 
interpretation of a natural phenomenon, that is the 
eclipse of the sun and the moon. 

. 

· This must have been a popular belief among the an-
. cients, and is eyidt:ntly· pre-Buddhistic in · origin, for in · 
the. Pali suitas there iue a number of n\stanceS where 

. allusion is made to this incident: The seizure of the moon 

.. Buddba;s statements (eg. Kiilakiirii� �Sutta, A. II, 24 f., 
GQ..I,fH!'-aka Sutta, DA. I. p. 130; J. II, p. 259 etc.). More
ov�i, a} the conclusion of the _ Miiindapanha (p. 419), 
once the puzzles and solutioQs \Vere all given, the great 

. earth is said to have shaken six times. 
· 

· . by Rahu and the escape from him is often used as a 
si�ile in the suttas (Sn. v. 465,;. J. pp. 1 83, 274 etc.) . 

. 6. DA. I, p. 45 . 
. . . . . .  unnata bhiimippadesa onamantL onata u�namant� padaoikkhep�:_s��aye sama va bhiimi hoti. 
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Riihu is one of the four stains of the sun and the moon. 
prevent ing them from shining in all their glory (A I I .  
p .  53, V:n. I I, p. 295, etc.). 

The San,1yutta nikiiya (1, pp. 50. 51) refers,to two 
occasions when the sun and the moon were seized by 

Rahu and that the latter (referred to here as devaputta) . 
invoked the aid of the Buddha, who instructed the former 
to let them free. Riihu immediately let them go and, 

. trembling and with stiffened bair, ran to Vepacitti, the 
leader of the asuras. This incident evidently refers to the 
Indian myth of the eclipses, and the legend has been 
appropriated by the Buddhists to illustrate the Buddha's 
power and compassion. 

According to the commeniaries (DA. H. ·pp 487-8 ; 
MA. IV, p. 421 ;  SA. I, pp. 108-9; AA. III, p. 20) Rahu · 
possessed a · body, four thousand · and eight hundred 
leagues in height ; his ch�st is one thousand and two 
hundred leagues broad and his · mouth one . hundred 
leagues deep. H� is- jealous of the sun and the moon 
and stands in their paths with wide-open mouth. When 

· they fall into his mouth, the gods abandon . their abodes 
and flee for their lives. Sometimes he caresseS their abo
des with hand only, or. with the lower part c:i his jaws 
or with his tongue. Sometimes he takes them up and 
places them against his cheek, all amounting to partial . 
eclips�; but in no case can he stop the. course of either 
thd s\in or the moon, for, if he attempted to do so, he 
wci�ld meet with disaster. So he jour�eys along . with 
them. 

Thjs is the Buddhist popular mythological description : 
of the eclipses. ,Although in 1 detail it differs from the · · 
Hindu interpretation, there is no essential difference 
between the two; . e�cept the . fact that the Buddhists · 
have shaped the legend iri · such a way that it shows 

· ·· the power of the Buddha. 
From. the suttas. 'of 'the S[/akkha�da Vagga of the 

D[gha nikaya we gathe� that there was a practice preva
lent among the ancicntlrtdians, as among other ancient 
peoples, of foretelling t�e . consequences of eclipses. 
This practice, which bt:;l�rigs .to the sphere ri astrology, 
is condemned as a low ·a.rt (tiracchana-vijja), a�ounting 
to a wrong means .of livelihood that should be given 
up by monks. (D.I, p. 10 et�.). . . 

· 

Upall Karunaratna 
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usually in terms of wealth. For example, Adam Smith 
cal led his famous l'. ork 'An inquiry into the Nature 
and causes of Wealth of Nations'. J. S. Mi l l .  considered 
economics as the 'practical science of production and 
distribution of wealth.' Nowadays definitions lay more 
emphasis on the problems of exhange and price determi
nation. Some even define it in terms of welfare,. thus 
representing economics as a means of studying hr'Y 
through increased production the standard of livit.c; 
of people could be improved. Alfred Marshall sees 
it not only as a study of wealth but also as a study of 
man. Some ·of the latest definitions are based on the 
theory of scarcity and choice which gives economics 
yet · another dimension. 

What . becomes clear from these abo'!e mentioned 
numerous definitions is that ·economits is a complex, 
yet composite Sl!bject, to a Ia.rge e.xtent concerned . .  
with . activities and .to a. le.!>ser extent with motives of 

. 
man adopted by hirn in the .process �f securing all 
kinds of things with which he aims to satisfy his various 
wants. These definitions mak� it clear that econnomics 
also explains the �auses upon which the material well- . 
being of m�nkind depends, the causes that influence 
and control the production of goodS ' and their distri-
bution etc. ·�;-;· 

As human activities and motives are involved in all 
aspects of economics it inevitably gets linked up with 

. . . . ..��:+ . ethics. Inspite of .  this natural linkage . economists are 
not . gene�;ally dire�tly concerned with_jhe ethical aspect 
of human behaviour involved in economics. But on 
the

. 
contrary. whatever interest shown by the Buddha 

on .Problems . iX economics is primarily due to ethics 
involved in it Buddhism is primarily an ethical religion 
�hose main objectiv� is the moral; ethical and spiritual . . 
development of an individual's character. According 
to :Buddhism all human activities should be made 
subservient to ethi�al or moral advancement Hence 
economics which comprises a numerous human acti
vities iS made subservient to ethics, thus lending itself · 
open to ethical evaluation. 

.. 
Though Buddhism· accepts that freedom fr<_>m want 

or economic seeurity (atthi-sukha) as a helpful prerequi
site for the production of a congenial atmosphere for 

. spiritual development, it · is clear that the Buddha did 
not consider the form1,1lation (f a  comprehensive econo
mk theory as a part of his mission. His mission �bviously 
was not aimed at bringing about an economic. revolu-

ECONOMICS . . The complexity of the subject of econo- · 
mics, a8 it is understo<>:d today, defies any attempt 
at giving a precise; adequate definition. Originally 
economics simply meant the administration of household 
resources. The earliset of the modem definitionswere 

. tion in the meterial sense. As pointed out earlier his · 
. . concern was more on the ethical aspect of the economy 

rather than on the theory or subtle mechanism involved 
in it. 

Textual evidence points to the fact that the Buddha · took for granted the economic system prevailing . at , 
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that time. It was really a period of economic transition 
· from an agricultur:al and cattle breeding economy to a 

more trade-orientixl 'economy. The emerging ecbnomic 
set-up was a mixed one with distinct features of capi
talism . Though both the state and the private se.ctor 

' were partners of this economy, the latter, showed 
signs of domination over the former, specially with 
the rise of the new multimillionaire business class 
often referred to in texts as seHhi. While land was mostly 
owend by the state, trade was _totally in the hands of 

1�'-�e private sector. Both the state aoo the private sector 
pron:<Jed employment for people,_ the former 'in . its 

tate sen·�ices and the latter in its industrial and busi!less 
· � ••ues. Wh�le the state coffers were filled by taxation, · venl� 

• bed th gb fi the priv�!e entrep;:_eneurs got ennc rou pro lt-
k. n·· ll)t of the �masses does . not seem to have . rna mg. e .... · • . 

b · ur�"gt' ro& with the workmg class not een vc:ry enc;o .., "-'0 
· getting their proper d�e. · 

From the .  Buddha's .reacti()Q to tim . econo';.1DY 
-
�t is : . e�ideiit that he was aware Of the numerous sportcommgs 

. that �eeded correction. .The texts re:veal .• tbat the B�d�ha 
· · tted. . m· thJS. economic _system c;ertain · sbortcom1pgs spo . · - · · · if 

and areaS that needed be�ter organiZation, whi�. . · 

put right
. �ould ,contribute to. the m�t�r_ial \Yellbemg

, . cf all and also conduce to their spmtual. progress. 
. 

Hence, what one . finds scattered in Buddhist texts . 
is not a comprehensive . . eco.nomic theory . but . som.e 
ad hoc ohserv'atlons, directions, guidelines and prescn-

. ption5 pertairung . to· particular cr�cial · areas .ci the 
· b'cb. ·ded t ectr'on and better guidance. · economy .w 1 nee co r · 

· 

. · · · · · · 
The peculianty of . these ·observatio� . JS : .that, even · 
though . made ad hoc and . even though directed at a 
comparatively . primitive economy over two . thou�an� 
fivehuiidred years old, many : of them have a dtrecL 
bearing on, and relevance to, most of the mQdem econq-

. .  mtes. · 
Being empirical � · approach Buddhism vie� _all 

problems, including econo� pr?blem� :aced by man · · 
in the most practical way. It ts tbJS empmcal

. 
approach 

that led the Buddha to accept the basic premtse that all 
beings subsist · �n food (sabbe sima aMraf!hitikii : �- · 
III, pp. 211. 273; A.V. pp. SO, 55� ·Wor!dng on th1s 
preMise the Buddha realized that �ople �ad t� resort 

· to various ways and means to acqurre thts .baste need. 
Here he intervened to regulate the ways and means 

· .· adopted by people and to· keep them within etb�cal 
boundaries. For · this he applied the general ethtcal 
norms that control and guide action (kamma) of people. 
Thus one sees that in this m�nner the Buddha formulated 
theori� -

that iJ:idirectly influence ·production, distribu
tion, consumption and preservation ci all types of 
goods required to satisfy the wants ci people to foster 
their material wellbeing. 

. Buddhism points out that lack of economic security or. 
to put it more positively, pressure of poverty is the 
bane of people, societies and nations. Both the Ci,kka
vattislhaniida Sutta (D. II, p. 58 ft) and the Kii�adanta 
Sutta (D. L p. 127 ff.) point out how decrease in produc
tion aixi mal-distri�ution of goods and wealth break 
up the whole social fabric thereby making the economic 
·structure to crumble. and plunging· a· country into 
chaos and destruction. To avoid such disastrous results 
Buddhism puts forward both remedial and preventive 
measures. Buddhism admonishes the State to take 
immediate remedial measures by pumping in necessary 
capital,sufficient to gradually and methodically rebuild 
the economic system. The above mentioned sutta"s very 
emphatically state this as th-e bounden duty of the 
state.· TheSe suttas. are careful; to point out . also that 
this pumping of capital should not.be done in a haphazard 

. manner but in accordance with a well laid out 
plan. The CakkavattisTiwniidiJ Sutta (D. III, p. 581f.)1 · 
i� very illustrative in this :regam!L In this sutta is depicted al 

· country where p.overty has �orne rampant resulti�: . . in thiev�cy. and; d!sruption· or social institutions. I.(ings, 
inquiries . reveah . that, pec•ple resort to thievery · as th.:y' 
have no other means d. ivelihood. To remedy the· problem the. king, in g�oati! ·faith, besto\Vti capita\ · o.n 
them. But as time goes o-n: more and more;people resort . to thievery as_ a ruse of obtaining an easy� living: "'J.his; · 

episode cle�rly· indicates 'lhat Buddhisrri1 is quite aware . . 
of the fact that. economit:: problems D>led· i::onstrmive 
well-laid out solutions and that they

. 
ot.annot be' sotved 

by patchwork remediru measures. 

Equally important· is the KiiHtdc:ntit Surra tD. I. p. 
12i fi) which very. etfi:ctive!Y illust1ates how unwise it 
is to spend national· wealth on fesbiVhies and celcbra-. 
tions, which are nof only non-pr•.J<fuctive but ,also des
tructive in the long r� when th1.! rountry is undergoing 
social unrest" caused by economic depression. To put 
across this view ·the sutta· na,rrates a story about a king 
called Mahavijita w�o· feels dated about his having 
abundance of all good things a mortal co.uld possib}y 

. enjoy. Being thus ·elated the king decides to hold a 
. grand sacrificial. ritual wh.icb. as the story shows, involves 
waste of state resources, slaughter of cattle, a valuable 

. item of"n�tional wealth - and finally burden the people 
by imposition of extra taxes to reco,ver the expenses 
involved in these wasteful · activities. The story also . · 
indirectly points out bow n�cessary it is for lhe State 
to be aware . and consc;ious of the prevailing situation 
in a co�ntry if a country is to progress economically. · 

As shown by the story it is this unawareness on the part 
of the State that worsen the already declining economic 
conditions by its wasteful economic policies. 

As the story goes the �chaplain of the king advises 
him to desist from implementing such futile ventures. . . 
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and instead sugges ts the adoption of a more const ructive 
economic policy. He. advises tfrus:  'Whosoever there 

be in the king's realm who ·devote· themselves to keeping 
cattle and the farm, to them Jer his majesty give food 
and seed-corn. Whosoever there be in the king's realm 
who devote themselves to trade, tu them let his majest� 
the king give capital. Whosoever there be in the kingrs 

. realm who devote themselves to State service; to them 
!elf his majesty the king give wages and food. Then 

those men, following each his own business, will no 
longer harass the realm; the King.'s:.revenue will increase� 
the: country will be quiet and at ease ; and the people 
will be pleased with one anothen· and happy, Fondling 
their childern in their arms, they will dwell in: tll.eir 
hous.es with doors wide-open, beca:use there . will •be no 
danger from robbers and criminals 

From these episodes it becomes clear that, acce.rding 
to. the Buddhist vie�, .conservatiba of national reoo.urces, 

· methodical plimning and :investment 9f capital jm cons
tructive. ventures in � .gainful manner ate esseatttal for 
national economic. stability. ll'J}d gro:wtl�. 

· · 
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of eiTiciency and ski l l  and also s;J'eguard workers inter<:sts 

and rights. 
Buddhism acr.::epts; also the fat.::t that to achieve maxi

mum output, workers shoul'd be made content, for 
disc.ontentment shatters workers' morale, reduces effi
ciency and leads them to. resort to corru_ption and 
malpractices tha.t will adversely affect production . 
It is to prevent thiS sort. of break-down in labour morale 
that T3uddhism prescribes the importance of having 
wor"k .er-welfare schemes. In fact Buddhism announces a 
I abo ur charter or what appears to be a series of labour 
lawf ; aimed at safeguarding .workers' right and inte�ests, 

thw 5 safeguarding employees from exploitation at t he 
bar 1ds. of employers. In this regard Buddhism deals 

·wi' ch assignment of work, fixing of work-hours, provi- · 
sir )n of Iea:ve, m�dical care et,c. g�anting of reasonabie · w ages, bonil.ses and incentives etc .. De�ling with assign
r oent of work it says that age, sex and physical fitness 

.s .houl� be taken into consideration when work is assigned. 
Employers are reque�ted tq . fix. work-qours of 
regular shifts so that they may . not over-work their 

These references. also sh�w.· the. Buddha's aw.areness · workers. They are asked to grant leave at proper times. 
of the economic importanc:. of gainful emplhyment · · . Provision of medical care and p�6per nursing of sick 
of labour. From th.e Kufadama Suttu it is apna11ent thaf workers is insisted. Employers are' requested not only 
what Buddhism prescribes is no.t �ere rna� scale: employ- .. to give reasonable wages but also to provide meals. 
ment of-people; . . but the usc. of human resQ.Mees in a Granting of incentives, bonuses and other fringe bene-.. 
planned man�· in · keeping· with the 'totality of the fits, too, are recommended to help improve labour 
economic str\lture, so that labour so utilized! will contri- efficiency. Inculcating a sense of"dignity of labour by 
bute to the; ephancem!!ut of total prodllction. This . · · . denounCing the caste stigma atta�hed to various pro-
sutta make<J>it. clear that B.uddhism encow:ages coord i-

. fessions, the Buddha hetped to build the worker moraie. 
nated plarning of the· whole economic structure whkb (D.III, P· 190 ff; DA. l p. 296) 

· involves rlllection of area5 that require; State aid; 'che Improvement .in the quality of life of the people is a type of a.tU' required cm.d; the· prope� utilization of s·uch true indiCator of the economic development of a country. aid. .From all evidence available it could be surmised that 
BeinJS thus aware: of the importance of labour in · Buddhism's views on economic devel�pment �re all 

all ecOll>mic deveiQpmentlll projects, Juddhism expl'ains aii.Ited at .Producing conditions that would contribute to 
how labour shoald be organized, tfll!ined, managed and thdmproveinent of.ciuality of life of the people.To.achie-
moti:tated, so that it would make the maximUlll; con- ve such conditions the Buddha advocated better distribu-. 

' triburion to the. development of a country's ecm:tomy. 
It i! in order to achieve the maximum out pt.:'t from 
workers that Buddhism emphatically lays down, almost 
iu a prescriptive tone, that one should apply oneself 
dilige�tly, sweating and devQtmg one's total strength 
to the task undertaken (A. II, pp .. 67, 89; Ill, pp. 45, 76� 
To increallC labour-efficiency and production of high� · 
quality- goods Buddhism encourages specialization. 
Perhaps this is one of the rel!-sons why the Buddha 
did not denounce the division of labour that prevailed 
at that time. He totally rejeCted the Brahmanic claim 
that • one's profession is indicativ.: of one's caste. Yet 

· he did not disapprove )f r!ivision of labour which 
facilitated the proper i.>rgaruzation of labour by the 
formation of guilds and corporate bodies. Such organi
zations helped to control labour, maintain a high level 

tion of wealth. To attain this desired result he encouraged 
· liberality and charity and condemned concentration 
of wealth due to hoarding by a few. The Buddha while 
advocating such .broad-based econqmic principles was 
also aware that the individuals too have the responsi
bility of playing a major role in the

. 
total economic 

development of a country. The State's attempts to eradi
cate poverty, provide employment and other basic 
necessities with a vie� to improving the .quality of life 
will fai� the Buddha realized, if tJte individuals do not . 
confiim to certain life patterns that would be in keeping 
with the economic cond.itions that prevail. From canoni
cal references it becomes obvious that . the Buddha 
laid much stress on proper management of the house
bold economy as an essential pre-requisite for the 
improvement of the quality of life of the people. Thus, 
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. . 
one comes across in canonical literature numerous 
guidelines and instructions to individuals concerning 

the proper management of household economy. Being 

the . brilliant psychologist that he was, the Buddha 
knew that the people- in g�neral ar� under the clutches of 
overwhelming desires, · ambitions and. aspi�ations: that 
they �ave · an uninhibited acquisitive ,tend�ncy which 
really i� an obstacle to enjoyment ' of life, for it usually 
leads t�, unhappiness, dissatisfaction a�d e�el} t�;·· the 
misery of falling into debt. Buddhism . shows ,how. 
being goaded by unchecked . de�ires, inc,lividuals 

· lose all sense of priorities and become confu��d and 
muddled when faced with . scarcity and choice. So iri 

. such suttas as the Si_ga./ovii.da (D. III, p. 180 fT.) Vxaggha
. pajja (A, IV. p. 281ft) one finds the Buddha's inst�uction 

to house holders regarding the proper managem�nt of 
their housc:h<.>ld economy. To check househ�lders 
from losing sense of priorit):' and indulging in exclil'sive · expenditure which inevitably leads 'them ta indebte� 

· . · dness .the Buddha advocates the .·practice of a bala�.ced 
. way of life (SIJmajivitii): This not only enables ··the 

individuals tp erijoy the happiness of debt-les�ness 
(anar}asukha) bu.t also make theljl enjoy economic 
stability (atthisukha). His injunction to all was to enjoy 

. maximum happiness with . minimum ·possessions. Indi
viduals are advised to limit their needs to bare necessi-. 
· �i� (appicchatii). He gave .a formula to

.
help the proper 

management of household .income. According to ·this 
formula one is advised· to divide the . income into four 
p.artS of which one is to be used for day to day e�penses, 
. another to be deposited to be used in case of an emergen- . 
. cy. The reiiuiining two ·parts, the · Buddha advised, · 
should he gainfully inv�sted. This �bows th�t the Buddha 

· was very conscious of the fact that individual� have an · 

important role to play and that if they allow their money 
to go _waste or remain idle that will bring about serious·. 
adverse effects on the whole economic structure of · 
the country. { . .  

Such methodical management of · the household 
eco.nomy enabled individu.als also to keep· away from 

· falling prey to corisumeri�m. Individuals who succumb 
to . such temptation and . inc�r excessive expenditure 

. 

which drains out their income is compared to a flg-tree 
� glutton (udulhbarakha.dika), who wishing to eat fig-fruits . 
· ·shake -the fig-tree causing m�ch fruit . to fall .and go. : 
waste (A. IV, .p. i83). This shows that prop�r utilization 
and conservation of individual income has great bea;ing 
on the quality -of life of an individuru and a:tso · on the · 
natioriafecono:riy. · 

From. the aboye account it will be seen that .there is · 
no validity . in . the ·  vie� that Buddhism is p�simistic 
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in its outlook and that this outlook has.been detrimental 
to economic development. Firstly, Buddhism is not 
pessimistic but realist ic. Secondly, as shown above, 

. Buddhism even by way pf ad hoc formulation of norms 
and principles has effectivly contributed to the economic 
stability and development. In this respect its realistic 
outlook, .ethical bias and its objective of bringing about 
universal· good has enabled it to formulate economic 
princ.iples� even in a piecemeal manner, .to show the 
way for a righteous and stable · economy. (see also 
EMPLOYMENT). 

. S. K. Nanayakkara 

ECSTASY. primarily means overwhelming mental 
joy or rapture. As a religious technical term it conotes 
a .deep religious fervour, a .sublillle state of the mind 
.usually produced by d.eep . and . prolonged · meditation. 
In thi� sublime · state, though the mooitat�r remains 
mentally aware and alert, receptivity · and sensitivity 
of the meditator's Il!ind · to external . stimuli get 
either inhibited or altered in . character. Hence 
his ' mind 

. 
remains undist�rbed 

. 
by travails . of 

· day to. day experiences. Very often writ�rs use the term 
'ecstasy' to render into . English the sense. connoted 
by such · Pali terms as jha.na and sa'ma.patti (Kindred · 
Sayings, I, p. 164; 1he Compendium · of Philosophy, pp . 
55£; a. 'iJialogues of the Buddha, I, pp: 84 ff.. 248 ff, where l . . . 
the temi 'rapture' is used to convey the same meaning). 

:, ; It should be .noted that in certain contexts the Pali 
i term raii1 connotes the sense of ecst�sy (1hag: vv . . 518ff.). 
'. ; . · 

According to · the Buddhist tradition · there appear 
.to .be different levels of ecstasv with the state of the 
srtblitttation Or the inind pro�essively increasing in 
the four jha.nas, and r�ching the climax with the experi- . 

· 
· en�' ,of _the ·ecstatic happiness which results Jtom the 
· att.ai�ment. of · the · knowledge that gives an insight 
into the true nature of things (yadiabhiitana'}�)� 

, ; ' � 

Attempts to sublimate· the mind above the ordinary 
: level of rxperience and. attain' ecstat�c happiness could · . . be traced back to .ancient times and to numerous cut-· 

tures of .the .wofld. It is evident that some even have 
resort� · to the use of drugs (q.v.) arid alcohol which 
are supposed to induce mental rapture (see ERE. s.v. . 
ECSTASY): This. practi� is widely prevalent .now, · 
an.d the use. Of 'mind-expanding,' 'psychoactive' . or 

· 'psycheilelic' drugs such as LSD, marijuana etc. i� a 
coriiinon · feature in numerous societies particularly 

L The teim rati generally connotes· the meanhig .c:i niundane'love, atiachmen� pieasure and fondness. But as· used in the 1hag. verses 
(581 ff.) it clearly conveys the s�nse a spiritual enjoyment. 

. 

· · · 
. 

· 
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among the youth. In the west this has almost reached 
epidemic levels. 2 

Though there seems to be . certain similarities 
between the I:flental experiences produced by drugs and 
meditation, there is no experimental data that either 
warrant or justifies a toral identification of these experi
ences.3 On the contrary, when compared exclusively 
with the Buddhist textual descriptions of such ecstatic 
mental states attained through meditation, personal 
accounts of experiences undergone during drug induced 
ecstatic states appear quite different in content. Eitperi
ments have also shown that, unlike meditational practi
ces, drugs cause physicai damage and tend to deprive 
one of sense control, which could even become a per
manent characteristic if one gets addicted to the habit 
of experiencing ecstasy through drugs. Moreover, when 
one comes under the influence of psychedelic drugs 
one becomes subject to haJiucinations. imaginations, 
and chaotic upsurgence Of feelings and. thoughts. One 
also loses power over all . voluntary activity and gets . 
automatieally and indiscriminately involved · in' irrel
evant emotions and prolific thought . constructions. 
The expanded a:nd diffused thought constructions trans
fer the ecstasy seeker mentally to an imaginary world. 4 . 
These e.lfects and results experienced throu'gh drug
induced ecstatic states are the direct .opposite of those 
ecstatic. expetien�es attained through meditatiomil prac7 · 

· t'ices . Buddhist meditational practices · are not to be 
mistaken as being hallucinogenic. (Further See DRUGS) 

Buddhist meditational · practiee elevates the mind 
from a reflective to an Intuitive state which ultimately 
pierces through the veil of ignorance that conceals 
the truth. It is through a gradual ·. and . . a methodical 
process that the mind could be sublimated to such· a 
high level of experience, and in this procesS, the cleansing 
of the mind of the five�hindrances (panca-nlvarqna) 
is considered to be a basic requirement. In inducing 
ecstasy through drugs neith�r is an attempt made nor 
any importance attached to ridding the mind of defile-
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ments, and consequent ly  elTects of drugs cause m o re 
and more confusion and ignorance. The fu lfi lment of 
this basic requirement of divesting the mind of the 
five-hindrances, prior to embarking on the attainment 
of mental absorptions or jhZmas is seen in the general 
description of the life of the Buddhist disciple given . 
in the Samannaphala Suttu (D. I. p. 73). 

The predominant feeling experienced in the first 
jhana is that of elation of mind brought about by detach
ment from lustful thought and evil ways (vivekajar(l 
pltisukhalfl) in contrast to the chaotic psychosis that 
takes place under the influence of drugs. While being 
in this state one behaves consciously and voluntarily, 
for one does not lose control of onself in any jhanic 
state, pervades (abhisandeti) permeates (parisandeti), 
fills (paripuretz) and sulTuses (parippharati) the whole 
personality with this feeling of elation which is the 
first level of ecstasy that could be gleaned from Buddhist 
texts. 

�n th� second jMnic. state ft;eling of elation is further 
_intensified by divesting the mind of the· two. factors 
vitukka5 (initial application of thought) · and vicara 
(investigation) which are sources of thought-proliferation 
(papanca). When freed of these two factors one becomes · 

internally more pacified, further limiting one's involve- - . 
.ment in mundane thoughts: This makes the-- mind more 
pliable for concentration, and the feeling of elation 
that arises from intensified concentration. (samadhijar(l 
pltisukham) is experienced by the . meditat�r m_ore 
acutely. This form of ecstasy is of a higher level than 

· · that experienced in the fir�t jhana. 

Usually the meditator is alert and aware in all jhiinic 
states. These two factors namely, alertness (sati) and 
awareness (sampajanna) are further sharpened in the 
third jhana .. At this level of sublimation of 'the mind 
the meditator experiences a feeling of happiness (sukha) 
devoid of personal excitement (nippitikena): 

2. See Richard R Bluin, Drugs I, Society .and Drugs; Dr�gs II, Students and Drugs, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Washington, London, 
1969. 

. 

3. See Lama Anagari� 9ovind, Drugs or Meditation, Bodhi Leaves, No. B. 62, Buddhist Publication Society, Sri Lanka, 1973; Earnest 
R. Hilgard, Richard C Atkinson, Rita L. Atkinson, Introduction to Psychology, 6th edition, Harcourt Brace Jovanovick, New York, 
1975; Lawrence S. Wrightsman and- Fillmore R Sanford, Psychology, A ScientifiC Study of Human Behaviour, 4th edition; California, 
1975, p. 49l lf; Brain Wells, Psy�hedelic Drug� New York, 1974. 

· . 

4. Through Buddhist meditation one definitely undergoes a mental change in which aU his attitudt:s, outlooks and values are divested 
of egoistic conside.�ations. One is never transported to an imaginary world, but instead one is brought down from his 'mind-made' 
world to fall on ieality. It is believ� that jhiinas are capable of effecting even physical 'transport,' and the Vism. I, pp. 143 f. refers to . 
two such cases. This however, il not the purpose of jhiina, cf. Mrs. Rhys Davids, Birth of Indian Psychology and its ·Development in 
Buddhism, London, 1936. 

5. Vitakka (initial application of thought) by which thina-mida (sloth and torpor) is inhibited. Similarly viciira (investi2ation) inhibiting 
vicikicchii (sceptical doubt): piti (elation) inhibiting vyiipiida (aversion) and sukha (happy feeling) inhibiting distraction and worry 
(uddhacca-kukkucca� The other factor present is the detachment from sensuous and unwholesome objects which inhibit sensuous 
desires (kiiinacchanda): 
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In the fourth jhan ic sta te the meditator's mind is 
further cleansed and made t ranslucent by t he fur t her 
cultivation of awareness (sati) and equaminity (upekkha). 
At this state of sublimation of the mind, feelings of 
pleasure (sukha) and pain (dukkha), elation (somanassa) 
and dejection (domanassa) have no bearing on the 
meditator. All his feelings and emotions which. are of 
purely a personalcharacter get submerged in the sublime 
feeling of equanimity. The ecstatic feeling that arises 
when the meditator permeates his whole personality 
with the sublime and transiticent mind is the highest 
level of ecstasy that could be reached through jhanic 
practices. 

However, the Buddhist texts refer to a still higher 
level of ecstasy . attained througbt the realiza.tion of 
the truth, which in other words is the realization of 
the tnJe nature of things. 

Jhcmas are only a means to an end, and are not an 
end in themselves. As they are effected (abhisankhata) . . 1 . . 
and thought out (abhisancetay1ta) they are liable to 
�ease. Not only jhan(ls, all things that are effected and 
thought out are liable to cease (yal!l kho pana kinci 
abhisankhatam abhisancetayitam tadaniwir(l ·nirodha
dhammal!l).6 This is the Truth, the true miture of all 

_things. When this truth is fully comprehended and 
thoroughly internalized one acquires a new depth of 
vision, and the mind gets released from all cankers of 

. 
· sensuaJ pleasures, of becoming :and ignqrance: The 
happiness that results from this freedom (vimutti
sukha) . is . the highest level of eestasy. In this ecstatic 
stat� one does not experience any form of exciteni�ni or 

· elation or any sdfish' or personal concern. The feeling 
that one experiences is. that of complete spiritual equili
brium (tattr(Jmajjh(lttatii) resulti�g from the . perfect 
harmony of 'all psychic factors. 

· 

. ; · . 
Vnlike the . ecstatic states attained through jhiinas, 7 

ecstlj.sy · resulting from the freedom from· sa�saric · 
bondage remains as long . as one· lives. This does .not, 
however, mean that after attaining freedom from 
srupsaric bondage one is constantly in a state of ecstasy . .  

· What is meant is that one could, if one wants, recollect 
and reflect on hiS attainment of 'freedom' _and then 
re-Jive and re-f(Xperience the state of ecstasy" of freedom 
(oimuttisukha) he originally experienced. The Buddha is 
said to have done this, re-experiencing his ecstasy. of 
freedom for several wee.ks. Buddhist texts, also record 
paeans of joy (udcma) uttered by the Buddha when 
experiencing this highest form of ecstasy. Not only 

6. a. M. I; p. 350 f; III, p. 244; S. II, p. 65; A. V, p. 343. 
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the B uddha but also his d isciples a re said to have done 
this. A well k nown example is that of Mahakass�pa 
(see 1hag. vv. 1059 ff.). Another example is that of arahant 
Bhiita who describes this as the highest form of ecstasy 

. (1hag. vv. 518 ff.). See JHANA. 

., I · 

s. K. Na�yakkara 

EDICTS. Edicts as either official proclamations or 
orde� issu� by a sovereign to his subjects as a rule or 
Jaw requiring obedience I seem to figure for the first 
time in the history of Buddhism in the reign of Asoka 
(circa 278-232 B.C.) 

Buddhism and Siate Authority 

The Buddha during his life-time was closely associated 
with several kings of the region in which he. was active. 
Of them at least . three "important monarchs namely, 
'Pasemidi Kosala, Bimbisara and Ajiitasatfu - were . 
ardent adherents to his teachings. While much .is recor
ded of their munificence to the Buddha and the Sangha, 
no mention is made of either their exercising at any 
time. their royal authority to promote Buddhism through 
· decrees, .commands or . proClamations .or Jhe . Buddha 
or any of his disciples requesting of them to do so . . 
Even in the grave crisis which occurred in· the Sangha 
and which -resulted in the Buddha's retirement to the 
Parileyyaka forest, no role was played by or expeeted · 

. of the r�ler Of t,he territory. .
. 

A probable instance. of royal intervention in Buddhist 
affarrs in early times is suggest� in lhe Sri Lankan 
historical tradition as recorded in the Mahal)(l�a 

· Chapter 4 verses 30 - 34. It is said that Kiiliisoka, urged 
by the dissident Vajjian monks, issued a public order 
in. their favour at1d later rescinded it when apprised 
of the facts. But ilone of the earlier accounts of the 
Second Council (e. g. Cullavagga; Ch. XII, Samanta
pasadikil - I pp. 33 - 35; Dipaval!lsa: Ch. V) refers, to . 

• such an order. One might, therefore, conjecture . that 
the Mahiivamsa has projected into the past a royai 

. function which ba(J come into· vogue much later in 
, Sri Lanka. .It. should also be noted that . the leading 
theras of the first two Buddhist Councils had not reques
ted their ·patron kings (i.e. Ajatasattu and Kiilasoka 
respectively) for anything but material facilities . and . . • ( 
security for the sessions. \ 

7. Jhani: ecstasy lasts mily as long as ·the meditator remains in a particular jhiina, Eitlier when he voluntarily rises or, accidentally · 

falls away from it he loses the jhiinic ecstasy. 
· 

. . 

1 .  Standard definition of an edi<:t: " Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary s.v. 
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Emperor Asoka the Righteous . Dhammasoka: That 

Asoka (q.v.) did play a direct and decisive role in the 
affairs of th� Sangha and the propagation of the teachings 
of the Buddha is no longer debated. Thirty-five of 
his lithic records have hitherto been discovered scattered 
all over the Indian sub-continent in· multiple copies 
totalling to over two hundred in several dialects of 
the Middle Indian Prakrit besides Greek and Aramaic, 
written in four main scripts � Brahm� Kharo�!:bi, Greek 
and Aramaic. Even if the bulk of these i�criptions 
conveys :an ethical message which is universal and 
hence common to the different religious systems of 
contemporary India, there are ample and unequivocal 
assertions in 5everal of them as regards. 'his partiality 
to Buddhism and his personal invclvement in its protec
tion .if not propa.gation . . 

·On meticulously careful comparisons with all available 
literary sources both within :and ·without · India, the 
Sri Lankan . Pali records are found to be the · most 
reliable arid comprehensive. They port�ay Asoka as 
supremely devout, generoo� mid single-minded in 
his role in raising Buddhism from a · lo�t'religion into a 

pan-Indian and consequemlly ·a •WOrld religiori. On . . . 
this. evidence, . the ·Asokan :scholars even went to the 
extent ·of assuming - erroaeo.usly as it has since been 
established - · that Asoka .applied· his autocratic power 
to the "Buddhist Church� . of which "he was head" 
(sic !) and that during the last .twenty..:five years of his 
life, he distinctly adopted the "position. of ruler of both 
Church and State"2(sic !) 
Ed1cts of Asoka 

Pillar Inscriptions. The s hort inscriptions at the 
Sudama, !he Visva Jhopri ; md Karva Chaupar caves 
of the Barabar h i l ls near ( 3aya in Bihar record gifts 

oi' caves by Asoka to Ajivik as twelve years and nineteen 
years after coronation. 

The Pillar Inscription at Rummindei (Lumbini) . 
commemorates Asoka's pilgrimage twenty years after 
coronation to the place where the Buddha was . born 
and records .the tax concession given �to the people 
"because the Buddha was born here". The other Pillar 
Inscription - also iiD the Nepal Terai not too far from 
Lumbivi - is at Nigali Sagar. It states that Asoka enlarged 
a stupa enshrining the relics of the Buddha KaQakamuni 
( = K011�gama) fourteen years after coronation and 
came there,:on pilgrimage twenty years after coronation. 
Thirty "Edicts" of Asoka - Classi6catlon and Prove-

! nan ce : E�cluding the five inscriptions discussed 
;aboye, the .othei thirty are called "Edicts." There appears 
to he · a widespread if not universal agreement on the 
iwmendature based on their size and the kind of lithic 

.sutface used; They are generally discussed under four 
somewhat arbitrary categories : 

·(1) Minor Ro.ck Edicts:. MRE numbered 1 .:. JV. 
. (2) Rock Edicts: RE numbered I - X:VJ (with Rock · . 

E,dicts XV and XVI, which are found'(mly in Kalinga: 
in single copies, called Separate Rock ·Edicts -$RE -
by some scholars) 

(3) Minor Pillar Edicts: MPE numbered · I - ll ·(also 
referred to as Schism Edict). · �--;:�-.: · 

(4) Pillar Edicts: PE numbered I - VII' ···-. j.....,,.f : ; . 
As sources of the most cogerit prima facie evidence 

on the contribution ofAsoka to the. e�oi�tiQn of Buddhi
sm as both a · teligion and a cultural force, his inscrip
tions - and .specially · those · that are called EDICTS
need to be examined in depth . .  �e�ce, the devotion of 
the ·bulk of this article to the Edicts. of Asoka. 

hi the course of this articl�, it will be shown that these 
· . thirty texts actually -constitute thirteen Edicts, which 

Emperor Asoka had issued between twelve and twenty
seven years after his .coronation . . · . 

It is necessary at the outset to recognize that the 
term Edict · is applied to a part of Asokan inscriptions 
quite loosely for terminological convenience. A careful 
co�tent-analysis would show ... as will be discussed 
in due. course - that several d.:�cuments which Asokan 
scholars call edicts, are autobiographica1 and reflec
tional in character and. hardly . contain any element 

·or command which would justify their .description 
as edicts. It will be necessary to examine whether As()ka 
real�y intended them to be disjointed · as the system 
of ilUmbtring now in vogue suggests: 
lnscriptiuns not classified. as edicts: Already excluded 

'from the category of edicts by .eonsc:nsus among Asokan 
scholars are the three Cave Inscriptions and the two 

The far-flung provenances of these lithic records vouch 
for the impressive extent d' Asoka's dominions, which 
seemed to have covered the whole. of the Indian sub7 
continent from Afghanistan to Orissa and Nepal to 
the northern borders of '(amil Nadu and Kerala States. 
Equaliy demonstrated by their distribution is the uni
form interest which Asoka had shown in conveying 
his basic ethical messages to every corner of his empire. 

MRE I is found in a longer and a shorter version . 
in not I� than fourteen localities in Rajasthan, Uttar 
Predesh, Bihar, Madhya · Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh · 
and Kamataka States and the Union Territor�· of 
Delhi. In five localities in A,nadhra Pradesh and 
Karnataka, MRE IT is appended to it. At Bairat Qr 

Bhabru in Rajasthan, along with MRE I was found 
· MRE III, which is unique first as, no other copy has 

2. a. Vincent A Smit: Asoka (2nd Edition) p. 92 and Romila Tbapar: Asoka and the Decline of the M auryas (5th imp1ession) p. 37. 
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yet been discovered anywhere and second as, in tone 
and content, it is very d iffer�nt from all other inscrip
t ions of Asoka. What is called M R E  IV was found 
in two versions, namely Greek and Aramaic, near 
Kandahar, in Afghanistan. 

RE I - XIV (sometimes called Major Rock Edicts) 
constitute a series which is found intact, though with 
textual variations, in five places : Shahbazgarhi near 
Peshawar and Mansehra in Hazara Di"strict in Pakistan ; . 
Girnat near Jnnagadh in Gujarat, · Kalsi near Debra 
Dun in Uttar Pradesh and Erragudi in Kurnool Dis
trict in Andhra Pradesh in India. RE 1-X. and XIV 
appear at Dhauli in Ganjam District and Jaugada i"n 
Puri District in . Orissa (ancient Kalinga) along with RE 
XV and XVI, which .are found only at these two places. 

·1be omission of RE XI, XII and XIIl in Kalinga 
has raised several questions especially because conspi
cuous by its absenc.e is im XIIl which contains Asoka's 
moving confession of his grief and repentance during 
the havoc he caused in the conquest of Kalingl!-. Frag-

. ments of RE VIII and IX were discovered in Sopara 
near Bombay.· A substantially abridged Greek version · · 

· cf thi$ serie:s appears to have been in existence in �an- · 

dahar in Afghanistan, for frag!llentS of RE XIl and XIII 
have been found here. · 

MPE I ...:. the Schism Edict - occurs in three ver�ions·· 
at Sancbi near Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh) and Siunath 

· near Varanasi (U.P;j and in Allahabad on the Allaha
bad-Kosam· Pillar (U.P.) which had originally l>een 
set up_· in Kosani (ancient Kausambi); To tb¢ Sarnath 
text is · appended MPE IL which contains further direc-

. tives. on the diffusion of MPE I and on inspecti.on 
to�rs Connected . with its implementation. 

. 

· 

.MPE III (also called the Queen's Edict) inscdbed 
on. the Allahabad-Kosam Pillar, is a specific directive 

· on ·rec�r_ding sepa
.
rately the donatiO"ns of , the second 

queen." Cii�uviiki, mother of Tivara. · 

1 PE I - VI, like RE I - XIV, form a series apparently 
. issued in quick succession over a brief period. Six almost 

identical texts have been found: two in Delhi on pillars 
called. �lhl�Topra and Delhi-Meerut on the basis 
of thdr original locations; three. in the Champaran 

. .  District of Bihar at Lauriya-Araraj, Lauriya-Nandan
garh and Rampurva; and another on the Allahabad- . 
Kosam Pillar. 

PE VII is found intact on th� . Delhi�Topra Pillar 
while some fragments have been dis.covered in Kandahar. 

. Awaiting further study and eventual inclusion in 
this: classification are the fragmentary inscriptions 
from Taxila ctnd Pul-i-Dharunteh in Aramaic script, 
the srpali fragment of the inscription at Amaravati 
and the fottr edicts discovered in 1969 in the Laghman 
Province in Afghanistan. 

Chronological sequence: Not all of Asoka's inscrip
t ions are dated. Some refer to the regna' year during 
which a certain event is sa id to have occurred (i.e. 
visits to sacred spots, the appointment of Dharma-

. Mahamatras, the writing of edicts, the enlargement 
of the stiipa of the Buddha KaQakaniuni and gifts of 
caves). These dates provide the upper limit for dating 
the document in question. 

In PE VI, Asoka states that he commenced the practice 
of -issuing Dharmalipi twelve years after coronation 
(duvadasavasa-abhisitena me dhammalipi likhiipita). It is 
assum·ed by Asokan scholars that the term Dharmaiipi · 
applies to all those inscriptions -which are catego;ized 
as edicts. But it is important to riote that in none of the 
MREs or MPEs is this term used. Nor is it applied to 
RE XV and XVI, tli.e latter being simply called ''iyarri 
lipi" (this document). That the appelation Dharmalipi 
applied particularly to the two series RE i - ·XIV and 
PE I - V1I is amply borne out by its use as a specific 
description of these sets of documents in RE ;, XIII and 
XIV and PE I, IV, Vl and VII. Of these the PE I - VI · 
are clearly. -dated twenty-six . years after coi:onatiO"n 
and PE VII, which is the last among the inscriptions 
hitherto discovered, was issued 27 years after coronation . . 

The inten1al evidence indicates that the series · of · 
· REs was n�t issued together. From the dates .in · RE II 
and IV a justifiable .C Qf!clusion is that RE I - IV were 
inscribed twel�e ye.ars after coronation. RE V, which 
recordS " the creation of the new administrative cadre of 
Dharma-M�hiim�tras thirteen years .after cor�nation, .. · expressly opens a second instalment of edicts. RE Y 
and XII give the ·impression that this offiee was no . 
longer an innovation but a well-established institution 
in ali parts of the Mauryan ·empire by the time these 

· edicts were written. · RE XIII is a record of services 
which could have gone on for many yeats since Asoka's · 

change of policy and could belong to an even later 
inslalment. 

C�ntent-Analysis of Edicts: 

· MRE l - IV: A content-analysis cf MRE I.:.JV should be 
preceded by an· examination of their grouping in the · 
fourteen locations where MRE l is found by itself or . · 

with either MRE II or MRE III. In five pl<ices (namely, . 
Brahmagiri, Erragudi, Jatinga - Rames'vara, Rajul�� 
Mandagiri and Siddhapur), MRE li in either a shorter . 
or a longer version is appended to MRE I. . In Bairat 
or }Jhabru MRE III was found on a separate block 
of granite bnt alongside MRE I . . 

MRE IV in Aramaic arid Greek versions have an 
affinity to MRE I-II as regards content, though in 
presentation it is compact arid straight-forward, apparen
tly to appeal to their specific readership. It is evident, 
as will be further elaborated, that MRE I - IV consist . . 

. · 

j . ,  
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of bits and pieces and versions of Asoka's very first 
Dharmalipi (i.e. the First Edict). 

In comparison with the e x t ra-Oiidinary degree or . 
uniformity which underlines RE I - XIV in different 
localit ies, MRE I - III show a surprisingly significant 
tendency to be dissimilar. They vary in length anct" 
verbosity as much as in the contents. Three copies 
(i.e. Brahmagiri, Chitradurga District of Karnataka) 
start with the statement: "Under the instructions of 
the Prince (Aryaputra) and Mahamatras from _Suvai}Qa
giri, the Mahamatras of Isila are to. be wished good 
health and addressed as follows." It is also at these 
three localities that we come across a longer version 
of MRE II, with specific instructions for compliance 
by these officers. 

The gist of MRE I in all fourteen localities is that -
- two and a half years prior to the issue of this edict, 

Asoka bad become a lay Buddhist devotee - not . 
so vigorous in his exeriions in the cause of the 
Dhamma during the first year but devoutly attached. 
to' the Sangha and vig�rous � his exertions since; 

- the r�s�lt of his ·efforts is that gods who ·did not . 
mingle with the .people ofJambudipa in the past 
were now mingling with them; and 

· - the objective he has · placed before the people in 
this process was equally . achievab,le by the rich . 
and the poor. . 

. . . 

· The directives contained in . it were :-
. to the rich and: the. poor . wftbJn and outside his 
dominions to continue this exertion for a long time 
and to achieve a progress equal to one and a· half 
times (the present). -

· . to officers to have it engraved on rocks and pillars 
· in Asoka's dominions and to go on tours throughout · the districts in their charge. 

MRE I ends with the information that it wa5 issued 
on . a tour of pilgrimage when Asoka bad s�ent 256 
nig�ts away f�om . the c�pital (a�cordi�g . tol several 
coptes) and "smce th� rehcs of the Buddha �scended 
the platform� (accordmg to the Ahraura text.) . 

MRE II shorter version is expressly a continuation 
of MRE I, as it opens with : "Thus said Devenapiya 
with reference to the above." Here occurs the succinct 
formulation of Asoka's Dharma as "One should obey 
one's mother and father and likewise one's elders: 
One should be steadfast in one's kindness towards 
living .beings. One should speak the truth. In this way 
one should profound �bese attributes of Dharma." 

The longer version, as already pointed out, proceeds 
to instruct the Mahamiitras of Isila bow this message is 
to be communicated through Rajjukas and Prade5ikas 
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to the local pppulations and how it is to be diffused 
thr.ough elephant-riders, scribes, ch arioteers, a nd tea

chers of the Bra hman Com muni ty. Jn the p roces' is 
descri bed lucidly the role of teachers and pupils and 

those of the teacher's household. 
What accompanies MRE I in Bairat or Bhabru is a 

unique edict ...: MRE III - addressed by Asoka to the 
monks and nuns �s well as the male and female devotees. 
Following the customary salutation, Asoka, in this 
edict, declares in no uncertain terms his reverence · 
for and faith in the Triple Gem of Buddhism and, saying 
that whatever is said by the Buddha is well-said, pro
ceeds to propose "a way as to how the Dharma could be 
perpetuated." The · directive expressed in terms of a 
wish or a desire - is that monks and nuns should cons
tantly listen to and reflect on seven specified texts and 
the lay-followers should do likewise_. The seven texts so 
recommended are: 

1. V!nayasat:nutkar�.a 
2. Aryavasah 
3. Anagatabhayani 

. 4.: Munigatba 
5. Mauneyasiitra -

.... ..: 6. Upatisyaprasna 
7. Rahulovada on falsehood 

· What is signficant is that MRE HIT taken together 
underscore Asoka's own declaration of faith -as a devout 

· B\iddhist Worki�g back from the st�teiDent in PE VI 
that Dharmalfpi or . edicts on the Dharma were issued 
for_: the first time twelve years after: coronation and 

. and assumiri_g MRE I _: 'm are in the category of such 
edicts, the earliest " date assignable to these edicts is 
twelve years . after coronation. 

The statement in �RE I that he had been actively 
exerting in the Dharma for a little more than a year 
prior to the issue of. the edict, enables us to date the 
beginning of his· mission as a propagator of the Dharma 
around ten years after coronation. The niost importan� 
information which the Aramaic and the Greek version 
of MRE IV is that Asoka became a teacher of piety 
(i.e. · "showing . piety to the people'') ·when ten . years 
bad elapsed (from his coronation). Besides this chronolo
gical coDfirmation, MRE IV records Asoka's humani· 
tariim acts and his achievements in ushering an ethical 
amelioration of the people. 

An issue which calls for attention js the date assignable 
to MRE I - IlL The following internal evidence suggests 
that it could have been Asoka's very first essay in issuing 
'and inscribing edicts:-

- Jack of uniformity explica�Je as . a proliferation of 
tentative drafts ; 
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- straightforward and less formal descriptions of 
Asoka as someone yet Qot universally known: Cf. 
Deviinampiya Asoka at Maski, Deviinampiya Piya
dasi Asokaraji"t a t  Gujarra and Piyadasi of Ml!gadha 
at Bairat. As Asoka consolidated his position 
and name, he was uniformly called Devanampiya 
Piyadasi in all later edicts and inscriptions. 

- all the hitherto discovered copies are within a 
short distance from his capital and the most number 
along the southern border of his dominions They 
had not received the wide diffusion which RE I · 

· - XIV had been supjected to. 
REI-XIV: Five Edicts and an Editorial Note: A careful 
study of RE I - XIV in situ shows very clearly that the 

. division into fourteen texts or edicts and the system of 
nuni.bering we use are purely arbitrary. These were 
done by early Asokan scholars and are continued. as 
convenient . labels for identification and discussion. 

The structure, the style .and .the contents strongly 
'Suggest the original format of this series was one. ·of 
five edicts and ali editorial note: �cb of these recon�ti
.tuted five edicts bas a preamble, a directive and a fitting 
perorarion. As we assumed MRE I - III. to be the First · 
Edii:t. RE I - XIV could be numbered from second to 
sixth and analysed as follows:,-

. Second £diet: . RE I - IV: Comm�ncement "This Dhat'ma� . 
./ipi has been caused to be wntteJt: by king D�vanam
piya Piyada5i"; Motivatiqn: humanitarian, �iili� a 
concern fot animals slaughtered · for satritice as 
well as for food; Justification: · the emperor�s own . 'exa�ple in royal kitchen;, his record 'of, humani
tarian services within his dominions and 'outside· 
e.g. medic� treatm.ent, medi�al . herbs, ' wells. 
and shady trees for · the .benefit ci human ·beings . 
and animais; Reinforc,ement: Recallipg .the specific 
directive · issued 'to Rajjukas and Pradesika5 a1,1d 
the Council of Ministers twelve years 'after coiona
tion as regards the teaching ·of the Dharma Evalua
tion- of the positive ·results of these instructions; 
'Directive: .addr�ssed to �sons, grandsous and great
grand-sons to . promote the Dharma to the end of 
time; Peroration: Praising the Dharma: "An increase 
is good ·as also its non-decrease"i Conclusion : 
.the date. when it was caused to be in5criped. . 

'Thlril Edict: . ·RE V. eommer.cement: "Thus said 
Deviinampiya Piyadasi." Motivation: his rdlet:tion 
and conViction that doing goc;id to ' ot�ers is diffi. cult; Justification : his own r:ecord ci· good things 

. done which he wants .his progeny to emulate to. 
e�d cf. time; Reinforcement : a positive evaluation 
ci how his innovation in the adniinistrative machi� . . 
nery ci creating the posts ci i>harma-Mabiimatras 
is being effectively implemented; Directive: addres
sed . to his des�endants to conform to this edict. 
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Fourth Edict: RE VI Commencement: ·same as .above 
Motivation: a 1aJ,se in previous administrations 
where state business and reporting to the ' :king 
did not take place at all hours of the day ;  J usti

fication: the effective and comprehensive day-long 
involvement he had introduced; Reiriforcement : 
asserting his cQmmitment to the prompt dispatch 
of people's business, with due emphasis on the 
ethical responsibility - . "that I may discharge 
the debt . which I .owe all living beings, that I mak� 
them happy in this world and that they may attain 
heaven in the next", Directive: addressed to sons, 
gran.dsons and great-grandsons to conform; Perora
tion: "This, however, is difficult to accomplish 
without utmost exertion." 

Fifth Edict: RE VII - X Commencement: "King . 
Deviinampiya Piyadasi wishes that all religious 
sects should live harmoniously in all parts ci his 
dominions"r Motivation: Rdlection on the superier . · 
importance of self-control. Justification and Rein-. 
forcement: his departure. fr.om tb.:;. old practice of 
kings . to go out on pleasUre trips and hunting 

. and t� manner in which he utilizes his pil�images� . 
Directive.' addressed directly to the people to desist 
from trivi� and meaningless rites and ceremonies 
and to concentrate on Dharma to attain a desired 
object in this world and to gain merit for the next 
Per�raiion: his disinterested d�votion to the wei- · 

fare of the people - "Whatever· endeavours made 
are for the sake of the people's happiness in' the 
other world �nd that all PeOple experience a reduc
tion in corruption." Conclusion.� "this freedo� 
from qorruption � more difficult for the rich to' . 

- achieve." · 
· 

Sixth Edict': · RE Xl - XIII. Commencement; Same. as 
in the seCOI;ld and the third edicts above. Motivation: . 

Reflection on the Dharma - "there is no such gift · 
. as· the gift of Dharma; no such act as the separation 
· of Dharma. from what is not Dharma; no such 
kingship � kingship through Dharma"; Justification 

· how the conduct enjoined as Dharma produces 
benefits here and · hereafter. Refn]orceh!ent: his · 
policy ci religi9us tolerance and his reflections · 
on how . religiouS dissensions �re caused and fos
te(ed and bow they co�d be avoidM by becoming 
well-informed of the doctrines c:i different religions; · · 
his instructions to the Dharma-Mahiimatras .an� 
other officers to promote religious tolerance by 
supporting all sects and to act for the: glorification 
of. the Pharma; his most sJiirited declaration of . . 

how the havoc created by the Kiilinga war brought 
remorse and repentance to him and bow be had 
abandoned wars of expansion in favour cf conquest 
by Dharma; an assertion ci hls willingness to 
pardon repentant wr01�g-doer8 ·even though be 
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has the power to punish them severely;  a detailed 
statement on how his conquest through Dharma 
has encompassed dominions as far away as six 
hundred yojanas, including the Greek kingdoms of 
An�iyoka, Turamaya, Antikini, Mak.a and Alika
sundara and extending as far south as Sri Lanka ; 
Peroration: Praise for conquest through Dharma : 
"In the GQnquest through Dharma, satisf11ction 
is derived by both the victors and the vanquished." 
Directive: .addressed to his sons and great�grand
sons to abandon the idea of conquest by arms, 
to adopt a policy of forbearance and light punish
ment tO the vanquished even if they conquer by 

. ·  arms and to regard the conquest through Dharma . 
as the true conquset. Conclusion: "Let all their 
intense joys be associated with Dharma For 
this brings happiness in this world as wt;ll as in the 
next." 

Editor/Iii Note: RE XIV: not an edict · but an edi
torial explanation on why the edicts would notappear 

everywhere in the . same form. 
The identification of five edicts issued at diJferent 

. intervals with� RE I � - xm provides a reasonabl� 
explanation to several questions: viz: 

. 

(a) why as many as four .among the . thirte� REs do 
· 

not embody any directive to be. considered an edict; 
(b) what relevance the ' philosophit:al reflections and 

a.uto�iographical details , had · in several texts ; 
(c) for whom. the directive' was meant aDd why iri •'most 

instances Asoka described the orders given to offi- · 
cials and what they did to implement them Without 
addressing any directive specifically to · them; and 

(d) how RE XI - XIII could be dropped . fully from 
. Dhauli and Jaugada. 
RE. xv'- XVI. An assutnption is prog1pted . by this 

grouping about RE XV and XVI, that take the place 
of RE XI - XIII at Obauli and Jaugada. It is that' 

. these two edicts �hicb1 are specificaly addressed �� the 
Mahamatras . of Samiipa and Tosali could have been 
issued before RE XI .- XIII. Such an assumption could · 
be justified on the ground that their omission at these sites 
was due to lack .of space on the rock sa pee. Some Asokan 
scholars argue that these two inscriptions preceded 
RE I - XVl This argument is not . altogether invalid. 

· From t.he point ri view Of contents, RE XV and XVI 
are very different from the Dharmalipi series; ·Firstly, .· 

they are addressed specifically as 'royal orders' (rajava� 
canikii) or instructions (anusath1) to two sets of officers
one d them judicial office� of the city of Tosali - and 
the objectives to be gained are immediate. They do not 
digress into philosophical reflections or autobiogra
phical notes but address a major question in. which 
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the efforts of. the officers are urgent : that is, to placate 
and pacify the people in u nco nq uered terri tories lying 

beyond ihe borders of Asoka's domination. 

The general administrators in Samapa are instructd 
to convince these people of the emperor's desire to 
provide them with all kinds of welfare and happiness 
in this world and the next as he considers all men to 
be his children and to inspire in them confidence and 
goodwill towards the emperor. 

In RE XVI, the objective remains the same and the 
judicial officers of Tosali are required to accomplish · 
it by impartiality and meticulous care in impart.ing 
justice without . . being · subjected to jealousy, anger, 
cruelty, hastiness, want of perseverence, laziness and 
fatigue. They are specially directed to desist from unne
cessary imprisonment and harassment. This instruction 
also refers to the tours of inspection which were to be 
organized from Uijayini (bv the Prince Viceroy) ·and 

. 

. . 
. 

� 

. from Tak�asila. These two could be ·counted as the 
seventh and eighth . edicts of Asoka, pending further 
eViden<;e ·on their · .chroriological precedence. 

Minor Plllsr .EdJctl I - H: (Ibe Scblsin. Edlct)i The 
Ninth Edick Addressed to the MaM�atras stationed 
at Kausambi and undoubtediy also to)hose at sanchi 

. and Sarnath, this edict announces the success of Asoka's 
effort · to · purify and - unify the Buddhist Order and 
instructs the · Mahamatfas on steps to be ·taken by 
them to ensure the durability of such purity and unity. 
. . In content, all three texts ·are identical .although 

the _on� at Siinchi is slightly more detailed 'Whereas 
Allahabad-Kosam Pillar text says simply, ''I · have 
made both tbe Sangha of monks and the Sangha of 
nuris united," the Saranath text continues the sentence 
adding "to last as long as my sons and great grandsons 
shall reign and the moon and · ths sun shall shine," It . . I . . 

· also . adds a concluding . sentence -to the effect( ;"Fqr 
my desire is that the Sangha may remain united ar)d 
flourish for a long time." 
The instructions to the Mahamatras are:-
(a) to. disrobe · ( = put on white garments) and expel 

from monasteries monks and . nuns who jeopardize 
the urut)r of the . Sangha. 

(b) to ensu� that no heretics are adln.itted to the Sangha 
(AIIahabad-Kosam Pillar version only); and , 

MPE II, found only at Sarnath, gives instructions as to 
bow the edict is to be diffused and how its implementa
tion is to be ensured through tours of inspection by .. 
the Mahamatras as well as their subordinates: Among 
the persons to whom the edict has to be particularly 
made accessible are "the lay followers of the Buddha," 
who are also to be assembled near the document on . . 

every fast day "in order to be inspired with faith." 
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Like MRE I - III, the Schism Edict in M PE I - I I  

dispiays Asoka's d irect association with Budd hism and. 
above all, demonstrates how he used his royal authority 

_ and Ute imperial administrative _ machinery for the 
promotion of Buddhism. From the )oint �f view of 
style, this is the only document. whi�h can really be 
dubbed an edict Here the formula "iiha" (stated or . 
declared) which is used in all other inscriptions is rep
laced by "iiJJapayatt' (commands or orders): This edir.t, 
which could be numbered as the ninth is undoubted:y 
an order demanding obedience. lnlall others th� injunc · 
tion . to even the officers are couched in less forceful 

· language. 
. An approximate date could be assigned to this edict 
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on the basis of the evidenCe of the Sri Lankan Pali 
sources. The action reflected in · the edict was taken 
around the same time that the Third Buddhist Council 
was held, that 'was in. tiie seventeenth year .of Asoka's 
region. That would mean that the Schism Edict was 
iSsued c;>nly three or four years after the series. of five 
edicts, found in RE J � XIV. On epigraphical evidence, 
Asoka had been, by this time, a devout patron ci the · ,. 

· . Satigha for five or six years and apparently, as vouched 
· for by P81i · source5, " it is the emperor'$ muriificel)Ce 

. . . which had attracted ' heretics and opportunists to . thr 
. Sangha. 

· · 

�illar Edicts I �  -VI: Three .Wter Edicts: Almost a. decade · 
-after the Schism Edict; Asoka had issued a - series of 
insCriptions. riamely, PE I - VI. In between there bad 
been three short inscriptions: one at �a�a Chaupar 

. . ,, __ _ " 
Cave dated nineteen years after . 'coronation· and the 
others on the Nigali · Sagar ·Pillar and Rummindei 
(Lumbini) Pillar dated t;wenty yecirs · after coronation. 
Like MRE·I � Ill �tndjhe Schism-Edict (MPE I - II), 

· ·, the last · two ci the three. inscriptions are . specifically 
· .associated With Asoka's role as a ·patron of Buddhism. 

From that point of view, PE I - VI have mpch in common 
with · RE I - XVl. While Dharma is upheld, taught and 

. 

ddinoo in these, no unequivocal reference to Buddhism 
. per se could be identified. · . 

PE I - VI ·have apparently been issued in the same 
Y� - that is, tw¢nty-six years after _coronation. PE 1, 
IV, V,

_ 
and VI, which · ar� described iii the preamble a8 . 

Dharmalip� actually carry this date. This fact alone , 
should persuade one · to .  consider PE l - Ill as one . 
·document rather than three. On that basis we could 
identify three . documents, .which could t>e· numbered 
as the "tenth, eleventh and · twelfth Asokan Edic�. as 
follows:- · . · 

Tentb.Edlct: · PE I · - III: Commencement · the usual 
. . . . . ' 
opemng statement, "Thus said Devanampiya Piya-
dasi" followed by 'This Dharmalipi h� been caused 

- to be written - by me twenty-six years after my 
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coronation;" Motivation: his realization that happi
ness here and hereafter is difficul t  to be secured 
without , intense love of Dharma, rigorous self-

. examination, implicit obedience to elders, great 
fear of sin and excess1ve zeal for Dharma. Rein� 

. forcement : the satisfactory results observed in 
increasc:d love for Dharma on the part <i the 
people and the suecess ci �fficers of. all ranks in 
conforming and urging others to conform to 
Dharma; the policy of"gov�ming, administering 
justice, causing happiness and protecting peOple 
according to, Dharma as implemented by the . 
Mahamatras ·in charge ci border districts; Asoka's 
own achievements, in enlightening even criminals 
and his humanitarian measurer$ to protect animals, 
birds and fishes. · Directive: The people should 
act according to Dharma and it should endure for a ·  
long time. Pert;>ration: a sprited sermon on how 
one is blind to one's own sinful acts_ and the �eed 

. for self-retrosepection, "These passions surely lead . 
· to sin such as vjolen� cruelty, anger, vanity and 
jealousy." Conclusion : One should reflect, "This . 
is · good only · fot this . world and the other is 
good for the next world also." 

· Eh't'J!Dib Edict: PE IV: Commencement: exactly as 
_ above; Justification: some . felt need to. explain 

the role ci Rajjukas, why they had been appointed 
and what was_ expected · o( them� Reinforcement: • · 
the, feeling ci colifidence he _enjoyed on the realiza- · 
tio� that Rajjukas were looking after the welfare
of the people just as an expert nurse cares for a 
child entrusted to her. Directive: Rajjukas should · · 

. be ilnpartial . in judiciai proceedings and impartial 
in punishment; specifrc . instruction �n allowing · . 
time for . condemed convicts to appeal or to be· 

· consoled by their relatives who could alSo Perform
meritorious deeds iii the name of the copdemned. 
Conclusion: expression ci Asoka's desire to ensure 
happiness for the convicts in the Iiext· w6rld and . 
to promote the practice ofDba� through .self-con- · 
trol and distributiqn ci · gifts. · 

. . 

Twelfth Edkt: PE V - VI: a unique document consti
tuting perhaps the oldest proclamation ci �nctuary ·

. 

to ailimals. . (:innmimcement: · exactly a8 .above; 
. Directive: exempting a long list ci speci� ri animals 
. from slaughter; restrictions on. killing, castrating, 

branding aQd destruction d animals on all time5 
. in some cases- and .ottier5 oo specified holy days. 

Reinforcement: Asoka's twenty-five amnestieS ext�-
ded to prisoners during hiS reign; his practice of · 
issuing Dharmalipis (edicts) to guide · the people ·to · 
develop Dharma and t() attain welfare and happi
ness; bis rdlection on how to bring happines to 
people · without any form ri discrimination; his 
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policy of being equally disposed to all religious 
sects, whom he honours al ike. Conclusion: "I 
consider my principal duty is meeting the people 
of different sects personally." 

TbJrteenth Edict: P.E. VII : The last of the Asohn 
inscriptions as the present evidence goes is PE VII 
which is also . a dated document. Called a Dharmalipi, 
it was inscribed twenty-�ven years after coronation-
that is, one year after PE I - VI. . 

. 

This inscription is also classified as an edict only 
because the very tast paragraph directs that it be engraved 
on stone pillars and stone tablets, whenever they are 
available i., order that it may endure for a long time. 
ln . . a previous paragraph tbe objective of the document 
is explained as follows: "that it may last as long as my 
sons and grandsons shall reign and the moon and the 
SUn shin_e and also th�t: the people may conform to it." 
� bulk of PE . VIl . .  wbidt is �ne of the longest texts 

among Asokan ins�rl�ti�n5,' i� . � --�ecapitulation of his 
. reflections; policieS ,_ aiid�·.deeds; highlighting what he 
. had done for tilt .prc)in�tioii of: Dharma during his 

reign, :Divi�ect iiit� ielr J)arts'- 'each starting with the . 
statement, '11lw said ::nevanainpiya Piyadasi," . the 
wordS Of A�oka are pres�iited in a tone 9f reminiscence 
im��sto�-��re��r�, <· ·::( _

;� � . <·:·. . ·. · .  · _ . . · 
. . 

· The oonte11ts :of .'th¢ teQ · ' p;U:agtaplls are briefly as 
rou6ws:.,. · ·. · · :: .:- . •  · ;;: · . ,:_ ·; . .

.
. · · · 

:::- - · ; � • ' • • Jo :: ·�·.·� ;:,! : ., •, ,• • • 

(1-2) the questipn: .�lUClf �Aso�a bad posed to himseif . on why pre�io��kil.i8s f�il� iri their .desire to 
etid.l!fe tru; peqpi_e'� �r�giess' tAr�ugh the promo

.· tion <i P,b,�tTI,t�i :�'\iQ�;c4� teiev;ite.them through 
· . the ·. p�oinotiori .: Cf .Dharma?" 
(3) ·llis • :pl��: ' ti{��al{� : �� •.. �ictS to . be issued; 

v�riom kindS d inst;udiiohs 
.t9 be given to officers 

. to d!sseillirt�t�· ;th�m;. :  Rajjtika8 appointed over 
many hundrCd ; t'bo�sands of people to instruct 
tbe �ple �n P.hat�a. 

. 
· · · . . . · . . 

. 
(4). Fu�i1�er steps: �ettin.g :up pillars with Dharmalipi; 

appoint�n{ Dh�ima· Mahamiilras and issuing . 
proet�niations on riharnia:; . · . . - . . .. . . : _ ,. _  . . ' . 

(5) Social s'ervi�es :�Stjtutedr silade tree� wells, rest
· . . . houses, . watershedS ,afong roads juSt as previous 

kin� but witii . �il:e ri�. :objective that people 
coliform to Dharma. 

(6) Duties and funciions · of Dharnia-Mahamiitras: 
engaged in activities . bendicial to asceti�_.. �nd 

. . 
/ . 
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householders of all religious sects including Bud
dhists (referred to as affairs of the Sangha), Brah
mans, Ajivikas, Jains etc. 

(7) How these officers and others are engaged in 
the distributio� of gifts donated by . Asoka as 
well as members of his family. His intention : 
"to promote noble deeds of Dharma and practice 
of Dharma, which consists c:i compassion, libera
lity, truthfulness, purit], gentleness and goodness." · 

(8) How the people have imitated Asoka and, as a 
result, the obedience to parents and elders,and 
courtesy to the aged, the Brahmans, ascetics, . 
the poor, the distressed, and even to slaves and 
servants have increased. 

(9) The two ways adopted to promote Dhamia: (a) 
imposing restrictions and (b) exhortation. Why the 
latter 'is superior. How exhortation 'has reduced 
violence and slaughter of animals. fJso stated 
is the objective of the Pillar Edict� . which end� . . 
with a peroration: "If a person conforms to this . 
happiness will be attained. in both )his world . 
and the next." ' 

-
;.· . 

(10) Directive:. This record should be 'engraved on 
stone pillarS l\nd stone 'tablets 'wherever available.: 

We have. thus in all thirteen Asokan Edicts. among 
the inscriptions so . far discovered and...,, P':lblished. 
Historicai and Religi�us significance of the I�scriptJom of · 
Asoka: The · undisputed value of the epigraphi�al . · · 
records of Asobl as far as the history of B�ddhism is 
concerned is that they provide solid evidence for the . · 
accuracy Of the historical tradltion recorded and trans-. 
mitted through the Pali literary sources <i Sri' Lan�a. 3 · 
The inscriptions themselves could not have been reliably 
ascribed to Asoka or , accurately interi>reted . without 
the Sri Lankan Pali commentaries and chronicles. · 

Asokan scholars without a sufficient grounding in . 
this literature have often lumped all· Buddhist liter!U)' 
sources togther. Further, by assigning higher credence 

· to Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan works; they have 
conic to conclusioris whose indefensibility is increasingly 
established. While there are still a number ci unresolved 
discrepancies (e.g. Kalinga· war whi.ch only RE. XIII 
·mentions; sequence and chronology of certain events), 
there is no doubt that Asokan inscriptions and Sn 
Lankan historical tradition are ·mutually supportive} 

The · inscriptions which are generally called . edicts . 
· have been extensively analysed for the historical informa-

3. Ananda W. P. Gurug�: Emperor Asbka's.Piace1in History: A Review ci Prevalent Opinions, Sri Lu�ka Journal of Buddhist Studies. 
Vol. I. 198'7. 

·· · · 
· · 

4. Ananda W. P. Gunlge: Emperor Asoka and Buddhism: Unresolved Discrepancies between Buddhist Tradition and Asokan Ins
criptions, in Buddhist Philosophy and Culture, Essays in hono11r if N. A. Jayawickrerna, 1987. 
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tion they provide on Mauryan administration and 
also for the content of Dharma as conceived and dissemi
nated by Asoka.5 

Much has been said on the absence of any mention 
. of undeniably Buddhist doctrines such as the Four 

Noble Truths, Dependant Causation, Noble Eightfold 
Path and Nibbana. It has also been stressed that, in 
keeping with Aso_ka's admirable tolerance and dedication 
to religious freedom, his Dharma was nonsectarian 
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fragmentary inscription from Jetavanarama now in the 
Colombo M useum ( EI I V. pp. 273--285) .  

Most of the Sri Lankan monastic inscriptions of lhe 
ninth and tenth centuries (e.g. Abhayagiri Sanskrit 
Inscriptions - E.Z. I, pp 1 - 9; Slab-Inscriptions of 
Mahinda IV - E.Z. I pp. 23 - - 39; pp. 230 - 241, pp. 
241 - 259; Slab inscription ci Mahinru, V - E.Z. I pp. 
41 - 57) are regulations promulgated under royal 
authority for the administration of monasteries and their 
properties. They are addressed to the Sangha as well as 
the laity. Reminiscent o( Asoka's instructions in some of 

_ his edicts is _the concluding sentence of the Slab Inscrip
tion of Kassapa V: "(this record) shall be . written up 
and read otit . befor.e . the community of elders at the 
expiration of every year." 

and ecclectic. lt it is true that the basic tenets of good 
conduct which he had diffused are universal But his 
partiality to Buddhism and his direct involvement in 
its promotion are amply borne OUt by q�ite a nUJllber 
cf edicts. There is no doubt, therefore. that Asoka deserves 
the place which Buddhist history has assigned to 
him as its most dynamic patron at the crucial moment 

· · A class of edicts specific to Sri Lanka are the Katika 
when it grew from a restricted local sect to a world 

vatas' (q.v.) ·in which several kings had promulgated 
religion. (See PLS. I and II). 

. . rules.of conduct for the Sangha. The rules, according to a 
_ Other Edicts Jn _Buddhlst Hi�tory elaborat�· stereotyped preamble are formulated by the 

.
Sri Lanka: One looks in vain among the early Brahmi leading members ·or the Sangha through discussion ·  

· inscriptions for- edicts comparable to those :Or Asoka.' _ among themselves • based on custom and . practi�e. The 
Over a thousan'd_ epigraphical records have hither to been king grants his authority by figuring as !he .initiator of 
djscov_ered and published. ln script .and languag(; they · the proc� at whose invitation the Sangha had under- ·_ . 

. . are very close to As9kan inscriptions ·but all_ of them� · 
. . tak� the task. The -emphasis given to certain norms of 

are·· ·short announcements cf donations . . Nor do we conduct in each extent Katikavata reflects- 'the contem-
. ha\oe any mention in the early literary sources of any ._ porary sitJJat_ion :or B�ddhi�� which demanded royal · . 

specific ediCts issued by lings f�r di� promotion . of intervention The . K�tikauatas differ from the deer� in 
Buddhism,. even though it could be assumed that .kings in_scriptions, referred to above, by ·being soiety 

.
devoted 

· cf Sn Lanka right from the introduction ·c{ Buddhism to the conduct ·df monks whereas those inscripti6ns deal . 
• 

0 in th<: third _-century B.C. used their royal authoritj_ to also -with monastic administration and management of 
· safeguard :Buddhist · interests . an4 . establish Buddhist income and property . . · 

• 6 . 
practices. · Two of the earliest Kati ·vatas, as far as our current 

The earlieSt specific edict issued by a· king to hi: knowledge goes, are aiso inscribed 0� 'rock : namely, 
mentioned in �e Mahiiva�'Sci i5 �he total ban on killing the Katikiivata ci·Parakr mabahu I (1 153 .A.C. - 1 186 
(Maghataj by · Ama'Q4a-GarpaJ)i _(22 · A.c: - 31 A. C.) A. C.} at Galvihai'a and t at of Nissanka Malia (1 187 
and �_similar rule by Voharika-Ti�sa abolishing- torture. A. C. - 1 196 A. C.) which •· in a damaged condition - at 

· Attribut� to Sila!cala (522 A.C. - 535 A. C) Aggabodhi · Hlitadage, both in Polonnaruwa. Texts of the following 
· iV (667 �.C. - 683 A.C.) and Kassapa III (724 A.C. --730 KatikiiiJatas have �lso been' published: · Dambadel}i 
A.q are decrees guaranteeing sanctuary to all creatures Katikiivata of Parakramabahu· IT (1236 A.C. - f270 

· (Mai-.Ov�'sa : 35, 6; 36, .28;. 41, 30; 46,. 3; 48, 23� There KatikiivataS have_ also been ·published: Dambadel}i 
could have been similar decrees on observing the Upo- Katikiivata of.-Parakramabah.,u II (l136 . A.C · .:. · 1270 
satha (Poya) days as holy days. Baduila Pillar Inscriptiop A. C.) Fragmentary Katikiivata'>Of Parakramabahu VI 
ci the tenth century (E.Z. II! _p. 74) pre8cribes fmes to (1412 A. C. :.. i461 A.C.); 'Ktlti�vata ofKirti Sri R�jasiqtha . 

:those. trading on such days. ·, 
. 

simha (1747 A.C. - 1 760 A.C.) and that of Rajadhiraja-

An edict which according to the M.ahiiv��a, was siqthil (1 i82. A' C. - 1798 A. C.). 
. 

issued by �Mahasena against the residents of the Maha- B!f1111£ A fair number ci Inscriptions - some cf them 
vihara, was engraved' on rode as is evident from the quite long and detailed - is available from Burma for 

· � . . . 

· 5. D. R.'Bhand�kar: Asoka (fourJti e9ition) 1959; R. K. Mookerj�_: Asolc(J (thir4 edition) 19�i; Bc:ni Madh3b Barua: Asoku and His 
. Inscriptions, Parts I & 11-(scco!J!I edition) 1955; See aJoo E. Jiuitzsch: Inscriptions cf Asoka, Corpus Imenptiorifm Indicarum, 1925, 
Jules Bloch: Les Inscriptions tf Asoka, 1950, A.C. Sen: Asoka's Edicts, _1956, p, C. Sircar: Inscriptions of Asoka ('nli(d Edition� 1975. 

6. Walpola Rahula: History cf Buddhism in Ceylon, 1956, p: 64. 
7. D. B. Jayatilaka: Katikav_at StiiJgarQ, 1984. 
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the reconstruction of the history of Buddhism in several 
of its kingdoms. But these belong to a ·relatively later 
date commencing with the rise of Pagan and it� contacts 

in the reign of Aniruddha ( 1044 A.C. - 1077 A.C) with 

Sri Lanka. Neither in these many inscriptions nor in 
extant chronicles and literary works, has any evidence 
been found on edicts comparable to those of Asoka. 
While historical accounts abound and some royal 
interventions in reconciling religious . dissensions could 
be surmised (e.g. from Pagan inscription of 1260 and 
Pegu KalyaQi Sima Inscription of 1476), no documents 
similar to Katikiivatas have yet been reported. See 
KATIKAVAT 

. 

. If is nevertheless, clear that -the practice of engraving 
decree5 on rock was not totally unknown. In 1249 A.C. 
Klacwa had issued an edict against robbers and it is 
assumed that its objective was to protect religious 
monuments. 8 The tone of an edict is also discernible · 
in . re�rd� of dedications ·wherein the· . blessings and 
benefitS on the proper use of the donations and curses 

· .and punishments on misuse are iisted. (e.g. Face I fli'nes 
14 - 36 C:l the Pagan inscription of Siri Jeyyasura of 

_ . 1442 A.cv 
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edict in 845 A.C. led to the destruction of 4600 monas
teries and 40,000 shrines and the disrobing of more 
than 260,000 monks and nuns. 

Buddhism in · China, however, revived and regained 
the favour of emperors. Mter a fairly long period of 
tranquility, the fourth Ming emperor issued an edict in 
1426 A.C. which imposed a qualifying �xamination 
for candida�es for monkhood and in 1450 A.C. another 
edict fixed a ceiling for the land to be owned by a monas
tery. More recently under tbe Manchu emperor Shun
chi a tolerant and favourable attitude to Buddhism was 
displayed by his "Sacred Edict" which is known as 
the imperial book of moral. instruction to the common 
people. 1 0  

Far East: State intervention had figur� prominently 
in the establishment and the development of Buddhism 
in Korea and Japan. In the three ancient states of Kogu
ryo, Paekche imd Silla, Buddhism was recognized as 
the state religion by decree in 372 A.C., 384 A.C. and 

· 528 A:C. respectively. lJJ Silla, king Pophung employed 
Buddhism for establishing his monarchical authority 
and, for this purpose, identifed himself with the Buddba . . 

China: · From . the history of Buddhism. in · Chi,na 
come a numbCr of royal �icts both. foi

. 
and against 

Buddru�m . . In its l�ng history, Buddhism had ·been in 
conflict widt the local rel.gi(nis tradlti.ons of Corifud- · · 
anisni and Taoism. Iti 426 A.C., the Tartar 

.
chief of 

• · In the centralized State of Koryo, Kwanjong (850 A.C. -
875 A. C.) intervened. in reconciling · Doctri�lll and Son 
sects, in systematiZing the Tient'ru th.eorie8 and in 
developing a spirit of tolerance among adherents to 
Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism. -�- , · 

of the Wei dynasty issued an edict agairlst Buddhism·· . and it resulted' in. the destruction of many books and 
it resulted in the destruction of many boks and images . 

· and the massacre of monks. In 451 · A. C., however, his 
successor . issued another. edict · permitting Budahists 
to build a temple in each city. ·Following a conspiracy · · 
in which the involvement Of a Buddhist monk was 
detected, an edict in 458 A. C. brought the Buddhist 

. Sangha under very close . adi'ninistrative · and judicial 
surveiilance,' Monks · who were · guilty of misconduct 
wei:e ordered to be executed. 

An edict assuring full toleration · to Buddhism by 
the Sui Dynasty appeared in 581 A.C. ln between. periods 
of prosperity enjoyed by the Buddhism, there . came 
times when long forgotten edicts were invoked against 
it, as for example; in 714 A.C. when, under the weak 
rule of the sixth emperor of Tang. Dynasty, such an 
old edict was revalidated. The res'ult w� the disrobing .

. 
of 12000 monks and nuns and prohibiiion of. writing 
s�crcd bOoks, building temples �d casting i�ages. · 

Severe persecution .enaCted by emperor · Wutsulig's 

Edicts against Buddhist interests,. too, . had been · 
issued from time to time as in. China For instance, · 

· · Songjong (928 A.C. - 997 A.C.) de'creed to restrain the 
power and influence of Buddhist monasteries and 
replaced with new ritual those originating in Buddhism, · 
while Yi Pang-won, in a similar process of restrepgthen
ing _Confucianism, ordered in 1401 A.C. the confiscation . 

· of extensive Buddhist temple land as a part of the official . 
suppression of Buddhism. Three decades later, Sejong, . · 

· the fafnous patron of medicine, astronomy, · science 
and literature, oppressed Buddhism at first - and later 
changed his policy} 1 

Japan, to which .Buddhism was introduced via Korea, ' 
. · followed a similar pattern of royal intervention through . 

decrees and proclamations. The first official aCt of 
Prince Shotoku ·in ass11ming the . regency in 593 A. C. 
was· to proda� Buddhism as the state religion. In 
604 A.C., he proclaimed what is known as the "Consti
tution in Seventeen Articles" and its second article is 
reminiscent · of 'AsoJcan edicts :\ \ 

8.0. H. Luce and Tin Htway: A 15th Century Inscription and Library Jlt Pagan, Burma In Malalasekera Commemoration ·Volume, .· 
1976, p. 208. 

. . 

9. Ibid. p. 9. 
10. Joseph Edkin_s : Chinese Buddhism, 1893, pp. 87 - 154. 

1 1. Sohn Pow-key, Kim Chol-choon, Hong Yi-sup: The History of Koria, 1970, pp. SS-88, 131, 136. 
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"Sincerely revere the 'three treasures.' The 'three 
treasures' are Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha. the 
fmal resort of a l l  beings and the supreme object of 
fa i t h  lor al l  peoples, Should any age or any people 
fai l  to revere this truth? There are few men who are 
utterly vicious. Everyone will realize. it if duly instruc
ted. Could any wic;kedness be corrected without 
having resort to the 'three treasures'?" 

A similar degree of piety was marked by emperor Shomu 
( 724 A.C. - 749 A.C.� whose reign known as the Era of 
Heavenly. Peace saw the enactment of many decrees 
and edicts for the promotion of Buddhism and ·Buddhist 
institutions. The state appointment of Buddhist religious 
dignitaries was such an edict. 

Though in more recent times, a deliberate suppression 
of Buddhism was in progress on · the· grounds that it 
flourished under the Shogumite Govem·ment, it w.as 
found that Buddhism grew in strength as the da.nger 

'of being swept away brought the leaders together for 
united aCtion - a state of affairs which was well nigh 
impossible duiing , the preceding three centuries. In a 
significant proclamation; . the Buddhist bodies were 
granted full autonomy in 1877. 1 2 

Need for Furth!!r Research: 

· A systematic study' of . all available · proclamations, 
· rul� ·and regulations and laws which constitu.te edicts 

in the history of Buddhism in diverse cultures is yet to 
be undertaken. The information .gleaned from a sample 
· of instances in this article bears out the fact that state 
- i�t�rvention both for and against Buddhism has been 
growing in magnitude and importance. Recent laws 
· enacted in ' traditionally Buddhist countries · such as 
the ·Sri Lankan· ConstitutionaJ Provision to assign 

· Budd�ism � special place
. iO the country would ligure 

among the mos! · recent edicts. Although the Buddha 
founded Buddhism without. recourse to royal authority, 
the Buddhist institutions topay seem to need the legal 
authority which state legislation . provides. . 

Ananda W. P. Guruge 

EDUCATION. BUDDIDST 

1 .  Introduction 
Very little iS really known of the co�tribution of 

· Buddhism to 'education. Even in . the Btiddhist coun" 
tries where an unbroken tradition of Buddhist education 
persisted for many centuri�s, the current educational 
systems are neither a direct evolution of the past tradition 
nor in any way related to it. The Buddhist educational 
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tradition has been supplanted almost entirely but for a 
few vestiges which have fortunately been preserved in 
monastic organizations for train ing of novices and 
monks. 

The paucity of documentation on Buddhist ed�cation 
is astonishingly staggering. The sitmition · reported in 
the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics vol. v; p. 177 in 
191 1  to the effect that it was hardly possible to present a 
consequent history of the educationiti theory qr practice 
among the Buddhist peoples in the absence of historical 
records" remains unchanged . . One. could examine the · 
indexes of a hundred standard works on Buddhism, 
Buddhist cuiture and civilization or history with hardly a 
reference to education. Where any reference is found to 
education, the information given is most likely to be 
restricted to vignettes of Indian education in such centres 
of intellectual activity as Taidla or Varanasi, as narrated 
in the Buddhist Jatakas or to the accounts of Buddhist 
centres of learning in India and Sri Lanka visited or 
repqrted on by the great Chinese 'travellers, Fa-bien, 
Hiuen-tsang and 1-tsing. 

If the cove�age . extends tc;> mor� reeent · times, one finds : reference to the. · Buddhist monastic system of 
education and the temple s��ools wbich were systemati
cally relegated to the background, if not total oblivion, 
by the onset of m()dem · education. A few attempts 
have �een �ade �o 

_
unravel a Buddhisf philosophy of. educat10n With luruted results. 

2. Foundations of Buddhist Education: 
. . 

The .Buddha's forty-live year mission as �. wandering 
teacher was to proclaim a path of deliverance: He was 
popularly called a teacher of �en and gods (satthii 
devamanussanam) and a guide who tames .men (purisa
dammasiiratlti-lit. a , charioteer unto the · (horse-like) 
amenable folk) -· two of the nirie epithets used eve!) 
today in a formula of homage to the Buddha. Moral . .  
discipline (si/11). concentration of ·mind . (samadhi) and 
the wisdom gained thiOugh the realization of the 
true nature of life . (poii�ii) . constituted the es�ential 
steps of the Path he taught. It enjoined a life 9f study 
and meditation aimed at training and taming .the mind. 
It is but logical that a r�ligious system like . Buddhism, 
which regarded ignora�ce to be the ro�t cause of all . 
misery and postulated an undeveloped mind to be the 
fundamental obstacle to emancfpation,' should place 
the highest stress on mental development and the 
educational processes most appropriate for the pr�pose. 

A · distinctive system of education had begun to evolve 
during the life-time of the Buddha. Four factors relating 
to his educational effort constituted its foundations . . 

12. Masaharu Anesalti: History of Japanese Religion (Second printing) 1964; pp. 57, 88, 334-336. 

I . 
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They were:-
. (i) The Buddha as the model teacher ; 
( i i )  The Sangha as a l ea rn ing society;  

(iii) The monastic establishments as the institutional 
base for Buddhist education; and 

(iv) The intellectual liberalism of Buddhism as an 
incentive to educational development. 

2.1 The Buddha as the Model Teacher: 

2 3  EDUCATKON, B UDDHIST 

2. I, I Ped.,oglcsl Prindplu and Methods of the Buddha: . 

If he disagreed he would not ridicule the opponent 
or his · ideas, but would begin asking questions. These 
were a lways searchir,g questions, carefully arranged 
to convince the discu�sant of the fallacies of his argu
ments. The discussant was gradually led to mai:e con
cessions and give up his original stand. The impression 
often given Is that tht: Buddha reorganized the discus
simi's thinking proce�s by rapid-fire questioning. Simi
lies and analogies were used in elaborating and explain 
ing these questions. Anecdotes from legend and history 
fig4red prominently in his sermons. The evaluation 
of the original standpoint of the discussant to the point 
of downright ridicule and denunciation, as on several · 
occasions, would be done only when the discussant 

The Buddha wa�, undoubtedly, a skilful teacher 
and believed strongly in the power of the spoken word 
to convince people to change their way of life, adopt 
new values and seek new goals. At a time when rival 
religious teachers resorted to magical and miraculous 
deeds to win disciples for themselves, the Buddha upheld 
only one type of miracle : "The Miracle of Instruction" 
(anusiisani-pii{ihiiri ya ). 

. · 

His discourses were organized with meticulous care. 
Clarity and logical presentation marked his longer 
sermons. which he had· delivered o� his own accord. 

· In these he addressed small or large groups and sought 
to take theni step by step to a point t>f view he. sought to . 
establish. Clear examples of these are the· Dhammacak
kappavattana Sutia and Satipa{{hiina Sutta. A few charac
teristics stand · out in these discourses; He began with 
an attention-catching statement, · e.g. ''There are two 
extremes which the truth�seekers ought not to follow" 
or "There is one' sure and straight path, etc." 

· 

He analysed a concept to its constitutent elements 
and presented them with . a numerical enumeration; · 
serving . both as a framework for orderly presentation 
of ideas . and an aid to memory. 

The BudC:ha used similes and analogies fredy and 
frequently and drew them usually from the day to day 
life of the people, e.g., the work of the farmer, the butcher, 
the florist/ the boatman, the soldier, the royal official. · 
He repeated the importimt concepts over and ove� 
again, returning to them whenever it appeared permis-· 
sible. The presentation of · such concepts developed. 

almost to the level of · standardized and stereotyped 
formulae which· were expected to reappear in identical 
phraseology whenever the concept was referred to . .  
The discourse led the audience gradually to the conclu
sion which usually was a strong plea for the pursuit of 
the path of deliverance he advocated. 

His dialogues with individuals are li�lier . a5 he used · 
several other learning devices: TJsually he 'would get. 
the.�iscussant to clarify his point of view arid to adopt a 
definite position But the Buddha would not proceed 
unless he was sure that he understoOd clearly the dis
cussant's standpoint. Clarification of premises was dili
gently resorted to at the beginning of each discussion. 

. had given up his ground and was ready to agree with 
the Buddha. 

Only after such a point of agreement would the 
· Buddha begin to expound his own ideas on the point 

at issue: Whatever be the subject ci discussion, the 
Buddha led the discussant gradually to an exposition 
of the path of deliverance. 

. Whether in .sermons and expositions or dialogues 
and debates, the .Buddha resorted to a series of standard 

. educational practices. He · aimed . aL the intellectual 
level of the "pupil". He had expound� the same idea 
in so many different ways according :to . the nature and 

· . composition of the audience. He started with the·known 
and insisted on it a8 a fundamental principle iii all 
his teachings. He eschewed speculatioh as a. waste of 

· time. He urged that one should endeavour to "know 
it as it really is" - .the emphasis being on both knowing 
and reality. 

The Buddha assigned little value, however, .to know
ledge 'per se. knowledge was valid only ilp to the P<>int 
it was applied. A little knowledge but duly applied was 
rated far superior to vast stores c:if knowledge with no · 

effort . to practise what was learnt. Those who believed 
in the latter. were criticized as cowherds who· looked 
after cattle for other people's benefit. · 

He was never satisfied until he was sure . that the . 
pupil actually understood what was being expounded. · 
He tested th.em as he went along with searching ques- , 
tions. He used strings of synonyms for important 
words. ·He . narrated stories. When appropriate, he 
summarized the. lesson into a . capsule forin, usually 
a metrical c9mposition in the form of a quatrAin of 
thirty-two syllables: 

The advantages of poetry, particularly as an aid to · 
memory, were recognized. Being a poet, himself, the 
use of poetry to reinforce lear�ing was constantly 
pursued. Most ci the popular themes were exvounded 
in versified sermons. But he was not in favour of pcesen:
ting his teaching in Sanskrit verse - the medium cff 
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elitist philosophers and religious teachers . of his day. 
He preferred to allow each person to learn the doctrine 
in his own language and the Buddha himself chose to 
speak in the vernacular of the day - Magadhi rather 
than _elitist Sanskrit. 

2. 1.2 Orgtln/DJJJon of UJunJng: 1be role of ihe Teacher: 
· . .. He c;ncouraged his pupils to discuSs and debate and 
be was often only an arbitrator. He arranged prominent 
pup� to become teachers for others. He evaluated 
their teaching ability and ranked them according to 
their specializations and instructional methodologies. 

The Buddha organized the Sangha !o be a learning 
society in which the members spent tbclf life-time 

. learning, practising what they learnt, teaching others, 
engciging .in debates and discussions to clarify concepts; 
memorizing sermons and utterances of the Bliddha 
and transmitting them by word of mouth for preserva
tion, developing commentaries and winning more and 
more meuibers -who ·would. similarly contiuue a. lifelong 
leamirig_process. 

As a teacher the .Buddha demonStrated many other 
remarkable oompetenci�. He .could CC)nyert any incident . 
to an occasion for teaching. If all occaSions on -which 
be pr�ched _io . an au�ience are analysed - as classes, 
one WOuld be amazed at bis_ipgenuity. to use any si�uatiO)l · or: any, 'consreation of people as ari opp-ortunity to teach 
soinethbig. Urchins ha�assing :a snake, � old . . ma:n 
-�ba.pdo.ied · by his ·children, the . search for a ba)ldit 
murderer; the sacirificial ceremonies of. a Brahman, . a: 
war· betw� .kili��en . . and scoreS of silnilar ocwions 
provided him the "class". 

So�etim�. be contrived ther;n himself. H� did �ot . 
fall to, use opportunities_ which others provided . He 
readily · accepted · . the challenges of others and . was 
8Jways keen

. to participate in a debate. ThouSh a oonsu-
. D;tate· _'user ci the spoken word, . �- was equally adept 
in using ot_her methods of instruction. Discovery method 
fmds one of its earliest, and perhaps! tbe _most perfect, 

the monastery of Ve!uvana in Rajagaha. This illustration 
is reputed to be the origin of the "Wheel of Becoming," 
seen in a 7th century cave painting in AjaQ!fl in a frag
mentary condition. It is a popular theme in the Tibetan 
and Nepali Tangka paintings. 

The Buddha himself is attributed with the use of a 
series of visual images, miraculouscy created, to convince 
an arrogant young queen of the fleeting nature of 
beauty and life itself. (SeeDPPN.Abhiriipa Nanda theri). 

Far more important as all practical applications..._ 
of a number of important educational devices are the 
Buddha's views on teaching and learning and related 
subjects. · · 

An interesting passage in the Sigii/oviida Sutta (D. I. 
p. 189) enumerates the d�ties Of teachers and pupils: 

The Teacher should: 
(1) .show affection to his pupil ; 
(2) train him in. virtue and good .manners ; 
(3) carefully instruct him, impart unto him a know

ledge of the science and wisdom of the ancients; 
(4) s}>eak well of him to frinds arid relation�; and 
(5) guard him fro� · dang�r: . · 

The Pupil should : 
( 1) minister to · his teacher; 
(2) rise up_ in his · presence . and wait upon him; . 
(3) ilsten :'to an · he says with . �espectrul attention;_ 

. 

(4) perform the du�ies . necessary for his personal 
·comfort; and 

(5) carefully attend tp his instructions. . . . 

Th:ese were meant to be obligations betw�en teachers 
and pupils · in a secular. setting, because the same Sutta 
lays down a similar set of duties between religioUs 
teacher$ a·nd ·theii lay' disciples. Here the ethical content · ..... . . 
of what is taught is emphasized and, interestingly, an 
obligation is cast pn the lay disciples to make themselves 

· accessible to their . teachers: i 
applications. when· a mother. grieving over he_r dead 1 both th · of 1 d ·t' · ed ti. • · 

· n . e cases . secu ar an re lgtous uca on, child was made to realize the universality of �eatb.. by the obligation cast ' on . the pupil or <Usciple as regards . g
. 
etting her to beg' for a mustard Seed from. . a home . . 

learning -� . v�_ry .important. The . pupil is expected . to. ·. ·. tha_t h� nOt seen deaUl (See DPPN.s._v . .,..Kisagotami)._ t 1- 1 t · · th' th t · h 'th t•'"··• o IS en o every mg e eac er says WI respecuw 
Bud�hist literature ascribes to Moggallana. one of · attention. The _ lay disciple similarly is asked to ininister 

the earliest recorded · incidents when diagrainmatic .to their. teachers y.rith respectful attention in their word� 
· representation was �tilized · .to reiilforce and enrich a · deeds and thoughts. · 

. lessoti. Aecording to Divylwadinia. · Anarida. reports At no time did the Buddha advocate unqu�tioned · 
how Moggal)ina ill\lStrated a talk. on Deperident · .. acceptance of anythit!g .on the authority of the teacher. OriginatiOIJ (paficcassmuppiida) with the diagram. d a · · Sucb ari -asse�tion . 

would have gone against one of 
wheel m which the twelve causal factors were symboli- . bls own basic principJes of guaranteeing to each person 
cally depictet 'Not only does the - Buddha express the full and undisputC(hight to think for himself: The 

. his admiration for Moggalliina as a teacher but suggests Buddha's appro.ach to learning as .a free and unfettered 
that · the diasram be display� over the gateway' in exerCise- of o�e;s _·ow . dntj:llec�uiu capacity to think . . :· ' 

1' 
• 

/ 
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was in keeping with his over riding principle, so elo
quently enunciated to the Kii lamas (A .  I, p. 1 88f.). 
2. 1.3 Teschlng-Lesmlng: Process of Grad uai,

,P
rogress 

The method which the Buddha proposed for this 
· process of self-examination of all knowledge is observa
tion and analysis. His own philosophy or religion was 
described as ehipassika (come and observe or examine) 
paccatttUrJ veditabba (to be realized by each one inde
pendently). Buddhism was given very early in its career 
the epithet vibhajjaviida, meaning the doctrine of analysis. 
The Buddha's position was also stated ai that of a 
pointer of the way whille each individual had to realize 
the truth for himself. 

One would, of course, ask here whether the role 
of the teacher as conceived by the Buddha was a passive 
one. Our brid' sketch of the .'Buddha as a teacher showed 
that he was anything but passive. In several passages 

. .  the Buddha describes his role as a teacher in some detail. 
Speaking to Bhaddiili in the Majjhima-nikiiya, he com
pares himself to an expert horse-trainer. He draws a . 
parallel between his . m�.thod and that of graduated 
. exercising which a hor�e-trainer adopts with. a new 
horse, "In this way," runs the Sutta, �'the Buddha offers 
everyone who submits to his guidan� oy �ethodical ·. 
exercise of concentration, therefore by pw·e thinkmg, 
to free · him from all passions · and to make him the 
holiest .Place in .' the . world."1 : 

Aga� in the Majjhim��nikii.ya2 the Buddha's method 
of gradual onsetiing, · gradual progress and · gradual 
ascension from the . lowest step . upwards has been 
compare<t. to learning processeS in archery arid ,accoun- . . 

· timey. "Wh� we take pupils we first make them count • 
one, the unit; two, the duality, three, the trinity and 
thus we make them c�unt up to hund�ed'', the illustra
tion . goes. · In an U dana verse, the Buddha explains 
this process . further, "Just as the great ocean becomes 
�eeper, grad�ally steepens, gradually becomes hollowed 
out and there is no abrupt fal� in exactly the same 

. way, in this Do�trine and Discipline; the training is 
· gradu� the working is gradual the path is gradmi.l 
and there is no sudden ad�an� into full knowledge."3 

In a.nother passage of the Majjhima-nikaya,4 the 
Buddha c�mpares himseif to a trainer of elephants, 
who by means· ci a tamed elephant. lures the · wild ele
phant into a c�earing and take$ out its wild w.ays.throu$-h 
methodically progressi:ve exercises to make it "become 
accustomed .to the environs ci the villag� and to adopt 
the manners in vogue among men." -

1. M. ·I, p. 445; 
2. M. m, p. l .  
3. Ud. V, p. 5. 
4. M. I, p. 179 ff. 

. ·� , . 

. •< . . 
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To summarize these statements, it can be assumed 
that the Buddha assigns for the teacher the task of 
designing and administering t hese ··method ical ly pro
gressive exercises." I t  is important to note here that 

the entire emphasis of the Buddha's course of spiritual 
training is one of progressively difficult mental execises. 
Morality or Slla is only the foundational preparation. 
Starting with simple heeqfulness (by which one learns 
to be c�nscious of everything one does in all his waking 
moments), through contemplation on inhalation and 
exhalation, the process Of exercising the mind advances 
through meditation on a varitey of subjects to higher 
mental states called dhyanas. 

Here, the Buddha recognized the significance of . 
individual differences and developed individualized 
courses of meditation. for his disciples according to 
each one's psychologica! make-up. Concentration of 
the mind to which all this training leads, is again only 
a means to an end. 
· · The end of this leanling process is th� supreme know
ledge (pannii) with which the.disciple rea_chcs the highest 
att!linment of the reab:D .of .deathlc��siiess, Here, the 
disciple leaves . every�hing behind incl!}Qi!lg :. the very . 

· teachings. of the Buddha, which were �cant to serve 
only as. a raft, a means .of going across, 'but not meant 
to be retained . . 

2.2 The Sangha as a Learning Society ,_ . '  : 

. Withm a few months of the _commencement of his 
. mission, th� 

. 
Buddha reoognized that the . spread . of a 

message such 'as. his' needed aD organization and so�e 
procedures. With the conyerts who could join him in 
the state · of. homelessness, he fo(Dled _the Sangha - a 
very informal organization to beg� with. 

The procedure, . he. adopted, was to send the first 
batch of sixty members in all directions ilnnouncing ' 
the advent of t�e new doctrine .. This very early inissio
nary exercise paved the way for the rise. of the Buddhist 
educational system .in which every monk was potentially . 
a teacher, converting new recruits to the Sati$ha or 
winning lay supwrters. 

Tbe content of their teachings came from the Buddha 
and so were the methods, 1n that the monks imitated 
the Buddha. The Buddha himself explained occasionally 
his methods as well as his -.concept of learning and 
teaching. Angutiara-nikiiya, in particular contains very . . 
instructive observations. 
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Dhamma-desanii (preaching the doctrine) was develo
ped as an act of teaching and Dhamma-savana (listening 
to the doctrine) as a form of learning. On identifying 
mor.ks capable of performing as missionaries propaga
ting the Dhai:nma, the Buddha issued the following 
instruction� which are found in both the Vinaya Pi!aka5 
and- the Anguttara-nikiiya.6 

A bhikkhu is fit to g() on a mission when he has 
eight qualities. What .are.the eight? Here a bhikkhu 
is one who listens, who gets others to listen, who 
learns, who remembers, who recognizes, who 
gets others to recognize, who is skilled in · the 
consistent and the inconsistent, and who does 
not make trouble. A bhikkhu is fit to go on a mission 
when he has these eight qualities. Now Sariputta 
has these eight qualities; consequently he is fit t.., 
go on a mission. 

'He does riot falter when . he comes. 
·Before a high assembly; 
He does not lose his thread Or speech, 
or cover up . his message. 

- Unhesitatingly he speaks out; 
No questionuig can ruffl� biol
A bhikijn�- such a,s this is"fi t  . . . 
To go upon. a mission.' • 

The characteristics highlighted are · those of a 
· competent teacher. 
The Qual,ity of the . listener has also. received his . 
atte�tion: · ·'Then tlt.e Buddbii said; There . are 
are these so.rts <'>�"people to find in the wodd': 

The empty-head, . the fool who cannot see, -
Tho' �ft ah:d oft unto tile Brethren going; 
He hears their talk, beginning, 'JDiddle, end, ; 
ea:n nevt:r grasp it. Wisdom is not· his, · . 
Better than he the· man (j scattered . brains, 
Who oft and ' oft unto' the Brethren g�ing 
Hears all · their talk, beginning, middle, · end, 
And seated there can . grasp the very words, 
Yet, . rising, nought retains. Blank is his . mind: 
Better. than these the · man of wisdom wide. 

· He, oft and oft unto the Brethren going, · 
Hears all their talk,_ -beginning, middle, · 'end 
And, seated there, · can grasp the very words, 
Bears all in mind, steadfast, unwavering, 
Sldlied in the Dhamma. and what ·conformS 
thereto. 
This is the man . to make an end of Ill."7 

Recognizing the diversity of individual differences 
of the people who constituted his audience, the Buddha 

5. . Yin. II, pp. 5, 7 1[  
6. Anguttaranikara, VIII, p. 16. 

- 1. A. I, p. 1 3 1. 

did adopt a variety of individualized approaches. He 
would not preach to an eager but hungry and tired 
learner until he was fed and rested. He would not discuss 
impermanence of life or certainty of death with a woman 
whose mind was distraught with grief. He devised 
simple exercises . for those · whose mental capacities 
were limited. 

Similarly, dhamma-siikacchii (doctrinal discussion) as 
a means ·cf clarifying, evaluating and analysing the 
teachings of the B�ddha, has also been a major intellec� 
tuat activity of the .Sangha. While the process is not 
adequately elaborated, the result of such an activity 
is to be seen in the . vast exegetical and scholastic 
literature which found inclusion in the Tripi!aka 
itself. The Abhidhamm4 Pifakti .is, in itself, a product 
· of . such a process. · In style a work like Kcitha
v�tthu . exemplifies · . the interaction and interplay of 
diverse points Of views which had to be· analysed in 
the light of the doctrine as enunciated by the .Buddha. 
Perhaps, we get a limpse of the process of dhamma
siikacchii from the debates :,etween Nagasena al)d king 
Menarider as 'recounted in ifi{indapa'nha. The elrecti
vene� .of the process · as .  a learning methodology is 
beyond question. · 

As the numbers grew larger and the peripheral units 
had their contacts with the Buddha only at intervals, 
a system cf institutiorializ.ed training and updating of · 

. knowledge
. 
and experience became necessary. The fact 

that. the Buddhist Sangha met this challenge effectively is 
pro�ed by the result of their · activities, even though · · our knowledge of the actual · operations du�ng the 

· life-time 9f the ·Buddha is quite liinite4, . But we have 
records of incessant literary activity, which evidently 
back-stopped the missionary educationl).l ·movement. 

The words of the Buddha were carefully committed 
to . memory, . arranged . . and designated according to 
literary fori:ri in a very early ·claSsification called the 
"nine ·elements" (navanga.Satthusasana). Other arraneg
nll!nts had also beeil attempted Within three months 
of the Buddha's demise,- the disciples could embark 
on a general rehearsal of all teachings and a codification 

· under quite a systematic classification., The Tripi!aka 
in its present forin was also . complet� within the first . . 
. three centuries: During the life-tim� o£ the Buddha, · 
'itself, . ·Comm��tarles ·.on Som�:. Oi . the teaclilitgs . had 
already �gun to appear. .· MnemoDicat summaries 
had been developed to facilitate the. recall of narratives. 
A system. of indexing was e5tablish�d . .  See A� GA. 

• • 
• •. I �:. • �· · .:" • ' ' �- � ' ' 

' 
• .: • 

. Mo�kS and nuns prepared and �elivered .their owJ} 
sermons a�d · even cor#Msed J)Oetic: , appreciatibn8 .of 

. �- : .  ' 

:� 
� . � . . 

. . . . . . . ':'-·· . ·' '. - . 
. :· '�: ··.- . . : 

:.� _ { · . 
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their way of life and the Buddha's guidance (Cf. 1hera
giithii and 1herigiithii). They produced a massive scholas
<ic l i terature in which they submitted the Buddha's 
teachings to a thorough and systematic analysis. All 
these could not have been possible over a brief period 
of the first two centuries unless the educational function 
of the Buddhist Sangha was firmly established with 
almost the beginning of the Buddha's missionary activity. 

This would mean that · even before the monastic 
establishments came into existence, the Sangha was 
an itinerant educational institution. The fact that . . 

in such a system, some had to �eciaJize is borme out 
by designations given to certair(monks as specialists 
of the doctrine, specialists of the discipline (i.e. dhamma
dhara and vindyadhara). and learned in a pitaka or ?. I I  
three pifakas (pef�ki • .  tipe!aki respectirely) In .due course 
the teiloency to special�e seemed to have extended 
further . for w_e hear . in the . inscriptions of Asoka of 
monks who were specialists . in particular texts of the 
Buddhist Canon (i.e. DighabhiiQak;t1 Ma.jjhimabbaQaka, 

. etc.). 

2.3. The Monastic Estabilshinents as the Instl(utional Base 
for Buddhist Education: · 

Thus through a gradual process, the Buddhist monas-
, tery became an educational . institution . a tradition . 
preserved u�to-date in that even the humblest Buddhist 
temple in ttie remotest corner of a Buddhist country · 

· . . is essentially a centre of learning. · in the growth· of 
this monastic system ofeducatioil, a number of significant 

· prindpl� appear io have · operated: -
· 

. . . . . . 
The monks and nuns were expected to have mastered a 

minimum q\lantum of the Buddha�s teaching. In the 
Bhabru . Edict, Asoka recon:m1ended them a set. of 
seven texts for study. Even today in the Buddhist tradi
tion of. Sri Lanka,. a �onkis �ested for his knowledge 
of basic texts of the Canon before ordination is granted. 
The �enior monks and nuns .. were requited to engage 
themselves regulai:ly in. scholarly discussions to deepen 
their knowledge and understanding and to guide their 

�ractices while, at the sam� time; educating new recruits 
and novi�s. The monastery was also tQ be a centre 
for the formal as well as informal education of the 
laity living in the vicinity. 

These expectations meant that the monastery should . 

organize itself into an educational institution in a variety 
of way�. First, it had to pro-�ide for the initial and con
tinuing education . of the monkS and nuns themselves. 

. In the mitial stages, this me�nt that a monastery should 
have at least the periodical serviceS of specialist re?tr:rs 
of textS. The travelling specialist was 'quite a phenomenon 
in the early stages. Second; it bad to organize the edu
cation of the 'laity. It was. possibly restricted to regular 
or occasional serinons on religious themes ·at the early 
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stages. But with the laity, who either sought deeper 
knowledge as a preparation to join the Sangha or 
for engaging themselves in studies for its own edification, 
this service had to assume wider proportions. It was 
not very long before the teaching of the young became a 
social responsibility of the monks. 

In the evolving educational role, the Buddhist monas
teries have recorded a series of remarkable activities 
and achievements :  

(i) The Buddhists, among all religious groups ·or 
India, were the first to recognize the importance 
of liieracy. As far back as 84 B.C. the Buddhist 
Canon was reduced to writing (in Sri Lanka) 
and the earlier reliance on oral tradition was 
relaxed. The art of writing travelled to many 
countries with Buddhism. The script used in 
early Buddhist writings (e.g. Brhami script of 
Asolcan insci:iptions) became the base of many 
Asian alphabets. The monks were keen promoters 
of literacy -and the reading habit amo�g their 
followers. The significance of these efforts is 
to be observed even today, when the Buddhist 

. countries of Asia were found to , maintain higher 
literacy rateS' than their lion-Buddhist neighbours 
long before universal edueation_ b.ecaine a nationaJ 
objective. · . 

(il) The search for knowledge took Buddhist monks 
and nuns on incredible missions· across the wilds 
of the entire Asian continent. • .  E�!her they went 
on their own' in search or teachers and books 
as did the famous Chinese travellers or were 
invited by distant lands to come as teachers. 
Others travelled as· self-appointed missionaries, 
motivated · solely by their keen desire to spread 
the me.ssage · of Buddhism . Hundreds of such 
brave and devoted teachers and seekers are recor-

. ded in the histories of alm��t all Asi�� «euritries. 

(iii) The monasteries became reppsi.torieS of valuable 
manuscripts and documents. Every Buddhist tem
ple has its modest library and the older institutions 
had turned out to be veritable treasure�houses 
of literature. Libraries of the Maha Vih�r.i of 
Anunidhapura and Niilanda in India were descri
bed as va.St collections of books on many subjects, 
amassed over . several centuries. The massive 
hoa_rds of books found in . Tung Huang, Potala 
and Korean monasteries also testify to the Buddhist 
practice of building up . and maintaining exten
sive libraries. 

(iv) The educational activity which was originally 
restricted to relihous knowledge - extended in 
due course to covet all known knowledge. Starting 

/ with linguistic and literary studies. the monasteries 
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extended their fields of'study to include medicine, 
astronomy and mathematics. Centrally located 
monasteries developed into the stature of Univer
sities (Nalandii being a si ngularly important 
example) and attr�cted scholars from all over 
the Buddhist world. 

(v) The monasteries developed into centres of literary 
activity . .To begin with the literary endeavours 
were limited t� commentaries. In due course 
they • beCame centres .of experimentation with 
n�w literl\ry forms. The spirit of search for new 
media to spread the message is clearly exemplified 
by the fact · that , the Buddhist monks did not 
hesitate to try out any new literary form · for 
religious literature. The ornate Sanskrit poetry . 
and . drama were both emp1oyed very e�rly in· 
their -development by the Buddhist monks. (e.g. 
Buddhacarita, Saundar(inaniakiivya . and Sitri
putraprakaraT}a . ci AsvagJlo�a� Experimentation 
with new literary ·forms •by monastic institutions 
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(viii) Through its ceremonials, the monastery has also 
· been the principal promoter of folk art whether 
it be decorative motifs using such local materials 
as banana leaf, tender coconut leaves, bamboo, 
etc., or performing arts in the form of dance and 
drama. Music, too, has received much encourage
ment from these ceremonials. Apart from nurturing 
the popular participatoin in and appreciation 
of the national cultural heritage, these festivals, 
processions, exhibitions and such other .events 
of the monastery subscribed to the development 
.of profession'ai artists, musicians, dancers and 
dramatists. Theov�lage temple, generally, provides 
sustenanCe to fainilies which pursue these arts. 
In addition, they give a boost to local handicrafts. 

2.4 lnlcUectual LlberatJo .. of Buddhism as an Incentive of. 
Edutational Dev.clopmcnt 

�. . � . . 

had · continued to this day. · . · . . ' 

An overriding factor which conditioned 'the Buddhist 
attitude to · tea!!hing, learning and research bas .been 
the intellecutal liberalism which t�e Buddha expounded ; 

. . his · injunction to his disciples, as pointed ·o.ut earlier, 
(vi) the monastery perfected sculpture and painting . was to �sche� tradition and dogmatism and to suboiit 

as effective visual aids to the teaching ci Buddhist even his own teachings to critical examination. 
stories. arid ·the doctrine. The .� of �rt fot both · · · · · ' . . 
ae8thetic . beauty and educational . reinf�r�ement from a social . point of view,,. he upheld the capacity · 
is a significant Buddhist Innovation. It' ev�n over- �f �ev.ecy· indjVidu�al irrespective of caste, class, creed . 

. � came the earlier reluctance to depict the Buddha . or se� to attain the highest intellectual. �nd spiritual · 
. 'in hinrian form and .resorted ·to a: set of symbolic goals of his;Path.of Deylieran� by means of application 

representations. The Buddhist artist eyolved an . • and perseverance. From an . intellectual . staJtdpoint, 
t. all 1 fi ;..£' rt' t' h rth d he denounced both consei'Va. tism. and the tacit acceptance excep IOn y c ever orm ' UI . a 1� IC s o an 

._ in . the medallions ·Or Bhiirhut · and Amaravati. of an idea oli someont!. else's authority. In the rules of 
-Here, a cOmplicated story· could be brought discipline for monks, it is laid . down that the student 

, back to the viewer's mind through the mnemonical "should combat by discussion any false doctrine the 
use of a few major events of the story, compressed teacher might hold oi: get others to hold." The ·emphasis . 

with exquisite artistic refmement into a single Wa.'l on analysis and investigation . . · . 
. 

medallion. · To date, . the Buddhist .temple is . .  the · .These principl� gave Buddhist education1 �.significant 
preserver and promoter · of 'local artistif t'alent. openness as regards both clientele and content. M:onaster-
The temple mui:als .are r�lly the prime source-_ of . . ies have be.en op:n to all classes of people and, spe-
rei�gious itlrormation to the common folk. cially, have catered for the socially and econoinically 

. . . 
. . . 

. . (vii) The monastery played a leading role in cciri:nriunity 
�ctivitles by . being a fci� pOint from' which new 
ideas and tecruuques could : � propagated. nie. 
Buddhist · monb orgaruzed the PoPUlation to 

. build roads, . hospitals, orpbaiu\ges ' and . such . 

other co linn unity amenities. They promoted coope
perative . uitdertakiDgs in agriculture iuid : the 
construction ·c:i private �nd public utilities. The 
monalitety continu.es to be the main meeting 
place for the people to organize community 
development activities in· Buddhist countrieS. The . . . I . • . • , 

monk bas been invariably the convenor, patron 
,and animator: 

. 

disadvantaged . The fi:eedom ci analysis and investiga ... 
tio� while subjecting the Buddha's teachingS to di8sent, · 
innovation; reinterpretation and even misinterpretation, . . 
promoted ·a spirit . of tolemnce which · permeated the . 
Buddhist educational system. Nof only have the curricula 
included the st\ldy d rival religious and philosophical 
systems, beSides subjects not related to: religious purpose$ 
but the scholastic activity in the monastedes-·reS·ulted 
in the rise of �any Buddhist sects and schools. 

As Buddhism spread · to various parts of Asia, princi
ples and practices . d' education, emerging from th�e 
foundations, evolve<l in resp6� to n�ds and challenges · 
of the intellectual and spiritual life of each host country. 
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3. Historical Development 
The historical development of Buddhist education 

has been largely determined by the position which 
Buddhism held in a given society. Where rival religious 
and philosophical systems were strong and the Buddhist 
Sangha had to . .  explain and defend its doctrines, in 
order to retain and augment adherents, the thrust 
of the monastic training was directed to debate, dis
cussion, logic and apologia But, where Buddhism 
was unch�Henged and enjoyed popular or state .patro
nage, the emphasis was on the preservation of the word 
of the ·Buddha through-reliable modes of translnission, 
with special attention to · exegesis. In · both - ins.tances, 
the educaiion of the laity was pursued by means of 
informal sermons, whidi COIJlbined doctrinal exposi
tions with illustrative storytelling. Knowledge, thus 
conveyt;d to the COD.JmUnity, . was reinforced through . 
visual aids in the form of temple paintings ·and sculp
tures. 

3.1 DuddhisfEducation in India: · · , 

In India, · itself, Buddhism encountered . opposJtlo� 
nqt only from Vedic Brahmanism but also other religious 
and philosophical systems, notably Jain:ism and classi�l 
8chools of Hiridu philosophy. ·Iri the 'proeesscl. ''explain
ing and . defending," Buddhism, itself, . underwent a 
major change,' .bringing into ·existence t�e Mah�yana 
school. · ESsential to its growth in · popularity was the 
effectiveness with which debates· and discussions were 
conducted with both the exponents of traditional 

.. Buddhism and others. Influenced by this need, Buddhist 
education concentrated on the training of the disputant, 
resulting. in three developments: 

{a) the curriculum grew· rapidly to consist of a wide 
variety of subjects inCluding secular studies such 
as · medicine, astronomy and mathematics, for a 
succesSful missionary had to · be a ·  well-informed . 
and sociillly usefui person; · . · · 

. (b) dialectics, logic and epistemology received the . 
utmost attention both in instruction and in the 

· production · of scholarly .literature; and · 
{c) Sanskrit, the language of the intellectual efite ahd 

therefore, the medium of debate, was adopted 
for instruCtion and literary purposes . . 

Such an expanding · system of monastic education · 
favo�red large institutions where scholars from various 
parts of India as well as from neighbouring countries 
·could meet and pursue. study and research. Three. Chinese 
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pilgrims, who visited some of these institutions between 
the fifth and the seventh century A.C, describe them 

as centres of educat ional and l i terary activity, maintained 
and suppor-ted through royal grants and endowments 
from the laity. Nalanda and Valabhi in Eastern and 
Western India respectively were the most important 
among them. 

Hiuen-T�-ang's · account of Nalanda, where he was a 
student for over five years, shows that it was a fu!-fledged 

. university with schools of studies, admission and 
examination procedures, a: complex system of academic 
administration and requisite facilities such as libraries 
and lecture halls. 1500 teachers catered for 10,000 stu
dents8 (both · religious and lay, Indian and foreign), 

. . who studied 100 different subjects including philosophy 
grammar; · astronomy and medicine. "Learning and 
discussing they find the day too · short," was Hiuen
Tsang's observation. While the educational efficacy . 
of Nalanda is borne out by the quality of its teachers 
and students, who. had left a lasting imprint on Buddhist 
history through their writings and missionary activities; . .  
the vast campus which has been excavated and conserved 
testifies to its grandeur. . 

.
, 

.
. 

· For Valabhi our information comes from I�tsing . 
who says that, in status, it was equal to Nalanda. Courses 
of studies were of 2 to 3 years' duration and the names' 
of exceptio�al graduates were inscribed on the gates. 
The university imparted educatimi in"Secuhir �ubjects 
liS well. The govefllment of Valabhi �ought graduates 
of this university to fill important positions. 

· Tibetan records testifY to the · prestige and fame 
of two more Buddhist universities namely Vikrama5ila 
and Odantapuri - both associat� with ·· Dipankara 
Srijnana, better known as Atisa, (q.v.) who was invited in 
the eleventh century to. revamp Buddhism in Tib�t. He 
was an alu�nus of Odantapuri and head ci Vikfama- . 
siiii, both cf which had functioned for several centuries 
and, · in his days, were receiving the patronage ci the 
Pala kings of Bengal. In Vikra�a5ila, admission had 
to be gained by displaying one's proficiency in logical · 
argumentation in a debate with one of its· siX dvara-pa1}-
4itus (literally "gate-scholars') On the successful coil-

. elusion of one's ·studies; one was awarded the degree 
of PaJ}Qita · Odantapuri iS said to have been the model 
for the earli�t monastic educational · establishments 
· in Tibet Jagaddala, founded by the P�la King, Rama-

. pala, in the first quarter of the twelfth century, had a · 
rather short existence of one and a. half centuries but 
made a significant contribution · to Buddhist learning. 

8. A. '1.. Basham d�ubts the accuracy ci these figures. He says. "The remains ci Nalanda, however, belie Hiuen-Tsang . . .  it could hardly. 
have accommodated a thousand monks in anything like the comfort de$cribcd by the Chinese traveller". Here, Basham has made 
questionalbe assumptions on the uniformity Ci buildins matrials used, the transformation ci the institution including rebuilding 
over 600 years, the extent ci destruction by invaders and the completeness ci the present archaeological excavations. . 

;.;.; 
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Though not so extensively known and documented, 
there had been many monasteries in the Indian sulr 
continent which could be rightly described as Buddhist 
universities. Among them them were possibly Taxila 
and Kanchi which had been centres of learing from 
pre-Buddhist times. 
3.2 Buddhist Education in Theravada Countries: 

In Sri Lanka, where Ther:aviida Buddhism flourished 
with an unbroken history since the third century B.C., 
with · no serious rivalry from ·any other religious or 
philosophical system, monastic education concentrated 
OJ1 transmission d the teachings and their �xplanation, 
wi� special emphasis on preserving the word of· the 
Buddha jn _ th� lang�11g� jn whic�. he preached. The 
Buddhist Canon which the missionaries of Emperor 
Asoka brought to Sri Lanka was in Pali (literarally 
. meaning 'the text') - most probably a formalized version · 
d the vernacular d Mag�dha, the region where the 

· Buddha was most active. Until it was reduced to wrting, . 
a prin�pal goal d monastic education was 'its oral . 
transnussion through memorization and regular rehearai 
while the: text was thus preserved in Pal� . the commenta� 
.ries and �egetical works were produced in Sinhala; the 
national l�guage. ·.This · vast · commeritarial . literature . 
was trat)slated, in the. fifth . century ·A. C., into Piili.· 
With . this mo.vement, ·Pali superseded Sinbala. as . the 

. la�guage: of literary .expression and; possibly: also, . as 
the medioui of Buddhist education. · 

• 

Frolll time t� ti�e; Mahiiy�na · schoois, with Sanskrit 
as t�eir medium of �xpression, gained gi-o·u� in Sri 

·- Lanka-Sanskrit opened the-door- to a rapidly developing 
secul;li- llterature ranging from· ornate·.·· cou� . poetry 

. . and drama tO scientific treati�e$ on med�cin� :aStronotJ1y, 
mathematics and architecture . . The education. iniparted 
in the roonasteries �-some d wbich, like the MahAVfuar;i 
of A�nmidhap�m and }itiibcil)a Pirivet)a of Po!onn�ruva, 
bad becQme veritable universiti� - expanded Its· scope 

. from traditional monastic training for monks and 
nuns to . in�lude a wide range of. lingufstiC, literary · and · 
se!(ular studies. Among them a very important elem�nt 
was the study d history 'Wh�ch brought into exjst�nce a 
copious · literature oi chr�!licles. Education in these 
mo�teries was not restricted to ·mon:ks arid nuns. · 
They catered for the laity too and a number of notable 
Buddhi$t scholars of Sri Lanka were lay people (e.g. 
Guru!ugomi · and Vidya Cakravarti and the ktngs 
Kasyapa V and P�akramabiihu. . ll). 

At a particular stage, a concern w� expressed over 
the . groWing secular content of moriastiC' education. 
A royal deq-ee of the· twelfth. century actually · banned · 
.the study as well as the. teaching of "poetry, drama and 
such other base subjects." in spite of this concern, the 
monasti� educational insfitutions, whic� came to · be 
known as PirweQas, · continued to provide an all-round 
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education as conceivable at the time. Several contem
porary accounts 0f the fifteenth century Piriveryas testify 
that the curriculum included Sinhala, Pali, Sanskrit, 
Priikrit and Tamil language and literature, Buddhist . 
studies ranging from · the Pall Canon to Mahayana 
texts, Indian philosophy, mathematics, architecture, 
astronomy, medicine and astrology. 

When Theravada · Buddhism spread , to Myaninar ·· 
(Burma), Thailand, Kampuchia and Laos, the Sri 
Lankan model of Buddhist edueation went with it. 

. Pali (with special emphasis. on grammar1 as a :.. �sary 
preliminary to the study of the Buddhist Canon, became 
so widesgread that a history d Buddhism, written in 
Myanmar in the thirteenth century, says that grammar 
was -· popuiar even� among women and young girls. 
Another contemporarr chronicle describes kingKyaswa 
to have "read and become a master of every book, 
held public disputations and seven·times a day instrUcted 
his .househ.;,Jd." 
· . National languages received equal attention although 
Pall, iis the .�cclesiastical ianguage . common to all 
Theravawi countries, was used in the 

. 
production of 

learned treatises. An impetus was given to the art d 
. \Y[it�ng. and alphabets were evolved with kings taking 
the initiative as. in : Thailand where king Rama Kham-

.· 
haeQg iiiventec;l a TIUrl script . in 12&3. Monasteries, 
att(acting students frotti far and· wide' and engagirig . 
in a wide range Or .literary activity and 'r6search, existed 
in or near all major, cities ci.the region. A similar pattern . 
of Buddhist learning appears to hiwe been. · prevalent 
� c�stwhile_ Bud_dhist ian_ds� co�titl!�g M�!,ly_§ia, 
Indonesia · and the Maidive . islands. · 

. A very signfficant _innovatio!l in Myp.nmar, Thailand, 
. Kampuchia and Laos was "temporary ordination" 
which . encouraged, jf not demanded, every. young man 

· to spend at least a few. months. as amonk in:a monastery. 
PeriistiDg still as an important socio-:religious': institu
tion, this practice ensures that at least the inale popula- . 
. tion is exposed to a period of formal learning. 

3.3 Buddhist Education in Mahayana Buddhist Countries: 

As Mah�yana Buddhism spread through . Central · 
Asia to China, Tibet, Mongolia, Korea and Japan it · · 
faced opposition from popular beliefs as well as establi
shed · religious and philosophical systems. Interactions 
With Confucianism and Taoism, in particul.ai, re
emphasized �e · training ci the debater. The need to · ' 
gain popular support underscored ethical and ... moral 
valueS, on the one himd, and public; services, including 
lay education, on the other. Formi!l logic dominated 
the curriculum and, · as exemplified, for instance, by 
the prevailing . Tibetan system, learning was achieved 
by teachers and students engaging themselves in a 
debate where, through strict application ci logi<; they 
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aimed at reaching an unassailable conclusion. The 
· vast literature in defence of Buddhism against Con

fucianism and Taoism bears further testimony ·'to this 
aspect of B'uddhist education. An insight into the scho
larly life in a monastery is provided by . the murals of 
Tung-Huang. In these are depicted monks engaged 
in reading, writing acd copying books. 

As new schools - particularly those which sought to 
. Sinosize or Japanize Buddhism - arose, various uncon
ventional methods of teaching · o;yere developed. Parti
cularly · in the meditational schools of Ch'an/Zen, the 
control of Mind and "body was taught not only through 
p�actice in quiet meditation, but tlso (as specially in 
Linchi/Rinzai school) through · beatings and verbal 

· paradoxes (namely, kuitg,an/koan� In Japan, fhe Zen 
· approach to education influenced the training of the 
samurai (warnor statesmen). · 

The monaStic system suppiemetited the state-sponso
red lay edu�ation . �: .two significant ways: ·First, it 
provided popular· . eJe�entary · Cducatlon, mainly to . 
boys, .. :and, · i:ij· p�r.ticular, .:for . oomtPoners . and poor 
sections. <{th(p(>pulatib� •. *9 wliom state schools were 
not_iecessibi{sc�6q� �f.�ched to teilipJes (�.g. Terakoya 
in )apan1 pr6vided' ffiem 'With basiC instruction in \, ' · . •  • ·• •  . • ' :·: ...  1' • . - • • . - • •• • . 

readitig, ·writing 'arid atithmetiC, Second, the monastic 
system folin(Jed : specialiZ«i' scb6bls' for the. liberal 

: student tQ .engase .. itt·.;st�dt. fuld ·spteulatloii; ·as in Shu- . 
• . . ··- . · ·- - · .· . I - . . . -. . yu� -�.: China - Th#C ,efl'ons ·m. ·Jay . edueatron gave · a 

further im�ti:is to_ prlritini Jn ;all tl:i�se,�untries Budd
hist texts �ere the firs( t6 bC :p�t�. In Kore� one of 

_ the i.w<?. bQoJsF:W�. �iig �j9� '!.tiliz� to m!!ke his 
subj� liter.�ie �-� tpe�ew ·aiphabet that he invent� . 
wa� the life a:  tbC ': Buddha:: · ·. ' . . . 
. 3.4 De�lili� ari'tt R�g�ri:eiaii�;n � ·  . 

With the expansi�q. of ' Isl�Diic influence · in Asia in 
12th-1sih · centuri�� . :8�4dhist : education along with 
Buddhism, itseu: M�lined · in. the Indian sub-continent . 

. as w�ll � Malaysia, jM<l�esia ariq the· Maldive Islands, 
Elsewhere.. �'it pers�stt:J in v�.rying d�gi.� Ci vigQur and 
effectiveness until_ the advent 'of niopem education, 
whether ·t11rough c.olonf�' or �na�iobal policy. 

_ In _some coU�tri� fhe_' oolonjai policy of enc6uraging 
Christi� missionaries : �o iilke ov_er public e4ucation, · 
on the one hand, and the inceq.tiyes provided for study . 
in the language of administratioil; on the other, deprived 
monastic educational institutions . ci lay participation 
and support. SuD.ilarly, · under ihe iinp�ct of moderni
zation, secular sehool . systems sprang up . in China, 
Japan, Korea and Tha�and. Paradoxically, i.Q al�ost 
all countries under reference it iS the Buddhist monastery 
that helped the modem system a education to be'come 

. wide-spread in that the modem school owes its ubiquity 
even in very remote' areas to_ the Buddhist monk who 
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provided it with the first base. The Japanese Terakoya 
reformed itself under the Meiji Restoration in 1 873 
to be a base for universalizing primary education and 
their Buddhist character disappeared only with the _ new education scheme of 1886. In Myanmar (Burma), 
the British policy of developing secular primary educa-, . 

tion was achieved in 1868-70 by grants of specified 
modem books and the appointment of a qualified 
teacher_ to each of the existing 3500 temple schools. 
In Thailand, 71.3 % of all schools and 85.6 %  of primary 
schools in 193i were conducted in monastic grounds 
and about a third of the schools in the kingdom are 
yet in temple lands. The situation has been id�Iitical 
in Sri- Lanka, even though the traditional temple schools 
were ordered to be closed in 1865. 

But the two systems did not blend . even where they 
co-existed in the same premis�. Thus; reverting . to a · strictiy monastic role, Buddhist' educatioD, in its formai 
mode, could hardly survive. But the informaL social 
educational function of the Buddhist monastery was 
not affected. · 

Where Buddhisui reniained the popular religiori, 
a part of the strategy for nationalistic revival or struggl� 

. for independence was to promote the' regeneration 
of Buddhi� education. Revial and modirruiation'cha�ac
terized these ef_forts, wh�ch were two-fold :  

I 

(afto streamline monastic education . throuih curii
. . cular reforms to incorporate not 'only adva�ceS 

� knowledge in generaL but also the_,broadening 
· range of Buddhist st11dies developed by world
wide research; and 

(b) to develop a system of · Buddhist . scho�ls fQr 
children, based on the model of Christian missio- . 

· nary schools; butpaying due attention to Buddhist . 
learning and practices. 

Several n� types of Buddhist educational institutions. 
have come - into existence over the last . one htffidred 
years. · 

Sri Lanka saw the reviyal of Pirive'f}US which cater 
for both monks and lay students. Vidyodaya . and 
Vidyalankilra PiriveQas were established in 1873 and 

. 1875 by · Hikkaduwe Sri Suinarigala Nayaka
. 
Maha 

. Thera and Ratmalane Sri Dhammarama Nayaka Maha 
Thera resPectively: The system ct Pirive'f}as, thus revived,' 
has resulted in nearly 200 institutions catering for 
over 10,000 students. The Buddha8riivaka Dharma
pi!haya, a university. for monks, was established in 
1966 an� -a Buadhist and Pali University operating 
through traditional Pirive'f}as as its constituent · colleges 
came into existence in 1981. Myanmar and Thailand 
developed Pali schools. In Thailand, the regeneration 
of the traditional system of monastic education began 

-· 
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under King Mongkut ( Rama I V). Hi3 son, Prince 

Vaj i raiiiiQavaroros, established in 1 893 the counterpart 

of a i'lrlvet.Jtl undt;r the name Mahiimaku� Rajavidyalaya. 
By 1946 it was elevated to the level of a university. This 
University and the MahachUla!ongkorn Rajavidyalaya, 
dating from 1947 as a University, remain the premier 
monastic educational establishments of the country. 

Japan, China and Korea set up Buddhist colleges. 
· Iri Japan, the Buddhists followed the lead given by 

Enryo Inouye, who besides writing the influential. . 
book 811kkyo Katsu-ron in 1890, founded his own 
college of Buddhist philosophy. It served as a model 
in the reorganizati�n of Buddhist schools and coileges. 
Some of these institutions have beeri elevated to the 
levei of universities and p�ovide the Sangha with facili
ties for higher education in a· wide range of subjects. 
Their main ·objectives are to train Buddhist monks 
for missionary, scholarly and social service functions 
and to facilitate scholars to pursue research into Buddhist · 
philosophy; literature and civilization. 

Scho9ls .and colleg� which the B1.1ddhists established . 
. for" children provide, in genera� a �ecular education 
according ·to respective· �national policies: At the. early 
stag� of national movemep.(& for. cultural identity. and 
independence, these . institutions . _played a signill9<lnt 

· , roie . .  But 1hey· are gradually· being absorbed in . objec
/ tives, contents and me�hods . (if not in management) 

into the growing systems · of. national _ schools, which 
have adopted,, to. ,a major extent, the. cultural function 

· . of ·the Buddhist -schools. The impact Of tht; Buddhist 
intervention in secular edu�arion in icnurilben> f  Asian 
countries is to be observed in ,the emph�is on··national . .  
languages, · history ·and civilization, on · the one hand, 
arid, quite interestingly, on agriculture, traditional 
crafts and vocational education, .on the other. Thus .it 
paved the way . for a transition from the narrow civil 
service oriented school systems to · those reflecting 
wider national needs .. Religious education of th_e lay . 
Buddhist is .imparted through Sunday . schools which 
in Sri Lanka · and Thailand receive state patro_p.age 
and support. · · 

. . 
. 

. 
. 

. . . 

14· . DlstlnctJvc Features and C�rkular SpecUicatJons. or 
. ' Buddhist EducatJon: -. 

· · 

On an examination Of concepts, .modalities, methods 
a·nd practical. approaches in Buddhist education, as 
k nown froiD. both historical accounts and the existing 
institutions in Asia, a number of significant distinctive 
features and curricular specifications could be ide�ti-
� �  

. . . 

4.1 Goals and Ofjjcctivcs: · 
The ultitnate objective of .Buddhist education and 

its process of mental development is the liberation 
bf the individual from all types ,of bandages. This Iibera-

tion is to be achieved by each individual at his own 

pace and at his own ini t iative. The teacher is a facil i tator. 

a guide and, more than that. a skill model to be emulated, 
Example rather than precept is epmhasized as the 

. tr.ue . medium of communication between the teacher 
and the pupil. The teacher takes note of individual 
differences among students and designs each one's 
cours� of training {spedally the subjects of meditation) 
to ·sujt his particular traits. Leaming is not an end in 
itself, but a process leading to self-realization, which 
is equated in Buddhism to deliverance or liberation-

. the ultimate ·. aim of the religious life. What _leads a 
particular person to��elf-realization is a series of strictly 
personal experiences which cann_ot be reproduced at 
random to apply to any other individual. Time involved . 
in the process is as variable as the techniques. 

Th.is same principle, which has been in operation 
with regard to spiritual training has been applied to all 
learning experience in "tM Buddhist monastic system. 
In Buddhism, there is no book or· a set _q1,1antwn of 
literary material to be studied o! mastered . or �o be 
held as autl).ori.ty. To _know ju.st enough to set one's , 
self on .the path ,c'i mental training bas been the primary . 
objective. 'That is to say that knowledge ltself·was not 
an� objective· of iearning. i The Buddha · consistently · · 
di$couraged those ·who· wanted to be :·masters of . the 
books.� While recognizing ihe importance of scholastic 
achievement . and rewarding scholarship with both 
honours and material.: benefit�. the mo.nastic . . system 
m,aintai�� .that learning had to be acc9mpanled by 
ethical: sensitivity and moral : principles. :-Learning was 
valuable only up to the point it made the individual � 
better person morally and spiritually. 

· 4.2 IndfviduaJ-Cmtered Learning: . 
. In the monastic · system, a class being taught collec- . 

tively by :a teacher is .a relat�vely recent deveiopment. 
. A teacher, ordina,rily, met each student_ indiyidually to 

ensure •.Vhether the assigned tasks were correctly accOm
plished and to · set :new tasks. Teaching In the sense of 
lecturing or explaini11g .a · lesson to a group of students 
was �are · and was strlclty confined ' to matters which · 
students had either J;Disunderstood. or failed to com
prehened. 

The student spent �I most all his time � · self-learning 
usi�g commentaries, sub-commentaries, glossaries, iii
dexes and lexicons. The Buddhist literature in many · 
languages is replete with such self-learning · materials. 
.The m�th� of evaluating learning outcoms was ·tw<r · 
fold : The student was reguired ·either to show his capa- · 
city to draw from the self-learning materials.and present 
his · own commentary or · explanations of a given text, 
or to enther into a debate with his teachers and peers 
and defend a particular point_ of view. An original · 
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composition by the student usually marked t,;e culmina-
tion of studies. 

. · · 

In the monastic system, no student was deemed a 
failure; While the intellectually gifted ones proceeded 
to research and teaching, the average students were 
prepared for the task of preserving . and transmitting 
the Canonical texts either by learning selected texts 
by rote or by transcribing or printing texts for dissemina
tion. 

4.3 Operational Aspects of�oncept Formation: 
The maieutic method of questioning and leading 

the disciple to realize the limitations of his premises 
or conclusio.ns mad�< a contribution both to the evolution 
of a distinct Buddhist system of logic and to the fashion
ing, through interaction, of the �owth of the Indian 
theory of epistemology� In the process, the Buddhists 
played a pioneering role in delving into the mechanics of 
concept formation. 

· 

Developed in greater detail in the Abhidhamma Pitaka 
subsequent commentaries and treatises, this parti�ular 
branch of Buddhist scholarship moves away.. from a 
pure theory of cognitlQn and consciousness to opera
tional aspects which are later exempfrli� by th1 �ethods 
ci training and me<!ifational observances, particularly, 
of � ·and Tibetan Buddhism. · · 

· 

· 4.4 Cominitt�d Cha�ge Agents: 
The training of th� Sangha to be a band of self-rene- ' 

. wing change . age�ts has oeen a significant feature of 
Buddhist education . .  The constitution of the Sangha 

. as a ·decentralized deJ!looratic o,rganization ci peers 
enabled it to evolve according to the gem us and ne.eds of 
different peoples at different pla9es. and times. The 
motivation came from an ideal which bordered shiml
taneously on both personal bendit and altruism. The 
Buddhist monk has, .primarily, · left the . householder;s 
life for his own spiritual advancement and Salvation. 
Ye� he is involved in many activiti� aimed at peri>etua
ting 'the organization and repaying in service those 
that support it. As one of the most resilient organiza
tions with a proven capacity for self-regeneration, 

. the Sangha had been an effective change agent not 
only preaching change but adjusting itself to it. 

. 4.5 TeiCher-PupD ReJatlolis: 
The Jiuddhist concept of the teacher is a very wide 

one: anypne from whoin one learns something, even a 
single syllable, is one's teacher. The paren� are designa
ted the. first. teachers (pubbacariya).Buddhist education 
promotes the development of an emotional and moral 
bond between the teacher and the . taught: While no 
obligation is cast on the student to agree with the teacher 
or to take hi.IJ(as 1\11 undisputed authority, the Buddhist 
tradition requires the teacher to be held in respect. 
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Irrespective of_ the age of the parties concerned, the 
relationship engendered is that between parent and 
child. As such, the teacher is required not oniy to protect 

the pupil from all kinds of danger, but also to introduce 
the pupil to friends and spread his reputation. A signifi
cant corollary to this is that the teacher is never a rival 
of the pupil. Instead, the pupil's accomplishments 
and success add to the reputation of the teacher. It 
is considered bad form, however, for a pupil to presume 
to compete with his teacher. The interpersonal relations 
so promoted between the teacher and the pupil generated 
a wholesome atmosphere for study and search for 
knowledge. ·A salient feature of monastic education 
is that learning is expected to take place without tension. 

4.6 Medium of the Spoken Word: 
The spoken word was the only medium which th� 

Buddha and hi� early disciples used. Its use as a means 
·Of instr�ction in the formal monastic d:iucation was 
· limited. But in �he informal education of the masses .· . ' 

the Buddhist Sangha down the ages has produced 
masterly users of the rhy$Dic char.pi, the convincing 

. power and the image-conjunng versatility of the spoken 
word. •,· : 1 : . · ·. 

The traditional pattern of the sermon _comes doWn · 
from the Buddha himself. Thu� the 1 characteristics 
described in relation to · long disco'urses of the Buddha 
arp to be found in most senrions even today. But the 
variations that have been effected testify to-ii 'femarkable 
capacity for innovation. · 

· 

. ''Sermon from two seats" is how one of such itlnova
ticins is designated. Instead Of the signle monk who 
usually delivers the sermoD; two monks take the floor. 
They follow one of several alternatives. One would 
recite a text from a Buddhist Sutta and the other would 
expound it with background information and supporting 
narratives. More interesting from the point of view 

· of the · audience are the sess.ions in which o·�e asks 
questions and the other ans�ers them or they actually 
conduct an impromptu debate. lit another modality, 
the second monk is replaced by a layman, who, to iive . 
dram;:ttii: effect. would impersonate the. Greek king 
Menander. The monk, then, assumes the role of Naga
sena and the famous debates of these two personalities of 
early Bud�ism · are re-enacted The dramatic effect · is, 
in some instances, further 

· 

heightened by· representing 
the twerit-four previous ·lives ci the Buddha when he 
met each of his twenty-four predecessors and .was 
assured d becoming a Buddha. These are ' just a few 
innovations of the sermon as practised quite frequently 
in Sri Lanka 'Untill a few decades ago. Ousted by modem 
entertainment, these modalities have almost disappeared. 
In the other Buddhist countries, there have been similar 
innovations (See DRAMA). 
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Buddhists have been among the earliest to use drama 
as a medium of religious propagation. The oldest Indian 
drama hitherto discovered is on a B uddhist theme. 
The rel igious drama a nd wander ing drama t roupes 
in all Buddhist countries preserve a very old tradition. 
Particularly important as a means of mass education 
on Buddhist ethics and ecclesiastical history are the 
travelling dance troupes of Myanmar , and Tibet. 

4.7 Medium of the Written Word: 

Starting from the edicts of Asoka, wherein the spirit 
of Buddhism was conveyed to the . people in the vast 
Mauryan empire of 3rd century B.C., Bu

.
ddhists have 

. pressed the written word into service in a variety of 
ways. Commencing from the first century B.C., when 
the Canon was written down, the monastic educational 
system relied on the book as the primary tool of self
learning. 

The written word. became very early an impo.rtant 
niedium of the Buddhist informal education. The 
earliest books imitated _the style of the preachers._ and 

. p��duced �hat could be calltXI · w�itten sermons. Coni. munity reading has remained until very recent times a 
· regular pastime of the rural folk, both in temples and 
-in their homes. 

In two sites In Mand�llay, Myanmai:, are hundreds 
. of marble slabs on which is neatly engraved the whole 
of the Tripitaka. This openiur "library," by itself, is 
an invitation to people to 'read. · 

The dispiay of religi�us writings in flags, wall�_hangings: . 
as in Japan, Korea, Mongolia and Tibet ·serves a similar 
purpose;, A ptirely religious -IJlOtive_ keeps on . adding 
to the popular Buddhist literature. Both writing and 
publishing r�ligious boks is considered a form of . 
Dhammadana (gift of dhamma) a·nd an aphorism of . . . .· \ . -the Buddha rates the gift of dhamma to be sti�rior 
to aU other gifts . . 

4.8 Visual Aids: 

More than for aesthetic reasons, - the Buddhists 
· employed sculpture and pain�ing as a m��� pf communi- . cation. The temple · wall evolved to be another medium 
· of infoi:mlil education� Themes were draWn- from the 
entire n�rrative literature comprising the preseilt and · 

· ·p&st lives of the Buddh&; biographies of ·his dis�p_les, 
· imd the history of Buddhism as well as· figurative accounts · 

or hells _ and heavens. A pilgrimage, often, is a: study 
tour to temples which are famous for their· painting . . .. ' ·, .. and scultpure. 

4.9 Metho(Js of Fonnal Learning: 

To train scholars and specialists, writ�rs and preachers, 
�rganizers and administrators, Buddhists developed 
and maintained a formal system of education with 

special emphasis on three aspects : namely, memoriza
tion ; call igraphy and clear and faultless dicti_c;>Jl. 

Memorization of large vol umes of textual and com
mentarial materials is resorted to mainly as a means 
of training and exercising the mind With the reliance 
on the book, the widespread establishment of libraries 
and the regular exercise of copying manuscripts (or 
in Tibet, Korea, Japan and elsewhere of printing from 
wood-blocks), the meriiorization is not an effort to 
store information i�- one's head. The ability . to . repeat 
long texts from memory QJay still be admired as a 
feat but is not, by itself, reckoned to be a �ign of learning. 
Learning is assessed on the ability to correlate and 
synthesize what has b�en acquired through different 
media. No Buddhist. · educator would uphold rote
learning, but he would argue in favour of a very strict _ 
regime of memory-training. 

Good handwriting has been regarded as more than 
an · asset. In the monastic system, it is the very sign of 

. scholarship. As such; a: student · spends a major part 
of his time perfecting his script. In Tibetan monasteries, 
that is about the main activity, because memory training 
accompanies writing and a student produces. volumes 
of "copy books" as -proof of studying . . · 

With the importanCe attached t� oral communication; 
_ · the student has to acquire the ability to read and speak 
· clearly' and correctly, articulating each syllable. It is a 
-training needed for group chanting of scnptures (both . 
as a daily monastic ritual apd as a service to the laity) . 
and for the delivery ofsermons. ·Graduated texts, Starting 
with .. simple . words and progressing systematically . to 
very compl�x words, have been in use for this purpose 
alone. 

Thus a good memory, legible · and_, well-rounded 
handwriting and clear speech are assoiated with learning. 
The disciplined drill, which iS required to achieve_ them 
ov�r: years of application, is regarded worthwhile and 
stropgly upheld by some schol�rs to be the very essence 

· of learning._ . ·_ 

4.10 WO..k Experience: , 

· In Buddhist monastic education, learning is not · ·  
divorced fro� work . . The student, whether religious 
or lay, has t� perform a variety . of tasks relating to the. 
maintenance and upkeep of the monastery. Frequent 
ceremonials entail special 'types of works. A fair amount . 
of wo�d��ork, · maso�ry and .metal-work ha.� to be 

. picked up 'l)y st�denis to be useful on these occasions. 
Skills pertaining to painting, paper and butter sculpture . and :other artistic creations have opportunities for . . 
development. The average alumnus of the Buddhist 
monastic . system of educatibn is a versatile worker, 
with a wide range of manual and technical skills. In 
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the Tibetan system, monks aciually studied carpentry, 
masonry, sewing and embroidery, besides their examina
n a t ion subjects. 

4 . 1 1 Sudal Services: 
A monastery has obligations to fulfill to its lay suppor

ters in the community; A student monk usually partici
pates in household ceremonials which bring him in 
contact with community life. 

A common task is to teach young children, as, in 
most: Buddhist countries, the parents still try to supple-

. ment the children's school education with an exposure 
to the traditional literacy and literary training of the 
temple. They participate in community activities whe
ther they be for development or for relief and rehabilita
tion. The unstructured programme of studies, usually 
with no time-bound· requirements like examimitions or 
promotions, · enables the student monks to combine 
stJ.ldy, work experience and social service arid eXtend 
their . period of studentship as long . as circumsta:1ces · 

permit. 

4.12 ·Pro.modon of Art and Crafts: : 
Folk arts and crafts imd music were informal elements 

of monastic Buddhist :education, on account of frequent 
. . an� .elaborate . ceremonials. As in SOCial Se!Vices, . the· 

student's participation was .encouraged by the absence . 
of· rigid time� tables or examinations. 

S. c�m:h.sion: Need for, Res�arch 
. . . . . As this article demonstrate� the information available 

on Buddhist education�'bo�. past and present"is extre
mely limited. A few �tt.empts have been made to unravel . 

· .a Buddliist philo�ophy of education with modest results 
as a . comprehensive analysi� of the literature has not 
been · undertaken. Histori� of · Buddhist education 
confine themselves to vignettes of Indian education, as 
narrated in Buddhist stories, �r to accounts of institu- ' 
tions visited by Chinese pilgrims. The ouster of the 

. temple schooL the attemptS .to revi�e Buddhi'st education 
an<� . the socio-cultural impact of these developments 
in each of the Buddhist countries of Asia remain to 
be documented and critically studied: Of equal sigllifj7 
cance is .to examine whether concepts, modalities, 
methodS a!id practiCal approaches developed by Budd
dhist education are, in aQy way, relevant to current 

. efforts in educational development. 
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Anancia w: P. G�ge • 

EFFECf. Dictionaries define the word CJ'Tect as: some-
. . � . . thing caused or produced; result .or . �nsequence. 

Several Pali words are used i.ti Buddhist texts io denote 
these. ideas of effect, among them being vipiika (q.v.): 
result or consequence, phala: effect or fruition, nissanda: . 
outcome. The ablative form paccaya of paccaya (q.v.) . . - · . 

which · means cause or eondition is also used to, iinply 
thi� idea of �ect as something causally generated, as in 
avijfo paccaya saitkhiirii, !.e. saitkhiiras are causally 
prQduced by avijjii or they are, in other word� the . _ 

effect of avijjii. In the Buddhist context, the word v{piika, . 
which is insepanibly tied up with the word kamma or 
action, implies the result or outcome of conscious, 
motivated activity (sailcetanika kamma: A. V, p. 292) 

. undertaken by the average worldling. The emphasis . 
· here is on the impact it has on the person who is res
ponsible for it, both with regard to the mod.ifica�ion 
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of the nature of his character and with regard to the 
general level of comfort and discomfort he experiences in 
life, here and hereafter. It appears to be possible to 
make a general observation here that the first of these, 
namely the modification of the nature of one's charaf:ter, 
essentially comes into operation in this very life (di!fheva 
dhamme1 almost with the commission of an action. 
The second, i.e. the change in the nature of one's experi" 
ence (as sukha ot dukkha) is generally referred ·to as an 
effect operating in the life after (siimpariiyika) i.e. in a 
nc\v phase of life or new world (compare such usages 
as . . .  lokarrr uppajjati. A. I, p. 122 and . . .  kilyassa bhedii 
paraf!'· maral)ii apiiyarrr . . .  uppajjanti: op. cit. p: 55). - ' 

This question of action and its reaction on the doer 
has been one of major concern in Indian religious 
thought Thus says _ the B�hadiira1}yaka U pan4ad: :  
'According as one acts, according ali one· behaves, 

· so does he becC?me. The doer of ,good becomes good, 
the doer of evil becomes evil. One becomes virtuo·us 
·by virtuo\IS action, bad by bad action.' (Bhr. Up. I� 4.5.). 
There are also, on the other hand, those who 9enioo 
the impact of good and bad deeds on the doer (natthi 
din111Jtr1 nattm yiffharrz . . .  natthi sukafadukka!iinarrr pha
la. vipiiko: M. III, p. 71). Such views have been generally 
aScribed · to · materialist thinkers who rejected the. idea . 
(i ethioal import c:i human action (See D. I, P:P· 52 f. 
and SS for similar ideas a8cribed to PiiraQa Kassapa 

. and Ajita Kesakambali). 

The Buddhlsts reject this. as a serio� misconceptio� 
or miCchadittm which they· wish to' combat with the 
idea rf sa,;.�iffiU . (M. III. p. 72).1 They elaborate 
thdr theory of .jamma further and trace the origin 'of 
kamma or conscious action . to its psychological basis or 

· motivation Since motivation. precedes action and 
action d' every sort is determind by it (cetayi(va kammurrz . 
karoti kayena viiciiya manasii: A. III, p. 4151 the Budd
hists go. so far as to identify action, and very correctly 

. perhaps, . with motivation (cetiiniiharrz bhikkhave kam
marrz vadiimi: loc. cit.). Greed, hatred and · delJ]Sion, as 
mental stat!:S in their grosser, unrefmed form are given 
as the major source d' motivation for action (lobho 
nidaiUII!I kammiinarrz samudayiiya doso nidiinarrz . .  ;moho
nida1UU!l . . .  A. I, p. 263� True to the nature of their psycho
ethical character, they ·complicate . and . �aniify both 
thought processes and consequent .action processes. 
They contribute to the perpetuation <( the .process 
and not to its reduction (tarrz kamf7141rl.kammasamudayiiya 

· samva{!ati na tam ·kamm� kammanirodhiiya samvaHati: 
ibid). . 

. � ·. 

Thus conscious actions committed do not cease or 
exhaust themselves without impactir.g the doer. K amnw 
(q.v.) in Buddhism being defined as and identified with 
motive or cetanii (q.v.\ it would be reasonable to expect 
that the first reaction of kM1ma would be, where it is of 
unwholesome origin, the bringing about of moral 
corrosion of the individual who sets in motion such 
activity. (Compare: manasii ce padJl!fhena. bhiisati vii 
karotl vii: Dhp. v. 1.). It contaminates the very source 
of its origin Evil actions generated through thought, 
word and deed, on account of their unwholesome 
origin, are referred to as being rooted in evil intention� 
(akusalasancetanika: A. V. p. 292) and as producing 
unpleasant experience (dukkhudraya and dukkhavipiika: 
ibid.). Here one is compelled to note two stages, as it 
were, of the impact of kamma on the doer. Primarily, 

. there is the psychologically significant moral degenera
tion of the individual which is more or less an inward 
and intern� process. There lilso seems to be the outward 
and physical expression of the · outcome of this moral 
degeneracy (which in fact is the . . intensification rf �e 
already inherent evils c! lobha, dosa and moha1 in plung- · 
ing the doer to a state d' discomfort and displeasure · · 
(savylipajjhlll!i lokarrr : A. I, p. · 122� One has here to 
-stress. adequately tlie word · 'outcome' for according _to 
B�ddhism, it is not the 'raw deed' (kamma) itself which 
one suffers as 'tooth for a tooth and an eye for an eye' 
but the. consequences d' ihe oorrosion (vipiika) that · 
haS been· started by the acts .committed. If it were not so, 
it is clearly argued, . there would be no . possibility. of 
terininating the process · d' suffering (� A. I, p. 249). · · 
It is further argued that a man d' great strenght of 
character (aparitto mahattii� by virtue · Of the religious 

'culture he has acq�ired (bhiiritakiiyo hoti, bhlil)ifasilo. - .  
bhlivitacitto, bhiwitapanno). could . ·wear out, :iii ·· this · 
very existence, the evil effects d' an action committed 
by him. He need not .necessarily be led to a state ci. 
suffering in a life . after (ibid.). It is also worth adding 
here . that . this implies a process d' . self-correction and 
a determination against · a .possible recurrence c:J such • 
action rather than one of !epe!ltan<:e or paying· a penalty, · 
for misdeeds . done. 

In the case d'. � average worldling, on the other 
hand, who commits such unwholesome acts, the fruitiQn 
or vipiika d' his actions is said to take place � ·any rf 
three possible stations m the· sa�saric career: (a) in 
this very eXistence {diHha-dhamma): (b) . fu the next 
birth (upc!pajja) or (c) at any time in samslira in a subse
quent birth (apare vii pariyiiye) A. V, p. 292� Thus · 

' 
1. But the concept d sammlidi{fhi he�; as that which upholds the moral dftcacy d action is pointed out to be of a gross (siisurul� · 

down-to-earth type (upadhivepakka) which at any rate contributes to the prolongation d tbC saq1siric process (see DITTHIA con
tradicting the concept of release or s8Ivation. 
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actions of the average worldling, being rooted in greed, 
hatred and delusion, lead consequently to unpleasant 
results as their effect, and through continuous . .  kamma

activity contribute to the perpetuation of the saq�saric 
process. 

On the other hand, the opposites of these cotrs>sive 
states, viz. non-greed, non-hate, non-delusion (alobha, 

· adosa, amoha) also lead to action or kamma but kamma 
of a different type with a very different reaction. Being 
non-involving in character, action resulting from such 
motivation as non-greed and non�bate leads to reduction 
and elimination of the salfls�ra-building kamma process 
(kamma-nirodhiiya). In consequence of such ·. action 
there shall be pleasant experience (sukhavipiikalfl). Viewed 
from a transcendental angle, on the other hand, such . . 
action is non-defiling and non-contaminating (asalfl
kilif!ha: See M. I, p. 318). That in itself is the bliss (sukha); 
that in itself is the achievement, in the pursuit of s�tlvation: 

At the same time it is .t0 be noted that the Buddhist 
t�chings are quite �leai on ihe issue that not all experi� 
ence one goes through in life, plea8ant or unpleasant 

. is necessarily the ·etrect of. kamma done by one � a 
· previous life. According to a record in. the Salflyutta 
nikiiya, a .  paribbiijaka by· the name of Moliya Sivaka 
once questioned the Buddha as to what he thought of 
this position which he sald was held by certain con
temporary religious teachers (S. IV, p. 23Q). The 
Buddh� then Categorically stated that thi.s ··was not 
only untrue (micchii) but was contrary to what one 
knows through one's exPt:ri�ce (yaii ca siim� niitalfl 
tan ca atidhiivanti: ibid.). There is room lett for misad
ventures and ·accidents· of the physical world which are · · 
termed visama-parihiirajiini. · .Some disaSters also come 
abOut through contrivances imd machinations . ( opak
kamikiini). Th\Js according · to the Buddhist position 
the .experience which a· being goes through in ' life, · if 
viewed as effect; in conformity · to a theory of cause 
and effect, is nor always necessarily produced· by one's 
own kamma. The possibility also of th�re being other 
factors which contribute to the qua'ntum of life experi
ence, b�ides the effect of one's own kamma is clearly 
recognised. 

Iii discussing the Buddhist theory .of kamma .in relation 
to the �ncept c{ effect, reference .has also to be made 
to a view elaborated in the Jlisuddhimagga (p. 6p1) 
which speaks of the effect of kainma, .. in reiation to 1ts. 
fruitio·n, being reduced, eliminated or enhan9.ed . on 
account of the influence of other items' of .kamma which 
have been integrated ilit� the psychophysical sc;�khiira 
complex of a saqtsarlc being. While the upapi[aka kamnia 
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of this classification reduces the intensity of the effect 
of an act of kamma and an upaghiitaka eliminates its 
effect : the · upatlhamblwku. on the other hand, being 

unable to bring about effect by itself, props up an act of 
kamma to bring about the full effect of that other kammu. 
In this same discussion the Visuddhimagga also reckons 
with certain types of kamma where only the action 
takes place - ahosi-kamma but would find no occasion 
to bring about its effect - na ahosi kammavipiiko :'�' 

. .bhavissati k�inma vipiiko natthi kammaliipiiko. These 

. are the situtions . of 'no-effect' kamam which really are 
'action only, sans effect' ·· ahosi-kamnw. By the time 
specific dead-lines come . to be set for the fruition . of 
kamnw (as di��lwdhammul'eclaniya and uptiPIIi.iaredcmiyul. 

those that get beyond the specified points inv�riably 
come into this group of 'written off kamma.' See also 
K A M MA. 

Jotiya Dhlrasckcra 

EFFORT. See ENDEAVOUR 

lffiAUTARIANISM. Derived, as-it it.,from the French 
te� 'EGALITAIRE ('EGAL meaning EQUAL), 1 egali
· tarlanism has come to meari the doctrine .of equality 
among mankind, and iS primarily social in content. . 
While the . cOncept of equality is nothing new in the . 

. . annals' of ciyilized human history, it . niay be noted 
in ·passing that as a present day social doctrine. egali
tarianism . came into its own wi� t�e eqJergence of 
social . forces like class - consciousness r�.ulting from 
the Industrial Revolution in the West What is important 
is the fact that· equality was, and is, circumscribed by 
limitations in. actual application; for instance, it has 
been rightly pointed out that apart from the abstractions 
of logic and mathematics, no two . things or persons 
can be claimed to be equal in all respects;: and this is a 
matter that h� been argued . out with great finesse . 
(loc. · cit). The claim that ail men are equa� for instance, 
is more prescriptive than descriptive, and actually 

. means that "there is some respect, at least, in which 
no �.difference ought to be �ade in the tr�tm�nt or 
Consideration given to all mel), whatever differences 
there might · be in their qualities and circumstances.". 
{ibid. vol III, p. 39). Egalitarianism has therefore to be . 

. Viewed within. . the framework of SUCh JimitatiODS. 

. While recognizing such limitations, Buddhism sees 
firstly a basic equality between man and man in respect 

1. a Marguerite-Marie Duboid, Dictionnaire Moderne Francais-Angla� (Librairie Larousse1 Paris, 1960. 
2. 'EQUALITY, MORAL AND SOCIAL,' The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy. VoL 3, pp. 38 fT. 
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of man's essential nature, although Buddhism notes, 

mainly at the intellectual and religio-ethical levels, 
what it calls a "difference between individuals" (puggala· 
vemattatii, cf. M. I, p. 494: S. II ,  pp. 2 l f), springing 
from more deep-seated humaa conditions (S. V. p. 200). 
This is owing to the fact that, according to Buddhism 
the historical evolution between · two given individuals, 
viewed in the broad .saqtsaric context, · cannot be iden
tkal This, in turn, can lead to the "inequality of i�div1-
4uat endowm.ent" as noted by certain present-day 
social scientists.� and would result in inequalities in 
social life. Hpwever, as observed elsewhere (s.v., DEMO
CRACY); it is with Buddhism that "the fundamental . 
equality of all mankind as one communiti' is recognized 
for the first time in human thought, "in the sense that 
man's essential nature is the same whatever the individual · 

differenceS due to heredity, environ ment. or karmic 
factors may be.'>4 This sense of equality fundamentally 
seems from · the Buddhist view that (a) all mankind,. . 
in the ultimate anaiysi� faces the �asic problems of 
�saric "becoming" (bhava1 viz birth (jiitl) decay 

· (jarii) dissolution or death (maral}a) basic to every other 
problem rf life succinctly expressed by the compound 
tenn sokaparidevadukkha-domanassupiiyiisii .and .s�lt .out . 
as the Fitst Nol:�_le Truth, and (b)' that at ·the same time 
man is capable '({ overcoming these problems by attain-

. ing· the very highest· morally and spiritually, 'since human 
life ·i<; so plaCed in the ·cosmic. scheme c:f things · that 
human beings aione - enjoy · the . be&t opportunity of 
release from SaqtSaric sorr,ow. M(21 are equal . in that 
they ' �hare the same basic poroblems and a common 

. but unique potentiality to attain the highest Furtber� 
·mort; apart from the distinctions ci sex, the ·psychoso
matic constitution (nama · and riipa) ci every individual. 
being the sa� in large measure, lhe, basic physical; _ 

. psychological and emotio!llJ.} needs among two given 
worldlings (puthujjana) . - for it is with them 

. 
that we 

are actually concerned - are never reduced and remain 
almost identi�al. Let us first examine the main arg�ments 
in support of tbi$ conception ci equaiitY in man's essen
tial. nature-two arguments in particular, viz (a) biological 
,aDd (b) . anthropOlogical : 

(�) The bi�logical argument po�ts to the fact that 
honiosapiem constitute a single species in contradistinc
tion to 'different species to which various types rf fauna 
and flora belong. This, incidentally, is in accord with 
the modem biological outlook' which tends to restore . 

the view of the u nity of man as upheld in many religious 
traditions. H uman beings, therefore, are fundamental ly 

on .a par with each other. Adducing the biological 
argument, the J1isef!IW Sutta of the. Suttanipata (Sn. vv. 
600-61 1) states that unlike in the ca5e of the plant and 
ani�al ki�gdom: which are characterised by differences 
ci species (lingarrz jiitimayarrz� notwithstanding minor 
differences in the colour of the hair or in the figmentation 
rf the skin and other similar visible aspects, all men ' 
should be looked upon as l?elonging to one single 
specie� since in physical and other vital characteristics 
all human beings are the same. What is implied here 
is that in thebiologica! scate of evolution, in due order 
(anupubba'tl) and as things really are (yathiitatha'tl), 
there is a �istinctlon in species (jativibhangarrz1 · for . 
species are manifold: annamannii hi jiitiyo (Sn. v . . 600). 
.Firstly, there. are (various kinds of) grass� and �es, 
with characteristics that <:onstitute (�erent) speCies 

. amongst them (lin{JaJ�J jiitimayllltl tesam1 although 
they do · not exhibit them: na ciipi parija'nare.6 Then 
(cmo1 there are the worms (kife1 the moths (patailge) 
and different kinds Of ants (kunthakipil./ike); then coine 
' the_ quadrupeds, small and big (�·muppiide khuddake ('<I 
mahallake) and serpents like ti>P. · long-backed snakes 
( piidiidtirc:- . .  urage diglwpi!fhike Sn. vv. 602-604). Next. . 
to be · reckoned are the fishes in the waters (mac�he 
viirigocare) and the birds roaniing · the s!cy · (pakkhi . . . 
vilwngamii). Although in . all th� species the. marks · . that constitute the (different) species are manifold · 

. (puthu1 · there aren't in men many such marks which 
indicate (different)· species amongst .them (evam n'atthi' 

· . manussesu /inga'tl jiitimayarrz puthii - ibid. vv. 605-607). 
Thus, there are. no dif!erences among . m�n, in contra
distinction to ot . .  (d.uferent) species (lingarrz jiitimaya�1 
n' eva, yathii an�isu jatisu ibid, v. 610� . Difference there 
is in beings eildo.wed with bodies (paccatt� sariresu), 
but . amo.ngst . men this is not . the case (manussesu-eta'tl . 
na t:li.imi. ibid v. 6 1 1). To speak ci a difference between 
man and man is. to speak in the common tongue: vokii- . 
ranca manussesu samannaya pavuccati (ibid) . . 

\ . 
In view of this basicbiologicalequality, distinctions of 

birth between two given persons ...: such as the ·advantage, 
as the suttk.pu.ts it, of bei� b�m to a parti�ular mother · 
(yonija�' mattisambhava1f1.' · ibid. v. 620� should not .. 
count in determiilingone�s statiorl in life. The latter is 
really determined either by. temporal considerations 
(such as the division of laboilr in society; of change 

l Inequality a individual endowment is factually tru� �ltho�gh some would prefer to dismiss it as �i elitist theory. a T, B. Botto-
-inore, Ellties and Society, Pelican Books, Reprint 19'77, p. 15 f. 

· · 

4. IC N. Jayatillake, Tht Principles cf International Law in Buddhist Doctrine, Extract from the "Recueil des Cours," Vol. II, 1967, 
(Private Circulation only), .Leiden, p. 518. 

5. a. L C. Dunn, 'RACE AND BIOLOGY', in Tht Race Question in Modern Science, Unesco, Paris, 2nd Impression, 1959, pp. 245 1f. 
6. So. 601. The Commentary on this verse says: mayam til}ll mayal!l rukkhii ti evcimpi na CJa(ijiinanti. 
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of profession, ibid, vv. 6 1 2-619 ;  653-656) or through 
moral and spiritual criteria (Sn. uv. 620-650 653, 656): 
In the either case. bio logical ly all human beings 
are born equal. It is significant that · Buddhism 
found it possible to arrive at the biological truth of 
the one-ness of mankind "from searchings quite other 
than. those underlying present-day laboratory work"7 
indicating, incidentally, that the verities it propounds 
call for no scientific props. The biological argument is 
expanded in subsequent Buddhist polemics against 
social distinctions like caste, for instance, by Asyagho�a 
in his Vajrasuci. 

(b) The · anthropological argument is best adduced 
by the Aggaiiiw-Sutia of the Dlyha-nikiiya (D. I I I .  p. 93 IL). 
In the beginning, says this sutta, all human . beings 
were "like unto themselves and not unlike" , ai1iieswn 
sadisaniieva no asadisart�.8 Social distinctions arose in 
settled society through a division of labour as a nescessity 
for its very ·· ·existence, culmin.ating . in a contract of 
society arid a contract of government (s.v. DEMOCRA-. .  
CY). Unlike in  Brahmanic theory, Buddhism would not 

. say that class-structures were . absolute.9 Since this 
. equality among human beings is said to be "in accordance 
with the universal Norm and not contrary to it" (dham
men'eva no adhainmena. D . . IH; p. 93); the equality implied 
is · basic, fundamental · and · natural. The sutta suggests 
that a recognition 'and appreciation of this flict. would 
partly constitute a knowledge of the origin or ,primeval 
condition (cf. aggaiiiia) of things; this absolute equality 

. between man l!nd man in respect of his essential nature 
should be recognized in human affair� whether conceived 
in terms of. t�e life led here or h.:reafter (dif!he' c'eva 
dhamme abhisamparayaiica) for ,the Universal Norm 
is �aid to reign supreme in man's life: Dhammo hi se!fho 
jane tasmirt� (Joe. cit). Distinctions among two given 
individuals could arise through social needs leading to 
caste or class and occupational distinctions, but, as a 
globe-trotting animal, man has basically been the same . 

. While the hunting aud food-gathering economy of 
primitive man got transformed to one of agriculture, 
and settled - life and class distinctions became a reality, 

. all human beings were yet "like unto themselves �nd 
. not unlike." 

. 

Since there is an equality iii respect of man's -essential 
nature (as buttressed by biological and, anthropological 
arguments), equality in other respec� like the social, 
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legal, moral, ethical and religious or spiritual becomes 
meaningfu ! ;  and this, in turn, makes egalitarianism a 
multifaceted concept, relfecting a number of dimensions. 

Sociologically just as much as class-distinctions 
in human society were not absolute, nor have 
ever been universal. The Ass111iiyana Sutta of the 
Ma}jhima-nikiiya illustrates the point. (M.II,p. 149). It 
states that among the Yona-Kambojas (Yona-Kambo
jesu), i.e. certain states in the early Buddhist period 
adjoining North-Wes.tern India, and in certain other 
borderittg districts (aiiiiesu ca paccantimesu janapadesu) 
there were "only two classes" (dve'va val}IJa), to wit, 
the lords imd the seifs (ayyo c'eva daso ca� Furthermore, 
this division was not rigid, in that it is said that •'Jords 
{could) become the seifs and the seifs the lords" (�yyo 
hutvii daso hoti, daso hutva ayyo hoti). The basis of 
social distinctions being patently relationship, 10  it is 
further pointed out that in this situation . the Brahmin 

. claim to superiority is without foundation (cf. Ertha . . .  
Brahmaryiiliaf!l kirt� balart� ko  assaso yad ettha brahmal}a 
e�art� aliart�su B�ahmal}li 'va · se!!ho val}IJO, hirw aiiiio 
val}l}·o . . .  brahmadiiyadati : M. II, p. 149). Elsewhere (D. 
I, p, 72; M. I, p. 275), reference is made to the possibility 
of release from seifdoq_t (cf. ·diisuvyii m·ucceyya). Even by 
(later) 'diehard Brahmanic standard!(a siidra oi:. an 

· outcaste, though not released from servitude (which is 
. said to be innate in him), may � emancipated by his 
master. 1 1 . Regardless of whether sO'ciaJ distinctions 
were still in the making or were an accomplished fact .. 
during the Buddha�s day, Buddhism would not regard . 
such distinctions as universal. The Buddhists upheld 
the egalitarian cause "by pointing td actual conditions . 
prevailing in the society . of the times,"12 as inay be 
inferred from the above. As the. Madhura Sutta � of the 
Majjhima-nikaya shows, services of others are at one� 
com'mimd due to nothing but one's �co nomic power, 
and this has nothing to do with considerations of soCial 
.class ('M. II. p. 85). 

. . 

The legal argument i� that an individual, . whatever 
his or her caste or social distinction be, if held liable 
for an· infringement of th� law, is punishable With the 
the same type and degree of punishment, which, inciden-

. tally, from the Buddhist point of view, should. be reforma
tory and not ptirutive. This argument- is spelt out in 
the M adhura Sutta (M. II, p. 88) which adds the constant 
refrain that the Brahmin's claim to superiority was simply 

7. The Preface (anonymou;) to G P. Malalasekera aud K. N. Jayatillekt; Buddhism and the Race Question, Unesco, Paris, 1958, at 
p. 6 (from where we qur te) seems to look down upon findtngs through scientifi.c, if arrived at. by means other than laboratory work. 

8. Ibid.; v.l. aiiiiesa111 (il .1� p. 93, fJL 12) should be preferred to anai\iie�0111 in the 'text of the /'TS. Edition . 
. 

9. a. K. N. Jayatillek� The Principles of International Law in B�ddhist Doctrine, pp. 509-512 � 516. 
10. a. T. W. Rhys Davids, B�ddhist India, Sixth Ed, Calcutta, 1955, p� �3 If. 

. 

1 1 . Cf. Manusm�ti, VIII, .414. 
· 

1 2. G. P. Malalasckera an4 K. N. Jayatilleke, op. cit., p. 47. 

'" \ 
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an· empty claim, with no substance whatsoever : gh�so 
yeva kho eso. lokasmim (M. II, p. 84). 1t is only propaganda 
among the people. Whatever his caste or class be, says 
this suttil, a robber is a robber: corot'eva sankha'!l 
gacchatiY In these circumstances (eva'!! sante), these . 
four castes (viz. khattiya, brahmo1}a, vessa and sudda) 

· are on a par with one another and iri this matter there 
is no difference whatsoever between them: ime cattaro 
va1}1}ll samosamii honti; na'sam ettha kinci nliniikara1Jartr: ... 
(M .. II, p. 88� In legal relations or in relations between · 
persons to whom justice is to be meted out, no unders
tood difference (such as caste in this instance) should 
be a ground of distinction It is in this sense that nien 
are equal before the law. This conception of legal equa
lity was. subsequently exemplified by the Buddhist 
Emperor A,soka. In his Pillar Edict IV he says that 

· "It is most desirable that there should be absolute 
equality for all in legal proceedings aild in the punish
ments awarded . . . "14 This is, how�ver, different from 
the ; rigid Brahmin attitude, especially towards the 
siidras. to · whom . un�qual · treatment (aS comp�red · 

with that for 'higher' castes) was meted out, both · in 
criminal and civil .. procedures.15 

· 

The moral argument �aintaim that all ar� the same 
before the psycho-:ethical law of kammo .. Notwithstanding . . _/the social gradation to which one belongs, the law of 

. kamma is operatjve wi�b equal force. The . Madhura 
. Sutta, for instance, states that iri: term8 of morai recom- _ 

. pense, all men stand on an �ual footing. Whether one 
. be a. khattiya, brlihma1}a, vesSlJ or sudda, .morally bad . 
deeds - menta� verbal or physical - would lead ()!le . tq 

-unpleasent- -consequ-ences (the- corollary being that · 
morally good deeds lead to _pleasant results irreSpective 
of caste diStinctions).: Morality is objective in its deserts-. 
While one coul� accept this as a logical and reasonable 
possibility (cf. evan ca pa� me ettur� arahattur� suta'!l 

· loc. cit,1 sinee they possess the �xtra-sensory perception 
necessary for 'the purpose, (which is a valid meai)S of 
knowledge recognized in Buddhism), ·developed through . . 
an extension of human capacity, 'thu$ "all men are . . .  
equal before the moral . law. Men are judged in the 
hereafter by the good and evil they do, and not by the · · statio.nS ci life . in which they were piaCed by virtue of 
their birth . . . "16 While rnoral and spiritual advancement · is open to all and within the reaclt Of all, the course of 
moral recompense oould be· influenced, for, this is 
what makes religious life (brahmacariya :q. v.) meaning- . 

ful. Moral law, as recognized by the Buddha, is not 
fatalistic. 

The ethical argument states that all men are capable 
of both good and evil notwithstanding the circumstances 
ci life in. which they find themselves. The Sanglti Sutta 
ci the Dlgha-nikliya (D. III, pp. 250 f.) says that a person 
of evil disposition or of bad character (kai]hiibhijiitiko 
samiino) could easily beget what is bad (ka�ha'!l dhammllf!l 
abhijliyati); but if he so wishes, he could certainly beget 
the good (sukh� dhamma'!l). The same holds good, 
in the .revese order, in the case of . pc;rsons of good 
disposition or character. Both types of persom could 
also attain Nibbana, which, in identical terms, is shown· · 
as being beyond the relative plane: aka1}htur� asukka'!l 
nibbana'!l. Ethical endeavour is therefore equally possible 
for all. 

· The religious or spiritual argument is to the effect 
that all human beings are capable of spiritual develoP-

. ment . and final emancipation from dukkha notwiths
. tanding their individual capacities and social gradations. 

This is r�erred to as "(the theory of) the purity ci the 
four castes" - clituvaf}T}itrl- sutJ4hif!l _- propounded by the 

· Buddha (M: II, pp. 132, 141). The Ka1}1}Qkattha/a Sutta 
c1 the Majjhima-nikaya states that neither in.- terms 
Or spiritual ·exertion (ljadhana) nor in terms of a�tual 
emancipation (vimuttl) .is · it possible to say that there 
is a. difference · (nli1ilikara1Jaf!l) between the individuals 
ci the four castes (!tf. II, pp. 128 ff.) . 

. While the -egalitarian principle may .· be discerned in · 
looking at man in terms of the foregoing considerations, · 
the �a�e principle is enshrined m .the conception c:i the 
ideal Buddhist community as visualized in _the texts. . 
This · community · is fourfold, · comprising the monks 
(bhikkhu), the nuns (bhikkhuTJI1 the laymen (upiisakd) · 
and laywomen (upiisikii). In the social plane, distinctions 
other than the distinction c:f· seniority - are not at all 
recognized within each ci the first two groups, while 
such distinctions ought_ to . be minimal withm each of 
the last two (cf. M. II, p. 128). All distinctions Of caste, · 
class or profession are lost on admission to the Order 
of Buddhist monks or nuns. Just as the great rivers 
Ganga, Yamuna, Aciravati, . Sarabhft and Mahi, on 
entering the ocean become one with . the ocean, even . · 
so the people of the four castes, on entering theBuddhist 

· 

Order of Recluses, give up their· former distinctions 
· ci name and clan Uabanti purimiini niimagottiinz) and 

1 3. M. il, f. 88. Manusmi;t� Ill, 150 refers to BrahminS forfeiting the rights to Brahmin hood if they are thieves. 
14. Edicts of Asoka, {Adyar Library Services� p. 95," � quoted in G. P. Malalaseker.i and K N. Jayatilleke, op. cit., p. 62. 
15. Apastamba Dharmasiitra, ii, 16, 17 et 21. Also a. R . . K. Moo�erji; Hindu Civilization, 1936., p. 138. 

16. G. P. Malasekera and K. N. Jayatilleke, op. cit, .p: SO. 

/. 
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come to be known as the Recluses of the son of the 
Sakyas : samal}ii Siikyaputtiyii tv'eva sm1kham gacchati 
( Vin. I I, p. 239; A. IV, p. 202). While social distinctions 
were not allowed within the monastic community, on 
occasions, even monks with seniority and authority 
are subject to. a process of levelling down in their relations 
with the rest of the monastic community. This may be 
noted for instance, in the Paviiral}ll Ceremony in which 
all bhikkhiis stand on an equal footing ( Vin. I, p. 159) 
or when a pupil (whether anteviisika or saddhivihiirika) 
would find it necessary to tender advice to his teacher 
(whether iicariya br upajjhiiya) regarding any matter 
(Vin I, pp. 46, 49, 61) or even reporting the teacher to the 
Sangha for disciplinary action in regard to any "grave 
offence" (garudhamma: Vin. L pp. 49, 61). And in their 
relations with the world ' outside, monks and nuns 
preached the doctrine of equality between man and man. 

Equality in. lay society-whatever the sphere concerned 
be - .presupposes an equality of opportunity� Where · 
the latter is lacking, it has to . be pre�umed that the 
Buddhist view is that the state should ensure its resur- · 
gence through pr.oper state-era�\ (ariy� cakkavatti· · 
vattarr�: cf. D. IlL p. 65). Equaiity of opportunity basi
cally involves an equitable 'distribution of economic 
strength� among the people, . and it is the_ duty d the 
State to ensure this frrst, for, "planning the economic 
welfare was part ci the functions .of �he king or state."17  
And the moral sense of a people necessary for spiritual . 
progress - for it is in this that Buddhism ultimately has a · 
sti;ke-initialydepends ori ·economic and allied factors, 
as noted in the Cakkavattisihaniida Sutta of the Dlgha
riikiiya. 1 8 · 

Buddhisni, in the ultimate analysis, values the egali .. 
tariait ideal (a$ a social doctrine) not so much for its 
own sake, but as a step to the . opportunity it provides 
in · the transition to higher forms of equality for man, 
namely intellectua� moral and spirjtal. Firstly, any 

two persons ci the four-fold community referred . to 
above are certainly equa! - and in these. matters, sex1 9  
or spatio-temporal consideratio�20 do not count by 
virtue Of. the fact that; Buddhism acknowledges, they 
posses an inherent potentiality to attain its goal Those 
"pi.:>us and good-nat).lred ,folk" (silavan.to kalyiif}a-
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dhammQ) that came later (pacchii samanniigata)are all · 

equal in that they tread the trail blazed by the Buddha -
the first among those who reached the goal. Secondly. 
they are also equal, if, intellectually, morally or spiritually 
they could be proved to have attained the same plane. For 
instance, intellectual equality is recognized when the 
Mahiiparinibbiina Sutta of the Diylw-nikiiya places the 
membrs ci the fourfoid community on the same footing 
in the matter of mastering the Dhamma (D. 11 p. 104 tf: 
1 12 fT.). Here, the Buddha is recorded as repeating to 
Ananda, his disciple and life-long companion , what 
he told Mara, the Evil one, when the latter, immediately 
after the Buddha's Enligtltenmerit wanted the Buddha 
to pass out of existence: "When Mara spoke thus, 
Ananda," says the Buddha . .. 1 replied him in these 
words: · I shall not pass away . from existence, Evil 
One, until the bhikkhiis, the bhikkhu1}is, the upii�akas 
and the upiis;kiis shall have attained (true) discipleship, . 
become wise, well-trained and learned, and are masters 
of the Dhamma and act in conformity with the Dhamma 
(as handed dow,n by their teachers). shall be able to 
convey it (to others), to preach it, to make it known, 
to establish it, to open it up, to aM.lyse it and lay it 
bare and until they shall ·be able ·to' preach well· . .the 
wonder-working . Dhamma by refuting the assertions 
of other8 by its own truth . . .  " (D. n: 'pp. 1 12 ff). It will 
be noted th�t the fo_urfold society was being l09ked 
upon as capable of becoming wise, well-trained, leamod 
and mastering the Dhamma: viyattif' vinltii vi,�aradll 
bahussutii dhammadharii. 

Moral and spiritual equality� in the Buddlllst 
sense, may be said 'to have been attained when a cut-Qff 
point, as it were, on the patll to. j.>erfection ll04 emancipa
tion iS reached, above which a� are equal in .that they 
are bound to .realize the summum bonu"': This, in the 
minimum, entails the attaining to . the frrst stage of 
sanctity known as 'entry into the stream' and joining 

· the Path (magga) ci �he Flow (sota) - a foothold from 
which one dose not fall back: a:;inipatadhammo ([). II, p. 
155). The point is driven home by the same sutta when 
it records the Buddha as . t_elling Ananda that even the 
latter-most (ordained) bhikkhu • in that assembly of 
five hundred (that the Buddha was addressing) was 

( ., 

17. K. N. Jayatilleke, The Principles ·cj· International Law in Buddhist Doctrine. · 

1 8. D. III, pp. 65 ff. Also cf. 0. H. de A Wijeseker3, BuddhiS111 and Society, ffenth Lecture under the Dona Ailpina Ratnayake Trust� 
· Colomco, 1952, p. IS. .. . 

"" · · 

19. With a fundamental equality cf an men granted, it is superfluous, in this respect to distinguish between the sexes. Woman too 
bas potentialities sill)ilar to that cf man. Whi� there.is certainly a patriarchal stamp in its attitude towards the weaker sex, (as 
may be noted from certain monasti:: rules goverriing the life cf nuns� and while early Buddhism had tci contend with an environ
ment which, as a whol� was prejudiced against women;: Buddhism saw no reason why woman should be discrimated against, es
pecially in matters r:1 moral and spiritual uplift. Given the necessary pre-conditions, Budd&.ism �Werts thai a: woman m:s�a do 
better than. a man (cf. S. I, p. 86� In the Buddha's mind "there seemed to have been no real doubt . . .  as to the equality of. the 
powers � man and woman." (1 R Horper, Woman Under Primitive Budd/lism, London, 1930, p. 104). 

20: . Dhirasekera, Jotira, Buddhist. Monastic Discipline, Ph. D. Thesis submitted to the U�iversity of Ceylon, 1964, pp. 19 If. 
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destined to attain Enlightenment : imesal?t hi Ananda 
pancannanJ bhikk/w. satiinom yo pacchimako bhikkhu 

so sotiipanno avinipiitadhammc niyuto sambodhipariiyaiJO 

{l6c . . cit) 

L. P. N. Perera 
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,- EGOISM. In the Buddhist analysis of.ethical considera- · 

known chain of causation. See M. I, p. 1 9 1 ). Thus the 

existence in sat?tsara of count less individual bl':ings is 

no more than the expression of this process of bhava 
in its infinite plurality. This is the basis <i life in the 
world which manifests itself unceasingly as beings, 
individuals or' persons : bhavapaccayii j(iti. When the 
complex <i five-fold aggregat� is ·analytically viewed, 
each in turn, as being tr�nsient (anU;ca) and, therefore, 
providing little solace or satisfaction (i.e. dukkha. Note 
the recommended cultivation ·of this outlook referred 
to in �niece dukkhasanniiparicitena bhikkhave bhikkhuno tioris egoism is pointed out to be a derivative concept 

coming in the wake of the mistaken view (di!fhif!hiina: 
M. I, 135) 'of an endunng and eternal self or soul (Pali : 
attti, Skt iitman). The crystallization of such a concept 

·,· of self iS held to -be -iiivariablf the result Of the inherent 
weakness of man which is reflected in his unconscious 
struggle for stirvival, his · attempt to defy death and 

.his desire to seek an identity for himself (i. e. a process of 
individuation which solidifies the notion ofl or ahaAkiira 

· and its derivative concept of ·mine, maminkiira). Thus 
. 
the ooricept <i self, according to <Buddhists, is the iMagi
nary mould in which this ·over-rated separatist identity 
is cast� Once . the notion f:f self. as ·r is conceived, there 
follow$ the �oncept of wh�t belongs to. the self or mine 
(M. I; p. i35 ff.) w�th all .the concomitant psychologi�al · 
aberrations · sucl;t . as thirsting for, craving, and being 
arrogant abquL (tal]hii-di!fhi�miina) which come in its 
wake (summed. up as ahankara-mamiAkiira, mananiisaya ... 

. M. I, p. 486. See �!so S. II, p. 252 f.): 
. 

On the oth.er hand, what are looked upon as entities 
of exi�ten� in tll� _"!'<?rJ� of m�n, t�!d by_so�e �s·produc!_s 
of a Creator who also presides over their destiny, are · . philoso;>hically viewed in Buddhism as be_ing no more 

. . than the incessant, conjoint functioning oi certaiii 
· psycho:physi� factors which are collectively and 

severally referred to .as the Five Aggregates or pancakkha
handha (M. I, loc. cit.). This psycho-physical duality \ • . 
which constitutes man is also reckQned in terms of 
nama-riipa and vinnii1}tl and it is their ceaseless interde
pend�t roliing on, the resp.Jnsibility for which rests 

. entirely !with each individual, that constitutes the 
SOrrt5aric life-process Of a· being (ettiiVIitli VOf!am Vlif!ati 
itthatt� pannapanaya yadid@.l hiimariipa� sahavinnii1}
ena) . . 

While a being of the world (i. e. the pancakkhandha · 
. or t�·-co�plex Ci five-fold aggr�gat�s) iS thus �ngaged 
in its . communication with the world of day-to-day 
experience, the unguarded intake ci stimuli through 
the sense . organs leadS to the massive ' build-up of 

the five upiidiuiukkhtindlws which foim· the core of the 
unsatisfactory situation . of life or dukkha, and whi�h 
in tum continue to provide · the momentum for the 

· furtherance of the sa�siiric process of bhava or becoming 
of .each individual (upiidiinapaccayii bhavo of the well- . 

. ) 
cetasii . . .  A. IV, p. 52), it leaves . no room whatsoever 
for a concept of self or what belongs to a self (Dukkhe 
anattasailniiparicitena . . .  cetasii : op. cit. p. 53). Thus 
such assertions � 'this -is mine, this am I and this is 
my self (et� mania eso 'hamasmi eso me attiiti: M. 
I, p. 136; S. II, p. 125) which are but differeJ!t manifesta
tions of egosim, are declared in no uncertain terms to be 
illogical and untenable (S.. I, p. 1 12 See also M. I, p. 486). 
Its stupidity Is unhesitatingly declared: naniiya� paripiiro 
bii1adhanimo: MYI;j). 138). The eradication of such 
notions leaves one i.i:t · a healthy state of detachment 
(ev� viratta� khematta� : S. I, loc. cit� In such a situa
tion, neither with regard to one'-s own person nor with 
regard to thirtgs of the wcirld · (imas�in ca savinFm1}ake I . . , 
kiiye bahiddhii ca sabbar:�imittesu: S. III, p. 80) would . 
there' be any ·�otion of appropriation or possession 
( . . .  ca · sabbanimittesu aha�kiiramamaf1tkiiramiiniinusayii 
na h9nti: ibid.). A person with such a yi�w of things is · 
said ' to have liberated himself from rating oneself (in 
the threefold rating of ·over-rating, under-rating and 
eq-uating of oneself) in relation to others which ieaves · 
one in a stirred up and agitated stat.e of mind (aha�
karamama�kiiramiiniipagat� mmias� hoti vidhiisama� 
tikkant� sant� suvimuttaitti: op. cit p. 81). The Angut
tarci�nikiiya too records this same process Of purge 
but wiJh a more prescriptive emphasis on the cultivation 
of the required outlook (A. IV, p. 53� The Suttanipiita 
(v.842) recordS it ip greater detail when it says: 

samo visesi uda vii nihino 
yo manndti so vivadetha tena 
tlsu vidhiisu avikampaniiino 
samo visesr ti na tassa hoti. 

Equal superio�, inferior: 
Such. thoughts beget argument and dispute 
l.Jnagitated through this three-fold rating 
of equal and superior, one thinks not. 

In · these contexts ·. the use of vidhiisamatikkanta : 
·•transcended rating' together with santa : tranquil and 
.iuvimutta : liberated and vi�hiisu avikampamiino: 'not 
agitated on acco.unt of rating: clearly point to the patho
logical states of mind which this process of rating and 
comparing can bring about. The philosophic illegitimacy 
of rating, comparing and contrasting of oneself ,against 
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others of which Buddhism is eloquent and emphatic 
is further argued out on the basis of the cloctrine of 
transciency, unsatisfactoriness and change which is 
characteristic of life in the world. It is pointed out 
that within a frame of recurring change, a frame within 
which totality of life is conceived, no rigid norms for 
such assessment can be found (See S. III, p. 48 f.). 

This total purge from expressions of egoism which 
manifests itself in diverse ways, marks in Buddhism 
the goal of salvation For such a one is .referred to as 
the al'lthan( (S. III, p. 80 f.). It is to be noted at the same 
time . that this ego-effacement as an et,hical process 
underl�es the - entire salvation scheme of Buddhism. 
At the stage the Buddhist disciple gets for himself an 
ass1,1rance that he is invariably heading for enlightenment 
(niyato sambodhipariiya;,o) oli becoming a sotiipanna, 
he has along with it, rid himself ofJhe initial warped 
beliefs in an enduring self, viz. sakkiiyadi!fhi. The philoso
phic foundation on the basis of which eg�ism is combat
ted in Buddhism is the doctri�e of no-soul or anatta. (q.v.), 

With this emphatic awarene�s of selflessness as a 
philosophic basis running through the entire salvation 
sch�me of Buddhism on the one hand and the regard 
for others · as a principle of action. in Buddhist ethics, 
which is cleatly ·enunciated in the ,4mbalaHhika Riihulo
viida Sutta (M. I, pp. 415 f.) on · the other, the social 
dimension of Buddhist salvation cannot be over-rated. -
It brings· man to man in a true spirit of equality and 
friendship - which is · also the implication of the basic 
virtue of maitd (mettii) in Buddhism. In consequence of 

· this non-ditf�rentiati9n · a�d . tile total identification of 
one-self with another, it is clear that within the religious · 

_fold of Buddhism rio one shap stand in the way of 
· development of another, ,development being looked 

upon as the complete process of asceridence from the 
worldly and 'mundane · (lokiya) to the transcendental 
or the plane beyond it, i. e. the /okuttara. · Whenever 
any positive action of serving others _ is contemplated 
it should be calculated to prop up the other, to muster 
his OWn strength or aUgment his resources With regard 
to his material as well a5 spiritual needs, all of which 

-play their role in the Buddhist salvation scheme. Altruism 
which conse�uently flows out of complete selfiessness 
at this stage is a natural by-pr()duct of unquestionable 
high quality which at no point can ever tum· corrosive 
or malignant. In Buddhism, it is obviously a product 
of self-correction and Is �ot strained after for its own 
sake, . as a . means to an end. 

.JotJya Dhirasekera 

EGYPT. It is most unlikely that there was any contact 
between India and Egypt in the lifetime of the B'uddha, 
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t hough i t  is possible that t here was some indirect con
t act fol lowing the invasion of the North-East region of 
I ndia, by Alexander the Great. The earliest reference to 
Egypt in an Indian docllment appears in the thirteenth 
Rock edict of the Emperor Asoka, where it is stated that 
the principles of moralit_y preached !)y the Emperor 
were being observed in several border kingdoms some 
of them in the Middle East including the territory of 
the King . Tulamaya identified as King Ptolemy II 
Philadelphos, King of Egypt from 285-246 B.C. Refe
rence is made in this inscription also to territories where 
these pnnciples were being f�llowed, even though they 
had not been visited by his envoys, and by implication 
Egypt appears to have been visited by Asoka's envoys 
to propagate his principles of moridity (Hultzch, p. 46). -

. Ptolemy II Philadelphos who made Alexandria, the. 
Capital of Egypt, a leading centre for arts and sciences 
had despatched embassies to Rome and India, (Bowman, . 
p. 90): The suggestion has also been made that Ai 
Khanum in Afghanistan represents the City of Alexan-. . , ' 

dria established by Ptolemy !I Philadelphos on the river-
. . bxus . . Further investigations at Ai Khanum a[\! .ex

pected to provide definitive · evidence. · regarding the 
origin of the Gandhara School Of Buddhist Sculpture 
(Wheeler, p. 86) which • has been a matter of controversy 
since the beginning of the present century: Another view 
holds that Ai Khanum was estabiished very much 
later when the Maurya �ynasty came. t9i.ian end in 184 · 
B. C. resurting in . the termination of Indian ·rule in this 
part of North-West India (Wheeler, p. 1 84). 

Some characteristics of the early B1,1ddhist art of India 
can be traced- to Egyptian sources, The so-called Perse
politan or bell capital of the Asokan pillars can · ulti
mately be. traced to the · columns us·e<i in Egyptian . 
architecture, with lotus capitals (Wheeler, 14n while 
the. rock cut temples of ancient Egypt are said to have 
influenced similar shrines in India, such as the Buddhist 
temples ac Karle and Bhaja (Lannoy, p. 31 ). 

Certain conventions employed by Egyptian painters 
and sculptors in their work find theii parallels in the · 

Buddhist' art of anc'ient India. A common practice . 
among Egyptian painters and sculptors was what is 
known as 'continuous narration', according to which 

an event would be presented in a sequence cf Incidents 
constituting the event. The same convention has been 
adopted by .ancient Indian painters and sculptors . as 
can be recogn,_ised in the bas-reliefs of the .Bharhiit 
S�iipa, the Saiichi Stiipa arid in the paintings · in the · 
Aja!}!ii Cave temples and elsewhere (Gombrich, pp, 
34--35 ; Hauser, p. 56, Rowland, pp. 50-51, 141-142 and 
Plate 92). Another convention . adopted by Egypti�n 

. artists is the presentation of men, animals and objects 
conceptually, i.e. as �onceived in their minds aild not as 
seen by them. A pond, for example, with flower plants 
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and fish in it would be shown as if the pond is viewed 
from right above and the plants and fish as seen from 
a side. So that ihe artist presents what he conceives to be 

. the pond, the plants and fish but � as they would appear 
to an o)>server standing nearby (Gombrich, pp. 35-36; 
Hauser,. p. 56; Rowland; pp. 50-51)� Persons of impor
tance such as kings and princes _ would be shown in 
Egyptian bas-reliefs ·and paintings quite p�ominently 
out of proportion to other figures appearing in the scene, 
a convention again adopted by Indian artists in their 
work in the ancient Buddhist Stiipas and rock-cut _ 

temples such as Karale and Bbaja (Gombrich, p. 36 _ 

and Rowland, · Plates 18B and 89). These Egyptian · 
conventions would appear to have been transmitted to 
India-during- a ·period of-over two -thousand years st.ret� 
ching upto the region of Ptolemy .IT Philadelphos or . 
even beyond his reign. A bronze statuette of the Graeco
Egyptian god Harj)ocni.tes, wearing the unmistakable 
double crown d Egypt, made about the 2nd century 
A.C was found in Begram, the ancient Kapisa, ·iii Afgha
nistan. Kapisa served as the capital c:i the Kings of the 
K�aQa dynasty, ·who were _all Buddhists, from the 

· · latter part of the 1st ·�ntury A. C. (Wheeler, pp. 1 10--1 1 1). . 
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Em�BIDKKHU-PAB}JAJJA, the oldest form of admis� 
sion and ordination as

. 
a monk by pronouncing the. 

form�la begmmng With tlie words ehi bhikkhu (Skt. 
· ehi bh� come monk� .This was used only by the · 
Buddha. 

�en a layman after bearing the doctrine preached 
by · the Buddha and understaildiJ:!g it expressed his 
desire to leave the household lift and beco�e a monk, 
by sayi�g, "M'ay I, Lord, receiVe the 'going forth' (pab
bajj�). the Buddha pronounced the �ormula 'come 
monk' (ehi ,bhikkhu), well taught is �e dhamma, fare 
the brahma-faring for making -ali titter end c:i ill (svak
khiito dhammo cara bhamacariyciTr� sa'!_lmii dukkhassa 

antakiriyaya). The S;nskrit parallel of this is ehi bhik�u 
cara wthitgaw brahnwcoriyam ( Vin. I, p. 1 2 : Mlwu. I l l .  
p .  1 80) . 

When this form�la, which is more like an invitation, 
was pronounced by the Buddha the invitee received 
both the admission to the order and . the ordination. ' · . 
This points to the fact that at the time when this formula 
was used neither were the ordination regulations formu
lated nor was ordination separated, by a_ period of 
probation, from the ilme of admission This may have 
been so because most of those early entrants had in
variably attained, prior to their admission .and ordina
tion, some spiritual advancement, and as such the need 
for eleborate ordination regulations and a period of 
probation may not have been felt. But this situation 
changed during .the time of the Buddha himself for, _ 
by the time when Rii:hula was admitted to the order a 
different formuhi, namely' the seeking of refuge in the 
Triple Gem (sara1}iigamana) and an_ e!eborate pro�dure 
had taken the p_iace of this simple formula ( Vin. I, p. 82). 

The frrst to receive ehi-bhikkhu-pabbajjii was Aiiflata 
Ko!jqaiiiia. He was followed by the other. four of the 
paiicavaggiya group and Yasa and _ his_ ·companions 
(Yin. '1, p: 12 f.). As soon as this formula was pronounced 
en them they ..assumed, by the iddhi-power Or the Buddha, 
the form of monks, complete with • robes : and bowl 
(Dh. p:. A. I, 95� cp. Mhvu III, pp_. 180, �79). 

When two or more laymen were admitted to - the 
Order arid ordained at one and the same time the plural 
of this formula . was used (Pali: ethabhikkhavo . . . = Skt. 

· etha bhik�nnn .), Even the femin'ine form ehi_ bhikkhu1}i 
is r-eferred to in · the Vinaya ( V!n. IV, p. 214). See PAB
BAJJA. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

EIGHT,FOLD-PATH, NOBLE, (Pali: Ariya il!fhangika · 
magga; Skt, Arya-asthiingikil miirga) . is . the course of . .  . 

. action advocated in the teachings of the Q_uddha_ for 
. hmpan being<; to ensure happiness � this \Vorld (di!fha- . 
. dhamma-sukha1 well-being in the future existences . _ 

(sampa�iiya-hita) �ndfinaf delive�ce from the woes in 
samsii_rfc. _exist�pce (nibbiina-sacqikiriyli). It is called the 
Middle Path (majjhimii. PQ!ipadii) beCause it steers 

. clear of the two extremes of .self-iildQlgence . (kiimasu
khallikanuyoga) and self-mortification (at takilamath(inu
yoga). It is called. the Eight-fold Path because it consti-

. totes eight limbs or factors,· namely, Right Views 
(samina dif!hi), Right Thoughts · (sammii-sankappa), 
Right Speech . (samma viieii), Right Action (sammii
kammanta), Right Livelihood (sammii-iijiva), Right Effort · 
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(sammii-viiyiima), Right-Mindfulness (sammii-sati), and 
Right Concentration · of . mind (sammii-samiidhi) - S. V. 
pp. 420-22. 

According to the Mahii Cattiiri.wka Sutta (M. III. 
p. 72) there are two levels in this path namely, the mun
dane level (lokiya) and the super-mundance level (lokut
tara). In the mundane level the bare ability of a person to 
distinguish between what is beneficial to one and all and 
what is harmful to one and all constitutes Right.:. Views. In 

. the supra-mundane ievel one's ablity to comprehend 
the Four Noble Truths (Catu-ariya-sacca) constit!ltes 
Right Views. · 

Thoughts of non-violence, thoughts free from hatred 
and thoughts of renunciation are called Right Thoughts. 

Avoidance <Xfalsehood and speaking the truth alone, 
avoidance cf slander and gossip and speaking in -a way 
to bring about amity , and concord among people, . .  
avoidance <X harsh speech .and using _.gentle and refined 
speech, and avoidance <X frivolous speech and speaking. 
only what is relevant . to the occilsion, constitute Right 
Speech. 

Refraining from killing . and causing injury to life, 
refraining from appropriating what . is not voluntarily 
given by its legitimate owner and r'efraiiiing from 
wrongful gratification ·<X the senses constitute Right 
Action. 

Not reSorting to wrong and unri�teous pursuits 
but resorting only to bllrmless and righteoUs means 
to earn one;s liying, constitute Right Livelihood. 

A four-fold effort is mentioped in connection with 
with Right effort, namely, effort on the part of a person 
to dispel evil traits in one· (pahiinappadhiina), effort to . 

· obstruct the entry of evil traits anew · into one (sa'!l
varappcidhiin.a), effort to cultivate and develop ill one 
the good qualities that are not already found (bhiivanap
padhiina), ;tnd effort to safeguard and bring to maturity. 

, the good qualities that are already found in one (anur;tk
khanappdhiina: D. II. p. 312). Right Effort . is involved 
in all other stages a the path for, without it, none of 

.· 
. them could be cultivated and developed For example, 

one haS to make a genuine dl'ort to distinguish between . 
rigl;t views and . wrorig . views. Having done that one 
has to make a concentrated effort to dispel wrong views 
and cultivate nght vieWs alope. This process applies 
tQ the remaining stages c:f the Path too. 

Right-Mindfulness is nothing but awareness, alertness 
· and constant vigilance a the mind so that one · can 
understand properlY everything that passes on in one's 
thinking proceSs, enabling one' to control and dispel 
undesirable thoughts while at the same time safeguard
ing and developipg the desirable ones. Like in the case 
of Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, too, plays a leading 

role in helping one to develop the remaining factors 
of the Noble Eight-fold Path, for, without Right Mind
fulness, one cannot differentiate between right views 

and wrong views, bet,ween right thoughts and wrong 
thoughts, between right speech a�d wrong speech, 
between right action and wrong action, between right 
livelihood and wrong livelihood, between right effort . 
and wrong effort and between right concentration of 
the mind aixt . wrong Concentration a the mind. 

Right Concentration <X the mind, ·the eighth factor · 

of the Noble Eight-fold Path, is the net result a treading 
the seven preceding factors ci tbe Path The more the 
strength of 'practice <X the preceding seven factorS of 

. the Path in a person, stronger and more stable becomes · . " 
the concentration power of the mind in him. The Buddha 
says in the Mahiicatt!irlsaka Sutta (M. Ill. p. 71): "Right 
Concentration of the mind is the one pointedness of 
mind (cittassa ekaggatii) achieved through_ cultivating 
the preceding seven stages d the Path." · 

In cultivating the eight factors· of the Noble Eight-fold 
Path, one has to keep in mind the all-important position 
of the first factor, namely ·Right Views. ·Right Views · 
precede (pubbangama-hoti) the development of each · 
of the factors of the Path. including Right Views. 
itself. Right Vi�ws help one to differentiate between 
right ·views and w�ong · views:-between. right thoughts 
and wrong thoughts, between right s�h and wrong 
speech, between right action and wr01ig ,action, between · 
right livelihood and wrong liveliho� between · rlght . 
effort and Wrong effort, between rlght mindfulness 
and wrong mindfulness, and between right concentratiol\: 
of the mind and wrong concentration of the ·mind. 
(D. III. p. 71). ' 

l'he eight factors a the Path are grouped -into three 
'to constitute three phases c:i the way leading to emancipa
tion (nibbiina). Emancipation from the woes in Slil!JSiira 
is achieved by a person by developing detachment 
(vfriiga) from the pleasures a the senses (kiima). Detach
ment is the direct result of the knowledge of things as 
they truely are (yathcbhiitanii1Ja� When a person realises 
that things {dhamma) are evanescent by nature (anicca), . 

that they are · engrossed wit� suffering (dukk!o.a), that 
there is no essence or substance in thin� (anatta) and 

· that things are causal in genesis (pa{icca�samuppa111UJ� 
attachment and r�puJsion to . objects of sense pleasures . 
do not ari� in him. To understand this trl!e nature 
of things a person should have in him emaculate �om, 
and this wisdom arises in a person whose mind has 
reached the peak of concentration powei (samiidh1). 
Concentration powtr develops in a person who has 
disciplined himsef . thoroughly through practice of 
vi11ue (sila). Hence the statement :i'A y.ise man having · 
established himself firmly in virtue, develops concentra-
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tion power and wisdom, and being dil igent and mature, 
dis-entangles the tangle of Sllltl.<iiru" ( Jlism. p. 1 ). In 

this grouping Right Speech, Right Action and Right 
Livelihood ·form the group of virtue (sTia), Right Effort, 
Right Mindfulness and Right Concentration form the 
group of · concentration · (samadhl) and Right Views 

and Right Thoughts form the group of wisdom (paiiiia). 

The Buddha did not claim that the Noble Eight-fold 
Path is an invention of his. He himself referred to this 
Path as an ancient path (purii1}al!! anjasmr�) trodden by 
wise people in former . days. In a very apt simile in the 

· N idiina Sili!!Y�tta of the Sal!!yutta-nikiiya (S.' II, p. 1 OS f.) 
the Buddha says: "just as if brethren, a man faring 
through the forest, through the great wood, should 
see- a-ri- aiident path, an ancient road traversed--by men 
<i former days. And he were to go along it, and going 
along it, he should see ap ancient city, an ancient prince's 
domain. wherein · <lwelt men of former days� having 
gardens, groves, pools, foundations of walls, a goodly 
spot And tl)at . man, · brethren, should · bring word · to 
the p�nce or to the prince's minister: 'Pardon, lord, 
know this. _.I have seen as I fared through the forest, 
through the_ great wood, an ancient path, an ancient 
road traversed by men <i former ·days. I have been 
'alo_rig it, an( rgoing alo�g it I have seen ari ancient" city . . .  
a goodly spot, Lord restore, that . city; ·and brethren. 
the prince or :his . minister shouid restore that city .

. 

That ·city should thereafter· become prosperous and . . . . . . .· 
\ 

flourishing, populous, teeming with folk, . grown and 
thriven, ..: · · 

7: �_ven so _have J, bre_thJ;"�D, seen an �Iicient road trayer- . 
sed bY. the rightly Enlightened Ones <i former · times." 

The ·goal of Nibbana and the Path that · leads to its 
attainment were ·already· there, but were oblitenited 

· by the v�ils of igno�ance . (mohajiila), and the Buddha 
only re-discoy.ered them. and tread on the Path and 
attained the goal; and ·to that extent he was }he pioneer 
(iidimapurisa), the first persm:i to tread the Path re-dis
covered by himself. Having re-discovered · the Path 
and havirig tread · it". and having reached the goal to 
which that Path leads, . the Buddha .laid bare all his . 
experienCe b::fore the world, so that anyone who is 
s6 inclined may followthatP�th and_reach the identical 

· goal reached by him,. (S. II. p .. 106). See AITHANGIK:A 
. MAGGA, MA�JHIMAPATIPADA, SACCA. 

w; G. Weeraratne·. 

EIHEin, a temple_ located in the village of Shibidani 
near Fukui in Echizen in Japan, is one of the two head
qu�rters of the Soto sub-sect of Zen. Buddhism, the 
other being the Sojiji temple at Yokohoma. 
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This temple founded by Dogen ( 1 200 - 1 54 A.C.� 

is reckoned perhaps as t he finest monastery in Japan 
(C. Eliot. Japanese Buddhism, London 1 959, P. 284) . 
lt is situated at a foot of a hill and claims an area of 
seventy-acres as the temple grounds . . "The first gate 
leads to a two-storied gate, flanked by a long colonnade. 
At the end of the flight of stone-steps heading from 
the stoned gate is another gate called Chujakumon, 
beyond _which is the hall for Buddhist images and 

. another for worship." (Japan, the official Guide, Japan 
Travel Bureau, 1955, p. 504). Turning to the left and 
then to t�e right from the hall for worship one finds 
another. gate leading to the Shoyo-den (Founder's . 
Hall) and the refectory. . ,._ 

Eiheiji is an elaborate temple complex consisting 
of mure· than seventy buildings connected by corridors 
extending into a deep forest of, Japanese ced�rs. The I . 
environment of this te111ple is · ideally _suited for · the 
attainment cf Zenjo (the 'samiidhi achieved by . medita_
tion). ·"lt combines the finest in temple de.sign. architec
ture and landscape gardening . . .  " (Tire- Young East, Vol. 
VI, No. 23, p. 39). 

Among �any ·treasures h�used in this_ temple, a 
picture painted by Do gen. which is listed as a· 'National 
Treasure', is said to be the most �oteworthy. 

Hundreds of young .monks residing in this temple 
are said' to lead a weiJ,disciplined and systematic Zen . 
. life on �editation (lqzen). The m<ink's .entire exist�nce 
is centred around the Zen-Do (Meditati()n Hail), ·where 

· he eats, sleeps and meditates on the tat ami (Straw mat). 
Their chanting of the siitras in the early dawn is said 
to be of . exceptionally high standard. 

Many out�iders, particularly th� Europeans, who 
seek.;,-spiritual peace through meditation, · visit this ·. 
temple and frequently become initiated into the Zen 
Buddhism (cf. The Young East, Vol. VI, no, 23, pp. 38-40; 
ibid. vol� VII, no. 26; pp. 18-20; ibid, vol. IX, no. 36 
pp. 2 fT.). 

C. S. Ranaslnghe 

· j 

EKABBOIIARIKA (var. Ekavyoharikii, ekabbobara 
Skt Ekavyavaharika Ekottiya). one of the earliest · 

and short"lived Buddhist sects in fn.dia that branched 
off from · the rilahasarlghika : school (Dhpy. v. :40; · 
Mhv. v. 4; W. W. Rockhili, life of the Buddha; p. t82; . 

Jiryo Masuda, Origin and Doctrines of Early _ Indian 
Buddhist Schools, p." 15� -If is short-lived most probably . 
because the differences it · had with the other sects 
of the same school were very insignificant; it could 
very well have merged with one or the other sect. In · . 
fact, Vasumitra in his Nikiiyabhedopacara1}acakra enume-
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mcrates 48 doctrinal points this school held in common 

with the Mahasarighikas and the two other branches 

of the Mahiisarighikas, na'mely. the Lokottaravada 
and the Kaukku t ika ( Masuda, op. ciL pp. 18 ff). 

The Pali literature is not very helpful in forming a 
satisfactory view of the doctrine of this school; on!)' 
the vamsattlwppakiisini, the M ahiivaf!1sa commentary 
has made an attempt at giving an explanation, but 
even that does not throw any light on the matter. It 
says that the two sects that arose from the Mahiisanghi
kas, namely, the Ekabboharika and the Gokulika 
misunderstood the passageS like, "all, monks, is ablaze . . .  
All conditioned things are · full of. misery" (sabbal?l 
bhikkhave iiditta/?l . . .  sabbe sankhiirii dukkhii) and inter
preted them, without making any distinction, to mean 
that all conditioned things are hot ashes (kukku/a) and 
are like the hefl of ambers ( M hvt, I, 1 73). See also D P P N. 

s. v. Ekabbohiira. 

According to the Nikiiyabheda-vibhanga vyiikhyiina 
of Bhavya: and the Nikiiyabhedopadarfanasangraha of 
Vinitadeva (Ten-Gyur, Vol. 90), the · Ekavyavahilfiklts 
were so named because the Diembeh of this sect.held 
that all the doctrirtes are thoroughly understood by a 
unique and immediate (ekavyavahiira) wisdom, for all 

. the doctrines of the 'Buddhas are comprehended · by 
the intellect (RockhilL �p. Cit · p. 183). 

It is,. however, Vasumitra who gives.a fairly compre
hensive ,acco�nt of th� doctrine· c:f · this sect . (Nikiiya- .. 
bhedopilcarm;acakra, translated from its Chinese and 
Tibetan versions into English by Jiryo Masuda op. cit. 
pp. 18 tf.) Acc�rding to this · accou�t, E��v

.
yav�h_arikas 

held 48· views ·in common with the Mahasaiighikas, 
0 the .LokottaFaviidii1s and the Kaukk,utikas. Vasumitra 
al�o gives nine views as the later differentiated views 
of these four schools ; but, c:f _these nine views, he does 
not mention the particular views held by the divergent 
sects. · 

The 48 views they held in common are connected 
with the nature of the Buddha, the bodhisattva, the 
arahants . and the srotiipannas; mind · and mental 
states (citta and caitasika), dormant passions (anusaya) 
and their outbursts (paryavasthiina), and tlle uncondi
tioned (asamsk�ta). · 

They held docetic views about the personality of the 
Buddha and th� bodhisattva which later on developed 
into the Mahayana Trikaya doctrine. Concerning the 
nature cf the arahants they upheld the five points of 
Mahiideva which declared that the arahants are defective, 
the germ that gave rise to the Mahayana bodhisattva 
ideal, as opposed to the Theraviida arahant ideal. The 

. srotiipannas, according to them, are not excluded 
from retrogression, and are liable to commit all sinful 
acts except the five heinous · ones (iinantarya). These 
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views, which the Ekavyavaharika sect held together 
with the Mah"asarighika school and its branches, clearly 
poir.t to the fact t hat the tendency towards Maha yana 

was very early and they can properly be called the 
precursors of Mahayana. 

As far as the mind and mental states are concerned 
they rejected the view, held by the Theravadins and 
the Sarvastivadins, of the existence of indeterminate · 
states (avyiik�ta-dharma); they accepted only the states 
which are wholesome (kusala) or unwholesome (akusala). 
The dormant passions (anusaya) are neither mind 
(citra-dharma) nor: mental (caitasika-dharma); they never 
become the objects of thought. The dormant passions 
are different from their outbursts (p11ryavasthiina) and 
vice versa. The aflusayas do not cqmbine · themselves 
�ith the cilia while paryavasthiina does. This iatter 
view is opposed to the· Theraviidins and Sarvastiviidins 
who denie{j the existence of an�sayas apart from parya
vasthiinas. Regarding the unconditioned (asarrJsk':ta
dharma) they advocated nine kinds oi it as against the 

· the one· in the Thera vada and the three in the Sarviisti
viida . (Masuda, cip. cit. pp. 18-32). 

These, in brief, are the doctrines they held in common 
with the . other sects of the Mahasaiighika school. ·The 
nine points enumerated by Vasumitra .as. the divergent 
views that arose later on among the four. sets include 
the doCtrines that there are (a) things which are caused 
by the agency of self (svayai?tk�ta� (b) things wbich 
are caused by the agency of "others (parank�ta) and (c) 
things which are caused by both (ubhayan�ta); (d) 

0 that two thoughts can arise side by side at one and · 
the same time, etc., view� which are alien to Theraviida: 
See· Mahasarlghika. 

UpaU Karunaratne 

EKABin "having one seed," "germinating only once 
more" is the name for one of the three kinds of stream
winners (sotapann(l); he has only one future life in which 
he will attain parinibbiina (A. I, p. 233 ; S. V, p. 205; 
Nett. p. 189; Kvu: II, p. 471 ;  KvuA. in JP7S. 1899, p. l37). 

The other two kinds of stream-winners are the o�e 
passing from one noble existence to another (kolarrtkola) 
ano tne o·ne wttn seven rebtrtns at tne. mosf tsattaKKhar
tuparama). The difference between the ekabijl and the 
sakadiigaml who both are reborn only once before 
attaining Nfbbana, lies in a higher degree of development · 

C>f, the fi�e contr�ling faculties (pancendriyiim) ?.ild in 
the partial weakening of the fettffi (sarrtyojana) of lust, 
malice, delusions ih the case of the sakadiigiimi (S. L p. 233) 
233). See SOTAPANNA. 

. 

UpaJl J{arunaratne 

. · 
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EKADASAMUKHA (Jap. Ju-ichi-men kannon), a form 
of Avalokite5vara having eleven faces (ekiidasa-mukha). 
This form is very popular in the Tibetan region of 
China and Japan. The arrangement ci the eleven heads 
as well as their facial expressions . vary cpnsiderably. 
Sometimes the principal head carries the others grouped 
th three rows, each row consisting ci three heads, placed 
one above the other and fmally stirmounted · by a sfugle 
head, or else the principal head carries two rows consis
ting ci five and four heads which are also surmounted 
by a solitary head . .  The most common arrangement 
seems to be the principal head flanked by two other r 

heads carrying two roWs ci three heads crowned by 
two heads placed one above the other . .  (For -different 
types ci representations see 1he Art Treasures of Japan, 
ed. Yashiro Yukio 1960, (Japan) I, plates No.8 137, 138, 

· 140; Asiatic Mythology, ·ed. J. .. Hackin, New York, 
Thomas Y. Cowell Co. plate facing p . . 440. 

. . - . . . . · . 
In some representations a8 in the· one .p rOduced iri the 

Asiatic Mythology. (loc. cit.) there are twelve . heads in 
al� inchidirig the one at the top which is �d�tifiQd as 
that ofAmitabiia, the spiritual proge.Utor of Avalokite5-
vara. The arrangement c:i the heads and the facia\ 
expression in. this , representation, according to. �ackin, 
iSll religioUs symbolic importance. In this representa
tion theprincipalhead carries two rows of. six and four 
heads · respectively, · on which is piaced · the head ·of 

-Amitiibha. Hackiii"" says tliat according to Japanese 
sutras the·� frontal faces of Ekada5amukha should 
have tbC expression cf the bodhLqttvas, t�e thr� faces . 
to the len should· bear ferocioUs expression, while the 
three faces to the right should . .also have the expression 
cf the bodhisattvas but. with· teeth protruding from the 

· mouth. The . face placed atmost .at right angle to the 
principal head should be represented as laughing and 
the one at the top, being the head of Amitiibha, 
should bear the expression c:i a Buddha. He says that 

. these different expressio!lS c:i the eleve!!..faces are to be 
linked with the three sections ci the narbha�world 0 

(T�iz�kai). - . . 

, A�rdi.ng to . the same authority the three. frontal 
faces represent the secticin c:i the treasure (Ho-bu) the 
three faces to the left the section cf the vajra (Kongo-bu). 
The three faces to the right with teeth projecting · are . considered . as . representing . the section c:i the . lotus 
(Reng�bu1· the protruding teeth . being symbolic of Amita'a great power. The laughing face is considered 
as representing the section of karma (Katsuma-bu) 
while the head at the top is taken as representative ci the · 

small figure either standing or sitting like the Buddha, 
closely draped with the hands covered. She identifies 
this figure with Kikuta Sanzo, an Indian prince who 
came to Japan by about the 7th or 8th century (Gods of 
Northern Buddhism, 1914, p. 81). 

The number of arms of Ekada5amukha also varies. · 

He is often · represented as having two, four or eight 
arms. When represented as having two arms the right 
one is in the wish-granting posture (varada-mudra) 
and the left is made to hold a vase \\'ith a lotus. When 
represented as having more than two arms be is made 
to form such gestures as wish granting-gesture (vurada
mudrli) or worshipping-gesture (namaskiir.a-mudrii) or 
safety granting-gestwt (abhuya-mudrii) and he is also 
made to carry vario.M tymbols .such as a string of beads, 
a discus, a lotus, a. vase, a bow and an arrow which are 
differently disposed. (See PLS. III and IV). 

Ekada5amukha seems also to be represented under 
different names. Thus the form called Aryavalokite8vara 
having eleven heads and 1000 arms with the two main . 
hands in the · namaskiirti-mudrii and others arranged 
in a. halo appears .to . be one such representation. �A K. 
Gordon, · Iconography . of Tibetan lilmaism, Charles 
E. Tuttle and Co. 1959, p. ·61 and piate facing p. 65). 
there are two other forms under the names Gaganara:ja 
and Vajragarbhapramardin1Avalokite5vara (W. E. Oerk, 

· Tho w�istic · P�ntheo� · Harvard University · Press 
· 193'7, II,. pp. 268, 269, Nos, 174, 177 see also No, 173� 
B. Bhattacharayya also refers to a form of Avalokit�vara 
under the name · Mabasahasrasuryya Loke5vara. He 
also has eleven heads, eight arms and starids on a lotus. 
The gestures he shows · and- the · sympols he carries are · 
typiCal cf those found in the representations ci Ekada5a
mukha (Indian Buddhist Iconography, 1958, p. 400; 
see also the illustration No. 51 (A) p. 415). 

· The mantra Ekiidruamukha . or the Ekada$amukha
h�daya-niima is probably . connected with . this form of 
Avalokit�vara; This maritra is supposed to have the 
power of bri�ging about the well being of onesef as 
well as ci others. It is said that even yak� or ,rak� · 
could be subdued by this mantra. The Sanskrit text or 

· the mantra is published in the Gilgit Maniscripts II, 
p. 35, ff. 

S. K. Nanayalbn 

section 'c:f the Buddha. Thus the eleven heads, as whole, · · EKAGGAT .A (Skt. ekagtatll1 a Buddhist technical are regarded as symboliSing the five sections ci the term generally meaning one-pointedness, is one ci the 
· Vajra-world (KongO:.kai). 

. seven mental properties common to all forms · of cons-
Alice Getty says that in some rq>resentations the 

central head c:i the 1st or the 2nd row is replaced by a 
ciousness (sabba-citta-sadhiirar;a} The compound ekag-' ' gatii is made up c:f the words eka meaning 'one' and 

·� 
' 

0 •• 
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aggatii, the abstract noun cf agga, meaning 'pre-eminen
ce', 'prominence', 'superiority'. Invariably, in Buddhist 
texts, this compound occurs in combination with the 
word citta-or cittassa.and then the whole compound 
means 'one-pointedness of the mind' (Vism. p. 3 1 1 ;  S. 

V, p. 21 ;  A. IV, p. 40). Besides being used in its general 
meaning, the term is also used in Buddhist literature 
in its extended meanin� cf tranquillity, contemplation 
and even concentration. 

Primarily, ekaggata is the tt�ental property by which an . 
object of consciousness is individualized It is by this 
mental property that the mind becomes aware of only 
one object a·nd· is able to. withstand being distracted 
by several objects. Thus · ekaggatii, when taken in its 

• basic meaning, denoteS the germ of all attentive, selected, 
focussed or concentrated consciousness and as such, 
it is found in all bein� in different degrees of develop
ment 

Buddhist canonical as well a$ non-canonical texts 
consider this ··to · t>e synoriymo� with samndhi (Dhs. · 
pp. 1 1, 24, 8S; DhsA. ·p. 1 18, Cp. also Vism p. 84, n 2). 
But it is quite apparent that, in their basic meanings, 
the two ; te� ekaggatii . and samn4hi are different. 
Ekaggata.,. being the germ of concentrated consciousness, 
has to be developed and coltivated for it to attain· the 

· high state of a samndhi. ·And as long 
. 
as the mind is 

perj>lexed · by the presence of applied and sustained 
thought (vitakka-viciira) ekaggatii-cannot be fully develo-

. ped into samndhi. Dhammasangirii (p. 24) defines right 
concentration (sammii-s{j,uidhi) and . .  one - .pointedness. 
(ekaggatii) in the same manner. B_ut the Nikaya b?oks" 
seem to maintain some difference between these . two. 
In - explaini�g the a�iyan . right concentration (ariyo 
sam1M.samndhf), which is associated and equir.ped 
(sa upaniso saparikkhiiro), it is said that it is one-pointe
dness of mintl which is equipped with the seven limbs 
of the Noble Eight-fold Path namely Right' view, Right 

· thought, Right speech, Right Action, Right Living, 
Right Effort and Right Mindfulness (see, S. V p. 21 ; 
A. IV, p. 40). Some scholars are c:i ipinion that ekaggata 
is identical . with eko4ibhiiva (Skt. ekotibhava). But there 
is no conclusive procf to establish their identity. H ow�ver 
it is clear that the two forms are very close in meaning 
and that ekodibhiiva . denotes a developed stage of 
ekagg!Jtii (sec( also EKOTIBHAVA). · . 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

EKOTHIBHA VA (van. ekotibhiiva, tlcofibhiiva; . Pall 
ekodibfaiiva1 a teehnical . term usually occurring in the 
formulaic statement cf the process leading out cf the 

. frrst dhyiina into the second (Mhvu. I, p. 228; Ill, p. 131, 
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Dasabhiimika Siitra, p. 34; Vism. p. 156). It is also noticea
ble from numerous occurrences that the term is often 
used to indicate a particular state of mind attained by 
meditation (D. I, p. 37; II, p. 78; M. I, p. l f6; Bbh. p. 
109). Besides this compound term, the word ekodi 
(Skt. ekoti) alone is used fu a few instances (A. III, p. 
354; jhiiniini upasampajja-ekodi nipako sato; cp. Sn. v. 
926; S. I, p. 52� But mainly it is found combined with 
the root kr to do or bhii to be (M. I, p. 1 16, S. IV, p. 263 ; 
V, p. 196, Mhvu. III, p. 212; Bbh. p. 109). 

. 

The opinions of scholars differ with regard to the · 
meaning and the derivation of the term' . ekotibhiiva. 
a the numerous .. renderin� suggested by modern 
scholars a: few are as follows: state of concentration on 
one single object, tranquillity, blissful serenity (state 
of mind, following after conversion: Monier Villiams, 
Skt. Eng. Diet. s. v.); single mjndedness, intellectual 
simplicity (J. Evola, The Doctrine of Awakening, p. 186); 
'·unity, predonunance (of mind; see R. ·c. Childers 1he 
Diet. of the Pa/i Language s. v.). The meaning often 
assigned to this .term is one-pointedness. 

. Nemerous atte�pts have been made from early. 
times to explain the derivation ci this compound term 
ekotibhiiva: One very early attempt is br.Buddhaghosa. 
He splits the compand into eka uieti (eko udeti ti ekodi). 
As to its meaning, be says, it comes up as the foremost, 
the best because it is not overtopped by ,applied -and 
sustained thought ( vitakkaviciirehi anajjhiiru{hatlii aggo · 
settho hutvii udeti ti attho). He further adds that the 
Ia�t is referred to . as unique (eko) in the world; or eko · 

could be taken to mean single, for, being without applied 
and sustained thought it is without companion Buddha-
. ghosa puts forward another alternative. It ·· evokes 
(udayatl) associated states (samp_ayuttadhamme) and, _ 

therefore, it is an evoker (udi); It is unique (eka) in the ' 
sense of best (settha) and it is an evoker, too .. Thus it 

· comes to be a u�i·q� evoker (sef!hatthena eko ca so.u(Jj 
ca it ekodi). This is a designation (adhivacan�) for con
centration (samadhi). Since the second jhiina causes to 
be or develops this single thing (ekodi�) it is ea!led 
singleness. But as this single (thing) is c:i the · niind and 
not of a being or of a soul, so it is spok� ci as the sing
lenesS ci the mind (Cp. DhsA. p. 169). 

This is the explanation quoted by Childers in his 
di�tionary, though Suhut� who supplied him . the 
information, makes no reference to the source. However, 
this etymological eiplanation is rathl!f fanciful and 
as such cannot be much relied upon. 

The opinion of modem scholars with regard to the. 
origin c:i this word is divided One group takes this ·· 
to be of Pali origin whereas others consider it to be 
a term of Sanskrit . origin Richard Morris derive:; 
it from eka od�i or avadhi meaning end, point, aim . 

'· 
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A vadhi or odhi is from ava + the root dhii to place. Thus, 

odhi or avadhi could mean pu:ting down, fixing, i . e., 
boundary, limit, extent (See PIS Pa/i-Eng. Dice. under 
odhi� In support of his view R. Morns cites the Burmese 
versions of Pali texts which give ekodhi, the aspirate 
instead of the dental d. He remarks that the Joss of 
aspiratio!l in the term ekodi may be due to the following · 

. aspirate in bhiiva. Thus, ekodhi-bhiiva. He cites parallels 
froin Jaina ·literature in favour of his argument Basif1g 
his view on. the observation made by H. Kenr- (Stui · 
.dharmapu'it/arika, SBE. XXI, p. xvi) 'that certain part� 
ci the nothern Buddhist books, more specially the 

. verses, have t>een Sanskritised to a very large extent,' . 
suggests that the nothern Buddhists Sanskritised: the 
focm-ekodi or ekodhi into· ekoti which was more intelligi
ble to them (J PIS. 1885 pp. 32.f.� This view is .endorsed 
by T. W. Rhys Davids and William Sted� (Pa-li-Eng, 
Diet., s. v.). They observe, also, that tfs combination 
with roots Ia; and bhii points to a form ekoda, with the 
regullU change of a �o i. in co�nection with these roots., 

There are others who attempt to seek a �anskrif origi� 
'for this term They split the . comJ)(>unded ekotib,hiiv(l 
into eka-uti-bhiiva. According to·: them· the· Pali ekodi 
is from s��krit ek�ti-:rlie . w�rd . ekotyal}· (plurlll . of . . . 

ekOtJ) .6ccurs in the Satapatha-briihma7}4 · (Xii, . -2� 2i 4). · 
Eggeling co�ine,nting on this parti�utai bccmrerice. . · 

. says . that · it means one-webbed : He . derives ·.Uti: fro in ·. 
tlte root vii to weave and take8. itin the sense of w�b or · 

weft However, it should be. noted that Monier Williams· 
in hiS Skt.-Eng. Di�t. �oes not mention· the root vii in·. 
this sense. Weber prefers to derive the word ·.uti from 
the root ·av to favour, to impe� and considers it to mean 
'striving after a .· goa� course.' · Eggeling . adds . that uti 
can ha\!e boQl the meaning ci web and course (J PIS. 
1885, pp. 37 f.). 

. . 

This word uti is found quite often m. the �grieda 
(� 166, n; iv, 44, 6) fo connote both meimini> mentioned 
above: It cari be deriv"ed from both roots, ve to weave, 
to plait, ·to $tring or join together and av tO favour, · 
protect, impe� satisfy 'etc. .,(see Monier Williams, ··op. 
cit pp. 96, 1013, and also 221). 

; R.· Mitra, too, favours the view·that Sanskrit ekoti has 
become ekodi in Pali He cites the Skt word vitat�i 
which becomes vidatthi in Pali as an example whe� Skt.t. 
becomes d in Pali. He also . splits up the . word e/'q)ti 
into eka-uti. ' �He gives numerouS instanCes from the 
J!.gveda where the viord is used .in the sense C:i pteServing, 
sewing, wearing, distillirig, oozing,· sport, and recr�tion. 
He also cites the authority t:i Sridhara' Swami, who in 
his commentary on the 'Bhiigavata assigm to this word 
the .meanin� of attachment to work, and of play. 
According to Mitra, ci all the meanings connoted 

by the word uti, the meanings of preserving, attachment 
to work, and play ( lllb) sutlice to explain the compou· 
ud ekotibhuva. 

He cites an instance from the Inlitavistara (p. 90) 
where this. compound occurs and takes, it tO be a term 
usoo to describe the first dhyiina which is characterised 

. by applied and sustained thought (savitarka-saviciira) 
and born· ci 'solitude (vivekaja). He cites parallels from 
Bhoja's commentary ·on the Yoga-siitra in which pon
dering plays an improtant role in meditation. Therefore, 
he adduces that ekotibhiiva means pondering on a 
single object. He takes iiti in the sense of object, and 
as that object is calulated to produce joy, he deems 
it quite reasonable to indicate it by a term which implies 

. recreation, sport or play (Proceedings of the Asiatic 
· . Society of Benga� 1886, pp. 101 ff.). 

. There is another noteworthy contribution by S. C Das 
. on . the meaning and. the derivation ci this term He 

. favours the term ekotibhiiva instea<J of . . ekotibhiiva 
· with. short i. He says that the Tibetan texts as· well as the' 
Mahiivyutpatt� written in the niigari script, which 
js a:v.ailable in Tibet, contain the term with the long i . 

. He derives it from eka-uta-bhiiva. Uta, according to 
hiin is from the root ve meaning sew, unite, � and the 
affiX kta. The Tibetan parallel of this term is rgyud 
gcigtil gyur-pa. Rgyud grur-pa means strung or united 
together; gcig means one and tu means into .. Therefore, 
the compound · means �formed into one string or line.' 
.He ql!otes an observation made by a certain lama who 
explains ekotlbhiiva as the contfuued comiectiQn of . 

one with another without a break or division: As an 
example he cites the·consciousness (vijnZma) which runs . 
throuih an �nbro_k�e� li�e of existences until it is stopped 
by nirval')a . . 

According to S. C. Das ekotibhiiva connotes a cardinal 
doctrine in Tibetan Buddhism In Tibet it is believed 
that when a grand lama di� his spiri(reap�rs in some 
other person. Mter, the death of an eminent lama a. 
CQmmittee is set up to identify. the spirit d the dead 
lama with that ci the claimant.

. 
·lli identification is 

refe�ed . tQ as rgyud gctgtu gyur-pa· (ekotibhiiva :ibid. 
1887, pp. 173 'tr.). 
· R. Mitra rejects the form ekotlbhiiva on tile growid · 

that the Tibetan language does not make any distinction 
between short and long i (ibid pp. 75 f.). N. Mlik.er-

jee, . who alsO favours .the term ekotibhiiva, . takes 
it to m�an absorytion into one. He derives tbe ikrm 
froril · eka · uia chvi bhiiv'a. He . eiplilins the long i as due 
to the sUtrJX chvi. He cites forms such· as ekibhiioo, 
·gu1}ibhiiva, bhasmibhiiva · a8 parallds. His suggestion. 
is also rejected by it Mitra who is of opinion that 
there is no need for a suffiX thvi to explain the derivation 

· <f the t�rm (ibid. p. 179 f.). · 
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Max Muller puts forward a suggestion, for which 
he claims neither the merit nor the responsibility, that 
this term in question could be irregular contraction of 
ekakofibhliva. Instead of ekotibhiiva he prefers the 
form ekofibhiiva with a cerebral ! for he has found it 
to occur so (J PIS. 1885, p. 36 f.). F. S. Grouse favours 
Max Muller's suggestion and quotes the grammatical 
rule of Vararuci that k, ,g and other consonants when 
simple and non-initia� are generally elided, the first 
letter ci the latter member of a compound being regarded 
as· non-initial. R. Mitra, who . rejects Max Muller's 

· suggestion due to lack of parallels to prove ekakofi 
being contracted to ekofi, also refuseS to ·accept the 
explanation given by Grouse on the ground that Vara
ruci's rule is applicable only to Prakrit orthography 
(Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1887, pp. 
167 ff.). - 0 

• The meanings arrived at by �II derivati�ns are almost 
similar. They ultimately connote the firm resolving 
or fixing ci the mind OI1 one object or _ course. · This 
meaning is established by textual evidence, too. Very 
often this term occurs in the .phraSe cittqsa ekotlbhiiva 

. (Pall cetaS() ekodibhiiva: see Mhvu. I, p. 228; II, p. 131 ; 
III, p. 213; Jlism. 1.56) Sometimes it is found to occur 
in the sentence cittt»r� ekodikaroti or karohi (S .. IV, p. 263 ; 
Bbh. · p. 109). · In tneaniii& this is quite close to eittarrt • 
sthiipayat� citttar� avasthiipayati or cittam samiidhatte 
ifl Sanskrit (Bb.h. p. 109) and cittam santiHhati sannisidati 
or samadhiyati in PaH (sec S . . IV, .pp. 196, 263 and also 
v, p. 144� an conpottng the finn ruing a the mind on. 
one object. 

Max Muller and· Mitra are of opinion (loc. cit.) that 
cetaS() ekotibhava and citta�ek4gratii (lilt . . p. 90) or 
citt�sa ekaggata (A. I, p. 36; IV, p. 40) are the same in 
meaning. There is no doubt about the fact that they 
are very close in meanini yet there is no conClusive 
evidenCe to hold them as identical t.Jrilike ekodibhiiva, 
ekaggata is a mental property common to all conscious
ness (sabb�-citta-sadhiira'}a1 and it has to .be cultivated 
and developed for it to beoome samiidhi. Ekaggatii 
is the germ . of all concentrated consciousn.ess and 

. ekodibhiiva is a developed forin ci that gerni Textuiu 
evigence.,J>roves that there is a distinction between 
theSe'two mental properties. The I.alitavistara (p. 90) 
says that the bodhisattva acquired �ne-p(>�ntedness of 
mind (citta-ekagratii) even before . he entered the fii:st 
dhyan� Therefore, ekagrata is not exclusively a mental 
property ci the dllyana consciousness. The Abhidham
matta�sangaha (p. 3) mentions ekaggatii as appertaining -
to all jhiinas.: The Nikayas generaily do not speak of 

. ekaggata even in the first jhana and this may be due 
to · · the. fact of its being a ·  sabba-citta-sadhara1}a, and 
the Nikayas seem to take it for granted that it .is present 
in all jhiinas. In the formulaic statements describing -
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the process of attaining the different dhyiinas, ekotibhiiva 
is assigned to the second _ dhyiina. (On the gramatical 
and syntactical problems involved in this formulaic 
statemen� see Mhvu. trsl. I, p. 184). There is one instance 
in the Mahiivastu (III, p. 213) where it is said that ekoti
bhiiva belongs to the first dhyiina: ''l know also what 
my lord Brahma means by ekotibhiiva. It is that a man, 
by suppressing applied and sustained . thought through 
his mind becoming inwardly calm and one-pointed, 
enters and abides in the first meditation, which is born 
of solitude (vivekaja'!l) and is full of joy and ease (piti
sukha'!l) This I know is what lord. Great Brahma means 
when he talks of ekotibhiita:" 

I 
It is quite clear that except for vivekajt»rJ in place of 

samudhija'!J the rest is a description of the seconq dhyiina. 
As pointed out in the BHS. (s: v.) this seems to be due 
to- a strange confusion · in the formulas. Except in a 
rare occurrence as mentioned above, both Pall and 
Sansknt texts take ekotibhava to be a mental porperty 
attained in the second dhylina which is born of concen
tration (samadhijarrt) Moreover, 1t is evident that there 
cannot be a firm f�ng of the mind on one object or 
course when applied and sustained )bought are still · 
present. To achieve this developed state of concentration 
one has to get rid of vitakka and vicara.aridfmnly estab
lish the mind on one object or course; and this is the ·. 
state achieved in the second dhyana. The Anguttara 
N ikaya (1, p. 254) says that if there happenS-to be any 
form of vitakl.-.a, then such concentration is not charac
terised by one"pointdne8s ( ekodibhiiva).-This strengthens . 
the . view that ekodibhava . appertains to the seeond 
jhlina which . is reached by suppressing vitakka ·and 
viciira, and also that it is a stat� of mind more developed 
than th�t con�oted by ekaggata which is cominon to 
all forms of consciousness and which can prevail even 
when vitakka a·nd viciira are functioning. See �llso 
EKAGGATA. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

EKOTTARAGAMA See AGAMA, ANGUTIARA-. ' � 
NIKAYA • 

ELEMENTS are exolained as -'that which cannot 
be reduced to simp!� terms under the conditions of . . 

investigations' (Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology, 
J. H. Baldwin, s. v. element). This term is often found 
used to render into English . the term dhiitu and dharma 
as found used in Sarviistivada BuddJU.sm. The Buddha's . 
analysis of existence . i; e. of individual and things, into 
aggregateS (khandha, skandha) elements (dhiitu) and 

- �· 
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bases (liyatana) is referred to as the doctrine of elements. 
Reference is also made to the ability for elemental 
analysis of existence (dhi'itu-kusalatli A. I, P: 85). 

As· the Buddha himself declares the primary aim of 
his teaching is to expl�in the problem of dukkha and · 
show the way out of it (M. I, p. 140). He pointed out · also that ignorance or the lack of knowledge about the 
true nature_ of things (yathiibhiita-na1}a) is the. basic 
caliSe of this dukkha. Due to this ignorance, the ·Buddha 
pointed out, beings are prone to consider that there 
exists an ever-perduring, permanent self or substance 
(atta) behind all saq1saric existence. According to the 
Buddha's teaching it is this baseless be!!ef in a permanent 
self that generates the misleading notion of "1''-ness 
ariO 'inine'-riess (iihankiira, mmninklira1 giving rise in 
tum to craving which makes individuals plunge into . 
the vortex of life and death i.e., samslira. .· . . / .. 

To dispel this misleading belief v;,hich is the root
cause of dukkha the Buddha analysed and reduced . 
existence i e., both individuals and things, into · .the 
simplest terms possible ;tnd j:Xplained that existence .is a 

. compound (sankhata) of a variety of factors which are 
causally. inter-ct,nnected. It is said that the Tathagata 
sees in its true · nature the . world w�ch _consists, of a 
variety · of elements (Tathligato imeka-dMtu ·r.anli-dhiitu 
/okatra yathlibhiitan:t pajlinliti: M. I, p. 70). 

In reducing existence · into these · _siinple : elements · 

the Buddha did not pre8ent them as ultimate . realities 
. or' perman�� unchanging nature. · On the contrary he 
emphatically pointed out that these elements, too; are 
subject to impermanence (anicca) suffering (dukkha) 
and non-substantiillity (anatta: Sn v. 1119, · S. HI, 
p. 1'42; IV, p. 54). 

·s�wever, it is appar�nt th.af a marked- change in. 
interpretation has. taken place in Sarvastivada teachblgs. . 
AC:cording to Sarvastivada· dharmas are the simplest 
elements to which existence can be reduced. These 
eleme�ts which are seventy-five in number . are �nsi
dered momentary appearances, momentary flashings 
into the phenomenal world out of an unknovm .source · 
(Th. Stcherbatsky, 'The Central Conception � B�dhism, · 
London, 1923, p. 3). rThis Sarvaltivada explanation 
brought about a dichotomy. of aii element as having a 

· substance (svabhliva) that is unknowable and atso. as 
having a phenomenal appearance (laksana) · that is 
casually conditioned. According _ _to the · S'a,tvastivadins' · 

' this ·substance (svabhliva or dravya) is · ever perduring · 
· fsarvadli-astl) and, hence, their apJ>eilation sarvlistivlida. 

This teachin& however, is � direct ·conflict with the 
early Buddhist teachings of the Nikayas which. clearly 
state that everything is non-�ubstantial (sabbe dhammli 
anattli: M:I, p. 228; S. III, p. 133i IV, p. 401, A.l., p. -286; 

Dhp. v. 279� It is this deviation· from the original teach
ing that came unde;- Nagarjuna's criticism. See also 
also DHATU. 

ELLORA, a vill�ge in the Indian state of MahaffiWa, 
near the city of Aurangabad, lat. 20° 21' N. ; long. 75° 1�' 
E., is famous for its rock cut· te�ples. The temples are 
about half a mile east of the village and lie along the west 
face cf the low ridge·of the Sahayadri hills, rising up from 
the vast Deccan .plateatt They extend for about three
quarters of a mile in a- straight line along the sloping 
face of · the hill. The caves. belong to the three leading 
Indian religions, viz.; Buddhism, Brahmanism arid Jain
ism. The caves at the southern end are Buddhist; those 
at the nothern end Jain, while those between these two 
groups are Brahmanical (ERE. V, 269; EncyClopaedia 
Britanic� . V, 375� The earliest cave temple at the siie is · 
the }Jrahmanical cave 21 {Raniesvara1 probably ·dating 
from the_ mid 6th century. The presen.t survey is limited . 
to the Buddhist teinples. · 

. 'Th��e �e . t�elv� �uch Buddhlst rotk-c�t
. 
temples at 

Ellora, �hich have now been assigned to the period from. , · · 
the 6th to ,the 8th centuries A.C . . 'The cave ·teinpJes here 
belong; the�efore; to a iater phase of rock-cut architecture 
than the cave temples at Ajal)!a, some siXty mile$ away, 
and there is considerable difference in character between . 
the two groups. Here, in these monasteries the Buddhist 
monks of the Mahayana f�;aternity dwelt and practised 
their reiigion for some centuries' from cir. 450 A.C. -700 
A.C/ . · . 

. . . ' . : . .;;: . The twelve caves may � divided intd'lwo sub-groups, 
caves 1-5 �nd caves 6-12, the latter g�;oup slightly later . in date than the first group. Each group comprise of a 
prayer-hall and its attached iiJ_onasteries. In the first · 
group religious assemblieS seem to have · been held in 
ca:ve 5 which is .a ·pillared hall of an unusual arid entirely 

. new type. · 
In the latter groups we have cave 10, the so-called 

Visvakarmil, as the only caitya-h1:1ll at Ellora. C1 fbe 
twel�e-cave8 those· numbering 2, 5 and 10 are mentioned 
as being of special significance. -

· 

Cave 1 . at the southernmost co�er of, the· hill with 
four �lls jn the southern wall and foui in the eastern wall 
iS a . residential monaStery. It has neither pillars nor · 
sculpture and is presUD1� to have Peen one of the earlier 
excavations .. . , · 
.' Cave 2 is one of the Buddhist caves ci special signi- . 
ficance. Its hall is 48ft. square and the ceiling is supported 
by twelve pillars. Its exceptional feature is that the cells 
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in the si.tte. wall� �t<t spppi.a.ttte-4tq� Ballet�.#.fh.�� �t�'i ' . < Cave 5 which was mentioned above as one of the three 
divided into compartment!>1 cop.taii:ting images iri bold outstanding rock-cut Buddhist temples at El lorii is a 
relief, Tht:se features giv.� t9,� cav� .'l !'H��in.g-ti_isbe4 ap- larg� ap9 elaborate exc�vation, going deep i nto the rock =�� lbu& "'"� ,!!��()'�'�' '! �:e::m��:"f:: J:i:i!� � ;::.�:n e:cl::!�';,/�; 

On th� lel\ wall of the ver�ndfor·tlrls �vc �- 4\ ili'ft·' · . t\vpdty-four massive pijlars which have square shafts and 
bellied figure of J;:tmbala, th� .}ludji� � ·�\ �#ith , ·otnathental carvings. In the side walls of the cave are 

· · 
· · .. _ ' · . .  · ¢,xcava�ed twenty-three cells for the residence of monks. holding a lotus in on¢ of his bands artq � ·�h$;Qf¢.P.�' �� · ' • This caVe was used probably as an assembly hall or a the other. On the two sides of the .. e�'tr��� �; tij¢·;q!Jll 

are two dvarapiilas (guardian deities) ' iqefttffi.ect wltb' the ha:ll for the deliverhig of sermons by learned monks. 
bodhisilltvas Avalokltesvara and Vajr�Pii9j:'\lhsi4e, the 
hall, on· the back wall of the veranda .IS il; figu'ie . of Tara 
with a female attendant on either side and six flying vidya
dharas above, carrying offerings. Tihii is carrying a l9tus · 
in her left hand. In her right hand which is in. tqe ab.haya 

.. mudra are seen the remnants of 1l rOSi!ry. On the (wo 
raised galleries of the hall are . �eated Buddha figures, 
severi . m each gallery, in the pralambapada - ascma, in 

· preaching attitude. The figures of the Buddha are f1anked 
by bodhisattva attendants with flying couples above. 

. ·. ·. . . . 
The twelve pillars which support the roof are. of the 

amalaka type (i.e.' 'chaiDrerred c.ushion' . type). The shaft 
is square and is vertically fluted The upper portion of 
the shaft shows . a garland design and then becomes 
octagona� showing ya�a figures at the corners. 

In the centre of the back wall Of the hall is the enttance 
to the shrine guarded by two colossal dv[irap(ilas, identi
fied with the bodhisattvas. PadmapA�� . Avalokite:lvara 
and Maitreya. The former is flanked by a male com

. panion, probabiy M a�idhara and a female companion, 
· probably �a4ak�a� · Ma�avidyii. Inside th� shrine is a . 
large seatect figure of the Buddha in the pralambapadtr 

. asana and the dharma�akra-mudra? flanked by a bOdhi
sattva on either side. 

Cave 3 is a monastery 46 ft. square · and 1 1  ft. high, 
the ceiling being supported by twelve pillars of t�e 
ghafa-pallava (Le. pot-arid-folliage) type. 

Tpe entrance to the _shrine is flanked by two bpdlti
sattavas. Inside the shrine is a seated Buddha in the 
pralambapada-iisaria and the dharma-cakra-mudra? also 
tlankec;l by two .bodhisattva figures . . Above the Bud4ha 
are flying couple� and iii. two oomers of the shrine are a 
number of kneeling devotees with folded hands. 

Cave 4, measuring 35 ft. by 39 fl., is a two storeyed 
monastery datable to the 7th century A. C. On the ground 
floor are a few carvings. The upper storey contains a 
shrine and two cells, In the shrine are the 'figures of 
Avalokite:lvara, Maftjusri and Tara. On the back wall 
·of the shrine is a well earved Bu�dha figure s6ated in, ·  
the pralambapadtriisana in the dharma-cakra-mudra. On 
the left of this figure is a standing figure Of Maitreya. 

In the left side wall of the cave is a small shrine in 
which is a statute of the Buddha. The main shrine is 
guarded· by two huge dvarapiilas each of which is flanked 
by a graceful female figure on either side. 

On the back wall of the shrine is a seated Buddha in 
.the pralambapiida-asana and dharma-cakra-mudra. This 
Buddha is also flanked by figures of A valokltesvara and 
Maitreya on either side. Above, on either side Of the 
Buddha are flying couples, males with garlands and 

· females carrying food offerings. At the centre of the 
central nave? fwo low. stone benches have been left in 
the rock extending the whole length of the hall. 

Regarding this unusual · feature of '1this . cave Percy 
Brown (Indian Architectur� Buddhist and Hindu Periods? 
Bombay? 19651 p. 59) observes : " . . . . . .  Do� t�e centre 
of the nave, two low, narrow and parallel platformS have 
been left in the rock, extending the whole Iength.of the · 

_hal� im unusual feature of which there is ,only one other 
instance, namely the "Maharaja" or "Durbar Hall" at 

. Kanlieri; from this circumstance it may � inferred that, 
although many miles apart, both were designed for the 
same form of ceremonial usage. What the usage was is 
revealed by the Lamastic services in the monasteries · 
(gumphas) in Sikhim and Tibet, obviously a survival-' of 
those which prevailed in Buddhist India centuries before. 
There the priests (lamas) sit in two lines f�cing . one 
another on raised platforms, the abbot? on a higher seat 
at the head and on the right, with the altar and holy 
image ;beyond all of which confirm to the Mahanwada 
plan .. _ It is evidently in order to suita(similar type of ritual 
that the Mahanwada prayer�hall at Ellorii1 and the . 
"Durbar Hall' at Kanberi were designed in such a 

· manner". 

Cave 6 consists of a central rectangular hal� two side 
halls, an antechamber and a main shrine. The pillars of 
this cave have a plain and square lower portion but the 
upper portion is very decoratively carved with yalqa 
figures, floral bands and the ghatg-pallava design. In . 
this cave are also the usual figures of the Buddha and · 

Avalokite:lvara and alsa several other.uncommon figures 
!ike those of Mahiimayuri, Mahiividya1 Ma�idhara and 
Vajrapa�i. 

· · 

.l" 
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Cave 7 which is also datable to the same period as 
cave 6 has a ceiling supported by four pil lars. There are 

also twelve unfinished cells and the excavation is ap
. parently left incomplete. 

Cave 8 is a chapel - cum - monastery with circumam
bulatory passage and a number of cells in tlie side 
walls. On the back wal� in ·the centre is a seated Buddha 
figure in preaching attitude, flanked by bodhisattvas and 
their consorts. 

On the back wall of the shrine is aloo a seated Buddha 
on a lion th�one in the pralambapada-asana. On the left 

. 

of this Buddha image is Maitreya well adorned and 
holding a cbauri On the right is the bodhisattva Padma
paQi, depicted here with four hands in different mudras 
and with· different attributes in them. On the left of the 
bodhisattva PadmapaQi are a male an� a female devotee 
holding offerings. On .his right is the figure of Tara 
standing on a double-petall� lotus and having a fleeting 
smile on her fa� and·beautifully oma�ented. Tbere.are 
other divinities like the Mahiimayuri, Hariti and Paii� . · 
cika carved in the �alis of this cave. 

Cave 9 has a beautiful facade and1>illars of the 'vase 
. � , arid foliage' . type. In the centre of the back wall is a 

seated audd� Wi.th Padmap�Qi· Avalokite8vara: on his 
left In this ca've is alsO a f�,&ure Of Tara flanked, by five -:
emblems of danger, viZ. snake, sword, ·elephant: fire and 
shi�w;eck-the orily one of its . type iri western hidia. 

. . . � . . . . . 
. . -

cave .10 has been described- by Percy Brown (op. cit. 
p. 60) as the most notabie· production ri the whole series 
of Buddhist rock:.cut temples at Ellorii. Tills cave, 
commonly .known as .. the- '.Visvakarma' ·(see Pl. V) (after 
the name. of-the God of the Arts1 is the last of the great 
rock-cut Caitiya balls of India (See }>L.VI.). It is a type 
of building which diit� back nearly 1000 years; to the 
2n� century B.C. and.is a. development on the Mahayana 
caitya-halls such as caves 10 and 26 at AjaQta. . . . . 

The .interior of the ·hall measures 85 ft. by 44 ft. with a 
height of 34 ft. The ceiling is supported by twenty-eight . . 
pillars of the vase a�d foliage design. The central feature . 
of the hall is the stupa 26 ft. 10 in· high which at the same 
time is a foundation for the support of a large projecting · 
nit9h containing a seated figure of the-Buddha the stupa 
is prot'u$ely carved. It bas a three-tiered base above which 
rises·tbe dome: The height of the base is nearly two and a 
half times the height of the dome. Above the dome rises 
the harmikii su�ourited by a four tiered: tee. 

. �any elements of this caitya�hail are still in imitation 
of w9qden construction. The ceiling shows cross · -
beams cut out of stone. · Tb� facade · also. shows . two 
beams cut out of stone issuing out of it, appearing as ir 
they have issued forth from inside the cave and are held 

· in position by nails dn"ven into them. The ceiling too 
shows stone ribs carved out. 

Traces of late · construction · l ike the perpendicu lar 
pi llars and figure sculptures with Tantric i nfluence are 
evident. Among these figures ' are Ava lok itesvara, Mait
treya,Jambhala;Tarii, Cundii, Mahamayuri and Bhrukuti . 

. The central door-frame of the hall is carved with a 
number of mithuna figures. At the end of the door jambs 
are figures of nag as. The stupa at the apsidal end of the · 
hall is also covered ,with sculpture. 
' The · sun-window of this caitya-hall is strilrJngly 

. different from the usual, semicircular windows like those 
Of AjaQta. Bhiijii and Karle which curie gracefully at the 
lower ends and become pointed at the top. Here it is of 
the horse�shoe type with a new decorative element on the 
two sides, giving it 1!--·trefoil shape. Two beams jut out 
Of the window imitating wooden constructions. On the 

. two · sides of the window are carved beautiful flying 
g�ndharva figures, depicted ,as ha:ving come with their 
consorts to pay homage to the Buddha These .figure 
sculpt_ures, slim but full and graceful show influence of 
Palla V'a art: · /-

· 

In its entirety, Cave 10 is one of the- most beautifl!l 
caves showing great imagination and skill of the archi- · 
tects of this �riod. 

. . 

Cave. 11 lq!o.wn as Do 11wl_ (two storeys) is a three
storeyed monument It was misnamed Do 1hal for until 
1 876 A. C. the ground floor wa8 hidden u�der t�e accu- · · 
m:�Jation ·of earth. Though · it is not as spacious as the 
other three-storeyed ,cave, the 1ln Thai . (Cave i21 it is 
planned �n somewhat similar lines. This terrtple. bas no. 
cells for monks. Cave 12 known as Tin 1hal (i.e. "Three · 

Storeys'1 is one of the most striking temples at Ellora 
with sufficient cells to provide residence for at-least forty 
monks arid a large assembly han proViding . room for 
congregations of many times. that number: It rises to a 
height of nearly 50 ft. with. an ample c urtyard in front. 

. . 

· The·ha� is entered through-a rock-cut gateway which 
opens on to a qradrangle 108 ft. wide and"60 ft. de.ep. 
On the far side the facade rises in t�r� equal tiers, each 
storey hl!-ving a veranda The exterior of this· temple has 
a plain ap�rance but the interior offers a striking con
trast iD that each hall is richly carved with beautiful 
sculpture. It is also significant that each hall is differently . 

. treated and each is d significa�t aesthetic and architec
tural merit. 

The ground floor of this vast temple has a pillareq 
verenda 1 12 ft. by 43 ft. The shrine. chamber which is . 

. 23 ft. l:>y 15 f.t contains a seated i�age of the Buddha · 
with other images.in relief, on tl}e walls. 

The first storey comprises of one large hall 112 ft. 
across, 72 ft. deep imd 11! ft. high, divided into five 
aisfes by five rows of pillars of eight each. Beyond-lhis 
hall is · another vestibule 38 ft. wide by 17 ft. deep 
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beyond which is a chamber 20 ft square, enshfining a 
seated figure of the Buddha. The walls right ·round . the 
hall and the vestibule are recessed for the reception of 
statues in high relief. 

Staircases on either side of the hall of the first floor 
lead to the topmost storey. In the centre is a rectangular 
hall 78 ft. by 36 ft. divided into three aisles by two rows 
cf pillars of five each. At the end of this central hall is a 
chamber 20ft. square containing the usual seated Buddha 
im·age flanked by the attendant bodhisattva figures. 

The pillarS of the cave show simple desigh, the two 
patterns which occur frequently .being those cf ,the lotus 
and the pot The austerity of decoration and pattern of 
the nail indicate that this rock -cut temple belongs to

. 
the. 

early period. 
Caves 11 and 12 belong to the latest phase cf Buddhist 

fock-cut architecture at Ellorii. The Mahayana . com
munity of Ellorii continued and developed the basic 
co!lcept cf the rock-cut temples, viz the -chaitya-hall 

. (the hall for worship} and the monastery (vihiira} It is 
in stylistic treatment and iconography that the greatest 
change is noticeabl� as the deification cf the Buddha 
permitted the reproduction cf his image in. sculpture, 
sometimes in colossal proportions. 
. In i�. ar�hitectural arran,g�inents, the excavated hall 
was transformed into the arrangements found at Cave 

. 10, where the stupa is almost superseded by· the Buddha 
image, and Caves 2 and 5 where there is the combination 
ci hall . and shrine. In _the vihiira p!an, the cells which . 
were originally meant ·to. be used as the . resid«;!Jces for 
the 'monks have subsequently been con:verted into sanc-
tuaries for images of the :Budclha This marks a signi- ' 
ficant change in religious ·emphasis. It meant .. that tlte · 
vihii.ra was n·ow fulfilling the fl!nctions cf both abbey 
and church, and also that relic w9rship was being su� 
planted by image worship. 

The technicai method used in carving these te�p!es 
seems to have been by cutting thi-re great trenches down 
into the rock and then carving the temple out of the 
Isolated blockS Ci stone that remain. The blocks that 
remained in the middle were later convert� into huge 
pillars. 

Commenting on the architectural achievement· dis-
. playe:Q by . the · Buddhist rock-cut tc:mples of 'Ellorii, 
Percy Brown (op. cit. p. 60} ·observes: "In some of th.e 
vihanis, notably in the Tin 7hal there will be found the . 
most precise and mathematically accurate craftsman
ship throughout the entire range of rock-architecture. 
Lines are ,straightc:.r, angles more correct and surfaces 
more true than in any othe�; examples, indicating that at 
Ell ora rock -cut architecture, in its technical asj,ect, had 
reached its culmination." · 
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H. R. Perera 

EMANCIPATION. In Buddhism, . the concept of 
emancipation or · release, expressed diversely in Pali as 
mutt� vimutti, ·mokka and vimokkha et� see�· to reckon 
with two forms of bondage relating to !.he involvement of 
beings in sa�siira One is the more directly conceiv_able 
phenomenon ci man being trapped�- in . the whirl of 
sa�Sara, i.e. cf births. and deaths. Therefore, the termi
nation of the process . ci births aiid dJ�aths whereafter 
there is no more rebirth, is referred �� as ielease from 

· saqtsara or release from the cycle cf dukkJia. In fact, this 
is the basic· notion ci the Indian concept cf mo� or 
emancipation. Taking a more fundamental approach·· to · . · · 
the problem Buddhism delves deeper and discovers that 
this invofvemertt iti s.:�siira is due to ignorance or avidya 
which implies that thJ mind of man, in that state." is 

,unable · to realise the . true nature of things as it � ove�
powered by defiling trait_s (iisavas) ci lust for s�nse
pleasures (kiimiisava), craving .for existence (bhavasava) 
and perverse views (ditfhiisava). Freeing one�s mind from 
these iisavas is the basic and primary emancipation which 
brin� erilightenment and wisdom in its wake . which is 
the key to release from s�sara. · . · , _/ 

Buddhism teaches that beings are in bondage, bound · 
to s�saric existence by numerous fetters (satr�yojana : 

.q.v.) and that they are consumed by desires and aspira-
. .tioiis springing out of craving. According to Buddhism, . 

to . be in bondage is suffering (dukkha� Emphasis laid 
on this asjlect of suffering is clear wben the Buddha 
explains that the whole world is founded on suffering 

· (S. I, p. 40� This is further made evident by the fact that 
the tw� Pali terms loka (world) and dukkha (suffering) are 
used synonymously in texts (A. II. p. 48} Though this 
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' ' js a universl!l �ruth few are deepiy and continuously 
· aware of this. Buddhism points out that if and when one 
sees thing; (dhamma) as they are (yathiibhiita) one would 

. not fail to realise that one is in bondage to sarpsiira . 

. Since one's view �nonnally blurred by ignorance one 
fails ·to see the tru� 'nature of th.iiigs ail� consequently 
fails to realise that one is in bondage to saqtsiira. As long 
as one;s view is veiled by ignorance one regards the five 
aggregates (pancakkhandha1 which constitute all physical _ 

· and mental phenomenon of existence, as one's own ego, 
and arising out of this ego-consciousness are other 

· ·derivatives in the form of craving (tal}hii), conceit (miina) 
and views (di!fhl) which further _ obliterate the · true 
nature of things. Under the influence c:i these conditions 
one indulges in an ever-prolifiC process of conceptualisa
tion with regard to all objects of senses and ·gct entranced 
with them Thus, he becomes still more fettered and 
burdened. \· 

The Buddha emphatically states that just as there is 
suffering there is also cessation of suffering (M. I. p. 140), 
and _. this conception of emancipation from suffering 
(dukkha pamocana�), from the bondage (mokkhanti miira 
bandhana, Dhp. v. 31) and burdens of existence (vinnitto 
uptidhisar!lkhaye, · A. II. _ p. 24) is the raison d'_etr:e of 
Buddhism. - · 

From the nature of bondages it � clear. that · emanci
pation from them depends on the cessation of the pro.cess 
of · conceptualisation by the min� This is . possible by 
eradicating ignorance (avijjii� the root-cau.se ci ail mis
conceptions, and . PY developing intuitive knowledge 
(pai:r.a) which enables one to see thlDg'! m their true pers-

. 
· pective. This haS to be achieved by following the Middle 
·Path (11Jajjhimii-pafipadii), also cailed the Noble Eight- . 
fold Path · (ariya-affhangika-magga� To Win emancipa
tion from the bondages and burdens of saqtsar.i one has 

. to be equipped with three virtues Viz., s'ila, samadiu and 
· panna. As o� piogres�es along ilie Middle Path one 
becomes able to perfect one's ethical conduct · (slla), 
practise mental culture (bhiivanii) and develop mental 
concentration (samiidh1} a� sharpen intuitive know
ledge (paitiiii� The. more one progreSses along this path
the more . one becomes progressively detached from 
saqtsara for, �>De begins to see the true nature of things. 
Perfection of .ethical coridud help; tO develop

. 
mental 

. concentration imd int�itive . knowledge. . With the 
development of mental concentration . one .couid syste
matjcally _ elimii!_�te initial. application of thought 
{vitakka) and investigation (vicara) that give rise 
to a complex procesS .of conceptualisation: With 
these ethical and mental developments the intuitive 
knowledge gets sharpened and perfected, enabling o�e to 
see t!iat all phenomena of existence ·are impermanent 
(aniccii1 are subject to suffering (dukkha) and witpout a 
permanent entity (anattii; M. I, pp. 4 If. 235 f.). When 
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convinced of this fact the ego-consciousness gets com-· 
pletely eradicated, and thenceforth one becomes _ able to 
regard what is seen just as the seen, what is heard just as 
the heard, what i s  sensed just as the sensed and what is 

cognised just as the cognised, without indulging in any 
process of conceptualisation with regard to them ( Ud. p. 
8). With this non�conceptualising position the mind 
becomes emancipated of all the inflowing impulses of sen
suous gratification (kiimiisava), of becoming (bhaviisava), 
of ignorance (avijjiisava). Such a one is emancipated of all 
cankers (khit:�iisava). In such a one arises the knowledge 
that he is emancipated, and such a one comprehends that 
destroyed is the birth, brought _to a close is the holy-life 
and that t�ere is no more being such and so (M. I. p. 438). 
One so emancipated is described as one who has utterly 
destroyed all fetters of existence (parikkhTt:�abhava

sa�yojana, M. l, pp. 4, 235). 

· S. K; Nanayakbra 

.. 
EMBRYO. See BIRTH, _ (;ONCEPTION . and GAN-
DHABBA. 

' /  

. EMERALD BUDDHA. According to the Pall text 
· - Ratanabimbava�sd the Emerald Buddha was made· by a 

deva who afterwards presented the image to one of the 
arahants named venerable · Nagasena in .Pii!aliputra. 
Venerable Nagasena is supposed to have miraculously 
got seven relics of the Buddha to reside in the statute . 
The image was in Pii!liputra ·and subsequently removed 
to ·Ceylon, Cambodia and from this last-named country 
to Ayudhya, Lopbur� Kampaengpet and Chiengrai, 
respectively in Thailand In order to cpnceal the precious 
statue, the governor of Chiengrai had the sta'tue _ plas
ter�d, lacquered and gilded and then �shri�� in a pago-
da m that town. . 

The above story appears to be more or less a legend. 
Historically speaking, if is known that in 1434 A.C a 
gilt imag� of the Buddha ; was found enshrined in a · 
pagoda in Chiengi-ai which had been struck by lightning. 
Conseq'!lently the image was removed 

. 
t� a vihiird, but 

two or three months later the plaster on the nose ci the 
image had flaked off revealing the emerald structure. 
The plaster covering was taken off arid the fame of the 
image spread widely attracting many worshippers. At . 
that time Chiengrai · was under Chiengamai and the kirig _ _  
of Chiengniai . sent a procession · to bring the im3:ge to 

. his capital The elephants carrying the sacred image, on 
their own accord, headed for Lampang. Here the statue 
remained for 32 years. King Tiloka who ruled over 
Chiengmai (l44J,-1487) succeeded in bringing the Erne-

. . 'i>·<:.··· 
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· · tal� llu,dd;mi frotn L�tmpang �o Chiengm� in l46S, and 
there the' iiJ1age reposed for 84 years. In 1 552 Jaijettha, 
king of Chiengmai, the sen of the king of Linehan and 
grandosn of the former king of Chiengma� went back 
to ·rule at Luang Prabang (now in Laos� the capital 
c£ Unchafi; arid · prought the Emerald Buddha along 
with him The statue on this occ�ion was kept in this . ' ' 
city for 12 years. In 1564 the king ci Bunria who had 
become very powerful was having designs ci foreign 
conquest, and king Jaijettha, in order to defend himself 
agains(ihe Burmese Jdng, removed his capital to Vien
tiane (Laos� The Emerald Buddha was also transferred 
to the new capital where it was housed for 214 ·years. · 

ln 1778 a war broke out between Thailand anq Liirl
chaii. At that time the capital of Thail�nd was at Dhon· 
buri. Cao Pya Cakri, (afterwards king Rama I of Bang-

, kok), the general of the King of Dhonbur� w�nt to attack 
Latichan He captured Vientiane and brought back the 
Emerald Buddha and another image, Pra Bang down to 
Dhonburi After ascending the throne he founded Bang
kok as his capital in 1782, and constructed the temple 
of the Emerald Buddha in the present precincts, namely, · 

. the Royal Palace, where h� placed the preciol.is image. 
It has remajned there sinee· 1 784 in the royal .shrine of 
Pi-a Keo or Sriratanasasadaram (more commonly cali.ed, 
Chapel Royal1 attached to . the Grand Palace. He 
designed two seasonal costumes for the image, one for 
the'suminer and anoth�r for the r�iny season During 
the. reign ci King Rama ill (182�1851} a costume for 
the winter season was added. (See PL. \'II). 
· According to R Lingat, the French scholar who had . 

· made a careful study of the image, the material is not 
emerald but a kind of green stone found · in the Nan 
region in nort!'E.rn Thailand (as . well as in southern 

· China� ProbablY it is cJuysoprast; an apple-green variety 
of chalecedony. It · was Monkut (Rama 1111 who, so t� 
say, fiXed the identity of the stone, for in declare1tion. he 
held it to be jade and, therefore concluded that ·it came 
from China. 

The image is held in the greatest veneration as it is 
regarded as the nation's palladhnil, much fu the way . 
that the Tooth Relic was held by the kings <>f Sri L�ilka. 
As with the case of the Tooth Relic the Emerald Buddha 
too is in the personal custody of the king, particularly · 
because it is also the tutalary spirit (so to say) cf his 
own C�kri Dynasty. It is be who takes the leading' part 
in the seasonal changing cf the robes of the image. 

The image has been fashioned out of a single block 
measuring 48.3 em. by 60 em. and in this about 2 ff. high. 
On the head is a painted golden crown; into the fore
head a diamond has been set serving as the iiTI}ii, the body 

l. The Concept of Mind (Penguin Books, 1963) p. 81. 
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is in a meditational posture. A pyramidal thrq.D��10.4 ro. 
high forms the base. Stylistically it is northerii Thai, 
and chronologically it is one of the earliest (if not the 
ver; earliest} cf Thai images. (PLS. VIII and IX) 

·an days of religious significance vast crowds of wor
shippers congregate to pay veneration to their palladium. 

. This veneration is most marked on uposatha days when 
the precincts are opened to general pubiic: 
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I 
. Su�adradiis Dlskul 

EMOTION Th� term 'emotion' is. used in: the English · 
. language . to signjfy a wide variety of , psychological 
characteristi� which are attributed to' human beings. 
It is one of the principai psychological terms of a generic . 
nature. In Buddhist usage there is no generic concept 
which exactly corresponds to the ·concept of. emotion. 
Buddhism has adopJed its own mode of conceptualiZing 

· psychol�gical phenomena giving rise to the .difficulty of 
. finding ex�ct equivalents in European languages forthe . . .. - . � - . . 
. psychological terminology it uses: This is understandabl� 

beca!lse roncept formation is closely associated with . 
forms cf lift; world views and the cultural setting within 
which language is used. 0 

Most psychologists believe that motives a�d emotions 
are very closely intertwined. The nature of the relation 
between motivation al)d emotion as well as the precise ·· 
definition of emotion itself may . be . considered as ' an 
unresolved issue in psychology. in the opinion .ci most 
psychologists. emotion is the term used to . describe 
basic affective processes. Eillotions are usually aroused 
by external stimul� and emotions so aroused are expres
seq:'towards tire stimuli in the environment that arouse 
thein. According to. Gilbert Ryle,who inade a remarkable 
contribution to the Philosophy of Mind in the Western 
world, the term 'emotion'· is ilsed to designate a number 
ci different kinds of mental activity such as inclinations 
or motives, moods, agitations and feelings.1 Although · 

Bud<lhisin lacks a generic �erm corresponding to the . 
term 'emotion', it deals extensively with the kinds of 
mental activity designated by that term. 
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The fundamental problem that Buddhism as a religious 
and philosophical system deals with is .the problem of 
unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) as formulated in the Four 

Noble Truths presented in the first sermon of the Buddha. 
According to' the Buddha, the problem of dukkha is 
closely connected with a person's level of understanding 

. or cognition and the nature of the motivational and 
· emotional structure of his personality. Dukkha is to be 
eliminated by the replacement of ignorance (avijjii) 

· with wisdom (panna) and transforming one's unwhole
some motivational and emotional nature by the 
replacement of unwholesome motives ancl emotions 
(akusa/ii dhamma) with wholesome ones (kusalii dhammii). 
Nibbtma, the ultimate goal of Buddhism which is concei
ved as the destruction of unsatisfactoriness (dukkhak
khaya) is often defined as the eradication of greed; 
hatred and delusion (lobhakkhayo, .dosakkhayo, mohak
khayo). According to the Buddhist analysis of human 
b.ehaviour, greed (lobha) and hatred (dosa) resting on 
delusion (moha) are the two main ·motivational . roots of 
unwholesome human · behaviour (akusa/a · samiiciira). 

. The Buddha teaches that liberation from the predica
ment of hum;tn m_isety is p<>ssible by a transformation;11t 

· the level of understanding. A transformation at the· 
level of tYnderstandi�g leads to a transformation. at the . . . - \ . , 
level of motivation: and emotion as- well, changing the 
entire pattern of man's behavioural responses and 
feelings. In :the .techinciU tc;:rminology adopted in B,qddhl
�m _spch transformation · is des<.:ribed · � · pannaviniutti 
(liber'a�ion through wisdom) and cetovimutti (liberation 
of mind� The latter c·ari be ·understoOd as the liberatipn · 
consisting of a transforqtation .in the emotional stucture 

· of · personality. Buddhism attempts · to identify and. 
cias�ify numerous menial phenomena which are sup-· 
posed to be �y products of greed and hatred in. ·its deep, 
penetrative and somewhat ·exha�tive analysis of the 

. uri wholesome emotions that . ci:.eate human misery. . . 
· The ·Buddhist analysis is . characterised }?y an intense 
practical and ethical interest and concern. For its a:ttempt · 
is to distinguish experientially, between the kinds o( 
emotion that are .desirable and tb.ose that are undesirable 
for man; ;md between kinds of emotion that are condu
cive to his wtill-being and. happiness and ·those fhat are . 
not. Such a distinction is made with a view. to promoting · 
the cultivation Or the ·wholesome emotions (kusaliin� 
Dhammimam bhiwanaya) and

. 
the e,limination of the un

wholesome emotions (akusalan� dhmnman� pahana
ya). With a practical and ethical end in view, Buddhism 
presents extremely interesting and significant analyses of 
man's emotional constitution and ,d!:spite the .fact .that . . . they appear within the context c>f a doctrine. of liberation 
which is generally associated with religiom world 
view� they ·. are ci great psychological significance. 
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Instead of the generic term emotion, Buddhism uses 
the term dhamma to refer · to mental phenomen·a in 
general, classifying :hem ethical ly as kusala or akusala. 

There are a number of Buddhist concepts that have an 
affinity to and connection with the concept ci emotion 
although those concepts cannot · be said to be exactly 
equivalent to what is signified by the term 'emotion' . 
There is in Buddhism an analysis ri the origin cf emo
tions, a detailed enumeration of wholesome as well .as . 
unwholesome emotions, a method ci training and 
educating human emotions and an account ci the 
n�ture and consequenc� of certain emotions, A signifi
cant question that has drawn the attention of contem
porary phiiosophy of mind in the West has been whether 
emotions should be conceived according to the tradi-. 
tiona! theory ci mind which affirms a dualism cf mind 
and matter or whether such a dualism entirely miscons
trues · the logical character of our concept of emotion. 
·Although Buddhism has shown no · direct concern 
with such logical issues, t�ere iS much that is of philoso-

"phical interest · implied by the references to emotoin in 
· the Buddhlst teachin�s. · 

In Buddhism the discussion of emotions usually 
occurs in . moral contexts· .. Spcciftc emotions are dis- . 
cussed under terms having a . general psycho-ethical 
import Among Budd�ist terms that may be said to be 
relat� to the concept of. emotion t� term. iisava is of . 
special importance . .As mentioned above, Buddhism . . ··shows an ethical bias in its. classification and enumera- · 
tion of emotions and. tliis . is clearly seen in its charac
terization · ci (isava. The. term ·is traQslated into English 
as 'influxes' or 'intoxicants'. it does not, in the Buddhist · 
usage, have � purely descriptive psychological meaning; 
an evaluative meaning is also built into the term. there
fore, . wheri . Buddhism refers to c� emotional traits 
as asava. the term not merely descn'&s a certain psy
chological or emotional trait but also at the same time 
implies a certain evaluation· To attain sainthood or the 
perfection ci character· which Buddhism calls arahatta 
one has to eradicate "the iisava. Accordingly' the person 
who has attained perfection is· called khl1}lisavo. The· 

· knowledge. that leads to the· attirlnment of liberation in 
· Buddhism is called.- asavakkha:raniil}a. , 

The Pali Nikayas enumerate four asava, namely, 
kiimiisava (those associated .with sensuality1 bhaviisava 
(those associated with .rebecorili�g) · diffhiisilva . (tht>Se 
associated with speculative views or doglllatism) and 
avijjasaiJa (those associated with ignorance} It is appro-

. pria:te to consider iisava under lhe Buddhist psychology . 
ci emotions as it is clearly indicated that t)Jey. are mental 
phenomena · which · �reate f�Jings. of. anxiety,. agitation 

· and vexation· (vighiita pariliiha) to anyone affected by 
them.. In the above enumeration iisava are

. 
cl�ssified 
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in terms of their psychological roots of a cognitive and 
moti�ational character which give rise to the excitation 
of certain unwholesome human emotions . . 

The second concept connected with the Buddhist 
psychology of emotions is the concept of anusaya. The 
Paii Text Society Dictionary gives the meaning; 'bent', 
'bias', 'proclivity', 'the persistence of a dormant or 
latent disposition' and 'tendency' as the principal 
meaning; of this term.� Describing people in terms of 
their psychological tendencies we often refer to them as 
oeing 'hateful', 'kindhearted' 'vain', 'lustful', 'concei
ted' and so on. ·According to Ryle, .· these are emotions 
in the sense that they are "motives by which people's · 

higher level 'beha"{iour is explained".3 However, as 
in the case ci tb¢ term iisava the Buddhist term o.nusaya 
�l,so designates certain general . dispositional traits of 

· the mind which . are exclusively of an unwholesome 
nature. The anrisaya are enumerated as those involving 

'-(1) attachment or lust . (riigiinusaya�. (2) repuision or 
hatred (pafighiinusaya), (3) ·dogmatic views (diHhiinu
sayaA (4) doubt or perPlexity (vidkicchii�usaya� (5) con

. c�it in· terms of measuring oneself with such psychologi
. cal coi,nplexes as equality, inferiority and. superiority 
(maniinusaya� (6) attachment to the round ci bec<;�rning 

· (bhavariigiinusaya) and delusipn or ignorance (avijjijnu-
saya).4 

· 

The psychological ph�nQmcna designated by the 
ter:ms . iisava and anusaya seem 't� overlap. The main 
difference. between the two appears to be that t�eformer 
empha�izes the arising of.the8e emotional phenomena 
on the occasion of th� excitation ci the senses and the . 
latter emphasizeS their dispositional nature. Asava 

. are inevitably produced in the activity of sense-percep
tion in an individual :wh() has not become. enlightened, 
while .. anusaya are deep-rooted tendencies or disposi

, ti\:mal traits in terms � which people's · character and 
emotional tendencies could be desctjbed Thus kiimasava 

. may be produced in a man at the 'sight · of an attractive 
woman whereaS someone may have riigiinusaya as a 
deep-rooted tendency or relatively permanent trait of 
his character. Thus the te'rm iisava denotes the immediacy 
ci the psychological responses to the sensory environ
ment, whereas anu§aya denotes the dispositional charac·· 
ter ci those responses. The Buddhist ' view is that all 
unenlightened individuals are ·not free from "the afflic
tions of such asava and anusaya. They are the unwhole
some aspects of a human being's emotionlli constitution 
or nature which need t� be transt(?fmed or overcome in 
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order to become a worthy or noble person (ariyapuggala). 
As long as a person is subject to their aftlictions it is 
BOt only the case that he cannot help being miserable, 
but aj()Q hi! cannot help making others around him 
miserable by his own ui1wholesome behaviour. In the 
M adhupi1J4ika Sutta anusaya is associated with all 
manner of conflict that arises at the societal level, su�h 
as quarrels, strife, debates, violence, and other moral 
evils.5 

A third Buddhist concept which can be said to have 
some relation to the concept of e�otion .is the concept 
of papanca. Papanca is described in the psychology of 
Buddhism as a psychological response to the percept�al 
environment. It can be understood as a combined comp-
lex of a cognitive and emotional response to perceptual 
stimuli consequent upon the �nature of the feelings 
experienced by the perceiver and his evaluation of those 
feeJing; with reference to the ego. According to the 
Pali commentarial . traditbn papanca· is threefold ·. as 
taqhiipapanca (that which � characterised by craving), 
dif!hipapanca (that which is characterised by dogmatism) · 
and miinapapanca (that which is characterised by con-
ceit� Here too Buddhism deal.s,,.with the interrelated 
dual · aspects of unwholesome .�.;,bayiour consisting of 

';• : ;t, the cognitive and emotive const,itution of personality. . .· :•\l 
A person wJ�o is liberated is said to � free from papaiica.' . . 
To be over�helmed by ideas of papaiica is said to be the · 
source of m�ny conflicts in socit:ty. 6, . . · · •. -;·.· .:i �; 

Buddhism pays very little attention · to an ana]ys� of ,, · · · 
the lower level · or · ba�lt physiological" motives such �: 
hunger and thirst but focuses its attention intensely 
on the higher level motives and emotions a a charac
teristically psychological nature. It conceins itself deeply 
with. such psychological concepts l as tal}hii (craving), 
abhijjhii (intense greed� vyiipiida or pafigha (malice or 
hatred) because they are' related so closely to the Buddhist 
analysis of the origin of. human · suffering . 

According to Buddhism, no special effort � needa:! on 
the part of the individual in order to effect the arising of 
the above mentioned baser or unwholesome emotions. 
They arise in a .kind of a mechanical or instinctive 
manner. The baser or unwholesome emotional and · 
motivational traits become strengthenoo by the �onst�nt 
repetition of patterns of behaviour which accompany 
their expression On the one band a behavioural change 
at the level ·of overt exp�ess!on of a persons emotional 
nature becomes necessary in order to weaken or eliminate 

----------------------�--�--�----------------�------�------------------�, 
2. Edited by T. W. Rhys Davids and Willi� Stede (Luzac & Company Ltd., London (1959) p. 44. · 
3.. The Concept of Mind p 82. 
4. M. I, p. lOS. 
5. M. I, p. 1 10. 
6. M. I, p. 1 10. 
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the unwhole&ome emotions. On ,the other hand as 
long as a person's motivational and emotional constitu

t ion is of an unwholesome nature his overt behavioural 

responses also tend to be unwholesome. Therefore, the 

predicament ci the unenlightened person is one whic4 is 
. viciously circular. He behaves unskillfully because of 

tbe unwholeso� nature of the emotional constitution 
.ex his personality, and those psychological dispositions 
become further strengthened by repeated unskillful · 

. behaviour. This vicious circle can be broken by the 
person who with great determination and effort treads 
the tioble path consisting of slla, s.amiidhi. and pannii. 
The develqpment of slla involves an attempt to transform 
consciously one's patternS of behaviour: the develop
ment of samiidhi involves an attempt to attain mental 

; composure preventing the excitation . Or unwholesome 
emotions creating a disturbed and unsettled state of 
·mind, and the development of pannii involves an attempt · 

. tifcultivate the understanding that cuts off all the unwho
lesome motives and emotions · at their root Wholesome 
motives and. emotions are to be cultivated with great 
effort, for one is constantly faced with . the danger of 
�irig · overwhelmed by · unwhol�Qme J eniotiOm·· and 
lapsing into unskillful patterns cf behavloirr. Buddhism · 
offerS practical · methods cf training and -educating 

:.human : emotio� . in the. form cf· techniques bf· mental · 
development .called bhiivanii. A liberated aRt� enlightened 
person like the Buddha is referred to as one who,has 
developed what ought to be abandoned (bhavetabbaTr� 

_bhlivitam) and 'abandoned what ought to .be abandoned 
(pahiitabbaTr� . . .  palilnam). This means, among other things 
that ,he bas abandoned all emotional . disposition5 of 
an unwh-olesome· nature and developed those of a whole
some nature . 

The origin o[ail unskilled. states (li��Js(lla dhammii) is 
explained · in Buddhism in terms of the principle of . 
Dependent Origination (pafic.casamuppiida). Avijjii (igno
rance) and ta'}hii (craving) are very crucial links ill the 
iwelve fold formula of Depen�ent Origination which is · 

. I!leant to explain the genesis of stifferini Ignorance ' 
and 'craving . are said to have ' no l::nown beginning 
(pubbCikofi na. pannayati). This . shows that suffering . 

· is a beginningless procesS resting . !'>n the interaction 
between two crucial conditions one . of which is cogni
tive and the other emotive but both of whjch are closely 
iiiterlil.tked. The ·problem, as Buddhism sees it, lieS in 
the· cognitive and . emotive dispositions involved in 
man's suffering condition. The . unskilled cognitive .and 
emotive dispositions persist or disappear together. The 
solution to suffering consists in traJsforming one!s 

�- - ·� - . 

cognitive and .emotive constitution. According to the 
Miilapariyiiya Sutta, the problem is that ordinary 
beings are struck with the sanna mode of responding 

to the perceptual world.7 It  is this co�nitive mode which 
gives rise to the emotive responses of attraction and 
repulsion. this has to be replaced by the abllinna and 
par(nna modeS of cognition which · e9ables a person to 
respond to all the data of perceptual experience · with 
equanimity. 

. Buddhism traces all urisKilled emotional responses to 
· the basic response of attraction towards pl.ea�ant 
sensory stimuli and repulsion towards unpleasant 
ones. The . psychological process involved is analysed 
in a number of Suttas of the Pali canon. According to the 
Mahiita'}hiisankhaya Sutia, a person whose sense facul-. ties reach maturity, comes into contact with the exte�pal 
stimuli and becomes attached to those .that are pleasant 
(piyarupe rilpe siirajjati) and shows ppposition or repul
sion towards those that are unpleasant (appiyariipe riipe 
byilpajjati). This way of responding to sensory stimuli 
amounts to allowing the mechanical flow of unskilled 
responses unchecked by the . exercise . of mindfulness 
(sat1) .and .wisdom (paiiiiii� It is this pro'cess which deter
mines the unwholesome aspect of the _emotional life of 
a person leading to the undesirable . consequence. of 
clinging (upiidiina) and rebecoming which bring in its 
train -all the miserieS of existence.8 As shown in a number 
of contexts where the Bu.ddha explains the psycholo�cal 

· origins of dukkha in t.erms of the principle of paficcasa
muppiida unwholesome emotionS are a consequence . 
of a ·confused response to perceptual experience. A 
st�ndard formulation of this process in the Pali canon . 
gpes as follows : 

Depending on the eye and material form there arises 
visual · consciotisness. · The coming together of the 
three is sense col)tact Depending on sense CO!;ltact 
there ar-ises - feeling. One recognizeS that which . one 
feels. What one · recognizes, one reasons about. One 
gets obsessed . with what one reasons about. . As a 
consequence of 'this · ideas of obsession relating to 
past, pres�nt and futur� objects of v!sual experience 
overwhelm him.9 · 

. . . � ·  . . This can . be said to be an elaboration of the process 
whfch ' is  elsewhere presented more succinctly as ''feeling · 

. depends on sense contact (phassa patcayli vedanii) and 
qaving depends on· feeling (vedanii paccayii tarJhii). · 
Unskilled · emotional reactions are reactions to the 
agreeable or 'pleasurable feelin� (sukhii vedana) and the 
disagreeable or unpleasant feelings (dukkhii vedanil) . 

7. In this con�ection see P. D. Premasiri; "Early B�ddhist Analysis ci Varieties ci Cognition", Sri wnka Journal qf' Buddhist Studies . . 
(Buddhist and Pali University of Sri Lanka) Volume 1. 1987. 

8. M. l. 266 f. 
. . . . 

9. M. I. l l l f. 
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generated in sense perception. The pleasurable feelings 
induce an at tachment to pleasant things (raga), and 
the unpleasant feelings rouse anger or hatred (paUgha). 
Emotions ·which are usually reckoned as unwhole_some 
in Buddhism are different facets of this attraction 
towards . or attachment to (anurodha) what is pleasant 
and withdrawal from or resistance against what is felt 
to be unpleasant (t•irodha) under the influence ofignor
ance or delusion (moha/avijja) the main component of 
which is the dogmatic clinging to �belt� }I_l_ ah ego 
(attiinudi!fhi). 1 0 

Apart from the principal emotions raga and · do sa 
mentioned more frequently than others, Buddhist 
scriptures enumerate a number··or other unwholesome 
emotions particularly in instances where the need for 
cleansing the mind of such emotions to attain happiness 
and tranquillity is emphasized. The Vattliiipama Sutta 
for instance, considers. the mind to be similar to a cloth 
full of stains and dirt (vatthlll!l. sanki/iHhwrz malaggahi
tarrz) when it is subject to certain unwholesome emotions. 
It is said. that happine� or: well� being camiot be expected 

• by someone whose mind is_ subject to . such emotions. 
The unwholesome emotions mentioned in this instance 
are: abhijjhiivisamalobha (intense . and uncontrolled 

· greed� vyiipiida (malice), kodha (anger� upaniiha (enmity), 
makkha (ill feeling), paliisa (spite� issii (jealousy), maccha
riya (miserliness), miiyii (deceit) siifheyya (treachery), 
thambha (obduracy), siirambha (impetuosity� miina (pn�, 
de), atimiina (conceit� mada (intoxieation) and pamiida 

· (indolence). There are otlier emotions which do not fall 
· · .within this . enumeration such as chanda (deSire or 
. favoUJ;-� dosa (hatred} and bhaya (fear) which are classed 
. among the tigatiga",nana that hin�er a person from acting 
with a sense . of justice and fairness. ·· Some emotions 

. can be interlocked in such a way that one could spring 
from another. Fear (bhaya), and grief (soka) for instance, 
. are considered as emotions which are interiocked with 
other emotions like intense attachment or desire. Thus · 
states of mind like pema (love in the sense of persona! 
·affections such as the affection to one's · dear ones as 
distinguished from mettii which is of a more wholesome 
and spiritually more superior kind� could give rise to 
fear and grief. . the joy and deli�ht (plti, nand� ra£i} . 

one . experiences in relation to sensuous objects oou'Wl 
result in deep states ri depression when those objects 
are lost. 

Buddhism also mentions certain. emotions whic� 
could occur in typically moral situations and contexts. 
Vtppa!isiira (remorse) is an unwholesollie emotion felt 
as a consequence of doing what one considers .to be. 

. wrong. It is an em()tion that has to be overcome in 
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order to reath higher . .levels of mental culture. The 
perfection of slla (moral pract ice) is considered to be 

conducive to the disappearance of remorse. The whole
someness or unwholesomeness of some emotions depend 
on the nature of the objects that they are connected 
with. Plti Uoy� for instance, is a wholesome emotion 
when it is related to certain spiritual l}ttainments .but is 
unwholesome .when it is derived from the hankering 
after material or sensuous things. Saddhii (faith) or 
confidence js a useful emotion. when it is properly based, 

. while it could be misleading when it is improperly · 
.based. It is count� among the spiritual faculties that 
the disciples of the Buddha are e�pected to cpltivate. 

Rightly placed Saddhii could initiate a process of mental 
culture leading to gladness (piimojja), joy (plti), rehixa
tion or calmness (passaddhi� ease (sukha) and finally 
mental composure · (samiidhi) which is an import�nt 
stage . in the elimination of unwholesome emotions, 

Fear, as an emotion is considered to have a healthy 
effect when it is focussed on the consequences of doing 
wrong. Thus one may ;efrain frorn doing wrong due 
to the fear of numerous consequences such as the moral 

disapproval · of others, the · remorse" one may hav� to 
suffer as a result of one's O'YJl conscience, possible 
retribution . in an afterlife and . so;··on : Hiri (a moral 
sense of shame to do what is immoral) and ottappa 
(a moral sense or fear or shrinking with disgu�t towards . 

an act of immorality) are reckoned iri Buddhism to be · 
foremost among wholesome emotions. These two moral. 
emotions are counted among the noble wealth· (uriya 

. dhana) that a Buddhist is expected to acquire . 

The Buddhist approach to emotimis is sometimes 
misunderstood as an atteinpt . to achieve a state of 
emotional vacuity. This is evidently a consequence of 
misin�erpreting some stages ri 'mental culture in Bud
dhism. The attempt in . Buddhism is not to dispense 
with all emotions but to get rid of those that are unwhole
so�e and cultivate those that are wholesome. The

' 
I . 

disappearance of · unwholesome motivational roots like 
greed (lobha) and hatred (dosa) leads to the establishment · 
of the wholesonrt((;moiions like loving kindness (mettii), 
sympathy (�ru�ii� . sympathetic joy (muditii) and an . 
equanimous state of mind chara�tcrised by emotional 
stability (�pekkhii). These Wholesome emotions are 
called the sublime abidings (brahma vihiira) in Buddhism 
and are strongly reconimended for meditative cultiva
tion. U pekkhii, as translated in some instances is not 
indifference or a psychological state of emotional 
vacuity, but a condition ri emotional stability under 
which other ·wholesoftle emotions such as mett;'i could . 
meaningfully co-exist. 

· 10. For an illuminating discussion on thli theine see Padmasiri de Silva, An Introduction to Buddhist Psychology, (The Macmillan Press 
Ltd. 1979) p. 424. 

· - ·  . ·i�;� ' .. 
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tai?l sar!raf!!) 6r mind and body are completely indepen
dent of ·each' other (aniwrrl jlvan_J ai1iW1!J sarlran_1) · as 

undetermined questions (avylikaca). For its concern 
is not a metaphysical one of a choice between monism 
and dualism, but the practical onellf overcoming unsatis
factoriness (dukkha). 

Buddhism explains unwholesome behaviour as an 
expression of unwholesome emotions. According to 
one mode of analysis tar;hii (craving) is at the root of all 
unwholesome. behaviour. Tal}ha is threefold as kiima
tal}ha (the craving for the enjoyment of sensuous pleasu
res) bhavatal}hii (the craving to become) and vibhavatal}hii 
(the craving for destruction or annihilation). It is these 
forms ci craving that are designated elsewhere as the In. accordance with this practical concern, the Buddha 

considers the mind to be of paramount importance emotions ci greed and hatred which find expression 
in fornis ci misconduct such as killing, violence, various in human activity. The mind is considered to be the 
forms 'ci aggressive behaviour, �tealing, unchastity and forerunner of mental phenomena (manopubbaitgamii 

untruthful speech.u Buddhism pays special attention to dhammii� The world is said to be led and dir:ected by 
the emotions of greed or Just (lobha/riiga) and hatred .the mind (cittena nlyati /oko). This is not to bf! under-
or anger (dosQ, kodha, pa{igha) for they along with moha stood as an assertion of metaphysical idealism, bur a 
(delusion) are ·considered as the roots of all unwholesome statement of the experimential fact that in the sphere of -
states (akusalamu/a). The emotions of greed and anger, human activity, the human . mind plays a foremost role. · 

for · instince, are singled out in the Buddhist ·scriptures · Man's material environment . too is .  recognized -in 
to show how good sel)se and rationality can completely Buddhism as a major factor in determining his psycholo-
be obliterated und�r their maddening influence. It is giCal responses. But it insim that the ordinary perceptual · 

. pointed out that a person who · is.. under the sway of process unchecked by the rational or reflective interven-
. anger' beCome$ . ugly; he cann'oi. sleep in cooifort; his tion of man produces undesirable c�nsequences.' Unwho-
mind is .constantly .disturbed. When a person is over- . lesome emotions, as shown above are � cons�quence of 
whelmed by anger, . h� does not know· what is right and this ordinaiy perceptual pro� According to Buddhism 
wrong and-is' unable to understand even what is benefi- an attempt to vansform the. emotional constitution 

. cial .tO himself. Wh� anger b�omes most inten�e ci man purely through adjUstments in . his material 
one looses aU .sense of discrimin�tion and does . not environment is. bound to fai� for in ·so far a5 su£b adjust- · 
hesita(e to kllf even his .own kith and. kin or in the end

. . · me.ftts invoive :the participation a human l)eings, their . 

even.bimselfP -....-- · inner· mental constitution. has aii important detel1l)ining· . 
. efrect.upon thein Th.is�hows that the Buddha�s teachings 

What is c;i .p aram!)unt -i�portaliCJ in th'e Budd�a's 
. 

. on motivation and .emotion have a bearing even on 
teac�gs . about :emotions k its therapeutic as�ct. · · theories. ci social · transformation, 
The Buddha insists that we C9uld . with effort transform 

.
, 

the emotional constitution of our perSonality. Such . The therape'utic asvect of the. Buddha's teaching-; orl . 
transfotmation. is dir�tly· btlneficial to the individua.l emotions .:.imply, a rejection ci reductionist theories of 
conce'tned and also has significant social consequences. mind which attempt to deny. the signific,::ance of conseious 
Buddhi� · �serts in this �nnectlon the possibility · experience and the inner mental life of man. Whj:ie 

· of a triumph, c;i moral effort, initiative and will over . BuddbisJD does not faU in i1� ;,ith � strict .nietaphysi�l 
· instinctive tendencies .�nd the. influences of tlie nat_ural · dualism of the Cartesian type, it eannot also fall in line 
envirqnment. A strict mechanistic determinism with. with the opposjte view, of 'Gilbert Ryle which attempts 
regard to our emotion11l 

.
response8 .is rejected Rational to ignore altogether the importance of the mental . 

human beings h·ave ·the. capacity to redirect their eiiio- origins of emotions and to analyse them entirely as 
tions by

.
de_liberation and choic�. The Bud�_ha's teaching mechanically determined material processes. Gilbert . · 

in this connection is incompatible ,-ifh atte�pts to Ryle rejects the . dualism of min� and matter calling it ·· 
disregard the cruci�importance of conscious experience. the 'dogma ci the ghost i11 . the machine' and . takes 
in the life .ci marl. and au· attemPt'S to \educe men�al ireat pains.to refute the view th_l.\t emotions are turbulen-· 
phenomena to purely mech�ilis)ic phySical processes. ces in the stream of con�ioUSne$ t0 · wJiich 0� the 
However, early BuddhiSm dpes n9t commit itself owner ci that stream CaD have 'privileged access. He 

. either to the metaphysical doctrine ci monism, whether argues that it . is a logicaJ error to concei�� ci ·emotions . 
it is monism ci the materialist type or monism of .the as not occurrences whi� · take place. · ip t� · public, · 

idealist type, or that of dualism,It leaves tlle question physical world but in i>eople;s secret .mental worldsY· 
whet.her the inind is i"entiCal with. the body (taTrJjlva� Although the Buddhist analysis ci emotion tak<:S into 

· 1 1 . A. IV, p. 98 f. 
1 3. 1he Concept of Mind, p. 81 .  

--· 
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account part of what Ryle has to say about emotions. 
from the Buddhist point of view Ryle's account of 
emotions can itself be considered as an oversimplifica
tion. 

This · point may be further elucidated by considering 
an instance from the Buddhist scriptures where the 
emotion of anger is discussed. Mahimiddesa, a commen
tarial text which has gained canonical status · in the 
Theravada tradition due probably to the importance 
of the canonical sutta5 included in the Suwinipitta 

on which it comments, offers a detailed analysis of the 
. . emotion of anger. This analysis has an important 

bearing on the philosophy ci mind According to this 
analysis anger is a complex process consisting of both 
mental and physical elements. The initial stage or' the 

· process is conceived primarily as a mental and introspec
tively observable turbulent or disturbed state of the 
mind There is a component of anger which becomes 
pa·rt of the experimenti�l cpntent J!eculiar to the person · 
who· is affec�ed by the emotion, in addition. to the overt 
bodily processes which . !lre open to the observation 

, ci  any external observer. ·This component of ange� is 
describe:<� in the . . N iddesa as the mental displeasure 
(anattamanatii cittassa) directly imd experientially felt , 
at the initial stage of the pmcess itself. Buddhism does 
not make the mistake of trying to identify a simple 
entity as what is meant by 1he · term ang¢r. Anger · is a 
complex series of events which proceeds 'from . the 

·.mind as its forerunner. The problem with l�yle's account · 
is that he .thinks it possible to leave . out of ac�ount 
the role ci the mind altogether and understand anger 
purely in terms of the mechanical series of observable . 
physical event�: The· Niddesa says that �t times anger-. 
manifests itself only as a disturbance or stirring of the 
mind (atthi kanci kiiltur� kodho cittiivilakarwjamatto 
hoti� But it could manifest itself in more violent forms 
ci physical behaviour such _as the utterance of abusive 
words and the acquisition of harmful weapons to infli�t . 
injury . on one's opponent When . anger develoJl! to 
its highest intensity it involves even disregard for one's 

.own life, for one would kill one's opponent as well as 
· oneself (Yato . kodho · parapuggaltur� ghatetva attanam 
ghateti; ettavata kodho paramussadagatq paramavepu/lap-
patto hoti). 14 . · ..-. . . . . 

According to Ryle when we explain action� in terms of 
motives and emotions it is a .mistake to conceive of 
those motives and emotions as expres5ing categorical 
narratives ci episodes. 15 According to him reference 
to motives and emotions shoUld be construed as elliptical 
expressions Of general hypothetical prop(>sitions • ci a 

14. Nd. I, p. 215f. 
15. The Concept of Mind, p. 83. 
16. Ibid. p. 84.· 
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certain sort. Ryle argues that emotions cannot be 
conceived as mental cl!uses of physical events. To say 
that A Killed B because A was angry does not mean 
that A's a�ger was a mental cause of his physical act a 
killing R Ryle argues that "to explain an act as done 
from a certain motive is not analogous to saying that 
the glass broke because a stone hit it, but to the quite 

· different type of statement that the glass brokj!, when the 
stone hit it, because the glass was brittle." 16 · Ryle's 
objective here is to show that emotions have no non
physical status. Being dispositional terms like "brittle" 
emotions are analyzable into the observable physical 
processes which are witnessable public events. However, 
Ryle's analogy cannot be said to do justice to emotion 
words. The actual manifestation of the brittleness of 
glass· occurs only at the moment something hits it. 
This cannot be the case with .the person who is prone to 
anger. The glass do� not feel · the disturbance ci its 
brittleness when it iS .not being hit by a stone, nor does it · 
harbour brittle thoughts; but the person prone to anger 
harbours countless angry thoughts even at moments 
when he . has not resorted to any verbal or physical 
expressiqn ci his anger, This is a point that is made 
clearly in . the Niddesa analysis. It make:; it clear that 
prior to anger nia;uresting its�lf in ovei-( behaviour . 

quite a complex mental activity goes on in th� �nscious 
stream ci the angry person To ignore this crucial stage 
ci anger is. to leave .out what is ci .utmost importance 
in the investigation of mental phenomena rBesides the 
theoretical error involved in the kind of' reductionist 

. approach that Ryle proposes, it alsci · cari ' have many 
undesirable · practical consequences. 

- It needs to be emphasized that unlike theories of 
mind which attempt to offer reductio�ist and mechimis
tic accounts ci the nature ci mental activity, Buddhi�m 
pays a great deal of attention ·to· the reflectively or 
introspectively observable flow of conscious experience 
iri its treatment · tf psychological phenomena From a 
prat:tical point of · View BuddhiSm considers man's 
ability to cultivate awareness ·(:{ what goes on in· his 
stream of consCiouS as a very important step in red1rec-

. ting a person's emotions and. attitudes, Very often -
people ere not mindfui ·of the . arising of emotional 
experience. Part d the meditative training in Budc:ihism 
involves the development d mindfulness - with regard 
to aU mental as well as physical processes connected. 
with the activity of a person's psychophysical organism. 
Mindfulness helps to detect the arising rl unwholesome 
emotiom such as lust aDd anger at the i�tial point of 
their mental origin Unwholesome emotions are com- · 
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parable to springs that have their source in the depths 
of the human mind. Their outflow can be prevented 
by exercising mindfulness (yani sotani /okasmim, sati 
teslJI?I niviirar;m!l� Insight meditation (vipassanii bhavana) 
in Buddhism is a method of observing the way in which 
emotions arise, stay and pass away at the level of cons
cious experience. Such watchfullness over the process of 
unwholesome emotions has the effect of preventing 
them from passing beyond the confmes of the mind 
and manifesting themselves in overt behaviour. The 
path of liberation in Buddhism consisting of slia, samadhi 
and panna can be seen as one designed to deal with 
the manifestation of unwholesome emotions at different 
levels of human activity. Pa"i1nli destroys the cognitive 
basis. on which unwholesome emotions spring· and as a 
consequence unwholesome eiilotions are destroyed at 
the dispositional level itself. Samiidhi prevents the 
excitation or tbe initial stirring <i�nwholesome emotions 
Slla prevents : the overt expression if unwholeso�e 
e��tions in terms of verbal and physical behaviour. 

Ttie Buddhist treatm�nt of emotion is selective and 
· not exhaustive�For its concern with emotion is governed 
by an ethical and practical end in view. Buddhism does 
not 

. pay �ttention t� an t� variety <i motivationaf 
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· and emotional facets ei life but .!ieaiS selectively with 
those . facets which . are related .to human _happin�s 
_and suffering. But it can be. said that even within the .. · 
confine$ (( thiS limited concern· Buddhi� has . made a . 
very significant contribution to psychology and ·the 
philosophy of mind. · 

P. D. Premasirl 

EM�IRICISM. In modem Western philosophy, the 
term empiricism is _· generaily used . to designate · philo
sophic& schools · that rely upon sensory. experience . as 
the primary source of human knowledge, and is often 
contrasted with rationalism which higwights the role of 
reason However, because tiM: term empiricisin is derived . · 
from the Latin word empiricus, meaning ''the expe
iieticed," there is also the tendency tO extend the scope.:> . 

of �nipiricism by including under the category .of ex
perience thoSe that · are .neither Sensory nor founded 
upon the sensory, that is, experience that totally trans
cends sensory experienceS. Sometimes: this latt�r is �efer- . 
red to as intuition, and is more popular with the spiritua- . 
list rather than with critical philosophers. Yet even 
aniong philoso,Phers who call theoiselves em_piricists, and 

. who ooilsider sensory experience a!i the primary source · 
of knowledgt; there is no concensus as to the nature of 
sense experience itself. Thus. we liave . at least three 
v,ersion5 <i empiricism The first is represented by the 
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three British empiricists, John Locke, George Berkeley 
and David Hume. With minor variations, they all re
cognized the immediate impression as the real com
ponent in sense experience. Among them, the one who 
influenced the development <i empiricism in the modern 
world is Hume . . Hume assume9 that the immediate 
sense impression as the primary source · of knowledge 
is undiluted by. either memories or by any ideas, the 
latter being merely vague copies of the immediate 

. 

· impressions. This was an essenatialist search for a pure 
percept, and it contributed toward the conception of a 
reality where relations are confined to ideas rather than 
to impressions. This led to extreme skepticism regarding 
ordinary hull)an knowledge and understanding. The 
subsequent development known as logical empiricism is 
a. combination of Lock�an and Humean ideas. As may 
be pointed out later, logical empiricism came to a 
dead-end as a res�lt of its attempt to formulate abso
lutely -valid, logically consistent universal hiws of nature 
to· be confirmed. by exp�rienc.e. There is. yet �mother . 
version of empiricism less popular among philosophers 
because it involves .a thoroughgoing . analysis .of �he · 
psychology of experience rather than a pure philosophi-' 
cal analysis. It recognizes the complex psycho-physical 
�e�l;lanism involved in se�sofY _experience and, without 
attempting to weed out psycpological factors, provides 
a more. holistic description of experienee. According to 
the conception · of re:ality generated by this form. · of 
empiricism,. the events as well _ as their relations are part . 
and parcel of 'human experience. However, it refrains 
from interpreting these relations as instanCes ·of abso
h,itely incorruptible iaws. To distinguiSh this from the 
previous version it is called radical empiricism, and. its . 
strongest advocate in the modem world was the Ameri� ·� 
can pragmatist, Will�m James. 

Thus, allowing for the most- generouS definition of . 
empiricism, we are left with fotir versions : 

(1) the transcendentalist version that . takes veridical . 
experience to be beyond all _sensory awarenes�, . 

(2) the essentialist version that restricts experience to 
the immediate sense impressions, 

(3) logical empiiicTsm, with its emphasis on lOgically 
consistent theories seeking conformation from ex
perience, and 

(4) radical empiricism which adii:lits both perceptual 
. and conceptual elements as inalienable parts <i ex. · 
· perience . 

Recent studies in Buddhist thought has provided 
sufficient evidence to indicate that the . philosophical 
standpoint adopted by its founder, Siddhartha Gautama, 
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was a form of empiricism. 1  Yet it cannot be denied that 
Buddhism, during the last two and half millenia, did not 
remain one single philosophical system. It is as complex 
and vcriegated as any other philosophical tradition, 

. Eastern or Western Since its formulation by the Buddha 
in the sixth century B.C. a variety ofphilosophicalstand
points comparable to those . that are available ill the 
Western world ha�e been advocated by philosophers all 
of whom claimed themselves to be faithful followers of 
the Buddha Thus, in the vast canonical and non-canoni
cal literature belonging to the so-called Theravada and 
Mahayana, one can perceive a rich variety of philo
sophical standpoints that renders the search for homo
geoiety meaningless. At the sanie time, �uddhism cannot 
be satisfactorily explained as a gradual growth and 
development from rudimentary beginnings to sophi�ti
cated systems. On the contrary, there is clear evidence 
that the systeiD formul;tted by the B.uddha was complete 
in it_self, and that the subsequent philosophers were 
. either deviating from it or attempting to resurrect it. 
Wbat is IDOSt interesting_ is !hat' the Buddha hiinself 
started ·with a radical empiri�st approach, and was 
follow� by the main line of thinkers like Moggaliputta
tissa,: Nagiirjunil, Vasubandhu and Digniiga, all of whom 
remained fa!thfid to the :Buddha, while schools like the 
.Sautriintikas· followed the essentialist version of empiri
cism and .text like th.e Lankavatara Sutra retained the 

. tran$ceildent�list empirical stance. 
Emerging .as a revolutionary ,agai�st the absolutist, · 

substantialist and es.sent.ialist thinking prevalent in India 
d'!uing the sixth �cntury B.C" the Buddha resorted to a 
detailed psychological analysis of human know!�dge and 
understa�ding, the first of its kind in :history, in order to . 
demonstrate the futility of any search for . absolutes, 
substanceS or essences. _That psychological enterprise 
also� led hiiii to renounce two oth� pursuits which have . 
been rather populilr with most philosophers, namely, the 
search for absolute certainty with regard to human know- .· 
ledge as well as for kpowledge totally free from error. 
Realizing that these latter tend��cies are corollaries -of a 

· utopian epistemology, ilainely; knowledge of things "as 
they are," the Buddha focl1ssed upon the knowledge of 

· things "as they bav� come to ·be, (yathabhiita).2 For bim, 
this represented ·the highest · knowledge, a form of 
knowledge th�t led him to the rea�tion of the four 
Noble Truths (ariya sacca).3 . . - . 
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To know things as they have come to be is to perceivr 
them in relation to the observable causes and conditions. 
Such perception would naturally involve consciousness 
or awareneSs not merely of the immdeiate sensory 
impression(s) but also of the background. It Is the 
knowledge of this background that is accounted by for 

· the "stream of consciousn�s" (vinnii1}asota).4 Without · 
such .a stream of consciousness, mindfulness (sat1) or 
r�flective awareness (anupassanii). is. not possible. Indeed, 
the latter represents the "royal road" to enlightenment 
and freedom.5 This is the foundation of his radical 
empiricism. 

The general ret:ponse to the above form of radicaL 
empiricism from a realist or one who is committed .to 
objectivism is that this is another v!sion of id�aHsm. But 
the defenders of radical empiricis�, the �uddha as well as 
William James, did not allow room for such criticism. · 

. The di�hotomous or .polar .philosophical st�ndpoints 
such as. materialism and idealism, or realism and ideal
ism are the inevitable consequences: of a philosophy of 
language adopted by the essentialist empiricists, for 
whom each ·abstract idea with a name to it makes a 

· distin�t- species,6· Thus, mind and matter, mental and 
physical _constitute distinct nominal essences. Unfortu
nately, this empiricist philosop�y is not much differen! 
from the rationaiism of_ Descartes which it was supposed 
to dethrone. The sharp dichotomies. like mind and 

. matter which, for the rationalist, constituted substances, 
are no'w being replaced by nominiil essences. The ratio·na
list problem in 'the sphere ·of metaphysiCs now bi:c()mes 
the empiricist problem in the area of l�stic philo-

. sophy. The'prevalence of such extrein� schools of thbught 
like materialism, physicalism 1\8' .,;en as .behaviori�- in 
the modem world is now being attrib�ted to $is pP,iio� 

sophy Of llinguage Jogic �see bdo\\').' • � · . .  · · 
· · . ·  . 

The Buddha's radical non-substantialism . (arldtta
vada) as well as the "niiddle .path" (majjhimii�patip�d� he 
adopted . in the exj>lanati�n dr human expcri�nce . and 
conception prevented him frOID conceiving of sharp 

. dichotomies or bi-polar- opposites.� For !Urn there was 
. no mind:body problem ' beqlUse he d� not define mind 
a8 non-material or matter as non-mental That defirutiori 
was to appear in the Buddhist tradition with the emer
gence ·of realist �etaphysicians like tiie SarViistiviidins 
or the essentialist empiricists like the Sautriint.ikas. 

·. . . . . . - - . . . .. . .J . . . . . - . . . . 
1. See K. N. Jayatilleke; Early Buddhi5t Theory if Knowledge, London: Allen & Unwin, J963, which represents the first detailed treat

ment ci the subject See. also David J. Kalupahan� Causality. The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, Honolulu: The University 
Press d Hawai� 1975, and Niigiirjuna. The Philosophy cf the. Middle Way, Albany: The State. University of New Yorlc Press; t9S6, 

l s. n. p. 17; v. pp. 422-423, etc. 
. 

3.
. Ibid, V. pp. 422-42l. 

4. D. Ill p. 105. 
5. D. II. p. 290 If.; M. I. p. 55 If. 
" See John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human u_nderstanding, 1690, book III, chapter vi, section 38. 
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For the Buddha, consciousness (vinnriiJa) is an inte
gral part of the human person. It is not an entity, separa
bie from the body; but a function.7 While its occurrence 
in a human b'ody is a necessary condition for-that human 

· body to be considered a human person, 8- it is also _ the 
· most important part of that human person. Thus, along 
with the. dispositions (sankhiira), which accounts · for 
the individuation of the persoil, consciousness functions 
as the means of maintaining the contii:mity in · expe
rience.9 

· How this radical empiricism of the Buddha avoids the 
. bi-polar oppositions such as realism· and idealism, 

essentialism and nominalism, or subjectivism and ob
jectivism is further illustrated by the manner in which he 

_ explained th� pro�ss of sense experience. In a rathe� 
sigt!ificant and oft-quoted discourse called M adhu-� . � . . 
pir;r;ika Sutta, 10 the Buddha drew a cau� connection 

· between peaceful living (that is, avoidance _of ci>nflict, 
. na viggayha . tif!hatt) and one's attitude . .  toward per

ception, namely, not allowing perception to overwhelm 
oneself ($anna nanusent1). 1 1  Questioned further, ._ the 
Buddha. explined :  

. . Wh�re obsessions (papanca) relati�g to percepti�n . 
· (sannii) ·. and coneeption .:(sankhii)- · overwhe!ui - a 
:perso� if there were to be nothing that one_should be 

- delighting _m; extolling arid committing ort�elf· to, . 
that itself is the end of a: vanety- of tendenCies- such, 

· as lust,· hatred, dogmatic view, :perplexity, pride, . 
lust for Cxistence, · ignorance· and that · itself is the · 
end of meting out punishme#t; . �king up arms, 

· - quarre� eoriflict, debate;-- strife, slander and false- . 
:· hood.- Herein, such eVil and un.whol�ome things . 

cease .without remaind.erP 
-

The _�hove
. 
pas�ge

-
clarifies · the. Buddha's view ihat 

perception, and conception are not in themselves reasons . 
ior the unfortunate -conflicts in the .world On the con
tr�ry. it is the mariner in which perception and con
ception are understood and treated iliat-generates such 

. conflict; Wberi the Buddha ld't th� congregation after 
making the above remarks, the monks were still not clear 
as to what he meant It is at this point, the great exwsitor, . 

. Mabakaccayana; comes to their rescue by analysing in 
. greater detail the verj process of perception and eon-
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ception and showing how it leads to obsessions. This 
explanation was subsequently approved by the Buddha. 
It is from the statement of Kaccayana that one can 
obtain a clear understanding of !tow the r!idical empiric
ism of the Buddha can avoid the criticism of being an 
idealism. Kaccayana's exposition reads as follows: 

Depending upon eye and visible form arises visual 
consciousness. Concomittance of these three is 
contact. Depending uP<>n contact arises feeling. 
What one feels, one perceiyes ; what one perceives, 
oile reflects about; what one reflects about, .depend
ing upon that, obsessed perceptions and concep
tions overwhelms a person in regard to visible ob
jects, past, future·and prescnt. 1 3 

. Kaccayana's description avoids both realism and 
idealism, since it does not begin either with the object 
of knowledge as something impingin_g upon the sense 
organ and, through that, impressing upon ·a passive 
consciousness (a vieW'favoured by the essentialist empiri-. cists) or with consciousness 'creating its own awareness 
of the object which -is, therefore, deprived of genuine 
objectivity (a theory sponsored �y the idealists� It 
privileges neither the object-nor consciousness. Instead, • 

it focusses upon. the sense organ_ itself which serves the ·. 
· primary role of linking up the object With consciousness. · 

This emphasis upon the sense faculty is a recognition 
of the-centrality of sense experience in human knowledge · 
and understanding. 

A fu�th�r objecticin may be raised at th� Point If 
· consciousneSs is said to arise depending upon the eye 

and the visible object, it would mean that consciousness . 
is a by-product 'or the p;hysical or the material The 
Buddta · would then be advoeating some form of epi� 
pheno�enalism However, placed in the context of other 
statements regarding the · nature of consciousness, es- · 
pecially those relating to the stream of consciousness as 
an integral part of the hum� person, a consciousnesS . . . that come to be located in the human person at the time 
i:i his conception, again conditioned by various factors, 
the present statement eould only mean ,that this stream 
of consciousness is continually conditioned by the 5ense 
organ and the_ object of experience. The close relation
ship between · disposition and _consciousness (sankhiira-

1. M. L p. 292,. J!ijanati vijlihiitlti ziiiUSO viililii� ti vuccati. See �So James, E$�ays in Radic� E�piricism, ed. Burkhardt, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Har.;ard University Press, 1976, p. 4, "Let me then immediately explain that I mean only to deny that the word 

(cOnsciousness) stands for.an entity, but to irisist most emphaticattY that it stands for a function." 
8. � I. p. 76; I[ pp. 62-63. . . . . . . 

. · . . . 

9. --see A. 11 p. 19 where salikhiira and _riiililiil}a ·are together referred to as bhava, a term. used to explaln"becoming" 'implying human 
exist�:.rice. 

· · 
10. M. I. pp. 108-:114. 
1 1 . Ibid, I. p. 108. 
12. Ibid., I, pp. · !09-110 . .  
13. Ibid., I. pp. 1 1 1-112. 
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paccayii viniiii1}arrt)14  is also very significant. Conscious
ness, which is not competent to dea l with the myriad of 
sense data presented to i t, is said to seleCt its material 
on the basis of interest or disposition. In other words, 
radical empi"ricism is inextricably bound up with prag
matism. Epistemologically, it is not that the object is . 
created according to one's interests. Instead, human 
interest plays a significant role in perceiving and con
ceiving of an object that is presented to consciousness. 

However, such interest or rudimentary dispositional 
tendencies can grow into monstrous proportions at the 
time · when sense .perceptions · occur, especially at the 
stage of feeling involving the emotive aspects of human 
life, thereby creating an ego out of the subject of ex
perience. The change in the linguistic formulation of 
this process of experience from one of dependence to an 
active one, as implied in the statement of Kaccayana: 

. "What one feels, one perceiv_es" (yarrt vedeti, tarrt saiijii
niiti) is intended as a warning that what follows. as per
ception and co.nception of the object can be the cause �f 
obsession (papanca) with reg�rd . to · objectivity. Once 
the cause of that obsession, namely, the ego is eliminated 
both perception and · conCeption can function without 
·generating unwholesome tendencies · (akusa/a dhammii) 
such as Just (riiga) . and hatred (dqsa) toward · the very 

· object of perception and ·conception. ·· 

As pointed o�t earlier, the inspiration fo� the analysis 
of experience in the Madhupi1J4ika Sutta is 'not a theo
retjcal iilteres� but rather a practiCal human concern, 
namely, the avoidance of confli�t (viggha). · It focusses 
upon sense experience (saiinii) and conception (sa�1khii) 
suggesting that conflict is the result of obsession (papaii
ca} rather than or··sense experience and conception 
themselves. Conflict is ·avoided by a proper understand
ing of an� a healthy attitude towards sense experience · 

and · c�nception. In the· Aral}avibhanga Sutta, a similar
understanding of and attitude towards language is pro
pos·ed a5 another way of preventing �onflict (ral}a). 1 5 
- . Remaining faithful to this radical empmctsm, the 
Buddha explained experience, conception and language 
as being dependently arisen (paficcasamuppanna). A 
�nception . of a dePendently arisen phenomenon . in
volves both �e phenomenon, thing or event experienced 
and conceived as well as its relations. Thus, on the basis 
of the experience and conception of such dependently 
arisen phenomena, the Buddh.a was able to formulate 

14. S. 11. p. 17, etc. · 
15.- �Ibi&, III. P- 230 If. 
16. ·s. II. P· 25. 
1.7. Kacciiyaliagotta Sutta, S. II. p. 17. . 
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a universal principle, the principle of dependent arising 
( pa( ic,·asamuppada). ' 6  without making it an absolute 
law.  I t  is a principle of pragmat ic value that enables 
hurQan beings to deal with the unknown future. 

It would be interesting to examine the reasons · why 
the Buddha came to formulate a radical empiricism ins
tead of any other form of empiricism, especially in view 
of the popularity of the other versiofiS in the East as 
well as in the West. In fact, the Buddha can be considered 
the first radical empiricist and pragmatist in the world: 

We have already indicated that radical empiricism was 
the Buddha's solution to the problem of human conflict. 
It is appropriately called the "middle path" (majjhimii
paf ipadii) that avoids the extremes in almost every 
spher!! of philosophical speculation, in epistemology and 
metaphysics, 17 in normal philosophy or ethic818 as well 
as in linguistic philosophy.1 9  Does this mean that the 
other versions of empiricism are . extremes and are, 
therefore, liable to lead to conflict of some sort? 

We may begin such an inquiry with the first of the 
empiricist philosophies . listed at the J)eginning of this 
article, namely, that which recognizes an experienCe 
transcending sense .experience. Let us assume that such 

. an experience is possible. The traditions that recognized 
such experiences almost always argued that it e<m be 
Yerified by a select few who are completely dedicated to 
the development of a special faculty · or faculties not 
within the reach of the vast majority. of human beingS, . 
even the most intelligent (vinnu). In some ·case5, it is not 
even one that can be developed, but one that a person 
comes to be endowed with often through some external · 
power. Th� vast majority Of human beings, including 
the intelligent and the wise ones, will have to accept the 
existence of such experiences primarily on the basis of 
.fctith. The Btahmanical notions of iitman or the ulti� 
mately real relating to ali phenomena, subjective or · .  
objective and brahman or the ultimately real pertaining 
to all moml life can be counted as examples from the 
early Indian tradition, whjle a similar morat ultimate 
appears in t.he speculations of a more recent philosopher 

· from the Western· world, Immanual Kant,20 not to 
speak of the · classical version in Plato. The attempt to 
explain everything on the basis of a sense-transcending 
experience was known to the Buddha, and was rejected 
}?y him: This . is the content of the brief but extremely 

18. Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta or Tathiigatena vuttii, S. V. p. 420 If. 
19. AriJI}avibhanga Suita, M. III. p .. 230 If. . 
20. Sec Hilary. Ptnam, The Many Faces if Realism, LaSalle, Illinois: Open Court, 1987, PP- 41 If. 

_., 
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imporant "Discourse on Everything" (Sabba Sutt"a).2 1 
If 'everything' (sabbaTr�) meant everything in a literal 
sense, which has to include the things of the future as 
well, or the essence of everything in a metaphysical 
sense, the Buddha will have nothing t( do with it. For 
him, 'everything' meant eye and visible form, ear and 
sound, 'nose and smell, tongue and taste; body and 
tangible as well as mind and concepts. If someone were 
to insist that there is something other than what ;., 
available to the six senses and which constitutes. 'every
thing'; the Buddha argues that he may liave a topic to 
talk abOut (vaca vatthu), but .when questioned he '!Yill 
not be _able to provide a satisfactory answer, and there
fore will be greatly offended (uttariil ca vighiitaTr� iipaj
jeyya� The reason for this being that it is beyond the 
sphere-ot:.experience (avisaya). · 

Here · the Buddha is not denying that one _who claims · 
to have a sense-transcending experience actually -does 
no� have such experience. On the contrary, ·he is argwng · 
that if one were to make any ·statement about it, which is 

. . 
necessary for connimriicating such an experienCe ; to 
others,. then one ought to depend upon the six sense · 

faculties a�d their obj�ts because language is invariably . 
associated. with these senses · and the objects. If an· 
experience cannot be' communicated, then there certainly 
ca�ot be agreement as to what that experience is. It ean . 
be an�g, 'and 'this . would

. 
result in rilea�ingless con

flicts. The Buddha is here taking a rather strong position 
regarding · exp¢ri�nces · that are supposed to be in
communicabli It seems- that for the Buddha an· in-
. coni�OOicabie experience . is. no 'experience in the sense 
.that is reaUy ��no object," which is the literal meaning of · 

-the tefiiCtFvisaya.-So muclf[or expefience tllat is said 
to transcend sense experience and _ linguistic description. 

. Mdre probl�atic are the other two versions of empi
riCism. The Humean version .:which asserts the reality 
Of the :immediate sense -impression undiluted by �my 

. memories and conceptualiUtions would . be too meta-
physical accord�g to . the Buddha's miderstanding of 

• . . _experience. �ndeed, taking the thre_e . most 'important · 
blements relating to sense yxperience, namely, feeling or 
sensa.tiol (vedana), perception (sannii) and conscious- . 

· · · ness (vinnar.w), the Buddha assigns'different functions· to 
them, but refuses to,make absolute distinctions. Accord-

21. S. IV. p. 15. 

ing to Sariputta, one of the chief disciples of the Buddha 
"whatever one feels, that o ne perceives, whatever one 
perceives that one is conscious of. Therefore, these 
dhammas are associated, not dissociated. It is not possible 

to indicate their distinction by repeatedly anaiysing 
them."22 Analysis has always been a useful tool in the 
clarification of· meaning of ideas, concepts or even 
statements. The Buddha readily accepted the importance 
of analysis and utilized it as a means of avqiding meta
physical assumptions. 23 Hence he came ·.to be called a 

· vibhajjaviidin ("an analytical philosopher"). 24 However, 
when the analysis is repeatedly applied in the hope of 
reaching the ultimate constituents, the analytical pro
cess can generate conceptions of distinct entities with 
no relations to one another. Humea'i1 empiricism in the 
world recognized such atomic experiences and,. therefore, 
was left with a world-view that is appropriately charac
terized as a "sarid-heap world.''25 -In the later Buddhist 

. tradition, the Sautrantikas proposed a world-view which 
is comparable to Hume's in every. detail. The statement . 
.of Sariputta quoted abQve should have been a warning 
.to the Satitrantikas against resorting to such an-amtlysis. 
Indeed aU the problems that the essenthilist Buddhists 
like the Sautrantikas faced whep explaining the principle 

. of dependent arising (pratltyasamutpiida) are ·the con- . 
sequence� of abandoning--the Buddha's radical empiric
ism and adopting the essentialist version. 

· A statement in the same discourse that wisdom (panna) . 
and consciousness (vinnal}a) cannot .be discriminated in 
·any absolute· way, 26 should· prevent .anyone from assert
ing that · the highest form of knowledge recognized by 
the Budd�a transcends sense experience and, · therefore, 
linguistic expression. 

· Th� third fo� of etnpi!icisni, namely, logicai empiric
ism, _gained prominence in the Western 'Yorld duri�g 
th� early part of the twentieth �ntury, eSpeciaJly_ among 
philosophers who were trying to provide a theoretical 
foundation fer science which was making enormous 
strides, especially in the areas d' physics and astronomy. 

. Th_e acc�racy wit� whic� t�e sgentistS:. were making_ . 
predictions regarding the �haviour ci phenomena 
triggered a research program ·by the logical empiricists 
directed at discovering the m�ns by which ·universally 
valid laws could be formulated in philosophical language. 

22 M. l p. 293, Ylll!l li iivuso vedet� tlll!l sanjiinilt� YOT!I saiijiiniiti t07!1 vijiiniit� tasmii ime dhamma SOT!ISa{fhii no visa'!lsn!fhii, na ca labbha 
· · imesa.'!l· dhammiina'!l vinibbhujitvli vinibbhujitvii niiniikiiral}£lltl. pannapetr�T!I- Note the repetition of the term vinibbhujitvii which em- · 

phasises repeated analysis. · · 
23. D. lll. p. 229; A. II. P.� 46. 
24. Mahiivamsa V. p. 271 ;  nkapii!fhiina, p. 366; 111hA. p. 130. . . . 

25. James, The Kill to Believe and Other Essays in Popu/� Philosophy, cd. Bur�hardt, Cambridge, Massachussets: Harvard University 
Pless, 1979, pp. 60--61. 

26. M. I. pp. 1J2-293. 
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.. . ' ... 
Abandoning the use _of ordinary language, they deve
loped a more precise technical language, the language 
of symbolic logic. The basic assumption on the part of 
those who · formulated this language seems . to be that 
human knowledge co�sists of knowledge of things or 
events and knowledge of the relations between such 
events. 27 Even though the things or events may change, 
the relations themselves are constant. Once the relation
ship is captured, it would be possible to formulate it in 
technical language which can then be applied on a uni- . 
versa! scale. To take a popular example: "A swan is _ · 
· white" can be formula too as Pa . Qa where _ P =swan, 

· Q =white and a = the relationship between the two-. 
Focussing upon the relation which is supposed to be_ 

- - constant, and separating it from the things related, its 
universalization is expressed as 

(X) (PX > QX) 

How�ver, the future not being a g�eat �onsolati_on to 
the/empiricist, the discovery of one black swan 'would 
Violate this UQiveriiaJ principle. The only way the logical 
empiricist 'can strengthen the . validity of the 'above 

- · universal proposition is by suppfementing . it With a 
contra posed negative : 

(X) ("'  QX > "'PX). 

Thi� latter would mean that t.be. �rlier positive assertion 
· is about all of space: time. The negative formulation adds 
no new information,· but simply states that at no place 
and at no tim.e will we ever encounter an object which is 
both non-white a1;1d · a swan?8 All that the logical 

-emplriciit 1i3S-achieved In thiS- ins' iince 1- the ��ni-
pulation_ C?f' a oo.ncept, that is, providing a definition of 
!be-term swan in such a way that it cim never I?e associated · 
with anything other than white. To. speak of a non-white 
swan would be a· contradictio� in terms. Thus, through 

- the process of exclusion the lqgicat empiricist has estab
lished the meaning ci the t�rm "swan" on£_e and for all. 
It is the lo8ical way IJf airiving at the nominal essenees, 
and whlch, as menti�ned earlier, was recognized . by 
Locke on the basis of an _ analysis of general terms. The 

' Buddhist logician Dharmakirti, moving away from the 
position· ci Dignaga who remained. faithful to the radical 
empiricism ci the Buddha, 29 proposed such a conception 
of general teims.30 · . · 

Such a fixing of c1 •ncepts, though intellectually satis
fying, may not prod 1ce the desired res ult, namely, the 

safeguarding of truth ,  if tru th is  what is  known on . the 
basis of experience. It is this fixing of concepts as '"this 
alm1e is true, everything else is fa�e" (ida'!! er;a sacca� 
mogha'!l anna'!!) that the Bud�ha rejected because he 
perceived it as a potent cause of conflict (rQI)a� The 
following passage from the Buddha's discourse on pe;: 
(aral)a) will illustrate . his attitude. 

When it is said: "one should not strictly adhere to 
. the dialect of a country and -one should .not trans:

gress common. parlance," in reference _to what is 
it said? · What, monks, is strict . adherence to the 
dialect of a country and what is transgression of · 
common parlance? Herein, monks, _ this itself (tad 
eva, probably referring to. the bowl that he was 
carrying at the time) is recognized in ditrerent 
countries as pati; . . . as patta, . : .  as vittha, . . . as 
sariiva,. . . .  as dhiiroplz, . . .  · as po1}a, ; ; . as pisila, 
[these being dialectical variants for the word 
"bowl", a utensil used for various purposes which 
functi�ns are highlighted by the different terms]. 
When they recognized it as such and such in diffe
rent countries, a person utilizes this convention 

· obstinately clinging to it and adhering to it[ saying] : 
"This alone is true, everything else is false." Thus, 

. wonks, is strict adherence to the dialect Of.� oountry 
and transgression ' of common parlan�_e. . What, 
monks, is the strict ·non-adherence to the-dialect of 
a country and the non-transgression - of common 
parlance? In ·this case, monks, this itself is recognized·' 
in different countries aS_ piiti, . .  . as patta, . . . as 
vittha, . . . as sariiva, . . .  as dhiiropa, . . .  as po1}a, . . .  as · 
pisilt;J. ThllS they recognize it as such and suj::h in 
different· countries. "These venerable ones utilize 
it for this purpose,"' and thus saying he utilizes it 
without grasping. And thus, monks, is strict non
adherence' to the dialect' of a country ·a�d the non
transgression of common parlance." 

To suin up: Radical empiricism does not constitute 
another theory . or View ' (di!fhl) inviting any form . of 
commitment (aohinivesa) as one that is logically or onto- . 
logically ,true, but only a means of overcoming such 
commitment by highliting the iMpermanent and non- ' 

27. See Bertrand Russ�!� Logic and Knowledge, Cd Robert ¢. Marsh, New_ York; �pricorn Books, 1968, p. 107. . . 
28. See the criticism d lopi:al empiri�sm m; Haroid L_ Brown's Perception, Theory and CommitmeiJt. The New Philosophy of Science, -

Chic�o tmtl Icndon: The Univmity if ChicQgo Press, 1919,_ pp. 2fr28. · · . . .  
· 

29. See David J. Kalupahana, Review d Radbib Herzberger's: BhartJ;hari and the Buddhists. An essay in the developmert of fifth and 
sixthcenturylndian thought (1986). in History and Philosophy if Logic, 9 (1988� 225-232. pp. 

· 

30. See Dharmiklrti'a N ya ytJbindu, ed F. E. Shcherbatskoi, Osnabrock: Biblio Verlag 1970; also F. Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist ·Logic, 
2 Vols.,- New York: Dover Publications. 

3l, M. m, pp. 234-235 . . 
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absolute nature of experien� and the provisional and 
pragmatic value of conception. It is a means to enlighten
ment, f.-eedom and peace. 

David J. Kaluimhana 

EMPLOYMENT. The task of Buddhism is to help man 
lo bring about a total revolution within and change 
himself, for his own gopd as well as for the good of 
others, from what he is to what he ought to be. According 
to the Buddha's teaching the Noble Eightfold Path is 
the ·way to achieve this goal (See A TIHANGIKA
MAGGA). Leading a morally good life is a sine qua npn 
in thiS path. Buddhism teaches that ethical purity in · 
life .conduces to generate the necessary background for 
mental culture (sanljidh1) and penetrative insight (paiiiiii). 
Since a major part of one's day . �o day life is taken up 
by the employment in which one is engage<!, it" has. a 
significant bearing upon one's ethical development.· This 
Is precisely why the Noble .. Eightfold. Pa�h assigns 
employment or perfect livelihood (saimna-iijiva as refer-

. red tQ therein) . an important . place in its graduated 
scheme towards the envisaged gpal. . 

It is very clear that ethichl perfection advocated by 
Buddhism, baS not only a personal QUt also a social . 
dini�nsion. Therefore, the general criterion employed to 
differentiate goOd (kusala) from evil or bad (akusala), 
which has wide social implications, is also adopted to 

-differentigte 'between good (samma, right, perfect) and 
bad (micchii) mode of living (ajiva� Famous suttas such 
as the Ambalaffhild{Rahiilovi'ida (M. I, p. 451 ff.) · Biillitlka 

' (M. JI, pp. 1 14 ff.) and Kalama (A. ( pp. 180 ff.) clearly 
enunciate what this criterio� .is. The basic considerations 
involved in this criterion �re whether what one does

. 
. . . 

lea� to harmful consequences ,to oneself, to others or . 
to both oneself and others. ' .. '-Th� signifiCance. attached t� sammi'i�a}iva is such that 
even monks are strongly . advised' to strictly adhere to 
the practice of tlie right mode of livelihood; besides, 
purity .of livelihood (lijiva-pi'irisuddhl) is considered · a 

· primary requisite of moiikhood (see A.JiVA for details 
on this aspect). · . . 

Adopting the above criterion .of differentiating good 

. types of employment from bad ones, Buddhism ad
monishes the devoted Bud9hi�1 lay-follo�ers . (upi'isaka) 
not to engage in the following five types Qf trade ( 1) trade 

. in armaments . (sattha-viir;ijja1 (2) tiad'e in . slaves (satta- . 
v!ir;ijja1 (3, 4&5) trade in meat (mi'i�t�Sa1 intoxicants 
(majja) and poison (visa: A. III, p. 208). This admonition 
covers only certain types of tradt; and certainly trade 
was not the sole form of emplo)'ment practised in B�d
dhist India. Therefor<; there is no doubt that this list 

of prohibitions is not exhaustive. Slaughtering of animals, 
fishing, soldiering, and those professions that involves 
deceit, treachery, sooth-saying, trickery, usury etc. are 

said to be included in this list of prohibited kinds of 
employment (see BD. s.v. MAGGA). The limitation 
of this list of prohibitions is also proved by the textual 
definition of 'wrong mode of livelihood (micciUi-iijlva). 
Wrong mOde of livelihood is defined as any form of_ 
livelihood that involves 'desire of adding gain to gain 
by resorting to trickery, fraud and hypocritical talk' 
(M. Til, p. 75). This definition gives an idea of the wide 
range of .forms of employment and their mode of opera- . 
tion that . would come within the parameters of wrong 
livelihood. From this, one could justifiably deduc:e 
that according to Buddhism any form of employment 
that brings about harmful consequences . on onself 
and I or on others is categorized as wrong (micchii). 

To understand the relevan� of the Buddha's teaching 
on employment it is necessary to have a clear unders
tandjng of the social and political change$ that have 
be� affecting North India from a couple ci centuries 
prior �o the time of the Buddha. Even a casual ·perusal 
of the history of the region during this period reveals 
that drastic political changes were taking place in this 
re�on. Four· powerful kingdoms were coming into 
proininence expan9ing thefr domains by annexing minor 
kingdoms and aristocratic confederacies. As an inevitable 
consequenCe of theSe politicai changes · 5ocial and 
economic conditions too were undergoing rapid. tra�i
tion. Rural societies, in which agriculture .and' cattle
breeding happened to be the most im\>ortant fonils of 
employment, were getting -transformed Into more urbani- · 
zed societies, consequently bringing a multiplication 
in the types of employment. In the economic sphere 
the barter system ·vias fast going into desuetudt; and 
instead the. use <i ·money was fast gain�ng ground In · 
tim social and economic background trade ·gained 'much 
importance. The flourishing ci trade gave rise ·to the 
spread of numerous arts and crafts producing saleable 
products. When a fair section <i tht: population moved in-
to the fields <i arts and crafts thoSe who re�ained in the 
sphere of agriculturt; cattle-breeding and such food
producing forms of employment had to increa� their . 

. production to feCd those who were engaged in other prO
fession and to increase production, farmers nCeded. more . 
and more better utensils. Aceordingly, in thiS new. econo
my all types cf employment beCame almost interdepen
dent. • 

These changes in the e'conomic sphere ·brought into 
being an opulent class of wealthy land-owning farmeis, · 
prosperous cattle-breeders and rich merchants. These 

changes brought about also drastic changes in life
styles and social valua The needs and values of. the 
opulent classes w� �erent from those of the old 
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traditional rural farmers, cattle-breeders and petty
traders. These well-to-do people were able to afford 
luxuries, grand comforts and personal services. These 
changes in life-patterns and social values not only 
helped the expansion of already existing forms of 
employment, but alsO opened up opportunities for new 
types of · employment: Thus one beigns to hear more 
frequently about reed-workers (nala-kiira), potters (kum
bha-kiira), chariot-makers (ratha-kiira), gold and metal 
smiths (suvarp;a-kiira, kammiira), weavers (pesa-kiira) . . 
etc. These workers had to increase their raterof produc
tion to meet the new demand. 

Constant reference is also ·made to those who were 
offering personal services. Thus the services cf washer
man (raja�a), barber (nahiipita, kappaka, kasiivafa), 
cook (aliirika, siida), garland-maker (miilii-kiira) seem to 
have had a great demand among . the affiuent sections 
of society. 

· 

It is also seen that the rise of great kingdoms, and 
the constant wars that prevailed necessitated the main
tenence of large, permanent armies and a steaoy supply 
of arms. Thus military service .an� production of arms 
became · two forms of permanent · employment. The 
complicated administrative system opened up the way 
for a liost c:i new administrative · positions. Soldiers 
or policemen (riija-bha{a; riija�puri,sa�jail-gucds (bandha-

. nagiirika�· village-headmen (giimam) village-overseers . 
(giimik�), batmen (khatta); park-keei>ers (iiriimika) were · 

just a few c:i these new forms c:i employment. 
The old, traditional professions in .the field Or medicine 

and surgery (vejja, bhesajja, sallakatta) ·acquired special 
significance in -this new set�up. So are accountancy 
(ga'f}anil, mudda) and secretariat (lekha) se�ces which 
were . not of much importance in the rural economy. 

In this new opulent society various forms of �ntertain
ment became a necessary feature and, therefore;_ a class 
of professional entertainers, too, came 

,
into being. 

It is apparent that, as time went on, these· numerous 
tyj>es of employment became an integx:al part of the 

-society on which depended its smooth functioning. 
Therefore, it became necessary to sustain these numerous 
kinds · of employment. The brahmins .who were the 
law-makers · cleverly exploited this situation· to further 
safegJJard their own supremacy in the society by aver� 
ting the overt threats to their position from the powerful 
warrior (�atriya) and the up and comming .monied 
merchant (vai�ya) clas8es.· To achieve this objective . 

. they supported a social philosophy which they claimed 
to be a divine decree. This social philosophy . upheld 

· tha:t · tbC society is a divine creatioll with a clilss. or caste • ' 
(q.v.) diviSion, with each caste being assigned with 
particular functions which they labelled as svadharma 
- one's own duty or employment. Svadharma being a 

7 1  EMPLOYMENT 

divine decree was declared inviolable and, hence, 
employment became hereditary. And besides, in this 
assignment of duties to different classes the brahmins 
took special care to assign what they considered menial 
employments to the members of those down-trodden 
classes which the brahmins themselves had classified 
as belonging to the lower rungs of the social ladder. 
Thus came into being a relation between social status 
and ·. employment, the latter indicative of the former. 

This. does not, however, mean that this social theory 
diq ·not have any beneficial effect on employment. , . 
Once various types of employment became hereditar} 
it induced those who were engaged in them to organize 
themselves into corporate bodies and guilds. Such 
organizations not only helped them to increese their 
efficiency and skills, but also helped them to safeguard 
their interests and rights. As there was a keen market 
competition, aU types of employment demanded a high 
level of proficiency and skill which the guilds helped 
to provide. Not only those who were engaged in produc
tion of goods but also those who were engaged in provid
ing personal services (i.e. cookS, barbers etc.f had to · master their profession if they were to survive in the 
competetive labour-market. Thus all those who sought 
employment had to undergo ... an apprentice period 
under skilful masters (dakkha, daksa) who made the 
apprentices (anteviis1) go through t� mill. This helped 
not · ollly · to produce skiHed ·ciaftmen and workers 

. but also high quality products. Constant · references 
to . high-quality silks and sandal-wood products of 
Benares is evide!lce to this. · ... · 

By 6th century B.C., that is by the time of the Buddha, 
the above mentioned system of employment had become 
still more complex. In such a multifaceted and niultiflex 
system of employmen� along with exemplary features. 
discrepencies, deficiencies, shortcomings, malpractices 
and such other malefic features afi'ecting the employer. · · 
employee, 'the consumer a.nd in general the society as a 
whole were bOund to occur. The Buddha�s intervention . .  , 
was to prevent these malefic features in t�e system and 
give · proper guidance ad direction to both employers 
and employees so that they as well . as the society at 
large, too, would get benefited. 

With his utilitarian -and pragmatic approach the . 
Buddha tried to straighten out numeroris conflicts 
�n4 anomali�. that prevailed. in the field of employment. . . 
For this pUrpose he prunarily applied his social philo- . 
sophy based on the. concept of ui:Uversal good and 
oneness c:i mankind. For exampie the Buddha rejected 
with reason the brahmanic teaching which present� · · . . . the society as a di�ne creation with its members divided. · into four ciasses . or castes (va'f}�a) namely, briihma'f}a. 

· khatiiya 'vessa and sudda in . a decreasing order ri social 
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status. Consequently he rejected the view that svadharma, 
too is a ·divine decree (see CASTE). Realizing, however, 
tha� this hereditary system of employment had certain 

beneficial features the Buddha was careful not to comple
tely disrupt the existing system. Hence while rejP.cting 
the malefic features the Buddha made use of the benefi
cial featur� for the · good of all concerned. Thus, he 
pointed out that division of labour is not a divine crea
tion but a necessary outcome Of the economic conditions . 
�f a given ti�e. He pointed out that in certain countries 
like Kam.boja there are only two categories, masters 
and servants. and that these p6sitions were revertible 
according to one's economic standing (M. II, p. 149). 

According to the Buddha employment is.n.�t ddicative 
of one's caste. He very forcefully established the fact 
that designatio�. denoting numerous types of employ
ment in which people are engaged, have merely If func
tional value. Then, he pointed out that it is na.tural for .a 
mari to become kno� by the employmenr he perfo�, 
. as · for example, a cattle-breeder will be called a hus
bandman and not a brabmin or a warrior:· Similarly 
one who liv� by archery will be kno\vn ·as a soilder' 
not a8 a farmer and so on (Sn. �se!fha Sutta) . . These, 
the Buddha pointed out, are conventional designations,. 
names . of mere:_ functional · .. value, with . no . genetical 
sigoifi�n!=C whatsoever .. To" drive this. point : still deei>er: 
he ta�es the case of kindling a fire and says·that brightness . 

. - of a: fire kindled by.a.man belonging to a .caste accep_ted · as hfp: Win not be different from. the briSbtneSs ot: a 
fire �dled by a m� of the scKliiled low ·�ste. Under
lying this is the fact that if given equal opportunity and 
if made to perfomi a 4l8k under similar condition�, all · 
members, irresPitive of their �te affiliations, wo·uld be · 
eapabie ·rf performing a t� eq�y well. (M. II, pp. 151, 
1 52� ·The .  B�ddha upheld ·digriity of labOur and iJi 

. keeping with ibis attitude :he freely admitted persons of . 
ali. ·. profes8ions iritd Jiis Order and ti-eated them. ·alike 

· (1hag: vv. - 62o ff.). · · : .• 
· · 

- The brahmanic teachi�g which·represented em�!�yer 
(master) - employee (servant) division· as a divine creation 
was inclined in favour Of the employer as against the · 
employee. TlllS ieachitig gave reli�ous sanctfOn to the 

. employer to enjoy unlimited ,benefits af the expense of . 
the ·employee. This _placed . employers and . e�nployee5 
ar cross-purposes, .each interested in one's own rights 
to tile negleCt of d�ties, and :each. trying to exploit and ·. 
undercut the other at every tum lt is ptecisely to evqlve a. 
harmonioUs and mutually· berldidal . reiationship bet
ween them that '. the .Buddha put forward · his classic · 

code of ethics for them, found embodied in the Siga/oviidd 
Sutta (D. II( pp. 180 ff.). 

. 

According to this code of ethics an employer should 
be an exemplary person observing the five precepts, 
unbiased and carefully avoiding the avenues lea�ng to · 
·downfall and . dissipation of wealth (apiiyamukha q.v.). 
Such an employer is advised to assign work to his 
employees taking into consideration their physical 
capabilitieS. This means that an ideal employer should · 
not assign a young boy any work that should be perfor
med by a grown up man and vice versa. Similarly he · 
should not assign 11 female e�nployee1 any job of work 
that is· meant for a male employee and vice versa. Such 
an employer is advised to see that all employees are 
properly fed and paid. Acoording to this . code of ethics 
th� provision of meals and wageS is a duty incumbent 
upon every employer. _The commentary (DA. III, p. 956) 
points out that wMt is mea�t is that food and wages 
should be· provided according to the needs of the em
ployee, for, the requirements of a youngish employee, 
an unmarried one and a married one are different. . . 

· The p�ovis
.
ion of medical facilites

. 
to th� e�ploy��es is 

.. another duty incumbent uon t�e employers. An employer 
should relieve an empioyee during times. of illnesses · 
and see · that he iS pro�1ded with appropriate medical . 
care ad treatment. Not only durin� ·mnesses,. ·b)lt also · 

·. during normal times tQO employeeS sho\}ld be gcanted . . 
· · leave. The comme·ntary (loc:cit) explains that wnat · is 

me�nt here iS that there should be fiXed work-hours 
and the workers should . be relieved and . s�nt away 
once they have completed their shift. This is . to p�event 
the ·empioyers from exploiting labour by over�working · 

. employees, Besides,_ .they should be_· granted leave on 
� festive oceasions. · And, on such occasions the workers . sh�uld be presented

. 
with beautif� . gifts and eatables 

· (I) A, JOe. cit� ·In fad this code of ethics goes. a stop · 

further and s�ys· that in order t() further and foster emplo- . 
. yer�e�ployee . relationship the employers s·hould . even 
make it a habifto. share with their employees special 
delicacies, thus paving the way for an stmosphei-� cf . 
comradeship between them. . . 

Tbe -Sigiiloviida Sutta futher_ points· out that wh�_ so 
tre�ted the employees, out . of consideration for the . employer, would riSe early aril sleep late, meaning . 
that they woUld put-in ·thdr m:ixhnum. When so treated 
the employees would be satisfied with . what -they . eai-ri . 

. and will not try to rob an9 cheat the empl<>yei:s. They .· 
would perform tlieir as,signed .tasks well and · would · 

also spread the fame of the e�nployers. · 

. 1. During· the 6th CCJitury the bulk rX the work-foree ip North India was formed by IJlen. There was ·no prohibition fo( women to seek 
�mployment. Due to naturaheasons ·women w.:re mostly enga.ged · in light-work and in kinds· ci employment geared to provide. 
personal services, �. 
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This code of ethics was not meant only for the private 
sector. This was a general code of ethics covering emplo
yer-employee relations and as such was applicable 

both to the private and state sectors. In fact the Buddhist 
view appears to be that the provision of employment to 
the subjects is the responsibility of the State (D. I, p . .  

135fl). Buddhist social philosophy identifies poverty 
generated through� unemployment as a basic cause 
of unrest, gradually leading to chaotic, violent conditions 
in a country. The Kiifadanta Sutta (D. I, op. cit.) emphati
cally states that for social harmony as,well as for personal 
well-being man-power: resources in a country should be 
utilized to the maximl!in, that the people should be 
given opportunities for productive endeavour or they 
should be fruitfully employed with adequate remunera
tion. If not there is the danger of people getting frustrated 
and turning into · anti-social elements. 7he kiifQdanta 
Sutta very clearly points out also that at a ·time when 
a country is harassed and harried, . with towns and 
villages being pillaged by citizens . who have. turned 
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?f a ; •congenial atmosphere conducing to spiritual 
development. Hence, it not only stresses the importance 
of providing employment for the peop le and bu ilding up 
harmonious employer-employee relations but also lays 
down guide-lines to achieve economic stability of both 
employer and employee, directing them how to utilize 
their well-earned income. As an initial step towards 
economic stability Buddhism insists on personal discip
line. It admonishes all alike to adhere to five precepts, to 
keep away from avenues leading to dissipation of 
wealth, to lead simple lives with few needs and wants 
(appiccha). Such a mode of living, the Buddha has often 
pointed out, conduces .to a balanced life (samajWtta) . 

�nabling one to make ends meet. One who leads such a 
life will be able to enjoy economic security (atthi-sukha� . 
the pleasure . of meaningful .use of his wealth (bhoga
sukha), pleasure of not being in debt (anaT}a- sukha.' A . . 
II, p. 69). A person who leads such a life will riot yearn 
for anything that is · not eSsential .and will be quite · 
content (santutth1) with the fulfilment of his basic needs. . . .  . . . 

into anti-social elemen� the state will not be able tp 
offering basic guideljnes regarding the proper �pend-bring about peace and order by.resorting to dictatorial · 

· · · 
ing fi rightly earned income the Sigiil()�iida Srltta (D. II, . metho9s or by performing religious rit11als to appease; 

suj>ernaturat beings. The orlly effective remedy is. to . p. 188)says that one �ho1,1ld divide o�e's wealth (bhoga, 

utilize human resources fruitfully so· that there will be . 
. 
· here-meaning income) into foUr: portions.:(Of these four· • 

personal and social well-being. The text says: 'Now he should utilize qne portio� for his day to �ay recurring<. · '  
there is· one method to adopt to put a thorough end -to · expenees. One is. advised t9 invest two portions iii. some. · '  

this dis-Order: Whosoever there .be in the ki�g's realm . . productive enterprise; while depositing safely the remain�i.... · · 
· · · · · in.g p. ortion for use in timeS of difficulties. .� >: "  . .  who devote themselves to keeping ·cattle and farm; · to 

. them le� his majesty the kfug give .fopd and seed-corn . . · . NatiuaJly a· prlmary . concern Of any 'perso{'wli� . 
Whosoever there· be In the · kjng's realm who devote . . earns his living, is his own · happiness. But .· Bbddhlst 

··the�seives t� tra�e, . to them let his majestY .the king texts point �ut that besideS making himself happy he 
give capit;tL \VJiosoevei: there be in the king's realm who has numerous other dut,ies and obligations to ,Perform . 

. ·devote themselves to state.service, to them let his majesty He. has to look .after · his wife and children, his mother · 
. . . the king gi�e wages and food. Then those men, fqllowing and father and � servants :lnd workme�. He is expected . 

each his own business, will no longer harass· the realm; . to·. help . his friendS and comradeS, . treat . his . relatives 
the st�te coffers will · swell; there will be i>eace and har- ·lfnd guests: While doing all this he. has lilso to perform 
mony in thecountry:And, the subjects pl!:ased with one . his religious obligations by making offerings to the . · 
another and happy, wfu dwell With Open do�rS, dancing . departed . ones, . deities . aild · to brabmins and Satna1}(lS. 
their children in their arm's.' · . . . . . 

Buhh� is not aiL The texts even remind one that one 
The Dig� commentary (DA. 1, p. 29. f.) further .explain- has to pay taxes due to the �tate. ii .jg said that wealth 

ing the duty· of the state to . utilize man-power in. suitable . that is not spent in tills manner is . "wealth that has 
· forms of employment says that when giving capital aid to . . failed to seize · .its opportunity, failed to · Win merit, 
those who � engaged in trade, the state should not call . . unfitting!y made use of', wlierea$ wealth spent in the 

abov� mentioned manner is called wealth that bas . for guarantors. nor shoUld such grants be . entered In · · , · · · - . 
. !e<Igers. Such capital grants should be made as out-right . seized . its opportimity, · turned · to merit, and · fittingly 
grants .{nUililcchejja-vasena) and, 'therefore, not a5 loans. . made �se or. (A. II. P· 67; IIi, PP· 45, 76). 

. 

The commentary is very empha� also about the provi- ·A. question arises a8 t� whether Buddhism inc�lcates · 
' sion eX daily meals and monthly wages for stat� er.nploy- · a particular attitude towards employment or work. · �� It adds that employees should be given promotions Or in other words, is there a Buddhist work ethic? 

and . o�er forms ci rewards and incentives in keeping The terin 'work ethic' in its widest connotation, means with theiufficiency; attitude to woi:k. It is seen that attitude · to work eX an 
It' . is clear tlJ.�t Buddhism actepts the prerilise that · inclividual in any Siv� society depends �n a number of 

economic securitY (atthi-�kha) leads to the generation variables such as social pressures, economic imperatives, 
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cultural and religious influences etc. Of these numerous 
variables, religious influence plays an important role, 
for, religion in any given sociaty is a major influence in 
shaping its value system, and work ethic has a di1ect 
relationship to the value system of a society. There 

· is a widely prevalent tendency among scholars, mostly 
among the western scholars, to consider Buddhism as 
being pessimistic in its outlook and consequently the 
attitude generated by it as being fatalistic. Some .even 
have gone to the extent of pin-pointing that 'traditional 
Sinhalese Buddhism should bear some responsibility 
for retarding economic development (Trevor Ling, 
Buddhist Values and O"evelopment problems: A case 
study Of Sri Lanka. World Development Vol. 8, pp. 557-
586). 

. There is not even an iota of evidence to prove that. the 
. Buddha advocated that mim should resign to fate or 
. that he should look up io· the. grace of god. On the 
contr�ry there is abundant textual evidence tQ .establish 

_ , that .the Buddha considered man to be supreme and 
th�t· one's betterment or do�nfall is dependent on the 
attitude adopted by oneself to the problems one .faces. 
The Buddha urged everybody alike to put forth effort 
(viriya� and manliness . (purisathlima•purisakar.a) . . He. 
singled out laziness as a cause c:i downfall· (cf. Snr Pdrab- : 
h�v� Suti�); In . the . Sigii1ovilaa . Sutta . Buddha- 'explains · 
how lazineSS .ul its manifold · ways · retards enthtis�sam .·. 

. and econ�mic oi'ievelopmen�. finally causing-dissipation· 
of wealth (D. III, p. 184). ·Therefore: there is no- gainSaying� : 
of the fact that the Buddha always adopt_ed .. a . very 
realistic, · pragri;tatic outlook and · encouraged .all to · 

· strive to improve their condition. · 
. . . . 

Tbis. attitude · of _his imide him uphold _ dignity · of 
labour. ·�t · is specifi911ly -said that Qne-sho�ld earn one's 
living, by diligen.t · application (uf!hiina-adigata); one is 
admonished to earil one's .living by the strength · of 
one's han� (bahiibalap_aricita� thrpugh. one's sweat and 
toil (sediivakhitta: A. II, pp. 67, 89, III, 45, 7� What 
looms large over all these is the· ·emphasis on justice · ·  
aqd. fairplay or righteo�sness .(dhamma). One could 
diligently apply oneself to achieve· success .in a· corrupt . . . . 

· ·profession. Similarly one could diligently adopt corrupt 
means to achive a good end. · Both these 'attitudes are . . 
decncd in Buddhism. Both employer$ and employees 
are cautioned that the: objeCtive aS well as the .me;lns . 
adopted to achieve it or in other words

.
the eml'loyment 

. engaged in to earn ones living as- well as the,effort put 
forth to achieve success in that particular employment 

· shou.Id be righteous and" fair (dhammehi dhamma-laddehz). 
It is this attitude to work· that impels one to stick to 
lam��jiva (good mode ·of iiving} :a-�oiding the use of ·. 
incOrrect weights and . measures (tuliif#jfa, . kan;zsakura ·. 
miiMkiifa,) deceit, fraud, corrupt practices. ·and breaches · 
of· contract (ukkorana - i: 1iicana - -nikatt .. siiciyoga: D. 

. I, p. 64). 
. 

This is the work ethic, attit�:�de to employment that 
is strongly inculcated in Buddhisn). Through such a 
work ethic one could pursue a good mode of livelihood 
and lead a contended l ife complete with economic 
stabi l ity which is very essential for spiritual progress .  
Therefore, this Buddhist work ethic will not only conduce · 

to persbnal well-being but also· to social well�being by 
bringing about economic progress alorig with social 
har:mony, finally creating a congenial atmosl_)here for 
spiritual pursuits. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

EMPTINESS. Although a full doctrinal discussion 
. on this very important subject will have to wait for an 
exposition on the technical term sunyata (q.v.). it will 
not" be out of place to show here already the essential . 
and basic platform of the earliest teaching of the Buddha, 
as represented in Thera'/ada as it has survived up · to · 
1his date, and of the early developments in other Hina- . 
yifha schools, Madhyamalc� Sarvastivada and Vijfia
ptimatrata, covering · the ·first centuries of wQrld
Bu�?hi_sm - leadi�g, to Mahayana. 

Already in tlx? Anatta-lakkhal]a Sritta ( Vin. I. pp. 13-14; · 
S. III, p. 66 ff.h . the second diseour8e delivered by the 
Buddha to: h� newly fourtd disciplCs, he explai�. his. · 
doctrine· of denial of a . theoty . ci the permanent nature . 
or of the reality of an- 'ego' be�d .. the psychical pheno
mena or of a 'substance' underlying the physical -pheno
mena. In" a "purely analytical . argument, the individual . 
is seen aS· a psych_o-physical Compound, and whatever . 
there is Or body or d mind �_further analysed without 
discovering anrthirig . of a permanent natur�::. 

All confuct -is based on the delusioq of a permitnent 
self, and, therefore, the discovery of the unreality of 
this ·de�usory self Will bring a.,.;ut · the solution of all. 
conflicts . . Hence, the- teaching' of 

. tmatta has become 
· the key.note of the entire structure of Buddhist thought. 

Conditioned ·exsistence iS impermanent and wrought 
with woe (sabbe sankhara aniccii, sqbbe sankhar'a dukkhii), 
yet not only.conditionect (sankMra� but also the uncon
ditioned (asailkhata� i.e., Nibharia, is without self-entity 
(sabbe dhammii anatta). · And this has never . been .in . 
doubt with any schooJ of Buddhist thought This essen-

. tia,l emptiness d mere phenomena (i>hysicat and mental) 
' was fu,lly understood for all its importance by commen

tors like Buddhaghosa in hiS, J1suddh(magga (xix, S 20) 
where he follows the orthodox tradition d the Maha- · 
vihar8, one of the earliest institutions in Ceylon, dating · 
frpm the time of . araliant Mahinda ASvagh� in his • 

Saundarananda (BI XVI, p. 102) compares Nirvava . 
to the extinction of a flame; an4 1ikeWise when individua� 
lity is extinguished, thei:e is no m·ore· conflict. - · 
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Nagarjuna, the great philosopher and founder. of 
the Madhyamaka system of Buddhist philosophy, 
holding that truth is attainable by synthetic negation, 
also denied the reality of all physical and mental pheno
mena (sarva-dharma-siinyatii). According to the Madhya
maka conception, NirvaQa is nothing but Siinya (void), 
which means a state about which neither existence nor 
non-existence could be predicated, for there is no 

· abiding entity of whiCh such an assertion could be made. · 
The Sarvastivadins, alth9ugh holding that everything 

exists (sarv� asti), maintained also the essential empti
ness of everything that has individu� existence (pudgala
siinyatii). The great commentator, Vasubandhu, in the . 
beginning of the 5th century A, C., formulated an idealism 
which arose as a reaction against the extreme passivity 
of Nagiiljuna·s • negativism. For him, .th� middle path 
lies neither in recognising the reality of all . things, 
because outer things do not exist, nor in recognising 
the non-realify of ail things,. because ideations do exist. ' 
Tiie Vi)iiaptimair�tii. holding that ideatio� alon� exists, 
denies �he reaiity if . everything 

.
else (biihya�artha- . 

. sunyatii). The reality of a coricep� however, does not 
. endow .it with an abiding entity. This idealism was 
natu�ally oppose;d �o the nih.ilism of the Satyasiddhi 
s�hool where Harivarman �aintained that truth is 
attainable by the recognition of non-entity, denying 
the reality of individuality (pudgala) as well . as of matter 

. and mind (dharma). That truth is the void . of NirviiQa. 
Even when the Yogacaras proposed a niore positive 

emptiness with the eleinent of vifoana in it, arid when 
later· still an element of happiness {mahasukha) was 
addoo and when subSequently this emptiness was formu
lated as the goddess Sunyli iri whose. eternal embrace 
the individual. mind (!lifoiina) is locked iD bliss and 
happiness, she is still called Nirat�ii, the soulless one. 

If is the doctrine of' no-self which gave rise to the 
doctrine of compassion with others; and thus Siinya . 
al;ld karu1}ii together constitute what is called t�e thought 
of enlightenment (bodhtdtta) in which is realised the 
true nature, the suc,h-ness (tathatii) of allin the inherent 
purity of the non-existent, unborn void. See further 

· SUNYATA, · .· · 

H. G. A. van Zerst 

ENDEAVOUR · 1he Shorter Oxford Dictionary (Ed. C. T. · · 
. onions, 3rd ed.,· 1956. p. 601) giveS the following ineali-
. ings to thi§ term; 'to exert oneself, 'to direct one's effort's 
'to try' 'make an dfort for a specified object', 'to attempt 

· strenuously.' There are �veral Pali"words with· Buddhist 
· ethical connotations, equivalent :in  meaning to the term 
endeavour; some Of them being: vayiima, viriya, padhiina 
and ussiiha. 

While, Buddhism rejects the belief in divine creation 
(issaranimmiir;a) it posits also that noth ing happens 
without causes and condit ions (ahew-appaccayiil. I t  
maintains that incessant change (anicca) is a salient 

characteristic of phenomena and that this change 
takes place in relatio� to causes and conditions (sahetu
sapuccayii: M. II, p. 217, A. I, pp. 173-4). Man is also 
subject to this law (dhammatii). But unlike other things 
and sentient beings man is endowed with. a mind, which, 
if developed in the proper way is capable of understanding 
the functioning · of this . law, so that he could utilise 
that knowledge for his benefit. ' 

Buddhism explains man's · saq�saric existence and 
·· suffering present in it as causally· connected and condi
tiOlled (S. II, p. 41) So, if man wants to minimise suffering i.h 
in sarrsara and finai.Jy do away with it completely, it 
is mim ·himself who can do it · Dhp. v. 165). Suffering . · 
in sa'!lsiira · does not cease by itself. Man has to make 
a consistent effort to minimise it and ultimately do away 
with it completely. Buddhism accepts the presence of a 
conative aJ:>ility in man . (cetanii: Dph. vv. 1, 2; A. III, 
p. 415) which could inspire ·him to initiate action that 
would help to minimise suffering and finally elimina:te 
it completely. Each · and �ver}/ Jri�ividl.lal is born with �i ,,, , 
this pa�{\ptilility, but the degree;.ot:its;strength.may vary in:- .;;.;;/?_{:;;(·"" 
individuals. Buddhism advocates a .way of life, a path,',': _ .;';-�":�: 
by following which a man could deveiop this potentiality.- ;;..,:;;i;�-;.,t; t� its highest peak enabling, .hiiJ4; tp ,, understand the . o.··-� �z�� 
true nature of things (Sn. v. llJQ;_ ,M. III, pp. 75-78). " . .. ;.::�-� 
Endeavour or effort plays �Jmportant role in this 
way of life. Right endeavour (sammii viiyiima) is the 
sixth limb in the Nobte-Eight-fold Path, the path advoca-

. ted· in Buddhism for man to achieve the goal of religious 
. life in Buddhism, namely, Nibbana. . 

A practising Buddhist should have in him a four-fold 
endeavour or striving. Firstly he should endeavour to · 
�bstruct the entry of unwholesome phenomena (akusalli 
. dhammii) into hls mind; secondly he should endeavour to :r·· · .,. ' 
dispel . . from his mind . unwholesome phenome;ta 
that are already there; thirdly he should endeavour to ·· 

protect and develop wholesome phenol!lena that . are · 

already in his mind; and fourthly he should endeavour· '"·.' _ . ,  

. to cultivate anew and develop whole;ome phenomena 
· 

· ·• th:at are . not found in him (D. III,, p. · 225; A .. II, p. 16). 
· This .four-fold endeavour on tlie part of a person ·consti- . 
' tutes ·only one aspect of the siXth limb of the Noble-
·. Eiglit-f�ld Path. · Endeavour has another roie to play 
iD the Noble Eight-fold Path. One cannot properly 
follov,; and d�velop the remaining. seven limbs of the 

. path without the help d. this siXth limb c:l Right Endea
vour. As rightly shown m the Mahiicattarisaka Sutta 
(M. III, pp. 72, 75), Right Endeavour helps one to differen
tiate.between riSht vievis and wrong views, right thoughts 
and . wreing thoughts, right speech and . wrong speech, 
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right act ions and wr�ng actions, · right li vel ihood arid 
wrong l ivelihood, right mindfulness and wrong mind
fulness and right concentration of mind and wrong 
cencentration of mind. When one, with endeavour 
differentiates between . the right and the wrong, one 
has to further endeavour to avoid -the wrortg one and 
cultivate and develop the . right one. In this regard it 
should also be mentioned that two other limbs of the 
Noble-Eight-fold Path play · a similar role, namely 
Right views and Right Mindfulriess. 

It is not only with regard to the Nobl�-Eight-fold Path 
that Right Endeavour plays an important role. Though it 
is not specifically mentioned, the five basic precepts 
of a practising lay Buddhist, the ten precepts of a monk 
initiate, o� the patimokkha rules . of a monk, cann.ot be 
properly observed without an element of endeavour 
in the individual concerned. 
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(Skt. k�anti), which again is explained in Engiish as 
'tolerance', 'pat ien�e', 'impartial ity', 'forbearance' and 
'forgiveness'. The Pali worq khanti is very comprehensive 
in meaning, and the above words taken individually 
explain only ali aspect of it. Tpc Dhammapada (Dhp. v. 
184) says: "Endurance .is the highest form of asceticism 
or penance" (khanti paramatapo). It is a very sublime 
mental condition of a person . who has advanced much 
spiritually. The Dhammasangani (Dhs. p. 230 section 
1341) describes khmiti as ability qf a person to forgive 
(khamanata), to bear up (adhivasmiati'i), gentleness, 
(acm}4ikkal!l� freedom from harshness (anasuriipo) and 
contentment of mind (attamanati'i cittassa). It is thus 
evident that khanti has the meaning of adllivasanata and 
upekkltii too,which are both used in an important ethical 
sense in Buddh�m. 

. Khanti is 'the sixth of the ten perfections (piirarril) of 
.

· The importance attached to end�avo.ur in _the Buddhist . one who aspires to Buddhahood (J. I. p. 22.): ·I)ipadkiua scheme of spiritual development is seen by its being Buddha, while predicting the future Buddhahood of 
incorp0rated as o�e of the ten perfections (paraml) of · Slimedha Piu)qita,· reques.ted the la.tter to . practise 
a · Buddha aspirant (bodhisatta)� · The Jataka tales · · this . virt�e to perfection, to make him �mJ)etenf for 

. illustrate the various arduous tasb performed · by · the . Buddh�hood In . this -conte)(t khanti is described as . 
bodhisatta during a long ·period . of time in sa�ra, · th<:-a:billty ·or a person to have mental ba_lance in facing · · 
from the day he received-the predieti!:>Ii of becoming a ·both· honour 'or. praise and insult or · censure ·without · · · Buddha· at the feet of Dlpankara B�ddha, ·to -�he· time he _. . · jubilation' 'or:. de}ection: A"·i>erson who has· in him such · 

. completed. · his . bodhi5attil" career ,rui �iitg .· Vessantata : .· a deveJoped mentality is: compared to . the great �artb , .. 
(J. I; p . .-22). -Eveii in the case of perfections; the perfection ': . , (mahilpath4v�" It·: is shO\Vn here � that" the · earth neither , of endeavour {iJiriya) is iio(oDJy one· of the, fen\ piiranils;, loves a i>erson . who .�is·· all . t� . Of clean and pure , 
but it is. an element that sho·uld be present in a person · things on it, or hates him who .<fasts all !Ypes of putrid 
in order . to. fulfll the othet . per(ectiou"s successfully. ·y.raste matter on it, but accepts all those things with9ut· : Endeavour is also reckoned as one of the seven limbs of: protes� It is this same . mental attitude that iS highly ·Enlightenmeni'(bojJhanga, DhsA:p." 217;. n: II, pp. 79; 83; . p·raised in . the M ahamangt�la . Sutta (Sn: ·i, 4'7i . namely · M. I, pp. 11, 61) . . It �-the 16ih_or the_t;.,eritY-two faculti�s tlie ability 9f !l . 

person to maintain perfect contro� 
. (indriya) of a b�ing (WJh. p: 122; }'ism.:p. 491). It is also· · , equipoiSe and com,piete balanq: of mmd in facing the 

the .�co�d of the five; stre11�s. (bill�) of a man .. on ..the · vjcis�itudes of life (phuf!h�ssa i�kadhamme/Jj . ·citial!l 
path to perfection (D.\III, .. p. 253; S. v. p. 251) a�d the yassa· ria kOmp(lti) . .LokadliatrJma are explained in some 
fifth ·or the '·five facultieS . (indrtya: s. v: pp. · 281-22) . . . ; -' texts as consisting of eight things or foui paii:s or opposi� ' 

Thus •it is clear �hat erideayour (viriya) .is ·an ��s�ntial .' : . tes, i.e., gain· and lbss. (l�b'lw aiabho), .ill-reputation anct 
ingredient in the life of all individuill who is keen to · ' fame "(ayasoyaso� insult ,  and praise (nindii pasaJ!tsli) 
minimise suffering in sd/rlsilra apd finally eliinil!ate it , . · . . and happineSs and sorrow (sukh(l dukkha: D. Ill. p. 260; . 
fully .  by ·realising tJte goal of the religiotis lfe, as. taught- · . . 

·

. A, IV. pp. 157 fi); It is shown in these texts that an ignorant 
in the Dhamma.·· See illso EXERTION VIRIYA and · woridlmg (as5utavi'i ·  puthujjana) who has: no recciurse 
PADHXNA. 

. ' . . ' . . !O noble ones and their teachings, feels delighted and . 
. . . . .. joYful when ne � sOmething and becomes resentful 

· w. G� Weeranitoo. . 
· and dejected when h�oses (A.

-IV. p. 158). But an intelli-
. , . · · gent (sutavii) person who baS the opportunity of associa-

· ENDURANCE. 1he Shorter O�forilEriglish Dictionary� 
' defines this ter.mS as 'the fact; tl)e ·habit or the power of 

enduring'. '!he Pali word with. iln tthit:al connotation 
that co�es very close in meaniDg to this term is ,khanti · 

. tlng with-the noble. ODeS and who has the chance of 
.knowing their teachingS, realiSe& that a· loss or gain js' 
a thing that is imi>efmanent, unsatisfactory and subject . .  
to . c�ange as any other · component thing and as such 
he sh�ukt accept whatever that comes with compiete · · 
composure of mind; without resentment- or jubilation 

' 1. The Shorter ·Oxfo� English Diction�ry, reVised aud edited by C T. Onions, ·1970." . ·  
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(A: IV. p. 1 58). Such a person treats all beings alike 
(sabba -bhiitesu t?idino). His thoughts are well under 
control (sankappo tmlkato) regarding pleasant (/((ha) 
and unpleasant (ani!(ha) things. The best -example 
from the life of the Buddha aspirant ·(bodhisatta) to 
illustrate this sublime attitude of mind is the Khantiviida 
Jiitaka (J. III. pp. 39-43). In the very distant past the 
bodhisatta was practising very severe penance in the 
Royal Park 1n Kasi. One day the king of Beniires who 
was a disbeliever, met this ascetic in the Royal Park, 
and to test the ascetic's pd.wer of endurance .. ordered 
his �en to torture him. The king's men subjected the 
ascetic to · various forms of physical torture, but they 
could not" create a mental disturbance in him. Finally, 

. the king ordered the men to sever the ascetic's limbs, 
which they did in no time. ·The ascetic was left with only 
the head and the limbless body, but even then he bore 
up the pain and agony without. ptotest, with calmness, 
serenity : and courage and ultimately succumbed to the · 
injuries mindfully. with full me.ntal equilibrium without 
any grudge to his torturefs, ,but with a blessing to them 
on his iips. 
. Incident� from the life of the Buddha wherein . he 
displayed thi� noble virtqe are· ·not rare. He

. 
was not at 

. all _ disturbed by the various cruel attempts of his · cou'sin 
Deyadatta to kill him, to slander him and to wreck his 
missionary career, in a diversity of ways. In all these . 

and the bhikkhus were responsible for her death. People 
became so furious that ' the Buddha and the bhikkhus 
were scorned and insult'ed and were turned away with 
empty bowls when they werit for their alms round. For 
sometime the bhikkhus could not come out of the monas
tery. Things became so intolerable and unpleasant 
that Ananda, on behalf of the other bhikkhus, suggested 
to the B�ddha that they leave that monastery and go 
elsewhere: The Buddha in his usual serene manner 
expl11ined .to Ananda that it was no solution t? the 
problem, and that all should bear up with courage, 
without resentment, the ill-treatment of the people; 
for he told them tbat before long the truth would be 
out and then things would become normal (Ud. IV. p.�; 
VdA. pp. 256 if; DhpA. III. p. 474� Again, when ·rival 
religious teachers charged the Buddha saying that �e 
wp.s' a killer of the embryo' (bhiinahu), a nihilist (uccheda
viidiko) etc� he . was not offended and did not resent 
s.ucb charges <>r made counter charges against those 
religious teachers, but patiently analysed and examined · 

diem to show his rivals that thoSe cha�ges actually 
could not be made_ ag�tnst him (A. IV. pp. 174, lSi). 
His co�tant advice to his disciples was that -they should 

. not . become elated at praise or feel, dejl:ctoo at blame. 
for, he �ol� them, one cannot discern the truth , if one 
9ecomes elated and dejected at praise and blame respec- • .· 

tivcly: (D. I. p, 3), . 
situations he could maintain mental balanc; equipoise With regard to physical pain .and. uneasiness too, the 
and wish . for the · welfare and happiness of Deyadatta Buddha has evinced the highest i:tegree of patience· and · 

in the same way be wished for the welfare and hapJ>iness .· endurance. Once when his foot was cut with a splinter-
of his one and. only son R�hula (S. II. p. 156; Jlin. II. p. of stone, he bled profusely and the wound caused bini·· 
184; 1. 1. p. t i3). Wben AWtcabhiiradhv�tja brahmin · · acute and unbearable pain; yet he did not show ;my 
reviled him with very harsh; unkind and abusive words, signs of agony or bewilderment, but consciously and . 
he · remained �ndisturbed and . serene till the brahmin . mindfully bore up_ that pain (bhusii-sudatr� Bhagavato 
finished pouring out his wrath over the Buddha: When vedana vattanti siirlrikii vedana dukkhii tibbii knara 
t�e brahmin finished reviling him, the Buddha addressed ' . . · katukii asata 'amanapa. ta sudatr� bhagava sato sampajano . 

him in a very friendly tone . and explained to him die •·. adhivas.eti · avlhannamano :. (S. ·. I. p. 27) . .  On another 
inappropriateness of his vituperation (Sn. pp, 21-25), oc�asion in ' the: huit days of his life, there developed 

. and preached to him. comprehensively the sublillie tt�th - · , ifi hiip ail acute abdominal pain, due to. an indigestion 
he had discovered. After the serinon. the brahamin . caUSed by a disagreable dish served by Cunda (D . .II . . 

became quite pleased with the Buddha and accepted · · p. 126). ThougMhe pain was acute, severe and uilbean�
him as his teacher. . ble; he.tourageously imd migrudgingly endured it all. 

. . . . 
On ;mother occasion, a group . of wandering l;lSCetlcs 

who t>ecame envious of t�e growing populaiity .of the 
Buddha and his o:rga�tion, plotted to bring discredit . . . . 
on him. They hired a woman to hover arol}nd the' monas-
tery ci the Buddha and the bhikkhus, to give the impres-. • 

�sion to the public that she w;ts a constant visitor. to tbe 
monastery. They later got thlS WOIJ;Ian murder� �cretly 
�nd buried her near the monastery. When .. the woman 
disappeared mysteriously the people . around the place 
became suspicious, and when. the body . of the woman 
was found buried in a thicket near the monastery, the 
wandering ascetics spread the talk that the · Buddha 

Buddhism teaches that sUffering inherent in sa�siiric 
. existence. is brought aboqt b{ can�Cious activities of . 

man himself and that man alone is capable of nrlnimismg 
this sUtrer�g .and. �ltimately elim1nating it by ·mindfully 

· .treading the path that leads to freedom from sUffering. 
C:ravin&, batr.ed and ignorance are called the three 
roots of.evil that lead to suffering of man in satrJS{ira; 

.· Theref9i:e, jf one wer�. to minimise suffering and experi-
ence so'ine degree of hapPiness in this world or in the 
world to come, one bas to gradually diminish the power 
of craving a:nd hatred in one, by developing their opposi
tes, namely liber�lity and true friendship to all. It is 

·'\. 

�-:{�r��� -.. ..),.:·� 
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no secret that all conflicts in society are caused by the 
lack of a friendly attitude in Its members. If the members 
of any society are friendly to one another, they would 
not or,ly refrain from activities that are injurious in 
any way to any of its members, but on the contrary 
would engage themselves in activities that would help 
to make · the lives of the people happy and content. 

. The · .  Dhammapada says: "Hatted never ceases by 
hatred m this world. It ceases only with forebearance 
and forgiveness." This is an ancient law. (Dhp. v. 5). 

When people become used to forgiving and tolerating 
the wrongs done to them by. other people, and when 

· they treat their opponents and enemies in a decent 
way without scheming to put them in difficulty and 
destroy them, the wrong-doers too would .gradually 

. change their attitudes to other pc;ople, and try to become 
friendly. In this way when wrong-doers become res
trained regarding their beilaviour, ariy 'soCiety. would 
be�ome peac�ful, and the degree of happiness in such . 
a 'sO<;iety would increase . greatly. When things take 

. such a· turn people would find such a social atmosphere 
quite congenial to . un-aer:take . a course pf discipline to 
controt the ·mitural fic]\leness of mind so .that it could 
be trained to concentrate attention on a si�gle. object of 
thoughtthaHs e8sentfal to develop true wisdoin: When 
one is able to develop . wisdom to see things in their . 
tru.� . perspective.·. p�ejudidal · thinking would . cease 
in Sl!Ch. a· person, and this .. mental development .would: · 
help bini to destroy: craving (tal]hii), the root. caus.e of 
samsaric existence. see aiso KHANTI. . 

. , 

W. G� Weeraratne 
. . 

. . 
: . . I ' . . . 

ENGLAND . See BRITAIN, BUDDHISM IN 

ENJOYMENT . When. juxtaposed with the teaching on . 
dukkha .i.e. unsatisfactoriness which according to Bud
dhism is the most outstanding characteristic· ofexistence, 

· the ooncept of enjoyment appears to be quite alien · to 
Buddhism This seeins to be more so if 6ne were ·to 
"accept blindly the view . put forward by some writers 
that Buddhism is pessimistic in its · attitude to life. 
But a C<?rrect an�iysis of the Buddhist t��chlngs and 

. of the pl;ice assigned to enjoyment in Buddhism reveals 
much evidence to the contrary. By emphasising tti'e 
predominence of dukkha in sensory stimulation (ka,;w . . . · 

bahu dukkha bahu � upayasii) Buddhism ��es not: stifle 
one's hope for happiness and enjoyment. On the eentrary, 
by stressing this aspect and analysing it objectively, 
Buddhism .�sl}ows how one could enjoy ·iife without 
any fear of subsequently ft:eling dejected due to loss of 
enjoyment. 
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If by enjoyment is meant indiscriminate gratification 
of senses by excessive indulgence in sense pleasures 
(kiimasuklwl/ikiinuyoga) such enjoyment is denounced 
downright in Buddhism as being low, vulgar, mundane, 

· ignoble ad not conducive to well-being (S. IV. p. 330). 
But .this denunciation does not·· amount to complete 
negation of enjoyment and substitution of a path of 
self-mortification (attakilamathii!luyoga) which path. too . 

is denounced in a similar vein. In the first sermon itsdf 
. the Buddha rejected both these extremes as being harm

ful to the well-being of the individual ( V!n. I, p. 10) 
· who is pursuing the path of religious upliftment. Though 
this sermon is addressed 'to an audience solely com
prising of recluses, its overall emphasis on the virtue 
of following a middle-path (mqjjhima-pa{ipada) has 

. greatly influenced the general Buddhist way of life . 
It is this middle·pl!tl!. attitude that is generally adopted 
by lay Buddhists with regard to. enjoyment. 

Buddhism takes for granted that on the whole, 
worldlings are given to the enjoyment of pleasur� of · 

life. 'This., ac�ording to Buddhism is particularly s0 in 
the case of ho1.1seholders (gihl), and hence the descriptive . 

appelation 'pleasure - enjoying hol!seholders' (gihl- . 
kama - bhogin). Accepting this factual position; Buddhism · .· • 

· SPeaks of numeroi.Is sources· of worldly enjoyments · ·.· · · 
such as sex' and marriage (sehi darehi santuttho), family, 
w�alth. (bhogasukha)' and so '.:bn, generally . 'resorted to • .  
by householderS: Though such enjoyments . ani a part 

· · and. parcel ·or day to day life 6r the lay-folk, Buddhism, · 
In keeping with its fundamental teaching of moderation 
in ways of life, duly cautions its adherents not to over
indulge m them; and elaborately and methodically 
iihisthtes the evils . of over-indulgence. It shows how 
the mind, if given free reins, runs amuck and gets, 
enmeshed in v10rldly enjoyments and subsequently 
end up· in utter d.ejection arid misery. · 

Though the emphasis is. on moderation, Buddhism, in · 

moulding the lay attitude towards enjoyment, does 
not stop at ex�lting- the virtues of inoderatio:n. It is 
accepted that the worldlings are in .general given to · 
the enjoyment Or pleasures. But the fact remains that 
amidst such) worldlings there are both ·male and female 
lay devqtees (upasaka, upiisikii} who are more prone 

. 

. toJead. ethical lives. and yet others who are specially 
devoted to religious and spiritual advanCement The 
· texts refer to them as white-clad householders ·(gihl 

• odliiav4�anii) the lay-devotees (upiJ�akti, upasikal, leading · 
. religio·us lives (brahmaciirl) as · against . white-clad lay

devotees who are given to the ·enjoyment of pleasures · · · 
(upiisaka upiisikii gilil odiitavasanii •kamabhogino : M. · 
I, p. 49n. To such · Jay-folk the �eacbing cf modenition · 

is inadequate as a guiding principle and Jrence Buddhism 
preaches to th�m a more profound teaching on this 
subject of enjoyment. Going . deeper into this subject 
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Buddhism explains and illustrates what enjoyments 
are by analysing the whole psychological process of 
enjoyment. According to this explanation a particular 
consciousness, is said to produce sensory impingement 
(phassa) which in tum gives rise to feeling (vedanii). 
What one feels one begins to perceive and what one 
preceives one begins to ponder about (M. I, p. iii). 
Feeling is either pleasurable, painful or neutral, The 
general tendency of the being is to withdraw from 

.,painful feelings and get attached to plea_surable fedings. 
Therefore it is natural for one to delight in and cling on 
to such pleasurable objects perceived through one's 
sense - · organs (sa cakkhunii riip� disvii piyariipe riipe 
siirajjati . . .  M. I, p. 266). Th�se acts of 'delighting in' 
an� 'clinging on' are manifest signs of intrusion of the 
false idea of the ego into the field of enjoyment. With . 
the rise Of this false ego - consciousness, · one becomes 
inextricably personally bound up in enjoyment. Enjoy
ment of sense pleasures becomes the main drive in life. · 
The Impulse to satiate the desire to enjoy, leads cine 
to _over-indiJ)gence . in pleasures. This enmeshes one, 
more .and more, in bondage to wordly existence, escape 
from which should be the sole aim of all Buddhists. 
Thus it js c�ear that enjoyment and more precisely �ver
indulgeilce in enjoyment is an obstacle in the path of 
ethical and spiritual _perfection. that le�ds to liberation 
from S�S"iira. Hence au.ddhism.preac�es sense-r<;straint 
as the most effective means Of removing this obstacle. 
However, responsibilities, duties and commitments- in 
lay-life : cio, not quite condu� t� the practise of self
restraint to t)Je maximum. Lay�life is full Of obstacles 
(sambiidho ghar:iiviisp: M, I, p. 179) and not so is the life 
of the monk (pabbajjii) which is compared to the open-air 
·(abbhokiisa: Joe. cit.)� · · · · 

it is this monkish life that provides the proper en
virnnment to practise self-reStraint, and .it is primarily 
becaUse of the fact that monks -lead a life not given to 
the enjoyment of worldly pleasures that their vocation 
is regarded as being superior to that of the house
holders (M. I, p. 460). In this life it is the- enjoyment of 
renunciation (nekkhamma-sukha) that is hdd above the 
enjoyment of sen5e - ple,asures (kiima-sukha: A. I, p. 80), 

. By opting to enjoy renunciation, monks naturally 
renounce most of the enjoyments pertaining to lay-life. 
Yet their life iS not morbid and dul� for cultivation of 
joy (piti) is a .necessity for them. Spiritual enjoyment 
enhan� their joy. 

Obviously, oWing to the differences in vocationS the
range and sphere c:l form of enjoyment perinittoo for 
monks are different from, and in certain x:espectS liinitoo · 
than, those allowed to lay householders. The special 
code c:i discipline and ethics (vinaya1 which is far more 
stringent than the one tpeant for l;lymen, illustrates this. · 
But the ethical training and the deeper understanding 
of life the monks acquire bring about a total inner 
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revolution, effecting a change in their views, values, 
desires and goals. In this process of ethical and spiri tua:: 
growth their sense of enjoyment becomes thoroughly 
filtered and relined enabling them to appreciate and 
deri�e a deep sense of joy out of simple things in life; 
which the average worldling overlooks as being insigni
ficant or even as being sources of misery and unhappiness. 

The monks.· thoroughly enjqy their lives pledged to 
_ few wants (appiccha), and remain content an� tatisfied 

(sanf;J!fha) with a frugal living (sallahuka-vutti). they 
enjoy living in forests, shady groves, mountain caves 
and in hermitages on river banks. Trees laden with 
fruits, creepers in full bloom, long winding rivers and 
streams, snow-capped mountains, cooing of birds and 
r\lmblings , of thunder are for them sources of deep �., 

aesthetic enjoyment. The · 7hera-therigathii bears ample 
testimony to. this. Yet they are not enamoured by any 
of .these sources, for they have truly grasped what 
enjoyment (assiida) is and what its evils (iidinava) are. 
In. them, gone is the ego-'Centered feeling Or possessive-. . . ne� and craving with all its anxieties and fears. Their 
sen�e of enjoyment is temper� with dispassionateness 
(virii.ga) which heightens the experience ?£ enjoyment by 
arresting personal involvemeat. that diinini�hes the effects 
of such deep. _experiences by bringing about complex 
conceptualisation, leading to craving. 

· Enjoying them in a detached manner the monks utilise 
-these sources ci enjoyment as sources of inspira!ion for . 
musing Uhiina) out of which they deri�e a deep feeling 

. of ecstatic joy - a profound;seiise of enjoyment �!lever to 
· be experienced by laymen enjoying worldly pleasures. 
. Yet they do not cling .on even to such forms of. spirituaJ 
enjoyment for, they are aware that these jhariic attam� 
ments, too are effected· and thought out, and hence 
liable to cease and bring about dejection (M. I, p. 350; 

· ' III, p. 244; S. II, j>. 65; A .. V, p. 243): For them the only · 
lasting peak experience is the enjoyment _of the bliss of 
freedom (vimJitii-sukha). Eloquent expressio!lS given to 
suc.h ecstatic experiences resulting from the attainment · 

· of freedom from samsara, are found in such texts as the 
1hera-therigiithii and the Udiina. In this state of freedom, 
gone are their personal biases lllld evil dispositions ; 
ego-cent�red thoughts fmd oo footing in them The 
transmut�tion broughfabout by .this attainment enables 
them to live in the world and enjoy all pl�t things 
seen, beard or conpizcd without clinging on to them, 
for they are trained to consider what is seen just as the 

· si!en, ·· what ·is heard just as th� heard, what is . 
sensed· just as the sense and what is cognized just 
as the cognized (Ud. p. 8� Their sense�restraint 
bas reached such a ,  high level c:l development that 
they are able to enjoy sense-objects without being led 
astray by them. 

· · · 

· S. K. Nanayakkara 
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ENLIGHTENED ONE. See BUDDHA 

ENLIGHTENMENT. The idea ci enlightenment · 
(bodh1) as fmal religious attainment, historically speaking, 
starts with the Buddha, for in the Buddhist way of 
thinking, be was the fust tQ be enlightened The word 
.8uddha itself (from the root budh - to know) means . 
one v.fbo has gained knowledge. knowledge about 
the true nature of the process· or phenemenon ci life. 
Coming into being, based on the principle of condi
tionality (idappaccavatii1 life proceeds With unfailing . 

· predictability (avitqthatii) and invariability (anannothatii, 
S, 1L �6� This truth or principle is at work in the nnjverse. 
irrespective of the enlightenment ri -persons about it 
(ltppiidii vii tathiigatiinarrJ anuppiidii vii tathiigatiihll/!1 fhitii 

·. nQ. sii dhiitU ahammatthitita dhimmaniylimatii idappatca
vatii, s. 11, P. 25 fS iience its -objectivity <tathata). This 
oonditionality is the unfailing and unalterable order that 
goverm the working of the life process: In enlightenment 
one comc;s to know of it (tarrJ tathiiga'to abhismnbujjhaii 
.abhisameti. . .  ibid.) and thereby transcends the ·very 
process which is regarded in Buddhism, in . its overall 
est1mafion, as •'being . UnSatiSfactory. Tnis cessation . of 
the . recurring life· pr� . which ·is referred to as (bhdva
niro-dha) is Nihilil)a, the summum: bonu"m of Buddhism 
{See· CESSATI ONl. Ttie revetsal· Or the process .. too, is 
based on the -same · cauSai· principle·. . . : . . 

Budqhist te�ts�xpress this. idea of .the Buddha's · 

enlightelimen�· that !:>eing the sigilificimt ·first .instance, 
4sing several . idionis. In an . autobiographi� account, 
speaking. about his . own enlightenment the Buddha is 
seen making the statement tpat' eye apJ)eared the (�akk
hutr�. udapiidf), that 'wisdom arose' (nii�;,�am udapiidi .paiiiiii 

· ildapiidi vijjii udapiidl) and that 'there was illumination' 
(iiloko ildapiidi: J.in. t ,P; 11}· Hence tb.e ·path or the . 
Middle way (majjhimii · pa!ip�ii) which leadS to this · 
Nibbanic goal of enlightenment is described (M� I. p.i5) 

. as 'producing . the e� (cakkhukarai}l) and bringing 
about wisdom (iiii1}akar:tl1}1). Nevertheles� enlightenment 
is not meri:ly the eti(f prOduct of the B·uddhi$t religious 
life which brings. about release (sammii iiiir;assa sammii 
vimutti pahoti, .D. II, p. 217). It is a1so reflected in the 

· prOGCss which leads to that final product The Buddhlst 
Middle way, i.e. the Noble ·Eightfold Path, in fact, 
begins with

. 
Right Vfew (sammiidi!fhi) which .. means 

an initial enlightened outlook that has to be cultivated 
.and acquired both witli as'sistim:ce frmn outside and ·. 
iittelligent �ng withiii· oneSelf (parato ca

. 
ghoso 

yoniso ca manasikiiro, . M.: I, 294� . This enlightened 
outlook which i!i essentially the baSis of discipline in 

. Buddhism and which a disciple iS .  expected to acquire 
and d.evelop in order to liberate himseir' from the s�
siiric -process, reflectS ali awarenesS of the three charac-

teristics of life or tilakkhar;a which are impermanence 
(aniccp). unsat isfactoriness (dukkha) and soullessness 
(anatra: M. I. pp. 1.38, 232). This awareness reduces 
the over-inflated ego-�onsciousness of an individual 
(ahankara and maminkiira) and consequently also c:i the . 
corrodmg manifestations c:i att.achement and aggression 
(abhijjii and vyiipiida). It helps the disciple in a rdined 
withdrawal from involvement in the affairs of the 
world, helPs him to deepen his vision and acquire total 
detac..hment and freedom (op. cit. p. 138). h1 the Noble 
Eight fold Path Right Vtew ieads · to· righ� · thought 

, patterns (sammii-sankappa) and thereby to right speech 
and right action consequently. Profitable spiritual . 
attain menu; like self-posseesion (sat1) ·and tranquillity.� 
ci mind (samadhl) come in the wake of these. Viewing 
it differently, disentanglement from the prumul involve
ment in life -comes through this maturity c:i vision, 
through a realistic attitude to· life in the world (evarrJ 
etll/!1 yatha bhiitart� sammappaiiiiiiya daHhabb�: M. 
I. p. 139). This brings the· necessary detachment w�ch 
makes release .from the 'bonds of life, and . hence of 
e»iste��. a reality (evQTtJ paSSlJ/!1 bhikkhave 5utava 
ariya siivako riipasmii!J 'libbindpii. . . .  nibbind� virajjati 
viriigii-vimuccati: ibid). · 

. fhis enlightenment, . aiso referred· to as .. gaining_ of 
. knowledge (aiinariidhanii) is said tt> be the· result of· a  
. · pro'aess of culture (sikkha) which � gr�dual ·((lliUfubba- . 
sikkha · anupubbakirtyii · anupubl)�paftpadii aiiiiiirii4hana . 
hoti: M 1. · p. 479 · f.) and.· not instantaneous {niihart� .. 

. bhikkve adikeneva aiiiiiirlidhanart� vadtimi, ibid). Contri
buting to the attainment Or this enlightenment (OO.dhi) 
are a ·group -of seven ite� referred to as bojjhai!gas . 

· · (q.v.) t>r factors of enlilghtentnent �hich . in·. turn have 
. c;ome .to be included. in a larger. list of thirty-::seven 
qualities or items constit!lting or contributing to eruigh- • 

tenment (bodhipakkhiyii dhamnm, q.v.): It .is said c:i t�e 
seven facto' r8. ci enlightenment that their steady culti
vation (yesart� bhiivitatt� bahulikatattii . . .  M.' III. p. 275) 
brings about final_ release or emancipation (ii�·- .

· 

. .kha yii anlisavarv ceto-vimuttitr� paniiiiv.ini�<ttirtl · dittheva . - . .  . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 
dhamme sayll/!1 abbhiiifUi sacchikiltvii upilsampajja vihara- · 
t� ibid). They are also described as being CQnduci-w: to 
disengagement (from . damaging ty�. of involvement 
·in the affafrs c:l the world: t•iv�kanissitai!l M. L p. 11� 
·to detachment ( viriiganissitarrJ ibid.) :tnd to fmal cessation 
(n;.odhanissit� ibid.) It would t>e Or i.D.terest to ··observe 
that t�ese factors c:i enlightenin�nt include, � tbe very 
outset, �ental alertness (satl) and a capacity for discrimi
natory analysis of pertinent data relating both to oneself 
and to �he environment (dhammtivicaya) . . The energetic . 
application that is necessary is brought ·under viriya, · 
and the sustaining joy or piti one gets in the proc� ri this . 
spiritual upliftment contributes to the · composure of 
body (passaddhi). The tranquillity c{ mind · (samiidhi) 
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which one attains at the end of all this and the healthy 
neutra i i ty of outlook (upekkha) complete all the factors 
necessary for enlightement ($tl!ta-bojjhwigu). 

This enlightenment or gaining of knowledge which 
opens the gates to fimil release is the highest expression 
of Buddhist culture referred to earlier as sikkha. It is the 
third and final stage of the threefold culture (risso 
sikkhii) and goes under the name of adhipanniisikkhii 
or culture relating to the development of wisdom. 
This is inevitably �o because saiiJSiira from which release 
is sought is brought about by avijjii or the absence of 
this correct knowledge (avijja paccayii sm11kharii . . .  
etc.). It is clearly stated in the suttas that in the presence 
of this wisdom the foundations of an individual's saq�
saric process or a sa vas .are shattered · (panniiya cassa 
disva asava parikkhz1Jii honii, M. I. p. 477 :  seeing his 
wisdom; the defilements which ensnare his mind totally 
disappear). 

In the Canonical Pall texts two phases of knowledge 
or enlightement seem to be associated with the ultimate · 
release in · B'uddhism; one succeeding · the other (pubbe 
kho Suiima dhammatthiti niirJam paccha ni6biine nii1Jam 

S. II. p. 124). They ��e dhammaf!hitinaiJa· or th_e initial 
knowledge of the law of causal genesis ��d nibbiine 
niiTJ(J or tbe kno�ledge leading . to final cessation. 

. vhammatthiti undou,btedly forms the basic or major 
premise d Buddhis� for it is the term with which the 
principle of causal genesis is introduced ( . . .  fhitii sli' 
dhiitu dhammathitita ahammaniyiimata idappaccayata, S: 
II. p. 25). In fa�t, the first tru� initiation into the doctrine 
of Buddhism which is often referred to as the aQpe�!�C:C 
or the eie-Cf tlie ·-vhamina {dira-;;;;;;a-;;dkku) . .  is closely 
tied up with this comprehension .of the causal principle 
. which inspires confidence in the disciple by bringing 
into his view release from sa�psi'ira as a hopeful reality, 
which in · othe� words means that, of all conditioned 
things or things that come in.to being, a cessation 
can be brought about (Cf. . .  virc!iW'!I vlt'ainillatiJ dhamma- . 
cakkhu11J udapadi ya11J kinci samudayadhamnWTIJ sabbam 
taTIJ nirodhadhammanti: M. I. p. 380; A. IV, p. · 186)� 
The result of this initial gaining of knowledge (diffha
dhammo pattadhammo viditad.hamma· pariyoga/hadham
mo. ibid) is described in the Buddhist texts as elimination 
of sceptical doubt (ti't}1}avicikiccho vigatakathm1katho, 
ibid) and gaining of confidence and self-assurance with 
regard to the teaching professed (vesi'irajjappatto apara
paccayo satthustisane, ibid). 

In the higher reaches of enlightenment leading_ to 
complete emancipation in Buddhism one meets" with . 
the regular- reference to the threefold knowled�e or 
tisso vijji'i. On the attaim:pent of each of these vijjas, 
it is said that avijji'i or ignorance is destroyed (avijjii 
vihata), darkness is dispelled (ta�o vihato) and light has 
appeared (iilokv uppanno: M. I. p. 23). They are 
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1. pubbe niviisiinussati nii1.1a or recollection of one's · 
former l i ves. 2. sa/1Zilliill1 cutiipapatai1Zil,lil or vision into 
the death and birth processes of beings and 3. ii.\(fvak
khayaniirJa or krtowledge leading to the final disappea
rance of all defilements which prolong the sa11Jsiiric 
process. Pubbenivasiinussati app�ars t\ll be a first-hand 
experience or tqtal conviction of the fact of rebirth, . 
verified in terms of oneself. It is one aspect of the truth of 
sam:·iira. CutiipapataniirJa, on the other hand, is a personal 
dis�very ·of the operation of the law of karma, which 
is the other complementary aspect of Sat1Jsiira . . �hen 
viewed from this angle they are an integral part of the 
psychology of Nirvii.Qa. Asavakkhaya, w.hich . comes 
finally, is the . natural outcome of the two preceding 
phases of knowledge, well-grounded and powerful 
enough to shatter the foundations of sa11Jsara. It is 
explained as the grasp of reality (yathi'ibhiitaTIJ abblwn
niisi: ibid.) in terms of the four noble truths. 

The concept of enlightenment came to be subse�uently 
looked upon as consisting of �ifferent grades and there-
fore as being different in contrast according to the 
three modes of liberation or ylina, i.e. of the Btiddha, 
paccekabuddha and arhant or sr�vaka. The Buddha's ·

. 

enlightenment whiCh is generally referred to as samma-=-P: 
sa�bodhi contains, besides its basic contents of yatha�·� .. i' 
bhlicaniina or knowledge of the true · nature of tlting��- · ,:,,·. · ' · . .• ;.�tJ· \, ; .{ � � other. factors such as Four Noble Truths, many extta•t· ·· �:· · · 
powers and possibilites peculiar only to the Buddhari ' :· ,_. 

· 
c�lminating . iri . his omniscience 'or sabbannuti'ini'ir]a)�·; 
(For thes.e differences and distinctions see ARAHANT, 
BODHI. BUDDHOLOGY, OMNISCIENCE and SAB-
BAN N-0): - ----- --

- - -- -- --- --

Jotlya Dhlrasekera · 

ENMITY, . a state of hostility and hatred. An enemy. 
(lnimicus) is the opposite of a friend (amicus). But although 
opposites, they have one common basis, the subjective 
self. For, it is the 'I' which seeks support in friends and 
which shuns those who do not provide such support. 
It is, therefore, in a lack of understanding (i'ivijjii) that · 
emmity is born. Hatred (dosa) and its many synonyms 
of anger, ill-wil� malice, are hardly distinguishable from 
one another except perhaps in the intensity Of emotion. 
As a state of hatred, enmity is naturally far deeper 
r�oted than an occasional outburst of anger. But basi
cally, although perhaps not etymologically, all forms 
of enmity (dosa, dve�a) are founded on conflict, opposi
tion .and duality (dve). Ana wnereas enmity seeks to 
solve the conflict of duality by eliminating the opponent, 
the . deeper understanding of the conflict will see its · 

cause in the T. Through understanding the emptiness 
of that 'self, the foundation of all opposition and duality · 

disappears, a�d therewith the arising of enmity becomes 
an impossibility. 
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In Buddhist Psychology. joy, ease and happiness 
a re imcompatible with enmi ty and hate. In enmity 

(pativirodha) life itself becomes sour, ' l ike gruel that 
has

. 
gone bad' (D.A. I. p. 21 1�  temper becomes disordered 

( Dhs. p. 84) and one is thrown off one'> · normal state 
(DhsA. p. 258). It is the cause of mental fetters <:ncl moral . 
corruption and cannot be put away by accumulation · 
Or good deeds, but only by mind-culture (bhiivanii) 
and insight (dassana: Dhs. p. l.84,)i.e., through a mental 
aw�kening, which is an intellectual iuid spiritual conver
sion. The hostility (pa{i�irodha) of Devadatta against 
the Buddha forms a point of discussion between king 
Milinda and Niigasena (Miln. p

. 
203), and in . the Dham

inasmigani p. 190 it is shown as one of the 27 mainfes
taions of hate. See DOSA. 

. 
H: G. A. Van Zeyst . 
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year. Immediately after returning he constructe� a 
big . temple attached to Enryakuj i, by the order of the 
emperor, whereupon the temple became the pri:1cipal 
one in the i,mperial capital. 

In the ·13th year of the Konin period (822 A. c.) SaichO 
the founder, passed away, and the themple was given 
the right to impart ordination for priesthood, viz., 
the right of up·asamp(idtl (Daijo-Kaidan). In the first 
year of 1owa period (834 A.C.), Encho, the successor of 
Saicho, and others founded the Shakado (or the shrine 
of Sakyamuni) by the imperial o�der of the emperors 
K6ko and Uda. In the thirteenth year of the same 
period (846 A.C), the Joshincin 'temple was founded 
and •the next year ten tea.chers (Zenji) were appointed 
to give lectures and charitings on Mahaprafniipiiramitii
siitras every day, which last up to the present day . 
In the first year of the Kasho period (848 A.C.) Ennin 
founded Yokawa Shurogon-in (shrine room) which 

· is one · of ·the most distinguished templeS annexed 
ENRYAKUn · is on Mt. Hie� Shigagun District, 0�11i to the Enrya�kuji temple. After the return of Ennin 
Pro_v�ce (presently s. higa Prefecture),' Japan, ThiS is and Enchin from China, the sect became very prosperous . 

and inany buildin� were constructed in the campus. the mam. temple (Sohonzan) · o.f the Tendaishii. · sect. . 
In the eighteenth year of the 1akwan period (876 A.C) It is · ·also called HieiA Hiej� Hieizimj� Sanmon . (or . 

I of th · t · ) Th · E aku·1• comes ejght priests were appointed. as perm.anent preachers temp e . e moun run . . e name nry . � · · . 
• from the fact that the temple was founded by S;1icho . . of the temple and they dwelt .in the newly. built Hotoin. 

• (767-822 A.C.) in the 4th year-of the ·Enrya�u peri,od._. 
· temple. In the. fifth year of ·owangyo period (881 A.C.) .· 

· · 
p85 A. C.� He, theD, bqilt.: the main hall (Konpon�Chiido) about one h�dred acr� of; paddy land was donated 
in the. 7th year· of the Enryaku period (788 A.C.), and . to the temple by the government� 
he plac� ther� . the statue Of Bhai�ajyaguru Tathagata In. the second year of the Engi peri� (902 A.C) 
ca�ed ·out by himself. He . nained the maiD hall IChijo- . the emperor Uda visited the temple and he also dopa ted. . 

--.- SJii�w�-in--(or�Ekayana.: _ _samathavip_aSyaoa ·Vi)l.ara),_ . _about tweruy-fiv� .. J�c!·es _of ��dd�·_la_n�:__ _ _ _ _  -·:-• • • 0 . .. 0 

and. composed an ode for the hall, 
. . . 

At present the �emple comvlex is called "Ku-in Jiiroku-''Anokutara�sanmyakus::mbodai l,lo hotoicetachi, - in" or the nine or sixteen shrines. Ku-in is as follows : Wagatatsusoma ni myoga arasetamaye !" Konpondaijo-shikwan-in, Hokkesanmai-in, Ichigyo-OR sanmai-in, Hanshii-Sanmai-in, Kakuisarunai�in, Tot<r Obeisance to all the ·Buddhas of Anuttarasamyaksaqt in, Sai to-iii, Ho-to-in;' Bosatsukaidan-in, Gokoku-in, bodlri, Be � . good enough to · protect the new hall Soji-in, Konpon-hokke-in, J6do-in, Zenrin-iri, Datsuzo-
. (wagatatsusoiiia) built .by Ple ! ku-in, and Koshin�in. 

After that . the hal!. was aiso called: , Wagatatsumoma. 
On the third of-September in the 13th yea,r of the Enryaku 
period . (794 A.C� the . emperor ·Kwanmu .visited the 
haJJ for ,his piijii. After this imperial visit the foundation 
of ihe . tePtple was completed. 0 

· Hs campus was b,ounded within 88 acres by the 
· met.hod of·Simabandha, and is · the fmt· Simaoondha 
territory in Japan. . 

. - "· 

. In .the 1.6.th year · of the Enryak.u period (797 A.C) 
. Saicho �as appointed to the post .d chaplam to the 
royal court and :was given all tl)e taxes of the Oqii 
Province as th� funds for the. temple. In the following 
November he began the ten lectu{es on Saddharma
pu1J4arl.ka Siitr� In th� 23rd year Of the same period 
(809 A.C.) Saicho went to China and returned next 

Sometimes it is also called "Santo Jiirokutani" or the 
three :pagodas and sixteen valleys, . among which thre.e 
pagodas are Toto (or the eastern pagoda) to which 
five valleys belong, Saito (or the western) to which five 
valleys

. 
belong and Yokawa7to (or the pagoda at. Yokawa) 

to which six belong. 
In short, the histroy of Enryakuji is mainly the hiStory 

of Japanese -�uddhism as almost ·all sects of it are 
. · sprtin·g from · the Hjeizan or Enryakuji. The fouriders 
. · of the new sects 6f the Kamakura period; such as Nichiren

. 
· of the Nichirenshfi sect (or the Saddhar�apuQqadk� 
sect� Hc)nen of the Jodoshii sect (Pureland sect) and 
. Shin�an

. 
of �he Jodoshin:shu sect . (True· Pure Land 

sect had spent their young days on this mouQtain. 
The Tendaishii sect itself is also divided ill}o many 
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schools, or so called Taimitsu Jusanryii (or the thirteen 
sects of Tendai Esotericism) or Edan Hachiryu (or the 

eight branches of Tendai Precepts). When the temple 
enjoyed its greatest popularity; it is said to have had 
three thousand subordinate temples. On account of 
this enormous prosperity, in mediaeval ages, the temple 
counted among its inhabitants many monk soldiers 
(YamahOshi) who fought against other big temples 
and big Daimyos (feudal lords). Finally, all the buildings 
on the mountain were burnt and more than three 
thousand monks were killed by Oda Nobunaga, the 
ruler of Japan in the second year of the Genki period 
(1571 A.c.). Mter this destruction the temple became 
almost ruined. But by the effort of Zenso and Senshnn 
who were supported by the new ruler, Toyotomi Hide
yoshi, the buildin_gs were :econstructed almost the same 
according to the former ,,plans. 

The temple might still be said to be one of the greatest 
temples in Japan. The existing impurtarit buildings 
are as follows : (1) Yakushido or the hall of Bhai�ajaguru, 

·or so-called Konpon�chiido; the great�st building 
in the temple, built in the 12th year of Tensho by toyo
tomi Hideyoshi and remodelled in the 11 th . year of the 
Kawn'ei period (1634) by Tokugawa Iyenitsu. It measures 
66 feet each side. (2) Daikodo or the lecture hall was 
also burnt many times and the newest o�e which had 
been built in the thirteenth year of the Kwan'ei period 
(1636 A,C.) was also burnt in 1957. Now it is being 

. rebuilt. (3) Ichijokaidan-in · or . the meditation ball of 
precepts. It measures 30 feet ·.e�ch side, and bas a two 
storied pagoda. Besides these there are; (4)' Sorinto · or 

. the:- irmq>a-goda;··(5t Yokawa Thiioo--:or'tne -main-haii · 

. .  of Yokawa · subordin�te temple, (6) · Anrakuritsilin, 
or the hall of Anrakuritsu precepts, (7) Hiye Jinja or 
th� Shinto Shrine ofHiye, who is a guardian of Buddhism. 
. In these temples many statues, s�rolls and paintings 

are preserved and most of these are listed as national 
treasures. 

S. Kanoaka 

· ENTITY; a word used by writers on Buddhism . to 
connote ·an ontological existence such a8 essence, 
substance, a sou� being and so on that is. permanently 
pei-petuating itself and · is believed to be exempted 
and immune from change: avipari'}iimadhammo sassati
siiinllJ!I tathe'�a fhassati. Theories of entity was a .charac- · 
teristic feature of the philosophic thought which . was 

• contemporaneouS with Buddhism Thus, the Upanisha
dic philosophy - a school sprung from the Brahmanic 
tradition �pheld ·the belief in a microcosmic entity 
called the iitman, pratyag-iitman or pudgala-atman which . 
was considered to be the essenCe, the s�bstance of the 
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individual. SimHariy, this philosophy promulgated its 
counterpart the macrocosmic entity, the mahii-iitma or 

puramiirma or the Brulwwn, the cosmic essence Uugu
datman) or soul. Not only the philosophical schools 
belonging to the Brahmanic tradition but also some 
belonging to the rival sramarJa tradition, e.g .. A.jivakas, 
too, held an almost similar view: Buddhists ·at the very 
outset rejected the belief in an entity. Their basic doctrine 
anicca made them reject such a belief. 

According to the Buddhist explanation, all phenomena 
or existence are impermanent (anicca1 subject to suffering 
(dukkha) and non-substantial (anatta). In fact the charac
teristic anicca is the most important one and t�e other 
two are corollaries (S. III, p. 67). It is clear fron1 n11merous 
suttas such as the Brahmajii/a (D. I. p. 1. ff.1 the A lagaddii� 
pama (M. I. p. 1 35) and the Pof!hapiida (D. I. p_ 178 f, 
p: 256) - all belonging to the earliest stratum of the Pali . 
Canon - that early Buddhism emphatically rejected the 
belief in such an entity, both at the microcosmic and · 
macrocosmiC levels. In the 'A iagaddupama Sutta the 
Buddha clearly explains . the baselessness of the belief 
in a 'self'; a 'soul'. This rejection of.arr entity or a being 
is very effectively stated in the Sdrfryutta (S. l, p. 135) 

. where it is said that there is no entity '6r. .being to be found : 
. it is just a nomenclature used to con�bte. t� five aggrega
. tes (khanda); it is just a bundle of perception (sankhiira
punja� From the PoHhapada sutta (DA., p. 178 ff.) it is 
equally clear that the conception of' the universe as an 
entity was to the Buddha as much a fiction as an indi-
vidual' soul. 

· ' 

However, a- slllft -or posifion-� disceriiible_in _latef-- · 

Buddhism. With· the gra�ual development of the Abhi
dharma school of thought which· a.dopted a method of 
analysis and classification in its attempt to explain 
existence or being, Buddhism became exposed to non
Buddhistic philosophical influences. · Consequently_, 
Abhidharmikas came to accept such · theories as the 
theory of atoins (paramarJuviida) and · the theory of 
moments (/qaT}a-viida) which were the current philoso
phical trends of the time. The effect of these infuences are 
clearly reflected in Sarvastivada, the Sammitiyas and to a 
lesser extent in the Sautrantika school ri Buddhism. 
Thus these schools in their attempt to present a logical 
analysis of the doctrine of anicca (impermanence) 
were led to posit a belief in some sort of an entity (See, 
D. J. Kalupahana Causality, 1he Central Philosophy 

· of Buddhism, 1975 Honolulu, chap. iv.). Though it is 
true that the Sarvii.stivada denied an entity or a being, 
a composite entity which. is identical with the individual, 
it is seen that they held the elements (dharma) that 
constitute the individual to be ultimate elements or · 
entities which are seperate, disconnected and momen
tary. The Sautrantikas too have accepted that there 
are entities or elements (skandha) that pass from 
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existence to existence. The Sammitiyas posited an entity 
which they called the pudga/n which they held to persist 
from existence to existence. The Sarvast ivad ins and the 
Sautrantikas who did not go to the extreme of positing a 
pudgala were forced to posit an underlying enti(y,1 an 
uncbailging, everlasting substratum The Sautrantikas 
called this entity the svabhiiva or dravya which according 
to them exists during the three periods Or time, i.e. past, 
present and future. 
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things in Buddhism (Khp. p. 3� The commentary explains 
patiriipadesa as a place where the fourfold people live, 
namely where the monks, nuns, lay male devot;::es and 
female. dev9tees live, where meritorious activities such 
as liberality prevail and where the teachings of the 
master· are taughtand studied Such a place is called 
auspicious {mangala) because people Jiving . in such 
areas are in a position t<? acquire merit (KhpA. p. 132). 

In fact, it appears that the Buddha seems to have Buddhism recognises the fal;t that. environment plays 
anticipated such a development and had already illustra- an important part in the moulding of the character of 
ted its falsity in the Sa�yutta (S." III, pp. 70-73) wherein individuals as well as of the group, though it does not 
be points· out that a theory which says that an entity believe that It is the one and the only factor. In the 
exists in the past, the present and the future oversteps Ailguttara Nikiiya (A. I. p. 126) the Buddha says\ lhat a 
the limits of linguistics convention. Even subsequent pers�n who associates freely those who are immoral 
texts like the Kathiivatthu (Kvu. p. 1 15 ff.) completely and given to low practices, himself will assimilate those 
refutes the Sarvastivadins' theory of entities. The two base ways (nihlyati puriso nihlnasevi). It is because of 
Assutavii Suttas in the Sa�yutta (S. n; 94 ff.) too refute this fact that the Buddha �eckoned non-association 

. the conceptio!} of an entity. Herein . both the. physical with·the low ·as an auspicious thing (mailgala) for a man 
. who wis�es his own "welfare. 

. 
body (kiiya) and the mind (citta, mono or' viiiniiiJa) . . . . 
are ana:Jysed and shown that there is no entity underlying · . People gather experience and knowledge from the 
them. In 'this context jt shoul4 be noted that even the environment in which they live and the temperaments 
rebirth ·consciousness. (pa{isandhi-citta or vinnaiJa), too, . and .inclin�tions are developcxi in them in accordance 
is !lOt lin entity as it was supposed to -be by Sati. The ·· with the .. knowledge and experience they gather from 
Buddba, while declaring S�ti's conception . to be false, , .their . paq.icutcir' env_ironment. So, in an environment 

. points 0\]t'that he.h� in many:�ays spo�en <i co�scious-· . . where �ucational facilities; . moral guidance, suitable 
ness as being causally :prdduced . _and that : apart T�om means <i li�elihood are not found, . people grow up; 
conditions. there could be no arising of consciousn�ss · ignorant Or what is go� and what _is ' bad, ignorant oL 
(M. I, p. 156). duties- and obligations to one. another and· they indulge· · 

. . . . . . . in . diverse corrupt . pr�ctices. But in a society where . Though an undetlymg entity IS dented, the endurance h � cil' . . 1y · 'ded nd . h . · oLthe · . - . . . . . t ese 1a 1t1es are proper prov1 . a w ere means 
_ -. _ _physJcaL body _and_tbe_mlnd .....Y!'hlcb,_.bowever, are -" 'gh 1 .  l'h od ed t Jl l · 

· · , b' . . . . . · . . . . · - ----UI n teous- Jve 1 o -are-assur o- a .., -peope-grow � -su �ect to change, IS -granted. Similarly the existence_ of . II !-t' . ed or· . h . h . . h ld . 
·n h . ed. S ...�. . . . . . up qUite we -Wlorm w at IS apperung.m t e wor , a p en omena IS accept uu1 a pos1t1on IS arnved · · . . . . ·. · · . . · 
t ot It of tt t to . b . ,. . .. -1. consCIOUS Ci tberr moral obligations to one another a n . as a resu an a emp set:re t e umrutesiDia · 

. · . 
. . 

. 

. . . . 
th gb ta h 'cal · · . · 

• 
. . . b and effiCient m therr handhng of all work .m that soc1ety. rou me . p ys1 mqumes or mystiC mtu1t1on · ut The of h' ki nd ts of be' · th. · 

•h gb of · · 'cal · 1 • Th. 
• · ld way t m ng a temperamen mgs m e . � rou a process empm apa ysiS. us, 1t .wou 1 . 

· 

• . --11 be · difJi · � · · h ...r h ot be d ·.ed, · d' t B ddh' h. atter sOCiety WI qmte erent 1rom t ose Ul t e n em accor mg o u 1sm, t at a person former one. · . 
exists in the ·pesent so lorig as one does not .mean by it a 
person, im entity enduring in .time (see. K.N. Jayatillake, 

· _ . Eqrly Buddhi� Theory Of Knowledge, London · 1967 
pp. 316, 363, 366). 

-

Though there appears to be some sort ci influence 
· c:f . the : theorY. C:f rino�entariness ori Buddhaghosa's 
attempt to explain the.perceived duration of the physical · 
body (SA. IL p; 99) it iS quite clear that neither he nor 
the subsequent Theravada commentators such as Dham
map�la and. Ananda ·subscribe to a theory of entities 
(see further, ANICCA,. ANATTA, CAUSALITY). 

· -
s. K. Nanayakkara 

ENVIRONMENT. Living in a suitable environment 
· (patiriipadesaviisa) is reckon� as one ci the auspicious 

The doctrine or· causality (pa!iccasamuppiida) teaches 
that _nothing happens · without conditions and causes 
(S. II. p: 78} and hence by changing .those conditions and . 
causes a change in the result too could be brought'about. 
This is .very .well illustra·t� in the Chakkavatti-Sihanl1da 
· Sutta wherein it is shown how people became corrupt� 
due to the unfavounible conditions that prevailed in a. 
society and how same.people progress� when those con-. 

· ditions .that gave ris� to corruption were changed (D. III, . 
pp. 65-77). 

The episode ci Arlgulimala (D A. I. p. 240; J. IV, p. 180), . 
too, ·. bel�. us to understand how the environment can 
fully change the nature of a being. Aiigulimala, who was . 
m his early days called Ahi�saka, became a dangerous 
crimin� not through any fault of his own, but due to the 
viciousness Of his immediate environment The �iminal 
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Arigulimiila once again became a virtuous man by his 
associaiion with the Buddha, that is with the change of 
the environment. 

Buddhism emphasised the importance of the environ, 
mental factor in the spiritual developemnt of the people, 
at the very outset. The Buddha set up the organisation 
or the brotherhood of monks (Bhikkhusaitgha) in orde� 
to provide the adherents with the proper e�vironment 
for spiritual culture. The environment of the house
holder's life is not one that encourages the cultivation 
of higher virtues (sambadhi>yan. ghariiviiso: A. II, p. 208). 
In the environment of the monastery the conditiom are 
very favourable to the cultjvation of the .mind because 
it is fre� froil1 bonds of Jay life, no distraction� to wean 
one away from meditation and the cbnditions there 
do not ar�use one's greed and · hatred. 

Meditation is not possible unless the proper environ
ment is there. A person who · is keen on cultivating 
higher virtues to develop the mind has to wit4draw to a 
place where the . suitable. environmental �onditio� are 

· found The places mentioned as very favourable for 
meditation are: a remote wilderness (araiiiia,) the foot 
of a tree (rukkhamiila), ·a mo·untain range (pabbata), 
a rock cave (giriguhii1 a cemetery (susiina1 a secluded 
place (vanapattha) away from human habitation, an 
open space (abbhokiisa1 a heap of straw (paliilapuiija: D. 
I, p. 71 ;· M. IIi, p. 3). 
. Even m the present day it is the custom of lay Buddhists 
to withdraw to the quiet atmosphere of the villabe 
monasteries to observe · the Poya day precepts (slla). 

- .. -The environment- in-the- monastery-is-quite-favourable· 
to that purpos� as it is devoid ci various distractions 
found in the . environment of the ordinary lay society. 

W. G. Weeraratne · 

/ 

ENVY The shorter Oxford English Dictionary 
(edited by C. T. Onions) defines the word envy as : 
"Mortificatic;n and ill-will occasioned by the contemp
lation of another's superior advantages, a . longing for 
another's advantages". Commentator Buddhaghosa to(), 
defmes issQ, the Pali equivalent of envy, in similar terms: 
"Envying is envy. It has the characteristic of . being 
jealous c{ other's success. Its function is to be dissatisfied 
with that It is manifest as ayerseness from · that ·It's 
proximate cause . is another's successl' (issiiyanli issli. 
Sa parasampatrin� ussiiyanalakkha"¢, tattheva anabhi
ratirasii, tato vimukhabhiiva paccupaf!hiinii, 

,. 
p�rasam-

pattipadaffhana Jlism .. p.- 470). 
, · 

.-' In Buddhist literature, envy is always shown as 
accompanied by avariciousness and selfishness (m�cchera 

.. 
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A. I. p. 95). An envious person is also considered ·to be 
s t ingy a nd selfish. Visuddh inwgga ( Vism. p. 470) defines 
st inginess or avariciousness thus :  ··Avariciousness is  

avarice. Its characteristic is the hiding of one's own 
success that has been or can be obtained It's function 
is not to bear sharing these with others. It is manifest 
as shrinking or it is manifest as meanness. It's proximate 
cause is one's own success (maccherabhiivo :nacchariyaf!l 
Tat!) laddhana'!l vii labhitabbiittaf!l va attano sampattlna'!l 
nigiihana lakkhaiJa'!l tiisaf!l yeva parehi siidhiirar;wbhiiva
akkhamaiJarasal'[l, sankopanapaccupa!f h?Jna/'[1, kafukaii
cukatiipaccupa!fhiina/'[1 vii; attasampattipada{fhiinaf!l, cet
taso viriipabhiivo ti dafthabbal'[l). 

Buddhism considers this psychological phenomena • 

an obstacle (saf!lyojana), not only to the spiritual progress •. 

of the indlvidua� but also for his social well-being and 
happiness. A person who has in him . this disturbing 
element becomes distracted and worried at the sight 
of even a slight success of another, and such a person is 
naturally led t<;> express · his uneasineSs and ill-Will by , 
word and deed With a view to harming ,a successfnl · 
person, . an envious man would . resort to falsehood . 

. (musiivada), harsh speech (phariisa raca) and slanderous 
speech (pisuniiviicii). Su�b a · person would fabricate · /��-;., 
stori'e:S and spread them to harm· the· object cr hiS envy. · · /�t�' 
Not content wit4 this, he would scheme to bring about·: �-;.�_-_:,�_ ... ·.�.·.,..:.i_: the downfal� or sometimes the physical destruction · _ - - _ 

of the object of, �is ·envy. · ' · .:�:;:�� 
' ' .- :.. . ····'t.•,'e 

Viewed from its social dimension envy would cause 
damage to the indiVidual who h'iirbours it as well as to 
the �odcty -w_here be lives. A person who is envious oL _ 

others' success and bides his . ·own, would be despised 
by others (Sn. · v. 102). He cannot win the friendship 
and good-will Ci others. When such a person is in distress 
others would not come to help him or console him 
People would treat him as an alien, an out-caste (ibid. 
v. 124� As such an envious person woul� alwa)'s be 
worried and unhappy and would be at conflict with 
many in his society. Such a person would not only _be 
the cause of his own unhappiness, but also the source of ' 
irritation and unrest for many others. 

Em')' iS also an obstacle to the spiritual developement 
cf· an individual As an envious person would barbour · 
ill-wil� malice and hatred to others, be would always 
be irritated and disturbed in mind Envy and avariciou
sness are called defilements of the mind (issii macchera- . · 
�ltur� Dhp. ''· 242; A. IV, p. 8; A. L p. 105� When the 
mind is staine<t it would not .Re possible to reflect on 
a!l object as it is, even as a stained or broken mirror 
cannot give the true· reflection of an object Owing to 
his inability to sec thin� as they are (yatf.Uibhiita) he 
.would always barbour wrong vieWs (vipannadiHhi), 
an outcome cf ignorance (avijja� which is the strongest 
obstacle to spiritual development. 
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A person who is concerned about his social well-being 
and spiri tual development; th�refore. has to get rid of 
this malevolent psychological phenomena, and cultivate 
in its place . altruistic joy (muditii). Altruistic joy a:s 
taught in Buddhism is the ability of a person to feel at 
ease and happy at the sight of another's happiness or 
success (D. I. p. 251 ;  S. V. 1 18;  SnA. p. 128). It is only a 
person whose disposition is one Of unreserved friendship 
to al� that can feel happy at the happiness of another. 
See, ISSA, MACCHERA, and MUDITA. 

W. G. Weeraratne 
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in the Vedic literature. In Pali literature, too, he sees a 
simi lar kind of ballad poetry (e.g Niilaka, Pabbajjii 
and Padlrcilw Suttas of t he Sut tanipiira) in which the 
epic version of the Buddha's life is traceable in miniature. 
Then in the Lalitavistara, a Sanskrit' work dealing Vl1th 
the Buddha's life are found all the germs of an epic. 

· The type of legends and ballads that must have helped 
ASvagho� in his delineation <i the Buddha's life are 
also found in other Buddhist Sanskrit works such $ the 
M ahiivastu, Divyiivadiina and Jiitakamiilii. Although 
the sources of his kiivyas were not these books them
selves, ASvaghosa must have drawn from the same I • 

sources as the authors of these works made use if. in · 
their narratives. 

EPICS.- Epics or epiC poetry is the designation given ASvagho� was · both a great poet. and an erudite. 
to' that kind c{ narrative poetry where the achievements monk. His poetic talent, hiS deei> reverence and loye 
c{ a herojc personage of history or legend are celebrated · for the Buddha and his correct grasp ofthe Buddha's 
at lei!Sth in a set literary pattern. teachings-all have found fulfilment in the Buddhacarita. 

·
.In Indiim literature, ci which Buddhist literature. Conforming tO the · classical requirements <i an epic� he 

forms_ only a part, the Mahiibhiirata and the Riimiiya11a divides his poem into cantos (sarga1 brin� forth the 
. (c( ab.out the 4th and 2n<J centuries B.�, respectively) heroic nature· c{ the Buddha's character, presents In 

have been regarded as the models for this kind of literary regular sequence such epic requirements as descriptions · 

. creation, in . tlte s�� way the .two Homeric poems, the of Jove-s�enes (iv, 24-531 sermons ·on state-eraft (nlti-
Ody:vsey. and ·the �(iqd, (of aqo\t t.he 8th .:century B.C.) s!istra : .i'v. 62-82); he even presents a battle-scene in 

· w�re Fegar;�ed,,as, ,epic-�-mode�, in the .west . of the . two canto xiii where the Buddha's struggle with Mara is 
San�� epics :m�ntion� above, it i<; actualiy the Rama- · described. E.H. · Johnston,· · Who has translated· .. the 
y� �flat . h� :received the ._c(lrrect epic treatment iii [Juddhacarlia into English, · (1:he Buddhacarita or Act's 
the hands· of "its author, . Wilrrtiki. Consequently, · the of the Buddha; II, pp. xviv�-xcv1 has to say the following: 

· Iatet rhetoricians. and the poets took .·the - RamiiyaiJa about the epic and its author, "This apalysis Or Asvagho-
as the firSt · epiC (iidikavya) . aild Viilmiki ·as the first �a�s teachnique suggests that, if we call .hiin rough, 
epic writer · (iidikavi). 

. 
the Ennius to Kalidiisa's . Virgil; we do not quite find 

Coming to Buddhist Litemttin; the wnley:._�l:iO Jias . - �-the-centre-cf-the- target; JL an_analQgy_be found in _g_u_r:� . 

created a �ine: as an . epic .write� is Asva�o�a (q.v.);. pean poetry, I woul4 ra:ther seek it in Milton, e9.ually a 
the great Majiayiina teacher of the first or_ the second scholar and equally fond cf displaying his learning, 

· . century A..C He has compose9 the_ two epic .poems, who. similarly sought to express his religion within the 
t� B�dliacarita (q.v.). and the Saundariinanda-kiivya, . 

.limits .of ail epic. For where ASvagh�a's tex.t survives 
modelled on_the epic traditior..s formulated by Valmiki. undamaged, he -polished enough and his. work Is usually 
ASvagho�a was a .native. Of Ayodhyii;'who· seems to highly wr�ught . and well finished But his intricacy 
h-ave been .a brafunin con•erted . to Buddhism and and elaboration are those if the primitive, not <i the 
b · · · · · sophisti�ted w_ riter.'.' 

· 

· ecome. monk. Aild it was in the brahmanic .circles· 
Of Ayodhya . that the R_iima epic a!� gre�. All these 
factors make it easy to understand why he felt the urge 
to oompo!le Sanskrit · kiivyas on Buddhist themes. · The 
Buddhacarita dealS With theiife of the Buddha, who is 
the hero cf the epic,· while the ·other kiivya contains 

· the story <i the conversion of Nanda, the Buddha's 
. .  half-brother. 

It may .not be irrelevant if here a few words · were 
said about the epic e!emeitts found in Buddhist' literature. 

· Professor Winternitz (History of Indian Literature, 2 
· volumes) traces the evolution of the Indian epic from 

the niurative and ballad ldixi <i compositions scatter�d· 

. . . . 
It . would be no exaggeration to say that the ·status 

gained by the Buddhacarita in· Buddhism, speciidly 
· · in Mahayana, is similar to that cr the RiimiiyQI}a in 

Hinduism It �ay be mentioned here that just as Viilmiki 
and his immediate suecessors were the predecesso� 
({ A�vagho�a; the ·hitter himself was the. prtdecessor 

· of Kalidasa. The parallelisms. between �svaghosa and 
K�lidiisa · would · perhaps me'an that Kalida� was 

· familiar with the poems cf · Asv�gh�a But it is also 
possible that as both modelled their works on Valmiki · 
theSe parallelisms ·are more or less convergences rather 
than borrowjngs. • 

.. 
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In addition to Asvagho�a's Buddhacarita and the 
Saundarananda there is another kavya deal ing with 

the Buddha's life. This is Podyaciiqcimw,1i ascribed to 
one Buddhagho�a (not the Pali commentator) who seems 
to have been familiar with Asvagho�a and Kalidasa 
(Winternitz, ibid, II, p. 276). 

The JiHaka stories like the VidhurapmJd!ta (No. 545) 
and the Vessantara (No. 547) also have the epic touch 
both in composition and in presentation Yet it should 
be noted that in the V essantara Jataka the hero, the 
bodhisatta, · � one of generosity and renunciation and 
not cf war. The Jlitakas like Ghafa (No. 454) and the 
Dasaratha .(No. 461) show that the legend cf Rama was 
known to the writers of the Buddhist Jiitakas. It may be 
mentioped here that some Jiitakas have received epic 
treatmen� (apparently in imitation cf the Sanskrit 
writers� at the .hands of SinhaleSe writers. Parlikrama
biihu's Kavsi{umil}ll (1 3th century) is the best example 
cf a mahakavya (epic) in Sirihala It is the story of the 
Kusa Jiitaka and even a later poe� Alagiyawanna 
(16th century) has written a poem on it: Sri Rlihula's 
Kiivyasekharaya (1 5th century� which. deals with the · 
Andabhiita Jataka (No. 62) iS another example. A versi-

. tied form of � V essantara Jiitaka � even today recited 
at funeral houses in Sri Lanka reminding us cf similar 
recitations in . ancient , India. 

In the Pali chronicles cf Sri Lanka, specially in the 
MahiivaJr�sa, the "Dughaglimani Epic," is seen as an 
·attempt to fashion an !:pic' poem out of the traditions 
contained in the Sinhala commentaries (slha/a a!fhakat
hii). 
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Burma. · It is not known exactly when Buddhism was in
troduced to Burma though it � traditionally believed 
that Buddhism was introduced to this country in the time 
cf .  the Indian Emperor A.Soka . Unlike in • Sri Lanka, 
however, the earliest inscriptions associated with Buddhi
sm found in Burma cannot be assigned to a point of 
time earlier than the fifth century A.C 

, ,  • " ' ·  , : , · .. 
Among these early inscriptions are two gold plates 

found embedded in a brick found at Maunggun m the 
Prome district On these plates are inscribed in Pyu 
characters, the formulae expressing some cf the funda-
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mental teachings oi fhe Buddha, as ye dhamma hetuppab
hovii . . . and the Four Noble Truths. One plate contains 
the well-known fc·rmu!a exto l l ing the virtues of the 
Buddha reading Jti pi so Bhagavii Araharrt Sammii
sambuddho. . .  The inscriptions on two funerary urns, 
a very short inscription around the lid of a relic casket 

and a terra-cotta votive tablet with a Sanskrit leeend 
are ·among the rest of the records of th� period 'he 
inscriptions arouud the urns are in the Pyu language 
and in the same characters. All these · records have 
been discovered in the vicinity of Hmawza, a village 
close to Prome in lower Burma, and are of considerable 
value as documents relating to the early history Of 
Buddhism in Burma. 

Equally valuable, perhaps, is a 'series cf Sari'skrit 
inscriptions engraved on stone pillars found at Mro
haung in Arakan. This record has chronicled the events 
ci the reign8 cf several king; of Arakan Most ci these 
inscriptions have been caused to l?e engraved by a ruler . 
by the name of Anandacandra. 

i 
Most cf the inscriptions in Burma which have. a 

bearing on Buddhism are bilingual. One version of an 
inscription being given j n  -Mon and the other in Pali 
or Sanskrit, depending . · on whether the 'fheravada · o/:;\� 
the Mahayana School cf ·Buddhism ·� the pn�vailing�:·�: · . :' . · 

· religion at the time. . '""' '': . ��:�.· ; �"� : · 
At the .Ananda Temple in Pagan completed at the��t'i ·::.. .. · 

end . of the eleventh century, the titleS of_ the jatak�; · 
stories illustrated in the ftrst and second roofs and t�e 
three terraces above are written in Talaing the illustra-
tions being for •the edification of the people at lar�e. 

An important inscription of th� period � the great 
inscription c:i the Shwezigon Pagoda at -1>agan, cf the 
reign of king Kyanatitha (A.C. 1084-1 1 12) also called 
King Sri Bhuva-nliditya-Dhar.marlija The . first part · 
cf the inscription is in Pali with a Mon transhition, the 
rest being in Mon. In the preamble to the inscript�on 

. Jay men and Jay women are admonished to Jive a righ
teous life. The rest J the record gives a long account 
cf the life and career oi" king Kyanazitha The record 
� · virtually a panegyric of the king. Most of the inscrip
tions of the ell:venth �nd twelfth century were set up 
by king Kyanazitha to extol his owu achievements 
and good deeds. 

An inscription set up by king Alaungsithu, grandson 
c:i king Kyanazitha, appears to serve the same purpose, 
namely to extol the good works cf his grandfather, 
but its real val til: lies in the circumstance that the inscrip
tion has been carved on the four faces ci a  pillar, in four 
languages, set up at the Myazedi Pagoda, South cf Pegu. 
The four languages are: Pal� Burmese, Mon a� Pyu, 
each Of the pillars containing the inscription in one 
of the four languages. The Pall and the Burmese versions 
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d this inscription discovered in 1 9 1 1  have thrown 
considerable light on the Moo and Pyu versions, two 
languages which had not been well understood at the 
time. 

An inscription found at the Nandamanna temple at 
Pagan, issued in A.C. 1248 is of unusual intere_st in 
regard to the development ci Buddhist Sects in Burma. 
This inscription records · that a person · riamed Shin 
Araban travelled to Tenasserim in the South to enshrine · 
a relic ci the Buddha in a temple of tht: sect known .as 
Ari. Provision also was made to sup'piy the inmates 

· of the temple with ric<; meat and fermented . spirits, 
both in the morning and in the evening. As fermented 

• spirits are not perpiltted to Bqddhist Monks, it can 
only be surmised that the Ari Monks who lived at 
Tenasserim wen: probably ci the Vajrayiina school 
ci Budd�ism who were not prohibited from taking 
fermented spipts. · 

A famous inscription discovered in 1820's at Buddha
gaya in India describe!! how a mission was senr .to 
Buddba:gaya where the ·-Sacred Teltlple ci the ·Mahii:- · 

• bodhi liad fallen into dee-ay, . with instructions to take 
. all DiCaSUfeS .to restore the . te�p]e aS WaS deemed 

'appropriate.: ' When · the temple fell into decay agajn 
'sometime afte�ar�a secorid .niisslon was. despatched 
to effect' repairs at Buddhagaya, .in the reign of. a Prince 
named · Dhammaraja;· -�ho cannot · be. ·id�ntified . with 
certainty . .  The ·suggestion haS been- �ade . that Prince 
Dhammaraja may be: ariotber name of Prince · Klacwa 
who reigned as king from A._C. 1289 to q97. 

UndoubtedlY the most _v�luable i,nscrip�imi fr� the 
point of view ci tlie)list�cy· of Buddhism in B�rma is 
the Kalyai}i Sima InscriPtion set' up by king Dhamma
ceti ci Burina in A.C. 14·7.�!K> at Peg\i. The inscript ion 
consists 'ci two acc�unts: (>DC in Mon engraved on four 
slab!- rf stotie and �he _other in Pali. engraved on three 
slabs. The conten,ts Of the two versions are more ·or 
less the same, the Moo version· coritainrng· some additio-

. nal material The object ci the inscription was to prqvide 
·iii permanent foriD, for ·everybody : to see. an authorita
.tive ruli� on the conflicting View8 on the Conduct cf the 
upasampadii and. pa��araT}O cere�onieS, based on authori
tath'e Pali texts, consequent to a visit ci a chapter of 
learned D;lonks from Sn · Lanka, ori the inVitation d a 
delegation ci Burinese monks led by the Ven. Uttarajiva. 
The delegation arrived- in two batches iri Sri Lanka . · 
in the. reign ci King Bbuvanekabahu Vl (A.C t470-· 

. 1478�-The aceount ci the  mission's voyage to Sri Lanka, 
their travels in Sri Lanka arid ci, the directions laid 
down in respect of the cond.uct of the upasa.mpada cere
mony and other ecclesiastical acts are preceded by a 
long account c:i the history ci Buddhi� in Burma 
from the time ci King Asoka It may perhaps be mentio-
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ned here that t he accuracy of t he conrents ol t h e  Kalyi1 1) i  

Sima Inscript ion has been q uestio ned by at least o ne 
scholar. 

Prince Sinbyuyin, second son d king Alaunpaya. 
circa the year A.C. 1 774, travelled from Ava to Rangoon 
to construct a cltatra (umbrella) on the ·shwe Dagon 
Pagoda The old cltatra had crashed down, being struck 
by lightning. ·-

The prince's journey from A V'd to Rangoon together 
with the construction of the chatra are described at 
some length in an inscription at Po Vo Daung. 

Cambodia. Mahayana Buddhism appears to hilVe· been 
introduced to Cambodia as early as the flfth century but 
no inscriptions of such early date, bearing on Buddhism, 
have been discovere_d. The earliest extant inscription of 
such a character is the Vat Preivar Stone Inscription of 
Jayavarman I set up in A.C. 665. By this inscription the 
king grants to _one Subhakirt� son of the sister of hvo 
Buddhist Monks Ratmibahu and Ratnasiinha'a religious 
property as a hereditary grant. As is to be expected most 
of the inscriptions of Cambodia register grants 'made to 
reiigious foundations. The ru�ers and also the people were _ ·  
quite eclectic in their vie� though profCS�>ing to be 
followers ci the Mahayana School ci Buddhism . In 
their [ inscriptions it often happens that tho1,1gh the· 

. Budtlba is the principai ' object ci their invocations, 
Hin�il divimties such as Rudra, V�QU are not forgotten. ·� 

The - earliest· document that : furnishes clear evidence 
d the prevalence ci Mahayana Buddhism in Cambodia 
is the Prasat Ta Kam Inscription set up in A. C. 79l. · It 
mentions the Mahayanic divinity Loke8vara . 

Perhaps with a view to securing their unswerVing · 
loyalty ascetics, both of the Mahayana and 'the Theravada 
tradition, in all piaces, templeS, ·monasteries and hermi
tage� were required to tranSfer the merit gainoo by 
them by their austerities to the king, and those who· · 
disturbed the peace of the monks and the, ascetics were . . 
informoo that they would be expelled and handed over . 
to the state tribunal for punishm<?nt. Th� orders 

- . appear in an inscription c:i king Suryavarman I written 
in the Khmer language and set up at the beginning ci the 
eleventh century. 

In A.C. i 1 12 in the reign ci king Suryavarman IL 
Saka Kamraten An Sri Vireridradhipat� according,to the 
Phimru Inscription, installed an: image ci Tri-Loka
vijaya, gerieral ci the God Vimaya, and provided slaves 
and land for its maintenance. Virendradhipati has ·been 
identified as Suryavarman ll (112-52) who buih the 
Angkor vat Tempi<; famous for its grand . conception. · 

· King Jayavarman VII .(A.C. 1 181-1201) wa.S an inde: 
fatigable worker · in the cause ci Mahayana Buddhism 
and 1m relatively len$fhy inscriptions provide usefui 
info11Dation not oiuy in respect ci the growth c:i Buddh-
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sim in Cambodia but also in respect of current social 
conditions. The Ta Prohm Inscription of this ruler. 
for example, begins wi th an invocation to the Triple 

Gem, Lokesvara and to the mother of all Buddhas, 
Prajiia-Pararnitii. This invocation is followed by a 
geneology of his line and the victorious campaigns 
conducted by Jayavarman VII. The body of the inscrip
tion enumerates the various materials required for 
ceremonies held in temples and the contributions· 
that farmers are required to make towards these temple 
ceremonies. The inscription concludes with a descrip
tion of the spring festival together with the rules govern
ing this festiva� and a prayer that the merit generated . 
by these good works of the king should assist his royal 
mother to secure release from the endless cycles of 
birth. This inscription contains 145 Sanskrit st.anzas in 
290 lines. 

Another lengthy but informative. inscription <i the 
same ruler is the Pra Khim Steldnscription recording 
the consecration of an image <i the Bodhisattva Lokes
vara Reference is again made to the numerous pious 

· foundations king Jayavarman had set up, and the large 
su�m of money spent in connection with the foundations: 
The king is · said to have made 20400 images <i .gold, 
silver, bronze and stone and built . 5 14 seperate temple$ 
and 2066 accessories to' temples or Qlinor constructions. 
The inscription is nothing but a review of all the �ing's 
good works, not altogether, perhap; free from an element 
ci exaggeration. The Say-Fong Inscription of the same 
ruler records the foundation of a hospital and sets out 
the regulations formulated. by the king for itS administra-

-- - �on. _ _  

. Inscriptions set up by rulers who were followers of 
the M�hayana were, it should be noted, written in Sans
krit and Khmer)anguages. After the introduction ci the 
Theravada to Cambodia about the latter part of the 
thirteenth century inscriptions came to be written in 
Pali and Khmer, One of the first such inscriptions 
written partly in Pali and nartly in Khmer is the Kok 
Svay Cek Inscription of Sri Klndravarman set up in 
A. C. •.230. This inscription records the .grant ci a  Yillage 
named Siri Sundararatana,-gama to the Mahathera 

. Sirindamoli and the grant of four vil lages to a monastery 
and eight plots of land tcf some monks. 

The Indian Sub-Conthicnt:The oldest insc�iptions of the 
Indian Sub-continent are, generally speaking. the inscrip
tions of the Emperor Asoka which are dealt with else" 
where (see. EDICTS}. The ins�ription written in Brahm! 
characters on the Piprahva Relic Casket is considered to: 
be as old as the jnscriptions of Asokit and recordS the fact 

- that the casket contains some relies of the Buddha, the 
Blessed one, enshrined therein by a Sakyan family headed 
by one Sukirti. · 

Later in date are the inscriptions, in Brahml charac
ters. tha t appear on t he rail ings around the two famous 
s t u pas of B h ii. r b u t  now cl i sm:Jm !ed and t he several 
stupas at Sanci, Cent ral India. The latter with their 
magnificent toranus (gateways) appear to have provided 
many opportunities for numer�us shon Inscriptions to 
be . engraved at appropriate spots. ohe inscriptions 

. engraved on these railings are mostly of a donatory 
character but provide 1lso useful information in respect 
of the economic and so�ial conditions of the t ime. 

At Bharhiit besides the donatory inscriptions are 
short epigraphs identifying the bas-reliefs carved on 
the pil lars, which i!lustrate some of the previous lives, 
jatakas of the Buddha and incidents in his own life. 
The standing figures of various divinities· in high relief 
carved on the . pillars that were around the stiipa are 
also identified by appropriate titles. Among the titles of 
jatakas that appear · at Bharhiit are Miga-jiitaka and 
Mahltkapi-.J.iitaka. The bas-· relief illustrating the offering 
.of the Jetavana monastery to the Buddha by the merchant 
AnathapiQc;lika carries a . caption stating that here 
AnathapiQc;lika is offering the Jetavana Monastery 
(to The " Buddha) after covering the monastery grounds 
with millions (of coins) while · the bas-relief illusr��iing 
the assembly of gods in heaVen paying homage rt(}_ �be 
Sacred Hair . Relic of the . Buddha. carries a sliiiilarly 
appropriate title. 

The inscriptions at Blia<hlit can be assignai�· to,the 
second century B.C. while those at Saiid ar:e . of a 
slightly later date, a few of them being assigned to even 
modern times. · 

In the stiipas of Sand · already referred to, Sonali 
and Andher, . all near Bhopal, in Madhya pradesh, relic 
caskets have been found beafing . the names of the 
saints whose relics are enshrined in them Some of 
these were identified as the names of those teachers 
who, according to the Pali chronicle, M ahiivaTr�sa, 
were set to neighbouring countries by the Emperor 
Asoka to propagate the teaching ct the Buddha _These 
identifications . have now been shown to be open to 
doubt. 

Further south were situated two other well-known 
stiipas, namely the Amaravati Sttipa and the Nagarjuna
koQc;la Stiipa both situated on the River Kistna Most 
of the inscriptions ct Amaravati are again ct a donatory 
character ·and refer to the construction a the various 
parts of the Stiipa and can be assigned to the period 2nd 
century B.C to the second century A.C. Prominent 
among the donors appear the members of the royal 
dynastj known as . the Satavahanas. The records at 
NagarjunakOJ;IQa have been set up by or under the 
patronage of the members of the lk�vaku family. Fore-

. most among the Ik�vaku patrons cl NagarjunakoQc;la 
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was Queen Chantasiri ·.vhose name appears repeatedly 
in many records, described as a most munificent and 
charitable lady. A record of considerablt: historical 
interest is an inscription engraved on th� floor of an 
ap�idal temple here stating that upiisikii Bodhisiri has 
dedicated the . temple to the fraternity ci Sri Lan!an 
monks. A Simha!a Vihara, · for the accommodation · of 
monks from S-ri Lanka is also �entioned in this record. 
Thus inscriptiqns at Amaravati and Nagarjunal<oQQa 
provide very valuable evidence for the history o� . 
the Satavahanas and lksvakus. Inscriptions at both 
these places are in one i the dialects Or prakrt and in 
Brahmi characters whose gradual evoiutiQb can be 
,-traced in them for about four centuries. Insoriptions on 
t!fe relic easkets found · ih the Bhagiprolu Stupa, Guntur 
District; have been assigned to the third century B.<:. ! Inscriptions in the cave temples . in. Western India, 
such as Nasik, Bhaja, Karle, Kanher� AjaQ!ii and Ellora 
are very much · similar in character to · the donatory 
·inscriptions found at Amaravati and NagarjunakoQQa. 
They record the riamdi of: the donors· · arid whatever . 
was gifted.to the tempi� with an indication of the specific 
charity that the donation was to support. 
· At Nasik an inscription records th� <lonation by · a 
merchant ·or one hundred kahiipaQas as . a perpetual 
endowm�nt to the Buddhist . Order of monks and. � is 

. ·stip�lated that twelve kaltapaQ(ls from · the . proce¢ds 
' ci the' endowment be paid to four monks who observe 

the vassa; the ·rainy· season r�treat A second inscription 
. at tbe same t.emple records that a Greek named Datta

mitra caused a caitya-grha, a stupa 'carved out of rock 
i�ide � cha�ber, to be · excltvated, for securing the . happiness '!_h� [aJb�r and mother.-In-another-instance· 

- - - ��--an Army Commander has donated a sum ci one thousand 
JWhiipaQas (( the guild of Odayaintikas and other sums 
.cf ml)ney (from elsewhere) to be deposited � an endow
�ent to pr:ovide medicaments · to monks who h<tve · 
faJien il� A pillar inscription a! Karle .states . that the 
piilar (in question) carrying relics _·(of the Buddha?) 
is the gift of the preacher Satimi� of the ve11erable 
(monks) ci the Dhamuttariya · (sect) of . So para These 
cave temples and the inscriptions in them can be assignaf 
generally to the period first _ century B.C. to the second 
century . A. C., though some . inscriptions at AjaQ!ii 
are · as recent as the fourtee�th . century. Th�se latter 
inscl'iptiom are in no ;.ay related to Buddhism All · 
· the inscriptions at the cave temple mentioned above. 
are in Prakrt and written in the :contemporary Brahmi. 
script, thou'sh some in�criptions ci ·a later date are 
written in the Sanskrit hinguage and in Nagari charac. . 
ters. 

. In South India, in a few places such as Tiruppara
ngunratD, l(arungalakkudi and Mettupatti inscriptions 
have been found carved on the drip-ledges Ci caves. 

These inscriptions are written in Brahmi characters of 
2nd century 1st century B.C. in an archaic Tamil dialect 
and are qui te s imilar in content to the cave inscript ions 
in Sri Lanka. These caves are now considered to have 

. been occupied by Buddhist monks. 
. Numerous short inscriptions in Brahmi :haracters 

have been . found in Mathura, South East .  of Delhi 
These short records are often engraved on the pedestals 
ci Buddha or Bodhisattva images. Among these is .an 
interesting inscription recording the gift of a Buddha 
image by a nun named Dhanavati, niece ci another 
nun named Buddhamitra, together with her father 
and mother. 

Similar short donative records in Brahmi charac-
. ters · have been found at Saranath, Buddhagaya and 

S�ava�ti (modem Sahet Mahet). As expressions 
of infinite piety and ch_arity towards others these 
records · provide an insight into the spiritual qu;tli
ties Of the people of North India in the first two or 
three centuries of

. 
the Christian era. -

- At Nalanda, the site of the famous University jn Bihar, 
· and at Vaisali (Besiuh) large quantities ci seals containing 
the names . ci· the different _monaslic foundations ' in 
Gupta script,. or some pithy quotation from the _canon. · 
were : found A typical text' in a seal would read Sri- ·. 
Niilandii Mahiivilziiriyiiryabhik�usailghasya or yedharma 
hetuprabh.avii . . . The seals _fro� Niilanda can be assigned 
to' the p�riod circcT Sth to 1 2th century A. C. while those of 
Besarh bet'ongto a somewhat earlier period: Inscriptions 
are found at Nalanda and its vici1,1ity recording various 
kinds ci donations made to the University. 

- - --
Puring the period. 'of the . Gupta Emperors a few 

i�criptions written in the Sanskrit l.anguage were set up . 
mo�tly recording the foundation ·of some monastic 
dwelling and installation · of . Buddha statues. These 

· reco�ds are found .at 'Buddhagaya, Allahabad, Mathura, · 
Kasia arid Saiici. Among these is an inscription at Sanci . 
which records tqe grant of a sum of money by a female · 
Buddhist lay devotee named Harisviim.ini to the vihiira at 
Kokanadabota (Saiici) for the feeding of one monk in the 
�onastery and for maintaining !.amps in the image house 
of the vihani.. Th� inscription was set up in the year A. C. 

· 450-451. The Bu�dhagayii Inscription of Mabanaman 
set up iD the latter

. 
part of the sixth century records the 

gift of a monas'tic building or an _image house at the 
Bodhimal}.Qa at Buddhagaya The personal name Maha- · 

. naman appears twice in this inscription referring to two 
· different' persons. The second person referred to by this • 

· · name . h�l�robably to be identified with the Sri LankliJl 
· monk .Mabanama who was ·the author of the Pali chro-. 
nicie M ahlwarrasa, though there ·appears to be some discre.' 

. pancy . regard-ing dates.· Inscriptions set up during the 
mediaeval period (A.C. 800-1200) having a direct bearing 
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on Buddhism are rare, except those placed on statues of 
the Buddha and Buddhist divinit ies. These records are 
writ ten in the Sanskrit lar.guage and in the Ni'tgari script .  

A comparatively large number of these records are found 
in West Bengal and have been set up in the time of the 
rulers of the Pala and Sena dynasties, who were however, 
Hindus by faith. A rare but important record of this 

· period is the Nalandii .Copper Plate of King Devapala
deva registering the grant at the request of Balaputradeva 
of SuvarQabhflmi (Burma or Sumatra) of several villages 
for the maintenance of the Sangha of the four quarters, 
to meet the cost of transcribing Buddhist texts and for 
the upkeep of the monastery at Nalanda. . 

While the Brahmi script was being used in written 
records in the Northern Central and the Southern parts 
of India, · up to about the fifth cent'ury from about the 
third century B.C� an altogether different script was 

.. employed in writirlg in the area that today forms the 
modern States of Afghanistan and Pakistan. It was the 
Kharo�!hl script derived from Aramic that was used. 
from the time Of the Emperor Asoka till about the third 
or fourth century A. C. in this area. The earliest Kharosthi 

. 
. 

.. 

. 

. .  
inscriptions in this area are the rock-inscriptions of 
Emperor Asok(l which vare discussed elsewhere. How
ever, i�scriptions in Kharosthl appear to h�ve become 
.popular · in the time · of th� · Ku�al}.� rulers . . Generally 
these inscriptions are .quite short and record tfie deposit . .of Buddha relics, t�e dedication of.a residence to monks 

. or the grant of. land tq . the Sangha. 

Perhaps orie of the earliest documents of this type is an 
inscription engraved on the lid of a relic casket discovered 
a_r BimaTan;" n-e-a:r 'Jala:lab:rd, in-Afghanistan.- The record 
belong; to the tirrie ·of the first Kusal}a ruler Azes who · 
became king in _8()' B.C. It records that the .Buddha relics 

. 

in the casket were enshrined by Sivarak�ita of the Muja
vant family in homage to all Buddhas. It is a common 
characteristic of these inscriptions that the donors being 

· · members of the various branches of the Mahayana 
school cf Buddhism the merit accruing from the charities 
recorded are offered to the reigning king, parents and 
other relatives. For example, the Taxila · Silver Scroll 
Inscription records that some relics cif the Lord Buddha 
were enshrine.d by a person named Urasaka of the family 
a lntavhria in his own . Chapel in the Dharmaraji.ka 
Compound of Tak�a�ilii, for the bestowal of health 
on the Qreat Kin� King of Kings, the son of Heaven, 
the Ku�al}a, in honour cf the 8.uddha, in honour 
of the Pratyekabuddhas, in . honour . of all beings, in 

• honour of . father and mother . of friends, ministers, 
kinsm·en and blood relatives and for .the besto.wiu. of 
health up<>n himself. · Finally, he prays that this ad of 
charity .will lead . all bein� to NirvaQa The Mat�ura 
Lion Capital Inscription which recordS some charitable . 
acts of the queen cf the Mahaksatrapa Rajii!a,' Ayasia, . . 
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Karnaia, is a rare instance of a record in India proper 
being writ ten in Kharo�!hl characters. 

Malaysia and I ndonesia:  The area covered by these two 
modern states came under the influence of Buddhism 
relatively early, about the fourth century, A.C. Even then 
the number of people who accepted Buddhism as their 
religion was small, the majority of them being Hindus. 
Inscriptions relating to Buddhism, therefore, are quite 
rare about this time. The earliest of these is an inscription 
in Sanskrit containing the Buddhist creed beginning with 
the words yedharmii hetuprabhavii. The creed is engraved 
on a stone discovered in a stupa mound at Kedah in the 
Malay Peninsula and is assigned to the fourth century. 
This is said to be the oldest Buddhist epigraph ever dis
covered in South-east Asia. 

Another Sanskrit epigraph, also from the site of a · 
siiipa mound at Kedah, has been assigned t9 the 5th-6th 
century. The epigraph consists of six lines of verse 
writter. in Sanskrit ffi a script of South Indian Ofigin. :.� 

The verses enumerate the qualities that a person should 
possess to attain to supereme knowledge. The content 
of the verses seems to be derived from Mahayanist 
teachings. 

An inscribed rim from a .silver vessel found in one 
of two earthenware jars unearthed in another mouDd"at 
Kedah bears some writing in Pall · or Sanskrit This 

. inscription is presumed
. 
to be <i Buddhist origin The · 

record has been dated in the sixth or the seventh century. 
A document cf unusual interest is the-Sanskrit Inscrip- · 
tion, written in the Pallava script used in South India, 
engraved on a slab of stone brought to light in the 
ruins cf a Buddhist vihiira situate<J in . what was kno-wn · 
as . the Wellesley Province in the Malay Peninsula. 

The slab cont�im m illustration of a stiipa with a 
�v.en-tieted umbrella over it. Below · it is inscribed a . . 
Buddhist stanza in Sanskrit with a prayer for the success 

. cf a voyage pfanned by·a master mariner named Buddha
gupta. On Palaeogiaphical grounds this epigraph can 
be assigned to the seventh century. An inscription . 
dated 697 of the Saka Era (A.C. 775) discovered at the 
monastery of Wat Semamaung at Ligor in the Malay 
Peninsula consists ci some Sanskrit verses commemoni- · 
ting the foundation of a Mahayanist sanctuary by a king · 
of Sri Vijaya The importance cf the iosciiption lies 
in the clear reference to a Mahayanist sanctuary indica
ting the prevalence cf the Mahayana school cf Buddhism 
in the Malay Peninsula in the eighth century. <X a sligthly 
later date perhaps are the short epigraphs appearing · 
in six silver discs and one gold disc unearthed from the 

. remains of a Buddhist Vibara at Kedah. The name cf a 
Buddha, a Bodhisattva or of some other saint appears 
on one side of each disc. It is possi.ble that the disc:s 
were offered in homage to the Buddha or the saint whose 
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names appears on e�ch disc. _It has also been suggested 
that the names are those of individuals who participated 
in the founctat ion of the vihiira. Though the inscriptions 
found in Malaysia are few and insubstantiaJ they clearly 
indicate the prevalence ci the Mahayana fonn ci Buddhi
sm in this reign in the period 4th-9th century. 

In the island ci Sumatra only a very few inscriptions 
relating . to Buddhism have been found. The earliest 
among them, perhaps, is a Malay inscription found 
near Palembang in the South-eastern corner of the 

· Island. It records . the foundation of a public park called 
Sri�etra by order of king Jayasena in A. C. 684, . a� an · act ci Buddhist charity. It may be' recalled that according 
to the tea�hin� Ci. the' Buddha the _constructioQ of 

· parks, bridges and such other amenities is considered 
as acts conferring great merit _on . .the dono�. 

. Two inscripti<?ns of a . relatively !are date are two 
gold plates, one of the 12th century and the other of the 
13th; -they .are ril.osf prob�bly yantras each containing a 
geometrical -device with some Nagari characters. These 

. were "found at tandjung !de<Jun ·in Westem Sumatra. 

- Sanskrit inscriptions written -in  Pallava Gninth� 
. characters have been found at several places such as 

Great Karimin and Bukif Seguntang; which . may be · 
assigned to : the eighth , century. These inscriptions · . 

· · refa. to a footprint of the Buddha and to the dedication 
. a some - ·religious. edifice. Inscripti9ns found . in . th�
Island a Java �re· written either in the Old Javanese 
Script or in the· Pallava Grantha used . in South India , 

· Perhaps the oldest Buddhist inscription found - in 
· - ·eonstruction or a-temple-tnere· aedicated '1o -tlie Maha-- 

. yana divfuity Tara, and ci a . residence for monks well- ·_ 
versed in the Vinaya and · Mahayana· doctr�ne. It is · 
dated _A. C. 778. Another inscription of about the sa�e · 
period . is _ a gold plate co.otal�ing the text fu Sanskrit' 
a the_ prutiya-samutp�da (dependent origination) which . 

vant part in the record lends itself to be· construed also 
in the sense that the vihara was meant for t he use of 
Simhala monks. 

Yet another gold plate found in Central Java at .  a 
place ·called Tjandi Plaosan contains four lines cf a 
dhiirar;i written in Sanskrit. The recitation ci dhiira7Jis 
was peculiar to Mahayana and Tantric Buddhist practice. · 
This gold plate thus provides evidence of the prevalence 
ci Mahayana or of Tantric Buddhism in Central Java 

- about the 8th:..9th century to which this inscription can 
be assigned. A pre-Nagari inscription · from Tjandi 
Plaosan in Centr-al Java, m a poor state cf preservation, 
refers to the erection of'an image (probably of a }Juddha) 
and an image house in order to get across sa�sara. 
It was issued by a devotee probably in the time c:i one 
of the Sailendra rulers of Java and ·may_ be· assigned 
to the 9th century. Two inscriptions from Tjandi 
Perot written in the old Javanese script · and language 
records the foundation of a· sima for holding ecclesiasti
cal .ceremonies, giving an account of the King and his 
officials who were serving the state at the time. The · 
inscription concludes with the ·names of the wit�esses 
to the - ,�i.mdation�with their designations. 

Sri Lanka: The earliest insi::riptions in Sri Lanka can be 
tra.ced as ·r�r· back as the third century B.C. These are · 
short jnscriiitions in Brahmi charact�rs engraved on the _ . 

. prepared ' suifaces of driP-ledge's of caves, distributed 
· throughout the Island except in the Nothern Province. 
They consist· usually of about a dozen words recording · 

tlie donatimi cf the caves in question to the Buddhist 
Order Q[ _mQil.kL aJld · �c_ootain the _name _of _the �donor . 
�;d his or her parentage. The donors are usually im
portant personages such as the riller or members . 
of his f;miily. These records despite their brevity reflect 
the_ simple Jives of .the monks who preferred a life of 
sechision to the comforts .of the cities where perhaps 
monks lived in structural . building; provided with 

· . enunciates' an important teaching in · Buddhism The 
_. pro���an� _of this h�scription is no( icnown with cer

tilin:ty but the .probability is that it was found in some 

. . conveniences and facilities not available to . the cave
dwelling monks� · 

· part of Ja�a. 
Reference is made to the �ahiiyar.ist divinity Kuv¢ra 

in a gold plate inscription discovereq . in Central Java 
at a place called Tjandigdjo. The script . employ� in 
this inscription is old Javanese and the goldJplate has 
been a5signCd to the 7th_:.8th century . . 

The R�tubaka Inscription found in Central Java 
refers t�_ the. constrtiction c:i a Vihara by the natne of 
Abhayagiri · by Sin.lhala monkS from Sri Lanka ._ It is 
assigned to the last_ decade of the eighth century. It 
is to .be noted that a. viha'ra- known as the Abhayagrri 
Vihara was constructed at Anuradhapura in ·  Sri Lanka 
by King Vanagamini in the first century B.C. The rele-

Chro'nologically these cave inscriptions were succeeded __ . 

by an �xtensive series of longer records· engiaved on 
rocks, registering the grant of 'land� fields or revenue 
from taill's and fords to viharas· fo.r their maintenance 
or for special -pui-poses such as the periodical recitation 
of . prescribed . parts of . die Buddhist canonical texts. 
TransferenCe t:i revenue in . this inanner to vihiiras 
apparently became necessary with ·  . the deveiopment 
ci these viharas· as organised centres of religious prac-: · . 

tice. These inscriptions are written in Brahmi characters 
of a more deveioped · type tha_n those appearing in the . 
cave records and . belong to the first three or four cen- · 
turies A.C. A rare document ci this class of document 
is the Toni_�ala Rock Inscription of the tinie ci King 

. . . 
.. 
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Siri Meghavai}Qa (A.C. 303-331),  recording the condi
t ions on which certain q uant it ies of grain had been 

deposiied in a gui ld by the son cf a member c! lhe Council 
of Ministers of the King. With the. interest accruing 
from thic! deposit of grain, the guild wa� required among 
other obligations to hold the vassa ceremony (retreat) 
at a monastery named Yahisapavaya The guild was 
also required to provide certain specified items of 
food and spices to the refectory of the monastery. 

Attention may be drawn . here to two important 
epigraphs of this period. The earliest evidence we have 
of the arrival of Mahinda Thera in Sri Lanka is in the 
Pati Dlpavmrsa of the fifth century A.D. Mahin<;la 
Thera who is said to be a son of the Indian Emperor 
Asoka is · not mentioned in .the latter's · inscriptions. 
But a short epigraph of circa t)le first century written in 
Brahmi characters found at Rassagala refers to a stiipa 
where the ashes ci Thera Mahinda and .his cor;npanion 
Thera I!�hiya- were enshrined Yet another inscription · 

engravc:d on a rock at Mihintale where Mahincta Thera 
is said to have arrived first when ,he carne ·to Sri Lanka, 
refers to Mahinda Thera and some of his companions. 

In the subsequent period up to about the end ci the . 
eigth century relatively few inscriptions api>ear to have 
been set up, recording matters of any significance, with 
the exception of a seri(:S of short records, which may be 
described · as . private r�cords, registering the manumis- · 

. sion ci slaves · belonging to monasteries specifically 
named in each il)scription, by the payment of sums of · 
money by interested panie8. A notew�rthy feature . of 
these short recorc!S is • that the donor in almost every 

-instance \vTsnes- happiness -to· ·-all- oeings- by virtue or' 
his attaining Nibbana as an Arahant, a Pacceka Buddha 
or Sammasambr,�ddha, 

Towards the end of the An.ur�dbapura period, i.e� by 
about the eighth century places ci Buddhist worship 
starting as simple. r�idences ,for monks., with · ;:t. stiipa, 
a Bodhi tree and perhaps an image house, had developed 
into complex monastic institutions possessed of . 
considerable property In the form of land and even 
gold, leading to abuses and malpractices. The state 
therefore, had to intervene to prevent these irregularit-ies. 
Monastic property was traditionally inviolable and 
non-transferable, and therefore confirmatory legislation 
had to be promulgated in the form ci �inscriptions 
engraved on pillars · known as attilni-k!J11u, set up in 
all parts ci the Island where monasteries were situated. 
These inscriptions usually contaii)OO cJa\}ses prohibiting 
ill_egal · activities such as felling of trees_ in ,.monastic 
lands · and taking away cart bulls from · monasteries. 
An important record of tim period giving a ; detailed 
account cf the administrative and the service organisa� 
tion i':f a large monastery is the inscription known as 
the Mihintale Tablets, engraved on can:fully dressed 
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slabs of stone set up at Mihintale, about eight miles 
north east of Anuradhapura. by K ing Mah inda I V. (A.C. 
956-972). I t  enumerates the persons employed in the 
monastery at Mihintale with the payments that had to be 
made to them in kind or cash, lays down rules regarding 
the day to day conduct of the resident monks and even 
lays down precautionary measures to prevent irregulari
ties in respect of property and revenue. 

A document of unusual intereSt cf this period, however, 
is an inscription engraved on the rock-wall of a cave at 
Kalu-diya PokuQa in the Matale District. This inscrip
tion which can be assigned to _the reign cf king Sena 
II (A.C. 853-887) or King Kassapa IV (A.C. 898-914) 
records the endowments made by some privat� indivi, 
duals to . a monastery named Dakinigiri. On� cf the 
donors named Dalana, it is interesting to note, who has 
contributed some gold as an endowment, bas ;tipulated 
that rice should not be given to monks uncooked, 
evidently to prevent abuses. It is also laid down that 
in case of dissension among the inmates of the mona�tery, 
the food intended for them should be fed to crows 
and dogs. 

. . ... .. .... · , 
Small copper plaques not . bigger thait;- siX· square 

: centimetres, inscribed with two or three wOids �xii-actcd 
at random from important Mahayana works like 
Prafnii-piiramitii and KiiSyapaparivarta, have'been found 
·at several places at Anuradb�pura c{ sipniar' import 
are the inscription engraved on a rock at:Jiriyaya and 
the Trikiiyastava engraved on a rock · at · Mihintale. 
Both these records �n:- . in characters similar to tb� 
Pallava Gantha script and may be assigfied to the 
seventh or the eighth century. 

Consequent to the occupation of Anuradhapura at 
the end of the tenth century by Colas from South India a 
period of instability and turmoil set in. The Colas 
themselves found it safer to move the capital to Polonna
ruwa When in due course the invaders were driven 
away, and Vijayababu i {A.C. 1055- 1 10) ascended the 
throne, his efforts and those of his successors were 
mainly directed at promoting Buddhism It is. to record 
their etTorts in this direction that most of the inscrip
tions of the period have been directed. Particular men
tion must be ma.de here of the Ariibagamuva Rock
inscription of king Vijayabahu I where he recounts the 
improvements be effected at Samanola {Adam's Peak) 
and the facilities be provided for the conver;ie;�ce of 
pilgrims who travelled from all parts ri the Island to 
pay homage to the Buddha's Foot Prilli there. One 
of the most important documents for the history of 
Buddhism in Sri Lanka was set up during this period 
by king Parlikramabahu I (A.C. 1 153-11861 nam.ely 
the Gal Vibara Rock Inscription wherein aie laid down 
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guidelines for the conduct of monks in their novitiate, 
even to the extent of prescribing the essential text 
books in Pali and in Sinhalese that they should master 
before they can be released from their novitiate. 

King Nissarikamalla (A.D. 1 187-1 196) who appears to · 
have continued the work ci his predecessor Parakrama
bahu set up relatively lengthy inScriptions in all parts 
of the Island, describing in detaiL perhaps not without 
an element of exaggeration, the services he had rendered 
to the promotion of Buddhism in the Island · His Gal
pota Inscription engraved on a block ci stone 26 ft. io 
inches by 5 ft 7 inches and 2 ft. approximately, specfillly 
prepared for the purpose, is largely biographic-al in 
content and recounts some of his good · works, besides 
uttering some words of admonition to his subjects. 

Some Tamil inscriptions ·relating to Buddhist interests 
were also set up in the Polonnaruwa period. <X these 
reference may be made bere to . some inscriptions at 
Velgamvehera in the East<;ril Province. One of them · 
refers to the offering ci five oxen and thirtyfive cows to 
the vih:ira at ·velgama and another to the provision· 
�ade by a devotee to maintain a sacred perpetual lamp 
at the �me vihiira Others t:ecord similar gifts. <X great 

· . interest m .regard to the history ci �he sacred Tooth 
· Relic . ci the . .  Buddha is . the slab . inscription ci the 
Velail&aras : Set up at Pqlonnaruwa, ·mo�t probabiy 
in the reign ·or Pariikramabahu I or a few years earlier. 
The . reeord briefly recounts the achievements of King ' 
Vijayabahu I, sets out the donati'on8 made by the 
VeJaik.Ura�community- to- tbe Temple� of-the Tooth 
and . · registers ari atrirmation by · the. Veiiukkaras of 

· their undertaking to protect ' t� Sacred Temple ci. the 
Tooth at Polonnaruwa. Both Tamil and G�antha 
characters have been employed in these · inscriptions. 

. . 

.

. 
· 

. 

. 

.
. 

Another urip!)rtani 
. 
in&crlption ci �bout the same 

period 'ic; the Galapata .Vihara Rock-uiscription assigned 
to .the reign ci king P;trakramabahu I �r th: second of 

·. that name. This inscription records the foundation of a 
monastery at Galaj,ata, South cl Colombo, by .a digni-

. , tary named Mindel .(Mahinda) with the support ci his 
mother and. some other relatives, and provideS a i�ng 

. 

list r:l v!lfious blocks ci land donated to the Vihiira 
for its maintenance. 

From about 'the middle f{ the thirteenth century the 
.capital ci Sri Lan)(a was moved to several · places, in 
su�sion from Polonnaruwa to Dambadeniya,. th�nce 

· to Yapahuwa and ·Kurunegala and thence to Oampola 
It was at the last named place that a measure ci stability 
was achieved in the country for · any major ste� be 
taken to promote Buddhism in the region. Accordingly, 

three major viharas were built, all in the vicinizy of 
Gampola, with the active support of the ruler, King 
Buvanekabahu IV (A.C. 1 341-1 351.) Accounts of the 
construction of these viharas and the provisions made 

. for their maintenance and the maintenance ci the monks 
who residoo in these vihara are to be fouJid in several 
inscriptions engraved on stone and on copper plates. 
1fiese are the Niyamgampaya Rock Inscriptio� the 
GadaladeQiya Rock Inscription and a set ci rock 
inscriptions at the Larikatilaka Vihara and a set of . 

sannasas engraved on ·copper plates relating to the last 
named vihara. · 

Perhaps one of the last lithic records cf. significance . 
in the history ci Buddhism in Sri Lanka is the Slab 
Lnscripticin ci the Piipijiy�na· Vi6ara recording the 
foundation ci a · monaStery by king Parakramabahu 
VI (A. C. 1412-1467) for the . particular purpose of 
offering merit to hie; late mother, Queen Sunetra ikvi. 
This iqscription while giving a ·very detailed account . 
ci the grants made to the monastery for its mairitenance 
aQd stipends in cash and kind paid to the' monks resident 
in or on visit to the monastery, provides an insight 
into the administration of a medieval Buddhist monas
tery in Sri - Limki · Related · to this inscription is the 
Veragama San nasa, a copper pl�te. land grant :corifirining . 
an ealier grant made by king . Pariikramabiihu' VI to 
pharmalarlkiira ·pal)4ita wbo had been employed as a . . 
scrij)e to trans¢ribe palm leaf manuscripts at the Sunetra 
Devi . Vihiira at Piipiliyana. This sannasa. now granted I . 

by . King Vijayabahu VI ci Kotte (A.C. 1509-1521) · 

transfers the benefitS ci'the earlier.. grant to one Bodhi., 
nayii _whq was cizrrently employed in the same capacity 
at the vihara . . The Madavala· Copper Plate sannasa 

' was issued-by King Kirti SriRajasimha (A.G 1747-1782) 
ci Kandy to. provide for the maintenance ·cf the image 
house cm:rtpletely built anew · at Ma�avala not far 
from Kandy. The samiasa traces the history ·ci this vibara 
from the time ci King Vagagiimat)i (first century B.C.) 
and gives a very detailed account ci the architectural 
features and the mural paintings ci · the new image 
house . 

Thailand:· The earliest examples of inscriptions related to 
Buddhism are formulae quot<YJ from Buddhist texts · 
engraved on clay tablets, .on one side ci which appeared · 
a statue .ci the Buddha · The formula very commoply 
engraved on these votive tablets is the so-called Buddhist 
creed begiiining with the words ye dlwmmii h�tuppabhar;ii · 
tesart� hetu tathagato iiha.. Bricks engraved with the same 
formula . also have been found, particularly at Pra : 
Pathcm. These tablets can be assigned to· the 5th cen
tury or the 6th century. The . script employed is a sort 
ci proto.-Thai script related to the later Brahmi Script 
used in South India. Jr 
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A more substantial �ocument i s  an inscription 
discovered at Rajabiir� recording the instal lation cf a 

Buddha statue by an ascetic named Samiddhigupta. 

This inscription is assigned to the 6th or the 7th century. 
The script employed iS a proto-Thai script. 

An inscription that · throws very v�Juable light on the 
religious intercourse between South India and Thailand 
is a short epigra�h appearing on the socle of a staJ,�.ding 
Buddha statue found at the Mahadhatvarama in Lop
buri ·WhlJt is most interesting in this record is the 
statement . that the statue was caused to be set up by a 
person named Nayaka Arjava, the adhipathi (lord) of 
Janjaur (Tanjore in South India.) This ins_cription 
has been assigned to the eighth century A.C. · 

Siamese inscriptiqn of exceptional interest is the 
Noen. Sa Bua Inscription · d Dong Si Maha found at 
Prachinbur� abo.ut fifty miles north east · ci Bangkok. 

· The inscription is engraved on a slab ci stone in a 
script quite similar to the. Pallava scriPt ci South India, 
and had been set up in A.C. 761. �e inscription consists 
of twenty,even lines, wqich inoorjlorate three quatrains 
from a Pali poem called telakatiihagatna composed by a .  . -

Sri Lankan author. Though this work has b�en assigned 
to the eleventh century the . ins tan� inscription proves 
tha:i it had been composed some time before A.C. 761. 

.. The se�tions ofthe inscription which do not form apart of. 
the Telaka!iihagiitliii are written in the Mon script. 

An inscription assigned to the year A.C: 1377 records 
the establishment of a sect known as the Sirrrhala-Sangha 

. the Sri Lan.lci Order oi monks, in Siam by a delega�ion 
c:f monks who had.visited Sri Lanka This inscription 
had be�n set ,up by the Burmese King. Ramkhahaeng 
who had conquered Siam earlier. Several other inscrip
tions were set up dUring the fourteenth century, rc;flecting 
the devotion. and r�Ilgious fervour ci the Thai people 
who were now followerS c:i the Theravada school of 

·Bu�dhism. . . 
Yiet-Nam: Though it has been suggested on the evidence 
of the. V o-Canh Inscription of King Srl Mara of the 
second or the third century A. C. that Buddhism_. had been 
known in Viet-nam, knoWn in ancient time as Champa, 
the clearest evidence ci the presence ci · Buddhism in 
this country · is an inscription .�!$Signed 'to the second 
quarter ci tb'e. ninth century, set up by a Buddhist ci a 
place C<llled Pat)4uraliga, Samantha by name to record 
the dedication cf two shrines and two monasteries 
to Jina and Siva The name Jina in this inscription ref�rs 
to the · Euddha, Buddhism being at this stas,YI'I'St<tsf)Y. , 
associated with Buddhism The prasasti recording the . 
dedication has been significantly, written by the donor's 
son Sthavira Buddha-:-Nirvat;�a Buddhism in its Maba· 
yana form most probably, prevailed in Viet-nam till . .  
�ut the secOnd quarter ci the thirteenth century. 
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Assigned to this period is the Kim Choua Inscription 
of Kiflg Jaya Paramellviuavarma!l its main in terest 
being a list of Buddhist divinities held in great reverence � by Vietnamese Buddhists at the time, such as Sri Jina 
Loke8vara, Sri Saugatadeve8vara. 
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EPISTEMOLOGY 
-

. l. lntroductfon . 'Epistemology .or theory ci knowledge . 
is th�t branch ci philosophy which inquires into the 

· nature and scope of knowledge. It attempts to·analyze the 
con!:ept ci k�owledge With a view to . determining the 
criteria applicable for making the distinction between : 
valid aild invalid claims. to knowlekge. It examines the 
variety c{ alleged means and sources a· knowledge and 
Jays down the conditions under which claims to know
ledge could 'be accepted to be reliable. In the history of 
the Buddhist philosophical tradition considerable atten
tion has been paid to epistemological issues. The teach
ings of early Buddhism have shown an interest. in · 
philosophy .as !!- way c{ life, and this is reflected among 
other things, in the discussions concerning epistemo
logical questions as well. The primary concern of 
Buddhism was the attainment of emancipating knpw
ledge. The discussion ci epistemological questions occurs 
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in so far as it is related to the attainment of the ultimate 
goal of Buddhism. This approach is more marked in the 
.:arly Buddhist teachings than in the later ones where in 
certain instances questions of logic and epistemology 
seem to be discussed for their own sake. The way ci 
life advocated in Buddhism is based on its theory of 
reality, and its theory of reality has an epistemological 
foundation. Although the Buddha himsef was not 
concerned with raising philosophical problems about 
the nature and scope of knowledge purely in the 
form ci an academic pursuit and an exercise ill logical 
analysiS, to the extent that the way of life recommended 
in Buddhism was claimed to depened on statements 
about the nature of man and the universe which were 
believed to be true, it became necessary to specify. how 
the alleged truths of Buddhism were to be known. 
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At the time Buddhism emerged in India as a distinct 
world view, a plurality of mutually contradictory theories 
. about the nature of man and the univer� were advocated 
by other schools of religious and philosophical thought. 
Indian thillkers had alreadY · developed a considerably 

· high level . cf critical and analytical inquiry and I the 
message ci the Buddha was to wiD the acceptance of 
the intelligent truth seekers ci that time it was necessary . 
to state clearly the epistemological foundations ()f 

· the Buddhist world view.- In _ presenting an alternative 
w�rld yiew 8$. �ell . as· a goal d ultimate happin� and 
liberation ·· iri terms Cf· it, - the Buddha criticized · not 
only some of 'the existing th�ories about the 'nature of 

· reality. but also the epistemological foundations oii 
whicr .. these theories were claimed to be based. Buddhism 

- .- - - also -claimed- t_bat the -teachiJ!g; - ci-. th� �Buddha were 
meant f()( the intelligent or the wise and not for :the 
stupid or the unwise. The l3uddhist · :::heme .ci emancipa
tion consisting of three. stages has the .cultivation 'of 
wisd�m (panna)' a5 the Ftnal stage. In referring to the 
knowledge ci the Buddlilst saint, the Pali eanonical 
sources appear, to use a special set of cognitive terms 
to mark the distinction between such knoweledge and 

. other modes ci cognitive activity. Paiiiia · (Sanskrit
prajnii) is one such term which occurs very . frequently 

. in the Buddhist literature _ci all periods. Buddhism · 
also uses various qualifying prefixes and adjectives 
witb the verbal roOt jnii 'to lmoW' leading to derivatiQns 
such as iisavakkhayana1Jll vimuttiiliiTJa, abhinnii, -parinnii, 
sammappaiiiiii, etc. to signify the specific kn.owledge 
that - Buddhism considers to be directed to the · attain
ment ci the goal of emancipation. Acoording to the 

. Buddhist teaching human bondage and suffering are a 
_ consequence ci igllOrance (avijjii� The enlightenment 

( q. v.) of ·the Buddpa is believed to have consisted in the 
· dawning of knowledge and vision into certain realities of 
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life· (cakkhUifl udapadi niil}llf!l udapadi) expressed in the 
form of the Four Noble Truths (q.v.)  Buddhism contras
ted subjec t ive conviction about the truth of any assertion 
with direct personal knowledge and understanomg. 
A fundamental question rl epistemological imwrtance 
that can be raised in connection with the Buddhist 
position is how the alleged knowledge of truth and 
reality in Buddhism is to be characterized. Is it a special 
kind of religious knowledge describable as a kind of 
mystic intution? what ro!e does ordinary sense know
ledge or empirical knowledge play in the ultimate 
understanding claimed by the Buddhist saint? Does 
Buddhism reject the validity ci ordinary sense experience 
and recommend other sourceS Of knowledge �uch as 
revelation or intellectual intuition as the means of 
discovering truth? Answers to such questions as these 

· could be obtained by a careful study of the Buddhist 
doctrines that were· formulated in the different periods 
of the historical development rl the Buddhist tradition . 

More att�ntion · will be paid in the sequel to _ the 
· ideas cont�ined in the literature preserved in the Pali 
Nikayas on the assumption that. it contains the teachings · 
ci Buddhism which are closest ' to those expressed by-the · 
. Buddha himself. It is reasonable to assume that the 
Pall Nikaya's as well � the. Chinese· Agamas agree in 
content and go back . to a . common sourc;e. ·The fact . 

that the Pali · Nikaya literature was preserved by ·the ·. 
Theravada school of Buddhism need not lead to the 

· prejudice that the Buddhist · teachiligs contained in this· . 
corpus ci literature presents. a partisa,n point of view _ 

about the original teachings ci the Buddha. 

2. The pre-Buddhist Background 

Examining the pre-Buddhist background . of Indian 
thought K. N. Jayatilleke shows that thinkers of the. 
period belonged to three principal classes according to 
the epistemological ground accepted by them for their -
truth claims:1 The . first class of thinkers may be called 
traditionalists or those who depended on authority of · 
s�me kind. There were some who derived the1r know� 
ledge wholly on the basis of a sacred scriptural tradition. : 
The foreQJost among this class of thinkers were the . -
Brahmins whq believed in the sacred authority of the 
Vedas. To the second dass belonged those thinkers who · 
m·ay be called rationalists. They propounded their 
theories on the basis of reasoning and speculation. They 
can be identified with some of the metaphysicians of 

. 

the . early Upan�adic j>eriod ai:J,d other independent · 

thinkers who denied the reliability of the orthodox 
Vedic tradition such as the materialists and the scepti�-
Thirdly, there - were thinkers �ho claimed a · dirclot 

I .  -For a detailed discussion of the Pre" Buddhist background. see Earl/Buddhist Theory �r Knafvledge (EBTK). K. N. Jayatilleke. 
(Allen and Unwin, London, 1963) Chapters 1-3. 
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personal knowledge of the truths they propounded. The 
Iridian ma terial ists who accepted perception a lone as a 
valid means of knowledge belonged to this class of 
thinkers. What is more interesting is that there were 
others who based their claims to knowledge not on 
ordinary sense perception, but on some kind of super
cognitive ability acquired thro.ugh the practice of mental 
cultur.e. It is to be noted that in the Middle and Iat.e 
Upani�qds there was a belief in the super-cognitive 
powers of the meditative person or the Yogi. Verbal 

· forms from d�s- to see were used in these Upuni�qds to 
signify a kind of s�eing which did not make use of the 
eye but a kind of direct intuitive a�prehension. This 
kind of kriowledge_was claimed. specially when referring 
to the knowledge of the transcendental · truth d the · reality of Atman. It was claimed that subtle seers by · their subtle and superior intuition see the transcendental 
reality (d�syate tvagryii buddhya siik�madadibhi�J, Katlw 
Upani�qd 1 .3 .12). Such knowledge was referred to in the 
Upani�qds as jniina: The Atman is said to be obtained 

·· by · right_ knowl�dge (s�myag-jniina). In addition
. 

to 
. Upani�dic seers who claimed such knowledge .there 
were other teachers outside the Vedic fold who claimed 
knowledge of a superhuman kind incl�ding omni

· science. 
K. N. Jayatilleke's discussion of the Pre-B'!Iddhist 

· background in terms of the above classification was 
most probably influenced by the kind of .classification 
which the Buddha himself is reported to h.ave miide in 
answer·· to . a question raised . by a Brahmin named . 
�arigarava regarding the nature .of the knowledge that 
_!_�e Bu�<!�a cJaim� .iMJl, p. 11 1),:_ �- B_!lddha_tpeqtiqps 

· · in this context a class of teachers whom he described as 
.· anuss�vikii. K.· N. Jayatjlleke translates the term· anus� 

savikii in its broad sense as traditionalists. The5e thinkers · 

· are identified by the Buddha himself as the Brahmins 
who were v��sed in the three Vedas (briihmal}ii tevijjii). 
The se«9nd class . .Pfteachers ar� referred to by the Buddha 
as takkl. vlmamsl, rendered .into English by K. N. Jaya
tiileke aS re�soners and niet�physicians respectively2 
The Buddha identifies himself with the class of teacheis 
who base their teachings about the good life on what 
they have understood by some supeHognitive means 
without dependence on heating from traditional sources 
(pubbesu ananussutesu dhammesu siimGI!l veva abhinniiya). 
It -appears that this third class of thinkers referred to 
by the Buddha were none other than those who claimt:d 
super-cognitive powers through meditative culture of 
the mind or yoga. The Pali Nikayas throw much light 
on the Buddhist evaluation of the three approaches to , • .  -l .-• •  

truth and knowledg� accepted by the teachers belonging · 
to the three groups mentioned abov�. 

·. . 
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3 .  The Buddhist Attitude Towards Authority 

There are several instance in the Pali Nikayas where 

the Buddh ist crit icism of the teachers described as 
anussavikii occurs. One such instance occurs in the 
context of a moral discussion. Here, the Buddha insists 
on the importance of being guided. in a moral situation, 
by one's own personal knowledge and understanding. He 
speaks of anussava as the first of ten grounds on which 
one should not base one's moral behaviour. What is 
impl!ed by this discussion .is that there is a distinction 
between the ten ways of claiming knowledge headed 
by anussava and what the Buddha refers to in this ins
tance as 'know by yourself (attan5va jiineyyiitha). Six 
ways of claiming knowledge mentioned in the Kiilanw 
Sutta including anussava could be considered under the 
general heading of authority. Authority was accepted 
as a . pramiil}a (an epistemological ground) in some . 
non-Buddhist Indian philosophical schools of the post
Buddhist period under the concept of sabda (ibid. p. 

. l72f). According to the Piin·a-.Mimiil?lSii sabda denotes 
the authority of the Vedas a lone. This reflects the atti� 
tude of the ritualistic Brahmins against which the early 
Buddhist criticism was primariiy direct�d;o:The Mimiif!!sii 
school upheld the absolute authority ,of. the Vedas. The 
Nyaya school treated -the scriptura( statements ci the 
Vedas as a subclass of verbal testimony while the Vai� 
se�ika school treated them as a subclass of inferential 
propositions. A�cording io the Naiyayika_s _the Vedas are 
r�liable either because God I L-ironn who· revealed it is 
trustworthy. or because the . seers who are its authors 

. are trustworthy. The Mimamsakas on the other hand 
deniec! any pers_onal authorship to the Vedas and claimed 
that the Vedas are eternal. The importance of s�1bda as a . 
,means of knowledge iri the post-Buddhist philosophical 
tradition shows thaf claims to knowledge on the basis 
of authority took inany different fonns. This is also 

·indicated · in the Kiiliima Sutta where six different forms 
of dependence on authority are mentioned in the follow� 
ing or�er: ( 1 )  cmus.mvena, (2) paramparaya, (3) itikiriiya, 
(4) pi(a�asampadiiya, (5) bhavyariipatiiya and (6) samai}O 
no· garu. . 

Anus:ww appears to have . been used specially to . 
denote the authority of the Vedic scriptures as sabda 
was used in the post-Buddhist Mima�sa tra�ition. The . · 
Cankl Sutta refers to a discussion ci the Buddha with a 
Brahmin youth well versed in t.he Ve(lic scriptures. The 
Brahmin' youth wishes to know the Buddha's opinion 
on the attitude ci the Brahmins wh� came absolutely to 
the conclusion (ekaf!!sena ni((haf!! gacchanti) that only 
what is · contained in the Vedas is true and everything 
else is false ( idaf!! eva saCCGI!l mogham annaf!!� In response 
to the Buddha's criticism that the Br-ahmin attitude 

2. EBTK, see p. 171 for K. �- Jayatilleke's translation of the Sw'lgiiruva Sutta passage. 
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amounts to one cf bl i nd ly fol l ow ing a t radition the 
t ru th or which has not been perso md ! y  k�kd a r  ,; n v  
poin't, the Brahmin y outh retorts that i t  i s  not merely 
on faith that the Brahmins claim the ;alid i t.y of the 
Vedas but also on the basis of anu�smm. l'his suggests 
that fer the Brahmins of · th is period Vedic scrip�;:ie 
'represented a sacred, · holy or rcvelational iradition. 
During the time of Early Buddhism anussavu had come 
to mean · the sacred Vedic tradition. When referring to 
this tradition the Pali suttas use words which suggest 

· tl)at it had already become a ·sacred tradition which 
wa5 systematized. ceremonially chanted, and autho
ritatively handed do_wn bY. a successive line of teachers 

· (gltaf!l pavuttarri samihitm11 tad. anugiiyunti tad unubhli
santi bhasitam anubhiisanti viicitam anuvlicenti :_ .D. I, 
p. 241 ;  M. IL p. '169). The .Ved�s were often believed to 
have had a divine origin. The creation of the Vedas is . 

· attributed to Prajiipati oi: Brahmii. 

K N. Jayatilleke has identified three possible senses 
.in which t�e term anussava has been used in the religious 
literature of the time. First, as_ used <f the Vedic tradi- . 

· tio_n the word could . mean 'divine re�elation�; · syste-
. -matically banded down. Seco�dly it coufd hilVe m_eant . 

'authofit�tive tradition', the source of its authority · 
. being the Vedic or any other-tradition. Thirdly, ·it cpuld 
· ba_ve meant a 'report' come from mouth t.o mouth(EB'IK. 
�: 182( 

. . 

There are several suttas in the Pali canon which state 
· the'Buddha's reasons foi: rejectil}g anussava as. a reliable 
· mea:n5 of knowledge: In .the Tevijja Sutta the Brahmani

cal-claim tliat the WildS have-a divine origin is-criticized 
· on the ground that not even the original composers of 

the Vedic scriptures have had direct ·personal know� 
ledge of Brah�a by seeing Brahma face to f11ce {D. I, 
p. 238). -The -originators of the Vedic tradition- . them
selves were not in a position to claim 'We �now this, 
we see thi.s' (mayam etUf!!jliniima, mayam etar71 passiimu) 

. with regard to the existence of Bni.hmii. ln the Conk I 
. Sutta th� Buddha's criticism is. at a different ,level. Here 

t4e Buddha rej�ctS �he 'a.bsoiute validity of Vedic scrip
iure on the ground that none c! those whp handed 
do\vri the tradition could claim direct ·personal know
ledge <f its t�uth. They �re co�p�r� to a string of blind 
men {andhave�up�ramparii): Yet another criticism which 
the Buddha found t6 be commonly applicable to 
tinussava as well as fo� oth�r grounds on which one 
may believe in the truth of a statement (saddha =faith, · ruii =personal · like or inclination, iikiiraparivittaka = 

superficial reflect ion and di!!hiniiihiinakkhanti =appro
v�;l or a t h<::ot-y upon speculative reflection or thinking) 
is that these grounds alone do not guarantee t he truth 

cf the relevant statements. The conten.t of a revelation 
may be held in very high esteem for having been faith
fully preserved (suiinussu:am), but it may be empty, 
hollo�· and faise (rittat!l tucc/wf11 musii), while something 
dse which is not the content <f such revelation may be 
factual and true (bhiitaf11 tacchan1 ananiwthii). The Buddha 
poinis out that the only claim that one can legitimately 
make with regard to what one has acuircd from anus
sava . is 'such is what I have acquir�d from a�ussava' 
but he is no.t entitled to make an absolute and exclusive 
claim to its truth. It is a person who does not make such 
an illegitimate claim that can be called orie who pre
serves the truth (saccaf11 anurakkhati).3 Wliat is implicit 
in this criticism of the Buddha is that none of·the above 
grounds logically · imply the .truth of the statements 
based on them. If one clai':Ds to have .heard something 
from some source or to be firmly convinced of the truth 
of something, it does· not · io�ically follow that what he 
has heard · br what he is firmly convinced of is true On 

· the other hand if one
. 
claims to· know something. and 

if he actually knows it,. it must be true. 
. - . - . . 

. In the Sandaka ,Sutta Ananda: mentions the distinc
tion that the Buddha is said to have made between two 
classes of thinkerS 'who gave instruction on a. way of 
life to be followed by others. According. to the Buddha, 
as repor_tf9 by Anancta ·in this sutta, the world view affir
_,ned ·by one class. of thinkers cannot be ·accepted as one 

- which implies a ·noble way- of life.-They are therefore 
described as abrahmacariya_viisa. The world views con", 

- demned by 'the Buddha as abrahmacariyciviisa were. the 
materialist world view whic� denied individual survival 
after 1death, and those world views which denied moral 
values, moral responsibility and free will. · Another 
group of teachers i& referred to as · those w.hose world 
view implied an unsatisfactpry doctrine about· the noble 
life (anilssasikar!J brahmacariyaf11). Those who hold to · 
the truth of anussava are said to be1ong to this group.4 
The Buddhist. criticism here of anussava is that such an . 

'authoritative tradition may or may not suffer from·Iapses 
of memory on the part of those who are responSible 

- for handing it down, Moreover, even if it is properly 
handed down without lapses of· memory it may be true 
or false (anussavikassa kho · pana . . . · satthuno anussa
va.�accassa sussatampi hoti · duss�tampi hoti, .tathiipi 
hoti annathlipi hoti; M. I, p. 520). . 

- . 

3. Anussavo ce' pi . . .  purisassa hoti 'evam me anu.�s;IVoti vudul!l saccul!l unurakkhati nu tvevu tctva. ekal!lsena tl[{(hul!l gacchut( idum eva 
saccum mogham aiiiianti. Mil. pp. 170-171 .  

. 

4. . . . idhek�'cco sattha anussuvoko hoti unussuvusacco so anussavellll itihitih� pa�amparuyu dlwmmam deseti M. I, p, 520. 
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The Buddha did not reject the Vedic teaching out" 
r ight .  but  considered it to be propounding an trnsa tis
factory teaching about the noble life because it was 
b.1sed on anussava. The materialist criticism of the . . 

Vedic tradition was much stroiJger wh.en compared with 
that of Buddhism. The ·materialists condemned the 
authors of the Vedas as ignorant and vicious.5 The 
Buddhists were much more moderate in their criticism 
of . the Vedas. Buddhism recognized that the Vedic 
teaching contained factual and moral truths opposed 
to a purely nihilistic world view. The Brahmin teachers 
were criticized on epistemological grounds for not 
having personally verified the troth of their beliefs. 

Paramparii and pifakasa�i:padii also denote forms of 
tiiditional authority. These terms are also ·used in close 
association with the Vedic tradition (briihmaniina'!J 
pur"a�;�a111 mantapada111 itihitiha parampariiy� pifakasam-

. ·  padiiya ; M. II, p. 169). Parampdra may have stood for 
the unbroken succession of a teaching belonging to the 
Vedic tradition · or outside it. Pifakasampadii also may · 
have stood for ail authoritative scriptural tradition in . 

generltl. ltikira which-also occurs in the Kalama Sutta 
as· a separate ground is probably connected with iti- . 
hitih� which h115 already been mentioned in connectio� . 
with the other terms denoting revelation and authority. 
Both kira and ha are particles which generally occur · 

in the introduction of anecdotal material. The Buddha;s 
teaching is . often said to be anitiha (1hag. v. 331 ;  A 11, 

. p. 26� which m�arit .th- at it was not based on. hearsay 
or tradition. Consideration of the contexts in which 

. the · term _ itikira occurs __ in the_ Pali can_on and other 
occurrences of. terms related to · it in other - Indian lite-
rary .works shows that the translation of itikira as 
he.ars�y is reasonable . .  

· The other . two forms . of authority rejected in the 
Ka/iima Sutta are denoted by the tenns bhabbtiriipatii 
and samai}O no garu. According to . the commentarial 
explanation of bhabbariipata, it stands for the acceptance 
of someope's words considering him to be a competent 
person (ay(11!1 bhikkhu bhabbariipo, imassa katha111 gahe-

. tu111 yutta111, A A. II, p. 305). The ·other ground of accep
tance, sama�;�o no garu, which ·may be translated as 'our . 

· prestigious tea_cher' is similar,'to the former. Both forms 
.of authority can be conside�� under verbal testimony, 
which as a matter of fact came to be recognized as a 
means of knowledge in the late Indian philosophical 
. tradition under aptopades(l or tiptavacana. The criticism 
levelled against anussava applies to all other forms of 
authority as well although it is not explicitly .stated with 
reference to them. 

5. ·sarvadarsanasangraha, p. 14. 
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In determining the  early Buddhist attitude towards 
authority (q. v) it is impo rta nt to see the extent to which 
Buddhism -depended on the orthodox t eachin gs of the 
pre- Buddhist Vedic tradition in the formulation of i ts 
own doctrines. It has often been suggested that the _Bud
dha uncritically accepted some of the dogmas of Brah
manism (EBTK, p. 369 f) E.J. Thomas, for instance. 
says that Buddhism took for granted some of the pre
Buddhist Indian beliefs like the belief in transmigration 
and ihe doctrine of the retribution of action. However, 
an examination of the pre-Buddhist background shows· 
that these doctrines were neither fully developed nor 
universally accepted at the time- of the emergence of 
Buddhjsm. There is no evidence that the Buddha admit� 

. ted them on the authority of the previous _ tradition 
(ibid,p. 372 f) 

A question that may be raised with regard to the 
Buddha's · attitude towards authority is whether he 

. expected . froin his disciple·� with respect to . his own . 

te�chings the same critical attitude that he recommended 
towards external traditions. Some scholars suggest 
that revelation and faith are as much central to Buddhism 
as to other religious traditions of a th�istic character. '>(- • •. -

The belief that the Buddha was- an omniscient teacher 
(sabbannu) is said to lea�e no room for, critical inquiry. 
In the evaluation of the place of saddha, a term which is . · 
translated as 'faith', it has been suggested that Huddhisin · �lso involved a faith in revealed truths (ibid p. 383 f). 
K. N. Jayatilleke shows that omniscience was attributed . 
to the Buddha in a much later stratum of the Pali canoni-

. cal scriptures. In the eailier stratum of the canonical . 
.· literat�re th,e Buddha not . only denied that he was- . .  

omniscient in the sense omniscience was · claimed by_ 
some of his contemporaries, but also affirmed that he 
posses-sed olliy a threefold knowle!ige (tevijja) which was 
also shared by a large nui:nber _of his discipl� as well 
(ibid. pp. 317-381 ). 

It is also clear that in the early sections of the Pali 
canon suddha in . the sense of trust, confidence or faith 
is contrasted with knowledge (na�;�a). It is also treated 

. as an emotion -insufficient for salvation. Buddhism 
values knowledge above faith. However, as a preliminary · 
stage in the spiritual progress of a disci pie faith is believed 
to play an · i(nportant role. Sometimes pasada is used 
as a synonym· of saddha. The Pali suttas often use the 
expression a aveccappasada, which means 'faith cons�qu
ent upon inquiry'. Buddhism sp¢aks of some forms 
of faith of the Brahmin teachers in the authority of the 
Vedas. The Buddha contrasts such groundless faith 
with faith based on inquiry, and calls it akiiravatl saddhii. 
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AkltravMI saddhlt and aveccc; ppasitda appear to be 
referring to s imi lar states of mind. See B H A K TI .  

In the Canki Sutlll the Buddha is represented as 
applying the same reason for rejec;ting both anussava 
and saddhll as guaranteeing the truth · of a statement. 
He says that one may have firm faith in the truth of a 
statement but th;tt statement may be false. It is unlikely 
that the attitude expressed here excludes the doctrines 
preached by the Buddha We find th·e early Buddhist 
attitude re-echoed in a much later work which says: 

_ "Just as wise men test gold by burning, cutting and 
rubbing. so 0 monks. should my statements be accepted 
after examination and not out of respect for · m·e. 6 In 
the .Vimm�saka Sutlll the Buddha invites his disciples 
to test him in order to "discover whether he is enligh
tl!"nted or not (vimaf!1sakena bhikkhuna_. . .  tathagate saman-

.· nesqna kat abba sammasambuddho vii no vii iti vinnaT}iiya : 
M.J p. 317f The inquiry is to be inade into the condi
tion of the Buddha's mind -by observing the Buddha's 

. bodily and verbal behaviour using one's eyes and ears 
(dvisu dhammesu tathagato · samannesitabbo cakkhuso-

. tavinneyyesu dhammesu). In the CankT Sutta a similar · 
process pf inquiry is proposed to someone who wishes to 
d,epend on a teacher - in one's. inquiry into truth. Before · 
one professes faith in a: teacher one should, according to . 
the Canki Sutta, . · examine the character traits of the 

' teacher to see if he is a pers�n who has a greedy, hateful 
or deluded· psychological disposition or not In - the 

. J.1maf!1saka· Slitta . the. Buddha calls upon his disciples 
to do tliis inquiry on himself by observing the Buddha's 
behaviour . as stringently all possihie to ensure that he 

verifies in one's own experience the truths taught by such 
a teacher. It is such faith that is establ ished as a consc
LJ Uence of inqu iry that Buddhism cal led ·ra t i 1)nal  faith. 

. (iikiif(fvatl · saddha) as opposed to the baseless faith 
(amulikii saddha) of the Brahmins. 

In Buddhism faith (saddhii) was C?nsidered as a: 
preliminary reqliirement, finally leading to knowledge 
(panna or nal}a). Some sutta passages clearly suggest 
that ultimately saddha has to be replaced by knowledge. 
Citta, a lay disciple of the Buddha is represented as 
saying in answer to NigaQtha Nataputta's question 
whether he believed in the Buddha's statement that 
there is a state of meditative rapture in which there 
is no discursive thought and reflection (saddhahasi tvam 
samanassa Gotamassa atthi · avitakko· aviciiro samiidhi 
atthi vitakkaviciiraT}am nirodho ti) says that it is some- · 
thing he directly knows and sees, and that there is no 
need for him to accept it on faith in any teacher ' (so 
k/wiihllf!l eVllf!l jananto eVlll!l passanto kassannassa Sarna-
- rJassa vii br(ihmal}assa va saddhiiya gamissami). It Is _· 
lilso said in this context that knowledge is better than 
faith (saddh i1ya kho.naT}am eva paT}itataram: S. IV. p. 298 . -
f.) The Buddhist saint must be in a position to chiimthe 
highest knowledge without _ having to depend on . faith 
(annatra saddhiiya annain vyakareyya). The Dhammapada · 

. is possessed-of absoTuteTy pure� psychoiOgical disposi=- � · 

· (v. 97) describes · the Arahant as devoid of. faith 
(assaddho: A. ii� p> 39; D. i� p. · i5_5) This early Buddhist 
attitude towards faith is expressed later too in the words 
ofNagarjuna who says: "One a·ssociate with the teaching 
out of faith, but· one knows as it realy is through tinder
standing: understanding (prajn(l) is. superfor although 
faith precedes it.7� - � - - --- -- - - - ·- . · - -

-

· tions. This. suHa suggests that even the Buddha's claim 
to full enlightenment is not an impenetrable mystery, 
but one that could be tested by an e,xternal observer. 
If the Buddha is enlightened, he must be free from gieed, -
hatred, and delusion: If observation. of the behaviour 
of the. Buddha shows that he. is not free from those 
evil traits of thind, then the claim to be enlightened 

· can also be judged to be faise. In this sutta inquiu 
into the ciaims of the Buddha is not condemned, but -is 

· str!)ngly recommended before one professes· faith in 
him Yet. this is· given merely as an initial stage" in the 
development of one's faith. After su_ch inquiry one 
becomes convinced that it is worth approaching such a 

· 1eacher for instruction. But faith in the ·teacher is said · 
. to b�c�m� fiim knd unshakable only when one partially . 

6. Ttl! wastingraha, 3588. 
7. Smddhatvlid bhajate dharma'!l 

prafoatv�d vetti tativata� 
Prafoii pradhiinam tvanayo� 
Sraddhii piim11igamasya tu 

However, this evaluation cf faith as inferior to know
ledge appears to belong to an · earlier stratum of the 
}>ali canon. With the lat� attribution of omniscience 

- to the Buddha and the attempt" to sharply distinguish 
the enlightenment of the Buddha from the _ attainment 

. . .- � 

of the disciples which became much more pronounced _ . 
in the · tater _ Mahayana literature; the· Buddhist attitude 

· towards the Buddha's authority and the evaluation of 
· · faith iri Buddhism came closer to t-hat of theistic reli

gions. "In the opinion of K. -N. Jayatilleke the attempt 
to distinguish the -knowledge of the Buddha from that . 
of the arahant_ has already begun in the later phase .of 
the development cf the Pali- canon. The emergence 
of tlie concept of a saint who is released by intelleciual 

. I 

The Ratniivafi of Niigiirjuna, ed. G. Tucci, JRAS, April 1934, p. 309. 
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knowledge alone (panniivimutta) is expla ined by Jaya
t i l leke as  a conseq uence of t he developmeni of the 

belief in t he o mniscience of the Budd h<t. Accord i ng to t h i s  

concept of the enlightened saint, one could become enli
ghtene-J purely through iniellectual conviction of the 
truth of the specific teachings of the Buddha without 
having to develop the supercognitive faculties referred to 
elsewhere under the concept of abbiniiii ( EBTK p. 400). 
4. The Buddhist Attitude Towards Reason 

Out of !he ten grounds rejected in the /\£11t-tma Surw 
four grounds can be identified as involving some kind of 
:reasoning or reflection. These four are ( ! )  wkkahetu. 
(2) nayahetu. (3) iikliraparivitakkelut and (4) di!!hinijjhii
nakkhanriya. In the : ·a;·ahmt(jiilti . Sullo · where the . 
various · philosophical dogmas which are said to have 
Qeen in existence dudng the· time of the Buddha are 
enumerated, some dogmas are categorically stated to be 
based on reasoning and speculative reflection ftakku
pu!iyiihutam vlmw�siinucaritaf!l sayaf!!pa[ibhaT)am). In 
order to d_etermirie the early. Buddhist attitude towards 
reason it i� important to examine the references in the 
Pali canon to the class of thinkers who are described 
as takkl and vimaf1JST. 

There is evidence of people who were _skilled debators. 
They are said to have participated in public debates, 
sometimes · with the intention of proving · their own 
theses or with the intention' ci rationally demolishing 
the tpeori� of others. One such person mentioned 
in the sutt� is Saccaka who is. described as one who 
dis�l!iyed hi� wi�dQm and skill in debate (bhassappa
riidako pm_,qirm•tldo: see also DEBATE). The PaJi suttas 
also speak of recluses and Brahmins who had mastered 
the theories . of others, wise and subtle hairsplitters, 
who went about shattering the theories of others with 
their intelligence (pan4itii nipul]ii ·kataparappaviidu vala
vedhiriipii . vobhindantii manne panniigat.ena di! !i{Jittiini: 
D. L p. 26). The Pali suttas . contain evidence to the 
effect that some thinkers -during the time of the Buddha 
affirmed definite theories about the nature of man and 
the universe. Some of these theories were constructed 
by takka and also defended by means. of it. The A�l.wka
t>ayga of the Sutwnipitta which presents the Buddha's 

· attitude towards philosophical controversies and deba
tes, says that people · come to judgements about the 
truth or . falsity of sPeculative theories in the context 
of the debate by employing. wkka (takkanca di�(hisu 
pakappayitvii sac cam luusii 1 i dwya dhamnumr ahu; Sn. 
r. 886). There is. evidence that there were . proponents 
of different theories about the nature -of reality and 

· that . these theories were publicly propounded and 
defended by adducing reasons in favour of .  them. The 
use of the terms sutakkita (well reasoned) and duttakkitu 
(ill reasoned) suggests that there · was a conception of 

. • 
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valid and invalid reasoning at this time. Certain rules 
of a rgumen ta l i ve procedure for determining t he validity 
or a n  argu ment a lso seem to have been accepted t EBTK 
p. 20 f. )  

Buddhaghosa., commenting . on  the word takki lists 
four types of reasoners, namely. ( 1) anussutiko, (2) 
jittissaratakki, (3) liibhitakkiko and (4) suddlwtakkiko. 
The firsi type reasoned on the basis ci traditional 
authority, report or revelation. The second and third 
types reasoned on the basis of some super · cognitive 
experience obtained by · means of meditation. The 
fourth type depended on pure reason According to 
what Buddhaghosa says, a pure reasoner argues in the 
form "If A is true then P is true and if B is true then 
P is not true." It is not . clear from the way Buddha-

. ghosa puts it whether it is a strictly deductive form or 
argument based on self-evident premises as in the 
case of -rationalist metaphysicians in the Western 
philosophical tradition. However, the description sud
dhatakkiko used by Buddhaghosa to distinguish this 
type of reasoner suggests that the referen_ce is. _to those 

· who did not depend ori empirical premises or statements . 
based on traditional a1.1thority in'"'theii' �easoning. · 

. The expression nuyahetu 'is also ·: used to denote a 
kind of rationalist :criterion for accepti�g something 
as _true. The Jains were well known during this period 
as a class of teachers who · talked �bout a doctrine of . 
standpoints on the basis of which th,e truth of 11 proposi-
tion is to be judged. 

. · 

The next term which denotes some form of reasoning 
is iikiiraptirivitakka. The commentary explains it as 
"accepting something thinking · this is a good reason 
for accepting it'' (sundaram iduf!l kiira7Jan ti evuf!! kiiraT)a
parivitakkentl, AA. II. p. 305). It is most probably a· 
reference . to a superficial examination of reasons . . 
Another ground falling within the same category is 
dif!hinijjhiinuk�lwnti. The commentary explains it as 
occepting something beca.use it agrees with a view that 
one holds with convicrion after reflecting on it (umhiikaf!t 
nijjhiiyitvii khamitvii gahitadi![hiyii saddhisf!l S(//neti, AA. 
I I .  p. 305). There is no reason to· doubt this cominen
tarial explanation. 

Out of all the above terriis used to mean some fonn of 
reasoning taklw appears )o take the foremost place. 
This is perhaps why it is the first to be mentioned among 

. four tenris oc�urring in t�e Kiiliima Suttu. According 
to the Sand aka . Sutta a s/stem based on reason and 
speculation like one whft:h depends on revelatiOn, 
traditional · authority or ri:port, is unsatisfactory. For . 
such a system may or may riot be well reasoned (sutakki
tllmpi hoti duttakkitampi hotiJ and whether it is well reaso� 
ned or ill reasoned will hav� no bearing on its truth or 
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falsity (tathii p i  hoti aiiiwthii p i  noti :  M L p. 520). The 
same crit icism applies to other forms of - the applicat ion 
of reason to come to conclustwn about what is  true. 

The above criticism of takka may be construed as a 
logi�al or an epistemological criticism. Early Buddhism 
appears to have criticized the attempt to construct 
metaphysical theorieS or the attempt to defend ·meta
physical dogmas already held by resorting to wkka. 
This is implicit in the _Buddha's refusal to answer cate
gorically, certain questions Of a metaphysical or trans
cendental nature by leaving them aside as avyakata 
{undeclared). Apart from the logical and epistemological 
reason stated in tht Sandaka Sutta for rejecting the 
consistency of reasoning as the s�le ground for the 
determination of the truth of a particular thesis, the 
Buddha . also had numerous empirical reasons for 
rejecting it In the A((hakavagga of the Srlttanipata 
where the Buddha's attitude towards philosophical 
debates· is expressed. reason_ is considered as a tool · 

.. _ . used by mo·st peopl� to rationalize their prejudices, 
· propensities, proclivities. l ikes and dislikes. In most · · 

ffistances reason functionS only ·as an aid to safeguard 
the dogmas that _ o�e already clings to. Those who 
rely . on their argumentative skill have little respect 
for truth, and once they cling to im opinion they get 
strongly attached to the opinion itself. · The Buddha 
considered this as a ·source of Ideologic�! conflict Such 
conflict was considered by the Buddha to be spiritually · 
harmful. In . the Ciilaviyiiha Sutta the Buddha says : 
"One stands in judgement according to one's own 
crit�ria, an.d enters into cont_rovc�sy in the world. But 

-,l��ving-aside - all judgement-s. Iet not one come-into . 
conflict in the world" (Sn. v. 894). · The Mahiiviyiiha 

· Suita. · which also deals with philosophical debates 
says: "The doctrine which is Claimed to be the highest 
·by some is called inferior by others. which among 
th�se docirines is the true one? They all claim to . be 
experts· (Sn. v. 903). The Buddha see$ :the spiritually 
rriatur� person. the real sage (mum) as· one ·who shuns 
de-bates and · philosophical contro\rersy (Sn. v. · 91 2). 
In the · Ciilaviyiilru Sutta · it is said : "Each claim!n� 
�neself to be an expert clings to one's own view and 
comes into dispute with others saying, 'One who unders
tands this. knows the truth; whoever rejects this is . 
imperfect.; (Sn. t'. 878). This attitude. according to the 
Buddha onlv results in tnaking a person puffed up 
with pride. S�ch people are overwhelmed by_ the passion 
for their own views (sandi((hiriigena hi te bhirattii) and 
this · obsession with their own dogmas becomes ·a great 
source of dejection and despair. Thus in tbe Bud�ha's 
opinion takka is not merely an . unreliable means of 
knowledge, but · also a muc!:t abused intellectual instru
ment of the spiritually immature person. 

. . 
The teaching of the Buddha is sometimes described · 

as �ne beyond the scope · of takka and one that wise 

people are capable of realizing (atakkavacaro pa1J4ita
t•edani ro). It is sometimes suggested that it is with refer

ence t� the absolute and u l t imate Truth that the Buddha 
claimed this transcendence of reason. This absolute 
Truth is sometiJs -identified with Nibbiina. The Budd
dha's reluctance to· speak about the after death state . 
of the person who attains ultimate N ibbiina is interpreted 
<IS suggesting a transcendental ontological reality which 

. is beyond the grasp of language and logic.. However, 
it is difficult to find any evidence in the Pali canon 
to conclude that the Buddha considen:d Nibbiina to be 
anything other than the elimination of suffering and the 
attainment of tranquillity. As far as the attainment of 
Nibbiina concerns the living experience of the person · 
who attains it, it can be described by means of language. 
There does not seem to be any evidence in the . Pali · 

Nikiiyas to suggest that the Buddha believed in an 
inexpressible or ineffable ultimate reality as opposed 
t� what could be expressed and understood in terms 
of language and logic. The Buddha's criticism of takka 

· applies mainly to those who attempt to construct 
metaphysical theories without any concern for experien
tial facts. The Noble truths of Buddhism are distingui- . 
sh�d from the metaphysical. dogmas that are the products 
of speculative reason, for the . former are believed to be 
based on intersubjectively verifiable experiential facts . 
whiie· the iatter have no experiential · basis, and conse- · 
q�ent!y a�e unv-erifiable. : It is to convey this sense of 
the experiential verifiability cf the teac�ing of the Buddha 
that it is said to be beyond the scope of reason. ·. 

_ _ Al11!9llgl\_ the _B_u.9_��� ._h� sometim� been call� a 
rationalist- there does not seem to be any justification 

. . . for tl]is if the term 'rationalist' is taken in i_ts strictly 
. philosophical sense. The term 'rationali�m' is used in 
the western: philosophical tradition to si�nify an episte
mological doctrine_ which is in direct opposition to the 
one described ·as empiricism fq.v.} Rationalist philosop
hers· iri the "West were those who constructed deducti"e 
systerris of philosophy based on self-evident first princi
ples. According to rationalist epistemology human 
knowledge is a _superstuctu•e buiJt on. the _foundations 
of the ddive�ances of reason. The basic · propositions 
of rationalist systems are not statements of sense e:r.peri
ences, but . of inteliectual intuitions. which have the 
status of indubitable truths. There_ is no evidence that 

· the B�ddha founded any or" his teachings on su\=h self
. evident premises. The Buddha rejects the .criticism of 

Suriakkhatta who describes him as one who does not 
depend on any extraordinary knowledge, buf depends for 
his teachings on reasoning and speculation. (M. I. p. 68). 

Although Buddhi�m does not advocate reason as a 
sure way of reaching truth, the Buddhist teachings 
have often been presented in such a way that they have a 
rational appeal. In the Ap{//pJaka Sutta for instance 
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where the Buddha addresses his teaching to the rational 
el i tt of the t ime (Piiziiu). who were inc l ined to be sceptical 
a bout t he B u d d h ist teac h i n g  of rebi r t h. he advisL'S them 
to lead a good l ife purely on rat ional considerations. 
The Buddha points out that if there is another birth, as 
affirmed by those who claim to have knowledge of it, a 

. person who does not lead a good" life will lose both 
worlds, while a person who leads a good life will stand 
to gain in both worlds. On the other hand even ·if there 
is n.o rebirth, if one lives a good life one is honoured 
by others for one's moral qualities in this life itself. 
There are also instances in which the Buddha reasoned 
with those who held views that contradicted his teaching. 
In the Upali Sutta·for instance, the Buddha is seen to 
be arguing in Socratic fashion, leading his opponent 

1 by a process of questioning to contradict his own assump- _ 

tion (M. I. p. 376-378). Although logical consistency in 
itself was not considered to be a mark of trut�; . the 
Buddha believed. that what one holds to b� true needs 
to be logically consistent. 

. it. the Buddhist Analysis of Knowledge 

. We have se� that the Buddha rejected both authority 
�nd reason and recommended direct personal knowledge 
as the sure way of reaching- truth. The Buddha rejects 
other grounds for accepting a b�lief as· true. For a 

. belief based on those grounds could turn out to be 
t_rue or false, Emphasis on personaf and direct know led-

. ge is fo�nd throughout the Nikiiyas. Direct knowledge 
and vision . of what is claimed · to ·be_· true is frequently 
attributed .to the Buddha. The Buddha is de�cribed as 
one who knows and ·sees · Uiinaf!! jiiniiti passaf!! passati, 

. -· . · M.' I. p. III). He Is ofte11 called the knowli1g and see-ing · one . {janiitii passatii, ibid). Even those who follow the 
holy life prescribed by the Buddha are expected to 
do so in order that they may know, see, attain, realize 
and comprehend what · tlfey have · not so far known, 
seen, attained, realized or comprehended (yam . . .  anna
tal!! adiffhaf!! appattaf!! asacchikataf!! . anabhisametuf!! 
tassa niiT}iiya dassaniiya pattiyii sacchikiri)•iiya abhisama
yiiya bhagavati brahmacariya/11 vussatit� A. IV. p. 384). 
It is important to see that the Buddha was interested 
in a special v�riety c{ truth, namely, truth that leads · to ljberation. The truths of the Buddha are distinguished 
frcm other _truths by describing them. as noble. truths 
(ariyasacciim). While using a variety cf terms signifying a 
variety of cognitive activity,. Buddhism seems to disti
nguiSh a form of knowledge in evaluative terms, as' 

noble or higher knowledge ·. (ariyaniiT}a). What is of 
special importance to . Buddhism · is this emancipating 
knowledge for the cultivation of which Buddhlsirt"pres! 
cribes a · systematic . and detailed procedure. From a 

general epistemolo_;;ical standpoint it is important to 
see how t h is speci. I knowledge is different from other 
fonv: L'!" k ;·, . _ , .,,. lcdt: : t h :.1t B;tddh i srn i t self refers to by a 

varic::. o! c{1gn i t : re t e rms. 

The Pali Nik:ayas express distinctions in modes of 
knowing by varyir. g the prefix which is attached to the 
root fnii. each vao iation signifying a difference in the 
level o( cognitive a.ctivity or a differenre in the perspec
tive from which t he cognitive activity is perfor :1. 
The terms that occur most frequently in tlie suttas are 
the following : 

sam +jiiii = saiiiiii (noun). sanjaiiiiti (verb) 
vi + jnii = vinnlil.za (noun), vij(mati (verb) 
abhi + jnii = abhinnii (noun), abhzjaniiti  (verb) 
pari + jnii = parinnii (noun), parijiiniiti (verb) 
pra + jnii = panna (noun), pajiiniiti (verb) 

Like the English term 'knowled�e', niiT}a in _Pali can be 
taken as the cognitive term used in the most generic 
sense. From the Buddhist point of view the same objec
tive existence can be cognized from a variety of ways . 
The manner in which cognitive terms are treated in 
_Buddhism suggests that all knowing does not conform 
to a single pattern, but that knowing is -"r�lative to the 
various needs and purposes of consciouS'-ratio�al beings. 
The world of experience can be known in the sannii, 
vi�nii1Ja or the panna ways. Sanna and vinniiiJfJ are not 
forms of knowing which give emancip�tlng knowledge . 
These two forms of cognitive experienre�are to be hand
Jed cautiously as they could lead to bondage and suffer
ing. The noble truths are to be grasped not by the ordina
ry cognitive processes of.. sanna and .vinnaT}a,-but by- the 
special cognitive processes cafled · abhinnii, parinnii 
and panna. However these 'latter processes are distinguis
hed from dependence on authority, speculative reason or 
faith. 

S.2 Onfin11ry sense cognition, saflils and viflifsns. 

A brief examination of the :variety of cognitive terms . 
. used · in early · Buddhism. is useful to gain clarity about 
the Buddhist concept of knowledge. The Pali Nikayas 
explain sannii as that mode of cognition which arises 
on the occasion of the meeting of a particular sense
organ with the corresponding sense object The standard 
deScription of this process of cognition as found in the 
Pall Nikiiylll! is as follows : 

"De�nding on the eye and material forms there 
arises visual vinniil]a. By the coining together of 
these three . arises sense impingement . Depending 
on, sense impingement arises sensation : That which 
one senses one "knows in the sannii way."8 

8: . Cakkhuca _pafcca rope ca uppajjati cakkhuvinnanam 1ll}l}am sailgati phasso. Phassapaccaya vedana. Yam vedeti taf!l sanjimiiti. M. l. p. 293. 
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the question that arises here is what 1'knowing in the 
saniia way" signifies. It is possible to interpret viiliii'il)a 

in the passage quoted above as mere s�t-nsory awareness 
and sar.Jiifi as a subsequ_ent stage in the process of percep
tual activity.9 

Saizilli may be considered as a stage where distinctions 
are introdue<;d into the primitive sensation by selective 
attention. Although tliis interP'retation does not seem 
"to agree with the - commentarial explanation c{ the 
tlieravada ttaditiori. it appearS to . be justified by the 
Pall canonical suttas. The -activity c{ sanfzii · seerQS to 
depend on repeated perceptual experience as well as 
tpe mind's ability - to formulate ideas and r-ecognize 
the sensory environment in terms ci them. The treatment 
ci sanna in the Nikayas·suggests that there is no uniform 
manner in which the sensory environment should be 
cogpized from the · sanna perspective. According to 
Jiud'dhlsm sannii do .not repr�nt . indelible Forms or 
Ideas in the Platonic s_ense ·imprinted in tl:\e Soul ci a 
person, but they · are :varillble depending . on the way 

· one trains oneseif; Sanna response. like other- perceptual 
responses ,is a · conditioned response. According to the 
-Po!fhapada $utta, _ by training, some types c{. sannil . 
could �merge a�d other types could cease to be (sikkhii 

· ekii saizna up.pajjant� : sikkM ekii .. sanM �nirujjhanti: 
)J. I; p. 183� The training mentioned in this context 

-. · probably refers to . the systematic meditative cultivation 
. c{ the" mind to experience reality "in certain rilen·tally . determined modes. Sanna is altered . in accordance 
with · tliese �ental detern:Unations. . According to the 

- Po!fhapiida Sutta it-is possible fi:>r-a- person to-transcend 
'altogether the saizna experience of II)aterial form, put 
a1l end to · the experience c:i the resistanCe i:f mateiial . 
objects,_ withdraw the min9's. attention from th.e ex.Peri
ence of a plurality of objettS and enter into and abide 

· in a .state of mental rapture in which the sanna experience 
wouJd be of infinite space (sabbaso . r;Upasannanafn 

· samatikkam.ma pafighasanniinam atthagam(i niinatta
·sa_nniin� amanasikiirii ananto akiiso ti iikiisiinunc�ata� 
nam upasampajja viharati. . .  akiisiinaiJ�ilyata.nti sukhu
niasaccasanniitasmi'!l samaye.-· hotJ). 

Sanna; from the Buddhist point ({. view is a way o( 
cognition . which has to be transcended Buddhism 
recognizes a stage of .meditative rapture a the· mind 
in which saiina �ompleteljr ceases. Sanna is believed 
to · lead jo ·bondage and suffering through the precess 
of pap�nc� a . process which )nvolv� a pr<;>liferation of .

. 

concepts in tl:te .mind. Iinked to the notion. a self and · . . · . . . . . ' 

associated with the unwholesome emotions of craving 
(tal)hi.i), conceit (mana) and dogmatic belief (dighi). 
The Madhupi1J4ika Suua describes this psychological 
process as follows : 

That which one "knows in the sannii way" one thinks 
about One gets obsessed with that which one thinks 
about. Due to this (obsession) one is assailed by 
the ideas of conceptual proliferation with regarq 
to the past, present and future material forms which 
are cognizable by means of · Visual vinniir;a. t 0 

Early -Buddhisll) considers saiina as the characteristic 
cognitive response of · the · unenlightened individual. 
According to the Miilapariyliya Sutta, · the sanna res- -
ponse to any category of experience inclusive of the 
four material elements �o which the whole of m;1terial 
reality can be reduce� all .the data of the senses (di!fha, 
suta, muta� meditative experiences and ·even the highest 
spirituai category conceptualized as Nibbiina. involves 
an unenllghtentXI re�ponse and �onsequently leads to 
bondage and misery (M. · I; p.3). 

. \ . . . 
Sanna is here contrasted with two cognitive_perspec-

tives of · a different �ype called pariniia . and abhinn(i. 
These latter cognitive responses are those that the 
Buddha's disciples .are expeCted to cultiv.ate. the disci- · 
pies · are adVised . to cultivate parinnii . with respect to 
sanna itsef in ·order to attain emancipation (sann(lf!J _ 

. · pari�fzii vitareyya ·ogh� Sn: --v. 779). _ -
. 

- Jlinniir;a too, like sanna is distinguished from the 
cognitive. perspectives referred to as abhiniiii, parinnii 
ancf panna., l(l_1in_iir;a, as represented m the standard 
formulatiop cl the per:ceptu� pro�ss in the Pali Nikayas, 
appears . to refer to the perceptual awaren� a the 
respective senses prior to conceptualization. However, 

. usage in the Pali canon appears to vary according to 
context ·and there are instances ·where vinniir;a occurs 

. in the se�se of ordin.ary perceptual knowledge as dis
tinguished froiJl panna, the higher knowledge of the 
saint. The vinnar;a response, · considered m· the suttas 
as requiring no special effort for its cultivation, unlike 
the panna -response is also said to be associated with 
dangers like the saniia response. 

5.3; IDgher forms of CognJtJori - the concept of sbbiiH1i 
Reference bas already been made to the Buddhist 

cJaim thaLthe Buddhist way of life and the wqrld view 
on which it is based is derived from a special way pf 
knowing call� abhmiiii.. A_9cordin� to the Sangiirava 

_ 10. Yam saiijaniiti. tat!l vitakket� ywp vitakketi �lll!l -pap�iiceti Y.lll!l papaiiceti tatonidiinlll!l purls� -papancas�iiiiasankhil samudacaranti · 
atitanilgata-paccuppannesu cakkhuviiiiieyyesu riipesu: M. I, o. t i .  1 1 1. 
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Sutta, the Buddha claims to be one of those who based 

the teach i n gs about the holy life on ·a personal h igher 

k nowledge·. This s uggests t h a �  t here were ot hers too 

before and during his. time. who made similar claims. 
According to K. N. Jayatilleke, the thinkers of the 
Middle and Late Upani�adis who emphasized jillina 
or knowledge, favouring the fnlinamiirga instead of the 
earlier karmamiirga can be identified with this group 
of thinkers. More specifically Jayatilleke believes that 
they were the Upanisadic thinkers who rejected both the 
tniditional authority of the Vedas and the intellt!ctual 
or rational -knowledge of the early Upani�ads and heid 
that access to the deepest truths ahout reality can be 

had in the rapturous states of yoga meditation (EBTK. 
pp. 61 ,  417 f.) It was believed to be a kind of direct 
intuitive knowledge. Such claims appear to have been 
made .by other contemporaries of the Buddha as well. 
like some of the Ajivaka teachers and Nigantha Niita
ptitta. J�yatilleke argues that despite the ' �imilarity 
between this claiJ? to an extraordinary means or- know
ledge made by the Buddha and other contemporary tea
chers, the Buddhists do not treat such knowledge as 
mystical, but as natural causal accompaniments of 
mental discipline and . composure. 

The prefix abhi in abhinna signifies 'superiority' 
'speciality', 'extraordinariness' or 'greatness'. According

. ly, the term abhinnii can best be rendered into English 
as 'supercognition'. An examination of the variety of 

. cog}litive powers. comprehended under abhin.�a in 
Buddhism is useful in understanding this concept. 

The Pali Nikayas enumerate the fol lo\ving six forms of 
... abhinnli: (1)  . iddhividha, (2) dibbasota, (3) p£11'acjllll
vijiirwnil, (4) pubbim iviisiin�;�ssati, (5) dibbacakkhu, and 
(6) �savakkh(lya. (q.vv.).' Out of these, what. is said to be 
unique . to Buddlllsm is the sixth one, 'knowledge ·of . 
the destruction of the cankers. 

. Buddhism recognized a causal relation between the 
attainment of mental composure. and- the emergence of 
super-cognitive abilities: Except for iisavakkhaya'hii�a 
which Buddhism claims to . be its distinctive contribu
tion, it acknowledged the genuineness of the claims 
of others to have possessed super-cognitive abilities. 
The P�li Nikiyas mention. cert�in · doctrines held by 
pre-Buddhist teachers on the nature of the world and the 
individual on the basis of super-cognitive experience. The : 
etenialist theory that the soul and the world are eternai 
(sassato attii ca loko ca) is said to have·been based on the 
super�cognitive ability of some recluses and brabmins 
to remember their previous existences (D. I, p. 14). This 
experience of the memory of previous existences (pub• 
beniviisiinussatz) is ·said to occur in the rapturous state . . . t;,-'��-·� r� .•-.1 . 
of mind generated by means of effort, exertion and 
application of t_he mind (iitappam anviiya padhiinam 
anviiya anuyogam anviiya tatltiiriipam . cetosamiidh!m 

phusatiyathii samiihite cille anekavihilllm pubbenfviisam 
anussorat i l. Spea k i ng of the progressive med itative · 
development of the m i nd in the Fl uud hist a t tempt 

\O incline the mind to the attainment of the super-cogni
tive knowledge and vision it is said in the Pali Nikayas 
that this becomes possible when the mind reaches a 
very advanced stage of composure, clarity. purity. 
pliability and steadfastness (so evaf!! samiihite citte 
parisuddhe pariyodiite anm1gane vigatiipakkilese mudu
bhute kamnwniye (hite lineiijappatte pubbeniviisiinus
sat iillt!Jiiya cittam abMnlharati abbininniimeli. · D. I, 
p. 8 1 ). 

lddhividlw (q.v. ) the first abhiiinii recognized in 
Buddhism cannot strictly be described as a form of 
knowing, the content of which can be formulated in 
propositions. It is explained as an extraordinary ability 
to perform certain acts like "Yalking on water, levitation, 
etc .. 

Dibbacakkhu (clairvoyance q.v.) and dibbasota 
(clairaudience q.v.) can be classed together in that 
they merely involve an extension of the sensory capaci
ties of the visual and the auditory· _sense. Dibbacakkhu, 
of which cutiipapiitaniil]a . (q.v . .  the; knowledge cf the 
passing away and arising of being�)"'zisaid to be a- parti�· 
cular application, is the ability to experience visually, 
contemporaneous events , beyond the range of one's 
normal power of vision. The pas�rig away of other 
beings and their arising in accordance with their charac
ter traits is sa,id to be seen by means of this super-cogni
tive ability. The . experiential basis for the B�d��i-� 
theory of kam�- is oelievtxl to - be cutiipapiitaniif}a, . 
which is a special application of dibbacakkhu. According 

. to the evidence <:ontained in the Pali Nikayas dibbacak
khu can be exercised only for the purpose of seeing · 
contemporaneous events, and therefore, · it is not a 
means . by which one could directly witness the past 
or the future, It is also a noteworthy feature of the Bud
'dhlst theory of abhinnii that it is admitted that in order 
to develop · and ·exercise · dibbacakkhu . the ordinary 
physical eye is necessary as its natural causal basis. 
According to the Itivutraka, the presence d' the physical . 
eye is necessary �or the op�ration of dibbacakkhu (mamsa
cakkhussa uppiido m�lggo dibbassa cakkhuno. lt. p 52). 
This idea is confirmed .in the following Milindapanha 
passage : 

It is said in the sutta that when the causal ground 
is 9estroyed, in the absence of the cause, in the absente . 
of the basis there is -no · arising of dibbacakkhu 
(hetusamJ4gghiite ahetusmifrl avatthumhi natthi dibba
'cakkhussa uppiido ti sutte vutta�, p. 1 19). 

What is referred to as the causal ground here is clearly 
the physical eye. 

-. 
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. The . Pali Nikayas do not speak of the possibility 
of extending the capacity of the senses of smell, taste 

and iouch by abhini1ii, but only _of vision and hearing. 

There is. also no admission of a super-cognitive power 
capable of directly cognizing. the past or the future. 
The past is known only by retracing the memory, the 
experience _of which is characterized as satiinusiiri 
vinniit]am. The only certa� knowledge that the Buddha 
claims about the future is what he claims to be the 
knowledge born out of his enlightenment that there 
is no rebecorping for him in "the future (aniigatlll!l kho 
addhiinatr� iirabbha tathiigatassa bodhijam niil}am uppaj
jaii ayam antinw jiiti 1natthi diini punabbhcwoti: D. I I I .  
p. 134). Dibbacakkl�u �vas not admitted as · a means 
of direct access to the past · or the future although this 
is _how it is · often popularly conceived. 

. Cetopariyaniil}O (q.v.) �nables a person to examine 
directly and comprehend by O'ne's OWn mind 'the mental 
traits in the mrnd of another. By this mea�s one could 
know whether _. another person's inind is. lustful · or 
free from lust, hateful or free from hatred and-. so on 
(so . parasattiinOtrl parapu_ggaliin<»r�: ce!asii ceto paricca 
'pajiiniiti saraga'!! va cittOtrl sariigOtrl cittan ti pajiiniiti . . .  
f). L .P· 79). 

PubbeniviisiinussatiniiiJO (q.v.) is said to be an extension 
of:o�e·s m�mo'ry ·into th� past beyond one's present 
life . experience. It does not epable a person to .. have 
a�y direct acceSs into a. past occurrence, but only :to 
recall one's -own previous memory · experiences, just 
a� one would �ecall the past �xperiences of the present 
life. -T)lis is what .wa( referr �ed -to--apove as saranlisiiri 
vinnii�atr� . . This type of . super-ci>gnitive ability wa,s 
conside�ed as 'one of the experjential bases for JhP. 

· Bud_dhist the�ry of rebirth. · · . 

. . . 
-What nimain,s to be ·examined· js iisavakkhayana1Ja 

(q.v.) the highest and .that which is Claimed to be unique 
. to Buddhis�. The terril it'self . contains the meaning 

that it is. a �nd of self tra-nsfonning knowledge. Where 
the Pali Nikayas refer to this .know!edge it is invariably · 

. assoCiated with the insight into the Four Noble Truths 
of Buddhism, the 'understanding cf the thr� -charac
teristics of t>eing and the comprehensioQ of the law of · · 
d.ependent CO'-'origination (ptl!iccasamuppiida). Asavak
khayaiii#]a can be understood first, as the knowledge 
which brings- about the eradication · ci the cankers . 
·and secondly, as the intro-spective knowledge of one's 
liberated condition of m!nd. · 
. . It· is clear from the above accou�t that the early 
Buddhist . notion of abhinnii leaves no room for any 
mysterious objects .to be -:apprehended by an extraordi
nary intuition. Out of the six super-cognitive powers 
recognized in B�ddhism, in (2) to (5) there is no recogni-

tion of a cognitive content that is other than material 
forms (riipa), the data of vision, sound (sadda), the 
data of hearing, or some menta! content such as a 
memory experience or the men tal condition of another 

. person . . hi Buddhism these super-cognitive powers 
are valued merely because they a.re believed to augment 
our factual knowledge of the world which is ordinarily 
restricted due to ·certain natural limitations in our 
sensory capacities. However, Buddhism does not consi
der these cognitive powers as inherently capable of 
leading to infallibk truths about the nature of existence. 
Some · recluses . and Brahmins . who . possessed these 
powers are said to have reached erroneous conclusions · 
about the nature of reality on the basis d' the data of such . 
super-cognitive experience. In the Brahmajiila _Sutta for 
instance, some metaphysical theories desct�bed as 
eternalism and semi-eternalism are said to be based 
on· the super-cognitive experien� of the memory of 
past lives: Buddhism appean; to have given special 
importance to three of the abhinna classing them under 
the concept of tevijjii. It is 11.?. be noted that .the J3uddba 
·himself preferred to be calfed one possessed of i�vijjii, 
rather t�an being called 'omniscient' (sa/;lbannu) in the 
sense omniscience was claimed by some of his co.ntem- · . . . . . 
poraries. The three k.inds of knowledge included under 

. tevijjii in. Buddhism ·were · (1) .pubbenit;iisanussatiniil}a, 
(2) cutiipapiitailii1Ja and (3) �savakkhayaniil}a The first 
two · h�d · a special significiuice to Buddhism becau�e 
they were believed · to be the means of experientially 
verifying the truths of rebirth and karma. which in 
turn . was believed to contribute to the attainment 
of the final knowledge descri�ed as iisi:wakkhayaniil}a. 

Asavakkhayaniil}a, . which is claimed to be . mifque to 
Buddhism is. it�elf not a mysterious vision into a supra
sensible or absol�te reaiity, but a cognitive )pproacb 
or perspective with reference to exper��-� tial reality 

· which tends to bring about a certain . psychological 
and attitudinal transformation. It i3 constant meditative 
reflection · ori_ �ertain . observable reaiities, observable . 
even ' by the methods .of ordiriary observation, that 
produces what Buddhism called.iisavakkliayanii�a: Analy-· . 

. ticai and introsi>ective observation of the physical and . 
mental n�rure which constitutes empirical reality, direc- . 
ted .to . 'b.: comprehens_ion Of their 

. . anicca, dukkha and • 
anatta char�cter as · recommended in the satipatthiinl! 
meth� of developing insight is what produ��� th� 
self-transforming knowledg� described a8 iisavakkha
yaniil)a. 

5.4 Higher forms of cogliitkin - of psriilns and pllifns • 

According to 'the Mulapariyaya Sutta (M. I; p. 1 ff.) · 
· enlightened persoris like the Buddha and the saints 

who have eradicated the cankers h�ve �ttained parinnii 
with regard to ·au the da:ta of experience. It is because 
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they have known things i n  the pariiiiiii way that they 
are freed fro:n all dukkha. Parii1iiZi is a cogn it ive term 
frequently used in the Pali N ib1yas to s ignify the c•Jm

prehensive understanding of the nature of things. 
According to the Mahiidukkhakkhandha Sutta (M. I, 

p. 8,3 ff.) one gains comprehensive undersianding of 
kama, riipa and vedanii, by knowing them in terms 
of their satisfaction (assada), their harmful or perilous 
consequences (iidinava) and the possible freedom from 
bondage to them. (nissarw;a) Here 'pariiihii involves 
no. mysterious intuition but a comprehensive !lnders
tanding of the nature of kiima, riipa and vedanii by an 
empirical . observation of their multifarious aspects. 

Paiiiiii as a stage . in the Buddhist path to spiritual 
perfection is said to · be developed on the basis of slla 

· (good conduct) and samiidhi (mental composure). In 
indicating the difference between paiiiia and viiziiiil)a, 

. (he Mahavedalla Sutta �ays that unlike vi'nniil}a, paniia 
is a cognitive capacity that opght to be developed 
(pafzitii bhavetabbii: M. ( p. 292)� In the same context 
the content of the panna way of cognition is. given as 
the four noble . trl!ths . . Buddhism · also uses the term 
panna �hen referring to · the knowled�e of moral dis
tinctions (kusalaii ca pajiinati kusa/amiilan ca pajiiniiti: D. 
L p. 83� It is the emancipating 'knowledge, which is 
insightful and goal-directed, culminating in the destruc
tion of the cankers that Buddhisni calls panna. To know 
something from the perspective of paniiii does not 
invofve any mysterious intuition, but merely a self
transforming understanding as. a result of 'repeated 
meditative attention paid to certain empirical features 
cf . the nature _of reality. A repeated admonition of the 
Buddha found in �he Pali Nikayas is as follows : 

0 m�nks, matdal fo�m is impermanent That which 
is impermanent is ·unsatisfactory. That which is 
unsatisfactory. is devoid of substantiality. That which 
is devoid of substantiality · is not mine, I am not 
that, that is not my self . One ought to see in this manner 

. as .it has really some to be with proper panna (S. 
III, p. 32). 

Panna ·involves much more than a mere knowledge of 
empirical facts. It · involves an intelligent systematiza

. tion Of those . facts and · ·an insight into the various 
connections between the known . facts with selective . ! 
attention in order to achieve a certain goat It ;s also 
to be noted that there are certain prerequisites for 
th� dev�lopmt:nt of. the kind · of ·�special knowledge 
which Buddhism calls paiiiiii It requires moral discipline 
and mental composure, . which is not a · prerequisite 
for the kind of knowledge that a natural scientist may 
have in the· form of scientiftc knowledge. The natural 
scientist may need a difl'erent kind of discipline but riot 

I I .  Middle Length Sayings (Pali Text Society); Vol.
. I, p. 1 1 6. 
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the kind of moral discipline that is required of the 
person in search of self- transforming wisdv!Tl. However 
there is an tmpiricai content to pui1i1ii as !t is developed 
on the basis of initial empirical observations on the 
nature of mental and material reality. The validation 
of this kind of knowledge' depends partly on the fact 
that it succeeds in achieving the anticipated goal, 
namely that of transforming oneself, and overcoming 
suffering. The three cognitive terms abhinnii, parinnii 
and paiinii are clearly distinguishable from the other 
two sannii and v,iiinCil)a in the sense that the former are 
forms of cognition which are specially cultivated direc- · 

ting them towa�ds the achievemerit of a particular goal. 

6. Buddhism and Empiricism 

The Buddhist rejection of authority and reason 
and the emphasis on dire'ct personal knowledge has 
led some scholars to consider Buddhism as a form of 
empiricism. K. N. Jayatilleke and D. J. Kalupahana 
are of the opinion that perception, normal and para
normal, and inductive inference � are considered ihe 
means of knowing in the Pali Nikayas.12 Jayatilleke 
expresses the opinion that the term. anumiina has . been 
used in the Pali Nikayas in the sense of .inference. There 
is no dobt that in the later logical schools of Buddhism 
such as that or · Dignaga and Dharmakirti,. the term 
anumiina had the technical sense of inference based on a · 

general premise established on the basisl'of observation . .  
The .P ali Nikayas do not explicitly· mention the use of 
anumiina in that sense. However, Jayatilleke observes · · 

that a distiqction made in the Pali Nikaya period in 
terms of two types of knowledge_ called dhamme niil)ll 
and anvaye nal}a. could be interpreted as knowledge 
of specific instances of a causal correlation and the 
knowledge of a general inductive law covering the past, 
present and the future (EBTK.. p. 441 {), 

D.J. Kalupahana refers. to . . the Sabb� Sutta (S.JV, 
p. 1 5) in support of his . view that the acceptance of 
·paranormal experience in Buddhistn; does not alfect 
its empiricist position. In the Sabba Suua �he Buddha 
asserts that the question "What is everything?" can be 
answered by saying "Everything �s the eye and material 
form, ear and sound, nose and odour, tongue and taste, 
body and · tanjible objects, mind and objects of mind." 
The Buddha adds in this context that anyone who . 
speaks Of _,anything over arid above these senses and 
their corresponding objects cannot make oneself intel
ligible. Jn our discussion of abhinnii (2) to (5) above . 
it was pointed out that the content of.this knowledge is 
not considered to be any mysterious objects. The data 
of dibbacakkhu for instance is nothing but riipa, which 

12. EBTK, p. 463, See also Buddhist Philosophy, D. J. Kalupahana (University Press of Hawaii, 1976), p. 22( 
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is also the data of ordinary vision . . The ab!tinna in the 
context of the operation of these super-cognitive powers 
can be conceived merely as extensions of the sensory 
capacities by means of yogic training. Whether such 
training is in fact possible or not cannot be determined 
a prior� but only on the basis of.empirlcal observation. 
If such super-cognitive capacities . do in fact exist, as 
sometimes attested by those researching into . para
psycliological phenomena, there could be no objection 
to considering them as useful instr.uments in extending 
the experiential content of our knowledge. It is due to 
this reason that it is.maint�ineed that despite the admis
sion of abhfnita, truths in Buddhism have an empirical 
foundation. A.B. Kerith does not agree with the above · 
position. He treats the special insight of the �uddha as a 
mystical one not open to any infersubjective empirical 
verification. According to Keith : 

The Buddha, like the sage of the lJ panisad sees things 
as ."they truly are (yathabhutinrr) by a mystic potency, 
which is quite .other than reasoning of the discursive 

·.ty� The truth of this insight is assured by it alone, 
·for it. is o�viously incapable of verification in any 
empirical ma�ner. 13  

· 

·Keith's comments do not seem to apply to the content 
of the higher knowledge ·. claimed on the basis of.. the 
abhfnna (2) · to · (5), for· it · may be argued that at least 
some Of that content is verifiable by means of the ordinary 

. methods of sense observatipn. Logical objections raisea 
against the claim that one could use paranormal power-S 

, to observe certain phenomena that caimot be. obser-Ved 
by the ordinary senses such as the occurrence of rebirth 
and-theexistence-of other� realnis -of existence were 

· countered by early Buddhism by pointing out that 
the mere fact that some people do not experience .them 
is· no reason to reject them. According to Buddhism 
the acquisition of the para�ormal po\\_'ers .Of perception 

. are a naturar causal con.sequence of the appropriate 
mentai training . . The experience of these facurties can be 
·shared by thos� who accomplish the required trainii1g. 
In the Subba Sutta, a Brahmin youth named Subha 
expresses the opinion of a Brahmin teacher named 
Pokkar;i�ti that the claim of some recluses and Brah
mjns to pos,sess· paranormal · p�wers is an inadmissible . .  
false claim. The Buddha's · response t o  this was that 
those who deny the knowledge of people who possess 

·paranormal powers are like blind men who deny . the 
. existence of visible forms, colours and objects merely 

beca,use they could not experienCe them (M. II, p. 201). 
It can be argued that there is no reason why the sphere 
ci the empirical could not be extended to include the 
data ci such super-cognitive experience, provided that 
such data can be found to cohere with the other sense 
experiences of human beings . . · 

Attention is often drawn to some special features of 
the Buddha's doct rine in support of the thesis that 
Early B uddhism can be desfribed as a form of empi ricism 
on epistemological grounds. Buddhism does not posi t 
a first geginning of existence. It also rejects the theistic 

. d()ctrine · involving the notion of a creator God It 
explains existential reality on the basis of its principle 
ci dependent co - origination (pa{ iccasamuppada) which 
cautiously avoids the notion of an uncaused first cause. 
Buddhism does not posit an absolute beginning for the 
individual or the universe. Where the Buddha speaks 
of the universe, he talks only about relative beginnings 
within a cyclic process of evolution and dissolution 
(sa�va{{amanu kappa and viva{(amiina kappa). With 
regard · to the recurring process of becoming which 
Buddhism calls su�sara it holds that there is 1,10 known 
beginning. This position is consistent with the Buddhist 
theory that the main 'access into the past in experiential 
terms is through memory. The Buddha held that even a 
person who has developed the super-cognitive ability 
to recall his past existences to the highest degree is 

_ Incapable of finding an absolute beginning. In the 
Buddha's opinion. some advocates of the theistic belief 

· were misled by .their limited super-cognitive experience 
of the memory of past lives into thinking that they 
were created by �n eternal. God The Buddha appears 
to have been critical even about the so called mystical 
Qr religious experienceS as a �alid gi:ound for the theistic 
belief, because he conceived the possibility of misinter
preting such . experiences and drawing erroneous con
clusions from them. He rejected the Brahmanical 
doctrine about the path to the attainment ci the world 

- of Brahma-on tlie ground· th-at no-ne of those who spoke · 
about such a path had direct personal knowledge 
of the existence of Brahmii (natthi koci tevijjiina� brah
manana� yiiva sattamii acariyamahayuga yena Brahmii · · 

· sakkhiditfho: D. L p. 239). He compared the effort ci the 
Brahmins with that of one who constructs a ladder to 
climb a mansion of which the location and dimensions 
a:re unknown. The doctrine of an immortal and _immuta
ble soul also finds no place in the Buddha's teachings. 
The Buddha analn:ed '.the person into five component 
aggregates (paitcakkh{mdha) and showed that in none . 
of these aggregates is to be found an immutable substan� . · 

tial ·nature which was then commonly assumed to be 
the nature of the metaphysical iitman and conceived 
as the reid essence of the individual. The Buddha refused 
to employ reason beyond the limits of human experience 
and left all questions of a metaphysical nature unans
wered. He, like Kant, left the question whether space is 
finite · or infinite unanswered because · answering that 
question would involve . an illegitimate use of reason. 
The Buddha's deniai in the Subba Surra- referred to 
above, that there could be anything that can be meaning-

13. Buddhist Philosophy in India and Ceylon, A. B. Keith, (Oxford 1923), p. 9o. 
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fully talked about, beyond the six speheres of sense, 
also points in the same d i rection. These a re very strong 
reasons in favour of condud ing that the Buddha's 

teaching contained certain positivistic and empiricist 
features. 

However, there are other features of Buddhism which 
could . raise difficulties in an attempt to identify its 
epistemological position with what came to be regarded 
as logical positivism and empiricism in the Western 

. philosophical tradition. Philosophers in the Western 
philosophical tradition have for a long time been engaged 
in the search for the indubitable foundation of all 
knowledge combined with the pursuit of a single para
digm to which all kn�wledge could conform. The 
rationalists adhered to the . view that knowledge · has 
the nature of .� deductive system founded upon the 
indubitable and self-evident truths of reason while the 
empiricists i�sisted On .. the VteW that the m�st certain 
imd i.nci:ubitable knowledge claims are those . about ., 
our immediate . sens� data , The . consequence of both. 
points of view have been scepticism with respect ro 
certai11 area$ of human knowledge. The admission 

· of the mind as a sixth sense enables Buddhism to consi
der reason as . a funcfion of th� mind. This appears to 
dissolve the · absolute distinction between sense and 
reason on which the rationalist-empiricist distinctio� • 
rests. Bud<:lhism is not in disagreement with the empiri
cist . insistence on the . significant role of the senses in 
h11.man knowledge, Howevex:, Buddhism does not main
tain .that the indubitable objects .of . knowledge are 
the deliverances of the senses, for it does not get involved 
in _th�_pursuiL qf knowledge in the absolutist se�se. 

. Instead of. turning its attention on absolute objects of 
knowledge, early B1.1ddhism gives a value orientation 
to the activity of knciwing. Accordingly, Its search is 
directoo. toforms. of knowing whiCh in itS view serves 
best the human: interest. There are no fonils of knowing 
which have epistemological finality, ·· whether they be 
founded on the senses or on reason. The early Buddhist 
treatment ci the concept of knowledge leaves open the 
possibility of admitting. varieties .:X knowing relative 

. to the needs and purposes of human beings. In stating 
the early Buddhist position in more modem terms, it 
may be. said . that from the early Buddhist poillt of view, 
the ordinary ·sensory knowledge of the table as a solid 
object having certain sensory propertieS such as colour 
and shape is as valid. as the scientist's knowledge of 
it as an object composed of a molecular structure. The 
knowledge of the properties of the table, as known in 
our or.dinary sense experience suffices for the various ··' 
activities that we perform with the table at the l���J ' �f ' 

ordinary day to day experience. So is the sCientist's 
knowledge of the constitution of the physical wor\d 
which is validated by the vai:ious practical consequences . 
of such knowledge. Early Buddhism toci, by its notions 

of abhiiiiia, pariiiiia, paiiiiii, asavakkhayaii"iil)a and vimut
r inii1.wdass(//w presents a form of goal d irected knowledge 

wh ich invo lves t he seeing of the empirical world as 
having the characteristics of change, unsatisfactoriness 
and · insubstantiality. It claims that this knowledge 
works in that it succeeds in achie,;ing the anticipated 
goal, and assures that it works for anyone who cares 
to come and test it in his own experience (ehipassiko 
paccattaf!! veditabbo). Early Buddhism combines a 
pragmatic approach with a sense of realism in admitting 
the role of the senses, as well as the intP.llect in the various 
forms of human cognition. Paiinii in early Buddhism 
is not considered as a form of knowing completely . 
divorced from sense cognition. For according to the 
analysis presented in the M ahiivedalfa Sutta . of the 
principal terms having a cognitive import, panna and 
viiiiiltl)a are not absolutely separable cognitive activities: 
(ffi. ca: . . paiiiia yan ca. viniiii.l)a�z ime dhamma samsattha 
rio ·visaf!!SaffhZi, na ca labbhQ imesaf!! dhammiinam vi�ib
bhujitva vintbbhujitva n?iniikarallaf!! panniipetuf!! : M. 
I, p. 292) The objects of panna · and vinniil)a are not 
different. That which is the object of viniiana itself 
becomes the object of panna as well ( Ya� . . .  pajiiniiti ta� 
vijanati, ya� vijiinati tarrr pajanati). The difference 
lies only m the nature of the cognitive response. As we 
have already meiltio.ned the pannii resp�nse· is not a . 
mere pa�sive response to the sensory presentation, 
but a specially cultivated and goal directed response . . 
In this respect there is an implicit . difference between 
the. Buddhist concept · of knowledge and' the classical 
empiricist concept according to which knowledge . is 
conceived as a superstructure erected upon the indubi
table foundation -Or- the primitive elements · passively c. · 

received through the senses .. Unlike in the case of con
temporary Empiricism and Logical. Positivism, early . 
Buddhism should have . no difficulty in accounting for 
moral or aesthetic knowledge. For it allows for a variety 
of cognitive perspectives without corifining itself to an 
absolute perspective alleged to possess epistemological 
finality. 

. . 

7. Later Developments In Epistemology 
\ 

The central concern of early Buddhism was the . 
attainment ci inner peace, through the eradication ci th� 
un;.vholesome psychological traits and the cultivation 
of wholesome qualities ci mind It valued the kind of 
knowledge and insight which was found to be conducive 
to that . goal. All activity which posed a . hindrance to 
this objective was not encouraged in the early teaching. 
Philosophical debate and controversy was to be avoided 
by the Buddhist sage. However later Buddhist teachers 
who were confronted with the intellectual ciJallenges 
from other·· systems of Indian · Philosophy, sought . to 
i�troduce greater intellectuill precision and logical clarity 
to the doctrineS of Buddhism in order to meet those 
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challenges. Thus Due to the continuing dialogue, 
interaction and ideological connict between Buddhism 
a nd other schools of I ndian Ph ilosophy l ike t he Sank hya. 

Yoga, Mimaqtsa and Vedanta traditions� a vast literature 
dealing with logical and epistemological issues on an 

.· argumentative basis �merged within the · Buddhist 
tradition as a parallel development with those other 
schools. All · principal schools a Indian Philosophy 
were . . �ngaged . in the task of determining the nature of 
right knowledge, and examining .the grounds for accep
ting the validity of kilowledge claims. According to the 
Indian . usage -Of that -time they were interested in deter
mining the valid pramiif}aS resulting in what was known 

· as priimiit}ya-viida (epistemological theory). In · these 
developments an effort has been made . by renowned 
Buddhist teachers far removed fr�m the time in which 
.the Buddha lived, to .preserve the fundamental elements · 
of the early · teaching, despite the sophistication and 
analytical skill displayed in their treatises sometimes 
�;xclusively devqted to the tr.eatment of .issues on logic . 
and epistemology. The masters ·oignaga, Dhatmakirti, . 
Dharmottarli, Santarak�ita and Kam�lasila for instance 
can be considered as foremost · among the. illustrious 

- teacher� Of later Buddhism who contributed enormously 
not · only to . the phil()sophy of Buddhism but also to 
I ndi;m logic and-epistemology in general. These Buddhist 
teachers engaged in the . discussion of epistemological 
issueS with the intention . Of reyealing "the "natural and . 
general logic a the . human understan(Jing. They did not · 
intend to derive their doctrines directly from _Buddhism 
as a·..religious system or as a path towards sa]vation. 
Therefore their · discussions are not confined to · the 
;aiidation of _Buddhist �otio�s.�but -ha� -a- gene;;!

� 

philosophical significance. An attempt will be made . 
in the sequel to treat very briefly some prinCipal aspects 
.of these later developments. · . 

I , . . . 
In the N yiiY.a Bindu of Dharmakirti and the commen

. tary to the same text by Dharmottara, there is an attempt 
to analyze · the two main sources of knowledge · that 
later Buddhism recognized. 14 According to Dh.armot
tara's commentary to N yaya Bindu all successf'.ll 

· human action is preceded by right · knowledge. Right 
cognition is defined as successful cognitiOit It is knowled
ge that is not contradicted by experience. Knowledge 
is right when it makes us reach the goal which it points 
to (p.radar5itam arth� priipayan samviidakam ucyate). 1 5  
Buddhism retained its oppos_ition to  n!liance on the 
authority of the Vedas and criticiied the Mimaqtsaka�. 
the:most orthodox theologianS Or the old Brahmanical 

. · sacrificial . reli�on. The :Mnnflqtsakas attempted . to 

defend a theory of eternal sound in order to safeguard 
the au thority of !he 1 'edas. · They believed that the 
meaning of a word (slihdarcha) is an eternal object and 
held that the Vedic statements represent eternal and 
enduring truths. The Buddhists did not use the. term 
artha, in the sense. of an eternal object. Therefore the 
Buddhist definition of knowledge . \Vas opposed to tb.e 
idea of absolute objects of knowle<fie, and it inclined 
more . tbwards a pragmatist definition. According to the 
opinion of these Buddhist teachers right cognition is 
successful cognition. It is cognition followed by a success
ful ac�ion. 16 According to· Dharmottara, right knowledge 
is twofold. It is either instinctive or discursive. In the 
case of the latter, we direct our attenion to a possible 
object of successful -action through a process of remem
bering, willing, acting and reaching the desired goal. 
Buddhist teachers undertook to analyze this discursive 
thought, leaving aside cases where purposive action . 
appears

. 
directly and aims . are attained straight off 

as in the case of instinctive knowledge (ibid. p. 61) 
According to their analysis, sensibility is the ·primary· 
source of our knowledge of reality whereas the intellect 
produces · the forms of this knowledge, and the verbal 
expression of the cognitive process is · made in terms 
of the syllogism. 

The Buddhist insistence on the empirical founqations 
of human knowledge, which .is a .characteristic of early 
Buddhist teachings is r.eiterated in the discussions 
of these later Buddhist philosopheFS; The Mimaqtsaka 
view- that scriptural statements need no further validation 
but are self-validated is criticized by the · Buddhist 
te�ach-ers::-Ieamalasila; fodnstance rejects the view of the · 

Jaiminiyas .who maintained that · all · our sources of 
. knowledge in general are right by them�elves in their 
attempt to establish the authority of scriptute. According 
to the Buddhist . teachers, right knowledge is efficient 

. knowledge, and it is through consistent experience 
that · truth becomes established. 

In the Nyaya Bindu Dharmakirti says that there ar� 
two . varieties of right knowledge, namely, perception 
aild . inference (dvividhaf!! SOf!!yagfoiinatr� pratya/qutr� · . 
anumiin� ca). In Dharmottara's commentary perceptual 
knowledge is cxphiined as ariy knowledge that ·makes 
the object appear before us directly_ (yat kimciilarthasya 
siik�iitkiirijniina'JI tatpratyufqamucyate ). Dharmottara, 
observes that although ac"cording to the etymological 
meariing of the term pratyafqa, it · stands for sense
knowledge, by usage it · includes other forms of. direct 
knowing. Dharmakirti and Dharmottara · recognize · 

14. Dvividhtll!l s.amyagjniin_al!l pra(yalqal!l anumiinal!l ca, Ny�ya Bindu, edited. by Peter Pc:terson, (fljbilotheca Indi� Cal�utta, 1 889). · · : 
Chapter 1. · · · · 

1 5. Iiudilhist Logic, T\1. Stcherbatsky (Mouton & Co. Printe-ss, The Hauge, 1958), Vol.
. 
II, transl�tion of N yliya Bindu and its commentary. 

p, 4; Nyliya Bindu.. Tlkii, edited by Peter Peterson, (Bibliotheca Indica Calcutta, 1889), p. 3. !; 
16. Buddhist Logic, Th. Sttherbatsky (Leningrad 1932), Vol. I, p. 59. 
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four varieties of perceptual or direct knowledge. They 
are ( I )  sense knowledge ( indriyajniina). krowledge of t he 

fi·ve senses, (2) mental consciousness (manovijiuinll). 
which corresponds to the sixth sense admitted in the 
early Buddhist teachings, (3) self consciousness with 
respect to all inner mental phenomena such as pleasure 
and pain (cittacaittiinaf11 iitmasaf!!vedanaf!!) and (4) 
the knowledge of the Yogi which arises on account of 
meditation on reality (bhiitiirthabiivanaprakar�aparyan
ta)a'!l yogijniina.'!l). It is important to note. that the 
later Buddhists in keeping with the early Buddhist 
position that even the highest knowledge of the Buddha 
is experiential and perceptual include under their 
notion of direct perceptual knowledge (pratyak�a), 
what early Buddhism included �nder super-cognitive 
experience. 
. Explaining the term anumiina used in the technical 
sence of inference Dharmottara says : 
(The word for inference means etymologically "subse
quent measure"). The word "measure" suggests lin 
instrument .  (by which an object is measured, i.e., . 
cognized). A source of knowledge iS thereby indicated; 
whose characteristic essence is coordination. It is 

. called subseq?eilt measur� because it appears after 
the logical mark (or middle term) has been apprehen
ded, and its concomitance (or major premise) has · 
been . brought to memory. When the presence of 
the mark upon the subj�ct (i.e., minor premise) has 
been apprehended, and t�c concomitance between 
the minor arid the major term, (i.e� the major premise) 
brought to memory, the inference (or conclusion) 

-follows- (ibid. II,--p�-B), · -

· Thus inference is defined as cognition of an . object 
through its mark. Iflference is also considered ilS the 
cognition of an invisible, concealed object. Inference 
enables us to cognize an object that is not present.· 
In the definition given by Vasubandhu in his Vadavidhi 
he lays stress upon the obseived inseparable connection 
uniting the mark . with the inferred object. A person . 
who has previously observed this inseparable connection 
between two occurrences, applies it to make a new 
inference. Thus when one has observed the inseparable 
causal tie uniting smoke with its cause fire, one cognizes 
the concealed fire whenever one finds the presence of 
smoke. It is evi�ent that the inferential knowledge 
referred to by the Buddhist teachers is a kind of inductive 
knowledge based on the assumptio� that there . is a 
uniformity of nature which entitles ns to infer the 
unexperienced on the basis of generalizations from 
experience. We have already noticed that although the 
term anumana was not used in the later technical sense in 

17. Prai!Jiil}asamucchaya, I. 3. 
18. Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, p. l52. 
19. Pramiil}asamucchaya· f'rtti, I. 4. 
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the Pali canonical literature, it expressed the notion of 
infe re n t ia l  k n owled ge ba sed on exper ience in te rms ol 
nuye itii1_7om, according to w h ich . one co uld usc: o ne's 
knowledge of an observed causal connection (dlwmme 
.�iil.w) to infer that the same cornection holds with respect 
to the past and future. 

Later Buddhist logicians like Dignaga and Dharma
kirti introduced a number of refinements to the epistemo
logical doctrines of Buddhism. One such notable refine
ment was the sharp distiction they made between direct 
and indirect knowledge .. According to Dignaga's analysis 
of perception pure perceptual knowledge is non-cons
tructive (nirvikalpaka). 1 7  According to the Buddhist 
teachers of the school of Dignaga, real sense-perception 
or cognition by the senses is only the tfst · moment of 
perception. The function of sense .perception is to make 
the object present to the senses. Its object is the particular 
thing (sva/ak$m.w). The construction of the image of the 
object whose presence ha!: been made known is another 
function consisting of a subsequent operation of .  the 
understanding. Sense perception in itself is non-construc
tive and is followed by the construction of the image. 
Dignaga and his foilowers attempted.,.to , identify the 
pure sensational cQre of perception. We do not see such a 
treatment of perception in the early Buddhist teachings 
represented in the Pali Nikayas. Although terms like 
vinna1Ja, saiina and vitakka may be interpreted as repre-

. senting several stages in the perceptual process, there is 
no attempt to distinguish them sharply from one another 
in the Pali canonical tradition. · -

Buddhist philosophers. made a special attempj tQ 
establish the reality of what they understood as the 
sensational core of perception. One such attempt by · 
Kamalaslla is presented by Stche�_batsky in the following 
quotation from Kamalasila's Tattvasailgraha-Panjikii : 

At the very first moment when an object is apprehend
ed and it appears in its absolute particularity, a state 
of consciousness is produced which is pure sensation. 
It contains nothing of that content which is specified 
by a name. Thereupon, at .a subsequent moment, when 
the same object has been attentively regarded, the 
attention deviates towards the conventional name . 
with which it is associated. After that,. after the object 
has been attentively regarded, accord.ing to its name, 
the idea of its · (enduring) existence and other quali
fications arise; we than fix it in a perceptu_al judg
ment . 1 8  

According to Dignaga a man who i'l absorbed in the 
contemplation of a patch of blue, perceives the blue, btit 
he does not know that it is the blue. 1 9  What this suggests 
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is that pure perception is to be distinguished from the 
percept ual determination of the object which is a function 
of the understanding. According to this analysis in every 
cognition one part is sensible and the other is intelligible. 
The senses ·cognize the thing itself. It is the imagination 
(ka/panii) which constructs its relations and general 
characteristics. 

The later Buddhist analysis of the nature of knowledge 
and reality.was connected with. the developJ;Ilents in the . 

interpretations of fundamental Buddhist notions like th.e 
notion of impermanence and causality which played a 
central role in the early teachings Of Buddhism. , The 
early Buddhist idea of impermanence (aniccatii) was 
interpreted in later Buddhism in territs of a theory of 
momentarinef (k�al'}avada). The later Bu.ddhist theory 
of causation was also influenCed by. the th�ory If univer
sal momentariness. Reality interpret� in terms If these 
two theories is reduc::ed to point-instants· of effeciency 
arising in functiona) dependence upon other poi�t
instants. Real. existence or ultiinate existence is consider- . 
ed to be nothi�g but efficiency. Only the-present �omer1t 
If physical efficiency is . ultimately . real The particular 
alone which is only: the presept; which is_ the 'here� . and 
'now' is real .. Universals are unreal and are mere names. · 

However, Jhe later Buddhi� teachers recognize a!lother 
level of· reality. When an image arising from the first 
moment If perceptual is objectivized and ideiltifi� with . 
some point ci external reality · it reeeiveS lln· imputed ! ·  
reality. Even from this special point of view there are real 
and unreal substanCes. From the point of view If these 
teachers, an exam pi� Of a real substance at th� · le�el �s 
some-object like_-a- cow; Examples a -unreal subst'Ances -
are metaphysical ones like G�d, Saul and Matter (in ·. 
the sense If the Primordial Matter cl the �likhyas). The 
Budd�ists a this period reeognized t�o kindS 

.
of reality, 

the ohe pur¢ a ultimate reality consisting cf bare p<}int 
instants, the .other consisting or· objectivized images. The 
latter is supposed to have a position in time and space 
and· possess· · all the variety of sensible and abstract 
qualities. Thus a-distinction wa5 drawn between ulti!hate 
reality which is unrepresentable and unutterable (a,nabhi
liipya}. and pheriqmenal ·o·r e�pirical reality (sa�v��isat). 

The -treatment If · epistemo)pgical issues in early 
· BuddhisiD is confined to a cla.rifi�tion ({ the kind of 
knowledge essential for attaining the ·goal If the;. holy 
life. Early Bud�JVsm insisted that what ·is essential ·for 
attaining such a· goal is a kind of knowledge that has. to 

argumentative discussion cf general epistemological 
issues but was concerned with them .only to the extent 

. that wch discussion was found to be relevant to its 
immediate goal. In this respect later Buddhism is notably 
different in that the Buddhist intellectual geniuses of 
later centuries, took up the argumentative discus&ion of 
episiemological issues as a general philosophical exer
cise. Many ·sophisticated ideas and theories emerged 
in the course � th� discussions which could be com-. 
pared with the finest intellectual achievements in. Western 
philosophy. 

P. D. Premas1ri 

EPITHETS of the Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha and 
Nibbiina. Epithets characterising ihese four important 
topics iii Buddhisni are so numerous--a�d varied t�at it · 
would not only be tedious but also If little value to 
collect all .of them: Therefore it Is intended here to give a 
cross-section of them presenting them i!l such' a way so 
that they would bring forth various aspects cf the subject· 
described. It may be noted here that, in generaL the 
epithets descfibing these four topics are · very often not 
synonyms but words referring to their different aspc<cts. 

.Buddha: .. . . 
At first· when the literary descriptions If_ the . Buddha . • 

wen� not nunterous the number of epithets describing 
him were limited · But with the increase of Buddhist 
writings the writers went-·on inventing epithets to cover 

· every possible aspect of his personality. The important · 

· aspects of h
.
is })ersonality that have been covered by these · 

epithets are mainly concerned with his intellectual. and 
ethical . eminenCe while there are many terms having . 
metaphoricaL allegorical ·  and ancestral references. . . 

" The most general and the most important of these is 
the term Buddha (from the root budh to be awake) · 
mean�ng an enlightened one. ThiS is not a proper name 
but a generic: term used to describe all those who are 
enlightened b.Y themselves, without the help . of any 
extranepu_s agency. Iil order· to distinguish· between the 
l�uddlias and pacceka,.buddhas .the term samma, samyak 
or sam Is prefixed to the term Buddha which then means . 
the pefrectly enlightened one, who, by his self,realised · knowledge·�of the Truth, is superior to all other beings . 
both human and divine. Gautama Buddha is sometimes . 
calle.d the Buddhase!!ha· or the Buddhavira, m�ning . 
the best or ·. the excdl(mt Buddha. The term ·arahant . ' 

which is applied to anyone who has realised Nibbfma 
and meaning the one deserving ' (of respect etc.) is also 

. be developed on the basis of an arduo'!JS process c{ self 
discipline. . Ordinary sense knowledge at the levcl of 
sa�nii and vinn(iija apd pure intellectuai. reason,.· faith 
and reliance on e�ternal aiitho�ty ar� . inadequate to 
bring about . the self-transforming wisdom whiCh is 
signified · by the Buddhist terms panna and iisavakkha-· 
yaniiQa. Early Bu<idhism did riot take any interest in the 

· . · applied to the Buddha in that. sense This is ·a pre
Buddhist honoriflc_title adopted by the Buddhists. Some . 
of the other epithets expressing his intellect or wisdom 
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are: anantadassin, he whose (intellectual) · vision is 

u n l imited ; anomapaniia, he whose wisdom is supreme : 
bhuripaniw, or extensive wisdom. is explained at Ps. 1 1 . 

197 as 'endowed with wisdom, ·extensive as the earth'; 
another epithe_t having the same meaning is bhiirimedhas ; 
mahapanna (Skt. mahliprli.fna� or great wisdom; vara
pan'iw and aggapanna, of excell�nt wisdom, are two other 
terms used; sadhupanna, of good wi�dom, is also used. 
Sapanna end<?Wed with wi�dom, pannadada, bestow
ing wisdom,· are some others of this class. The 
epithet sayambhii (Skt. svayambhii) is commonly used 

., ·anO it expresses the idea that the �uddha re·atised the 
truth on his . own. The fact that he can read the past, 
present and . the future, has made him to be called 
trikalajna (!mower of the three pei-iods of time). Epithets 
like mahlijnlinin (of great wisdom), vijna (knower), 
mahabuddha (the great Buddha� prajna (wise one) are . 
also used Epithets d�scribing his ·knowledge are also 
widely used. While sarva[IUJ (Pal� sabba�nu) expressing 
omniscience is the commonest .of these, a few . more 
exampels are: . lokavit (Pal� .lokavidii knower of the 

. world); .  sabbadasslivi (he who sees everything); sabb�-. dhammapliragii (versed in all . the .dharm«s); vedagii 
(versed in the veda, meaning knowledge in general); 
vidita_!:•eda (knowing the knowable); dhyanako�ida (versed 

. in the states of mental absorption); sarvavidylidipa 
(master ci all the various kinds of knowledge); pra
.fnlinanaprabhakara (illuminator .of wisdom and know
ledge); lilt'asarad� (not unexperienc�d, i.e., wise); vipassin 
(gifted with insight, I.e., wise) ; L'islirada (self-confident, . 
wise); tevijja (possessed of the threefo�d knowledge 

_. def!!}ed-at A. L:.164); veda (knower). Cakkhu�ant, along 
· 

with sami:mtacakkhu, also refers
. 
to the intuitive know-

· ledge cf. the :Buddha It is the allround; all-comprehensive 
wisdom <i the Buddha that is referred to as

. his super
normal all-seeing eye . .  The Buddha is said to have five 
kinds of such eye8 (Nd. II, 235J and hence he is called 
ne�· (he ·who has �yesi mahiimati (very wise) and nipu1Ja 
accomplished). Dhlra is a term expressing ·his firmness · 
and self-t�liance. His possession· Of .  th� right kind of 
knowledge is expressed in the epithet fitiinin. The fact 

. that he is gi'ven to the practice of meditation Uhiina) has 
made him to be called )hiiyin and. his. freedom from all 
mental obstructions is expressed in the epithet pabhin
nakhila. The possession· ci ten powers by him, aU per
taining to .his powers of understanding, has· given him 
the common epithet dasabala (da$abala). 

The Buddha's teaching being one of ethics par excel
lenc;e it is natural that his ethical attributes are so · 
numerous and varied. B�sed on his _quality of CO!Jlpassion 
there are innumerable epithets desCribing him ;;The 
form abhaya�t�/qlra describes him as the giver of safety, 
that he is not a souree of danger to anyone, while akuto-

· . bhtiya qualifies him as the one who is not afraid of 

anyone, as the fearless one in any sense. The epithets 
appa(ibhc.ya (aprat iblwya) and nirbhaya are also expres
sive of his fearlessness. Some others of this class are :  

paramahitiinukampaka (supremely friendly and com
passionate); mahiikiirul}ika (of gre�t compassion); kiiru-' 
�zika (compassionate); karu1}iinidhiina (source of com� 
passion); kanJ1}iisiigara or karu1}iikara (ocean of compas
sion); khemm1kara (giver of fpeace); sivankara (giver of 
happiness); varada (giver of boons); kiiru1}yadhenu 
(giver of compassion); karuniitmaka (full of compassion); 
premadarsin (exhibiting kindness); j.isvasaka (he who 
comforts); /okiinugrahapfavartin (wisping !he welfare 
of mankind); karu1}iivadiita (of pure compassion). The 
epithet akuha refers to him as the �onest and upright 
one, while ·aneja describes his state of freedom from lust. 
Some other examples of his ethical attributes are: . 
aniglia (the calm one); bhiivitatta or 'bhiivitiitman (self- . 
composed or sober one); _ guttindriya, jitindriya and 
bhiivitindriya (whose sense-organs are well-controlled); 
danta (self-restrained); dhoiUJ (purified); guT}asiigara 
(ocean of virtues); hatadviS (whose anger is gone); 
anlisava, khi1}asava (w�ose defilements are gone); khi1}a- · 
sal!lyojaiUJ (whosdetters are broken); miina£_�hi_da (whose 
arrogance is gone); miinaniakkhapahiiyin._ (free from 
arrogance and hypocricy); mudita Uo»ul);. nikkiinuJ 
(desireless); nikkanka {free from do1,1bt); niriidiiiUJ (free 

. from attachment);, niravadya (free from taints); pahina
malamoha (free from taints and delusion);· s�antabhadra ., . 
(good in every way); siintapiipa (free from.-.eyil); satiman 
(mindful); siti-(siti-)bhuia (cool); sud, sud_(iha. (purified); 
vltgt��f)a, ta1}haccihdd, vitalobha, vitariiga. (free fronf 
craving); trido�iipciha (free from lust, hate and delusion); 

; tusita (contented); viintado�a (free from hatred); vera
bha,yiitlta (gone beyond hatred and fear); L•igatamoha 
(free from ·· delusion); vi{Jatarajas, viraja (free from· 
defilements); suddhliciira (cf pure conduct� The well
known epithets, vijjiicara1}a-sampanna (endowed with 
wisdom and . virtue) along with yiithiiviidi-tathakiiri, 
practisjng what he preaches, are also important as his. 
ethical attributes. A few other epithets belongings to 
this category are :trividhadamata-vastukusala (with body, 
mind and speech controlled); visuddhadhl (of clear 
wisdom); mahiidhlra (very intelligent); vaisiiradya or 
visarada (skilled); k�tajna (grateful). 

The fact that the Buddha is reg(irded as the best 
among all iiving beings has resulted in the countless 
epithets expressing this fact. Thus he is advitlya (second 
to none); naragga, naravara, naravlra, narottama, agga-. 
puggala, etc. (best among men); aggappatta (who has 
reached the highest); anomaniitha (superior teacher);· 
anuttara, anupama, appafibhiiga {apratibhiiga� appafi
puggala, appafisama, appa!ima, asahiiya, asama, asama
samU, atula ot atulya, nirdvandva, uttamapuggala, etc. 
all meaning 'the incomparable one'; apariijita (undefea-
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ted): appameyya (inestimable). He is referred to as being 
honour':!d by both gods and men (devonwm1ssopiijitu\ 

and also as the teacher of both gods ;}nd men (sauhii 
devamanussana'!l). Sattha (teacher) is very widely_ used. 
When be is referred to as the best among the two-legged 
creatures (dipadanamagga, dipadinda or dipaduttama etc.), 
it iS seen how the writers have strained their imaginative 
powers to invent new epithets to describe the gre.\t 
being. By the addition of suffixes to the word loka or 
jagat meaning world, a good number of epithets hav� 
beeri coined: /okabandhu (kinsman of the world): /okajit 
(conqueror of the world); lokaniitha (leader ')[ the 
world); lokanayaka (chid" of the world); loklintagii (he 
who has gone to the end of the world); jagatsiistr; or . 
jagatguru :(teacher cf the world)"; jagatsvamin od n Pali 
/okasv(iinl 0� jagatprabhu (chief of the world); jagadiiloka
�h�ta (the light of the world); jaganniithai (leader of the 
woild); jagatbhartr; . (maintainer •. of the world). He is 
simply c;�lled sarar;a or saral}ya (the refuge). He is. also . 
called mahatman · (the · great beipg� thereby implying 

in wisdom. Jutimant or jutivanta (bright one) also has the 
same idea. Animals l ike the l ion, the ele�hant and the 
bull are taken as metaphors in describing him. Thus 
he is called the Buddhanliga (elephant among the Bud
dhas), or merely. the elephant (kuiljara, r.iiga. or mahaniiya 
(the great elephant) or mu1}ikuitjara (elephant among (he 
sages� narasiha (lion among men� nisabha or nariisabha 
(bull among men) or merely the buD (��abha or usabha1 
t1Griiha . (boar� purisajaitita, ajanlya (horse among men� 
sakjl(lpUilgava (the leading bull among the Siikyas). 
svayambhusiha (lion among the self-enlightened� 
or merely -the lion (si�a), vlidisTha (lion among the 
debators� He is also brought into . comparison with 
gods and other superhuman beings. For instance, he is 
called the brahma, brahmabhiita or brahmapatta, where 
brahma means excellent He is also called .the god cf gods · 
(devatideva, devadeva), g�d among men (naradeva), 
visuddhideoo (the blemishless god). The na�e cf the king 
of go�s (Sakka, Sakra) is not left out, for he'is cailed Sakka 
or Purindada. • · 

. that · this gre�tness referred to here is not limit.ed. to one 
. aspect·. He is · the sage (isl} or the great sage (mahes4: The. Buddha is very often coimected. wi�h dte soia:r 

rtUJluir�i, mUT}i or mahamur;i� the �reat debator (maha- dynas.ty (siirytlVUI!ISG) and the epithets iidic.cabandhu,, · 
. .  vadi) or the great hero (mahavira). Jina (conqueror) is . arkabandhu or arkaban4h�va (kinsnian of the .sun) a�e • 
. ofll:l' used· to refer to him: SometimeS he is referred to ' often. used. So!}let-imes siiryav�'!lsa in its�lf inised: Like 

as the conqueror . cf Mara . (marqjit or- �arilln�thana) · th� epith.ets Sakya. and Gautama, which iridlc�te his 
· · or of the god -Of iove An�!iga (anangajit) ot .of the· worJd . dan and family respectively, and Siddh�rtha his per�onal . · 

(lokajit) or simply t� vi�tori�us one (vijayin). ·Jiijitasan· . . mim,., the Buddha �s also �lied A�gir�a, ��ich. s�ettts . 

gama .(he who ·h as won the ba,Uie� vijitilvijaya (who has to be a patroliymi(;, as the Gautamas belbhged to Jhe . . 
won the.victoi'y) aoo vijiilivi (the victotiotiS 9ne) are also · Atigirasa tribe. T�� ep�thets

, 
�r�ya (arya) �nd .br.a��",;a ·. 

used The person·ru Mme of Gautatila Buddha, Siddhac: . also bave .. some htst?r!cal stgnific�nc:e. T�e te?D briih- · · 
iha or' Sidllliartliii (lravinr a:chtevec:t-the·cp�rpos.e) is-.airo-· - - - !11_1!1}11. whtc�-:was _p_�lgt_n�l!yJ_ gog-B_uMhist , te.rm, �as 

. ·. very often used � S.arvarthasiddha. · is also sotnetimes gt�en an �ntlrely ethtcal. co�cept bY:. t� B.�ddha. An?ther 
found Conceiving bini as· .. the dispellt:r of the d�rkn� . �ptthet w1th a�cestral s�gnifi�ce 1s 1/cyvakukulanandana .. 
cf the woric:t; d'arkness figuratively mean�ng ign�ranc�. (joy of the famtly. � the lk����kus) as well � �kka,k�kuftr 

he is called tamanasaka or ·tamonudci. · The · same idea is sumbhava (born m ,he falDlly cf the Okkakas). Ep1,thets . ·  

· .· expres8ed by the epithets pabha�kara and pabhasak�;a. like Sakya�utta, Saky�siha or SakyaqmQi ·are··: .a:Iso 
· He is calle9 uttamapuggaia (noble man) and · the worthy related

. 
to hts clan. He IS cal�ed the 7th seer (i�is

.�
tt�) · 

: ,o� (arahii, . viindl, va�arha, .etc.�. The �e�ms vira� and . . :� !e �· the ·:th ��ddha smce t
_
he B.udd�a }tp�ssm . .  

vibhu, meanmg sovere1gn an4 which are used as eptthets ( · I L 97). -Some •. tm� the matronymtc Mahadevt.suta 
cf the important Vedic gods, are also found. He is called . and the . p�tronymtc S�uddhodana, Sauddhoda� �r 
.viWailtara (all-subduing� venayika (one who disciplines) Suddhoda?I are u�ed Vtsvantarct (Vessan1ar�� wh1ch IS . .  
and (admJ!adaniaka (tamer cf the untamed), vira (hero) also used, 1s. exp�amed .at J.t!'J:. II�. !)tj. as �av1�� cro$sed· . 
or si.mply nara '(man). The fact that he is o�ly a preacher, . �he uneveness (VISa) of p�SSI�n. Gota�� bjs family n.ame, 
in the sense that be �bows the w�y and is not . a saviou� IS mostly used along w1th Buddha. 
fi expressed in the �pithet akkhatr. He is cailed the 
caravan-leader, sattha�iiha (siirthavaha� in the sense 
.�at he kads men in the correct path to Ni�alJ.a. 

· The term putisadammasaratlil meaning the tamer 
(liter3Iy:.- chllfiot�) d the un�amed, . expresseS his 
ability d training uneontrollable men. 

Similies and metaphors of every, ,kind have been used 
in describing . the Buddha. He is ..Very often compared 
to the SW1 (bhaskara, suriya) signifying his prominence 

. Various epithets coined jn relation to the ' Buddha's 
· doctrine are also ·cf frequent .()ccurrence. An ·off-used 

epithet cf tbis kind is advyavadin (teacher Or non
duality� indicating hiS denial 9f the dual tbeori� The · 
word dhamma {dharma) meaning . his do.ctrjne ·� very . 
often prefixed to various words to describe: him Dham
massami (Dharmasvamin) {lord of the Dhiunma), phain- .· 
maraja (king ci. the .Ohamma1 Dhamadhaiu (essence of 
the Dhamma� Dharmakara (ocean: of · the Dhamma), 
sarvadharmesvara (lord of an the dharmas� subhadbar-

·� 1.4 j 
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miikara (source of good dhamma\ varadhammappakiisaka 
(preacher of the noble dhamma), etc. are some of those 
belonging to this category. 

There are some more .epithets which are very common
ly used. For instance those like bhagava (biessed one), 
sugata (well-gone\ tathiigata (thus gone), etc. are impor
tant. The term bhagavii is one of the commonest and 
one of the · most . reverential of epithets. II) English it 
means . lord or the iich . or the blessed one. Sugata, 
meaning one who has attai�ed bliss, is also commonly 

· used. Tathiigata, one of the most important of the 
Buddha's epithets, is significant in another aspect in that 
it is the term used by the Buddha when he refers to 
himself. A few more general ones are: oghatil}l}a (he who 
bas crossed the ocean, i.e., of sa�:siira\ antima-sarlra, 
he' who bears his last body,. pamiadhaja, he whose flag 
is gone, i.e:, whose fight is over, in t.he sense that he has 
finished his struggle in sa1f!siira; saccavhaya, deserving 
his name, i.e� Buddha, tiidin, such-like in 5 ways (see 
SnA: p. 202), bhaviintak�t, be who has put ·an end to 
rebirth, asafr,saya, free · from doubt, iihuneyya and 
dakkhil}eyya,. deserving of worship and offerings, gam-

. bhira, the deep one, i.e., in wisdom. 1 · • 

Dhamma: 
The term . th�� . is commonly used to designate the 

moral p�ilosopby taught . by the Buddha is Dhamma. 
As the teacher lives through his teaching it is/natural 
that the dhamma came' to be · treated . with the same .



respect and significance as (he Buddh� himself �nd many 
epithets are coined to describe it from various ang]�s. 

- One of the coninionest passagei (D.I, 62 ; S. I, p. 10; A. 
.IL 147 . etc.\ · praising the dhamma is the one which 
describes it . a8 lovely (kalyiii;a) in the beginning, lovely 
in the middle, lovely m the end, which is full of both 
spirit and of letter (siittha and sabyanjana); which is 
ooniprehensive m all aspects · '(keva/aparipUl}l}G), pure 
(parisuddha) and pertaining to the pure life (brahma
cariya). Another very common formula (D. II, 93; m: 
S; S. I, 9 etc.); which is also used by the Buddhists in their 
ordinary · worship of the dhamma, is the one in which 
it is praised as well proclaimed (sviikkhiita, supravedita, 
sutksita\ well-seen (sanditthika), applicable at all times 
(akalik�h inviting all to pr��tise and verify for themselves 
(ehipassikah leading to release (opanaika) and to . be 
individually realised by the wise (paccattlll!l veditabbo 
Piiinuhl) . . Dhamma is .the Buddhs's teaching that is poble 
(ariya: S. p. L 30; A. V, p. 241) and great (mahli: S. IV, 
p. 128). 1t is health-giving (nirjvarah leading to freedom 
from bOndage (niyiimika: nairyiinika) and needs no 
other help (apratisa'ral}a� The fact that the �uddha's 
teaching is honestly and openly promulgated '1�· �iso 
expressed (uttona, vivara. pakasita, chinnapilotika or 
plotika). 
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Sangha: 
Generally designated as the community of d isciples 

(siivaka-smigha) or the com munity of monks (bhikklru
sangha) the epithets used to describe them are more or 
less descriptive of the arahant. Being the third member 
of the Buddhist Triple Gem there is the popular formula 
used along with the formulas used in worshipping the 
Buddha and the Dhamma wherein some of the attributes. 
of the Buddha's desciples are collected (S. V,. 343; D. 

· II. p. 93 etc.). Here they are referred to as walking along 
the correct path or as well-established in their wa·ys as 
the Buddha's genuine disciples (supafipanna); they are . . · 
honest. upright (ujupa{ipanna) and law-abiding (ilaya
pafipanna� They are blameless in their ways of living · .· .· · 
(siim!cipa{ipanna). The fact that they are on sure way · 
to release is expressed bftheir being referred to as the 
four pairs or the eight kinds of men (cattiiri purisayugiini; 
a!{hapurisapuggalii\ . each pair being comprised of the 
one in each of the four paths (magga) and the one in 
each of the four fruitions (phala): As such they are 
deserving of respect (iihul}eyya), worthy of hospitality 
(piihul}eyya), worthy of offerings (dffkkhil}eyya\ worthy 

_ · "1 ::.  

of worship (anjalikararJiya) and tb.ll$ :,they comprise an 
incomparable fieid of merit m uti's 'w'orld (anuttara� 
punnakkhetta�). As it was pointed �ut_eadier most of the 
epithets used in literature are mainly applicable to . . · ;"'-": 
arahants and the terms coined to de�(;ribe them go on : · >!'-��-� 
increasing endlessly. As they. are free.'from defilements · . . . . 
they are often referred to as khll}asava or �i1}asrva and · ' · .'· ·: 
nikkilesa or nil;klesa. Their wisdom,, has qualified them ; . . . 
to . be referred to as of great wisdom (mahiiprafoa� of . 
wide wisdom (p�thuprafoa� of deep wisdom (gambhira-
prajna\ of incomparable wisdom (asamaprajna1 of quiCk . •· 
wit (iisuprajna and jdvanaprajna) etc. they are well� · · · 
iDfornied (bahusruia or srutadhara) and free from · : 
burdens or worries (ohitabhiir�). Their. wishes have been : · 

ful(llled (par,ipiirQasankalpa) . and they have done what :' 
has to be done (katakicca, katakranlya). 

· 

Nlbbiina: · . . 
Being the state of the man Y.·ho has achieved perfection · 

according to the Buddhist ideal, Nibbana is lavishly 
described in Buddhist literature and hence its epithetS ' .  
are innumerable. Negatively it is described as the ce8sa- , • 

tion of becoming · (bhava�irodha), as the overcoming 
of craving (tQI}hakkhaya) or cl suffering (dukkhakkhaya, : 
avyiipajjha). While the term Nibbana or Nirval}.a itself : · 
is a negative description meaning the extinguishing of ' . 
the fires of lust (lobha1 hatred (dosa) and pelusion (moha\ · i. 
it is also the state Of deathlessness and changelessnesS 
and hence of eternity (amata, akkhara, QCCUta� It .w a ; .  . 
state free fron;t craving (viriiga; aniilaya1 without form ; 

' 

(ariipa) and also without attributes (anidassana) in th,e ·. 
sense tha.t it cannot be described in wordS but has . 

1. Epithets d the Buddha contained in the well-known formula 'iti'pi so bhagava . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  are discussed in their appropriate pia� · •
. 
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to  be realised in p ractice .  One of the most important 
&i>pec:s of Nibbana is that it is a state th'lt is uncaused 
(a.kata) and unconditioned (asankhata), in the sense that 
it is beyond the laws of causality. It is the state free from 
worldlr ties (mokkha, vimutti) and. hence a · state of 
indifference were in one remains undisturbed by the 
effects of worldly phenomena and can face life calmly 
(riibbidi, vir.aga). Positiv'ely it is very . often described as 
the state of highest happiness (parama-sukba) and as the 
refuge or the island in the fl�od of samsara ' (sara� a, 
khema, tina, icna and dips) and also as the final rest, the 
goal of Buddhis't life (pariyana, apavagga). As ·a state in 
which perfect peace and safety is achieved it is frequently 
referred to as yogakkhema. It is the further shore · of the 
sea of samsii:ra (parima-tira), the true, peaseful, aus
picious, pe�manent and accomplished state (sa.cca, santa, 
siva, dbuva, nipui18}, which once realised, cannot be lost 
· (appadviniya). lt is the state free from slimsiiricJojourns 
and therefore not subject to change (vivatta). ItS.qu;uity 
of complete purity (�uddhi, visuddbi) is v�ry significant 
as it signifies its tital freedom fi·om defilements. It is 

. d�fflcult to be realised (sududdasa) but once realised it is 
the complete realisation (abhisamaya). And ·as· a ·state frer;: 

. from . . the fever of sanisiiric ills it is called· the cool state 
(sftibhiita, nibb.uta). In the ultimil.te·sens� if is a state not 
lacking or defiCient in !lnything and therefore a state of 
totality of completion and of peifection, kevaJa;lSee,also . 
EULOGY. · 

. . 

A. G. S • . KariyawMam 
' . . 

EQUALrrY; Buddhism recognises the ��ct that allh�man 
beings B.J"e equal in birth li.nd that their conduct in society 
makes them exalted cir low,· It rejects · the 'idea of 
pri�leged cl�ses or individuals. In th� va;ettba $utta 

. (Sn. pp. 1 17-9) the B�ddha extends the Idea di�t, though 
'distinct differences could be seen among various type4 of 

-. bird�. quadrupeds, reptiles, trees, creepe1'5 etc.� . -such' 
distinctions . canitot be observed aniong human beings. 
All human beings co�habit in the sam� way. The concep
tion.of a child� its development in the womb, its birth, its 
growth, its instincts etc. follow the saine pattern. With 
regard to hair, head; e�, moutht teeth, nostrils, eye
brows, lips, throat, shoulders, belly, buttoeks, back, 
chest, private parts etc. �:til human beings are the same, 
and the: only distinction to be seen among them is the 
difference of sex. 
. .  People are · '.given diverse names according to the 
various activities they engage in, in order to make a . ..... . 
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living. One who cultivates the land is called a farmer; one  
who produces various utensils and instruments is called a 
craftsman; one who serves others for a living is called a 
servant; one who serves in the army is called a soldier; one 
who learns the books and imparts knowledge to others is 
called a te�cher; one who robs dthers' things. is called a 
robber; one who rules a country is called a king; one who 
counsels and helps the king to rule a country is called a 
minister. When one changes one's profession one will be 
known· after the �ew profession he takes himself to, for 

· instance if a king fails in his duty towards the people and 
being driven away by them takes to begging for a living, 
be wHJ be called a beggar; if he takes to stealing he will be 
called a thief; if 'he takes to farming he will be called a 

. farmer. Therefore the .birth is of no consequence in this 
· matter. It is his activities that determine his social status. 

The Buddha says: 'By birth one is not a brahmin or an 
out�caste. I tis his activities that makes one a brahman or 
ari out-Caste' (Sn, p. 23). Here the word 'braman' is used 

. to denote a virtuous man, who refrains from all actions· 
that are harmful and injurious .to others and engages in 
activities that are beneficial to oneself as well as to others. 

• One whose activities are
. 
injurious to oneself as well as'to  

· others is an out-caSte, (vasa/a)1lccording'to the B�ddh� 

The Buddha strongly �riticized the brahman's claim, 
based on �irth, for supre1J1ecy in society. In the Agga/Jfla · 
Su. tta {D. III, pp,, 81-2) be scoffs at the claim of brabmins 
to have been boFn through the. mou'th of the Creator · 
(Brahms)� saying that when it is quite obvious . that 
J>rahmin women� like B;ll other women, become. pregnant 

· with child and deliver children in the natural way, it is 
absur(f �on -the part of brahmins to chum that· they are 
born of the mouth of the Creator, Exalting one's own self 
(attulkamsana) taking into con�iderations one's own 
abilities,·��Cial position, family, wealth, looks, edueation 
etc. and despising others . (paravambhana) on similar 
grounds js declared by the Buddha as a grave wrong ( M: 
I, p. 402; Sn. v . .132). A person who does so should be 
regarded as an eneiny of society, an out-caste (vasa/a). In 
t�e Tu.vataka Sutta (So. I. 179), the Buddha says thar a 
true recl�se should not engage himself in comparing 
himself with olhers, �inking: 'I am superior (o him 
(seyya)in this attainment', 'I am his equal (sadisa)in this.' 
and 'l am inferiotito him (nlca) in this', but should aim 
oDly at bringmg about internal calm (ajjbat�:upasam•J. 

In the Order of monks founded by the Buddha no 
restrictions, regarding birth were placed on membership. 
Anybody who wished to follow the Dhamma could enter 
the Order, The Buddha says: 'In as much as the waters of 
va�O'US nvers, such as Gangi, Yamuna, Aciravati, QDCt: 

2 For.referenee of the P�i forms occuring in this essay seePED, and for ttie Sanskrit forms see Mhvyut, seCtions 48, 63 and 95. See also 

. Abhidhanappsdipiks and Apad'inil. 
. 
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they enter the sea will be called sea-water, even so, all 
p�!ople, from whatever family they come, would be 
known as the recluses (of the fraternity) of the sou of the 
Siilyan (A. IV, p. 202). It was recognised that anybody 
who had the inclination and the will to follow the 
Dhamma could attain even the highest fruit of the 
religious life. The Buddha says in the Ariyappriyesana 
Sutta (MI, p. 169) that the gates to immortality (amatassa
dvara) are wide .open and that anybody wishing t() enter 
may put forth faith (iri his teachings). In the Buddhist 
Order of monks respect and veneration was shown not 
considering the social background. from which a parti
cular member entered the Order. It was vi.rtue and 

. learning alone that won respect and venera�ion for .a 
monk. Any one who follows the path conscientiously 
would reach the loftly heights reached by the Buddha 
hims�lf, and. no orie is debarred from aiming at such 
heigltts merely becaQSe of one's sCH:alle.d low.-birth. In the 
Mit�nga Ftaka (J. IV, pp. 375-90) · it i� shown how 
M'tanga, an out-cast� by birth, attained to.greitt spiritual 
heights and how even reputed brahmin teachers came to 
salute him and wa� upon him. Among the great disciples 

. of the Buddha Sunita ( Tbag. vv. 620-31) was a scavenger 
before entering the Order, and Upili ( Yin. II, i83) was a 
barber. Iri the account of Upili's entering the Order, it is 
stated that Upili was ordained a. monk before the six 
Sikyan lads, U pili's former sires, so that they w��ld first 
salute and respect Upili as a monk before becoming 
fnonks th.emselve.s ( Yin. II, p. 1 83). So it was recogDised 
that given equal opportunities and the necessary g�dence 
and encouragement anybody could rise to an exalted 
position, irrespective of the status of the family to which 
one belonged . .  

The concept of equality was extended also to women. 
. Women were not treated as inferior to men with regard to 

· the potenti�ities of spiritual development (Thig. v. 61). 
Once the Buddha told king Pa5enadi K�sala (S. I, 86) 
that a daughter well-disciplined and educated would 
prove a better asset thl'.Ii a· so�. The Buddha exterided 
membership to women in the Order founded by him. A 
parallel Order of nuns was established with Mahi 
P�jipati Gotami as its first recruit ( Yin. II, pp. 253-7), · 

and �any were the:women who entered this Order and 
attained distinction in the dispensation of the Buddha. In 
the Etadagga Vsgga(q.v.)of the AnguttaraNikiya (A. I, 
p.2�) the Buddha mentions the names of female disciples 
who had gained distinction in various fields in the Order. 
Kisi . Got,!UJlf was acclaimed · the most · experienced 
bbikkbuui, K.hemi as the wisest, Uppalavanni as the 

· best of those who possessed psychic p�wers,.Pi!iciri as 
the · best of those who were experts in the r:ules .of .; � .... ���-.. ) ,. :} :1 • 

disgipline,. Dhammadinni lis the best preacher, N'lm(ii'as 
the best of those who meditated, .Soni ··as the most 
courageous, Sahli as the best of those who possessed 
the divine eye, Bhaddi Ku��alakesi as the cleverest cof 
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those w_!lo could understand a thing quickly, Bhaddii 
Kapil ani as the best of those who possess�d the power to 
recall past births and so-forth. The Therigatha is full_of 
instances of theris who had atained arahantship (Thig. 
pp. 126, !29, 1 3 1). Mrs. R_hys Davids in her introduction 
to the translation of Tberigitha states that the instances 
of thetis declarins. the attainment of arahantship are 
more in · the Therigitha than monks doing so in the 
Tberagitha. 

Thus we see that Buddhism does not recognise the 
superiority of a person by birth, sex or social position. All 
people are born equal and it is their conduct that makes 
them noble or ignoble. See Caste, Egalitarianism . 

W. G. Weeraratne 

EQUANIMITY (upekkha, q .v.) is a detached state of 
mind which may cause ·a person to appear disinterested, 
or rather unbiassed, without however, losing his watch
fulness and self-possession. It is an intelligent way of 
being aware without becoming attach�·(f �d, therefore, 
the mind remains evenly balanced. Although this con
dition of the mind is always there in any stage of mental 
absorption (jhana), it is not obviously observable while 
the mind is immersed in the early stages of concentration 
(vi_t�kavicara) or when it is elated . in spiritual ecstasy 
(piti), or relaxed in well-�eing ($ukha). And thus, it 
becomes the characteristic of the fmal stage of mental 
absorption in the spheres of form (rupa-jbina). The 
commentary (DhsA. p. 177) compares' this selection by 
means of elimination with that of a cowherd who does 
not attempt to capture directly a particular bull of the 
herd, but who allows all the arumals to come out of the 
pen one by one, till the bull of his choice presents itself. . 

It is thus far from that kind of disinteres�edness which 
· is prompted by ignorance. Such lack of interest as a resUlt 
oflack of understand1ng (aMana) is a fals.e manifestation · ·. 
of loving kind�css (DbsA. p. 19J)� The proper function of 
equanimity b based on the appreciation of others and is 
manifested as well as consummated in the quieting of 
aversion and . flattery (loc. cit.). It is, therefore, the 
intellectual control of emotional feelings which can · 
produce a balanced atttitude of equariimity, the. acceptance 
of pleasure and pain, of prosperity and ill fate, when all is 
seen as the heritage of kamma (Joe. cit.). . 

Equanimity does not always carry an ethical implica
tion, for it may simply indicate a neutral feeling, when it is 
grouped together with other indeterminate (avyikata) 

· factors, such as contact, sensation and perception (Dlu. 
43 1) to constitute a mental state. 
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Equanimity is also referred to in Pal i as a position and 
force of balance (tatramajjhattata, q. v . )  and is as such 
incorporated in the "other incorporeal, causally induced 
states" (ye l'i pana .tasmim samaye aiiiie pi atthipaticca-

. .  samuppanna ariipino dh�mma Dhs . • I ,  p. 9). It is ex
plained by the commentator as a balance of mind which is 
a neutrality regarding various states; its ftmction is 
checking deficiency and excess, or cutting off partisan- . 
ship. By virtue of its indifference regarding consciousness 
and mental properties it should be regarded as a chario
teer who treats with impartiality the well-trained horses 
he .is driving (DbsA. p. 1 33). 

Equanimity or poise (upekkha) is the development of 
what are called the  infini tudes (appaman� or
appamafina) or the four divine states (biahmavihara, 

. q.v.), viz. : benevolence (metta), compassion (karuna), 
• , sympathetic joy (mudita) and equanimity (upekkha: · D. 

. · I, p. 250; M. I, p. 38; S. IV, p. 296; A. V, p. 299). It is 
through dweiling in �esc divine a�-bdes that freedom of 
mind (ceto-vlmutti, q.v,} can be attained. 

I • • • ' 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

EQUIPOISE or c�mdition of perfec;t balance or equili- : 
brium in the intellectual and emotional aspeCts ' of . .  

: . ·: character. Tliis. represents the : concept of a well- · 
int�grated and well-adjusted .character as 'understood in 
Buddhist ethical phycbology. Perfect �qui poise in such a 

. sens-e coufi:f 6e foundc Qrily in a pei:fe�ted character like_· 

these are expected to regulate one's behaviour and 
act ions along the lines expected in Buddhist practice, the 
manner in which t his should happen assumes signifi
cance. This means that there are two pairs of faculties in 
each of �hich-both faculties should funct!on in equal 
manner counter-b'alancing each other. lhe first of these .  
two pairs constitute saddha and paflfia. If a person were 
to have excessive confidence with ·deficient wisdom he 
would act like an 'honest fool' with blind belief. Similarly, 
excessiv·e .wisdom with deficient confidence can lead to  
hypocracy. With the other pair which constitute viriya 
and samadhi too, excessive exertion without the corres
ponding degree of concent�ation would lead to restless
ness and fruitless fatigue while · excessive concentration · 

. without the required degree o( exertion could result in 
lethargy and indolence. Accordingly ru't equal degree of 
intensity is required for each faculty so that they function 
smoothly producing the required equipoise o� character 
as a whole, resulting in a very high degree of mindfulness 
(sati) and concentration(samadhi). : 

· ·· 

There .is another angle from which equipoise of 
. cha·racter could be viewed, nam.ely, the unshakableness 

and steadfastness of the individual in the face of vicis.;. . . 
situdes of . .life . .Jn the face of worldly �onditions .(Loka-

Dhamma s.v.) such as gain (labh,a} and loss (afBb.ha), 
·m-fame (ayasa) and fame (yasa), blame (ninda) �d 

· praise (pasamsa); happiness (slikha) and sorrow (duk- . 
kha} the man c)f integrity is cxp�cted to remain unper� 

· turbed maintaining one's equipoise. It is said (Sn. v. 229) 
.that th,e righteous man (sappuris'a) maintains his eq�i- . 
poise · firmly like the column of Indra . (indrakhila-a 

- symbol of,firmmiss) at the ancient city gate. 

. Yet ·another angle to view this concept of equipoise 
.. , that of a Buddha or an arllhant. But .in the ge.net'al sense 

of a man aiming at such perfection, a·certain degcee: of 
.equipoise is e�pected and. is necessary. Attempting a 
·definition of equipoise in that sense is considered profit-

. able,here. · . . 

·one fairly comprehensiv.e method wh�:reby this prob
. ' · . I em could be viewed is to define equipoise inlerms of the 

, five · spirit.ual 'faculties · (indriya) which 'are taught in· 
Buddhism as a group of moral. faculties or powers 
associated with the 'emoti()nal _and intellectual life of a . 

person and which should counter.:balance with each so 
that the desired equipoise Of character is achieved ·. 

(indr(ya-samattapatipadana: Vism. pp. 1 29�30). These 
consist of confide�ce in the Buddha and his teaching 

· . would be from the angle of male and female duality. The 
unsplit character endowed with full equipoise should 
have both . ptale . and female qualities in equal measure 
without any imbalance in favour of either aspect. Thi3 
constiq.1tes an Important charar.troristic of samadhi(con

. centration) as understood. in Buddhism. 

· (saddha), effort ·or exertion in avoiding evil and cultiva
. ting good (viriyl!), correc� mindfulness at aU times (sati), 
. rig�t concentration (samadh1) and wisdom (pafflia). For 
details see lndriya .. 

As wh�lesome (kusala/motivatiilg powers that should 
guide a 

.
person's actions these faculties play a very 

important role in' the cor.rect formation of a person's 
· charact�r in terms of Buddhist ethical psychology. As 

Equipoise could still mor� succinctly be defined as the 
· perfect balance, between the head and heart (inteJJe�t and 
· emotion) of the religieux. see UPEK KHA. 

. · 

A. G. S. �a�m 

ERA, BUDDIDST. The main tradition for the passi�g · 
away (parinibbana)wiih which the Buddhist Era starts is 

· that of the Southern Bud�hists. l t  is found first in the Sri . :  
Lankan chronicles, the Dipal'amsa and the Mahavainsa 
as well as the historical introduction of the Samantapa
sadika, Buddhaghosa's Commeniary on the Vinaya 
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Pi.taka, the two first-named separated by about a century 
from each other, with the Commentary intervening. The 
calculat ion is based ::>n the lis ts of kings and t h e  lengths of 
their reigns accordir.g to the Buddhist traditions of India 
(including Sarvastivadins) and Sri Lanka. According to 
recent critical opinion, the Mahavamsa was probably, 
written about the 6th century A.C. The chronology 
current·in Burma and Siam closely follows that for the 
event in Sri Lanka. This date is reckoned from the 
parinibbana (death) of the Buddha in the middle of 544 
B.C. The first y.ear of the Buddhist Era compute� from 
these traditions is 543 B:C. 

The yaditions of the Jains, whose last Urths.akara 
Mahavira was ·a contemporary oi the Buddha; are a 
secondary source. 1,hey give chiefly 527 B.C. as the 
tradition for Mahavira's death. But this figure is not 
consistent, as 468, 467 and seve'ral others are also current: 
Based mainly on a list of kings and dynasties who are 
supposed to have. reigned between 528 and 58 B.C:, the 

. list is regarded by some scholars as absolutely worthless, 
confusing, a! it does the rulers 'or Vjjain ;nd Magadha 
and. other kingdoms. On this tradition the paririibbana of 
the Buddha must be post-dated from the reckoning of the · 
Southern Buddhists, which found its strength in Sri 
Lanka, thelexu themselves stating that Mahavlra had 
predeCeased the Buddha. But the Jain date is contra- .· 
dictory and unreliable as a basis of calculation. 

, The tradition of the Northern Buddhists is linked with 
the Chin�se Dotted Record which .is discussed below. 

· These are the chief chrpnological points in regard to -
the initial year of the Buddhist Era. The others will be 
noted in passing: 

It must be noted that the research done in India 
particulariy in Asoka arid his Inscriptions, as w�ll � in 
connection with the Greek invasions of India, has been a 

. ·Very large factor in computing dates. The Buddhist 
• records, whether in texts cir monastic annals in Sri Lanka 
have provided the fi�st definite statement of an interval 
between two events without which no starting point 
would have been possible. The Pur ani� and the 1 ain &re 
the principal Indian traditions. The Northern tradition is 
led by the S ar:vastivadins. 

543 B.C. 
. Strictly speaking, the traditional year falls within 

544-543 B.C., according to the present system of dating. 
At what stage did the tradition ari�e in Sri Lanka? The 

earliest mention of an interval .of time: between two 
me�orable events of interest- to Buddhists occurs in the 
Paii Dfpavamsa. This interval is 218 years betw�en the 
ps.rinibb"i.na ofthe Buddha and the sbhiseka of Asoka . . 

• ... � • '• t .J',··I1,7� 
-

. The Dipavamsa was a compilation, perhaps by several 
authors, and its material was added from time to time. 

Although the events clironicled by the finished work do 
not go beyond the tim� of Mahasena (275-3 1 0  A.C.), the 
work itself i s  considen d as likely to belong to  a period not 
l ater than the fourth century A .C. 

-

The Dipavamsa is ;octually a redaction of the material 
which had been found in "an older work, a sort ot 
chronicle, of the history of the island from its legendary 
beginnings onwards. "(Geiger) This older work, known as · 
Atthaka(ha-Mah"i.vansa, had been written in Old Sinhr:: 
le�� prose. It probably -came d.own to the arrival ol 
Mahinda in the first year of king Devanampiya Tissa and 
appears to have existed before the Vinayatthakaths was 
written in the fifth century A.C. Two eminent critical 
authorities accept that the Sinhalese Atthakatha are the 
same as those styled Poranas and the ancient com
mentary �ntitled Poranatth'axatha. Reasons have re- · 
cently been given to su'pport that . the Dlpavamsa 
originally was not based on the Sinhalese works on which 
d.epend�d the Sama!JtapasB.dikB. and the Mab"i.vamsa and 
that it clearly belonged to an earlier stratum of tr�ition, 
undoubtedly the, earliest. form. 

Samantapasadik_8, the historical introduction of which 
was based on the Dipavamsa, the author completing the · work and adding to it with statements which could·'bave 
been dire<;tly drawn from a Sri Lankan source, the 
Sinhalese Attbakatba. Whilst Buddhaghosa's work was 
completed hi.427 A. C. which was the penultimate r�gnal 
year of Mahiinania, the Atthakatha were witt�n down iri 
the reign of Va��agrunani (first century B.C.). 

In addition to the �bove, Sri Lank�
'
'has preserved a 

successjon of theras from Upili, the Buddha's contem- . · 

poi'ary, to Mahinda. This list which was taken from "the 
old Mah"i.vamsa, in Sinhalese prose with Pali verses, on 
which our P'ali Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa are 
based," (Adlkaramj is preserved in the Parivara: It plays · 
an ime_ortnnt part in the chronological system on which 
the Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa are based. It� 
interest is du� to a continuous synchronological connec
tion between the histories of Sri Lanka a.., (I of India. It is 
not indicated that the dates should be taken as authentic, 
falling as they do within the uncertain periods oflndo-Sri · 
Lankan· h�stoi:y. But that the succession originated in 
India itself cannot be defmitely ruled out. 

. . 
When these circumstances are collectively considered, 

the indication is that the traditional interval of 218 years 
may also be traced to India. Strictly speaking, there is no 
Indian evidem:e for it. But there seems tq be nothing 
demonstrable against the: probability that these earliest of 
Sri Lankan chronological references and of the succes� 
sion of tbel'tl.$ have emanated from India, from which 
country the religion was introduced to Sri Lanka. 

The year in which Mahinda arrived was the frrst year of · 
Devanampiya T�ssa who, according to Sri Lankan 
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chronology, wail consecrated 236 years after the passing 
away of the Buddha. This figure is thus seen td be merely 
a continuation of the traditional reckoning. The tradi
tional reckoning found its earl iest external confirmatory 
synchronism in the fifth century A. C. In the monograph 

. on Sri L�ka relating the history of the Soung dynasty in 
Pieu-Tien, an embassy from Sri Lankan king styled Ts'a
li Mo-ho-nan, is recorded as having been received in the 
frl'th year of luen-kia which scholars have taken a:s 428 
A;C, The Sri Lankan king has been identified with 
.Mahinama ( 406-428 A. C.) who was the only Sri Lankan 
king by that name. The embassy could be dated to 428 
A.C., ori.ly if the traditional date of 543 B.C. for the 
parinibbana of the Buddha .were accepted. 

Another Chinese record. provides an Indo-Sri Lankan 
synchronism when it mentions a request oi Sirlrilegha
vanna to the Indian emperor Samudragupta for per- · 
missic;>n to �rect a monastery at Buddhagaya for pilgrim 
monks from Sri Lanka. The regnal yean of the two rulers 
fall, however, within both of the periods calculated from 
543 or 483 B.C. for the passing away of the Buddha. 
'fltese synchronisms are supletncnted by at least three 
others • . 

. The first. Chinese synchronism, howc:Ver, provides 
irrefutable proof. that in fifth �entury Sri tanka the year 
of the Buddha's parinibbsna was reckoned ils 543 B.C., . 
whether or not the actual event took place in that year; · 

· . 483 B.C. 
. . This is the most widely known (late. Its chief advocates · 
for Sri Lanka: have been Geiger and ParanaviJana who 
discussed it exh_s.ustively in the- Introduction to the . 
Engl i sh  t r ans i a i ions  of  Mabavamsa and of 
Ciilavamsa (Pt. II), and in the Epi�apbia.Zeylanica Vol. 
III.rcspectivcly. The stand taken by them ied them to the 
belief that the Sri Lankan chroniclers manipulated the 
dates in the regnal years .oLSri Lankan kings, which 
rendered a period of 6Q ye.ars that needed to be explained. 

. This idjustment was tentatively (e.g. from J?evan�piya 
Tissa to Elara) traced. back to certain periods which they 
c�msidcred vag\Je, so that when die "e�ceSll" wa! deducted 

. frqm 543 B.C., the 483. B.C. was reached. They also held 
the vi�w that there was, in Sri Lanka the traces of an eta 
reckoned from 483 B.C. 

This view th&t Sri Lanh shows tra�s of the use of an 
era starting with 483 ·B.c., . has since been completely ' 

. rejected. As sho:wn in the diScussion on 543 B.C., it is 
cert�y clear that 483 B.C.; is incompatible with the 
Chinese synchronism of 428 A. C. 

The consecration of Asoka. took place, iCc:oi-ding to 
the earliest Sri Lankan so�rces, in the 219th year after the 
parinibbJDB of the Buddha. Reckoned from 543 B. C. this 

would fall in 324 B.C. Asoka was preceded by his father 
Bindusara who in  turn· ruled after his father, Chandra
gupta, the founder of the Maurya dynasty . The traditions 
of India, Sri Lanka and Burma completely agree on the 
length of Chandragupta's reign to .have been 24 years. But 
to that of Bindusara the Indian Puranic tradition assigns 
25, and the others 28 - so that there is a difference of 3 
years. We may take it that C�andragupta, reckoned from 
543 B.C., came to the throne in 382 B.C. (Purinic : 379 
B.C} 

Here there appears to ·be a difficulty. The names of 
certain Greek kings appear in some of Asoka's rock
edicts, more particularly at Girnar (Xlll-r-e), and their 
regnal years have been considered and fairly flxcd from 
Greek and Roman sources. The Greek king Scleucus 
Nikator, who invaded India after the death in 323 B.C. of 
Aiexander the Great, wa! halted by' the Indian king 
"Sandrakottos of Palimbothra" with whom be made a 
treaty. "Sandrakottos. of Palimbothra" was identified 8S 
Chandragupta of Pataliputra, that is, Asoka's grand
father. The date of the treaty has been fixed as 304 B.C., 
again the according to Greek liild Roman chronology. 
Chil.ndragupta would have ascen'd�d the throne betwee� . 
the- 323 and 304 B.C. being'thc points of time indicated 
between the death of Alexander-the Great and the treaty 
with Seleucus N ikator. Asoka's consecr�tion deperids on . 
that ofChandragupta and the latter can hardly be placed, 
according to this rec�oning later that 320 B.C. (Purinic: · 

· 3 17 B.C.). The upper limit for Chandragupta'� accession 
being the death of Alexilndcr the Great; and the lower 
being the Purinic date, (i.e. between 323 and 317 B. C.), a . · 

working date of 320 B.C. bs been accordingly accepted 
for this founder of the Mauryildynasty. This would bring 
down by 60 years the date of the consecration of Asoka 
(which took place four: years after he had mounted the . 
throne) and place the event i� 264 B.C. (Purinic: 261 
B.C.). Thus there is greater reason to incline towards483 
B.C. than to. 543 B.C. as the year of the Buddha'• 
parin}bbana . . 

It will be seen that th'! dating above arrived 'at rest on 
the primary · assumption I hat the Greek and Roman 
chronology is, more or less flXed fairly securely. But a 
reputed Indian authority on the Calendar'opined that the 
Olympian era C?f · the ancient Greeks and the era of 

.· foundation of Rome are artificial eras, whose beginnings. 
arc shrouded in mystery. 

In the face of this it would be unscientific to use Greek 
and Roman classieR! chronology u our meuurcs . . 
The SarvaSdvidla TJ'IIdldoa : 

Against the interval of 218 years adopted in the Sri 
Lankan . traditio.n, between the . Buddha's parinibbiiza 
and the consecration of Asoka, the Sarvastividin tradition, 
as reflected in A vadina Jstaka (repeated in the 
Divyivacfina), attributes 100 years. This school of 
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thought, too, is of the Hinayiina and the tradition _was 
taken over to the Chinese from the S anskrit and thereafter 
to the Tibetan which repeats it. Besides the d ifference in 
the length of the interval, the season in which the 
Buddha's parinibbana took place is also variantly des
crib�, the Sri Lankan sources calling it V aisilla (May
June) and the others implying the 'months of December
January, following whicb seems to be supported by the 
botanical evidence of the off-season flowering of the 
shores robusta (sila)hees by the death-couch. · I . , . 

If the Northern tradition, be its origin an Indian · 
source, were aligned to 543 B.C., we should get 662 B�C. 
as the year of the Buddha's parinibbana occurred so far 
back'i� time as 662 8. C. As a matter of fact, the trend is in 
the opposite direction, to place it conservatively later. 
The�fore 662 B.C. should not be seriously considered. 
For the other two dates to be admissible it must be shown 
that the Sarviistivadin tradition excels the Sri Lankan 
traqition, which has yet to be demo�trated._On the other 
hand it is generally accepted tha.t the Sarvastivadin 
tradition is not canonical, whilst the ot.her manifestly is; 
and it has been stated (iuome instances, at any rate) that . 
"the Pall version of the school of the Theravadins proves 
itself to be the most faithful preserver of an earlier 
traqition': (E. Waldschmidt), an opinion to which 
Hermann Olde�betg had . earlier tended after his 
examination of the Vinaya ·Pi_taklJ. Furthermore the 
fi�ure 100 is mentioned, in these two Sarvastiviidin books 
and tbeir Tibetan translation, in connection with a 
pseudo-prophecy, which is also its context in the 
Dlpavamsa, where the ume figure is specified or 
iwplied in the earlier portion. It is necessary, however, to 
note" that the figure was ignored in Sri Lanka if not 
reje_�ted, when plain and simple. chronological statements 
came to be categorically made in regard to events as such, 
so that the Sri Lankan tradition persisted in the figure 218 
in its subsequent. literature, and did not go by 100; . . . . . 

The .same reasoning can be· applied to 501 B. c. -But 
against 365 B.C. a further objection might be made. This 
date is less than half a century prior to the death of 
Alexander the Great on the supposition that the Greek 

· dates are final. It is difficult, therefore; to be rid of the 
impression . that it is too "modern", .comparatively
speaking, too close to certain "historic" �vents by Greek 
and Roman reckoning. At .any rate this date requires the 
basic assumption that the N orthem sources are prefer
able to·-the Sri Lar.kan which is not warranted by the 
results. of critical scholarship. 

· 

The . incompatibility of the season of the Buddha's 
. parinibbina is not vital to. the argument. The dear.:Cut · 

issue is of the year of the event. All the early sources being 
merely compilations by different people at different times 
froril different material, it is easy enough to explain away 
such · immaterial points in the absence of irrefutable 

evidence to the contrary. This is particularly the case 
when it seems that there was a manifest desire to plnce the 
Buddha's parinibb7ma, birth and Enligh tenment to the 
same seasons, that is Vaisiikha. (May-June) to fix 
attention on an inconsequential detail is t� Jose the sense 
ofproportion. 

We may thus conclude that there is Jess reason to 
attach ourselves to the Sarvastivadin tradition which, 
translated into our system of chronology, would place the 
parinibbinaoftbe Buddha to B.C. 662 or 501 or 365. The 
round figure 100, which gives rise to these dates, is more 
artificial and suspicious tha.n the odd 218  found in the Sri 
Lankan sources which were derived from the Pali. It is 
also well to remember that the scho.lars who removed 
sixty years froin the regnal years of certain early Sri 
Lankan kings in order.to arrive at 483 B. C., were led to do 
so by the rounqness of the figures given to the lengths of 
their reigns which figures they held to be specious. U their 
attitude is justified, it should be equally applicable to the 
Sa,rvastivadin figure of 100. It is also pertinent to 
consider the supposition that the Sarvas tivadins 
confused Asoka with Kii!isoka. . 
Other PrJndpai Dates. . . ,M . Among �he three best known ofother d.ates.whicb bllve 
been offered by scholars, both Eastern a��.)Yestern, are 
485, 486 and 487 B.C. This sequence is obviously based 
on the Chinese Dotted Record about which a few words · 
are necessary. 

After the Vinaya recital at the First Council (san�ti); 
which was held on July 15 th following the Buddha's 
parinibbana U pRli signed tbe closure of the assembly by 
placing a dot. The succeeqing disciplis added to this, With 
one dot for each year. Sarighabhadra, "who· iS said to 
have ·been a samana of the Western region, a name often 
used for " India'" of course including Sri Lanka 
(Takakusu) was· China in 489 A.C. He is said io have 
asked the samana Kung-ku why the marking had not 

: . � 

· been' continued from that year, after which it is claimed to 
have been kept up ti11 535 A. C. Sangha:bhadra, who had 
the Samantapasadika. translated into Chinese, placed a 
dot iil 489 A.C. to mark the end -of his labour. There was 
then a total of975 dots; which would gi-ve 486 B.C. for the 
year of the Buddha;s paiinibbina. This is the note current 
in the Shushotenld (The Dotted by Many Disciple�). 

Now in regard to the year of the sangiti there are two. 
opinions, one that it took place in the year of the 
parinibbsna and the other in the year following - as 
accepted by Ta-t' ang-hsi-yu-chi. "Sanghabhadra's date 
of the Buddha, B.C; 486, was not quite uri.known to the 
Buddhist writers in China� but was never considered as 
authoritative" (Takakmu). Authoritative opinion has 
been expressed that it was most uruike,ly that it was free 
from error seeing that the marking had extended over a 
period ·of nearly one thousand years. 

; 
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It is interesting to note that one fprm of the Khotan 
tradition places Asoka 250 years after the parinibbana of 
Sri Lankan one. 

The years 949, 463, 3�6 and 383 B.C. ,  too, are 
sometimes assigned, but th�y have no scientific basic and 
are interesting only to show the differences of opinion 
which exist in regard dins or Tibetans and is suprisingly 
close to to an important event. 

Conclusion 
In the early discussions the year adopted was 477 B.C. · 

It was based on an .erroneous reckoning of the date of 
Chandragupta's accession as 3 15 B.C. 

It will be seen· from the foregoing that there is a greater 
degree of agreement among scholars than there had· been 
some decades ago. In fact, should 483 B .C. be ar:;cepted, 
the.differences of opinion is mainly in the range of some · 
two -or three years. Nevertheless, this is no ground for 
accepting the year 483 B.<:. · 

In fmc, all ·that can be presently stated. is that each 
major date is bes.et with own . difficulties; There is no 

· consensus of opinion, because unimpeaehab1e evide.nce is · 
wanting, that the parinibbina of the Buddha occurred in 
such and such a year. In the present state of kno�ledge it · 

· would appear lhat we shall have to revert to 543 D.C. as, : .  
at least, a sign-post. It may b.e mentioned as a matter of · 

· re�rd, that the year 2500 Buddha Jnyahti), caleulated; · 

from 543 B. C: as marking the parinibbana of the Buddha · 
and eommencement of the Buddhist Era, was inauguratea 
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Chinese Traditions The question of the date of the-
. Buddha's parinirval!a has been engaging the attention of 

the Buddhists in China ever since its official introduction 
in·to th�t country in 67 A. C. Owing to the multiplex 
variant _traditions in· India and abroad, it is' rather a . 
difficult task to arrive at a suitable solution acceptable .to 
all. This was kee11Iy felt even at the time of Hsilang Tsang 
when he made the following observation: 

- ·  
"All the Buddhist schools '(in India) have their OWn 

versjons concerning the Buddha's psrinirvina. Some say 
(I) Now it is more than 1;200 years after the parinil'Y"i.na 
(2) Others say it is over 1,300 years. (3) The third gro�p 
says it is over 1,500 years ·and (4) Yet ' another group 
maintains that over 9,00 yea_!'& ·but less than 1 ,000." (Hsi-

. fu-<:hi, Cb. 6.) . · 

This His-yu-cbi or 'The record of the West em Regions' 
of lisaan Tsang was completed in 647 A. C. On. the basis 
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of the foregoing passage, the following dates may be 
constructed: 

I .  5 53 B.C. 
2. · 653 B.C. 
3. 853 B.C. 
4. 353 B.C. 

Natunilly the figures illustrated above will not mean 
that any of them is the actual date of the event. It wouJd, 
however, show roughly a range of difference of 1000 to 
400 years. As Hsl1an Tsang found it difficult to unravel 
these intricacies he did not recornrnend these dates. 

However, in the 5th century, other Buddhists in China 
tried to work out the dates on definite lines, on the basis 
of early Indian and Sinhala traditions. Three · 3Uch 

. attempts are given below: 

L 1086 B.C. This is from the .Travels of Fa Hsien. Fa 
· Hsien informs us that he spent 15 years abroad from the 
time when he commenced his historical journey in 399 
A. C. until he. returned to China in 413 A. C. He paid a 
visit to Sri Lanka in4 l l A. C. and remained there for iwo · . . . I 
years. While in the Island be witnessed· a grand and· 
pompous procession of the Tooth Relic in Anuradhapura 

. and heard the statement from the official ann_ouncer to 
the effect thllt: 

"It is the 1497 year after the parinirviJI?a of the 
Buddha." On the basis of this announcement, we arrive at 
1086 B.C. as the year in which the Buddha passed away. 
Conside:ring the later Sinhala tradition of 544 B.C. the 
parinirvina of the Buddha must have taken place 542 
years earlier. This, 'however, does not · appear' to be the 
popular tradition in Sri Lanka in the 5th century A. C. 
after the arriviU of Buddhagosha� It also does not belong 

. to the Chinese tradition, beca�s� the earliest Chinese date 
ever mentioned in this connection is 949 B.C. as it was 
recorded in the Chow-shu-yi-chi. 

IT. 636 B.<;. In the 8th chapter of K wang-hung-ming-chi 
or An enlarged collection of writings for the porpagation 
of Buddhism collected by Tao Hsuan in 664 A.C. 
(Nanjio, No. 1481) we find .a treatis·e· entitled Erh-chiao
Jun or On the two Religions by Shih-Tan-An of the T'ang 
Dynas.ty. It is in this treatise, that. the author made the 
following statement concerning the d�te of the Buddha's 
parinirvil?a: 

"Moreover, according to the reckoning of K.umar�Hva 
. and the Pillar Inscription of (Asoka), we find that they 
agree with the description of Chun Chiu that Tat�agata 

- was born in 715 B.C. and passed away in 636 B.C. . . ' 

This tradition indicates that the parinirvana of th� 
Buddha took place 92 years earlier than the prevalent 
Sinhala tradition. 

III. 349 B.C. A remark attached to the end of the 
Buddha-parinirvina Sutra, a Sanskrit text translated by 
P'o-fa�tsu (290-3o6 A.C. Nanjio, No. 552) gives the 
following calculation: 

"From the time of the parinirvil?a of the Buddha up to 
538 A�C. it is a total of887 years, 7 months and I I  d ays." 
Subtracting 538 from 887, we arrive a� 349 B.C. It is 
obvious that some one in 538 A.C. made this observation 
by following a certain tradition, the source of which is not 
clearly mentioned , 

.The difference among the three foregoing dates, from 
one to the other chronolpgically, is about three to four 
hundred years. Apparently they worked out their results 
from independent sources based on varient traditions. 
Unfortunately, in most of the cases, we are not provided 
with the percise information as to the method of reckoning 
and the authorities from which they drew their con
clusions. The year 636 B.C. as the date of the Buddha's 
parinirvana is comparatively a little cle�tr.in its position, 
because !_t claims that it is based on: the reckoning of 
K.umarajiva who went to China in 401 A.C. and the 
Pillar [nscription of Ascika. If we think "[li'�t 1 086 B .C. is 
placed too far back in time and 349 �:.c. is lacking the 
support of any historical or inscript�onal evidence, 

. , � ·"¥-· , . . 
should we say that 636 B.C. may represent one of the 
early Indian. popular traditions which· is independent of 
either ·the Sinh ala or the Sarvilstivadht·r�ckonirig? 
Mlnor mistakes In reckonlr!g in the Dotted Record 

Many years ago the present writer pointed out the 
minor mistakes in calculating1 the date of the Buddha's 
pirinirvana as found in the Dotted Record. In the 
Chinese Tripi taka there are two literary works concerning 
this docume�t. One is Ch 'n-san-tsang-chi-ch'i or A 
coJJection of the records of trl!Dslatio.?s of the Tripi!aka 
compiled by Sheng You in 520 A. C. (Nsnjio No. 1476), 
and the other Li-tai-san-pao-ch'i or A recordconcerriing . 
the Triratnas in successive dynasties by Fee Chang-Fang 
in 597 A.D. (Nanjio No. 1 504). The former provides us 
with the following information: 

· -

"In the tenth year of Yung Ming (492 A. C.) of the Ch� 
Dynasty (479-501 A. C.) a· bhiksu (of Nanking) by the · 
name Tsing Hsiu learnt that Sanghabhadra together with 
Sheng Wei had translated the Samantapasi.dika into 
Chinese in 1 8  chapters at Canton. He was anxious to see 
the work (and copy it), because it was not yet available in 

. 1 .  '\An investigation i�to the date of the Buddha's parinirva�a" (in Chinese) by Pachow. Hai� Tsao-Yin, Vol. 18, No. 1 0, 1937. 

... .. 

. ... 
• ' 
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the capital. In the 5th month of the same year (viz., 492 
A. C.) Ssnghlfbhsdrs returned to the south .2 He (fsing 
Hsiu) went to Canton and copied the newly translated 

. Vinsp commentary and brought it b.ack with him. to 
Nanking in the 4th month of the 1 1 th year ofYung Ming 
(493 A.D.). He paid homage to the text by worshiping . 
and reciting it and also tried to make more copies of the 
same. In the 15th of the 7th month (in the same year) after 
the end of the observ�ce of vasss, he looked at the yeax;s 
after the passing away of the Buddha, and placed a dot in 
the presence of the assembly. Imagi.ning that this w·as 
done annually (by former sages), he was deeply moved 
and tears came to his eyes."(NanjioNo. 1476 ch. l l). This 
description gives us sufficient ground to comprehend that 
firstly the Dotted Record tradition is closely associated 
with the translation of SamB.ntapissdikswhich we know, 
was composed in Sri Lanka by Buddhagosha and later 
made available in other South-East Asian countries 
including Burma and Siam; and secondly that Bhiksu 
Tshlg Hsiu was fully aware t>f the number of years as 

. represented by dots, after the parinirvilla of the Buddha. 
But �Drortunately the n\)mber of dots w'as not mentioned . 
in .the fo�going passage. . . 

We now come t.o consider the second work. The same 
event mentioned above hilS been amplified with inaecurate 
details �d inexcus�ble mist!lkes hi dates. For instance, 
Fee Chang�Fang changed 'tlie � l th year (493 A.C.) of 
Yung Ming into the 7th year (489 A. C.) and forgot that 
the Cb'u-ssn-ts"Bng-cbi-Cb'i fro� which he

. 
had drawn 

·materials was compassed 7'i.years earlier than his oWn 
work. Further, he pu( Sanghabhadra in the place of 
Bhilfsu ·Tsiilg .Hsiu to mark the lasC dot fu the Dotted·
Record and presented not to know that Sangha:bhadra 
had returned·_ to .. his homeland in the ·south in the 5th 
month of the same year ( 493 A.D.) which was much prior 
to the . concluding cer:emonies of the vssss. _ UJJder such 
circumstances, nat�r�y Sanghabhadra could . not have 

· po:ssibly ptit down �he last dot in the said Record. The 
· only . point that is worth our · consideration in . this 
.document is the mentioning of the 975 dots ending in 493 
A. c .. � already stated 489 A. c. is a mistake. Accordingly I 
482 B.C. is the datt: of the Buddha's parinir.vins which Is 
the corrected ver�i.on of 486 B.C. as re;koned bf 
Takakusu. 

In introducing the Dotted Record of many sages 
Tiikuusu failed to refer .to Cb'u-ssn-tsang-cbi-cb'i b!Jt 
only drew his materials from the Li-tai-s8n-pao-ch 'i of 
Fee Chang-Fang which is definitely an inferior compila-. 

tion both in authenticity and accuracy. The translation of 
t he said Record made by Takakusu is not an excellent 
one and several places therein need correction, especially 
the sentence.' "The ascetic Chau, the marking till 535 
A.D. when there were 1 020 dots". The original text never 
said that Chau, the ascetic continued to put more dots, 
but it simply says that he used to calculate the ·total 
number of years from the last dot in 489 A. C. upto 535 
A. C. and thereby he arrived at a t�tal of 1028 years� 

The Slnhala Tradition and tbe Chinese Ti'jlveDers 
The authenticit}"of the Sinhala tradition of 483 B.C. or 

543 B.C. will mainly depend on ·whether Asoka was 
consecrated in•the 219th year after the parinirvsna of the 
Bu_ddha and the mission of Mahinda �?d Sangh�mltti to 
Sri Lanka. Many scholars have expressed their views 
either in favour of 483 B.C. or 543 B.C. However, from 
the records of the Chmese travellers, it appears that there 
was a general belief among the Buddhists in India during 
the 5th and the 7th century A. C. that Asoka had reigned 
about 100 years·after the psiinirv"ir?a of the Buddha. As 
they came from C�a and were in no way partial to any 
particular Buddhist sect at that time, the difference of 
tradition as re�istered in their writirigs should be treated 
with due attention. 

To begin with, we would like to see whether anything is 
mentioned by .them about . Mahinda's mission to Sri · ·  
Lanka and the bringing of the Bo-sapling from India. In 
the 1 1 th chapter of Hsilan Tsang's Hsi-yu�b'i, .referring · 
to the Sinhala Country, he says: : 

"P�eviously this.country w.as devoted to t�e worship of 
deities. In the first 100 years after the parinirvins of the 
Buddha, Mahindit, the young brother �f King Asoka 
who had · renounced the ·world and attained the six 
supernatural powers, came to the Island by air and 
propagated the Sad dharma of the Blessed One .. . " 

In the Travels of Fa Hsien, there is !l description about 
the Bo-tree which was 200 feet in height at Anuradhapura. 
This tree, according to the ·author, was grown from a seed 
acquired from India by an envoy of a former king. He.did 
not uy . anything about tile mission c;>f .Mi:thinda and · 
Sanghamitti. Both the Msbsvsmsa and Samantspisa
dika �gree with the recording of Hsaan Tsang with regard 
to Mahinda'� mission but they differ in the interval · 
between the Buddha's parinirvina and the consecration 
of Aso.ka. Moreover tbe relationship between M�nda . 
al)d Asoka is also stated differently. This difference of 
date i' a gap of about 100 yean . . · 

i If may be that 'his native land is in the South seas. - . . . 
3. Under the title of Ssmantapasadila in his Coll�tion, he B!lys: Refer to Ch 'u·san-tsang--chi--cb f . 

. 4. See JRAS. p. 436-437. 1896. 
. . . 
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The Northern Tradition 
The interval of 100 years between the parinirvana of 

the Budqha and the consecration of Asoka as fou�d in . 
the Sarvastivadin.o r Northern tradition bSB been ignored 
by the early Buddhist scholars. As a result only a very few 
scholars, like E.J. Thomas, recognizes the importance of 
this tradition. These scholars, on the basis of materials 
collected.from both the Southern and Northern traditions, 
have argued reasonably well. Regarding the number of 
years assigned to Indian Kings·mentioned in the Maba
vsmss; they suspected the authentiCity of the Sisunilga . . . . dynasty, because that name 1s not found in the Jaina 
tradition and the Alokavaaana list of kings.s It is found 
in the Puranic list, but he (Sisunaga) ruled some 136 years 
before Bimbisara, a contemporary of the Buddha. The 
pall choronicles place Sisunaga in sqch a position which 
is three kings . at:ter Bimbisara and four kings before 
Asoka. Commenting on this, Rhys Davids was of the · 

opbiion that · the· Sisunaga Dynasty was inserted in its 
present place in the chronicles in order to fill up the 218  
years. 6 If such i s  the case, the trustworthiness of  the P ali 
chronology would require further careful consideration. 
Besides, E. J. Thomas points out that in the Dlpavamsa 
(1. 24-27) we h�ve the shorter tradition of the intervai of 
. 1 18 years instead if218 years, though it is tdld i'!.the form 
·or a prophecy: However, if we admit that the Dipavainss 
was composed eadier and has preserved more anc�nt 
material than that of the Mabavsmsa, we should not, at 
this stage, accept the. tradition of the .one and reject that of 

. . the 'other without further thorough investigation. 

· Regarding · the question whether the Sarvistividin · 
tradition is based on-��onical literature, the answer is in 
the a{firmative� To supplement what seems a mere 
pseudo-prophecy as found in the A vaaana-Jataks, Divy's
vaaana and the AiokavacfBna (Nanjio Nos. 1343 .and 
1344), I would like. to add one more text viz., A�f8dssa:· 
niksya-SBstrs by Va5umitra, translated intci Chinese by 
Pa�amii:rtha ild57-S69 A.C. (Nanjio No. 1284). This 
isstra is principally concerned wit� the origin of the 18  
Buddhist Schools in India. At the beginning of the text it 
is said: 

· "Wh�n· it WllS one hundred and sixteen ( 1 16) years after 
the parinirvana of the Buddha, in the city of Pataliputra, 
A§oka be�ame king of Jambudvlpa and was u;uversally 
recognized." 

Vdumltra, the author'of this· work, as we know, was a 
co� temporary of I(Bn.iska and both were Closely &Ssociated · 
with the 4th Buddhist Council held iri Kashmir. 
The date of Kaniska's accession to the Kushana throne, 

according to the majority of scholars, was 78 A.D. If that 
be the case, then, we may say, we have the earliest definite 
information concerning the date of the Buddha's pari
nirvana , and that, too, came from the pen of no less an 
eminent celebrity than Vuumitra himself. In a way, we 
may say, it may .excel the later compositions such as the 
Mshavsmsa and Ssmsntapasadiki, because the works of 
Buddhagosha and Mahanama were composed in the 5th 
century A.C. It is likely that Va5umitra possessed more 
authentic traditions � he was comparatively cloS.er to the 
ever.t of the Buddha's death. Thus, if we accept 270 B.C. 
as the date o.f Asoka's consecration (B. M. Batua: Aloka 
and his Inscriptions p.7) and 1 1 6  years as the interval. 
between this event and the passing away of the Buddha, 
we then arrive at 386 B. C. which would be the date of tho 
Buddha's psrinirv�a. 

. BlbHography: 
Fa Hsien: The travels of Fa Hsien. 
Hsuan Tsang: Hsi-yu-cb f. 
Sheng You: Cb 'u-ssil-tssng-cbi-th Y. 
Fee Chang-Fang: Li-tsi-ssn-pso-ch Y. 
Vasumitra: Asbtiassanikaya-S'Bstra. Napjio No. 
1284. 

. ; ,;;�.· . 

Asokavsdana, Nanjio Nos. 1 343 and 1367. � ' 
Pachow: An investigation into the date 7>{ the 
Buddha's Parinirvana (in Chinese). Hsi-Tsao-
Yin, Vol. 1 8, No. 10. 1937� . . j,, . . . Yin Shuan: On the date of the Buddha 's�Deatb. 
1940. � 

i�·-
Nu Chen: On the year of the Buddha's death. (in 

· Chinese). Hsien•tai-fu•hsueb. No. 6  (in Chinese) 
Buddbs-parinirvsna-sutra. Nanjio No. 552. 
Tao Hsuan: Kwsng-bung-ming-ch'i Nanjio No 
1481. 

. 

EROTICS(l) in early B�ddhist art !lnd sculpture. As an 
expression of art, erotics is found. right from the very 
beginning of art and sculpture in India. 

Such early depictions of erotic themes in art are found, 
in sculpture: especially, of the Buddhist religious monu
ments at Silfici, Bharhut, Buddhagayi and Amliiivati, 

. _which date from the last few centuries of the pre:
. Cbri!ltiim millenium. These themes were closely and more 

elaborately followed by the artists of Gartdhira, Math uri, 
Nigarjunakonda, Ajanta, Bhaja, Ellora etc., in India and 
in other countries of the same period and later on. 

S. vi: Geiger: Table of Indian Kinp in the Introduction to Mahlwamsa. { B.C Law Voluine, Part II, p. 19. 
' 
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The medium for s uch erotic expressions in the field of 
art and sculpture w as, very often, the nude, or the semi
nude female figure or the traditional ' Mithuna', the 
amatory couple, sometimes wro11gly identified as donor 
couples; bacchanalian scenes and scenes from secl!lar 
incidents, too, were interwoven along with the main 
theme. The abundance of such figures displaying volup
tuous,. sensuous postures, which could strictly be termea 
erotic, in the early friezes and carvings in the round and in 
paintings, speak of a very early tradition of symbolic 
representation in art . '  The intrinsic quality bf this art, at 
such places like Safici, etc., is realistic and sensuous; �d 
this is only more evident in the case of dryads-yaksis, 
naginls and devatas: such expressions or erotic themes 
in the sphere of early Buddhist Art and Sculpture seem to 
have appeared innumerably. 

The identification -of these works with -Buddhism 
or to attribute them to Buddhist sources was found 
difficult to scholars too, who had done research in the 
field. Tliis is expressive in the words of A. K.. Coomara
swamy who comments, �if we recognise i.ti this very 
sensuousness with wJtich the art is : saturated, a true . 
religious feeling, then it is . religious on. a plane far 
removed from that of the aristocratic philosophy of the 
Upani�ads �d- .Puddhism.z 

· 

Severat scb9Iars and.B.rt critics han found that erotic . 
· 

scenes have take� such prominent places in these early 
works of art, that there is scarcely a sing)� female figure 
represented in them without .trotic suggestion of some 
kind, implied or explicitly expressed and emphasised,l 

Tbese highly senS!}OUS expressions of the female nude . 
or ·semi-nude figure imQ the amat-ory .couple wbich · . 
include 'mithuna' and bacch&.nalian couples in the art of 
eariy Buddhist monuments could .never be taken aS being 
originated by t�e Buddhists. On the · contrary these 
exp�essions in the ar.t speak of an early or rather very 

early Indian tradi tion of the vegetative fertility cult which 
· goes parallel wiih the mother-godd ess cult .  Traits of early 

origins for such culls are clearly found in the pre-Aryan 
civilizations of the Indus-valley, ancient Sumar, . Egypt 
and in the Mesapotamian region.• 

lbe early sculptors and artists of the Buddhist period 
who were responsible in carving out these figures which 
we term �rotic, had on1y followed an e�Iier tradition and 
utilized it for giving expression to Buddhist themes. 

Thus it had become a medium of the artist narrator, of 
describing Buddhist legends, and · to interpolate with 
symbolic representations to give more colour and orna
mentation to his narrati:'le. · 

The mit� una coup!�:, bacchanalian scenes, the birth of 
Laksmi-Sri from the lotus, ·commonly termed Gaja
laksmi later, the S'iilabhafijikii dryads (the girl leariing 
ag�inst a tree causing it to blossom by the very touch o( 
her feet), Yaksis, Apsarases, Devatiis, found in the Siiik:i · 
torsna carvi�gs and in the architraves of Bhifhut; · 

Buddhagayii, � Arriaravati, Nagarjunakonda et.c., ·an 
· :comprise to form the influence of the eiu=iy syinbolic . representation of religious art coupled with the cult of . 

fertility, on the Buddhist narrator who had utilised the 
medium of art for his expression. . / 

. . These r.eligious symbols are endowed With an alm�st . . 

incr�dible life force. They.are ever nascent. In the words . . 
of Heinrich Zimmer, "they outliv� eras and declines �i 
civilisations. New generations are fascinated by them and . 
they mlgrate to distant regions from Mesapotamia, for 

· 

example to·cambodia:, ignoring silently the lapse of time . . · 
· 

They can remain alive from the third millenium B.C. to · · 
the second milleilium A.D. They are the receptacles, ever .· 
.ready to receive and hold the essence of a new meaning" 
(H. £mn;t:r, op. cit. p. 66f). 

I .  (A. K. Coomarll3wa�y - La S�ulptur� de Bodhgaya, Plates XIV, XVII, XXXil, XXXIV, XXXVUI, LUI, LV; Rlljendrilla.l 
Mitra, Buddhagaya, Plates XII, XXXVII, XLVIII, p. 158 f.; V. A. Smith, A Histo:y of Fine Art in India and Cey/on,.p.- 32f. 
Plates: 16E, 27; 28, 29, 38, 44a, 46, 67 A, B, 68A, 69, 7 1 ,  72, 73B, 74, H. Zimmer, The Art �find ian Asia, Plates, 8, 15, 36A, 74, 75; 
D. T. bevendrit, Classical Sinhalese Sculpture, Plates 49, 50, 64, 66. Benj�in Rowland, The Art and Architecirire of India, 
P�ates 17, 92; History of Ceylon, University of Ceylon Publication. Volume 1, Part 11, Plate XLIII; A. H. Longhurst, The Buddhist. 
Antiql!ities of N'Bgarjunakonda, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 54, Plates XXVII onwards; Albert Sldia, 
Painfina oflndiapp� 25f. 36; A. K. Coomaraswiuny, Historyoflridian and Indonesian Art, figures 73, 74, 75, 283; H. Ziminer; op . 

. cit. p. 128; JRmes FergUSilun, Tree and Seqieilt Worship, pp .. J5j, l97f, Plates XXVIl, LXII, LXIX; �ouis Fredric, The Art Of 
· India, Plate 33, p.52). · 

2; History of Indian and lndon�sian Art p.36� 

3. H. Goetz, India, Art of the World Series, pp. 96f; A. K. Coomaraswamy, op. cit. pp.Mf; Brian Rhys; Erotic Sculpture oflndia, 
pp. !Of; H. Zimmer, op. cit. p. l 28). 

4. Benjamin Rowland, op. cit. Plates 2, 3, 4A; Sir John Marshal, Mohenjodsro and the Indus 9ivilization, Plates XLIV, XLV; E. 
Mackey, The Indus Civilisatio.IJ, plate l; Stuart Piggot, Pre-Historic India, plate 8). 
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These female figures expressing erbtic gestures and 
amatory couples found in the early phase of Buddhist art 
are to be regarded both as expressions of auspicious 
emblems of vegetative fertility as well as contrivances of 
the narrator to depict scenes from the Buddha legend 
with animation (A. K. Coomaraswamy, op. cit. p.36). 
Thus, art found in these early erotic themes, is not 
created or inspired by Buddhism, but is early Indian art 
adapted to edyfying ends, and therewith retaining its own 
intrinsic qualities. . · 

A change of attitude was apparent in the later phases of 
Bu�dhist art where erotic themes dealt with the fertility 
cult or the vegetatiYe symbolism was shrouded with more 
elaboration and mysticism. This was seen with the 
emergence ofT ant ric Buddhism in Bengal. Orissa and in 
other places or western India. With the rise of Mahayana · 
and later the iconic representation of the Buddha by 
about the beginning of the Christian era Buddhist art and 
sculpture, too, had taken new trends of development. 

Little prior to ·this drasitc. change of the esoterism 
of Tantrayiiria the eitpressibe capacity of the artist was . 
used further for elaboration rather than on representing 
the symbolbm. The main impact is made by the s�btle 
and· detailed interpretation of the animate surface·of the 
fig\ire. The Gupta, later Amarivati, Mathur a, Nigirjuna
konda, Ajantii, Ellori, Bhajaetc. scenes offemale dryads 
and amatory couples show examples of these traits.5 

,I� the field -or painting, too; these traits a_re evident. 
The Ajantii cave frescoes exhibit the development· of 
painting i� parallelism With tha:t of sculpture, especially 
in regard to erotic themes. This is also noticeable in .the 
paintings of Buddhisfshrinesfound in the Gandhira area 
ofNorth Western India.6 · 

· 

During the period of the imperiai glory of .the Gupta 
civilisation, in the few centuries that followed the Chris
tian era, Indian Art had reached its summit of develop� 
ment. But here it was difficult to seperate the influencing 
trl!its of the early cults closely welded with art. It is 

noteworthy that,  the  art of most of the Theravii:da 
countries which followed closely the patterns set by 
Indian predecessors, was not so thickly saturated with 
erotic themes. A good example for this could be had from 
the Buddhist art of Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Kampuchea 
and Java. The most, if not the only erotic theme boldly 
exhibited in early �rt in Sri Lanka is the amatory couple 
from Isurumuniya.\'But compared to his Indian counter
part the Sri Lankan sculptor shows much restraitit in 
depicting sensual union of the male and female, rather 
than exhibiting his skill in bringing out a masterpice in 
sculpture, as if the puritanism of Theraviida elders wa' 
placing a checJdng hand on him. 7 This could also be a 
result of the sectarian development of Buddhism, without 
being much influencep by the various cults and concepts, 
prehistoric or otherwise, of the mainland India. The same 
could be told of the Buddhist Art of Myanmar, Thailand, 
Kampuchea and Java, where foreign Indian influences 
could not have superseded the predorninent concepts of 
the local artist. In frieze carvings at Barabudur, Ananda 
temple, the themes which provided mucli opportunity to 
the IndiaJi artists to display their skill in depicting erotic 
scenes, were handled with much restr�nt. 'fhese carvinp 
lack the sensurility but are expressive e1lo�h of serenity;• : l  .· . .  

It is only with the a9vancement of later Tintric beliefs 
that Buddhist Art, too, was further . saturated with 
mysticism as seen in the works that date from the Pila 
period (8th century A.C.). The patterns established 
during these periods, which were shrouded with Tintrism, 
both of the �uddhi:�ts and Hindus, were to inspire the 
works of Nepalese art even reaching Tibet and China 
through Nepal. (H. Zimmer, op. cit. p. 1271). The 
representation in art_ of the Union_pf Prajiiapiramiti u 
Sakti with the male counterpart (Adi Buddha or Bod� . 
sattva) was never found in the early phases of Buddhist · 
Art in the same expressive manner of the union of the 
male and the iemale.' The Tintric enmples could not be 
evaluated with the suggestive symbolism of the earlier 
erotic �heroes in Buddhist Art, although as, Heim:ich 

. Zimmer puts it, "It comd be something that had emerged . . 

S. Th�'Wayofthe Buddha, Government oflndian Publication p.49, 54; Brian Rhys, Erotic Sculpture oflndia, p.29; B. D. Mahajan, . Ajanta, Ell ora and Aurangabad Owes, plates XXIi, XXIX, XL VII, Llll, LIV; V. A. Smith, op. cit. plates, 44A, 46, 67 A, B, 6�A. . 

7 1 ,  72B, 74). 
. 

6. A. K. Coomaraswamy, op. cit. fig. 283, plates 67A, B, 68A, 87f, 88A; V. A. Smith op. cit. plates 87f, 8ila; Madanjeet Singh, Tbe 
Cave Paintings of AjBIIta, plates 20, 27. 

7. History of Ceylon, Vol. 1., Part I, Univer!ity of Ceylon, Publication XXV A ;  D. T. Devendra, op. cit. fig. 64. 
· L..:..t;;.t.i. '-' '·: · . 

8. The. Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India Publication, p. 49; Dietrich S�kel, Tbe Art of Buddhism, plate 17 . 

. 9. K. Antoil)ette, Tibetan Rciigious Art, frontispiece, p. 60, 62, The Way of the Buddha, op. cit, p.97, p. 208; H. Zimmer, 
Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization pp. 99f. 
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from the depth of an age - long popular tradition going 
back to primitive times" (op. cit. p . i30). Erotic themes 
and expressions in art and sculp•ure ofTintric Buddhism 
·ha-Ye to be evaluated qn the basis if the underlying philosophy 
of each piece of � which may vary from place to plaee 
and from period to period of the respective Tintric 
school of thought. 

BlbBogr8phy: , 
Heinrich Zimmer, The Art of Indian A'sis; V. A. 

Smith, A History of Fine Art iD India 'and Ceylon: 
· R iiend ra lal M i tra �  Buddhsgays; B e nj amin . 

t.reatis�s on rhetorics, demarcating rules and establishing : 
concepts to be followed by the literati. Hence, in the 
concept of Rsss as Rsssvsda of the Indian poets, erotics 
(Srilgara) was considered an integral part of literary 
expression. •Thus, in the later clusical period (Srilgira 
comes to play a prominent role in Indian literahire. 
Outside such usage of erotic themes or expressioru, in tb� 
early canonical texts, too, traces of erotic themes are 
found . But these themes were specifically · meant for 
edifying and enlightening purposes. Hence these early 
examples of erotic themes, as found in . the Buddhist 
canon, have to be considered 'not as. expressions to 
illustrate the Indian poetic concept of Srngars cr erotic 
sentiinent. Hence, in these examples from the canonical 
texts the erotic theme is a fllmsy, fragmentary part of a 
more predominant theme set for. the edification of 
laymen. Such an expression is the episode of Subhi· 
Theri.f 

Rowland, The Art and Architecture of India; A. H. 
Longhunt, The. Buddhist Antiquities of Nsgar
jllnakonds, (memoirs of the Archaeological Survey 
of Indi� 'No .

. 
54); A. K.. Coomaraswamy, History of 

Indian and lndonesisl, Art; Brian Rhys, EroticSculprure 
oi India; James Fergusson, Tret and Serpsnt Worship; 
K.. Antoinette, Tibetan ReligioiiS Art; Dietrich Seckel,
Tbe Art of B1JddbisriJ; Hermann Goetz, Five tbousmd 
Yesrs of Indian Art; Heinrich Zimmer, Myths !f!Jd 
Symbols in Indim Art md Cirilisstion;StellaKr�h, . 
The Art of India; Albert Grunwedel, Albert Grunwede� · 

Buddhist art in' Indiai LudWig Bachhofer., Eilrly ibdim 
Sculpture; B . .  'Bhattacharya; incfisn Buddliis't . . . . 
Iconography; Albert Skira, ]'aintings oflndi� Treasures 

· of Asia Series. 
· 

A. D. T. E. Pel-eta. 

EROTICS(l) in Buddhist li�erature, Traces of erotic 
· themes in the literature of the �gVedic period coUld be 
considered as· sole survivals of such expressions which 
preceded the Buddhist eta and as such Budd�st lite
rature. 

These e&rly erotic the!J)es of Vedic literature are found 
in .the legerid .of. Y am a and Y ami,l 

. . 

. .  These erotic themes of the Vedic era which ante-dated 
the beginniD;g <?f Buddhist- literature in India, however, 
had no relation 'to any Hteraiy expres�ions OJ;" themes in 

· ·Buddhist iiterature, wilike i� the field ·of seulpture where · 
· pre-Buddhistic ideas have been absorbed by the 

B��� 
. . 

Moreover, erotics as a part of Indilql literature had to 
play a greater role later, when poets imd critics eompiled 

I. Rg.-veda. X, 10 Puruvas and Urvasi (ibid. x, 9S). 

2. Thig. vv. 370-99; Thig. A. 24Sf. 

Here the Buddhist narrator puts iii the m�uth of the 
libertine, eager to se�uce the theri Subhi, expressions 
laden with passion and erotic suggestions "Young art 
thou, maiden . . . . .  cast off that yellow raiment and come! 
in the blossoming woodland ... seek we our pleasure. 
Filled with incense of blossii"ms the trees waft sweetness. . . . . . 
See, the spring's at �be prime, t,he scB;Son of happiness! 
Come with me then to tJJ,c flowed rig woodland, and seek 

'·' we our pleasure . . . .  Thou like 'a 8'�ld-wrougbt st�tue, like . 
nymph in celestial garden, m9vest, Q p.

eerless creature
Radiant would shine thy lovelin�ss. Robed in raiment of . 
beauty, diaphanous gear of Benares, I would live but to 
serj� the�, !llld thou �o�!d'�t _abide in the woodland. · Dearer and sweeter to me than art thou in the world is no 
creature; thou with the languid and slow-moving eyes of · 
an elf of the forest... . if thou wilt list t� me come where the 
joys of the sheltered life wait thee;.: Eyes hast thou h'b . 
the gazelle's like an· elfs'in lhe heart of the mountaips . . .  ! 

'TiS those eyes·of thee, sight of which feedeth the depth of 
my passion.: .  Shrined in the dazzling, immaculate face as , 
in ca]yx of lotus.' Tis those eyes of thee, sight of which · 

Jeedeth the stren�th of my passion ... Though thou be far· 
. .. from me .how t9uld I ever forge� thee, 0 maiden! thee of 

the long drawn eyelashes, thee of the eyes so· miraculous? . 
Dearer to me than those orbs is nought 0 thou witching-
eyed fairy ,''3 · 

Even in the attempt o.f the · .three temptresses, the 
·datlght.ers of Mira, to infatuate the Buddha, .there is a 
semblance of erotic portrayal. This particular epiSode is, 
however, erotically depicted in the carvings and paintings · 

). Psalms of, the Early Buddhists, translated by Mn. Rhys Davids, pp. ISOff. 

:l·• . , · ' 

.., 

, ·, 
. . ) 
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in many Buddhist shrines dating from the earliest times.4 

The text gives a description as to how the three d aughters 

of Mara approached the Buddha in diversified forms in 
their attempt to allure him, and it concludes .as follows -
"If we had a,pproacbed after this fashion., any recluse or 
brahmin who had not · extirpated Just, either his heart 
would have cleft asunder, or hot blood would have 
flowed from his mouth . or he would become crazy, or 
would Jose his mental balance.' In this episode, too, the . 
narrator of the Pali canon has confined the erotic theme 
to an edifying end as usual. 

lt is only with the emergence of the classical period of 
Indian literatur.e that erotics play a predominant role as a 
piut of literary expression under Snigira,the Indian 
concept of passionate love depicicd by the poet or 
·artist.6 . But unfortunately' no examples of works by 
BucJ.dhist writers of repute could be had belonging to .this 
golden era of lndi�n literature which had its beginiling in 
the third pr fourth century A. C. and saw its. efflorescence 
in the Gupta period. · . · 

As: if to compensate for this, in the works of the 
Buddhist Sansk'rif poet Asvaghosa: we fmd the concept 
of SriJgsra being used as a medium of poetic expression. 
A"'igbosa belongs to the penod which preceded the 
classical ilge of Sanskrit literature. In his two major 
works Buddbacarita ·. and Saundarsnandakavya . he 

. follows the traditional. concept ofthe usage of Smgsra.or 
erotic sentiment in embellishing certain episodes having 
theiJ1eS of passionate love and amatory behaViour. 

�However, this famous Buddhist poet. who set standards 
. which were followed by ahnost all later Sanskrit poets of 
repute, had never hesitated to use his major theme; as in 
the case of the Pali canon, towards and edifying purpose. . . 

in his ··sazinda.rinands ' A•vaghosa had to depict the 
amatory love between Nanda and Sundarl, which is aiso 
the major theme of the story.' But the . poet contrives to 
depict passionate scen�s only iD select insiances.' Almost 
iill these vers�s abound with extreme erotic ideas, as for 
example in describing �undarl - in Canto IV - "A very 
lotus pond in the shilpe ora: woman, With her laughter for 
the swans, her eyes for t�e b.ees and her swelling breasts 
for the uprising lotus buds" (v4). ' 

Ag.rin in the s.ame canto the dallianc� of the two lovers 
'The twain d.allled blindly together, as .if they were a 
target for .the god of love and Rati, or a nest to hold 
delight and joy of vessels for pleasure and satisfaction .... ( v. 
8)- ' - . 

4. Rajendralal Mitra, Bw:fdhs Gays pl. II. , , \ , , 
S. S. l, 124 f; A. V, .46; DhA. Ill, 19Sf; LBJ. 490 (378). 

'The pair attracted e ac h  other mutually , with their eyes 

engaged so lely in gazing at each other, with their minds 
intent solely on each others conversation and with their 
body-paint rubbed off by their mutual embraces." ( v.9) 

"The pair brought ecstasy to each other with the 
increase of their mutual passion and in the intervals of 
exhaustion they sportively intoxicated each other by way 
of mutual refreshment" (v. l l). 

. "She clasped him with her arms, so that the strings of 
pearls swung loose from her breasts, and raised him 
up . . . . " (vJ9). 

"Should you, however, delay longer, I shall inflict a ·  
grievous P.unishnient on you, as you lie asleep, I shall 
repeatedly waken you by beating you with my breasts and 
shall refuse to speak to you." (v.35). 

In describing the divine damsels of Indra's paradise 
Asvaghosa further excells the erotic sentime.nt in canto ' 

x: 
"They (apssrases)were ever young, ever busied in love 

aione and enjoyed jointly by those . who)1ave earned 
merit; celestia:I beings, union with thein w�'-iio sin . . •  ".(v. 3 6) . . . ,�;"'' . 

. "Then he (Nanda) followed their �elestial forqts and 
graceful movements. with his mind and with eyes full of 
excitement as if thirst for their embraces had engendered 
passion in him" ( v. 40). · ' •  

. . "He longed to quench that thirst (passion) . with tlie 
draught of the apssrsses, for he wa�. afflicted by the . 
despair which held him of possessing' theoi� (.contused 
with desire, that chariot of the mind, whose steeds are the 
restless senses; he could not. control himself" (v. 41) . .  

In his Buddbscarits, too, Asvaghos� does not hesitate 
to interpolate expressions of erotic themes; This he does 
in order to make his work a complete maSterpiece, a 
'Mabakavya� an· epic poem, according to every criterion 
of Indian poetics. � ·:: -· · ··�' · - , ' . 

In canto V, �vaghosa describes how Suddhodana wu . 
makjng a..rrangements to hav� llll th� allurements of the 
senses comtantly prescribed to th� prince in as varied and 
attractive fornis·as possible: "The youth was continuous- · 

· ly engirt by beautiful young women attired and decorated 
in such fas�ating a manner as human imagination could 
devise, witl::t the sole purpose of keeping him downed in a · · · 

vortex of pleasure and enjoyment."' 

· 6� . Smgara�rotic s�ntiment, is one of the eight or ten R��Ju of Indian poetry. 
7. e.g., canto. IV, verses, 4, 8, 9, 10, I I ,  12, 13, 19, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41; 
8. BuddhacsritJJ, translated by K. M. Joglekar, p. 7; see abo Canto V, ve��es 46, SO, SS. 
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Apart from the works of Asvaghosa there an: hardly 
any other examples from s ecular l i t e rature of the 
Buddhists in the earliest period that cou ld be considered 
of any value for the study of erotics in BuJdhbt literature. 

In conclusion it could be noted in the stl!dy ui erotics in 
Buddhist literature, 'that just as in the case of Buddhist 
sculpture and painting erotic or sensual themes were · 
uiilised. primarily for symbolic representation of tbe 

/fertility-fecundity cults, likewise in Buddhist literature of 
the el\rliest phase; too, of both religious and secular 
origin, sensual themes were utilised for the primary aim 
of edifying ends. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

ESCHATOLOGY. This term in its tbeologicBJ sense, 
"which is its primary meaning� denotes the theory or 
science (logos) of the ends (e�chstqn). These �nds accor
ding to (:hristian tpeology !l!e the fqu� last things namely, 
death, judgement, heaven a·n d hen: Besides, in this rather . 

. individualistic se�se that denotes the d�stiny that a�aits 
e��h· j�dividuaJ aft�r death; .the term eschatology is 
sometimes used in a wider meaning to CO!Ulote the end of 

·· · the world and the destiny that follows, sped ally 'the 
destiny that befSJls mJin. {cL £ncyclopaediiJ ofPhilo._ · 
soph,y.ed . . Paui Edwanls,· London, Vot 3 · &  4, p. 48; 

. Shorter OXford English Dictionary, '3id ed. 1910 S;V. 
· . . Escha.tology; ERE. Vol. V, p. 1 87f. ), Both these concepts 

are found m. Buddhism and the term eschatology ustd in 
• .Budijhist litefature; tli.erefore�-covers b-ofh these aspects. 
. -The e�rlies� b�gin�rig� �f e��hatological 

.
ideas in the · 

·· tJndian ,reHgious . tho'!glit �are tracea�le. to the Rgveda. 
. .  These incipient refere_J)�es do ·not convey clearly what lhe 

Vedic Indian conception of death �as or what they 
considered ·, to · be the destiny of the. dead. Fr�m Jhe 
available scanty refer�nces it is seen that. to Jhe .Rgvedic 
Aryans de�h connoted some soJ;t of a .fall hito. a ·dark 
abyss. It is also seen from Rgvedic hymns that this is a 
fate that they abhored and dreaded. · H�nce, th� ·sok 
attempt of th·e �gvedic .AtyiiDs . was td ke�p away fro� . 

. . this dreaded fate. This is the' reason for their constant 
aSpiration of longe�ty (dfrghayutva; RY,·.X.;'62; 2) or 
stated in a more poetic maniic!r, to live for)a 'hUpdi'ed 
autumns' (Jsrad� saia� �v. I, 98, 9; X, 1 8, 1 0). This was. 
merely a postponement of an awfql fate a'nd therefore at · 

. 
. 

-

. . ' 
a later stage they are seen to aspire for immortality 
(am�atva) which they thought possible to attain in the 
kingdo� of Yama, the lord·of the dead. 

It is seen that to attain immortality in the kingdon:J of 
Yam a one �ad to bi: born· the.re, and in this seems to be 
latent the earliest traces of the idea of r�birth in some 
sphere. 

. . . . 

The eschatological ideas of the Vedic Indians under
went certain important changes as a result of the  
development of e thical and m'oral ideas. Once ethics 
became an important aspect of an individual's life such an 
individual's. aft-er-life came to be conceived' as closely 
correlated to his ethical behaviour. in this world. lbis led 
to the .· belief in a happy after-death destiny to the 
virtuous . . 

Tho! average Vedic ln.dian seems to have believed, as 
reflected in the Atharvaveda V, 6, 1 1 ; XVll l ,  464), that 
the deceased passed into the nex·t world with the whole . 
body and limb� (sarva tanuh sangah) and erJoyed the . 
same pleasures he used · to 'enjoy in this world. The 
speculative phiiosophical view is a little more compii-/ 
cated. According to it the path that led to immortality is 
called the path of gods (devayana). The very virtuous 
who were destined for this path, reached the goal and 
enjoyed imrilortaiity. On the analogy of this was formed 
a� other path · called the 'Path of the fathers or the 
departed ones' (piipiana) which had as its destination a 
state where pleasures and enjoyments were qualitatively 
and quantitatively less than in the state re!lched through 
devayiina. Those who were destined. to f9llow the 

. pi try ana could Jemaih in �he world of pitr� only as long as 
th�ir m�rit lasted. On�e the merit got exhausted they had ' 
to return to the earth the very same way. This is a very · 
imp()rt�nt eschatoiogical �develop�ent because .. tbis 
seems _to reflect the earliest traces ofthe belief in rebirth in . · 
this world; • · 

Besides. these tw9 bournes wlllr.h were meant for the 
YirtuoJ.J.L of y.arying' pegrees, tbe Vedic Aryans conceived 
of a .unhappy boume reserved for the wicked (see A. A. 
Macdonell, The Vedic. Mytliolog}', Varanasi . (India), 
1963, pp.J67, 169). This third boume i.e. the hell, l:omes 
into prominence in the Atharvaveda and the Upanisads. 
Still later iri the Btaimianss, the Purina$ and the Epics 
one finds graphic descriptions �f both

. 
heaven .and bell, 

the de.stillies that await the virtUOUS and the wicked . 
. Otherthan these major bournes belief in birth in arumai 

.. kirigdom, birth ainong Mmo�s and lower spirits etc. also 
forme� a part of the early Indian eschatological views. 
• As a result of the development of these eschatological . . 

beliefs which posit both ·good and. bad bournes as 
destinies awaiting individuals, the primary concem ,of tbe 
aver�e . individuat became the attainment of ·a happy 
rebirth. The religious teacliings that prevailed IBid down 
1:ertai� · specific means throug!j which· one could ;3ttain . 
this desired goB.!. For example, the early Vedic tradition · 

put forward sacrifice as the most effective means to · 
achieve this end . .  Tb,e efficacy of sacred scriptures and . 
eve� knowledge were considered as suitabie means to 
achieve a happy itfter-:life. Some non-Vedic li'amana 

- traditions held .self-mortification as the mosl dependable 
path. From all these what is apparent is that there was a 
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belief prevalent that if one so desired one could mani
pulate and mould one's destiny after death. 

Thus it is apparent that by the time of the rise of 
Buddhism in India there were fairly developed eschato
logical views, most ()fwhich were absorbe'd by Buddhism 
with necessary modifications. According to Buddhism 
death is the termination of a single phase of life which is 
only a small fraction of the beginingless samsilric process. 
Samsara being a continuous. process, death is inevitably 
foll�wr::d by birth. The Buddha himself is said to have 
verified with his higher knowledge (abhiiiiJa q.v.) or 
divine-eye (dibbacakkbu, q.v.) the fact of rebirth and 
how beings fare after death according to their actions 
(kamma). Thus it is seen that the Buddha did not blindly 
adopt .the prevailing eschatological beliefs, but did so 
only on personal verification (D.I, p. 82; III, p. l l l). 

Buddhism speaks of ·five bournes or -courses of exis
tence (gati, q.v.) that awaits an individual after his death. 
These are birth in hells, animal kingdom, ghost-realm, I . 

. 
: human world and heavenly worlds. Of these the first 

three are considered bad bournes (duggatiq.v), whereas 
the next two are considered to be good ones. A worldling 

. (puthujjana) becomes destined to one' of these bournes in 
· consequence of his actions (kamma). A stream-entrant 
(sotapanna q.v.) is exempted from birth in hells; animal 
kingdom, in ghos(-reaJms or in such other miserable 
states (A. tv, p.405). An araiJalit (q.v.) who has put an 
end to rebirth is not .subject to be born iii any ofthese 
destinies and his state dter death is not knowable. 

. . 
- -Though birth jn heaven does · not appear to· have 
formed a part of the scheme of spiritual salvation presen
ied in early Buddhism it did attract the attention of the · 
masse�· as a worthy destiny, and sometimes · even as an 

· . ideal to be posed in pojmlar Buddhism. Thus the usual 
aspirations of the Buddhist masses happened to be the 
enjoyment of heavenly bliss till the time of attainment of 
finai release (Nibbina). With the hope of being heirs to 
such il destiny the Buddhists have become more b'ent on 
acquiring and piling up merit. Popular Buddhist lite
ratur:e abound in stories presented solely to inspire the 
devotees, illustrating the fulfilment of such meritorious 
aspirations. Popular Budi:lhism . appears to have freely 
drawn from the prevalent brabinanic .literature to enrich 
its own popuiar eschatological ideas of good and bad 
destinies that await beings dter death; This process has 
been in operation from very early times as evident from 
references found in carioriical literature. The Anguttara- · 

nilcaya (A. I, p. 138) presents one such graphic d�.scnpt�on 
about the dter-Jife fate of those who lead immoral lives . .  
Such an individual dter death is born in the purgatory. 
The wardens of the purgatory seize him by both arins and 
bring him before Yama, the Lord of Death, saying that he 
had no respect _for· mother and father, recluses and 
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brahmins. He  showed no diference to the elders of his 
cl;rn.  Let ycur Majesty inflict d ue punishment on him." 
Then it  d escribes how Y am  a very minutely questi ons him 
and makes him realize how he, through his own ne�li
gence, has become an heir to this destiny. Onoe the guilt 
on the part oithe deceased is thus established the wardens 
of the purgatory mete out due corporal punishment to 
him; The Petavatthu and Vimanavatthu too abound in 
stories narrating the destinies of those who had led 
corrupt lives. Stories describing happy destinies gained · 
by these who had Jed virtuous lives, too, are frequently 
met with in Buddhist literature. The Fataka book con
tains numerous such stories (J. I, p. 1 98ff.; cf. Yin. II, 
p. l 1 8; DhpA. I, p. 263ff. etc.). What is significant here is 

. the emphasis placed on the correlatjon between one's 
action (both good and bad) in this life' and in the destiny 

· that awaits him after death. 

As already pointed out the origin of the befief in such a 
correlation is traceable to the late Vedic period. In · 
Buddhism, which primarily is an ethical leaching, this 
correlation found greater emphasis. And this emphasis 
was further enhanced by the Buddhist teaching which 
upholds the supemacy of man. As Buddhism considers . 
man to be his own master who is solely responsible for his · 
.Purity as well as impurity - both in this iife and in the next
it strongly advocates the view that one . .could mould in a 
desired manner the dter life destiny Jhat awaits one. · 
Hence Buddhism discarded the then ptevalen: es(;hato- · 
logical views which were mostly influ�nced by theistic, 
fatalistic and deterministic religious teachings. Instead it 

· not only showed the way for one's present life. enabling · 
one to attain final deliverance in this life itself but also put 
forward an eschatological doctrine that inspired indi
viduals to shape their future lives, as well. 

As already pointed out, when used in the wider sense 
the term eschatology means the end of the world and the 
destiny that awaits man� !t is seen that cosmological 
theories regarding the involution (sB.n:va!!a) and evolu
tion (vivatta) of the world have nothing purely Buddhis
tic in the'm, and they by no means form part of the 
fundamental teachings of the Buddha. On the contrary 
the Buddha explicitly declard them as having no direct 
relevance · to the pri.n:!ary question in which he was 
interested, namely, the prob.lem of suffering and· freedom 
from it. . 

However; it is evident that though these cosmological 
theories- are of no doctrinal significance they are pri
marily based on the Buddhist teaching of impermanence. 
According to Buddhism everythimg is in a state of flux, · 
eve� changing from one thing to another in accordance 
with a causally conditioned process, and hence according 
to the Buddhist explanation, the universe is a result of a 
regular cyclic process of involution and evolution occur
ring at the end of cosMic eras (kappa, q.v.). 
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Thousand years before the involution is due divine 
messengers called Lokabyuha appear in the world in a 
state of great distress and urgency and proclaim the 
imp.ending destruction of the universe and warn the 
beings to practise virtue (J. I p.47). Then in the course of 
time all beings other than those whose roots of merit are 
completely destroyed are. born in higher worlds which are 
not yet destined to be destroyed. Those beings who are 
suffering in . bells of the universe whose destruction is 
imminent are reborn in some other· hells whose des-

. �ruction is not yet due. Subsequently the whole universe 
gets destroyed a number of times over by water, fire and 
wind, and the whole universe is reduced to utter chaos. 
The time for the evolution of the universe seems to 
coincide with the exhaustion of the me�it of those beings 
who are born in higher worlds. Their merit ·being 

. exhausted they. are reborn successively in a descendh{g 
order in the lower region finally reaching the earth and 

· · '  · populating i� (see ERE. V. p. l 87; see further KAPPA). 

S. K.;Nanayakkara 
I 

ESOTE�SM. The term is very lo'ilsely used by present 
.da�'' writers. It is quite often used by them; 'though not 
correctly, as a synonym for mysticism: -Therefore; in 
ordet to give an idication to the reader about the matter 
that would come within the purview o(this article it is 
necessary t� _state �the, sense in which the term is co�
sidered herein. The Oxford English Dictionary expla�s 
the term esoteric, as "desigried for, or appropriate to an 
inner circle of disciples; communicated to� or intelligible 
by, the iriitiated only." Thus, esoterism is the holding of 

· . doctrines meant for an inner circle. The same dictionary 
e�plain8 the term . esoteric Buddhism as "a body of . 
tbeosophical d9ctripe handed down by secret tradition 
among· the initiated."  It is in this sense that .the term 
esoterism.is considered in tJlis. article. 

Writers: also use this term to denote later phas�s of 
Buddi-Jsm such as Mli.ntrayina, Sahajayina which ate 
collectively referred tQ as .Tantrism. Tantric: Buddhism 
contains features that make it fit to be cBued �sot�rlsm. 
Besides its teachings whieh are meant exclusively for th� 

· initiated, it also incorporates mantras, mimdalss, rites of 
initiation, propiti!ltion of deities and such'other features 
all of which are of an esoteric nature. 
. Thou8h modern �cholan agree in calling th�se later 

phases of Buddhism esoterism, their opinion differs with · 
regard to the question whethtr there is i:soterism in early 

Theraviida Buddhism (see T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhi
sm, Its History and Literature, pp. 207 f. ; cp. R .  Kimura, 
Hfnayana and Mahayana and the Origin of Mahayana, 
University of Calcutta, 1927, pp. 9, 1 6, 29, 49, 55 etc.). 
Rhys Davids is of opinion that it were the Mahayinists, 
with the sole intention of fathering on the Buddha 
teachings different from those which he actually propa
gated, who first alleged the presence of esoterism in early 
Theravada. On the other hand Kimura contends that 
esoterism is an intrinsic feature in early Theravada 
Buddhism.!  He says that when the Buddha attained 
enlightenment he realised the truth of the universe which . 
could be presented from two points of view. One is the 
truth of the physicai nature of the universe and the other 
the realify behind it. Kimura calls these the phenomeno
logical perception and the ontological or introspectional 
perception respectively. He further adds that the religious 
and the philosophical conditions of the . time permitted 
the Buddha to. preach publicly · the truth based on 
phenomenological perception, and that, his ontological 
doctrines were left in the hands of his disciples to be 
manifested when the ti.me became ripe forit. As evidence 
he .cites that before delivering ·a discourse the Buddha was 
always in the habit of considering certain factors per
tiuning to his listeners and preaching what wa5 most 
suited for the occasion; To strengthen this point Kimura · 
cites the _Nikiiya reference which. describes the Buddha as 
bei!lg endowed with five particular qualities. There it is 
said that, the arahant, the fully enlightened one,_knows 
what is good (atthaflffii), knows what' is true (dham
maflflii), knows measures (mattsfiJiii),· knows time 
(kBJsiiflii) and knows the assembiage (parissliiiu:

.
A. Ill� 

p.l43). The canonical reference to the Buddha's hestita
tion to preach the truth he realised is also considered by 
Kimura as indicative of the fact that the Buddha did not 
preach about the ontological perception. finally, Kimura 
_conclu�es that the Buddha preached those ontological 
doctrines in an esoteric garb to his advanced disciples. 

Kimura's opinion is more or · Jess the same as the 
Mahayana view· on this question. The evidence put 
forward by Kimura to substantiate his view is not 
convincing. On the one hand he relies very much on 
evidence found in later Mahayana texts, and on the otb�r 
hand he misinterprets certain. canonical references, in 
support of his view:, treating them out of context. By 
doing this he also overlooks ghi.r:ing evidence which 
directly go against his view-point. 

Primarily the assumption that the Buddha preached 
two types of truth, the phenomenological and the onto
logical, is not corroborated by early Buddhist texts. Such 

I .  See also B. Bhattacharyya: An Introduction to Buddhist Esoterism, pp. 18ft' . it is a fact that some salient features in Tantrism can 
· be trace

_
d to early Theravada Buddhism. But, none of these were looked upon as being essential features of early Theraviida 

doctrine. 

- - · -·- - - - - -- --- ----- ..... ·-·· · -- .. .. ---· · __ .... .:..._ _________ __ �- '· . 
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· a position was assumed by the Mahayanists to attribute 
their teachings to the Buddha for sake of authority.2 

It is a fact that  cert ain  cano nical references (M. l ,  p. l 67 
f.; Vin. I, 4 f.) reveal that tht Budd h a  hesitated to preach 
the doctrine at the outset. Kimura lays much stress on this 
as well as on similar references occurring in later 
Mahayana texts to pr9ve that after his hesitation the 
Buddha preached only the phenomenological doctrines 
and that it was later that he peached the ontological 
doctrines to his advanced disciples. Though the Pali 
references record the Buddha's hesitation they do not 
even cast a slight hint to show that the Buddha withheld 
from preaching, from the beginning, the truth he realised 
by attaining enlightetunent. 

The Nikayas do not contain any evidence.to show that 
esoterism formed a feature in early Theravada Buddhi
sm. On the contniry they reveal that one of its most 
marked features is. its exoteric nature. From numerous 
discourses found in the Nikayas it is evident that the 
Buddha spoke quite openly on all matters he chose to 
speak on. He elaborately explained all subtle points in his 
teachings by using parables, similies and other kinds of, 
figures of speech: He used these devices not to present his 
teachings in an esoteric garb as it was done in Tantrism 
but to present his teachings in the simplest form so that all 
could grasp them easily. Buddhism does not preach blind 

· faith. It is qu�Iified as ehipassika, inviting to 'coine and 
see', thus opening its portals to all who are wiiJing to 
inquire. There is no evidence to show that the Buddha's 
teaching was limited to a special privileged group. It was 
the Buddha, who for· the first time in the religious history 
of India, admitted i�to the order .members of different 
social status and preached to them all alike, irrespective 
of c;aste, birth and such other .social barriers· that up to 
th.en deprived a certain section of society of the right to 
·hear the religious teachings which were treated as the 
secrets of a previleged few . . 

The Buddha's teaching was not even limited to those 
who entered the Order. On the contrary the Suddha 

. emphatically said that there were laymen and women 
leading family lives, who followed his teachings and 
attained high spirituai states (M I, 490 f.). The Pali canon 
refe'rs !o a number of laymen and women who attained 
�rahantship. The Buddha did not look upon his disciples 
as a privileged class or a inner circle who alone had access 
to his teachings; 

The Buddha's sole aim was to propagate the truth he 
discovered for the good of the many. It is with this aim in 
view that he set rolling the wheel of the doctrin�_ apd seJlt 
out his disciples to teach the doctrine to others. Add res-
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sing the first sixty arhant disciples the Buddha said: 
"Tour, monks, for the blessing of the many folk, happi
ness of the m any folk ,  out of compassion for the world, 
for the welfare, the blessing and the h appiness of devas 
and men. Let not two of you go by the same way. M onks, 
teach the Dhamma which is lpvely at the beginning, 
lovely in the middle and lovely at the ending. Explain 
with spirit and letter the noble life completely fulfilled 
and wholly pure. There are beings with little dust in their 
eyes who, not hearing the Dhamma, are decaying; but if 
they are learners of the Dhamma they will grow. And, I, 
monks, will go along to Uruvela to the camp township in 
order to teach the Dhamma" ( Vin. 1, 20). 

This passage is significant in that it shows that the 
Buddha's in'tention was. to teach for the wellbeing of the 
.many and that the Buddha, from the beginning of his 
carrier as a religious teacher, did not limit his teaching to 
an inner circle but aimed at teaching as many as possible. 
This spiri't he cherished throughout his life. There are 
numerous references to show how he went out of his way 
to preach to the people. Even on his death bed preached 
and converted Subhadda .. Till death overcame him he 
discoursed to Anand a on ·numerous doctrinal m atters. 
And in his final advice he told Ananda, quite emphati
cally, that he has no closed fist of a teacher and that be bas 

· preached the truth without making any distinction 
between exoteric (anantaram) and esoteric (abahiram1 
doctrine (D. II ,  p. lOO, cf. DA. p.547 f.). This stateme�t 
attributed to the Buddha is quite in keeping with his 
character as r�vealed in the Nikiiylis. 

� · · 

It is a fact that the duly Pali texts qualify the Buddha 
as knowing the good, the doctrine, the measure, the. time 
and the assemblage. But it is riot correct to hold this as 
evidence in support of the view that knowing all these and 
realising that the religious and philosophical conditions 
of the time were not conducive to impart his higher . 
teachings the Buddha preached only the phenomenolo- . 
gical doctrines.· The f!lllacy of such a view becomes 
obvious, when the religious and philosophical history of 
the titne is considered. 

Round about the 6th and 5th centuries B.C. a deep 
intellectual stir was felt throughout many parts of the 
world inCluding India. In India tlie effects . of this 

· intellectual awakening is seen in the rise of a new set of 
. free-thinkers who broke away from orthodox Brahma
nism. The Upanisads recor-d the philosophical specula
tions of on� sectiori of this band. Besides the U panisadic . 
thinkers. there were others� such as wanderers (pari
vrajaka), sramanas and so ori, all whose aim was the . 
attainment of fi�al liberation from· the evil of life. The 
Buddha, too, was one such free thinker. Further, the 

2. Even laterTantric works are attributcid to the Buddha himselffor the same purpose. Thus the Guhyassmaja says that the Buddha 
refrained from communicating Tantra! because the people were not prepared to receive such doctrines(p.87). 
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therefore indicates the condition or composition of a 
thing without subsequent external influences or modifi
cations; the term 'quiddity' is formed from an artificial 
Latin noun 'quidditas ; based on the interrogative pro
noun 'quid� 'what?' 

The essence, therefore, is the answer to the question: 
what is the natural state of a thing in itself? In Oriental 
philos�pY t�s is referred to in Pali and Sanskrit as 
'tstbsts, that lS the 'thus-ness' or 'such-ness', the true 
nature or. state of things. The Buddha refers to himself 
always as the Tathigata, the one who has gone· into the 
real nature of things, who has come at the essence of 
things (tathi + B.gsts)t · 

Th� search for truth which is. the basic ques' of 
philosophy is doomed to fail from the very outset when a 
definition of ttulh is setup in advance. The method and · 

the goal of search vary with the objects and theories of the 
many schools of thought who modulate the truth accor
ding to their principles, whether monistic, dualistic or 
pantheistic, · idealistic or materialistic; etc. Whenever . 
truth. is made an objective goal it becomes a pre
determine9 objective which is not likely to be the thing in 
itseli, the real truth. · · · 

. · And so the se�rch for the ess�nce is not to be � se�ch 
for . a substanCe hidden among and covered over by 
plieilomena. 

. . · �sence is the constant a.Iid ne�ssary nature of 11 t�ng . 
u· contrasted with its accidents. Frequently the term is 

· · used with the same meaning as 'substimc:e'. 'Substance'; 
. · . . · however, is the entity 'which undedics (sub-stare) the 

properties or phenomena of a thing. The confusion can 
be traced to Aristotle resulting from his doctrine, con
ceiving subs�ance 'as . the essential qualitie.S of a thing, 
distinguiShed only from their essence by"tbe f�t th.at they . exist, a confusion between the logical subject and tha� 
which remain. permanent throughout accidental . cJlanges� . Ii was again . Aristotle . who first made 'the 

· distii1ction b�tWeen matter · and form, for it · is the . · 
philosophicB.t conception · of matter which marks · the . 
metaphysicS of Aristotle. Matter; for him, is the undiffe-. . . , . . I . . . . , . .  
tcntiated element, unknowable initSeU', but determinable 
by fo� Jhrough which it becomes 'knowatile and eVen 
sensible. These terms, 'matter' arid 1orm', have fo�d a 
pia� also in K�tian philosophy� where 'form'·constitues · 
tlie rational and ��ible eleinenu of cognition of 
'matte�' as the 'thing-in-itself.' 

U nfortunatcly, writ era have sometimes used these very 
tel'Cl$ . in �ranalating the Pali terms nima and riipa 
whereby rops� the materia] element, ia presented IS the 

'form' given to matter by the mind (Dams}, which gives a 
'nam' (nama) to matter. 

The essence, the nature, the thus-n�ss (tathats) is :he 
actuality, the true (tatha)condition of a thing. And thus, 
as the nature of all things is conditioned and imper
manent, impermanence and conditioned existence form 
the essence of every component. 

&sence, therefore, is the abstract nature of a thing in 
existence, whether such existence is logical, ontolQgical , 
or metaphysical, being or becoming. This had led to a 
philosophical distinction between essence and existence,· 
V!lri?us schools giving . theii: varied speculations, but 
mostly a-greeing in considering 'essence' as the abstract 
.counterpart to the concre_te entity in existence. Whereas . 
existence, whether actual or potential, real or functional, 
substantial or phenomenal, is merely an affirmation of · what is already, 'essence' is the very nature, construction, 
composition, ca,usation. Essence, theref9re, is not merely 
related to existence, � potentiality to actuality, for in the 
process of existence which is becoming, there is the 
nature, the essenc.e. oftbat process. Ori thl: other hand, the 
essence of a thing, of a process, etc. can be. thought of, and 
th�refore exists logically, even without. that thing or 
process being or becoming in existence, physically. 

When the Buddha gave his uolemil utterances· tha,t all .. · 
component things are impermanent (ssblie saDkbiri . · · 
snitcs))and · that all ·component things • are conflicting 
(sabbe sankbara dukkbs}, he gave-the essential nature of . 
a complex. Such essence has no physical existence, yet is 
actual as the only reality, the only truth (i.!tbats); and as 
such it is �bsolute, fo� its existence does not depend on 
relationship; . it is always true, even if there were no 
existence, no components, no complexes. · Only · its . 
actuiillty, i.e., its existence, in the process ofbecoming is 
dependent on the fact of composition (s�Dkbira), · . . -· 

. . . 
It is then the essci�ce ·of ali comp�nent thing�. to . be . .  

decomposable, but this impermanent �ature
.
(which is the . 

essence) is in itself permanent, because it is the nature of 
essence 'to be unchangeable� Hence trutil, Nibb�a,· or 
_whatever name may b� given to the absolute, is per
manent, is non-complex, because it is the essence 1tself, 
but it is ne:Vcr to be thought of as a metaphysiCal entity · 
(ssbbe dhBIDmi anstta); 

And th�t is the diffe�ence between th� essence !llld the 
subs tan�, although, loosely used, they appear sometimes · 
as synonym$, For, a substance is a definite entity which is . 
the basis of the dependent phenomena. A substance. . . 
cancot be thought of without its l'roper.ties, qualities, or · · · 
phenomena, arid . it does not have, theref<;�re, even a · · 

. \ . . . 

• "'· I. He who hu won (throuGfl to the)trUth: C. A. F. Rhya Davids, Dba. tul. l099, n. 2. One who hucomeatthereal truth: Challliert, 
JRAS. 1898, pp. l03-15. Buddhqhosa hu eiglit other interpretmon"s, most ofthem rather fanciful. · 
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logical separate, independent existence. In the teaching 
of the Buddha on anatta it is totally denied, and in the 
developed tear:hing of .Sunya the voidness of everything is 
pursued to its furthe�t logical conc:Jusions. 

• 
Essence, on the other hand, always remains an abstract 

mental concept and exists only as such. Therefore, we 
may rightly speak of the essence of the Buddha's teaching 
being his doctrine of the unsubstantiality of everything, 
including Nibbana. 

The unconditioned nature (ta tbata.:asamskrta-
. dharma) is called by Vasubandhu "the transce�de�tal 
essence of everything and it is termed 'suchness' because 
its essential nature is real and eternal; btlt it is beyond 
reach of human language; it is indefinable" (Y amakarni 
Sogen, systems of Buddhist. Thought p.229, Calcutta 
1912). The essential nRture Or SUCh�eSS is �nconditioned, 
because it does not stand in need of the assistance of any 
agency. In fact if it CBllnot manifest itself, it is because it iB 
obscured in the presence of conditions .

. 
Hence only.in the 

elimination of conditions the true nature or essence can 
be discerned·. And if in this process of elimination the core 
proves to b� an empty shell,_ then emptiness (.Sunya) will 
ha.ve to be accepted as the mence. of all things, and 
unsubstantiality ( anatta) as the essence of all phenomena 
(dhamma). 

The process adopted by the Buddha to arrive at the 
. essence is the prOCC!iS of analysis (vibbajja). The individual, 
the self, which is an empirical fact from · which all 

· investigation must of necessity take an origin, is thus 
· analysed as a physico-psychical component, in which the 

body with its component parts and the mind with its 
. sensations, perceptions, ideations and thoughts prove to 

. be mere passing evints and phenomena without a 
substance, without a permanent entity. The pa�sing or 
changing nature of ali events is their essential nature and 
that is based on the unsubstantiality of all. This unsubs
tantiality, therfore, constitutes the ultimate nature; the 
essence of all things · and evenls or components, even of 
the one urtcomposed and absolute Nirvana. And this 
teaching of unsubstantiality (anatta, :rwiyati) is the 
essence of the teach�ng of the Buddha, its real nature, not 
to tie found in any: religious system which �as the search 
and salvation of a soul as its goal. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

ESUKARI SUTTA. This stutta occurring in the Maj
jbima-nikaya (M. II, p. 177 ff) thrqws light on the 
Brahmanic theory that divides the society into four castes · .. · 
and also clearly reflects the positi�n taken up"by� 't1e' 
Buddha regarding this theory. The sutta shows how the . . 

brahmins by positing four types of waiting upon (pari
cariya) and four types of personal wealth (sandbsna), 
symbolic of the �signed professions, attempts to estab
lish theii claim to superiority above the rest oft he society. 
The Buddha poinls out that these theories are proclaimed 
by the brahmins without popular consent and the 
approval of the true religious men. It is by force, the 
Buddha says that they attempt to enforce these views just 
as one forces on a poor, needy, destitute man a morsel of 
meat which he did not want, saying "You must eat this 
meat and you must as well pay a price for it." 

In this sutta the Buddha elaborates his teaching that it 
is neither birth, nor complexion nor wealth that decides 
one's position in the society. According to the Buddha 
these criteria of birth, designation and wealth are of no 
consequence in this matter and are mere conventions. 
The criterion that should be applied in deciding one 's 
position in the society, according to the Buddha, is one's 
actions, behaviour. 

To further establish his position of total rejection of the 
brahmanic theory of caste and the superiority of brah
mins, the Buddha convincingly argues that irrespective of 
these caste diVisions all are equally capable of attaining 
spiritual development. See further CASTJ?; EGALITA
RIANISM, EQUALITY. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

ETADAGGA .VAGGA, the · 14th chapter of t�e Eka- . 
nipata of the Ailguttira-nikaya (A. I, pp-23-26). The 
importance of this chapter lies in the fact that it contain� a . . 
list of the Buddha's disciples (bhikkhus, bhikkhprps, 
upasakas and upasikas) who have attained distinction 
above the rest in some respect or the other. �n all,.eighty . \ 
such spheres of distinctions are referred to and names of 
seventy-four disciples who have attained pre-emirience in 
these eighty spheres are enumerated. 

Of these seventy-four disciples Culla-Panthaka and 
Subhiiti are credited with pre-emine11ce .in two spheres · 
each, while Anand a is credited with pre-eminen�e in five 
spheres. Forty-one of _!hese seventy-four are bhikkbus, . 
thirteen are bhikkhunis,. ten are upasakss and ten are 
upasikas. 

. . 

AU the aspects iii which these d isciples have attained 
pre-eminence are not connected with �piritual develop- . . 
ment. Some are connected with personal characteristics, 
some .are indjcative of the seniority in the Order or the 
superiority of social status of the particular disciple 
involved and some denote sublime spiritual attainments 
or virtuous conduct of the disciples concerned. 
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Most of the s11venty-four disciples named in the list are 
familiar figures w ho are often met .with in Buddhist 

literature. The whole list as such appears to be a late 
compilation made-up by putting together material found 

scattered in the Canon. The following are the names of 
the disciples and the particular spheres in which they have 
attained pre-eminence. 

Bhikkhus 
( 1) Afifiakondafifia foremost among disciples of long 

standing· (rattaflflunam). t 
· 

(2) Sariputta foremost �ong disciples of great' wis
dom (mahapaiiffimam). 

(3) M�ha-Moggalliina . ' . • of superno�rrial powers 
(iddliimantanam). · 

(4) Maha-Kassapa · . • • • • •  who upheld strict obser• 
vance of ascetic practices (dhutavadanam). 

• • # • 

. (5) Anuruddha • •  · • •  ·. who are clairovoyant (dibba-
cakkhuk8nam). 
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(6) Bhaddiya Kaiigodhaputta • • . • of aristocratic 
birth (uccakulikanam).l 

(7) Lankuntaka: Bhaddiya 
.

• • • • •  who are of sweet . 
voice (.iiJaJJjuss�r8nam). 

(8) Pindola Bharadvaja ·• ; • • who are lion-roarers 
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( 16) Sona-Koiivisa . . . . . who have put forth effort (ar�ddha-viriy"iman;J. . 
. 

( 1 7) So�a-Ku�ik��a . . . . . . . .  of clear  ut terence 
(�alyana-vakkarananal!J). 

(18) Sivali · • . . . • . . • • • who are recipients of gifts 
(/8 bhin!!II}). 

(! 9) V akkali · . . . . . . . . . who are of implicit faith 
(saddhadhimuttanain). 

(20) Riihula • • • . • . • �ho are anxious for training 
(sikkhBk8manam) .. 

(21) Ratthapiila • •  : . • who have entered the order · 

thr�ugh faith (saddhapabbajit8nam). 
(22) Kunda-Dhana . · • • . • •  · who are first to receive 

food�tick�ts (patha�am s!Uakam ganhamtanam). 
(23) v angisa . . •  :. • . those who. are· of ready wit 

(patibhanavaritanam). . 
(24) Up�seria Vangantaputta • • • who a�e pleasant · i� all �spects (samantapassdiksnam). 
(25) Dabba Mallapuita • • . . • who as'sign quarters 

(scnssa�apaifflapakanam). 
(26) Pilindavacchn . . . •  � • ·. who are dear to devas . 

· (dcvatanaiD p!J�m�riapanam). . 
(27) Biihiya Dai-uciriya • • • •  · • . · who are capable of 

compr:ehending the tru.th ins tan tly (khip-
(slh�nadikanam).l · . · 

· ' (9) Punna-Manta�iputta· • • • • who are .Dhamma-
. · ; pre��hers (dhamma.kathikanam). 

· 
pabhiBifanai!J). · · · 

(28) Kumiir�-Kassapa those who ate eloquent 

(10) Maha-Kf!cciina • • • • • who 'are capable of ex
pounding in analytical detail what is said in brief · (sa'nkhittcna bhasitassa vittharena attham vibha-
jantanam). . . · · 

(1 1) Cu1la-P�taka (i) • • • • • • • of those capable of 
creatirigmind-rriade forms (manomayam kayam). 
(ii) • •  · • • • • of those skilled in�expanding miDd 
(ccto-vivsf!B·kussJansn:J. .. 

(12) · Maha-Pantbaka • •  ;
. 
• of those capable of ex

. pans1on of perception (saflifi-vivatta-kusa-
. · /8nan;j;s . · · · 

( 13) Subhuti (i) • •  ·· of those who lived iii seclusion 
(aranaviharinam), (ii) • • • • of those worthy of 
gifts · (da.kkhil)cyyanam/ . 

. (14) Revata Khadjravaniy� • • • . •  of those who .are 
.· , forest-dwellers (araiiiiiksnam).6= . .  

(15) Kankha-Revata • ·• • • •  � • ·of meditative power 
(jhsyinamJ. 

· 

(cittiJkathikB.nam); . 
(29) Mahakotthita · � ; • • • • those who are d�ver in . logical a�alysis (pa.tisa�bhidappatt8nal1}). 
(30) Arianda 

. (i) . • •  , • • • • • those who are well learned 
. . (bahussutanam). . . 

(ii) • •  _ • •  posses�ing retentive memory (sari-
. mantsnam). . . . (iii). � • . .  of go'oci behaviour (gatimsntan�m). 

(ivj . • • • wh.o are r�solute (dliitimantiiuUn}; 
. (v) . • •  pers.onal attendants (upattha.kanaiD). · 

. . ' • .. . . . . (3 !) Uruvela Kassapa ! • • • • • • of large followirigs 
(mahiparissnam). 

(32) Kiludayin • , • � • •  ; good at appeasing families. 
(kulappasadakanam) . . 

. (33) - Bakkula • •  ; . of good he.aith (appab�dh�Illllil}. _ 

(34) Sohhita • • . • • •  who are· able _io recall past eiXs- ·· 
tences (pubbenivssam anusarantinam). . . 

. . . 

I .  This in�itabl� has to be. so because he was the ·first to be admitted to the Order and hence the m.ost senior. 
. 

. 
2. Birth, w!tether it is aristocratic or otherwise, is of no cons�uence ht the bhikkhu Order. This being so why the �ri!tocratic birth of 

this particular disciple: is highlighted � difficult to understand. Tht! commentary (AA. p. t 93) says that �c: is the foremost in this . . 
respect because he: happened to be the son of the most senior sakyan lady of her time. Besides, h�.had bee:� king for five hundred . · · 
successive biiths and this too qu�ify him -for pre-er:tinence in thls respect. . 

· · · 
3. What exactly is the significi.nce of this qualification is itot quite clear. The commentary (AA. p. 196) s�ms to suggest that he wu · 

full of self assurance and, therefore, always ready to make a claim for his ability and proficiency, 
. 4. Siriputta too admir� this ability of Punna-Mantiiniputta (AA. p. 204). 

5. These two were brothers, one an expert lririips:ijhsna, the other in sriiptrjjhsns. 
6. srafilfiks is an aspect of dhutanga (q.v.) of which Maha-Kassapa is said to be the foremost. 

- - - · ··- ·- -
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(35) Upilli • . . . . . . . who are proficient in Vinaya 
(vinayadharanam). 

(36) Nand a . . . . . who advise bhikkhunis (bhikkhun ' 
ovadakanaiD). 

. 

(37) Nanda • • •  .' . •  who guard the faculties of senses 
(indriyesuguttadvaranaiD). • 

(38) Maha-Kappina • . . . . .  · • .  who advise bhikkhus 
(bhikkhu ovadakanam). 

(39) Sagata • • •  who are proficient at contemplation 
of the heat-element (tejo-dhatu-kusa./8nam). 

(40) Radha • . • . . • . who are impromptu speakers 
(patibhaneyyakBnam). 

(41) M�gha�aja • • wh� are wearers of coarse rcbes 
(!Ukhacivara dharanan;). 

Bhlkkhunis 
(42) M ahilp aj apati Gotami fo remost among 

bhikkhunis of long standing. 
(43) Khema : • • • • • . • • • • •  , • • •  of great wisdom. 
(44) Uppalavanna . • • • • •  of supernormal powers. 
(45) Patacara : : • . • . who are proficient in Vinaya. 
(46) Dhammadinna . • •  who are dhamma-preachers. 
(47) Nanda • • •  � ,. • • • • • • • •  of meditation power. 
(48) Sona • • • • • • • • • • who have put forth effort. 
(49) Sakulii • • • .  : . . . • . • • • who are clairvoyant. 
(50) Bhadda Kundalakesii • • • • who are capable of 

comprehendhig the truth instantly. 
(5 1) Bhaddii Kapiliirrl • • • • who are able to recall 

past existences. 
(52) Bhaddii Kaccanii • • • .  who have attained great 

super-normal powers {mahabhififiappattanam). 1 
(53) Kisiigotaml • • • • .  who are wearers of coarse-

. robes. 
(54) Sigiilamatii • • • • • • who are of implicit faith.B 

Upisakas:• lay male followers 
(55) Tapassu-Bhallika • • • • • •  who first took �efuge 

(in the Buddha and Dhamma). · 
(�6) Sudattha, the householder Anathapindika. . . •  ·• . 

who are donors (dayakan�n:z). 
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(57) Citta, the householder of Macchikasanda , • , , • 

who a;e dhamma teachers. 
(58) Hatthaka of A!avi . . . . . . . who obtain large 

following by the four modes of treatment (catUhi 
sa,igahavatthUhi9 parissrr: sangaf!hantimal!l)· . 

(59) Mahanama, the §akyan • • • . . those who offer 
choicy alms (paf!itadayakanan:J. 

(60) Ugga, the householder . • . . • • those who offer 
desirable gifts (manapaaayakimam). 

(6 1) Uggata, the householder . . .  wh� attend on the · 
sangha (sanghupatthikanam). 

(62) Sura Amb�ttha : :  • of th�se having faith born . 

of understai{ding (aveccappassda). 
(63) Jlvaka Komarabacca . . who are liked by th� 

people (puggalappasannanam). 
(64) Nakulapita, the householder' • • • . • • •  who are 

faithful (vissssakanan;). 
Up'Ssiki:- lay female followers 
(65) Sujilta, daughter cf seniinl, • • • • first to take' 

refuge. 
(66) Visilkha, Migara's mother • . . .  of donors. 
(67) Khujjuttara • • • •  -of tb�se who are well learned 

(bahussutanam).l0 r •  . " 
. - • . •' 1 '· (68) Siimiivati • • • • of those who possess the sub-

lime quality of loving-kindness (�etta). II · · · · 
(69) Uttara, mother of Nanda, • • • • •  of rpedi!atiye 

power. 
(70) Suppavasa of the Koliyan • • • .those wh() offer 

choicy alms. 
(7 1) Suppiyii • • who nurse the sick (gl18nupattb'ixi-

nam). 12 . . . 
. .  

(72) Katiyani • . • • • . of those having faith .born of · 
understanding. 

(73) N akulamatii • • . . • • . • • • • •  who are faithful . . 

(74) Kili, the lay follower of Kuraraghara .• • • who 
develops faith through hearsay itseif . . (anussa
vappasannanan;). 13* 

Besides this list of seventy-four d_isciples of the Buddha 
who have reached exee!lence in cer,tain respeCts there is, 

7. Therds no parallel to this in the bhikkhulist. The commentary says that during the time o( a particular Buddha only four posess 
such 'j;o'.vers i.e. the power of recollecting events up to a period of hundred thoUsand aeonit (bpps)aitd one 'assmkeyys. The four. 
who posseised such power during the time of Buddha Gotarna are his two chief disciples, Bakkula Thera and Bhaddii. Kaccii.na . 
Theri (A.A. p. 377), _ 

8. Twelve out of these bhikkhunis have exact counter-parts among the bhikkhus as is shown in the llbove list. 
9. The four are liberality (dinsj pleasant speech (piysvscans), gocd behaviour (!tihscsriya) and equality (ssminsttstii). I - . 

1 0. Her exact counterpart is not found in the bhikkhuni list. In the bhikkhu list Ananda is said to: be foremost in this respect. 
1 1 . No counter part of Sii.mavatl is found in either the 'bhikkhu or bhikUuni lists. 
1 2. She too has no parallel. · 
13. She too has no parallel. The Commentary (AA. I, 458) narrating her story tells how she developed confidence in the Buddha, the 

Dhamma and the Saitgha by over hearing a disc��-Ssion, in prai�e of the Triple Gem, between Sii.tii.gira and Hemavata. It sliouJd 
however be noted tha!_Buddhism does not encourage faith based merely on hearsay (see Kaiama Sutts, A, I, p. 188 ff). 

• The Msnorsthspursni(�A. l, p, 124 ff) deals elaborately on each ofthese disciples giving their previous lives and also narrating 
events that conduced'to· their high attainments. The Gradual Sayings (1, p·. 16 ff.) in its footnotes makes interesting observations 
on them and their attaipments. The DPPN. also gives de.tailed biographical sketchell of these monks. Cf also S. l l, pp. 1 55 f; 235f. 
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· coming down from a co�paratively early period, perhaps 
as a commeiltarial tradition, another list of disciples that 
gives the names of  those who are categorized as the 'Great 

D isciples' (mahasavaka=maba-sravaka). The Dhamma
pada commentary, (DbpA. II, p. 93) . referes to these 
'Great Disclples'. So does the Divyavttdana (p. 489). 
Saddba�apundarika Siitra (chp. 1) shows that this 
listing originat�d in the Indian Buddhist· tradition itself. 
The Vidud(fbimagga fix their number at eighty and refer 

· to the whole group as ssftimabasava}(a. t 4 
· 

The concept of eighty great disciples is fairly common 
in the Sri Lankan Buddhist tradition. The Dbarmapra
dfpiksvs,t{ a Sinbala text belonging to the . medieval 
period, en\lmerates a list of great discipl,es. But this list 
fali short Jf the number eighty. According to this text aJl 
these 'Great Disciples' have aspired for this position for a 
peri9d of one hundred thousandt6 aeon� and the Buddha 
himself has proclaimed them as 'Great Disciples' of his. 
Further each of these disciples ltas a following· of five 
hundred bhikkhus. 

This list in the Dharmaprsdlpiksva contains only the 
names of bbik.khus, i1 thus giving a very narrow interpre
tation · to th� term _savaka. Many of the -names of the 
forty-one bhikkhus llsfed in the Etadaggavagga are 
included -in this Iist.of 'Great Disciples'. Conspicuous by 

. · omission are th� names of- Up iii, · Kiiiud.iiyi Biihiya 
diruclriya and one of the So�a tberas. 

A complete list of the 'Eighty Great Disciples' is found 
in the · modern Sinhala text called 'SinbBls Sravaka 
C�ritsyiJ. n this list repeats in the identical order all the 
forty-one names· of bliikkhus occurring in the ·Etadagga . 
vagga and add another tbirty�iline mtmes I() complete the 

. fixed number eighty. The following is the listing as found 
\4erein. 

. 1. ADfiii-Kondnafifi!l 
2. · Sanputta · . · · · 

· 3. ' Moggalliina 
. 4. Mahi-Kassapa -
5. Anurud_dba 
6. �haddiy.a ( 1) 

7. Lakuntaka Bhaddiya 
8. Pi���la Bbiiradviija 

10 .  Maha-Kaccana 
1 1 . Culla-Panthaka 
1 2. Mahii-Panthaka 
1 3. Subhuti 
14. Kbadiraviiniya-Revata (1) 
15. Kankhi Revata (2) . 
I6. Kolivisa Sona (I) 
17. K_utik��a So�a (2) 
I �. Sivali _ 

19. Vakkali 
20. Riihula 
2 1 .  Ra��hapila 
22. Kundadhana 
23. Vangisa 
24. Upasena 
25. Dabba 

. 26. Pilindavaccba 
21. Biihiya-Daruciriya 

· 28. Kumiira-Kassapa 
29. · Mahi-Kotthita - . .  
30. Ananda 
3 1 .  Uruvela-K.assapa 
32. Kiludiiyi 
33 .. Bakinila . 

· 34. Sobhita 
3s. l.Jpali 
3_6: Nand aka 
37. Nanda (I) 
38. Mahii-Kappiria 
39. Siigata 
40. Ridha 
41 .  Mog�ariija 
42. Bhaddiya (2) 
43. Vappa 
44: Mabiiniima 
45. As�aji 
46. Kinibila 
47. Bhagu . 
48. Cunda . 49: Nala 

I�; The nu�ber of great diSciples does not seem to be fixed in the Sanskrit tradition. The Sdinp. names twenty-six ofth�m aitd adds, . 
'and others'which clel;lfly indicates the number is larger. It is inter�tirig also to note that in this particular inrtance Anand a Is not 
included among the mshs-Jrsvslss but singled out and mentioned a; a trainee (lsiL.�s). ln the Sanskrit tradition there is aiso a iist · · of Mah�r�viku 'Great Fem.ale Disciples'. For further reference see BHS. s.v. mahdravaka. . · , . · · · 

1�. See Dhsrmsprsdfpila.va ed. by Badd.egama Vimalavanisa th'ero, pub!. of M. D. Guna.oiena &: co:, Co1cmbo, 2nd ed. 1936, p. 
303. 

' . . ' 
16. · The_· 't-'isJ!ddbajanavil�int (ApA. p. 142) too mention this fact. However, it says that the aspirotion of the two chief-disciple:� 

· extends up to one ass..:,lheyya and tine hund.red,.thousand aeons, whereas the aspiration of the 'Eighty Discip1C3' e_xtend up to one · 
hrindred thou!an.d aeons. The context seems to suggest that the two chief-discipl� (sggasiv.ds)weriiexc1uded. frcni the group of . . . :- . i�ightyGreat Discip1C3'. 

. \ 
_ · 17-, There seerm to be a ieparate list of 'Great Fexpale Disciples' or bhilihunis as seen from the refertricei In the BHS. 

' ; · :. 18. ·This boo� w� wi:!tten by Ratmalane Piyaratana_Stliavira and published· in 1931 .  · . . · : .. . · .. 

. ,, . 
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50. Seludayi 
5 1 .  Dhaddili 
52. Todeyya 
53. Kappa 
54. Jatukanna 
55. Posalat9 . 
56. Punnaka 
57. Dh�taka 
58. Nand a (2) 
59. Ajita 
60. Tissa Metteya 
61 .  Mett:yya 
62. Upasiva.ka 
63. Hemaka 
64. Bhaddiavudha 
65. Udaya 
66. Pmgiya 
67" Meghiya 
68� · Channa 

. 69. Upavin! 
70. Bhaddaji 
71. Yua 
72. Lakkhana 
73. Gavampati 
74. Punnaji . 
75 . . Nadl-Kassapa 
76. Angulimata . 
77. Gayii-Kusapa 
78 . . Acela-Kassapa 
79 . .Sabhiya _ 
80. Sakuludiiyi20 

M. KaraJuvfnne 

mRNALISM, a doctrine which believes in a beginn
ingJess and incessant eid$tence, infinite both in past and 
future. This �octrine is rarely found in the full strength o.f 
application, but is usually r.estricted to in(inite existence in the future, i.e., immortality, or infinite duration in 
time . . This' limitation of eternal existence to the future 
only has two grounds: a physical gr�und which sees and 

· experiences the relative beginning and ·the arising of 
things around, and a psychological ground which refuses 
to accept the cess�tion of existence centred round the 
I .,concept. 

Yet, logically there should be no greater difficulty in 
accepting an eternal existence in the past without 
creation, than an eternal continuation.at least of a 'soul' 
in the future. The refusal to. acceptthe former .. �� t��.-
• . . . · �'-'· It\ 'I • 
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insistence on the latter at the same timo show already the 
weak ground on which these dogma� of creation and 
immortality are founded. 

One solution has been tried by the concept of 'eternal 
generation' which, however, is usually confined to the 
theological view in Christianity of the continuous process 
of generation of the Son of the Father, opposing the 
emanation of the same according to the Gnostic view.· 

Schellings's definition of eternity as 'existence outside · 
time' and Hegel's 'absolut'! timelessness' point to an 
enduring and changeless essence without relation t.o 
beginning, creation, succession or cessation. 

The idea of eternity is, therefore, a negative concept 
which the imagination endeavours to picture by removing 
the limits of experience, But, however far the limits are 
pushed back and forward, no concept is possible Without 
limitation and hence eternity will remain for ever beyond 
experience and it must of necessity be non-actual. · 

All arguments to prove the existence of eternity either 
. in God or i� the soul are but verbal gymnastics and can 
easily be turned into proofs of the very opposite. E.g., the 
proof from the law · of causation does: not lead to an 
eterna:I �nicaused'cause, for that 'concept 'wowd upset the 
very !Pw of ca�sation which is q'uoted in sup

_
port. 

On the othe� ·hand, the. refut�tio� oLetenialism or . 
absolute eternal existence does not necessarily lead to. an 
absolute origination or spontaneous self�creation. F9r 
there is the Buddha's solution of depen�ent origin�t!on 
or evolution wbJch does not require an eternal entity to 
exist as a first cause, but allQ.ws for individual origin�tion · 
from pre-existing conditi�ns witho�t ati absolute and 
ultimate origin. In this sense, eternity is a fact, bec.ause no 
beginning in the absolute sense is discernible, but it is an 
eternal process of evolution and involution, i.e., . of 
constant chang�. of a permanent impermanence, however 
paradoxical that tnay sound. · 

In this eternal process there is bound to rec\lr a 
recombination offorces with a cyclical recurrence whi�b 
has given ground to the doctrine of samsiira, in which 
even the teaching of the Buddha will recur and dis a pear, 
without continued eiisteilce of a sow, whether itaina or - . . . . . . psrsmstm1. 

Plato's eternal ideas, Aristotle's eternal forms and 
Whitehead's eternal objects are but qualitative cb&racter
istics of actua1ity, �coinpatible with the very nature of 
actuality. Action is essentially change, and if there be 
anything of the nature of eternity in action, it mwt be that · 

.· . of eternal change. 

IJ. The Dh1U111sprsdipik'Bva give PeHta u a var. reading. . . 

20. See also the article " Asiimahuavvo" by Henpitagedera Na.navita Sthavira in the Sinbsla Viivakouys (pub I. by the Dept. of 
Cultural Affairs, Sri Lanka, 1965) Vol. 2, pp. 3�7-329. 

' . • · 
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Eternalism is as old as man's d e sire for continued 

existence (bhava-laiJha) and already during the time of 
the Buddha a school of philosophy was fou n d  who had 

made this thesis of eternalism the baRic tenet of their 
views (sassata-di_t_thi). It was this doctrine which Acela
Kassapa, Kassapa, the unclothed, discussed with the 
Buddha at R;;tjagha (S. ll, p.20) who pointed out that the 
view that it is one and the same person who acts and who 
experiences the results, which is the do.ctrine bf'suffering 
self-wrought' (sayamkatam dukkham), amounts to the 
eternalist theory. Thls. the�ry is furth

.
er expanded as the 

belief that this is the self (so atti}, this is the world (so 
/oko), this I shall become hereafter (so pecca bhavisssmi), 
permanent (nicco), everlasting (dhuvo), eternal (sassato) 
and not subject to change aviparinama-dhammo : S. III, 
p.98). But this view itself is a compound mental formation 
(sankb8ra) which is conditioned. �'By what is it caused, 

• from what is it born, by what is it produced? (kimniaana, 
. kimsamudaya, kim.fatika, kimpabhava). Nourished by 

feeiing, born of �ontact with ignorance, there arises 
craving, which produces this mental for�ation" (ibid. 
p.96). 

The Brahmafola Suttanta (D. I, p. 13fQ distinguishes 
four kinds of. Etcrnalists who on different . grounds 
proclaim that both the soul and the world are e:ternal, and 
partial Eternalists who maintain that the seul and the 
world are partly eternal and partly not (ibid. pp. 11 ff.). , 

But the Sampasadat1iya Suttanta (D. III, pp. " 107-10) has 
selected only three classes of Eternalists for reference, 
who have in common . their belief, based on remem
beran� of previous lives. 

. H • . G. A. VIlli Zeyst . 

· ETERI'It1TY in general would mean everlasting existence 
or endless .duration of time. But such a conception 
implies conditionality and relativity and therefore subject 
to temporal change. This sense of everlasting .:xistence 

. could be permitted only in the sense that the conditioned 
world with all its :vicissitudes goes on indefinitely in what 
is called sarpsira as e�pressed in the statement 'because .of 

· its uninterrupted contitJuity it is called samsira:' (abboc
chinnam vattamanam samssro'ti pavudcati: Vism. p. 544}. . . . 

In· Buddhism, however, the term eternity could be 
applied for a deeper concept .to mean the timelessness 

inheirnt i n  the unconditioned state of Nibbiina, the 
B u d d hist  Absolute .  It is the  Timeless Reality trans

cending the limits of temporal duration. I t  is  Eternity as 
opposed to Time, as the Absolute is opposed to Relativity 
or Conditionality. Thus the concept of eternity, in this 
sense expresses the transcendental nature of Nibbill)a in 

. the temporal aspect. Nibbana as a state where everything 
worldly has been transcended is transcendental regarding 
not only time and space but as regards consciousness as 
well and accordingly it is impossible to conceive of it 
(anarammana: Ud. · 80). Consciousness also, like all 
component things, is a conditioned phenomenon and is · 
not self-existent. Whil� all conditioned thinking is cha
racterised by the;e three dimensions of time, space and 
consciousness,' when the human mind,. achieves Nib
barrie liberation it attains to a condition where all these 
are transcended, thereby becoming supra-mundane. Here 
all conceptualisations also become unconditioned and 
hence totally free from all the limitations of time space, 
and the individualised mind. Hence it is called transcen
dental or unconditioned in contrast to the mundane or 
the conditioned. This franscendental Reality cannot be 
practically experiened until the mind achieves liberation 
and l!ttains to the unconditioned state (vistw;zkhmgiJtllii! 
dttam). This is clearly demonstrated in our own expe
rience when we know that all our imaginations are always ·. 
limited in time and space. All our attempts to imagine 
without th�se limits f�il. It is only with the liberation of . .  
the mind that these litDitations vanish. 

As the· subject under discussion is eten)ity let U$ leave 
out the psychical and the· spatial aspects and coiifme 
courselves to the temporal aspect imd observe bow 
Nibbana bec.omes eternity i� this . realm as a state 
independent of all time conditions. 

These observations can be substantiated with state
ments of the Buddha found in tile Ni"kaya texts. One such · 

instance that may be quoted here is the �ell-known 
statement in the Kevadda sutta (D. l, 223) where eternity 
as understood in Buddhism is clearly implied when the 
consciou�ness of the rele·ased saint is described as "in
demonstrable, limitless, completely . lucid, wherein the 
four great elements water, earth, fire and wind find no . 
foothold, where all dualities like long and short, small · 
and large, good and bad etc. as well as mind and .matter 
completely cease.'>: Tlrls is a good description of the 
transcendental state wherein the eternal nature of Nlb
bina is clearly indicated. A similar statement c;omp!e• . 

. mentary to this is found Udina (p. 80) where this 
unconditioned state is referred to as an ayatana "wherein 

f. See the Atthss"ilini p. S7 verae: samsye nid�isi cittsm citt�ns sam•y•m muni (Through Time the sap �escribed the mind and 
through mind he de!cribed Time). 

· · ' 

2. vi�lf'imall! sn_!dsssanB11}-anan�ll! ssbba�o psbhB11}-etths spo ca PB!hB� tejo vsyo na gsdhati, etths tllghsJica rassBiiCif-BnUJD 
thu/B11} subhasubhall!, �tths nsmsJI cs rupsJI cs-ssesB11} upsrujjhsti vilflfanssss nirodhens-etths etlJJ!l upsrujjhsti: D. 1, 223. • 
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neither this world nor  the the other, nei ther the  sun nor 
the moon, neither going nor coming nei ther  s tabil i ty nor 
motion nor birth are found and which is unsupported, 
non-existant and not capable of being conc�ived thai. 
itself is the end of suffering. ''3 This ayatana is further 
described as unborn (ajata), unbecome (abhiita), unmade 
(skata) and unconditioned (asankhata), explouring the 
supra-mundane nature of this which is accordingly 
beyond time. All this could be summed up in the 
statement "nothing mundane is wholly freed from time 
and everything supra-mundane is totally free from time." 

Our experience shows that all our thinking processes 
are inevitably intervowen with the three dimensions of 
mind, space and time. When the mind, as the thinking 
agent, achieves freedom from all worldly bondage it 
breaks ·asunder all limitations and becomes unlimited or 
infinite (ananta) as described in the Kevaddhs sutta 
stanza quoted above. Here the term �nanta s'ignifies its 
complete freedom in not being confined by the limited 
p�rsonality of an individuaL It denotes the spatial aspect 
of Nibbilna. It is infinite in space it is infmite in time as 
well. Such a condition as free from all spati3J, temporal 

· and psychological limitations and also from all change is 
sternal and thus Nibbina can quite logically be de·scribed 
as the Bliss of Ete�ity. It is in this sense that the Buddha 
is described as "uniimited in space� (anantsgocara: Dhp . . 

v. 180}. 
. . 

In the Buddha's teaching of the Law of Conditionality 
implied in the Fomula of Conditioned genesis (Paticca
samuppida)it is s�en how the ordinary world continues 
incessantly, according hl a cert�n rhythm as it were, in an 
unbroken series of causal co�reia(ions. Here J�e passage 
of time comes to be identified with change. The nature of 
ordinary con�ciousness ( (viiin'ima) ) is most obvious 
here. Once this consciousness �;eases wi�h the cessation of 
becoming (bhavanirodba) the process ceases and Eter-
njty iue�sed, 

·· 

An important aspect pf this realisation of Eteinity is 
how the particular individual that . achieves it releases 
himselffrom the muridane woil4. It should be clear from 
what haS been said SO far that the. individual as the 5Ubject 
cannot think of the external world as the object without 
the help of consciousness u the medium of thought. And 
with the attainment of th� freedom of Nibbina, which is 
free from all relations, the subjective objective duality 
ceases to operate and such a person's 'hinking becomes 
free from � bonds to the objective world. Thus the world 
ceues. to exist for him who.hu accordingly attained to 
the state of permanent freedom lis Eternity. 

Viewing · the problem from ilnother angle bas�:d · on 
these considerations one can understand how Nibbirl'll'ii' '·' ' 

a state free form chan ge . As change means the p assage of 
t ime a state free from change is a s ta te free from thf. 
effects of time and hence Eternal. 

The concepts of beginning, end, change, duration etc. 
involving time are all part of the conditioned world, for 
Eternity, like Infinity has neither beginning nor end. The 
person who has realised Nibbana is free from birth, 
decay, death and all change. To him "who w�s freedom 
through the cessation of consciousness and the destruc

tion of craving the liberation of mind is like the extinction 
of a lamp (A. I, 236)". Thus the released person 
experiences a state of permanency (nicca) as opposed to . 
the worldly state of impermanence (anicca). Because of 
its changeless or eternal nature (dhiJva, nicca) it is the 
state of highest happiness (paramasukha). An other 
epithet ofNibbana that aptly describes this eternal nature 
as accuta (immovable} is when Nibbina is described as 

' accuta� !hana� (Dbp. 225}. 

Time ceases to be a perishable commodity with arb ants 
unlike in the case of ordinary mortals because the former 
have transcended it and "exist" out of time as it were. All 
the neglitive. defmitions of Nibbiina quoted a��ve negate 
the time-ridden worlds repiacing)t wi�h a: P,erm&nent, . 

· changeless, stable · and eternal state. Very of{�n Nibbina . 
is referred to as eternal-bliss but it would be mpre correct. 
to describe t�e Eternity ofNibbina itseH as bJiss. Being a 
state beyond time it is true freedom and secu,�iy from aU 
unhappiness. 

. . 

The foregoing .account shows that Eterttity as Nibbina 
is an eniirely timeless state in tht it transcends it while, it 
may be said, including it as well. Eternity in-this sense is 
the state of Reality undetermined by any of the limitations 
of ordinary human experience and hence above Time. lt 
may -also be described &S the timeless ultimate Reality 
underlying the phenomenal world;The finite world exists 
in the conditioned sense (sankhats) and Eternity is thus 
the timeless Absolute. As such this state' is not subject to . 
ageing or any forrn of change. The Buddha could 
accordingly be described as Na:n intermediary between 
Eternity and Time and after his parinibbina he merges 
into Eternity which is. �xpressed in early Buddhist texts · 
by such phrases as brabmabbuts, dbamma.bhuta, 
parinibbuts etc. The Buddha principle is eternal like the 
Dhamma and this eternitl Buddha is immane]lt in human 
beings in varying degrees of manifestiation. It is the 
personification of this eternal B�ddha principle that has 
led to the belief in . an eternal Buddha among some . 
Mahayana s;hools like the Nichiren in Japan. 

In.the UdiDa passage quoted above it is stated that in 
this eternal state the sun and th.e moon do not exist. (na 
ubho ·cB11dimasuriya). It is common knowledge that iD · 

. . 

3. nly.m Jolo ns psrsloio ubbo csndimssuriyB, tsdshMIJ bhillhsve nevs. l,stim vsdimi nspdm ns thitim ns cutim ns upsttim, sppsti�!iJ·� sppsvsusn:JBnar.mmlll!� evs tm;J eseoVs 'nto duUbsssl'ri. 
· 

. 
' · ' · · · 
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our ordi n ary affairs Time is me asured by the movement 
of these two heavenly bodies and any s tate  wher� these 
two do not have their influence must be above Time and 
hence Eternal without beginnings and ends. 

In Buddhism there is no permanent 'soul' that passes 
fro,m the temporal to the timeless realm. Once a person 
completely over comes his ego-consciousness (sakkaya
ditih�J, his consciousness ( (vifliiana), ), as the medium of 
r,epeated birth, ce�ses to function (nirujjhati) and be
comes uri-established (appatitthitJJ:. S. I, 122) and the 
mdividuality aiso ceases to exist as .a separate entity. 
Wh�n this happens the individual realises Nibbanic 
freedom thereby becoming one with the realm of infinity 
and eternity. It is the realisation of saving knowledge or 
gnosis t(psriflfla: M. I, p.4)' leading to complete fieedoin . 
and Enllghtenme11t. By freeing himself from the round of 

. repeated ,births and deaths the indiyidual b�comes one 
with Eternity. 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

Buddhism. The Buddha's teaching d id no t  pay attention 
to theoretical i ntricacies which contemporary philo
sophers with an academic interest would want to inquire 
into. Such interest was secondary to the achievement of 
practical results. As a consequence ofthis attitude there is 
no attempt to pursue philosophical issues with the 
strictness, regour ·and argumentath:e zeal_ which is 
characteristic of the Western philosophical tradition. 
Nevertheless there .are certain positions . taken in the 
Buddhist tradition which are worth the attention of those 
interested in the study of ethics. 

Buddhism can be viewed as a system of thought that 
has made a lasting and significant contribution in the 
history of moral thinkin�. Both in its origin and in its 
later development ethical concerns have played a central . 
role in Buddhism. Buddhism consists of a rich moral 
vocabulary, a distinct Iiorm�tiv� basis for moral action, 
doctrines that are of great �ignificanee to the moral_ 
philosopher and those interested in the development of 
lnoral ideas. lnthe history oflndiim thought, Buddhism 
eviden't,ly assumed the ro!e..of a �orlil reform m�vement, 

ETiliCS. ·1. Place of ethics hi BUddhism: Ethics is . gel)e- dife.cting its moral ·eritique againsr the superstitions �nd 
iiilly' ·\mder�tciod a$ the: iriq�ii:y' i.Dto. tlie i:va.hi.ation of 

. rituais �t'both the s�amana' and brihmanit. trad'itions'of 
the fifth century a·.c: The

.
sc;riptures preserved under the hum'� condu&t, beh�viotir; goRis, dispositions, inten- . . . . . . . Sutt�p· ita.ka of the The'r�v�da 'p· · ali c_anon, which ha:ve . ti6n�; ways df life and institutions. the ethics of a parallel� in .. , the scriptures ; of . other ' 'Asian . J�uddhist · p�rtictilar community, culturiil group or' a: religious . . scriptural traditions preserved in languages such as �ystem cari · be empiric8.Jly studied by folloWing the 

. met�ods of social science to discover what in ·fact are its Chinese :and Tibetan can be viewed as the most authentic 
· values and why those va]ues have come into. being. �thics sources for the reconstruction oft he ethical doctrines .of . 

also. signifies a mQ(ie of philosophical inqujry . . ·�bich Buddhism . .  
· att�mpts-to a'nswer- c�rtain-genera1 qu!:s.ticiiis ,about the Aillortg- ttie . . .Buddiiist doctrines cine tim. distinguish 
meaning of moral terms . and ,the . criteria ()f morl!,l between what c-ontemporary philosoplie�s call descrip-. 
evaluation: ln _contempprary pbilo�ophy a_ distinction is tive"statenients and e'v�ltiati�e statements: The J�nda-· 
made l)etween·twotapproa<;hes to philosophic!!,l ethics. mental tenetS �f the Uuddhisi ethical sysi.eni iue closely .

. The first isviewe;J as a n9rr:native inquirywhich attempts liriked to' the Buddhis.t world View and its theory or' 
to, deterniili� . the distinctions betw�e� right and \Y(Ong; reality. ;The way . c)f" life that . Buddhism jiresCribt:s is 

· g�o�f and bad and ought DO� i�: relation . to. the moral derived from its beliefs about the 'nature· of · m�, the 
evaluation of· human · a.cti�n! The second . appro�ch is nature : of th.e universe and the nat1Jre of h�an destiny. 
viewed as an �alytir.al and logical exercise called meta- These -beliefs cim'be considered as tlie factual content of 
ethies attempting to clarify the mt;aning o(moral words, the Buddhist}eachings� with ibe qualific�tion that 

· an�iy�e morai conc�ptS. and describe the logical stat�s �f 'fact�al'is \lSei:l)lere to includ� those 'facts' tstablished by • 

moral utterances. Although .the ethical content . o.f the the methods ... of knowing accepted in Buddhism. The 
Buddhist doctrine c�nnot'.be classifie� strictly according . Buddhist sc�iptures also .. contain certai11 eval\l!ltive and 
ta the above -diStincitons, viewed'from allthese perspec- practical utteranCes inv�Jving. the _ appraisal -of human 
tives, Buddhist thought can be 'Said to contain much.that . · action�, behaviour,' prJtcti¢es, modes of life, and enjoin-
is ethk�ly significant: 

· 

ingpeopi� to adopt certairi mod_es of behaViour, cultivate 
· ·The Buddhist scriptures do not contain treatis�s exciu- ·

certain mental dispositions and; aim at certain specific 
sively devoted to systemati� philosophical inquiry into ends in life�. It is these latter statements that constitute the 

content of Buddhi$t ,ethics .. . ethics compiuible with,philosophical work� of the.early · 

Greek.s such as th� Nichoniachean E.thics of Aristotle. According to _the Buddliist claim, the ultii!late goal of 
But intetestiir .ethical questions seem� to be. a per:vasive · Buddhism consists . of an attainment which has three 
character in ail of the Buddh!l's teachings. It is possible to . principal and ,interrelat�d· aspects. Fir�t, it is the attain-
reconstruct a complete· moral system out of the material . . ·ment of emancipation (vimutti), which from the indivi
scattered in the most authentic scriptural sources of dual'S point of<:view; has the consequence of delivering a 

.. - -·-------
-

--=--- - - ·-
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person from a condition of suffering or unsatisfactori
ness. Secondly, it is the attainm�nt of a kind of under

s tanding or insight which in itself has an ethical value. 
This insight is called right knowledge (sammaiiana), 
wisdom (pafifia}, the knowled�e and insi�ht into thi.ngs 
as they have· come to be (yatablluta!Ianadassima), the 
knowledge of the dest�rction of the fnfiuxe� or cankers 
(asavakkhayaifana). . Thirdly it is the attainment of 
moral perfection; a moral transformation of personality 
which entitles one to be described as an arahant (q.v.). 
The freedom from suffering, the insight and the perfec
tion are concomitant or si.multaneous attainments. it is 
the ultimat� attaiDment consisting of these three aspects 
tlmt Buddhism describes as the attainment of Nibbana. 

One becomes a Buddha by discovering and revealing 
the path to the atainment of this goal. The most 

. praiseworthy individuals, apart from the Buddha are 

. those who have attained the same goal of perfection by 
following the instructions of the Buddha contained in his 
teaching (dhamma). According to the Buddhist tea
chings, those who attain the goal of arahanthood can do 
no wrong. They are the most qualified to guide lessc;r 
moral beings on the path of morality; 

. 

Nibbiina the summum bonum of Buddhism has an 
ethical significar�e. For it is represented as a kind of 
moral perfection. There have been attempts on the part of 
some r:ecent scholars to misinterpret the role of morality 
within Buddhism due mainly to a mistaken under
standing . of the meanings . of some ethical ·· terms in 
Buddhism. One such misinterpretatiQn which has passed · 
unchallenged for a considerable time is the view ex-

. pressed by S. Tachiabana, in his Ethics of Buddhism. 
· According to Tachibana, the enlightened person in 

Buddhism is 'beyond good and evil'. He believes that 
according to both the Buddhist doctrine and the teac�ing 
of the Upanishads, the highest spiritual attainment is 
above moral distinctions. · · 

According to the idea set forth in the Upanishads 
knowledge exempts the knower from both good and 
evil an� emancipates him altog�her from the region 
of moral distinctions . . .  The omnipotent U panishadic 
knowledge elevates the knower beyond the rarige of 
ethica], aesthetical end logical distinctions. I 

The Bhikkhu, the Brahmana, the Buddhll (sattbii, 
muni) are said to be free from such distincti�ns aS 
good and · evil, pleasantness and unpleasantness, 
purity and impurity and so on . . . .  When one reaches 

1. S, Tachibana, Ethics of Buddhism, (Colombo, 1943)"j{ 37 _:38. 
2. Ibid. p. 38-39. 
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this state of culture, distinctive ideas will be 
absol� tely abolished . . .  He has reached the mental" 
condition whr.re there is no consciousness of moral, · 
aesth�tical or logical distinction; the 'relative ideas 
therefore of good and evii, pleasure and pain, 
agreeableness and disagreeableness, right and wrong 
are all annihilated for him.:z. · 

Tachibana's assertions imply that the highest goal of 
Buddhism is amoral and suggests that it only bas a 
pe.rs onal and mystical significance. Contrary t o  
Tachibana's belief the evidence in the Buddhist scriptures 
shows that the ultimate knowledge admit ted  in  
Buddhism has a moral purpose. It is the kind of · 
knowledge that puts an end to the evil dispositions that 
are deep-rooted in . the human mind. 

It is difficult to see what Tachibana means by saying 
that the. perfected saint in Buddhism transcends all moral . 
distinctions. If he means that the Buddha was indifferent 
to all moral distinctions after becoming enlightened, be is 
quite wrong. For it was after his enlightenment that he 
did confidently assert the distinctions between what is 
good and bad, right and wrong, and spent the rest of his 
life instructing o'thers about these distinctions. The 

. Buddha criticized s ome of his contemporaries for 
adopting a sceptical �ttitude towards moral questions. 
Tacbibana's view, which has been reaffirmed by a 
number of other scholars on Buddhism is a consequence 
of an erroneous rendering of Pali t�rms..J 

2. Principal EthiCal Terms Kussls and' Puifila :There are 
several instances in the Pali canon where it is llSserted that 
the enlightened persQn transcends both . pufiiis and 
papa. lt is on the . authority of these instances that 
scholars have held the vie·w that the ultimate requirement 
in Buddhism is to transi:end good and evil. However, this 
view is misleading unless the actual significanc� of the 
Buddhist evaluative t�rms is understood in the context of 
t.heir use. Most scholars have rendered the terms. pufiiia 
and papa into English as 'good' and 'bad' without any 
qualificatio�.''' 'Puflfia and pi.pswere terms used both in 
the Buddhist and pre.:BI'iddhist Indian traditions to 

. evaluate human behaviour. 8'ut"1t is to be noted that 
Buddhism used another pair of terms, which in their 
original usage in the . . Buddhist tradition evidently 

· conveyed a meaning .that could be distinguished from 
that conveyed by pufiiia . and papa� These were the 
terms kusala and slrusala which came to be the primary 
terms of moral evaluation in Buddhism. These two terms 

3. A. W. P. Guruge, "Some Problems In Buddhist Ethics", Alfjsli 0. H. de A. Wijeselera Ft:ciliution, Volume, ed. J. Tilaka.siii 
(Colombo, 1970), p. S; Gunapala Dharmasiri, A Buddhist Critique of the Cbn'stian Concept of God, (Colombo, 1 974), p. J06. 
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were rarely used in moral contexts in the pre-Buddhist 
scriptural trad i tions. 4 

The term puiii1a has been generally used in the Pali 
scriptural tNdition to denote that w,uch benefits the 
person who is intent on bettering . his future state of 
existence without renouncing the pleasures of household 
life. The significance of the terms puJIJia and papa 
cannot · be understood except in the . context of the 
Buddhist doctrines of kamma and samsara. This sense of 
pui1Jia · as a word in the evaluative language of 
Buddhism has been.inherited from the earlier Briihmanic 
usage ··of . t�e term although the Buddha's view was 

• considerably different from the Briihmanical view regard
ing what constituted puJilia. 

Acts of puBJia � Buddhism are looked upon as those 
deeds wh�ch have the tendency to promote a person's 
happiness in tfte future life. PuJIJia h�:lps a person to be 
· reborn in a pleas_ant form of existence (sugati)� whereas 
papa leads to regression in · the samsaric cycle. It is 
believed that those,who have an abundance .of · p�fiJia 
are reb�m in heavenly spheres of existence, while tho.se 
who have an ab.\lndailce of papa a�e. reborn in woeful 

. states of existence (nlraya). Acts of soci!'ll welfare, such as 
·planting . of pleasure . groves and . "forests� · making ·or 
bridges, wells and drinking places for the welfare of the 
public ai:esaid to increase 1 puifiJa , and consequently, t() 
lead the person who performs such deeds to rebirth. iD 
heavenly spheres. (S. 1; p. 33)All mortals are said to t"atce 
a new birth a�cording to their· pui11ia or papa 
deeds.(ibid. p. l91) The Dbammapada says that a per:son 
who has done. puMa -delights both·here and hereafter, 
imd that h� is intensely delighted when he goes to a 
pleasant st�te of existence._ (Dbp: Y. '18} In the Salck•
psllba sutta. Paiicasikha wishes that be reaps whatever 
puiiiJa . he has done in rellttion to the steadfast araban is 
(saints) in . sensuous enjoyment with the one whom he 
loved.(D .. II, p. 266) 

An examination of the terms Jrussls and sku! ala in the 
Pali.canonical scriptures shows that there is ·a �oteworthy 
·difference in their meaning when compared with that of 
the teims puJIBa . and papa. The term Kusala �ppears to 
have· been . used. mon: frequently in the evaluation of 
actio� 

.
leading to the high_er spiritual goal of B�ddhism. 

·The �ut�-nikiya which uses evaluative']anguage in 
characterizing the sp.ecific modes of behaviour and 
c�nditions ·of mind which conduce to the attainment of 
the ultimate goal of Buddhism, ·omits the term PuiJffa . 
but includes the term Jrusala. (A. Y. p. 240ff; p. 273ff). A 
person endowed with ten qualities is called one who is 
endowed with kllSaliJ. (M. II, p. 281). These qualities are · 
the ones directly connected with the attlinmiint of 
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Nibbiina. The Buddha asserts that the practit:es th�t are 
kusaln gradually lead a person to the highest state, 
meaning the att ainment of Nibbana. The kuSPJa s tates 

are · sometimes enumerated as the four bases of mind
fulness (cattaro-satipattbana) the four modes of right 
endeavour (cattaro sal;;msppadbana}, the four bases of 
psychic power (cattaro-iddhlpadi}, the five faculties 
(paiicindriyani), the five powers (paiicabafini), the 
seven factors of enlightenment (sattabojjbanga) and the 
Eightfold Path (ariyo attbangiko maggo: D. III, p. 102). 
In the same context it is said that the highest ku5ala state 
is the fmal freedom of niind · and freedom through 
wisp om which one attains by the elfminaiion of all mental 
impurities. Nibbana, the-highest spiritual attainment of 
Buddhism is the condition in which greed (lobba), malice 
(dosa)and ignorance or confusion (mob'a) are said to be 
absent, Greed, malice and ignorance are described as 
akusala while the absence of them is described as kusala. 
Kusala; unlike PufiJia is not to· be discarded; but to be 
cultivated. The Buddha is said to have reflected on the 

· fact that be himself abandoned the numerous evil and 
unwholesome _qualities and attained perfection in the · 
numerous kusala qualities ( Ud. p. 66). The Buddha was 
venerated for possessing morally good· qualities. He is 
referred to as one who cultivated that ·which ought to be 
cultivated and elimi_nated_, that which · ought to be 
elimenated, which may �e · understo()d among other · 
. things as a reference to his cultivation of kusiJ!a and 
·eliminati�n of a.krisala. In tbe context of answerlng 

· �rtain questions asked by king Pasenadi . of 'J(osa]a, 
· Ananda, one of the chief disciples of the Buddha, says ·. 
that the Buddha is Qne who has discarded all states that 
are Bkusala and possessed of states which are krisBls(M. 
II, p. 1 16). 

The use of these principal evaluatiye terms in the Pali · 
sc;ripture\ clearly shows that· acts of PuJiffa were con
ceived in Buddhism as d�ds of positive merit which bring 
about, ns their consequeJ?ce, enjoyments of a sensu�us 

_ kind. Kusals on the other hand emphasised the non- . 
sensuous spiritual bliss, which results from it. Kusala 
culminates in the eradication of �he defilements of Jobbs · 
(greed), dqsa (malice) and mobs (ignorimce). The term 
that was,invariably use<! in specifying the good actions 

· which lead to the spiritual bliss of Nibbina was kusala . . , I 
whereaS the term Diore frequently used for specifying the 
good actions which lead to Knsuous enjoyment .and 
happiness in s�sirs was. puJI�. Perhaps this explains . 
why the Buddha and hi$ disciples assign a somewhat 
lower status to pu6Jia. Thus when the Buddha hears 
the warning sounded by Uttaradevaputta: 

Life to its doom is led. 
· · Our years are few. · 

4. See dt�c:ussion of this In P. D. Premuiri, Interpretation of Two Principal Ethlc:al Tenrui in Early Buddhism Sri Lan ,_ r a1 ,. . 
th Hi • • V · , AB JOutD 0 

e uman�tJrs, oluuie 2, Number 1, June 1976. 
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For us led to decay no shelters stand. 
Who so doth contemplate this 'fear of d eath. 
Let  him s o  ac t  t h a t  merits (puiiiian;) b ri n g  h i m  

bliss. 

He expre�ses his Jack of concern for p!Ji1fia and says: 
. . . .  Let him reject the bait of ail the worids, 
Let him aspire after the final peace . s 

Expressing a similar attitude Ratthapila who wished to 
renounce the pleasures of the h�usehold life refuses. to 
agree with his parents when he is urged by them in the 
following words: 

Come Ra��hapila, eat and drink and amuse yourself, 
You can enjoy diverting yourself with sense pleasures, 
and performing puflfia deeds (M. II, p. 57) 

From the above consideration it is reasonable to 
conclude that Buddhism used the terms kusala and 
pufiiia with distinctive meanings. Both terms had an · 
evaluative function. . Pufiiia in its canonical use 
generally signified the actions which were believed to be 
conducive to a happy consequnece to the agent in a future 
existence (bbavs). The enlightened person transcends the 
level of . p.uiiJili , for he loses all interest in egocentric 

· · mo�ives for action. Kusals, on the other hand, was 
generally believed to · be those qualities conducive 
to spiritual bliss · culminating in the attainment of the 
highest bliss of Nibbilna which leaves no �oorri for the 
fruition of any pui1Jia . or papa actions. Although an 
enlightened .person puts away both puflfJa and papa he 
remains to be the very embodiment of kusal3. 
Tachibana'� assertion that for t.he enlightened person the 
relative �dea,s ofgood �d evjl, . . . .  right ilnd wrong are all 
annihilated is a very misleading way of presenting the r�le 
that . morality plays in Buddhism ... The · Buddha is 
described in the Pali canonical scriptures as orie who had 
·insight into what was good slid bad. The goodness of the 
actions of etilightened persons . is believed to follow 
�ponta:neously from the inner transformation that occurs 
in the culmination of the spiritual path. Such persons do 
not face the moral struggle that the unenlightened have to 
iace due to the coriflict between what is known to be the 
right thing to do and the i1;1clination to do ihe wrong 
thing. For all egocentric impulses have been eradicated 
by the enlightened person.· 

'fhe belief that the attainment of the supreme goal of 
Buddhism involves the transcendence of moral distinc
tions can result in losing sight of the fact that there is a 
close relation between the ultimate spiritual goal of 
Buddhism and the moral life itself. To be enlightened is 

· not to be indifferent to moral concerns. �From the 
Buddhist point ofview, it is in the enlightened state that a 
person can be of the greatest service to mankind; It is an 

... ·· ·.�· 1,. ••• - ,,.: ••••• 

$. 7'ht: Book oftht: K�ndrt:d S•yings, Part 1; p. 79. 
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enlightened person who is fully moral, who does nof 
suffer from moraJ weakness. For it is wh o has completely 
gained control over the psychologicaJ impulses t hat d rive 
someone to the kind of behaviour that could be charac
terised as unwholesome or immoral. To attain Nib.bana is 
to effect a radical transformation of a person's disposi
tions. It is to eliminate the unwholesome dispositions �d 
to cultivate the wholesome ones. ·  This results in the 
transformation of a person who is prone to evil into a . 
person who is capable of acting, morally in a spontaneous 
manner. The enlightened person does not lose, after 
enlightenment, the moral qualities he has cultivated in his 
long endeavour to perfect himself. Such kusala qualities 
as mindfulness, compassion and wisdom become p art of 
his nature. Nibbiina was conceived in the Buddhist 
tradition not merely as a transformation or personality of 
such a kind that one becomes oneself liberated from 
suffering. Under such a transformatio� of personality 
one also cease·s to be instrumental in producing suffering 
to others because one has overcome one's own .moral 
depravity. Buddhism maintains that it is persons who.ar� 
free from moral depravity that can be of the greatest 
service to all mankind. It is after _the.Buddha found that 
there were sixty disciple who had attained the same 
degree of moral perfection that he hiffiself attained, that 
be urged them to wander for the welfare of' all rational 
beings. ( ViJJ. I, p . . 21). Buddhism recognises a close tie 
between morality and genuine social commitment. . 

· 

3. . Ethical Values of Buddhism: It is evident that in the 
Buddhist scheme of moral -values Nibbana is the highest 
level of moral perfection that a person cali attain. It is in 
relation to this attainment that Buddhism attached moral 
significance to all other human concems. The attaiDinent . r 
of Nibbana is supposed .to be the immediate or remote 
goal of every Buddhist layman a:nd. monk. The · iife 
described RS the holy or the higher life (brabmacariyR) . 

was to be lived under the direction of the Buddha to 
attain this goal. (M. I, p. 148). Early Buddhism did not . 

·· attempt to characterize Nibbiinil metaphysically. It laid 
great emphasis on the experiential characteristics of the 
attainment describing it iri ethical and psychological 
terms. · Nib bin a was conceived as. a positively blissful 
condition attainable in this life itself. However, later 
forms of Buddhism seem to have been influenced by the 
absolutistic arid transcendentalist views stemming from 
the metaphysical schools of lndian philosophy, resulting· 
in an undue emphllSis on the metaphysical aspects of 
Nibbiina, and undermining its e thical significance. 

In the. evaluation of persons, one who has attained the 
goal of Nibbana· ts judged to be th: most praiseworthy 
person. Such a person is to be commended as one who is 
fully endowed with kusa.Ja. The Buddha says: 
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A k��triya is (said to be) the highest by those who tr'ace 
back their ancestry . But among gods and men, he (the 
arahant) who is endowt:d with knowledge and conduct is 
the highest. (D. I, p. 99). 

In another instance the Buddha says: 
Out of these four castes, whoever is a monk, who is an 
arahant, who has eradicated the cankers, is fully 
trained and accomplished, who has laid down the 

· burden, is freed through right knowledge, he amongst 
thein is reckoned as the highest in terms of righteous
ness and not in terms of unrighteousness (D. III, p. 
83). 

The Dhsmmapads refers to the arahant as the highest 
being because he. has attained the highest goal of 
Nibbina. (Dhp. v. 97). It is said that as far as the. abodes 
of living beings extend, as far as the end of the realm of 

, becoming, the arabants are the high�st, the supreme 
beings in the universe. (S. m: p. 83). The Buddha is 
considered as the higbes·t being ever to be born among 
living beings. This value is attached to· him due to his 
being the founder of the supreme goal ofNibbioa and the 
most. competent person to guide . others towards that 
goal.' 

lJ.uddhlsm yalues the truths, understanding and reRu-. 
· zatim1 of which. ensure the attainment of Nib bin&, as the 

'noble .truths' (ariyasaccani). The pat� tci the attai�ent 
of it is. called the noble path (ariyamagga). Each item of 
the Noble Eightfold Path i� prefixed with samma mea
ning 'right'. 

According to_ the Buddha, all that is morally evil is 
·reducible to t6e three chlua.!=ter traits, gre'ed · (lobha), 
malice.(dQsa) and delusion (moha). When the Buddha is · 
asked to deClare. in brief what akuiala is, he mentions . 
these three psychological states.- (M. I, p. 489). These 

· three are .considered as primary dispositions ·which result 
in diverse kinds of mor.al evil. The numerous patterns of 

- bodily, verbal and mental behaviour ch�acteriz�d in 
Buddhism as alwsala are said to be the natural expression 
of these dispositions. 

· 

There are · several variant forms of presenting these 
basic unwholesome dispositions sometimes elaborated 
into . more numerous categories . of psychological dis� 
position. The canonical scriptures sometimes mention 

. five hinda'rances to the attainment of Nibbina as a heap . 
of akusals; They are ( 1) the intense urge for sensuous 
gratification· (kimacchanda), (2) maliciousness (vy8-
pada), (3) sloth and torpour (thTnamiddha). (4) flurry and 
worry (uddhaccakuk.kucca) 8Ild (5) doubt (vicildcchi). 
The last three h.an a specific reference to the Buddhist 
path of action leading to the supreme attainment If one is . . . . 

. 

.... :: 

overcome by laziness, instability of mind and recurrent 
doubt about the efficacy of the path to lead one to 
Nibbina they become hindranc::s, and therefore akusala, 

from the Buddhist stand point . On the o ther hand the four 
_bases of mindfulness (cattaro satipatthana) are con
sidered as a heap of .kusala. (S. v:, p. 145). The 

. unwholesome dispositions are sometimes enumerated as 
varieties of assva (influxes or cankers) and anussya 

· (dormant evil tendencies of the mind). The Dhamma
·aaysda Sutta and the Sallekha Sutta of the Majjbima 
nikaya enumerate long lists of evil dispositions, the latter 
mentioning also the virtues which are the exact opposite 
of each evil disposition. (M. I, p. 15f; p. 40f). These . 
scriptural references contain material which is of great 
importance from the point qf view of moral psychology. 

According to B�ddhism, evil disposition are mani
fested through the activity of the body, word and the 
mind. The evils manifested in bodily behaviour are (1) 
killing, associated with various forms of violent beha
viour involving bodily h1jury to other living beings, (2) 
stealing, involving· the violation of the property rights of . 
a�J,other to satisfy one's own greed and selfish instincts 
and (3) unchastity, involving the wrong indulgence in 
sensuous pleasures specially relating to one's sexua,l life . 
The evils manifested in verbal behaviour are (l) flase . ·

. speech, (2) harsh or. unpleasant. speech expression of 
anger and ill will; (3) slimderous speech intended at the 
creation of dissension an� conflict between people, and . · 
· (4) gossip or frivolous talk which serves no meaningful or 
useful purpose. The evil manifested in mental activity are 
(1) thoughts of intense greed, (2) thoughts of ill will and 
(3) wrong or mistaken beliefs harmful to one's moral life . . 
These constitute the standard list of ten a.kusala enu
:merated in the Buddhist canoniclil scriptures. The moral 
precepts and practices th ill Buddhism prescribes are 
meant to get rid of the above negative forms of behaviour 

· and replace them with compassionate action. Moral · 
living consists, according to Buddhism, primarily in the 
abstention from the above akusala. 

· . What Budhism has formulated as the Noble Eightfold 
Path and alternatively as the threefold scheme oftrainirig 
consists of the practical method by which the behavioural 
expressions as well . as the deep-rooted dispositions of 
those. moral evils are to be eradicated. The Buddha 
.described the Noble Eightfold .Path as his practical 
Middle Way ayoiding the two extreme ways oflife known 
to him. One extreme was th.e immoderate indulgence in 
sensuous pleasures practiced by the common folk who 
did not see the possibi.lity of apy happh1ess beyond ther 
limits of sensuous existence {kimasu.khallikanuyoga) 
and the other Wli$ the path of self mortification practiced 

6. Bhagava hi bahunojanassa arjye naye patitthapetsyadidam kalyanadhammatsya kwaladhammataya (S. v. p. 66)� 
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by ascetics who willfully inflicted intens� pain on their 
bodies in order to redeem their souls (attakilamathanu
yoga). 

3 . 1  The Eightfold Patb : The Noble Eightfold Path of 
the Buddha can be viewed as the quintessence of the 
Buddhist ethical doctrine. The first item of this path, 
right view (sammadittbi) draws attention to the ideo-
1ogical basis necessarY for a satisfactory outlook on life. 
Although Buddhism does not encourage a dogmatic 
ideological stance (dittbi) and such a stance is often 
morB.Iiy . condemned, · � right view is believed to be 
pragmatically necessary for moral progress. Buddhism 
seems to hold that ideology is the basis for most . 
significant aspects of human behaviour. The right type of 
ideology is at the base of all right forms of human 
behaviour. Buddhism viewed the primary importance of 
a whole'some ideology as a basis for the transformation-of 
the character of not only the individual but also of man
made social organisations and institutions. An ideo
lcgical approach to life which involves a total denial of 
moral responsibility and free will, �md of t�e efticacy of 
willful human effort and initiative in morally trans7 
forming oneself is condemned in Buddhism. Forms of 
strict determinism and fatlllism (niyativads) on the one 
hand and forms of strict indeterminism (ahctuappac
cayavsds or adbii:casamuppamiavada) on. the othei, 
were seen by the .Buddha as damaging to the ethical life of 
man. He rejected �he belief in theistic predestination, the 
view that all human experience is determined by the will 
of a.supreme God (issaranimmanahctu), and the belief in . 
karmic· determinism 'according . to which all human 
experience is determined by past karma (pubbckata
bctu). The strict determ�ism of Mallialigosila, a wen· 
known contemporary of the Buddha, was considered by 

· him to ·be very damaging to the moral aspirations of . 
mankind in that it persuaded people to subscribe to an 
attitude of absolute i·naction (akiriya). A materialistic or 
nihilistic worJd·vicw, rejecting the efficacy of the moral 

. and �pi ritual life in improving the lot of mankind and 
denying · the good or evil consequences of volitionally 
performed action and the reality of personal survival 
after.death,_ i! ::onsidered in Buddhism as a false view. 

In the • sphere · of ideology, especia.ily in that which 
affects the morBI life of man, the Buddha thought that 
there were two extreme.s iti existence. (I) The doctrine of 
eternalism- (sassatnsda) asserted thar there is an 
enduring entity which is the supteme essence of every
thing. The Buddha rejected this view at .both the micro
cosmic as well as the macr�cosmic levels. The Buddha 

· rejected the notion of a permanent self (atta}, as the wider 
lying object of all experience. He explained the iiaiure bf 
personality in terms of the doctrine of relations (paticca- . 
samuppsda). According to this doctrine, tb�e can be no 
independent essence in anything including our own 

selves. Everything is conditioned by, and is related to 
other things. The religious doctrine of self-mortification appem 
to have been supported by the belief that the self is 
immortal and that it could speedily be redeemed from its 
entanglement with the body if the body is tormented. the 
Buddha considered the belief that there is an enduring 
substance in one's personality (sakkayadittbi) as a root 
cause of evil that .has to be eliminated. Buddhism traces 
egoism, selfishness and limited sympathies of men to the 
notion of atti which erects a barrier between the self and 
the other. 

According to the d octrine of annihils.tionism 
(uccbedavada) associated with materialism, all conti
nuity and personal identity after death is denied. This 
doctrine is believed in Buddhism to lead to a lack of a 
sense of moral responsibility during a person's present 
existence. The common outcome of such a belief is an 
extremely materialistic and sensualist approach to life. 
The Buddha considered the belief in personal survival 
after death and the law of kamma as conducive to 
progress in the moral life, for human beings can be 
motivated to lead a moral life only if they can. be urged to 
act on considerations Of enlightened self;.interest, espe
cially in the initial stages of their moral progresa. The 
doctrine of annihllationism (ucchcdavsda) does not 
encourage a person who thinks in purely prUdential terms 
to lead a morally balmeless life. ' lA>'-' 

. . � ·  . 
Sammasank�ppa (right thought), the second faetor in 

the Eightfold Path, consists of thoughts free from lustful 
attachment or. greed or thoughts associated with renun
ciation (nckkbamma-s�nkappa), thoughts free from 
malevolence or hatred (avyapidasankappa) 'and 
thoughts free from violent intention (avibi�sssan
kappa); According to Buddhism, such thoughts fonn the 
psychological basis of �enevolent morBI action. ActioJU 
which are socially harmful spring from cherishing the 
opposite kind of thoughts. 

. 

Right speech (sammaviit;a} consists first of the 
avoidance of flase speech (musavsda)and the cultivation . 
of truthfulness and trustworthiness. Secondly, it involves 

. . the avoidance of slandero,us speech (p.i.Sunavaca) intent 
on causing dissension among people imd the cultivation 
of speech which promotes amity among ,those, who are 
mvided and strengthen.s the bonds of those who are 
already united in bonds offriendship. Thirdly, it involves 
the avoidance of harsh speech (pharusavsca) and the 
cultintion of speecp which is pleasant; lovely and · 

delightful to bear. Fourthly, it consists of abste�tion · 

from frivolous or v�n talk (samph�pa) aiid the 
cultivation of meaningful, purposeful, useful and timdy 
speech. 

The fourth item in the Eightfold Path, right action 
(sammikammanta) involves abstention from wrongful 
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bodily action and the cultivation of right modes of bodily 
behaviour. It recomends first of all abstention from 
injury to life, abstention from violence and acts of 

· terrorism, the laying aside of all weapons used to cause 
injury to living beings and the positive cultivation of a 
mind full of love and compassion leading to compassio
nate action. Secondly, it recommends abstention from 
theft and fraudulent behaviour and the cultivation of 
honesty. Thirdly, it involves abstention from unchastity 
· and wrongful gratification of sensuous desires, especially 
with respect to sexual behaviour. · 

Th� fifth · item of the path, right livelihood (samnia
ijivs) e91phasizes the necessity to Jt.dopt a nmorally 
aceeptable means of livelihood avoiding those occupa
tions which might be materially rewarding but morally 
reprehensible; Engaging in atiy oceupation which may 
result in harmful soCial 9onsequence� is considered in . 
Buddhism as wrong means of livelihood (micchs sjivs). 
The lay followet'S of the Buddha are expect.ed to avoid 
trading. in weapons, animals, flesh, Intoxicants and 
poisons (A. III, p.208). In the case of the Buddhist monk, 
conditions for right livelihood are. much more stringent 

· than those for the layman.' Right livelihood fo� the m�nk 
ia determined by 'the consideration that his life should 
· be in conformity to a life· of detachment and· rem.incia

. tion) - . 
The sixth i_tem of the path, right effort (sll111IDavayima) 

reeommends constant vigilance over. one's character, and • • , I • • • 

Qeterm.lnation .and effort to _prevent the .growth. of evil 
dispositions, to cul.tivate wholesome dispositions, and 
to stabmte the whole8ome dispositionS of ch�tei already 
acquired. The� moral agent constantly confrOnts inner 

· conflict ·in ch�osing between. what he considers to be 
the right' thing to do and what passions, emotion!, and 
inclinations prompt him to do. Right effort is c

.
onsidered 

in BuddhiSm to be a vit.al factor necessary for the triumph 
·. of the moral will over the baser emotions. 

The seven.th factor in the path, . right mindfulness 
(ssmmissti) is the attenti<;m that keeps watch over the 
mirid and prevents evil thoughts entering it. It .guides 
ali asp.ects of mental, verbai and bodily �ehaviour giVing 

· the·m the right moral direction. _It may be described as 
the alertness necessary to observe imd.check evil ten<,iencies. 
Since Buddhlsm; especially in its eariy f�rm did not . accept a saviour �ho eould. save man from sin, and 
stressed the importance of human effort and will, mindful
ness is a quality which has to be. systematically cultivated. 
Spec�al metods · of mt.ntill culture (bbsvsna) are . 
recommended to achieve this end. A special training is 
believed to be necessary .to mindful. For tb� nature . of 
the mind is to be swayed by'the-passio�s leading a person 
to act without' being mindful of what orie is doing. 

The eighth factor of the path, right concentration 
(sammasamadhi) stands for the clear, · composed and 
unconfounded mental condition which conduces to the 
dawning of wisdom resulting in the fmal elimination of 
all evil dispositions ®d culminating in the perfection of 
moral character. In this connection too, effective 
D)ethods of mental traibing are recommended in 
Buddhism. Mental composure, 6,tltivated through effort 
and mindfulness is believed to be effective in purging 
the mind of unwholesome dispositions. · 

3.2 The Scheme of Threefold Tmlnlng : An alternative 
formulation of the Buddhist scheme of moral develop
ment is presented in the form of three progressive and 
f!!Utually dependent factors of moral training. They are 
sila, consisting . of moral practices involving · the 
conscious and voluntary transformation of one's patterns 
of bodily and' ve.rbal behaviour, samsdhi, the develop
ment of mental composure and paiJJJB, the cultiv_!ltion -
of the insight . that leads to moral perfection. Sila is 

. believed to be the foundation on which the other two 
· stages in the path are to be developed. This forlilula
tion of the path reveals not only the prilgmJttic charac
ter of Buddhism, but also the psychological insights on 
which the practical !lSpects o( the Buddhist moral system 
are based. The Buddha speaks of the path to· spiritual · 
perfection, or the attainment of Nibb�a as a gradua-

. ted one leading systema!icllny from one step to the · , 
other . . The perfection·or sila is recognised llS the founda
tion or the basis of all spiritual endeavour. An inte� . 

. . gent man is supposed 'to establish himself in iils and 
develop his mind (cittta) and cultivate Wisdom (pslfiJi). · 
It is :such a ·person who is said to be able to disentagle 
the tangles of evil.(A. V. p. 66). · · · 

If the entire Buddhist spiritual trainhtg is unde'rstood · 
8_! im attempl't o  transform. th� moral nature of man, 
sils can be considered as the beginning of this con
scious and deliberate proetss . of_ self transformation. 
Besides the foremost place of sila in the threefold . 
scheme of training, it occupies a prominent · place . · 
among other list of spiritual qualities recommended in 
Buddhism. It is the first of seven stages of purification 
(satta visuddhi) and the second of the ten perfections of . 
a person aspi�ng . t o  be9ome _a · B uddha  
(bodhisattB-psrBini). The cultivation of lila consists 
of Bn· attempt to change our patterns of behaviour in 
such a .way that it Will ultimately lead to a radical trans- . · 
formation · of ciur _!lispositiona,l traits, The Pali scrip
tures enumerates sils in .great detail in relation to the · 
spiritual . stations and aims of a person. The Buddhist

.
· 

community is tradi'tioiiaUy divided into . two broad 
classes as (1) the bhikkhu community and (2) tbe . lay 
community (gibi) depending on the sericiusnes's. with 

. . 
7. See Brshmajs/a Sutta ofthc Digha niksya for a detailed description of what �onrtitu.tca right livelihood for the bhikkh u. D. l, p If. · 

-- -�--- ·- -- . -- ------
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which the goal of emancipation is sought .  Buddhism 
started as a movement of liberaton seekers. It was a 
spiri tual movement of those who were already disen

. chanted with the ordinary pleasures of the world and 
were' seeldrlg _for. something belie�d to be higher. A life 
of renunciation of the ordinary sensuous pleasures was 
considered to be a primary requirement if one's immediate 
goal, was to attain moral perfection. 

Psbba.ifa (going forth from the life of the household) 
was considered in the early Buddhist tradition to be 
both a symbolic and an actual break away from the life 

· of sbnse pleasures. One was expected to shave off the 
hair; and beard, don yellow robes and leave all house
hold ties and · pqssissions and enter into the life a 
bhikkhu. The Buddha considered household life as a 
hindrance, as an· encumberance to the practice of the 
higher life in its complete purity . .  The Buddhist scrip
tures often mention the conviction expressed by liste
ners to the Buddha's message that it is difficult to lead 
the higher life-prescribed in Buddhism in its complete 
purity while living in the household. If immediate pro
gress · is intended one i s  expeCted t o  j oin the 
bhikkusangha. However, Buddhism never held that the 
fruits of the Buddhist path cannot be reaped by people 

. who lived a household life. 

The most exhaustive list of sila is presented for the 
moral guidance of the monk. Perfection in these slla is 
said to be one basic reason why the Buddbl! is · praise- . 
worthy. (D./, p. 9ff). The foremost sf/a are those 

· · meant to�_ restrain a person from performing those · 

d�ed� which Buddhism includes under t_!le ten skusals 
mentioned earlier. The more elabonite sils mentioned 
in relation to the life of the bhikkhu characterises the 
life of renunciation which a Buddhist monk is expected 
to live. The monk's. life is also expected to be goyerned 
by a set of institutio�al rules called sikkhapada, enumer�
ted in the Buddhist canonical literature known as 
Yinsya, the books of discipline, These rules came to be 
recited by the Buddhist community of monks at fort
nightly meetings of the · uposatita to ensure the moral 
· purity of their c�mduct and remediai action was taken 
if any member of the community was found to. be 
guilty of any transgression. The moral quality of the 
bhikkhu who observed the�e rules was expressed in 
terms of the description pi.iimokkha samvara samvuto 
(one restrained according to the rules of pi.timokkha). 
In the commentarial tradition of the Theravada this 
aspect of _a bhikkhil !f morality was called patimokkha-· 

samvarasila. The· function of the pi.timokkha rules of 
the' Vinaya was to restrain the bodily and verbal beha� 
viour of the bhikkhu with a certain degree of . legal 
coercion exercised · by the collective authority� �{'ihe 
bhikkhu community. The Buddhist lay community 
does not come wlthin such an institutionalised and 

. . .  

coercive type _of moral code. In the case of the Buddhist 
Jay person sila usua.;Jy consists of five abstent ions ,  
namely, abstention from killing, stealing1 unchastity, 
false speech and the taking of into;dcating drinks . 
However the lay person is encouraged to extend the 
range of slla practice at least when occasion permits. 
by observing additional precepts which apply to the 
bhik�hu community. The u l timate aim of t h e  
bhikkhu as well as the lay person in the practice t • 

slla is to lay the foundation for moral perfection by 
cultivating new patterns of bodily and verbal behaviour. 

The sfla, samadhi, paiiffa scheme of moral perfection 
is based on a certain psychological theory about the 
levels at which immoral traits of the mind function. 
According to Buddhism immoral behaviour can be ex
plained at a more fundamental level by reference to its 
deeper psychological roots. Buddhism gives a very im
portant place to payc�ology in its ethical system. The 
progressive pa,th of sila, samadhi, and pa.flffa is in
tended _to be a systematic way of tackling the problem 
of moral evil with deep psychological insight. Immora
lity in overt human behaviour is,. �ccording to 
Buddhi.sm, only a manifestation at the surface level, of 
man's deep rooted evil dispositions. Buddhism speaks 
of the existence and activity of moral evil at three 
different levels. At the · most deep-rooted level they are · · 
dormant or dispositional traits (anusaya). Even a · 
person who does not exhibit violent behaviour at a 
particular moment in his life has the tendency to .do so 
when he meets with a certain situation. This is because 
he has not overcome the disposition to behave in evil 
ways. The second level at which moral evil functions is 
the one at which there is a mere excitenment of feeling 
and emotion. One often feels . the turbulence, dis
comfort and heat of anger and passion without letting 
such feeling boil over in the form of observable overt 
behaviour. Buddhism refers to this psychological level 
as (pariyutthsna). It is at the third ·level that evil is 
manifestect"in the form. of overt action through word 
and deep leading t� the transgression of the moral 
norms of society (v1tikkBITJa). It is at this level that . · 
human action ha� a great deal of social significance. 
The function of sila is to d.eal with immorality at the 
prog;ess level at which it maniiests -itself. Immorality 
become more tangible at this level than at the concealed 
levels oJ the mind. �enee Buddhism advises a person to 
make sila the starting point of moral progress. One is . 
not expected . to move from one stage of the path to the 
other only after attaining absolute perfection in each . 
preceding stage . . They are to be cultivated concurrently. 
The cannoncial teaching maintains that the fruitfulness 
of �ac}1 succeeding stage depends on the degree of per.:. 
fection attain.ed � each preceding stage. Mental com
posur� which attains growth through wholesome prac-
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tice (slls) and wisdom (paflfla) which attains growth 
through mental composure are srud to be very fruitful. 

removed (yam kiflci samudayadhammam sabbamtam 
nirodhadham'msm). When t his insight b�comes fi

.
rmly 

established, unwh.olesome dispositions are cut off at the 

Akusala deeds of body and speech procee_d from un- root. The Buddhist position can be compared with the 
wholesome tendencies which are deep-rooted in our Socratic view that immorality is due to lack of kn·owledge. 
minds. These . deep-rooted tendencies in turn are the However, the knowledge required in Buddhism is not · 
consequence of certain repeated patterns of behaviour. of abstract forms to be apprehended by the intellect as 
Ahy single action performed has the tendency to be suggested by Plato, but knowledge of the conditioned · 
repeated and to be gradually built into a general n_ature of all empirical phenomena. The practice of 
pattern of behaviour. Particular acts of body and sils is a preparatory stage for the attainment of the 
sppech feed the unwholesome dispoistions and evil final em�cipatiflg laiowledge .. The kind of conduct mentioned 
traits that a� already deep-rootcl in our minds, and under sils does not require any voluntary effort after 
strtngtherung them. Practice of sfla is a method by the final emancipating knowledge has been attained. 
which a person could be vigilant about his overt beha- . ·Buddhism speaks of the person who is in the process of 

· viour through abstention and conscious self-control, fulfilling the requirements of the path as a trainee 
. and the practice of the opposite .type of actions, so that (sekha) and one who has fulfilled all the requirem�ts, 

transformation occurs at the grossest and most tangible a person who needs no further moral training as an 
level of one's personality. The function of ssmadhi is to ssekhs. · 

deal directly with evil at the I)lore subtle level of the 
. human mind. In ssmadhi there is an atten:1pt to bring 3.3 PosltJve Virtues : The entire process of traiclng that . 

. about one pointedness and composure of the mind to a seeker of the Buddhist · goal is requfred to fulfill can 

p reve n t  t h e  exci tement  ·of . the  unwholesome be seen as an attempt to eliminate unwholesome dispositions 
. . emotions: Here, one takes .full conscious .control of one's (akusala dhamms) and to cultivate wholesome disposi- · 

mental actiyity . and fixes the mind through )'olu�ta:j tions (kussls dhsmms). The Buddhist path emphasises 

effort on . a single object dr;termined at .one's wilt The not only abstention from certain a�tivities that are 

four jh.ins describ�d in Buddhism exemplify the cbarac- , · . prompted by evil dispositions but also the cultivation 

ter of ssmadhi . . By means of ssmadhi certBin unwhol�- of poSitive acts whic� strengthen the wholesome dispositions. 
some emotions are'· eliminated from· the mind, at lea$f Among the positive virtues recognised in Buddhlsm love · 

. · temporarily, and' certain wholesome emotions s�ch � or .compassion can be considered to be t�e foremost. 
compassion, m.iiidfulness and equiuumity are �ultivated. · The concept of brsbma.vibira (q.v.) which in cardinal 

concept of Buddhist ethics; · consists of thre:e positive� 
. _pafifla is .believ.ed. to deal with moral evil at the very 

source� Paflffa is �he understanding that eradicates all 
evil . tendencies in such a way that they are not botn 
again . . In its m9St elevated sense it is emancipating 
knowl�dge: It is when this· knowl�ge dawns that one 
can confidently declare, . "What aught to be done has 
'been done, and the goal of the. higher life has been 
accomplished.'' At this stag� occurs, what in Buddhist 

· · terrns is. called the eradication of isavs (asavskkhaye). 
The isava pe·rsist as long as there i! ignorance about 
the nature of things: The Buddha says that th� is�va 
are. conditioned by ignorance (avijfo samuilaya asava 
ssniudsyo).- The ignorance that bas to be overcome in 
order to put an, end to the isava is the in.istakeri belief 
that empidcal things iricluding one's own perSonality 
have permanence (nicca), that they are productive of 
happiness (sukbs) and t,pat they contain an enduring 
substance or .can be owned by . an enduring aubstance 
(stta). Everything that exists has to be understood as a 
thing that. "has come to be'� due to a variety of causes 
and conditions. Things . that have thl' nature of arising 
a n d  uis t i n g  d u e t o  i n t e rd ep e n d e n

.
ce  and  

interrelation of causes have the nature of disintegrati�g 
and ceasing to exist when the causes and conditions are 

vi�ues which, can be comprehended under the concept . 
of love. They are metti (q.v. friendliness), ·k s1uai (q�v. 

. sympathy) and muditi (q.v. sympathetic joy).' Thesy 
virtues oppose. the evil traits of mind such 8s hatred, 

. malice, envy, jealousy, . vengeance. �tc. Buddhis m  
ccinsidered non-injury to all se'ntient beings as a cardinBl 
virtue. Metti, k8rui?s and mudita should be strengthened 
as primary dispositions through constant cultivation·. 

· Briihinsvihira are recommended . as an effective ba5is 
for .meditativ.e cultivation of wholesome mental dis
positions. According to the'Buddbl, superior beings like 
those · living in the brahms spheres of existence, have 
these qualities, and it is as a conseqqence ·of cl.Uivating 
them that beings can attain· bi'rth in those ·spheres of 
existence. (D. I, p. 235ff). 

. . The_positive virtue of metti is incorporated into the 
first sils under abstention from killing and the culti
vation of a �ompassionate mind· towards all Jiving beings. 
The first sila is intended to restrain a person from 
indulging in action which proceed.s from the absence of 
compassion and insensitivity to the p_ilin of another 
sentient being. The observance of this sila require• not 
only self restraint but also the conscious cultivation of 
· a compassionate heart. Killing and vatious forms of via-
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lence proceed from the fact that the virtue of compas

sion has not attained matu rity in a person's mind. Com
passion in Buddhism does not operate within restric
tions or limits. Love is to be extended to all living 
beings that. feel prun and possess the instinct or desire 
to survive. Buddhism does not confine compassion only 
to that shown towards human beings, but extenfls it to 
all living beings having consciousness and feeling pain. 
In cultivating compassion tlie Buddhist is expected to 
extend his thoughts of love with a mind - free· from 
enmityj in ali directions · encompassing within him 

· thoughts offriendliness, sympathy and sympathetic joy, 
to all beings ·great · and small. No limit should be re
cognised regarding the extent to which this boundless 
compassion should pervade. According to · the Metta 
Sutta one i� required to universalize the kind of love a 
mother has towards her one and only child. The Mi:tta 
Sritta says: 

Whatever living · beings there be: feeble or strong, 
tall, stout or medium, short, small or large, without 
exception, seen or unseen, those dwelling far or near, 
.those who are born or those who are to be born, 
may ail beings be happy! 

. 

Let none decieve another, ·nor despise any person . 
· ·whatsoever in any place. Let one not wish any harm 
· to another out of anger or ill� will. 

Just as a mother would protect her only child at 
the risk ofher own life, even so, let one cultivate a 
boundless head of COIIJpassion towards all beings. 
Let one's thoughts of boUndless compassion pervade 
the whole world: above, below and across without 

· any obstr�ction, without any hatred, without any 
enmity. ' 

Whether one stands, walks, sits or lies down, as 
long as one is awake, one should develop this mind
fulness. This 'is tlie noblest living here(Sn. v. 146 ff). . . ' . 

· Buddhlst 'metti stands for an attitude of friendliness, 
al9�ing kindness which is boundiess and all-encompas
'siilg, not .limited by t))e common bonds of attachmen� 
familia� in narrowly defined human relationships such 
as those.Orfa:mily, raee religon etc. Hatred is, according 
to Buddhism, an unwholesome trait that creates suffer
ing to the person who possesses it as well as to members 
of the society which .be or she inhabits and with whom 
he or'she interacts. Genuine acts of social welfare and 
benevolence can proceed froi:n an individual only if that 
person has cultivated the virtue of metti. According to 
the Buddha one who sustli.ins a loving mind even .for 
the duration o-4__ moment does �omethirig . which is of 
great consequence (A. I. p. 1 13). . . .  1 . , .,,.. , . ,.,. ; r ,·'} � 

Budd hism does not advocate the conquest of hatred 
through hatred . Instead the Buddha, both in  theory and 
practice, emphasised the need to conquer h atred through 
love. According to the Dhammapada: 

Hatred can never be appeased in this world through 
hatred. But it is appeased by means of non-hatred. 
This is an eternal law.(Dhp. v. 5). 

In the same work, the Buddha recommends that a 
more worthy as well as an efficacious way of winning 
over persons who are envious, greedy and untruthful is 
treating them with love, generosity and truthfulness.
(ibid. v.223). Love is considered as an extremely imp or- · 
tant social virtue. The Buddha's advice to his disciples 
was to live merged together in their minds through 
mutual love like water and milk mixing together. (M.l, 
p.207) Love is not to be restricted merely to the
thoughts. It is to be cultivat.ed at the level of thought so 
that it w!!l find expression at the level of behaviour. 
According to Buddhism, a person's overt behaviour is 
always the inost objective test for )ljs inner nature.
Those who practice love in·a living community can live 
so hiul:noniously that they could feel it hilt' even though 
they are different in_ bodies, they are op.e' in mind. Each . 

one in such a community takes care of;t�e other person 
as if he is his own.person. ., ' 

�: ... 

The Buddha's advice to hi• disciplef'was to adhere to 
his instruction regarding love even in the most extreme 
!rlrcumstances in which one may be tempted to 'react 
with hatred. Once, in instructing his disciples the 
Bi.t4dha insists that their t�ng in the practice of com� 
passion should be such that 'tliey would not have icted 
in accordance with his instructions if they were to 
express the 'slightest irritation or anger even . if wily 
robbers were to get hold of them and cut them liinb by 
limb with a double handled saw (MJ, p. 129). This moral . 
had been sincerely .adhered to by the early disciples of . 

Buddha, and it had pro.Ved very fruitful in their mission 
of establishing men from·variQus cultur�s in the path of 
righteousness .• Another. Buddhist virtue. that has a 
close relationship to metti is lhs.Qti (forbearance q.v.). 
It is given as the s�th perfection �f. the' Bodhisatta.1 
Forbearance is called the gre;ltest forin of religious 
a�terity (kiJIUlti psram� upo). 

Karuni is defined as sympathy that ari!!es. in a good 
person when that .pers�n becomes aware of the suffering 
of others. As the Tberavida commentator defmes karuni; 
"when there is sUffering in otli�rs it causes good people'a 
hearts to be moved." "It has the characteristic of devotion · 
to remo:ving the suffering of others" ( Vism. (PTS) I, p 
318)., .  

8. See·the ltQfY of Ptu;uia who i� reported to have transformed the viot.ent Jle'lple Suniparanta through met iS. (M. IU. p. 267 f). 

·. ·� ' 
\ .  

• .
. 
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Mudita is to be cultivated as an antidote to jealousy. The dissemination of the dhamma is considered as the 
It is understood as sympathetic joy. This means the greatest dana (sabbadana� dhammadan�jinati: Dhp. 
ability to  feel happy and joyful at the success of another. v. 354) for it  is a gift that was considered to be most 

I · · 1 h h fi h b ·-L ih- 1 d beneficial to th.e recipient. Dana has acquired a special 
t 1s c ear t .at t e ust t ree nwma v ara are re ate · ritualistic significanc� in Buddhist communities and to the notion of love. But a questio� might arise re- sometimes is ·narrowly conceived as the gift made by garding upekl¢8, the fourth one. Upekkh"a is also one laymen to the community of monks. Traditionally, such · of the perfections of a Bodhisatta. It is recognised as 

the most noteworthy psychological factor in. the gifts. are'c1:onsidered as productive of great merit. The . 

rapturous state of the fourth jhana. The role of 
.
upekkha higher the spiritual attainment of the individual the 

in , Buddhism has sometimes been misconceived. A 
greater is the pufUia acquired by a person who donates 

common translation of upekkha has been "indiference". any material requisite to a spiritually elevated person. 
· But indifference denotes some attitude which we would Howe\·er, the ethically mor.e significant concept of dana 
normBlly . consider to be unethical. Those who. under� in Buddhism stands for a virtue which has a much wider 
stand the fourth item of the brahmavihara as indiffer- connotation. Dana is considered as the best antidote· 

for the unwholesome character traits such � greed, rniserence try to interpret Buddhism as an ethical system 
· which ultimately transcends wholesome dispositiotis·Jike liriess, selfishness, malice and lack of concern for the 
love: It is. true that Buddhism is a path of spirituality welfare and well being of others .. It is one mode of the 

.· which emphasizes deta�hmimt. This detachment, practical expression of mettB. . 

. however, does not imply an indifference towards the _ The four modes of evil sp�ech mentioned under tl!e 

. soi:ial environment. B\lddhism is merely warning us thitt abstentions required ·under si/a, namely, · false speech, 
love

. 
should not degrade itself fnto partiality, personal harsh speech, slanderous speech and frivolous speech 

attachment and Sl,lffetirig. Love must be univen�al, and can all be seen as opposed to piyavacana. Piyavacana 
hi such love. partiality carinot. enter. T!pekkba stands · stan�s for the cultivation of gopd speec·h. One �uglit to 

. not for indiff�rence but for impartiBlity: It also implies . speak pleasant word� conducive to the promotion of 
from the apgle of the individu!ll who . cultivates these harmonious social relationship$. It 9..1so makes the indio: 
virtues; a balance of mind. Love of the more mundane vidual who practices this virtue a loveable and socially 

. and cir:cumscribed "variety involves· suffering. That kind . . 
aceeptable person .. 

· of love ca,n easily turn into hatred. Upekkha)s equani- · .Atthacspys stands for conduct that conduces �6 the · mity, a ��)ental state in which one is unruffled· by gain · well being pf others. It means service for .the welfare of 
. or l<>ss·; fame or infame, . praise ot blame etc. u�kkhs . · · Y" others. SamaliattatB., the . fourth . sangahsvatthu -stands does not amount. to a iiquidation · or denial of love in for equal respect for all or non-discriminatory behaviour. 
the wholesome ·sense . in which love is admitted in-- · · · · . . Moral action is to be guided by the sentiment that other · Buddhism.- Upekkha helps a person to love but yet be . - persons are the same as my own person. Samina means 
det.��Ched. Buddhism s_trongly �ommends the "C\I]tiv�tion eql,lal or 'same' and sttata means 'personhood;. In moral of all these four b.tahmavihira to. become god-like in , contex�s the Buddha often -appeals to the fact that other one's character. · �.ngs are personS Hke ourselves having si�ilar feelings, 

The. next set of socially ·signfficl!-nt moral virtues to instincts imd interests in persuadmg us to avoid actions 
be cultivated by a ·Buddhist" are called saogab8vattliu ·which might bl: harmful to others: Other beings Hke to 

. (q.v; 'bases of benevolence). The· sanghlyJvatihu ��y b.e iive just � we do. Other beings do not like if they are · 
. conceived as the b�havioural expression of the. /Jrsnma- harmed just as mucli. as . we do not like to be harmed. 
vihB.ra. The brahmavihsra stress the conscious culti�a- So we must avoid himn to others. Saminstiati involves 
tion of love and equanimity or impattiallt'y ·af the me�tal · · li. sense of equality wlien dealing with other humim beings. 
level. The sangahavattbu recommend their cult.ivation . It is a virtue which calls upon us to respect the rights of 
at the behaVioural level. Buddhism believes that thete is other llvm: beings. According to the Buddha; th�e four · 
a inutual process pf feed-back and int�raction be�en bases of benevolent· action. are like the lynch pin. of the 
the 'purely inner menlal or· thought plane and the overt chariot of-society; Without these society cannot progress 
beh.avioural or action plane, lllld most of the moral prac: or even "sustain itself. 

. 

tices recommended in Buddhisin are based on this .bCUef. There are a number of other;�uppo.rtirig virtues which · . 
· .The first $Bng�avatthu i' Gina (q.v. charity).·l� occ� are believed to ·be· useful:. in ' the maintenance of those 

as the . first perfection of the Bodbisati•. The literal already m�ntioned ·.and · these · �e ��nsidered to be no . 
· 

meaning Of the . term is "giving". The sacrific;e of a- less important in tiie moral �f� o( a. person than the 
personal possession for the .benefit of others, whatever former. Effort (virfya), beedfulness (app.lJJDida), initiative 
.the possession may �e, material wealth, knowle�ge,· · (parillama), firmne� (ihima) and � or determination 
expertise or labour is considered in Buddhism as cfina. (aditthina) in one;s adlier_e�ce to rn�r� principles, are 

. . . 
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con�idered as extremely important virtues. Whatever is 
conducive to the elimination of egotistic inclinations and 
greedy disposi tion is considered to br. 3 virtue. Hence 
gratitude (katafifluta) is rated as a very important virtue. 
Frugality (appicchata), contentment (santutthi) and 
meekness (sorata, nivata, sovacassata) are also'�steemed 
virtues. Learning or listening to moral teachings (dham
masavans, babusacca), association with persons having 
moral knowledge and insight (pandit8nam sevana) anc:l 
discussion of the good dhamma' �ith k'nowl�dgeab!e 
persons (dhammasB.kaccha) are highly recommended. 
Faith and confidence in a spiritual teacher in whom 
one can have 11 reasoned confidence (akaravati saddh�) 
is considered as important. Saddha (confidence) in the 
Buddh!!., . the dhamma and the sangha (the spiritual 
community established by the Buddha) is considered as 
a mark of a virtuous person. 

4. Rational Foundatlons of Buddhlst Elides : Buddhism · 
not only recommends certain courses of moral action 
and behaviour, but also seeks to support these moral 
judgements . and prescriptions with some consistent 
process of reasoning, · In the early canonical scriptures 
of B.uddhism there are several noteworthy instances 
which exemplify the principal modes of Buddhist rea
soning on moral questions. The most important of these 
instances is the dialogue referred to in the KBrama Butta, 

· (A I, p. 1 89). When the Buddha visited the community · 
of people known as Kesaputtiya Kiiliimi, they com
plain'ed that they receive widely divergent moral advice 
from. different sages who visit them. They pointed out 
that they were at a loss to determine how they should · 
behave because the moral advice they had received from 
various · teachers was mutually contradictory. "How", 
they asked the Buddha, "are we to determine what is 
really good .and really bad when various teachers assert 
diver,se opinions on these· matters?" The Buddha ans
wered lhat their doubts were justified under such cir
cumstances and ,went on to give an autonomous cri
terion of morality which he th01.1ght would help them 
to leave aside authoritarian moral codes and determine, 
in accordance with their own reason, what is really right 
or wrong. In this instance the Buddha rejects . as many 
as ten ground� on which moral decisions were generally 
made. This dialogue has a aignifJCance from the point 
of view of moral epistomology. nie ten grounds rejected 
were: (1) anussavs, (2) psrampari, (.J) pitskassmpada, 
(4) itikirs, and (5) ssmal!o no gsru, whlch stand fat 
revelation and authority of some kind; (6) tskkshetu, 
(7) nayshetu, (8) Bkirsparivitakks and (9) . bbabba� . 
iiipsti, all of which suggest some form of argumentative 
or speculative reasoning and (10) dittbinijjbanakkbanti, 
suggesting a Pc:rsoilal prejudice of some kind . 
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The Buddha told the Kalamas that there is a wav in 
which they could know by ihemselvcs what is right �nd 
wro·ng. 

Now what do you think, Kalamas, when greed 
arises within a man, does it arise to his benefit or 
harm? 

To his harm, Sir. 
Now Kalamas,' when a man is greedy, is overcome 
by greed, when his mind is completely swayed by 
greed, does he not kill a living creature, take what is 
not given, commit adultery, tell lies, an9 induce 
others too to commit deeds that would conduce to 
disadvantage and. unhappiness for a long time'! 

He does, Sir. 

The Buddha ·made the same remarks with reference to  
malice and delusion. The Kiilamas finally admit that 
greed, hatred and ignorance are the traits that are akusala 
(morally bad) and that ought to be avoided (savajja). 
They also admit that they are the traits that are censured 
by the wise and that to act fro.m those traits of charac.ter 
involve ill and suffering. 

The Kalama Suttajs philosophically slgnigicant in that 
it draws attention to the possibility of.i ndependent 
inquiry into moral questions. Moral philosophy begins . 
when people question their existing , moral_ rules. The 
Buddha is -instructing the Kiiliimas not . to·.depend on . 
moral authorities, but to make their o� autonomous 
ju�gement on moral questions. However; in using their 
judgement in coming to autonomous moral decisions, the 
Buddha assumes that there are gro\inds that rational 
beings in general need to consider. They are required to 
pay attention to the happiness br u.nhapplness prod.uced · -

by the course of conduct that they decide to follow. 

Another instance whjch clarifies the Buddhist method · 
of moral reasoning is fo\llld iD the BB.bitika Sutta of the 
Majjbima nikaya. (M, II, p. 1 14). Here, Ananda, a 

. renowned disciple of the Buddha is interv1ewed by a king 
named Pasenadi Kasal a. The question r3.ised by the King 
concerns the rational criterion nece·ssary for ·making a 
distinction between praiseworthy and blameworthy beha
viour. Ananda is asked, what bodily; verbal and mental . I 
conduct is censured by spiritually elevated persons 
(samana brabmansj and wise men (viJJiiu). Initially 
Anand a answers that they censure behaviour which is 
akus8Ja. The king wishes to push his question further, ._ . 

for, to say that some type of behaviour is skusals is to 
censure it, and it doe� not answer to his satisfactio� why it . · 
is censurable. The king asks Ananda, what type of 
conduct is akusaJa. _Ananda answers that it is the type of 
conduct that ought to be avoided. This answer, too, does 
not satisfy the king, for the answer is still within the 
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sphere of the 'ought' . · On being questioned further, 
Ananda finally defines akusala behaviour as that which 
involves injury or h arm (savyapajjha). It is further 
explained as behaviour which has harmful cons�quences 
to the agent as well as others who could be affected by the 
agent's action. The suggestion made is that in deter
mining right and wrong one has to look into the actual or 
possible consequences of the action in relation to the 
agent and those affected by the deed. 

The same criterion is presented in the Ambalatthi
karabulovada Sutta of the Majjhima njkaya. (M I, 4 i5) .  
According to  this discourse of  the Buddha, whenever one 
wishes to do an action by body, speech or thought, one 

. would consider the action in terms of consequences . 
Before an action is done one can consider the type of 
action that one is going to do and its tendency to lead to 
certain consequences. In. this ca.Se one has to depend on 
past ex-perience, experience· of his own· and of the large 
majodty of mankind; . In a world governed by causal 
regularities l)uman action also enters into the causal 
nexus. Leaving asi,de · the question of human choi�; 
whether i� is free or determined, it is possible to observe 
that a cert3.in type ·of .actio� has the regular tendency to 
produce a certain consequence. So before decidipg to act 
in:a certain situation; the Buddha advises his disciples to . 

. reflect .o� the lik�ly consequence o(the action. Checking 
on the consequence is recommend eo as a . necessary 
requirement for the moral agent before, while !llld after 
pei:forming an action., If any action found to lead to 
harmful ·consequences to onesdf, to othecs and to both, 
that is, harmful consequences in gerneral it is to be 
.determined to be an alrusala action. If it is found to have 
the opposite consequence of promoting one's ·own happi
ness arid welfare and the happjn�s and welfare of others . 
it is to be determined to be kusala action. From the above 
instances it becomes evident that Suddhism consistently 
held · that inoral commendatiOn needed justification in 
·termsoftheconsiequence qfwhateveris commended. Buddhist . 
·ethics can therefore be said to be advocating a consequen
tialist approach in moral reasoning. 

The Buddhist consequentiaiist approach draws atten
tion to the immediate as well � the· long term con
sequences..of iction hi detemlining what actions ought to 
b� and ought not to be· done. · There is alSo a strong 

·prudential basis for the :Quddhist evaluation of action, 
especially when action is evaluated in t:erms of their . . 
kammicconsequence: The Buddha.refers to several ways 
in which: tlle consequence of action could be haqnful to 

. the agent. (l) In performing a certain type of action one's . 
own self �ay sometimes �nsure it (sttipi attinsm 
upsvsdati): This involves the. adnlission ofsome form of 

(anuvicca viflfJii "g"arahanti) one may suffer loss of favour 
within one's own community. (3) There could also be 
Jaws in community which prohibit the performance of 

· certain deeds considered to be morally reprehensible with 
penalities attached to the violation of those laws. But the 
harmfulness of the consequences proceeding from these 
sources does not appear to hold universally. Feelings of 
guilt may not be regular . accompaniments of certain 
specific types of behaviour. Whether one feels guilty or 
one balmes oneself for doing something bad depends 
largely on one's own conditioning regarding moral 
attitudes. So are socfal and legal sanctions. It is �ot 
universally the case that all societies and all legal systems 
condemn or prescribe penalities for the same type. of 

" behaviour. We can easily imagine societies in which 
certain acts which the Buddha considered akusuala are 
not socially disapproved, and conse

.
quently, no social 

sanctions in the form of legal pena!ities or social censure 
of the fellow members of the community would follow. 
However, the· further consequence which the Budd�a 
draws attention to is considered as involving an observed 
causal regularity in nature not dependent upon human 
conventions. This concerns the phenomenon of kmms. 
There is, according to Buddhism, a causal regularity 
between ·actions and their consequence .which goes even 
beyond one lifetime of the individual. This is a .claim 
which. distinguishes · Buddhism from the moral attitude, 
usually associated with scientific -humanism. Like the 
reco.gnition in theistic q:Ugions. of a wor:ld order created 
and governed by . a supreme God, Buddhism lias the. 
recognition of an order of sentient existence governed by 
the: law-of kamina. This is a Buddhist affirmation about 
t�_e nature of reality. We have seen that Buddhism gives 
foremost importance to eonsequences of behaviour in · 

. making moral . distinctions. Belief in the process of 
rebecoming (pi!Jlabbbava) is considered in B¢dhism to 
be important to motivate peopl� t.o behave moraliy. This 
i4 because self-interest determines. to a great extent the 
·way ·human beings behave, Denial of some form of 
survival after death, which is assoicated with the doctrine 
of a.nnihil9.tionism, is considered in ·Buddhism to lead to 
an irresponsibl� attitude in a j,erson's moral life. 

In determining the worth of human action in terms of · 
consequences, Bu.ddhlsm pays attention to two principal 
cons�derations. It raises the questions: (1) Is the contem
plated �tion. directly or: remotely connected with 
Nibbina? (2) Does it improve one's position in wnsiric . 
existen.ce? It is. in connection with the second conside
ration that- the doctrine of bmma becomes relevant to 
Buddhist elhies. 

Buddhism claims that .b.mma is a ''verifiable" ·law. K.. · · . mor.al conscience. (2) If ope does something that meets 
with the common. disapprobation of. the persons con
sidered to be the wise ones in the society in which one lives 

N. J ayatilleke believes. that it is a doctrine deriVed as an 
. indu.ctive inference on the baais of th'e data of extra-· 
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sensory perception.9 It is said in the Pali canonical texts 
that the decease and survival of beings (sattanam cutiipa
pato) is to be verified by a kind of supercogniti�e faculty 
(abhifiiia) �alled dibbacakkhu (q.v. cladvoyance) . A 
person possessing the faculty of clairvoyance is said to be 
capable of seeing the occurrence of rebirth of beings in 
accordance with their good or evil conduct. It is this 
correlation between good character and a happy con
sequence and bad character and an unhappy conse
quence that came to be heid as the kammiccorrel;tion in 
Buddhism. This correlation is admitted as a regularity of 
nature, and to be unlike the three former types of 
sanction� depending on individual 'Yhim or social conven
tion. 

One principal sense in which kamma is understood in 
Buddhism is as volitional action producing a particular 
disposition in the mind of the .individual agent. The 
phys'ical force generat�d by volitional action is judged to 
have the quality of being either pufiiiaf kusala or papa/ 
akusala depending cin whether it has a felicific con
sequence or a painful consequence respectively. In some 
canonical sources the n�tion of kamma is pr�sented as a · 
psychological law of conditioning which · determines a 
person's desitny. In the Kukkuravatika $iltta, for ins
tance; the Buddha explains the workings of ksmma in a 
way somewhat different from the way it is understood in 
the popular eschatological teachings. According to the 
popular conception of kamma, it is be.lieved to be a . 
mysterious kind of law, according to which someone'who 
performs a good or. bad action reaps a reward or 
punishment closely resembling the action performed. 
This somewhat mechanical connection between action 
and result is ignored iii the KUkkuravatika Sutta. Instead 

. the Buddha speaks of kamlna as the process of generating · 
. certain types ofpsychologicill dispositlons;througli one's 

bodily, verbal and mental conduct. If th� dispositions so 
generated are of a harmful and injurious · type, one is 
lik.ely to choose li.n environment . when; harmful and 
injurious activity is predominant. In choosing such an 
envir9nment on becomes subject to painful experiences 
which involve injurious activity(M. i, p. 389f). 

Kamma is believed to be one of the significant causes · 
that. determines a person's material as weU as spiritual 
well-being when considered from the point of view of the 
long range consequnces of action. According to the 
doctrines of kamJ11B and samsaia an individual;s future 
becoming is dependent on his character. If one indulges 
in certain patterns of conduct which may be thought to be 
to his advantage from a short term point of view, they will 
have an inevitable effect on his character which would, on 

the one hand, make him remote from the goal ofNibbana 
and, on the other hand, bring about undersirable con
sequences in h is sal!lsaric existence. Any pat tern of 
conduct having the tendency to harm othe rs, is said to  
degrade the agent spiritually and estrange him from 
Nibbina. I t  it.lso brings about suffering in his future 
existence as a consequence of the character traits that he 
himself has cultivated. Positive action intended at bring
ing about the happiness or the alleviation of the suffering 
o�· 'Jthers, such as charity (dana), generosity (caga) as well 
as preventing the unhappiness of others by abstaining 
from injury, is said to draw the agent closer to the 
spiritual perfection culminating in Nibbina. It also 
assures the agent a pleasant birth in sainsara free from a 
predominance of p:linful experience. · 

The doctrine of kamma and Nibbana are essential 
elements of the Buddhist theory of the nature of reality. 
The doctrines of kamma, Nibbana and sa�sara as they 
were understood in Buddhism, were doctrines rejected by 
the materialists of the Buddha's day. The · Apannaka · 
Sutta of the M a,iihima nikaya shows thafthere were' �ther 
thinkers during his time who did not accept the 
doctrines of Nibbaan, kamma and samsara. Since 
Buddhist morality is theor.etically founded on these 
doctrines which are accepted as factual, there is bound to 

· be a difference iri the moral beliefs of anyone who rejects . 
them and yet accepts the principle that whatever con
duces to happiness is good. There surely is little empirical 
evidence to show that the ·consequences of. action des
cribed · as akusala will be bad for the agent in his 
immediat� existence, when the consequen� are looked 
at purely in terms of the material conditions of happiness, · 

no matter wh.at happens to his inner character. The · . 
Buddha himself expressly rejects the view that everyone 
who . conducts oneself badly in this life, St!ffers the · 
consequences of it in this life itself. He points out that the 
king's soldiers who win bordering · lands for him by 

. committing many muders and atrocities receive great 
material benefits, while others, of course, who commit 
crimes against the laws of the state are duly punished.(S. 
IV .. p.343f). Considered in terms of purely material gains, 
therefore, the Buddha agrees that at least in some cases 
those who conduct themseives in an im�oral mariner do 
not experience unhappiness in this life itself. He ad nutted . 
that they do experience happiness (sukham somsnas
sam). However, the Buddha admitted that a person who 
is free ,!Jom greed, hatred and delusion, contented and 
possessed of detachment, wisdom and compassion is the · 
happiest person even·in this immediate life. The immoral 
man will, in accordance with kamma experience un- · 
happiness sooner or later. 

9. K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory if Knowledg·e, (George Allen arid Unwin Ltd London 1963) p. 459 tf. 
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One principal pattern of moral reasoning represented 
in the Buddhist doctrine can be formulated as follows: 

Action A c o nduces to the happiness of the agent as 

well as those affected by the action. Therefore action 

A is good, praiseworthy; and actions exactly similar 
to that ought to be done. 

This is not the only pattern of practical moral decision 
making that is advocated in the Pali canvnical scriptures. 
If Buddhism had based its moral evaluations �ntirely on · 
the happiness criterion it would have been open to the 
usual ' objections raised against utilitarian systems of , 
morality. But Buddhism admits another pattern of moral 
reasoning which leaves no room for such objections. This · 
pattern of moral reasoning conforms to what is generally 
known as the Golden Rule in ethics. The Pali Nikiiyas .· 
present it in the following (orm: 

· 

. I do not want X to be done unto me. 
Other .beings too who are like myself in this·respect do 

. . · · not want X done unto tliem. 
· l'ought not to  do unto others what I do not like to be 
done unto myself. . � . 
Therefore I ought not to do X. 

An examination bf the Buddhist ethical system shows 
that in Buddhism morality is n o t  understood as confor
mity to the commandments o f  a s1ipreme moral law give:r .  
The character of an authoritarian moral system is  not 
found in Buddhism. There is 11. sense in which Buddhism 
can be said to have admitted moral autonomy in that it 
leaves room for the moral agent to solve hi� own moral 
problems by his own intelligent analysis of a moral . ...., 
situation. However, this freedom granted in Buddhism 
does not allow a moral agent to make his · mor81 
commitments according to his whims and fancies. There 
are facts about human nature and criteria which any . 
rational moral agent should be conscious of when he i:l 
maldng his own moral decisions. The morality of an act is 
not to be determined on the basis of conformity to the 

. commands of a moral authority. One can claim to be a 
moral authority only if one makes the appr<?priate moral 
judgements. The Buddha is to be venerated as a inoral 
authority and his advice is to be taken seriously because 
of the knowledge he has of right and wrong. He cannot 
make anything right by a mere act of commanding its 
rightness. · The Buddha's understanding of morality is 
claimed to be linked to his understanding of human 

· According. to the Dbammaptida there are somethings 
. that one does not like to.be  done unto oneself, such as to 

.· nature and the human predicament. This is an under
standing which is shar.ed by all enlightened beingS who · 
are entitled . to an equal claim to the knowledge and . 
insi�h( irito moral truths; . 

be killed, tortured or subjected to any bodily or mental 
p�n .(Dbp. vy. l29-13 l) .  The seven virtues of abstaining 
'from killing� stealing, aduitery, Jalse speech�'_siandeious . .. 
speech, · harsh speech and vain and frivcilous· talk ·are· 
explained ,on the buis of this Golden Rule pattern of 

. 
• mo-ral reasoning. As ihe SIU11yuita .aik'sya puts it: · 

Here a noble disciple reflects thus:. I like to live. I do · 
. no.t like die. I desire happiness and dislike unhappi-
.· ness. Suppose so�eone shoUld kill me, shice i iike to 
live and.do not like to �iie it would not b� pleasing-and 
deli�tful to me . . Suppose I too should kill another 
wh� likes to live and does not like to die� who de�res 

.. happiness !pld does not desire unhappiness it would 
not be pleasing and delightful to that. other person as 
Well. Wh�t is not pieasant and dt:lightful to m.e is not 
pleasapt and delightful to the other person either, 

· How could I inflict upon !lJlOther that which is not • · 
pleasant and not delightful to me? Having refle�ed ill 
this manner, he (the noble disciple) on Ills own 
refrains fro� killing, and encourages others too to 
rtfr:ain from killins, and speitkS in praise of refraining 

. from killing. In this manner, his bodily conduct 
· becomes pure in three ways (S. V, p.354) 

If one nises · the question of formal valldity with · respect of such reasoning it is easy to see that it is not 
formally vilid. To reaso� in moral matters is, according 
to Buddhism, not to conform to rules of formal validity. 
It is to give a good, or commonly acceptable reason for 
one's judgement. 

·s. ·Monility and happfilesS: The concept of h�ppines• . 
plays a central role in the. Buddhist ethical system. For 
conduciveness to happmess is a princip�J.lcriteiion used in. · 

· Buddhi�ni to determine whllt is right or wrong. There are 
-many philosophers who raise objections against basing 

. morality on ):lappiness on the ground th"-t happiness is an 
. extremely indeterminate concept. It is argued that state

ments about whatcolistitutes happiness themselves tum 
out to b� evaluative statements and' that th�refore the use 

. of happiness as . a criterion turns out to be a circular 
procedure. It is widely held that judjements regarding 
what constitutes happiitess . ·are themselves subjective, 
relativistic, attitudinal, emotive or prescriptive a much 
liS moritl judgements are. Buddhi3m appears to · nave 
tak�n a different' position on this issue. BuddhiSni holds 
that people can be mistaken in their judgements about 
what constitutes happines,. It w114 th.e �uddha�a po:sition · 

that most unenlightened ordinary beings are deluded in 
-thinking that the life of sense pleasures c;:o�titues ,hap pi-

. ttess. The Buddha sayi that there is disagreem,ent between 
the persons having the noble insight ·and others who do 
not have it on what constitues happiness (S. IV, p. 127). 

. I • . ·. 
· A�ording to Buddbia�, arijji. (ignorance) is inability : 

to UDderstand what dulkba (q.v.) really is. One who 
mistakes sukba for dukkba or vice versa is said to suffer 
from perverted perception, perverted views and perver
ted mind. (A. II, p. S2). Dukkba, according to Buddhism, . 
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is said to be one of the three fundamental characteristics 
of samsaric existence. It is the persistence of a certain 
psych�logical att i tude towards the impermanent things 
of the world that, according to Budd hism, leads to 
dukklJa. When the disturbing passions and the ceaseless 
thirst for the possession and enjoyment of impermanent 
things is completely gotten rid of, there occurs the 
happiness which Buddhism called the happiness of 
Nibbana. The Buddha's attempt was to bring a change in 
the human at !itude which leads to dukkha stemming 

· from contact with the impermanent th ings of the world . 
Dukkha is causally conditioned. The elimination of the 
causes of dllkkha leads to the cessation of it. The 
psychological factors which cause unhappiness in this 
life, are precisely the factors that bring about a continued 
series of existence in samsara. The Buddhist view is that 
samsaric existen�e brings . along with it a whole mass of 
dukklia, which iD. the formulation of the four noble truths 
is described as follows: 

Birth is dukkha, decay is dukkha, sickness isdukkha, 
death is du.kkha, association with those that one does 
not like is dukkha, seperation from the beloved is 

. ddkha, in brief the-five aggregates of grasping are 
dukkba, (S. V., p. 421). 

According to · Buddhism, the life of sense pleasures 
consists o(three aspects, all of which, a realistic assess� 
nient of human expeiience should not fail to take into . 
acco\lnt. Objects of sense produce delight (assada). But 
they also have liarrJ?ful consequences (Bdlnava). Plea
sures at the level of sensuality can be transcended and a 
higher level of hap.pine�s �an be attianed. This is called 
nis.sarana or freedom from the harmt\il consequences of 
the lower pleasures: With referenCe: to the common 
pleasures of sense .the Buddha says that they consist of 
little delight and much unhappiness and anxiety (appas
ssda lama .: .... bahudukkha bahupayasa adinavo ettha 
bhiyyo. M.I, p. 132)� Unenlightened beings are said to 
suffer constantly from . psychological -distress, which is 
even more painful than physical sickness. !t il'l, according 
to ta.� Buddha, when a person at¢ains Nibbina, that he or 
she becomes perfectly happy. The Buddha does not agre� 
With the common assumption that happiness can be 
found only in sensuous enjoyment. Speaking from his · 
experience of.  the higher states of mental cUlture, the 
Buddha affirms tha( in the states of -consciousness 
attained in the hi�est stateS of jbina (q.v. meditative 
rapture) there is the possibility of experiencing far 
superior level, of happiness. (S. IV. p. 225£). · 

Although sensuous things cim be prOductive of enjoy- · 
ment, viewed from a wider perspective and taking into 
consideration their long range cons.eq\iences, they are 
viewed as undesirable. The Buddha believes that a 
comprehensive understanding of the nature c>r'··s�rl�e 
plea.sures and the realisation of a happiness which 

transcends the meager h appiness which is found in 
sensuous delight makes an en lightened person to take n 
different view of the nature of sense p leasures. From the 
enlightened perspective of the Buddha  i t  is claimed that 
the enjoyment of the pleasures of a sensuous kind is 
comparable to the infant's play with dirt (A. V, p. 203). 

The relevance of happiness or well being to moral 
evaluation is clearlY recognised in Buddhism . But the · 
Buddhist position regarding what constitutes real happi
ness is baSed on its views about the nature of man and the 
human predicament. Consequently, although any secular 
morality may appeal to hedonic criteria for the moral 
jus tification of action, d isagreement  between the 
Buddhist position and the secular position is likely to 
occur on· substantive moral issues due to the disparity 

· that may exist regarding questions about the nature of 
happiness. 

The Buddhist at tempt can be seen as one of integrating 
an ideal of individual salvation with the concept of moral 
living. An objection tliat some critics of Buddhist mora
lity have levelled against it is that its morality is reducible 
to an individu�ism which violates the very notion of 
morality. One who aspires for the goal�of Nibbina is . 
viewed as a person who leaves all commitment to society 
and leads a life of solitude. · He is not one who mingles 
with society and uses his energy and ability to improve . · 
society. In brief, the accusation is that Bu_ddhism prea
ches some path of enlightened self interest� and thereby 

· falls short of a universally acceptable morill ideal. It is to 
be admitted that in Buddhism there is constant emphasis 
on the attainment of the individual's well-being or happi
ness. However, in most instances where moral concepts 
like kusala are explained in terms of happines or well
being the Buddha's considerations are universalistic. · 

The Buddha speaks of four types of persons: 

(i) Persons who engage neither in the pursuit of their 
own well-being nor in the pursuit of the well-beirig 
of others. 

(ii) Persons who are engaged in the pursuit of the well
being of others, but not in the pursuit of the well-

1 . 
being of themselves. 

(iii) Persons who are engaged in the pursuit of the well
being of themselves, but not in the pursuit of .the 
well-being of others. ·  

· 

(iv) Persons who are engaged in the pursuit of the well- · 
being ofthemselves ll:l well as that of othen (A. II, p. 
95). 

The Buddha's evaluation of the four types of persons is 
important in determining the Buddhist stand on egoism 
and altruism. He considers the first type of person u the 
most inferior. What may appear to be puzzling i� the 
Buddha's evaluation that the second type of person is 
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inferior to the third . Understandably, the fourth is judged 
to be the best. Why is it that the third type of person is 
judged t.o be better than the second? The Dhammapads 

too, one of the principal texts presenting Buddhist moral 
ideas, maintains: "One should not abandon the well
being of oneself for the well-being of another." (Dhp. v, 
1 66). Can this statement be correctly interpretted as one 
valuing self-interest more than altruism? The answer to 
· this can be found in the Sallekha Sutta of the Majjhims 
nikaya. Here, addressing a person called Cunda, the 
Buddh& says; 

It is not possible, Cunda for him who is stuck in the 
mud to pull out another who is stuck in the mud. But 
Cunda, it is possible for one who is himself not stuck 
in the mud to pull out another who is stuck in the 
mud . . (M: I, p. 45). · 

The important message of the Buddha contained in 

states of mind which find expression in man's social 
behaviour, through acts such as violence, stealing, un
chastity, false speech etc. Spiritual' cultivation involves 
ncit only sel f-restraint and abstention ·from evil but also 

. positive action which finds expression through compas
sionate deeds. This cxpiains why, contrary to the opinion 
expressed by some critics that Buddhism is an escapist 
ideal, a self centred attempt for individual salvation, 
Buddhism became a IDissionary religion that worked 
with great zeal · in establishing people hi: the path of 
righteousness. This was considered to be the major role of 
the Buddhist monk and especially of the Buddhist saint. 
It is with this purpose in mind that the practice of begging 
me_als from house to house was ·adopted by the Buddhist 
· spiritual community. 

The Buddha considered morally and spiritually ele
vated beings to be a necessary component of society as 

. they . arc the most qualified to give moral direction to 
society. Although the Buddha and the Buddhist saints 
renounced the materiel bonds with society, they did not 
abandon society. The perfected person is expected to live 
�n s·ociety, like the lotus flower which grows in the muddy 
water and rises �nd stays untainted above the level of the 
muddy water. 

Buddhism as a moral teaching insists that there must 
be. a firm a,nd secure moral - foundation for ali social 
actjoni including the regular performance of one's allot-. · . 
ted social role under a given system of social orgnisatio.n . . 
People need to.resolve their inner conflicts in order to live · 

ln peace wjth society. When an increasingly larger : · 
number of people having no mental composure, no moral . 
'discipline, take up positions that require the fulfilment of . 

· _ this s�atement is that those who suffer from · moral 
depravity, and who are not at peace with 'themselves are 
incapable of serving society in any useful or mea.D.ingful 
manner. The most sublime and exalted form of service to 
society can be rendered only by people who have 
perfected their.understanding imd.moral �;haracter. 'From 
�he. Buddhist point of view the.Buddha and his disCiples 
who attained moral .perfection are such persons. Accor
�ing to Buddhism the most effective manner in w}tich one 
can ·serve . sooi�ty is by harmonizing-the goal 6f one's . · 
pedohal spiritual - life .. with . social action. One's own 
happiness depeh�s on the degree to which one diligently 
cultivates one's own inner p!irity. A wise man do_es not 
intend to harm himself, others or both; he intends his· own 
good, tbe good of others, the good of both and the g�od 
of the entire universe. (A. II, p,. 179). The w�lfare of 

· oneself and the. weifare·of others depend equally o!l what 
kind of person one is, If one is greedy, envious, selijsh, 
and deluded, one's behaviour will do no

. 
good -either to 

·oneself or to the rest of humanity. The Buddha says: 

. certain social roles that effecuhe community at large, 
· • they produce more ba.pn than good. Even those who are 

Monks whether one wants to see that one's own good 
or the good of others, or the good of both should be 
brought about it is necessary to cultivate one's 
character diligently. (S. Il, p. 29). -

Monks, one who takes care of oneself takes care of 
others, and one who takes �are of others takes care of. . 
oneself; How monks, is it that one who takes care of 
oneself tBkes care of others? It is by moral training, 
moral culture, and moral d«:Velopment. And how, 
monks, one who t!ikes care of Qthers tnkes care of 
oneself. It is by forbearance, by harmlessness; by 
good will and compassion. (ibid. V .. p. l69). 

The point made here is. that a person who is cultivating 
himself spiritually is by that very reason taking care of 
others. For _spiritual cultivation involVes elimination of 
·greed, hatred and delusion and all other unwholesome 

· overtly committed to social action are in need of some 
basic understanding of their own moral nature. 

6. MoraJlty, Knowledge &nd Truth:- A question that has · 
drawn considerable attention· of philosophers in recent 
moral philosophy is whether distinctively ethical judge
ments can be known to be true or false. Contemporary 
ethical theories that admit the possibility . of ethiCal 
knowledge_ are called congnitivist theories, and those 
theori�_s that_ d�iiy its possibility are called noncognitivist 
ones. Vi'ewed in terms of the congnitivist/ noncognitivist · 
distinction Buddhism is obviously cognitivist in :its 

, approacft to moral issues. Buddhism asserts the view that · 

we can know what is morally right and wrong, and good 
and bad. According to the B'uddha, to have a right view is 
to understand the distinction bet}Yeen good and bad. · 
"Killing is bad" is for Buddhism, a valid ethical judge- · 
ment to which all rational people must give their assent. · 
A person is �aid to. be ignorant and deluded if he or she 

. docs-not know the differem;c between a right action and a 
wrong action (A. III, p. 165). 
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10. G. j_ War.riock: Contempr�r:v M�r�l Philosophy, (Macmillan, St. ���!�;s f.-����. l967).-. .  
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Jove that knows no anger, that knows no ill-will from 
the time when, by the destruction of the deadly 
intoxications (the iusts of t he flesh, the lust  after 
future life, and the defilements of delusion and 
ignorance), he dwelis in that emancip,•

.
tion of heart, in 

that emancipation of mind, that is free from those 
intoxications, and that he, while yet in this visible 
world, has come to realize and know ·_,. from that 
time, 0 Kassapa, is in that the Bhikkhu is called u 
Sam�a, is called a Brahm a!? a· t't 

Buddhism· rejected the view tha"t purity re�ults f.rom 
clinging _ to .various vows and rituals (sila/jbata
par�miisa)having no connection with the transformation 
of a person's inner men!a) nature. Bathing in sacred 
rivers, keeping to rituals of fasting and adhering to 
v·arious kinds of taboos in co11nection with food, going 
about naked, wearing one's hair in- a particular way ·or 
dre.ssing oneself - in a specified manner, p�rforming 
various sacrificial rites in the forest prayin'g to super
human deities, have no value at all if a person who 
performs all these rituals and keeps all these vows has not 
eliminated th� greed _and ill-will in his or her heart at,id not 
_cultivated a conipassion�te mind . 

_ I ' ,  
. 

7� E(hleal ·Norms·· speelally - applicable to - the -Lay · 
Buddhists: - The 'Buddhist · community is - traditionally 

· · regarded � consisting of all the disciples of the Buddha 
- wh� express confide rice in ·the Buddha, ·his · teachhig _ 

(dhainma) and the spiritual community (tangha) estab
lished by the Buddha. The iqentity of the Buddhist lay 
person in. the Buddhist community is .est�'blished -
through the-'express pronO\JnCement by hitn or �er oqhe 
u·ndertaking that h� - or she takes the Bu.ddha, - the 
dhamms and -the sangha as the ·refuge. Lay pe,rsons are 
referred 'to in th� canonical trad1tion as householders 
who enj�y the pleasures of sense . ·(gfM xima bhogino). · 
Buddhism considers th� lay person as one leading a 
bous_ehold family life� engaged in activity productive of 
matfirial -pleasures and comforts. The Pali canonic� · 

- scriptures contain many moral teachings which are 
specially directed to this lay Buddhist community. It was 
expressly admitted that the perfect )ife ofbrshmacsriya is -
difficult to be lived by the Jay person. However, the· 
possibility of higher spiritual attairiments by lay persons 
was not denied. Although the Buddha did not attempt to 
regulate ali aspects of life in lay society, he expounded a 
very valuable moral teaching jn the interests _of the lay 
community. He taught a basic morality which helps the 
lay person to Jead a satisfactory, contented, useful and · · 
harmoriiQils community life; · 

The Buddha's moral teachings for the lay community 
_ were determined to a large extent by the world view 

consisting of the kamma and rebirth doctrines. However, 
the doctrine of .kamma h as not  resulted in preoccupation 
with life after death. Buddhism repeatedly emphasizes 
t hat its ethical teachings are for the conquest of this world 
as well as the world hereafter (ihalokavijayaya, para
lokavijayaya). One needs to be victorious- in this world as 
well as the -next world. As far as the well-being of the lay 
person in this immediate life is concerned Buddhism pays 
much attention to the material welfare as well. Even the 
doctrine of .kamma taught that a considerable portion of 
. actions performed by the individual produce_results in 
. ,_his immediate life it3elf (d�t!hadhamniavedaniya). 

The layman is also considered to be capable of 

attaining the hig�est goal of Buddhi�m if he cultivated the 
threefold training or the eightfold path to its fullest 
perfection. But household life and its responsibilities are 
considered as an encumbr'ance to fulfil the requiremen(s 
of the higher spiritual life. Therefore, depending on the 
aims and interests of the lay person who does not intend 
to gjve up the pleasures of sense altogether, the Buddha 

- gave valuable moral guidance to make that kind of life a · 
success to the higher stages of spiritual training. If the lay 
person'� life is not properly guided,· Buddhism ma'in
tiri�ed that t.here.is a possibility of regression into states of 

- existence from which liberation would be very difficult. . 

(A. III, p. 353). 

The . Buddhist teaching takes into account two �ain 
�sp�cts of �h� life of the 1!!-y coptmunity: (i) the econoinic 
life'; (2) the . spiritual or rnorlil life. Buddhist moral 
�eachings are intended to strike a good balance between · 
these two aspects. The greatest objection of Buddhism is 
ttgainst .disregarding the moral aspei:t of life in favour of 
economic or mat�rlal considerations.- Mor�l values are 
considered in the Buddha's teaching as overriditigv_alues. 
They shouid not' be subservient to any·· other values, 
ecOnomic; political ·or aesthetic. Monu value is con
sidere'd in Buddhism as the supreme valu� of all human 
beings. It is not to be sacrified in the interests of any other 
value, 

' 

The sense of realism characteristic _ of the Buddhist 
teaching does not encourage people to disregard entirely 
the economic and material aspects of human living. 
Buddhism does not praise poverty, although it .praises 
contentment and-detachment towards wealth. BUddhism 
views poverty as an evil not only because people can 
suffer as individuals in poverty, but also because poverty 
_brings . about social instability, and the general deterio
ration of moral standards of a society. It could bring 
about social upheavels, rebellions, catastrophic wars 
and, even eventually, .the total destruction of human 
civilization.t2 _ 

1 1 . S. B. B. Vol. 2, 1!: 234; · . 

12. The Cskksvsttisihanads Sutta (D. Ill. 58 ff.) and the Kiitsdsnta Sutts (D. i: p. 127 ff) contain the. BudiJha's teaching that poverty · 
could be one of the major causes of moral degeneration: 
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The Pali canon ref::rs to a person called Dlghajanu 
who requests the Buddha: 

Lord, we householders are immersed in the round of 
pleasure; we are cumbered with bed-mate and sons; 
we delight in the muslims from Benares and in 
sandalwood; we deck ourselves with flowers, with 
garlands llnd cosmetics; we enjoy the use of both 
silver and gold.' Lord, to such as

. 
us, Jet the Exalted 

One also teach Dhamma, teach the things w'hich will 
be conducive to our advantage and happiness here on 
earth and to our advantage and happiness in the 
world to come. n 

In response to this request, the Buddha speaks off our 
achievements which are conducive to happiness in this 
!!fe: (1) · Uffhsnasampadi (achievement in effort); (2) 
Aralckbssampaaa(achievement in variness); (3) K�ysna
mittati (having noble friends) and (4) SBii1a}lviksti 
(balanced Jiving) . .Explaining Utthsnasampads, the 
Buddha says that h is the honest �ffort needed to earn 
one's living. One must be energeti!) and not given "to 
laziness. B� whatever occupation one earns one's living 
one must be energetic, . tireless, of an inquiring tum of 
mind and capable of organising and carrying out one's 
work systemetically llild effi�ently, Secondly, one should 
see · that the wealth one . bas earned ·is ·duly protected 
(arakkbasampadi). 'fbe third Jequirements refers to 
good company (kslyinamittatij; The human tendency is 
to imitate, and to be influenced by, others around oneself. 
So the 8uddha recommends that wherever a householder 
dwells be should asso.ciate with people who are virtuous, 

. who I!Ie faithful, charitable and w�e� One should attempt 
to emulate the character of nob�e friends. Fourthly, 
speaking of the balanced life (samajiviksta}, the Buddha 
recommends that one sltould neither be unduly extra
vagant ·nor unduly miserly in one's Jiving. A proper 
balance in one's handling of the economic aspect of iife i11 . 
very important for satisfactory living. 'One should h�ndle. 
one's earnings in such a way that one's expenditure does 
not exceed one's income. The Buddha points out four 
channels through which amassed wealth �ould flow awlly 
wjthout being put into proper use: ( l)  looseness with 
women, (2) addiction to intoxicating dnnks, (3) gambling 
and (4) companionship with evil minded people. The 
Sigi.Jovida Sutta gives a detailed analysis of the types of 
friends that .one might encounter, distmguishing between . 
those who are noble and vicious (D, III, p. 184 f). The 
Buddha recommended that a lay person should avoid 
these for'ms of conduct. Such conduct is considered in 
Buddhism to be ruinous to one's material as well as 
spiritual welfare. 

. . 
1 I •, . • · • .. . i 

Speaking ofthe spiritual aspect of a person's life which 
is specially important in promoting the welfare of one's 
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life hereafter, the Buddha speaks of four principle · 
achievements ( 1) SsddhsssiJ!pBGs (faith in the spirltua1 
path of the Buddha); (2) Silssampaai (cultivation of 
good practices like abstention from the five basic evils of 
a lay person's life-, killing, stealing, unchastity, lying and 
the taking of intoxicating drinks; (3) C8gasampadi 
(charitable action) which involves Jiving with a mind 
freed from the stain of avarice and a person's readiness to 

· share one's earnings with others; (4) PaJJJiisampaas, 
living wisely, cultivating detachment, reflecting the tran
sient and fluxional nature of everyting (A. IV, p. 283 f). 

The Buddha speaks of four kinds of happiness that a 
lay person can attain. They are ( 1) the happiness of 
possessing abundunt wealth (attbisukhs), (2) the happi
ness of enjoying one's wealth making oneself, one's 
family, and one's friends and relatives happy (bbogs
sukha}, (3) the happiness of not being in debt (anana
sukbs) and (4) the happiness of Jiving a righteous iife 
(ansvajjssukba: A. II, p. 69). Ouf of these four types of 
happiness the Ju,t one is said to be .lhe most important. 
All material wealth should be earned by righteous ID!!aDs, 
with�ut indulging in. wrong means . of' livelihood (mic
chsjiva), ·without ·exploiting others t�pn�'s ,o� per-

. 'sonal advantage, or causin'g pain and suffering to other 
sentient beings. Orie who does not have the vision to 
improve oneself in. materf� • wealth ::�.9,� ... Jo mi'prove . oneself morally .is compared to a totally,blind :person, 
while one who has the vision to prod�:�ee� only material 
wealth disregarding the moral basis of on�;,. econo�c nie 
is compared to a si�gle eyed person. One . who n 
comparable to the person having unimpamt vision in 
both eyes is one who is capable of improving· oneself both 
materially and morally. (A. I, pp. 128-129). 

· · 

The Sigi.Jovada Sutta and tl1e }'arabbava Sutta· coD- . · 
lain detailed expositions .ofmoral virtues that the lay 
person ought to eultivate ilnd evil ways of living be ought 
to avoid ,both in his. own interest 8nd in tlie interest of the 

. society. In the former is given an important social ethic 
which appears to have universal validity, consisting of the 
mutual perfonilance of duties. It _shows how people's 
rights are to be safeguarded by the mutual performance 
of duties. The moral prescriptions in this sutta concern 
the duty bound relationship.s between parents and �hild
ren, husbands and wives, teachers imd pupils, lay cOm
munity and the spir'itual community. The emphasi1 hcre 
is on one's obligations. ID fact' Buddhism lacks an 
equivalent for the term "right" when used in the sense of a 
claim . .  Probably, Buddhism approached the problem of -
social injustice by emph!lSizing people's mut\lal duties 
ins�ead of empha:sizing "rights" in the sense of claims, due 
to its insistence on a philosophy of detachment and 
egolessness. 

13. Book of the Gradual Sayings by R. M. Hare (P. T. S.) Vol. IV, p. 1 87. 

.: 
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worldly things, the doctrine . of vicarious salvation 
appears to have taken 'the place 'of the e�tlier doctnrie·of . iricfivlduiil mon\J'Inithidve arid sett�reliliric'e . - The i-esiiit ' 

· was the deve-lopment of a somewhat novel doct rine which 
carne to be known as the Bodhisattva ideal. The concept 
ofa' BOdhisalta ongm'ated ·fro� the e'ariy' te'achingli 'of 
Biiddhlsrti · co'i1nede� i.vWh - i:�iiilri�' iliia r�l>ii-iit. ' It' ·�as · 

b�lieved -thilt in ordier' to· bec-om'e -li Bud'dha'B: person's. 
indiVidual stream of coriscihusness lias to be'ptffe�ted . . 
o�er arli'ncalciif�t;te series M��blrUi� �tqtiirlrig''tlie st'ort • 
ofjJ.�iina ne'ces·sary for 'stich art: attainm'e'Ji(:.'J t was ndt . . 
viewed as an attainment realised iii one 'lifetim'e '-buf 'a • . 
gr��}l�. s.piritu\ll �Y��Qtion �hro.\:!g�.w�:r;lif�tj�!;�, !=(fec
te,4. �Y,, ,the ful!�mep_t �t-��' p�if��ti.?._�s,_ (p�r{JIJl.i)Jlf,a, . 
BO,�his;iti!f;·. The .Til�re,v�d� tr!'-.diH9n to,o, �dmjtteg thjs � .. 
a sup�rior spiritu;l) ideal to b� pursued ��t.5ip.es not itisi�t 
thf!t ,it J:>Ught I() be P\,Jf:SU�d. by, everyo�e .. .T�e .]__�taka ._ 

literatur�; :admitted into. }h_e: �9rpus o( t.he}fheraviida: : 
. scriptQr�s, p�t fonY!lf�!, a di.stinct rnP�� i9�� W�ic� (;o\IJ< J-. 

be followed by the Buddhist believer if he aspire� . _to -
- become a Buddha like Gotama at some future time in · s_amsaric rebirth. The Mahayli�ists !insistetf 'that • libera

tio� can and must be attiifn�d;'O'riiy by''J:heicli :<)flthe 
Bodhisattva ideal. This distinction'c�trie'to be iiit�'i�itted 
later in ethical t�r'ms, t'he- Arah8rifide�l' beirl�:rdentmed 
wilh � .�goi�ti� ,purs�it. of indiyi9.u!1L���ratipp-, .and,; i_ he , 
B�dhlsattva'ide�i' b�ing iden_tfrj�(j w�th -�-� �-t�W��i� iffi�-�� . 

mqr�Jy �upe�Q�; .�me:. E�ly)i���hfsJ)ea9�.gs -q}� ;���--: 
m�k� a di�tinction . betwe�n 'tlie ' d1imicter. ;(,f .ilie. eii� . 

'

: 
lighte�ment - .au�-�eci by -r�no��g '[ii�·; N.��ie.lai� . . 9f -
Buddhism. E.nlightennient was generally referred · to as 
sambodb1; and whitt was empliasis�d ;was the uig�nf need 
to reach this go alas ead)i 'as p·�ss'ibfe: TM.perfeetioii of 
the' �hlhant. was' coh:sideted . (o .- equip• " him . with -: tbe . . 
steadtiistness ahd sttingth' of iriorai cbarilcter necessilry . . 
fo{disirlte't'ested se'tvi(£to: soeiety; This. is rrfade cleadn -

_ the'·Buddha's can to the first si:itty Ai:aharits, indicating - · 

that they were equally 'capable Of Service to. s6ciety 'as he 
himself was, for they were free from all bo.nds both 
builian and diVirie (m�!to . • � • • 

. 

sab(Japa.5ehi ye dibbe 
ye cs �an�e} - · · · · - · · 

The presence of a 'Buddha, a discoverer of the Path, 
was considered as a great advantage to others, for they . 
could foilow the Buddha's instructions' and attain the 
goal of enlightenment in their lifetime itself. However, 
within the Thentvada tradition itself a _c�rtai_n dichotomy 
came. to . be admitted which justified the Mahayanist _ 
con�ention th�t the Bodhisatt_va ideal is morally superior 
to the Arahant idea). l\iahayana Buddhism transformed 
to a great extent the metaphysical foundations of 
Budd,hist morality and gaye a new reljgious character to 
it.. Yet th� core_ of moral values in the M.abiiyiina are pot 
diffe�ent froDl those !ldmltted in th� so-called Hlnay�a 

A striking · feature of the Buddhist tradition is the 
richness bf its ethic81 content. Its ethic�l co�tent ' is 
esiablished : ri� the foundations of a theo.ry of \�;Jity 
which is claimed to be based on a higher from of 
cognition (abh_iilf!a), The Buddhist teachings con�ist_ o( 
mo�11l ,v.aiue� ·�hl.ch_ hay_� a u.Diversar '�ppllcatiim. tll.�supre�e virtties qf B�ddhism can be - �umrn�d up hi 
negaiive tef.ms as the- absence _ of greed, . �ciliG� and - · 
ign�r�nce, ,an� in, p_osi�iv� terms a�-. t�� perfectiQI),, 9( 
colnp�sion: &.9A���d��:tn p�aclic�tterms h1s. lin �till�s 

· of self trimslormation. iii'fcirmal teirns .Buddhist ethics' ·:: . - � 
' . .  - �· . : : : . j: . . . · . ·.:·· .: ·· . ·_. ;·� t . ; ... .:.. ,1 ·�· · . . . · . .: : , � . . : :  ·. appear to contam so111� f�atures com.mo� t<,> conseq��n-

tialist and utilitarian theories of ethics. However . the . .  ( ; . : d · : · , _. · �-� - :· : · . : ' ' · ."; ;· ; :· ' ." ' '( ', . ·· :-� :·'" : . ,.. , .�'!. - ·, . · : : ·: recognition. of the .Qolqeri Rule as 9.�e priP,dpat crii�rion _ _  

to be used in mar� d�dsi�ri m�king fr�e� the Buddhis't . 
ethical system from the usual ob}edib�s ' tha(ba�· be 
-raised against a purely_utilitarjan system. In tJ1e context 
of Indian thought Buddhism made a major contribution - • 
to Indian ethics as ;a_ moral reforni movement. , .. .  · · · 

,. ' :; � ' . ...... . . . -� ' � . · · . ··- . .. .. .... _ .. . . -

: -: . -= .- ::- � : --� : - : ·· -:: \"--= .. ; ·: :  .. ; ;: � - �) '  : _J_.: :·-\- -- �� .. : � � - - · �; :  .<J:-�f"'=\ · -:t(j :_ -, � --� ::-
ETi.OLOGY (Y�r. 1,\e.tl.ology), ��e ,doc�r;me. oft.��S�!J or. __ 
th� .•. ��i�r�!P :)���,s!l¥�1�p�' ,:�(�ap_s·e� , c?f.,·,_nm�is!� )�;,� ; --
central _�e.arii.ig:qn B,u,�d,�i_s�.:whic� js_,fund!Uneptally _a< 
re�i���� P�-��s�phy����·d .�� lin. etfO.lo��f� t>as��:,� �;:_ 
sy&1er:n :of tho�ght .  ��P ac.ti<?n. it actually_ "��gin� .and 
dev�l�p� on s�ch. a"basi$., . . - . . . ·,·_ :, ' 

The main aim of the Buddha's teaching is· to offer:a ·  
practical solution t o  the problem o f  human suffering. If. . 
the suffering of man is·to be overcome an_d eliminated the ·. 

first :requisite: would: be the investigation arid ll:_llalysili of. 
its causes; Once this is fUlfilled a method has to  be'devised ·• 
to remove- ihese causes;' for, with the removal or'a:cause: ' . 
its effect too .becomes removed. Aild this .WaS. exactly ·· · 
what Gaut�a Buddha achieved: Accordiilglyt tlte- sys-· 
tern he presented to the world . rev elves round this 
etiological principle of cause and its effect. . .  

The principle involved here could :be symbolicillly 
presented as an abslni.ct foi:riiuhlthus: ' · 

· , · · · · 
Whenever A (cause) is .pr�sent B (effect) is also present. 
Whenever A (cause) is abserit' B (effect) is also absent. ' -

The main cause of human suffering, according to · 
Buddhism, is cra�rig (tsnbs). The removal of thi' ciluse 
in its entireiy (a:;esa�viiiis�mrodba s. v. p.421) s'ets mail 
free from his inherent bondage to existence and conse� 
quent sufferln.g. This w�s the main message the Buddha . 
presented to the world in his first sermon the Dbammil-

-
_ 

cskkappavattans Sutta. (Vin. I, p. lOff; S. V, p. 420ff) 
schools of Buddhism. , , ,  , through the doctrine of the Four Noble Truths. 

; .� . '. •  •. . . . 
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That etiology occupies a central place in the Buddhist 
system as is Blso proved by the many synonyms such as 
heru, psccsys, ssmudaya, nidana, karana etc. used to 
mean 'cause' in Buddhist literature and h�nce Buddhism 
can safely be defined as an etiological system aimed at the 
eradication of human Buffering billed oil a highly practical 
methodology. This etiological law as it operates in 
relation to the existential predicament of living beings is 
presented as a general theory in Buddhism through the 
celebrated theory· of Conditioned Genisis · (paticcs
samuj;pids). This theory, which is a analy5is of the 
humin ·person in his e�stential process, ·presents the 
Buddhist theory of man's genesis and continuity in 
salnsira as a psychq-physical entity through a series of 
twelve links or nidinas. 

Buddha, p.  224). However, in reality, the formula 
contains all the four Truths by implication. �t is seen that 
the first two Truths (sufferil'g and its cause: dukkha and 
samudaya) are d irectly admitted in the ·progressive 
operation of the twelve links. The third Truth of the 

. cessation ofsuffering (dukkhs-nirodba)is admitted in its 
regrc:s�ive operation when it is said that the cessation of 
one cause leads to the.cessation of the succeeding cause. 
The fourth Truth of the Path leading to the. cessation of 
suffering (magga) is implied in the assertion of cessation 

. 
· .in. the regressive process. 

That the Buddha's main concern was the eradication of 
human suffering and that his approach to this problem 
was primarily etiological is dearly borne o�t by the 
foregoing discussion. In further collaboration of that 
point one may refer to the off-quoted stanza preached by 
vernerable Assaji in his summing up of the Buddha's 
teaching . to Upatissa (later Siiriputta) which runs as 
follows: 

ye dhamma bctuppa!Jbava 
tesam betum tatbagato ilia 
t�saflca yo niroclbp 

. · eva�vad�c�DabisamBI!o ( Yin. I, p. 40). 

. According to this .etiological analysis human suffei:ing 
in aU its aspects i� traced back to ignorance of the true 
facts about samsiric existence (av!iJB)due to which there 
comes aiJout all forms of psyc�o-physical formations t 
collectively designJlted as sankbcra .in the world as all 
such formations are conditionally produced (saDkhsta). 
Hence the fmt phase of this t�elve�phased formula is a 
very general expression of the existential condition of the 
world based on the etiological law of cause and effect or 

· · conditionality ofall phenomena. In the second phase the · · "Those things .which proce�d)rom a cause, of these the 
formullt is applie4 to the genesis of the living· being as an··. · .• Truthfinder has told the cause; 
individual entity when i.t is . said that these sankliiras And that which is their stoppi�g - the great recluse has 
cauie.the productiojl ofco�sclousness (vi.JJ.d.ina)which is > such ·a: doctrine (trsL t B; H.omer, The Book oi. tbe . 

. followed by the psjcho-physical entity calle'd the. indi- , Discipline IV; p. 54). 
· 

:vidual (nim•-ropa). This becomes responsible for its · · 

Hete the two polar concepts of causal genesis and next stage of the six. sense organs . (iifiyatana) which in ·t· ( . f , ur� · d ·• u· ) cessa 1on genes1s o man s s 1enng an hS cessa on turn cause contact with the objective world (pbas'sa) 
· have been yery succinctly J'uxtaposed. The observation · resulting in felling (ved11ni). This causes the next stage of 
cravina (tSniii) in its innumerable forms thereby_ be-. made by that great admirer ofthe Budd�a, King Pase-

eoming the 'cause of grasping (IJpidina). This becomes . iiadi of Kosala, also UJay be quoted here: "The Blessed 
One speaks like an etiologist: beturupam bhagavi the C.use of e�t�tial becoming (bbavli)which results in · · . 

birth {(ati) in the worid the.� by causing an entiie mass of · 
sabeturop� Bbagavi iba (M. II, P· 127-30). 

suffering (dukkba-kbandba)to appear :which is ch�acte- From this etiological theory there emerges anotHer · rizi.ed by every form of human suffering such as disease, cardinal doctrine ihat Buddhism has accepted as a basic 
.decay; death etc. etc. component of its soteriology. This is the tenet that 

This is the progressive operation ot this e�iol.ogical "Whatever that is co�ditionally arisen is inevitably 
- formUla wherein the cause produces the effect which in subject to .cessation" (yam. kiiici ssmudsyadbam�am 

turn becomes Ute cause of th� succeeding phase. The . ssbbsm td111 nirodlisdbamm�: Yin. I, p. 1 1; M. I, p.380; 
process continues . cyclically with repeated birth and D. II, p. 28.8). . 

' . 

death. In its regressive or reverse operation it comes to 
me� that through the cessation of ignroance (avij}a
nirodba) there results the cessation of ssnkbira and in 
this manner the twelve riidinss disappear one by one 
thereby bringing about the complete release of the � 
individual fr.om the bonds and sufferings of the cycle of 
repeated birth and death ( Yin: I, p. lf1). 

It has been sometimes observed quite correctly th�� 
. 

this formula is meant to'strengthen the Truths regarding· 
the origin of suffering and ita cessation (H. Oldenberg; 

The Buddhist doctrine of soteriology ml!-intains that · 
the practical realisation of this truth personally is tanta-· 
mo\mt to obtaining super-knowledge. This is attested 
historically by . the very first instance of venerable 
Kondaliiia whose insight into the Truth after listening to . 
the·'Buddha's first sermon; is described by .the Buddha 
himself as having attained the higher '(ision or the initial 
step towards saving knowl�dge, which is designated as 
the Eye. of Truth (dbaminacakkbu: Yin. I, p. 1 1) The 

. unique feature of the Buddhist system is that .the possi-

· ' 
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bility of this realisation is constantly asserted quite 
optimistically as its final aim, which is freed om from all 
bondage and suffering characterised by repeated birth, 
decay, disease, death etc. etc. 

The foregoing discussion · shows that in Buddhism 
etiology is not a problem as in other systems but is a 
means for the solution of the ultimate problem of man. 
Buddhism also becomes unique in this respect as in its 
attempt at solving this vexed problem. It not · only 
discovered the nature of the inert causal p�wer of all the 
psycho-physical phenomena of the universe, but also 
discovered the strategy of exploiting this power to solve 
the problem. Through this strategy it also laid bare the 
secrets of the \!Diverse and of the human mind. Also 
through this discovery the path of immortallity · was 
found out and proclaimed for man as declared by the 
Buddha just after enlightenment when·he said "Open are 
the doors to immortallity let those who !-;ave ears develop 
confidence (apsruts amatasss dvirs: ye sotsvsnts ps
muJicsntussddhsn:: Yin. I, p. 7). 

The abstract etiological formula that a cause produces 
an effect and when the cause is removed the effect also 

· disappears, being a' universal phenominon, is applicabie 
to. any given case. For inst8nc�; the Buddha himself 
applie� it · to the Four Noble Truths when he says that 
human suffering-has to be removed by removing its cause 
which is craving (S. V. p. 421). Or elsewhere (M. I, p. 190) 

· sense-cognition is defined on this principle when it is 
slated that it is caused by the simulataneous -presense of 
thre� factors whic� are the particular �ense-organ, the. 
relevant sense-object and appropriate sensory impact. 
For instance, in the case. of visual contact it would.be the 
eye; the form a<1d the eye - contact. The absence of one of 
the causes makes it impossible to have . the particular 
sense-cognition. 

Sometimes effect may.be brought about by the causa
tive function of a number of c��cuses . as in the case of 
sense-cognition just quoted. The condition-ality .of all 
phenomena thus becomes an esta�lished doctrine in 
Buddhism. This conditionality (idaj}paccayata: M.l.  p .  
1 67; Yin. I, p. 5; D. I I ,  p.  36  etc.) wh!n apP,Iied to normal 

. existential life. also comes to mean that it is the result of 
conditions generated by the individ�al himself, for it is 
tlie individual who is responsible f<?r his volitional 
(kammic) activites which become caus·ativ.e for the con
dition wherein he finds himself. This implies the most 
intelligent attitude to life in the light �f the Buddha's 
teaching as it also offers the possibility ofrelease from it 
in the cessation of this causal cmiditionmg (nirodha) as 
was sho�n in th� regressi�e operation of the psticca- · 
samuppsda series. · • ,. .,.,,. ' 

Conditionality as operative in all types of situations is 
enumerated and explained in the last book of the 

...... - .� .. .. '"'"-"�· . ;. 
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Abhidhamma Pita.!:a, the Patthana under the term 
PACCA Y A (s. v.)

· 
See also CAUSALITY, PA TICCA-

SAMU PPADA. 
. 

A. G. S. KarlyawMam 

EULOGY Skt. prasasti from pra + saii}sati, Pali, 
pasattha, Tib. bstod pa to praise, laud ext?! or commend. 
Eulogy is high praise, in the form of speech or writing in 
commendation of the qualities or characteristics of an 
object, event or person, living or dead. The practice of 
eulogising has come down to us from the earliest times 
when people thought that praise and invocations ad
dres�ed to gods etc. would lead to the fulfilment of their . desires. Thus .it is possible for us to conjecture that the 
idea underlying the term eu�ogy is quite akin to the 
invocation. The Pali Nikilyas and the later Buddhist texts 
contain a large number of eulogies of the holy Triple Gem 
(Buddh�, Dhamma, Sangha) and of various objects such 
as sacred mountains etc .. Some of the �ulogies seem to . have been uttered in the presence of th�. Buddha hims'elf 
by various persons. 

King Pasenadi K.osala having p'aid deep respect to the 
Buddha says "Reverened Sir,· for me 'there is a logical 

· consequence of the Lord 's Dhsmma. The fully self
awakened one is the Lord; well taught is Dbamms by the 
Lord, the Lord's Order of disCiples fares along well", (The 
Middle Length Sayings, trs. by Horner, I. B.; London, 
1957; II, p. 303). Kumar a K.assapa Thera in extolling 'the 
virtues of the Buddha and the Dhamma says in the 
Theragatha (v. 201) 

'-'All hnil the Buddhas, and all hail the Norms: 
Hail the blest system by our Master wrought 

wherein he that doth hear may (be enrolled and) c<?me 
to realise a Norm like ours." 
(Pslams of the Early Buddhists; trs. by Mrs. Rhys · 
Davids; London, 195 1 ;  p . 149). Although the Sainanta::. 
kutavannana of the Vedeha Thera of Sri Lanka, 
wdtten 'iti the 13th century (Ed. Godakumbura, C. E.; . · 
London, 1958) contains twenty l'!_o verses devoted to · 
eulogise the Samanala Rock (Sri Pada or Adam's 
Peak in modern use) it gives pride of place to the 

· life-story of the Bodhisatta Siddhatta upto the En
lightenment and in this work is found at the beginning 
of the text, a heart-throbbing eulogy of the l'riad as · · 
follows (ibid. w. 1-3-: 

satatavitatakittim dhasts - kandappadappam 
tibhsvahitavidhsnam sabb;�lokekaketum · · 

· amits matimsnaggh�m santidam Meru�aram 
Sugatam aham uaarain rupassram namBmi: · 

(1 worship that �xcellent' figure, the 'noble well-gone 
one whose fame is spread always lt\'ervwhere. who has 
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destroyed the pride of Cupid, who ha,s been bcn�ficil!l 
·. iii : th�·· 'thr�t�iatfbW �li:iste�ce�, arid wfio ' ls 'BICe· ·r 

sing!� b��ncr unto the whole world, wh� is endowed 
. 

with incalculabh! wisdom, tranquilled and strong like 
the Mount Meru). 

· ;i,: Hataduiit:itusaram mohapankopatapam 
manakamalavikasam jantunam sesaka;am 
kumatikumudanisam Buddha· - Pubbac.Jagga 
uditamahamudaram ·dbammabhanum namami 

, ,O· ·,W?�NP. .. �
e,S�_I:l:,o� .���; D���t�n� a���n f�P:IP.}�7 , , · 

· , Buddha o£ the ,East�in moUil�ain, w.h.ic.h has c)es.tro.ye� · ·� tb� e�ii and h� dri�d ·�p' the �ud .�f. inf�tu.a(iop, 
· - � -�hi�h ha�. ·�d� �h�'i�tu; Qf.���-�.i�J� ci(�j��jl)g�:tq . . 

: : ·bl�$s��f�rth, �-d,h� de�t;oy�4, i�e k�mudii)Jow_els · . ; .:Of.·;;��g���:-� : : � . · .- · .. '� : : :: .. . __ ; :. · :
· :.< . :  .· . . ·

, 
. ' <1 $ak�_l!j!J;I!J/��:.4P�llW�P�!P��w -�: -. -: --�- . · ... : :  
· · ; : )WBD.�ra.l11a1JfJniY�P.a/)u,n.eyyahuiJ(W'Bf1! ; , . ; 

·' . . · . pjupa.t4IJPfJliPJ!DD�o/PI1.��!1.M¢.(fllf! J.a!'�n�n: � ·
. 

.,. · ; CIJ1!.1!.111,�/uJJ:p�.fJ/,Jfv'H!d.t?.i8fp4 .. lJ:fl};.i4d�fen,a ; ' , > ,  ;: .� . :  ; 
· : {I,s�q��)f.iJh ,af{��ip���/!.nt��-� .O.rgef9J th� S.��g9�: , 
· . . endowed -�th .�nstained: .yirtue . ,\Yho .4�V. � , .dr:iv�!J 

· · i:;�;���=�·�����;i�:;t�W�?�t 

q ua l i t ie.s , Me l aj i na  Thera eu logises the Budd ha . . 
a s' 1 a l f-k'n'oVJi rt g  .(sab'bafiflu). · · ·:;n'vlrtt i ble ( ap� � . 
r�/ila}. c- a r a v a n  l eader (satlh ;w'ilha), m ighty hero (J!laha
vira) d rinr of men,  peerless and grand , (s3rathinarn
varuttama; Thag. v. 1 3 2) .  Thera Jenta eologisess th� 
Budd..h;HI,s th� guide, · Leader: �upreme, �pe pedes.s ehid 
among mankind ar:.d .. Shin.ing like the �1.1-n followed by the · 

Order, of b/lik.k�� (ibid, v, 426), The Thera. Kiiludayin. 
expr�sses, Jhe;yil;wJhatthe �\lddha:is .a-hero:who 1ift.$ :(he ·' 
fu.str9us .pudty ,  seven geneJ:�tions pa�t. wherc:ver he ' be :: 
bom; ·�nd,h� js :vastly wis.e (bhu;ipa.fifi�) a.ndjs: th� gq9 .of'; 
go.c;ls .(a'ev.aa'evo): al)djn the WOJQ oftp.Hh he is· .really a< 
Seer(Thag . .-.l(; :5�3). further ·he :say� -:'pitu-pi(a ·maylia� ! 
tuy{JII)siSakka; dhamD]r:name Got.upa Ayyako:S.iti (ibid;· 
v. -5 . .3.6) .. ' :;· ' . . . ·:. •· . :  

. ·. ' ' · 
. . . .. · : ,: . .  .· . · ·· • :

' : I • 

·:Ancl fa.the�. of my f<J..ther .art; thou, Sakiy.a·n, 
. ·  .. · :. ·. ·  

'T,o. m!,':· tholl, Got amid; ;ut grands_ire in. the K Qtrn'-'; , r ;  · · 
. . . . . ··. ·.: .::> . <: ·. : , : .. :-.:� .. . . :· ..... , ... ·-- �; : , -�� . ' ;  · .': . ' ": ! :" :" .. : !  . : , :  ·. :: .� : .. . .. · . . 

!'.(r$.. RJws payids, em: c:it .  P: �5 1). An,e�c:!;ll��teu!Og¥,_p! . the Buddha has been made in the, Nagopa,117a, _S,uga_ (A, ·. 
I ll ,  p. 3�4 ff.) by the Ther

.
a Ud�yi� wheri people started to 

phi.ise th·e-elepfiant Seta'ofKI'�g'Paseriadi of K6sii.I3.: ; 
: · �.;· ... � .  ! ' : . . .. - .: .. < / -;  . . � . ' . � . _: -: :.. _ . .. ; •' 

· • 9fferjng�� Wh.9 li.Y.,c:JJ,Prjg�.tly.:W9� �PH$�it�te .�h.�Jie14, ..• · · {;.nee btahtnii{named'S�hi\vishirig tO"ent'ei- t:he Order r· . of merit of the peciple.. · . ; .c · · ··;: -1 , • . . . 1 .  · . · · · 

of'tne·suadhii euiogised liimthus: '�'Thoiiart tb'e: Budctha; · ·  
lhe ,se\f�introd�ctiQp.by; ;t:he . .BJ.l.ddh� to Ciihr SakulJ.1- . · otirTehcner;:lhe:··mlghty'S�er-{\ihd'subdciediMira'(Mafi::. ._, d�Y!: JJ.l�r� . (�(:v, .·P,.: )h:r�f�rr.i�·s ,t� ;h

:i���jr J� .�� .. , bhibbu).'who'hiis·ii>ut�d .. all the �vil teriderieies� helped : . .  
foil<!�ipg.Pla_n.ner,:,s��'J.}lH tQe ,p.e.ife�l.�d pne:{<Jr;�pamJ.,, : · the people i6 dross (thd.loOd o'r'iife 's dein:aJ·sea);who·ha-s ·· . fully $.�lfj�:W�e�ed.-(Jll,�.{sarpD1�S?DJ�Ucf�hp)t �n��w�q ·., trdnkcerid'ea eV�i'y · 'cinise 'of .birifi : aha · '�hattetecf e"/ery ' . 

with_ ' ri�h.( ::�ll�,w,�i:�ge. ,.al_l.d: :  cond:U:Slr (vijja,cppl,f!,IJ ; .. se'nse :  ...: ' plcas\Jri(' (:lsair8) and ·'who Hke a' librt ba1i'ish'e8' . 
sanjp;J,!J��J,jvell-gm�e �(si!C,atp), k.�ow.�r �fc t_�e - W!Jr)ds .- evd'y· source· Of fear' �nd dread· (pahfriabh'a;iiibheravo:< • 
(l(lka.yid�)��cq,mp�a�lc;(ap�t(Br.cJ! AhaJic;>te�r o[!Jl,C� ':9·: ibi(F vv:!839'-840)'. . • <· ' . . •. . . .. .: ' · . ·. ' : ' ·, 
be - tamed_, ,(plliiSJ!�al!lm�-sarf!.thi), :.J.ea�/J�r� .  of.t,h_e · · . 
de vas a n d  rrien  (sa t t a -de val11;� D Jl,S:5_ ,a,n.a.m) .. 
the A w��ii�d,.Ope JBuddbo) . .J�e 'Lord , JI:J{la$�V�). 
would hay�-��en th,e:,b�sis, f.or .t.�(Ph�a�e fr;equ.e�tly,!J.sed 
by t�e gepeq�li.tyoJ B.�d,d.�ists _tb� W.Pr!d pver, t<):c;til�gise 
the Buddha. It runs as foil ow� :''ltipi �p.B}Jagava araham 
Samll)�S.�m�.�d_(lho,: . vijj�parar,a�amJ1zuno .· s.ug�t� 
lOf�fidu .anuttaro, .purisad;J!Dmti. sarathf S�t,tha d��a
I1181JUS,S�am Bupdhp B,h,agavati. :�. At. t_he. cnp 9fthe 
discoursc,Sak\)1\Jdayj Th.era is.s;�idJo;ha:veme.ption�d ''It 
is ex,�llent .Rev.cmed Sir •.. . . . •  ;l,t is: as if, . . . �; one mighJ set 
upri�t whit� had been:up�et, or: r_riight . djsclose: what '\.'.as . 
co�red, pr poin� O\Jl t�e way: to OQ.e who had gone.�stray, 
or mightb�ng an oij':"Jamp hi to the,darkness so tba,tthose 
wi_th yisiqn niight s_ee ma,terlal sh�pe� �yen so jn ��y a 
ligureis fhe DhamflJa made clear by. the Lard .· (abhi
kkhantam bhant�; abhikkh�ntam ·

. 

bha�ie seyyathapi 
bhante.· nfkklljjita_� va ukkuffe.V,a::paycch;,Jnnan.r vii 
vivareyya, mlifh�a va maggllmi.�{kkheyya, andhakare 
va te/apajjalaiiJdh�rr:jrya .cakkhumanto rup�ni dakJcli-

. intiti; r:vam�:vam bhaga vats an�kappa.riyayena · . . . ' . .  ' • . . . . 
dhamma pakis.ito< : Joe . . cit .). While e�.,laining· to 
the bhikkbps . how he bad acquired supernonpal 

·. : : . ' -� . . . : · -· ··· · : - ·,' . . I . . . . 
' A;go<id f!lany 'eulOgies of the Buddha have�been-sung. ·· 

by:th.e Theris-.a:s weli:Thus 'the s tqry.ofVasitthi who was.-; . 
pacified by the B.uddha at .the loss of .·her· child : by · 
pr��chin,w hi�, ?.o.��fi��'- , �illo_gise9, th� . B,udd.ha jn the 
follo\ving manner� l saw him as he weni in Mithi!a, Great . 
T�!n�·r �r �ritam�d hl�i-i�. the B�ddha; .the �anis.!le� �f ' 
fear . (adahi�n�m 'at:in�t�ram-

. 
s�'rotuddham' . �k�i�ii� . 

. . . . . . . . 
•. · •··· ·· ' . · 

. . __ - '· . · . . . . , ·. . . . .. , . .. · ·. . ' . . 

hayam; Thig. v: 135). Theri Sujatii refers to the Buddha:as .· ·  
the J_ight �f th!:· w�rl�\(l�kfl pajjO.ta,0; ibid: :v. 1�8): t.t1erl · 
Mah,apajapati Gotariji refers to him as the_: d)spellerllof ' 
the _burdeq ·?f our · ill (dikkhakkhandHa¥ .byapa1Jildi; 

·
. 

ibid. v .. 162). Furth�r s�e ·��ys th.at ihe ��ddh�, �ein� th� � 
worthiest (jf all beh1gs� has released .h.er an{every beitig . ' 
that hath life from a) Iilfand sorrow (jo mam dukkhB 
pamoc.eH afifiaficabahukam j��am; ibid . · v. 1 57): 
According �o Uierl Cilia Buddha)s in�omp_�rable among . . 
meri (eppa!i/mggila: ib,id. v. I B5), and Th�ri U pacili says ·.• 
that the Buddha i� wh�lly w!lk� and inviltcible. (ibi,d. v. 

. 1 9 1). In Pataciira's view, ' the Buddha was the Guide of 
men who h'ave to be restrained (purisadarii�a �arathf� 
ibid. v. 216). On seeing the arrival of the .Buddha Sun dati 
\ mother says :to Sundari: · . 
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i .  ;'J'_asr,� -��J)�{JT� �!!Hf�Tf!jp, 
. hdriavantam harittacain . . . . . : . ' . . . . 
adant"imam dametaram 
Sam buddha!!! akutobhayan: " 

;,:: ; � . . 

(See Sundari, the Master fair in hue, His countenance 
as fine gojp �J�a_r; and b�g�t, ,ffim :-vho i� ;,\U"enl.igbten.ed , 
Buddha, .Best Tamer of unt�med, never tas

.
iing Je�r. 

(Thig. v. 333). . . . . · . 
'.:.: ? 1:·:,- �_ ... '.� . ... . \·: : � :  · ·: ,  · : . .-

. Upali Sutta of the Majjhim� :!Jikiijiil (M: (·p. 371 ff} 
records the events that Jed to the coriWisioit ofU piili, the 
househoJ('Jer after lisi�iiing t6 Whose eulog.ies. liiS'ieacher, 
Nig�thall�fapv.t ta,, vop1itted hot-�lqod, anp died �hen . 
a�'a ih�F�·' ll�. ier�:ned ,tp �h� B�dqt)�' �s, . �is� . . . (d.h7ra), ' who.s�. ��llf�sl?,n .is ·gon�jvigataiD,qha), . whose ���tal 
b��r�JiU,i�s is sp,l�� a,suJJ.��r.{pa.hftinna}(b1ia), ��q �a� �·on, , 

t�_vi'�tqu.(yij1!a�J.l..1i·�). w.""oh wilho_tipu (f!pigh4j, who . '" • I. , • , , , • • - . '• . ., . ,· .; ;.• . · , �· l • • . • . • I , ,  • o. . ,. 
is .�[ ��w.ex�n: p�i�,(.$��P�acitf[i)., .;111q w,�q i� ()f��()'V.P,: ; 
m()f.3.L. h�bit: . (v�d,q/J;xsjl�).: ,  .· /!(!,; .# 'p{. !D:¥�!Y. '!f,{s.qqp,:, 
(s'?,dhupaljfia),. ·iS. st.�nless. .  (vimal!I)i k Jy.jthout; ,dpu.btS: .· 
(a��uj�iJ��.iiJ�J� rd ois�1Jg(t1J.s(ca), -���l,.��s .��R_q�(f�4.��' . . 

kin.�J1lBll ,tn.��s\ln. .(icficpf!-,-Q'!n(/h.l!), �nligh_teneq 0Qe,_ the: . 
Sup,rem,e Te�c.��r.whq c:ovld. not be cornpare� wtib,a�y . . other in the worlds of gods and men (D. I I ,  pp. 2B7ff) . . . 

Matrcefa�s .S::atap�jica$ataka . (ed ,. Sha.!=k.letorJ· ,Qai1ey; , 

Ca111b.ridge, ,J9.5li Y.,r, l .. J.SO) .whjc_his widely popl)l!lr ,iJh; 
m,a11y :.Buddhi�t' �0,\}ntriEs;, . pre&.ents .an :•e\).Jogy� ,_()_(_ �ll�-·· 
Buddha in twelve sections .namely, the praise ofc.aMse.s : 
(hetustava), of incomparability (niriipamastava), of 
W<J.nc;l�rs /t!d.bfiiita�ta.v.a), o.f forrn.Jriipasta'l;'a)i: of.: pHy 
(karu��(aya)r o(sP!i��h(v_a(:JJIJastava); oftea�.lii_pg.((/Js?!V 
sataY:�) •. pf the �fnefi�_-)?.e confers .o_n tl)e :Wor.Jd (pr{J.nidhi• , 

· s(�'l;'a); p:C g\,li9ance, (.in�mir<H�r.as.ta�va),. :of bardsh.ips he�; 
bore ( cJUf�ara.spJva); of.sjc�l (k�IJs;:�lll,5.t�va)�cl Qf fr.eedo.m , 

, fr.olll d�b1 Jan:fY8$.(BV.4J).; • · :; r >:' > :· , . : . . . ' . : 7,· . · 
. t . :. ... . , . ' . '  · . .  ' ·. :· ; . 

materi.al �hings pf tile. -world (yan,talqk�misa.), he;wh.o is, of ..; · 
joy�u.J.$y�J>.�th>l (�,u,djt�)�PP. j� � ���Iu_��-:(kia.�ff!?��-�i;: ·i 

· In praise Of c�uses ltie Buadh� if said td' be ' ir ftfe'rtif of< 
str'ange"is'; a'kin:s'in'eri with�ut{fii:miljdiei�who ii�s �\ieri' . 
his owiH1esh withOutexpecting !triygi:atifit:ition.lt iS'nO't' -· 
from the''fear'oh.Jle evH \Vay (durgatibh;jjarJ:rioi'setking ' 
after the durable w'a.y'(abhip'tarthiijata.}, but ftom:triere ;: 
purity of heart he has made righteousness his habit. It is 
metitioned -atone place;�'Lord; that,:pity w.hich regardless -
of:paj11• tho�h:cut.in .pieces; yOlLoften shOw.�d i:everi to·:� ; 
murdei'qus :beings;:thatlleed:o.f fuU El).)ighten;ment;.J.OUr < 

jewel of mind, you know its esence, 6 Brave One. The rest . 
are Jar.theref.rom'\(i�id: ·p:J55): . ; ;_,: ,, ;J '<' ; ·;_;>.:� � · iY. ,, : ; . · 

hull}an , bei� .(IJlanuja) \Vho js �.u.r.e· (as�J?l.S:!IYa),;s.�lled· ,. 
(k�s;da) ddv�r of_ pass

.
!on-� (����yik�j.·: �n ' e��e�ll�;�:t. ·,: 

charioteer (sarathi-vafa}, incomparable (anuttar.a), 
shjnipg(f.Ufira.(!.bJliJ1,m,iJ),dq�b.t.le.!isf��f�fiP!ha).._��J.inging · 
lig_hUP4 �Jla.f.¢.ir.aJ,.�raki�g Pfidr;,.( ma.p�fr;/Pd;J), .!l .l;le..n>· . 
(vira)vtlJ�:: nopl�t .,oi men ·/n.f.slff?haA .i!llll!e$.\J�<tble.; : 
(appsmey;Jj, de�p(g;1111bNra), ytpn, _to )u1o1wl��g� (mo,pap-·. · 
pait�); �rjnger::o( s.ecurity.(k:he,m�h.kara)J �nower (.;cda), , ,  
se}f,.controlled (S!!I?JVutta);.(n;ed_( m f!(t�);.s up�erne· (11agiij, . · 
has. dest,oyed . tb� . fett¢rs .{khina-.samyoja[Jaj,. �pe�s· . · 
ar:niably{p;�timanta.k�} pl(rif4ed (dh.qf1�)0fle owhgse flag: is . . 

. 

laid down(pannadhaj�), passionless (v.[taraga)., Jar;ned 
(danta), without mental impediments (nippapiica), of 
thm�fol� . }Y,isdom (teyijja), Br!!bm�-at!�ned(.8r#.l.ni<! 
paii�); s'k�Ie4 �n., ihe )1J!e,s {p���iaj; . tr��quiil�d (ptJs
sa�dij�aJ,wh9,s� -s�lf)s dey�jope� (b!Javi?�it;�), -�itain�.� 
the'aitain!l�le (pajtipatta), the �xpo:Un.d�r (veyyakarana) . 

. ' . . �· ' . ·. ,. . . . . . . -·: . . ' . ' . . . . . .. ' . . . ... . 
the. one .. wit.h. recoll.�ctiop . (satimato ), gif!ed Wlt�_jp�ight 
(vlp�ssi), a�iained l() ma�tery ivas/ppat�), gone to .tpe : . 

. highes.t . ($ainlnaggataj, !he .·mediqtio£ (jf?ay1J, inw:ai�ly · 
unobstructe� . (anaiigatantara); cleansed . (svddha), un-. 
au ached (asft.�J. unaiming (appih"jfl�j a1oof (pavjv,it.a), . . 
the att;uner ' <>r th� high�st racgappatiaX crossed over 
(tinna), helper across (tarayant�), of great wisdom (miliii
(ti��a), helpe'r across (tarayanta), . of great . wis
dom (mahapaiifia) . cofifident ·. (visirada) . accdtnplished 
(vitsdhuma); the · best of persons (uitaniapuggala), 
beycirtd rrte!tSure (aiuia) imd attained to the height of • 
glory (yasaggappatta) · etc: · in ecilogising the Buddh� ·· 
Sakb says, "I worship Him who has destroyed the ��rt 
of craving, the p�erless Buddha, the mighty hero, the. 

. . 

. :�{:�:,���;?:ln:.: .. ·: . · · . ::.;:I::.'. · .· 

· .ka.runy� �-bHa118tJ'iabho:· · ·  · , : · · · 

· ·sani'yiiks�mb6dhibij�sya· · · · , .... : ·· . ,  c , ; .. . 

. . ciiiaratna�l� 't�$y� te ' .. : : :· ·. z: f :
. 

.: -���·l· ::: ; .. ;: . :: ?': ·· . :; 

tvam eva vir� sar�jlid ' ' ' .• ; ' . · · . ·:: ; ';! · ; · ; · i :; :· ;: , · � . 

diir� tasyetaro jap,a ''(�bid. vv, 1 8� 19). 
· •., ."· ; . ' i. -� •, ) ' : , : . .:: :j. • .--<I • ·'•', .":' • .::· :·•., :.i 

• 
' ·• 

, : .. '. \ 
. . . .. : . . . :: !· · ·.,·_· : � .-;;{; :.!'_'·:! 7.�.: . •. �. , . .  :.::·'. -� •' ; �  , : · : 

The Buddha is: §aiq Joo: h.axe .fgsJe,rep; energy {v_irya] . 
which wa; supe�hu�a�. �y siriv.ipgJor �hr�eJ��.a.J:;�)abi� . 
periods of time he has g'irined the suimirie 'place. 

· · · :. , 

Eu1ogising his way of incomp�r,a�iiity .(nir,�pam�), 
· Buddha is described as .having �ttahied .pr��emineD.ce in 
the worlci not by envying the disting�ish�(i,'not

.
despising 

the lowly and not conipeting with e·quals; but throu'gh his 
devotion to the causes-cifvirhle and not to their results. It .· . 
is said of the Buddha thus: 

"Tathatma p;acayai?J nitas 
tvay;i sucariiair yatha . 
pu�yayatanai'Bn: praptany .. . 
api padarajan:si te"(ibid. v. 29) 
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"You raised yourself to such a height by good actions that 
even the dust of your feet became a receptacle of merit. " 
The author says that the virtues accumulated by the 
Buddha have been accumulated by no other person .. 
Further be says, that the darkness of ignorance is stunned 
by the light of Buddha's knowledge . ·  He is being com
pared to the jewel oft�eJaw, by gaining which he became 
pre-eminent. -

Regarding the praises of the Buddha's wonders (sdb
buts), the author mentions that the Buddha's victory over 
Mara is trivial but his vast slaughter of impurities 
accomplished that. same night after conquering Mara is 
re_ally wonderful . . His victory over the faise believers 
(tirtbaka) is also consi�ered as a wonder. Further the 
author says "what praise could be found for you who has 
I!,O revulsion or inclination towards both ars.(Janis or 
tirtbakss': He is said to have had no attachment to 1 . 
virtues or virtuous. Buddha's f9rm is said to please t�e 
eye of him 

.
wh�·has seen it a hJJridred times as well as of 

him who views it for the first time, both alike . . 

· In the prilise of compassion (ksruns) it is · mentioned 
that the Buddha was h�ld so long in ·smsirs knowing its . 
evils so well by the great .compassion h� had for others. 

hi eulogisi.J;lg the Buddha's speech .(vacans) the author 
· says thal ft. was wholly sweet; when riecessary.·it was 
somewhat ·otherwise, bu� every word of his w� weU said, 
·because itachieved its purp�se. The words coming 9ut of 

· hi� mouth have been compared to the nect.ar flowing 
· from the ocean, and to a• rai.n-cloud laying the dust of 
passion and the sun ·thrusting aside the darkness · of . 

. ignorance, His speecb is said to be free of falsehood, of 
confusion and it is easily understood; 

. His words are said to cheer the afflicted, stoke terror 
uito lhe heedless, ·alarm: the lov�rs of pleasure, ple�e 'the 
wi.se, strengthen the intelligent, and dispel the darkness of 
the slow-witted. In aut.l:io.r's word: 

I 
"apakarsati drstibbyo 
niivsnain upakarsati 
dosari rJskarimti gunin 
vakay�m to.'bhipra·v�rsti"(ibid. v.79) 

I • •  , I 
• 

.. Your sayitlgs draw men aw�y from f�se opinions, draw · 
them to nirvana, draw out their faults and rain down 
virtues".' 

· 

In· discussing the praise of teaching (IBsana) it is said: 
"ekayaiiam sukhoj/ayam 
svanui,andhi nlratyayam 
idimadhyantakslyinsni 
t8va ninyuya wan� (ibid. v. 82) 

"Your teaching is the only path pleasant in method, good 
in result, free from moral fault, fair in beginning, middle 
and end . '�Buddha's teaching is said to have brought fear . 
to all the tirthakas, agony to Mara and cheer to gods and 
men. 

In eulogising the vow (praf!idhi) of the Buddha, it is 
stated: 

"Jravanam tarpayati te 
prassiay�ti (larianam 
vacailam hfidyati te · 

vimocayati fisan� (ibid. v. 92). 

. "To hear you brings satisfaction, to see you brings 
tranquility, your speech refreshes and your teaching 
liberates".- Further it is said that his birth rejoices the 
people; growth delig�ts the�, activity benefits them and 
ce�ing destroys them. Buddha has been compared to a 
lake tl merit, pure through perfect conduct, calm througlr · 
perfect meditation and unshakable through perfect Wisdom. 
He is said to be the refuge of those who fear existence, the 

· resource o( those who desire release. He is charming, 
because blameless, lovely for excellence of speech and . 
form, wealth-bringing from the accomplishment of every 
aim · and propitious because of the i:eceplade of his 
virtues. · 

· In eulogising his guid.�ce· (niarga.vatirs), the ·1Juddfia . · 
is said to be one:who adnionishe·s the. stubborn, bridles . 
the headstrong, sets straight the crooked, urges on . the 
slow-paced, and puts under the yoke. the tat:ned etc. He 
had pity for the afflicted, good-will towards the happy, · 
compassion for those in calamity, benevolence to ali, . 

. . . affection even to the hostile, tendernes� even to the fierce 
and granted all hospitality to all inspite o.f their birth, age, 
cils"te, place or time. 

Praising the ardous (dusk�ra)deeds of the Buddha, the 
author mentions that he has even partaken insipid food� ·· 
has been without food, trod tough paths, slept on mud 
trampled by cattle and for the sake of those who were to 
be . trained he has �ven undertaken service attended by. 
insult and change� . his dres.s and .speech. He acted as a 
friend intent on good towitrds an ��:emy mtent on ill and 
overcome the revilers by patience, the malicious by. 
blessing, .the slanderers by trutb and the injurious by 
kindness. 

· · 

When speaking about the skills (kauisla}, it is men" 
tioned that as a result ofthe Buddha's skill in expedients 
the harsh became gentle, the niggard bountiful, the cruel 
tehder-hearted, and be brought about tranquil!ity of the 
senses in Nanda, humilty in Milnastabdha and mercy in 
Angulimilla. Sometimes he is said to have not spoken 
when questioned, spoken after having accosted them and 
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• 
spoken later after arousing their desire well knowing the 
time and the moods of various people. It is thus said of 
the Budd ha, that he firs t applied the law l ike dye on a lean 
garment, having first produced mental health by precepts 
of charity and so forth, for it is said: 

· "Piirv8J!1 danilkathsdysbhil 
cetssyutpadya samsthavam 
tatodha.rino gatamale · 
vsstre ranga iva.rpitah"(ibid. v. 128). Further is it 

said that the Buddha hied 'to rescue the miserable world 
from the dreadfUl hell of samsara. 

In Mat�ace�a's last praise of the Buddha dealing with 
the Buddha's freedom from debt (anmya) he says, that 
even those who have attained parini�ana are not free 
from debt to the Buddha. He is said to have toiled for the 
sake of others, made the heedless heedful, declared the 
destruction of sins, laid open the delusion of Mira, told 
the evil nature of sa�ssra and showed them the region 
free from fear. For a long time· the Buddha promoted his 
Doctrine on earth out of compassion for the world, 
brought up many worthy disciples abie to help the 
three worlds .  · Bl.lddha is s aid to have declared 
at one place thus "my Body of the· Law and my 
Body of F o r m ,  b o t h  e � i s t f o r  o th e r s '  s ake  
(parirthav eva me dharmarupa kayuity; ibid� v. l45). On 
this statement the author says that the Buddha has 

·. attained parinirviJ?B �ter having transformed his Body 
of Law in its entirety to th_e virtuous apd having split his 
Body of Forilt'into tiny fragments. 

The following verse uttered by the Buddha to Thera 
Dhammika has the flavour of an eulogy of the Dhamma: 

· 

•Dbammo have iakkbad dhammcBrim 
dhammo sucinno sukhamiv�bsti: . 

. ·esanisamso dhamme sucinne 
na duggatim gaccbati dhaminacarf (Tbag. v. 
303). 

. . 

· Dhammlt protects him, who practices it and happiness 
comes to him who lives accordingly. This will be the 
reward to him who lives according to the Dhamma and 
s'uch a person would never. go to a miserable state. 

An apt example of an eulogy of the Ord�r of bhikkus 
could be traced in the Dhammaceiiy� Sutta (M. I I, pp. 
H 8 ff.) where king Pasenadi, while having a conversation 
with �e Buddha says "1, Reverend Sir; see monks here 
faring a perfectly fulfilled _(apanakitikam), perfectly 
purfied (paripunn8m psriSuddhs.m) Brabma�faring (brab
macsrjyam), ail· their lives long' until their last breath 
(:iavajivam). L see m.onks here living on friendly terms. 
(samaggej and harmonious (sammtJdam'Bne) not quar· 
rel1�g (a!Jvidam'Bne), · like milk and water blending 
(khirodski,bbuto) regarding one another with . the: , -,ey_� 
of effection (aiiiiamsfHI� piyacakkhUhi: · The 'Middle 
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. ungth SsyingsVol. II, Trs. Horner, I. B., London, 1 957, 
p.303). 

It is not only of the Triad, but also of the leading 
· disciples of the B\lddha such as Sariputta, Moggalliina 
and .Kassapa, one comes across of eulogies · in the 
Buddhist texts. The Anupads Sutta (M. III, pp. 25ff), is 
one long eulogy ofSiiriputta by the Buddha. It ideals with 
a praise of his learning and understanding and discusses 
at length how a disciple like Sariputta has risen to 
mastery and perfection in n.oble virtue, noble concen
tration, noble perception and noble deliverence. Buddha 
is said to have told the bhikkhus that Siiriputta was 
proficient of great wisdom (mabapafiiio), wide wisdom 
(putbu) bright .wisdom (hasu) swift wisdom (javana), 
acute wisdom (tikkha)and piercing\visdom (niblxdhika). 
For half a month Sariputta is sB.id to have had uniter
rupted insight (anupsdadhammsvipsssansm)into things 
and thereby attained arahantship (MA. IV, p.'86). Buddha
describes the various stages as to how through Siiriputta's 
zeal gus practice he attained to this stage of life. He is said 
. to have att�ned to mas!e.ry going beyond the Ariyan 
moral habit (ariyssmin sil'asmin), Ariyan concentration 
(samadhism) Ariyan' wisdom (paiiiiay�J::and Ariyan · 
freedQm (v.imuttiya). Buddha mentions furiber that Siri-

. putta is the Lord's own son (Bhagavato putto), born of 
his mouth (mukbato foto), born of Dh8.Qlllla (dbammajo), 
formed ·by Dhamma (dhammanimitto) �and heir to . 

· Dhamma (dhamma?Jayado),not an heii:;�to ma.terial 
things (no smisaaayado). In his own· word's the Buddha 
says · "Ssriputto bhikkhave, Tathsgatens "anuttaram 
dbammacakkam pavattitam slimmadeva· anuppavstt{il" 
(ibid. p. 29); 'iSiiriputta, 'monks roll on rightly the 
incomparable wheel · of Dhamma set rolling by the · 
Tathiigata). An eulogy of Moggallina was suhg by a 
celestial-nymph who was in her previous t>irtb a Candiili, 
who at the request of Moggall�a. havmg:worshipped the . 
Buddha, was born in this manner. She refers to Moggallina 
in the following way, "Mighty on� of great majesty, l pay 
homage to you who are canker . free (khinisavam), 

· stainless (vigatsrajam), imperturbabl� (tinejand)and who 
· �s seated in solitude �one in the forest ( Vva. p. 107). 

While praising t!,te virtues of Kassapa Thera. Bhadda 
.Kapilini 'Iheri states: 

. 

wson of the Buddha and heir is he; 
Great .K!lSsapa, master of self, serene 
The vision of far, bygon,e days is his, 
Ay, heaven and hell no secrets hold for him. 
Death too of r�birth hath he won, and else 
A seer is he of mystic lore profound. 
By these three arms (three w�doms) 
Of leanung doth he stand 

· 

Thrice-wise, among gods and men elect sublime" 
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(Pslams ofthr: Early Buddhjsts, Trs. Mrs. Rhys Davids, 
Lririd�n; 194ti >. 49, ��: 63;i 64( _ ,· : . : : , · · , .. ' . . · "'.·. ·.

·· 
. � . . . 

A large number of eulogies are also found ii.l the 
Tibetan Tripi taka as '-'tell . These eulogies are mainly of 
the · Sodhis�uavas; ,gods, and goddi;.ss,es sticb as Avalo-

: � -... �· . .  : : :t : · � � · - ;.:. , _,: ' 1- ; . . ; · : ;· ; . �-�-� --� .(- ·_< '": � � ·· • .  :.'L - ;·o: · , :· . · , :, : .  ' 1 ;- .  
kii�$vai'.��,· Manjugn9sa, _Tara, . V ajf!i:.:iarahi' etC . . ( Trii. _ ·  
N6.� :. �7}1;)f1_�;/'t§93

.
; :'(6'o.3t_, .;·_: �,_ ·

· .·
.
· _;: .. , ' · '- : :·, .· ·· :: ; . : .. · 

. . ,_ .. . . -

. . . 
• ;� ' ; . • •• !> .  :'} ;_ :· ; - : � 

. . : . ; : 7"� 

euthanasia while there is another totally opposed to it . A 
'thlr:d ;;.g��Jp ·. tb�� :ad:d'p'ts · .. sdrfi_�what� : .�n 'int_��fii.�tii��e· : 
att'i ttfde between these extremes holds iflt'view that the 
law, at' least, should adopt a neutral approach . 

Those who arc in faypur:ofeu_thanasia· a,nd supportits . · 
morality are inOuenced by. the:�ympath:ftowards' those 
who are suffering. They a.re > irnpelled ·by:b';'rnanitarian 
reasons. They argue that no one ·has

-
;a moral right to 

prolong:i needles$,: pro�racted , _pai.n , �Jf. = f�J;minally ill 
patients Whq ar�de.stined,to be .in;'penn�tnent·,v�getati_ve 
state' for the rest of their,Jives. They ins.is� tflat .the patiei!t 
or his doctor should be allowed to decide whether such a E����s'8 "(*-?rcJ.'.: ¥Wi?;� -�;r., ;!ii,f ip' :�it�M. i� /fh.� . : . 
patient's life shoold b�mei:cifully JerminaCed . Itis cruel, 

adrrunistriltioii of �ijy and quiet death, solely on nurriarii-' tliey ;Qpiae; to pretcnt �ufferers frorrr getting a quick; -easy· .: 
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1J . . _.. . � " be 'taken iritd accdunr by ·every: other human beinjpwho •. 
toidmi�i;t-�r e�t'i1ahasi(�rid'th�iri�·lilis'�Cio' �tea rdhhis · has' dealinM with lli_rrir: ·· : · . ·  · · · · · ·. · 
is �-fo.�,�.�·d�P.�f�p�b��:·��rpff.4.1.���:9:¥��i!��teH1��¥��i.�·,i( , .. · · ·· · · · · · 

. . .. · · · · · · · · · ·. . · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · 
adirifJi)ste.red'\7{jtb the ·cari'seni'ofthidnd'ividuaJ 'wno is·" �A�;�galn�l:.th�S

·
e b·��@)t�rJ��-.pl��� t�� opP,on,�!)tS pf : 

· , < .. • .. . . · • • • ·• · · · · • • · • •  . ... · • · euihan�ia: �dd��e ai-g�m�nt! d,ase4.Pa�tly Ci11 rdig19�s 
in�Jf.efips�·:'�4;j,i(��-�p:)�s.i4�:¥(i.t)�. :�¥�i��.d. !:a < :a{. · · ·· . .  , ... , ' ·  · · . . . ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

volunf .. ' ·e4tb'aiiasrli: Euthanasia lias 'ilie charact�Hsitcs · ' · 
aii�,P�r,.'!i 0P·;P���m�!·j� ��5>,u,n��, )3�i�� t_��ir �gull1e�,fs 0jf-' :��t�' a�t'iri��l�ik-' ·i�<IJ�rii�h{�id��tit�il�;�� · ; mai11.1Y:· q� C.h.J5�tial} tp�qlq�y � ,h�,Y� P.Q�nt o�tJh�t ·_h,fe. : 

th!�· ·�-(�(·f�&ailiing''ff!rii '-h��ai�;�{'':';  i�t&ri :t;t ' ,: i(; i>dopgs .t9 cioc( a)Qne _and_ �haJ it i�.no_i ·p�rin'issijbJe.for . 
,.:, _, ., ... ... . . .. ' . . . , .. .. . · .· '< ' , .. .. . . . .  , .... . , }. P,., . , .. . . � . . . 8, , ,,1J aJ!_y· · .'_.o .. _n·e
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.
s'' ·,o . . _.w··n' ' '.a' uth .. o. n· ·_·t'y· · .t·'o _t�r' m. �·��t.�_ - i_t .' R�·g:· a_ rd_. _ ing �-.· . · meoleaf means\· · U1e- life at a' · . .  ersoil' 'wi1ose···ae·aiii

. 15' .. - -
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.
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This. hri�f �xp]anition-cJearly distinguishes euthanasia. ·, · su'(i��ng · ��ch iJi.an : ·de��ry�.�� :A�cd;�H�g_}9 , \htir: ��k·.;; · 
' t�om both irttenti9'n�linurdenmd:willful suicide·; for; .on ,. suff�rlng is ·a. m�a.Ti� ot'�pi(i_t_�a(grq�t� �Q�; be�c,e'n,oian:� 
· thC:nne-Baiid· it'is•devoid Gfmurdercius .intention·and_;Oii£.: absolute evil. · · · - · · • · · · · · · · " " 

. 

the'.othedt bas :to:be.admmisterelby another;-or cine_has . . . . . .. . . . . . . ·· . . : . : 
to be assisted ;in,dying:· Hence .eiithana.sia,is. sometimes·;· . T�,��� .��·i. �Pp?s�: �u)���;tsr�: fo,r pra���ti<r.���rt� 
refetred <to '.aS" assiS'ted-� suiciQe.:_- 'lt· ·i'i ·also 'dear that : . gtve vent to S'!IJl� .yexY. J!l�llnab_le. �ppre�e.I}S.IODS, r�gar- • .  
!ldlilini�iratioh of euthrulllsia.. involves·'interition as: ·an ding the possfble ab�sin_fof euthai1asia . . tlie'y envisage 

situa
.
tions where pall��ts might be f����d

. 
io u�d�rgo elem�ntand, . howe:ved i.umanifaril!ll this· intention .is ;.it ' · · · 

has deprivation: of life of.another'(evenwitb:his �dnsent) . euth'anasia . . They . also P.9iril 'all.( th� possibility of a 
as:its consequen-ce. lience euthanasiii lends .itseifliable to pati�nt'conse�tlng to �r 'it" dddorfequestirig 'cor e'uiha-
botli: :c:tl;licar evaluatiOIF:of :secuiar as .weU :as religiq\JS , nasi a for a illness diagnose as terminai which sub-

. ethicists-tmd legal jl!dgement hfjurists.- , . . ,_. . . . , . sequc;nHy Ju�s · O\Jt to- b� ·wrong. Further they are 
· · · · apprehensive of doctors:. who are· professionals, them-h )s• . �e'e�:· t:hat_ in the;_:��rly

. 
j�ag�;(th� propriety 'of · selves . turning out to b� hired killers, -running clinics 

adm)�istering ··:euthai:ia�ia . had.· t)een a .problem fnal�]y . 
set-up solely for the .BdtPinistration of eQthanasia. fh.ese 

· confi�,ed to�in�di.cai ethics:'..\ipr�sent, ho�ever; d�� t� a 
. . fears . have liJc�eas�ci due · to the f�st decline in ·social 

. number of reasons, this problem has overstepped the values, loosening of family and social bonds, spiraJing 
, boundaries of.' medical .ethics and spiJted over··iilto , the : · · cost of medical care and maintaining disabled and old 
·area of general ethics,- generating much public'interest.. · persons. (See. The Encyclopelldia· of Philosophy, Ed. · 
This is so mainly in Western countri�s. specially in the l'au1 Edward, Macmillan Publishing Co., 1967, Vol, 8, · 

U�ited S tates, where numerous organizations· such as pp. 43, 44; ERE. q.v. euthanasia). 
'Am�ricans Against the Human Suffering, "International 
. Anti-euthanasia Task Force,' have been formed to .r�p-
resent interests for and against euthanasia. · . . . . 

A gene�al su'rvey �f the pr�blem of euth
.
anasia reveals 

that it is being viewed m.aiDty . t�6� -three : different 
perspectives. There is one group· ��iCh is in favour of 

The few who adopt the intermediate position are al� . 
pr:ompted by humanitarian reasons and advocate legal 
non-interference on tltls issue� 

. 

What ii the Buddhist attitude on a -vexed problem of 
this nature?. Like almost all other major religions Budd hi-
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. sm too . does . not condone any act that results in the problem of life .  W hen one t ruly understands that  life is 
q�ep�i�!l99H q(li.fr ?.f:�ny fiY!n,g_ bc:ill,�: . T�i�, is n:or;e so subject to all type of suffering and t hat life is imper-
. �it.�. �i,t,h, r.�g�rg t.9: F!l���:iijy9J:Vipg 'dep,�y�iif>r.. 6f life . of . m�n_ent,'. -�pe \vii] _ b� ; abi� ' t'o, . . dev�l_op . �- .at,tit IJd� .. 

· of 

_
- ;��#:1�t;�!�!· o;ntJ!���;ycit�d:eT���i)��i�)�;:1�� ·· -���6hJi�:t���l�ah��:�n:�t�r��·1h��:if:r'Z��i��; 
·d�pfivatiori of life. n arri'ves.at ihis ethklil standp'oirit of iiicJudiii& stave ifl���ses one h� {9 unde�go d�·rlpg the :·. 'a. b' ··s't;,e· ni·t· t:o:: 'nc: • :,f' r·o'· 'm'· ' ·' k•\t'lt''l�--n; g_• .. ;o::.n, 

.. .. _.r"'e·-as' '\.':o .
. . � _p' s1··'c_· _'o_''m·:._ ;_p'· �'e' �-·e:_-_:l�_· : _·d

·· ·_ ·if_·_ . .. __ ·r_ e·_:_.r·:_'e·_n' t ··:. :l''r , 
. . ; : .-., . ,_ . . _., . . .. , '' ·;· · · :· · ••· .:· . . -':'• :• : ··: . ...- ·· ' .. , ,-, . : :· ·: · .. :! · •. , 

. 
J. , , . ) e s��ll� . ' , . ' .· . ' '  ·· . . ·, " ···. ' :• ; . . . . .. from those relied on by Christianity. Buddhism; unlike . ··. Against �his exJllanath'ln one could pa\IS�. t.he quesiion ·, .. : . ' . .- , �-· : -· . . . '· - . :  . < . ' . ' I  � ;: -:.• ' ' ., . ' • ' '.: . : '.· . ., :·· . ·: ·: • ' • ... : ·• : . . �. i . .  

• Chrisfiarlity; does<noti believe . in · a  supreme :God •and, whether -�i'teiriiinally ilfpersori could Yi�w lif e ana his 
c·itherefore;caoes'riot accept•the,view that God has supreme , �-�ffer\fl,g in_th!�. �n#�hf.e.r��-pe,r.sp)a���) �i, t.���ri.#X,ill 
: •dominion over lifei It proceeds from the: basic1 pr'actical . P.�rsons a,re· �O'f . il}e.ri,f�li ·�-�a�.\. �.YeJ?Jh_e· ��ni� ;�i�i� pf 
' •SSSUitlption that life is mdstdeartp all and1hat every: one . a

e· 
.

X

-
P
a
:
c
e.r
,
. -�-�y
·q_#k:: wn,o.�wRn).

s.· .lvfJrts: �u' alc�hl Y a_
ifip

a
e .• r.;'s_ vo,en:&jsWmi�e.�n' t�!�f�i: :a. ;c��u:):Ipt:J;�est . ··ha!i· ·.a· fundanieriralotight to,.enjoy•oa fear•free -life;· To it.l 

i:guarahte,e this:Ctindament-al right if has enjoined a precept : function: then he could be .  made .lo ' reflecUaboui his 
>which i admonishes ' its.' ·followewt6 abstain .Jr'om des- : condition on theseilines· enabling. him · to;comC: !�::ter-ms 
· ·trtlymg·;lifeo.' To ifadli�ate , the: ipractke·:of:thi& -precept · ···�with it>Whal'is •niore relevant herein is the facuhat<if a 

"iB1Jddhisiri -�n�courage�,:·the; .;ulti¥ati6n:: of; ·non�viole�_r;:e ,, persorrhad th�ough .. outhis lif� d�v�loped:sucfi a: realistic 
'. :(ahi�ss)an� bob�p�si�ri::(kM11J!8)1owiird� all :�ein��-i ·approach tn'it.he:problem·oBifcrhe:.woirld.not:be·d·riven.to 
•: i;j B��iad�" a'lid'dii{f; ; d'J��.riBl'�Jh�iddi'iildi�id'h�i� 'i6! 'be .. a· stateJOLutter desp�r cOtnpelling: hi}V·to :consei.lt i,tp.br 
, .s/ir8it:ri'6n:'ibi�t� ;�ci'u:t�1 ' ��Wti�{'iri'i iocr�f 'J�di- ,,,requr.st�iol' euthanas:ia3 An:�verage::ped:on .whorhas;·no 
vi�uills �re uriits'�n�lfji(�g;;lib'J -W'h!�]�; ;ic:-l�i-�<t76 'i�·bh (reirlis�'c; vision·;of ;�hiiigs hhlldri !-a:lkp�ob.al:illity:iprefer 

·.;�uthaha5ia;:to �uff;emng. <Ap.parently;:tS.u�hEim attitutleds :Oot.het.;:iriter.;'Ucting·aMin11uencihg:each:other;rlept!ridant · huriBpddl:ris't1cvf_(m. suCb in,at:tiJude:is .theresuWof 1--c-kbf J.!�:n :eabll!othtt;and :hound ttb:each!othenbyvar�ed·Iamily · 

::.;�,�:��===;�::;=:::?::!: t�ifi:�iii�������r�i�iii�r��: _ {'i:fepnVatloJt ;cl·JjfC:: bf1an·:iDdividuaLtnatut.allyrhas\;wig e ::#?p�§\tzy'apf(��� '§tN;� P9.f.X��oa���: ���-, (��*r�-�Nx: �,u:_;• I social dimensions: Thus it is naturalJ.oi BuddhiSm;�lOUO '".'ii:"e'ds'lliis ' be'cau�e it iS futile; ui}reali�l,iC',"b ftriftil and 
condone any act that involves depriv�tion of lif� irres� . .Ji!&Ji��s''a�; fl��ii8lf 6f�hri:"tk�:th�firi :;1tiiliifu'J�:ia 

,;p��fi:re��Q{:.th�!mQtive behind·it. · . ;)p��»'�f�W��b����,(Hfo�N�Jf��)Hl��¥B��@�.���('��e 
' · · He t::Ori the cbiltia'r· a admonishes. aJLtfiosi:'wfi·o iii-e Th. · · h . ld '1 e the J·u·tt'ficatt'o·n for not ... Pp &1 ;_. 9 · r . ..- , ...• ,�"'1 .. "':'' .. \, { ' �  ; :Y. ) .::· t ) "" · ·- ·J )'- .� --- · ·· · ·, ,y .... t · ;:,- �:"1 " ,,-r: .• ·. · oug one cou easl Y se ·• . -·�· " ·'e" ed' ·.w·' fi -5 tlie. ; " !iii�iiCto-· ·s1l'ow . . . 1iiiri . .  ki'lidlie·ss, condoning euthanasia, one may wond.er whether a reli- " '��c; ��1lf�;'1g �tii���f£J���� fdr: '&fik'i�'rid�W WfJ.kffi gion that promotes the well-being of all and inculcates �����I�;ef·��J�·a;;;1', '2-�:'�� ·-�:�1 �:'1' :;,:'�;·,r·:: �1�,,;;'; .' ":�,;�}.:,';"i;· ;·l : 

g 
,, 't��P.���jqD:;t�W¥;��� �Y.·.R9.���,JH?,$.�iN.Y rfa�p,yr 9�,�. 1'�,o-
t1:l9�g�t.ign. pJ P�J!�il.P� :,sJ!_ff��g,qf;��rmi��lY; Yl P.m�ps. 
,, ,)l:f r.��pqpse J.9foSIJP.b�at;.<lJ.l�rfY§lnf: :;;ol!!d;" b�iq�s ,9i�wg 
,·.;pr�gm��;tiq ��;!lSq.�MWi:l! �Jh� Y,9P:W!Pi�iJiWJ91 m.�d,ifa! 
';�d,��g_n�i�i -J�e . .  .P.9�.s��ility; ,9f.:; ,!l�mh��s.,te�i�g,-;�.l}.t.�a,p�ia 
r Jlg!lj����l�� wj��t9H��ip�t}�W. ��P.·;r:�,$� ��9,l!�.�J�1Jgj_qps 
,. < r:��.ol}� ;wl!Jq�,,cl�W�J�:n:9. 1 �:P.!fll,� !��;:Bpg�N�t\ ��-at?�-

point on this issue. (<·t�i:-: ,i J •. �:; ·; ;��i\ ,-, ; ;;;·:•n ':'� 
. 

· ' ' "':Atcbrdhig lb·BUd'dliism'th'e\'wliole osam�'!Hc-b'-H��nce 
s 1� su�rit1g(a'ukxli'aJ-orwliich �mness'f#�<fhiJHr:anJy:·one 
; 'asptct D'e'iilh'iSi oriJy�a !'\iio1erifbrelik iii' thls'·'ctintmu'OUS 
'•'$ilihsaric pfbces�: rlliil brihgHtb'out'tnil}t ihdtiporary:end 
>; 'to '�ulferlng wl:lichris··bO.uhd' to·tettit ·With'the nei b'birth. 
;: There(i�··no assura�e that:theinex't bihh bdh�i"ohes:that 

. "full ow wii115e'fr�e-�ofsucb terminallillness't:s� Therefore, 
:·ari !arrttrip· do ,;-ut'a .tbtaleddifti suffering•t;y·d·epriva-tion , ... . . . . . .-;(,'ftirei� rum�ro�;rtis·OnJY a tdnp6t'atyiremeay;�:Hemedy 

·· :wrlickmighl iomet1me� prove ttfbe -tinw�r«hted,:; :_,, ·J· 
.. --:..:� :j :_  . .  , ':i<�· �i.: .. : · · : : :- i ;··:::; � } �';.: i :: :.:_(·,":' ·: �.: 'i .'�:·� . �- --��:·· .. f ·," :-·:f: !· - :· . :.� ·: · · :.� Instead Buddhism suggests a diffe�e�LJ�.m�dx, .. lt 

encourages the inculcation of a realistic · �ititude 'to .the 

':''·'difl�:rri'ay"p�lH� ����fha�I�W#fghly:aufhoW�lWh�•on!he 
"'p�tr Br 't'i1i sBeidtft a' pr�hil't a' tt'trniha1lyill 'iJerstinTf.ofn 
requesting for quick, easy deat.h. This rrtfty'·soUnd\ a  

; -re!lsp.!}a)J.\e, ,argu,m.e�t '!'i�eljl; c?��i9er)IJ� J�rJa�� !that 
<'.Q.�49�J�!Jl.•IJ.Ph9J.4�;}9F ,,P,[ip,�ipJ�, 1���;P,ttr.,. .�s�-'o,%'�i9-'f.n 
:r!T!!!"st;t; <m9.J.�'-.t;�:m� ��;H���r-�f,9P�:Pf?�0l����,.��·fl,9:�e ') ��aly��l p(}��- �s��: 1'_V;ijl JB�r) tpJ:af ,fP.��,��f�: �r�\1-
i W�l!ts�pr,� mrJp�,t.Ad��i i �P.��rAt��}�.�,��?�;f\ta{Ji�:�· -�,�t :,�eq�e�_t •.:�q ,, �P.���Jl!�J��b�l;'\�a,/:W:���r. m#lJ� }.?!.�}Y 
' unB.udd�istic,J�.nd P.-r.� �1.\S,eQ.Qp:lac.k of,\l ,l\1!1=. vi�i�� pf,��e 
,���;9b:i.���:�iJir;�_:���i4��-� �- P .. �fs�,MA��v,9�.�·*.t�,�� s�rpt 

by any means be competent to decide on such ,�. ,�H.a! 
issue. He is making a decision in favour of euihanasia 
:becil:uS:e:h�Js.Ja(;k:inga tnJ.«tVi��QQ o.f.�ge,P.�9�e(ll.)i.Jue to 

:;thi.S:.ig®.ran��p(hj$Jl�Js_un.�.l* to Ht.9.r;9.u�MY r,eA�.r.t,pn · 
;;.-�hi pro.bl�r:n :.and;i.�hefe{pre.1 ,a,rri;ve�);t.t �!hj�, W.c;�s�9Jl: qqly . . being goaded I?Y ,-Qnce·.oQf the· eyi_Lc9.¥r-s�s 9f :!ieP9�,� pr 
, :�����s�(a,g�_fi t�.:V·-'�")�P�!s� ,(£ka1,da�,�������� f1osa) 
, : [e_�i/�h�iWiJ.,r� i�n���p� Jm,_ghaJ::�.�- ·m�y ��-��.�e!led 
"11lroughfrustialion; his pairi 'iuid'suffering may be· suth 
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that he develop an animosity t owards his ownself and 
others and this might prompt him to take such an 
unrealistic attitude. Similarly the impelling cause may be 
fear or total ignorance. Such a decision is arrived not by 
thorough reflection (yo:Jiso msnssikars) but through the 
dictates of the above mentioned biases. This applies also 
to those others who take decisions on behalf of the 
terminally ill patients. Though those who decide are 
convinced that they are arriving at such a decision after 
evaluating the problem abjectly, the fact remains that 
their out-look is subjective; though . they sincerely feel · 

that they are acting under the dictates of moral rectitude 
they are really being motivated by personal inte�est. 

This Buddhist attitude is not one adopted in vaccum 
nor applied orily in the abstract. Incidents approximating 
euthanasia are referred ·to in Buddhist texts such as the 
Vinays Pitska(II, p. 68 ff). One such incident refers to a 
case of mus euthanasia. Some monks who after deve
loping contemplation on the impurity of the body 
became so ashamed of their bodies that they became 
completely disgusted with life. They were not physcially 
ill but �entally )Jpset that they could not beu to live any 
longer. Life. was a misery for them and so they deprived . · 

one another cif life (s661$a5iism pi ]ivit� voropenti). ' 
Some even approached a sham r'ecluse called Migalan
dlka, 'whom thr text �escribes as a hireling for a bowl and 
robe, imd induced him to deprive them of their lives. This 
is nefther mutder nor suicide but a form of euthanasia 
though the meims adopted may not have been merciful. 
As the victim mcinks as wdl as the who administered 
euthanasia were aware of the consequence that was to 
follow thi� lend itself to ethical judgement. . When ·the 
matter was referred to the Buddha he declared: 'What� · 
ever monk should inte�tionally deprive a human of life or 
should look about so as to be his knife bringer (i.e. one 
who is instrumental iii deprivation of life) he·is also one 
who is defeated (parsjika), he is not iD co�union 
(as� vasa). 

The same text ( Yin. II, p. 73 f.) records another 
incident where the group of six miscreant monks (cbs b

. baggiyi)withthe corr�pt motive of enjoying the pleasure 
· of the company of a woinan induces her �usban4 who 

was ill to deprive himself of his life. To achieve this they 
praise death as against evil, difficult life that w� being led 
by him. Convinced by these inducements the ill husband 
takes detrimental foo4 etc., and, brings about his own 
death: ' · 

. This is more a case of voluntery euthanasia than Simple 
suicide. The victim does not directly commit suicide but 
brings about gradual and somewhat easy death on 
himself and this he does with awareness. 

Regarding this Buddha says: Whatever monk should 
. intentionally deprive a human being of his life or should 

look about w as to be his knife-bringer, or should praise 
the beauty af death, or ·should incite (anyone) to death 
saying, 'Hello there, my man, of what use to you is this 
evil difficult life', or should deliberately and purposely 
(iticittsmsno cittsssnksppo) in various ways praise the 
beauty of death or should incite anyone to death he also is 
one who is defeated (psrsjika), be is one who is not in 
coinmunion (as�vass). 

The same source records another instance which comes 
still closer to a case of euthanasia. This refers to some 
monks who out of �o�passion (ksru66ens) induce an 
gravely ill monk to give ·up his life. Unlike in previous 
instances in this particular case their intention is purely 
humanitarian, to help a colleague of theirs to put im end 
to his · suffering. But even this humanitarian act of 
inducement, as it results. in deprivation of life, is cate
gorized as an 8ct involving defeat (pirsjika). This clearly 
illustrates the Buddhist criterio:u adopted to evaluate the 
ethical quality of an action. Motivation alone is not the 
criterion. Consequence (vipika.) of an action too is . 
equally important in such an evaluation. 

I 

All instances · cited herein are from the Vi.iJa.ya. and 
. involving monks; Yet it could be safely surmised that this 
is the general B�ddhist at.titude to · the question of 
euthanasia.whether it involves clergy or lay and whatever-. 
i.s the motive behind it. This illustrates also the Buddhist 
position that humanitarianism and deprivation of life do · 
not go hand in hand. 

S. K. Nanayaklwa · 

EVAM ME SUT�; meaning, thus have I heard, is a . 
stereotyped formula usually occurririg at the beginning 
of a sutta. It is generally held that this formula was 
introduced by the recitor who rehearsed the sutti!S at the 
first council. Tradition regards Ananda, the treasurer of · 
the Dhamma (Dbsmms-bhst?(agirika), to be the recitor · 
of the Sutts Pitsks at the first council and attributes this 
formula to bini (DA. I, 26ff)� 

But J. Fillioz:at does not endorse this traditional view. 
He suggests that this formula seems to originate from the 
compiler who is supposed to have written down suttas at 
the council where it was recited. Further, he rejects �be 
traditional view-point on the ground that this formula 
would fit badly in the words of the recitor who was a 
witness of the events, who spoke ·or himself as an eye- . 
witness, and not as having heard (L 'inde classioue, II, p. 
333). Though his suggestion is not quite improbabl� the 
evidence he cites in support of his suggestion as well as the 
ground on which he rejects the traditional view-point are 
not convincing . 



EVAM ME SUTAM 

In the first place it is extremely doubtful whether 
s�ribes were present at any one of the councils. If  the 
recitor was an eye-witness of the events, as Fill iozat 
thinks, he should have been the per�n whp recited the 
suttas at the _!irst council, namely Ananda. h is quite 
evident that Ananda was not present on all occasions 
when the . Buddha preached. One. of the conditions on 
which A�arida agreed to serve the Buddha as his 
permanent attendant was that the Buddha should repeat 
to him any discourse delivered in his absence. This 
strengthens the view that he was not aru:ye-witnes of all 

· events, and therefore, it is poss'ible that Anand a may have 
used this formula, at least, when introducing such suttas. 

Even if he was an eye-witness there is no reason why be 
could not have used this formula. Though the description 
of the proceedings of the first council does not throw 
much light on the manner in which the rehearsing of the 
Dhamma was done, it is qu* probable that besides 
answering the questions regarding the place and the 
�rsons to whom the particular sutta! were ·preached,· 
Ananda must have recited the suttas as he had beard 
them· from ·I he Buddha. In doing this Anand a was not 
merely detailing a series of events he had. witnessed, but 

. reproduCing verbatim what he had heard from the 
Buddha. Therefore, it is quite likely that he began the 
recitation of the suttas by using this introductory for
mula. This also makes it Clear why only the Dh�ma was 
introduced with this formula and not the Vinaya which 

. was rehearsed in the same council. Unlike doctrinal 
discourses deliv�red at different places m'atters of dis
cipline were discussed in assemblies convened bY the 
buddha himself and, U piili, being the chief repository of 
the Vinaya (vin.aya sgganikkhitto), may have been pre
sent in these assemblies. Thus, in the first council U piili 
was speaking as an eye-witness, and therefore, may not 
h�ve felt the necessity of using this particular formula. 

It is also probable tha:t An�da prefaced his recitation 
With the formula evam me !Utam in order to attach 
authority to the Dhamma he was rehearsing for, the only . 
authority he .could cite was the fact that he had heard it 
from the Buddha himself. On this point the reply given by 
Purina to monks when they requested him to submit 
bims�lf to t'he chanting is note worthy. Pura�a said "well 
chanted by the elders are Dbamma and Vinaya. But in �he 
way that I heard, it in · the · Buddha's presence, that I 
recieved it in his presence, in that same way will I bear it in . 
mind" (yatb 'evs maya ·bbagavato sammukba sutam, 
ssmmukba pstiggshium tath'eviham dharessami: Yin, 
II, 290}, The Dhamma, regarded as the. only refuge after 

. the psrinibbana of the Buddha; had to be rehearsed 
authoritatively. The task of rehearsing the Dhamma fell 
upon Anand a who bad been a learner (selcba) until the 
day of the council. Therefore, it is still probable that he 
cited the fact be bad heard it from the Buddha himself. 

1 75 EVOLUTION 

It is not known exactly what suttas were rehe arsed 
in the first council. Tradit ion as well as textual evide nce 
show that the Sutta Pitaka, as we have it  now, has been sub
ject to much editing. ·It may be that the editors, either in 
keeping with the general pattern followed in the first recital 
or for the purpose .of citing authority, prefixed the formula, 
evam me sutam to suttas in geperaJ. and this is why even 
the suttas delivered by Ananda on his own initiative are 
prefaced with this formula (M. I, 5 1 3}. However, it 
should be noted that there are some suttas without this 
formula. 

The Sanskrit Buddhist siitras seem to have followed 
the general pattern of Pali suttas in prefixing the formula 
evam maya srutam. This formula is found in both 
Mahayana and Ta.n'tric siitras. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

Em. See GOOD AND EVIL. 

EVOLUTION is a term which, in general, means unfold
ing, opening out, sequence or dcvelopme11t. It has 
applications in one or more of the above,senses in fields 
like mathematics, chemistry, cosmology, biology and the 
social sciences. In biology the term evolution refers to the 
development · of the living organisms, particuhtrly as 
outlined in the Darwinian Theory of Evolution; in 
cosmology to the orlgin and the development of Earth 
and the heavenly bOdies;. in chemistry to the evolution of 
different chemical elem�nts and compounds since the 
origin of the universe. The evolution of society and social 
structures and organisations come under social evolution . 

. The psychological a'pects of evolution are two fold: the . 
evolution of psyche from biological or other bases and 
the role of psychological factors in evolution. The present 
article will deal with biological, cosmological and chemical 
evolution as well aS the relevant social scientific and 
psychological aspects of evolution. In each of the above 
areas, evolution has "two related but distinct aspects:· the 
origins, and the e-Volution sinee the origins. 

The article will_first outline the Darwinian Theory of 
evolution, indicating the ideas of evolution in the West 
which preceded it, and development of the Darwinian 
view up to contemporary times, leading to what could be 
called ne�Darwinism. This will also touch on the 
relevant ideas of cosmology and chemical evolution and 
finally on the spill-over to the sociological and the 
psychological evolution. It  will next touch on criticisms 
of Darwinian Theory on religion and philosophy in the 
West. The article will then go on to views of evolutionary 
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theory in Ch inese and I nd i an systems paving the way to 
_ ��t line a view of evolution se::� in the Buddhist lit.erature. 
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hydrogen and helium, re3ulting in clouds of atoms of 
hydrogen and helium. Gravitational forces made these: 
clouds collapac into lumps of matter leading to the 
formation of nebul&e, galaxies and stars. The stars burn 
converting hydrogen and helium into heavier elements 
including nitrogen, oxygen and carbon. Ageing stars 
collapse and blow off their outer shells spraying the 
elements thus formed into space and gravity again pulls 
them together leading to the formation of other stars and 
planets. Earth is a planet which was thus formed, circling 
about the Sun, nearly five billion years ago. Earth, as it 
formed, was a volcanic mass and there was no life on it. 
The solar radiation; lightning, and volcanic activity on 
Earth led to the formati<?n of chemical compounds, once 
Earth's surface �ooled and sufficient water was formed. 
This chemical bonding led to the formation of amino . 
acids, the building blocks of proteins, and organic 
compounds like adenine, which, with other nucleotides, 
go int� the construction of DNA, which stores hereditary 
information; and RNA, the worJcer that makes proteins 
in accordance whh the DNA instructions. The process 

. led to the formatiop of a chc:mical combination whi.eh 
could make copies of itself. This ability of organic 
compounds to reproduce is; in a sense, the first form of 
life. 

· The firSt living being is thought to have been a uni-cell 
organism-bacteria or blue green algae -:- Jiving in the 
spread of oceans that covered mo3t of the Earth at the 
time. Life js considered to have begu� on E.arth over 4.5 
billion years ago. It then evolved, p·assing th::ough the 
ages of reptiles and dinosaurs, and gradually, life con
quered land and air. Dinosaurs ruled the Earth for 100 
million years an,d with thdr extinction mammals emerg
.ed. About some 5 million yea:rs ago, the pre-humans or 
hominids would have appeared) after they diverged (or 
evolved) from the great Africa!) · apes. O�e hominid 
species made it to the Homo Sapiens � the modern man. 

Psycho-Social Evolution: Scientists
. 
now extra-j;olate 

Darwinian evolution to cover the psycho-social or the 
human sector, in addition to the biological and the 
inorganic sector considered earlier. As inorganic evolution 
led to biological evolution, the latter, in the line leading to 
man, developed an organization Of awamess to a level at· 
which experience could be stored in the individual and 
transmitted to later generations. This initiated the psy
chosochil phase of evolution; It produced laws, philo
sophies, machines, works of art and science. The human 
phase is the phase of self-reproducing mind. The evolu
tion in t�s phase is the evolution of different cultures 
which comprise of social organization; agricultural and 
industrial techniques, values . and ideals and · so on. 
Cultural evolution also has a selective mechanism -
psycho-social selection � but unlike biological natural 
selection which operates blindly, psycho-social selection 

always has an awareness of aim or purpose and the 
principles of psycho-social selection also evolve with 
evolution. Increasingly the aim is getting away from mere 
survival or complexity of organization or control over 
environment and reaching towards fuller realization of 
the potentialities of the human species. 

· Critics of Darwinism: Majority of the scientists today 
consider that neo-Darwinism has genetic, palaeonto
logical; morphological, phylogenetic and other evidence 
in favour of it. But DarWinism had critics from its very 
inception, and as was seen, through to its development to 
neo-Darwinism. Its materialistic, �ductionst and "evolution 
by chance " approach has been criticized, and the 

.· mechanism it OIJtlines has been considered to be inade
quate to account for evolution by some scientists. 

Panspermia Theory: While Darwinism maintains that 
life on Earth originated here, · versions of panspermia 
theory ......:. the view that life originally reached Earth from 
outer space - have come up for centuries. In contem
porary times, two distinguished astronomers Fred Hoyle · · 

and Chandr:a Wickremasinghe have atfempted to revive 

_it. Th:e position argued for by them is tliat, periodicatly, 
sperms from outer space reach the.Eaith'. Orginally life 
had to reach Earth by 'fiay of these sperms, although 
evolution on Earth co'\dd have led to developed species . . 
Since some of the ideas of these two scientists would be of 
interest for the discussion later in this article, a few 
quotations which _exemplify their position is put down 
here. 

"The advantage of looking to the whole universe 
(for the creation oflife) is that it offers· a staggering 
range of possibilities which are not available here 
on Earth. For one thing it offers the possibility of 
high intelligence within the universe that is not 
God. It offers many levels of intelligence rising 
upwards from ourselves. 

. . .  Genes are to be regarded as Cosmic. They arrive· 
at the Earth as DNA or RNA, either as fully 
fledged cells, viruses, viroids or simply as separated 
fragments of genetic material. The genes are ready 
to function 'when they arrive. 

. . .  Large stores of genetic material became frozen 
and so preserved indefinitely in the outer regions 
of the solar system during the early days when our · 
system was formed about 4.6 billion years ago. 

. . .  The genes ride around the galaxy on the pressure · 

of light waves from the stars . . .  (Genetic material is 
of exactly the right size to ride on the light waves 
of stars.)" (Hoyle, F� and Wickremasinghe, N. C., 
Evolution from Space, London, J. M. Dent & 
Sons, 1981). 
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Otrlstlanlty and Darwlnlsm. The orig in of life from 
matter, and then the evolution of life int o complex forms 
leading to man was such a revolutionary concept that the 
Christian Church in Europe found it difficult to accede to 
it, although some  Chris t ians,  .both  Protes tant  
and Catholic, welcomed i t .  The idea of creation by God 
was, at least apparently, at stake. Cleq�ymen like Bisho,l 
Wilberforce ( 1 805-73) opposed it. Although the Catholi: 
Church could depend on their authority than on the , 
literal Biblical texts,. Papacy indirectly condemned the 
idea ofEv()lution in the Syllabus of Errors issued by Pope 
Pius IX in 1 864. The Christians had to reconcile their 
faith with evolution or reject evolution, Some attempted 
reconciliation. But "The irreconciliables of both parties 

· -the one rejecting Darwinism because it demeaned reli- . 
gion, the other embracing Darwinism because it demeaned 
religion - were as comtemptuous of the efforts of the 
reconcilers as they were hostile to each other. Huxley, 

. engaged . in debate with the elusive Gladstone, finally 
protested, "There must be some position from which the 
reconcilers· of science and Genesis will not retreat". ·The 
<:Jod of reconcilers too often resembled that of Coleridge: 
"A something __:_ nothing - everything which does all of 

. which we know," (Gertrude Himmelfarb, "Darwinism, 
Religion and Morality" in Rise of Science in Relation to 

· SoCiety; ed. L M. Marsak, Mac�illan, New York 1964). 

Christian theologians and philosophers in contem- · 
porary .times have moved to rl!coilciie·science with their 
faith. Two basic aproaches could be seen in these 
attempts. On'c could be called the ncin-cognitivist, nco
Wittgensteinian appr01ich: It gives up literal sense to 
theological or re.ligious expressions and deriy the .applica
tion of truth-vaiue or existence daims to statements in 
religion. For these stat.ement� ·are clai�cd to be in a realm 
different fro� that of .empirical science. Further, they _ 
deny any absolute sen�c of the term 'existence. 'The other · 
approach attempts at re�onciling science �nd ietigfon and 
in this instance, Christianity and Evolution; "A centu'ry 
after the · publication of the . The Origin of Species 
Catholics were able to assert With impunity the entire 
teachings ofDarwin, even on the development of man, . 
provided only that they did not tamper with the diymc . 
origin of soul (since Darwin did not speak of a 'soul' this 
was no great hardship)" writes Himmelfarb: (op . . cit. p. 
92): Teilhatd de Chardin's writings, for example, x:ccon-

- c�e Christian theology and Evolution. Chardin thinks in 
terms of cosmic, and not only a biologicahvolution, and 

· that in principle agrees with the scientific view. He thinks 
. that God is imma.Jient, evolution is orthogenetic and it 

will, in the future, culminate in a universal consciousness 
evolved through .love, at what he · calls point Omega. 
Thus,. for him God is the pole towards which man in 
tending, by a convergence of evolution. 

Modern Western Philosophy and Evolution: Evolutionary 
ideas have had immense impact on thinking in general. 
Herbert Spencer (1 820-1903) who defended Darwin's 
hypothesis was influenced by it and employed jrs argu
ments in his philosophy and developed an evolutionary 
theory of ethics. In Henri Bergson's philosophy which is a 
vitalistic doctrine, there is an original life force that has 
passed from preceding generations of beings to the 

· s�yceeding ones by way of developed individual orga
n�ms. Creative Evolution, as he calls this process, 
conserves this life force in every line of evolution of living 
:beings, creating.numerous varities of species, and divid
ing it13elf again and again. But the evolution is not moving 
towards any fixed end. Intuition plays a large role in the 
activity of living beings in Bergson's philosophy and any 
teleology, if at all operative, can only be immanent in this 
conception, 

Evolution and Eastern Thought: The idea of evolution is 
not alien to Eastern thought. Ancient C�nese writings 
give striking accounts of organic evolution. There are 
accounts· of seeds becoming duckweed which become 
lichen nnd somewhere up this process, butterflies and 
insects evolve .. Still further up the line birds; the leopard 
and the horse emerge and finally from the horse man is . 
produced. The universe, and everything in it is generated · 

.· or evolved by the inte�action· of Yin and Yang (the fcm�c 
and the male principles). 

. 
. . . 

Of the. Indian religi'ons and systems of p. hilosophy the 
Vedic system has a doctrine of evolution from spirit (and 
not from matter). The Upanisads speak of the evolution 
of the world out of Atman. Thus the Taittariya Upanisad 
says that akala (space) ·came out of Atman, iur out �f 
space, fire out of B.ir, water out of fire apd earth out of 

� water. Plants came out .of earth, food out of plants and 
. man out of food. This docs not exp.lain, however, how 

man came from food or ttie origin of the other living 
. . species. 

· 

The Ciirvaka :- materialists believed that life and inind 
arose when matcfial particles got together and iormed 
structures. Jainism maintains that the world is eternal 
and undergo sequence of six ages, good or bad, but not 
pcri(jdic creation and destruction, 

The Buddhist VIew: There is no doubt that Buddhism bas 
· absorbed some of the mythology of the Indian systems 
but the Buddhist literature alone, among the Indian 
rCJigions; provides an account which could be considered 
an account of cosmological, jnorganic, biological and 
social evolution. Though it is not un�mbiguous, in some 
ways at least it superficially resembles the current scienti
fic accounts of the aspects of evolution. 

Befon: this account in Buddhist literature is outlined, it 
is best' that another account, sometimes labelled the 
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Buddhist account of the formation of the world is 
mentioned briefly and disposed of. This is the doctrine of 
paficca samuppada (dependent origination) which con
sists of twelve conditions stated in sequence, from avij}a 
to jars-marana. It has been considered as giving the 
world-process, and in that sense, as an account of the · 
'rising and passing away' of the world. Although the 
preceding conditions give rise to th� succeeding condi
tions listed in the sequence, it can hardly be considered an 
evolutionary process in the sense that we have been 
considering. It outlines an intrigui,ng psychological evo
lution of being, man and the. world but it would be 
outside the confines of this article to discuss it. 

It is the account of the development of the world given 
mainly in tJ!� Aggafiiia Sutta that calls for our attention 
here. . :.�: : :'.:'·· . · 

•::l:,. 

The cosmic, inorganic, organic and psychological 
evolution seem to be somewhat conte10poraneous and 
inter-linked in the Aggiifia Sutta account. It begiJ).s at the 
stage of ihe destruction of the earlier "world". The world 
undergoes two stages: a stage of evoJution, ana a stage of 
collapse and destruction. The fdrmer is called the viviJtta
m.iina stage and the latter the samvattamana stage. When 
at the end of t he samvattamana stag� 'the world undergoes . 
desturction, many b�i�gs from thls world are born iri tht 
Abhassara (Brahm a). abode (world). These . beings an 
born spontaneously in the .4bhassara abode, being bor 
of mind, and are happy and they dwell in the skies wit1. 
luminous bodies. They are of a pleasant and a aisciplined 
nature, and they exist in this state for a very long period. 
After thls period, the world (of th� human beings) which 
had undergone destruction begins to be formed again. 
Theri the beings in the Abhassara world leave it and are 
reborn in the world (ofhuinan beings). Even in this world 
they are born sp�Iitaneously and are bdrn of mind, an� 
live more or less in the way they did whe·� they dwelt in 
the skies. 

At this inception of the .(human) world, everything 
(including the outer space) is in a fluid state, and darkness 
reigns. The Sun, the Moon and the stars are not visible. 

'There is no (distinction between) night and day. There are 
po fortnights, no seasonal differences, and no distinc
tions between years. There is no d

.
ifferentiation into sexes 

(as male and female). Every �ne is a living being, and a 
living bei�g only. 

After a long period, the (nourishing) earth evolves out 
of the (fluid or) watery niate·rial. The way the earth forms 
is analogous to the coagulation of milk on the surface 
when boiiing . milk cools. The earth as it formed was 
coloured and had a pleasant odour. It was also tasteful. 

A being which had much greed scraped the ea
'
;ih.with 

his finger and tasted it out of curiosity. This made him 
greedy for it. Other beings followed suit. They started 

eating lumps of earth. It made them lose their radiance. 
Once their body radiance was lost, the Sun and the Moon 
appeared and then the stars, and in consequence day and 
night and months and years came to be reckoned. The 
world was thus 'reborn'. 

The beings continued consuming the earth; and then 
differences in their body complexions appeared. The fair 
complexioned looked down upon the dark ones and this . 
unabated pride made the earth crust vanish. Once the 
earth crust vanished there appeared a soft soil . with 
mbshrooms. The beings started eating mushrooms, and 
again, the pride of the fair-complexioned led to .the 
vanishing of mushrooms. Creepers (by the name of 
badalat"ii) then appeared. As the beings continued to 
consume these creepers, their bodies got coarse and they 
lost much of their earlier fine complexion. The creepers 
vanished and the paddy plant appeared. The beings 
continued to consume rice which appeared naturally on · 
uncultivated land and their bodies grew coarser. Then the 
male and female features appeared on their bodies. The 
males and females felt mutual aHraction and this ended in 
a sexual intercourse.,-This was cbnsidered as degrading 
and abominable by others who started th;owirig stones 
etc. , at those who indulg�d in sexual infercpurse and were . . ._r.. .. .... ' 
not allowed to enter the habitats of others for months . 
Since beings wanted to indulge in jntercourse for longer 
periods under cover tliey began to put up .. houses . • 

. . . . . . . 

Some people started bringing in paddy _,necessary for 
more than one ·meal and storing them.-�·The natural 
growth of paddy dwindled and people divided the land 
between them so that each could reap the paddy in his lot 
and his lot only. Then thefts of paddy took place and the 
populace congregated and appointed a chieftain to 
enforce law. That is the beginning of the mah�-sammata . 
(elected or approved by the congregation of pe.ople) rule. 
Subsequently these chieftains became khattiya, the term 
deriving its meaning from khetla (paddy fields), and still 
later kingship evolved from thls process . . 

Some groups g�ve up immoral or inferior practices, 
took to a mendicant's life, practised dhyana and they 
became brahmana. Others continued with agriculture 
and merchandis�, and they were called the vessa (or 
merchant class). Those who had. rough (raudra) 
appearance etc.� were termed the sudda. But all these are, 
after all, the same people. 

In the setting of the Aggafifla Sutta; where two 
Brahmin disciples of the Buddha, one of them Vase��ha 
by name, tells the Bu9dha of the conceit of  the Brahmins, 
imd their contemptuous talk about the people who leave 
the Brahmin order. It is clear that the Buddha is narrating 
t� ·them how life and society evolved, in order to show 
them that the Brahmihs' contention that they sprung 
from the mouth of the· Brahm a and are a super class is 
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mistaken. Indeed the sut ta ends with the account which 
gives the "evolution" of the four vanna or the castes, and 
at one stage in the sutta, mana (p�ide) in vanna (com
plexion) is wltat makes the mushrooms and 'creepers 
vanish. Four other 'immoral' factors bring about changes 
in the physical body, the environment,' and the society; 
the frnt is tanba or greed, and the second is kama raga 
sexual desire �d intercourse, the third is laziness and the 
tendency to hoard food, and the fourth, theft. While these 
elements have their own significance, it is. undeniable that 
this sutta· 

.
gives at. least some speculation on the cosmic, 

biological and soda! evolution and this is fully worth our 
attention. 

It h sometimes held that the Aggaiifla Sutta was 
perhaps a later addition to the Dlgba Nikaya. But the 
view that b�ings leave this world when it collapses and 
reach the Abbassara abode and come .. back when the 
world originate's again occurs el�ewhere in the Nikiyas, 
including the Brabmafola Sutt�. In any case Buddha
gliosa himself records the account in. the Aggaflfla Sutta 
in hi� Visuddbimagga, . and it certainly is a Buddhist 
account; · 

-BuddbJst VIews and the Contemporary Views: A compari
son of the accounts i� Buddhism and the contemporary 
views would bring out the salient features of the BuMhist 
yiewpoint and some . possible' criticisms of Darwinism 
from the Buddhist and other stat).dpoints. 

. .  At the very outset cine has to ask whether the notion of 
this world ·(ayam loko) iii the Aggafifla Sutta refer to . 
wha't we would t<X! ay caJl the universe. In examining this 
:question we should remind ourselves that the Buddha 
and. the Buddhists had. a correct view of the immensity of 
. the world system� although the Buddha observed silence 
on the question o( finitude or infinitude of .the universe; 
In the Visuddbiinagga it is said: 

. 

"On the following day the Blessed One stood on the · 
Sum�t of Si11eru and .surveyed the eastward world 
elements. Many thousarid world spheres were visible 
to him as clearly as a single plain. And as the eastward 
world element, so too he saw .the westward, .the 
northward and southward world elements:" (Path of 
Purification, . tr. ·Bhikkbu Ninamoli, R,. Semage, 
Colombo, p. 429). 

There is reference to different levels of loka dbatu in 
the Anguttani Nikaya; the Sabassi CUJanika Joka dbiitu 
(fhousand-fold Minor World System), Dvisabassi Maj
jbimiki Joks dbaiu (Two thousand-fold Middle Sized 
World System), Dasa sabassi Joka dhatu (Ten.tbousand
fold World System),' Sata sabassi Joka dbatu (Hundred 
Thousand-fo�d Wo_rld System) and so on. There are 
references to tlie shape of these world systems as well. 
One welJ .known term for ll world sysem is cakkavB{a 

(wheel). The Buddhist conception of space and time is 
immense, an-� t hese world systems are comparable with 
the conception

. 
of nebulae and galaxies in modern 

astronomy. 

That the ten� loko is used in a number of senses in 
Buddhism is clear. Thus, attbi paro Joko means there is a 
next world in the sense of a person's Cxistence iuterdeath. 
However, this type of meaning is not directly relevant for 
us here. But in the av_vakata (unanswered) question on · 
finitude of the world referred to earlier Joko h0as to be 
taken as the universe, as Joko in any limited sense will not 
be meaningful there. If the Ryam Joko in the Aggafiffa 
Sutta is taken as the universe itself, the account. �of 
Sam and Vivilttamana Joka given there has the ring of the 
model of the �·scillati�g universe in moqem cosmology. · 
The oscillating theory ·could accept the Big Bang, but 
suggests that it  is repetitiv�. The matter flying out from 
.the exploding primordial ·�tom' to form the galaxies will 
fly out far away a,ccording to the Big Bang Theory. )be 
osciJlating theory accepts the fact that the universe is 
expanding now but it holds that this expansion .will not 
go cin indefinjtely, it will cease. At some point the force.()( 
explosion will spend itself,. and then gravity will take over 
and the universe, will be.gin to contract back - to the 
primordial form again. This process would repeat. 

Indeed � p�sage i�'the. Visuddbfr;,agga bas almost the · 
tone of this accou�t;· 

. . · · . 

"But in tb� case of many aeons of world contraction 
etc., it should be understood that the aeon of world 
construction is an aeon of diminution !Uld the aeon of 

· world expansion is an aeon of increase. Herein, what 
supercedes the contraction is included in the eontrao-. 
tion since it is rooted in it, and so too what supercedes . . 

• the expansion is included .in the · expansion .... ; ,  . ... 
Bhlkkhus, there are four incalculables of the aeon. 
What four?. The contraction, what supercedes the · 
contraction, the expansion; what supercedes · the 
expansion." Visudo'himagga, trs. Ninamol� P.· 455) .. 

. . . . 
hideed the Visuddbimagga p&ssage seems to say · 

that the forces which lead to this contrllction and 
expa.'lsion are inherent in the system itseJf-:- although 
incalcuJable. 

Oscillati.�g theory of the universe is not favoured by 
the scientists today. one _argument against it being 
that the density of matter is too n�gligible to check the 
outward expansion of the universe. ln.spite of the fact : 
that the tone of the Buddhist account' resembles the 

. account in the oscill�ting theory, the sense of expan- . 

. · sion and contraction in the oscillating theory is 
slightly different from that of vivattamana and 
samvattamana as the terms occur in Aggafifis Sutta. 
ref�rs t� the· separating out of Sun, Moon, Stars etc. 
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but not to 'expansion'. Saii}va.t.tamana refers 
to destruction by fire (or water or air) and not exactly 
to 'cont ract ion. '  This d iscrepancy vanisht:s , if ayaii} 
Joko is understood not as the universe, but as part of 
the universe - something like the Solar System or the 
Milky Way. The passages quoted above, amply 
suggests that BJBII} Joko refers to only the part of the 
universe where milJl is. If the destruction of the whole 
universe is meant it is not possibl_e for beings to be 
born in the Abhassara abode. The passages quoted 
earlier, �ugge�ts that A bhassara is best und�rstood as 
a part uf another world-system. Although Abhassara 
is elsewhere mentioned as a Brahma Jika, once this is 
stripped of the mythological element, it falls into 
place · as another part · of the universe. Indeed, the 
Visuddhimagga indicates that Abhassar� also come 
under this process of generation and destruction. 

"Herein, there are three kinds of contraction: contrac
tion due to water, . . .  d\!:: to fire, and . . . .  due to air . . . . .  
when the aeon contracts owing to fire, all below the 
Abhassara (Brahma World) is burnt up .. . when it 
contracts owing to water, it is also dissolved by water 
up to the Subhakinha (Brahma world) . . . .  " (- Visud-
dhimagga, trs. Nanamoli p. 455). 

.· · 

Given this interpretation, the vivattaman!) and · 

sam,vatta�ana could be understood a8' referring to 
the' ev�iution and destruction of, say, a limited part of 
the universe, like the Solar System or the Milky Way. 

There is evidence t�at the Buddhists were aware 
that parts of the universe are ever dying and other · 

parts are ever being born� Garland Siitra in Mahayana 
states that 'some world-systems remain but for one
kalpa, while others for hundred, thousands or infinity 
of aeons.' ft also states, "Many worlds are new or are 
decaying. While many others soon will cease to be". 
(See Davis, F. M.,  "Buddhism and Cosmology" in 
Buddhism and Science; ed. Keerthisinghe, B. P.,  
Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1984). 

These ideas tally quite well with modern cosmology 
which upholds the creation and destruction of systems 
of stars. While the Aggaiiiia Sutta seems to be 
describing the forrpation and destruction of the 
something like the Sohir System the Visuddhimagga I 0 

f h ' · account indicates that larger areas o t e umverse 
could undergo destruction and reformation. That the 
Buddhist account did not take up the question of the 
origin or destruction of the whole universe is under- '' · 
standable, as the Buddha observes silence on the 
questions of finitude/infinitude, eternity/non-eter
nity of the universe although later Buddhism con
sidered the universe as infinite. Referring to the 
Sattasuriya Sutt�, the Visuddhimagga says that seven 
suns will appear and 'burn' the world. Now in regard 

to our Solar System as well as other systems, modern 
astronomy holds that first an increase in the energy of 
the suns t ak::s pla<.:e and th<:n the suns die out 
absorbing their planets in the process. Consider the 
fallowing Visuddhimagga (trs. Nanamoli, p. 458) 
passage: 

"After that, at the end of a long period, a seventh sun 
appears. And when that has appeared, the whole 
world-sphere together with hundred thousand million 
other world-spheres catches fire . . . .  As long as any 
formed thing (formation) the size. .of an atom s till 
exists it does not · go out, but it goes out when all 
formed things have been consumed. And like the 
flame that burns the ghee and oil it leaves no ash." 

These ideas have some analogy with the contemporary 
accounts of possible ways of the end of the universe. 

" . . .  in the evolutionary cosmologies, the present dark 
and relatively empty universe is doomed to greater 
darkness, and emptiness. If the cosmos must for ever 
expand the glory of the early universe has departed 
for ever, an ·eternal future lies gripped in a frozen state 
of meaningless death. But if expansion is followed · 
eventually by collapse, the future is obscured by an 
eschatological shroud. . . .  as time passer-"mdie and 
more galaxies will be seen approaching . . .  efther dying 
or dead. . . .  in a universe that is catastrophically 
collapsing. As the end approaches, first' tRe" gal;tx.ie·s · 
and then the stars are crushed into each 'ather in a 
cataclysaic inferno, in which ultimately the' collapsing 
cosmos reverts to the primeval chaos of the Big Bang. 
Whether the universe rises again phoenix-like is not 
known." (Encyclopaedia Brittanica, Volume J 8, pp. 
1002 ff.) 

Consider similarly, Visuddhimagga (p.458) on the 
evolution of this Joka. · 

· "The upper space is riow all one with the lower space 
in a vast gloomy darkness. Then at the end of a long 
period a great cloud arises . . .  Then the winds (forc::s) 
beneath and all ar;Jund that water rise up and 
contract it and around it, like water drops on a lotus 
leaf. How do they compact the great mass of water? 
By making gaps; for the wind makes gaps in it here 
and there . . . . . . .  As it sinks; the (lower) Brabmil World 
reapears in its place, and divine worlds reappear . . . . . .  " 

As water can be understood to stand for fluidity and if 
one compares .this wit It the modern account of formation 
of galaxies, stars, etc., from the 'cloud', as was outlined 
earlier in this article, the analogy between this passage 
and the modern view is striking . . 

The Aggaiifla Sutta account also hints at the evolution 
of plant life - when it says that at the beginning there was 

/ 
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water and then land, then mushrooms, then creepers and 
so on until paddy appeared. 

The important question of the origin ·and evolution of 
life in this Buddhist tract deserves close analysis. The 

· account certainly is not the most clear and consistent. It 
seems to telescope certain developments, and inter-twine 
others, in addition to use of metaphor and an admixture 
of Indian mythology. The account could be baSed on 
speculation, and it is sometimes archaic, but the.surprisibg 

· thing is that in spirit and outline there is .no derlying that it 
compares favourably with -the ideas ofbiological evolu
tion in contemporary science. Moreover, this account is 
claim!:d to be based on the knowledge gained through 
abhiflfla (higher means of knowledge) of the Buddha. 

One troublesome question is the nature of the beings
. (satta) that come to be as the world begins to evolve. It is . · 

suggested by the description that these are something like 
uni-cellular beings - like the genes which "ride around 
the galaxy on the pressure of light waves" which Hoyle 
and Wickremasinghe speak of. But they ate also bits of 
'minds'. Here · again one is taken back to · the l:loyle� 
Wickremasingbe thesis, tha! higher intelligences operate . in outer space in, say, the Abhassara B�hnia abode, in 
the context of the· Buddhist account But the Buddhist . account certain:ly does not depend on . these higher 

· intelligen�s .in the outer space for its theory �f life, for 
. th�se .beings.wer.e here on.Earth b..efore_ it WaS.d�sJfQyed . 

· · '  �d it is theforce of klimma which bri!lgs them. back to 
. · Earth. There is nothing in the Bu�dhi$t account .\Yhlch 
. p��ventS lire originating here on Earth� It �tands to reason 

that these beings with no sexual differentiation are a 
. . 'primitive' organism like bacteria but; on the other hand, 
nof only the "born of mind" aspect of them, but many 
other characteristic�: .of their nature and behaviour al
ready make th�m appear as human beings. Metaphor is . 

. obliter:ating much of 'the story. Indeed the transition of 
these non-se.x differentiated beings to human beings is 
sudden and telescoped.· For soon after the two sexes 
appear some of them indulge in sexual intercouse and 
others, their moral sense hurt, throw stones'at those wlio 
thus "misbehave."  

Tiie main difference between the Darwinism account 
of evolution of life and that in the Agaflfla Sutts is 
psychological, or psych�thicB.t, in a number of ways. 
Darwinian evolution begins with matter, and mind or 
mental powers develop as !l result of evolution. In the 
AggaflJla Sutts, life begins . with beings equipped with, 
"mental" powers. Darwinian evolution has no real driving . 
force or factor - no cause behind it. The distinguishing' 
feature of life is ability to reproduce, and reproduction of 
the species - the continuance of the species - is the 

. primary factor there, and it lends a hand to natural 
selection to operate. In the Buddhist account, it is the 

tanh& (greed) which at the beginning. makes the beings 
co�sume earth, and mana (pride) which later make their 
bodies coarser, make the earlier p!11nts vanish and finally 
iead to sexual differentiation, se.xual urge and inter
course and this last is a "fall" looked down upon by , 
others. Thus the mind and emotions play a role ill this 
evolution. In a recent Buddhist critique of DarwiniBll 
evolution, the urge for sukba in the sense of sensual 
satiation, and not the reproduction of types, is argued to 
be the force behind evolution, writes the author of the 
critique, 

"What we have . . .  is an urge at furthepng our sensory 
frontiers, a sersory ev()lution . . .  " (W eerasinghe, R. 
M., A Cosmic Struggle,New York, Vantage Press, 
'1934; p.39) . . He reminds the reader of Buddha's 
statement in the Samyutta Nikaya, "By attachment to 
body, brether�n, c(;nsciousness, if it gets a standing, 
may persist, with body for its object, with body for.itll 
platform, seeking mean� of enjoyment, it may come 
by growth, increase, abundance" (p.69) and empha
sizes the "individualistic basis" of e\·olution as against 
the basis of "propagation of species." 

Indeed one major cirticism of Darwh.tism has been that . 
it is a materialistic reductionism, which l�aves no room · 
for mentai factors u�til �t least the stage of evolution of . 
social phenoin�na. Darwiruan ev�lution also c�es with . 
it a senSe of progress or develcpme.nt of complexity with . . 
e..-olution,. though not orthogenesis: The Buddhist 
aecount iri�orporates psychological and ethical factors as · . . 
involved i� the evolutionary forces and, while e-Volution · · 

suggests the common origin and equality of ali human 
beings, it is seen to be a fellow traveller of morally 
un�ers�rable elements. 

Finally, we tum to the evolution of society and social 
structures outlined ill the Aggaflfla Sutta. The account 
there is �ituraiistic and, at1enst the report of the selection 
of leaders based on popular acceptance which ultimately . . 
leads to the Msha samm�ta kings, rings true. One main 

· interpretation of the.evolution of the caste system is that 
the occupations or activities ·of different groups was the 
basis of tb.e division of community into different castes; . . . 
and the AggaJJtla Sutta account seems to subscri� to this 
view. 

R. D. Guoantne 
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EXCOMMUNICATION, act of expelling from commu
nion, a word used with particular reference to the 
expulsion of a member from the Christian Church; it 
mean3 the deprivation of Church privileges. One of the 
meanings attached to the word communion is "body of 
people who profess one faith, who unite in · religious 
serivce." According to this usage, the word communion 
means all the faithful, both the clergy and the laity; all of 
them are members of the Church. The Church could 
excommunicate any of its members who is found to be 
undesirable; a member, for example, who holds heretical 
views. 

Where Buddhism is concerned, the word communion 
has to be underStood on a different level. Unlike Chris
tianity, Buddhism is not an orgilnised religion. There is 
no organisation, centralised or otherwise, which is vested · 
with powers to deal with all the faithful; nor is it correct to 
use the word communion with reference to all followers 
of the Buddha. We can speak, if at all, of a Buddhist 
communion only with reference to the m�mbers of the 
clergy, called be bbikKbu.and blukkbuni-3angbs, the 
Order or community of monks and nuns. The lay 
diSciples are not included. 

Provision is made in the Vinaya Pitaka as to how the 
Sangha may take disciplinary action �gainst its undesir
able members. It is natural that any community would 
have to expel any of its unworthy members. Here again 
there is no. organisation to carry out these ecclesiastical 
acts. Any member of the Order could rarticipate in 
performing these acts ... Minium numbers of monks re
quired for carrying out these acts are laid down. A 
quorum depends on the 'significance of the act. While the · 

quorum for certain acts is four, for_the others it .is twenty, 
. called the catuvagga- or the . visativagga-bbikkbu
sanghs, the group . of four monks or that of twenty 
monks; These groups represent the entire Sangha in 
perforriring their respective eclesiastical acts. Any flaw
less member of the Order is entit!Cd to membership or 
these groups. They bave the authority to deal with any 
member of the Order; but not with the lay disciples. The 
only action the Sangha could take against an undesirable 
layman is to refuse to accept his food, · called the 
pattanikkujjana, i.e., tum the alms-bowl upside down. 

The Sangha, as was pointed out, is empowered to take 
disciplinary action against its guilty members. It can 
deprive them of certain rights and privileges enjoyed by 
flawiess members. The nature of the punishment depends 
on the gravity' of the offence committed. A monk, for 
instance, w�o brings families into disrepute (kula� 
dlfsaka) shall be banished from the locality where the 
offenc� is coriunitted. A monk who does not see or 
remedy. an offence committed by him shall be s��p�J)ded. 
But t�ese punishments do not amount to excommuruca
tion.; Suspension (ukkhepana) is the most rigourous 

punishment imposed on a member of the Sangha. A 
monk undergoing thilt punishment loses almost aU the· 
priviliges he was entided to a.ci a member of the Sangha; 
but be does not thereby lose his reeluseshlp; be is still a 
monk. One of the con1itions attached to this punishment 
is that the one undergoing that punishment should not 
wear the costume of laymen. Once be fulflls the condi
tions attached to it, tl•e punishment is revoked ( Vin. II,  p. 
21 ff). One of the rights denied to a suspended monk is 
Ji\ing under one roof, together with otbermonks ( Vin. � · 

p. 22) but the Mabavagga (Vin. I ,  p. 97-8) allows the 
restoration (osirana) of a monk even if be bas left the 
Order, because be was suspended, provided he corrects 
himself; if be does not he may be s�spended again, if the . 
Order is unanimous on this point; if it is n<;>t, there is no 
offence for him in eating (sambboga)or being in commu:. 

.· nion (ss�viss) with the Sangha. 
. . . .. . 

There are offences some of which are punishable with 
conditional excommunication and some with permanent 
excommunication. The criterion by which a monk is 
excommunicated is the ability or otherwise of the guilty 
monk to progress in the Sangha, i.e., to attain spiritual 
and transcendental states such as }ban� samipatti, 
maggs, and phala. U the offence comnrlt.f�d "negates this 
ability, the monk is. permllJltlY excomni'u�c�t�; if the 
offence is remediable, the excommunic'iition is condi
tional. 

The Pall term used in the Vinaya PitakB!With reference 
to excommunication is n'isana, meaiungr, .. causing des
truction." The Salnantapisadika explains· the term by 
giving three kinds of n'issni, namely, (I) SIUDv'isa 
nasani, denial of the right to live together, (2) iin8a
n8sana, denial of characteristics and (3) dands.ksmma
nasani, excommunication as a punishm�nt'(vinA. IV, 
pp. 870-1). Tb� first is ' identified with suspension, 
(ukkbepans)whicb does n9t amount to real excommuni
cation. The second is permanent excommunication and 

· the thitd, conditional excommunication. 

Excommunication of Novices: 
Let us take the third kind ofexcommunication first; as 

a punishment this seems to be meant for novices called 
simaneras or samanuddesas. It . is carried out by a 
proclmation which· reads as . follows "From today, 
novice, the Buddha can neither be r�ferred to as your 
teacher nor can tb.at be yours of which other novices get 
the chance, nami:ly, the laying down to sleep for two or 
three nights with monks; get away with you, depart." As a 
concrete example, the case of the novice Kandaka is 
cited; be was excommunicated for holding a pernicious 
view (papakam ditthigatJJm) that misrepresented the 
Buddha ( Yin. iv� pp. 138-9). First the novice who holds 
the pernicious view should be a� vised to renounce it; if be 
still persists, be should be excommunicated with the 
declaration given above. This is not a fmal excommuni-
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cation. It is something like suspension, for, the moment 
the novice abandons his pernicious view and intimates to 
the Sangha his willingness to be corrected, he could be 
reinstated. 

There are ten offences for. which a novice shall be 
permanently excommunicated (linga-nisana), namely, 
(1) killing, (2) �heft, (3) unchastity (4) falsehood, · (5)
drinking liquor, (6) speaking evil of the Buddha, (7) of the 
Dhamma, (8) ofthe Saitgha, (9) hereS.y and (10) seduction 
of nuns ( Vin. l, p. 85). · 

The first five are the first five of the ten· precepts (dasa
sikkbipada) for novices. The brtfach of any one of these 
five precepts r�sults in the novice lo.sing his recluseship, 
only the characteristics of a recluse, namely, the yellow 
robe and the shaven head remain. The Samantapisadika 
expressly states that such a novice should be eliminated 
( VinA. V, p. 1014). If the novice breaks one of them by 
mis�ake and immedi!ltely seels correction by the Sangha, . 
he shall not be excommunicated but is given the threefold 
refuge which means reinstate�ent (ibid). The other five 
preceptS are not so grave and the _breach ofthem does not 
reqUire exC:onimunication ( ViDA. V, p. 1015). 

lf a novice speaks evil of the Buddha, the Dhamma or 
. the S�gha he should be . advised not to do that; if he 
obeys·, i t  is .well " and good; if he do�s nofhnhould be 
excommunicated. This procedure_ applies to the heretic 
npvice too. Heresy here means · such wrong . views as 
eternl.tism '(sasat�.:dittbi) or' annihiiationism {uccbeda
dittbi). · u the novice.' gives up his heresy when advised; 

. there is no excom'niunication, if he persists he shall be 
excommunicated ( VinA. V. p. 1015). 

Unchastity, the third. offenCe: in this context, consists of 
'seduction of nuns. A distinction is ·made on the ground 
that the unchaste novice could be reinstated if he regrets 
his offence and seeks immediately readmission, whereas 
the seducer of a nun shill) never be readmitted. Seduction 
of a nun is considered more sinful t.han sexual intercourse 
with or seduction of a Jay worman (ViDA. V. p. -1015). 

. . � . . 
Exoommunlration of fun-fledged Monks: 

There Rre eleven persons who should not be given 
higher ordination (upasampacli},_ ii they have already 
been given, they �hould be permanently excommunicated. 
They are (1) eunuch (pa.iJdaka), (2) h�rmaphrodite (ubba
tobyaJijiJDBka), (3) matricide (miiugliaiaka), (4)" patri
cide (pitugbatakiJ), (5) killer of an arahant (arabanta
gbitaka), (6) one who bas maliciously caused Tathagete 
to bleed, (lobituppidaka), (7) schismatic (sangba-bbe
daka), (8) imposter (tbeyya-samvasaka), (9) renegade 
(tittbiyap¥.kan.takil), (10) sedu�r of �"!JDS (bbiklcbwiJ
ausaka) ind- ( 1 1) the "beast" (tiraccbana-gata) ( Yin. I, 
·88f1)� They Ire either moral wrecks or 1 and by nature 
incapa_ble ·of improvement, or scoundrels who have no 

genuine desire to improve or those who have deliberately 
given up the course of training for improvement. All of 
them share the common factor of inability to improve, 
i.e., to attain spiritual and transcendental states; hence 
"they are called impossible persons (abhabba-puggala). 

The eunuch is denied men:1bersh.ip o�the Order; and-if 

one is already admitted, he has to be excommunicated. 
The reason given is that an eunuch monk has misbehaved 
himself; he had tried to induce young monks to pollute 
themselves which he failed but succeeded in inducing 
some laymen. The reason is not quite convincing unless 
we accept that the eunuchs are, by nature, of that · 
behaviour. There were some male and femaJe members of 
the Order who behaved similarly. Guilty members were 
no doubt deaJt with individually not on ground of sex, 
but on ground of offences committed. Here, in the case of 
eunuchs, the criterion was sex; ruling was that no eunuch
guilty or not guii!Y.-shall . be ordained; and all eunuchs 
-guilty or not guilty - who are aJready members of the 
Order shaJl be ex.communicated. The Samantapisadika 
says that the eunuchs are by nature, overwhelmed with 
passions unquenched; they always try to find somebody 
with whom to quench their passions ( 'Vin�. V, pp: 991-2). 

The case of hermaphrodite is quite understandable. 
. The . reason give� in the 'Mahavagga f�r -excommuni
_· cating the hermaphrodite.is the same, i.e., misbehaviour; 
· it is said that a hermaphrod,ite-monk has seduced others· 
· and got others to seduce him. As they possess both the 
. male and the female organs, they could not. be admitted 
either to the order of monks or to that of nuns. Unljke 
women who demanded and succeeded in getting a 
separate Order established for themselves, the herma
phrodites form too negligible a fraction of the population 
as to have a separate Order. established for themselves. 
Everi if a separate Order had been established for them, 
the purpose would haye been lost, because such an· Order 
would have consisted of both sexes. 

· 

The case of the "beast" is apparantJy peculiar. How can 
a beast possibly enter the Order? It is reported that a 
serpent (naga) with supernormal powocs, with the 
intention of freeing himself from that existence and of 
being reborn as a human being, had entered the Order in ' 
the guise of a human being� The situation demanded his 

· excommunication for two reasons. In the first place a 
(nags) could not make progress in the Silsana; his being a · · 
monk, therefore, would have served no purpose. And 
secondly, his presence in the Sangha created certain diffi-

. culties. The nagascould not perform certain of their bodily 
functions, such as sleeping, ex�ept in their true form: the 
form of a snake. A monk who was living together with the . . 
snake--monk saw him ·sleep and was frightened. It ·was 
that monk who reported the matter to the Buddha who . 
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gave the above ruling. The Samantapsssdiks says that 
"beast" in this context means nsgas, supannas and even 
de vas including Sakka ( VinA. V, p. I 022).· · 

Five persons who have committed the five heinous sins 
(imsntariya-ksmma}, namely matricide, patricide, the 

· killing of an arahant, causing the Tathiigata to bleed and 
bringing about schisms in the Sangha are regarded 
as moral wrecks who cannot progress in the Sasana, 
and are certain to be r.eborn in the Avici . as soon 
as they die. The imposter has no genuine desire for 
progress in the Sasana whereas the renegade is the one 
who has given up the course of training in the Sasana. 

The last person is the seducer of a nun. Seduction of a 
nun is as grave a sin as the fi�e heinous crimes. What has 
been said about the novice (Samal!era)who has seduced a 
nun applies to the full ordained monkS (upasampanna)as 
well. Although the seduction of a nun amounts to the first 
parajika offence as far as an up8$ampanns monk is 
concerned; it is given as a separate item on the ground 
that seduction of a nun is much more heinous than the 
seducti�n of or sexuai intercourse with a Jay woman. 

Sexual intercourse (methuna�hamma),. is of course, 
one of_the para}ika (q.v) offences that would disqualify a 
monk for membership in the Sangha. Any membet who 
commits _a iirajika offence is considered. aijtomatically 
excomm�nlcated. The Pali term used in this connection 
is BSB1pVisa, meaning 11n�t in communion;'. : . 

' . . . 
The parajikis are explained a5 taboo ( akaranlyam) to 

monks . ( Yin. I, p. 96), as causes . that rc:quire complete 
severance of connections with the Sangha (chejja�vatthu, 
Yin. III, p. 109). the monk .who commits one become a 
non-reduse ( BSSIJIDana), not a son of the Sikyan { asakya
puttiya), even aS .a man with his head: cut off could not 
live, or as a withered ieaf, freed from its stalk, could not 
become gre.en again, or as a stone bro,keri in half could 
not be put tog�ther again, or as a palmyra palm cut off at 
the crown could not grow (Yin. I, p .  96)_. The fact that a 
monk or !1 nun who has committed a par8jika offence has 
to be ex�ommuliicated is expressly st�ted in the detlii!ed 
explanation of the first p8rajik8, the w�rd nasetsbba, 
"should be excommunicated", is used in this connection 
( Yin; III, pp� 29 fl). 

There is abo the verb nissireti, meaning "to �use to go 
away, to send away." Th� Ssnghadisess (q.vJ offences 
for nuns are associated with the word nissiraniysm and 
" the phrase nissirsiiyam ssnghadisesam me�ning "an 
offence entailing a formal meeting of the . Order fssng
bidisesa) involving being sent away" (nissaraniyam). 
The phr8$e "involving being sent away" does n�t at iill 
imply that the offena�ng pun is to be sent away from the 
Orderfor good, to be excommunicated. It would seem to 
mean that she would be sent away for the tiine'b'eiilg� 
probi6Jy because admonition, although it had been tried; 

' . 
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had failed, and that during this time she would cease to be 
regarded as a full member of the Order. Th� Order 
imposes the manatta (q.v.) disdpline for her offence, 

sends her back to the beginning of her probationarv 
course (pari vasa) as nun, not as probationer, and then it 
rehabilitates (abbhana) her. This definition of sanghadi

sesa is identical with the monks' sanghadhisesa. Lapse in 
full membership is of a temporary nature �nd lasting only 
a fortnight '( Yin. IV; p. 242). Nissarimiys "involving 
being sent away", adds nothing new to the penally. It is 
not something extra to the sanghadisesa. . . 

. The verb nissareti, "sends away", is used in another 
context as well. The Order "sends away" its offending 
members by five ecclesiastic:_al acts, rebuke (tajjanJy;iJ), 
of reconcilliation (pa_tis2raniy'!), of guidance (nissayao) 
and of suspension (ukkhepaniyao). These are penalties 
imposing certain disabilities, by which the penalised 
monk or nun does not lose his or her membership of the 
Sangha; the penalties are not irrevocable and do not 
amount to excommunication. The verb nissareti is used 
with a� implied �pposifi�ri to osareti; to be restored ( Yin. 
I, p. 322; l'lnA. V, p. 1 147): 

· 

The Yin,aya is more strict with nuns th�� with �onk.s . . • 

The number of offences for nuns is greater than th_ose for 
monks. There ·are eight . parajika offences for nuris · 
whereas there are' only four for monks. In some cases; . 
what is p�ajika fm; nuns' is only a sanghidfsesa for 
monks. This- strictness is evident also in the matte£ of 
excommunication. Th�· nun Mett1j8, for . inst�ce, �as 
excommunicated for making a. false charge against 
Dabba Mallaputta, saying that the latter had seduced 
her. But the monks who instigated her to do so'were ·dealt 
with accord1ngly, but were not excommunicated (  Yin .. II, . 
p. 79; III, p. 162) . . It is only a sanghadisesa offenc� for a 
monk to make a fa:Jse charge-of parajika against another 
monk( Yin. III, p. 163). The ·excommunication of Mettiyi 
adds one more disqualification which would require the . 
excommunication of nuns. The other disqualific�tions, 

. namelyco�mittingpirajika offe��s and being an.elijluch · 
etc. are commmi to both monks and nuns. . 

·. 

It would be clear fto.m the foregoing.discussion that the 
Pall terms used with reference .to exconimurii�ati�n of a 
member" from the Buddhist .Order · is 8SB!1JV"Bja and · 
nasans. The term as�mvisa does not imply' the active 
aspect of excommunic�tion. It is used with reference to a 
member who has commit�ed a psrajika offence and itis 
c;onsidered that he baS lost or .destroyed by himself his 

_right to be iii communion. The term nissna has three 
applications; one 'is suspepSion _ of an upassmpanna . 
monk, the second is conditional excommunication o( a 
novice as punismnen� and the third the permanent . 
excclilimunieation of monks, both samanera and ups
sampsnns, whO do not possess the poten'tiality to pro-
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gress in the sB.sana. While there are ecclesiastical acts for 
imposing other penalities, such as suspension, there are 
no such acts to be .performed or procedures to be 
followed in excommunieating. The Buddha has simply 
ordered the Sangha to excommunicate (n8st:tu or·nase
tabba) its undesirable members. There is only on€ 
indication, however, that could be considered a method 
by which a guilty monk may be excommunicated. It 

· occurs in the commentary to the Patimokkha, called the 
Kankbsvitara� (p. 155), in its explanation of the seven 
methods to be adoptcd . in settling legal disputes (adbi
karanasamatba) that have arisen among the members of 

. the S�ngha. Thi� particular method which is termed "the 
act for the decision for specific depravity" (tassapapiy
yasiki, Yin. IV, p. 207), is to be employed against a monk 
who "having denied an offence acknowledged it; having 

· acknowledged it denied it; who shelved the question by 
asking another question, and told a deliberate lie" ( Yin. 
II, p. 85). The Kankhavitanuilsays that by thiJ method 
is  meant the exconmiunication (nasans) of the monk, if 
he has committed a parajika offence, or his possible 
restoration (osiranl) if the offence was a l�sser one� But 
this method does · Ii.ot apply to. the other cases of 
excommunication. It has also been pointed' out that the 
term nilsir�i (from verb nissmtl), although it .means 
"s�ndi,lg away" does ·not• amount to.excqm.munication . . 

· Upall Karimirataa . 

. EXCULPATION. See .ADHIKARANA SAMATHA. . . . 

EXEG�JS. see ATIHAKATHA, COMMENTARIES. 

. EXERTION . (padbana, vayima, viriya) me� thf; exer� 
cise of great effort for the achievement of Englightenmt::nt . and complete freedom from conditioned existence which 

. . is the . 1�um bonUm of the Buddhist way of life. In · . 
other words, it is t.he unswerving stn�ggle and endeavour · 

to JOlVe the problem of suffering (dukkba},.ol1ce and for · 
all. 

: .  The world at large : is generally giv�n over to the. 
t:njoy�ent · of sensua} pfeasures {kimabbogino: Yin. I. 
pp. 203, 287; D. III, p. 124) u it is the ordinary way of the 
world which is "lacking, unsatisfied im.d cn�!aved by 
· craving• (uno Joko atiito .tsnbicliso: M: II, p. 68) based 
. on the lpornnee (A vi.ifo; 1. v.) of the true facts of life. The 
attractio� of the sense � objects aiJd the co�sequent 
involvement in their ac9uisition and injoyinent prolongs 

the conditioned existence of man which is invariably 
accompanied with suffering ( dukkha) in its diverse forms 
such as birth (fati) illness, (�yadhi) old-age (jara), death 
(marana) fear, stress, anxiety, etc. etc. for which there is 
no lasting solution ot.her than the achievement of full 
freedom as taught in Buddhism. That alone is the 
conquest of all sorrow (dukkba-nirodba: M. I, pp. 195; 
II, p. lO etc.) in the real sense of the term. The Buddh&has 
compared the entire gamut of sense-attractions to a 
flowing stream (sots) and man's succumbing to t�m as 
moving downstream along with flow (anusotagim.i: . A .  
II, pp. 5, 6). He recommends moving upstre�m � the 
opposite direction against the current (patisotagsmi: , S. 
I, p. 1 36; A. II, p. 6) by not giving into them indiscrimi
nately but ·to become the master of oneself so that one can 
ul�ately -eScape their temptations altogether by realisiDg 
the unconditioned state of Nirvi.na, free from all sorrow 
(dukkbakkbaya: M. I, p. 93; II, p. 217). This simile clearly 
shows that the Buddhist contept of exertion is negatively 
the effort to avoid all that prolongs samsiiraand.positivcly 
the effort to develop all that bring's one towards the 
freedom ilf Nirviina. . 

. 
. 

It is through contitiued exertion that this-can be . 
achieved. How this · should · be done is synoptically 
expressed in a ve�e recited by the Buddha in reply to the 
quecy of a certain deity (S. I, p. 13) and which also is the 
vers� with which Buddhaghosa opens his celebrated 
thesiSl. the Visuddbimsgga. The verse runs as follows: · 

we pstiftbaya nai'o sapaJI!Jo 
· dttsm j,'anifan ea bbavayairi 
iiipl mpafo bhikkhu • 

. so .in1� vija!Bye js.t.B.!J?. (S.l, p. l13 Vism. p. 1) . .. In English this would be: · . · 

When a Wise m� firrilly established in. virtue 
Develops his mind and understanding; 
Then as a bbikkbu, ardent and sagacious, 
He succeeds in disentangling this tangie . 
. (Bbikkhu Niiniunoli's translation slightly altered). 

The _neg�tive aspect of this exertion fundamental!y 
comprises of the disciplinary morality concerning !he 
restraint of the sense-attractions (indriys�samvsra:.Sila) 
while the . positive aspect consists of the C\iltlvalion of 
variciUs ethical and intellectual qualities such as mindful- · 
ness · (sati), menta! concentratiQn (samadbii wisdom 
(psflfla}, �'tc. that promote the development of character 
leading to perfection and release. These neg�tive and 

. positive aspects of ills should be the �asls upon which 
one .b� tQ �tablish oneself before one undertakes the . 
practice of religious exertion. 

�e well-know� and early fQrmulation of this concept 
of exertion is what is known as the Four Right Efforts 
(cattirosainmappifdbin'B: M. II, p . . 1 1; S. V, p. i44; A. II, 
pp. 15-256), the correct practjee of which is said to be 
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unfailingly bent towards Nirvanic freedom just as the 
river Ganges flows towards the East (S. V.  pp. 244 f). 
These are: (i) avoiding the arising of evil Blld unskilled 
states of mind that have not yet arisen. (li) abandoning 
those that have already arisen. (iii) production of good 
and wholesome states of mind not yet arisen and (iv) the 
development and bringing into perfection the good and 
wholesome states already arisen. 

• 

The person who undertakes exerting himself according 
to this method is described as exercising will (cbandam 
janeti), putting forth · effort (vayamsti), beginning t� 
make exertion (viriyam irabbati) and applying and 
exerting his mind (cit tam pagganhsti padabati Joe. cit.). 
It is implied that this fo�ula be applied in all the fields of 
one's activity so that one's mental verbal and physical 
activities promote one's welfare instead of obstructing or 
retarding it. Such a person's activities become Nibbina
ot1ented and always of service to oneseif and to others as 
those of the ideal Bodhisattva (s.v.). It is action based on 
right views (samma-dittb1}, the first constituenfof the 
Noble Eightfold Path. · · 

The restraint of the senses referred to earlier is the basis 
on which the first two aspects of this four-fold formula 
are founded. It is a p'rocess of clearing oneself of all moral 
impurities (kilesa) with reference to all the three periods . 

· · of time past, present and future. By· the practise of these 
two aspects one not only clears the past but silfeguards 
the future as well. · 
· Elsewhere (A. II, p.16) in a detailed account of bow the 

first of these exertions (designated lier.e as -samvarapa
dbi.na) or the exertion of restraint is to be practised it is 
iaid �at when a person who prectises this restraint sees 
an attract\ve physhcal form with his eyes he does not 
become entranced by its general features nor by its 
details. Owing to the fact that "evil and unprofitable 
states of mind like covetousness and dejection" (abbi.if�a 
domanessi. pi.paka akusafi dbamma)might flow in upon . 
one who dwells with his eye-faculty uncontrolled . or . 
unguarded, be applies himself to such control and sets 
guard over the eye-faculty ther:eby achieving success in its 
control. This same formula he applies to all the ·six 
faculties (6th being the mind: ma.zis) and thus exerting 
himself in their control until the proper discipline with 
regaro to them becomes his second nature u it were. 

The second type of exertion is here (A. II, p. 16) 
deSignated as the "exertion of abandaning" (plibana-

. padbi.na) and \s explain�d as the giving up of all forms of 
unwhdlesome and evil thinking consisting of sensual 
thoughtS (kama-vitills), ·malevolent thoughts (vyipada 
ntilia) and cruel thoughts (vibimsa-vitakka). In order 
t() . emphasise t�e need for its conti�tued and r�lentless. 

. · practice for the achievement of.complete success1the t�xt 

uses several synonymous verbs expressive of this idea of 
fighting against such evil thoughts. Accordingly the 
pract iser tolerates not  (nadhivasatJ), renounces (paja
hati), ·d ispels (vinodeti), ge ts rid of (vyanti.karoti) and 
destroys (anabbavam gameti) them. The commentary 
(AA. III, p. 19) correctly describes this kind of exertion as 
the effort generated (uppanna-viriys) to perform each of 
the four forms of exertion . 

The third form of exertion, which is positive in 
character, is called the exertion to develop (bbavani. 
psdbsns), the factors to be developed being the seven 
constituents of wisdom (Bojjbanga s. v.)which are mind
fulness (sati}, investigation of the doctrine (dhamma
vicaya), energy (viriys), zest (pjti), tranquillity 1 (pas
saddhi}, mental concentration (samadhi) and equanimity 
(upekkba). 

The fourth type is. called the exertion to watch ever 
(anurskkbana-psdbina) which is aimed at safeguarding 
the stages of mental concentration that one has already 
attained. lf one were not vigilant eno\lgh one may lose the 
meditation object and relapse into a lower stage. The idea 
is that . whatever spiritual progress one has achieved . 
should not be allowed to relapse until one·.reaches the 
goal of fmal release in the complete cess.ation 9f suffering 
(khayam dukicbsssa: A. II, p. 19), from whe� there is no 
relapse.' This _cannot be done without exertion that is 
continuous and persevering. An important term that is · 
used in this context is atapi which is quite relevent and 
meaningful in relation to this concept of exertion. It is � 
adjectival form meaning zealous or strenuous in the sense · 
that religious e:x;ertion expected in Buddhism shoukJ be 
continuously maintained till the final goal is reached (Cp . . 

the op:ning stanza of the Visudd.bimagga quoted earlier)� · 

The conquest of the evil side of man cannot be 
successfully achieved unless the religieux exerts himself .· 

, on the basis of this four-fold formula (A. 11, pp. 256-1) 
which is quite a practical working hypotheses for him. No 
weak�hearted person can do this with success and 
accordingly the person who · undertakes this responsi-

. bility has to summon all available courage tmd exe·rt :. 
himself with the highest degree of steadfastness possible 
for man (cp. araddbsviriyena tbi.msvati purlsstbimena.; 
purisaviriyens, purisaparakkamena purisadborabyena; 
D. III, p. 1 13;  M. I, p. 48 1; S. II, p. 28). If one were not to . •· 
exert oneself in this manner one would not realise the · 

. 

Truth. (no ce tam padabeyya nayidam saccam anu- -� 
paput1eyya: M: II, ·p. 174). . 

· · ' 

Confidence (saddba), good health (appi.b"idbs), sin
cerity of purpose (asatba}, · energy (viriy!l} and wisdom 
(pa/Jffa) are given as five factors constituting religious 
exertion (padbi.niyanga: A. III, pp. 65-7). Therefore it · 
cannot succeed with the man who has little wisdom 
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(duppaiiliassa na padhanam ijjhati : AA. III, pp. 258). 
Being a personal struggle wiih one's own lower nature the 
best place for its practice would be the for�:st groves (A. 
IV, p. _355), The best avapab!e instance of this kind of . 
supreme struggle is the bodhisatta Gotama's six-year 
struggle in quest of full E�lightenment. In the Padhina 
Sutta (Sn. v. 425-49) occurs a dialogue between the 
Buddha Gust before his Enlightenment) and Mira (s.v.), 
The Evil One, wherein the former defends his supreme 
struggle against the latter's words of discouragement. 
The bodhisatta described himself as performing religious 
exertion on the banks of the river N eraiijari. with the firm 
resolution of winning the . state of feed om· from all 
exertion (yogaJckhema) uJtimately. Mii.ra tried to dis
courage him further by describing the path the bodhisatta 
bad_ adopted as "rough, difficult and bard to attain" 
(duggo msggo padhanay�-dukkaro durabhisambhavo : 
Sn.: v. 429). The bodhisatta's reply was that as he was 
equipped with confidence, courage a.ttd wisdom be would 
continue the struggle undaunted and expressed his firm 
resolution .further as follows: "While dries the blood, my 
bile ed phlegm dry up. While wasthes the flesh mind, 
more seren becomes, steadier awareness, wisdom, mind
intent (Sn. v. 434; H are's translation) . A statement very 
much similar is B.lso found i11 a stock passage found in the 

· Piili Nikiya.S exp-ressing the s�e theme: "Come . What . 
may; let_ skin and bone and sinew but remain, let flesh and 
blood drj up within my'body, until is won wh�t may be . 
won by strength of man, by toil of man, by-pains ofrrli:ln, 
there will be no stay in energy"(M. I, p. 48 1� S. II, p. 28; 
A lV, p. 190). Similar ideas concerning reiigious _exertion
are found in the Buddhist Sanskrit work- Lslitsvistaia 
(UJ. BST. P: 21 1). 

· Exertion in this sense is represented in the Noble 
· . Eightfold Path as its 6th �onstit�ent, right effort (sammi 

· ·vsyima), which is defined as cutting-off illn-ess, a.s having 
the Char�teristic of striVing: it obviates unskilled states. 
llild is manifested as t�e abandoning of the wrong kind of 
exertion (Vism;xvi, p. 8 1). Its _continued practie is the 
only way for the realisation of . the Buddhist ideal 
(ssd�ttba) culminating- the wearied journey of Sll!DSira 

pendients or means. The Saddharmapuf!�arika S!Jtta 
. devotes one whole chapter (chp. 2) to this subject. Kern 
who translated the Sdmp. into English, rendered the title 
of the 2nd chapter Upaya-karsalya .merely as 'Skilful
ness'. In a note he explained it further 'able management, 
diplomacy' (SBE, XXI, p. 3 1 fnl). 

The Buddha, according to his own admission, ;Nas 
neither a traditiona.lis! (aDIJ!.SBvika) nor a rationlist 
metaphysician (tskki vimamsi) but an experientialist 
whose teachings are based o� personal higher knowledge 
(samamjteva dhamtnam abhiiiiiaya . . .  M II, p. 2 1 1). This 
reveals' that Buddha w� of a different. mould than most . 
of hi� renowned contemporaries. His approach bei_ng · 
new, his teaching too .contained many novel features. In 
fact the truth he realized is described by the Buddha 
himself as not heard of before (pub be ananussutesu: S. II, 
p. 1 1). A perusal of his teaching makes it clear that his ' -
central philosophy which is known as paticcasamuppada 
(q.v. see also CAUSALITY) is lf totally �ew doctrine and 
also that his social philosophy goes against the basic 
tradition� teachings of the brahmins. 

The Buddha witp his novel approach to ·the predica
ment -Of man and his place in the universe, however; bad . 
to contend mostly with a tradition-bound audience of · 
varying degrees of mental proficiency and different 
religious inclinations. Therefore to put across his novel 
views effectively in a way intelligible and acceptable to his 
audience he had to· evolve devices that suited the listners' 
mental level, the occasion on which such discourses were 

· given, the religious ideologies which they dearly che- 
rished and so on. The Buddha's immense success as a 
teacher and the rapid spread of he Dhamma within a 
co�paratively short period, were undoubtedly due to the · 
Buddha's unique ability Of using appropriate expedients. 
His biography abounds in episodes and anecdotes that 
grii'phically illustrate this unique ability · of. his. The 
conversion of Nand a- his half-brother -'- by employing 
an effective expedient is quite illustrative of this feature. 

_Nand a entered the order reluctanly, purely in order to 
please the Buddha. Such being the case h� was totally (see_ a.lso ENDEAVOUR,. PADHANA). 

. 

� _G. s. K8i-Jylwasam 

,. · disinterested in the monastic life. All the time be was 
pining for his fiancee� Janapadaka.lyini Nandi, whom 

. . 
EXORCISM See DEMONOLOGY 

EXPEDIENCY iS a word commonly. used to render into 
English the C:oincd S�mskrit term upiya-kauialya > Psli_: 
upsya-kosa/Js) which literally means skilfulness itt. ex� 

he had to leave behlnd on the day he was to marry her; 
The Buddha realized that Nanda's mind - had to be 
weaned away from Nandi if he were to be made 
interested in m_onkhood. Accordingly, one day the 
Buddha· is said to have_ taken Nanda to the Himalayas · · 

. and shown him the charred remains of a female monkey. · 
The Buddha very casua.J!y is said to have asked Nanda · · 
whether J anapadaka.lyini was mo::e beautiful than that. 
Nanda had quickly replled in the affiimative. Then the · 
Buddha is said to have tilken Nand a to Tivatimsa heaven 
and shown him charming divine damsels living there. . . 
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Once again in replying to a question of the Buddha 
Nanda had admit ted that these divine damsels were far 
more charming than Nandii, and even volunteered to 
compare Nandi with the charred remains cf the female 
monkey. The Buddha noticing the mild change of heart 
onNanda's part, had taken the opportunity to wean away 
Nanda's mind from Nandi. The Buddha promised 
Nand a to obtain one of those divine damsels as his wife if 
he properly lived the monastic life. Nanda accepted the 
bargain and kept to his part of the promise. At the 
fulfilment of the promise, however, he was -no more 
interested in worldly attractions. So he went up to the 
Buddha and absolved him from fulfilling his part .of the 
promise. Similar episodes illustrating the Buddha's abi· 
lity in the . use of expedients to help others, are found 
scattered in Theravada texts. · · · · 

In Mahayana wher� the altruistic qualities of the 
Buddha find greater emphisis his us� of expedients to 
guide sentient beings and help them to cross the ocean of 
samsira is given more prominence than in Theravida. 

• See further UPAYA-KAUSALYA. . / 

S. X. Nanayakkara · 

EXPERIENCE. The entire message of Buddhism can be 
summarised as a statement of the analysis of human 

. experience and a means of going beyond. For, by 
observing with mindfulness (sati) the component parts o_f 
human experience, the Buddha was able to an�yse the 
human personality, _arid . realise its true nature and a 
meiuis of escaping therefrow.. For a. concise treatment of 
the subject of experience this essay · is devided into 4 
headings as follows: 

. 1 .  Sense-experience of an ordinary worldling 
2. Progres5ive experiences of the trainee 
3. the liberative experience 
4. Sense-experience of a liberated being. 

1. Senswxperlence of an ordJnary worldlitlg: 

The ·Madbupindika Sutta (M. I, p. I l l) records . in 
det&.il the process of sense perception of an ordinary 

. worldling (putbujjana). It states: "Depending on the eye 
and material objects there arises visual consciousness 
(cakkbuviifJisna). The coming together of these three is 
contact (pbassa). As a result of contact there arise 
feelings/sensations (vedans). What one feels oneper
ceives/ recognises; what one perceives one reasons nbout; 
what one reasons aboqt one proliferates conceptually 
(t� papaflceti). What one proliferates conceptually, due 
to that, concepts characterised by the pro�ific tendency 
assail him in regard to mat�rial objects cognisable by the 
eye belonging to the past, future · and present (y� 
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papaficeti tatonidanam papaficasafifiasankha samudaca
ranti atftanagatapac�uppannesu cakkh uvifilieyyesu 
rupesu). 'There are three phases in this process of sense 
perception. Phase I is characterised by an impersonal 
note and it ends with vedana. It seems to be a process of 
automatic activity taking place because of the presence of 
sense receptors and sense objects. Phase II which displays 
deliberate activity ends with tam papaJiceti. Here the 
perceiver plays an active part in the process of perception. 
Phase III is characterised by the passivity of the perceiver 
and concepts start assaiiing h!m. · The man who was 
grammatically the subject of the statement in phase II has ·. 
become the object in Phase III .  

Thus the untrained ordinary man is dominated by his 
sense experience and therefore the senses are called 
indriyas in Pali meaning lords/ masters. As a result of 
being pulled in various directions by sense faculties man 
is very much confused and tensed. This confusion is 
beautiflly illustrated in the Cbapana Sutta (S. IV, p. 198) 
with an eloquent simile. According to this simile six 
�nimals . having different habits and diverse fieJds -of 
action are tied together in one firm knot. The six animals 
are a snake that tries to creep mto an ant hill, a c;�;�'odile 
that. tries to run to water, a bird that tries to fly in '(be sky, . ..,- 1-<tr.-··· ··� 
a dog that tries to run to a village, a fox that tries to flee to 
a cemetary and a monkey that. tries to escape to a forest. 
These anim.als are constantly struggling to reach their 
respective habitats. Similarly the six sense faculties are 
seeking gratification in Uteir own spheres and the man . 
who has no control over his senses becomes terribly 
confused. 

Pleasureable sense experience has craving as its latent 
tendency, unpleasant sense experience has aversi\'>n as its 
latent tendency and neutral sense experience hu Igno
rance as its latent tendency (M. I, p. 303). As such sense 
experience normally generates unwholesome motiva-
tional roots. · 

Sensations/ feelings (vedana)demarcate the body from 
the rest of tbe environment and .give the body the sense of 
self. For, the Kbandbasamyutta(S. III, p. 46) says: �hen . . the untrained worldling is impressed by a sensation born 
of contact with ign�r9.nce, the idea 'I am', occurs to him, 
the idea· "I ain this (body)", occurs to him" (av'jjjisam
pbassajena vedayitena pbuttbassa 8ssu_!avato puthujja
nassa asnJtipissa boti, ay� shan; asmiti' pissa boti). 

Looking at the congnitive experience of man from . 
another perspective Buddhism maintaiils th_!t the human 
mind is obscured by five hindrances (nivsrai?a) · of 
emotional and cognitive biases. They are desire for 
sensuality, anger, indolenCe, worry and perplexity, Their 
capacity t� obscure the true nature of sense expedence is 
illustrated by the water simile (S. V, pp. 121-124). The 
five hindranes are compared to coloured water, boiling 
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water, moss-covered water, turbulent water and muddy 
water placed in d arkness :-espectively. Under all these 
circumstances water fails to give. the .true picture of a . 
thing rtflected thereon. Similarly the miild overpowered 
by these hindrances fails to understand the true nature of 
experiences that come within its ambit.. 

Buddhism teaches the methodical elimination of man's 
confusibn and ignorance, and a ·  way of understanding 
human e�perience as it really is by the practice of ll!Oral 
habits (sila) and a graduated process of mental_ I culture 
(samidbijbhivana). The landmarks in the experience of 
this course of traini�g are explained in the suttas. 

l. Progresslve eXperiences of the Trainee 
According to the SamaiiJiaphaia Sutta (D. I, p.70 ff) 

the unblemished cultivation of moral habits generates the 
pleasure/hB.ppiness of leading � blameless life (anavajja
sukha). The next step in the process of training is the 
restraint of the senses and that brings the experience of . 
uncontaminated pleasure/happiness (avyasekasukba). 
Wh�t is meant by this seems to be the pleasure derived 

· · ·from bl:ing free from the dictates of sense-faculties. The 
·subsequent steps in the course of training bring the 
experl�nces of mindfulness (sati), dear comprehension 
(umpaj8JJJI8) an_d contentment" (santuffhi). 

. . 
. . 

When. the five nfvaranas subside the disciple 1 expe- . 
rieJ!ces a great sen�e of �elief .and this sense of relief is 
illustrated With five meaningful similes. It fs as (a) when a· · 
busine�sman pays off the capital loan and makes a 
handsome profit in his business, (b) when a patient .recovers after a: prolonged serious illness, (c) .when a 
prisoner is released f�om prison, (d) when a slave is freed 
froni sl11.very, and (e) wh�n a man lost in a fearful desert is 
r_escued and brought to safety. 

· � ith this sense of relief great delight (pimojja) and joy 
(piti) arise, and the joyou� mind gets concentrated. · The 
mind thus concentrated develops jhinas, and the 
Simatifiaphal_a Sutta gives ·a glimpse into these medita
tional experientes through the medium of illustrative 
similes. In the firstjhina the medicator experiences joy 
and pleasure/happiness (bliss) born of the seclusion from 
sense pleasures (vivekjam pftisukham). Furthermore he 
fills, permeates, s"a_!urat�s and suff�ses his e�tire body 
with this vivekajapitis_ukha. This blissful physical expe
rience is compared to the coolness of . moisture that 

. permeates through and through a wet ball of bath 
powder, and it is said that no part of the meditator's body 
remains un(ouched by this bliss. In the second jhina he 

· exp.eri�nces joy and bliss born of concentration (samadhi
jiJII} pitisukhaiJ;J,. and he, as before, fills, . permeates, 
sat�rates and suffuses his entire body with this samadhi-

.}apitisukha. Just as in a large pond filled to the brim � with 
cool waters welling from underground springs; where no 
part of the pond remains untouched by the cool waters, 

the meditator's body gets completely pervaded with this 
b liss. In the thirdffiana there is a similar experience with 
joyless bliss (nippitikasukha) and the body is compared· 
to a lotus blossom submerged in the water, no part of 
which remains untouched by the cool waters. In the 
fourth jhana the pure bright mind pervades the entire 
b�dy and the simile compares the experience of. this 
jhanicstate to the entire body being covered with a pure 
white cloth from head to foot. 

3. The LlberatJve experience 
After the fourthjhana it is possible to direct the mind 

for the attainment of higher supernormal knowledges 
(abhififis) such as the ability to perform miracles (iddhi
vidha), divine ear (dibbasota), thought-reading (ceto
pariyatiina), retrocognition (pubbenivisinussatiiisna), 
clairvoy�ce with the special ability to see the working of 
kamma when beings are reborn (cutupapitaiiaoa) and 
the k�owle<Jge of the destruction of defilements {ssavak
khayaiiana). The first three attainments are not essential 
for liber�tion while the last named is a sine qua non. " 
Some arahants have all six· supernomal cognitive expe- . 
riences (chalabhififis), while others have only the last 
three (teVi.ilsJ, or only the very last (paiifiavimutta). There 
are still others who are proficient in the riipa and aiiipa 
jhanas as well and they are called ubhatobhigavimutti 
(S. I, p. 191). 

When the adept discovers the four noble ·truths through 
his own personal experience his mind gets released from 
the intoxicants of sensuality, continued existence and 
ignorance. In freedom he gets the cognitive experienct 
that he is freed, and he comprehends that birth is 
destroyed, the higher life has been suct;essfully led, done 
is what has to be done, and that there is no more of this 
worldly existence (D. I, p. 84 etc.). _Liberation is a. · 
supramundane exptrience which is achieved in this '!ery 
life i tself (ditth 'eva dhamme sayam a bhiiifi� 
sacchikatva vih�iati) and it is such a blissfUl �xperience 
that some arahants arc rel'orted to have enjoyed- this bliss 
of emancipation (vimuttisukha) for seven continuous 
days without changing posture (Vijayi Therigitbi, Tbig. 
. v. 169 ff). 

. 

In the Migandiy� Sutta ( M. I, p. 504) the Buddha says 
that he experiences such b1iss apart from sense pleasures 
and . unwholesome ·states, bliss which surpasses even 
divine pleasures, that he does not wish for lower fflrms of 
(sense) pleasures and does n·ot fmd delight in them. · 

4. Sense experience of the Uberated being 
The contact (phsssa) a 1iberated being make with the · -· 

externa! world seems to be qualitatively different from 
the contact an ordinary puthujjana makes . 

According to the advice given to Bihiya Daruclriya 
( Uclina, p. S), a liberated being is trained in such a way 
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that there is only seeing in what is seen, only hearing in 
what is heard ,  only sensing in what i s  cognised . His sense 
experience seems to be such that be does not establish 
contact with the external world, and this conjecture 
seems to be substantiated by the statement that destruc
tion of fetters is far re'moved from those who are steeped 
in contact with the world (tesam phassaparetanam . . .  ara 
samyojanakkhayo, Sn. v. 736). The Uppadasa"!y�tta (S. 
m: p. 230) states that the arising and persistence of sense 
contact is the cause for the appearance of old age 
and de!ith (cakkiwsamphassassa uppado _thiti 
. . .  manosamphassassa uppado thiti jaramarBf!BSSB patu
bhavo). An�ther significant s'tatement is that contact 
(with the external world) is established dependent on 
upadhi. How .can contact be established fqr one who is 
free from upadhR (Phusanti phassa upadrJI!I paficca, 
nirupadhim kena phuseyyuf!l phassa, Udana, p. 12). 
According'to the Anguttara nikaya (A. 11, p. 161) one 
beco�es an arahant with the cessation of conceptual . . . 
prollferiliions, when there is complete cessation of the six 
faculties of sense , contact and detachment therefrom 

. (channam phassayatananaf!l asesaviraganirodha 
papaficanfrodho papaflcupasamo 'ti). Similarly a lib:_" 
rated being's experience of sensatons/feelings (vedana) 
too seems to be qualitatively different from that of the . puthujjana. · 

There are two types of sensations which the ordinary 
mari experien�es, they are physical and mental (kayika ca 
cetasika, S. I V, p. 23 1). The impact of these two types of 

· sensations oil the individual is explained with the help of 
a simile. A man experi�nces pain when he is shot with one 
arrow, he expe.riences greater pain when he is shot with a 

. secOild arrow. The first ar�ow is the physical pain and the 
. second arrow is the mental pain (of fear and anxiety as 

when an immature child is slightly wounded). By adding 
the mental component the untrained ordinary man 
doubles the pain he has to endure (S. IV, p . . 208). In 
contrast the liberated being experiences only physical 

, pain and not the ment&l counterpart (so eka"! vedanan: 
vediyati kayikaf!! na cetasikan:, S. I V, p. 209). T�e 
statement that dukkha does not · arise when there lS 
complete cessation of vedan.a and detachm�nt therefrom . 
(vedananaf!l asesaviraganlrodha natthi dukkftassa �a�
bhavo, Sn. p. 143) becomes meaningful when 1t lS 
understood that the mental component of sensation 
becomes extinct with the attainment of arahantsh,i

,
p. 

Thus it is clear that !he sense experience of the libe'rated 
being· a; portrayed in the Pall Canon is qualitatively 
different from the �ense experience expressed by the 
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terms phassa and vedana_of t h e  ordinary worldling. (See 
PHASSA and VEDANA) . . 

Lily de SUva 

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT. See ATONEMENT. 

EXPULSION. See PABBAJANiv'A KAMMA . 

-

EXTINCTION. See UCCHEDA VADA. 

EXTRA-SENSORY-PERCEPTION (ESP) is perception 
beyond the range of known sensory processes, and it · 
extends beyond the range of normal pe!f.;eption through 
ti�e, space and plane of experience. Tl).e belief in the 
possibility of this type of �xtra-sensory-p�rception has 
been prevalent in India from very early, times. Earliest 
traces of this belief are found in the · Vedas wherein . 
paranormal powers are ascribed to conative :md co�
nitive abilities of the individual. 1 In the'�Upam�ads th1s 
belief is further developed, but the emphasis shifted from 
the perceptio� of visual empirical objects to perception of 
spiritual 'things. 'Thus, the Upani�3dssuch as Kafha and 
Mundaka clearly state that the Atma.n cannot be per
ceiv�d through the normal sensory process. The Kafba ·. (ii, 3, 9) says that the Atman cannot be perceive.d with 
eyes (na caksusa pasyate ka$cin�ainaf!!), whlle the 
Mundaka (iii, ·1 ,  8) decla,res that the Atmanis not grasped 
(grhy�te) by the eye (cak�usa), by speech (vaca), by o�her 
sensory-organs (nan yair devai�), by austedJy (tapasa) or 
by work (karma_na). Again both these Upani�ads agree 
that the Atman cannot be attained (Jabhyo) by instruc
tion (pravacanena}, intellectuaj power {medhya) or · by 
much learriing (bahuna srutena: Ka!ha., i, 2, 23;  
Mimdaka, iii, 2,  3), implying thereby the .�se of extra

.sensory powe�s or faculties to perceive the Atman. These 
Upani�ads basically accept that this fonri o.f e�tra
sensory perception . is attained through .medtta�wnal 
practices. Thus, the Kafba (ii, 3, 9) says that the �.tma

.
n 

which does 'not come within the range of norma� VlSlon 1s 
apprehended by heart (h:da}, by thoug

.
ht (ma�i�a) and 

by mind (manasa). While in the Kafba (1, 2, 20) 1t 1s stated 

I 0 th. t · 0 H de A WiJ'esekera Upanishadic Terms for Sense Functions, UCR. Oct. Vol. I & 2, PP· 14-24. . n JS as pee see . . . , 
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that the Atman is seen through the tranquillity of mind 
and senses (dhawh prasada), the Mundaka ( i ii; I ,  8) says 
that this is possible through the pu�ification of know
ledge (jiianaprasada) by the practice -of medi.tation. 
However, it should be noted that the Upani�ads, while 
accepting meditational practices as the immediatt source 
of the production of extrasensory-perception, empha
tically declare that its ultimate source is the grace of 
Atman (Katba, i, 2, 23; Mundaka, iii, 2, 3). The 
acceptance �f the belief in extra:s�nsory-perceptive abi
lity by the Jainas is based on th�ir ac£eptance of a 
permanent, intrinsically omniscient self (jiva). I Buddhi
sm also accepted this ability of extra-sensory-perception, 
but it differed in content and source of origin from the 
parallel Upanisadic and· Jaina beliefs. It is evident that 
according to euddhism this ability, if not a'n inborn 
quality of an individual,2 is attained only throughjhanic 
practices. Being an atheistic rel�gion Buddhism com� 
pletely rejects the idea of grace of an external power. Its 
basic teaching _?n SOU]-Jessness (anStta, q.v .) r!;(\)tes the 
J aina idea of Jiva, and hence the b.asis of the Buddhist 
conception of the ESP ability is different from that held 
by the Jainas and the Upa·ni�adic teachers. 

It is; perhaps, in Buddhism that the ability of extra
sensory-perception comes to be dealt with systematically 
and elaborately. Buddhist epistemol�gy accepts, b��ides 
normal per�ption, a mode of perception which is beyond 
the range_ of the known sensory�processes .. This particular 
. ability is generally connoted by the Pali term abhiniia 
(q.v.) in one of its numerous shades of meanings. 
According ·to th� Bu!,idhist theory of knowledge 
abhiiifia in this ·.s..c11se ·15 a means of direct knowledge. 
'Buddhist texts refer to 'things' (dbamma) that are to be 
acquired and perceived through abhifi/'ia (lfbhinnasac
chikaraDiya dhamina: A. lll ,  pp. 17- 19). In the Psyasi 

· Sutta(D. II, p. 328) it i-s clearly'stat_ed that the o'ther.world 
(paraloka) cannot be perceived (na datthabbo) with the 

· physical-eye (maf!lsa-cakkhu) but ha� · to be perceived 
with th�:: · divine-c:ye (dibba�cakkhu, q.v.). Textual evi
dence shows that the qualifying terms dibba meaning 
'divine' and atikkanta manusaka meaning 'surpassi.ng the 
huma.,; are invariably prefixed to describe and diffe
rentia:e this mode of extra-sepsory-perception from 
normal perception (cf. D.

' I, pp. 82f., 162; II, p. 288). 
From textual evidence it also seem that words such as 
dittha, dassana, adakkhi, :.tsually connoting the sense of 
no�mal perception, are also :JSeO to convey the sense of 
extra-sensory perception ( cf. /t. .p. 58). The Niddesa(l, p. 

323) commenting on the term adakkhi suggests that it 
could convey the sense of seeing with telepath ic know
ledge (paracitta-iiana), .retrocognitive knowledge (pub
benivasanussatiflan�}, human-eye (mea111sa cakkhu} or 
divine eye (dibba.:Cakkhu). Verbs such as passati and 
pajanati meaning seeing and knowing are also frequently 
used to bring out the meaning of extra-sensory-percep
tion (cf. D. I, pp. 82, 162; M. I, p. 7). The term dassana · 
meaning 'perception' and particluarly the terni nan
dassana are also used in the wider sense to include both 
sensory and extra-sensory perception.J 

As mentioned earlier the closest Pali equivalent for 
ESP is abhifiiia . . Under this term are includ�d six items,4 
and these are iddhividha (psychokinesis), dibbasota . _, 

(divine-ear or clairaudiance), cetopariyayanana (tele
pathy), pubbenivasanussatifiana.(retrocognition), dibba
cakkhu ( divil)�..eye or clairvoyance) and asal'anamkbaya
iiana (knowledge relating to the extinction of defile
me�ts); These items are oftwo main kinds. The first item 
iddhividba connotes a psychokinetic power, and hence, it 
9oes not s trictly fall within the category of extra-sensory
perception. I t  is more a branch of parapsychology wbictl 
includes .both psychokinesis and ESP. The sixth item · 
asavanaf!1khaya iiaf!a is an important technical term in 
B·udd�i�t psychology connoting the realization as well as 

· the internalization of the fact· of the extinction of aU 
defilements of samsaric existence. Thi.s in other words is . . 
the summum bon'um of Buddhism. lh:nce, 8savanamk
haya.ffa�a, too, is not strictly a form of ESP in the senSe it 
·is found used in modern writings on the subject. The 
remaining four items, clairaudiance, telepathy; retrocog- · 
nition and clairvoyance, it is apparent, directly come 
within the definition ..of ESP. 

Dibba-sota or clairatidiance, according to Budd�st · 

texts, is the paranormal power ofhea�g and discerning · 
sounds both human and divine which are not audible to 

. the audi.tory organ (D. I l l, p. 38; M. I, p. 502). 
Cetopariyayaflana (i .e. telepathy) according to Buddhist 
textual description is thought . or mind-reading, than 
thought-transference (D. I, pp. 80, 2 13). The Angutta.ra
nikaya (I, pp. 1 70, 1 7 1) states that one can know · 

another's mind through the process known as BdesanapBtihiriya. . 

lberein it is also explained how tliis could be �ccom
plished either through the normal or paranormal process. 
Pubbenivasanussati-.iiana, generally rendered as retro
cognition, is the paripormal ability to recall one's · 
manifold past existences. Dibba-cakkhu i.e. clairvoyance 

. or divine-eye, in the wider sense of the tei:m, is the . 

2. a. the case of Vipassi (D. I I, p. 20). However, such instances are not numerous, and in the case of Vipassi his ESP ability 
(clairyoyance in this instance) is said to be the product of his former good deeds: 

3. See K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, London,. 1963, p. 43 r f. 
4._ These six items will be dealt separately under the respective head-words. See also Adhi!IiiB. 
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The facade of cave 10, Ellora. 
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paranormal ability to see things which are beyond the 
range of the physical ey�e. The Dlgha-nikaya (II, p. 20) 
says that prince Vipassi was endowed with this para
normal power and that he could see a distance of one 

· yojsns all round whether during the night and day. In his 
case this ability was the result of his former good deeds. 
The Arahant Anuruddha who bad deliberately deve
loped this ability was ranked formemost among those 
disciples of the Buddha who were endowed with dibba
cskkhu (A. I, p. 23). The Buddha utilized this ability to 
discern contemporaneous events (M. I, p. 170; A:Ill, p. 
336). In its limited functional sense dibbscakkhil also 
connotes the paranormal ability of seeing the decell$e and 
rebirth of beipgs, which ability along with pubbe
nivisanusssti-JJana and isavanamkhaya-6ins -(tisso 
vijjs) are basically essential for the' attainmen't of final 
release. · 

This ability of :knowing the decease and rebirth of 
beings is also known by the functional name cutupapsta
JJina, knowledge regarding decease and rebirth. Allied ·to · 
this is ·· the paranormal perception of the working of 
k8mma. This, the text� categorise as a separate faculty . 
known as the 'knowledge as to· how beings fare according 
to their deeds' (yatbalaimmupaga�J18na; Vism; p� 358; cf. 
Compendium of Philosophy). The p�wer of prophesing 
or precognition (anagatamsa-fiana), too, is an aspect of 
cl:iirtoyance; and this is regardect' as the special ability of 
the Buddha (CoiripendiutiJ of Philosophy, p. 63). 

An analysis . of . the four abhiJJJJis shows. that thes� \ 
could be broadly divided into two groups with clair
audiance '(dibbs-sbta) on the one side and the three 
remaining faculties on the �ther. lt is clear that function� 
lilly telepathy (cetoparlya�ifsna) has much in common 
with clairyoyarice and this fact' bas bee� observed by later 
exegetical writers (cf. Vism; p. 344). As obse..Ved earlier 
the knowledge iegarding the . decease and . rebirth t>f 
beings (sattanam cutupspataJJana) connotes only an 
aspect of clairvoyance (dibba.:Cakkhu)de!i�eratc:iy d�ve
loped and directed to a p8rticul:lr sphere and with il 
specific purpose. Such an an !!lysis also brings to light that 
there are three sense-faculties (indriya) namely the mind, 
the eye and the ear� that serve as base:; for· the functioning 
of these paranormal abilities. From Buddhist textual 
evidence it is seen that the ear and the eye become helpful 
only at the early stages of the development of the ESP 
abilities, and of these, too, the ear, as the physical basis of 
clairaudience (dibba-sota), plays only a very minor role. -

It is the fat:ulty of the mind developed through medita
tional practices that is of paramount importance. 

Eai'ly Buddhism as well as the contemporaneous 
Indian religious tradition accepted the position that the 
mind could be raised to a high level of development 
through meditational practices whereby it acquires the 
ability of perceiving things that are beyond the range of 

normal sense organs through space, time and p lane of 
experience. Even in the Vedic period the mind was 
considered to possess latent paranormal ability of seeing 
and knowing. The Up!JJJisads treat the mind as the sense 
par excellence. The Chan'dogya (viii, 12, 5) refers to the 
mind as the divine-eye (daivsm caksuh). Budhi3t texts 
uphold the view that mind has telepathid powers, and this 
is evident from the Buddhist Textual description of 
cetopariysJJ8n8. And moreover, according to Buddhist 
texts, it is the inind that is directed to see things which are 
not within the range of normal perception as well ea 
events connected with former births of one�elf and of 
others (cf. M. I, p.  296; A. V; p. 3). Hence; it is reasonable 
to assume that the paranormal ability connected by the 
term dibba-cskkhu as well as dibbasota refers to this ESP 
ability of the. mind. Exegetical description of dibba
cakkhu found in such texts as the Visuddhimagga 
strengthens this assumption. Therein ( Visni. p. 351) the 
dibba-cakkhu is explained as, 'It is an eye in the seu�e of 
seeing. Also it is an. eye since it is like: an eye in its 
performance of an eye's function. '  Further the same 
source (p. 362) describes it '8s the eye of knowledge 
(JJ'in?acakkhu). The MiliridspaJJba (p. 153) calls it the eye 
produced by contemplation (bhavsnsmayacakkhu) 
whereas the Pa�ssmbhicfBmsggs (I, p. 1 15) refers to it 
simply as paJJJJi.'. . · � · · . 

It appears that, according to Buddhism, the mind is 
said to possess latent paranormal ability of seeing and 
knowing. This pow�r is made inoperative by the five 
defilements (paJJcanivarana)wbicb cripple the mind and 
weaken wisedom ( M. I, pp. 181 ,  270, 276� 521; 1). I, p. 76, 
cf. A. I, pp. 254, 255). Therefore, in order to activate and 
bring to surface this latent ESP ability one has to rid the . 
mind of these deftl�nts. This is possible only through 
mind--culture which sha:rpe�s Wisdom (paJJi1a)� a,nd this 
involves practice of \drtue (sila), the Buddhist view being 
that wisdo111 and virt�e go badin band (D. I, p. 124; cf.A. · 
I, p. J02)� When freed frpm these defilements the mind 
becomes suitable for f�rtbeqlevelopment through.medi
tatior.a.l · practices that tra�quil the mind (sa�atha
bbavsni, cf. MA. Ill, . p. 202). When mie reaches the . 
fourth jhimic state or its equivalent (�f. M. I, . p .. 494) 
through these m.editational practice� ()De's mind becomes 
concentrated, pure, cleansed, free from blemishes, purged 
of adyentitious-defilements, supple, pliant, steady and · 
unpurturbed (D. I, p. 76; A. III, pp. 16, t 7). Even at this 
state of development ofthe ntind the latent ESP. abilities 
do not automatically become operative. It is only if on� 
desires (saa: 'i.ksDkhati, A. III, p. 17) that one oould 
deliberately tu·m a,nd direct one's mind to ·utilise ESP 
abilities. 

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that . 
according to the Indian view, specially as it is foUiid 
enunciated in Buddhist texts, ESP is an ability probably 
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latent in the mind, and that sense-faculties such as the eye 
and the ear are of limited use in the development of this 
ability. While accepting that in rare ins:tances this l atent 
ability becomes automatically manifest as a result of 
former good deeds of the possessor of ESP, Buddhism as 
a general principle, accepts the position that one has to 
put forth deli be rat�, conscious and methodical effort for 
its fruition. 

As seen above the mind has the potential to perceive 
things beyond the range of normal perception. This 
potentiality is suppressed and stifled by an overgrowth of 
five obstacles or defilements (pafica-nivarana). these are 
covetousn�s_!l' (abhijjha}, iJJ-wilJ (vyapad�), . sloth and 
torpor (thina-middha), restlessness and scruples 
(uddhacca-kukiwcca) and sceptical doubt · (vicikiccha). 
The initial step iri the process of the development of ESP 
is the �radication of these mind-crippling obstacles. This 
is to be accomplished by):ulturing the mind through 
jh�ic practices. From tlie f�ct that ESP ·is primarily a 
· product pertaining · to jbariie corisciciusness it is evident ; 
that, according . to the . Buddhist view, it is not a"' mere 
human ·ability. The Buddhisttexts the'mselves refer to it 
� �super�liuman achievement (uttarl�mussadhamma), 
·and ·iii �ohtent it is more a spiritual .att�nme�t than a 
miracuious feat. The· p1,1rpose �f achlevilig ESP' ability . 

· also is spiritual, and rhe Buddha clearly lays 'down ·an · 
i!lj�ncti�. !HW>hl.b�tjng th,:_ disciples_ from making public 

. display of this super-human ability ( Vin. II, p. 1 10). The 
MabaliSuttiJ (D. I� p. l55} emphatically points out : that 
the Buddha's . teaching is . not meant for the 'mere'. 

. attainment of this super-human power. 

Buddhism, while accepting the possibility· of devel9ping · 
ESP ability, pointedly states that it should be developed · 
for the·sole.purpose of obtaining; direct knowledge about 

· phenomena (dbam.rris)'which are beyond the . reach of 
normal &>erceptioil, ' which khowledge conduces' to the : 
attainment of release from the vortex of birth imd death · 
(sainssra). It is specifically in this.context that Buddhism, 
whe'n speaking of ESP; lays emphasis on satts.nam
cutupspsths-fiana · and pubbenivisinussa.ii-ifsns, which ·. 
are both aspects 'of dibbacillbu,_for these are helpful in 
obtaining iissvanamkhaya-fiaiis. ·Hence these three 
knowledges (tisso riffS) are said to contribute to the 
attainment of Enlightenment leading to final release. 

On the other hand .ther� seems to be evidence which 
p�int to . .the . possibility �f reaching fme.l · liberation 
through what is referred to as .'the way of wisdom' 
(paififa-v.b;nutta), whe.rein one does nor appear to mah 
use of these ESP facuities (S. II . pp. 1 19!). In th� 
Commentaries (SA. II .  pp. 1 26f.) the distinction between 
these two methods is explained by saying that while the 

former pursues the path to liberation via the jhimas, the 
latter is the method of d irect intui tion (sukJ.havipassaka) 

which has little need of jhana (nijjhanaka). The latter 
perhaps assumes an advanced stage of religious develop
ment inherited from previous life or lives on which the 
achievements of this life are founded. 

S. K. Nanayakkan 

FABLES. The opinions of scholars with regard to the 
structure and character of the fable are different to a 
considerable extent. The Oxford English Dictionary 
gives the term a number of meanings such as: ·a fictitious 
narrative; a foolish or a ridiculous story, a short story 
devised to convey. some useful lesson, a plot of a play or a 
poem; L. Magnus, (Dictionary of European Literature, 
London, p. 1 54) defines the fable as a short comic tale in 
verse in which it is an almost invariable condition that the 
subjects shall be drawn . from common life and shall 
imitate 11ature in its . physical, if not in it.S mora} and 
psychological manifestations .  The pncyclopaedia 
Brita.imica (IX, p. 21) considers the fable and the 
apologue to be similar, and says that a fable in its genuine 

. state is a narrative in. �hich �eirigs, irrational · and · 
som�times inani!Date, feign to'act and speak with human 
interest and passion for the purpose of moral instruction. 
In ·A Readers' Guide to Literary Terms (Karl Beckson 
and Arthur Ganz; p. 66) it is said that the characters in a 
fable are often animals but not invariably so. And it is 
further stated that a fable should contain a moral imd 
that it can be composed eit�er in prose or in verse.t A 
definition of the term as it is generally understood at 
present is found in the Standard Dictionary of Folk-lore
Mythology and Legend (Funk and Magnalls Company, 
New York, I, p.36 1). There it is said that a fable is an 
anim!l.l tale with a moral. 

However, from the definitions cited above, it can be . 
surmised that a fable is a short narrative either in prose or 
in verse inten�ed for moral instruction and that its 
characten are often animals. 

The didactic nature of the contents is. a marked feature 
of the fable. Yet this cannot be considered as a criterion 
which distinguishes a fable from other l ypes of literature. 
Almost all stories found in Buddhist literature fiave as 
their main purpose the pointing out of a moral� Yet all 
such stories are not considered to be fables. Of the vast 
number of Buddhist tales a certain group, whose. main 
.characters .,are animals, are categorised as fables. 
Therefore, 'Buddhist tales intended for moral instruction, 

· I .  Normally Buddhist fables are iri a miXture of prose arid verse and only rarely are they completely in verse (see N o. Jataka No. 430. 
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with their main characters as animals, are here considered 
as fables. Yet there remains another group of tales in 
which animals and human beings take part. Such tales, 
too, due to the presence of animals as characters are here 
treated as fables. 

Nothing definite ca,n be said about the origin of the 
fable literature. Some are of opinion that the fables are of 
Semitic origin (The Standard Dictionary of Folklore 
Mythology and legend, Funk and Wagnalis Company; 
Joe. cit.). The ·Encyclopaedia of Britannica (loc. cit.) 
suggests that the fables of India and Greece are derived 
from the beast fables of savages. It Is probable that the 
fables, u we have them now, are a development of the 
animal tale which is one of the earliesst features of foik· 
lore. These animal tales in the beginning may }lave been 
completely devoid of any kind of moral instruction and 
may have been mere explanatory stories, as for example a 
story _related in,Qrder to _explain why the �row is black, 
why the peacock is beautiful and so on. Later these very 
tales may have been used to inculcate a moral lesson for 
human beings o.r to sadrize their conduct. When and who 
changed these early explanatory �al tales into didactic 
fables cannot be exactly known. It can be conj�ctured 
that this change was effected by a people who belonged to 
a sophisticated culture than. primitive folk-cultpre. The 
structure of the fable · itself reveals developed -literary 
tra.l .. which a.re alien to the genui�e. and t�e earliest forms 
of folk-lore. 

· Tbe-odgin of the fable literature in India, too, has not . 
yet been conclusively established� The popular .Buddhist 
belief is that llll fables, more precisely all tales, found in 
Buddhist texts, specially thefotaka, are the inventions of 
the Buddha. It is said that on numerous occasions the 
Buddha, in order to �xplain and comment on events that 
took place among the Sangha, narrated stories containing 
similar eventS said to have occurred in the past. It is a well 
accepted notion �mong the Buddhists that the Budd.ha 
could visualize experiences of an innumerable number of 
previous births of his own as weil as of othera. The stories 
be . narrated are regarded as illustrating these previous 
experiences. The Buddha narrated these in order to 
impart a inorai lesson to the Sangha. But, this popular 
belief which attributes the authorship of all these stories 
to the Buddha cannot bold ground when examined 
closely. It i!. quit� possible that the Buddha · himself 
invented quite a number of stories. Beside those stories 
there are 'a large number oftales, specially fables, which 
the Buddha seems to . have draWn from the popular 
literature. One such fabl� is the Baka .18taka (No. 38). 
There is nothing Buddhistic in this story except for the 
presenc:_e of a tree-deity who is identifi� : �th, the 
Bodbisatta. it is quite apparent that the character of the 
tree-deity bas no place in the main story and that he bad 
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been introduced at a later stage to give this fable, whicQin 
essence is not Buddhistic, a Buddhistic garb. There are 
quite a number of fables which have nothing particularly 
Buddhistic about them but are used to impart Buddhist 
moral teachings by giving them a Buddhistic appearance. 
The K.barsdiys fotaka (No. 15), the Tipallattbsinigr 
jataka (No. 16), the Munika fotaka (No. 30), the 
V"anarindafotaka(No. 570 and Kakkatafotaka(No. 267) . ' 

are a few of the fables that the Buddha and his disciple.s might have drawn from a common mass of floating fabl�. 
literature. 

The Jives led by the Indians of the first millenium B.C. 
strongly suggest the possibility of the existence of animal 
tales at a very early date. The lives of the early Indians 
were very closely connected with nature.' Therefore, they 
had the opportunity to observe the similarities and 
differences between the working of nature and their own 
lives. Especially the animals, both domistic�ted and wild, 
must have drawn their attention and they must have 
observed certain characteristics which are peculiar to · 
them and still other characteristiCs which are common to 
men and beasts. They may have invented simple tales to 
explain th�se characteristics and probabJ�{he fables of a 
litter date have developed from these. ·H�ytever, this is a 
mete conjecture and t�,ere is no textual e':J�.�p,c� to prove · 

this. It is not at all surprising to fmd that i� India folk-lore 
did not find ri. place in the c:arlie.St litc:rat�e, name!Y.the · 

Vedic likrature, which on the whole is rep_rc:sc:ntative of . . . . . .. ,_ ,.,_, . ,  
. the thoughts and beliefs of brihinin priests-:< . : 

Yet, there is textual evidence to show that tbe·Indians, 
from very early times, were keen observers of nature. 
Thus in the Rg Veda (vii, I 02} o�curs an analogy in whi!=h 
the croaking of frogs. is compared with the chanting of . 
hymns by brMmin priests, From very eiU'ly timesJhey 
were not hesitant to attribute certain human cbaracter:
isties to anirpals. The Chandogy11 . Upanisad (�- 12) 
mentions how the dogs se�hed for a leade'r to, obtaln 
food for them': In the same Upsnisadit is me.ntioned bow 
Raikva's attention was drawn by the retnarbwade by 
the two flamingoes (iv, I) and rsgafu bow the sage 
Sat yakima was instructed by a bull, a O.n�ngo . and 
fmally b! an aquatic animal (v, 7). . . . 

· · · · 

The eB.rliest textual reference t6 fabk's is fo\md in the 
Epics. M. Winterrii� .(iliSio.ry ollndisn Uteiat�, I, p. 
405 ff.) has cited numerous ;fables. that oceur m ibe 
Mahabhsraf�. H�te the fable is used lor the purpose of 
instruction. If fables had not been current imoiig the 
people as a medium of irtstrilctioh and morl:i teaching it 
would not have been used for that purpose in the Epies. 
Am01ig the numerous f�bles th.at oecur in this Epic are 
the tales about the bird which iaid golden eggs; about the 
birds being united, were able to fly away carrying the 
fowler's net and when disunited fell into the bands of the 

' · 

/ 

0 
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fowler; about the hypocritical cat which feigned to the illustrator of the cultivation of various virtues. These 
practise severe austerities and devoured the unsuspecting numerous fables which the Buddha drew upon from the 
mice, and also about the hypocritical flamingo which ate popular literature of that time are found to occur in the 
the birds' eggs. All tbese fables reappear in later litera- fotaka. Not only the Buddha, but also his eminent 
ture. Yet, u Mablbb'i.rsts is full of interpolations and u disciples may have followed the example of the master. 2 
its exact date is not known these references do not help This, very probably, is the cause for the vast number of 
one in fixing a date for the existence of the fable as a tales in Buddhist literature. Afterwards, the brahmins, 
m�cliwj} of instruction. Proverbial expressions found in too, followed the example set by the Buddha. While the 
Pltafijali'l Mabibbisys which is a.Ssigned to about 150 Buddha employed these popular tales mainly as a 

. B.C. too
. 
suggest th� �xistence'· of a developed fe:ble medium of teaching his doctrine, the brahmins used the 

literature (A. B. Keith, A History of Sanskrit-Literature, very same tales to impart worldly wisdom and it is at the 
p.243). However, the most important ·evidence for the harid� of the latter that the fable developed into a very 
existence of fables is the monumental evidence of effective means of imparting knowledge with regard to 
Bhiirhut. The jiitakas which are sculptured in deep bas- the principles of state craft, polity, diplomacy and in 
relief on the -railings of Bbiirhut provide undisputable general with regard to all aspects of practical life. When 
evidence for the existence of the fable as a medium of the Sanskrit language began to reassert itself in the latter 

· instruction at the end of the 3n:i century B.C. · part of _the 2nd century A.C: as the court language, the 
Tb6Ugh the fable WllJ prevalent, before th� time of the brahmin teachers, )o whom was entrusted the education 

Buddha,. as a �edium �f instruction ori worldly. wisd.om . of princes, felt the need of text books which taught the 
�d :btoraiity, u�doubtedly it was the Buddha .who first )o\mg princes the managemeri't of political and public 
·used. the 'fable, on a very wide sCale, as .an effective affairs. To satisfY ttiis need they copiously'drew material 
medium cifbistruction em worldly wisdom, morality and from Buddhist_tales·ana by stripping off the Buddhistic 
above ail on rtliBioui inatiers. It is qUite well ki:town :that . garb. of those tales used theni to serve their plirpOSl:. This · 

die lJuddba in �.rder t� make his ��w �octiin� teaehings is the ·· telliioi{ why the very same tales occur in both . 
. clear and lucid to the listeners very oft�p emptoyed old Buddhist and brahm'anic literature. ' The. Paffcstantra, 
phr .. �oi9gy and corlcepts ' with which they wer� well the ·.'fsntrakbyiyiki, the Hitbpsdtia and · •· host · · · 
-.equal�-�- .Itf the siune way:· in brdei' to• p'r�sent in a \ of 'other· colledtions . of fables came into existence to· 
simple manner his te�h.i!!gs .o.P �ar�a. rebirt� an� �uch satis�y this need. The tales th�t occur in these books sh�w . 
other topics he used fables !Dd other types oftBles which fO what extent . they are mde�ted to the Buddhist 

· he eoukt freely. draw upon from current literature. The.· .. .  literature, and at the same time they also -reve� the 
Indians were by ;nature very fond of listening to stories. popularity the fable. had gained by that time. · 

Tbis ·must have given the liuddha a further impetus to . ;. make use oft.hese tal�ss whic� he·ha� alrea�yfound to be . � .�The yer} ia�les that appeB.r in Buddhist texts reapp�ar -�- a very effective med1um of mstructing the masses. -Th�'f:"l:only in Sanskrit . liti!!'atu�;e . but also in �tern f�·tbf the �uddha often used-apolo�ues and fable� and literat�re. Thls is d�e .to th� fa�t that m�t of the .f�bl�s . . ���e
.
alogies dra�nfr?m anim� life .m·th� COUrSe of �S prevai�nt in the West. at:�· of �di� origtii. -and that they dlS�urses to expliUD d�cult P?mts Js qu1te clear from · were introduced to the west by the Arabs. By about the 

· �umerous occu�nces m canorucal-texts otJier: than the mid9le of the 6th century A.C., the Paffca,tsntrs or to be · J.stds�see M. I, 334; A I, 162; IV, 138; S. l, 124; IV, 145, more precise the Proto-. PaJic�taD.trs was �endered into · · 148; Yln. ll, . I61). Pahlavi, the Persian irmguage. The translator was Barzoe 
-· the adaptation of the fable for the purpose of moral or Berzuyeh, 'the physician of Cbonu Anosharwin . 
instructiqn · and elucidation of difficult points iii .. the (Khosru N ushitvan, 531:-79 A. C.), the . king .of Persia: 
doctrine. was made still �asi�t by the Bu�dhist teachings This · trans}ation was -named after the two char�ters 
on I"ibirth. ThiS doc.trlne of rebirth ��e it pciisibl� to K.�ataka .. lll\d Damanua who appear in the original 
.transfer . l.ny ext�i fabl� i�to a iitaka . by U�e mere versi�n: By about S70 A:c.; the Pahlavi translation was 
identification of the main characters of a fable with the rendered .into old Syria.c by one B�d. An Ara.bic version 
p�vjou lives of .the Bud�ha and. his diSciples� �r by of .the Pahlavi rendering was made _by Abdallah ibn pi�r�-�-��s:a �mP;letely iew .char.acter �d identifying Almo�affa of the court of Kh�. Almansur (754-75 . 
�.)!ith a preVious birth. of the Buddha, as for example A. C.), under the title Ksii/ab ws Dimnsb. It was this 
the '.T ree-deity in the. B�� .fatale• (No .. 38). In. su.cb Arabic, version which helped the Indian fable lo migrate . .  
instAJ{�· tiie. bocihjs,atta p�ays-!he role p� excelle.n� as into the west. · · 

: / 
/ 

2; Vin, I, 188 seems to mgeat that aome monb of strict discipline were against tlte .practice of narrating stories. Yet there is 
eliouah evidence in canonical textl to a how that the Buddha himself uaed analogies, fables etc. in his di!courses . . 
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By about 1080 A.C. a Jew named Symeon Seth 
translated this Arabic text into Greek. In 12SO A.C. 
another Jew named Rabbi Joel rendered the Arabic text 
into Hebrew. Between 1263-78 A. C. this Hebrew version 
was rendered into Latin by Johannes Capua and this was 
printed and published iD 1480 A.C. under the title 

. Din:ct()rium Vitae Humanae. From the Latin were made 
the German translation entitled Du Bucb der Byspel der 
.Jte11 Wy.ren by AntlioniU. von Pforr, and the Italian 
reJ)derings by Firenzuola (1S48 A.C.) and A.F. Doni 
(1552 A.C.). These were retranslated into French and 
EDglish before th_e end of the 16th century. 

After the conquest of Spain- by the Mohammedans, 
Arabic literature found its way to Spain and as early as 
1289 A. C. The Arabic Book of Fables was translated into 

. Spanish under the title Calila t Dymna, and another 
veniQn appeared in 1493 A.C. 

One of the most important Latin versions was made by 
Baldo . aoinewhere ·iii . the 14th century under the title 
.M..ropu6 Alter. This is important because here the fables 
m iittibuted to the tridltional Greek fabulist, Aesop 
and thencie these fablci of Indian origin ciune to be 
rq&tded as· ·inventions Of Aesop. · · 

. , .. 
. ' ' 

·. However, Jean De La Fontaine's (1621-95 A�C.) 
callecii�n off8bks ih Fren-ch is the in oat wen known orau 
auC:h coll�ons. La Fo\antahie in �- introduction to the 
te;�litb, · b'o(,� · Q(' f�l!b:i •an _iba� . he. o.W�s the. largest 
portion of the fibles to In �dian sage nained Pilpay, 
which is coiisidered by niooerii scholars _to be a corrupt 
form, thtough the Arabic, ' of Sanskrit ,Vidy�pati which 
eould have ·been · a honorific title of the Indian who 
eolle�eC! the fable�:' La f'�untiilile•s collectio� �f fables 
• � to have been iDflueilced by �umerous verSions such 
u the Greek, it ali ail and early French versions. The work 
that-appears to have influenced him most fs the French 
vel'lion ffiit WBI published m 1644' tinder the title 'livre 
du Lumie1ru, ou Ja Conduite du Rois, composi par Je 
S•ae Pilpay, Indian ·by Pa:vid Sahid qf Ispahan. This 
itself is a French version of the AOviri Sublili of Hussain 
ben Al� 8.'11 enlarged version of N asralllh. 's rendering of 
Abdallah ibn Almokaff• wori. • 

/ 

Aetop, to whom the fables of tbe west ate commonly 
attributed, is believed to have Jived somewhere between 
620 and '60 B;C, and be is said to be the slave o!Iadmon 
of Samoa. The place of his birth is uncertain though some 
consider him to be a -native of Asia minor (see J. J. 
Shipley; TbeDictionlt}' of World liter�ture, New York). 
If thii is correcrthere is some possibility iJf his coming 
�to con.tact with the Indian -fable; for there1cbl)ld have 
bee1i contact among countries like India; Petiia, Syria 
and Aa_ia Uinor under the domination of Archaemenid 
Persians whose doiniDion spread from-the Indus to the 
southern frontiers of Egypt. 

Aesop is several times mentioned in Greek classical 
litereture. Plato says that Socrates spent his imprison
ment turning the stories of Aesop into verse. Aristo
phanes refers to him. Aristotle quotes some of his stories 
(see, EncyclopMdia .Q.rit41Jlifci;'�-Uiider Aesop). It is 
probable that Aesop did not commit his fables to Writing, 
and even if be did, they are now lost. The collection made 
by Demetrius of Phalerum (345-283 B. C.) is also lost. The 
earliest collection now extant is that of Babrim who 
turned the fables into choHambics in the early part of the 
3rd century A. C. This was discove'red by Mynas at Mt. 
Atbos in 1824 A. C. There is _every possibility for B arbrius 
to have become acquainted with the Indian fables. From 
the end of the 4th century B.C. there were frequent 
journeys between Greek dominions in the East and 
adjoining parts of India which were then Bqddhist. After 
the invasion of India by Alexander the Great, numerous 
Buddhist tales must have reached Greeee. The Greeks 
may also have brought with . lhem a few isolated tales 
prevalen� in their country. There is every possibility of 
their cairying home !l Jarger number of fabJes than the 
number they introdu�d :io India. : Tbw, the poetical 
versions of fables pr_eserved,in Babrius'. collection could 
be of Buddhist origin. lJle fabl_es �f Babrius are said to 
have been trinsiated t<l Lallil· by Phaedrus probably in 
the 4th eeritury A. c. Iii- tht' l4th 'century Plimudes, a 
monk from 'constlrittridple, . wroti i.�ork ;,Vbicb he . 
called a collectidn of Aesop's fBbl�s:�it is quite apparent 
that by this lipte tbd ndian fabl�h \7��� current in the 
wes� for the first Greek \lersi6'D'apptired iil l080 A. C. 
and Planudes must liave copio�sJydti:Vin material from 
numerous versio·ns that appeared befdtehis- tiirie. Thus� it 
is evident that the fables commonly _attributed to Ae�op 
in fact are of Indian orlgbi. >: · " - : . · · ' · · · ·· · . - ; . . . � � - .f :�r ·-��: ;.. . 

. . Just as ttie Buddhist did, so did. tl!� Christiap� toq; use 
tbesse tales for · the purpo�e of moral, ins�T'\ICtion:. The 
Gesta Romanorom, a Latin collectio� 'of tales .c:Ompiled 
about the end of the 13tli or jbe'begiJ,Ulfug OC_the 14th 
century, which is- Jargely indebted ·to .Budc.itl�t :sources, 
was profusely used for this purpose. ' 

. • 

Buddhist tales were ilso carried to the eastern parts of 
Europe such as Russia and HUrig� �y t��'Mong�Jians 
under Genghis · Kh�. In these -� o�trie� theae · . tales 
underwent certain changes . .  Yet these changes do not 
completely concea] their,Indian origin� 

. 

The jitda is the repository <>f Buddhist fables. The 
fables that are found in it -abo� the depth qf insight of 
those who closely observed- irumal life and employed 
animal cbaractetistics and behaviour to inculcate a moral 
lesson for the human beings. They noticed a close 
resemblance between human life and animal life and this 
made it easy for them to attribute human characteristics 
such q spee�b to animals. When inventing fables they 
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humanized the animals so completely that the animals 
lost their natural traits. This was possible because 
animals formed a part and parcel of their own day to day 
life. In the fables of the west, of course, though animals 
act as human beings, usually they retain their natural 
traits. This, too, hints at the secondary nature of the 
fables of the west. 

The power of observation of the early Indian fabulists 
is shown by the clever selection of animals whose intrinsic 
traits were quite in keeping with the · human charac
teristics attributed to them. A vast range of animals 
appear as characters in the fables. Of the wild animals the 
most frequently mentioned are the elephant, the lion, the 
tiger, the beer, the monkey, the jackal; the stag, the deer 
and the doe.' Occasionally the snake and the mongoose 
,.re referred to (see jitaka No. 165). Among the domesti
cated animals the frequently mentioned 'are the ass, the 
horse, the ox, the pig and even the dog. (see jii:taka No. 
27). Even the c·at is not overlooked for, the Babbizjitlfka 
(No. 137) relates how the cat was pulwitted by the inouse. 
The Munik�.fata:ka(No; 30) is a tale abo�t the ox who in 
vain envied thi: fatted pig whi�h was being well fed only to 

. be killed at the end (see also No. 286). 
Birds, too, are often employed as main tharacters � 

fables� The peacock, the swan, the woodpecker, and the . 
parrot are mentioned often. The owl is also referred to 
though �arely (Jitaka No. 226). The partridge and. the 

· quail �.Often mcntionet[ The Ya!J.akaMtaka(No:)t8) 
·. narrates how a quail� -when caught by a fo.wJer, starved . 

until it was 10 emahdated that people refused to buy' it. 
. . The SakuiiaUb.ifo.taka.(N 0� I 68) relates how i. quail beat \., • • • .: I • • . I • • " .• • •• . 

a falcon by keepmg �o 1ts own gr9UDd. The crow and. the 
eri.ne appear in a 'number of �able!!_. .Even the fl�h. the 
otter; the tortoise and the crocodile did not escape the 
sharp eyes of. the Iridian fabulist. ' 

. 
.From �ong the nu�eroti� -.ruinais, the fab�lists have \ · . . - , . ,; .· . , I 

selected a few to whom are "-ttrjbuted particular. �odes of 
conduct whi�h app�� to. be the most prominent features 
of thek cbilflicte'rs. ih�s. dignity and cleanfuiess is a 
marked quality of the Uon. The SUkariptika (No. 153) 
illwtrates how a lion through dignity and cleanline,s 

. refu�es to, fight · a boar besmeared with· filth but instead 
wishes io aecept defeat The crow is often. mehtioiled for 
its greediness (see Non. 42, 204� i1S, 395, 434). the 
jackil'l proininent quality is curuiing (see, Nos. l28, 129, 
400), and foolishness· and haughtiness are attributes of 
the monkey (see Nos. 46, 176, 268, 178, 404). The hare is 
known :for its timidity (Daddabba jitaka, No. 322). 
Often� good

.
qualities such u gentleness and self-sacrifice 

are ittributed to the· deer and the swan (see N:os. 12, 533). 
Yet; lhese'-imimalS are not represented as stereotYpetf 
characters; for, the Indian fabulists have not failed to 
observe·llso the diversitY that previils among animals of 

- the ·same 'nnd as 'among· different individuals. Thus, the 

crows are known also for their unity (see No. 46). The 
jackal is not always bent on harming others. Though in 
one place (No, 397) it is narrated how a lion is enticed by a 
jackal, in another place (No. 1 57) it is narrated how a lion 
is saved by a jackal. They are not always successful in 
outwitting others for they themselves are 'at times out
witted (see No. 437) and at times they meet with 

. destruction due to their vain pride (No. 143). All the 
monkeys are neither foolish nor naughty. At timess 
monkeys act very wisely (see Nos. 20, lTI) and outwit 
crocodiles (see Nos. 57, 208). The Mabikapifotaka(No: 
407) narrates how a monkey acts in an exalted manner 
and saves the lives of _the rest. 

-

Buddhist fables are mainly meant to illustrate the evil 
results of excessive passion, attachment� greed, vain 
conceit, and such other human weaknesses. Thus, a lion 
dies because of his love for a doe (No. 93); a youngjackal 
meeq with untimely death because of his love for a 
lione�s (No .. 152). ·Because of excessive attachment to his 
dwelling place :. tortise is destroyed (No. 178). Greed is 
the caus� ofgreat misery. :tiumerous fable� illustrilte ,the. 
fate that befalls the greedy crow' (Nos., 42, 274, 395, 434). 
Through v.ain conceii a jackal brings ibout its own 
destruction (No.-143); a similar fate befalls the �tie 
which challenges the elephant (No. 227). The Y'Inika 
.fa taka {No: 1.04) relates how a crow met witb its death as a 
result ofvain conceit. Talkativenseiis is another common 
humiih weikness that brings about evii conseqm.:nces . . 

. The Kaccbapafoiaka (No. 215) narrate' how ·a tortise 
died tbrough being unable� to guard i_ts mouth. in the . 

· Kokilika.fstds (No. 331). there is a short fable ab�ut a 
· you�g cuckoo which by utteririg-a cry_ at th� improper 
time wu attacked by t.he crows. The SibacamllliJ ]it.n 
(No. 189) �mates how the ass dressed in lionskhi �trays 
itself by its. bray (see als_o -Nos._. l12,_ 1 88). The .Nacca 
fotaka (No: 32) is meant to illustrate the ioss tbaticcrues 
to i'per�on who_.is deyoid of any sense o( shame 1lDd fear . --- . . �- � , . .. . 

· of cen!ure; 

There are a num �r of fables which illustrate the value 
of true friends. The Mabi,;r.tkkus� /atd� (No: 486) 
relates.· how a lion, a tortise and an osprey jointly strived . 

to save the young hawks. The Klirunp-nli8• Jiid• (No. 
206) nwates how a deer was saved by a :tortoise.and a 
woodpecker from. a bunter� trap: The Abb�ba�• . 
(No. 27) shows .the close ind affectiona�e frie.ndship that . 
e)!:isted between an elephantJmd a dog. Nu�erous are the 
fables c:mployed to illustrate the proverbial sayins -that . 
unity is strength. One of thefableuhows how the quails 
when united fly, off carrying the fowler's net and when . 
disunited fell into the hands oftbe fowler· (see:No. ·33). 
The Ru#ba�amma.fataks(No. 74) too, points out the 
same moral. But the characten in it are inanimate 
objects, namely trees. Presumably, it is in order to include 
this type of tales under the .category of fables that the 
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defmition of fable in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (Joe. 
cit), says that a fable can have beings irrational and 
inanimate as its characters. 

Interesting are the fables which extol the acts of self
sacrifi� carried out by animals. They are so forcefully 
n�ated that they become quite capable of influencing 
the minds of the devout Buddhist. The Nigrodba-miga 
jitaka (No. 12) is an extremely touching fable of this 
kind. Not only the deer, but a fish (No. 73) and a monkey 
(407), too, strive to save their kinsfolk at the risk of their 
own lives. 

. The fable meant to expose and ridicule the impostors 
and hypocrites are, also, equally interesting. The 
Milla!afitab (No. 173; see alao 250) relates the tale of 
a monkey that clothed itself in ascetic garb and tried to 
enter a hut in oider to save iteelf from the biting cold. The 
Bifir.jitaka (No; 128) is a much more interesting fable 
about ajackal which presented to be· a sllint for the sole 
purpo�e of devouring the rats. The Aggikafotaka (No. 
129) is a similar fable which not · only ridicules the 
imposters but abo satirizes the· b�abmin ascetics. The 
fable about the an in lionskin also shows. the· miserable 
fate that befalls 1m imposter (No. 1 89; see also Baka 
jata.b No. 38). 

. 

There -are a number . of fables in which both animals 
and men appfar as cbarscters. A number of these are · 
moreHkefairylalC3 with marvellous and fancifui in�dents 
riotmally not found in fables_ (see Nos. 73, 2�1, 438, �82, 
'16). 0fthese some are solely for the purpose ofexposing 
the evil nature of hum.an bc:ings. _This is accomplished by 
contrasting the vile nat� of man with the good qualities 
found in beasts. The Silav�Jljigafotaka(No. 72) is about 
an ungrateful man who seeks to harm the kind elephant 
that once saved his life. The Saceaiucirsfotaka (No. 73) 
illustrates hi contrast the. gratitude ofa s_!lake, a rat and a 
parrot and the ingratitude of a prince. The Tittirafotaka 
exposes the vile nature of men and extols th� good nature 
of beasts. 

Buddhist literature is rich in fables. Yet all fables are · 
not eqll.Uy interestmg nor are they aptly used. There are 
a number of fables which do not have much of a story . 
value. (See for ex11mple Nos. 75, 173, 250, 430). The 
aptness of the fable selected seems to . have depended 
mostly on the power of discrimination of the person who 
used thdlible. The Buddha as well as his disciples largely 
drew material from the fable literature current aJ the 
time. The fables thus drawn were not always used to 
incu1cate the moral lessons they really attempt to' feicb. 
The Bdafotaka

,
(No. 38) proves this fact. This jitaka is 

related to illustrate the previous birth of a monk who was 
an expert in robe-tailoring and who used to cheat others 
by exchanging with them robes made of rags for brand 
new cloth. The 'Baka.fataka is an interesting fable meant 
for the purpose of exposing the imposter who seeks to 
earn one's Jiving by pretending to be a saint. There is 
hardly any similarity between the conduct of the monk's 

• life and that, of his previous birth. 

Some of the fables are repeated, sometimes with slight 
modification s. (see, Nos. 44, 4S; 128, 129; 172, 188; 173, 
250; 30, 286; 294, 295). Whether these modifications are 
the work of Buddhist monk!! is not quite clear. The 
modifications brought about are so insignificant amd 
uninteresting that they do not, however; reveal the 
ingenuity of the m odificators. 

As .mentioned earlier fables do occur in other parts of 
the Canon. In most of these occurrences the dividing line 
between the fable and parable is not quite clear. The 
Cariyipitaka, the last book 'of the Kbuddaka Mkiya, 
contains 'a number of fables perbaps .adopted from tbe 
.fa taka collection. These .are purposely narrated to illus
trate the cultivation of pBnuniti (perfection) by the 
bodhisattva. Though the didaetic.value ofthese"fables ate . 
not totally lost other sentiments such as homour, pathos 
etc. are not properly expressed. Hence their ability to 
rouse feelings in· the r�ader is drastically tedueed. (See 
also ANALOGIES; JATAK.A). :· 

BlbUographr- Besides the work� referred to in the body of 
the article see also, T. W. Rbys Davids, Buddhist Birth 
Stories; Collected Works of Max Mdller, IV, pp. 41�$9. 
F. Edgerton, 'The Pancbatantra Reconstructed, II; 
Theodor Benfey, Pantscbat'antra 1.; F. Anton Van 
Schiefner and w,.R. s. RBlston, Tibetan Tales, London, 
1882. 

-· . 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

FACULTIES. Tne word faculty along with terms such as .· 
controlling power, controlling force or principle is used 
to re.nder into English the Pall (and also Sanskrit) word · 
indriya.t This word bas the following different appli
cations: (a) with refereJices to sense perceptibility; (b) 
with reference to objective aspects of form and matter 
(ld11d, cbaradteristic, ddermining principle, sign, mark 
and so on; (c) with reference to mood of sensation; (d) 

I. See C. A. F. Rhya Davida, Buddhist Psycbo/ogicsl Ethics, pp. I l l  fn. 2, 198, 228; Compendium ofPbilosopb,y, the PTS. tnl. 
of the Abbidbamsttbssangshs, p. 175ff. and BD. svv. PBculties and Indriya. 
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with reference to mcral power or motives controlling 
actions and. {e) with reference to cognition and insight2. 
These faculties which are twenty two in number are either 
physical or mental or both physical and mental. 

(1) Eye (cdkbu), (2) Ear (sota), (3) Nose (ghana), (4) 
Tongue (jivba) and, (S) Body (kaya) are categorised as 
sensorial faculties and collectively re.ferred to as the fh�. 
aenae f�lties (palkindiryaj. To this is sometimes added · 

the (6) �ind (manoj making it a group of six. (7) 
F�mininity (itibindriya) and (B) Masculinity (puris
indrija) refer to the nature of sexu.J characteristic of the 
body. (9) .Life or Vitality (jfvitindriya) may be either 
physical or mental; a doctrinal development peculiar to 
�eravida:Buddhisin. (10) Pleasure (Sukb-0}, (1 1) Pain 
(dukkb-0}, ( 1 2) Joy (soman.i!a-0}, ( 1 3) Grief 

· (dqmanusa-0), (14) hedonic indiff�rence (upekkb.:..0)m 
grouped under the· category of moods of seasation; (IS) 
Faith (SIIddb-0), (16) Energy (viriy-0}, (17) rclndfulness 
(llt-0), (18) Concentration (WDadb-0), (19) wisdom 
(paJ1�0), are five spirituiil faculties distinguished from 
the corresponding group offlVe powers (paJJcab.Ja}, that · 

. repreient the firmness of these five spirituil faculties ( s� 
· BALA). (20) the thought, l sl!.all rome to know the 

. · urilnown • .  (andllitalf-B.,,aiuiti�0), ·. (21.) . gnosia . 
. · (a/lifo) finally (22) .-one who knows (allllitirv-0) are 

desef!bed Q three super mundandaculties; no, 20 arising 
a uhe moment. of..entering. the path· of Utream ·entrant . 

(sotipattJ.magga); no. 21 irising on reiCh big the fruition 
. of sotipattistage and the last, the faculty no. 22 arising at 

the at�nment of �ahimtship. 
· · . nie fo1l�win8 h · a diseuasion of the five spirlt�al-

. 

faculti�� (For more detailS on faculties see INDRIY A, . 
SENSE. ORG�S): The group off'JVe moral faculijes �· 
powe� (i.e. No�. U-19. �bove} emerging from the 
�m,otiorial �d inteUectu� life . of a person:-ate to be 

. utilised for the regulation of the religious life of • 
Bl1ddhist. These.in due oourse acquire sufficient strength 
(blfa). to �ring about the attainment of the goal of 

· nirv�a which is intended by such-a course of living. 
These five faculties are 1:onfidenee or faith (saddbs}, 

· · . energy (viriya), mindfulness (sati), concentration 
(samidbi) lll!d wisdom (palllli). In the canonical lite
rature(e.g;:D. II, p. 120i S. IIl, ppi 96; 1S3; A }V, 203; Ps. · 
II, 86 etc.) they very often occur as the fourth of seven 
groups of 37 factors that lead to Enlightetiinent or bodbi 
{bodbi-pakkbiya dbammi), which is the sumum bonum 

. · .of all BuddhiSt training. As these 37 factors comprise the 
vital elements of the J:luddha 's teaching u · admitted by 
the Buddha himself when he refers to them · as the : 
"Dhsmma preached comprehenaively by him" (S. Iii, . 
p.96), they have been correctly designated by the technical 

, 2. See PED. s.v. lndriya. . 

' 

term bodbipskkhiya dbsmma (q.v.) in later literature. 
And it is from the point o( view of these requisites of 
Enlightenment that the five faculties also assume signi
ficance in the ethical life of the Buddhist. Accordingly, 
their mention in scriptures is very often in the context of 
these 37 (e.g. S. III, 153; 365 fn.; A. IV, 203 etc.) which are 
compared to gems in the ocean of the Buddhist system of 
training (dbamma-vinaya) propounded by the Buddha 
(A. IV, 203). And their innou.ncement, exposition, · 
classification etc. are declared as the most excellent kind 
of preaching (des��n4-manda p,; II, 86). . . . 

The role played by each of these five faculti� in 
Buddhist psychological ethics is explained in the lndriya 
SLf!lyutta ofthe SIJI!Iyutta nikiya(S. V, 196). According 
to this explanation the first faculty, viz. saddbi., should 
be understood . and evaluated fundamentally from ·the 
point of view of the four constituents of stream Winning 
(catusu sotipattijanguu)which are (as given at S. III, p. 
69 ·fn.): unswerving faith (ave(XIIppuida) in (i) the 
Buddha,{li) Dhainma,.(iii) �angha .rut (iv) the Posaes!ion 
of the virt'l,l_es loved by the nobles.ones (ariydantebi nlebi 
lllmiiDDigato iJoti), . This means ·that unshakable con
fidenCe � the .Uuddhis• met�od of salvation constitutes · 
one of the characteristics of one's entry into the path of 

..... salvatio� (sotsp•ttiJ. In othe�wonJs, when � person gains · 

th�_: co�viction tb�� the Buddhist mcthQd: �  the: only .. 

com.,rebensive solution' t_o the problem ·.ot exis�ence, 
there arises� in him a firin eorifidence abo lit its efficacy 
resulting in. the · uniwerving faith in the teacher, in his 
t:ne!sag� an�. �n the liv� of those who lived-acCordingly 
i.e., �be' B�ddba, DhammS: and dte Sangha. This gives 
hiiD i ·eteair and a steady mind, 'not au owing 'it to seek 
other sy�tems of thought to guide hi,m. it is iinportant to 
note that witho�t this kind of saddb'i the riund of man 
. indiiles not towards wholesome activity (kw.J.-kamma) 
for 1 it:1 naturai tenden�y is. l� Seek leUSUill enjoyment and . . 

not for its control and iublimation_. Thus, as a resUlt of . 
this confidence; he lives a life of ethical purity which is tbe 
fourth characteristic mentioned above. By way of (urther 
clarification the commentary (SA. III, 233) explaiDJ that 
the faculty of . confidence (saddbindriyll), which has 
clarity ofintent as its main characteristic (adbimollbal- · 
akkbal!� lllddbitldtiylll!l) assume! seniority .and . the 
leading role (je�fbaklll!l boti pubNi:zgamlll!l) in. bringing 
about the fourfoJd characteristics associated with stream
entry (sotipatti). This means that in acquiring the four 
. ch�racteristics of stream-entry the faculty of sad hi Rigns . 

· supreme. The other .four indriyu'are usociated .with it . 
(sesini ta.danvayiTJi bonti: ibid.). A ·more general 
definition of thidacUlty as given in the rutta that follows 
(S. V, 1964) is th't it is the unwavering confidence in the 
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Buddha who possesses the nine celebrated qualities 
enumerated in the formula "itipi so bhagavi. . .  " 

The second faculty of energy (viriya) has been defined 
in relation to the four right efforts (ca ttsro 
ssmmappadbini)whlch summarily represent the kind of 
effort expected from one who follows the Buddhist 
method of salvation. (For details see EXERTION). 
These four are (i) preventing the arising of evil and 
unskilled states of mind that have not yet arisen; (ii) 
abandoning those unskilled states of mind that have 
already arisen; (iii) production of goo4 and wholesome 
states of mind that have not yet arisen and (iv) the 
developptent and bringing into perfection the good and 

· wholesome state.s of mind that have already arisen (M II, 
U; S. V, 244 etc.). Exertion . is given as the main 
characteristic of this faculty (paggbalakkbansm 

. viriyindriyBlh.� SA. . III, 233), which in the fourfold 
cultivation just enumerated, assumes senoii:ity' and the 
leading role (jettbskam boti pubbangsmam).'This fstculty 
represents the disappearance of sloth and 'torpor and the 
appearance of enthusiasm and vigour. It should operate 
both physically and mentally. A more general defmition 
of this faculty given in Ute iame Samyutta (S. V, 195 f.) 
explains .it as the disciple's .relentless effort for the 
elimination _of the unskilled states (akusalinam 
dbamminam pabi�iya) and for the development of the akilled st&tei (bismanam dfjaiiimiiJmi upuampaifiya) . . 

� . . 

The faculty of lnindfulness (siltdildriya) assumes the 
predominant role in the four�fold applir=ation of mind
fulness (�ttiro utipattbini) which representS the entire 
mind culture exp�ed 'in Buddhism. These four consist of 
the development of mindfulrieu regarding (i) the body, 
{ii) feelings, (iii) mind and (iv) mind�objecti. It is through 
the constant practice and development of these four that 
the On settled nature and turbulence of the mind can be 
dispelled ind correct insight deveioped. These.four are 
given as waiting upon (upa�biDa) the religeux in his 
.religious exercises (SA. III, 233) . assuming the leadin� 
role in his &ttempts at gaining mindful'ned. this facUlty . 
too Is more generally defined u the posie3.si.on of the 
highest achievement regarding· mindfuln�s (paramena. 
satiiJepillena) inchiding the ability to remember and 
recall to his inind wltat be. had said and done eVen long 
ago (S. V. 196 f). 

The fourth faculty, that of concentration, which dispels 
the destracdom of 1he mind, assumes the predominant 
role in the practice of the four trances (jbina) through 
which eight forms (i.e., atages) of emancipation equani
mity (Vimok.tbas. v.) are stated to be attainable. · Mental 
calmne$S equanimity (avikkbepa) is givt;n as the main 
characteristic of this faculty, which in rellising those 
eight stages of emancipation through thejbinas, assumes 
the leading role in the sphere of all forms of· right 

' • . 

concentration (ssmmi ssmidhi). The general definition 
applied to this faculty (S. V. 196 f) is that it is the 
concentration of one's mind (cittasss ekaggatal!l) obtained 
through relinquishing the object of thought (vosssggs
ira.mmsnsm ksritri.) for the purpose of attilining the 
goal of Nlbbina (Nibbiniramm�a� katvi SA. III. p. 
234.). 

The ftfth faculty, that of wisdom, forms. the pre. ru.; 
nant factor in the realisation of the Four Noble Truths 
thereby assuming the leading role � understanding the 
Trutll. It dispels confusion and lethargy� This faculty is 
defined also as the endowment of noble insight which is 
capable of tracing the process of coming into being and 
pusing away and w.hich is penetrating and leading to the 
perfect destruction of sorrow (udayattbagiminiyi 
pai1Jfiya ssmsi1Digsto ariyiys nibbedbikiya sammi 
dukkbakkbByagiminiyi, S. V ., 197). 

The commentary (SA. III, 233) says that this distri
bution of faculties in the different psycho-ethical · 
categories shows the supremacy of each faculty over its 
own field, during a particular phase of religious develop
ment. One whose religious endeayoun are controlled and 
guided by these faculties continuously is bound. to 
achieve the. goal of Buddhist religious life by. achieving 
release and Enligh�enment, beeause his activities would · 
be Nibbina-oriented; BX cultivating and making mucb of 
these (bbivitatti, babulibtatti)the religeUXC&Jl achieve . 
release in this very life by p�tting an: end to his influxes 
(ssava: S. V. 203; 220 etc.). By their development be can · 
declare gnosis (aflDam vyuaroti) · giving vent to the 
famous declaration ;'destroyed 'is rebirth; lived is the . 
higher life,. done is what should. be done, there is JlO 
further tendencies to bring me back to aim�ira (lbini . foti, YusitJJm bralmiscariyam .btam karanfyam niparim 
ittbattiyi' 

'ti ps}animi S. v. pp.' 222; ,i24).' Diligence 
(appam�dll) iS given as the one condition (ekadbilnm4) 
being established in which these-faculties could beC:.ome . 
well-developed (subbivita: S. V. i32). �refore one 

. should be extremely diligent regarding thei,rpoil�U()US 
dr.velcSpment if the desired reaulta···m to �e obtlliJied. 

They invariably l�ad �o the state of �aihlmneia, to · 
tranqu,Uity and En8Jightenment (upum• and SIUDliodbi 
ibid.). ()n� . can a�b�v� that unique treed.oni from all 
bonds ( ui.rt� yog.debmam)thr�nigh such cultivation 
(ibid. 234), in the aucceed�g sutila. of the Samyutu
riikiya this SII;Jile idea of th� �ttaininent of emancipation 
through their practice is expressed in various ways i.e. as 
leading to the abon�oning of fetters (IIJI!IYOjana), to the· 
destruction of1he influxes (iiava)etc. Their cultivation is 
inviriably bound to leid to nibbina.like the Oow of the 
river Ganges towards the East (ibid. 239). 

/ 
It would be useful to make reference to a few of the 

epithets that occur frequently in the sto.ck descriptions of 
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faculties as found in the Nikiiyas. One such frequent 
combination is "associated with detachment (viveka
nissita), with dispassion (viriiga)with cessation (nirodho) 
and ending in. renunciation (vossaggs-parinirni). H is 
important to note that these epithets express'the general · 
characteristics of Buddhist religious practice, aptllicable 
in many other contexts of similar nature e.g. five powers 
(baJa), seven factors of Enlightenment (bojjbsiigas) s.v. 
th� Eightfold Pa� etc. (ibid). 

.· . 
The development of the five faculties is never barren of 

. results. The earnest student achieves complete ot partial 
success depending on _the degree of his efforts (S. V. p. 200 
f.). And it is also said (cf. p. 202) that he in whom these 
controlling faculties are totally absent is called "an 
outsider. one of the manifold ( > orie among the 
worldlings; bBhirako putbujjsnapskkhe tbito)"implying . 
that such a person's religious developm�nl is at zero. 

· In a discourse attributed to Sariputta and appt:oved by 
the Buddha (ibid. pp. 225 f.), it is shown how in the case of 
the energetic disciple the development of one faculty 
leads on to that of the nexi. Accordingly, when the 

" disCiple hu ssddbi he naturally ttialces ··an effort to free · 
himself . froiD all unwholesome' tendencies in.· him 
(akusiUsnal!l dbammsnsl!lpaliiniys) and to c:ieve)op the· 
w boJe5ome tendencies (ktJsBiins'm dbariurianaiiJ upusm� \ 
psdiya). Endqwed thus with ssldbi ilnd Yiriyi be comes 
to possess the high�si maturity of mindfulriess (ptti'smena · 

. sstinejJtikkena) • that is·tapable' of recolletti:ng'even w'liat 
was said and done long long ago. This if followed· by 
concetitration (ssiiJidbi) giving rise' (() insight ·(paJI6i) 
enabling· hilb to .see all the facts about existence and 
emancipation in their true nature . . 

Tbdse �bQ have not �e-�ised d1ein thro�gb p�rsonai 
experience have ·to 'have faith in others as regards their ' 
validity. But (nice aU the five· are fully, devel�ped and 
perSonally ·realised iti pra�ti�; ttie religeux feels that 
those t�acbings (dbsmmi) which be bad known from . 
others �arHer are now known to him thr<;�ugh personal 
experience. �he discourse No, S3 (ibid. p.229) also make� 
a distitiction between intellectual perception a,nd p:rsonal 

· reillisaiion oftbe faculties by allocating the former kind 
· of kJiowlCdge to ihe learner (sekba) and the latter kind to 

the .adept (lisekbs). As their personal realisation !ak�s . 
one 'abovt the world they are called transcend�ntal 
teachings (Jokuttori 'dbsm.riii: Ps. 1 .. p. 660) .whicb tile 
Tathigata has preached for the good of the world (D. II, 
p.120). 

J�t as a hen cannot prqduce chick�ns out of her eggs · 
merely' by wishing that chicks should come out of them 
butbu to batch them wei!, in the same way the religeux 
hu to engagc(himself diligently in their" development for 
the achievement of the �esired aim. A niere wish that his 
mind be freed from the influxes (sssvs)will not produce 
results (S. III, p. 1S3; A. IV, p. l2S ·f.). 

The degree and the speed of a person's success in ihe 

realisation of the ideal depends on the severity of his 

defiiements and the keenness of his faculties ( Vism. p.87). 
The person whose deftlements are acute (tibba-kilesa) 
and the faculties dull (mudundriys) spiritual progress 
(patipadi.) is difficult to achieve (dukkbs) and direct 
kn�wledge sluggish (dandbi cs sbbiliifa) _but if his 
faculties are sharp direct knowledge would be swift. Even 
if his defllements are not so acute he would talce a long 
and difficult period to realise the aim if the fa.:ulties are 

not sharp. This show:, that if the faculties are sharp his 
success is usured whatever be the degree o{ the severity of 
his defllements. 

An important fea.ture regarding this doctrine of facul
ties in the necessity of maintaining a balance among them 
(indriyBSB111JJttspatipsdsna: Vism. p. 129 f.). A single faculty 

. should not be allowed to be specially · strong at the 
expense of another. For instance, if ssddbi .becomes 
strong and the others weak these others would be unable 
to perform their functions properly. Therefore it should 
be modified · so that the ieiigeux: would ·not become 
overco.:Oe with dcvo�on u wu the case with venerable 
Vakkall who · remained passionately devoted to the_ 
Buddha Without miWrig �he reqUisite rellgious. efforts. . . . . .· . • · It is also said (i�id. p. 129f.) that · the balancing of 
sadc#Ji with psJMi and IB11lidbi wi,th · viriya ar� of specill,l 

· · impomnce. One strong � �addbi and weak in paiifJi 
cou)d possess . hi. ssddbi UncriticaUy and ground-' 
les�ly. Otic ' strong in ps6if. and weak in ssddbi could 
b.ecome a cunni,ng individual and be difficult of curing 
"iikc.· -.� person . suffering from . a disease caused by 
mediCine:" I t  is by b'alancing the two (ubbianam 
ss.matiys)that Jegltiniatc �dd!J. could. be developed. it 
is also said that when sam.idbi is strong !llld Viriys we� . 
there �ults Jaziness. (ko�jja} and when ririy.i is strong 
with weak SAmidb.itbere resUJts agitation or excite1,1ment 
(uddbaccs). lt is by bslanci:iig the t�o that true absorption 
(sppaiis) is possi�le. It is further stated that in all thesz: 
�lances strong mindfulness . (satJ:l is -�ssential for it 
p�otecti the mind from 'lapsing_ into agitation, .i<Ueness 
e!c. It regl!.latea and conlroli the mind without allQwing it 
to go astray. Therefore it is desirable :in ail instances as a 
aeaioning of salt � sauces or IS a prime minister in ali 
king's business for it hu t>een de�lared as applicabl� · 
everywhere (ssbbstibiks) by the Tathigati. . . : � . 

·' ' . 
·Although the .five faculti� are treated together, the 

fa�Jty of pafl6i� u the underlying principle or the 
psychological ultimate of every forrri of knowledge, 
naturally gains precedence o;ver the others. Thus the 
Buddha says (S. V .,p. 222) that 'by the develbpment of this 
one faculty one �an declare gnosis by making the famous 
declaration "destroyed · is ·rebirth .... " etc. referred to 
earlier. In such a person the other four faculties are 
established as a matter of coune. The faculty of paflfJs is 
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regarded as chief of all the 37 Factors of Enlightenment 
just as the lion is regarded as the k ing of beasts (S. V. p .  
227 f.). This faculty is' also referred to as (ibid . p. 228 f.), 
noble insight (ariyaffana) in the sense of the intuitive 
vision that the Buddhist theory of salvation is the only 
ultimate solution to the problem of life. Once this 
knowledge bas arisen the other four faculties automati� 
cally become established. Ariya-!Iana in this sense is . 
compared to the peak or the ridge pole or the main beam 
(kuta) that makes the twin roof-beams (gopanasi) of P 
gabied house (kutigira) stable (ibid.). Like the kuta that 
holds the entire· roof intact ii is the ariya-!Isr/s that 
promotes the dis�iple's progress along the correct path. 
Though all the five faculties are factors (padani) that 
conduce to Enlightenment (bodhi), the faculty of pa!III"i 
is reckoned chief among them (tesam aggam) as the 

· ·elephant's foot print is the largest among the footprints of 
all the jungle creatures (ibid� p. 23 1) or as the red
sandalwood (lohita-candana) is regarded as the best of 
trees in India (ibid p. 237) 

It should be mentioned here that these same five 
faculties are also treated es powers (bill�) among the 37 � 
·Facton of Englislltennient. This duiJ reckoning of the 
saine set of psychological states is done by treating them 
from two different angles. By the tiine these faculties 
acquke the necessary strength (iddhiyo) to 6./erp,o\Ver 
and era�icate their opposites, viz. fickleness of faith, 
mertia, lack of mental alertness and concentration, and 
lack of judgement and discernment ( a.SssddJ!iys -kosajja 
:.. pMJJida - viilleps sammobanMJJ abbibhavanato . . .  
Yism. p . .  679) and also be · not �verpowered by them 
(111sMldhiyidibi c. mabhibbavaniyato akMJJpiyattbeos 
balm ... · ibid.) they come to be called bAia (tasmi 
paRclddbiyini bafioi ti vuccanti, ibid.). In this manner 
the five balas are related to the five faculties (SA. Ill, 
247). They aie hi fact, presented as having a reciprocal 
relationship. It is . important to mention here that the 
Buddha himself explains this, reckoning by means of a 
siiniJe (S. V, p. 219f.). If a river, flowing towards. the East 
has an island in the middle the waters to the Easteni and 
the Western side! of the island are treated as those of a 
single river while those on the Norther and Southern 

· · 1i�es are regarded u those of two streams . . 

This concept of moral faculties is found in the Buddhist 
Sanskrit tradition as well (Mbvyut. 916 ff. Sutril XV, iii, 
55, Dbsmg. 47). Their significance as means to Enlighten
ment is admitted in the Lalitavistara (Lal. p. 24) where 
they are enumerated in a list of Doctrines that help one to 

gain admission into "the light of the Doctrine' (Dhar
maJokamukba). 

A. G. S. Karlyawawn 

FA-HSIEN. The information-furnished by Fa-bsien in 
his travel account entitled, � Record of the Buddhist 
Countries' occupies a unique place as a source for the 
s.tudy of Buddhist history in the countries be visited 
during his arduous journey to India and back home to 
China. It also gives us vaiuable information on social, 
economic, cultural; administrative, geographical and 
climatic conditions of the countries which he visited. In 
all be had visited thirty countries. Fa-hsien approached 
the task of writing his travel accounts without making 
value judgements; his main purpose was to report what 
he saw and heard. 

Fa-hsien was not tbe first traveller to visit India in 
search of Bud9hist teachings. Buddhism was introduO!d 
i�to China, according to Chinese historigal tradition. 1 
during the reign of Emperor Ming (A� C. S8-1S) of the 
later Han dynuty.• Trade routes which connected Eut 
Asia with the weat helped promote Buddhist missionarj ·. 

�tivities from very earl� ti�es. The evangelizing �eal 
with which dedicated Indian monks propagated Buddhism · 
in the eas� caused ripples in Chinese religioui life. �e . 
reason was undou�tedly, the missionary activities of King . 
Kanishka. The movement of pilgrims froin the second . 
etntury A.C. between India and China resulted in the 
introduction · of the CBnOnical WOrks to CbinL In the 
earliest phase, niost of the canonical works reaChed 
China through the Centr.t Asian kblgdonu... and not 
directly from India. In fact, the spread of Buddhism' to 
Central Asia took place during the reign of Emperor 
Asoka (272-232 B.C.).l 

. 
· , . 

The Chinese monks who were intent on studying 
Buddhism thoroughly were not content with the number , 
of works available at the time, This made · them so to 
India in search o( more books. 1be .Chineise �onb also 
felt the need for additional mona!ti9 rules for the reuon 
that the disciplinary conduct among them was not 
satisfactory. Monastic discipline deteriorated u the 
Buddhist monks in China kept on increasing in number 
thereby posing fresh issues) 

Fa-bsien whose secular name was Kung entered the 
Order at the age of three. He wu a native of Wu-yang 

1. A Record oftbt! Buddhist Countrit!S, translated from the Chinese by Li Yung-hli, Peking, 19.57, Foreword, p.6 (abbreviated 
hereafter as RBC') 

· 

2. RBC. p. Sf. 
3. Ibid. p. 7f. 

\ 
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country in the prefecture of P,ng-Yang. It is said that he 
was ailing badly whenever he was at home and kept good 
health whenever he was at the monastery. Thus he seldom 
went back home. After the death of his parents, when he 
reached maturity at the age of twenty, he received the 
Higher Ordination. 4 

Fa-hsien was extremely mindful of the disciplinary , 
conduct of Buddhist monks in China. Incompleteness of 
the Chinese tr8nslations of the Vinsya Pitsk•, however, 
stood in the way of preparing a complete code of 
disciplinary rules. and it was to fill thiS gap that he 
resolved to risk the journey full of adventure to India. 
The niain purpose of his journey was to search for the 
complete·collection of the Vinsya Pi,tska.s 

In�ible though it �ay apj,ear Fa-hsien was sixty
five years of age when he launched upon hia projeCt. He 
was seventy-nine yean at tbe completion of bia mission. 
He set oui rrom Cb'ang-an in Central China-in A. C. 399 

· during the reign �f Emj;eror An of the Tam dynasty 
accompani� by four colle .. ues Hui-ching, Tao-cheng, 
Hui-ying:1and Hui-Wei;' As willa:ppear in the sequel, 
an either jroup of . five pilgrims joined : the fint sroup 

· . lati:r,7 (See Pl. X), ·. : · · ·· 
· 

r ·.�:· •. 

· "Fa�hsieri ''cariied" thfough -for the' fiith'l s�e, a 
sujn�mely 1ta,ngeroul exp.edition, in the BJow of which .the · 
jQu�e'ys ' of St. Paul melt intci insignificance.''� He 
.pi'acticllJY-walke�:Urom Centtal Chinif acrotis the ·oo.bi 
'desert, 'K.hotan, Piriiir,plateau. and ove'r Hindu .I.ush to 
India ind aiso to Sri· Lank's. On his voyase baek' he met 

· with eveJi worse experie�C:ei and:reachtd his destmation 
after m.iny hail· breadth el�pea;' · · 

Great Wall and Fa-haien with four othen went ahead 
leaving the rest behind. to 

Fa-hsien describes the difficulties encountered in the 
journey, parti��rly � in: �sling tile cteiert of Gobi thus: 
"In this desert there are'a gitiat many evilspirita and also 
hot winds; those who encounter them perish to a man. 
The� are neither birds aboVe· ��r beasts below. Gums 
on ati aides, as fir as the ey� �an reich in order to mark 
the tuck, no guipahc:t is t,o f>t obtained save from the 
rotting bones of dead men which po4tt the way." After 
travelling seventeen dayo covering a diStance of one 
thou!and and five hundred Jj they reached Shan Shan 
(Shen-shen) to .the Iouth of LQp Nor and then Kara. 
Shahr (Agni). Monks in both places belonged to the 
Lessu Vehicle ind there were four thousand of �hem in 
each, Both laity illd the clergy practised religion in 
somewhat mOdified form. in Kata Shabr monks followed 
religious �baei'V.uim so strictly that the monks froni 
China were either not disposed to accept such rites or 
were'not permitted to take part in those rites. Fa-haien 
was ·entertained there for qver tw.o months by i Chinese 
monk �til lie WN re)o�eci_by Pao-yun &m� the othm. ' 

· Pilgruns_ got the impression th�t .the people of .Kara · 
Shakwere. W:k,iDB in co·urteay .ind were m�:ui in. their . 
tr.:eat�ent of str�gen, He� aome �em��- �f.the p� · · 
went back towa�s Tuijan in. tearc� �f fund•)'a�hsien, 
and · the. rest .being provid� �t� the. ne�ss..-y means 
were able to .• �rP.cee� on �heir journey . towards the 
aouthwest,12 . . . . . . . . 

-:Ha�g sc� out CJlahg�� in Ce'ntral -Chjn_a_ fa�hs�n 
_ aM his party traversed a l�n8 route �!ore. tiley re�c:heq 
. _ ·t�� gairliori tqwn ofCharigy�h;_ J?ue tq politia!l��t in 

Ch�gyeh.the. roadl w�re imp�a�ble, Tile p�· coUld 

Again after �·mq����:. tedi�� JOUrney they reached 
Khot�. a rich and.ptd�per�U. ·oo�try in. Ce\ttral Asia. . All the inh.blt�ti'tb��� �� i\uddhlsts and most Qf the 
mo� .belonged i�;·t)it� q��t�r Vdtk:le .. The mo� wh.o 

. '. were several tens of thousmdi in number were friendly 
· and .provid�� ���P .nd o�r facilities for the guest 
Dionb; Fa�h,ien wu highly impressed by the demeanour 
ofthe monks wh'o usemblecf to partake of their meals. 

not have gone·ahead but for the ktnd iniervention Qf_ the 
king of that city. Here they met' the aecond !roup of 
pilgrims ·compriaiilg Chib-yeri;' atri..:Chien. Seng Shao, 
. Pao-yun and Seng..:Ching who; it is said, shirtd with ihe·: 
fint · group . orie common , purpose. The · party of ten· 

. pilgrims went tog�theru� !o·T�n-huang at the·end o�the : 

.... 
•k . An Ullpubliabed article 9n Fa-hilen; RBC p; 8 
5. RBC p;7 . 

. . 

6. Ibid. pp. 8, 15 
i. Sec note 10 below. 

· 'The,y �e.descrl� i� the-foU9Wins manner: "When �Y · · 
· . enter the refectory their deme�our is grave and cemno

niow�:th�y sit down in regti�ai order; they llll keep iilenee; 
they mi.ke no clatter w�tli t�eir bowla .. .''13 ' 

. 

8. The twoels of Fa-IJSien, Rc-tr�lated by J.A. Giles; Vuanui/ Delhi, 1972, 1ntroduction, p. v. (abbreviated b�ter ai T.F.) 
9. ' Ibid, p.v. 

· 

. · · • · 
· · . · 

· · · · · 
10 • . RTIC. p .. IS 

. . 

I I. T.F. p.2. The distance of one Ii equals one fifth of a mile. 
· 

12. 2bid. p. ·2. RBC p. 16. Accordina to RI1C. p. 17 Cbih-yen, Hui-cbien and Hui-wel returned to Karubahr (Karuhu) .to 
procure neceuities whereu . TF. p.J 1ay1 that they went to Turfan. 

13. TF. p. 4 
. 
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Hui-ching, Tao-chen and Hui-ta went ahead (o K.ashgar 
(K.halcha) as Fa-hsien and ethers :emained behind for 
three months to see a procession called the imll8e 
procession. Fourteen large monasteries each in its tum 
celebrated the proce�sion for fourteen days, one after the 
other, the opening ceremony being Celebrated by the 
Gomati vihira. The most striking feature of the image 
procession was a four wheeled car in the shape of a 
q�oveable palace as found in the processions of Hindu 
temples in India even upto present times. The procession 
began on the first of the fourth month and ended on the 
fourteenth. •• 

After the processions were over Seng-sbao set out with 
a Tartar Buddhist towards Kashmir. Fa-bsien accom
panied by some of his colleagues went on to Kargbalik 
(Cbakula) where there were more than one thoUsand 
monks mostly belonging to the Greater Vehicle. They 
spent the summer retreat et a place called Tasb Kurghan 
and then reached Kultgar (Khalcba) in the middle of the 
Pamirs, where they- met Hui-chjng and otben who bad 
set out in advance-. There were mOJ;e .than one tho\Jsand . 
monks belonging t.Q Hinayina..in Kashgar. The king of 
that country held an iu;em_bly called the Gr�at Five year 
·Assembly (Paflcavaraba) to which monks were invited 
from all qu·artera.•s In the seventh ' century, Yw�g 

· Cbwaag saw such assemblies b�ng held in Noi;th India 
under the patronage of King Harabawardhana. •' An 
important itein of this ceremony was the offering of cloth 
and of all kinds of jewels · and such 'things u needed by 

_ mo.nks: some oftbese offerings were later redeemed from 
· them,17 Giving annual tithes to monks was another 
custom which prevailed in Kashgar. In much the same 

. _
-

_ way offerings were made to monks in the Middle 
Kingdom as well ils in Sri lanka.u Fa�bsien refers to 
various relics of the Buddha in and outside IDdia. �e of 
these was the Buddha's stone spittoon which the Kuhgar 
Buddhists had come to possess. This country also bas a 
stiip.9 built enshrining one of Buddha's teeth.•' 

14. 7F. p. s 
IS; RBC. pp. 20-22; TF. p. 7 
16. Majundar, RC. The Qusi� Ase, Bombay 7, 1962, p. 1 18 
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As a pilgrim dedicated to the promotion of Buddhism 
one could expect Fa-hsien to record only religious 
conditions in the countries he visited . It is interesting to 
note that his attention was drawn also t� secular aspects 
of diverse nature. With regard to the vegetation in 
Kasbgar he says that except for bamboo, pomegranate 
and sugar cane, the other plants differ from those of 
China. No grain other than wheat would ripen there. 
People living east of the hills in Kashgar dressed like 
those in China except that they wore felt and setge.20 

Dangers that could befall the people t_raversing the 
{>amir range from· Kashgar towa::ds hidia ate described 
by Fa-hsien thus: "There are also venomous dragons 
which, when incensed� breaths out pestilential wind, rain 
and snow or c�use most fearful sand storms. Not one man 
in ten thousand can escape fr.om these with his life. "21 
This description appears to be the_ personification of 
nature's cruelties. 

' 

Amidst dangers, the pilgrims managed to reach Darada I 
on the borderi �f India. · Monks there �tudied Hlnayina 
Bu4dhism. Fa-hsien saw an image of the Maitreya 
Bodhisattva eighty feet high. and eighty feet broad at the 
bue; According to Fa-haien Buddhism' ipread eut after 
the setting up ofthat imase 1fhich took'plate 300 or 350 
years after the pmnirvin• of tile Buddha.22 ·From that 
point again . the journey 'wu a difficult' one; The party 
journeyed on for fifteen days over a ;precipitious and _ 

dangerous road. "The sioe of the mountain being like a 
stone wall ten thousand feet in height; On nearing the 
edge, the eye becomes confused and wishing t_o advance 
the foot fmds no resting place;" The next barrier Was the 
river Indus whi�h they crossed with a suspension brldge 
of ropes,2l . , -

The country which they reached after crossing the · 
Indus was Udyina which, acco-rding to Fa�bsien, wils tJie 
northermost point of India. All the :inbabitilnts there 
spoke the language of Central India which they called the 

· Middle Kingdom.24 Th� laymen's clothes and food were 

17. TF. p.7, RBC p. 21;  In India and Sri Lanka too the custgm prevailed in ancient times. _ 

18. 7F. p. 8. It il interestina to compare annual tithes referred to here with emoluments ealled vangoccurrina in t� ninth and 
tenth century inscription� in Sri Lanka(EZ. Voll,p. 91 ;  lbJd. Vol..lll, p. 191 ;  Vol. V, pt. � p. I6S; �unawardhane, R.A.L.H. 
Robe and PloUih, Aril:ona, 1974, pp. I48-ISI) ·- ' . . 

19. RBC pp. 21f.; TF. p.8 
20. RBC. p. 22 
21. Ibid. p. 22 . 
22. Ibid. p. 23f . 
23. 7F. p. 9f. ' . . ' ·. . 
24. TF. p. I I . The use oft he regional riame, Central India by Fa-hsien is confusina. ln recent historical writings the name iJ used 

to denote A vantl and its adjoining countries. But in one context Fa-luien's Central India or the Middle Kingdom lay on the 
route taken by him bet�een Mathura and Sankasya. This Centrlll lndia forlll! part of the Madhyad�a Aitt:reya Br4hmma 
(111-14; lA; X. p.I IO). In another context Fa-hsein locates Central India in the territory in which P�aliputra is situated: 
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like those in the Middle Kingdom. There were about five 
hundred monasteries (sangharamas) of the Hlnayana 
school. A guest monk is entertained there only for three 
days and thereafter he bad to find a place for himself. 
While -Hui-ching, Tao-chen Bnd Hui-ta -\:vent on ahead to 
the country' of Nagarahara, Fa-bsien and others re
mained behind for the summer retreat.2.5 

Setting out from Udyana the pilgri1!15 reached Suvastu 
and then Gandhiira and Ta:ksdiiii. Hinayiina Buddhism 
flourished in those countries. All these countries were 
associated with. the former existences o! the Gota.p1a 
Buddhll and stupas bad been built in honour of his 
revered qualities. 

Upon his arrival in Purushapura (Peshawar) Fa-hsien 
was highly irnp�essed by the stupa built there by King 

. Kanishka Nont of the stupu and temples that lie had 
seen on his way could compare with this stupa in 
magnificence and stateliness .. Fa-hsiel\ relates an episode 
acC:ording to . which the King of Sakas· . (Ephtalites) 
invaded Puiushapura jn order tQ'eany off the Buddha's 
almsbowl which w� foun4 qlere; but he. did not sueceed.� 
H.ving stayeq ._ in:Purus�!lpura IU. long .as t�y.wis.hed 
Hui�hing1 .J�-ta apJ. T�hc:ng went �es4 to Nagara- . 
hara. !hen, Hui4a joined Pao-yUil �d Seng�ehing to 
return h9me. Hui�yiilg27 died in. Buddha;a �owl mon8s- .· 
tery. Fa-hsien proceeded alone to the temple. of Bu��ha's · 

SkuU. ,: .. ·.· · · · 

' . 

The citj'(;f Hilo wu \mique in ai much as it posJ.essed 
the Bu(idha's !SkUll, a relic not mentioned. in any other 
source •. The skull ii·pale ye.Uow, about four inches across 
arid· his a lofty · cranium�:·.·TJie okiJ!s of the city had 
appointed eight men of noble families, each with a seal, to 

· seal the temple in order to s�eguar�, the relic. The ·king, 
the Jay �votees and �o the elders att¢nded to thek 
duties or· household affairs afte� �akj�g their offetin.ss to 
th� S�ulJ,21- 0 • 

-

• 0 

� The city of N agaBh�ra (J�iilibad) and its :adjoining 
.o.reu ·within one yo)BIJr., of the- city .claim . to have · 
possessM certain ·relics, some of which are riot much 
known. They were the pewter topped staff of the Buddha, · . 

. . 
. 

. � . 

�. RBC. p. � 

his robe, hair and nails. Devotees believed that when the 
robe was taken out and offerings made to it heavy rains 
fell in times of drought. 

The Tooth relic in Sri Lanka also is believed by the 
faithful to possess-such powers,:lO 

Half a yojans south of the city of Nagarahara is a cave 
in which the Buddha is said to have left his shadow which 
looked exactly like the Buddha at a distance of ten paces 
or so. It is also believed that a stupa near the cave bad 
been built by the Buddha and his disciples as a model for . 
future $lUpss. 31 The hi!loricity of these, however, 
remains to be e:�tablished. 

Setting forth from Nagarahara Fa-hsien and his two 
companions went SC?Uthward across the Little Snowy 
Mount� (Safed Koh) in bitter cold. Bdng unable to 
bear the cold Hui-:ehing breathed hiS last. Fa�sien 
caressed him Jam�nting bitterly imd crjed sayfug,. "You · 
have failed in your purpose. Yet such is fate." Fa-hsien 
and Tao-:Cbeng, th,e only companion ·of the formet group, 
from that point onward, Went ahead viSiting the countries, 
L_akki (Afghimi�tan):' Haran� (Fi.l�a or Binni) and 
Uchcha (Bhida in Panjab).' Except in Haran a where there 
were three . t_housind Hin.ayiiria �onks, tlie other. two · 
Cci\Jillries hid moDb of both vehicles. The lociu people 
were 10 amazed to see monks from dista:nt China who 
had·c�aie ;o far in ieiich of Buddhlim.n · . . . - . � -

-The next important centre visited by Fa-hsien was 
Math uri. On. the way to Mathuri he saw a large number 
of monlsteries With some ten thousand ·monks. · In 
·Mathurii itself there were about three thomantt mong .·· 

with twenty monuteries situated on either side of the 
river Juq1na,ll 

· · · · 

Fa-hsien'i a�e<n�nt on the Mlddle Klng�om, whjCii· . . 
according to him lay south of Mathurii,34 shows that of 
th� countries he had visited that country 'was the most 

. agreeable ·with regard to climate, livhig.conditions of the 
inhabitants, their r:eligious upbtinging; ad'aunistration 
etc. The climate was temperate witJtout frost or snow. 
The inhabitant; were rich and contented. Kings governed . . . / 
the country with�ut rec9urae to capital punishment. The 

26. .Ibid. pp. ��; TF. pp. 12-14 
. Z1. TF. p; 15. Aceordins to RiJC. p. 29 the_penori �ho died lg themonu�ery ofBuddha'li,Bowl wu Hui-c:hins. �This evidently is 

an error. Both RBCand TF. teU ua that Hui-c:hing actually died later when croaing the Littl� Snowr Mountai111 (RBC. p.33; TF. p.l9). . 

28. RBC p. 29f • . 29, Ibid� p, 31f. The exact length ofayojll1s is hard to determine. It is equated to 4 gavuta a�d it co�ld range from 5 miles t� 16 . milet. . . . 
30. R�, H. � llDd P&ranavitan�:t S. UnivmityofCeylon, History ofCeylon, Colombo, 1960, p. 762 · 
31. RBC p. 32 . . · · 32. Ibid. p. 32f. 

. 
" 

33. Ibid. p. 34 
34. Ibid. p. 34 
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people of this country kill no living creatures, drink no 
wine nor eat onion or garlic. Mention is also made of the 
use of "cowries" as a medium of exchange. 

As for the Buddhist monks Fa-hsien says that from the 
very days of the Buddha kings and other devotees 
provided monks with beds and beddings, gardens, fields 
as well as husbandmen and cattle. Lands were donated by 
title deeds which �one dilred to annul.J' 

Guest monks were treated in keeping with the Vinaya 
rules. When a guest monk came to a monas tery . . . / · resident monks used to welcome him; carry his robes and 
alms-bowl for him. They also used to bring water to wash 
his feet and oil to anoint them. Facilities for lodgings 
were provided in accordance with his seniority.J6 

Sfiipas built in honour of the two chief disciples, Sirl
putra (Pali, Siiriputtal_ and Maudgallputra (Palif 
Moggallana) �d also of Anand a are mentioned together 
with other. stupas built . in .honour of the three-fold 
d ivision of the Canon, the A/Jbidharnina, the Vinaya and 

. the S�tra$. Another interesting reference is made to the 
staaing of reliiious drama .. One play had as its theme 

· Siriputra's going to the Buddha to ask for .ordination. 
Similar plays were staged to characterise Maudgallpu.tra 
imd. Ka4yapa. By . iisyapa � probably meant Maha 
Kuyapa. · · · 1 · ·  · · · 

Even more interesting.was a ritual pratice peiformed 
by �uns and novices. They made offerings _!tspectfully 
at the stiipss built in honour of die elders &anda and 

- Rahula; · Similarly the· teacher! of each of t.he<Jllree · 
divisions of the Carion made off�rings at the stupas built _ 
iri honour cif the Abbidhsmms, the Vinsya, and the 
-sutrss each to the stups pertairiing to hiis speciality. The 

. followers �f the Mabiyina school made their offe_rings to 
the S @in ts ,  Praj ii  i Pirami ti, Maiijusri and 
Aval<ildte5varil. 

As shown above the custom of monks receiVing· annual 
tithes prevailed. :n other . countri.� such as K.ashgar. 
Acc9rding to Fa-hsien the custom pre...Wled al3o in the 
Middle Kingdom. It is interesting to note that even 
B.rahmf�s �ff�r�d r�bes and oth�� requisites t.o monks. A 
special feature of the 9ccasioit ·was that monks made 
offerings to one another,37 

-

. Fa-hsien locates Samkasya to the south east of the 
Middle Kingdoin the place where the Buddha is,said to 

have descended from the Trayastrimsat (Tivatinlsa) 
heaven after preaching the Law to hia mother for three 
months. This place appears io have been closely associated 
with the Buddha, for according to Fa-hsien, several 
monuments bad been built in his honour there. Here 
about one tho�and monks and nuns studied both Hi 
nayina and Mahayilna.l' 

Fa-�sien mentions .the city of Kinyakubja (Kanoj), Ute 
village Hari (Arijakavana) and the country of V.Uakha 

. (Visikha or Ajudhya) as important centres of BUddhism. 
Reference to Buddha's willow che:wing stick and its 
growth to a height of seven feet in the country of 
Vlligikba has a special significance. What is important 
here is that the Buddha had used a willow chewing slick 
to clean ·his teeth just like other ordinary monb.Jt 

When Fa-hsien visited the city ·Of Sravasti in the 
country of Kosala the city had been sparsely populated 
but its glory was still there. Among the reliaious monu
ments such as the Jeta:vana monastery found at srivasti 
two stupu ha(i be�n buUt to comriieinorate Ailgulimila; 
( q. v .) one 'Stup• being built at �e site of his conversion by 
the Buddha ltnd .the other at the site of his cremation. 
Among_9th�r stuj]as ofie wiu. at th�: site of the m'l!rder of 
c��rt�s�: s�ndari and another on :the spot where the 
Buddha·d-�bated\v.ith �he t�achera of ninety-six heretical 
sects.� Carving g(the first Buddbaimage is attributed to 
Kltrg �raa.e�ajit (PilSenadl)! The king iD his.eagep1� to 
see the lik�ness of the Buddha when he was away .in 
Trayastrlol��t �eavenJo� ni�ety days· carved an �!l8e of 
the Buddha. The authenticity of this is questioned by 
modern Critics. On arriving at the J etavana Retreat where 
the Buddha speht twenty':'five rainy season; the greatest 
nu�be·r Cit raiJi$ residences he l�ed in one aingie lbon!lS� · �rY, Fa-hsi�.h.��d:hiS"c�inp�i.o� ���e ��rsed '�:deep 
thouggt. As they gazed at the pl�ceun which the IJuddha 
o�ce lived,' lfdt where he �w-� n6 1ohger .to be ile� they 
were deeply lno�d.ci · 

· · � · · · ' · · 

According to Fa-hsien Devadatta'� followers msde 
offerings to thr.ee fo"tmer Buddhasexcept the Sikyamuni Buddha. This indicated the continulmce of 
De.vadatta's religious �ovement even uJ)- to the fifth 
�ntury A.C That the worship of foinier Buddhas had 
been a popular cult in many other places in India is also 
revealed by Fa-hsien.•2 

· 

3�. Ibid. p. 34. In Sri Lanka too land grants were made in medienl timeJ in the samy way. 
36. Ibid: p. 3Sf 
37. Ibid. p. 36f. 
38. Ibid. pp. 37-41 
39. Ibid. p. 42C; TF. p. 29. . 
40. Ibid. pp. 43-47. Accordicg to the Theravlda Canon, there were only sixty two views. 
-41. Ibid. pp. «-46 
4l Ibid. p. 49 
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At the time of Fa-luien's visit Kapilavistu looked 
completely deserted except for a few monks and a few 
doze_n families of the laity. Among the ruins of the palace 
of King Suddhodana wu an imap of the prince's mother 
lhowma the prince riding a white elephant coming to 
enter his mother 'I womb. Sewral 1tiipu had been ere:ted 
to mark important events of the Buddha's life before end 
after hil enlightenment. F a-hsien also _ names the four 
placa which are always pre-determined for Buddhu: 
. where the Bud�u ahall attain Budddhahood, where 
they ahall begin to preach, where they expound the Law 
and refute heretics and where they mall descend from the 
TrayutrinUat Heaven.c 

A mo�.llltery sit\lated in Rimagrima ftve yojJIJu eist 
of Buddha 'I birth place ia reminiac:ent of the forest called 
Pirileyyavana where the Buddhi iJ aiid to .liave bien 
attended on by an elephant and a IDOnkey. lt ia aaid that'-!l 
herd' of elephants used to water the around and offe� -
flowen at the monu.teey there.-.'. monk who visited the 
place stepped down to the rank ·of a iimeera arid 
performed all the duties connected with t_he.monutery. 
The poaition of abbot at th1t monastery; u a matter of 
(act, wu held by a limue.nr thereafter.'" 

. . . ..  

Fa-bsien locates the spot on which the Buddha entered 
Pmniive• to ' th� no�·. of the city of Kwinagara 
(Kusiniri). Stiipu bad been 'erected' at the· sites· wh�re . 

· ·- Subhidd&, the ·JUt· diiCiple of .the B�ddha entered the . . 
Order

. 
and where the Buddhi's coff'm �ed homqe · 

for ·�en daya. Even thia city had been· iltnoit deserted 
with 9Diy . few mow· and laymen u i� inhabiti1Dts.4j 
. fa-hlien rden ,to a .number of impart�t aites in 
-vli•ili. Such for bistmce' are the venue of the Second · C,Wlcil ..Dd · �e site -o( the �� cetiya (pagoda of 
Discarded A.-lOs) at which' tll!! . Bud�Jla m�e the pro
no\mc:e�ent ih� he would cnter.�izi.tthree months 
later. With rega.id to the; ce,�e that_ lecl' to, the Second 
Council,_ be agrees with the -ten pobi� advanced by the 
Southern school. -'6 

_ A story not found in Pali literature concerns elder 
· �and a's puaing away. · King Ajitdatru followed 
Ananda up to the confluence of five rivers, five yojanu 
east of V.Uill. Ucchavia were ·on th� other 'side of the · 
river expecting his arrival on �at side. If -Aninda chose 

43. RBC. pp. 49-51 
.u; ItiicL p. 52f • 

. 45. Ibid. p. �-
46. lbkf. ·p. 57; TF. pp. 42-# 
41. RBC. p. 57f. 
48. lbkf. p. �. . 
49. lbkf. p. 60f; 
50. Ibid • .  p. 61 
5!. Ibid. p. 61 �2. Ibid. p. 62£ 

to enter psrimrvsna on this bank or the other bank it 
would have led to' a clash between the two par!ies. In 
order to avoid an impending clash between them Anand a 
entered p.rinirvlma by burning himself in the middle of 
the river by entering the element of fire .(tejodhstu). The 
two kings en either bank apportioned the relics in. two 
halve3 and built stupas over them,47 

· Fa·hlien saw the ruins of t!te royal palace of Emperor 
Aaoka in the city of Pitaliputra: . A Brahmin c8.Ued 
Ridhuvimi who belonged to the Mabiyinaschool and 
who had mastered all the knowledge of his day did.much 
to propa:gate' Buddhism·ind it wu due to his efforts that 
heretics were kept in abeyance. There were aboui six or 
seven hundred monks of both vehicles whose behaViour 
wu most decorous and orderly.41 

Pi�allputra was, according to F a-hsie�? the l�geat city 
in _the whole of Middle Kingdom.4' The people thert 
were rich and prosperous. Every year they held an image 
procession on the eighth day of the second month. A four 
wh�led car (ch'ariot) dec:Orated like a pagoda was.taken 
in the procession. On each of the four sides of the _car wu 
a ieated Buddha image attehded by standing BOdhi
sattvas. · About. twenty such em . w�re paraded, each 
decked oUt in a different way. Mention is made also of 
chantable hospitals and a temple of Buddha's Foot Print 
in Pi�aliputra.50 

· ·. 

. The redemption of gifts -made to. the sangha prevailed . 
inNagarahaiaand also in Sri Lanka; Probably Aaokaset . · 
. the p�cedelit for the pr!Clice._Fa�hlien tells us that Kmg 
Aso�a �ffere_d J�budvipa to r;nonks from all parts of the 
w9dd and then redeemed it again :with silver on three 
ot:casions.st 

· 

. . . 
In a valley surro\lllded by ftve hills wu Gjrivraja the 

old city of King Bimbisara. Important' sites �r� 
mentioned in the following fashion: ''This is where Siri 
putra and . Maudgaliputra fi�t met A'vajit . (Assaji), 
where Nirgrintha made a ftery pit and prepared poisoned 
rice for Buddha, and where King Ajituattu gave wine to 
a black elepha,nt in order to btjure Buddha. "-'Z Even this 
ci�y had been without inhabitants when Fa-hsien wu 
�ere. 
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There were several hundreds of caves including that of 
the Buddha in the Grdhrakuta M ountain. Fa-hsien 
claims to have seen th� stone �hich Devadatta rolled 
down the precipice causing injury to Buddha's toe. 
Among the ruins of the old city were the cave of Sataparna (Sattapanniguhii) where five hundred monies 
recited the scriptur� �fter the Buddha's Parinirvana, the 
cave of Devadatta and the black-rock on which a'monk 
wu aba.,u,,t to commit suicide.'J 

The city of Gayi had been virtually deserted during the 
ftfth century. Prince Siddhartha lived as an ascetic in the 
vicinity of Gayi. Of the seven weeks during which the 
Buddha enjQyed the bliss of emancipation after his 
enlightenment referred to in the post canonical 
literature, 54 five are mentioned by Fa-hsien. They are (1) 
His fixed gaze at tht Bodhi-tree (2) His walking from cast 
to west under the . Bodhi-tree (3) the devas making 
offerings to the Buddha on a terrace adorned 'with seven· · 
precious things (4) the blind dragon Mudalinda's coiling 
around the Buddha and (S} Buddha'! sitting on a square 

- · - rock facing east under a nyagrodba tree when Sahipati 
(Sahampati) Brahma dune to invite him. At the site of 

-· Buddha's Enlightenment there were three monasteries 
maintained by devotees. Monks living tbm adhered to 
mo:nas�c rules . with meticuloUs car�." · 

. Asok.a's conver�ion to the ,lJuddhls� Faith is attributed 
by Fa-hsien to the exposition of the Law by an srabsnt 
who was about to be punished by the keeper of Asoka's 
Hell. A legend had it that Asoka caused a hell to be built 
for punishing eriminafs.56 . Thi� may be a veiled allusion 
to Asoka's being cruel at the beginning of his reign and 

- hi� change of p.olicy later on in his reign. 
�ng Asoka used to go to the Bodhi-tree under which . 

he repented his sin's . and observed the eight precepts. 
Asoka's observing a strict religiO"us life referred to in his 
Minor Rock Edict I may point to the same. 57 However, 
his queen Asandhirnitti being jealous that the king 
visited the Bodhi-tree often employed a man to fell the 
tree. It is said that the king found a device to restore the 
tree and again it grew to a height of hundred feet." 

_Travelling westward along t�e Ganges Fa�hsien and 
his only companion reached Varinasi in the country of . . ' . . . . . .  
S3. Ibid. p. 63f. 

K.id. Tracing the history of the Deer Park Retreat Fa
hsien also narrates how K.au';l��ya (K.o1;1�aMa) and his 
four companions criticised the Buddha as he was 
approaching them and how they could not abide by their 
agreement not to receive him iri the usual manner as be 
was approaching nearer and nearer. He also locates the 
spot on which the Buddha delivered his first �rmon." 

The next important place which Fa-hsien visited was 
K.ausimbi. The Garden of Ghoshira (Ghositirima) is 
mentioned as a monastery in which the Buddha lived for 
some time. Most of the monks in Kauf"ambi study Hi 
nayina Buddhism. Although Fa-hsien describes the 
'f:>akkhina·and the Pirvati monastery there as a remark
able achievement of stone masonry he only reproduces 
what had been related to him by the people of that 
country,60 

Fa-hsicn, with his companion, came back to Pitall 
putra once again and with that they had c6nipleted their 
tour in North India. However, Fa-hsien's main p�pose 
of obtaining a complete code of Vinsya rules could Jiot be 
achieved from uy place in North India as there were no 
written book�. Therefore, he had to go to Central India 
where in a Mahiyiria monastery he was able to obtain a 
copy of the collection of Vinsya rules. Both Li Yung� as 
well es Giles have trimslated Fa-hsien's Chinese original 
i11to English to convey the me�g shown above. 61 Never
theless, the use of tbe regional name Central India in the 
above pli.ssage gives rise to confusion. Fa�hsicn tells us 
elsew'hert that people of Udyina, the northen, most 
country in India, called Central India- the "Middle 
Kingdom. "62 Thus, it appears that what was known to 
the people of Udyina as the Middle Kingdom was known . 
to Fa-bsien as Central India. 

Fa-hsien's contention that he had to go to Central · 
India for_ obtaining a cDmplet� code of Vinaya rules 
appears misleading for he has given us the impression 
that be bad already been to that region. The country he 
reached after Mathuri was the Middle Kingdom. Again 

. the account, just following thRt dealing with the books 
obtained, says that Tao-chengwas reluctant to go bad to 
China as he was so impressed by the disciplinary conduct 
of the monks in the MiMle Kingdom or Central I'ndia 
where they were living at the time of cop}ing the textl. It 

54. Svnsntapmdika, part, I, ed. Baddegama Piyaratana Thera, SHB. Colombo, 1929. pp. 714-7 19 
55. RBC. pp. 66-68 
36. Ibid. p. 69f. >:it, 
57. Corpus Jnscriptionum Indicarum, Vot. ·l, E. Hultzsch, Delhi; 1969, pp. 166, 167; The Indian Aniiqusry, Vill. XX, Fleet JR, 

and Temple, RC, Delhi, t98S, p. 234£. 
· 58. RBC. p.7! 
59. Ibid. p. _72!. ' · , 

60. Ibid. p. 74f. 
61. Ibid. p. 76; TF. p.64 
61 TF. p. 1 1; RBC. p. 2S 
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appears that the names, Central India and Middle 
Kingdom used here differ from those referred to earlier 
by Fa-hsien himself. 

Something bas gone wrong somewhere, perhaps in the 
English translations or even in the Chinese original. Fa
hsien had been extremely careful to mention the time, 
distance, direction etc,. when he went from one place to 
another. In this context he merely says that he went to a 
monastery · in central India . to obtain a copy of the 
complete Vinsjac0llection. Absence of the usual statisH-

. Cat data in this particular instance leaves us in doubt as to 
whether be ·actually went to any place in what be earlier 
C!illed Central _India or the Middle Kingdom after his 
ret\li'n to Pii�aliputra. 63 
· According to Fa-hsien the copy of the Mabisangbika 
Vinsya which he obt!lined had been handed down in the 
Jetavana Retreat.64 Does it, then, follow ,that .Fa-hsien 
obtained the relevant -text from the Jetavan.a Retreat in 
Siv_atthi which �e had .visited on his way towards east? 
But he does not claim that he ,obtained a copy. from the 
Jetavana Retreat eith.�r. It is possib.le that afthough the 
relevant text had ·been handed down in the Jetavana 
Retreat its copiei were ·aiso . av�able in later times in 
distant parts of India. · ' 

. - . � . �. . 

· · F�-h�ieii's journey to Champa could offer sorite clue to : 
the :questioii- -undet r�iew.: He went t� two important 
countries m·E�terh·lndia before he completed his tour . 

· in lndia •. He.went fir;t to Ch�pi an� then to tamluk,45 
, Chainjii was. eighteen yojsnu··to the ,east of the place· 
from Which · he had · set our after copying the Vinsya 

- -'- teXtsi66 -The diStance and the direction· tallieS witli Pitall 
putra.from where lie .had:not gone to any place prior to 
his going to C:h�pi. It mayj tb�refore b� sur�sed that 
he ict\lallY obt�ed copies of �e Vinaya and otber texts 
�rom some monastery in l'.i!ali,putra .i.l_!elf. . . 

. 
'
whichever be the placl or 'the· �onastery fr�m. which 

the books were obtained -thel'e were-six scriptures in all. 
(1) Rules ofthe Mllhisanghika·(2}Ssrvistivads vinsyairt 
about . 7000 verses (J) . Samyuktibbidhsrma . - hrdays 
listts or Abbidbarma in about 6000 verses (4) Nirvins 
siitrs· or · Yen . sutra in ·2500 verses (S) Vaipulya - paii
'nirviD s  siitrs ili:about SOOO.verses.and (6) the Commen
taries 'or the Mahisanghika school. Fa-hsien spent three 

63. CP. TF. p.20f.; RBC. p.J.4f. 
64. ··RBC p. 76 . 

years in studying written and spoken Sanskrit and in 
copying those books. As mentioned above Tao-cheng 
remained behind in the Mahi.yana monastery being 
reluctant to go back to China67 Fa-bsien went ahead 
with determination until his Qtain objective was aehieved. 

From Cham pi, Fa-hsien, went to Tamluk, a renowned 
centre of Buddhism. He stayed two years in Tamluk 
copying sutrss and drawing images of the Buddha and 
then set sail for Siolhala (Sri Lanka)6' 

Fa-hsien describes the size, the climate and the products 
of the country including pearls and gems. The king's 
share in pearls and precious Stones was three-tenths. He . 
says that this island became a large kingdqm owing to the 
attraction of merchilnts from other countrie's who came . 
in large numbers. 

At the time of his visit the Abbayagiri monasterywu in 
its hey-day. There we� five thous�d. monks there. Fa
hsien teUs us that the splendour and J;DagnifJCCnce of an 
image of jade,.soQte tWenty feet high, defi� d�cription. 
Haying seen a white silk. fan offered to the image by a 
chinese merchant his eyes were filled with tean. Possibly, 

\ 

this reference is to the Samidhi Statue which is within the 
precincts of the Abh�ygiti monastery. fa-hsi� ·

.also .
· 

refers to the tooth Relic tempi� and the exhibition of the 
Tooth Relic in the middle of the tbird month at the Abhayagiri · "' 
monastery; An interestmg ·.allusion is made to store
houses of monks which were filled with precious stones 
and jewels. The desCriptioJf of a monastery on � hill forty 
li ·to ·the· east ' with two thousand resident_ monb ·is · 
eVidently abouf the Mih�tale. In

. the Mahivilim monas-
tery there lived three thousilid monks. F a-hsien had �n 
a funerat ceremony oh n araliant wiio' belonged to the 
Mahiivihir�. Fa�hsien stayed two .years jn Sri Lanka �d 
obtained a copy_ of the Rules of the MahUisakas. He Blso 
procured a copy each o( the Dirgbigama the SMDyukti
gsma and the Ssnnipita a!l.ofwhich we�e in Sinskrit and 
were new to China.69 . • 

. 

, On his voyage back across the unfathomable ocean full 
of dangers his chances of reaching the home country 
appeared remote. On the way he stayed five months in a 
country called Yavadvipa (Java)70 where thete were V'!fY 
few �uddhists. The next stage became �en worse. in the 
midst of,heav)r rains whilst the provisions were exhausted, 

65, Tamluk iJ located by Fa-l!Jien to the east of Cbampi; In fact, It ll aitu:ated to the South of that city. · 

66. RBC p.77 
. 

67. 1F. p. 14; RBC p. 76 · 
68. RBC p; 77 
69. Ibid. pp. 78-87 - Siinnipita i.a_rendered Into English u a collection of extractt from the Canon on p.76 of 1F. 
70. Bapat, P.V. 25()() Yurs of Buddhism, New Delhi. J?S6, p. 261 

· 

71 .  RBC. pp. 87-92. 
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the 'J · 

. P1 ot chartered a wrong course. Bu t, despite every-
t hmg Fa �1si4n h h d · · f 1· ' h · ' -, -.. may ave eave a s:gh o re ICI w en he 
knew t h at he had set foot on the Southern shor� of 
Laoshan in Changkuang p refecture in China71 and 
reached his journey's end. 

Conclusion• F h · ' 1 . 
. • a- sten s trave accounts deal w1th nearlv 

thirty c . . J . ountnes. These accounts provide us with valuable 
Inf�rmati�n on religious as well liS othei aspects coverins a Wide vanety of subjects. 

We ar
.
e greatly indebted to Fa-hsien for the knowledge 

of. �ertwn beliefs, customs, cults ceremonials etc. pre-
vallmg in the t . h . 

. d H. . . 
. . coun nes e VISltt . e prov;des us w1th 
!�ormation OJl the Elder Anand a's parinirviwa through Ftre Meditation (tejokasi11a) in the middle of � river the 
custom of b 'ld ' · .. . · ' . . . . Ul mg ctt,,ff� m honour of the three chief 

· �l'Vlstons of _the Cnnon, paying homage to stu pas built in 
on?ur of Anand a. and Rihula respectively by nuns and 

nOVIces as their favourite objects of homage as is 
c�stomary in the' Middle Kingdom, the participation of 

· -�.abm�s in Buddhist religious affairs in and outsid� the 
. �ddle Kingdon, certain articles used by the Buddha 

such as the stone spittoon (at Kashgar) and the pewter
topped stdf (at Nagarabara) and the relative strengtb of 
the · bhiz.'-- . �hu population of the Abhayagiri and the 
Mahavthara in Sri Lanka. Much of this information is 

. '"are� and some are not found in otlier sourc.es. 
· Speci�c reference made to the two vehicles and their 

numerical strength in the countries visited by him shows 
that in: hi d · . · - · . lh" 

s !lY the Lesser Vehicle; had spread more widely 
an the Greater Vehicle. 

Fa-hsien also
. 
draws our attention to the decline in 

glory of some re�owned cent�es of Buddhism during the �fth
. ce�tury. He says . that at, the time of his . visit 

apilavastu, Riijagrha, Sravasti and Gayii were virtually 
deserted and abandoned . To what e1:tent, the heretical 
m?ve�ent, alluded to by Fa-hsien, was responsible for 
brtngmg about this decline needs further investigation. 

Tb · 
. 

. e perseverence, undaunted courage and determi-
nation of F h ·· · · . · 
· ; . a- s1en were not shared by most members of 
hts party. Three members-Or the party, H ui-ta:; P&o-Yen 
a n d  S e ng-Ch i n g  w e n t  b ac k  to ·ch i n a  without  
fulfill 

. 
• 1 ng their objective�. Some members parted with the 

mwn group to visit places of their own choice. 

Unifortunately for Fa-hsien two members Hui-Ying 
and H_ui-Ching died �it the way

'
. Tao-cheng ac�ompanied 

Fa-hs.ten upto Pataliputra and decided never to return 
home. The J?arty which originally included ten memb�r� 
�as reduced t o·one. lt w as only Fa-hsien who c.arried out 

71.  RBC. pp. s7-92. 
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l.he m1ss10n undaunted until the achievement of his 

Y atadolawatte DhammavisuddhJ Thera 

FAIRY-TALES. Although the term fairy-tale is used to 
refer to tales about fairies it is also generally used in a 
much broader sense to include tales which have n othing 
to do with fairies but which are highly improbable and 
fanciful. The writers in English who attempted to translate 
the German term 'machen' or the Swedish term 'saga' 
seem to have generally used the term fairy-tale. In current 
usage a large number of wonder-tales, which have neither 
fairies nor such beings who have fairy traits, are referred 
to as fairy-tales. 

The question regarding the origin of the fairy-tale has 
not yet been fully investigated and . therefore, nothing 
definite can be said about it. It is quite apparent that the 
fairy tale was an integral part of the early folk-loie. 
Scholars have come across a collection of Egyptian fairy
tales which they places in the 13th century B. C. (Standard _ 
Dictionary of Folk-Mythology and Legend, pp. 365 ff. 
Funk and Wagnalls Co. New York). The res_earches 

·carried out sci far by eminent scholars do not inake it 
possible to pin-point any particular country or a liiriited 
region as th� original home offairy-tales. It is extremely 
doubtful whether any particulli.r·. country can ever be 
named as the original home of fairy-tales; There are a fell' 
centres of dissemination of fairy-tales, the major ones · 
being India, Greece and Western Europe. In other centres · 
like Asia Minor and E!!Stem and N othem Europe there 
are new tales alongside those that have come from 
outside. Therefore, any llttempt to trace all the tales or at 
least a:n the major fairly-tale motifs to a particular region, 
either in the-East or in the west is bound. to be futile. 

India is quite well known a.S a repertory of fairy-tales. 
The relating of tales bas been a regular feature in early 
Indian society. The Vtdic literature reveals not only the 

existence of ·legends and fairy-tales but also religious · 

·ceremonies in which the telling of tales formed an 
int�rgral part. Besides these wonder tales that wei:e 
prevalent among the elite priesthood there must have 
been �imilar tales current among the masses. Some of 
these seem to appear in the epics. 

Certain tales that appear in Buddhist literature, too, 
can be dtl!sed under the category of fairy-tales when the · 
term is taken in its broader �ense. The Buddha and his 
disciples used fables, narratives and other types of tales 
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which they drew upon from foik-lore. These tdes a n: 
found in the J8taka book which is the main repertvrj of 
Buddhist stories. A close scrutiny of the !ales found in i t  
reveais that the fairy-tale was not the favourite medium 
of instruction restarted to by Buddhist monks. Fairy
tales that appear in Buddhist texts, mainly in the .Tataka, 
the Cariya-pitaka and the Jataka-MafB are on the wboieo 
neither so numerous n(_) so well developed as the fables 
that are-found in them. The structure of the fairy-tale 
which is generally devoid of a didactic nature, did not 
quit� suit the purpol!e for which the tales were used by 

· Bu�dhist monks. However, they have, with some measure 
of success, used the fairy-tale just as they did use the fable, 
for moral instruction and · the elucidation of difficult 
points in the doctrine. 

. In thos� Buddhist tales that can be classified as fairy · 

tales, fairies are conspicuous by. their ahsence; The 
characters that appear frequently in these tales are man
eati�g goblins, demons, ogres and ogresses, supernaturaJ 
�als such as garudas, nigas and kinnaras. Although 

: · spme. of these have falry...:traits they cannot be identified 
. ·as fairies. Buddhist1iterature and beliefs do not reveal the 

existence· of a group of beings who can be called fairies.as 
they are,known to the west Those that come very close to 
�airies . are the · tree:-deities :(rukkha-devata), nymphs 
(11ccbara; Skt.: .apsaras) and-divine-dams�-ls (deva-dhitB). 
Sometimes gods, speCially Sakka, assume human and 
Jmimal .forms and play toles typical of those played by 
fairies . in western fairy-tales. Not only supernatural 

. beings and Jlllimals but even magic objects are present in 
th!:se r airy-tal�s. . . 

\ . 

There are certain fables which are more like fairy-tales. 
The tales.in.wltich animals and men appear as characters 

· are fuil of fanciful and incredible·h�ppenings. In one of 
these there appears a learned partridge that instructs 
young pupils on various sciences (No. 438); in another, a 
wonderful deer which saves a man from drowning (J. No. 
483) and in 5till another tale a great monkey that rescues a 

man who has lost hi� way in the thick jungle (J. No. 5 i6). 
Nurmerous other animals which surpass humim beings in 
virtuous qualities, too, appear in them: Many of ihese 
animal cum fairy-tales are narrated to �Jtpose the vile 
nature of men. 

. . 

Apart from 'these are a number of other fairy-tales in 
the Jitlika. But when compared with the well-knpwn 
fairy-tliles that appear in later S�skrit collection of 

, �onder tales such as the Kathasaritssgara or the 
YctilapsJicavili}Iati or even with those tbat IUe prevalent 
outside India, rnnny of these Buddhist fairy-tales fail to 

- fall into that category. Though almost all the popular 
. fairy-tale motifs are found to exist in Buddhist fairy-tales 

they have not received the literary treatment their 

cuur;.tc : p ?. r�s  in .S art:: k rH ; t ! e ra�ure: n:t weH a� in l! terature 
outsic k l::.dic: sew� tc �;av� i5enr.i·al1y rtceiv�c!. 

Th� Buddhist monks used fairy�tal�3 merely as illustra
tions in tbe:r imtruction and generally they do not seem 
to have used their im.,gination to enrich the tale. Instead, 
their sole aim wa� to impregnate th� tale with ethical and 
moral instruction and thi� resulted in �uppressing the 
fairy- tale motifs thai were present in them. The Vidhura
pi!ndta J&tak11 (No. 545) has ali fairy-tale motifs that are 
capable of eievnling it to the standard of a fascinating 
fairy-tale. But on _the one hand these motifs are not 
developed enough and presented in a manner capable o{ 
rousing the curiosity of the listner or the reader and 
transferring him into a world of fancy; and on the other, 
these motifs are overshadowed and pushed into the 
background by lengthy sermons a'nd didadic sayings 
introduced into the. body of the tale for the purose of 
moral instruction and elucidation of doctrinal points.

. The Bhuridatta Jataka (No. 543), too, suffers in the same 
manner. When considered as. a fairy-tale and not as a 
jiitaka it; too, contains a great deal of irrelevant details 
which do n�t ·by any. means help to enrich the story . 
Besides using this as ·  a medium �f moral instruction, the 
preacher also has attempted to use it to criticise brahmanic 

. · beliefs and dogmas. A number of tales such as the 
Mah�sutssoma Fa taka (No. 537) and the Devadhamms . 
Jataka (No. 6) have suffered in the sa1ne manner. 

There are a few tales which can be grouped under the · 
category'of fairy-tales merely because they are based on 
popular fairy-tale motifs. The Samiddhi Fa taka �o. 161) . 
is one such tale. It is the tale of a fairy (devadhitB} who 
tries to win the heart of a handsome; young asectic. The 
love. between fairies and men is a very common theme in 
fairy-tales of the East and the West. But thi� Buddhist 
fairy-tale falls -far-short of ttie standard of the average 
fairy-tale. with a similar theme. This story seeq1s to be a 
creation of a Buddhist monk and does not in any way . . 
r�veal the ingenuity of the author. The Samiddhi fitaka 
is related with reference to an extremely pious Elder who 
has forsnk�n ·woddly pleasures, love, even that of a fairy, 
is an obstacle to his goal. The preacher who tried to 
explain the exemplary character of this Elder by means of . 
a tale had to be within certain limits when doing so. He 
had to invent a .tale which explained the Elder's present . 
experience with the help of a similar past experience of 
his. The extremely pious character of the Elder concerned . 
and the uneventful incident in the present life of the Elder 
prevented the preacher froq.� inventing a fascinating 
fairy-tale, by setting up restrictions to his imagination. 
Moreover, a fascinating fairy-tale was not the main · 
concern of the Buddhist preacher. Much less interesting 
are the tales regarding tree-deities. They have no value as 
stories (see Nos. 109, 3 1 1, 465). 
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However, the Fa taka book is not completely devoid of 
interesting fairy-tales. The Telapatths fa taka (No. 96) is 
one such in tere�ting tale. I t  relates thi! story of a prince 
who wins a kingdom by resisting the fascinations of an 
enchanting ogress. The tale is made more interesting by 
relating the fate that befalls the king who fails prey to the 
temptations of the ogress. The Dsdhivihans .18taka (No. 
1 86) is an extremely enchanting fairy-tale that can be 
compared favourably with any fairy-tale of that type. It is 

. a typical specimen of the type of wonder tales that centre 
round magical objects. It narrates the extraordinary 
manner in which the hero acquires the magic objects and 
uses them to win a kingdom. 

, 

Three ascet.ics received from Sakka, who had be�n 
their brother in the previous birth, three magic object . 
namely, a razor which could be used as a razor or as an 
axe; a drum..which when beaten on one side drove away 
elephants and when beaten on the other maddriends of 
them; and a bowl from which a: stream of curd flo,�·ed at 
its will. At that time in an island far away lived a wild boar 
· that possessed a gem which enabled its possessor to travel 
through the air. A ship wrecked sailor .from Kiisi, who 
happened to come to this island, stealthily took posses- . 
sion of this gem. He travelled to the Himilayas through 
the air. There he saw the three ascetics With magic objects. 
In exchange for the gem he obtained the magic razor by 
which he killed the ascetic and recovered his gem. Having 
obtained the other. two magic objects he finally waged 
war against the king of Benares whom he defeated with 
the aid of the magic objects. He completely destroyed all 

· his enemies by drowning them in a river tlfcurd produced 
· by his magic bowl and ultimately ascended th\!: .throne. 
The other episode has been appended merely to transfer 
this popular fairy-tale into a jiitaka (see T. W. Rhys 
Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories. I, pp. xvi-xxii). The 
know ledge of animal speech is widely used as a fairy-tale 
motif in the east and the west. One of the earliest tales 
which uses this motif is the Khlirspiltts .!iitaka (No. 386 
for varients of this story see Benfey in Orient and 
Occident, ll, pp. 133 ff. and also the second story in the 
Arabian Nights). 

Once Sem\ka, king of Ben ares, saved a Naga-king from 
death and in gratitude the latter gave the ki!lg a Niiga 
maiden to minister to him. One day the king found the 
Naga maiden making love to a water snake, and struck 
her. She went and reported to the Naga-king that she had 
been ill-treated. Enraged at this the Niga-king sent his 
attendants to destory Senaka. However, when the truth 
was revealed the Niiga-king.confessed his error to Senaka 
and in order to make amends taught him a charm which 
gave him the knowledge of all s�unds. He also advised the 
· king not to divulge this charm to any one else for that 
would cause his death. One . day Sen aka's queen dis-

covering the . supernatural knowledge possessed by her 
husband entreated him to teach her the charm even at the 
cost of his liie. Be ing unable to dissuade  the queen he 

finally decided to teach her the charm. Just at that 
moment the Bodhisatta who was born as Sakka assumed 
the form of a goat and conv�rsed with his wife who had 
assumed the form of a she-goat �bout the stupidity of the 
king, in the presence of the lcJng. Ultimately Sakka taught 
Senaka a device by which the latter was able to prevent 
the queen from inquiring about the charm . 

This, too, seems to have been borrowed by the 
Buddhists from a popular fairy-tale of the time. The 
introduction of Sakka, who is indentified with the 
Bodhisatta, was solely for the purpose of transferring this 
into a .fBtaka. 

In the Cullspadums fauka (No. 193) neither fruries 
nor goblins appear. Yet, the incidents involved, specially 
the miraculous escape of Culfapaduma, BI:e so fascinating 
that it can be classed as an interesting fairy-tale. It is one 
of the few fairy-tales that have been aptly used in the 
JBtska for �oral instruction without impairi�g the story. 

Some of the tales about shipwrecked mariners and 
their adventures are quite fascinating. The Vmbssss 
JBtaks (No. 196) is one such tale. It relates th��dventures · 
of some shipwrecked mariners who were cast ashore near 
a city of man-eating she-goblings. Some of the sailors . 
who were unable. to resist 'being fascinated by the she
goblins fell prey to them and others who .:Csisted them 
were saved by a. supernatural horse which ·new off 
carrying the sailors (see Divy. pp. 1 20 and 524 ff. and 
Karaap. 52. cp. also J. No. 463). 

The Csti.ldvira .18taka (No. 439) is another tale that 
related the incredible things that happened to Mittavin
daka who by .accident landed in an isiand where the 
inhabitants enjoy divine bliss for .seven days lilld inexpli
cable woe for another seven days. In typical fairy-tale 
style it further narrates how Mittavindaka -sailed to 
several other similar islands and how he fmally reached 
the Ussada-hell. Then it narrates in very graphic manner 
how he undergoes 0 punishment for his exceasive 
covetousness. 

One of the most interesting fairy-tales of this· category 
that appears in the JBtsks is the LossksJitakil (No. 40: 
The incidents are so well-woven and the presentation is so 
lively that it is capable of rousing the curiosity of the 
listener or reader and transferring him temporarily to a 
world of fnncy. It relates the story of a monk who as a 
result of his jealousy and greed iS' first born in hell and 
then as an orge, a dog and fmally as a begger. But in that 
birth he brings so much of ill-luck to his family that his 
parents are forced to drive him away. He goes off and 
settles down among some other folk to whom abo he 
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brings ill-luck. He is driven away once again. Ultimately 
he decides to sail and embarks a ship. In mid-ccean he is 

cast overbo&rd as his fellow s ailors consider him to be a 
source of misfortune. He, clambering on to a raft, lands 
in several islands . similar to those mentio1,1ed in the 
previous tale. Eventually be comes to an ogre-island 
where he seizes the. leg of an ogress which had the shape of 
a she-goat. As somi as he lays his hand on the she-goat, 
she kicks him so hard that he is at once thrown back to 
Benares where he falls among the king's herd of goats. 
There he is taken to be a thief and condemned to death. 
Not deviating from the typical style of fairy-tales which 
ends on a happy note, he is recognised and rescued at the 
last moment. 

him with weapons finally resorts to preaching. This 
Buddhist attitude which considers the power of intelligence 
and virtue as stronger than that of weapons or _bodily 
strength seems to have been a major cause for the absence 
of adventurous episodes in Buddhist fairy-tales. 

The Samugga .Tataka (No. 436) is another fairy-tale 
that remmds the' reader of the giants that are so common 
in Eastern and Western fliiry-tales. It narrates how a ' 

Some of the Buddhist fairy-tales have parallels in fairy
ta)e literature outside India. (see Arabian Nights; Gesta 
Romanorom; Benfcy, loc. cit.). This parallelism is partly 
due to th� migration of the fairy-tales along with the 
migration of the Indian fables. Besides this, the general 
causes that brought about the dissemination offables of 
the East and West se-em to have effecte� the sprud of 
fairy-tales also. Just as tales were carried elsewhere from 
India a good number of tales must have reached India · 
fr�m outside. This is quite probable in the case of 
mariners' fairy-tales which relate the adventures · of 
shipwrecked marine�s in mysterous islands inhabited by 
man-eating ogresses and goblins. Howeve, it is not 
possible, with the information available at present, to 
determine exactly the result of this .reciprocal influence 
(see,' FABLES: JATAKA). 

· - man�ating demon falls in iove with a mortal woman and . · 
in order tn · safegurad her puts her in a box which he 
swallows. The woman, by some device induc;�s a man to 
enter the box and without the knowledge of the demon 
enjoys ·his' love while being in the belly of the demon. 

· .. There is nothing Buddhistic in these fairy-tales. They are 
used in th� JBtaka me�ely· because · they proved to be an 

. · . effective.medium of instruction. ·. 
Th�ie are u iumber oftales·that b�e as their theme the · · 

uriion . between 'bu�an -and: super-naturai . beings; The 
. Samuggs Fataka. mentioned earlier as well as the 
PadskusBlsmanava .IBtsks (No. 432) .relate the union 
between yakkhas and human beings. The .BbUridatta . 
Jitsks (No. 543) tells about the union between Nigas and 
human beings. The JCsksti Fat�/t:s (No. 32) and Swsandi 

· .IBtaka (No. 3.60) relate h. ow Garuda kings kidnap women · and enjoy their comp�;tny. Humait children are brought 
up by an ogress (see Jaysddisa fataka, No. 513). But very 
rai:ely does any of these tales .rise t'o the standard of a . 
fascinating fairy-tal�., 

. · 

. . ' 

. Thei:e are al�o a number of tales that describe en
'counters between ·princes an4 man-eating demons (see 
Nos. 155, 347, 398; 537). In these the prince, who is 
identified as the Bodhisatta, always emerges victodus.at 
the end. These man-eating demons are never subdued by 
use of strength or weapons but by. the us-e of superior wit . 
ana preaching about the 'godlike' way (deva-dbsmma). 
Even prince Paiicivudha (see Psi1Civuda .Tataks No .. SS) 
wbo first attempts to over-power the demon by attacking 

. . . . . . . . 

·: FAmL The Pall equiv�e-ri t �f the w�rd faith is saddba, 
· but all 'the connotations of :the �n&tish word faith do not 
apply.to saddbi. lt

.
isals.o import;;mt to note tbat saddbs 

is not assigned the same value in Buddhism as faith is il1 
Christianity.1 Another set of words that is sometimes 
translated as. faith is pasidajpasannafp�dati; it is 

· · deCidedly very d.ifferent from faith and occupies a much 
high�r status than saddbi as a positive religious emotion.l 
ssdbi also has the connotation of "credulity''J. 

Suttas record in stereotype language how people 
express fai

.
t'h 'after iistening to the Budpha; Those who 

wish to become only lay followers generally say: It is 
excellent revered Sir, it is excellent. The dhamma has 
been ·made so clear i� ·various �ethods that it i3 like 
setting upright what has been set upside down, it is like 
disclosing what has been concealed, it is like pointing out 
the way to one who has lost.his way, and it is like bringing 

. an oil-lamp in the darkness so that those with eyes might 
be able t.o see .material obj�cts. Now I te.ke as refuge, 
revered Sir, the Exalted 'One, the d}Jsmma and th� Order 
.of �onks. May the Exalted One consider me from this 

. . . . . . . - . . 1 .  Edith Lud�!)1k-Gyomroi, "The Valuation of Saddhi in Early Buddhi!t Texta," Umvenity of Ceylon Revii:w, Vol. 2, No; 2, 
�ober 1947>PP· 32-49. · · 

2. Edith Ludowyk-Gyomro� "Note on the Interpretation of •pasidati" University of Ceylon Review, Vol. I, No. One, April 
1943, pp. 1�81. 
Also ace for. more details on faith: X. N. Jayatill�ke, Early /!uddhist Theory of Knowledge, George Allan and Unwin Ltd;, 
London, 1963, pp. 381-40l. · · · · · 

3. Cf. Ye sot8vanto psmullcantu ssddhBJi? Yin. I, p. S; M I, p. 169 
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day as a lay follower who has takfn refuge for life. (D. I, 
p. 85). 

A person who decides to become a monk is said to 
generally reflect with confidence (saddhs) in the Buddha 
that the household life is cramped and · confined, it is a 
path of defilement The homeiess life is open and free. It is 
not easy for one who leads a household life to live the 
higher life with absolute fulfilment, and absolute purity 
like a p0lished conch-shell. Having "gained confidence in 

· this manner he requests the Buddha for ordination (M.l, 
179, 267, 344). The Nidanasamyut� states that one 
gains confidence in the Buddha when one sees that life is 
full of suffering. In the Bodhirajakum8ra sutts (M. II , p. 
94), the Buddha shows with the help of a simile that just 
1\S �uch as one ha� to Jearn the art of riding_an elephant 
and handling the good by reposing faith/ confidencef
tn.Jst in the teacher, this Dhamma too has to be mastered 
with faith/ confidence/ trust in the teacher and his 
Enlightenemnt. There saddhs is reckoned as one of the 
five factors COJ!tributing tO Spiritual striving (padhaniyan
garu). In the Kitsgiri Suttas the Buddha says that· a moilk 
who lives with faith, conducting.hlt;nself according to the 
instructions of the teacher finds growth and strengih in 
the dispensation. 

·
According to the Alagaddupama Sutta · 

(M. I, p. 142) those who have mere faith in the Buddha, 
_mere affection for him are destined to be reborn in 
heaven. As mere faith too is beneficial for the welfare of a 
b,uman being the Buddha takes care not to prod too much 

· those who lead the higher life with mere faith, as they 
might lose even the little faith they have and that would 
no� be for their well being. Just as frie11<ls and relations 
should protect the eye of a p_ei'son who has only one eye, 

· care should 
-
bftaken to s�feguard the faith of those who 

fare on with just faith only (M I, p. 444). 
' 

Occasionally pema and pas ada are used. synonymously 
with saddha (A.ili, p.326; M l, p. 142), but pema also : 
bas a connotations · of decidedly inferior value.6 
Puggalappasada cr faith in a personat sense is said to 
have evil consequences as an individuah:an be moved to 
anger if the person of his admiration is found fault with, 
or to depression if the person concerned goes away or dies 
(A. III, p. 270). Vakkali was a monk who entert.Rined 
faith in a personal sense towards the Buddha. He gained 
much satisfacticm by admiring the Buddha and the 
Buddha admonished' him saying: What is the use of 

. 

gazing at this rotten body of mme. He who sees the · 
Dhamma sees me, he who sees me sees the Dhamma (S. 
III, p. 1 20). It is said.that faith itself was an impediment 
for Vakkali to attain arabantship (ThagA. II, p. 148). 

4. S. II, p. 31- dullhupaniss ssddhs .-.'"···:,., ... ;,.• 
S. M. I, p. 480- rumhsniysm ssttbus8nsm hoti ojsvantam · · . 

The Buddha does _not expect blind faith from his 
disciples .  In the Canki Suttll (M. I I ,  p. 1 79) he criticises 
the faith which brahmins have towards the Vedas and 
calls .it amiilika saddhs, groundless faith. He compares 
the brahmanic tradition to a procession of blind men as 
none in the entire tradition can claim to have 5een or 
known about the qualities of Brahman with whom they 
aspire to attain companionship. In the Tevijja Sutta (D.l, 
p. 241) the futility of the brahmanic attitude is illustrate� 
with the simile of a man who professes Jove for a ravi
shing beauty (janapadakalyaf!i) whom he has never seen 
and does not know at all. 

In the K811una Sutta (D. I, p. 1 89) the Buddha explllins 
in details the open-mindedness which a person should 
!;lear in listening to the propositions put forward by 
another as true. He admonishes that one should not. 
accept the statements of another as true on grounds of . 

revelation, tradition, hearsay, scriptural authority, logic, 
inference, superficial observation, agreement with one's 
own accepted views, plausibility or the prestige value of 
the teacher. This does not mean that the statements 
should be rejected straight away, but that their truth and 
utility values-should be weighed impartially. One 3hould 

· be guided by one 's own experience/'tlfe ·attitude of the 
wise and the consequences resulti.ri"g from the accepti!.Dce 
of those views . .When one is personally satisfied that these 
views are true and useful one may accept them provi
sionally. This provisional acceptance is�alled ·saccinurak
khan� in the Cailki sutta, (M. II, p; :J71) as one is in a. 
position to safeguard the truth with. such an attitude. 
Thus the type of saddhs that the Buddha expects from his 
9isciples is a non-committed open-mindedness, a Willing

. ness to try out his mes�age. If when he tries ou� he imds 
the t�ilching useful and true his faith gets more firmly 
established. 

In the Vimamsaka Sutta(M. I, p. 3 18) the Buddha says 
. that his discipl�s should not take his claim to �nlighten
ment !It face value. Those who do not h.ave the ability to 
read the thoughts 'Of another, should examine him with 
regard to those patterns of behaviour observable through 
visual and auditory faculties. When observing him for a 
long time if they find no corrupt conduct; nor a mixture 
of good and evil qualities, and they find only virtuous 
cond�ct they can com_e to the concl.usion that the Buddha. 
is trulY enlightened. We do find recorded :  in the Pali 
Canon such and !limilar observations made by eminent 
members of the society. The Brihmayu Suttll (M. 11, p. 
135) records that the young man Uttara follqwed the 
Buddha for seven months investigating the Buddha's 

- ' r  } • .,.. • 6. A. II, p. 213 -pems doso )BystJ; Dhp. v. 213; pemsto JBYBtt soko 
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condUct to see whether the fame that has spread about 
him is justified or not .  In t he Dhammacetiya Sutta (M. 

I l l ,  p.  120 ff.) King Pasenadi Kcsala makes a number of" 
observations on the strength of which he comes to the 
�onc:lusion that the Buddha is fully enlightened, the 
Dhamma is well expounded by the Buddha. and the . 
Sangha is well set on the path (to liberation). . 

In the Canki Sutta (M. II, p. 17i f.) the Buddha says 
that disciples should examine to see if the Buddha is 
reaching out of selfish motiv_es (l9bhanfyebi dha:nmehi), 
malicious motives (dosan_iyehi dhammehi) or from 
delusive tendencies (monabiyehi dbammehi); whether he 
claims to know and see when in fact he does not know and 
see. If they find that his physical and verbal conduct does 
not betray such evil motives, that the Dharruita he teaches 
appears to be profound, excelent and appealing to the 
wise, and it is such that it could not be preached oy one 
having b·ase;evil motives, then the disciples should �epose 
faith in hirn. 

· · 

Thus the Buddha� encourages critical examination of 
himself and his teachings and the saddbs he expects from 
his disciples is an eiilightened· confidence/ trust in the 

· teacher which motivate's him to take the teaching seri�usly 
and put. forth strenuous effort to practise accordingly. 
This confidence/trust is said to be of great benefit to tile · 

begitmer (saddha babukara; (M. II, p. 176) . . . . . . \ · The word saddha is sometimes used in -the s�nse ·or · 
self-confidence too. According to the Ariyapariyesaoa 
Sutta (M. i, p. 164) the recluse Gotama:who learnt about 

� · · the meditation level attained by Alara Kiilama reflected \ · thus: It is not only Aliira Kiiliima �hd has sq,ddbi, I too 
have saddba, it is not only Aiara Kalama who has vii'iya . . .  
satLsiunadhi and paJIJ1i, : I too have them. Thus he 
resoived to pia�tise ·meditati�n and achieve 'the same 
spir�tual level whic;:h Allira Kil�nui,had attained. Here· 
the context shows . . th�t r:e�luse Gotarna meant self� 
confidence:, by saddha and not faith in Alara Killam a .. In 
the Padhsna S11tta (Sn. v. 432} the Boqhi�atta, in reply to 

. Mara, says: atthi saddbs tato viriyam. This means that be 
has confidence in himself fr�m which he derives ene.rgy to · 
go on with spiritual striving. The Anguttars nikaya (A. 
I II; p. 9) enumerates five tathagat�bafBni endowed with 
which the Buddha claims a position of eminence among · · 
men (asabhal!l !}lanal!l}anp proclaims his teachings with 
the fearlessness of a lion (sihanadam nadati). The first of 
these is saddhabaia and it necessarily has to be power 
born· of self-confidence. Thus it is dear fro� the ideas 
contained in the Pali Canon that th�·concept ot saddhain 
Buddhism contains nn element of self-confidence too. 

Saddha, faith in the teacher seems to get deepened into 
pasad.a, intellectual appreciation/ conviction as one 
progres_ses with better understanding of the dhamma . . 
Thus the Madhupif!1ika Sutta (M. I, p . .  1 14) states that 

FAITH 

when one investigaies the dhamma with intelligence one 
experiences joy (zttamanatam) anq intellectual satis
fact i on  (cetaso pasada.m). Pa;ada a lso means clarity of  
mind as the same wor,d i �  also used in association with the 
transparent clarity of limpid water. According to the: 
Anguttara niksya (A. I, p. 21 1) when a disciple ponders 
over his O\VD qualities such as saddha, sila, suta; cags, and 
paiifla he experiences �larity of mind/ intellectual appre
ciation (cittam pasidati). This generates d elight 
(p8mujjal1}) whi�h ca·uses the elimination of defilements;  
Thus faith deepens with spiritual progress and paves the 
way to mental purity. 

There are five spiritual faculties (paffc' indriyani (S. V, 
p. 193f.) of which the faculty offaith (.�adh 'indriya)is the 
first. This faculty seems to comprise a combination of faith 
in the Buddha, Dhamma, S�gha and self-confidence . . 
Just as much as confidence in the teacher is essential, 
confiden_ce in one's own ability and strength of character 
is a sine qua n·on to carry through the arduous task of 
conquering temptations and gaining self-mastery. 1his 

·saddh'indriya grows into a power, saddhabala (M. II, pp. 
1 1- 12). Perhaps the stabilised for'm of saddbabala is 
called akaravati' siJ.ddba which is translated by K. N. 
Jayatilleke (.K. N. Jayatilleke, op. cit. p. 393) as rational 
faith. The Viinamsaka Sutta (M. I, p. 320) explains how 
this rational faith grows in a disciple· in the following 

. wo.rds: As the Buddha gradually preaches the Dharnma 
progressing further and further, going .from excellence to 
excellence, explaining dark and bright qualities with their 

· counterparts, one · gains insight 'into .the DhaaiiDa with 
higher knowledge and achieves fulfilment in one aspect of 
the Dh�mma. Then intellectual appreciation/ conviction 
dawns on him that the Buddha is fully enlightened, the 

. Dharnma is well expounded by the Buddha ·arid the 
Sangha is well set on the pJlth (to liberation). One who 
reposes faith in the Buddha in this manner, with these 
words and phrases, has his faith well rooted .and esta
blished . This is called rational faith (akarava.� saddba) 
which is rooted,in insight, firm and irremovab� by any 
recluse, brahmin, deity, Mara, God or anyone in the 
world. 

B.ecause axpravaii saddha is described as dassana-
mUJilca, rooted in insight, one may conjecture that it is the 

· same as avecc�ppasS.da, for, as K. N. Jayetilleke (K. N. · 

Jayatilleke, op. cit. p. 386) points out aveccappaiadacan 
be translated as appreciation based on understanding. 
According �o t�e Sotapatti Saf!lyutta (S. V, p. 343) 
aveccappasada m the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha . 
coupled with noble moral virtue conducive to concentra-
tion are the characteristiC$ of a stream winner. 

. 

· Saddha, pasada., akiiravatf saddha and aveccappasada 
are different degrees of the same religious emotion of 
faith. It starts with an open-minded willingness to try out 
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the teachings and it culminates in a deep-rooted unshak
able conviction. But pafiiia (wisdom) is far superior io 
-:v�:n the  highest level of faith as it is p.>J!iia wh ich 
guaran tees full libera! ion finally. The fact th&.t sadciha is 
the initial virtue which activates the process of spiritual 
development, and . that paiiiJa is the culmination of that 
proc�ss seems to be evident from lists of virtues mentioned 
in the Pali Canon as requirements for liberation. In these 
enumerations it cannot be a coincidence that saddha is 
mentioned as the first member while paiJiJa is mentioned 
as the last . The following lists have been collected by K, 
N. Jayatilleke: (K. N. Jayatilleke, op. cit. 396). 
1 .  Saddha, sila, suta, caga, paiJiJa (A. II, p. 66, I I I, pp. 6, ' 44, 1 8 1 ;--Itv. pp. 270, 27 1 , 284, 288; M. I, p. 465, IIJ p. 

1 80, III, p. 99). 
2. Saddha, viriya; sati, samadhi, paiJiJa, (M. 1, p. I 64, 

III, p. 99; S. V, p. 1 93 ff.) 
. .  3. Saddh¥, slla, ciga, paJiiJa, patibhana, . (A. V, p. 96) 

4. Saddho, appabadho; as;,r_tho, iraddhaviriyo, 
paiJiJava, (M II, p. 128}. 

· · 

5. Saddho, hiriina, ottappi, akodhano, pafliiava (S. IV, . 
p. 243). - . 

6. Saddha, hiri, ottzppa, viriya, paiJiia (A. Ill, pp. 4, 9). 
7. Saddha, araddhaviriya, upatthitasati, S�!1Jahita, 

paflifava (A. VI, pp. 329J 333, 335). · 

8. Saddho, hirimi; ottappi, bahussuta, araddha•iriya, 
upatthitasati, pafiifava, M. III, p. 23; A. II, p. 218; IV, 
pp. 23, 3,8). 

. 
. -

9. Saddho, silav�, ba.hussuto, patisallino, araddhaviriyo, 
satima, pal}ifava, (A. IV, p . . l85). 

1 0. Saddha, silavO. bahussuta, silvaca, kaly'iinamitta, 
araddhaviriya, upatthitasati, appic�ha.,. samma-. . . . . \ 
dif.thika (A. V, pp. 1 53, 154) . . · 

. I t  is also noteworthy that. saddha does not brm- a part 
in the ariya atthangika rrtagga, ·perh!IPS for the simple 
re�son that it ;;nly initiates the path. Nor is it one of the 
bojjhangas� The conversation of ptta gahapati with 
Nig;mtha Nataputtli (S. IV, p. 298) also reveals the superiorly 
of pafifia over saddha. Citta says. he does rtot merely 
believe .that there is a jhima where vimkka and vicars 
cease, but he knows it as a fact through experience t�.s he 

. too can attain to these jh"imss whenever be wishes. 

The Anguttara nikaya (A. V, p. 23} ·mentions ten 
spiritually advanced individuals who are. worthy of 
honour and who are described as fields of merit, in 
descend ing _ order .  They a re Sammasambuddha, 
paccekasambuddha, ubhatobhagavimutta, paflfla� 
vimutta, kayasakkhi, ditthippatta, saddhavimutta,· 
dhammanusari, saddhanusari and gotrabh,u, There is no 
doubt that the first four personages in thi��J\s� �ie fully 
liberated. Elsewhere (A. I, p.  1 1 8) the question of who is 
superior of the next three, viz. kayasakkhi, di!.thippatta 

and saddha vinwtla is discussed. Kayasakkhi, O!le who 
has physical proof, has samadilindriya best developed. 
Ditfh:J-�pa tla, n n e  who has acquired right view, has 
pafiiiindr:yJ. beJ! d�veioped. Saddha vimutta, ont" 'Nhu 
has attaine� (a certain degree of) liberation through faith, 
has saddhindriya best developed. When the Buddha 
is asked the question as to who is the best among these 
three, the Buddha explained that it is not possible to give 
a categorical answer to that question, as l!ny one 01 .:se 
persons may be a sakadagami, anagami or one on the 
path to arahantship. As such, all seem to have passed the 
stage of sotapatti. The Kftagiri Sutta (M. I, p. 478) clearlv 
states the spiritual attain�ents of the saddbavimutta. H� 
is one who has not physically experienced those non
material peaceful d�Iiverances which transcend materia
lity. He has, with wisdom, seen and destroyed some asvas 
(influxes). His _faith in the Buddha is fixed, deep rooted 
and established. Such a person is called one liberated 
through faith. But he has some more to accomplish 
through diligence. According to the Alagaddupama 
Sutta (M. I, p. 142) 'all those who are led by the dhamma 
and saddha are heading towards enlightenment (ye tc 
bhikkhu dhammanusarino saddhanusarino sabbe tc 
sam bodhiparayaf!a). 

When full liberation is attained'"'firia.Jiy saddha is 
replaced by paiifiB; an arahant is the_r,dore described as 
one devoid of faith (assaddho: Dhp. v. 92)� . It  is only an 
arahant who can claim highest knowle�ge (PaflfJa} 
\vithout relting on faith. (S. IV, p .. 1 38). · 

Uly De SUva 

FALLACIES. See LOGIC 

FAJ,SE-SPEECH, referred to in Pali as musavada, is 
categorised as a form of abuse of speech or ignoble usage 
of language (anariya-vohara, DA. Ill, p. 891) under 
which category is included also malicious�speech (pisuna
vac:a}, harsh-speech (pharusa-vaca) · and monsensical 
babble (samphappa/iJpa: D. Ill, p. 232; DA. UI, p. i025). 
Indulgence in false-speech is regarded as an evil habit 
harmful to both the indivict"ual and the society (D. ill, p. 
92), and abstention from it is. listed as the fourth of the 
five precepts. For monks it .is said to be a form of 
misconduct that requires expiation ( Vin. IV, p. 2ff.) 

Commentarial tradition gives a very comprehensive 
definition about false-s:>eech by treating ·it under t)le . 
wider concept of deception. Ther�fore, though false 
sp�ech is basically a particular form of conduct or 
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behaviour pertaining to spe_e_ch (bbssss-samacars: D. Ill, 
p. 106) it is pointed out that in this wider connotation it 
includes verbal acts as weU as physical acts or gestures 
carried out with the intention of deceiving others (DA. I, 
p. 72). Thus it is seen that the emphasis is. on intention 

. than on the mode of performance of the act. · 

This intention is the inte�tion to deceive by distortion 
offacts (sttbiJbbsiljsns: DA. I, 72, cf. DbpA. Ill, l'· 356). 
It is this intention that distinguishes false �peech from 
other types of abuse of speech. This deception by using 
false-speech could be carried out by representing what is 
non-existent and unreal as existent imd real or by denying 
what one bas seen, b�ard, sensed and conceived or else by 
affirming what one bas not seen, . beard, sensed or· 
�nceived as seen etc. 

This is r�.Jsidertd such a basic evil that the Buddha 
.bi011elf �ays, " . . . .  of anyone for whom, there is .no shame 
at intentioniil lying (sampsjB.ns musivida) of him I say 
that there is n� evil b& cannot d'c" (M. I, p. 415). See 
MUSAVADA, PANCASILA, PRECEPTS. 

. S. K. NIIUiyakkara 

· FAMILY. Buddhist literary sources furnish con!iderable 
·_ huorination: on the s�cial �onditions that prevailed in 

India in the . 6th Century ·B.C; These so�rces provide 
eVidence to ihow that, of the immerQus social institutions 
that fwictioned at the time, the family formed the basic . 
unit of the social fabric. In· Pall teJI[ts the family is 
gener�y denoted by the term .fuls which also h� other 
.nuances of meaning attached to it (see KULA). The 
family . unit ,denoted .by the term kula is not a nuclear 
family consisting of man, his wife and their unmarried 
children, but a sort of an extended family consisting of a 
man, his parents, his wife �d children, daughters-in-law 
(if there are married sons), his sisters and perhaps other 
dependent" close relatives. But tbis 'family' unit is 
different from the 'household' unit, also denoted by the 
ternt . .lcula,� which was mor� expansive in membership. 
The 'h�uschold-' unit in�luded evm slaves, and Jlousehold 
servan�s. It is seen �hat the concept of the 'household' 
wiit wu based on the idea of'living together', whereas the 
fami)y·emphasised 'kinship'. · 

Apparently .the man and . the wife . formed. the pivot 
round which thefamily grew. lt was a patriarchal society 
and, therefore, ·the man oceupied the prime position in · 
the fllDlily t and � such be_ was generally referred to as 

· Kulspsti (A. l; p. 152; III,"p. 44). His superiority is a fact 
taken for granteq and in beping with his superior 
ppsition in the family, be is addressed by the wife as 

· syynputts, or mor� commonly,· is .simi.(lord, chief), The 
term used to refer �0 the wife is bbsriys, literally meaning 

one who is supported, and perhaps at an earlier period 
purposely used to connote her subordinate position in the 

famiiy to bhatta (bhatta the bre adwinner : D. !I I ,  p. 1 90). 

But by the 6th century B.C. this c�nnotation seems .'o 
have lost its originai significance, for the role of �he Wlfe · 

by then bad undergone considerable change. Besides the ' 
term bbariys, terms aara (masc.) kslstrs (neut.) or even 
psfopsii are applied to the wife. 

As polygamy prevailed constant references to co-wives 
(sspatti, sabhsriya) are found in texts (D. II, pp. 45, 239, 
245, 330; M. II, p. 64; A. IV, p. 1 20; Tbig. v. 225). 
Numerous episodes show that the state of a co-wife was 
not an enviable one ( Tbig. v. 216; TbigA. 178). That the 
state of a co-wife is regarded as a state of misery is seen 
from the Ssmyutts nikaya (S. IV, p. 249) which says that 
a woman who has no merit to her credit will not be able to 
avoid falling into the state of a co-wife. The. meanings of 
hostility and rivalry . connoted by the term sspstts are 
indicative of the hostile relationships that existed among 
co-wives. Though polygamy was yet iri vogue it is, 
however noticeable that the social and econo!Dic changes . , 
that were _rapidly iaking place. in the 6th century B.C. 
were creating ·an environment helpfUl for monog�y to 

-- replace polygamy (A. ill, pp; 57 ff. 295 ff.; Yin. I, p. 2 16f; 
240f. III, p. 1 7). 

. 

. ' . ' . 

The bus band-wife. relationship . was commonly b�-�-d . 
on mutual respect, trUst, understanding and co-operation. . 
this ideal relationship is· epitomiZed . by N ak\dapita and 
Nakulamati, the ideal of husband and wife. (A. III, p. 
295 ff.) . The SigB.Jovads Sutts (D. III, p. 190) lays down· 
guidelines that are conduch•e to nurture this rel�tionship . 
It says1 "In five ways should a wife as western. quarter be 
minjstered to by her husb�d: by respect, by courtesy, by 
faithfulness, by banding over authority to her, providing 
her w-ith ornaments." Respect (ssmminans)and courtesy 
(sviman�s) were c.onsidered essential features in this 

. r�latio�sbip indicating that a wife should not be looked 
down upon as inferior in status in the family structure. 
Buddhism constantly enjoins that the wife should be . 
regarded as co-partner iii the family.unit. To put this into. 
practice the SigBJQvads Sutts advises that a husband 
should hand over authority which the commentary very 
iucidly explains as authority in household affairs (DA. · 

III, p. 955). It is generillly thought that fidelity i� a quality 
expected more froiD the wife t4an the husband and tbe 
citaste wife is. held in high esteem. But from this lt is 
Clearly seen that. the husband too should be faithful if the 
family unit is to survive Without getting disintegrated. . 

When a wife · is so treated, the SigBlovads Sutts says 
. . that she would reciprocate by performing her duties well, 

by showing hospitality ·to the kin of her husband and 
hers, by being faithful, by c;arefully managing his well-
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earned wealth and by skilfully and diligently discharging 
all her duties as lady of the house. 

In all family affaris she enjoyed equal s tatus with  her 

husband. In fact a wife was expected to deputise her 
husband in all family affairs. In this regard she had to 
shoulder added responsibilities. It is said she should even 
gain proficiency in industry and business carried on by 
her. husband so that she could efficiently deputise him 
when the need arises. It appearss that a wife had to . 
shoulder comparatively a greater share of responsibility 
in family affairs than the husband whose main function 
was that of a breadwinner. Even in creating an emotional 

. environment that conducive to closer family bonds the 
wife was expected to play a pivotal role: Thus she ill 
expected to rise earlier than the husband and retire last to 
bed. She should willingly help him, carry out his wishes 
and speak to him in an af(able manner. She should adapt 
herseH to the thinking pattern and habits of her husband 
by getting used to honour, revere and respect all whom 
her husband respects such as his parents and religious 
men. This IJlhlis that she :should, -for the well�being and 
h11.ppir.ess ofthe (amily, toially merge with the husband 
and even adopt his religious faith if she, by chance, 
happened to belong to a different faith. It ii she who held 
the responsibility of mii,J1aging the slav._es and servants, 
caring equally for both sick and able, distributing their 
requirements according to theii.n�ds: She was expected 
not only to be able" to get the work done but also to know 
the .work herself so tha,t she could well supervise the 
workmen. Besides, whe WliS expected to manage the 
family affairs efficiently and at the sa�etime see tha( her 
husbands·' wealth is not wasted (A. Ill, p. 36ff.); 

A husband's addiction to liquor, gamb]jng and women 
are common failings that contributed to bring .about the 
ruination of a family (Sn. v. 106). Similarly, bad
tempered and ill-mannered wives, too, are, said to cause 

. . disharmqny and disunity in the ' family. The .Buddha 
addressing Sujit� n very hoHempered and ill-mimnered 
daughter-in-law of Aniithnpi��ika, enumerates seven 
types of wives some of whom promote family well�eing 
and some others the ruin of the. family. Some are 

· praiseworthy, others are noL To the latter type belong I he 
vadbak.s(lit. the torturous type) who.ilre pitiless, corrupt, · 
and Jleglect the husband and spend their time with 
paramo�n. So are the cora (thief type) who rob the 
husbands of their wealth thus causing family downfall. 
The ayya (bossy type) are those who dominate and 
behave lazily, engaged in gossiping and high-spending. 

, All these three types illl'e disapproved. Then there are 
· those fa,lling into the category of -mitu (motherly type) 
. wqo are compassionate towards itheir husbands and care 
for them.as a mother would do for her only child. The 
bhaginf (sister tpye) wives respect thei� husbands as 
younger sisters would respect their seniors. Those wive� 

. ' ·- . 

who are gentle like friends fall in to the category of sakhl 
(friendly type). The last Bfld which appears to be the most 

approved type i5 the d"iJSi. To this category belong the 

wives who are submissive,, obedient and p atient even to 

the extent of tolerating, for the sake of family wellbing, 
' ill-treatment by the husband, (A. IV, 92f.). 

The greatest ambition of a wife was to bear children, 
especially sons who would continue the family lineage 
and perform other obligations expected of them (S. IV, p. 
249). The religious, social and economic conditions of the 
time favoured more the birth of sons than that of 
daughters. The state of the mind of a father to whose 
family a daughter is born is clearly reflected in the 
behaviour of king Pasenadi Kosala who on hearing that 
his consort bad given birth to a daughter, rushes to the 
Buddha for consolation. In this inst!plce the Buddha 
offers some consolation saying that even a daughter 
might prove to be adorable if she happens to live up to 
expectations (S. I, p. 86). 

· A son was considered a necessity for afamily. It is a son 
who could continue the lirieage, and who could perform 
the sraddbs ceremony for departed parents observing the 
appropriate rituals. The theory of succession operated 
ori the line of males and so did pro�erty devolution. All 
tbese fl!Ctors contributed to eobance lhe position of the 
son over and above that of the daughter inthe family. 

The Sigil;vads Sutta clearly Jays down how the son
parent relationship should be regulated_ to facilitate 
family welfare . ... In five ways a son shc;JU!d minister to his 
parents (mata-pitsro psccupsttbstabba) as the eastern 
quarter: Once supported by them I will now· be their 
support, I will perform duties due to them, I will 
safeguard the lineage, I will succeed to my inheritance, I · 
will perform the religious rituals due to tb� departed 
ones." (D. III, p; 189). 

The parents are said to reciprocate in· the folloWi11g 
manner: restrain the son from vice, set him on the 
virtuous path; train him in various crafts, · contract a 

. suitable marriage, and at the �roper time hand over his 
inheritance. 

This manner of reciprocal treatment helped to foster 
the natural bond that exists between sons and parents. 
The Buddhist texts abound in episodes illustrating grate
ful, obedient sons who looked after and "cared for the 
parents in their old age. Naturally all families did not 
follow these guidliness and Buddhist texts themselves 
record instances of sons ill-treating their aged parents 
( M. II, 50 f.; 185 f. S. If pp. 176f., l S I ;  Yin. I, p. 272). 
Though sons were preterred for certain reasons the 
parents showed equal effbtion to all children irrespective 
of sex differences. Amon) the children it is the feeling of · 
brotherhood and sisterllood that led to the smooth ! 
functioning of their interpersonal relations. Seniority in 
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age was of great importance and it  is  seen that the eldest 
son (jetthaputta) was considered second in importance 

· only ��· the parents, and in crucial dedsion making, 

second only to the father. Though various forms of 

marriage were preval.ent, in ordinary circumstances it 

was the duty of the parents to contract suitable marriages 
for their children, and as such parental consent was 
usually necessary for marriage. This .must have .. been 
strictly so with regard to the marriage of daug�te::s who 
are generally considered as being in ·the custody of 
parents, brothers or any other older relative. (A. IV; p. 
264). The daughters after rrianiage (vivaha) left the 
parental home and took up residence with their husband 
while the sons after their marriage (avi?a), remained in 
the family with their wives. The two are d ifferentiated: 
vivBhs being called kaDliadans, 'giving away of a maiden' 
and ·avihs, ksifffagshsna, acceptance of a maiden (SnA. 
p. 448). 

Even at that time the in-law relationship seem to have 
been a much strain�d one, often that between the mother� 
in-iaw and the daughter-in-law, and consequently of the 

· · husband too' who n�hirally took"the side ofhis mother in 
such conflicts! As the family is based on kinship, there 
appears to have . .  bee� a. tendency to consider the 

· d·aughter-in-law· as being 1lll outsider in the family. 
The.refore; she had the added responsibility of making a 

. deliberate and . sustained effort . to help t_he smooth 
functioning of thiS tricky rela.tionship between herself 

. and the in-laws; especially th8t witJ:� the mother-in-Jaw 
(s�isu). The adje_ctival form sassu-�eva : (one who 
considers the mother-in�htw as . a· divinity) speaks 
eloquently of :the role of the daughter�in.-Iaw in the 

-piacation of her mother-in-law. . 

It is' possible . that �sides these membe�s./the family 
sometim�s include� within its fold such close relatives as 
paternal uncles and aunts (if they happened to remain 
unmarried). As the general norm of conduct that regulated · the varied relationships between different members of a 
family was based on the honou�- a11d respect to elden, 
these members though they were·on the periphery of the 
family proper, were treated with due honour and respect. 
Strict adherence to this regulative norm is m�de evid�nt 
by honour, respe::t and ·arre ction shown to grand-parents, 
and also by the particUlar terms used to indicate their 
relationship. The g�d-parents were thus referred. to as 
pitiinabs . and miti-msbs or . syyaks and syyski 
indicating their relative seniority and the high ·esteem in 

which they. were held. ( Vin. II, p .  1 69, S. l, p. 97; J. ll l, p. 
155; IV, p. 146; VI, p. 196. 

S. K. Nru:syokkam 

FASTING. Fasting is generally looked upon as a purifi
catory .or propitiatory ritual and sometimes even as a 
penitential act. This is mainly so with religions that · 
recognise the dichotomy of body and soul, the body 
regarded as evil in· opposition to the soul which is 
considered pure. It is held that the mortification of the 
body by starvation i� an effective meiUls of purifying it. 

Buddhisms not only rejects such a belief in a soul but · 
also denounces self-mortl.fication which includes fasting 
as one of its aspetts -_practised by Brahmins, Jains and 
fo1lowers of several iijivaka sects as 'painful, ignoble and 

harmful' dukkbo snsriyo snsttsbsssmhito: s. v. p. 421 .  
In  fact it i s  through ·personal experience that the Buddha 
arrived at this conclusion, for he observ.ed different forms . of fasting while he WitS engaged in various forms of . 
self-mortification (�ttskilsma.tbaiulyoga), · during six 
years of his striving (padbans). To begin with �e totally 
abstail:ted from taking any food for a considerable period 
of time : (ssbbsso Bbirupaecbedsys pa.tipajji) . . As this 
proved tQ be futile· he began to take· food in small . · 

· quantities, drop by· drop (thoksm thoksm ibarsm 
ibsresimpasa.�m pasa_tamj, yet starving the b�dy by no't . . 
pi:�vidi�g it with t�e nor�il.l nourishment it required . 
This �courit of the bodhisattva's s�If-mortification found · 
. in the Mahasaccska Sutts (M I, p, 245 f.) describes in 
deta·il how fasting adversely affected his body, em�JCiating 
it, draining out all strength from him, and consequently 

'obstructing his ahempts at �ental and spiritual culture. 
The 18tskanid8ns ( J. I, p. 80) records anot"her occasion 

on which the Buddha totally abstained from taking food. 
Therein it is said that during the seve11 weeks after his 
attainment of enlightenment the Buddha did not partake 
of any food. Apparently this is neither an act of penance 
nor ·a propitiatory ritual. The teJrt itself gives the reason 
for his abstention. It says that during this period the 
Buddha was experiencing the bliss of jhanas, of the path 
imd fruition of the path and, therefore, there was no need 
for any �o_od, n?r was there any necessity for ablutipn and 
�ormal tendmg of the b�dy.l · 

While fast�g a5 an act of self-mortification, pe�ance 
or propitiation �s not sccepted, "Buddhism lays much 
emphasis on moderation in food -(bhojsnr. msttslifiuta: 

1 .  Etth'sntFen �va mukhsdovlll!am na sarlrap�tijagganam na Bhar;�kiccam ahosi,,jhinasuthena,· mwssuJ:.hens phs/ssukhen'-
et'!& ca vitinimeri (Yin. I, p. SO).: � • · 
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A.I. p. 1 14; S.II. p. 218). While this practice is recom
mt:ndi!d for all, bhikkhus are specifict'Jiy advised to 
strictly adh�re to this practice, for it is said that religious 
life cannot be successfully led wiihout such adher�nce (A 
IV, p. 166). 

The practice of bhajane mattafffiuta is explained as 
taking food thoughtfully and prudently, knowing that it 
is not for sport nor for indulgence, personal charm and 
adornment but merely for support and upkeep of the 
body, to allay pangs of hunger, to help the observance of 
religious life, knowing that "in this way I shall dispel the 
former pangs of hunger and not allow new pangs to arise, 
I shall keep my self going, blameless and at ease" (A. I, 
1 14). Herein it is cl�arly stated that pangs of hunger 
hinders the pursuit . of the · religious life · and therefore 
should be allayed. -

The Visuddhimagga makes a very de.tailed and analy
tical study of this practice and shows bow immoderate 
eating l�ad�t to boredom, sloth and torpor and also invite 
· the cebsure.of the wise ( Yism. p. 3 1  ff). Further, it cites 
also an utterance of Siriputta Thera occuring . in the 

· Theragatba (Thag. vv. 982-82), where he says that a · 
bhikkhu should 'go about' with a belly not filled to the 
full (una-udara) but with room for four or five mouthfuls 
more. 

Canonical evidence shows that at the early stages of the 
inception of the bhikkhu sissua·there wefe no accepted 
norms regularising the food habits of the bhi.kkhus. They 
ate as and when they wished (see M. I, 12�, 438, 448 ff.). 
The B.uddha found this habit extremely unsatisfactory, 
for numerous reasons. As pointed out before, the Buddha 
knew that immoderate eating causes sloth and torpor 
thereby obstructing the practice of religious life (brahma 
cariya). The bhik�hus incurred the censure· of the wise for 

· eating at. aU odd hours. Besides, this habi.t induced the 
bhi.kkbus . to. go in search of alms at unseemly hours, 

· exposing them to numerous pelri.ls and risks (see Latuki.ko
pama Sutta, M. I, p. 448). Very often this habit compelled 
the monks to cook their own food at rught, for it �as 
difficult to go begging for alms in the night.2 For these 
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and numerous other reasons the Buddha found it neces
sary to regulate the food h�bits of the bhikkhus . . 

This he did first by himself set ting an example and 
advising the monks to follow suit. Thus in the Bra.bmafola 
Sutta (D. I, p.5) he declares that he refrains from taking 
food at improper hours (vikalabbojana pativirata), that 
he abstains from taking meals at night (rattuparata) and 
that he subsists on a single meal a day ( (eka-bhattika)l 
On another occasion recorded in the Kakacupama Sutta 
(M. I. p. 124) the Buddha says that he is in the habit of 
taking one meal a day, aham kho bhikkhave ekiisana 
bhojsnam bhuii.fami.4 The Buddha ·explains: that as a 
result of this habit be experiences gooa health, buoyancy 
and strength and also comfortable living. 

Thus it is seen that the Buddha's objective was to 
encourage and train monks to subsist on a single meal a 
day.(see M. I, pp. 437, 448, 473; II. pp. 91 ,  125, 141 ;  D. I, 
pp. 5, 204; II; p. 72 etc.). 

Apparently the -Buddha's restrictions of food· habits 
did not find favour with all the bhikkhus. Such advice_ 
caused much be art-burn . even among those bbikkbus . 
who looked up to the Buddha with veneration. They 
however, reluctantly followed the Buddha's advice (M. l, 
p. 447, c;f. p. 474). There may have been many who 
ignored it. Thus when practice and precept failed and 
public criticism mounted, the Buddha had to prescribe a 
Vinaya rule on the matter. Therefore it was laid down 
that 'whatever monk should eat or partake of solid food 
(khadanayamJ soft food (bhojaniyam) at the wrong time 
(vikila) ther� is an offence of expiati�n (apatti, Yin. IV, 

. p. 85). 
Obviously thls is a very broad rule. It does not specify 

the meals to be taken at the prop�r time. Interpretation 
depends on the definition given to term vikala
bhojana.6 In Vinayaitselfitis defined as (once) afte"i.11oon · 
has passed (and) until. sunrise" ( Yin. IV,. p. 86). This 
shows . that according t� the Vinaya the bhik.khus were 
permitted to partake of · any hard or soft f0pd only 
between sunrise and noon. This defuiiiion cm:isidered 
along with other references cited above where the Budd�a 

2. Ya kaci bhante s�k.hatiyo sabba te rattim, appa diva, (M. I, p. 448.) 

J. The Suma�gala Yifisinl (DA. i. p. 77) defining eka-bhattika says that there are two kinds of meals, the breakfast (patarasa 
bhatta)and supper (sayamB,sa-bhatta). Of these breakfast is the meal that is permitted to be taken up to noon time. The other, 
that is supper, is the meal t�en in between after mid day and dawn. And the commentator's observations reflect an obvious 
relaxation of the rule, that even if one were to eat ten times before noon he falb into the category of eka··bhattika� 

4. ThePspaDcssudanl(MA. II, p. 97) explains ek'asana-bhojana as one morning meal (ek� pure bhatta-bhojana11}) which 
according to the context appear to mean a me� takc;n before noon has passed. In this instance too it is said that even if one 
were to eut seven times in between sunrise and noon. he will come under the category of ekasana-bhojans. Thus the terms 
t:k&-bhattiks and ekasana-bhojans refer to orie and the same practice. 

S. See VinA. p. 832f. for what the solid foods are; cf the Book of Discipline, pt. 2, p.366, fn. 1 12. 

6. The term vikala has _different shades of meanina depending on the context in which it is used� 

. ' -
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says that he obs,erves the practice of eka-bhattika or 
ekisana-bhojana and that he refrains from taking a meals 
at night (rattliparataJ' strengthen the 2.bove view that the 
forenoon meal i s  the only recommended mea! for 
bhikkhus. This forenoon meal is also referred to as the 
pitarisa bhattawhich sometimes is mistakenly considered 
as another meal taken before the forenoon meal. This 
confusion is perhaps due to the English rendering of the 
term pitari.sa as 'breakfast' which is suggestive of a 
morning meal, besides the forenoon meal. Only the 
drinking of yigu(gruel or conjey) was allowed before the 
forenoon meal ( Yin. I, p. 46; II, p. 223). 

In a somewhat similar context the S�angala vilasini 
(DA. I, p.77) defines the term vikBlabhojana as" (once) 
afternoon If as passed (and) until sun-set" · (atikkante 
msjjhantike yava suriystthagtimans), which definition is 
contrary to the one given in the Vinaya. 

A plausibl� explanation of this contradiction is that the 
commentator in this particular instance was dealing only 
with the period b�tween post-noon and . sun-set, for he 
deals With post-dawn Md pre-noon aS well eS post-3U�Set 
and pre�awil periods when defming eka�bliattika im� . 
ra.ttiijuuata practices respectively. As such he. may him: 
restricted •vikBla "in this particular instance to the time · .between post-noon and sunset. . 

The p�oblem of what exactly is meant by 'wrong tnn'e 
for partaking of food' (vikBla bhojsna) is ·made a little 
more co�plicated by a reference made to ''wrong time for 
·partaking offood during day" (diva vikBla bh�jana) and 
"wrong, time for partaking of food at night'; (raui-vikBla 
bhojana). Such a reference is found in the L�tukikopama 
Sut�a (M. i, p. 448). This two�fqld division is mentioned. 
in the .c�;>mmentory .o� the Kitagiri Sutta (MA. Ill, p . . 
1 86). Therein the commen.tat�r stat�s that the Buddha: 
enjqined these restrictions on partaking of food fn stages.· 
It is pointed out that the auddha . first directed !lis 
attention at regula,ting wrong food habits pertaining to 
day time a�d that this is}ound in the Bhaddili Sutta and 
subsequently in .the Kitagiri Sutta he dealt with the 
practice oi eating at wrong .time� duriug the night. 

The rule concerning divs-vikBla bhojana is clea�Jy 
against eating at "wrong times" during the day-light 
hours while ·rattuparata categorically prohibits eating 
during any. part of the night. 

. 

Whatever the positio� was, it is . quite clear that the · 
Buddha favoured the practice of having one �eal a day, 
that is, the: pre-noon meSJ, and this practice was not 
considereQ as an act offasting but as a mode of regulating 
and moderating the food h�bits of bhikkus to help them 
successfully practise the reliiious life. 

The view that fasting is an important Buddhist practice 
appears to h ave gained ground due to the misconception 
of the true significance of the  B uddhis t  uposatha 
observation. The uposstha which the Buddhists ad�pted 
from the theory prevailing in the brahmanic practice of 
'up!l-vasatha ' - in which fasting formed an important 
feature - was given a new twist with greater emphasis on 
the observance of moral preeepts and the recitation of the 
Pstimokkha (q.\·.). But many early Western Writers on 

· Buddhism, though they have noted the change in the 
manner the uposstha is observed in Buddhi5m, have been 
in the habit of referring to it as 'fast day' (see ERE V. p. 
837; PED. s. v. ups.vassti). J. A. MacCulloch writing on 
'fasting' observes that, 'monks must eat but one meal, at 
mid-day, and ·nothing after it; they must fast on the days 
of the near and full�moon (a derivative from 
Briiharnanism), giving themselves also to  public comes
sian; and bearing of the law. A fast with confession of sins 
fo1,1r times a month (sic) is Iiow more usual the uposatlia 
days, which tJ.e laity are invited to obse'rve" (ERE. V. p. 
764). This kind of mis-statements and incorrect vieW. 
have been responsible for the belief that fasting forms an 
important feature of Buddhist religio�s practices. see 
further UPOSATHA. 

S. K. �anayakkar& 

· · FATAUSM. See· DETERMINISM and 
· INDETERMINISM. 

FATi.See DETERMINISM and INDETERMlNISM. 

FEAR, is referred to in . Pali in diverse terms such as . - -
bhaya, bhiru, bhiti, uttisa, bherava, cbambbitatta, 
Jomahsmss etc. The term bhaya derives from the Pali 

root .J bhF > bhiiyati to fear. Fear generally arises � a 
· response to a danger which is of a specific nature .. It is a 
perceptuai emotion felt on the awareness of an object or 
recognition of a situation of some definite 'kind and 
connected directly with the perception �f the object: Fear . 
in its .most general sense means anticipation or expect� 
ation of harm, peril, <fis!JSter or pain as hope i� the . 
anticipation of good. 

Fear.could be categorised into various degrees. Timidity, 
the general character or �emperarnent from which fear is 
likely to spring may be regarded as a mild 'fornt of fe&. 
Astonishment is slightly a stronger foim.of fear. Embarass
ment and shyness are socii\1 forms of the same emotion. · 
Anxiety; another degree of fear is used for a reactio� to a 
danger which is not clearly seen . .  Terror is usually 

7. Ratti bbojsnaa: r�tii. Tato upsratoti rsttupsrato, DA. l. p. 77. 
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employed for more extreme and sudden onsets of fear 
and horror, for the deepest degree to which the emotion 
of fear attains. 

Fear arises from one's conscience which is the result of 
the known. Knowledge is having ideas of things and 
persons. People have iear of losing things and persons 
near and dear to them. Fear e,Usts so long as there · is 
accumulation of the known. The common variety of fear 
comes through identification. So long as one is conscious 
of the 'ego' there is the continuance of fear. The Buddha 
says there is a more basic type'�f anxiety due to our deep 
rooted attachment to the ego. These emerge from the 
nature of the basic human conditions. Something while 
being pleasant is tied up with anxiety, as one is afraid to 
lose it. Buddha traces this predilection of 'anxious man' 

· to grasp the basic truth of egolessness, which is the key to 
understand �ny form of anxiety. The belief in 'I' and 
'Mine', though it gives a superficial feeling of security ill 
the cause ·of fear and worry. in the highest form of 
courage, fear still persists as .an element; there is at least 
the consciousness. of the transitorinesl of eyerything that 
is worldly and therefore .the anticipation of danger. 

Fear is one of the many emotions arising in the minds 
of any living being, both in the human· and the animlil 
worlds. An emotion occurs generally, when a� obje�t is 
considered as something attractive or repulsive. · The 
general tendency is that people while impelling themselves 
towards the suitable objects, · move away from the 
har�ful objects through fear. This specific emotion of · 
fear has been discussed by the Buddha on very many 
occassions. 

There are various types of situations which cause fear. 
Fear is often caused by strong desires such as endearment 
(piya), affectit?n .(pema) attachment (rati), lust (kama) 
and craving (tanbi; Dbp. vv. 212-216). To those people 
whose minds a�e devoid ' of such desires fear does riot 
occur, strong desires and attachment to either persons or 
things' cause fear. The desire for power, lust; jealousy and · 
pride are intimately related to the emergence of fear. In 
the Bbayabberava Sutta(discourse offear and dread; M 
I, p. 16 ff.) the Buddha says that purely objective 
conditions can cause fear in a recluse who has gone to the 
forest. Such a recluse whose heart is filled with desire and 
longing, who is restless, witless and drivelling becomes 
frightened at the rustling of falleri leaves, by wind or a 
breaking of a twig by an animal. According to the 
Buddha, fear arises in those people whose minds. are full 
oflust (cbanda),lll-will (dosa)and foolishness (mobs). In 

. the Dusslla Sutta ofthe Sotipatti Samyutta (S: V, p. 386) 
. venerable Ananda declares to Anath�pindika th�i terror, 

trembleing and fear of death, as to what m'ay be hereafter, 
come upon the uneducated when they think of their 
disloyalty to the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha . 

. . 

The emotion offear appears to be utilized in Buddhism 
both as a deterrent force as well as a s timulating one. In 
the psycho-ethical spheres, taking up fear as -· del errant. . . 
the AnguttarR Nikaya, ( II, p . l 2 1) refers to four kinds of 
fears: fear of self-reproach (attanuvidabbaya)where one 
blames oneself for committing an evil; fear of others 
reproach (paranuvadabbaya), where one having 
committed an evil would fear that others would speak 
about it and he would feel uncomfortable in the compa�y 
of others, fear ofthe stick (dandabbaya)whei:e he sees the 
punishments given to the others by the king and he would 
dread the idea of himself being punished in the same 
manner. The fourth kind of fear is the fear of degradation 
in the life after, of being born. in the .misrable existences 
after death. In this context these fears lead a person to 
abandon the practice of evil conduc·t in body, speech and 
thought and to develop the practice of good conduct. 
These diff�rent types of fear create in a man a lively sense 
of moral dread anc:! shame (biri-otfappa) which prevents 
a person from taking to an evil life and creates a basis of 
personal imd social responsibility and a civic sense, for 
this sense shiune (biri) .and fear (ottappa]' coUld' be 
referred to as virtues which regulate the moral order in .  
the world. Dread and shame is a positive and a healthy 
1ense which must be cultivated and developed by every;; 
ohe, because one who lacks in these positive emotions 

. lacks conscience. When a-person's conscientiouiuiess and · 
fear of blam� are lacking, the control of senses, moral . 
practice (sf/a), · right concentration (samma-samadbi), · 
knowledge and vision (iJanadassana); aversion, dis� 
passion and detachment (nibhidaviraga) have no basis" of · 
growth and development. The stimulant aspect of fear is · 
well explained by the Buddha in the. following manner. 
The bhikkhu who delights in heedfulness and is fldly 
aware· of the dangers of heedlessness, advances like fire 
burning all fetters great and small, Appam.idarato bbikkhu 
pamada bpajadassiva, safJIJojanaD! anuD! tbUJa� 
�abB!J! aggiva gaccbati (Dbp. v. 3 1). 

· 

According to the Buddhist commentarial literature the · 
term 'bliikkbu'has been defined as one who sees fear in 

. the chain of births and deaths (samsare bbayam ikkbati'ti 
bhikkbu}; _ Cultivating faith in the Triad and having 
gained right concentration by following . the noble- . · 
eightfold-path (ariya!!hangikamagga) · these bhikkhus 
attain arabantship at whi�h stage they shun all fear and 
hence they are called 'akutobbaya ' (with no fear from 
anywhere; S. I, pJ92; Tbg. I, v. 510). The Buddhas and 
the Pacceka Buddhas also belong to the same category. 
They have gained full confidence in themselv�s and . 
thereby have shunned all the fears hi the cycle of birth and 
death. In the Buddhist Nikiiyas Buddha is referred to llS 
the dispeller (apanuditi) of the dread (ubbega), panic 
(uttisa)and fear (bbaya; D. III, p. l48). Absence offearis 
the ball-mark of afully developed character. The Buddhas 

.{ 
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and tbe arahants are described as being abhayappatta, 

kht:mappalta and vesara_[fappatta. 

Fear bas the nature of creating diverse psychological 
problems in an individual. This could sometimes drive a 
person mad . An overdose of fear, if instilled into a 
�n, coukl be disastrous and would change his entire character. 
An apt example could be brought out from Buddhist 
literature where let aJone the laymen even bhikkhus have 
given up their entire career, because of too much fear. 
While_ preaching the Aggik.kh�ndhopama Sutta to the 
bhikkhus; at. the sight of a blazing fire the Buddha 
declared to them, that it were better for a man to take 
shelter in, embrace and lie down upon the raging flames 
than to live in tlie guise of a bhikkhu enjoying the alms of 
the faithful while being guilty of evil-conduct (A IV, p. 
- 128 f.). It is said that while this sutta was being preached · 
. sixty m1.mks vomitted hot blood, sixty left the Order in 
diffidence and sixty others became arahants (ibid. p: 135). 
This is a clear instance where enlarged vision of fear, 
while acting as a �timulant on one group ofpersons had a 
crippling and deadening �ffect on another. 

. _- Fear of birth (fati) and death (marana) are two other - . 
foims . 9f fear which arc being :often ·disc�ssed in . the .' -
Buddhist · books. The fear of death is in the nature of 
psychological p�in; and this has been� discussed cve11 by,: · 
the w_cstern scholars who arc mere moral philosophers •. : · 
According to Olson 'Although d_eath may be precipitated 
'by painful disease, death itself is perfectly_ painless ioss .of. . · 
coRsciousncss, no more to be feared than falling &Sleep. 
Death terrorizes us not because we fear it as painful, but 
we are unwilling to lose conscioqsness permanently." . 
(Encyclopaedia of Pbyilosophy: Vol. 2, p.308). The idea 
of concentration Oil death (maraDBDuSSBti) which' is a 
favourite topic of meditation·in Buddhism; is quite akin 
to the idea expressed by Senaca of the S�ok'1 who says "to 
overcome the fear of death; we must think of it constanly. 
The important thing is to �hink �fit in the proper manner, 

· reminding ourselves · that we are but p-arts of natur:e" · 

(ibid. p.308). Heidegger and Sartre like most existentia
lists urge u� to cultivate the awar:eness of death as a means 
of heightening o)Jr sense of life. According to the former 
the awareness of death confers upon a ri;lan, a sense of his 
own individuality (ibid. p.309). In .Buddhism, the · 
conscious and wilful awareness of death serves as a 
stimulant and promoter of the ethical life. In the aware
ness of death, get through your activities in life as though 
your head were ablaze'� says the Samyutts nikaya (1, p. 
108). 

. 
. 

Fear could be both advantageous and disadvantageous 
in one's life. It has been proclaimed by the Buddha, that 
whosoever does not tr!lnsgress the Dhamma ·overcoming 
lust, ill-will, fear and foolishness, his fame would become 
perfect and full. If on the · other hand, · be were to 

. ' .  

transg1c:is the Dhamma his fame wnuld be destroyed (D. 
I l l, p. 1 82). I t  is mentioned in the Dhammapada ( v. 258), 
that a person does not become lt:arned merely because he 
talks too much. But be who is secure, without hate and 
fear is called learned. Buddha has declared that w�osoever 
follows the Dhamma, does no evil; who has no desire, 
ill-will and fear is reborn in heaven while the one who is 
the opposite is born in bell (A. II, p. l5). Those who see 
fear in what is not to be feared and see no fear in the 
fearsome· embrace flase views and go to miserable 
existences (Dhp� v. 3 17). 

· The Buddha is said to have admonished his followers 
as to t�o: ways and means of getting r'id of fear. He says in 
the Dh'a;agga Suus: should any fear arises in the mind of 
a mon1c be should recall to mind the excellences of the 
Buddha, of the Dhamma or the Sangha and peace would 
come to hil}l. (S. I, p. 21 8ff.). Further he �ays he whose 
mind is not soaked (by lust), he who is not afflicted (by 
hatred), he who has transcended both good and evil, for 
such a vigilant one there is no fear (Dhp. v. 39). The 
Buddha's advice to his followers was that, if we arc keen 
·to get rid of fear we must cut down the forest (of the 
passions) from which arises fear . 
Vana.zp chindatba mi. ralt.kbam vanatofoyai'i bhsymt . 
chetva vansii ca .vanath�JI ca nibbani botha  . . 
.bhiklfhave. 
(Dhp. :v. 283). 
. Although the uttci:ences of the Buddha were �be ye an 
island of refuge unto yourselve_s 0 bhikkhus and do not 
take_ refuge in others" (aitadipa viharatha bhikkhave 
attasarani ani!II/Ia.farani), the average Buddhist 
imm�rsed in worldly lif�, sought refuge in outside 
agencies, sometimes to overcome various fears "Which 

. constantly assailed<> him. It is mentioned in the 
Dhammapada "men driven by fear go to many a refuge, 
to mountains and to forests; to sacred trees and shrines., 

)lle Buddhist monks who were eager: to ca�er to their 
needs started cbmting the benedictoi:y verses (paritta) . . · 
The very meaning of this.terq1, protection or ward-rune 
make it obvious that people always live in fear. A layman 
invites the bhikkhus by saying "May you chant the . · 
benedictory verses, so th11.t it would brlng us fortune and . 
dispel alf oudears." · · 

In the course of chanting these verses the bhikkhus say 
·"May all fears be overcome and may there be no danger, 
but long life". One of these verses rtiveab that peQple w�:re 
even afraid of eYil and . inauspicious things such as 
unpleasant cries of birds, bad planetary combinations · 
bad dreams e_tc. and these fears they believed could be 
d�stroyed by the power of the Buddha Dhamma and . . ' 
Sangha. · 

· · . 

Fear on the whole is destructive to the individual and it 
par&lyzes activity and debases the quality of thought. All 

_, 
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strain, doubt, hesitation , worry mental and to some 
extent physical fatigue, fall away when the thought of 
'self has been banished . The resu lt would be, that it 
would increase not only the happiness, but also the 
efficiency, courage and confidence of the individual. 

BfbUograpby: 
ERE.; The Buddhis� Vol!. XLVII, XLVIII; Encyclopaedia of 
Philosophy, Vol. 2, Mi!Iy Lytyell!, The. Penguin Krishnamurti 
Reader, Great Britian, 1970; Mihapiruvins pot vB11anse; ed. 

Rusapana Sri Sumangala Thero, Colombo. 1957. 

lndumathle Kmmar:tne 

FEELING. See VEDANA. 

FEMALE PRINCIPLE (in Buddhist thought). The dual 
nature of the human being as the male and the female . 

. with their physical as well as intellectual and emotional 
· differences is a fact that has to be admitted in any system 
ofhuman tho.ught. The problem of life is more or less the 
proble� Of the relationship between the two aspects of 
life, the male and the female, 8s symbolised by man and 
woman respectiyely in the phenomenal world . The 
teaching of Gotama being !I practicai solution to the. 
problem of life's conflicts� t�e question . as regards the 
place he hu accorded to the seJtual polarity of man in his 
teaching is an important one. 

In early Buddhism as banded down in the Pali 
literature of the Tberavadins the coinprehensive term 
brahmscsriya (pure life) covers the entire content of the 
noble life as understood by Gotama. The most important 
feature of this higher life was the sexual purity of the 
prnctiser. It meant chaste living. See BRAHMA
CARIYA. 

· From one point of view it can be said that man, 
symboli�ing the male principle of the universe, represents 
the active side of life while the woman, symbolising the 
female prinCiple of the universe, represents the passive 

· side of! if e. In other words they symbolise t.he positive and 
the .o.egatjve aspects respectively of one life-principle. But 
the two symbols cannot be torn asunder from each other. 
Their apparent separation in the empirical world is only a 
relative truth (sammuti sacca) or an illusion (miiya) or a 
mere actuality. In an absolute sense there is no duality 
and the realisation of this non-duality is the purpose of 
the rr.:ligious life. In the world of actuality it is the 
combination of these two repre:sefitatives ofiife-force 
that produces the individual and in the absoliJCe sense it is 

the separation of the one from the othr-:r that creates the 
sexun.J duality in ihe world of actuality. Whether we view 
it from the absolute or from the relative po in t of view, it 
becomes clear that the male h� his female nature and the 
female has her male nature within their own psycho
physical organisations. The fundamental difference is 
that in the male the active qualities predominate while in 
the female passive qualities are preponderant. In other 
words in every man his femininity is present within him, 
while in every wo'man her masculinity is present within 
her. The purpose of the religious life is the realisation of 
this unity in the apparent duality. If any man were able to · 
bring about a. perfect balance between the male and the · 
female natures within him, be would become a complete 
man who bas lrariscended sexual duality. This applies to 
the woman as well. This� in shorl, is the meaning of the 
observances of chastity ss a road to perfection as taught 
by Gotama Buddha under the term brahmacariya. This is 
the reason why sexual offence:� (i.e., like the first pirajika 
offence involving expulsion) are said to make a bhikkhu 
fall away from the pure life he is expected to follow. A 
bhikkhu who bas had sexual intercou.rse with a womim 

. ceases to be noble ( ariya). A man who undertakes to lead 
the pure life honestJy must try to realise the unity of the 
male and the female qualities that are?within him. For 
him there. is no man or woman other than himself. This . 
holds true for the woman as well. In a way the realisation 
of the perfect union of man and wom8ll'within oneself is 
the true ''sexual union" for him or'-.ller. This kind of 

· union, appropriately designated as ydja in Indian philo
sophy, instead of tyingtJne down to ssn:sira releases one 
from it. It is a psycho�physical meditations! process . 
aimed at realising the non-dual state of the individual. It 
is the complete sublimation, but in no watthe suppres-

. sion of carnal desires. This is the philosophical 
truth based ot;� which Buddhism upb_olds monogamous 
sexual relations between man and woman. A person who 
can sublimate his sexual desires this way by seeking union 
with the male and female qualities within onelseJfwould . . 
be extremely rare. One way of . attaining arabanship 
would be the perfection of personality this way. The 
sexual attraction between the two sexes is something that . 
is extremely difficult to regulate, let alone transcend it. 
This mutual attraction itself is the result -of the necessity 
and the deisre on the part of man and woman for union. -
But mere seuxal union never offers a solution to the ' 
problem. Instead it increases problems in many wa.ys. 
The truth is that so long as a inan or woman has not 
completed his or her own seifby realising the unity oftbe 
two sexes within oneself one has either to give in to the 
desires or suppress them.· The true union between man . 
and woman is something that transcends carnal appetite 
(raga) and the realisntion of this kind of transcendent love 
is the purpose of true love between the male and the 
female. The Gree� conception of Platonic love is some" 
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thing analogous to this . !  It is the union with the Eternal 
Female, the mahamudrii. 

It is possible either to suppress sexual desire or to put 
an end to such desires by pandering to them. From the 
Buddhist point of view both these methods will increase 
one's dukkha and in psychological language the victims 
of both these tendencies are split-personalities. He who 

- suppresses his desire is bound to become a mentai patient 
or a pervert and the one who panders to every desire _ 

would end up as a physical ru:d mental wreck. Satisfying 
- thl: .flesh in the latter way comes within the extreme of 
self-indulgence (k'imasukhallikanuyoga), while the killing 
of all desires by suppression is the other extreme, 
design��:ted as self-mortification (attskilamathanuyoga). 
For the achievement of true yoga both these extremes 
have to be avoided and thntis the purpose of the Buddhist 
way of life. 
- While the term brabmacariya in early Buddhi:m 

taught this path to perfection by subli!Jlating the $exual 
desires, in the latet:.. phase of ijuddbism generally de
signated as Tantrisai the question is looked from a· 

-. different angle. In early Buddhism, as could be gathered -

_ from the pitakltS; the concept of the female principle is 
not treated' as :a separate topic. Not -� even · ·the male 
principle has been a serious topic .9-f study for those 
thinkers·of.Gotama's calibre. This might have been due to:. 
the fact thanhe intellectual environment of the Buddha's 
time was one in which the problems or life were viewed 
from other angles, at least in Buddhist circles. In geJ1eral; 
certain sections. of socjety seem to _have believed in the 

_ �ublimation of sex �nd -the achievement of yoga through 
a lif� of chastfty 11nd this is the main theme of the pi takaS, 

. . - . . 
too. 

When one considers the relative aspects of early and 
later Buddhism, as designated by the terms Hlnayina and 
Mahayana, one can see that the 'idea of the female 
principle has been given more significance. in later 
Buddhism in contrast to the_ place given to it in the early 

- teaching. ln early Buddhism, with the Buddha as the 
centrRJ figure, the male principle is mot=e emphasised than_ 
its counterpart. The Buddh:a•s personality predominates 
in the ·entire !.caching and pe being a �ale, those who 
preserved the Tlieraviida tradition seem to have over
looked the significance -of the female aspect of existence. 
In the Theravada. tradition the Buddha himself came to 
be treated as an ascetic who transcended the world, to be 
worshipped _and revered, rather than as a practical ma..'l 
who had perfected his character both in theory and in 

. practice. There was more theory than practice and the 

- I 
Theravada monks more or less became intellectual 
recluses d ivorced from the practicalities of life. But to 
counterbalance this there developed what is commonly 
called the Bodhisattva-ideal which attached equal 
jmportance to both theory and practice. Those who 
advocated this ideal treated the Buddha not as an escapist 
ascetic but as a practical and a perfect man. If Buddha is 
the symbol of such perfection of the male principle, why 
cannot there be a similar symbol of perfection of the 
female principle, these later Buddhists seem to have 
argued. It is true that there was no historical female 
Buddha on record. But the female side of life also could . 
achieve perfection and enlightenment. The Buddha, !ls a 
male, has achieved perfect equilibrium between the male 
and female aspect� of life by transcending sexual duality. 
And if the Buddha symbolises this rare phenomenon as a 
man there can easily be a symbol representing the female 
achieveing the same perfection. This resulted in the 
concept of the personalised Prajtfi.paramita( depicted as 
a' fe�ale symbolising the perfection of wisdom: and 

- which is one of the - most important concepts Of the . 
Mahayana. Just as the Buddha, as a metaphysical · 
coricept, symbolises the pos-sibility of man's achievement _ 

. of perfection in the male . form, it symbolises the same . 

possibility in the female form. Both are above the 
mundane differences of sex. Sophia of the Christian 
Gnostics and Sarasvati of �he Hindus are two other_well- 
known concepts analogous to this Buddhist ideas · of . · 
Prajffaparamica. 

· 

As it was pointed out earlier, original Buddhism pays 
little attention to female deities, although the gods · 
referred to are numerous. Whatever might have been the 
reasons for this, Buddhist India seems to have paid Jess 
atten.tion to female deities thail to the male ones. This 
same trend of thqught is reflected in the early Buddhist 
literature of the Pali Canon, too. Ha.i-dly any place is 
giveii 'to female deities and as such it is natura i that there 
was no possibnity for a concept like that of Prajiia
paramita to develop in it. The practice of worshipping a -
· goddess, which might have been a salient feature among 
the pre-Aryan Indians ofthe Indus Valley, seems to have 
greatly diminished in Vedic times and lost its ·significance 
in Buddhist India. But, . with the development · of the 
Ma:hiyina, 1he worship of goddesses; influenced also by 
the Sakti cult of .the .Hindus, grsduaily assumed signi
ficance in Buddhism. There were two sides to thi'l 
d�velQpm�nt which can roughiy be .assigned to the 7th · 

century A. C. -Both aspects are to be seen in what is · ·. · 
popuJarly ktidwn as Tantric BuddJllsm. One line of - -

1. For discussion of some of the East.ern and Western themes dealing with the male and the female pr\riciples see the article "The 
Mysteries of Woman in East and West, "by Julius Evola, in EAST and WEST, new series, Vol. 9, No. 4, December 1958, pp. 
� ff  

- - . 
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development was in the d irection of popular re ligion, 
wherein magical practices

. 
such as mantras ma�qales, 

mudras were given a place. It was in this same form of 
religion that at times erotic excesses were also resorted to. 
As can .be judged from certain statements in texts like the 
Guhyassmaja-tsntra, the symbolic meaning of the reali
sation of perfect wisdom s'eems to have been forgotten 
and a ki�d of magical Budahism invented.2  The idea of 
Prsjflapirsmiti was th� other line of development, where 
pure wi�dom was regarded as a chaste and unapproach
able goddess, transcending all sexual differences and as 
such regarded as the'female counterpart of the Buddha. 
In this concept wherein the Buddha and Prajiiaparamita , 
are regarded as symbols of perfection of the male and of 
th� female principles of Hfe, respectively, the two terms 
perfection and enlightenment have become synonymous. 
Unlike ordinary gods and goddesses who emphasise, by 
their bi-sexuality the polarity of the male and the female 
principles, the · two concepts of Buddha and of the 
Prajiiilpiramitii both reveal the ecstatic state of undiffe
rentiated sex, the "original man and woman" as it were, in 
th�ir undivided (Pali: assnkbsta Sk. BSII?Sk[la) state of 
non-duality. 

In Buddhism this concept has nothing to do with the 
practice of worshipping a goddess as a symbol ofthe 
creative energy of the universe in a divine form as in 

· Saktism. The Hindu eoi:u:�ept of Sakti symbolises the 
creative power of the universe in female form whereas in 
Buddhism Prajiiilpiiramitil symbolises perfect wisdom, 
which by implication . is tlijlt_amount to release, too, 
because she represents the. femaie aspect of the Buddha. 
Hindu Sakti corresponds to the female aspect not of the 
Buddha, but of. Siva as a personal god. The following 
words of Lama Anagarika Govinda3 may be quoted in 
this respect: " . . . .  Buddhist Tantrism is not Saktism. The 
concept of Sakti, of divine power, of the creative female 
aspect of the higbest god (Siva) or his emanations does 
not play �y role in Buddhism. While in the Hindu 
Tantras the concept of power (lakti) forms the focus of 
interest, :he central idea of Tantric Buddhism is prajna: 
knowledge, wisdom." ·. 

"To the Buddhist Sakti is majii, the very power that 
. creates illusion, from which only · prajfli can liberate 
us . . . .  " Elsewhere (p. 100) he further says " . . .  even those 
Buddhist Tantras which build their symbolism upon the 
polarity of the mitle ·and the female, never represent the 
female principle as lakti, but always as its contrary, 
namely prajfJa (wisd_om), vidya (knowledge) or mudra 

(the spiritual attitude of unification, the reaJisa.t ion of 
,%nyata). Herewi th they rejec t  the basic idea of Saktism 
and its world-crea ting eroticism." 

It is this kind of perfect and undifferentiated union of 
the male and the female prinCiples that is portrayed in 
Tibetan art as yab-yum or yuganaddlla. The visual artist 
could not portray this all-important idea of yoga with
out showing man and woman in an embrace of eternal 
union. In such portrayals the figures are not sexual beings 
and "even their aspect of union is undoubtedly associated 
with the highest spiritual reality in the process of 
enlightenment so that associations with the realm of 
physical sexuality are completely ignored" (ibid. p. IOJ). 
It is by taking these figures on their face-value as sexual 
beings that they are very often interpreted as crude 
eroticism ·or religious blasphemy. Sexual attraction 
between the male and the female merely for the flesh is 
due to the absence of ssmadbi within the individuals 
concerned. The union of the two in a transcendental sense 
means the sublimation of all base emotions and the 
Buddha and Prajilaparsmitil symbolise the acme of this 
sublimation in the male and the feptJlle, respectively. In 
that state there is no iiiga, dvesa o(inoba no svidya and 
no trsni.' it is the �tate of becomiiJipne with the highest 
(brihinabbuts). 

Philosophically it �ould be quite c·orrecUo say that the t 
struggle of man centres round his:;ptfc'nnial attempt at 
achieving perfect union with the second part of his split 
personality, the female. I t  is the satrte fr�m the point of 
view of the female too. If this union is &ehieved perfectly 
in a transcendental sense as so far discussed the struggle 
ceases with the cessation of the conflict between the two 
principles. Sexuai differenco::s between the �ale and the . 

· female are obtained only in the world of relativity 
(samsara)_ and the existence of such differences is only a 

. relative truth (ssmvrti-satys). One whC? transcends this 
state of duality realises the absolute (psramsrtbs), the 
ultimate state of integration, where no duality whatsoever 
exists. It is the uncreated state (sssmskrts-dkatiJ) of the 
void (sunyata)which is aptly describ�d by Govinda (ibid. · pp. 97-8) in the following words :  "Th� becoming 
conscious of this IUnysta (Tib. Ston-pa-nid) is prajni 
(Tib. ses-rab): highest knowl�dge. The realisation of this 
high�st knowledge is enlighteiun�.nt (bodbi; Tib: byang
chub), i.e., if prsjna (or $unyat8.), the passive, all
embracing female principle, from which everything 
recedes, is united with the dynamic male principle of . 
active universal Jove and compassion, which represents 

2. See Lama Anagarik·a Govinda's �emarks on this in hill Foundations of Tibetan Mysticism, pp. 10 1-2. 
3. Ibid. p.96. 
4. According to the Aggalfifs Suttsnts (D. I ll, 80 ff.), which offers a Buddhist theory of evolution, it is with the gradual increase 

of tsnha that bix�suality appears in beings until which time they were self-born. 
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the means (upays; Tib. Thabs) for the realization of 

prajfla and Siinyata, then perfect Buddhahood is attained. 
Because intellect without feding, knowierlge without 
Jove, reason without compassion, leads to pure negation, 
. to rigidity, to spiritual death, to mere vacuity, while 
feeling without reason, love without knowledge (blind 

lov�), compassion without understanding, leads to confu
sion and dissolution. But where both sides are· united, 
�here the great synthesis of heart and head, feeling and 
intellect, high.est Jove and deepest knowledge have taken 
plar.e, there completeness is re-established, .perfect En-. 
lightenment is attained. 

· 

"The process of.Enlightenment is therefore represented 
by the most obvious, the m,ost human and at the· same 
time the most universal symbol imaginable: the union of 
male and female in the ecstasy oflovP.-in which the active 
element (upaya) is representd as a male, the passive 
(prajiia) by a female figure-in contrast to the Hindu 
Tantras, in which the female aspect is represented liS 
Jakti, i.e., as the active principle, and the male .�pect as 
Siva, as the pure state of divine consciousn.ess, of 'being', 
i.e.; as the passiv� principle, . the . 'resting in .its . �wn 
nature.'. · · · · 

"In Bilddhist' syfuboliso{the knower (Buddha) becomes · 
one With his knowledge (prajiia}, just as man· and wife · 

--------·----·-----

F1:stivals, initially were consciously aimed at fertility 
(hence Uie  offer:ng:; J::d life-sacrific�.�) which were 
�pe,.ially !\1t:n1;; £ �) a�p·� 1!..-;e: a �C�)�r--hun�an n r  _tJ( tf!I
human power (gcJs and (kuwn�) and tile acct:ptance o[ 
physh:al attributes (such as fire, ';Vater, shells, fruits, 
Jenver., animais, colours, gestures etc.) to represent 
associated :;on�pts and forces. Further, the apparent 
migration cf tht sun and the phases of the moon that were 
found to have a significant bearing on human activities 
(and even the movem�nt. of other stars and planets, 
during later stages of civilization) began to guide the 

. periodicity of festive events. During this long process 
diverse rituals ca-me to b� .forrualized. 

A moral phijosophy such as Buddhism, rational and 
objective, with an emphasis on self-reliance for spiritual 
release and with the exposition of the Doctrine and 
meditations as the only two forms of religious exer:cise, 
does neil hold activities of this descriptidn (of which 
sensual gratification and fonns of worship appear to 'be 
the key riote) with any degree of importance in its 
essential teachings. Nevertheless, in the course of the . 
transformation of this philosophy into a popular religion, 
roots of which process are traceable to the Iife�time of the 
Bu�dha himself, such accretions were natural and in-

. . evitable. 
become one in the .embrace of love, and this b'ecoming The earliest such rite was · the ' upossths held on . one is. high�st; indescribabl� llappiness (m.ahisukha:. Tib:, · · · · important days of the lunar calendar, the new-moon and . 

· {)de-mcbog): The Dbyini�Buddhas (i .e . , · the·: ideal . • · the full-�oon day$� corresp·onding to'the piirnamisa and 
�pddhas visualized in nieditaion) and. Dhysni- the darla of the Vedic Aryans who held the soma festival 
B9dhisattvss � . embodiments of the acth·e urge of of upsvasaihain honour of the nioon. ·The· bhikkhris 

. enlightenment� which fmd$ i.ts . expres�ion in upaya, tile . gathered to proclaim and learn 'the new ddctrine . all-embracing .love and compassion, are therefore leading to the increasenftheir own numberS, and to recite .. 
. · represented in tlie em�t�ce of the.ir prsjii�, symboliZed by . the patimokkba fiom which fu�ction the sick rinly could 

a female de�ty; the embodiment of highest knowledge". keep away. With the ellipse of a short period of time the , 
It j5 in this ·way that the attinment of Nirvana, the 

unconditioned state, as th� state of absolute beauty; has 
to be. explained. from the standpoint of the sexual polarity 
of the·male imd the female principles, which, of course, is 
.a mere incideni of uruversal polarity. 

A, G; S. Karlyawasam 

FESTIV AI.S, by defmition are feast days (< Latin 
festivalis;cf. also Tibetan dus-ston, 'feast time1 traceable 
to the' primitive communal repast, at times orgias�ic. ( cf. 
Teutriic til; 'al.e,, held specially ·after a successful" hunt. S\unptuous feasting was, dui:ing later times, rupplemented 
with music, dAncing and other' fomis of merry-making 
(with 'merry' Christmas being an yet current conception) 
and even. ()f off�ring and sacrifice, necessitating the 
particular day or days being accepted as holidays with the 
advancement of civilization. 

two intermediate quarter-moon days were added to make 
the number of uposatba days four 'per month. 

. The lay devot�es too participated by closing their 
places of work and s�opping normal day-to-day activitie·s, 
wearing : clean clpthes, · and by observing the · moral . . . 

. - ·. . . . precepts. 
' . 

The vassa or the rains retreat came to .be observed by 
th� monks as a th11;e-ino�th stay-in period duri�g the 
rainy season, starting on the fu!l-moo11 �ay of Asafha . 
(June-July) on · ihe recommendation of the Buddha 
him:self. This retreat was made use of by the monks, 

. par!icularly to instruct in the dhamma the lay followers 
who made more ·frequent visits to the vihsras. On the 
termination of the vsssa (pavarsna), was heid the kathins 
cer�mony at which a ceremonial kafbins robe' was 
presented to the Sangha 

Of greater significa.>tce as a festivity and as one tliat 
positively marks the growth of Buddhist ritual is the 
recitation of the Ratana Sutta and the spririkling of water 

' 

' 
·� 
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sanctified thereby carried in the Buddha's alms bowl 
along the streets of Ve58Ji when this city was stricken by 
the ihree-fold calami ties of famine,  pesti lence and 
demoniac influence. Th� Buddha entrusted this magical 
task to his disciple Ananda, and with the speedy · 
appearance of the anticipated results the citizens 
constructed a beautifully decorated, perfumed and 
canopied assembly-ball in which the Buddha, the monks, 
royalty and the people took appropriate seats. The 
Buddha himself preached the .Ratans Sutts for seven 
consecutive days, and recommended the pe.rformance of 
this ri.tual in the event of a future occurrence of such 
calamities, making use of the customary folk-ritualistic 
paraphernalia (KbpA. p. 164). 

The desire on the part of the adherents to honour and 
· worship worthy personages and sacred sites (which 

naturally lends to rituals and festivals) is manifest in the 
founding ()f cctiyss. In these monuments were enshrined . 
the · aslies of eminent persons such as the Buddha, 
Paccekabuddhas, Arahants ilnd Cakr�varti (uJ"..!versal) 
rulers. This was sanctioned by the Buddha Himself (D. I, 
p. 142; S. II, pp. 583-4) when he approved .the construction 
of cetiyss containing the relics of a few of his leading 
disciples (DhpA. Ill, p. 83; ·. V. U, p. 554). Afte! the .. 
Buddha's parinibbina the three-f<!ld cctiyas"Tsiririk�, 
paribbogiks and uddesika (enshrining bodily relics 
articles used . by Him and objects signifying Him, 
respectively) were constructed. Homage to them through 

. simple . ritualistic . �ctivities such as salutation, circum
ambulation, strewing san�, offering of flowers nat\lnJiy 
followed, and they were ·regarded as m,eritorious acts 
(DhpA. iiJ. p. 83, 251,  448). There is no doubt that early 
Buddhists visited these monuments especially on uposiitha 
d�ys, as referred to earlier, and held small and large scale 
religious festivals during the three centuries that preceded 
A� olea: (3rd century B.C.). hi the course ofhis revivalistic 
actiVities, ASokli himself recommended through the 
Gimar Edicts the performance of divyanirupani'beavenly 
show�', consi�ting of the di�play of chariots of gods etc, in 
place of the- usuai items (some even bacchanalian.and 
erotic) of the .-customax:y samaja (i.e. samajja) festival 
(Hultzsch. 1925. 1 & 6). There is elso no doubtthat he 
hc; ld  appropr ia t e  f e s t iva l s  o f  o ffer ing  and 
devotion at  the numerous religiou� institutions. that he 

• .founded. 
These practices took fll'm ro.ot in Sri Lanka consequent 

to. the introduction of Buddhisril to the island (in the 3rd 
century B.C.) by the Arahant Mahinda, son of Asoka. 
With this mission came not only the Doctrine but &lso the 
forms of outward observance; and .those of the latter 
pertaining to the early phase of Sri Lankan Buddhism, no 
doubt, conformed to the Indian pattern itself. 

The process of the growth of ritual anlce'remoriy m Sri 
Lankan Buddhism and their formalization as festivals is 

well reflr;cted _in the Paii commentaries, the chronicles 
such as the Dipsvsmsa and Mahavamsa, contemporary 
Sinh ala epigl."aphic r'ccords and Pali a�d Sinh ala literary 
works of Jater times. Evidently the requirement on the 
part of the devotees for something tangible to worship{as 
referred to above) led to the aci:eptance of the three forms 
of cetiyas as appropriate for the purpose. 

Dome-shaped and pinnacled constructions called stupa 
(Skt .) thupa (PI) and dagA'b (Sin.), and even cetiya itself 
(Skt. caitys, Sin. siya) were founded to enshrine ssririka 
relics (such as bits of bone) and piribhogika relics (such 
as robes) whilst the bodhi trees (ficus religiosa) and 
images of tbe Buddha were ccmsidered as being of the 
uddesikacategory. ln adrlition to the tissran;rrhe formula 
f�r seeking refuge, in the Buddha, the Dh'amm� and the 
Sangha, and the precepts (sikkhapada), 3tanzas (gatha) 
to be recited at the rituals of worship were also composed. 
All these requisites of worship, at least in th�ir early 
forms, together with the parittss (sutts discourses such as 
the Rstans Sutta already referred to used as ward-runes) 
were known in Sri Lanka during · the life time of the 
Araliant Mahinda himself. 

The events connected with the introduction of Buddhism 
· to Sri Lanka themselves appear to have constituted a 
festival-and that under royal patronage. The en tty of the 
mission headed by the Arahant Mahinda to the capital at 
Anuradhapura to 'be welcomed reverently by the king, .

· 

the gift of alms to them, the gathering of a vast concourse 
of the city people to see the theras, the decorated halls, the 
preaching of the discourses (suttas) at gathering of noble 
women in the Nandana Garden, the gifting of the 
Mahamegha Park to the brotherhood of monks, the 
admission of a host of lay people to the Order, the piri
pointing of locations for edifices for the sacred bodhi 
tree, alms-hall, refectory, tanks etc., the conversion of 
hosts of people inclusive of members of the royalty to the 
new faith, the adornment of the city etc. for a period of 
seven days (Mhv. Cb. XIV - XV) would certain!y have 
been invested with an air of unprecedented festivi�y � 

Such festivals of a non-periodic n�ture, but relevant to 
a given occasion certainly tqok pi ace durmg the recorded' 
period of well over two :millenia of Sri Lankan history; 

. �d are, as may be e'xpected, too numerous to mention . .  
They were mostly 'religious, such as those held to · 
consecrate a cetiyif '9r stupa (Maricavsf.ti: Mhv. Ch. 
XXVI, Mahsthupa:"ibid. XXIX - XXXI) or a vihira . 
(Lohapasiida: ibid. Qh. XXVII), or held in honour of the 
bodhi tree during th� 12the year of a king's reign (ibid. 
Ch. XIX, XXXIV, � 59 and XXXVIII. v. 57), an image 
of the Buddha (ibid. Ch. 100 vv. 185), the alms-bowl relic 
(ibid. Ch. 74, vv. l4'7:, 167, Ch. 89, vv. 17, Ch. 90, v. 15), 
the hair relic (ibid. €h. 39, v. 51 ,  Ch. 50, v. 71), or the 
commemoration of a venerable arahant. The MBhinda 
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festival held by king Dhiitusena (5th century A.C.) for 

instance, was marked by the setting up of an effigy of the 
sage at the place where his body was cremated, and 

making costly 
_
offerings (ibid. Cb. XXXVIII, v. 58). . 

The annual BuddhiSt festiv_al with the longest history 
appears to be Vesak (V sif"a.kha or Vesikha)falling on the 
full-moon day of May, celebratc;d to mark the triple 
events of th� birth, the· attainment to Enlightenment 
(Buddllahood) and the demise (parinibbina) of the 
Buddha. It is possible that this festival was held in Sri 
Lanka from the earliest year$ of Buddhism in the island 
though tbe earliest reference to it in th� Msbavainss (Ch. 
XXXII, v. 35) �rtains to the reign of king Dutth�gimanl 
(101-77 B.C.) �bo is reported to have celebrated it i4 
times. King BhiliY'(38-67 A. C.) and .King V asabha (127- · 
171 A.C.) celebrated it 28 arid 44 times respectively and 
five more _kings. - Vohiril.ka Tissa (3rd century A.C.) 
Gothibhaya(4th-century A;C,)Jettha Tuaa (4th century 
A. C.) Dalla Moggallina (7th century A: c.) and Sena II 
(9th cen�ury A. C.)' are reported to .have organised Y es.ak 

· festivais: By the 4th eentury A!C. the �lebration of this. 
festival-had becom� an established tradition - cirittinu
gawn (Mhv: Cha. XXXVI, w. 40, 109, 130; Ch. XLIV, 
v. 46; Ll, v. .84.), when kingnnade. offerings of robes to 
monks IUld f00d and clothing to·the poor . . 

etc. The custom of sending beautifully printed 'Vesak 
cards ' each with a Sinh ala verse conveying the 'sentiments 
of the season', to relations and friends, now well rooted , is 
of comparatively recent origin. Large happy crowds may 

· be seen, specially in the bigger towns and cities, travelling 
in vehicles and on foot to see the "sights of Vesak". This 
visual aspect may prevail nightly for a few days after the 
full-moon, in. the cities . . 

Vesa.kin Sri Lanka is primarily a season of piety, with 
quiet merriment in short attendance. This is a festival 
celebrated in all southern Buddhist countries in 
particular. In Thmhtnd, the VaishskB Piifi is marked 
specially by .the decoration of temples arid homes, the 
offering of alms and the release of captive bird� and fish 
(ERE). Similar devotional activities are performed in 
Burma and other South East Asian lands. In Japan where 
several Buddhist sects flourish, the ·birth of the Buddha is 
celebrated on the 8th of April when afestival called Ham 
mstsuri (q.v.), 'flower festival' at which, arnong,.other 
observances, children dance bifore !mages of the Buddh11, 
is held. In Tibet, Vliishika is celebrated specially to 
commemorate Padmasambbava - the eighth century 
founder of Lamaism and the reformer Tsongkhapa (14th · 
- l Sth century A. C.). Lamas refrain from food, and lead · 
the laity in acts· of piety (ERE). 

' ' . · . •· In Nepal where a strong Buddhist-Hindu syncretism is 
·· J�e British rulen wh9 occupied the island in-l 81S, in · '"eV.id_ent, the · Bliliiravajitri 'festival is _c'elebrated during . their p.un.uit: of.� pQlicyr�ed .at the impoverishment of: 

. •  , .. the holy ino
.
ntb'ofMaY (Vesa.k). It is marked by dancing its indigenous culture·withdrew the holiday facility which 

. and the sa¢fi. ce_ of b_uffaloes (ER. E). . . . 
th�. BuddhistS enjoyed on this saered day, but durmg the 
Buddhist J:Cvivaiist trend pioneered by Colonel H. S. All Buddhist communities living in non-Buddhist 
Olcott, the ,�erican theosophist of the last quartei of. hinds of 'all the continents gather at their Yihiras or 
the 19th.cent�ry, the v'aakholiday was restored in 188S. Buddhist centres to perform acts of piety and devotion on 

The festivBl as held at the presont day displays several this day. The 'off�ring of oil lamps, flowen and in�e 

popular chara�eristici: ritual observances in templeS b�fore ·an image of the Buddha, the deliverance of a 

with inore devotees participatins than on any other holy religious discourse by a monk and the lighting of paper 

· day ·with considerable members- in pure white
. 

attire Jan terns (as in Sri Lanka) are the items of this celebration. 
obserVing the eight precepts (ats-sil), the offerlng ofiood A- Sri Lankan relic-festival ( dbstu-utssvs) that has 
and drink at temporary alms-bails (dan-sll) to devotee:� persisted for the last 15 centuries almost uninterrupted is 
and sight-leers, the lighting at . nigh� of rows of COConut that connected with the T o'oth Relic of the Buddha. The 

. ail lamps and paper lanterns of various sizes and shape�, .relic was �rou�t to Sri Lanka in the 9th year of the reign 
. some fantastic (even in the shape .of jet-planes and space of King_K.irti Sri Meghavarna from Kiting a in India and 
. roeketi), some with delicat!! IWd intricate workmanship, was deposited in a s�ecial building at Anuridhap�ra. The. 
the C]lactment of s.treet corner .dram.as depicting the king spent 90,000 ksbapsnu for a great festival in . 

· :Jitakutories and episodes from life of tJle Buddha and honour of the relic imd decreed, that it should be 
the history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka, the erection of conveyed ceremonially to the Abhayagiri Vihira anuiilly 
eiaborate arcbways ,(pandal or torsna), some even over . for public exposition (Mhv.. Ch. · 37, vv. 92-91; 

. SO feet in height �th art panels depicting scenes from the D,�8tuvamss 406). The Chinese traveller Fa hsien (q.v.) • 
Jit� or the life cf the · Buddha,. with the moving who visli�d Anuriidhapura at the beginning of the -5th · 

· '; pattem.s of electric lights (prOducing at times a garish century A. C. records that this festival was held during the 
· effect on the eye), the construction of tablea\JX depicting third month, and that both the monks and the laity made 
tcenes u above and even of hells, · the singmg of . ready the processional path, decorated the lanes and by 
devotional songs by troups of girls and boys, temple· ways and gathered flowers and incense. On either side of 
processions carrying flags, flowers images of the Buddha the road were 500 splendid tableaux depicting scenes 
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from the Jatakas. Offerings were made en route and at 
the exhibition hal l  ceaselessly for ninety days. Fa hsien 's 
compatriot H ieun Tsiang refers to the splendid mansion 
at Anuradhapura where the relic was housed during the 
rest of th� year. 

The Tooth Relic is the most precious of the bodily 
relics of the Buddha found in Sri Lanka and became the 
palladium of the royalty and the Sinh ala people. When
ever the capital of the kingdom changed a new mansion 
was constructed for it in the chosen city where the annual 
festivities were maintained. In the face oi the persecution 
by the Portugese during the latter half of the 16th century 
A. C. it was secretly conveyed to the hill country where it 
was enshrined in various places of safety and finally in the 
Temple of the Tooth - the Dalaaa .. \filigava - at Kandy, 
where it remains until this d�y. The festival connec;ted 
with it appears to have been performed, if on a low key, 
during the troubled times that ensued, to be res,Jscitated 

. during the middle of the 1Sth century A:C. 
. The British, consequ�nt to their occupation of the Hill 

Country, though they pledged to safeguard the 'rdigion 
of the Boodhoo', prohibited the performance of this 
festival ( 18 15) in pursuance of their policy of eradicating 
the indigenous 'heathen�practices. A continuous drought 
intensifying after 1821, it is reported, took hold ofthe Hill 
Country for several ensuing. years. As a last resort, on the -
tequest of the chiefs, the festival was revived in 1828; At 
the termination of the procession which bro'!Jght the 7 

· day rites to a: close, a mighty down-pour spilled the lake 
and flooded the s.treets of Kandy. This deluge that came 
to be called the dalaaa vatui-a, lit. 'inundation · of the 
Tooth Relic', also washed ··away the bridges over the 
Mahavlili river at Peradeniya and Katugastota. Sir · 

· Edward Barnes - the Governor, decreed that the festival 
henceforth sho1,1ld be held for 14 days. 

An important cultural feature associated with the 
· festival of the Too.th Relic is its importance as a rain rite. 

It is interesting to not� here that th� 13th century Pali 
poem, the Dsthavamsa, notes how a torrentia:l down
pour occuqe_d ·on th� occasion of the ceremony held by 
the King Sri Meghavarna to receive the relic at the 
Me&bagiri at Anuradhapma (310 A.C.): 

Samsibbitam rajatarajjusati�ukBri 
dbarisatebi V!!Sudbambaramambudens • 

Sabba elisa jslsdalW.ttamsbsgghiyesu 
dittatirzjjupatipadlpsgbativabhisa: v. 37,1 . 

(It appeared as though both the sky and the earth were 
enveloped in a hundred-fold resemblin!(hiiridfeds of · 
silver threads. All directions were lit by hundreds of 
lamps of lightening that shone brilliantly from the great 
eaves of rain-clouds) 

Note a:lso the name of the vihara above: Megha:giri, 'Rain 
or Cloud Mountain', 

The Sinhala Dalada Vamsaya (Vl'. 4-7) composed 
during the reign or'King Parrucrama Biihu IV (1302-26 
A. C.) notes the manner in which this monarch performed 
the festival of the Tooth in his capital city KuJ::unlfgala, 
and decreed that 'the dalada (Tooth Relic) sho'uld be 
rropitiated during periods' of drought in this very manner: 
vasi no vasana kala ds mems Jesin dsfsdB pufo karavsnu 
ki . 

The likely explanation of the origin of the conception 
lies in the fact that the doctrine of the Buddha is at times 
referred to as dharma varsa, dharma vrsti and dshsm

. 

vassa, 'the rain of the Doctrine', and that His teet� came 
· iii contact (spaTia) with the 84,000 sections of the 
dhsmma ( ssUharadsbas dharma.�kandhs). It is likely that . . 

this direct association would have led to the acceptance of 
the Tooth· Relic as being invested with the magical 

. powers of producing rain . 

The idea persists today as it did at least during the 13th, 
14th and the 19th centuries. .' · .�,· $'n Lankan Buddhists also hold the full-moon day of 
Poson (;/ettba, May-June) with a sanctity second only to 
the full m�on day of Vesak. It was, indeed, the day on 
. which the Arahant Mahinda vis,ited Mihiiltafe bringing ·· 
in the Word of the Buddha, which is sufficient reasonJor 
the venerable. srsbant himself, . to be regarded as Jtnu-

. budu- 'the deputy Buddha'. Celebrations are centred in 
the sacred city of Anuradhapura and Mihint� itself 
where about a million devotees gather during the week, a · 
considerable number to observe the eight precepts {ilt4 · 

sil) mainly in the grove around the famous samidm 
buddha image at Abhayagiri. · For miles over all the 
routes (inclusive of the l'ailway) leading to Anuridhapura 
and Mihinta:le and at these two centres as well, alms halls 
(dsnsil) supply food nnd drink to a:ll those that seek 

· them, specialiy on the two days that mark the f\J]J-moon. 
Most pilgrims rest on the vast open spaces where the 
inany religiqus and historical sites are situated. 

Another holy city where the Poson festival is held is 
Tissainaharima in South-East Sri LaDka where, too, the 
religious institutions founded during the pre-Christian 
times were closely associated with the capital city of the 
ancient principality of Roha�a. 

It is also interesting to note that King Dutthagimani 
(161-37 B.C.) whose birthplace was this capit·� city, held 
water-festival in a village called Paijota or Posona in the ' 
month of Jetths (Mbv. Ch. XXV, v. 5 1) and that his 
equally celebr'ated ancestor, the King Devinampiyatissa 
(250-10 �.C.) also held one - a salils ldfs in the same 
month about acentuiy earlier. (Mhv T.p. 329). lef.

thsmlila 
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nakkhstta, as it appears, was a festival held in the month 
ofjettha in Sri Lanka dating from the pre-Christian tiriles 
and wJllcli took a Buddhist complexion after the introduc� 
t_ion of that religion to the island. 

The following mo
.
nth - Asalhs or A'sals is a month of 

widespread fes.tivity in Sri Lanka, for it 'is the month of 
. celebrations held in honour of specially the varioUs 
deities

.
whose shrines are lo�ated in different parts of the 

island, some of them in close association with Buddhist 
temples. 

At K.ataragama on the South-East i.s located the main 
shrine ·of the syncretic deity (gtnerally -referred to as 
Kat·aragama Devi) :... mahasena (or Mahasen) of the 

. Buddhist Sinbala people and Skarida or .Subramartiar.i:if · 
the Hindus. It is situated within the precincts of the 
Buddhist Vihara, with the K..iri Vehera, one of the larges·t 
and earliest �tupasof th� isla�d. The deity is conceived as , 
pos·s�ssing six faces and twelve hands, has a peacoc� as 
his chariot (viliana); liPd red is bis symbolic coiour. B.oth 
Buddhist and .I;Iindu devotees p'artiCipate aC!iv�ly iri. the 

I t  is custiJmary for people for many miks around t'J 
light pan pai - tr aditional clay iamps set in cylindrical 
baskets . woven of tend�r coconut leaf set 'facirig the 
direction of Devinuvara, specially on the final day of the 
festival. The dtizl!ns have theirs turned towards the 
shrine and have them' lit for more days. 

A festivai in honour of Saman - the Great Buddhist 
. deity of the holy mountain, Samantnkii!a or Sa.manala 
(Adam's Peak) takes place in the Sabaragamuwa Maha 
Saman Devillaya at Ratnapura, Usual festival rites are 
performed with a grand · procession (perahara) where 
traditional dancing peculiar to the area (.)abaragamu 
nljtum), and large effigies (of cane arid �cloth called Mah� 
ba(m)bs with two faces turned to the front and rear) may 
be seen. The festival ends with the water-cutting in the 
Kalu Ga:nga. 

A festival in honour of the same deity is held at the 
Alutnuvara Deviilaya off Mii.van!illa on the road to 
K.andy. It is usually heid immediately bi:for_e the Kandy 
perahafa is he1d. . . . · 

· festiyal. Bathing ,in the holy river - Mtlnik �-Ganga, 
· . · offerings of: �ictuals, red .ga_rlands, · larnps, i�cens� ·and 

· 

e�en mo�ey. a�·d :votive obje�ts to the <:!city" along with 
S,9JiCit"ations ofw.�rldly welfare, the_cracking of coconuts, · 

. r r�Y.th:o}ic,dan.ces ·witb the kinradi- shoulder�atcs adorned 
wit!t peacock feat��rs. A s�lf-i�pi�tio.n of-bod.ily t�rtures 
(miunly by the Hin�us), the Julfijment .of-Yows on the 

· realizatio� of a desired objecdv�, prayers marked with. 
sb'ou�s : or" · '.(Jo��ro bars: . Jire-walkilig and a series . of 
processi��s thcrlast of which ends wi.th the 'water-cutting' 
(diyakiplm.a) in the �Ucl]c Gang� constitute t�e festiv_al 
pr�_ceeding� alon& with the usual Buddhist rites (in�lusive. 
of tl)e at�i{ performed ,at tb� · vihara, _the shtines .�nd �he 

The·month of Asalla als� see� the festivities performed 
in honour �c theJolk.deity, Devi:il; all of whose shrines are 
Jo·cated by t�e sea on the South West to.ast of t,he i�land • 

.. (as 'a� Unavaluna; Doda�duva and Ambala�goda), with . iti·e prlncip�f one at si�igania - an islet ·off the c�ast .near 
- . Hikkaduva. A proces�ion; ·a ritual dail1.:e performance 

and a fire-walking bring the activities to a close .
. 

kir/ Veber�). · · · · 

Devinuv��a - the �ou.!mn most tip of the "island, ·is 
�tso bto.wn on account . of its fame to �mother syhcietic 

. deity. Odginaliy the divinity was Utpalavarna (-vanna) 
or Upulvlll) - 'he of th� colo�r of.tbe blue lotus', a l��a] 
deity whO consequent to the 15the century came to be 
ident.ified with Visnu:� the blue colouredg"od of the Vedic 
·pan tli

.
eon:. The sh

.
rine· ( devilaya) is located alongside the . 

Buddhist Vihars as at Kataragania. Ri�es .�re limited . to · 
the usual offerings, prayers� vows and appeals for worldly 

. welfare, offerings.. of flowers, incepse and victuais, the 
cracking of coco.nuts and processions., On the final 
evening · formalized �raditional ritual dariciii� - the o 

aevatoira, (<devastotra) start� to termi�ate a few hours 
after sunrise the following day. There is also fir.e�walking. 
Even after the cessation of rell€ous ceremo�ies a grand 
fair continues in the open space adjacent to tile shrines. A 
deva iina - a feast of rice ami peas ceoked in jaggery and 
honey, brings. the festivities 10 a close. 

.Another Sri Lankan festival that finds literary mention 
is the Giribhandda. Piija performed · at Cetiyagiri 
(Mihintale). by K.i�g Mahii Dii!hika Mahiinaga (1-19 
A. C.). ·According. to the Mahavamsa (Ch. XXXIV, w. 
75-84) a road . with four g.at��w�ys was made ready 
around the .mo\mtain ..yith shops. (apana), on either side 

· llJld .decorated with flags, arches and triump,!tal gates 
(dhajaggikatora·n�), lit with chains of 1amps (dipam!Ja). 
Mimic dances, 'sm1gs and music (natanaccani gitsni 
�;adi�tani)'wer� �ommanded. The appro�ch road from the 
K�dainba river was l aid wi!h carpets (atthsraf!a), and 
great largess (mahadanam) was distributed at the four 
gates, �d gifts and alms at eight places to twenty four 

. thausantl bhikkhus. Eight golden drums were beateri"and 
prison 1pena.li�ies were remitted .  Chains of lamps were 
hoisted over the whole island, and over the waters of the 
ocean within a.distance of yojana around; 

The l�ter work Pli.favaliya (725) elaborating· ori the 
performl!llce in . the" �cean; says that platforms were 
erected on the canoes staioried compactly and that 24,000 
monks were assembled (on to them). -

This Pufosamagama ('assembly of offering) held to 
mark the consecration of a stupa, though centred around 
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� h r.  Mih ir, ;ale l-l il l ( !cealed seven miles t o  t h e  east of 

scale. 
There is :no evidence of any sort to the repet ition of this 

festival. 

A grea t festival to celebrate the preaching of a sutta 
called Ariyavamsa has bee� noted in several literary 
sources. Tht :'tiaha;·amsa (Ch. XXXVI, y, 38) records 
!hat I h� Ariya vamsa w�s preached at several places in the 
isiand duri}ig the. reign of King Vobarika Tissa (209-3 1 
A. C.) for which he esta-blished the supply of alms. Two 
centl.}ries later, accord ing t.o the Tonigal Inscription (EZ. 

HI, 117), a person named Deva made � grant in paddy 
and seeds, the interest from which was to be u :ilized for 
this fes tivai held in a l'ihara nearby . Two inscriptions of 
the 5th centuries (EZ. III, 250-5 1)  too refer to grants in 
money for the same ceremony which als'o finds mention 
in the Anguttata Atiliakatha(385-86) and the Ras�vahinJ · 

(I I, 4, 1 83, 190), the second of which refers lei it as a 
periodical festival held half-yearly or �nnulilly at certairi 
. VJharas . . According to· the Tonigala lnscripiion it was 
held in the month of Nikini(Aug. Sepc). the reciters of 
this sermon, the Ariyav�sa - Bhanakas appear to have 
been greatly honoured as authorities in the dbamma . . 

The. Ariyavamsa \'ias a sermon on the essence of the 
qualities of a bhikkhu on which depended the perpetmtion 
of the sasana. 

. 

The pr�aching .of Ariya l'amsa is not alt ogether 
tmknown to Sri La!)ka of the pre�ent day, though it is not 
accornpani'ed wilh _any festivity._ 

Ariallier festivalthat is mentioned in theMzhavainsa is 
the G3ngatoha�a held by King ·upatissa II (5th ce�tury 
A.C.) when the island was afflicted by famine · and 
disease. The monks cited ihe example of the Buddha 
causing the recitation efthe Ratana Sutta at. Vc;sali when 
tbis city was similarly · nfflic:ed, and · the · Venerable 
Ananda sprinkling the charmed water on the city streets. 
Thereupon the king had an im age of the Buddha wmught 
in gold, and placing His s tone bowl filled with water ir. 
the hands placed it on a .chariot . A large retiriue of the 
sangha followed the chadot chanting the Ratana Sutta 
and sprinkling the charmed water on the streets of the city 
of Anuradhapura one whole night.  The king too accom
panied them. A great alms-giving was·also organised . The 
raim• came, and the king decreed !hat the ceremony 
should be performed if ever such distress re-visitep the 
island (Mbv. Ch. XXXVII vv. 1 89-98). 

It is likely' thai the cen:monies perfo(med by St:na II 
(9th century) in tb� even( of an epidemic (at which an 
image of the sage Ananda took the place of that of the 
Buddha) when he even had the Ratarza Sutta inscribed on 
gold plates (Mhv. 5 1 ,  vv. 79-8 1), and by Kassapa V (lOth 

cen t u ry) in  the even I of a. plague aml b ad harvesf were in 
the u·ad i r i o n  o�· i bi5  v� r:' fesnvai .  

An evolved custom (which may be now regarded as a 
magica l rain-rite) has persisted in Sri Lanka up lo the 
present times 1n the chanting of many parittas (i .e .  
inclu�ive of the R.atana Sutta) continuously for a �· " or 
even a fo;tnight in the event of such d istress a� re6 nal 
level. 

The construction of a large hall (pin't maduva) :it an 
open spot, and of a beautifully ornamented enclosure 
(j7irit manda.pa), generally �ight-sided, in the center the . . ' 
conferment of alms to mo nks, .the partaking and the 
sprinkling of charmed water (pirit ptin), processions, 
decorations, the beat of drums, a vast copcourse of 
participants, devotees etc. are the popular features of this 
gam pirit festival. 

A significant character of all these festivals is that ihey 
- are guided by the lunar calendar and that they culminate 

on the night of the full moon of a given month, and ihat 
even if on!! is held · in honour of ·� �eity, i t tends to take a 
Buddhist complexion because a super-human being . .  
honoured by the Sinhala Buddhists is regarded as one 
who holds the Buddha in the highest bono�. 

Other full-moon days too ·are festival days i n  general 
when devotees gather in tempie{ i!l'

unusual numbers for . · 
. various religious ltctivities� the observance of the five 
precepts (paf!ca sf] a or pans if),

. 
the .  offering of lamps, 

flowers, incense and food to the Buddha (the buddha

P�Ia) in the morning, at pre-noon apd in the evening, t.he . 
general offering of su�h items at the stupas and . bodhi 
trees, the observance of the eight precepts (sil ot ata sil}, 
the offering of the mid-day meal (aana) and' light 
refreshments (gifana paccaya or gilanpasa/aiter the noon 
to monks and' sildevotees and the listening to sennons, in 
the main . On the full-moon day of Durutu (January) the 
vihara at K.lihmiya (near Colombo) is the venue of the 
m ain festival, · because the Buddha is said to h�ve 
sanctified this place by His visit �n this particular lunar 
day. The l�ihara at Kolle - the fifteen th cent�ry capital 
city (also near Colomb�) holds i�s special festival almost 
con-currently. A ·  modern ·. vihara i� Colori:ibo - the 
Gangarama, h as of late become. the special devotional 
center on the full-moon d ay 6f Navam (Ferbruary). 
M ahiya.i1gana on the interior lowlands on the East is 
another sacred site which also is said to have been visited 
by the Buddha. and holds its annual festival on the full
moon day of Vap (September). Uiiduvap - the ful l-moon · 
d ay of December, is celebrated island-wide in honour of 
the tberi Sanghamittii - the Yen. Mahinda's sister 
arahant who brough t the sapling of the Sacred Bodhi 
Tree (at Gay&} to Anuriidhapura 23 centuries ago. 
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The usual observances at these sacred places are 
enriched by one or more persh§rss - religious pro
cess ions , marked by the customary pageantry: the 

Nsvam perahBrs of the Gangariima is a display of the . 
traditionai dances of all the Buddhist 'cultural regions' 
(the K.andyan · �ills, the -S. W. interior. lowlands of 
Sabaragamuva and the Southern and S. Western coastal 
area) c.f the island; and that at Mahiyangana includes 
ritualistic items of the Vliddis - the now disappearing 
tribesmen of Sri Lanka. 

· 

VJnle VJtharana 

FE�Jts. Th� search forT ruth, for realisation, emanci
pation and enlightenment assumes in most people the 
form of a positive quest. They even versonify the object of 
their · s.earch, which becomes a pursuit of God ·or the 
Absolute. Though great spiritual men have declared that 
uthe kingdom of God is within thee", the search becomes 
a pursuit. ·of an objectified imagination. But a "running 
after" is also a running-away, an escape. In this pursuit . 
however, and not before, man feels that. he is fettered; and 
his longing to be free, in order to become united with the 
object"of. his spiritual desire, becomes stronger. Fee·ling . 

. .his impotency �o brelilc those chains with which he is · 
' "fettered - whence he knows not - he tries to obtain. help . 
. fro·m ·outside. But in_ relying upon outside help he goes 
further and further away from the "kitigd om" withhi, �d 
he merely makes new bonds which tie bini ·down even 
stronger than before. 

It is only the man who searches within that feels the 
-,veight of his fetters. There are millions who percieve no 
bond whatever and feel themselves free in the gratifi
cation of their sens;-desires. Still, their �ry search for 
ever greater satisfaction of the sense proves the emptiness 
of their lives, which are bound ·by the-gross chains of the 
n�sh. 

True fre_edom, real emancipation, cannot b� bad by 
ruiming away with the fetters, with which we are shackled 
nor by �using ourselves within the prison walls; 

.
nor by 

clinging to them, but by breaking those fetters and prison 
walls, which have been forged by tradition, 'covention, 
society and religion. To bre� these fetters we must know · 
them, realise that they are fetters and not supports. When 
this is understood, it produces pure action (kriyi), i.e. not 
action (lammti) which produces reaction (vipika), as 
such action itself is a reaction to an environmen·t which 
·we have not uuderstood. And this pure action without 
purposeful striving will break the speli of delusion, the 
fetters which keep us bound.. 

· 

Delusion is intensified by the abuse of language. 
Sarcastically it has been said, that words are used to hide 

our thoughts . lfwe mean one thing, but we say something 
else, it can only lead to greater confusion. In the following 
pages words l ike "mind " and "cause" have not been used, 
except in connection with the views of others, because 
there is nothing corresponding to thes� sounds. "Mind" is 
the act of thinking, which may be more or less perfect in 
awareness, but remains action nevertheless. Mind in the 
sense of something which can think, ' is non-existent. 
Similarly "cause" in the ultimate sense does not exist 
outside the faith of the pious believer in God. Hence 
preference is given to expressions like "condition". lt 
would have �een good, if words like "I" and "Self'' could 
have been omitted, for they too represent a non-existing 
entity; but their avoidance would cripple the language so 
much that speaking and writing would become 
impossible. 

According to Buddhism there are ten fetters that bind · 
beings to the samsiric existence. The texts enumerate 
them u follows:' sakkiya dittbi, YiciKicdi, illabbats_ 
psrim8Ja, kimsriga, vyipsds, . iiipsraga, siiipsriga, 
u-a.na, uddbacca, aYijji. Tbe first five. of these are called 
the 'lower fetters' ( orambbigiya-samyojana) as they bind · 
beings . to .the sensuous w�nld. The latter five, 'higher 
f�uers' (uddbambbsgiya samyojana) because they bind 
beings to fin� material and· imm��:teri&l worlds • . The� · 

· fetters are gradually got rid of with the attainment off our 
spiritu� stage·s (see SAMYOJANA). · . 

. 
. 

. . 
. . . 

. 

1. Conceptk>n of an Ego-enity (sakkiya-dltthl). The · 
most fdrnrldable fetter is not the "l" conscio�;ness or the 

· consciousness of self, but the delusion of self. The 
consciousness of self would be the awareness of the real 
nature of ourselves. This is extremely rare, as we are 
mostly aw�e only of certain reactions which .the environ
ment has caused. Frequently. we arc not even aware that 
we react at all, and our actions amount to little more than 
mechanical responses to certain stimuli. This, of course, 
can never lead to the understilnding of reality for as long � 

lis the currennhoughts ca.rulot detach themselves and are 
merely products of· the environment, one caimot have a 
detached view, one· but form a part of thl! mechanistic� 
process of the univ�rse, which one sees from inside, · 
moving with IUld moved by the current of events without 
indiNiduality, without the con�ciousness ofself. It is the 
absence of such consciousness which produceS this fetter. 
of �sconception of individuality. 

The mechanistic world-view does not consider the 
mind as something separate .from matter, and in this the 
Ivfterialists are quite right. But are they not going. too 
far, when they try to reduce m.ental reaction to the simple 
level of chemical reactions? Certainly, matter and 
material objects form conditions on which depends the 
arising of thoughts. Again, the grey mallet of the brain 
together with the nervous system form the necessary 

:� 
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instruments by which man thinks. And yet, all these 
materials brought together artificially, i . e .  outside a 
Jiving organism, do  not produce thought. 

· It  is with the recognition of these facts that the theory 
of annihilationism (uccheds-vada} is rejected. l:lut many, 
while freeing themselves from the rigid bonds which 
reduce man to a machine, have run away too far, have 
gone to the very. opposite, which is the fetter of rnincon
ception of individuality as a separate 1-entity. It is this 
glorified "self' which becomes a spiritual soul endowed. 
with everlasting life (sassata-vada, q.v.). It is the delusion 

" of self. 
And how does consciousness become "self'- delusion? 

Thoughts arise dependent on contact with sense objects. 
The impressions of the environment on the senses 
produce reactions in the individual. Repeated reactions 
are differentiated and classified · in different groups 
according to some. common characteristics, in which 
process many particulars are overlooked, so that finally a 
sensatio.n is judged as acceptable or not, i.e. agreeable or 

· disagreeable. Subsequent events are similarly judged, 
compared, registered, by which process the faculty of 
meq�ory is born. 

Memory is thus a retention of past experiences. But 
those past experiences have been retained gnJy partly to 
��e classification possible. In other words, what the 
�mory.has learned from experience is extremely imper
fect and entirely based on reactions to a changing · environment which was not understood, which was 
accepted .because it was agreeable, or rejected because it 
-was disagreeable. The registration of these reactions, 

. baSed on half understood untruths; forms the standard . by which new experiences are judged and Cl�sified. Thus 
it happens that no event is judged purely on· its own 
merits; for it is always measured according to the old 
standard. Every new thought is thus guided by · pas� 
ihoughts, . conveyed in a direction particular to that 

· individual, shaped and moulded until finally, tendencies 
are fixed and one's character stereotyped. 

· 

process is understood. But as long as the reaction to the 
past prevents the full comprr.hension of the present, there 
canr: ot be true in telligence , though there may be 
knowledge. 

Naturally, from this unnatural way of living in a dead 
past, from this lack of understanding the present environ
ment, arises disharmony which is a conflict which only 
strengthens the opposition based on the delusion. ofself 
because this very conflict is classed as undersirable, i.e. 
not in harniony with the tendencies of "self'. Thus the 
delusion of self as a separate, isolated, permanent entity, 
which looks at the environment with the hostile c;yes 
wherewith a house-owner would view a nightly intruder; 
becomes stronger with each new experience; always 
withdrawing deeper and deeper into the self-protective 
shell of its dead past. 

Where the delusion of self sees isolation and perma
nence in undividuality, there the consciousness of self 
sees an ever new becoming process of action. Where 
delusion of self lives on the past, consciousness of self 
lives on the present, - and is the present. True and full 
intelligence shows itself in the perfect . . .action of the 
present moment, which so.lves the actual �nOict - not by 
forcing it into the mould of past experjeJl�es, tliereby 
killing the present, nor by projecting it through purpose
ful striving into a future not yet born - but by the ·. 

· 

understanding . of "self' as a process pf , ,reaction to . 
environment. It is the binding of one's individuality to the . 
dictates of the environment, expressed as laws of society 
and convention, religious prohibitions an�r;elfish fears, 
traditions, habits, and customs-it is the binding to the 
environment, which constitutes the fetter of the delusion 
of self, a fetter which can be broken only through the 
understanding of that environment of which the indi
vidual is a mere product. The understanding of"self' as a 
reaction makes it one with the ever changing environ
ment, dissolves the delusion of its seperateness, dispels 
the misconc�ption of opposites and thereby ends the . conflict 

.I 
To seek a method of breaking this spell of self-delusion 

In this process of fixation of character is born a sense of would amount to the forging of a new fetter. The only 
separateness . which. causes all inner limitations and thing to do is to live completely in the present, to change 
isolations which form' so many �onds and fetters, ' over from reaction to action, so that every moment a new 

. preventing growth and movement. Where consciousness · · creation, not' brought about by reactions like attraciion 
of self would see a process of action, ever becoming and · or repulsion, but an independent action · which alone is 
always new, there the delusion of self, sees a separation, capable of giving true freedom and deliverence. 
permanent individualism, creating a "self' or a "soul" 
which is not only the recipient but also the cust9diari of 2. Perplexity · (vidklccbs). The d elusion of separate-
all past experiences. The retention of past experiences ness, : leads one naturally to perplexity, resulting from 
prevents the full understanding of present and new that dual world-view. Perplexity arises from not facing 
experiences, while even the old ones have lost their value . the problem wholly; it . is a lack of reflection (vi-
because they are dead and past and were never fUlly cikicchita). Most people either confront a problem with 
understood. And yet the understanding or rather the their intellect alone, without consulting their real 
realisation of truth is only possible, if the individual feelings; or they are guided by their emotions, seperate . 
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from their under�tanding. When one enters the conflict 

with the in tellec t alone, it becomes like a disseciing knife, 
analys:ng, criticising, dislocating, dismembering and 

even taking away the vital breath of life. Knowledge 
makes man cold and heartless! And a solution thus forced 
upon a problem can only have the effect of a psycho
logical suppression which results in the bursting of the 
bund elsewhere. 

None can afford to ignore his feelings and teii"dencies. 
But to be guided by emotions without understanding is 
even worse .than calculated crime; it is ra· .. ing madneas; 
for e�notions are blind and none can say where they may 
lead to. 

. Perplexity then is due to the fact that brain and heart 
are In conflict. Reason tries to find motives wherewith to 
describe it�elf, but the heart within feels the wrong and 
cries: out - iii.., protest. If the heart predominates, evil . 
inclinations might try to overcome the resistance of the 
knowledge of duty, and the confli�t is felt as a violation of 
sacred

. 
rights. This. . iakes place hi the person who is 

intellectually convinced of the right course of action, who 
does · not lolaver in agitation and . worry ·(uddhacca
kUkkucca), but who feel's the hlck of strength to act 
accordingly. This lack of strength is only imaginative; it is 

. due ' to the tendency· to preserv� energy, to a certain 
reluctance to le.t go completely. The appr,oai:h is partial, · 

· either intellect�al, or emotional, and in this vacihi.tion . 
. perplexity increases, bewilderment which paralyses · 
action, induce� postponement and_ lets the gol4en 
opportunity pass by . .  

·undecisiveness is such a strong· fetter · because it is 

. me-� 'tai inertia, producing unwieldiness of thought, 
checking �I inith�tive, �locking �I progress. Though 

· often cloaked as conservatism, it actualiy · is fear for 
change, fear to break the routine �stablished by religion 

and so�iety, fear to differ from others, to appear eccentric. 
Thus people prefer to embrace a ready made religion 

which was probably good only for the original founder. 
People are ratller carried away downstream, even if they 
suspect disaster in the · end, than to work themselves 
across the flood. It is a lack of self- confidence, a secret 
desire for snug self-security and cqmfort, which makes 
man refuse to. take risks, to be distur.bed even. 

All ·this is due to remembrance of past weaknesses, 

when lrials were made, followed by failures. And thus, 
even if a new triai is made, it is with much hesitation and 
diffidence; a backdoor is kl:pt open.to return to old ways 
ofliving, either intellectually or emotionally, and the new 
situation is never met wholly. Remembrance of the past 
becomes a fetter on the movement of the present. 

In perplexity we run away from discomfort to seek 

seif-sntisfaction elsewhere, not realising that "I" - cons
ciousness is at the root cf all sorrow and confli'ct, we run 

away fro� transiency to look for the etcrna.i tn�th, ;1ot  
realising !hat the whol: signif:o.:;;;_,·g:e of truth  .\s in the 
transient; we run· away from suffering to find a possible 

cure through the help of others to whom we pray, not 
realising that none can help u:; but we ourselves; We run 
aw.ay from conflict in the hope _that the imitation of 
others in authority can sdve our problems, not realising 
that by turning to others the problems of duality is made 
only more complicated and pe:-plexity intensified. 

It is this doubt which makes us search for the truth, 
thereby always missing it. Our search fot truth is but a 
trial to escape from conflict, but it is not a solution therof. 
It is this spirit of · escapism which makes us study 
philosophies, practise systems of mind-control, follow 
codes of ethics, set up a standard of conduct, traditional, 
conventional, religious, or otherwise. In these, with 
"ostrich-policy", we take :Shelter so as not to see the 
conflict any more. We have even made for ourselves an 
idea of truth, and �e strive for its attainment. That goal 
some call "God" or "Brahman", but others Enlighten
ment or Nirvana. It is not the truth or its attainment we 
are disputing h�re, but the falsity of strivin�: Striving for 
a goal we do not know, is like searching for a thing which 
has .not even entered the field of our imagination. But on 
the other bani, if the goal is known, we are in possession 
of the truth and searching becomes impossible. Thus all 
our striving- is finally not for attainment but is a search for 
a shelter to find there comfort, consolat.ion,.an escape. As . 

Nirvan� is independent from conditions (ast:nkbata) and 
.cannot be produced (aksta), all striving must fail and 
only caus: greater perplexity: 

We search in the past by means of our · memory, 
recalling pre�ous experiences; and distilling. them like 
some elixir of life, we form with them a standard of living, 
another prop to support us in our perplexity, wherewith 
to conform to our daily life. Or we try to penitrate the veil 
which hides the future, to build up securities in coming 
Jives. Thu s  our belief in rebirth or our cons.t��:nt · 
questioning of its possibility is but a disguised craving for . 
self- continuance. Rebirth understood as a process of 

action and effect, of conditioning · environment and 
· resulting reaction, "'ill leave no room for enquides about · 

other spheres, about salvation or ·damnation. llut in 
·perpexity thoughts are r�ady to follow any lead; they will 
accept any doctrine which holds out some hope: for the 
future. Theil one might think that perplexity has been 
overcome in faith. In reality those doubts have merely 
been suppress�d. Thoughts are .tiot allowed to run freely 
and intelligently their nat.ural course;·they EJ'� submitted 
to religious authority, and .thus bUnd faith blocks the 
road to mental 'development and to �he understanding of 
the truth. 

Perplexity sbouid not be confused with the skilful 
doubt which is i!�·en a factor to enlightenment. (.>l!mbo.i-
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jhanga), namely the spirit of enq uiry, of inve;tiga tion of 
the nature of things (dhammavicaya), Perplexity bas a 

· paralysing influence, but d oubt spurs on to invesi.igation, 
to fuller understanding. To reach the summit of knC!wing 
the truth of everything, we have to start at the bottom by 
doubting everything. Perplexity is scepticism, but doubt 

. is agnosticism. Intolerant denial of every assumption 
itself becomes dogmatic; but active doubt will solve itself 
by deeper awareness of actuality. To escape from the 
bewilderment of perplexity people t ake their refuge in 
faith, in authority and in religions bssed thereon. They 
mould their Jives on revelation which i3 the experience of 

· somebody else. Thus perplexity is a formidable fetter, 
prevb'hting intellecfual freedom, for truth is intuition and 
realisation for oneself. 

3. Attachment to rutes a� Ritual (sDsbbats-psrimiss). 
The long history of the human race is dominated by belief 
in 'and ser-Vitude to. the supematur31. The speculations of 

. the primitive man on the nature of strange forces ar�und 
him hav� beeri replaced . by theological arguments; the 
idol of roughly hewn stone has given room to the spirit of 
God; but the--fear which created the ,one as the other 
remains the same throl.lghciut. Philosophers have divided 
themseives into the great camps of. Materialism and 
Idealism, and the line ofdivision remains .the unknown 
nature. Even where we see atheistic systems of thought 
like the Siinkhya philosophy on which both Buddhism 
nnd Jainism largeJy drew, or schools of scepticism which 
flourished in Greece, in all of them we fmd a devel�pment · 

· in a direction not intended by their originator, notwith-. 
standing the growth of experimentaJ science and freedom 
of thought and expression. 

Man is a social animal. His inborn. herd-instinct makes 
him feel uneasy when alone, .and this need for comfort 
and consolation has penetrated his mental as well as· 
physical cosmC!s. For also in his way of thinking man 
fears to be alone and in the dark. His different religious 
systems are merely a reflection of this primitive need. 

Few are those who dared to think independently, but in 
their lifetime they were not universally appreciated. 
Some, like Gotama the Buddha were harassed; others 
like Jesus were crucified or those like Socrates poisoned, 
or like Mohammed exiled. After their passing the scene 
{:hanges, however. Then those who did not have the 
courage nor the intellect to think independently for 
themselves, found consolation in following them as their 
masters. Even though some like Gotama the Buddha 
expressly declared that everyone has to work out his own 
salvation himself, still thousands took and will cbnti'nue 
to take the oportunity of seeking refuge in him, to rely 

· upon his words without even trying to make those words 
live within their own lives. 

This se.u.rch ing  for med iators and comfort<:rs has 
become s o  essen tial to religion of any type that 1hose 
original thinkers would hardly recognize themselves or 
their doctrine, if they would return to find their images 
worshipped and their instructions converted into dogmas. 
The crea!ion of authority is a sign of weakness. But 
instead of trying to overcome that weakness by inner 
growth and development, man has made himself crutches 
on which he can lean, which will give him consolation in 
the sorrow of his own making, of his own delusion. I t  is 
mental weakness which induced man to make spiritual 
crutches. B.iJt weakness is no excuse, it is a defect; and 
defects are never essential. Religious systems, instead ·or 
heiping man to grow, keep him down in infancy; instead 
of giving !he truth, they offer a means to escape from 
actuality by concentrating on a future life. Postponement 
and evasion a:re the . chjef accusations to be levelled 
against organised reiigion�. They postpone the dutv of 
the present mo�ent by making man live for the fut�re, 
·and thereby they evade the natural conflict, which 
torments every man who has not realised the truth. 
Instead of understanding sorrow, they. merely poi!lt out 
an escape from sorrow in�o a supematilral bliss. 

. . ... 

· To obiain this bliss much effort is"requireci, much . 
assistance is needed too; and organisations, where this 
striving is done in common and where .it is assisted by 
superior authority, cater for man's ne�d�)n his desire for 
security man grasps at the opportu�jty, thus forging · i<'· . . 
Jink by link the fetters of attachment _to rites, rituals, 
ceremonies, dogmas, prayers, sacraments, offerings, . 
sacrifices into a chain which no effort can br�ak. For even 
methodical effort to free oneselfjs only a new bond, as th� . 
method itself becomes a new crutch of delusion, which is 
more ietied on than freedom is sought. 

The bondage in which we live is a mere delusion, a 
dream. And as long as we are L'l that dream-state· no · 
amount of energy_ will wake us up, for even that energy 
will be a delusion. The authority of persons, of dogmas, 
of re ligious pelformances, of the different parapherr.alia 
of religion and devotion, has been set IJP. for our own 
consolation, i.e. for the satisfaction of our selfishness, to 
give that sense ofsecurity which is a craving for continued· · 
existence, for permanence. Thus religions, at the;: cost of a 
certain amount of spidtual exercise -::onfer ·heavenly bliss, 
forgive sins and provide a shortcut to perfection. But that . 
shortcut is really a means of escape. Instead of going to 
our teacher Life, - even if life means sorrow,.- we try to . 
run away from sorrow, not realising that we cannot . run 
away from life. Hence religions show another, a better, a 
supernatural life, and together with that the different 
means of attainment. Holy vo-�vs and ascetic practices. 
(sfla-vata) are frequently observed for the purpose of 
acquiring merit. But that really means that the good 
action is not performed for its own goodness, but for the 

£. .  
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sake of some underlying motive, e.g. to secure hevenly 
bliss. In that case, the act was not a pure action, was not a 
complete action, and therefore not a true action. It was an 
act of self-seeking, a search for security based on 
ignorance and born of fear. Such actions are only 
substitutes; and even if they produce the desired effect; 
that too will be a mere prolongation of the process of 
delusion. If an action i� but a means towards an end, then 
that action itself has no.value. An action is only pure and. 
<;omplete, if nothing further is expected, if that act is 
performed· spontaneously, grown out of the full under
standing of the circumstances, which called for such an 
action. Then there will be no limitation of time, no trying 
to escape from actuality, and in that full awareness will be 
the comprehension of rea!ity. 

· As long as virtuous acts, religious practices, diciplinary 
regulations, methodical exercises are valued as means of 
acquiring merit, so long also will religions be commodities 
of commerce. Social service as a means of acqiliring merit 
is not service of those in need, but an exploitation . of 
them, as they are used as a means to profit ourselves. 
Prayer is an indirect admission of one's inferiority and . 
submission. Utteting sacred words without understanding . 

. may have a psychological effett� but then they are not 
better than·;a drug which temporarily relieves the pain 
without curing the disease. 

To fr!llDe one's conduct according to fixed ruleS.. may 
appear nece.ssaryin soeia.t life, but that is ·o.nly in a s6ciety . · 

which does not ·understood itself. if life· is understood_ 
fully, virttle will come automatically; a truly wise man is 
always a good man. Every moment of life is a fresh one 
with different conditions, and therdore a rule can never . 

. be applied t� all similar cases. Ceremonies seem to be 
good for children, but is it nortbe duty of a teacher and a · 
parent to see to it that the children_ grow up? A teaching 
which becomes a system (and this applies to all organised 
religions) is a dead authority, which-can have no dealing 
with the living. I 

The delusion that good wo;ks suffice is a contagion 
(paiBniasa). a moral corruption which affects the very 
{Oots of living in the true sense. Without the breaking of. 
this fetter not even a beginning oe.n be made to enter that 
stream of life's fulness (sotapatti), which flows out into 
the ocean of deliveri�ce. . · 

4. ·Excitement of Seosual Pleasure (limsccblltlds). Of all 
the problems with .which man is faced in this world, the 
social problem, which is 'the mutual relation between 
different sexes, is regarded RS the most difficult one. Any 
problem wjll arise from a duality, i.e. a divisio� of 
interests between brain and heart; between intellect apd 
emotion. As long as the i�tellect sets up a standard to 
conform with, the natural feelings, which cannot be · 
standardised, because they are reactions to an ever 

changing environment, will rise in revolt . A standard is 
something of the past, hut reactions are present. Hence a 
constant conflict which is sorrow, shows every aspect of 
life as having two opposites. 

Se�-relations too form a problem on account of the 
placing of sexes as opposites. But femininity (itthindriya} 
and masculinity (purisindriya) are · expressed in many 
ways basides the generative organs. Some psycho-analysts 
have even maintained that a sex problem lies at the 
bottom of any mental problem. lf the problem is · a 
reaction, then sex itself forms the action. To solve the 
reactionary problem, one has to comprehend the action 
in its fulness. 

Female activity is that which gives form tO' 'the 
formiess, which develops, grows and multiplies. But in 
order to do that there must be the passive attitude of 
receiving and assimilating; and also the action of 
expressing. Thus female characteristics are sub
missiveness, docility humility, generosity, emotional 
reliability, and a lack of assertion. 

Male activjty 6n the oth�r band, is that which initiates, 
dire�ts and intensifies. In this is shown the active attitude 
which gives strength to growth, guidance to sensation, . 
rea5on to action. Thus male characteristics will be a . 
feeling of superior importance� aggressiveness, rulersbip, 
pride, egotism, meanness, stinginess, but also.:rationality 
though it often leads to irrational deeds, when emotions 
are excluded. 

From ·this analysis it will be seen that there is moLe of 
complement and interdependence than of . opposition. 
Indeed, to be pei:fect - the passive and active elements 
should not only be balanced, for that is still opposition, . 
but they should so grow together as to form ac�ually only 
one whole. To formulate a number of characteristics may 
simplify the unders¢anding of a _thing, but it can never 
correspond to actuality. For by doing so one arrests a 
continuous development at a particular p,oint, and this . 
mirrows one's viewpoint to · a cross-section, throwing 
light on the opposing halves, but failing to see the process 
as a whole. The process is like that of water in a river, 
naturally flowing down. Yet in its very action offlowing it 
is obstructed by itself it) so far as the different particles . 
cause a friction by their motion .. Hence the reaction · , 
appe�rs as a certain irregularity, a lack of harmony, ' 
owing to undercurrents, forming wavelets and eddies. 

So it is with the characteristics of the sexes when taken 
apart. Then sensual pleasure becomes emotion without 
intelligence and that is passian, that is the beginning of 
conflict. What is usually under�tood by love, is · a 
sensation of incompleteness. Without reaiising that this 
feeling of insufficiency is conditioned by an inner- dis
contentment with the surroundings of daily life-without 
realising that this discontentment finds its origin in the 
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lack of understanding oflife-sensations grow and stretch 
their feelers to find something to fill that emptiness. An 
image or an ideal is formed of what would complete the 
dificiency. According to this ideal a 5earch is being made, 
and finally the ideal image is imposed on the selected 
object. It does not follow that the selection corresponds 
in full to the imagination. But 115 the senses seek their own 
satisf�ction, . they are more concerned with their need 
than with reaiity. Anyhow, love is bllSed on selection, 
which means agreement with self. 

- And why is this selection made? Love is not outgoing, 
ex�pt for a few sentimental expressions; and therefore 
selection is made for obtaining the sole right of posses
sion: If love were truly for the good of the other, 
unfaithfulness could never change that love into hate. But 
as things stand, a mere suspicion suffices to make all love 
fade. Love is greed for possession, and that exclusively. 
But a desire to possess limits the affection, and will never 
fill tha:t sensation of emptiness. 

Truth, on the other hand, knows no love which is 
partial; which is a selection, whici:J. is an expression of 
egoism. Truth knows no distinction of sc:xes,.,for Truth 
sees the completeness of life. Truth understands that the 
formless cannot exist without a form, that intelligence 
and feeling cannot be seperattd without causing conflict; 
that life is only c;omplete with head and heart unit_ed in 
one individuBI, that in a process of cbange, growth and 
evolution there is no reai difference between giving and 
taking, · that in the fulness of life there is only action 
without reaction, that in the completeness of under
standing there are n" opposites and hence no objects for 
Jove. Truth is not concerned with self and others; that is 
the sphere of delusion. 

.This �ay not appear as _very pr�tical; but if the wor1d 
bas no place for understanding, who is the loser? The 
world loyes for a purpose, namely for the satisfaction of 
self. And thus thelust for _sensual pleasure becomes an 
essential eleme�t in the emotional attitude o(human 
lovers. 

Is there then no altruistic love? As long liS love is not . 
altruistic it is of course pure selfishness. And eVen·when ' . ... . . . love is Ill truistic, it is_ far from perfect, because it is based 
on a delusive distincition which preserves the separation 
between self and others. The fact that the motives in the 
question of others; happiness are so much more compli
cated than in the case of our own personal interests, 
sho�s the presence of the conflict' between opposites. 

- Self-love comes spontaneously; it is pure craving. Love 
for our neighbours, however, does not come so naturally; . 
it needs argument, which is a proof that the dl�iion' iS' · 
maintained. In the CllSe of self-love we do not even 
percieve It as love. The hand brings food to the mouth; -

the eyes direct the feet on the path; but this is not love, it is 
the perfect, spontaneoua harmony of nature. 

A feeling akin to this natural harmony is sometimes 
experienced at the sight of suffering. It is not sexual love, 
but compassion, sympathy. Here a liking to help rises 
spontaneously. As long, however, as this feeling originates 
in the imagination, which pictures ourselves in that · 
miserable state, compassion again would be _ self-love. 
Perfect sympathy feels the sorrow of all without dis
tinction; it is not interested in the individual, but in the 
cause of suffering. As soon as a particular interest is 
evolved there must be selection, which is separation, 
isolation and selftshness. No si.tblimatiou of the sex
instinct will dissolve this fetter, but the realisation of the 
delusion of separation will make all distinctions dis
appear in the comprehension of the whole pro�ss, in 
which there are no integrating parts Of a combination or 
union, but only different aspects of the fulness of life. 
�. Aversion (vyapads). In. common parlance we speak 
oflove and hate as emotions, but they are more than that: 

. An emotion il lll1 excitement a passing phase, or as we 
called it earlier, a reaction. But love and _hilte - though 
they show themselvea. as reactions each time the beloved 
or hated object presents itself physically or mentally- � 
rather dupositions, i.e. mental _attitudes wllich are the 
sumaiing-up of many reactions. lt is again on dispositions -
that a ch�acter is .  based. Characters caJ?: be in �cible _ 
disposition which-is well expressed by the word aversion 
(vyapsds}, · which indicates a turning ,�way from (Yi
apsjjati). It is a liability to _ experience emotions of · 
disagreement between subject and object. This emotion , 
may arise nnd pus off, but the diSposition remains. owing 
to the turned-off attitude. This disposition of ayersion_ is 
due to the ment� attitude, which u in the,citse oflove is 
based on a distinction between self and others. Hei:e too, 
it is a separation between_ the intellect and the heart. As a 
matter of fact, the two sentiments of love and hate, · 
though appearing to the opposites, comprise so many -
idential parts, that .this is already an indication of their . 

. common root. Though affr:ction is only . proper to love, : 
and aversion to hate, still both attractio.n and repulsion · 
ar� the results of an underlying irutinctive fear with the 
"self" 115 object. The hope of exClusive possession, which 
is called love, is tinged with fear Is m\ich as the repelling 
instinct in hate. Fear common t9 both, is conditioned by 
ignorance; and here again we are back at the very root, -
'liz. the delusion of self. Though love and hate have 
"others" as their dir= object, it is re�ly the "selr' liS a 
misunderstood delusion, which is at the bottom of these 
dispositions. Emotions, like reactions, come and go;_ ·_ 
characters can be changed and altered; but dispositions 
are when deluded, and without delusion they are not. 

Most of what is called love is actually nothing but 
predilection, favouring one more than another. But that 
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necessarily results in the exclusion of others who are less 
favoured. A turning to one naturally comprises a turning 
away from another, who thereby becomes an object of 

ave r s i o n .  Thus p art icular friendship easily evokes 
jealousy. It brings about the mistaken idea of exclusive 
rights, which are rooted not in the other� but .in i•self'. As 
long as sympathy and antipathy, conversion and aversion, 
turn round the centre of self, they are only different in · 
degree, . like heat and cold, but not in kind . Both are 
expressions of selfishness. Agreem�:nt with self is love; 
disagreement with self becomes bate. 

It will be se�;n that there is great conflict which man 
finds it difficult io solve in himself; and thus he projects 
himself outside himself as it were and fights h1s battle 
there; he wants to possess himself in others. Thus even 
aversion, or the reaction ·which is hate, is a kind of desire 
to thwart any harmful influence. It is a desire to destroy 
the opposing element, in order to eliminate that which is 
considered the cause of-the-conflict The cause howev�r 
does not lie in tb objec.t, but in the ac;tion of turning 
away. For by that action are created the opposities, which 
·produced the conflict. To eliminate one p�rty 4oes not 
solve the problem; both parties must go. Then aversion 
will not become love, but it wUl becotne impossible�-. 

-But as long as '-'self' with its imagined exClusive rights 
of possession dominates the sc�:ne, jealousy end envy are' 
bound to appear. Then- it is -discontent about th� pros-_ 
perity: of others. It does not ueces�arily follow'thaf one -
wishes -for oneself the honour of the · gain acquired by 

. someone else. For i t . ma.y be t.hat o:ne possesses 
illready the object or the title, which was recently 
obtained - by the other. Thus envy is - not- gr.eed, but 
<lis content �d ill-will. It is the feeling that every�me must 
be the same and have the same, so that -ilo one can ·put 
himself forward . Many titites it poses a:S vi_rt�e in a 
demand for_ equality, or esprit de corps; social cOnscience, 

· solidarity, e_tc. ' 

. ·.·_ Envy, however, maygro.w out into a �rtain satisfaction 
over the misforiune of sotpeoi)e else, even if that bad luck 
does not mean gain to oneself. This ill-will may become 
so activ� that it becomes crue_lty, in the same way as love 
expresses itself in affection and tenderness. The 'pleasure 

· derived from cruelty is called .sadism. It is of course not 
the pain !nflicted upon other�, which is enjoyed, but the . 
accompanying sexual excitement, produced by the success 
in mastering the o�ject. In lhis impulsion the behaviour 
tow;u:d·s the object - whethe� in iove or in hate - appears 
to be a _matter of indifference, as long as mastery is . 
obtained. If the object co�operates it · is love; if co-

. operation is lacking it is hate . . · 
· 

Psychology may try to explain sentiments of hate and a 
disposition of aversion as primary, instinctive fear. 

Moralists may show means and methods to change hate 
into io l":;. Rationalist8 may show the originating con
ditions of aversion is physical d isharmony. All may try to 
overcome hate, some by war, others by l ove .  But the t rue 
solution of this fetter is the solving of the distinction 
betwe�n subject and object. 

Hale does not always need to have someone else for 
object; it may even turn against oneself. It seems strange 
that the self-preservative instinct can so forget itself, as to 
develop hate for onself. But the craving to destroy all 

. objects which are a source of pain, appears sometimes 
stronger that the sense of loss suffered by the frustration 
of other desires, like the satisfaction of the needs of 
self-preservation. Ascetics seeing in their body a source_ of 
sin, flave inflicted on themselves tortures which appeal: 
expressions of hate, but which gave them in reality 
immense satisfaction, so that they could smile happily in 
the midst of their self-inflicted mortifications. This 
pleasure, derive!! from imposing suffering on oneself, is 
called masochism. 

Hate is .a �ind of hostility and its origin must be sought 
i� conflicting desires. The antithesis of self. and non-self 
forms the basis for the opposites of pl�asure and pain. 
When self becomes identifie� with pleasure, non�self, i.e, 
the object, the other one, becomes identified with hate. 
Hence it_ follows that the dispQsition of hate h,as developed . 
earlier than that oflove. And it follows too that love-only 
arises b'ecause of the pleasure it gives to self; and hate 
arises because of the satisfaction it gives through self · 
assertion. 

- . 
. . 

Therefor� it is not · the object �f hate that should be 
elimin�ted, but the selfish acUon, .which ·produced it. If 
one tries to overcome feelings of antipathy towards a 

·certain person by sending out thoughts of loving kindness, 
one is merely heating the emotions, provoking reactions, 
which make pure action an impossibility. But when both 
hate and love -are understood to be the outcome of false . 
valuations, based on a _misconception of self and others, 
this fetter will have been broke�. not by a changed 
disposition, but by its vanishing in the face of true 
intelligence. · 

6. Craving for Form"- ,(R'Upsuigs) lust for rupa, 'World of 
form'i.e.  rebirth i� world of form. Fear and wonderin the · crude intelligenc;e of primitive man at the startling and 
irresistible phenomena in nature gave rise to the belief in -
the supernatural. By experimenting with the less feaiful 
objects ofperceptiiJn and by succeeding in controlling . 
them at least partly, fear decreased to make way for awe. · 
And finally, even awe had' to yield to sdence, which had 
·only wonder and admiration for the still undiscovered . 
·egions of nature, without calling them supernatural. But 
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the primitive instincts in man, which form a part of his 
Dalure, canno i  be conquered by science, for the mere 
reason that the child 's intellect is not capable of under
standing, when it comes in contact with those phenomena 
ai the time of its greatest mental plasticity. Thus with the 

· disappearnce of fear of nature man's belief in the 
supernatural did not disappear. And hi� imagination 
created the heavens according to the crude conceptions of 
his childhood. 

Religion domjnated this world and its politics in peace 
. as well as in war. In our present day we still hear of priests 
blessing tanks before going into battle, kings are still · 
crowned by bishops;justices open the assizes by prayer in 
church or temple. So religion will conti�ue to dominate 
man's life to come: 

. . 

. Survival is always the main motive in any struggle. If a 
st ruggle is not suc:xi.isful in the present, there arises a 
natural hope to bt ·roo; �·saccessf�l on a future occasion. 
This struggle for surviH.l combine-:) �itll the hope of 
success in the future thrown against a background . of 

. faith in the supernatural, is a sufficient explanation ol 
,man's desire for rebirth, even if his serisual passion� have 
coo��d down. To speak of a religious instinct and at the 
same time to subscribe to the theory of evolution, would 
fp.rce one to admit religious illclinations even in t�e 
animals. But religious feelings are not instinCtive, not 
innate, arid hence not natural arid enential to man. 
Religious needs; growing out of the insti.,ct of flight, 

· couples with the emotion off ear, give a ·sufficient basis 
for religious feelings. Thus it will be seen that the parents 
of relgion are emotional fear ·married to the instinct to 
flee from danger which is always lurking in the 
unknown. 

· 

Indeed, religions are mainly a means ofescaping from · 
_ cOiiflkt. Conflict beirig act�al and presen_t, �n escape i.s 
. spugbt in the future .. It is thus on the'futurethai religions 
concentrate. A religion which would deny a future life is 

. .  unthink�ble. On the other hand, it would b� too hard fo� 
· many a relgionist even for thos� with an intellect�al b�nt, 
to admit that religions . are merely the outcome of ·an 
intrinsic desire to flee. from dilnger, i .e. that they ·are 

· purely means of escape� Hence a purposive psychology 
ha5 been developed in which escape has been replaced by 
purpose!ful striving. · · 

· · 

The seeking of a goal is an· undeniable part played in 
the_ process of evolution; and the purely mechanistic 
viewpoint of a rigid law .of cause and effect had to be 
modified and partly abandoned. Incentives and stimuli 
are acknowledged side by side . with reflexes; so that 
causality has become conditionality, to allow for the 
personal element of striving. As this striving ,in man. is 
largely responsible for man's success in th{ ���rial 
world; any developtrient resulting ther�from is DOW 

I • • 

considered as progress. But it has been completely 
overlooked, that as soon as m a n  has reached the goal of 
his st riving he sr.ts up a new goal .. so  that he remains a 
seektr for ever. 

This is also seen in matt's striving for the attainment of 
spiritual perfection. Even if he has overcome all craving 
for sensual pleasures (kamscchanda}, his striving does 
not cease, but is sublimated, transposed to a higher 
sphere, where the gross carnal joys have been replaced by 
the refined sense of delight in form (riipa) and beauty. 
Craving for form (riiparaga) may have transcended 
lustful desires, but it remains craving and desire. It may 
be a more. refined craving, but as all craving is a bond, so 
this t0o is a strong fetter� stronger perhaps even than . 
sensual pleasures for the very reason of its sublimation. 
The more subtle and refined the form of craving, the 
more �ifficult to recognise it and to uproot it. 

In this sense of delight in beauty there will be some 
reconciliation, a synthesis of the lower sentiments of . 
crude egoism and loftie� expression of seif-love. Though 
on a higher plane,felt as aesthetic admiration, it remains 
however �goisai. It is not easy to recognise the fact that 
pleasure obtained from the contemplation of an ideal is 
not altogether objective, but is dependent on the har
mo�y and just proportion between subject and object, so 
that the "ego" still occupies a place of honour. Thus a 
desire to be reborn in happy states which are free from the 
lust ·of the senses· will appear very virtuous ·and praise
worthy. A striving to obtain those ni�nial states · of 
absorption (jhanaJ, where thoughts are submerged in 
spiritual beauty and joy, may appear a5 'i'nie spirituality 
and perfection. In reali!y its only us�fulness exists in the 
weakening of the different obstacles on the road tq 

· perfection. 
· 

Far from being perfections themselves, these mental · 
. states ,may or may not become helpful means t��:reto. If 

skilfully - bandl<:d they may be a great, help in the 
overcoming of the hindrances (nlvara�a), but not more 
than that. If practised with attachment or sought for the 
purpose 'Of spiritual delight, they will merely create new 
obstacles which may prove insurmountable, owing to 
their subtle and spirituBl nature. A discursive tendency . 
(vitakka) may e�Uily become a specuJaUve tendency, 
where higher truths are merely analysed for one's intel
lectual satisfaction, without being lived and . reilised, 
Sustained application of thought (vicars) might develop 
hito attachment to one� own opinion and be.:ome 
stubbornness. Rapture (piti) is frequently inebriating to 
such an extent th,at further progress becomes impossible. 
The bliss qf well-being (silkba) might create the spirit of 
self-contentment which produces stagnation. One
pointedness of thought (citta-ekaggata) might still fail to 
see the real nature ofthe object and thus in the tranquility 

� of the thought-proces!l create the illusion of attainment, 
.. 
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which might be nothing but self-consciousness without 
having grasped the nature of self. Thus one might be free 
from sensations, but s lave to emotions. 

To escape from the fettering influences of the senses 
and then to be caught in the net of beauty and form by 
clinging to those delights is a change of prison; but no . 
freedom. Whether one accepts these spheres of form as 
some kind of heaven in a different place, or as mental 
states in which the bodily senses do not predominate any 
more, makes very little difference. The fetter to get rid of 
consists in the attachment to these mental delights, in 
whatever environment they may be found. 

7. Craving for the Formless (sropstigo). When all 
sense-J!leasures are excluded · and even desires for pure . 
beauty have been overcome, there seems to _be no further 
obstacle in the way of the seeker of truth. Thus a desire 
for virtue; for perfection, for wisdom, for truth, iri short, 
desire·for the formless (aiiiparaglf) seems to be not only 
quite harmless; but even essential to a spiritual life. But . 

even a desire for what is good, is still a desire and as such 
it must be a hindra�ce and a Ietter. Desires for viftue, 
wisdo� or truth; can never lead to those goals, because -

- as long ·a:s there is striving for the attainment of a goal; 
·. there iiracquisitiveness which cim on]y be based o� self. ' 

f,' '· < 

A change of physi_cal ·de$ires into .emotional d�sireii ' 
caruiot be calle� progress in perfection, for though the . . 
experiences have changed and have be�ome more subtle, 
though the objects of desire have become more spiritual·
desire is there all the same. Desire for virtue will never 

· produe goodness, because only that which grows fra� iin 
inner Jlecessity can be called virtue. 

'Actions which are produced by striving are artificial, 
are noi natural and cannQt be called virtuous. · I t  is a 
mistake to eall natute·evil and to practise :virtu.e for the 
sake of overcoming evil; for that makes virtue- a means 
tov11irds a negative end, and the practice of ·vjrtue an 
incomplete action, or ratbei a reaction. Desir� for 
wisdom may produce learning and knowledge, but not 
understanding, intelligence and insight. Desire for truth 
will emanate thoughts and scatter them in· all direction�, 
searching everywhere; but failing to concentrate and t(t 
realise the truth in one's own nature. Through gradual 
changes of the object of desire, truth will never ,beiound. 
Increase in virtue and knowledge can never lead to final 
deliverance, for all ide� of change, of growth, of 
progress, preser-Ve as their basis the idea of"self". lt is the 
"I" which:wants to acquire virtue, to �row ·in under
standing and to come nearer to the .truth. It is this 
separation of the truth. It is thilt element .of craving, of 
1-ness, which forms · the real. fetter here, · all the .more 
difficult to overcome, because it is so cunningly concealed 
and camouflaged. ·, 

To u ni fy t h e  " m in d "  w i th  unbounded  s p ace 
(akasanaflca) is a delusion, for i t  brings the uncreated, 
unconditioned (asankbata) within the limitations of 
thought. It merely leads to the ecstatic thought of infinite 
consciousness (vifiJlananai1ca), which soon will be 
realised as a delusion in the sphere of nothingness 
(skificafifiayatana) . .  No wonder that thoughts will · 

' become suspended, if even 'nothing' is taken as an object 
and a goal. Thought may cease to such an extent that 
even perception will become imperceptible (n �va
saiiflanisafiJia) and is incapable of effective functioning. 
.All this seems a growth in purity of thought. But in 
freedom there is no growth. It is, or -it is not; and only 
wh�n all fetters are broken, freedom is there in all its 
fulness. Whether a bird is tied to the earth with a thread of 
silk or with a chain of iron, it will not be able to fly, unless 
that bond is broken. It may be easter to break the silk 
thread, but unless it is broken, there is no freedom.· 
Similarly, it may be easier to dispc:l the delusion of 
"nothing" than to break the spell of "self''; but as long as 
there is craving, be it only for the formless, there is no 
freedom possible. . 

· 

Why then do people have craving for the formless, as . 
there -cannot be B.IJything attracting them there? Because 

· they have been disappointed by the world of form. 
Beauty proved .to . . be impermenant and changing into itJ 
very opposite. Delights proved to be reactions to environ-

. ment, and having realised that, another way of escape is 
tric:d instead of facing reality. But this escape can never 
lead to a solution. People ate interested in life hereafter, 
they crave for rebirth in better spheres, because they do 
not know how to live in the present. Because they have 
.never learned properly to live in the world of sense, desire . 
arises for spheres of pure form. And because even pure 
form did not give .the answer to their longings, they seek · 

an escape in t.heJormless·and even in annihilation, if that 
were possible. This annihilation, however, they under
stand seci-etly as a removal of all obstacles, so that the 
pure "selP' _c!ln continue to live for ever in unmarried 
conditions. The individual, limited "self" is admitted to 
be a delusion to get rid of. But instead, a universal soul, of 
which all that lives and . breathes and moves, is only a . manifested emanation; it forms a new delusion, �stronger 
fetter. That imagined world�soul, through which each · 
man finds himself even in the smallest blade of grass with 
the cry: "Th!lt am I", hils indeed done away with the 
sepai'at�on of an i$olated 1-ness, but only to make way for 
a permanent universality in which the dynamic force of 
nature's process is viewc:d as a delusion. [f truth is seen as . 
a delusion; there then. is a fetter indeed. Ally delusion . 
would be less serious than the one which sees the truth 
and turns away from it, mistaking it for untruth. Thus 
craving for the form-less (aiiiparaga) is through its very 
detachment from sense-pleasures and beauty an extremely 
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dangerous obstacle. to freedom. It is this fetter which 
narrows man's outlook, so that he does not discover the 
truth within hizruelf, but·searcbes it elsewhere. 

ln craving for the formless, truth is made an object 
apart from the individual, who is viewed as the subject. 
The very methods employed to biing the subject nearer to 
the objective truth le� only to further estrangement and 
isolation, binding man to rebirth. But as contintiation of 
life is wished for, this fetter is not understood as an 
obstacle, but becomes as ornament, a state of perfection, 
a mental state comparable only with the highest heavens . . 
The objectification of truth makes it something extenial, 
worth striving for, worth running after, but in reality it 
forms a motiVe fv l:Scaping from the complexity of 
present problei1]s. in tiie :l�tacbment from both sense and 
form is lessened also the opportunity to undei'stnd the 
environment, which bas form to which the senses react. 

. To discard the form from the enVironment and to seek its 
real meaning in the formless, is to look for. a substanCe 
under the phenomena, for etermty in time-concepts, for 
permanence in a changing process, for .D everlasting 
universal soul in a cosmos, where unity is only one of 
action, interaction and reaction. 

.. 

Yet in the transient sensations truth is more evident ·. . . . . 

than in shelter of pure joy, where even suffering ceases to . 
be a probl�m. For this rellson, craVing tor rebirth-'- be it in 
the s�heres of form 9r in the formless spheres-is even 
worse .. than craving for si:ns. uous joy, beca�se it is less 
actual. It nee�s the perfection of an Ar!lhat to d() away 
with this ·last vestige of possessiveness. A desire for. · 
rebirth. with :better opportunities is in reality an ill
disguised rt�erital laziness, postpQning the solution of the 
proble.m facing us here. lie who craves for another life, is 
already dead to the present; but for hiin who lives in the 
present� which is eternally new because it is always 
beginning, the hereaftetdoes not exist. Thus craving for a 
better life becomes a fetter to the present life, which not 
bemg under-stood fully, remains incomplete, and in its 
incompleteness produce a new conrtict with false vaiues, . 
delusions and attachments, perpetuating ignorance and 
making the chlmce.of deliveraJ:)ce ever more remote. 

8. Concel.t (mBnl). Even if self-delusion has been , 
overcome and an individual is fully aware t)lat personality · 
is nothing but a: process of action and reaction, condi�. 
tioned by inner tendencies and outer environment, there . 

. may still remain a strong fetter of self-assertion or pride. 
For, though "self" be recognized as a fleeting proeess of 
change, it does not follow that all individual actiqn Q1USt 
be understood as produced by univenaliy; ··�omrilon 
factors. Though a river is a constantly chcnging current 
of flowing water without any abiding substance, yet there 
are different rivers flowing in different directions. 
Similarly, while denying "self" u an abiding, permanent 

. , , .... . 

entity, one should not deny the differences between the 
changing phenomena of action and reaction, which are 
the conditions which produce self-delusion. 

That ·comciowneu of "se� can become the delusion 
of"sdf" was 3hown in the discuuion on $akkiy•dittbi as 
due to living in the past, which binds present action to a 
put experience which is d�ad. Even when this is not 
done, the mere comparison between different proces�s 
of action .may lead to an emotion of elation, when an 
opportunity offers itself to display one's skili. Then an . 
ideal self will be set up, elaborated from past experiences, · 
which showed . in their failings the weaknesses of the 
actions of the moment Self-respect represses those 

· failings, remembering . only suceesses which . actually 
turned out weJJ, or which might have been successes, if 
action had ·been more efficient. And thus an · ideBt 
standard is erec.ted . 

Conceit is a tendency of ostentatiously displaying, like 
il banner over all other flags; qualities one has or -
perhaps more frequently-which one presumes to have. In 
this last cue conceit will bide the proper motive of an· act 
with pretension, simulation, deceit and hypocrisy. Its 
working is many times so subtle· that the real motive . 
remaiils bidden even to ourlelves. Then material and 
personal interest will be disguised as a sense of duty or · 
jus�ce, the right of freedom, the progress of the nation, 
the safeguard of democracy, etc. Especi. l!lly the leaders of 
nations at war ire very prone to use similar catch-words 
to camouflage their less unselfisb .. motives ind to subli-: 
mate their murdeorus instincts. Manifes(Oes circulated 
during an efectinn campaign are usually man.ifestations 
ofconceit. · 

. 

Conceit is an ideli.lisation of the subje�t, ,.;hich requires · 
sublimation of primitive instincts iuid fund�e�tal needs, 
which are not seen ail def"cts, but as high perfection. This 
is 8n escape, a way out, by which the claims of natu�e can 
be. conceded without" having to be ideal iiglit; arid it 

. measures e\tery.bing by that ideal . . Pride. itsel(,:JvJ:iicb 
involves always contempt for another, is by utilltari�sm 
and rationalism considered necessary and inii�rent ·in_ . 
humllli nature; In the process of Jublimati()D ooricdt' is 
called the source· 'of many virtues and tal�ntS, which only 

· bq ·to be directed to right · t'l:iings. Personal' :interests 
present objec:ts.to us only under those aspects which it is 
· useful for us to perceive. This egO-centricity leads to the 
delusion of thinking ourselves to. be indispensable; !l 
focus of attention and the centre ofsociety. Even anxiety 
to help others may easily be a subtle kind of conceit which 
tells \!S that we ate better, financially, intellectually or 
spiritually; that nobody else will be able io give this help 
so efficiently; that we have more experience, a superior 
position, greater opp()rtunities or stronger karmic 
tendencies. These subtle coiisideraUons may appear and 
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sometimes are partly true. It is exactly this basis of truth, 
though grossly exaggerated, which makes it so diffil:ult to 
detect and still more difficult to loosen this fetter. Even 
when those self-reflections are correct, they are thoughts 
of possessiveness which is actually craving and clinging. 
Actions performed in this spirit may appear excellent like 
social service, preaching, tea.�hing and nursing. But as 

long as their foundation is self-conceit, however subtle it 
niay be, the e'ffects will suffer thereby and the hendicia·ry 
will even be hurt without knowing the reason. Then it 
becomes a cruel exploitation of an apparently ·more 
favourable position. Then the help given to others feeds 
cnly our self-love, as it results 'from ari anxiety to give or 
to share what had· been acquired by intense craving to 
possess. 

Subjectively conCiet is a c�rtainty and a conviction of 
righteousness which is fatal to development, because it 
produces self-contentment and stagnation. Certainty of 
one� capacity to attain leads to.po.stponement. Certainty 

cannibals who ate the flesh of their victim if he had shown 
much courag�, so !hat they migilt assimilate his fearless
ness, so our moder!l, civiiized fai thful go to church to 
partake in holy communion of the flesh of the son of man. 

The sublimation and idealisation of self, not projecting 
it in some form of existence or other, but establishing it in 
a super-relationship to others is so tenaciously holding 
on, that only the perfectly holy one is completely free 
from this fetter. 

9. Agltatlon (Uddb2xhs). Agitation is a lack of under::
standing of the enviroament as a constantly changing 
process in which we are not a f1xed entity, but in which we 
change with and an:: changed by the different conditions 
which constitute life. Conflict arises when the world is 
seen as change and the self as static. In the friction which 
ensues we try .to stop the changing events and cling to · 
them. That struggle is the fetter of e:iitenit:nt'w.hich is a 
ceaseless effort to escape frori:t"conflict. 

of righteousness is r�liance on the past. · And thus both E . · f' kl f h · t 1 k f ,xttement ts a tc eness o c arac er, a ac o miss the . . unique opportunity of the present. Thus balance, a disproportion of dispositions, absence of iuTogance and presumption seen1 to co,ntain some kind of · · ped:istence and in_ dependelic;e. Its ariSing is due to a high. regret of having. denounced the 'self' as . a 9e,lUsion at degree of susceptibility to the influence of pleasure and earlier stage. 1f o,nce a delusion is. understood as .such 
· · · pain. In other words, agitation is the expression of tho,ughts canno.t go back to it. And therefore, anot�er, sensitiveness, leading in turn;jo elation and depression. more .subtle" view. of 'selr is . introduc_ed . under an ideal. ' . 

Fickleness shows shallowness · of thought, high . affect-form,. to r�pJace the .. cru<Je, almost material .self, which . . . ability and low inten�ity. Exit_im:ient is always emotional, ·was aband.oned . .  with · the, first. fette
.
r.: The . .idea oL a · and never intellectual, hen� .not a complete action. For 'j>ersonal soul h!lS been discarded .• and its pla� is. taken by 

whatever in our nature is ·impersonal, . . b�t stilt distinct. 
from others. Qualities and capabilities are asserted in a 
bold a_ttempt sometimes to balance inferiority, Therefore· 
it is called conceit which say'; I am (umi-mana). 

· · · .Miscon�epdon of self (saklc�ya-<litthi)- conception of 
an ego-e�tity was bas�d on a wrong ��terpretation of the 
environment by the senses. The�e. prod.uced reactions 
which . developed the meaiocy w'ith its �eliance on past 
experience and iitcomple.teness of action .in tbe· pteser.t. lt 
is neve� a,ssciciated with fH.Ise beliefs (miccha�iithi), but 
has :always_ a grain o(truth in it from which it 'devlops. 
Most pcopl� are to �orne extent honest in their conceit, in 

· so far as hypocrisy and pretension have become a second 
nature, hiding.in the sub-conscious so well, that the real 
niotiv�s Ue actually unknown. . 

. 

Now. it may be underStood that the isoiation is 'self' 
delusion was the surface-result of these unknown. 
tendencies, worked upon by, and reacting to an environ
ment. which was not understood. Conceit on the other 
hand, as an idealisation of self, is less closely connected 
with perception ·and consciousness. It is frequently the. 
necessity of giving up some objecr of attachme]lt - which 
always quits with som� part oJ self-which reinstates that 
self in a sublimed forin. Religions · especially abound in 
facts which . show the . truth of this statement. Like 

where the intellect is exCluded, an action can hardly be · 

called human, it becomes an answer to a stimulus which · · 
resembles machine-work, unless the !ntellectual thought
process is able to control the blindfold process of the 
passions. Thus it becomes a fetter, preventing true action, 
and production mere reaction. · · 

li::t a materialistic life agitation shows itself in eagerness 
to excel in learning, to succe_ed in business, · to make 
progress in the world, and in short to out do o thers. It is 
the spirit of competition. · In a spiritual life agitation 
shows itself in eagerness to attain pGrfection soon, in 
striving for spiritual virtues, in religious zeal to reform 
social conditions and wrongs of self and others, in 

· employment of methods for spiritual- development,· in 
sea,rching for truth by means of reading, learning. 
questioning and discussing the many problems, which· 
different religions offer. In ·short, agitation is the intrin-

--sically -compelling force, which drives man on in his 
pursuit; it is the purpose which he sees in life that makes 
him strive for its attainment. 

The purely mechanical world-view is untenable, for in 
the world of mechanics it is evident that no development 
takes place, where thought does not drive on to action:-. 
On the other hand it must be admitted that thought 
would not even arise, if not for the working of an external 
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world. In other words thoughts arise as a reaction. The 
environment acts as a stimulus. Hence, also the purely 
idealistic view point must be repudiated, that man is free 
to choose his own way . It is this delusion of freedom 
whic� blinds man with the fetter of agitation, which 
makes him strive after' an ideal with means wf.Jch are 
truly ends iti themselves . It is the mistake of mixing up 
purpose and method, which is responsible for this 
delusion. A means is selected, a method is used for the · 
purpose of attaining something better. But by doing so it 
is overlooked that neither the method nor the end e_xists 
already. If the end existed, striving would be superfluous. 
For, when travelling the object of the journey is not the 
goal, but t�e attainment of the object. If attainment is 
achieved, the journey thereto is impo,ssible. The method 
or means does not exist either, but is being made every 
moment. And as every moment brings some new attain
ment the purpose of striving cannot be attained except in 
this preseilt'motne�t. ·. 

Planning with a purpose follows from the awareness of 
a need in a certain condition in which man imagines he 
might find himself before long. It is 1ilc.e a prediction of a 
moon�clipse which is sure to take place, if meanwhile · 
nothing has gone wrong with the sun. But some day 
!lome thing is sure t� go wrong even with the sun, the. heat 
of which is measurably decreasing. Thus these predictions . 
based on calcidations are reliable only up to a certain 
extent. How m\lch less therefore. will be ihe reliability of 
planning of �calcula.ble 'thoughts. · 

· · This purposeful striving is a silent admission of one's 
imagined freedom of will. Free will is of course a gross 
delusion, for there is no will to be free, as 'will' like 'mind' 
is thought llrising at the moment of contact, when choice 
is made possible. But even that choice is not free, as it is 
influenced and conditioned by the objects of choice. That 

. is why agitation and planning ahead lead so many times 
to the disillusionment of a .wrong choice, when reason · 
was clouded by passion. Phmning and purposeful striving 
are assertions of a separate self which can arrange 'things 
for itself and which can modify the environment. It is 
therefore a iack of understanding . the fact that w� are 
rather the ones who are shaped by environment. 

To let oneself go without understanding like a piece of 
machinery, is the other extreme, which never leads to 
freedom though it does away with .individualism. 
Freedom, and striving for freedom in the abso!ute sense, 
requires an absolute being to be free. This is self-delusion. 
Mechanistic views kill both iridividual and freedom. But 
the understilnding of the environment leads . to the 
understanding of the delusion p�oductd by it. And that is 
freedom, because it breaks the. fetter of purpose, which 
drives man on while keeping him bound like a-slave. This 
unde�stariding breaks down the baqi�r ,which iso�ates 

. , ' \�·.-: .... r -"f ,/ • .  

man from his world, imd that is  freedom: 

But purposeful agitation is a striving in the spirit of 
possessiveness which can otity produce more selfishness, 
isolation and delusion. For agitation insists on the 
introduction of a mediating factor which is similar t o  the 
employment of tools. This belongs to the region of reason 
and logic, and involves the desire of attainment a5 a kind 
of possessivepess. Religions have always failed as soon as 

. they became organisations. For, organisations are besed 
on methods which are of no value, unless they are an end 
in themselves. When this· principle is reversed however, 
the goal is reached not by striving but by the setting aside 
of the obstacles, by the breaking down of prison-walJs 

· and fetters. To save a burning house _ there is only one 
thing to be done, viz. to extinguish the fir�. This ac.iion is 
not c9ncerned with the house but with the fire; which is 
the immediate obstacle. lf that obstacle is overcome, the 
house is saved naturally. · 

That many people do not feel that driving force as a 
fetter, but see it rather as . a perfection, is due to their 
narrow outlook confined to _the pettiness of the treadmlll 
which they work as a recreation from the loneliness of life 
which they dread. It is, however, the same desire 'for 
self-realisadon which drives some into monasteries .and 
caves., and many others into the: whirlpool of the world. . . � . 

· Agitation can .never lead '(�''insight because ids a 
distni.ctloii of lhougbt away fr'Otn: the present, and thus .it .· 
stands opposed to mindfulness ($atij. Awareness does not · 
know anytbiiig ·or it "Mind"; nor of matter iil itself, : but-'": 
only ofmlueriai qualitiesin so fa:r·� 'they come within the :> 

· field of the senses and produce'fhere a proeess of thought. " 
Awareness, living in the p·resenfWithout worry about the · 
past, withOut · agit�tion about -the future, prevents a 
cleavage between matter and mind, which has led some to· 
mechanistic laws which are self-subsisting and absolutely 
rigid, while 'it bas led 6thers to abstract . speculations 
about th� co� position, spiritual or otherwise, of a mind 
lik� a soul, in idealistic concep.tions'. . 

. . ., . .  .; ' � ·, 
. 

The overcomiD,g ofthe (etter o! agitation must naturally 
lead to mental · rest . whiCh is required for the . under
standing of . the situation �d the enVironment, which 
thus com:s Within l4e .region of intelligence and insight. . . 

to'. fanorance (A tl.di). Most .
'
fo

��lns of. ignorance, li.Dd 
certllinly all ignorance which forins a fetter, is not a lack 
of knowledge, but insin�rlty of thinking, F�ar to dis
cover one's �rrors, fear that one's va.Dity might be hurt 
and fear to be obliged to 'change one's life, are at the root_ 
of all mental reservations which stand iu the way of an 
open approach which aloJ;Ie can remove insincerity of 
thinking. Strong views are not · a sign of wisdom, but 
frequently betray the presence of prejudices which have 
arisen from experi�nces in the past. They arc therefore 
views basCd on the put 'wiihout containing �y under
standing of the present. Ignorance is not a 1ack of 
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experience, but a lack of insight. This lack will mostly be 
produced by some personal bias; it will be therefore an 
artificially produced ignorance. People do not want to 
know, for knowledge is frequently inconvenient. And 
thus the fetter remains. 

. . . 
· It needs indeed imense courage to live in · integnty 

according to one's understanding. The "bliss of igno
rance" and the "folly of wisdom" is more actual than the 
proverb might suggest. But if one really wishes_to realise 
the truth, one must begin to be true to oneself. Wishful 
thinking must be replaced by absolute sincerity. Most 
religions however, though professing to lead to the truth 
merely show the: road to happiness� and frequently truth 
is sacrificed for the sake of bliss. To overcome this 
obstacle of ignorance one has to begin with a complete 
preparedness to accept the truth without any reservation, 
whenever it may be, wherever it �ay. lead. 

The difficulty of the problem is: How sball we recognise · 
the truth when it presents itself to us?· Rea5on: is not 
infa11ible1 and hence the reliance on the authority of 
others grows almost naturally. -But then, if personal 
reason cim fail, there cannot be more security in the 
reason of others; Ignorance cannot be conquered by 
reuoning, because the field of ignor�nce is wi4er. than 
that of logic. Life,· sorrow and . their c_onditio�s are n�t 
logical but facts. We cli.ilnot-�ay that facts are illogical, 
but:th�y are. not': based on logic. It is rather logic th�t-is 

· . based on facts, And thus it liappe11s th��ot th� realisati�n of 
. the truth is s9mething whi�h- is entirely indi-riduBI and 
. which c�noLbe. pr<ived to . .othe�. But there 

.
will be 

l!bsolute.:�rtainty in _the subject� w�le ce'rt�n tests may 
r.e:Veal. w�e�er or not some degree of delusion in still 
�maining. . ': '  

' "The.knowledge of detive�·an6c will arise �th delive
rance". �ut.if- this knowledge is entirely s�bj�tive, m�y 

. that not equally well be deh!siori?. Thi.s might be so·, 'ifthis 
knowledge of the truth· woUld be a r�ccignition. But· this 
understanding is not theoretic.al or $clentific b-owledge: 
it -is ·the ·.actual dearing of all. 4oubts, the actual over
coming of all obstacles. And th1,1� can be tested; for if the . · 
�onditions of ignorance and its eff�Cts are still present, 
tgnorance itself has not been expelled. · . · · . · 
· · WJf.at is �lie ccinditiori.and �rig in ot'ignorance? "A first 
be�n� of _ ignorance .is· not dj�cernibl�" and the· very. 
ci\l�sti?n ._ab�ut the origin of ignorance proves its exi�
terice, Ignorance has ·no first beginning, but it is · 
b�ginning a}ways, as it is a pro.cess. The not-under-:
stinding .. of .the nature of a process which �an have no 
begiliirlng �e�!luse it is not an entity� th�t is i�or�nce 
w_hich is ·�w..a,.�, �ew Jogether With tlie process whic'h is 

· nofu�ders�ooo. I:i �e�ot .. �derstandi�g of the environ
ment all. �ion becomes delusion of self. Thus all life 
which is not lived in the actual prese�t i� ignorance and. . . . 

the source of more delusion. The need and the desire to 
know the beginning of ignorance is ignorance itself, for it 
ignores the present. Thus it can easily be found out, 
whether all delusion has beer. dispersed, by finding out 
the interest which is taken in, and the place which js 
occupied in the thought-process by past, present and 
future. · 

The passage from ignorance to undrstanding is not one 
from mechanistic materialism to metaphysics; it is rather 
like the opening of a heavy c�rtain, not 

. 
revealing 

something new which was hidden behind it, but 
admitting ·more light which enables one to see the objeru 
in the room in a different light. The same world, the same . 
environment, but valued anew. · 

The fetter of ignorance is the reason of life which is a 
process of grasping. I� is in ignor�ce that the two factors 
of life, the objective world and the subjective self, are 
rooted. It is in ignorance that . objective science and 
subjective self, are rooted. It is in ignorance that objec:ive 
science and subjective faith are . opposing one another. 
· Ignorance is the laying hold. of the world and of self in the 
wrong way. To overcome this ignorance can neither be 
done by conceiving the truth, for truth is not a con
_cepJion; and coneeptual thinking is .still a thought with 
craving. 

Ignorance is life with parti� knowledge of it; trutli is 
life with the full understanding 'thereof. And because 
ignorance allows one to live' oilly partially, if produces ' 
s_orrow .. And because understanding makes one live fully 

. it produces bliss. But that bliss is no happy feeling or 
sensation, not even mental satisfaction, . but just the 
fulness, the completeness of life, the rest and equilibrium 
of pei:fection. it is the l>erfection of the opposites as the 
material from ·which our fetters ·· themselves will have 
'dissappeared with any striving or effort. In ignorance 
such perception becomes impossi�le, for in ignorance a 
solution is sought in past experiences or in future hope· 
with agitation iUld ·craving as drivi�g forces towards a 
goal. But sufferin·g · and life and ali its problems are 
neither in the past nor in �he future, and they will hllve 
therefore to be solved when they arise. 

This can be d�ne only by full awareness, by watching 
our activities arid fmding out their motives. Throu� 
integral awareness the truth of the present will become 
clear without trying to escape from the world or from life. 
Re-nunciation or possessions leads frequently to attach
ment to opinions imd :·methods, which are ·self-made · 
value!'!. But in complete discernment of the values of the 
world and self, of their relation, of their non-opposition, · 
will this process of ignora.Dee be brought to an end. · I . . . , 

The fetters themselves are a delusion. To beco�efree is 
not so much a question of how to beco�e free how to 

. . 
, 

break those fetters. The question rather is: Why am I 
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bound? If we try to break this fetter, it is only a process of 
more ignorance, for trying and striving are only other 
w�rks for the prOcess of obtaining, gaining, accumu
lating. The question: How to delude a delusion? must 
necessarily produce more delusion. 'The problem can 
only be soived by fully understan�ing ,'theoretically and 
practically, the reason why we are deluded. This. can only 
be answered, if we are fully aware, again theoretically and 
practically, of the fact that we are deluded. Theoretical 
knowledge by itself is ignorance. This awareness can only 
be in the present moment. Here �d now therefore, in this 
preaent moment we have to face the problem and 
everyone carries his own key to the solution. 
. Life should not be a process of learning and accumu
lating. Life is meant to be lived, to be met in its fulness, 
every moment anew. The solution once known, must be 
put in practice. Then v.ith the disappearance ofignorance 
will have gone also· all sorrow., fear, doUbt, craving, 
egoism, wrong views and all fetters; and that is bless 
everlasting, the finitl awakening to the Truth. See also 
SA¥YOJANA. · 

. . 
H. G. A. van Zeyst 

FiNE ART. Opinions differ as tci which ar� .llre to be 
regarded as fmc arts, but it is generally agreed that the 
arts regarde� as fine arts should appeal to one's sense of 
beauty: Thus painting, architecture and sculpture are 
considered to be fine arts to the exclusion of those that 
are merely utilitarian. This article will, therefore, confme 
itself to a consideration of �e place of these three arts in 
Buddhism. 

Poetry and drama are sometimes considered fine arts, 
but generally exCluded. There are however some authori� 
ties that have made a case for excluding architecture from 
the fine arts. The heaviness of the materials employed in 
co.nstructing building5 imd the quantity of technical data 
necessary for planning of cconstructioru have led to the 
conclusion that architecture is hardly spontaneous, not 
easily appreciated and therefore, the pmduct of the. 
craftsman, (Bussagli, p. 7). All arts subserves the spiritual . 
and material welfare of society. There was no concept of 
an art for art's sake (Coomaraswamy, (1956), p. 46). 
Indians including Buddhists, however, appear to have 
had a completely different view, recognizing no dis
tinction between what is _art as defined above and crafts · 
which arc of mere' utilitarian value. In some instants 
Indians recogriized sixty four kinds of artistic activity, 
including crafts, painting (citra-karm�) occupYing the 
thirty eighth place in this classification. These were all 
called kala. There was als.o another classification 
according to which there were eighteen arts and crafts 

known as silpa. Pain ting seems to be placed first among 
them. (Jataka Atuva Giitapadaya p. 27). In neither of 
these groupings 'does architecture or sculpture find a 
place, they may perhaps have been taken for granted as 
being of no particular significance. 

Painting, sculpture or architecture was not considered 
as. of speclalsignificance. They were all lumped together 

· as !ilpa or kali. Training of elephants and horses, 
swordsmanship and archery w�re all considered as lilpa 
(Samantapissdiks, Bh.ik:kbunivibbangavannani, X -1  ). 
There were among the silpins, men of creative ability of 
an exceptionally high order (Patibhinasampanns) and 
they were rec<?gnised as such, (Smnantapisadiks, Mabs
vaggavannana, VI, 40, p. 1 103. The Hindu tradition that 
the artist (silpin) is the intermediary who transmits the 
revelation of Vi,vakarma, the divine artificer to society 
seems to have found acceptance among the 'Buddhists 
too; Art or lilpa includes the full spectrum of creative · 

activity: ritual, skill, craft, the formative imagination and 
other similar faculties. Artists belonged to a caste or a 
field and were an integral partJ>f the social order. There 
were no such persons as indi\ri(iuii.I self-sufficient artists 
as in the West (Lanoy, p. 17). _ . . . �· 

In Buddhism the enjoyment ·or sensual pleasures is riot 
· encoUraged and · in respect of monks and also laymen ,;: 
observing eight precepts these-pleasures are completely /' 
prohibited. Numerous instance!"'are recorded in the Pall ''· 

· Canon, particularly in the; Vi�aya and the Sutta Pitaka . 
whim the Buddha admoD.ished monks- against the �e of 
anythi1;1g with artistic or decorative features such u beds, 

· chairs and other articles of fumitu_te carrying decorative 
material. An insta!ice is recorded in the Senisanak
kbandhaka ofthe Vinayapitlika, when the group of recal• 
citrant monks known as the chabbaggiya were getting 
some figures of men and women painted in their dwelling. 
oe·votees who visited the Vihara grumbled and· became 

· uneasy in their minds w.l;ten they saw these paintings 
saying that these six m<;>nks were behaving like ordinary 
laymen, taking .delight in the pleasures of . sense. and 
complained to the Buddha· regarding the conduct of the 
monks. The . Buddha forthwith prohibited monks from 
getting patibbina citta (itnaginary forms) consistin$ of · 
figures of �en and women B.nd even figures ·of animals, 
(Cullavagga, VI. 2,3). Commenting o� this incident the 
Samantapisadika says that painting or causing to ·be 
painted figures of even animals down to the lowest earth 
worm was not permitted. It was not permissible for a 
monk; a,c;cording to the commentary, even to ask a 
layman to make the figure of a janitor (dvirapils) to be 
placed at the entran9e to a vihara, though monkS .were 
permitted to ask laymen to paint or make pictures of 
subjects from the fotakas,or occasions such as the 
asadisa-cfina, and other subjects leading to the creation 
in the minds of viewers aversion to sensualple_asure. Even 
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monks themselves, however, were permitted to paint 
subjects such as floral designs, (Samantapasadika, lll, p. 
1219). Monks we� also prohibited from even touching a 
female figure, made of �ubstances such as metal, ivory 
and clay. (Samantapasadika, II, p. 542). Thus it is clear 
that in its early stages, Buddhists imposed certain 
restrictions on the practice of painting and sculpture by 
monks and the use of objects of art and employing 
d.econitive art in articles used by monks and nuns·aiike. It 
h!lS to be pointed out that these restrictions became 
necessary because monks and prc;sumbly nuns as well 
were found engaging !hem selves in the practice of the fine 
atts and using the products of these arts in their daily life. 
Evidently no restrictions were placed on the use by 
monks of the products of arctlitecture. In fact the Vinaya 
itself enjoins. upon wisemen in the intc;res.ts of thdr 
spiritu!ll welfare to build delightful dwellings and cause 
le�ned monks to dwell in them, (Cullavagga, Samanta
pisadik"i). This relaxation perhaps rqay be explained by a 
possi�le . . lll'gument that any building, unadorned by 
figures or pain�ings -of human beings and animals were 
not consider�d capable of generating undesirable feelings 
of lust. But �onks cel;'tairily did appreciate the desirabi
lity �fwell-proportiorie<;l dw.ellings of gooii' design (Sn." v. 

· 

305)� A'�ur�:lpainti�g coloured with yellow or pigment . 
. on 'the o"tber hand; Would proyoke in the:· mlnd . of a 
Buddhl�t rl:� o�ly a� inipressm�n; in.the �ind; base ·arid 
of Jio prt)fi�-(TMg. i�. 392): · . 

· 
- · . 

. 

After the demi.se of the Buddha, as time plllised -on, the 
restricitions impo�_ed on the fine arts,- as described above 
were grlldually' rela:Xea. The orthodox view taken by the · 
early . Buddhists came . to_ �e tempered by . the changing 
needs of the time. Besides, thl! Buddha's. life and his · · 

di�p�:nsation and the legends that -grew around his life 
were ju.st waiting to be pjctoriillly represented . lJuddhism; 
accgrding .. _to , Anesaki, offered -three so_urces. of artistic 
in�pir�tjon. 1be fir�t was the conception of life implied in 
the Buddba's persona!ity an.d p�ocl!umed by his teachings� 
The second was consequence of these an� consisted in the . 
pic;>u's memory of the :master,. cherished among his 
foliowers and the thlrd, also a corollary of the first, was 

· the practice of d�dicatiori based on the idea of universal 
commlinion, (Du�a5h, p. 69, f.n: 1). · 

The invasion of the North Western part qf India by 
Alexander the Great also served as an effective impetus to 
the almost unexpected upsurge of Buddhist art and 
architecture in India. Ideals, conventions and techniques 

·. employed by Greeks, Romans and even by Egyptians of 
· old per�Jated into the Buddhist_cuitural scene in India, · 
some of thein by way of Persia. -It took some 'time- for 
these .new influences to be blended into a new artistic 
tradition, whlch was translated into concrete form in the 
regions of the Maurya and Sunga rulers in the period 
270-17o. B.C. The bas-reliefs in the railings of the stiipa of 

Bhiirhut and those on some of the  stupas at Siifici in 
Bhopal, India, have been executed with a zest and skill 
defying the restrictions formulated earlier in respect of 
figures of human being and ari.imals. Sinuous figures of 
females in alluring poses appear in the sculptures found 
at these places and in the remains of the Amarivati 
and other stupas of the Kistna valley in South India. 
There seems to be, however, one restriction consistently 
obsen·ed in all . these sculptures. No where in these 
sculptures has the. Buddha or Prince Siddhartha, been 
. shown even where either should have been the central 
figure, the Buddha and tlie Prince being represented by 
some sym�olic figure; such as a seat; a pair of feet;"or an 
umbrella. This restriction seems to have been rendered 
invalid in the first century .A. C. when the figure of the 
Buddha appears in Buddhist shrines not only in bas-reliefs 
but also as figures in the round � a sacred object to which 
homage could be paid '>y devotees. Sculptors and their 
patrons were not allowed to take liberties in the mf!.]cing . 
qfimages of the Buddha; Strict adherence to cer:tain rules 
wa5 required of the artist in order to prevent them from . . . indulgi�g in pers:onal; 

It may be recalled that earlier homage could be paid to 
the Buddha by worshipping the relics of his physical body 
(IBrlrika), articles used by him ·such as his almsbowl 
(piribbogikiJ) and the Buddha_ u conceived in his mind · 
by the dev�tee; {uddesika) (J. IV, 228). Th� Buddha could 
be conceived in a devotee's mind in 'some abstract form or 
in the forin ofa human being; the forrn depe�dfug on the 
indi-vidual: Tliis was all the more rellSon why when the 

. image of' the Buddha came to be . . made strict niles had be 
laid down both . ih: regard to physical features' and 
proportio�s of the various piuts of the· b.O(iy. 

. . 

Perhaps it may not be simple coincidence that · the 
invention·ofthe Buddha image around first cent�ry A. C. 
was accompanied by a new trend in the system of Buddha 
teaching that had existed so f�r, called the Theraviida, the 
Tradition of the Elders. The Thetaviida was a very s trict 
orthodox sys�em both in theory and practice. It needed to 
be popularised in its· appeal to the people at large ·and 
those who came to iu:cept this view separated themselVes . 
ii1to the branch of Buddhism that has come to be known· 
as the Mabiyina. To the followers of Mahiyina art 
became a handy iool to propagate their new faith ainong 
the people, a tool .wli.ich had already be_en employed by 
thd)uilders oi Bhiirhut, Si�ci and Amariivati to g()od 
effect. In the hands of the Mahiiyin.ists the simple Buddha 
of t�e !heravidins p_rolifcrated into an extensive 

· pantheon with an equally wide literature written in 
Sanskrit: This pantheo·n consisted of a . variety of 
Buddhas, such as Miinusi-Buddhas and Adi-Buddhas 
and numerous Bodhisatt�as, the_ir female counterparts _ 
and a host of nunierous godlings, each of them invested . 
with distinctive characteristics. 
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It would have been, however, necessary to embody 
these dis t inctive characteristics together with the pro
portions of the different elements of a statue in some 
readily assimilable form so that individual artists would 
not deviate from what was well-established and approved 
by the pioneers in the field . Such a device would also 
ensure that this knowledge would pass down successive 
generations of painters and sculptors. At first these 
deJails may have been orally handed down and later 
converted into hand books on Iconography and lcono
metry, but none Qfthe5e seems to have survived. PrtJtiminala
ksan.am may, perhaps, be an exainple of such a hand book 
of a'!ater day, (J. N . .tJanerjea, pp. 38 1-413, and footnote 
2 on p. 393). 

It may also be recalled that the Pali · Canon itself . 
sometimes refers more of less incidentally to some of the 
characteristics of the Buddha's physical'appearance. For 
instance the thirty two signs of a · mahspurfsa are 
enumerated il} the Lakkhana_SI.ltta ofth_e Dlgha niksya, 

. th��gh_ all these signs may h1ave been a��qmmodated in a . 
Buddha image without producing some distorted form of 
the bum�� body, (D. Ill, pp. 143- 179), . 

. It may perhaps · be pointed . out at _this stage that 
painting could not be separated from sculpture, because 
all sculpture, free standing -or in the form · of relief 
�culpture as well the inside of temples� whether they be 
carved out of rock. or structurally built, were paiiited over 
in appropriate colours. Anand a I( Coomaraswiimy has 
pointed out that Indian literature; Of all kinds and at all 
periods, at any rate after the Maurya makes incidental 
references to painting. He has further com-mented that it 
may be taketffQr granted that from a very early period, 
net only were sculptures and architectural details co;vered 
with their plaster and coloured, but that the flat wal.ls of 
temples and palaces were deco!ated within and without 

. with pictures or with painted wreath� and creepers," (A. 
K: Coo�araswamy, ·1965, p. 87). - · . 

With the appearance of th� Vajrayana branch of the 
Mahayana in India around the eighth century Buddhist 
art had to accomodate more and more divinities in its 
already extensive panthecn. Hinduism was undergoing a 
revival about this time and Buddhism, particularly in the 
eastern part of India, imbibed Hindu lantric-ideals 
together with Hindu deities� Meditation and various 
esoteric ritually played an important part in T antrism and 
this necessitated the making of an unusually large 
number of different cult images of the deities that formed 
the Tantric pantheon, (R.D. Banerjea, p. 87). 

Buddhist Tantrism also produced a series of ssdhanss,
iconograpbic formulae to direct the making oftbe images .).� � � '  � A ,,oJ •.• � -

of the various Iruljor and minor . deities of the Tantric 
pantheon. H may be possible that at first these sadhsnas 
were intended to serve as guidelines to the devotees when 

. r ·• . 

engaged in meditation to conceptualise the particular 
deities they wished to medi tate upon, but when they 
found that the siidhsnas were inadequate to serve the 
purpose for which they were intended, it became necessary 
to transform them _into a concrete and tangible form as 
images, (R.D. Bane�jea, pp. 87-100, for some sadhanas) . . 

The painter, the sculptor and the architect do ;.ot 
appear to have occupi�d a respected position among 
Buddhists in ancient India. Their attitude towards the 
fine arts is explicably stated in the Visuddhimagga, a Pali · Work ofBuddhagbosa, the author of 5everal Pali Comment
aries, where it is said that living beings, on account ,of 
their love and devotion to the sensations excited by forms 
and the objects of sense, -give high honour to pafuters . 
musici�>ns, perfumers, cooks etc. who furnish them wit� 
objects of sense. This view of arts and artists seems to be 
supported by the Dasa..cJhsmms Sutta of the Anguttara 
nikays (A. V, p. 87f.) which declares that beauty is of no 
value to a Buddhist, nei(herthe beauty of the body nor 
that which comes of dress, with.tbe admonition that fortil, 
sound, taste, smell and touch intoxica:te beings and that, 
therefore, yearning for these sh�\ild .be c�mpletely 
e!iminted, (Anand, p. 82). The · ar�hited; · (vatthuvf.ifo
cariyo) however, appears to .have :commanded some 
respect even from royalty because it is he who inspects 
land to select a place suitable for conversion intq il city. · • 
(Samantapassdika: Sutta-Vibhanga.vannana 1 .3); . 

. �� �- . . . •. . j 
The work of artists, i.e. painters; sculptors · and 

architects, was not considered of any great sigDi,ticance, 
and except in a few instances their names have not bee'n 

.. recorded anywhere. Nobody knows the names of the 
great sculptors who fuhioned the great Buddha statues 
at A vtibna and Rlisvebera in Sri · Lanka, nor the names 
of the painters-who executed the famous pictures at Sigiri 
in Sri Lanka, or the authors of the paintfugs at Aj��a bi 
India, though history has recorded -for all to know, the 
name of the famous sculptor who execut.ed the statue of 
Athena in the Parthinon in tbe fifth century B.C. His 
name was Phidias. · · . 

. . . . . ' . Inspite of th� rela,tively unimportant place· accorded to 
the artist in sod�ty in India

. 
probably as\ well as . .in . 

n�ighbouring Buddhist cou,nti:ies, the. artist w� reqw�ed 
to u�dergo a period oftraiiling under a suitable master as 
a trainee, antevasi. According to Tantric hand books on · 
�t, of arourid the twelfth century containing traditions of 

. a verYmuch earlier date, the artists before undertaking 
the making of an image was required to proceed to a 
solitary place, after purificatory ablutions and wearing 
newly washed garments. There, he should perform the 
'seven-fold office,' beginning with the invocation of the 
hosts of Buddhas and Bodbisattvas in the open space 
before hiQl, and the offering to them of real or imaginary 
flowers, and ending with a dedication of the merit 
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acquired to the welfare of all beings. Then he has to 
realize in thought the four infinite qualities of loving 
kindness (metta), compassion (karona), sy�patbetic joy 
(muditi) and equanimity (upekkbs). He must then 
eliminate his personality-view and then invoke the divi
nity desired to be represented, and to attain identity �ith 
this divinity, which last condition was strictly enjoined. 
Complete Comprehension was onJy possible whim the 
consciousness is thus identified with an object of cog
nition. All this took place in the imagination. The divinity 
would then appear like a reflection or 'as a dream'. Very 
rarely indeed was any drawing made use of, even in the 
most ¢omplicated conceptions. 

· 

The principle personage is surrounded by disciple in 
the centre of a mandala. lt WaS only when the mental 
im_age was th� defined that the artist began to mould 9r 
paint (Coomara$wamy (1927), pp. 51-53 and (195�) p. 
56). The forep� account of the procedure to be 

evolution and samsiira does not admit a "first", and 
which in its doctrines of conditionality and dependent 
origination has no place for an "absolute cause". But as in 
popular writings on comparative studies of religion this 
subject occurs frequently, i.t would be well to give here 
some brief explanation of its implications and the 
Buddhist standpoint in .this respect. 

'A cause is that which produces an ef(ect, and a first 
cause is that which produces an effect without having 
being produced itself. The production of an effect by an 

. absolute cause is a ·self-contradictory concept, because 
there is no cause which is not related to its effect. If it is 
related, it cannot be absolute. lf there is no effect, there is 

. not question of a cause either. Hence there is an inhere�t 
cont_radiction between a cause and the absolute. And yet, 

· to · be a first cause, i.e., a cause which is not caused by 
something else, would necessitate an absolute s tate 
without origin� 

followed by M image maker obviously refers to s;ractices The Buddhist view-point is that in an ever-changing 
of Mahiyeim, and the PfOcedure.· folloWtd by the · process there can arise a phase of becoming, dependent 
followers of the Theravida wou!d bnt �t;.ii similar. In d'ti' d d h · · · h Th' · ss on con 1 one an c angmg··p enomena. us proce 
Sri Luka even a_t tn.� .P· resm_ t day imll...,. m_· akers follow a . o- of change does not contain any substance or entity as the similarly complicated prod.ecure. bearer of phenomena, and cannot, therefore, be con-

:Like Hmdu artists, ·Buddhist artists too sought ins- sidered u h&ving a b,eginning, -which is a static point in 
. piration from Vijyakarman, the god of arts and crilfts. It time. Therefore, the iluddha has said t,hat the beginning
is said �- the Mabsv�sa, the Pali Chronicle recording . . · of things c.annot be kn!lwn, not be.cause of the enormous . · 
the �arty history. of Sri Lanka, that Visvalcarrriil. was time-element which would be ;involved, btit because of . 

· directed by Sakra tbe'lord of the gods, to make bricks to the inheren_t �ontradiction of a ·static starting point in a 
build the Mahithupa, (Chapter XXVUI, 8-9). dynainic .Pr!lcess of evolution. The process is the Jction · · 
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P.E.E. Fernando 

FlRST CAU$E. This is a problem which is not directly 
connected with Buddhism, which in its doctrines of 

and reaction of phenomena which are nonexistent in the ·. 
· absolute 'ense, but which are arising and ce.a,ing 

constantly, arising from passing conditions and giving . 
way to ,new conditions arising from them .. In this sense, 
therefore·. there is no absolute beginning, .but the process 
is relatively beginning and ceasin� all the time. Similarly, 
there is no first cause in the sense of.an a�solute. creation, 
but a con�itioned p.rocm which bas neither beginning. 
nor end, but which is beginning and ending illways. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

FLAG, THE BUDDIDST, and etnblem or symbol of the · 
Buddhists of Sri Lanka _(Ceylon), first publicly ·and 
ceremonially hoisted at Dipaduttar.irama, Kotahena by 
Migettuwatte Gunananda Thera on the V aishaka (Vesak) · 
day which fell on 28th April, 1 885 A. C. The Flag was an 
indirect result of the Buddhist revivalist movtment of the 

. se!,:ond half of the nineteenth century :which occurred in 
Sri Lanka 8.s a result of a challenge to western missionary 
activities in th.e Island. 

. . 

The idea of a Buddhist flag to symbolize the unity of 
the Buddhists and the triumph of the Buddhist revivalist 
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movement was conceived by the members of the Colombo 
Committee which organised the Vesak day celebrations 
in 1 880. This Committee consisted of the following 
members; Hi.kkaduwe Sri Sumangala Thera(Cba.irman), 
Yen. Migettuwatte Gunananda Thera, Don Carolis 
Hewavithorana, Muhondiram, A. P. Dharmaguna
wardena, William de  Abrew, Carolis Puji tha 
Gunawardena (Secretary), Charles A.  de Silva, N.  S .  
Fernando, Peter de Abrew and H.  William Fernando. 

In the words of Col. Henry Steele Olcott, "It was at this 
time that our Colombo colleagues had the happy thought 
of devising a flag which wouJd be adopted by all Buddhist 
nations as · the universal symbol of their faith. Our 
Colombo brothers bad hit upon the quite original and 
unique idea of blending in the flag the six colours alleged 
to have been. exhibited in the aura-ef the Buddha." 
. The Buddhist flag .was born. on 17th April, 1885, when 

it appeared for the first time in the "Sarasavi Sandfu'esa" 
newspap�r of that day. The procl�ation did not name 
the designer. However, it refers to designers. As K.. H. M. 
Sumathipala observed, "Perhap1 the idea of a flag came 
. from one, the �olours came from an.other and so on. "The 
Buddhist Theosophical Society in its Centenary Volum.e 
in 1980 paid a tribute to Carolis Pujitha Gunaw�dena 
who. was the Secretary of the Colombo CoiDmittee as the 
designer of the Buddhist Flag. In 1928, the journal. 
"Sudaniuniria" referred to the same fact and identified . . . . 
the designer of the Buddhist Flag. Nevertheless, it is 
accepted that members of the Committee appointed to 
organise the Vesak celebrations in. 1885 have been 
credited for the designing of the Buddhist Flag. 

The Buddhist fl_!lg when published i!J l 88S, consisted of 
siJr; colours; viz. nils (sapbire-blue), pita (golden yellow), 
lobita (crimson); oclita (white), mifijestba (scarlet), and 
prabbisvara (mixture of tbese five, bright and resplen
dr;nt):.Tlie origin of these colours is attributed to the six 
hued rays that emanated from the body of the Buddha 
forming a fathom long blllo. According to Col. Olcott, 
these same colours were used in the standard of the Dalai 

. Lama ofTibet. The shape of the flag was rectangular. (see 
also AURA). 

Coi. Olcott who was i,n India when the Buddhists of Sri . . 

Lanka celebrated the first Vesak holiday under the 
British returned to tbe island on 28th January, 1886. He 
saw the Buddhist flag for .the first time at the Di
paduttaririma, Kotabena. Olcott records his first impreS
sions of the Buddhist flag iri the fo�lowing manner; "As 
the Colombo Committee had sketched the flag, it was of 
the inconvenient shape of a ship's long stream�ng pennant 

· which wouid be quit� unsuitable for carrying'in }m)cession 
or fixing in botries." He then su·ggesed that it sbouJd be 
made of the usual shape and size of national flags and 
when a sample was made, it was unanimously approved 

by the superior monks. Accordingly, the amended 
Buddhist flag appeared in the "Sarasavi Sand aresa" on 
8th April,. 1886. This amended flag was hoisted on the 
Vesak day in 1886 in almost every temple and many 
dwelling houses in Sri Lanka. 

The flag was introduced to Japan in 1889, by Anagarika 
. Dharmapala and Cot Henry Steele Olcott and iubse.:. 
quently to Burma. It wasDfficially accepted as the flag of 
the Buddhists all over the world on a request made by 
Late Professor G. P. Malalllsekera and was adopted by 
the World Fellowship of Buddhists when they met in 
Colombo in · 1950. It now occupits the. statua of an 
international Buddhist symbol. (see Pl. XI). 

. Blbaography: H . .S. Olcott, Old . Diary Leaves, third 
series, 23rd edition; pp. 351, 363, j74; B. T. S. Cenieriary 
Volume( 1980), p. 80; Sudanamina, Vot 5, l92s:ot.05, p. 
80; K.. H .• M. Sumathipala, . "The Kotihena Riots and 

. their Repercussions," C,eylon Histoiial Joum.J, Vol. 19, 
N�� 1-4 •. J�y.(1966-70), p. 76. 

It .D. G. WJaillai'atDe . 
·• . ; 

. FLAGS �1> BA-NNERS; Usua:lly flags are made of 
bunting or similar material of vari:o.us shapts and Colo uri 
and often marked with lome kind or's).mbol. ln keq>mg . 
with their shapetlieLare called by different names 1ueb as 
bBnliei'!, standards, pennons and streamers. The coJiuiloil . 
Pall terms ate dbaja (Skt, dbva/a), patik• imd ketu; 

Flags originated, perhaps, from totemistic _insignia of 
people of early cultures. Their primary usage has been to 
express identity, superiority, self-assertion · or victqry. 
From very early times, however, flags have been'used for 
both secular and religious purpo�es. 

There is literary evidence to show that flags ate used in 
· India for these purposes from very early t�es. The .. 
Atharva-vt:da refers to the s�n-flag (siiiya-ketu). The 
Mabsbbiratamak.es referenee to the ino,UCey .. flag (vsa�ra
ketu). While Vdabba-dbvaja (ihe bull-flag) is used as an · 

. 

epithet of Siva','the god .Of lov.e h� the �pithet. makaia • 
ketana (see ERE II, p. 349); 

· 

Buddhist texts ,too contain abundance of refe.-ences to 
flags being used both on secuJar and religious oecasions . . 

Numerous references and found to use of flags in the 
battle field. The flag was the symbol of the chariot 
(dbajoratbassa pafiiiina�), for when the flag is seen at a 
distance it enables one t.o identify the king to whom the · 

chariot belonged. The flag was used not merely u a 
rallying point but also as a moral booster. The texts 
describes bow in the legendary war between suras (the 

. gods) and asuru (demons), fear among the followers of 
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gods vanished at the sight of the flag of Sakka and other 
l:ading gods. (S. I. pp. 42, 2 18  f; SA. I. p. 97; J. VI. p. 
449). 

The use of flags in celebration of important eVents too 
was common in India and texts make reference to such 
occasions. Thus; when Mahiimayii went to her parental 
home for confinement the road from K.apilavastu to 
Devadaha was decorated with flags and banners (J. I., p. 
32). Yimiinavatthu A tthskatha mentions how a house-

• . holder decorated a pavilion which he built to receive the 
Buddha and his disciples, with flags and banners ( YinA. 
p. 173). Ap'iu1aniJ (I, p: 108 f) records instances where 
flags were used to honour the Bod hi-tree and the Buddha. 
It mentions two monks, one who honoured the BodJll-tree 
of Paau�uttara Buddba and another. who _paid homage 

· to Tus.a Buddha with flags. These two ani aptly 'refe�red 
t� as Dhaja�iyab-donors of flags� 

. · 

The t:!e of flags on secular and religious occasions is 
quitt common in Sri Lanka. The MahivamsiJ {xXxi, v. 
42f.) refers. to one thousand. and eight yoti.ths � in festal 
array, carrying multi-coloured flags, accompaliying King 
Dutthagamani when he went for the enshrinement of 
relies in the Mahithupa. On the .occasion. of the grand 
festival -�ed Giribhanda-pujii, .in the reign of King· . 
Mahidithika. tdahinag�.(7- 19.A.C.), .the rQads around 

· _ the. Cetiyapabb�t!l ·.��- Qe�orated ,;,.,ith fi�gs' . (Mbv. 
· x:Uiv, v. 16); l}le_ SijlhalitBodbJr�ssya· (p .. 17.9 fitsays . 

that flags w�e ex�ensively \lse� to de'corate th�· path; both 
in lndia'imd Srl Lan�a,op the occasion of the arri:\'� �f 
the.-�r�ch of the .Bodlii�tree, and that at the end of the 
ctremtn1y ·the king · appointed a leading householder to 
raise gold= and silver banile�s to the Bodhi-ttee. the saine 
source reeords llags being u�ed at ceremonies perfo::med 
to inark the -Btiddha's descent' from Tiivatimsa heaven 
after pre�ching the Abhidhamma and also on th� occasion 
of planting �e Anandabodhi &s·well as when M ahiivihira 
WID dedicated.to tJte S.Piba by King Devinampiyatissa. · 

The fact that t�e us� of .i'lligs in honouring the .sttipas is 
an age old practice is se!n by a represe:ttation found on . the r�gs of the Bhiirhut st�pa _{cir. 2nd een. B.C.). Thls . 
representation depicts a stupa with two streamers on 
either side of'the chsttrs. On such occasions whether flags 
were \Jsed purely for decorative purposes or as votive 
objects is not quite ciear. HoweVer, in Sri �a, even at 

'present, flags are generally used as votive ofreri.:tgs to 
Dodhi-trees, Buddha statues and stu pas and this could be 

. a Jlractice that has its origin in very �arly times. 
Flags are ·also used in religious processions and this is a 

very cons)>icuous feature ·in religious prt>cessiolls of Sri · 
Lanka. 

H. R. Perera. · 

FLOWERS. The use of flowers for purposes of personaJ 
adornment, decoration, veneration, etc. has been preva-

. lent from very early time as a feature of various cultures 
of the world. This has been a very prominent feature in 
Indian Culture and in the cultures of other countries that 
came under the influence of Buddhism. 

It is the fragrance and the natural �eauty of flowers 
· with their variegated hues and shapes that attracted the . 

attention of the people. The earliest use of flowers 
appears to have been for personal adornment. Use of 
garlands · and chaplets · made ·of flowers has been a 
common feature among iill societies. As the use of flowers 
spread they were used for decorative purposes on festive 
and other important occasions, to show veneration, . 
respect and honour to those deserving such esteem and 
also as objects of votive offerings. · 

The practice of using flowers for .personal ador.riment 
later developed into a much cheri�hed feature of the 
members of the affluent classes. The Wide prevalence of 
this praCtice in India by the time of the Buddha is evident 
from the referenecs found in Buddhist texts to florist�. 
(mslskaraD. I, p. 5 1) who provided flowers to a rich and 
well to do cliimtaJe·(cf; also Pv. II; p.4). The.demand �as · . 

·· .Dot oruy for fl·owers but also for other products made out . 
· .of · flowers; · flower:-pillows .and cushions · (pupphs'
cumbsttska -mBragula) flower paras·ois (pupplis�at�) 

· e'tc; Flowers were used even. to be spread on beds and · 
couch�s to obtain a cool, soft, comforting effect. It is also . 
·seen that the richer classes of Indian society took pride in 
maintaining· pleasure ·groves (ujfons) planted ·with · 
flowering trees and fruit trees. There were gardenMkeepers 
(ujjana-:pilsks) appointed to see to their proper 
maintenance and protection� (J. I, pp;_ l 20, 149; ·n, i04, 
1 05 etc.) The birth of the Bodhisattva as weU as the 
Parinirvina of the Bu�<Jha too� place in a ·g rove· o(Sila 
. (Shorea r�l'lusta) flowers. · 

· 

The antiquity of the practice of offering flowers or 
garlands made of flowers as a gesture showing veneration, 
honour and respect is well attested ·in literature as well as 
sculptur!J.l representation. Though mila (flowers 
or gait-lands ml'.de of flowers) is included among the'items 
of gifts to the brahmins and samsnss (A. IV, p. 239), it i3 · 

clear that the bhikkhus were not·e�pected to use flowers 
for adornment: Abstention from the use of mBJB, scents, 
ointment etc. is one of the ten precepts undertakes by the 
bhik.khus ( Yin. I, p. 83)� The Buddha himself is said to 
have been one who abstained froril the use of these (D. I. 
p.5). The precept 'as well as the Buddha's conduct in this 
regards shows that the use of flowers, perfumes etc. for 
personal ador�ment was not allowed for the bhikkhus. 
But this does not mean that the devotees were prevented 

· from demonstrating their veneration and respect by 
offering flowers. The K8Jingabodhi .Tataks (J. IV, p:228) 
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says that the people we;-e in the habit of coming to 
Jetavana carrying perfumes, garlands etc . to  offer to the 
Budddha. From this Jataka it could be s.urmised that 
once t�e Ananda Bo·dhi was planted the devotees 
considered it as a symbolic representation of the Buddha, 
and in the absence of the Buddha, ruade their offerings to 
the Bodhi tree. The Ma.hspsrinibbana Sutta (D. I. p. 1 59) 
describes how the Mallas of Kusinarii- took perfumes, 
garlands etc. and went to the Siila Grove, where lay the 
remains of the Buddha, to pay homage and veneration. In 
Siificl there are sculptural representation that depict the 
event of the attainment of Enlightenment at which 
celestial beings are depicted as offering garlands and 
trays full of flowers (see The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of 
India; 1956, p. 70, pl. 76). The event of the preachh:ig of 
the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta too is _ similarly 
depicted in sculpture at Bhiirhut and Amariivati. fn these 
sculptures too celestial beine� are represented as making 
offerings of flowers and garlands (see EncyB'sm. Vol. I, 
Pl. XXXIV, II, Pl. LXXVIII). . 

The Apadsna contains accounts · of a number of 
arahants who iir their previous births are said to have_ 
offered flowers to the former Buddhas. The Ar�h1mt 
Puppba cangotiya is shld to have sprinkled �owers over 
Sikhi Buddha (Ap. I, p. 1 18)." The Atahanl Ptippha:. 
chattiya is said to have made a parasol or flowers which 
he held over Siddhattha Buddha (ibid. p. 264f). Another 
arahant Pupph�thupiya is said to tiave made,a thiipa of 
flowers in honour ofVipa8si Buddha (ibid. p. 155 L).The 
arabant Pupphadhara is s-aid to have held a canopy of 
fl�wers over Sikhi Buddha while arahant Pupphiisaniya 
made a flower seal for Siddhatthn Buddha (ibid. pp. 244, 
254). Such offering bf flowers sped ally tci the Buddha is 
considered ali extrem�ly meritorious act 

�t is apparent that the offering of flowers to demonstrate 
- r�;pect arid veneration is riot a practice of Buddhist 

origin, but it goes back to further antiquity and adopted 
by the B�ddhists. While adopting this' popular practice 
the Buddhists, however, have given it a totally new 
dimension. While retaining its original objective of 
showing veneration they make use of il as an exercise in 
medit�tion. At the time of offering flowers the devotees 
arc expected to contemplate on the impermanency of all · 
phenomena, and to help such contemplation the flowers 
that are offered ar.e used on objects of contemplation. 
The devotees are asked to contemplate on the withering 
of flowers and through that to reflect on the evanescent 
nature of everything. The staliza uttered cin the occasion 
of offering flowers to the Buddha helps to achieve this 
objective. . . . .  ;.,· i 

Plijemi buqdham kusumen �ns 
PuiJIIena me 'lena ca hotu mokkham 
Pupphsm miJByiti yatbi hi dhamme 
Kayo tatbs ysti vin'Bsabhsva� 

. ' .. � 

Vanna-gandha gunopetam etam kusuma santatim 
Pu}ayami munind�ssa sirfpada�llroruhe 

· 

With this flower I worship the Buddha 
May the merit accrued therefrom bring about my 
freedom 

Jwt as the flower withers away according to nature 
Similarly the body, too, withers away 
With this colourful fragrant · garland of flowers I 
worship the lotus like feet_ of the Buddha. 

Not only the Buddha but al�o the Bodhi tree (as _ a 
paribhogika cr:tiya, a relic of personal use of the Buddha) 
and the thupa_ (as a sarlrika-cetiya �ecause it contains the · 
bodily relics of the Buddha) too have become objects of 
such veneretion. ·- · 

hi Buddhist countries, even at present, flowers are pro
fusely used for the same purposes for which they were 
used in an'cient times. These praCtices are very common in 
Sri Lanka, where devotee� always make it a point to take 
flowers when they go to the temple to worship. Special 
daises called 'mal &San as' erected for . the"' purpose of · 
placing the floral offering, are found in all temples. These . 
mal ssanas are fqund in the. shrine room, at the thupa and 
. also near the bod hi-tree� The devotees after repeating die 
stanzas and copte�plating i� the said manner1 place the 
flower� on the dais. -Normally on full-moon :days these 
ma/Bsana.S overflow with flowers offered by �the devotees . . 

On the occasions oi Bodhi Piija, too;- flowers are 
profusely used, devotees offering festoons and trays full 
of flowers. 

Similarly flowers are used in other Buddhist countries; 
This is specially so in Japan where under the influence-of 
Zen Buddhism offering of flowers has �most become 

· ::ult. A special ceremony called the Hanamastur Hs �dd 
on the 8 th of April to celebrate.the Birth of the Buddha . . 

The appreciation of the flower:i in these countries is 
seen also from their extensive use in art. and architect�re, 
as w�H as reference to them in. literature. Floral designs 
are a common feature in all forms :or art. Buddhist 

. literature abounds in similes connected with flowers (see 
JPTS. - 1907, p. 123) 

. .  

For the Buddhists the lotus seem to be of special_ 
significance as an object of votive offering, the subject of 
floral design, �d also . as a symbol of purity and · 

emancipation. The Buddhists in Sri Lanka consider the 
offering of lotus flowers as a special offering. The lotu! is 
a common subject of very intricate, decorative floral 
desig�s usually in temple art and architecture. The origin 
of the concept of the lotus as the symbol of purity· and · 
e�an�ipation could be traced to a simile employed of the 
Buddha himself. 
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As recorded in the Puppha Sutta or the Yaddha Sutta 

of the Samyutta Nikaya (S. Ill ,  p. 138f) the Buddha 
compares himself to a lotus. He says, "Just as bretheren, a 
dark blue lotus or a white lotus, born in the water, come 
to full growth in the water, rises to the surface and stands 
unspollir.d by the water, even so, bretheren, the Tatha
gatha (having been born in the world) having come to full 
growth in the world, passing beyond the world abides 
unspollied by the world (cf. Kindred Sayings, Ill, p. l l 8). 

In passing it should be noticed that texts refer also to 
celestial flowers (dibba puppba). Of these the frequently 

· mentioned are the piricchattaka (the coral tree, Erythrina 
Indica) which is aaid to be a ijower of a tree growing in 
lndra's heaven ( Yin. I, p. 30; A. IV, 1 1 7f) and Mandarava 
(the coral tree, Erythrindulgens) .. The Mabiparinibban,a 
Sutu records that there was a shower of Mandirava 
flowers when the Buddha laid himself down between the 
twin Sila trees jut prior to his Parinibbina. (D. I, p. l 37). 

S. K. Nanayakbra 

FONDUKISTAN, a site of Buddhislic . importance in 
. Afghanistan, not very far from Bamiyan. It" was· a resting 

place along the route from Gandhira to China through 
Central Asia at its westernmost terminus (Seckel, Art of 
Budd.bism, Art of the World Series� London, 1964, pp. 
62f.): 

. . 

Buddhist finds from Fondukistan, are extremely few 
and ·have been discovered from the site of an isolated 
monastery, but they are of high artistic value. Aritong. 
them is a terra-cOtta ·bodhisattva figure assigned to the 

. 7tli eentury A. C. B. Rowland (the Art and Arcbitectruc 
of/ndia, Great Britain, . 1956; p. 1 03) in describing this 
figure states: "The perfect realization of this entirelv 
rela.ud and warmly voluptuous .. b:ody, sunk in sen�uo� 
reverie, is as exquisite as anything to be found in the art of 
Gupta India. The modelling, in its definition of softness 
of flesh and precision of ornament, is only the final and 
entirely typical accomplishment of a tradition going back 
to the b�ginnings oflndian Art," C. Sivaramamurti (2500 
Years of Buddhism, Govt. of India, 1956, p. 295)" 
describes this and other bodhisattva figures from Fondu
kistan as wearing, flowing garments ..-on theit: youthful 
bodies which are so modelled as to suggest softness to the 
�ouch and being seemingly animated and having a· rare 
grace that is seen in Gupta works of art of the corres
ponding period. · • 

From Fondulcistan has also been found a fragmentary 
Buddha which is also of interest both stylistically· and 
iconographic"ii.Uy. a: Rowland. (Joe. cit.) considers this · 

, .... 

figure as a reflexion of the Gupta style in several as peels. 
The head is a compromise between the dry, mask-like 
treatment of Gandhara and the fullness of Kushan 
Buddhas and the hair is represented by snail-shell curls, 
fo)lowing the orthodox Indian style. The robe is in the 
Gandhiran style but the bodily form is entirely Indian. 

The most significant iconographical feature of this 
figure is the painted, jewel-stu�ded chasuble that it wears 
over the monastic robes. The figure is also shown as 
wearing heavy ornaments. 

These attributes, seemingly inappropriate for one who 
has renounced worldly riches are a symbolical device to 
indicate that this is the Buddha in his transcendent, 
glorified form, the apotheosis in which he reveals himself 
to the host of bodhisattvas. B. Rowland (Joe. cit.) is of 

. opinion that it is quite possible that statues of the 
Buddha, originally of Hlnayina were later transformed 
into Mahiyina icons by being dressed up in actual jewels 
and garments. 

· 

It is also the opinion of C. Sivaramamurti (op. �t. p. 
295) that this bejewelled Buddha from Fondukistan 
represents a compromise between the emperor and 
monk, perhaps 9J1 artistic representation of the pr�iction 

. by astrologers of the possibilities i>f prince Siddhiriha 
�coming either a Buddha or a univenal monarch. 

This type of bejewelled Buddha .is il special feature of 
Buddhist art from Fondukistan and it is presumed that 
the more common crowned Buddha in Pila sculpture of 
later times was a replica _ of this earlier Fondwdstan 

. variety, the only significant difference between the two 
categories being that in th'e Fondukistan bejewelled 
&uddha the cuFis of hair are in the orthodox style whereas 

. the Pilla figures have a crown. Figures of the bejewelled 
Buddha belonging to the period from 8th-12th century 
A. C. are also found in India, Tibet, Nepal and Indonesia · 
(cp. also CROWNED BUDDHA). Seckel (op. cit. pp. 
62£) observes that the close similarity of Fondukistan 
sculpture to the late Gupta art shows the influence of the 

. hitter on Fondukistan art and suggests with some proba
bility a date not earlier than the 7th century· to this site. 
They also pr.oVide evidence of the continuous stimulus 
afforded by India. According to B. · Rowland ( op. cit. 
p.79) Fondukistan is one of the centres where the final 
phase of Gandhiran art was continued at least as late as 
the 7th century A. C. 

, It is observed (B. Rowland, op. cit. p. 1 13) that 
sculptures of Kashmir of.abc;ut thr. eighth century show a 
close resmblance to the terra-cotta figurines from 
Fondukistan. At Tumshuq, a site north of Khotan and 
east of Kashgar terra-cotta reliefs and individual figures 
are said to closely resemble those from Fondu.kistan 
(Seckel, op. cit. p. 66; Rowland, op. cit. p. 106). 
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The Fonduldstan finds are among the most original 
products of this northwestern border area. Their subjects 
and types display the greatest variety of lively modelling. 

The site was discovered at the beginning of the 
twentieth century in the cour1e of expeditions undertaken 
by Aurel Stein, Albert Grunwedel, Albert von Le coq, 
Paul Pelliot and others. Most of the finds discovered by 
them are presently exhibited in the museums in London, 
Paris, Berlin and New Delhi (Seckel, op. cit. pp. 621). 

IL R. Perera 

FOOD. Material or physical food (ksbal{nksra Bhara), 
being a primary need for life itself, constitutes the 
physical basis of all action. It is food that nourishes the 
eight.fold corporeality namely the solid, liquid, beat, 
motion, colour, odour the taste and t!Je nutrient essence 
( Vism. p. 34!). 

Food is divided .into various categories. A basic 
categorization is into solid and gross food (ofirika) and 
fme and equisite food (sukhums). Kbajjs and bhojjs too 

· appear to denote · the same division . .  A Jurtber _sub
. division of this is khsjjs� bbojjs, Jeyys (to be sipped) �nd 
peyya (to .be drunk). What is eaten (asits), drunk (pita) 
chewed (kbiyita) and wba:t is tasted (ssyits) also is i. 

· similar divi3ion� · · 

�From this it is Clear that food, in the broader sense, 
constitute not only of what is eaten, but also of what-is 
drimk. Hence the common term (anna-pans (food and 
drink) could be taken as another term for food in general, 
though pins by itself could -mean water (cf. Sn. v. 485, 
�� . 

The Suttsnipats atthakstba explains anna as gruel, 
rice etc. (yigubhsttidj: SnA. p. 378). In meaning, anna
pina is dmilar to'anna-bhojana, bbojsn'iiin this instance . 
deriot1ng soft or more liqUid like food. (Dhp. v. 249, T. I, 
p.204). 

While food is a basic nece_sslity of life, the Buddha 
points o�t that over eating leads to physic� discomfort; 
ill-health and dulling of sense faculties, Thus, on one 
occasion the Buddha, observing King Pasenadi K.osala, 
who came to see him, breathing heavily and puffmg after 
a heavy meal, uttered this stanza. 

"To sons of men who ever mindful live 
Me&Sure observing in the food .they take 
All minished becomes the power of sense 
Softly old age steals on, their days prolonged" 

the king to moderate his eatingwhabits and maintain his 
figure and heaJ th. (S. I, p . 8 1 ;  Gradual sayings I, p. 10&). 

Abstemiousness (bhojanc msttaJIJiuta)is much empha
sised by the Buddha. He strongly recommended the 
monks to be moderate in eating. The Buddha explains 
that partaking of alms food ahould be neither for 
pastime, nor for indulgence, nor to become beautiful or 
handsome, but merely to maintain and support the body, 

· to avoid harm and to assist noble life. (A. I. p. 1 14) 

The Buddha uses food even as an object-of meditation, 
which we call 'the reflection on the loathesomeness of 
food' (ahsrc patikwasaJJ.Jia). In the practice of this 
meditation one h� to resort to a solitary spot and reflect 
and review the repulsiveness of food in ten aspects. The 
proce9 involved in this meditation is elaborately �is�ssed 
in the Visuddbjmagga, chapter xi. Further see AHARA, 
BHOJANA. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

FORBEARANCE. See KHANTI 

· , ·  .. 

FORFEITURE. See NISSA(}'GIYA PACITIIYA 

. : :·· 

FORM. See RUPA 

FOUR-FOLD ALTERNATIVES,Catuskoti, the four-, 
fold alternatives occuring in Buddhisl' te�ts, has been 
variously r�ferred to by writers as the Buddhist four-fold 
logic (Hoffman, 198i), the Buddhist teltraleruma {Staal, 
1916), the four-cornered negations in Indian Philosophy 
(Raju, 1953) and the · Buddhist dialectic (�furti, 1955). 
Cstuskoti Stlltements occur both m early Buddhist and 
Mab�yana writings. In particular, the aryril:ataquestions, · 
the questions on which the Buddha observed silence, 
occur in the form of.cstuskoti illternativr:s. For example, 
the following ca�kofi �:.� aryrikata. 

. The world is eternal 
· The world is .�ot ete�al 
The world is both eternal and not eternal . _ 

The world is neither eternal nor not eternal (Digb�
nikaya I, p. 13 ff. The fourth alternative is not seen there, 
but appears in later literature). It is recorded tha:t the King, when be heard this stan�a, 

asked his nephew who was with him to memorize it' iuld · - ; · · The origin and development, the logical form and its 
·repeat it regularly at dinner time. This, it is said, helped interpretation a�d the applications of cat�o.ti have 
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drawn the attention of the students of Buddhism time and 
again. The present articfe will deal with each of these 
three aspects. 

The Origins of Catu�ko�: Two. other systems of state
ments current in India during and probably before 
Buddha's life time show s triking similarities with 
catuskoti although these also are seen to differ from it in 
fund�m�ntal aspects. The two sy�tems a� the syadvada 
of the J�ns and the five-fold negations of the Sceptics. 

catuskoti (Kei th, 1 923, p. 303, S taal, 1976, p. 1 24) � 
som� s t �tements ascribed to him appear in this four-fol 
form. 

. But Safijaya 's views are known only through Buddhi1 
texts and it is possible that the Buddhists i,nnovated an 
adopted this four-fold scheme and expressed the denial 
of the Sceptic Safijaya in catu�ko!i form (Jayatillek( 
1963, p. 1 38). 

The four alternatives in the catuskoti are· very like!' . . . 

The saptabhangi or the seven-fold predication of the based on the different views about subjects such as thi 
Jains, which gives expression to syadvada or non- world, the soul, causation and moral life exis tent amon1 
absolutism (anekants), could be illustrated by the the various groups at the time. 
foliow.ing example. Alex Wayman, for example, has maintained that th 
i. The pot certainly (evp.) exi�ts in soJlle respect (syad). views on causation in the cstuskoti altt:rnatives represer 
ii. The pot certainly does not exist in some ·respect. respectively the Siimkya, th� I�varavadin, the Nyay 

iii. The pot certainly exists and doe.s not exist in some Vaiseska and Lokayata views (Wayman, 1 977, p. 1 1: 
respect. And jayatilleke too has expressed that the alternative 

iv. The pot certainly is indescribable_ in. some �spect. are drawn from the views in actual existence at the tim 
· v. The pot certainly exists and is iridescrjbable in some (Jayatilleke, 1963, p. 344). 

�spect. 
· The Sceptics rejected the assertion of any of the foUl vi. The pot certainly does not exist and is indescribable in 

some respect. . . 
alternatives, as it was not-possible to know the truth ol 

vii. The pot certainly exists and does- not exist and is any of them. The Buddhists at times rejected all the fou1 
indescribable in some respect. · · · alternatives expli�:;itly (Kaccayanagotta Sutta, S. II, p 

1 6£.) and at times , implicitly (Buddha's silence or 
'ne An�ient Indian Sceptic_s,,some_ of whom also lh:,ed · , avyikata question�)' but they also accepted one (o1 

at the time of the Buddha and J ain'a saints like Mahavira · . more) cleternative(s) to be true in some cases. 
(6th century B.C.) had a five-fold system of negation, in 
contrast with the seven-fold system of affirmation of the 
J ains. The five alternatives in this negation take the form: 

i. I do not say so 
ii. I do not say thus 

iii. I do not say otherwise 
iv. I do not say no 
_ v. I do not ·say 'no, ·no'. 

The catuslqJti,
-

the -Jaina santabhangi a�d the. five
fold negati�ns �f the Sc�ptics seeJll to be Jhtee forms of 
aternative ways of pred!cation which were in use at the 
time and these seem to- have had some affinity:Tbe first 
four alternatives of tht: saptabhangi c·ori:-espond closely 
to th� four alternatives of the i:atuskoti: Again, it has 
been argued, for example, by K. N. Jayatilleke; 
(Jayatilleke, 1 963, pp. 1 37�8) that the first four of the 

. five-fold-negations of the Sceptics could be viewed as the 
negations of the first four alt.ernatives of the catuskoti. 
Moreovet, J ayatilleke indicates there that except f�r the 
Sceptics' withholding of judgement on the basis of 
unknowability of any situation, the J aina saptabhangi . . 
and the Sceptics' negations seem to. correspond to each 
other quite well. 

Some s'cholars think that the Sceptic SafijayaBella��hi
putta was the initiator of the four-fold p�dication or the 

(;ogkal form and lnterpretatJon: Much o( the interest in 
the ·catuskoti ha3 been generated by the problematic 
nature of its logical form and its interpretation. If we 
take,for e_.xa.n)ple� the avyiikata. 

i. The world is finite 
ii. The wcrld is infinite 

iii. The world is both finite and infinite 
iv. The world is neither finite nor infinite (Digha nikaya l 

pp. 22-3) it appears as though (i) the third alternative 
.is self-contradictory arid (ii) the fourth is equivalent to 

· ' the third nnd hence is also self-contradictory, if the 
Laws of Excluded Middle and Double Negation are 
operative. This has.led to much controversy and the 
views expressed on this could be summarised in the 
following manner. 

(a) Catuskoti statements ignore the laws of 'thought 
and lien�e cannot be understood (Poussin, 19 17, p. 
1 1 1) .  

(b) Catu�ko!i statements are expressions of tilt Laws 
of Thought (Mrs. Rhy Davids, ERE Vol. 8, pp. 133 
Barua, 1921,  p. 47). 

(c) Catuskoti s tatements constitute a mutually 
exclusive 'and together exhaustive disjunction which 
can be analysed in terms of a Boolean class algebra. 
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They are, to  .an extent, related to the Aristotellian 
A,E,I,O forms. Catuskoti also has a pedagogical 
use (Robinson, 1 957, ·p . J03). 

(d) Latilskoti statements constitute a mutuallv exclu
sive �d 'together exhaustive disjunction. They can 
be analysed in terms either or both non�quantified · and quantified propositions, and it constitutes s 
"two valued logic of four-alternatives" (J ayatilleke, 
1963, p. 339) . .  

(e) Catuskoti statements do not always exhibit consis
tent logi�al fonn. They. must be understood by the 
purposes for which they were employed. There are 
threee kinds of Catuskoti : 

i. a disjunctive system 
ii. an instrument of meditation on .causation 

iii . . an ins.trument of meditation on existence. It is a 
dialectic nf negation which rejects reason and/ 
or leads to truth (W ayman. l977, pp. 4ff, 14 ff) . . 

(f) Catuskoti is best regarded not as a statement, but · 
as a ped�ogical o.r therapeutic device. Yet, it is not 
to be considered an irrational system, for the 
irrationality is avoided when the predicate occurring 
iri the alternatives is not taken in the same sense in 
all the alternatives. In the case ofNagarjuna, he may 
have accepted some contnidictions in his struggle 
with · the Urnitations of language aric:i the mind 
(Staal, 1976, p. i 27). . . . (8) Csiuskoti statements cease to have a contradictory 

. chai'�cter when the negations are interpreled.not as . 
paryuc!iSs but as /prassjja · pratisedha (Matilal, 
1971 ,  p. t64). . . 

(h} Catuskoti statements, in general, cannot be given 
any s}'mbolic or logiCal represent�Jtion (except in 
terms of intuitionistic logic, but this is irrelevant). 
The catuskoti merely shows that as long as one 's 
own View' is held to be ulti�ate one can never avoid 
dogmatism. The catuskoti is not a Buddhist logic; 
Buddhists are only its 'critics and they rejeCt it. It is a 
dialectic which makes use of the fact that four · 
positions are possible in. regard to any statement. 
The catuskoti is applicable to metaphysical 
speculatlo� o�y (Chi. 1974, pp. 295-98). 

{i) Catu�ko.ti· is a dialectic which shows the conflict in 
reason (Murti, 1955, pp. 40'-41); 

It  must be emphasized here that some of these 
comments have been made considering only the catuskoti 
occurring in early Buddhist Hterature, and some 'onl'y 
those in Miidhyamika literature and a few· considering 

. both. 

Of these views. (a) and (b) have been shown to be 
implausible (Jayatilleke, 1963, pp. 333) and hardly ne�d 
consideration; (g) too ·has been well cdntested (Staal, 
1976, p. 126). The position in (h) that catuskoti cannot 

be given a symbolic or logical representation. has been 
constested by the present writer (Gunaratne, l9BU) . The 
rest of the views, viz. (c) , (d), (c), (f) and (i) make one &r 
more of the following points. 

i. The catu�ko!i is a disjunctive system whose logical 
form could be studied. 

ii. There is no ir.rrat ionality in the catuskoti
statements. 

iii. The catuskoti has a dialectical aspect. 
iv. It has a ped�gogical Aspect. 

It is possible to substantiate (i) and (ii) by bringing out 
what could be considered the logical form of catuskoti. 
Rich�rd Robinson and R. S. Y. Chi gave some forinula- . 
tions as representing the logicaJ fornis of the c�tuskoti, 
but since these writers themselves later on ad�itt�d 
weakne_ses in their formuiations these need not . be 
considered. Among others, K. N. Jayatilleke, � his 
papers and the books, formulated a number of quB.ntified 
and non-quantified forms as giving the logicalform of the 
alternatives in the catuskoti but these were· also found to 
be no.t completely satisfactory (Gunaratne, 1980, pp. 216 
ff.). The work of Robinson, Staal, Chi, Jayatilleke and 
many others brought out the view that tlte-'predicates iD 
the different alternatives need not be an·d should n�t ·b� 
tl!ken in the same . sense and the alterrt�tives are best 
considered as contraries. The present writer, in a paper 
published in 1980, developed two key forms which could 
be considered as giving the logical form of cstliskoti 
occurring in early Buddhism. The forms�'� in tenits �r 
class logic and the first form, meant for catuskoti with 
singuhu statements, is ·. 

· · 

(i) X E A n B  
(ii) x £ .A n·a 

(iii) X E A n B  
(iv) X E A n B  

where 'E' stands for 'is a member or, n for cl�s product, 
X for an individual thing, say, the worl� and A, for 
exampl�. the class fo� all things �.vhicb �ave finite asp_ects 
and BJ the c!_ass of all things w�ich have infinite aspects 
and A and B are the complem,ent� of A and B respect
ively. On this notation the symbolization given above 
represents the four alternatives in the catuskoii. 

·. .. . •: 
The world is finite 
The world is infinite 
The world is finite and infinite 
The world is neither finite nor infinite. 

The symbolization will mean that the first alternative 
states that the. wo�ld ha., fmite aspects but no infinite 
aspects, the second that tbe world has infinite aspects but 
no finite aspects and the third that it has both fmite and 
infinite a5pects. The fourth alternative could mean that 
'finite' and 'infinite' do not apply to any aspect of the 
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world. The symbolization gives a mutually exclusive and 
together exhaustive set of four statements for the four 
alternatives of the catuskoti. 

For sentences which could be given an interpretation 
which turn the alternatives out to be universal proposi
tions the following symbolization1 of the atternatives was 
given. 

(i) x n <� n B) = o 
(ii) X n (A() B) = 0 
(iii) x n <� n �) = o 
(iv) x n (A n B) = o 

This symbolization can represent cst!Ifko.ti like 
The soul is wholly happy 
The soul is wholly unhappy 
The soul is wholly happy and unhappy 
The soul is neither happy nor unhappy 

Which could be given a universal interpretation to read 
AllJouls are wholly happy 
All souls � wholly urihappy and so on. 

X here lathe class of all soUls, A the class of all things with 
happy ispects and B the calss oh ll things with unhappy 

. upects and 'o' sYinboiizes the nuU class� 
· · 

·. Here-ag�n .we' get a mutually e��lusive �nd a tog��her -
exhaustive :Set of statements. While "infmite'' and "finite" 
thus tw:D out' todust ppposit�. i!l the eulier- example, 
"bippy';-_an·d -''uDhappy" are opposites in �he last 

· example. · · 

These. two fonns, named oc and iJ, could be made to 
apply to most of the cstuskoti and these and a few other 
symboliz.ations outlined in that paper could provide the 
·logical form of the cit!IfkO� in early Buddhism. 

· F. J. Hoffman, in two more reeent publications has 
given an interpretation which evades the con�radictions 
in ibe ·third and fourth alternatives, o� ·lin�s- ..somewhat 
similar to that taken in the symbolizations given above, · 
but'without the formalizations giVen here and prob!lbly 
unaware of the same. Hoffman says, "I thirik they can be 
understoOd properly as existential_ statements viz., there 
�sts an X such that y obtains, there exists a X su�h that y 
dO'!s not obtain but z obtldns, there exists. an X such that 
y obtllins (in part) anti i �blains (iii part), there exists an 
X such that neither y nor z obtains." (Hoffman, 1982, p. 
333). Hoffman's approach seems correct, but a more 
comprehensive and 11 formalized solution was given in the 
. present writer's earlier paper. 

In view of the foregoing one is abl� to see that the . 
Clltuskcti could. be understood as a logically consistent, 
mutually exclusive and together exhaustive set of alter
natives. The c.ttuskoti thus is _also a disjunctive system 
and a_t least in early .Buddhism, the alternatives are not 

each true in turn from different �tandpoints as in the case 
of the J aina syadviida. But there are rare examples of 
cstuskoti - where all four mutually exclusive alter
nati�es 'are true and are together exhaustive. Such an 
example is the following: 
Some persons are tormentors of themselves 
(Yet) Some (other) pe5ons are tormentors of others 
(Yet) Some (other) persons torment themselves and 
others 
(Yet) Some (other) persons neither torment themselves 
nor torment others (M. I, p. 341). 

It has been argued by the present writer that thi! 
catuskoti can be symbolized by formoc(i.e., X E A n  B 
and so �n, see Gunaratne. !980, pp. 226-7). It is clear that 
the .Buddha considered that all the four alternatives of 
this disjunction are true at the same time, although the 
Buddha would have advocated that beings should try to 
llttain the state described by ·the fourth alternative. 
CatuskotJ of Nigirju� and tbeMidbyamlka: The interest 
in th� .t;;tuskoti was partly generated by their occurrence 
in NigirjUn.aia wol'ks. The Miidhyamika rejects almost · 
all of the cstuskoti but there is one exception, and this 
anorilal�;�us we \Viii be taken up later on. 

The way· in which �atuskoti oc�r in Nigitjuna'a 
works like the Miilsm��y.,diks Karlki has led som� 

· Weste'� writers to asCribe an irrationality or a mysticism 
- to it. "Because of its explicitness, the Buddhist ClltuskotJ. 
ap�ears to pr()vide tbe-strmigest support for the view that 
IDdian philosophies and religions tend to viqlate the 

. . ,;..; 

principle of non-:-eontradiction . and. are; in that strong 
sense, irrational. If the tetralemma, however, can be 
made good sense of by means of a simple and rational 
interpretation, it becomes much more hazardous to 
maintain the ·irrationalist interpretation of lnd�an 
thought and of oriental thought in general" writes Frits · 

Staal (Staal, 1976, p. 130) �Iio thinks that such irrationa
list interpretations should be laid to rest. 

There is evidence that Nag·itjuna did not deny any 
principle$ oflogic (Robbinson, (1957) p. 307) and least of 
all the principle of non-contradiction. Indeed the full 
weight of the reductio ad absurdum ·arguments in the 
Ksriki rests ,on· the irivocation of that very principle. · 

· Whether the Midhyamika rejected the Laws of Excluded 
Midd_le and/ or Douple Negation will be considered in the 
follo_wing. 

The raUonality of the Midhyamika system has been 
:· d_efen�ed in n:1any ways. For example, Staal (1975, pp . 

40-53) maintains its rationality on two grounds; One is 
that since the Midhyamika negates all the cstuskoti it is . 
not accepting any co�tradictory statemenis occurring in 
the third and fourth lemmas and b'ence it is not irrational. 
The other ground is that, in Staal's contention, the 
Midhyarpika rejected the Laws of Excluded Middle and 
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Double Negation, so that the third and fourth lemmas 
thereby cease to be self-contradictory or equivalent. The 
first of these contentions has a problem in that there is at 
least one cstuskoti which does not seem to be negated in 
the Kirika. As 'well noted by Staal, Robinson and 

. others, this is_ the verse, 

Ssrvsm tstbysm DB va tsthysm citsthysm eva CB 
Nsiv�tsthysin nsiva tsthyam etsd buddha

nufasan� (Miilmadhysmika K"srika XVIII. 8). 

This verse has been variously translated. Robinson, for 
example, renders it as "everything is real or unreai or 
both real and unreal or neither real nor not unreal. " This 
anomalous case, as already indicated, will be taken up 
later. · 

That the Midhyamika rejected· the 'Laws of Excluded 
Middle and Double Negation is, to say the least, 
controversial. " 

All the s ame, Murt i 's (and Staal 's) content ion that 
Nagiirjuna (Madhyamika) reject ed the Principle of Ex
cluded Middle seems implausible and it is not a contention 
necessary for the defence of the rationality ofNigiljuna's 
system. The present writer's arguments (Gunaratne, 
1986) indicate that Nagarjuna not only accepts the 
Principle of Excluded Middle but he also seems to accept 
the Principle of Double Negation. Moreover, the rationa
lity of the system is not touched by this situation. 

It would be better to outline the main contention of the 
paper referred to (i.e. Qunaratne, 1986) to appreciate this · · 

position. It considers that it is best to view that cstuskoti-
. in the MUJamadhsysmiks Karika as having · � t�o 
pronged interpretation; first, the early Budd.h�t one, 
symbolizable by forms oc and p. outlined earlier in this 
article; Second, a Nagaljunian one, termed oc ,  and /i., 
which are in a sense the limiting classes of the symboli
zations oc and {3 when the two classes A and B used in 

It is Jrue that if these principle� were rejected the third . those symbolizations coalesce and reduce to one class, 
and fourJh lemmas cease to be self-contradictory or say, A. · 

equivalent. This bas been well expounded and 'defended' This suggestion has two pr�liminary bll!es. First, it is 
by Murti (l9SS, pp. 146-48) and he is quoted here at . important to emph�ize that, for centuries, catuskoti
Jength as the passage will also be useful for discUssions aJternatives were entertained by the Indians and we;e n�t .  
'later on in this article. thought to be self-contradictory or causing logical 

"Another line of objection may be adopted to confute 
the Midyamika. When one alternative is rejected or 

. accepted the other is eo ipso ac;cepted or rejected, else the 
Law of the Excluded Midd� would be violated. The 
Midyami.ka ,flagrantly viola,tes this law at every step; we 
find him cutting down all ,the laternatives that lilt, by 

. canons of formal logic, bpth exclusive and ' exahustive. 
For iristance, four alternatives are framed by him with 

· · regard to causation, but none is accepted; "Neither out of 
themselves not out of others, Jior from both, nor at 
random have entities come into being anywhere. " Is not 

" the .. tejection· IJf s•tkizy11v.ida {Identity of cause and 
dfect) t antamount to  accepting asatkiryavids
(difference betw�en cause and effect) thiJ being the 
contradictory? Does not t�e rejection of motion entail the 
acceptance of rest this being its material contradictory? 
The Midhyamika rejecll both. 

The Midhyamika is not the only sinner in rejecting the 
Excluded Middle. Kant does not -accept it when be 
formulates his antinomies and rejects both of them, e.g., 

. ''the wo'!ld •hu a beginning in space and time" and "the 
world has �o such beginning etc." Hegel himself does not 
recognize the Law; had he done so, he should have chosen . 
either B�� or Noll-Being instead of seeking a third. 
·. No logical flow is 'involved in not ·"'bserying . the 

Excl�� Middle. If any one wants to vindlc;te ibis law, 
he musl:not only resolve the antinomies which a dialectic 
presents, but show that in rejecting one alternative, we do 
so by covertly accepting its contradictory or vice-versa." 

problems. They were understood and in.terpreted to be 
. such. (see e.g., Staal l 976, pp. 127-8}:Nigirjuna was well ' 

varsed in the early Buddhist literat�re and he well knew 
the interpretations wl:lich made thes-e cstuskotibe enter· 
tsined; Consider a statement like 'Nirvana is both real 
and unreal.' We could symbolize this byoc".-nd in form X 
E A nB where X is. Nirvins, A is the class of all things 
v;ith real aspects .;id B is th� class of all things with unreal 
aspects. This symbolization, aS indicated earlier, corns
ponds to the early Buddhist inteq)retation. 

· Nigirjuna entertains this early Buddhist position in · 
the Kiriks, but he rejects this as self-coriir&dictory. This 
is because for him, and in the case of mote gener;al type of 
predicate like 'real' that he considers-(lik� those in the . 
arySksts)- the predicate has to be asse�ed of the whol: 
subject. This is noted �y Robinson (Robipson, 1967, p . . 
S4) who says, "It is a st�ing featur� of the. Stan� that 
ill predicates seem to be asserted totally of the whole 
subject. Exis�ential quantification$ are denied �ause 
the discussion is concerned; not with the denial or 
affirmation of commonsense assertions such as "some 
fuel is burning, and some is not" but with the concepts of 
own being and essence. What pertains to part of an 
essence must of course pertain to the whole essence.� 
/In early Buddhism the different or "opposite" 

charaeteristics or dharma marks were considered to be · 

able to coexist in the same object. A situation of that 
nature has no · room in Nigirjuna's philosophy of 
relativism and sunysta. The minimum that is required for 
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Niigiirjuna's account seems not to be the strong posi tion unreal aspects) are mutually exclusive and together 
that there are aifferent qualities in an object, then each of exhaustive. Thus B reduces to A, the complement of A. 
these qualities has to be one with the object through and That Niigiirjuna considered rea) . and unreal as through. This disallows contradictory predicates being 
predicated of the same th�g. · exhaustive of the universe of discourse is strikingly seen 

in verses 1 5  and 16, in the examination of nirvina. lnada 
Thus, although there can be two classes A and B, where (1970) renders these verses as, the proposition that 

A is the class of all things With real aspects and· B is the nirvana is neither existence nor nonexistence could· only 
, class of all things with unreal aspects, the members of A be v�id if and when the realms of existence and 
and B will have to be different; that is, the same member nonexistence are established. 
cannot belong to both A and B. For the opposite will say If indeed nirvins is asserted to be ·neither existence that some objects have bo�b "being real" and "being . 

nor nonexistence, then by what means afe the assertion to unreal" through and through or else have botb.of them as be known? essences. That cannot be, fcir "real" and "unreal" cannot 
· be in the same plate at the saine time. U the two Verse 1 5  jndicates that !or the fourth alternative to be 

predieatts emt m one thing they have to be one with that asserted in this instance, that there is a realm (that is, an 
thing ·and with each other. But bow could "real" and area of discourse) outside the realms of existence (real) 
''unreal'; be one with each other? This is the basis on and nonexistence (nonreal) 

.
should be shown. Verse i6 

. whlch Nigirjuna says that nirvaJ!a cannot represent the says. that there is no way of understanding the usertion 
place of reality and nonreality simultaneously. . · · · that nirva�a in neither existence nor nonexistence. This 

This �akes the two: classes A and a :mutually exclrisive · indicates that Nigiirjuna considers this state�ent.not to 
and "relil" arid "unreal" rontrBty predicates. It ea.n now be referring to anything in' the.uni\'erse of discourse; that . 
be argued that it is proper.to con:sider tfteclasses A and B · is, its "reference"is outside the universe of.disc�urle. This . 
cormpori.dihg to :predicates' like '"reill" and "unreal." as position is vei'y sig'i:iificant and illumjnating .when· one. 
ba� been considered by Niigiitjuna · to be· together takes into account the fact t}l�t of $11 things, nirvins · was, 

. .  exh�ustive aS well. . . '• �d 'is even ' today; considered· to be;bne of the . few 
concepts in Buddhism which Buddhists have "defined'! or Wh�t b.u · to b.e shown is that'"real" and "unreal'.' . • · - · · · . . . 

· · · · ''Underatood"· in· terms· of "neither existence nor no� · 
cannot be denie(toget�er of �· object, i_cco.rding to, . eXistence" (Thoinu, 1933, p. 12l).'Nigirjuna refuses to . . · Nasaduni: 'That woUld amount to. showing that "not . . underStand this, since such a sentence, . if seriously re.at" and "n�.t.upreal".could pot. be asserted of the. same. asserted, tikes one beyond the univ� of discourse, that .· object. That this was Niigirjuna's view is seen by . the is, 'beyond language. Of course, that is exactly what he . foUowiiig con�i�eiitions. · - meant to do - to lead the reader beyond language lltld to 

Nigiitjuna \VIS aware that there is . logic'al similarity · parsmirtba or nirvana. He is really killing .two birds with 
between th� third and th� foul;'th illternatives� Thus, for· this one sbot. ·For o� the one hand, .he is showing the 
example, in the case of the · predicates "limited" . and "closedness" oflanguage and its inability to give meaning 
"nonlimited", be s�ys : "If both the limited and the noli- to nirvina .or pariUD'ittba.- On the other, be . ·uses this 
limited .could be established (concomitantly) then, argument to reject the fourth alternative. For the discus-
similarly. neither the limit�d nor the non-limited could sion, though purported to..direct one 'to the parainirtba 
also be established at will:� (lnada, 1970, p. 171). leve� has to be maintained Ill the s.lmmilevel (to avoid 

T�·cleaily ind-icate� ihat while liMited and nonlimited paradox), as Nagiirjuna explicity ackn�wledges. That ·is 
cou�d not . be predicated together (as this leads to why . the contradiction (and the nonundentandabiliJy) 
contradiction), "neither the limit� nor the nonllmited" helps Nigirjuna to reject it. . . 

also could not be predicated 'of a thing ( IU this also ·Jeads . Tb�s for tht purposes of N""qirjuna 's phiJo�opby and 
to·co�tradiction). For the argument, in effect, s·ays that if his rejection of the alternatives, it ii necessaiffis-.under-

-' you establish one contradiction '(the third alternative), stand tbe'"opposite" concepts in tbe alt�atives'-as:giyen 
you could. prove the other contradiction (the fourth by complementary clastes. :The forms of the c•tuskoti on 
alternitiYe) . . · this int�rj)retatio� can be considered 8s ijmitin� c�es of :

. 
· 

The argument is general enough, and this shows that, ocand /i, wheri! B 1S the complemen! of JJ., tilllt 11, A. The 
(X is) real and (X ia) unre"J .· · · two .cl�sea now become A and A, and ihc d orm oc11 
II weD as not (X·�) real and not (X is) unreal corre·spond� tooc will � -

�·\ . 
(!) X_E AnX (ii) X E A () A(iii) X E 1f'A' (i\') X E  

�contradictions, m�ing "real" and 'unreal" conU.dic- A() A which reduce to (i) X E A (ii) X E' A and{iii) and 
tory predicates. This shows that A (the class of all objects (iv) get rejected u these will say that X E O,' whose 0 is 
with real aspects) and B (the class of. all objects with the null class. · - ' · 

. . . ' . . 
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Thus, it i s  seem that �iigiirjunadoes not reject the Law 
of Excluded Middle. Indeed he makes use of it .  What he 
does is to point out that when one doe� not use i t - as, for 
example, when one asserts nirvllf!a to be neither exis
tence nor non-existence (i.e., suggestion of a third or 
middle position) that creates problems, as one is led to a 
situation which cannot be captured by language. 

The analogy that Murti sees between Kant's rejection 
of both "world has a beginning iii space and tiine" and 
"the world has no such-beginning" and Nagiirjuna's 
position is misplaced. Kant shows the possibility ,of 
proving either of these hence their untenability as a result 
of this antinomy of pure reason. Niigiirjuna does not 
prove �hat the world is real or unreal, he rejects each of 
these, their· conjunction and the �onjunction of their_ · · 

-- negations. And he rejects each alternative separately. The 
rejection of the thrid alternative amounts to an accept-

. ance ofthe Law o(N on-contradiction and the rejection of 
the fourt� to an acceptance ·of the Law . of ExCluded 

. 

Middle. 
· 

The two-strand interpretation of the . catuskoti of 
Nigitjuna brings into focus the generally agreed fact that 
N'giirjuna is criticizing and denying the plausibility of 
the early Buddhist posit�on from the point of view of 
IUnyata philosophy. One coUld aliso lo�k at the Kirika 
as a work where the samvrti truth is being included in 
the paramirtbatruth by thls technique (Gunaratne, 1'986, 
p. 229) . .. 

There remains the question as - to why Nigirjuna did 
not reject the alternative� of the catuskoti sarvlJI11 tattyam 
and so on (MU.lamidbysmika Kmki, XVIIl, 8)' quoted 
earlier. This vei'Se gives the ssmvrti level assertions 
dialecticBlly negating each precediDg' alternati�. This is 
not the "truth" but this is the way of instructio� of the 
Bud-dha leading one towards theparamirtba. That is why 
it is explicitly stated as "dad buddbsbliSssanam(itis the · 
�n.struction or ad Vice of the; _Bu_ddba): Gunaratne ( 1986 p. 
23.4) and Kalupahima ( 1986, p. 269-iO) have made this 
point and Robinson ( 1967) observes that this verse ha:J a 
pedagogical value. Kalupahana considers this as "advice" 
(anuiisana) in. regllfd to the manner in which specUla
tion about "everything" can be · resolved, namely, by 
demonstrating the inevitable contradictions in it (p. 270). 

nikaya, (II, p. 1 6f.) the fourth alternative "Everything 
(or the world) neither exists not does not exist"- is 
perferable, from the Bud dhist point of view .  One must 
also note that the acceptance of the fourth alternative 
could apparently look similar to the negation or rejection 
of the predicates making it difficult to distinguish 
between these two cases. And this impression of the 
fourth aiternative was perhaps instrumental in the 
Madhyamika's consideration of the catuskoti as a dia
lectic leading to IUnyata. Sometimes ·M�dhyamika 
writings like that. of Chandrakirti suggest that the fourth 
alternative e.g., 'Everything is neither real nor unreal' is at 
least a view of the enlightened or a view preferable to the 
other three. But here again, it is well to remember that the 
Madhyamika reject almost all the catuskoti and all their 
alternatives. 

· · 

. There �eems to be three main attitudes that the Buddha 
adopted towards the different catuskoti One of them is 
the we1l-kn�wn silence in the case of s-.yikata. But be bas · 
given two verbal answers in other; cases. The answer na 
b Ydam ("It Is not so") has been given in cases like, .. It is 

· the case that one attains the good by means of 
knowledge." It is the case. that one attains the goal by 
means of conduct and so on, where, !Uthougb the terms 
knowledge and conduct are applicable_ to what is being 
discussed, the positions are not comprehansively covered 
by them. Here the alternatives are negated. In tbapanfya 
pafiba or the cases in ·�hich the alternatives are rejected; 
the term used in answer is, mi. b �vam.("do not say soj. 
In these the predicates seem to be not appicable to the 
subject at all or the subject �lass is empty. 
Catuskotl as a dlalectJc: Catuskoti has often been con-

. sider�d � dialectic. It is seen that there is a "dialectical 
progresseion" in the four alternatives; In the first alter� 
native a predicate is affrrmed of the subject, in tbe second 
it is denied of the subject, in the third a sort of a synthesis 
or conjuction of the two is affirmed and in the fourth of 
the stateme-nts is denied; T.R. V. Murti considers that the 
dialelctic was born when the Buddha observed silence in 
regard to the avyikata questions (Murti; p; 40). 

Murti says that the Buddha "was consciOus of the 
interminable nature of the conflict (in reuon), and resol
ves it by rising to other higher stand point of cpticism"(p. 
40). Catuskoti -as a dialectical device was more in vogue 
in the Madhyamika than in early Buddhism. �urti 
considers · the Midyamika philosophy originated by 

Interpretation of CahiskotJ: 10me probJem�: Buddha's · 
possible preference of the fourth alternatiye of the 
catu�ko!i in some cases bas led to the misunderstanding 
that preferability of the fourth lemma could - be a fairly 
general situation. Thus in the example "some persons 
torment themselves" and so on, the last alternative, "The 

. person who neither torments himself nor torments. 
others" seems preferable to the Buddhist. But ('his sh�iild 
not lead one to think that, for example, in the catuskoti . 
relevant to the Kaccayariagot(!f .Sutta in the SJUJ?y�tt�-

. Nagiirjuna as a-dialectical system. And Niigarjuna used 
catuskoti. extensively in this dialectical syst�m, the four 
alternatives .occuring again and again in the critiques of 
causality, nirvitia. and other topics examined by him in 
the MUJa-Midbylimika Kirika and the other worb. 

CaflJ!kO� as a .pedagogical, medltatlonal and therapeutic 
device: Catuskoti bas been an instrument in the instruc-
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tion of the followers in the realization of the truths in 
Buddhism. lt has been used for the attainment or rational 
realization and as a device in meditation. The dialectical 
progression of the statements by negation has thus been 
put to use, particularly in meditation on existence s.nd 
causation (Wayman., 1977). 

. 
"' 

Therapeutic value of the four-fold scheme is associated 
with the pedagogical and the meditational. The absurdity 
of some of the Zen KoiJDs, seem to echo the Nigirjunian 
techniques and cs·tu:skotic utterances. StaBJ, commenting 
on cstuskoti as a pedagogical and therapeutic device, 
says, in.iny 'mantras, the mahsvskyss of the U panisads 
and the koans of Zen Buddhism are precisely this. They 
are not intended to elucidate, but they may cause a 
suMc;n transformation in a person who is suitably 
prepared and who has an intense desire fonpiritual 
illumination, Robinson, .... has suggested such an inter
pretation of the tetralemma .. . ..  � (Staal, 1976, p.12). 
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R. D. Gunaratae 

. FOUR NOBLR TRUTHS: The Four Noble Truths are 
the four fundamental categorical statements, propo
sitions or ixioms (�smsiki :dhammi)l of the Buddha 
regarding the man's .  progre$5 'fu his samsaric existence 
an� the way out' of it' and; hence forms the essence of his 
teiching.2 ·These four catego.ri� statements are (i) There · 

· .is dukkhs) (ii) There is its arisin:g (samudaja). (iii) There · 
is its cessation (nirodhs). (iv) There is the·way (msggs) 
leading to its cessation. The Buddha's teaching on these 
four Tniths form the theme of his first discourse, the 
Dhamniacak,kappavatt.!nsSiitta(q.v. S. V . p. 420f Yin. , 
I, pp. 1 Of) delivered -to his erstwhile . compani01)�, the · 
ps6cava8siya bhikkhus. ThiS Suttil refers to these axioms 
as 'Noble T rut hi' ( ariya sscca) or the • Four Noble Truths' 
(csttiri ariyssaccini). 4 In the same Sutta the BUddha 
introduces these statements as a teaching not heard of 

· · l. Buddha says that be his promulgated doctrines of which it is posajb)e to m�ke catcg�ric:al assertions (elamsiia pi .. . DUyi 
dbamrrii desiii.) and of which it ia_not possible to make categorical assertions (ane!lunsila pi .... msy:i dhsmm:i deslt:i). To 
the former aroup belongs his tellChinp on the Folir Noble Truths and to the hltter his declaration on the �tvy41:sta, the 
questiom left unanswered. (D. I, p. 189ft). Tliis teaching iJ also referrecJ·to,u the simullansiki dbsmmsdesui (totally 
elevating teachina) ai oppoSed to anup�bbibtb:i -th� araduated discoune (Yin. I, p. IS) . 

. . . 2. On many an occulon the Buddha hu point� out th;.t his teaching is mainly concerned with. dukkbs and itl cessation. He 
1ays, .. A. I did formally even now I preach about duUbs imd the cessation of dullbs (M. 1. p. l40; S. lll, p.l 19): . .  

3. The Pali term dullbs hu difftrent shades of meaniilp and cienotes a very complex concept. It iJ aenerally rendered Into 
English u pain, ill, diKUe, unsatisfactoriness, conflict etc. u opposed to domanssss 'sorrow'whith iJ exclusively ·mental: · 
While some oftheae English terms aie misleading, none of them brings out the exact meaning of the term dUllhs whiCh It · 
both physical and mental. Therefore it is left untranslated. For. a detail discussion see DUKXHA. 

4. 8oth Buddhqhosa and Dhamniapila explain why these are referred to as sriys (noble). The general explanation they sive is 
. that =-.Cb of these truths cauee nobleneu or that they ue penetrated by noble ones and hence they are prefixed with the term 
srip (D6. p.S42, AA. II, p. 281; Vum. p. 495; AA. l, 65). See also K. R. Norman,'Whyare tbe Four Noble Truths called 

· Noble,' AnsndB, Esssyr. in Hono!U' of Anand•. w. P. Guruae, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1990, p. 1 1  f. 
· 
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before (pubbe snanussuta), suggesting the novelty both 
of the analysis of the pedicarnent of man lis well as of the 
proposed solutio:1. 

The Dhammacskksppsvattsna Sutta itself gives a 
brief description of the Four Noble Truths.s It runs as 
follows: 

(i) The N oble Truth of dukkha ( dukkhs ariya saccs). 
Birth is Dukkba, decay is dukkba, sickness is dukkba, 
death is dukkba, (like wise sorrow and grief, . woe 

lamentation and despair are dukkha), association 
with things disliked, separation from things liked is 
also dukkha, not getting what we desire too is 
dukkha. In brief the five aggregates . of graSping 
(paflcupadsnakkbandba) are dukkba. See 
DUKK.HA. 
(ii) The Nobfe Truth of the arising of dukkba 
(dukkbasamudaya ariyacacca). It is that craving 
(tanha q.v.) leading to rebecoming bound up with 
passion· a:nd attachment, finding d�light here and 
there namely (a) craving for sense pleasures (kama
tsnbi) (b) craving for continuous becoming (bbava
tanha) and (c) craving for annihilation (vibhBva 
t�i). 

. 

(iii) The �obh: Truth of the cessation of dukkba 
(dukkba-nirodba ariyssiJcca): It is the complete 
cessation, with detachment, of that very craving, its 
forsakit;lg, renunciation, and its utter dispassionate 
cessation . .  
(iv) The Noble Truth of the Path leading tci. the 
cessation of dukkbs(dUkkba nirodbagimini-patipaaa 
ariyasacca): It is the Noble Eightfold. Path '(ariyo 
atthangiko maggo) namely, (i) Right Understanding 

· . (ll) Right Thought (iii) Right Speech (iv) Right 
Action (v) Right Living (vi) Right Effort (vii) Right 
Mindfulness (viii) Right Concentration. See 
ATTHANGIK.A MAGGA. . . . 

The-thoroughness with which the Buddha analyses the 
predicament of man and prescribes a solution makes him 
eminently s�itable for the epithet • bbisakka6 - the · 
physician. There is much si�arity between the method 

adopted in the science of medicine in India for diagnosis 
and treatment of patients and the method adopted by the 
Buddha is diagnosing and removings the ills that afflict 
man. Perhaps the Buddha's above-mentioned fourfold 
propositions are based on the prevalent system of 
medicine which also advocated a similar fourfold formula 
for the treatment of disease, namely roga (disease), betu 
(cause) nivrtti(cessation) and sidbana(administratt · , of 
medicine to effect a cure). It is seen that the dukkha�aca 
is a clear statement of a universal truth, the dukkba that 
man is subjected to in his samsiiric existence (patho
logical). The samudaya-sacca 'traces and explains its 
cause (diagnostical). The nirodba-saccs brings into focus 
the existence of a cure and tlie ponibility of curing . 
(ideal). The magga-sscca lays down . the remedy that · 

should be adopted and strictly followed (prescriptive). 
As axioms or propositions the Four Noble Truths are 

all of the s�e quiilitative value and this is precisely why 
all four are designated as ariya saccs. Therefore they are 
not be treated on a hierarchical basis but to be considered 
as being co-ordinate and of logical sequence, and 
necessarily to be comprehended in combination.' 

. It is the comprehension of the Four NobllfTruths that 
made the bodhisattva become ·a fully enlightened one; • 
Buddha. The Buddha himself says · m· the Mabapari
nibbina Sutta (D. 11, p.90) that it is . through not 
understanding the Four Noble Truths tba� _we have had 
to wander so long. in this weary path or' umsira. The 
enlightening impact he felt ill the compre_hension of the 
Four Noble Truths is clearly indicated by the Buddha'i 
own description of his awakening to the unsatisfactory 
conditions of life and to a way to overcome it. He says, 
" .. . . . there arose in me the vision, knowledge, wisdom and . . 

insight, and there arose (in me) light.• With the attaining 
of this knowledge his vision became straightened and 
clear enabling him to see things as they have come to be 
(yathabbiits). 

· 

The tranqftility and the internal peace he felt with the 
attainment of this knowledge was such that the Buddha 
spent a considerable period of time, seven long weeks 
according to the tradition, experiencinB its ecstatic bliss · 

S. For a detailed de3cription see Mahssatipa!!hina Sutta (D. II, 304 ff) and Saccavibb,;,ga Sutta (M. III, p.248 ff). 

6. A. [V, p.340; cf A. Ill, p. 238; Metaphorically the Buddha is regarded as the physician who cure3 man's suffering caused by 
numi!rous ilb of life, and this subsequently rerulted in the sobriquet, Sallal:Rtto anuttaro the surgeon par exeel/ence. 

7. The Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (S. V. p. 420 t) itself says that the dukkhBSaCCJlis to be comprehended (panlflfeyya), the 
samudaya Sacca (i.e. tanh'i.) is to be given up (pah'i.tabba), the ni�odba-sace& is to be realised (saccbilitsbba) and the 
msgga-6BCCJl is to be cultivated (bh'i.vetabbs). The3e are different model of actions and attitudes that are to be adopted with 
regard to these truths. But the comprehension of all four is of fundamental import� 8J it constitute the fmal knowledge. 

8. w . ...... cakkh�JJ!l udsp'i.di, 6�� udapad(pa!I/Ia udapadi, vij/i udspadi, slolo udap8di, Vin. l.�p. 1 1). 
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(J. I, p.80). As he himself became aware of the novelt} the noble quest �egins with the sublime corpus of moral 
and the abstruse nature of this new enlightening kr.ow- practices (ariyasilakkhsndhs) accompanied by resiraint 
ledge, he was initially a little hesitant to share it with of the senses (indnya-s�vsra)followed by cultivation of 
others. However, on popular request and prompted by mindfulness (satisampa}aJJils). Then �ne should clear 
his compassion he overcame this initial hesitation9 and, one's mind of the five hindrances (nivar/JDa) .. Having 
he ventured to communicate his experience and selected attuned the mind thus, one· should practice.jbinas, the 
the pMJc.Vaggiya monks as his first audience. It is quite 'absorptions. 'With the attainment df the fourthjbinathe 
cleir from textual evidences that the Buddha communi- mi*d becomes plaint ind supple so that one becomes able 
cated this knowledge to the others because it is profitable; to direct it to th� development of higher knowledge 
is concemed with.the norm, pertains to the fundamentals (abbiJJffi q.v.), l l  Three types of this six fold higher 
of noble living and · is conducive to disenchantment, to knowledge namely, ietrocognition (pubbenivisinussati 
detadunent, to cessation, to pacification, to insight, to fJIJDa q.v.) clairvoyance (dibbacakkhu q.v.) and the 
enlightenment, and to nibbina (D. I, p. 189). · kntrwledge of the destruction of defiling impulses . 

As pointed out be_fore, the knowledge regarding the (ssava.kkbays ffina q.v.) help one to realise this final 
Four-Noble T�tb3 is ref�n·ed to as vi.ifa (knowledge) knowledge. It is r�ally this last mentioned higher know-
oppose4 to avijji(q.v. ignorance) that keeps mali bound . ledge that directly enables one to verify the Four Noble 
to the s�c eXistence. The early Canonicill texts . Truths. When this higher knowledge is attained one's 
themselves' define. vifji as knowledge regarding the Four vision becomes so clear that one sees the - Four Noble 

. Noble Truths (S. V, p. 429) and avfifi as ignorance · Truths as a man standing on the bank of a river with 
regarding these truths (S. 11, p.4; IV, p. 2S�. This Clear, serene, tran5lucent water perceives the oyster and 
. knowledge is neither mere intellectual grisping of the shell� �avel and pebbles and shoals of fish in it. (D. I, p. 
Four Noble Trutlis nor· mere icceptance of their v�dity 84) . . When one thus knows and sees, one's mind gets 
on faith. These porposi�ons have to be seen and compre� . emancipated from the inflowing impuJsea of sensuous 
hend�d (Sn. v. 22_9). · · 

· gratificaUon (kimisal'll), of lust for iife (bbaJ•isava)and 
.. . . · · . . . . · . . . of�norance (avi.ifos•vs). When thus emancipated, there The· sptntual course th�t l�ads to t.hts comprehension � arises ·the .knowledge. that emancipation has been 

· . of the Four Noble Truthus dtscussed � n�erous_sut��: : · : itt�necft2 · an(t-the adept understand that 'Birth has been The _Buddha bas often declared tb�t .thiS fmal �owl�dge· des.troyed.-: The Noble life has been led. What bas to be 
cannot be won at th� �e� out set_. It ts. to be att11?ed by a · dcirie has been accomplishCd. There is nothing further for 

. grad� procen.of trill�l;lg, gr�ual ?Iode of action, and existence in this condition (i.e. s�sara). Once birth (foti) 
punwt of the pat�•10 The Atiyap�111111 Su� (M. I, is put to an end the-vicious circle of samsjric existence too 

. p. 163 ff.). detcnbes . how the �odhisa�ttva Std�hatta it brought .to an end. ThiS is the end of aukkba'; .lhe . ,. Qotama being aware of the unsatisfactonness of his qwn tt • t f · hich · 
· th a1 f B ddhi . , . a ammen o w 11 e- go o u sm. life and the world around him, eml1irked upol;l the noble · · · · 

quest to .find a w�y out of it:-lle subjected his ownself to a 
Critical analysis using both the normal as weD u the 
parinormal facultiea of perception. This long prooess of 

.f 

S. X. N�myakk.,. 

. · . · 

· 9. The popular tradition �)'I that it ia,Brall� Sahampad who Implored oil the Buddha to p.-each bis new found t�cbiog (J. l, 
. p._81). 

. 

10. tralwn .bbiiib ... e iditen't:v. dJii/idbmmz ·v�vni, •pi ca bbikkh•Jie m�pubiM si.Ub'i, mupubb.-.kiriyi mupubb• 
· P•�p«fa dd.itidhw boti: M. i, p. 479 f). • 

. . • 

. ll .  'rhere 1{0 aiX such fo� of hlaher bow.ledgc of which the f1rat three 11re not at all necessary for the attainment of this 
· . �owledge. The later three help Ita att�t. . 

. 

: 12. · ViiJJutwmim timuttmlti ��� boti: D. I, p.84. · . 
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FRANCE, BUDDIDSM JNI 
Early Notlce3: I t  was exactly three hundred years ago 
that the earliest known reference to Buddhism was made 
in a French book. 1 It was Du Royaume de Siam by 
Simon de Ia Boubere who w�, the Ambassador of Louis 
XIV to the Kingdom of Siam (presently Thailand) from 
1687-1688). He gives an account of the monastic life with 
special reference to rules of Piti.mokkha and the Vinaya 
in a section entitled in English translation as "an 
explication of the· Patimouc or Text of the Vianc-the 
principal Maxims of the Talapoins of Siam". But it took 
almost two centuries before serious and sustained study 
of Buddhism took root in France. 

The motivation for Buddhist studi:s came from the 
establishment of Chairs in Sanskrit and Chinese in 18 14 
and 18 1S  in the College de France. While Antoine
Leonard de Chezy was the first Professor of Sanskrit the 
corresponding distinction as regards Chi.Jlese went to 
Abei;.Remusat. Th� Societe Asiatiqu� in Paris began the 
publication of the Journal Asistique in 1822. Original 
texts with notes and translations came to be published, . 
IUid with that France, though late by almost hill a 
ce11tury when compared with Britain and little less when 
coni pared wjth Germany, launched itseH into the field of 
BuddhiSt itudies in earnest. 

. 

PJoaeertaa· Scbolln. The greatest pioneer of Buddhist 
studies was Eugene Burnouf who was not only a 1tudent 
of de Cheey but also his successor as Professor of 
Sanskrit in College de France - a post be assumed in 
1833. His Ess6lsur Je Pali ( 1 826) Written in collaboration 
with Christian Lusen laid the foundation for the study of 

. . .  �.ali and '.fh�ravida B.uddhiSm ilot only in France but 
also in the West as a whole. Bumours deep interest itt. 
Pali was further demonStrated by the translation of the 
Sri Lankan Chronicle, the Msbivaznsa into French. This 
\vork, however, was unpublished .,ecause arrangements 
were afoot in �ritain to publish the text with ali English 
translation, He had also begun to analyse the Pali 
manuscripts cf Sri Lan.tca and commenced work on a Pali 
dictionlll'}' and grammar . .  

• 
The discovery of · invaJuable Mahiyina Sanskrit 

Buddhist man�:�scripts by B. H. Hodgson in Nepal and 
their distribution to institutions of learning in Calcutta, . 
London, Oxford and PariS had an impact on Burnouf's 
research interests. He switched frotn Pali studies to 
Buddhist Sanskrit stu<f!es and his monumental translation • 
of Saddbarm11pundarika-$iitra was completed around 
1840 �d publish�d in .18S2. This happens to be the very 

first Buddhist work to appear in Western translation. 
Viggo Fausboll's transiation of the Pali Dhammapada 
into Lat in (the first Tberaviida work to be translaled into 
a European language) was published three years later. 
Also significant as a contribution of Bumouf is his 
substantial work on Buddhist hlstory entitled "L 'intro
duction A l'bistoire du Bouddhisme lndien" (1844). This 
undoubtedly was a pioneering work in a field in which 

· Western scholarship had just begun to talce an interest. 

A junior contemporary of Burnouf was Philippe 
Edouard Foucaux, Professor of Tibetan of the Biblio
tbCque Nntionale. He edited Lalitavistara in Tibetan in 
1 847-48 and published its French translation i� 1860 
under the title "His to ire du Bouddha s-sJcya M ouni'� Six 
years later, he published a critical edition of the Sanskrit 
and Tibetan texts of PraJno_ttararstnamili. A very 
important contribution o! F oucaux to the understimding 
of Buddhlsm in the West was the study of Nirvina. Jules . 
B arthelemy Saint-Hilaire, as a virulent c;ittic of 
Buddhism, had written a series of articles to the iouriuu 
des Savants in 1 8S4-SS attacking the B�ddhlst doctrine . 
of Nirv�a as total annihilation. Jean-Baptiste Francois 
Obry, a student .of de Chezy had!argued against it in a � ·: 
comprehensive paper in 18S6 , .e'ntitled "Du Nirvi.na . 
Indien ou de J'Bffrancbissement d� l'ame apru 111 mod, , _·: 

selon les Brsbmsnes et les Bouddbistei''. Foucaux came . j:·:· 
out with a strong suppo� for O�ry m his ."/Joctr'im de8: : r.{�� 
Bouddbistes sur Je Niivin11'! ,Adopting a historical � .  �·: ;:� 
doxographlcal approach, h� sb'!.�"-. tha.t Nirvina was . ' ' 

not nihilist in the pure doctrinitof the Buddha even 
though later developments, which he termed "Buddhist · 
metaphysics" introduced an element of nihilism. · 

Paii studies in France, which were eclipsed · �y 
Hodgson's discovery of Buddhist Sanskrit manJJScripts 
in Nepal regained their lustre only when Paul Grim blot, 
French Consul in Sri Lanka from 1 8S9 to 1865, collected· 
a large number of Pali m&llusctipts and sent them to ·_ · · · 

Paris . What Grimblot planned wu to have them 
published in a Bibliotbecs Palica. But he died before 
achieving it. Published later were his &traits du Pllritta , 
( 1871) and Sept Sutiss �alis ( 1876). The latter comprised 
seven suttas from the Dig�anikiya. 

· 

Leori Feer, who sqcceeded Foucaux as Profeasor of 
Tibetan in J 864 in Biptiotheque N ationale and transferred. 
with the Chair .to L 'Ecole des Langues Orientales the next 
year, wai lecturer in Tibetan and Mongolian in College 
de France from 1869 until he joined the Manuscript 

I . · Pllrta of thit article are bued on notes end draftll found amona the papm of Gu�apala Malaluekera and 0. H. de A. 
Wijaekera. The-writer resrets that the authorship _of these nota could not be traced. Verification and updatina of the 
information hu been done mainly with the. help 'or' writings of Runel Webb and Invaluable information in hia "Buddhist 
Studies Re¥iew; ,. 
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An account of the pioneering contributors to Buddhist 
Studies in France in the nineteenth century would not be 
complete without reference to the translation of the 
Mongolian Kasyapa Malanga's Sutra of 42 Sections by 
Gabet and Hue; Stainslas Julien's translation from 
Chinese of lost A vsclinss (1859); Victor Gauvain's 
translation of Bishop Bigandet's most informative book 
on Burmese Bu�dhism entitled "Vie ou Ugende de 
Gaudams, Je Bouddbs cl,es Biiinans" (1878) .-and Leon 
Wieger's monumental works on Chinese Buddhism: 
"Bouddhisme Chinols: I Vinsya, Monschisme et disci
pline. Hinsyans, vehicule inftrieur and II Les vies 
Chinoises du Bouddha" published in 1910 and 1913 
respectively. 

Sylvain Levy, who became Professor of Sanskrit in 
College de France in 1894, was undisputedly the greatest 

One of the most versatile French scholars of the . orientalist of the period. He travelled widely in Asia and 
ninetee�th century was Auguste .Barth whose prolific discovered many new text8. What is most important in 

department of Bibliotheque N ationale in 1 872. For thirty 
years there, he became the most prolific editor of �ot only 
Tibetan and Mongolian Buddhist works but also those in 
Sanskrit and Pali. His extensive knowledge of Buddhist 
literature in many languages is best reflected in his 
articles in Journal Asistique between 1866 and 1875 on 
Buddhist Studies, Jiitakas, Sutras, and Avadinas. In 
1883 he published "Fragments extraits du Ksndjour"and 
a translation of Prsjnipirsmiti-brdsys-Sutra. 
AvlldinuataJca.was translated a few yean later. He also 
edited the Tibetan version of l)hammapada. His monu
mental·work in the last years of his. life was the critical 
edition of S&inyutts-nikiys in five volumes for the Pali 
Text Society. 'He also edited "Pa.6csgsti.-l)Jpa.nf"which 
was published in the JoumBJ of the Paii Text Society iD · 
1884. 

contributions of the period 1880-1900 to all bnmches of . his contribution to Buddhi:Jt studies is the new line. of . . lndological studies ·are IQ be found in the five Volumes of . emphasis he developed on the c:Omparative study of texts 
-."Qusrante an1 d'lndisnisme: 0eu1'1't:s de Ai.rg�te Barth " of different sects and schools of Buddhism. He recogni��d . 
published froni 1914 to 1927; The monograph to receive . the. indispensability of utilizing source. materials in. Pall', 

. the widest attention wu "RelipoDJ of India " which was Sanskrit, Tibetan·md Chinese to establish the authenticity 
.reprinted ' in India in · 188�: Ai far liS. Buddhism was . of the Buddhist C'anon in each tradition, His e'!{iier 
conce�ed, hi.s knoWledge . was e�teilsive. But . un� · . studies were on the works of Asvaghosasuch as Bud!liba-

. fortUnately he could never overcOme hls many prejudiCeS · cants and sUtriJankira. ln 1905 he explored the librajrie�·· . · 
against Buddhism.' Inoiy'_"From tb·e I.JvingForintains oF : · of Nepat ·and published his famous book· "Le Nepal"., He 
Buddliinp � IhaV.C reprtxfij� hjS taus tic and provocative · ., · also made a :criti,� study of.Divyivsclina and varipu! . 

· letters :Which he wrote to Ven�· Alutgamil. Seelikkhandha , �. rece.nsjons of the 'Dbammspada.· His d_iscoveries . of ' · Theri. He th�ught.th�J the' B�ddha-was ti6t an. authentic � �- fragments ofBuddhistbooks in K.ucbean and T okbar(an 
. perioQo He denounced the Bud4bist emphasis on detach- languages btough� to light the magnitude of the influence 
merit an!oi reiiwidationo He ridiCUled bu. contempor!U'ies . . of. Buddhism in Centra) Asia. 

. 
. 
. 

who promoted· �uddhimi and_: �en 'challen�d tl!e� as . . 
hypocriteS . .  He would reject Qudijhisi Sanskrit works 
aucft � PRjii�p'inmit� u o'.Nonsen.Se·�: Despite all � � 
negative attitUde to Buddhisrfi, his search for knowledge
or' its literature �d phllosophf�� genuine .and pains
taking. The· Srj Lankan -Buddhi;t · leader Anagarika . 
Dharmipali,

.
however, admired ·his workas iiplcndid and 

called him None of the ·mosf cautious and far:..se�ing 
orieritalis�." · . 

Emile Charles Man� Senart was an equally ve�atBe. 
icholar � both Pali and. Sanskrit. . Whllt distinguished 
him most from Barth was his very iympatheti� attitude. to -
Bud�hism: In fact, on·e of the most widely and frequently · 
_qUoted statements in defence of the aufhenticity.ofthe Sri 
Lari.kan·Chroilicles � by Senart. Besides traiulating the . 
Pall grammir ofKacciyana, he made ast�dyofthe iife of 
the Buddha in "Essi.i 1ur Jslegende·du Bouddbs"(1815). 
Ilii. magn� :opus was the edition of the · Buddhist · 
Sanskrit work Milbivutu in three volumes. Two other 
works. of.Senart w�ch � yetconsulted as a�thorities are 
•u, Imcripti�m.de_ Piy•dwi"on As�kan Edicts (188 1), 
"lA Caste& daris 11nde"(l.896)� . · 

Syl\'ain Levy is remembered most gratefully for' the 
admirable . work be did. on the Saiiskrit texts . of (be 
Vijnanavida •chool, which · until his discovery hiid , 
remained unknown . . Asanga's Mdsyinssuti"ilsnx�ra· 
expounding Mahiyina Buddhlsm of the Yogici� seh&;l · . 

waa edited and transJated into French. It WI.$ published' in . .  

"Bibliotheque de J'ECole .des Hsutes Etlides"in 19Q7 Bhd . 
19 1 1 .  Vasub&.ndhu's · Virnfstikskirikip�skarans �d· its 
commentary were published as "YijfisptimstraSiddh4 
deux iraites d� Vssubandbu" (text and translation) in 
1925:Sylvain Levy's lead in highlighting the evoluti�� of 
�he r ogacim scliool :was· soon followed by a galaxy .. of . 
students,. whose ' research�· showed conc1usivety that . 
Yogacira ·marked .the final - phase of the growth of 
Buddhist Philo.sophy in India. 0 ,· . 

Sylvain Levy collaborated with S. yamaguchi in editing . the · Madbysntsribbsngsd�i in 1934. Another of his 
. collaborative effor:tl. with 0 a Japanese scholar (namely J. 
Takakusu) was the oompilation oftbe.initialfaacicules of 
·the "Hobogrin "ari Encyclopaedia of Bitddhism based on 
Chinese i.nd Japanese materials. This massive intellectual 
venture

. 
has been continued steadily though slowly by 
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Paul Demieville and Hubert Durt. Sylvain Levy's multi
faceted contribution to Buddhism was further enhanced 
by his distinguished and devoted students among whom 
La Valle Poussin was indeed the most prolific and 
profound. 

A Scholarly Tradition of Openness and Compre
hensiveness The French tradition of Buddhist studies 
which began so auspiciously with a galaxy of pioneering 
·scholars whose interests were wide-ranging continued 
into the twentieth century. Edouard Chavannes worked 
on the Chinese version of the .fBtab, which he published 
.in French translation in three volumes under the title 
Cinq Cent Contes et Apologues( 1910-191 1 ). He followed 
it with a general work in 1921 entitled Contes et Ugendes 
du Bouddhiste Chinois.Thefourth volume of his Jiitaka, 
including his linguistic and historical notes and 
appendices was published later in 1934. While Chavannes 
was a Sinologist, his contemporary Louis Finot was more 
versatile: His works ranged from the translation . of 
MilindapaJiha from Pali to those of Bod.hicarysvatsra 
an4 Ristrapslapariprccbi from Sanskrit. Concentrating 
on Buddhlsm in Ind0.:China, he published an introductory · 
work called Le Bouddbisme:  SOD Origine, SOD Evolution 
(Phnom Penh, 1928) .. Felix Lacote edited and translated 
the Sanskrit Brbstkatiilokasamgraha of Buddhasviinin 
while Edouard Hubert translated from Chinese 
Siitrilanksra and the Sarviistividin Pritimoksasutra. 
The latter was republished in 1914 with the Chinese 
versio�· of. K.umiirajiva. . . 

. 

To illustrate the widemng interest in the way Buddhism 
is lived :in traditionally Buddhist Countries, reference 
may be made to several french ·nationals who had 

. . undertaken in-depth studies not purely via library sources 
but through living ex�rience in different social milieus. 
A most remarkable among them was AlexaiJdra David
Nee! who traversed Tibet in the guise of a lama and 
pravided insightful information on a tradition which was 
little �own. L'Ecole d 'Extreme-Orient established in . 
Hanoi in 1900 provided an institutionalized basis for a 
si�ilar ·approach. In. this c�nnection, the c�ntribution of 
its Direct.or, Georges Coedes is particularly significant. . 
His pub�ications include Les Etats hindouistes , 
d'lndocbine et Indonesie (1948) and Catalogue des 
manrisc�its en psli laotienne et siamese provenant cle la :. 
Thailande (l%6). 

and Cb'an Buddhists and published in 1952 Le Concil�de 
Lhasa. Already mentioned above was the tole played by 
Demieville in continuing the preparation of Hobogrin. 
The more important of his writings. have been published 
by J. Brill in two collections entitled Choix d'Etudes 
Bouddbic;ues and Choix d'Etudes Sinologiques ( 1973), 
Though primarily a Sanskrit or even more precisely 
Vedic scholar, Louis Renou contributed to Buddhist 

. studies through his researches on Asokan inscriptions. 
He is also credited with an introductory work Le 
Bouddbismi: ( 1953). 

The most remarkable French Buddhist scholan of 
recent times bad been Jean Filliozat, astudent of Sylvain 
Levy, Alfred Foucher, Jules Bloch and Louis Renou 
reflecting through this spectrum of intellectual 
experiences the most advanced tradition:� of scholarship. 
Succeeding Reriou as Professor of the Languages and 
Literatures of India at College de France, Filliozat 
proved himself to be a versatile scholar and his contri- . 
butions range from surveys and catalogues such 85 
Fragments du Vinsya des Sarvistivsdin (with Horyu · 

K.uno in 1938) .and €atalogue des Manuscritssanskritset 
tibetains de Is . Societe Asiatique (1941�2) to in-depth . 
studies on As.okan inscriptions and specific philosophical ,, 
and . psychological concepts of Buddhism (e.g. '"rbe 
psychotogical discoveries in Buddhisr!)"', - . University
of Ceylon'Revie.w, 1955 and Sur le domaine du Punya in 
Lamotte Felicitation Volume (19SO). L 'lnde clsssique II · 
(1953) whicti be coedited with Louis.Re�ou� provides a 
most comprehensive 11ection on Buddhism. Filliozat 
functioned a:t the early stages of the Encyclopaedia of . 
Buddhism as a consultant editor and among his CQntri- · 
butions is the entry on Bstan'-Hgur (1972). 

· A colleague of Filliozat and Renou in the production 
· 

. of L 'lnde Classique ll, Marcelle Lalou was a specialist hi 
Tibetan studies. In 1930 she collaborated with Jean 
Przyluski (a Polish scholar working in France, whose 
work on- the legends of A�oka is well known) in the 
preparation of Bibliographie Bouddbique. She compiled 
Repertoire du Tanjur(1933) and Inventaire des manw
crits tibetains de TouenboliBDg Vols. I-III (1939-61) and 
wrote an introductory work on Les Religions du Tibet 
( 1957). Her predecessor as Director ofTjbetan Studies in 
Sorbonne, Jacques Bac;ot wrote on Milarepa and Marpa: 
Le poete tiMtain·Milarepa ( 1925) and u vie de Marpa 

In Paris, Sorbonne and College de France maintained ( 1937). In addition to editing historical records· of Tun-
the highest standards of Buddi1Jst research. Paul Mus, bua!lg, be publis�ed in 1%2 Introduction a L'bistoire du 
whose early studies were on the Buddhist San�krit text Tibet Another specialist in Tibetan Buddhism; R. A. 
Sadgatikiraka of Dhiirmikil S�bhiiti, was director of 'Stein is credited with two general works Recherches sur 

. studies . at ·l'Ecole .Pratique des Hautes-Etudes. Paul · 1'6popk et la b'arole Tibet (1959) and La Civilisation. 
Demieville, who was Professor of. Chinese and Director tibetaine (1962) The tradition of Tibetan studies was 
of Buddhist Studies in Sorbonne; concentrated on .the carried onfurther by Mme A. W. Macdonald as Director . 
study of the late eighth century debate betw��n i-ndian · · : : ·orstudies in Tibetan llistory and Philology in .Sorbonne 
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and u Director or research in CNRS (Centre National de 
Ia recherche scientifique) and Ariane Spanien as Director 
of Stud ies in Tibetan History and Language in Sorbonne. 

The exploration ofTuang-huang caves by Paul Pelliot 
had given a significant fl.lip to a spectrum of Buddhist 
studies, generally referred to as Central Asian Studies. 
Robert Gauthipt and Pelliot had publishe� Le Siitra des 
Causes et des Effets du Bien et du Mal (three volumes, 
1920, 1926, 1928). Hackin had worked on Formulilire 
Sanskrit Tibetan du Xe 'Siecle (1924). ·Be�nard Pauly 
transcribed and reconstituted Fragments Sanskrits de 
Hsute-Asie in six volumes from. 1957 to 1965. While 
Marie--Robert Guignard edited Catalogue des Manuscrits 
cbinois-de Touen-housng( 1970), Louis Hambis, reputed 
as the chief coordinator Central Asian Studies in France, 
published several illustrated volumes on Kucha, Turrichuq 
and Tun-huang (1965':.1976). This work .ltfission Paul 
Pelliothas been continued by CNRS� M usee Guimet and 
othen under the overall direction of Andre Bareau. 

South India, Sri Lanka and Thailand. Among his major 
works are La Sculpture en Thailande ( 1974; translated 
into English as The Heritage of Thai Sculpture, Ceylon 
(Sri Lanka) in Archaeologia Mund1� 1 979 and his 
substantial contribution to UNESCO's The Image of the 
Buddha, 1978. 

Often encountered in. scholarly circles are many other 
. contemporary scholars such as Colette Caillat, Solange 
Thiery and the young Filliozats, Pierre-Sylvain and 
Jacqueline. 

Even a brief survey of Buddhist studies in France such 
as this is not complete without reierence to the interaction . I . 
which }"rench scholars have mnintain�d with traditionally · 
.Buddhist cquntries. Buddhist studies in Cambodia and 
Laos were inspired and assisted for over two decades by 
Suzanne Karpeles, who in 1930 bad the Buddhist 
Institutes of Cambodia and Laos established in Phnom · 
Penh and Ventiane. She played a major role in · the . . 
publication of the Tripitaka in Pali arid Khmer. France 

Contemporary Scholars: As ac9laimed doyens_ . of had attracted several Sri Lankan Buddhist scholan, both · 
Buddhist studies in France," Andre BB.reau and J�8n· religious and lay. Dorawa.ka Sumanaratana ·(now 
Boisselier provide gwd�ce and inspiration to a signifi- . Leparge) Wll! associated with the University of Ulle . 

canL number of scholars who contiime to maintain .the : · where Jean Nadou, the author of Lu Bouddbist.es 
momentum which Bud<J�st:researcb had gained over the Kssmiriens BU Moyen Age and b: Bouddbs (both . 
lut .'century and ·a hilC Andr� Bareau who · is the ' ·, ,  published_ in 1974) was the· Professor of Indian Civili
Professo_r ,of Bud�hisl- Studies in College de France; hu : · . zation .. Walpola Rihula .wu c�nne�ted with So�bonne . . . 
been as vers�tile � be; is'prolific. Apart from his. major " for- several dec�e�. Dunn� thts pen�, he published a 
work. on tJle_biography of t�e.Bu�dha, i.e. Recherch;:s sur . French translatton ·or Asanga's Abhidbsrmsssmuccaya 
Is Biograpbie du Bouddhs· dans Jes SUtrspjisJcs 'et fes · (197 1). �e is best known for.his most sucessful introduc-

. Yinsya'pitds ':Anr;iens (1963; 1970, 1971) ;ffid �veral toryworkl'Enseignementdu Bouddha(What the Buddhi! 
introduciory works e.g. Bouddbs, 1962; Le Bouddbisme · Taught, · 19.61). Ko,oda . . Sobhita worked. on J,e Ci 
iii Les' Religions de 17nde, ·voi. m, 1966; En Suivsnt v8.1'8Sksncihslca du Ymsyapi!d• des MUlssSIVistividin 
Bouddba, (1965); his reseiU'Ch� cover a wid� range .of in Sorbonne while Mohan Wijayaratna, under . the 
pbiJosophical, and historical themes. Mention inay be directionofAndre Barea�ofCollegede France,published . 

. made of L'Absolu en Pbilosopbie BouddMque, Evolu- 'Le Moine BoudcJbiste selon les T�tes du Tbersvids 
· · tion de Js Notion d'AI8JJJskrtli. (19Slf4f Premieq (1983) and also C(!mpleted an analytical study of popular 

Conciles Bouddbiques (l9SS), Ls ,Vie et J'OrgSnisstioP religious practi� of Sri Lanka. 
des Communsutu Bouddbiques, ·Mod,eme$ · de Ceylsn 
(19S7); and : Siir l'Originr: dC:S Pifliers (fits·d'Asoks; des 
Stups et du Arbll'.s Sscrh du Bouddbiiine Primltif 
(1974). 

. . ' . . . . . . 

Jean Boiss�lier, who retired its the. Prcifes.sor ·or the 
History ·of Archaeology of South and South-tast Asia, 
tepresentj iJi his work the culmination of a deep and · 

abiding interest whiCh French schoiars had displayed in 
the evolution of Buddhist art. H.ii illustrious predecessors 
in this field had'been H. Focillon (L'Art Bouddhique - · 
1921); A: Foucher (L �r( Greco-Bouddbiqut: du 
G1U1dblirs, 3 vols., 190s;· l922; Ls viedu Bouddhs d'Bpres 
lei texuetlesmonumentsdel'lnde, 1949) andJ. Auboyer 
(with Foucher : La vies snttrieures du Bouddhs, 19SS). 
Boisselier superVised the,conservation of Angkor Vat and 
engag� .in field studies in several other locations in 

France has thus bad a very competent and conscien-, 
tio\.!S galaxy cif pioneering Buddhist scholars ·to lay in 
academic circles a solid fqundation for serious· Budd�t 

. shtdies; Their notable distinction is their catholicity as 
regards the study of the texts • of different traditions of 
Buddhism in · Pali, S anskrit, Chinese, Tibetan, 
Mongolian, .Kuchean and Tokharian. This catholicity 
made French BuddhiSt scholarship the most comprehen
sive and this breadth of coverage has made France even 
today the most convenient centre in t.he world for 
comparative study· of the evolution of Buddhist philo

. sophy with diverse lines of emphasis. This tradition · 
continues unabated and the more recent luminaries have 
persisted in maintaining what has become the typical 
:haracteristic of Buddhist studies in · France; namely, 
openness and comprehensiveness. 
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From Intellectual Punult to Spiritual Quest. Writing in 
1 902, Auguste Barth said, "In France, there is not e man 
of learning, having a true acquaintance with Buddhism, 
who may be said to be a Buddhist. There is, it is true, 
much talking about Buddhism; there are also many 
among us, who disbelieving the tenets of Christianity, 
make some show of a would-be Buddhist.. . . . .  There are 
perhaps some Buddhist� of a more serious type in 
Germany, a few also in England, and many more in 
America". In order to emphasize the distinction between 
Buddhist studies as an intellectual pursuit and Buddhist 
propaganda for spiritual purpose, he told a Sri taDkan 
scholar monk "your wants and our wants are not the 
same: yours are rather practical; ours are, before all, 
historico-crltical". But with a growing cooperation iuid 

-collaboration between scholars with intellectual aims and 
the clergy and scholars of tra�itionally Buddbht cQuntries 
in Asia, such a water-tight compartmentalization had to . 
be short-lived. When exactly the French began to tillce an 
interest in practising Buddhism in addition to or in lieu of 
studying it, the data available to us do not permit us to 
determine. But an event in 1928 serves as a �onvenient 
starting poipt. · 

In that year, the renowned Chinese missionary monk 
T'ai-Hsu, whom P. V: Bapit describes as ••a great living 
force in the revival of auddhism" visited France and

. 

delivered a lecture at the Musee Guimet in Paris. In the 
audienee was Grace Constarit Lounsbery, an American 
Army nurse who Biter the First World War h_ad decided. 
to settle down in France; Her. interests aroused in the 
practice of Buddhism, she under-Went training in medita
tion in Myanmar and Srl Lanka. Returning to Paris; she 
launched an association of : like-minded students of 
Buddhism und�r the name Lis Amis du Bouddbiime in 
January 1929. · In . the same year, Comtesse Prozor 
convened a Bud�hist study cir�<le in Nice. Of the two, /..a 
Amis du Bouddbisme proved to be . better 9rganized, 
more broad-based and capable of attracting lome of the 
scholars from Sorbonne and other centres. 

Although the association had no sectarian bias and 
Mahiyina was given due attention, its exdusive emphllsis 
in practice was on Theravidatradition. Sevei'a.l scholar
monks from Sri Lanka (i.e; Parawahera Vajiraiiina and · 
H. Nandasara) held office or were. - as,ociated ·in its 
activities. Suzaiin.e. Katpel�s who was a leading light in 
the revivi!· of Buddhism in indo-China, found support 
for it in the E!1St. . 

· 

The most impOrtant · contribution . of /..a Amis du 
Boudddbisme apart from popularizing meditation 
technique'� was to publish several basic texti for the use 
of the general rea�er: . e.g. a prose ·translation of 
Dbammapada by R. and M. Maratray in 1931 ;· Buddhist 
Meditation by Lounsbery in French and E_ngllsli· imd 
French translation ofNyinatiloka's ·Word oftbeBuddlia 

• r >¥ . 

by La Fuente in 1935. Its quarterly journal, Ls Pens� 
Bouddhique, edited by La Fuente WIIS started in 1939. 

Equally important were the Buddhist functions 
org'anized by Us Amis, (e.g. Vesiikha and Fete de 
Metteyya) which provided opportunities to rally together 
Buddhist scholars, the gradually increasing number of 
French Buddhists and diplomats from traditionally 
Buddhist countries. In l945, Gunapala Malalasekera was 
a guest of honour at, the Vesikha celebrati�ns conducted 
at Musee d e  ! 'Homme. Lounsbery, according to 
Malalasekera, happened to be one of the earliest to be 
consulted by him on the foundation of the World 
Fellowship of Buddhi�ts. She represented France at the 
inauguration of. the WFB in Colombo in 1950 and was 
elected the Vice - President for Europe. In some of the 
subsequent General Conferences, Suzanne Karpeles re
presented France. 

us Amis du Bouddbisme declined and ceased to 
function effectively by the end ofthe 1960's in spite of the 
efforts of Nelly·K.auffm� and Paul Adam. Incidentally, . · 
Adam is, to the best of available information, the first 
French national to be ordained a Theraviida Bhikkhu. 
l_!e entered the Sangha in India in]953 with the name 
Aryadeva, in association with the Theosophical Society 
of France, brought in Hindu, MD:hiyina and Vajrayina 
tendencies into its successor organization which is. now 
called u Societe des Amis ciu Bauddbisme. . . . 

The tradition of Lounsbery wa..-"'maintained by her 
pupil Teisen Perusat Stork who embr�d Buddhism in 
1941 and took an active part in the propagation' of 
Theraviida through study . gr9ups, classes and pubJk. 
cations. In 1908, she was ordained in Soto Zen tradition 
and since · 1972 has been associated with the work of the 
WFB through the Centre Francais de l'A.ss.oci•tion · 

Mondime des Bouddbique.s. A prolific writer, her works 
include Cbsnts du Arsbsts de Jsdis, Initiation au 
Douddhisme (a series of booklets translated from publi
cations oft he Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy) and 

· the quarterly journal Le Bodbisat. Her u Bouddbisme, 
published in 1 986; is undol!btedly the most concise and 
readable French introduction to Buddhism and the 
history of its evolution. Stork establi!hed the Temple 
Bouddbiste Zen near Cannes in 1968. · 

Like Teisen Perusat S£ork, several French Buddhistl 
have moved from one Buddhist tradition to another. In 
the process it was \isua1ly Theravida which first attracted 
them to Buddhis.m through its intellectual appeal. But· 
progressively Zen and Y ajrayina, with their emphu� on 
meditation and, to sooie extent, symbolic ritual are found 
to be mote satisfying. Besides, Zen and Vajnyina 
traditions have been propagated in France by intensely 
dedicated and capable Masten whose example and .living 
testimony have pro�d to be most inspiring . 

:t 
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Asian Buddhist Masters In France : Zen and V ajrayina 
One such master was Taisen Deshimaru of Japan who 

settled in France in 1 967. A prolific writer, he had several 
important publications to his credit such as u Tr6sor de 
Js Vrai Loi (a commentary on the aphorisms of Master 
Dogen, the founder of So to Zen), Textes Sacres du Zen (2 
volumes) and LeSiitrs deJa GrandeSagesse(translaiion 
o f  J ap an e s e  Prajfiaparamitabrdayasii tnt). 
Practical manuals and general works comprise Vrai Zen, 
Zen et Cervesu, La Pratique du Zen and his discourses in 
Zen Informs dons. He founded in 1970, l'As!ociation Zen 
d'Europe, which since 1982, is known as L'Association 
Zen lnterniltionale. It · has established dojos or zasen 
centres in many parts of Europe and i�s Temple Zen de Ia 
Gendronniere accommodates upto 350 partidpants in 
retreats of lo!)g duration. . . 

. .  

Among the collaboratprs of Taisen Deshimaru -in 
France ' were Jolly (also known. as Taigen) . and 
Prajftinanda whose MBhayinil Buddhist Zen Temple, 

. constructed in 1963 and co�ecrated byTaisen Deshimaru 
in 1968·� is -reputed to be the first Zen Temple in .Europe. 
J oily edited ·a substantial quarterly Journal Sagesse for a · 

abort time imd a French translation of the Dhanimapada 
w� serializ.ed. He also was associated With initiatives of · 
M a�ric� Safen; who founded-· Connaisance. du.:' 
Bouddbismein't9�9 �d Yannick Gauthier who _in Mid-' . �  
1970's formed. the. Association Zen d'Occident. · 

Also . assoicated · with
. 
Taisen\ De:�him� was J,p,r\ 

. sChl)etzler. who·
. 
continues to . op�rate · .from . Grenoble·. 

· Convincing writer on Bud,dbism. and science; he continues 
to be a t!opular: exponent of Buddhist meditation .Dd .bas 
reached out to an mnfluential circle of intellectuals and 
professionals. · Another pupil tQ attain distinction is · 

· . FranCoi�Albert Viallet,: the · author .of Zen-J'A.utre 
. Vel'SIJDt. ·. · ' · 

· As could be expected; the popularity ilfZen·reswted in 
the proliferation of centres among which _ ,ome rivalry 
and dissensitm cannot b� . . tntirely· ruled out. B11t the 

. · _service they . render in the promot.on cf Buddhism in 
practice in France is indeed substiuttial. Th.e most 
signifi�nt characteristic is that· Zen org;,rusations are · 
hel\ded, staffed and patronized mainly by French 
nationals unlike other a�ddhist tradi�ions''which continu_� 
to involve and even dep_end on immigrants fr()m Buddhist . Asia. Amqng maste.rs of the French Zen mon&Stic system 

.· are Taikan Jyoji, the' founder of the. first Riniai
. 
Zen 

monastry- in 
. 
.frince, Roland Rech and Philip Taiho, , 
. ' . 

The introduction of Tibetan Buddhism to France ls a 
major contribution of Paul· Arnold, who retired as 
President of the Ch'amber of the Court· of Appeal. He bad 
visited. Butia Busty ·Litmasery in Darjeeling between 1959 
.and. 197i and' receiv�d instructions· fro� K.argypa 
teachers .. :At the end of a ten year eff�i1. he established the 
first Tibetan Gelligpa me'ditation , centre in Fran�e at 

Forts-les-Bancs in Ain in 1974. Lamas Geshe Rabten, 
Gonsar Tulku ·and Yon ten Gyatso served in it as medita
tion masters . 

With the increasing arrivals of learned and experienced 
Tibetari Lamas as exiles, · Vajrayiina centres increased 

. steadily and attracted substantial numbers of French 
enthusiasts. Lama.Kiuu Rinpoche founded Kagyu Lil18 
in T oulon-sur-Arroux, amo.ng_ its resident teachers were 
Lamas Talo Rlnpoche and Sherab Dorje. A disciple of 
Lama Kalu, Lama Karma Gyourme directed Ksg;u 
Dzong in Paris . Kargyupa centres had also been 
established in Aix-en-Provence and Saint Arroman. 

As active as Lama Kalu Rinpoche was Lama Phende 
Rinpoche, head of Gnor-pas sect of the Sakyapa, who 
had been described as "a personality of great wisdom and 
exemplary faith. " He established in 1973 a cultural 
association in Fresnes under the name Pratique du 
Bouddhisme Mahayana Tibetain and founded along 
with his wife Marie-Helene Ahni the E-Wan Pbend� ling 
near Evreux in Normandie . 

In two decades, the numbers both of the monasteries 
· and meditation centres and of the adherents and practi
tioners of the different traditions · of Tibetan Buddhism 
have increased in France . to �he.utent that practically 
every region has a minimum of one or two very active 
ce.ntres. with sienllcant congregations �d major c;entres . 
are. being planned and established on the inost ambitious· . 
scale.; For :example;· the current issue of Kunchab, the 
quarterly journal ·of l'lnstitui Tibtain announces pro- · 
·grammes ranging from week-end meditation .counes by· 
Lama Kalu Rin

_
pochc! to long-term study programmes 

and·elaborate.rituals like Mahakila in several centres in 
France. Likewise, Karme Dharma Chaki:a, which, among 

. the different -Buddhist communities, bas been the first to . 
receive the recognition of .the French Government as a 
religious congregation, not only conducts_ as intensive 
programme of s�udy,- meditation and rites in its ·many 
centres in different regions but is planning to set up in 
Dordogne an extensiv= monastic complex called Dhagpo 
Kagyu Ling, under the direction of Lamidigme Tsewang 
Rinpoche. 

Like Zen, Vajrayin-, too, has a large foliowiog of 
,French llrigin and most of them are professionals end 
intellectuals. Reference w.as already mad_e to ·Paul 
Arnold's affiliation to Tibetan Buddhism. He was equally 
fervently associated with both Kargyupa an� Zen· as his 
mo�t informative and interesting works show : (e.g. A V.ec 
'les Lamas Tibetains, 1970 and Le Zen et. Js Tradition 
J2ponsise,· 1913. J.P. Schnetzler, who began with Zen in 
;usociation with Taisen Deshimaru,· played a major role . 

: in setting up Karma Migyur Ling as a centre of Tibetan 
studies in Montchardon. Jacques Martin, the President 
of the ·Buddhist Union of France affiliated. to the 
Buddl)ist Union of Europe, is not only an ardent 
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adherent of Tibetan Buddhism but also a serious research 
student of its philosophy and trad itions. This remarkable 
ecclecticism of French Buddhists has engendered closer 

· cooperation and collaboration among the diiferent 
traditions. On account of this significant fact, the orlgin8! 
unity and the oneness of doctrinal content and emphasis, 
which is less noticed in Asia due to the isolated growth of 
each tradition, are best observed and' appreciated in 
France, 

Towards Universal BuddbJsm: French IrdtJadve. A land
mark in this spirit of intra-Buddhist cooperation 
has been the initiative of Paul Arnold who founded La 
Tradition Bouddhiste to represent all schools and sect� of 
mainstream Buddhist thought. Arnold's home in Paris 
was the venue for its fortnightly meetings and meditation 
classes. A monthly . Buletin, too, was published. The 
international conference he convened in December 1973 
in_colla�oratioq with Nelly Kauffman brought together 

. .. Therivida, zen and Tibetan traditions: Injt, the French 
Buddhists were represented byTaiseri Deshiinani, Pbende 
Rinpoche, Anne Darcy, Taise-n · Perusal Stork, J.P. 
Schnetzler, Didier Garanger; ·Rene·Jolly and __ Maurice 
saien. ne immediate result of the coitferenceo· was the 
founding of L6. Col!Jmunaut� Bouddhique de Franc% · 
with Paul Arnold as Chilirman and Ahni Kiluffmatpl, · 
Stor� Jolly and. Schnetzler ·as Vice-Chairmen. Another · 
subsidiary result· of this conference arose thi'ou� . a · 
lecture tour which, Somboon Siddhiyino, a Tbiu Bhilckhu 
who repre.seilted EJ\Sland, undertook in central France · 
under the ,ponso�ip of MiChel DUfour. An attempt 
made by Dufour to cater for those interested in Thei'avida 
Jed 'o the creation of the Pali Buddhist Union, ihrougb 
which Dufour continuei to maintain his contact with 
Theravida Buddhists. 

·Paul Arnold's indefatigable effort to enhance communi
cation and cooperation among the groWing Buddhist 
organisations and institutions not· only in France but also 
in Europe produced the first European Buddhist congress 
in October 1975. It resulted in the formal establishment 
6f the Buddhisi Union of Europe of which Paul A�oJd 
was the Founder-President. 

Iafhm frqm tndfdona11y BoddbJst eoontrles of South and 
SOatb-EIItAsll. The escalation of the political upheaval 
in Indo-China and the eventual rise of Communis: 
regioies after the Vietnam war had asignificantimpact on 

- Buddhism in FriJice-the third phase of what the Writer in 
his studies calls the Buddhist J)iasporawhich began With 
the dispersal of Chinese Buddhists in 1949 a11d _Tibetan 
Buddhists m 1959. The mjd.t970's saw an unprecedented 
influx of refugees from the region and the majority were 
Buddhists. 1hose from Cambodia and Laos professed 
Tbertvida while the Vietnamest Buddhists were for the 
most part adherents of Mabiyina Ch'an tradition. 

Modest temples and monast�ries were established ir! 

large numbers not only in and around Paris but in most 
of the major cities in France. A sizeable clergy from these 
countries and Thailand was available in each tradition to 
cater for the religious needs of a burgeoning immigrant 
population, who recognized in their Buddhist heritage an 
indispensable ingredient of their cultural identity. Their 
ranks were further strengthened by a few thousand 
Sinhala Buddhists from Sri Lanka, who too, were served 
by several young bhikkhus. 

Within barely fifteen years, the progress made by these 
new Buddhist communities has been spectacular. The Sri 
Lankans, Cambodians and Laotians have been collabo
rating in maintaining their common Buddhist tradition 
and as a result of their dispersal throughout the country, . 
have succeeded in resuscitating Theravada in France. It 

· was for decades overshadowed by the French e�thusiasm 
for Zeti and Tibetan traditions .. 

It is, however, the Vietnamese Buddhist community 
which has attairied a unique level of visibility and 
influence, even though unlike the ,Tibetan . tradition, 

_ Ch'an has yet to attract significan't_" ��rribers of French 
·nationals. Three organizati�ns which came into existe�ce 
around the same time in mid�l9io' :Were Niem;,Phat� 

· Duong Khsnh-Anh founded by Thich Tri-Tinh; Assoda
ti_on Cultun::lle Bouddhique Unb-Son; founded and 
directed by Thich Huyen-Vi and AssoCiation BouddMque· 
·Franco-Yietnamienne of Thich Tam Chlln: Many more 
have since arisen. 

.. 

the most impressive is the record ofThich Huyen-Vi; 
whose movement is world,.. wide aild basic concentration 
is on higher 'l�arniilg, research and ".!raining in Ch'an 
trad_ition on an admirable balance between academic and 
spiritual , objectives. HimseH a scholar . o_f repute in 
Chinese and Pali, he supports several important inter
national Buddhist activities which include the Buddhist 
Studies Review edited by Russell Webb and published 
from London. His_ original temple in Join�ille-le-Poilt 
has grown into a substantial monastery arid his c�rrent 
efforts are concentrated on creating a Iaigt-scale Buddhist 
University - (DhamiiJIIville; near Umog'!s in central 
France. 

Thich Huyen-Vi's early collaborators iri Association 
Culturelle Bouddhique Linh-Son have established' their 
own monastries·arid pagodas in France. Special mention 
needs to be made of those founded by Thic;h Thien Dinh 
in Marseille, by l)lich Minh 1 e in Shres, by Thich Minh 
Tam in Bagneux and by 1 hich Tanh Thiel in Lyon. 
Though none of the Theravida institutions established 
by Cambodian, Laotian or Sri Lankan communities 
rivals these .monasteries in grandeur, · the efforts ·of 
Somdech Bou�kry Thera of Creil, Ajahn Boripart Thera 
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in Choisy-le-Roi, Chou Kim Chan Ther-a in Bagneux and 
Parawahera Candaratana Thera in Le Bourget merit 
recognition. 
Buddhism In France today. The presence in France of 

• ·Buddhism in its rich doctrinal diversity_ and of fervent 
Buddhists equally varied ethnically and linguistically is 
not only marked but often highlighted in exposes of 
French tolerance an� cultural catholicity. France has 
always welcomed Buddhists. Uon de Rosny is quoted in 
. 1 89() U"estimating the ·number of Buddhists in Paris as 
30,000. b1 1990. Jacques Martin, the President of the 
Buddhist Union of Frana:, estimates the Buddhist popula
tion of France to be at least one million. Months of May 
and October witness colourful ceremonies of Vesakha, 
Kathina and .Hte des Morts which attract media 
attention lllld wide participation:-

Buddhism is- no longer regarded an exotic or strange 
foreign importation. Its philosophical sophistication, 
ethical primacy and cultural heritage are widely known 

. and recognised. 

the Buddha himself, were exhorted thus: "Go ye, monks, 
and wander forth, for the good , the happiness, of the 
many, out of consideration for the world, for the well 
being the blessing and happiness of gods and men, preach 
ye the doctrine glorious in the beginning, in the middle 
and in the end . . . . . . .  " 

·Thus was the first monastic fraternity established in 
Buddhist India, which later, with the increase of its · 
�embers grew more and more complex, and finally 

. developed into a large organisation, governed by the 
Vinaya. As a code of discipline the Vi.naya was enacted 
after twenty years of the formation of the. Order, and 
aside · from its purely religious or monastic rules and 
principles, it constitutes also the legal and judicial �

framework in which the Buddhist fraternity is cast, and 
has its. being as a Ulonastic or social organisation. 

Unlike the brotherhoods known to ancient Europe o� · 
the pre-Buddhistic Indian paribbafokas, acelakas iji 
vikas, nlgantbasand others, the Buddhist brotherhood is 
governed by fleXible rul�s and re�lations compared to 
the rigorous practices o! asceticism of the stoics an4 early . 

Paris has become the popular venue for periodic!ll semi-Christian Esenes. For Buddhism recognises the life 
Buddhis� coilferences. In October 198�, for insti,Ulce, the . of moderation, . free from rigorous asceticism as the 
Third Congress o{ the .Buddhist Union of f;urope _was: . . essential pre-requisite for attainm_ent of Truth. Of. the 

. hel�· .in UNESCO With ,the writer as the c�airman: T.he - , ancient divi1ion of the_ Buddhist fraternity into monks 
International Association of Buddhist studies had decided (tbeia) and nuns (tberi) the latter has today ceased to ,'· .-to .. bold· its

. 
Tenth Intemationai Conference. ag� in . ;.. f1,mction as an institution,:whereas the division of the 

: UN�CO fu July l991 .  . ' . 
. · - Bu_ddhist fraternity into irimika -{i.e., those living in 

The annual. Vesikha eelebration in the. magnificent monasteries, see M. II, p.S) and iraiJJJaka(those living in 
Bu�dhist temple in Bois de Vincennes, near P�is. with forests or her.mitages, M. I. 30; III. 30) is. still a reco,g�sed 
the. participation of . all Buddhist . traditions and the · division -in present Buddhist fraternities. (see &!so 
pres_enceofdistinguished publicfigures inFrench adminis..; - -DHURA) 

··· · · · lration and i.ociet}t reflects s}rnibolically the place which . Buddhisdraternities in the Theravida countries Jike Frimce has icoi'ded to :Buddhism. · 
· · ·. ' 

· · · -� Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia etc. adhere to the 
Anlnda W. P •. Gtuuge original teachings, allowing little modifcations either in . 

FRATERNITY, Th� Sangha or. the Buddhist Order is a 
fraternity in the sense of a religious institution' governed 
by a code of discipline_ and mo!al conduct. With a history� ; 
as far back as the 5th or 6th centui:y B.C. the Buddhist 
fraternity may be regard�d aS one of the earliest such 
movements in the wort( with t�erhaps the exi:eption of 

. pre-Buddhistic Indian .ucetics known as paribbijakas, 

. who :were not ·developed communities or brotherhoods, 
but who excercised a considerably miportant influence 
on the formation of thefomier. 

The Buddhist fraternitY. began as a bimd of wandering 
monks pledged to vows of celibacy and poverty like _the · 
Indian /Mribbi}das; its earliest origin is traced to the -
sixty�two arahant monks ·who gather� around the 
Buddha during the r&ins-residence immediately ifter his · 
Enlightenment The!e monks free from defilements like 

esoteric teachings or monastic life. They seek to preServe 
·. the ancient tradition and life amidst modern changes. 

The countries of the North . bowever, have undergone · 
c9nsiderable secularisation, in their attempt to accom

··'modate religious teachings and monastic life, in the social 
and' economic changes of the modern world. Hence a 
diffel'l:.nce in external monastic life and conduct of 

. southern and Ii'orthern Buddhist orders �� conspicous� . 
although �Qost of the underlying �asic teachings of the . 

· prltintive doctrine remain preserved in all Buddhist 
frateniities of the world. See also, SANGHA. 

NevBJe Gunaratna 

FREEDOM 
Free will: Some scholars have maintained that free will 
has no place in Buddhism. E.J. Thomas has stated that 
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"Buddhism does not appear to have solved the antinomy 
of free will, except by teaching without any subtle ty that 
right action is a part of the Noble Path. "1 Walpola 
Rahula makes the following observations: "The question 
of free will has occupied an important place in western 
thought and philosophy. But according to conditioned 
Genesis, this question does not and cannot arise in 
Buddhist philosophy .. . . Not only is the so-called free will 
not free, but even the very idea offree Will is not free from 
conditions. "2 G. P. Malalasekera also expresses the 
same view when he answers the question which he poses 

. 'What does Buddhism have to say regarding free will7 
The question does not seem to have been asked of the 

· Buddha, but, if he had been asked, he would probably 
have answered that the question does not arise or that it iiJ 
inaccurately put. There can be no such thing as a free will 
outside the causal sequenee which constitutes the process. ''3 
(See further FREE WILL). 

As opposed to th�se scholar� Trevor Ling maintains 
.that ".the Buddha's insistence on the real possibility of 
human choice and freedom of action, �d his opposition 
t� _fataljsm differentiate his te�ching from that of the 
Ajivakas.''4 It is K.. N. Jayatilleke who has .investigated 
the problem in depth. After a·searching study he comes to 
the conc1usion that Buddhism asserted the reality .of 
human freedom odree will without denymg at the.same 
time that this free will was conditi�ned but not wholly . � . . 
shaped or determined by factors which affected it. 
Freedom of choice is the very basis of Buddhist ethics. 
The very possibility of our refraining from evil imd ::loing 
goOd, depends on the fact that our choices and decisions 
are �ot strictly and wholly determined and in this· sense 
are free.· Thus Buddhis� upheld · � theory of non� 
deterc:inistic cau�al conditioiling along with the doctrine 
offree wilJ.5 

The Buddhist theory of causal genesis (paticca
simuppada) steers clear . of .the two extremes or' strict 
determinism and indeterminism. In the Devad4ha Suttil' 
the Buddha criticises pubbehtakam�abetil which 
upholds the view that all our present experiences of 
plea,sure and pain are entirely due to our past actions. If 

Nota 
I .  E. J. Thomas, The Life of Buddha, London, 19�, p. 207 

past actions entirely control our present experiences man 
has no chance of shaping his destiny .  Another theory 
rejected by the Buddha is issaranimmanahctu which 
maintains that all our experiences are due io creation by 
God. If such were the case man cannot be hekhesponsib1e 
for the good and evil that he does, because ultimately it is 
God who is responsible for everything in the universee. 

. Sangatibhavabeiu is another rejected theory. It means 
that beings are destined to experience pleasure and pain 
due to fate. If such fatalism operates in the universe it is 
just not possible to make an end of suffering, and leading 
a religious life becomes meaningless. Abhifotibetu, the 
theory that holds that all experiences are due to here<iita.ly 
physiological causes is also rejected by the B!lddha . . 

Makkhali Gosila7 maintained that beings get deftled 
and purified without any cause or reason. Being_s have no 
initiative, will or effo6f their own. They experience 
pleasure and pain going . through a process of deter
ministic natural evolution, divided as they ardnto six 
species. Criticising Makkhali Gosila's theory of the 
absence of moral responsibility and. free will the Buddha 
says that he is born for the woe of man�nd.1 Ajita 

· K.esakambali · was a materialist who' 'd.enied moral 
causation altogether and upheld a theory of annihilation.' 

. An�ther theory . rejected by. the · Buddha is Mlbicca
samuppannavidato or accidentalism, which d enies · 
causation altogether and maintains that events take place . 
fortuitously; Perhaps yadrcchivida, d�as-yu-Iike is 
similar in effect to this view_ of accidentalism. 

hi the Anguttara-nikiya II the Buddha criticises those 
who hold pubbekaUbetu.vida, issaranimminahetu.vida . 
and ahetu-appaccaya-l'ada. · He questions whether it 
could be the case that they indulge in misdeeds such � 
killing, stealing etc. on account of actions done in the 
past/ because of creation by God I ot without any 
apparant reason or cause. He argues that those who 
accept the position .that everything happens as a res\ilt of 
past action/ because of creation by. God/ or without any · 
cause, would have ·neither the will (chanda), nor the 
initiative (vsyirDif) to do something which should be. 
done or not do something which should not be done . . · · 

. . . · 

' / / 

2. Walpo1a Rahu1a, Wbst the Buddh• Tsught, Gordon Fraser, 19S9, pp. 54, SS 
3. G. P. Mals!asekera, "The Status of the Individual in Theravada Buddhi!t Phil�sophy," in The Ststus of thelndividi}8l in Eut 

IJ!Jd West, ed. Charles A. Moore, University of Hawaii Press, Honolulu, 1 968, p. 73 
4. Trevor Ling, The Buddha, Penguin Boob, 1976, p. 141 
5. I.. N. Jayatilleke; Ethics in Buddhist Penpective, Wheel No. 'l 75/ 176 BPS, Kandy pp. 1-14 

· 6. M. II, 222 
7, D. I, S3, DA. l, 161  
8. A.'l, p. 286 

- 9. D. I, p. 55 
10. D. I, I'· 28ff. 
l l .  A. l, p. 1 73-175 
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When in fact, when in reality, they have no such idea BS 
ought to d o  and o ught not to do, they live in a state of 
bewilderment, with unguarded sense facultie�, and they 
cannot individually have a pertinent claim to recluseship. 
. Buddhism rejects all theoriea whi�h deny the doctrine 

of free will. The Buddhist theory of causation, paticca-

Because man has the freedom to  choose his actions be is 
responsible for his deeds and he reaps what be sows.u 
Therefore the Buddha �xhorts man to cboo5e_·��at is 
conducive to his own well-being and happiness and live as 
an island/lamp unto oneself, he must help himself, 
ailother cannot help him.t6 

. samuppidB, is opposed to all deterministic theori�s. as The man who is given to evil habits loses much of his 
well � total indeterminism which denied causal corre- free will. One addicted to drugs or alcohol is a slave to his 
lations in nature altogether. Taking the middle path, habit, he has no control over himself. Though he suffers a 
steering clear of �oth · these. opposing extremes,_ the great deal physically and mentally because of his evil 
paticessmuppids maintains that human actions are habit, )le· has no strength of character to ·shed the evil 
co�ditioned but not· strictly �etermined by the . factors habit. He is not free to do so because he is conditioned to . 
that affect it. Therefore, according to Buddhism, man has · the extent of being unable to use the element of free will 
an eh:ment offree will which makes it possible for him to with. which he.; as a human being, is endowed. H� is 
choose between alternatives. bound and fettered by his evil habits (saftJJutto boti). The 

Once a brahmi� approacheiibe Buddbat2 and said · . Anguttsra-nikiys 11 explains how a fetter (samyojana) 
that be holds the View that-man bas no free will (nsttbi is formed: One po_nders over and entertains th�ughts o.f 
sttdM.o, nsttbi psrakiro). Then the Buddha asked.him !hose things which provoke exciting desire. As he does so 

. bow �e c;:omes to such a view when be elm, on his oWn craving arises in him. When he craves for those things he 
llcCOrd, come forward or' go back (s•yam sbbikkanto gets fettered (saftftutto boii). This is what the Buddha · 
i•yam pstikklflito). The :Buddha goes on �� explain that calls a fetter (Wl!yojan•) . . 

there· is · in element · of • initiative . (irsbbbsdbitu), . llJl. · Killing, stealing etc. are �� deeds ( .tW.Ja) and. they 
element" of exertion .. (nikkamsdbitu), an element of ari· pro01pted .by unwholesome motivational roots 

· ende"avoui (ps;ill�adbstu), ail element- ofi' esistance? . . (akusa.JamUJs) such
.
as lust (riga), hatred (dosa) and 

(tbimadbitu), an ·eleme.nt of persistence (tbitidbitu)lnd . del�sion (m"'ob•) .. I' It ; is significant that these motiva- · 
�'eJenieti"t �oJit,i9n� effort (updkamadbiiu)hi mari . ... ; tionil roots: are said to circuinscribe a man's freedom bf 

. J'heref_9,rt-it is obvi_ous· that . man has the capability to . action .::·· rig� pamanUIU'BDO, ddso plflDinUMMJO, . 
choO!e'between alternatives; there is free will on the part moho pamindMa.ao:tt The· M�w-1amyuti..:o 1tata 

· ofbimsdr (•tt.dm)and on the PllJ'l of others (pMd�). that covetousness' ( abbijjbi)l ill wiil (byiJt�d•)� 
Iidbe-Ambal•ttbiki Ribulovid• Suti•JJ the Buddha adherence to rites and ritual (sil•bblfC.pMimi&lf) lind . 

exhorts that one 'should reflect before doing in action . iritellectual dogmatism (id8m-uccibbinivess)aho c:Onsti
wbetber it is· conducive to -� to oneself and otheri. · tute veritable bonds which 'control even physical .:don 
One should · carry out only those actions which neither . (kiyagantba). 

. � 

harm oneself nor ·others. To cultiviue<ummiviyima,t4 
right efforfof the noble eightfold path one pt"ust stimulate 
. tbe will aDd endeavour: . -

. . 

(a) not to allow evil states which have not yet arisen to : . . 
; arise �w, . 

· (b) to eradicate the evil stat_es \Vhich have ilready arisen, 
(c) to encourage wholesome states which have not yet 

misen, 
,_ (d) to proliferate wholesome states which have already 

arisen. 

12. A. III, p. 337 
13. M. I, p. 415 
14. s. v, p. 9 IS. S. I, p. 227 � Yidj.wu va�t• bfJam tidiUIIJ baratepbllam 
16. D. II, 100 - attadipi 

'Yibaratb3 an&r.;ei ' . ' 

17. A. .. p. 264 
18. M. I, p. 47 
19. s. v, p. 297 
�; S. V, 59 >D. UJ, p, 230 
21. S. IV�·p.- 1 98 . 

One who hu no control over one's sensdaculties aho 
has very little freed�in. Sense faculties are ·called 
indriyiili in Pali b(:cause tiiey dominate (indra means 
lord) man so much. The Cb•pins-sutta of the Sitliy•W114 . 

. samyuttBll illustrates the state qc the untrained man with 
an �loquent simile. Six animals who have diffe�nt habits 
and diverse f�.ekls. of action are tied togetbt:r in 0� firm 

· knot. The animals are a snab which tries t� creep_ into m 
&nthill, a crocodil� that tries to eecape into water, 1 bird .- . 
that 1truggles to fly in the sky, 1 dog that tries to run 'o a 
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human settlement, a fox that tries to flee to a cemetery 
and a monkey that attempts to jump into a forest. Just as 
there is much turmoil with the activities of these different 
animals, the sen!e faculties of the untrained man are 
coiVJtantly trying to reach their respective fields of action. 
The man who has no control over lila sense;facultie3 is 
much confused. It is the man who has coni;ol over his 
sense faculties who is more free to choose between 
alternatives . For instance the man who has curbed his 
tongue can exercise his will and withstand the temptation 
for savoury food if eating it is harmful to his health. The 
man who has no control over his senses has hardly the . 
freedom �f choi�e aS he is so much overpowered by his 
senses. 

The Msbisaliyataniks Suttall explains in detail how 
man gets fettered by his sense faculties. He does not 
undentand as it really is, the nature. of the eye, the nature 
of visual obje'cts, the nature of visual consciousness, the 
nature of visual contact, the nature of pleasurable, · 
painful and neutral sensations that 'arise as a result of 

; . visual contact; without such realistic understanding he 
gets attached to the eye, visible objects, visual conscio11s� 
ness, Visual C:ontact, and the scnsatiriJis that arise thereby . . 
When he is attached (sirattii)he ge� fettered (ssmyutts). 
That in�ani be los� much ofhis free Will. Being deluded 
he • lives ·· seeing · the ·pleasurable · aspect of the ·visual 
expe�enc:e and thereby his rebirth perlona.Jity builds up 
(iyatim pdc' ilpidin-kkhandhi upacapm gaCCbmti). ·His physical ana mental .teiUions (darsthi) increase, 
physicil lind mentlt · torments (ssntipi) increase, and 
physical and mental feven (parifibi) incre�e. · He ex
�nces iuirering (dullbi) of both bOdy and mind. ' . · . - . . . . 

· The Mlbitnih�ssnkbaya Sritta2l exphiins th�:ume 
truth when It st,tes that the m_an who gets attracttd and 
repelled by pleasant IIJ!_d unple11.sant sense dat•vespec
tively, has a mind thad� limited (puittacetaso), which 
mew that his freedom ofaction is limited. On the other 
hand, the man who does not g�t attracted by pleasurabie 

. . - �- .  . ' 

22. M. Ill, 2a7 
23. M. I, p. 266 

_ 24. M. I, p. 270 
25. D. I, pp. 250-2!11 _ 

aense data and repelled by unpleasant sense data bu a 
mind that is described as unlimited (appsminacewo).2A 
Another method of developing a mind that is �nlimited is 
by cultivating the sublime emotions of metti, karuni, 
muditi and upeHbi to suffuse all directions.:zs 

. 

Concepts expressing freedom of choice such u ener8)' 
(viriys), will (cbanda), effort (viyima), pmerverance 
(uss.ba) and exertion (ussolbiJ' play a prominent role 
in the Buddhist scheme of liberation. M� is advised to 
assert his freedom even by overpowering evil states of the 
mind just as a strong man . would overpower a weu 
rnan.27 one must tty to take the mind under one's control 
(cittsm vsssm vattati) and no.t go under the control of the 
mind (no �. at�a vasena vattati).21 The eitelbplary 
monk is the one '\VhO is never' Jax in the cuitivation of 
'tirttie, who just does not en�ertain t)l� idea or giving up 
(the upward struggle) and who perseveres to attain what 
has not yet been attained, to undentari� what ha$ not yet 
been ·undentood, to realise what has not yet been 
reiiliscd.� 

. . 
. . . 

The man who . commits evil · and indulges in senie . 
pleasures is described ail one who is going down the 
stream (anusoi��Simjy,» lik� one who_is drifted down by 
the streain.JI . He hardly uses h� free wilt- Succumbin� to 
natural inclinationsl2 he gets completely entangled and . 
fetter�d Within .aDd without,ll The. ODe WhO cultivates · 

· moral habits and restrains his senses is well on tbe pllh to 
· freed�oi irid is described as -one;'-g9hig upstream 

. (patiiotaaimfJ.34Subduing his physical sebse fiiCUlti� 
he . 'develops : spiritual faculties (indriy• q.v.) ·· auch• · as 
saddbi. viriys, sati, samidbi, pa66i.l' Wheii . these . 
spiritual faculties get further ·strengthened. they become 
spiritual pow en (bala q. v;) such as saddhii;Jals, viriyabals 
etc;36_ Some or th��e powe� � ·. then d�loped to 
become factors o( enlightenment {b_ojj/Jaoasq. V::)l' W�ch 
bring abQut tot� unshakable llberlltion of mhld ( ��ppi 
�toyfmutti). 'fllp,s : 1t · i� possible j q, �.tai�)hat l)y 

•• -: f • • • • ... .• • ' • • •.: ... . ·.. :,.. .'": '( • • - -.� .• ' : •• - • -,.: 
exploiting the. element off�� wiU )!

;
l�,�c� 11. �ID 'J.S 

• • _1 • � • 

26. A. 1v; p. 320 . . , _ 

'JJ. M. l,  pp. 120-l21 - �tasi citt.m ibbir;iggaDhit.bbiUD 1bbinippilet.bbam •bhiuntipet1bbam '\ . . . . . . . 
28. ·M. I, p. 214 
29. A. I, p. 243 
30. A. II, p. S _ 

3 1 .  IL p. l t4 
32. A. Ill, p. S - yebhuJien• s.atti .timesu pJiliti 
33. S, I, p. 13 � etoj1ii �]Jij1ti ptipj1titi pl.fi 
34. A. II, p. S 

• . • • 

3S. S. V, p. 202; M. II, pp. 1 1-12 
36. S. V, 219; M. II, pp. 1 1-12 
37. S. V, p. I l l ; M. ll, pp. 1 1-12 

• ,. :w . 

. - -�: 
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endowCd be can work bimseif \ip�ds to ·completely 
decondition himself from the factors that affect him and 
thus disjoin the chain of c!!.usation. He then has complete 
control over his mind (cetovasippatu).31 He ia able to 
entertain wbateVel' thougliu/interitiom he wiShes to 
entertain, he is equally capable of not' entertaining 
whatever thoughts/intentions whiCh he does not want to 
entertain. · He bu come · to a ,1tafe ·or uncoDditioned 
( a.DkbaUJ' :fRed om· from bondage (yo8ukhem�), o10 
and that sta:te is aenerally known as nibbinL 

.Fredoal ol � The . Xiraili •. Sutti' is . the best 
expreuionoftb�freedomoftbou$ht in BUddbUm. 1bere 
the Buddh. ldmoriished the K.iliinu not to accept a 
ptoP<nitioo as true on the criteria of reveladon, tradition, 
hearsay, scriptUral �thority, loBic, iDrerence, aupenJCial 
obJervation, qreeme'nt with one's . accepted views; 
pliusibility . and the pmtig'·''llue of. tht!' teacher. One 
lhould acCept oniy on: lrouj;ldi ·o r  pel-i'onal e�n�iclion� 
Uci when the muitant ccuiaequenees of .ucb ·.;tceptiuice 
an: seen to bt useful in the lisht of experience: Oile is aiso 
_advised to be guided by the attitude of the wise. The 
Buddha eXpects his ie'aehinp too to be subjected,. to the 
same investigations 11,1 those prescribed to the:Kilimas; 
and be d�bei his doctrine as inviting inve5tiption a.nd 
:verification (ehipassU-aj. In the W.zpmud• Sutti2 ' and , 
the c.im Sutta4J the Buddha inVites hiS diicipl�s to see 
whethet·;tn. physical . aDd .v erbal - behaviour- betrays· the 
· presen� of_ any difl.lenienta . . iuch u greed, hatred and 

. iiiJorance; Jn the iJrabirfiJ'l!. S�ttiC we · �et with the 
young inm titt�a ..Vtu�-says.lbat he followed the BUddha - .. . . . 
li.k( a •badow for- lev� montlls to. verify the validity of 
the fame tbat·hid spread about.lhe ·Buddha. 
· : The 'Bbddhi.W.ms that' cl�gmatism (idam si�ibhini
·tJeso) is in mteu�ruaJ fett�r. The Aitli.t•v•U.C' of.the . 
siit,jlupa� too emphuisel tliat ob�iinate clinging to . 

. �ews that ·this . SiOJie is tnie and : ail else iD false . is' 8 . 
. hindranCe to tb� acquistitioii of kDo�J�dge. iJittb'uPi

diiJai6 ot fanaticls'm is an6iber name by which dl:;goiiltic 
adherence to views is introduced in the Sutt8s. 

38. A, U, p. 36 
39. S. IV, p. 359 ff . 
.co. A; n, p. 12 · 

· 41 . A. I. p. 188 
.· 42. M. I, p. 318 

43. M. ll, p. 172 
.W, .M. D, p. 13S 
45. Sn. vv. 832, 780-787; 878 ff. 

·:46. D. III, p. 230 
47. M..I. p. i81  
<48. A. m. p; 63 
49. D. m. p. 61  

50. D. n, p.  74 

51. Vin.ll. p. 139 

Buddhism reCOgMCI that theie are deep rooted p.Yc.i!o
logicaJ biases whlch retard freedom of thought - cetaio 
upakkilese pdffsya dubbJikMJttte.47 The five nlvllrallas 
or mental bindrlllcea, namely de

'sire for sense pleasum 
(kimaccbm�a), ill-will (byiplda), sloth and torpor (tM 
IWlJiddba), restleunesa and worry (uddbaccduktucc.) 

· · and doubt (vicikiccbi) obsc'Jre the mind and hinder the 
arising of wiad�m. The Anguttara-Dikiyi' explaina in 
detail how the J:tivar.IDasobicure freedom of thought and 
the arising of wisdom. The function of the ,;j.,amJ� is 
beautifully illustrated with a simile of water under five 
circumstances when it fails ·to show its depth and 
content5. Coloured water, boiling water, moss-covered 
water, turbulent water and muddy water in darknes� 
respectively illustrate the obscuring nature of the ni 
varanu. Forreal intellectual freedom -one must rid one 'a 

. mind of these emotional and c�gniti� biases. In fact the . . . . 
. 

� 

very aim of the co\irae of ment111 training in Buddhism is 
the creation of suitable conditions to allow the free 
arising of wisdom and that state is· called paf111ivimutti, 
frtedom through wisdom. 

; :  . 
Freedom of &.pr;eislon: .Buddbism e�courages th.e free 
expression of id�u. Under .th!! Jdeal . ciJllBY!ftti ruJe 
philosophers and .reli8iou5 te�chers al:e given fishteous 
prote�ion • and.: patronage .· and the �illavattl king- • 
oblig�. to visit them from tir;ne. to tim·� to inquire about · 
m9til,l v!l]ues,. ;what is good, true � and useful.4; Tb!: · 

· Vajjl�m.� about. whom the Buddh� speilc.s in praise ill the 
/t(abiparinibbina Sutt85o · are said to assemble in. uni� 
p�riodcally, evidently for discussing freely the affain of 
the state and community problems. The Buddha says that 
they wiU continue to prosper so long as this institution oi 
free discusSion continues to function. It is reoordedsr · that 
the Buddha 'has b�en against the idea of rendering the . 
buddbavac1111a vedic metre i.e. Sanskrit; the language.of 
the e!ite.oft.lie day. Instead he allowed the monks to learn 
the · dbamma. each -� his/her own 'language perhaps 
because he believed that the : mother tongue allows 
anybody to understand and express ideas better and 
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more freely. The Buddha speaks ,in praise of criticism 
where criticism in due; and it is equally important to 
speak in appreciation of those who d eserve such 
appreciation.52 The Buddha's attitude to criticism and 
praise is alsg noteworthy. In the Brabmsfola Sutts5l the 
Buddh�. says that one sho�ld not get angry if another 
were to criticise one, for the simple reason that one will 
not be in a position to see whether the criticism is valid or 
riot if one gets angry; Moreover anger is a moral danger 
to oneself. Nor should one be elated .if someone praises, 
because elation prevents one from seeing whether those 
qualitiess for whi!=h one is praised are found in one oi'Iiot. 
In the face of blame and praise one should maintain an 
· equanimous attitude as · self-correction; if necesury, 
becomes possible only then. 

In desciplinary arid eet:lesiastical matters the Buddhist 
code of discipline requires that the ssngbs should be duly 
informed of'the matters which need attention and all 

··members are expected t()eX:presis their views on the issues . 

concerned. 54 This is a clear example of the freedom of 
expression that is guaranteed to all members of the 
community of monks . 

· 

' Speech is one of the thtee modes of human activity, the 
other two being physical ana •menta l activities. Four 
modeS. of speech, namely falsehOOd, verbal abuse; s18:n4_er 
and gossip are recognised as . unwholesome. In the/ 
AbbayiisjS.bimiiuiltts". the · Buddha says that· only . 
what is true and u!eful should be spoken, and that too at 
the proper 'time; There may be oceasions when harsh 

. language is uselful for disciplinary purposes, apart from 
such exceptional cicumstances one should train oneself 
to use words . which are pleasant and polite. But if one 
does not h iiVe something true arid useful to say, and if it is 

· - not the proper time even if one lias, It is. best to observe 
r . . . . - . - . • . noble silence {dbsmlni vi kathi srijo vitunbibbivo).56 

·� ' _'' 
' 

•, • 
. I • ' ' 

. 
'

• 
. 

. ' 
•. 

FreedomofWorSbJp: Buddhlsm is avery tolerant religious 
and i! did not try to gain adherents by force or coercion. It 
spread peacefully in the world and it rarely came in 
conflict with other religious ideologies in countries where 
it �preac:L Its teachings consist ofthe ilidufe of the wotld 
and man, man's place in the whole cosniic'context; the 
problems man is faced with and a means of getting rid of 
those problems. It is specifically staltd that these are 
explained as they really are {yatbibbut11111). At the . 
Buddha had a total vision of reality he wqs able to teach 

�2. A. l, p; 89 
�3. D. I, p. 3 
54. Yin. II, p. 80 

· S�� M. I, pp. 39+39� 
S6. M. I, p. f61 
�7. D. II, p.

' 
lSI  

ss. M. m, p. 298 .cr. . 
�9. M. II, pp. 147-157. 

man ways imd means of ordering all aspects of life so th�t 
man could lead e well-in tegrated holistic life, in harmony 
with one another and with nature. Thus Buddhism is a 
full fledged philosophy of life. Buddhism accepts that 
there could be certain aspects of other religiow and 
philosophies which are true and usefUl to man, though 
they may not answer all problems man is faced with in the 
cosmic_ context. Therefore Bud(jhism appreciated t,h�se 
true and useful aspects of other ideologies. Buddhism 
also refrainned from criticising and confronting other 
religions as. f� llS possible, . p!lrticularly if ·those views 
were n.ot positi�ely harmful to man and society� Gcner�y 
it preferred to expound its own' doctrine-'? in as great 
detail and as cl�rity -� pos�ible, wit!t,out compuing �d 
CCint rasting with other , yiew� unless pointedly 
questioned.51 But wherever there were harnif�f .views 
propagated, Buddhism made it  a point to clearly expose 
the vanity and damage of such vieWs arid sup))Ofted s�ch 
arguments with sound reason, evidence and experiential 
facts.S9 Thus Buddhism adopted a very tolerant attitude 
to tither religious and appreciated the value of what is 
called today freed6ni:or\vonhip. In the Msbspsiinibbiiis . 
Suits the Buddha spiaks m pralse."hf the Va.fiari religious 
shri.nes calfed Vafficttiyarii, and;.C�i:t.iliiJy th�y were not 
Bulidhist institutions� But the Bu��b iuayii that so 16'iig as 
tht Va�is tontinue to patton�e :l.tieir pla&s of worship ,, �'·.:S Bnd foil ow tlieit religious customs ibey willptosper and . ' ' .:\: � 
not decline. This statement cJearly 'shows the respectful .: '; -���) 
nonpolemical attitude Buddhism;llc:lopled towards other ''· 1 
re_Jigions. . ... -.;. · · · 

King Asoka who was the greatest Buddhist. king 
history has kDown and who wu the monarch of a vast 
multi-religious country guaranteed t'be f�e�_do� oof 
worship to all religious groups by proclamati�n� n1ade in 
his edicts (q.v.). ; . . 

. . . Lily de SUta 

FREE WThL The complexity and the ambiguity of the 
concept ca�oted by the;expressillnJree-will ru.:·�e g� 
rise to divergent views among phiiosophers from eirJy 

'limes. !t is even e.t present a �alter of much contention . . 
The .added fact that the. problem of free will oould be 

. ..,ptoilched !rom �eey �ftcirent pciiril$ of view (e.g. from . 
: -·::.=·. ·  . .  ' '· .- ·:- - , :·. :j ·: . :..o; : ··.. . . . 

• 
·. 

. 
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that of a moral philosopher,jurist, theologian and so on) 
has further confo\!Jided the 'is�ues involved.' ' · 

There is no consensus among scholars even on the 
Buddhist position with regard �o the question c,Jf free wiil. 
A reputed Buddhist scholar eotrinieriting: 9n the phrase 
'freedQ!n of the Win• otise'rves: .i . . . . i.ts �se ur the mo'Oem 
expositions only reflect� aihnist�ted ,wish; to hiterpret 
Buddhist thought iD terms of th� categories of.Westem 
thought.2 Though it b: t�e· thi.t : tbe�re � · ·n�; exact 
equivalent of the' expression 'freewill' in the' eariy suttas 
of the Pall Canon, and henee�'tbe problem i Ji'its present 
forni isn�t directly:taken·hp.for·c�DSiderati�ii, riumerow 
important suttuin tlie early st��t_a ofthe Canon pr,ovide 
definite ' evidence to establisb ·'tbe position th�t ' early 
Buddhi�m was not only . aw�c of this problem but . als·o 
had � cl�ar point' of vi!=W oii;it;· ·. · 

· . ·  · . . : :· · · .. ·· . ' :\ ·. : J·· i · . · . .. . : . .  · . . .  : . · .. ·. The expression: �free wil,l' ;wh�n: taken in_ i_�:of�en used 
sense denotes the utironstndri� 'abillty' to ,do or aCt; tilt 
freedom t� cboos� ' f�om' �tetila�ve cou� ·of aetion 
without r�strai�t Qr or�o�rC:i,�n; the unJiiiide�d �apacity . 
to make

. 
a con.Ciou�. dellber�eMclSion rir.�my:out the 

course of · acti.on·�_which-· .on�·_:·chO.o�-es; . Iiowe�r, . tliis 
unconstr�ed ibillty.

. 
d o'es'il6� rit.t.'� absolu�� 'free_do� •. a ' " . . '/ ' . . . . . . . � -forD:� of absolute;_liberl_�j�srp1 :'Fli:���� : -�s: � rel•tive 

concept and in this p�ti�Ular_ c_qntext� �specially when . 
viewed fro� 'the B_u�d�st'p�i�t of view� h�' a �P�-�� iue 
as a m�ral . �d .. ��c�at�e>.n�pt.}n'., a,dd�tic;,n. t9 . 5Jther 
influences socja� :ai;l.d't!)o�� vaJu�s t<>.ot.ri!ltur�y,(t'cm�-

. cate tbe boundaries witlliti' wbich freeaom.sl1Quld'ope�ate 
·in a given instanc�. a�nt i�.ri�t thiS type of inriuenci: that . 
is envisaged' wlieil refer�ii� iis 'iriade' to :t�ristrai'nts imd 
hindrances. Even withln these limitatiom th� w.ill bas' the 
right . to' exercise its> opti.��; in :  seleetlng: �etwe�n • two 
altcrhiitive oounes ofticlion: 'What' th_e: expressiori !free 
will' connotes iS that the' ch�i� is deliber�t� and iS neither 
coerced .nQr pre-det�rini��<r. :Neverthelas, one �Uki 
argue that _'though. the chc,Ji�-.is not pre-detrarlned, it is, 
aceording to Buddhism,· g�ve,ined and -di�ed . �y the 
self-centered will. Seii-centeredness is the-innate nature 
of the will, and . hence . the itboye··-arguinent Jiolds . true 
with regard t<i thdunction' of the:will of: !til those who 
hav'e hot cultivated and - tQtal!y deaned il of its defiJe- • .  

. . · . , ' 
. i 

ments. But to consider the problem of free will in this 
manner is to elevate the issue to a supramundane level. 
However, when · considered at a more mundane, 
empirical, pragmatic level it is seen that Buddhism 
accepts the operation of the free will, though it is not 
pointedly referred .  to in the Canonical texts by an 
expression that could be considered the exact equivalent 
of the expression free will. 

Buddhism is
. 
primarily an ethical religion and, 

therefore, its approach to the problem of free will is from 
an ethical point of view. Consequently this approach 
narrows down the issues involved in the problem to a 
question of moral freedom namely, 'Is the will free to 
choose between good and bad?' 

Many suttas . contain discussions pertaining . to the 
question of moral freedom, and in these suttas one ftnds 
not only the Buddha's point of view but also the view held 
by his contemporaries on this issue. As the Buddha's 
teaching on ethics is fundamentally related to his teaching 
on causality (q;v.), to get a clear idea of the Buddhist 
position on free will one has to study it in relation to 
causality. · 

. The .causal theories prevalent at th•t .time could be. 
broadly_categoriz�_as follows: 
· L Self-causation (sayvn katsm) 

. ·: � 2. External-causation fP1U'1.11J katsm) · 3. .Combination of (1) and {2) (ssyam .btam Psram 
kat.ani) 

: . . . • 

4. N on�c-ausation (ahetu-sppaccaya, adhicca
samupp&nna) . . 

On different grounds .the Bud<,lha rejected all foUr 
above me�tioned views; The. Buddha rejected eategori
c;.ny,the theory of seif-causation becauSe it is contrarY to · · 
empirical evidence and, moreover, it vi0lates the u�r
sal truth of change and impennanence by postulanng a 
permanent self (S. II, p. 20; cf� p; Ill, p. l 38). The second 
view n��ely, . external-causation was rejected mainly 
because_ it denied hU[DIUl· exertion,J even in instances 

· w.her� human ex�rtion is obviously present. Besides, 
divine-agency led to a belief in a Creator God, the fallacy 
of wruch belief was often exposed by the Buddha. While . 

. . : . . { : ·. ! . ·: :  • � . 

I .  See the articles on Fr� Will j� t�e ERE. and tlie Encyclopsedis Britun.aics; abo see r�levant articles in the Encyclopeadis of. 
Philosophy Ed. Pa� £4waid; �Macmillan Sild F,ree Press, 1967. 

· · 

2. See Ency. B�rn. !.v. CEN'tANA. Thinrticle is reproduced in W. S. Karunaratne, Buddhism, It� Religion snd Pbilosop/lf 
Pub. Buddhl,t Res�iu-ch Society, Singapore, 1988, p; 136. lt is interesting t() note that many schohi.rs are divided on the issue 
as to whether Buddhism acccp� free wit[ While (iuch reputed scholars as Benidale Keith (Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 166, 173, 

. 
17S etc.) and Mrs. C. A. F. Rhyi Davids (A Buddhist Manus/ of Psychologicsl Ethics, p.l. xxxi) aussm that free 'Nilt is not 
compatible with Buddhi��. Tac\libana (Ethics of Buddhism, p. 90ff) and Wijesekera (BuddhiSm snd the Moral Problem, p. 
II f.) point out that Buddhism assertll free Will. 

' · .  

3 .  Ajita Kesakambalhi. Pakudha Kaec�yana, Pii��a K�apa, and above all Makkhali Gosila denied human exertion. 
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self-cau5ation led to eternalism, external-causation led to 
annihilation, and both these extremes were denounced by 
the Buddha. 

The _third view closely approximates the Jains �iew on 
causality. As appa1'ent it is a combination of the first two 
views, and the mere juxtaposition of two cOntrary views 
obviously · does not make a sintle right view. And, 
moreover, the Jaina karma theoiy which emphasbes 
pubbekatsbetuvida, that · everything an individual 
expc:rienc.es is ·due to his past karma, is a form of 
Detemiinism. Such Determinisam, quite obviously, does 
not leave room for the operation of free will. The Buddha 
very emphatically criticized and rejected this view; · 

the theory of Non-causation which is attributed to. 
Makkhali is the subject' He severe Buddhist criticis·m. This 
iS beCause it totally deDies any fortrt of iiun18h exertion. 
The Buddha· rejected:'�� v,iew/ i�o, d�m�nstrating iu · 

inherent f�l�ey �f pointing' aD extemai agency even 'in 
cues where iridMdual respdrisibilitY is c!early m&iiirest (D}, P·.:.-56). . . ' .· . . . 

. 
. . . 

. , 
. 

. It i� again�t t�})�ckground that, the. Buddi:Pat position 
on (ree .will aho\,lld_ be view�. As already mentioned 
Bu<ld�isl Cajlon.ical texts do not, dire�ly ape!lk·of free 
will. The�( ore t�ere·is no parallele:itpre�sioli in tbe Pall · 
language. However, these texts refe� to_: til� 'wijl.': :which 
according to Bu�-d,�i�m,_p.lays il vc;ry i�PC?.�Ill!.��le in an 
individull's life here ·as we11 as iii life hereidtet. The word 
lised t�·dimote the �Vis cetatti(�.v;);k�erb:;u:noun of 
cettiiiile'&niiJg thinkitl.g iil tel�ubn to acti�n�· �o�otirig 
in itS Widtst me ailing tlie coilative function of m�ntati�n 
wtu�li determinea the entire thought 'pro�ss. -·:Be�g- tbe 

. detetnii'nerit f�or of'tbe �sychic.aspe�t'of the indi\iiauhl ' 
it plays' a very important toie'm lhe'()�ration or'�iii,iJla. ' 
nie wili; . how�fer, like· ev�rythlng_ eise is con:ditiontd, 
Salient . ariiong the fad on• that . conditiott the Will. �: 
att�cii�ent {Jigs),. h�t�ed (doss} �d 'delusion (m�h�}. . 
These ;tonditi6.rung factors undoubtedly hiflu�nce the • 
will wti�n it make.s any choic�. Thetefot��:a ch�ice'tliade · 
under such influebc�i h celtaiDly n�t free from biase.s.4 .. 
Bilt -s·�e:li a 'choice . is neither J�pcised by an_ external . 
agency as such (eg. a Cti:�t�r Goa) nor' predeterminCd 
(by fate). Though made by a c<inditioned will the choice is 
deliberate. -· · · ·, · 

Buddhlsm 'very c.learly says that in spite of its condi� 
tioned state the will 'is Capable_ of choosing betwec:rt what 
is tilorally ·g�od and. what i!_ morally bad. Buddiiism)tso, accepts the premise that if this ability is not present the 

purpose: of living the religious-life (brabmscsriya), which 
has freedom of the will from its bondage to samsaric 
existence as its goal, becomes compl�teJy.futile (ci. A. I, 
p. 260). Buddhism holds that all in�ividuals possess such 
an ability and that it could be made to function success
fully by those who genuin�ly strive and initiate_ ��tion iD 
that direction. ' . . 

It is because such an ability is a�epted that Buddhism 
admonishes all to accomplish what is lncirally go�d and 
refrain from what iS morally b.ad. The�e is . . no dispute 
about the fact that Buddhism accepts fre�()m of th�ught. 
Freedom, of�ought becomes quite meaningJe$s iffreedoin. 
to choose between two alternatiVe course� of action :iS . 
d�niecL The Buddhist . condemna�ion,'�i dog���is_� 
(q.v.), too', provide substantial proo(t·o · e�ta�Hih the 
poirit that Buddhism accepts fi:� will. Dogm•atisrii coUld . 
pm8i.l ·�lily ..\ihere there are ��nstrairits dn free Will an� . 
prohibition oli i'nvestig�ti�n: Buddhism freeiy encoura� 
investigation and inquifY.' . ,· .· . . . . . : . . .·-. '· . . . : . . . •:. 

Buddhism not only admo�ishes its fc:dlowers to ehoo5e 
a right course. of action but als� fays down criteria that • 

help �o �ake ., c_�o.ice betwe�n righ�;it{(t wrong.' Thus, if 
freedom is tl.ken ici nieln freed6m to choose betwee� two 
alt�Ot·ti.�� "co��-es;;�f actioh, .���r:� 'right -and -Wrong ' 
. Coll,�e� ,of_ actio�� :t�el_l, in �p�te o!_.the. C()

.
�fiitionecl sta.te., . 

the, will. is � t.� .��,� auch ,�,choi�e::. 
_ ·. . • •  . · .. : • ,  

. TJie AZfgittiira.;iJikiyi'(tn, pp.� '337 f;frecords aiD 
instance where a certam brabmilD q\Jestioned the'B�ddha 
regarding a pr�bleu:f inairuy 'perf��g to .'agency'; but . 
-throWing �mucli' light on the Buddhist ·,;tisitioti · on free . 
will. The brah�an a�ys that he holds the vi�� thilnheri: iS 
no :sel_f�ig�� (•f.ts•.tit�) or � ��te�P:� �gen� (P.!{B-
-l:iia) �-- cleady' tdeterdililuti'c vie.w:O.and: ukitor' the 
. B�.M .�.·;� : �1·e�·-; �triJe -���t��t�4��:tJ�s )�-� -��:���t . 
af·umerits -: . �i�ts-<6ut ·. thcr�:r�n�··<-:�{)-f(:iJUs fjewJiiliJ . 
d_��oitst�tg : ihi� r.ct;ih�ili�?.�i��������i�ili�H-�n�c:· · 
throu h whidh ihe ' co\ild �iiliti�te �iiCilon aecordin to . 
· their :hoi�:.: l\·��-ilbet::6r't�@ii1iilits�aiM it,t-b�'6ti�hi5 ' 
ide� �f · ·�ti�ti��·: ni ,·;_: �' ., )�i:BBtrtrlii�fiv� · eir6it" 
inception. of · ���f�i,' -j;��;(!�ftit�'��::���rt��M;· .  
paitJlck�ln· . ���#Ym.8._ · eP4����.r1�:71'¥•� (r�N�-f���e�. -� 
. ��(pe�����)�·�d·ue���t�n��#���::_�o�8h. 
these te� �··n¥'diri:ct1fbi'(JiC�ti\ie� �!; ihe' ide(of free 
will, they': i'n one w�)ldt jb� ti&et;cdfintitf. ib� �bllit};'6r 
voluntaril{inittatmg;�pb� in' .�cotd!UlCe 'With

. 
�n�'s 

_chbice at _t,�e .����e}rac;�o�: ���· it ,�5 ·seen !hat' 
Buddhism grants that 'an individual has the ability to 

I " !: "•·. � · : ;.��;i,: · ·�··· •  • ;.;� ;; 
4. In the conception of free will u di.scll!sed herein these conditioning factors, attachment lrqa), hatred (dosa) and delusion . 

(mobs) are not the ones regarded u eomtraints. Aeeording to Buddhism. only an ar&hanti 'will' is free from these. 
· 

s. Cf. c;;,n (M. II, p. i69) and Vimamsab (M. l, p. '317) suttu; 
.. · ( . 

. . . 
6. See Kalama Sutta (A. I, p. 188 ff). 

'·· 
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select between good and bad courses of action and also 
hu the ability of voluntarily initi&ting action according 
to one's choice. Then:fore it is seen that, though Buddhism 
doe• nor ditectl)' deal _with the pro�lem of.fm ;.Vill and 
heiice there i1 rio. parallel expression, Buddbit-m from the 
eadiest' ilines .hill been aware of the Cc:incept md had 
formUlated clear view on it. 

· · · 

R.elatecl to the pr()bl�m of f� will is the problem of 
mor,al reiponsibillty. A. theory of iQ_orat .�o.�ibil.{ty 
bec0me8 tenible onltWith the ulumpdori.of a free WiJL 

In such a situation there cannot be identity, but only 
continuity. Thus, the problem is seif-created by mistaking 
id�ntity for continuity. Once this mistaken belief is got rid 
of the problem too will cease to be. 

. � K. Nllll)'lkbnl 

·, ;_ : 

Mate.rialiatl aDci Ajfv1b de�isti :who �pted: 
N.turaliam :(lv•bbiv•vid.i), cmopg' whom were . . .  Makkhali 'GO. ita,. Ajitakeauambalin, Purana tusapa FR!ENJ).Smp•_ 

'
is a . mutual · attachment, ·.affection or and' .ilio. PUkudba Kicciyana:;· denied b\Unin exertion deep r�gard that exists betwc�n two or. more pe[SO.�S and, �d. :if:i� �oroUirY lree will;. a:nd· consequently moi:al is d�tfugUis�_edfr�rii 'ae�uill 9ff�ily attachments. It is a · �J)omibiljtydid not pose a.p�obletnfor th�. M��lra. · reciprocl.l �lalionship:�d' fo� u important �l�m�i while iec:Cpt,ml detmninism�1- tri� to �.fi#ioo�te iii e�ey -soclety; tlio�Ji.1u)t genefatly �gafdett..as. an Dioril i'espaniibility. Bu� . iil this he :Was n�t- q�te irid�peliiable reqW.ite· of life. R�p�odty �d int�acy · aui:Cei.fui bec�use his pubbekil�eiuv41i• --Pcntuait� or retatiorilhip . o( friends, · thou,8h �e �teD.sijy of th� that everythins one ex�ences il .d� to hiJ put . two' qualities may vary. in different . c�es, � tWo behaviour (a� .bmm•); This determi_niatic: view of �otal fundamental reqUi:sites of friendship. The present irticle reap�biJity w.u a_everaly criticiJ,e� by the :Buddha; ': is not limited to this fdm{of friendship alone but includes 

: Ac=rd� to Buddhism ill �ion ii':lilid t6 'be fteely · also 'friendfuiesi'whichdenotel a general feeling_ of amity 
dOile 'when· ita .ilnmediafe cauSe 'jJ lhe . will or .v olition . . . . . and:cor�ility that exiits among differenfindividuill of a . . (ct��) whicb

:
ii n:ot coerCe.:f tjy anf��feina.ff�dr. lt:] {  ·�orriinlinity.' Friendliness fonm- the · baiis . upon which 

oiitY_for:'thia' type· Qf �tio� lhif o�t b.teoU.�rmo·r&uy:: . friendship' iS developed� ., ·. . . · - -
. '· o · .  

· -�lponsible: ·No moral responsibilltfi fattiiChid tcf .n ·· , · -·Ace�#ffiis · .t�. -�uddbiit ����-· p��ple ·who . . � a . . individual who d� anBct'witho\ltacoDICioU.� ijeJi�ate . . 
co� unity life .re:�oraliy bound io,deyelop friendlinea'· . . will,, i#.: �ho tioea �.&Ct: witll • -� .. �J�i�N� '-��. . .moq �emsclvea. _ If tliey itapj,eped ·to be coJi�nieci cocrclon the indmdual Jiu llQ eoiltrol?'lhls ja, ;why' the . ohl{wh6 :themie.tve! and:a� indiff�;rent'with reiard to (fm) �. (volition, httentlon) .is eq�ted . �tb' mo� ��b�n' ib�y would be go� -apmst a ni�ra} obli8at_ioa . 

actioD,Jl•mm•J. = · . . . · 
. . . • . 

. ·. 
F[jeridliness i,� an indi��:able �uisite _of co_in,m_uility · · 
life !or;Jt til;. a rnm.foundatipn for cQ�munity life . . · AI Buddhii� belie��. hi ..:·iuctusion of births, �oral ,-': •·' . . . ' . ,_ ·. . � .. . - . ;, \• .. ·: �-" :· . . . , . .  · ra.p�i�ty of G.. mdiV�uAI·ia ' not 'lhiil.tecl .to .o.ne'l 

• �. ·�. Tlius iD::B�ddhjim. P�Qnu �j,Q-nsibUity � 
.mot.,f;���viour :.�J�ilnd.� :on_ the doetrln� of ·rebirth 
( q� v.);·tii this. however� iome sec; �problem in �nciling 
the. BUcldliist theor)': .9r. non-substanti&!itY. (mtti q.v.) 
with moral responaibi�Jy. Here-tli� 'que�tiqn is posed u .. 

• • . • .. . ' J· . . : . -�: .. . 
. . . ; 

' 
t�i how one could inairitabi the identity' of a person in his 
atiC:Ce.i� births if tti�re il'no·-�efri,lan,�� �hti�y (.t�Jtha( 
pane.· tiQ� _birth to binh, iD�'if_ ,Q,')lciw ;ca\itd 

.
. ope · . 

·eoilC!ud� tliat it it �e-_aatjl� �r.� wlj,o,ja held. �oiiiiY 
relpo�ble in anotlier' b1i1ii' fQr io� aCtion ofiiil done bi . th� praent.<Tbis, of c�une, �Jrly .Js :a que.tloii of . 
identitY. Aecordhig to B�ddhiain evemmn& hicludlDg 
the indivi�u.aJ. i.t � a_f!ux, unde"rgolJii ��t�t chinse. : 

. 
. . •. · 

.. 
·.

. 

:

. 

. · Therefore� tht Bu�dha in h·is· �th�� te�hinis •tressed. · tbC'importance of cultiva:liilg friendliness for the pro� . 
of coinmunlty life: This. is evident abo fro'm .the im.,Ort� 
.m.c«i �hiu:heci ' io )QVing 'kind�e·�· (metti}, corppUsi� {ii�a) ind �d�e�s (�udiiij, Ho��er� it. sho�d � . 

. D()ted that the Buddhist ethic:tl t�achirigs aCe. not on the 
· w-hole m�t for .the eoiiun_u'n.it)r of the Sang�a al�n�. but . � also"applicable .to the dailY life of laymen . . 

. 
. 

: 

-

. 
The Buddha ofte.n advised . his monks to develop . 

friendliness among tbemsl:lves. He requested them to 
dwell with .a mind full of friendliness ind devoid of 
·hatered.) ie f�quently �d�onished the �onks tci"tnin 
'th.e��i � .• W:� a way· tbiit 'peither 'Win their min.41 
become pRvert.:ti, nor will they utter e\iil speech, butwm . . . . ' . . . . . 

. � ·. .· 
. : . �. . . . '· . 

) . 7, · It should be noted that v�oua bluet tb,at loflueace the mind ue not con�idered u c�ve fcirca, and bCSidet an Individual 
liu the·abDity to· control them. , . : • 

. 

· 

., :... . 
. 

� . .. . 
. .. •, . . t . 

1. See ERE. vt; (pp. 131 ff,) for �at ma�b u weD u for &detailed Iecount of G�k and !tomah views �n fric:ndship; See &J.o 
Jo� Fetplon: Mo� Valuer in the .Anci�t World, (London, 19,8, pp. '3-75); · 

· · · 
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dwell with a mind of friendliness, full of compassion and water." However, it should be clearly noted that the 
void of hatered. They were ask:d to train themselves first sacrificing of self-interest does not amount to the sacri-
by suffusing one person with a mind of friendliness and ficing of one's autonomy. What is really meant by this is 
be�imin¥ from �m th!ll.mind of friendlin�ss sbo\lld be th� sacrifjci�g Qf one's personal w,Qddly interest �or the 
made to s.uffusc; the. whole world (M. I, p. 127). To Jive sa.�c: of tilt interest of the community. The .f:IUdcJha, t�, 
with a mind of friendliness suffusing the four quarters is a approved tbii sort ofhehavio�r on the part of the monb. 
great virtue_ f9f. a moJlk,(ibid�. 38). Addressing the .monb AD��uddlia's explanation of the i<leal community lif.�.in 
of K.osambi Wh� W�r_e di:sp\ltltiOUI and Contentious, the . WJljch !ill Dl!>nXS live OD frlend!y le�. �D8 OJl�. 
Buddha m�tioned six . things_ : that :��- CODd\lcive to another W.ith, an eye Qf Bffe�ion, i:JearJY shol.: ·be 
affection, coJ:tCord, harmony and unity, These� ?ffering Buddbist .id'ea�of frleridllrie{s '�fmind. Wlten th«= p\K.�ba 
the :fellow - mono .a friendly actqf body,�$peech and · iiiqui�s as t� liow those i� Anuruddha'l' sroup· we� 
thought both in priVJte and publiC; sh.Ong· and enjoying living on friendly terms, one of them rtpllect thus: .... A. io 
&m()ng themselves Wh�tever is b1Wfu1Jy acquired; beiq this, Lor�; it OccUrred to �i::,fnde�d it js· J sam 'for me, · 
united with the fellow �onks .in virtues. and :flawless indeed it is well begotten by rnt; that l am :JiVing with iuch 
habits and also b�g_ united with them in views that� fellow Brahina�farers. On ateountofthi.S�Lord," forthese 
Ariyan and · ieadJDg to the destruction .of_ . .nguish (ibid. verierible · qnei fnendlineu is t� act of body, iPeech and 
320 ff.). Jn . �he; ,,M.Jii ,Rihu)ovad• . .• �uJU. Rihula . i3 mind whether ope.rtlf or 'in priv·ate have "iuiaeil .in aile. 
adv.lted by the, B\ldd�� �o�develop friendliness of mind; Becallse ·of thii; Lord, 1t ·occuned to me,: ·Now IUppOK 

· for, i' drives •way malevolence (ibi�. 424) • .  · . tbatt h.Yirig iurrendered my own mind ihoUld Hve oilly 
at:eording ·to . die mind of these vi:reta�Je· ones? So I, · ' Affection aild respect ate two esrentill. conditioni for 

developms· ·friendliiless. 'It is said' that ·the 'showitig of . ha�inJ . auriender,�·d .  my· ·own· 'miitd ani UVini)obly· 
aecord�g to the fimld'of these �eJierable ones� tordr we . mpect, .. byiVbicli ia meinf the· ahoWiiig oftriendliilesi in b·a'v' "'. d:.•ers . . &:od· _1• .. , . .  but ... as··su· ;,;.;....aly·· onl. Y.·0·· ··n"'·.· .... :;....a-£.11':iii-·· ,i.:· . 

acta o(-:body� 1peech .and niliii!; 'eitlfer·m p'dblic· or in , .. n u .... �� .. wwu, . ... :w tiio no bb:Uie kiyi ex�clip�•·in.He·attm�: N.'r,·p;� private to fellow monb "1Vho are ·elders, is one of the. · · 
· 

· · · · • 

ali · h h l · nk h h; .  · d · 206:·Jei also'M. I,··398;'- III* p. 156: A; �:p;'70; Ii�:w: 64; .. 

�£�E§.iEfl· . :!E�¥.liE��::��;�i1�� 
teachers. · by IiJtening and pr;eparini . .  their . mi�ds for . ·  frieii�abip� .Yet, It i• riiai,�ed b)' :,;mut��:at����: iQil 
profound knowledp.and by not turning uide.(M. u, p. rei'"' . lwhichil not romm�thlfrienaiineu;�WJlCJ 
1 17). .. . . ., ·. . -. -. . ���Uil�:-�i',�,$.��J;',��,t.iore·c��-�inecl �.��- ¥ . 

otb�r�• �g� th;A qi��-��jv�o � bolin.d �y fri��e.i. 
Su�Jhrie it iit�:�idi;ln_fJendlln�s and the. Buddha�\ ImPort an�' orffiendship it wo' frequetitlfltieued f)y 

abiding m (rien�cas cz,iablu�.zii�tti.,r4riri:bb•p�i !U ih����4:��� .fi.'�p:i�t#ic;'<$.;.J� f$_7 f;) it:,)����,· 
metti viiJiri: M. � p; 369; iee ·&Jso Sn: pp. is fi'.). Bow c� 1aid thilf the :\¥bole· of tbil life .in' ren·· . on''cmwall 'in 
one attain ibis su.,limity or els�, as often stated · in ,the · rigllt�J�:if#���#fp;::(l#j���4!�f���.AA�' -��� ' 
· text•. what iS tJie \vay iti the ·e:cik'P'.hl�iuhlp .. �Uti'B�iiiuiii? associAtion (bi)'i1•;.;Mmp.ljjliiiiJ. Tboiilh on� sliOUid . 
(k�t.mo oidmin�'lih.-�•�J� miiio;. Tij iluiin tliil: . stiow tnelidtinesl� rq· ill ·�e�; �ve�;·� io, ·U.� \thO .re . 
stat�· :. ·�R�# ' �� )'o �ve '•Uf!�i�s. t�e fotft _guari�6. unfQendly and'indifftte"fif(J. m p; 6l), 'oti�flhoU.lcl, ,form 
everywhere and m eVii..Y ·way� with a iniDd of friendliness frietidshfp o�y �th thbse wbo 'are fOOd� ¥�Ui'l one 'I'· · 

. that is far:-relchms: widelpread, imrntaiurabie,':wi�o�t character is moUdcd \indet the influence of Jrie!ldi •Wiih _. 

enmitY and Witlio�f tiliilevolence, Wh�� tbe!rt"eci�in of · whom on� wOciiteflntlmately (i.vr, 'p> 236J.;":·1· _, ,;:);�) · 
mind (cetO::nmu�)tht iJ fri,eridlmei &�-���etoP.� 'tli�s, · · · · ·· · · · • ' · .. �·. ; . · · t > • ., · · 
thlt deed which_ :ii don�".in a 'wm. ' :.,. 'ted .r�t,:;.· d, oea.�. �ot rest ��ati9n :with Pl�.IQQ<l (b/�) ... ��� :,. ·8 - . o- . source of iJ:,ucp "be .. �.efili-.Th� J!Ud��-h·,��.�- .� ' ,;� : there� doil . not remain there (nl t•trivll)nati n• ·. 

- . - �"'�- - . . 
· · . . · ,  · . . · · · - thm i.:n·o oth� �-�ua- of•�i(p!>wer- � ca� � : U.triv•ti_f!bati: M. 11, p: 201). , . ' . , , . . , • • · f. :.. -�Lto:· ·· if ·. . . . . . , . < '' · ,;.;. · � . of . . · �smg !l ���.at� ., � �ot� )'OU �� � .�e � · . .  

Friendlines1 ia. an indispensable requisite (�r th� pro- evil states already amen, at friendly With the good (�; I; 
�'sa and succt!il of"eommunity life. Any conflict betwetn p. i4). Tbereforii,' 'one :_shoUld p:u�ue a go� ; faithful · 
s.elf-interest and.tbe interett of the community had to be

. 
friend •u.one athist hilitem t()_ a pool (J. V. J. ·233). ' · . 

avoided if ·�omrilUnity Hfe is to be a succeu. Therefore, · : · 1. .. : · · ,!  · · · 
when Jeadin; a community life one bu go give p� . ·- n� Buddha'S �natant lchice ia not to form friendship 
den�' to thelriterelt of. the cOmmunity abave. Olii:'l OWn . with tbhVie_ked,.fot �is conchicive l9 great lou (J. VI, p. 
mtetestfor, thit ii the only wiy to hanno'Diie.' liftli� , ' 46I;A.l;p.�i6): uia·one ofthemcawel'tht't'brinpruin 

·• individu� of..the coriuinmicy toaelher 'like milk � i�_
a .in�1��c: .. BiidCih• tii� ·m,x.� ihit arile from 

.
. . 

.. ..
. . 
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associating with evil friends for, then any gambler 
(dbutta), any libertine (5ooch), any tippler (pipisaj, any 
cheat (oebtika) any swindicr (va/JcaDib) and. any man 
ofviolence (libaiktl)is his friend and campanian (D. III, 
183 f.; ace alio Tbig. w: 264, 681-82). Not oiily friendship 
with the wicked but friendship with the foolish, Blso, 
should be shulmed. It is said that seme-lacking friends 
are worle than foes With senses. (.i. I, pp. 247: .249}. The. 
usociation of the Wise and the' shunniDg'o( f6otilh fr:ic�·ds 
wu. declartci by the Buddha . u one of the auapkious 
t�� .(SIJ. v. 29). . 

·The cbcracteristica of good. and bs4 friends are des
cribed in J;Juddbist t�xis. 2 The well known proverbial 
saying that_� friend in nee4 is a friend indeed is found also -
br tlie Buii�t (:anonkal texts • . In -the i>fib. .Nikiya 
(Ill, p. 18-4) ii is said that onJyhe who .proves a comrade in 
the hour Qf. need. is to.· be .�¢; a fri�d .(yo ca •tf4esu 
jitelu 14qiyo boti, 10 �ij. There a;-e. foyr· typ.es .of 
comrad�wbo are to be _rqarded as truefri�i1ps. They are 

And pities you, &nd cries aloud - 0 had my friend th� same.''l 
The Buddhist te:itu ipeu of fahe friends, too. The 

Jitsb (V, p. 87) aa� that there ii none worse than afalse 
friend (mituddubbi). There are four who should be 
reckoned u foes in the' likeness of friends namely, a 
rapacious�person (.U.d.ttbu-baro), a man of words 
alone (v.td-param•)a flatterer (anuppiya-bbiiJi), &fellow
waster (•piys.;.,ahiyo):Tbe DiSh• Nikiya (iii, p. 185 f.) 
describes ti!W: four types of false friends in detail. The 
rapacious penon gives litt!e and asks for much; does his 
duty out offeatand purSues his own interest. The man of 
words alone professes friendship as regards the past and 
futur:e·;• tries to ·gain favours by empty sayings; when the 
opportunity for serVice arises be avows his disability. The 
flatterer both consents to do WrOng and dissents from 
doing right; praises to one 'a face and speaks ill of one to 
others. A fellow-waster induces· one to indulge in strong. 
drinks and. to frequ�nt the-streets at untimely hc:>urs;. he 
keeps c;:ompany when one visituhows IUld fairs �· also 
when one is infaJ��t;d with gambling. One should avoid 
.sueh fB:be f":ends for, they bring abo\Jt one's �· · 

. �-d•�Jl.Q � .helpD)&.tes (upakiro), friendiwho.�ain . 
�c�� d•s prosperity and,adv�rsi_ty, (rlends_w�� 
ab.<rtl J'bet -is .nffiled (•ttba-dkbiyi) an� those _ who . 
·��- wjth;dt�ir Jri�d (illi_ttipukn,npdo).:,ne 

. . lj.ettjp���qil_.(p. 164}enume�t�:.se�� qual,itic. _of ,._ · · -
goocUiiend. A gcod:fnend (kalyina�m_ittl!).is endearing . _ . . -: · It is said that friendnrewo·n by giving (dadammittini 

· . · .  {p!)'o),_��iab�. (gm) emulatabte (bliivahly�), willing · gari_tbsti;S. I; p. ·21S). Once a friendship ii established the . · · to·: t1Jf 't6- 6nf (V.iti), Will\itg tor Jne . tei"tall(�th�him· · · . friends ·sbould -be inutu·ally'·generous, courteoul� bene-
. (v��(ftitri�J;' �lling ; tg·;��ptak· \vb�t: i; '·prof�uild· . : volent: One·should'iteafone's friends as one· treati one's 
· (����-#.Jb�,!�-�i).sji� ��.!�.r e*-<)�g gn>iind� own stlfi and shoUld be as good as one's words are (D. UI, 
leUJy (a· c. •ttb-.ne'liifojako). Ifis.S.tid that such a friehd p. 190), When thus �r:eated� friends protect one when one 

. all'itwd ri�d,e iejieted �: lt'ni�::�·:d�e;s Hi{i&;is. The;: 
. 

·is not on guard and on such occasions they gu;..d one's 
Anj'lituii -Ju}ip (I, �8S) deruiei_ . .. . goo'dJci�rid as. �ne proP.e�y, too. Th�y hecoine i r.efuge in danger and do not · 

who givel -;Vbt is h�d l9 gi�e� dois-�bat iS han(to d�:- forsake one when: ope is.·in troub.le� Friends thus treated 
. . a:Dd � ·�!-��-�aid-�b,b,e:�:.Th¥ ��a (IV;. J?,�)ii9o,, . . . ihaw, 'also; ��ideration· t·o· on_e:� f�ly . 

. ��'-�t�t;;J'i\l�lii�:;! • ••. ·-h:�i!<i4&is;i��.6�i��:�\qlii,.;�rr;e.dsmP; · 

Th::::.:t::::fi'����;::�::����· .. . ��·�;: �\i�r�,��:;:.�J:�\"::;;.1:.·· 
y 0}1[ . foes he ,never . honoui:s, �h.e loves · tq ser_ye::yp�r� : . Jq,��;<l�lp �ady e��·�hslled o�e sb��� �ei����-�sit 
fp�Iids� . .. · · , 

. 
_ . . . : , • .  ; 1 '  c. . · :o��,yne11�s very often nor sb!)ul� on� _St!lY (or '_too long 

Thoae Wb� would. 
sian�er y�u.-he. stay�� �bp pi�s� -y�u . _ · ' : ��t:h:J�C,IJ! 'for;_. fo�itant '�eetblg -�d �rol,?.li�ed _�tay�� . 

be commends. · · . . . · :very often changes �e fnend to a f0e,Jt I$ �o equally . 
H� ��.���- �-� i,�rets: to �ou; Y'>.�r secr��'�e �ev�l�efrays, . _ : . ��� �o �be 'V:it���t)neetipg:t��m at all. tt·l$ furtb!r.ldd� 
Sp�ao ever web of all you do; your �sdom1oves praise:, · thatfn._en�s�p w.anes �Y asking favours at wr�g mom• 

. Jlejoyi �o heat your mlfare,' not in ·your 'evil'fattie: · �ept!. Therefore, one should. be. very cautious when 
· Shoukfhe i-eeeive�brll_� diinty, be striligbi thinks'on your . dealing with friends. 

ninie ·-· . 
. . . _,._, '· : .  •. >.� . ·-: . . . ' . . . . . • 

· . . . . ··· \ ·  .... : 
_· s. K. N� -

. ·. : '': . '  · ·  . . 

2;_ See_ the d�tlon of · friend in �bp; p. 248 NinamoH'a trul. 11Je M�or_R��diiJP p. 289; The� .it i1 1aid, 'Her�n h� (f�ttens) and . · 
· tcocb, thu. �e.� �.fti�n�; t�e �eani?g 

.�
•gtat b,! hi1 �nclination t� welfare �e acta u � lubri�nt and protects from.harm '• coll!ing . 

· . ,(T�• m'4!� tayatl pi tJ �tto, bliJJJfbasayataya smibyati, Bhit1J81U11Bto raUbati ci ti at tho). · 
· 3. �-:.n.!' J.t.U:a traL (� •. Cowell) I:V, p. J23. . · · · · 

• 

4. See DiaJoiUes o{tbe 'Buddha, Pt. Ill, p; i77, n�. 3. 
· · . · 
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FRIVOLOUS TALK, worthless or empty talk, one of the 
four kinds of speech that come under the category of 
wrong speech (miccbi-vica). See SAMPHAP_() ALAPA, 
SPEECH. 

. . 

PULL . MOON. The Pati equivalent Plii?I!.mi (PIJI!I!• 
=full, mi = the moon) denotes the night of the full moon 
( cf. punnamiya nttiji, in the night of the full moon, DA 
I, p. 1.45) and more specifically defined as the fifteenth 
dsy of the bright half of the lunar month (sukkba pikkhe 
p111n•rui VvA. p. · 3 14) . . The Sanskrit equivalent · 
paumlmi is defined· in the S•bddllipfldrurm (in accor
dance with Am�rubss)) giving the same meaning 
(pdcldUi titbib,'fiftee�ih day ol the'l\lnar half�month?. 
Hence tbe wbOie day (day and night) is understood by 
both _I) ali and Sanskrit uaagea of the word . .  

In the Vedic qe the word - Upsv�--.tn. (upif_.,.ljbu 
been used· in eaiuiection with�the Soma sacrifice.-lt was 
believed tbit GOd Soma Visit6i the hou�e of th� sacrificer 
C!D the day p�ding the full-moon day to stay Wiih him. 
The moon wu identifiea With the Vedic GQd Soma who 
particularly rep�ented the jUice of the S��a plant The 
aaciifim was instructed' ib obserVe and conform to iome 
pr�ri�d rlt� and 'rituah on the day- bef�re. �� full 

How lovely, friends, is the moonlight night! 
How soothing, friends, is the moonlight night! 
How gra,nd a sign. friends is the moonlight night! 

'Who is the redwc or Brahman when We may call upon to 
night, who, w'hen we call, upon hiin, shall be able to 
satisfy our hearts' (SBB. Vol. II, pp.6S, 66) . 

. · , :  ·- . . . ·: . . . . ' , .  . . 
. The names . of 'the famous six heretical teachers are 

mentioned 
. 
in ·this discl,lssion�' 'but' at the end . �_ing 

Ajil'aslittu'decided l� visit the Buddha who was rbiding 
�n thiS p�cu.lar d'ay at Rijagaha· in the mango grove of 
the Physicliu{Jiiha (D. 1, p. 47). · · _ · · ' ·  · · , · 

Pre-B�ddhist sik:yans also seems to have considered 
the full-moon d_ay as . holy.-_ Acc�rding' · to the JitBks 
Nidina(J. I ,  p.50) Queen.Mah�aya was. ()bseoiilg the 
uposatba vo�s the day prin�e Siddhirtha "� conceived 
in her womb. 

Buddhism·  adopted so�� of the practices prevalent ' 
among several religious groups of the time, and obser
vance . ·of the four day$ m�iitioried ab�e· as holy is·one 
such practice �dopted by Buddhism; Iiil'�ne of Buddha� 
ardent support����,Se�ya,)Jj_mbism, . who �ide. :t.be 

· sugge�tio� to 14� Jl�c:tdh�;'t.llat .thil:�pr�ice ,f>C adopted-
. md the :.Quddh�lu!.:Vinl a�pttid.'th� iugges.tion enjomed • 
the Bhl�\JS -�0. g���: a(��'oii: th�se four,.daysi to · 
per{orm religi':)w.li�es AAd.�o preach,the db_amms(V,in; 1,. 
p. l 01 ). The-Buddha ��d� speeial .. t19Ph8si! 1hat one. of'' . 
these fburdays;;ptef�rably the full Di�ol!. day, be -set aside ' :; 

. foi the monblivirigwithlii a localitY(�mi) to meet "' a · · 
c�nvenient t:entti".- itb·!recite' the· code'of conduct foi the . 

:Neverth�less,- by the �� ofthe.rise of :a�d4ism#l �he 
. 
· · Bhikkhus (pstimo.UbB, q-.v;). ·The purpose of.thls exercise · 

. 601 !=Cntury B.(:., the tW� days of the wwng mooQ �,the . . . is to help memberfof th�' Order of·monks to tdiiirid · 8th_· ·.AD.· _ • • . d the l5t. h, - an. d .. tbe. tw_ o. d . . a_yil. ofth. _e_.wariin . . �. in. Oo. D_ .- · : .. themselves of the rides Q{ disdpJine:binding dJ11_lt_el!l� _�d 
the 8th.and. the l�th-.-bad been.popula'rly accept� u days •

. ills'o -�·giv� a,Ji oppoh�riiiY. tb fjtJ'iktiU$)o �'orlf�sa 'th�1r 

moon, in prepa�tio!l for the sacrifice to be �oilduct�d on 
thefollowing diy ($iilipatba Brihmaa' 1 . 1 . 1 .  7); : · · ... r . . • • 

of sp�Cial religious sigt@cimcc:.by many of the,.:Cligio\is . trartsgre
_
) : ,�i�rii �d:�·" ... -fam�.���������JJ;1}'} �y '2' ' ._ : . . 

;8· r()up),in:.I�d�l..:.on lheii,days 'reclUses ofe'ach grtiup met : ' - . .-The pracrit. C-tlf obsei'vi_ rig>'t_}les. 'C"fd�r (lll�' . Oftbe_I Junlif._·. ' at jhdr �e�Pc:¢tiye. ·�ntiis to di,cws and preach, their ·. · 

dOA:tiineJ (t��· kbo ·. p•iui- :;am.yen• .JIJiatittbiya month as ho1y·days }?:u bti:'n"foilowidlf.r(jfu'<flie time 'of' 
· · · - ·,he Buddha himself, up ici <the present·d.a,-i ·6'y Buddhists pa.fib�si¥i¢i!ficiihseP.•I?i!'i.rasdil!,tbmliyic•plfkkbassa 

living in , m�y � i>iu1�/�f��Ji�, 'w<frt�:�;§i>'e.bi!fiY· i;y·'t�e s.n�jp•titri: d.�S!Dm!I-Dt ·bbis�nti �- .Yi�. I • p. ·JO 1 ). Lay adherents of thltheril\i�aa tradition -df;Budaltism (iivihg p'e�ple.,,tpo;y�ited.th��� centre$ Qn.such days to partid- in sri um·k&, ni�taira_:. , a.�.·tm_1·_. · · •. ii;'�.o_s 'in . . �_.ac_'e __ : �un_:�._ · __ )_�dia).·lii P. ate jD, . �ligiqus. : �_remonies and also . to · t�arn . their . � . Sri Lanka: thcs� ·fouf.-days'attf ddlg1fate'd ju!l (J) puts� r do��. -
•tav.aka (eighth �ay oi the wa$.'8 �oon) (l)'pai.f!b�Bki 

The full moo� day its�lfw., the most important of the (flf�een� �.!lJ' ;�H��� waiin� _¢Ci9.P.H�) .• va •!av�a,;{the above mention� dayi of the lunar month, oh W.hich day . eig�h day or'the w.a11Wgmoon) (4) am.�vaka(theJo�t�nth: . 
groups of pe6pie iet out in the nioon-lit night, in happy day ·ofthc: W.!¢nis �pon). pn the p_pr.�a�vaksnight .the 
mood, . to·· visif' feligious' teachers of their· choice. · The wa.xing "rooon ,is. Yis��i� -� :!l crescent� qr_ perfect semi-
S""amlf1.8spbm• Suit• (D. 1, p.47 ff.) records a graphic circle� on. :t,he pasa/9sy.ika night the moon is seen as a; 
descrlptioinif such a mght. It re'ads: •iseated on ti:i� upper complete disc; on the ava atavaka . night the moon. is �een 
terrace ro�f of his ·:pala� surrounded by his ministers again· as a crescent. or pirfect semi-circle _ and _ �n the Kin's Ajitasattu ou the night of the bright 'f�I moon of amivJi �8Ji-dhe mooii bec�mes completCly iiivjsible. 

- kattiki gave utterance to a paean of joy, sa�iig:' ) · ;:�; · - � ;  ' - ; . ;: .  · · · · · · 
. 'Ho:w pleuailt; friends, is· the moonlight night! · Though all foilr days have been regarded as important 
· �ow beautiful, friends, is the moonlight night! holy days for the observance of religious practiees by the 
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Buddhists, �be full moon day itselfhu been considered as 
extraordinarily important. Buddhists all over the world 
consider the fullmoon day of each month as a day on 
which they should concentrate more on reli8i()US obser-

. van�s and practice�· · · · · · 

. . . . . . . 
The bbikkhus belonging to the.Therilvida tradition of 

Buddhism still follow the practice of assembling �ogetber 
t�- fecit� thb Pili;j,oW,a' rUJe:i on the full mooii' day, a 
pr#.i_�: ��,�� -c�e: int� t?�hc ffi the �e _of t.he. ��dha 
hlniselt'. Many lay Buddhists who on_ o.ther days observe 
tue fiv� _· preeeptj (ps6csiiit�) as a ��!��t . J.rid regular 
practice (nityui/a), observe eight precepts .on this day. 
The eight precepts they undertake to· observe aie .( 1 )'to . rertain from killing and ca\lsing fuju'ry toliving beings (2) 
to ·refrain · froal'"stealing · (3) to refrain _from .sexUal 
iiiduJience·(4) to refrain from -falsehood (S) to reftaul' 
from intoxicants (6) to refraitt from :�ing luxurious and 
comf�rtable sea� and -�  ('l)c to ref�� from en�rtain
ments soch u_ dan�:-song �d .m�i� ·lho:ws (8) t� · 

. rdr�n .froai. · ��i�g ga-�lands,.� per(um�i�- �s���ics 
o���.�� :� �'P��eJi�.· '- , : : · . _. ! ->- _, : -;=There= 'laymen who decide -:ic:; 1;bbServe�"tbese eighr · 
precepts:ein the:fulh nd6n d!t)tgo1tS;a1eiiiple early' in. the·\ _ mommgi clad)n: :iimple :\Vhiu:: g�ihti.- -A�bbikkhu"
adiliiniiteti- the prectptS : to, theni; The -deyotees/haVing·· . 

. undertaken td:observ� theii� ptecep�·tilrougb�u� the day�\ . 
- spend �osi:the.\whole-day, ii:i:tbe :mona!tiry; .In �any.� 
.te�plet · .Of. · tbt·· pr�nt. day, · tbereJare- ; t.�ll : org�•ed 
progmiunel·..f�r .the whole day:, co�istJDg; o( lennons, . reHSio.us- disclissions, chanting of selected •utt'U; medita'!' 

- tional<cxer¢ises, silent reading. of texts;,,i.Jid: ceremonial 
offerinp to Ute "I;riple � (titJtns). ; , • �- · � -- .  - �· - ' 
. :-�:.·:· . :.:_:. : :. . -.:: . : · . ·. �: :: :A . ... ;; ; - : . · : ··: . . . ;.: · :- . ,.:_ : ·� . . =· · · . . '.; ;  .. �t.� · · 

. � .Even tbose lay (ollow,ets wht:J _ do not un(le.-tue to · 
o&��ey�t�e-elghJ:P,��p��--0� lh� f\ill mo<?-Ji'9:�Y M�� it.a ; · 
point to visit a temple with iheir faiilj�es-to;wonhip at the 
s�r.in� �4 pay_theit re_a_pec" .to.'tbe .reside-nt b�us� 

_ �-�RiJl��i._t-�r���)o Jb.�=trip.Ie· oe·ni Rie usually 
heid aitet. �u��bv�e�;t�e-.�tili iurro.�dings .beco� . 
r��plend�' ���)ie.ren�:wiih -��:Ji&hl of theJult:moon.:· ib� offe�ghQ}ade are oil ]�ps, flo:wers, incense, .-

. medicin!lL�_crbi �d ��rages. :  JJi . :p:�ilny t�mples, ja_; · 
strmo� luij,n,g t9r abOut an )lour il <t_eiivere.t�:at nigh� by a . . 
B\lddbiat mcink., - . - - · 

· . ' · ·· 1 ; · · -
- --rte d�y ::o�,t�� fui1 �o�n·had ·beciom�-i� �aiuric&nt �o� • 

Buddhiats- because milily of tbe important 'e\ienti in 'tht � 
. life;of the Budd h. and-in the hUtocy of BUddhism' came to · · 

be-associattd and linked. With ieverat 'fu1l-moQn daY. or the lwiu calebdar. The follciWitlg ev�ts are associated . ; 
·witb· aome ofthefull uicon daya> - . · . _ . 

. ·-o>n�- Fuu��.o.� day tli�ti�--�iw�;, ��--u�J · _ _ -
Aprii (Citt� or �{iadin) � second:visit�of th� BuddJia _ 

·. to sri Lllnka whi�h took j:llace in·tbe flfJh year 9fhis . 
· Eiiligbtenment. - • 

. · · · ·, · · ' · 

• 
.

. 
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(2) The full-moon day that comes between April-May 
(Vesikha or Vesak) - The Buddha's birth, attainment 
of Enlightenment and th p_assing away (Mbv. ch,. l . v. 
12; MbV. cb� III. v. 2); The ascetic S_umedha �ecC:ived 
the assurance from the Buddha_ DipaD.kara that he 
would become a Buddha named Gotam&; the per
formance of the twin miracle (ysmda pifibiriys) by 
the Buddha to subdue the pride of, his relatives at 
Kapilavasthu (J. I, p. 88); the Buddha's third visit to 
.K.ehmiya in Sri Lanka in the . ej!htb yei!I' of his 
�nlightenment: .on which �it the Buddha left an 
itnp�t of'_ his foot on the peak--of Sam�takii!J' 
(Samanola) mountain, (Mbv.; .cb.l, v. 17), On thii visit 
t�e)3uddh• cosu.ecrated si�teeri spots .(Mbv. ch.'i, l'V; . 
78ff:); the Buddha, knowing that his doctrine would 
be preserved ·in its _pristine purity iD Sri Lanka _ 

.ad_dressed .God Sakka ,t9 protect _the Buddhasisana 
and the Sinhala race (Mh.f:."eb.7 v. 2f.);' Aryan · colonisation �f Sri. Lanka, bv ·Prinee · Vij1.ya and his· 
s��e� hundred foilowm in s#; a:. c. on the day o( 
Buddha's pusins away (Mbv. cb�7 v. l); t�e i,naugu-' · 

.• ration of the coiulnicUon :  wor� of �he - -�!lt 1tiips 
(Rltn��) in -An�r�bap�r&.� Sp ��·(�hJI: :�. · 

., 29 � '1·): . . : . . . .. " . ··. - : . - . . . . . . . , 
• •  

, - �· • • 
• 
•• • .. : • · - � . \.-. ,. • • . ,, • : · ·: • .

. 
:' ·\:.\ . . 'J .' ' ' . '  .. : • • :· � . ·- (3) The f�ll .�oon �ay tb�t-,��es _bet..v�e_��; May _�: _ : · June (jettha�Poso'n)' .:. J#tio��etion of_ Bud��.!_�m t9 . , : sri t&nka_ in ·Jtie 3 �c (ceil(�iy ·a.��,;_ �y:-}�rilli!llif 

· · Malliindil, tJie sbn of tiie ErJ,peror Aicik.a (¥br; c;�J3_. , . v..:��l): · · : 
. . -·_:,_

. _. � - _ - - - - � · ·. : .<_ - - ,� - . . . :,: '� ; : � (4)Th� fulf �c)oti day �ha! ���� - ������ J�� �;, 
July (Silh� Aii�a - Esilla). 1Jle; �6ncepuon of · · , Siddliiriha in Quten -Mabim�ya:s womb (J.'I, p.-SO);_ · the · birth - of Prince Ribuhl' ��- ·pj;Jic�ll Yls0.:.' 
dhati; 'the Wife' of ·Printe' Siddhirtha;� the ·orelt . 
Renuriciatian (.;f Prince Siddhir�a to 'liecoDje a 

.w&ndering ascetic in search ofthe truth; the preaC:biiig 
' of ; the fttst:: sermon - · VbilinitisC.Cbppsvstwii 

= S'utts by the Buddha to the five uceties-(J?PPN.. VoL �: 
_ i, p.- 1 138); ob$erv.anee"ohhe first·.[� retreat (vus-.)-
. . · .by· the· =Bud'dha�and 'the fiVe- moilb at lsip!ltan&;':th! , , 
- 'performance <1Uhe Twin Mira-Ct�· (yam.Jc• pi!J'biraJ 

_ by the Buddha· tO'subdue thi'plide , �f the:·he�tica 
. • - (DPPN; Vol� II, p; 683); commeni:ement ?()fthe'ptea· 

cbing of Abbidhamma by the �ddha to his moth'er· 
. anc( ' other -�ods . � _the _r.v·�� heav�n. \in :�e . . seventh year of his att�ing E�te�ent, (D_hiA· 
31� �2 Ency. Blm. YoL 1, p.4o)i c:omui���ent of� . 
first Buddbi�_t -.Councit - (1angiti)'i.t ,Ril'=allh• (q.v.) . 
presid-ed o�er . . by Arah�t M.bi: �all�� :_t� 
_m�mths· after the p&Qing away._ of the· J)_uddh_a_ (¥bv. = 

cih. 3� v . . l4); Arlttha and- firty_4"m_:monb �ving . 
higher O[di�ati�ri at Anuradii._;_!lla._iti Sri .� · 
(Mbv. ch� ,19, _v. �6); the n�� _v.ui.retrnt of sixty �0 ' 
arabants in sri LJD�a (Mbv:c'h. l6, v,; 17); the laying 
dr th� . . foundation stone •· fQr - ti!e construction Qf 
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Ratnamati Cetiya in Anuradhapura and the en- announcing relinquishment of ayussnkbsri that 
shrinement of the sacred relics of the Buddha and of within three months his psrinibbana (passing away) 
Arahants in the Ratnamili Cetiya (Mb�·. ch. 29, vv. 14 would t�e place. 
ff); the commencement of the annual prricession (12) The fuJl��c;>9nday that comes between February (Daladi Perahlra)in :K.andy in·Sri Lanka; commence- · and March (Phagguna, Mldin) - the historic journ�y 
merit of the rains retreat. 

. 
of the Buddha to tbe city of K.apilavistu accompanied 

(5) The full moon-day that comes between july and by :a following of �:wenty thousand monks. 
August (Savana� Nikini) - observance of the r�s Though all ruu.:.moon days are regarded as h�ly by retteit by moriks who felJ to commence its obser� Buddhists, the· Veaikha full-moon day and the Aailha 
vance on the preViouS ful lmoon day; full�moon · day are considered specially significant' to 
(6) The full-moon day .that comes between August BuddhistS all over·th�world. The Vesikhafull-moon'day 
and September (Potthapiida-Binata). - · commelh."t-' is considered· the most impOrtant as three aignificant · 
ment of Buddhist proceuions · at Mahiyangana and �vents in the life of the Buddha are il,sociatcd·with tliia· 
Sri Jayawardhanapura, K.otte. day. The three events are: (I) The birth of Prince 
(7) Thefull moonday that comes between September Siddhirtha, (2) His attaiiuili:J1t of Bodhi at the :age of 
and October (Assayuja, Yap) --.. the conclusion of the thirty�five and (3) the msbiparfnilibins of the buddha at . . Buddha's preaching of Abhidhamma in Tivatimsa . the age of eighty;· ·  lfter a forty-five year perlod of 
heaven; the recital of the Vinaya Pitaka for the first mis'siorieiy activity; .Many Buddhists all o�er the world 
timc. in Sri Lanka at Tbupirima iti Anuradhapura commemorate these three. events iri great splendour •. 

-. presi4e<:l·over ·:by Arab ant Mahi Ari�!-fia; the Buddha Normally, two �ays ire .set apart for the commemqration 
aspirant Metteyya born as a human being entered the actMti�s; · tbc•ful��oon day· and tbe following day. On Orden�f monks after listeq to an:inspiringcdiscu�·.< . the dty cif tbe full-au�on men; womerf�d children flock · . sion_on Abbiddhamma between tlie Buddha and the ' . to'temples to:bonout: th,e.Bu�dhil by observing the eight
thera Sariputta; . on the inatructions of Arl.bant : : pr�cepts (•st.biii,Upos4tbasil.t)."Some ofthe people who 

·, Mabinda, King Devinampiyatissa sent envoys.led by ·. (I�· not obsenre:the_ specl8.1 sUss ¢ui 'thihiay spend their-
. .  M.&iArittha to request Erpperor Asoka to send. his · ti�e'in iempl� attending to .the in any ric�• of d,lose who · 
· . :daught�r.Sughamitti Tberi to Sri Lanka to establish < �bserve· ,the; si1.11; Temples, house's: and ltteets , are 

fhe.-Order �ofNuns. (Mliv. ch. l8, vv. ·7,8).,· . • . decor�t'ed :With. the:six-hucd: Buddhisfflags and:•cents· � (8} The full moon day ofOctober:-N ovember (K.atti�&, · '  . d�pictirig imp�i1�t �en� �. �be life:' of the, bQdbf,5attva U) Metteyya the Buddha� aspirant obtains the assu.,. . and the B\Jddha are set�up, beaufifully'p�t�d. In-many 
nuice from Gotamo. the Buddha that he would · t�w�s;:· m�.si\re . pando,is � .;e��ed:.')'\itll co}?�ully· . . become' a Buddha in the future. The· sepdhtg �f tlie ·. · ·. paln�d 'p.meis,�d�piCqnJ v�pu� ,Jit��.stofH,:s, Pe,ople . 

· . . first sixty monks. by the Buddha in yl!io\u ��rections . 
. 
otg�is.�.#l�ms�lyes jll. groups. ,tq pr(),vi<f:e tht;; PQ�r, a,nd., . to. .

preach the . . dham. ma;· the . . ,B. uddh. a .. 'i .· iirrival at. , · d ' ·. • · b . · · k d r ·od . f � · t. · d rations d . _ , nee_ y Wlt . . �o e .).o. , so L ��-!1;· : JY . .. . .. . !IJ1 - '  Uruveli with the main p�rpose .of converting th� . . CJothlng.:I)le ni�t o.f the Ve��:f� in�'l. _day ��'�.lle three Kus.ap� b�others and theit thoijsilnd foilowe�; · . day r�Uowing'bec;omes re•ptendent with ill�i�"�oF.s t>f . 
· thi �on elusion of the three month's rains retreit and · . . �.&JlY� �n4�.,c;lc�tqc bulbs; oilJ�ps, �4-��Y·���- • offering �fkatbin•; the att�TJient o(pmiy�bin� of Vesak lanterns; 

. . . · . 
-.- ·: ; -, · the chief disciple Qf the Buddha, ai�ant S�putta : ·. · · · . ·· ' 

· ' · 
· · · · ' ·· · · · · · · · - ,:Many -lay.BuddbisQ cmjoy a holiday the day:after the (DfPN. l l, P· 1 1 1�· · 

. . 
· . .  , . .. � · · Vesaffuif�o�n day. (iaily dressed, they leisurely roam . (9) Tile full moo� ,day that com,�s ,betWeen N ove��er . , the . �.treets ·.al 

.
. · joymg .  ih. e various . ilcelles dep�cted an� and December (Miguira, U�duvap) - tile irrlvil m 

. sri Lanbcf th� Tberl sa'D&iiamitti with a sapling of ·. . seeing the decorations'.&nd illuminations. While many 
die .�ci bOdbi �� in Bhddhqayi, · · · · . . . ·. . . . �eep o� wdkmg on the atre�ts enjoying"th� sights, som,e : 
(lo):Tbe r.uu moon day'' that coinea between. Decem. ber . . . : others busy ihemiSlvel entertlinbig them :With pis of: '' 

rood ilDd driDk. ·• · · · 

Januiry (P�uisa, Durutu) - the Buddha's fmt visit to · . . 
Sri Lanka in tbe �inth month of his E�ght(l!llllent . . · The tuU;�oo�-day next .iD imp�rtance to Vesakfull 
(Mbv. ch. l, v. 19) . . , .  moon d·ay, tQ' all B�ddhlsts; is the fuU moon day of 
(1 1) The full'iUoon day tb,at comes between,J�uary · Asilha . . on<'*hich . day.dli'e' Buddha:. preached his fllit 
a:nd february (Mi.gha, NtVIUil}- conferment by tbe� · ' ,erm()Jitoitbe ·fin moliki at the Deer Park in lsipatanL . 
Buddha of the exalt� titles of,Chief D�ple (ISP- �· On tbi� -�ay, · t�, ·�lnY. devotees' .ob•e"e the eight 
liva,b)on SirlpJJtta thera and Moggallina thera; tl:\c : · · p�ptr.)� �y tempi� the DblllDm•�•pp.v•t
procla!n�tion of the code of conduct (pitimokk¥) · . �DI Su,tia is �onialJY chaJ:lted by the bhikkhus and 

. for the monks by the JJud�ha, t:wenty yem Brt�r tlle : ' :. sermoba .U.C deli:vered. �d discussions held on the, lame 
. foundin• · of the Order of Monks; the! Buddha's ; iliem�; � ;- ; .·: . · · · 

. . . .. :. . �- .· . -� •. ;' : . ,• . : -� 
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was caJled the DharmaJdrti-vihiira. Ssddharma
ratnskara, a 14th Century Sinhalese literary work, calls it 
the Ssddharmatilaka-vihiira. (Pl. XII,). 

It is from the inscription mentioned above that much 
of the inform!ltion regarding the early history of this 
shrine is knoWn. It st�tes that this shrine was built entirely 
of itone, on a flat rock called dikpl_• by the tbera 
. Dbar.makirti. The archite�t is named Ganidhipati 
Gandvaricarl, probably a South Indian. · · 

Two full moon days are specially significant for Sri 
Lankan Buddhists, namely, the full moon day cf Jettha 
or. Poson which comes between May and June, and. the 
full moon day of Migui�a or Unduvap which comes 
betWeen the months of November .��d December. It is 
traditionally believed that Buddhism was officiillly 
introduced to Sri Lanka in the 3rd century B.C. during 
the reign of king · Devinampiyatissa. Emperor Asoka's 
·� Arab ant Mahinda with four otbeurahant bhikkhus . 
and a lay upiisaka came from India as emissaries ftom 
Emper.or .. Asoka, bringing with .thei:n· the .message of · As regards the architect\iralf eatures the inSCription 
Budd�m to King Devinsmpiyatissa. Arahant Mahinda stateS that the •brine Was of thr� storeyi :which seem to 
alighted on the Mihintale mountllin in An\lra<Utapura on have been. calculated by taking the ttirraced roof of the . 
thefull-moon day o(Jettha or Poson, on which day King srdbs-!Jlllndaps and anwila as the second,storey, and a 
Devinampiyatissa, too,'was enjoying a hunting expedition . cell in the Ylmina on a higher level as the topmost storey, 
in the jungle. around Mibint.Ie. The meeting of Afahant · in addition· to the ground floor. The shrine contained, in 
Mahinda and King Devinampiyatissa on the peak of its ground floor, at.the tioie it was built, a large ima8e of 
Miss aka mountain in Mihin,ale, is ,the beginning �f the the Buddha depicted as seated under the Bo-ti:ee With two 
story of.BuddmsiD in Sri Lanka.·. . S!anding images · on either side and the gods such ll! 

. .. Sakra, Bra:hma; Suyima, Santusita, Niitha �d Maitri 
: Buddhi•ts .of $ri Lanka give much p�o�nen�·lP thi:; surrounding him. ID the cell of ihe.caitya on th·e topmost 

�cident, �d they,flock t0,�uradhap\lfa and Mihl:ntale · storey · was an image .of the Buddha. depicting the 
. on·the.twl��nday ofJe.t.th!lor Poson toco��mqrate preaching of the Abhidharma • .A shrine for.the 'kmg of 
t� event; live� in otheq;�r!S of. the co�try.thia ev��t is. gods �•w.u also built to provide protection for the vibira. , 
s_p�.ally,coPim�mQ�ate�, ll,Ild ap�Jrom:religious,acti- ' . - The� were l'llso Bodhi�trees, 'caityas, flowei:.;gardens etc . 

. vi:d.c:J � the:teQip�es, there m. pr�sion� h�ld. in several : v u.t�:stretches· of land from severai villages.• afouncf; the : . 
village( Jmd jowns'. in : which. ,.� · �gy, <it: Arahant . vihir'a.were�donated .to it by leadma personitges oi that . 

· M.binda it �ed'. :wilh·gr�a.i.-��no.ur·.-nd respect .. · , , , time like Senii L-ankiidhikira; Virasiritha · ·Patirija, 
· · · · · ' · · · 

Niss'aMka Patirija �d ·prince 'Vkasundara (EZ. IV. · Ai·faris Sii'Larihn BuddhiStS lire concetned•the full·· . 
. mooli.di'y·tbat il·ofimpdrtanee next to the fhll moori 'day · 90f[); (Pl. XIII). .,., 

· of Jettlia' or Po'sori'js th·e full ·mo�m. of Miigwra� or the viliira/· as it exists · today� resembles, in ' its · 
Und�ap� lt -is-oli ffiis da:f that San8fiillnittilbe�·sistC'r architectural .features, the contemporacy H�di!'.sbri�es 
of'Arah�f·'Mabipda, came to>Sri Llnka· ilo.rilwith of South IDdi�· iD the early Vijayanlgara style; It' iS· aiso · 
sev�rar o·�tr theris. brlnging with ·her a· saplitig ·of the . k�o� ilia't piiiiririili,rti th,c;.i� buritit ��ii'��p,;m IdenticBI 

. . . .80-trri• ·m . 'India. u'nder . 'Which the : BUddlia: . attained with' thai o( his fo�r. rCJ]den� at Dhanyakat&ki, tC., 
. · · . : · �hl�ghteilirieri{ . Sri : t�im Buddhists • C()rfurtemorate Attt�ii�ati; i.� India� The · i��� ilmi�s ·�f tli� �u4dha � · . . · . 

. tfif$eveni;'f6o�·.umuany,o!Hliis day with various ·�Ji8iollS . thps�'. ·�( !�e gods ment)�ned: in th(�cnP.�io# afo· ·�.o · 
· ·. festivities.:· . . . . · . 

· ; · ' �. - .r · . lo�ger 'to'bH�,und nor ·m .Qie reP.�sentions rir the,�.� · , \�::/,<� · _ <!� . . . ;. � .,: , :: p t · " . � tre· e 'arid fhe Buddha image depictmg'the preaching 9(the · 
. . . 

. 
. . . ,, ,_.. 

• i e� , . · , 
i· . ·> Abhidharma. On the walls are sonie. scenes. fr6m'. th� ,. . , . '� . ;�· \'� .-·i 

· 1 ''· . • �-
�· 

..
.
. �, · . V'�$i��··-1.��6�(t��1:iee�)�,�e,i6�� •�:��at�r����. · 

: , ; ; •  .. : : ;"'. ' . ;\ '· . r; ·< · ' . ·. : . .. : · , · 
':It is .llnlilcely thallli:ly of th� origin� pain.tings ilre extilJlt 

.. . _. ,  • '·: .-· liow� for k.ins Pariliiiriabibu VI '(1412:.67 A:c�) is s tat� 
FVNEB.AL RITEs. See DEAD, DISPOSAL OF THE . . < ·

, 
h�'-ve renewed the plukd�or]c. , · . · . , :  ·: ' . .  · 

��,;., · · · · · : :  • : .;The ptesenf Gadiliideni Vihiira is ··partly m�dem, 
r· . ·k ,, : . . : · . . ·)1ai.ing Uildetgt)ne ri:�ovati�ils a:t various' tiiiies .. Neverthe-.. . - i . ·, ' . . ' . .  < · .: . : '.� .• . . < .: less,: it lias preserved several noteworthy architectural 

�AJ?ALADENLVJHARA iis a Bu.ddhist if!rine � �ri · : featurea; :Tbe original walls �e··ofstone and.they appear . �anka; It was: built about the year 1344 A. C:(S�a 1266) to have been plas�ere�'.a1id•ti4en painted over whh floral 
in 1�e village called Sinduruv�a, in the Kan!iy District;: . patte111S. El�borate ciivings ·of tiger or lion patterns and 
offthe JQ.6th.kilometre on the Colombo..;;Kandy Roitd. It of female dancers· are found in ·the upper .regions of the 
i�o..vn from a1d �scriptLon in situ �hat .the sprine :was out�r walls. The uppefstorey ofthe porch iS supported by 
built · �

by.>a· monk1iJllmied · Silavanisa Dharmakirti in the elaborately carved stone pillars of the Kaildyail style {A. 
reign of Bhuvan.ailcabiihu l V ( 1341 - 1351 A. C) and that it K. Coomilraswamy, ·Mediaeval sjnbslese Art, pp. --145, 
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146). The woodwork of the tiled roof and the upper 
storey are modern and ofinferior quality. To the right of 
the main shrine is a modern building erected on ancient 
stone pillars, now used as the lodging for lhe drummers 
(H. W. Cave, The Book of Ceylon, 340 ff.). 

rendered into English as 'householder'. Howev�, a study 
of the contexts in which the term occurs makes dear that 
this English rendering is not quite accurate, and that the 
term gsbapsti connotes also other rmances of meaning. 

. · Al,l early definition of the terJI1 i5 found in the Vinaya 
The ascent to the rock on which the sbrine is built, was, · (III, p. 212) which reads as, gabapati nima yo koci 

in olden days ori the north-eastern side. On the slopes of aisriUIJ ajjbivasati. In The Book of Discipline (II, p. 47) 
the rock to the right side of this ascent are several it i5 rendere4 into English liS one who lives in a house, 
inscriptions dating from about the f()urteenth century, · with a footnote (No.S) added to say that the Cri,tical P6li 
the oldest of which is the one mentioned above. On the DictiOnSIJ'e.xplain, ajjbivuatias 'to dwell in ( as owner)'. 
rock near the Bo-tree are two other inscriptions and near It is important to no�e that ajjbivasti(from adbi+i+root 
the. entrance to the shrine is an inscribed slab-pillar (EZ. . vas� to iive, d�ell) refers to proprietary rights, a salient 
I,V, 8 ff.; 90 ff.). · feature of a gabapati, Thus ajjbivuati certoinly adds 
· . Tradition a,serts that the Gadalideni-vihira was the more weight and importance to the term 'gdapsti, 
residence of SUavam§a Dharmakirti the'ra and his pupils, helping it to connote a person of higher status than ·a.mcre 
and their successors. Later king Rijasinihs I ( 1S81-93 · 'householder, to indicate whom the Pali term gibi seems 
A. C.) who favoured Hinduismis said to have converted ·ii . . more suited. and' often used. In fact the authon of the. 
to ·a ijindu d_evilay• llnd from that tim.e it was used for Y.eciic inde.i-. renders the term grbap�ti into E�giish is 
the purpose of invoking the blessings of gods for almost . · · 'hous�holder as the muter of the house' (Vedic Indei, 
four centuries under the management of se�eral ' s.v. grbsp.tii). Therefore it is �en that the term Pbapati 

· · Buniyllks NUIJ11Jes; Later, in the time of king Kittisiri . . · cOuld be better rendered into Engli5h ai chief�householdet · · 
Rijasiriiha (t747-8i A. C.) it . waj given over to the i . ·• . orchief�oc:cUpant. It is seen� however, that this i5nQ(u$i:d 
suceesson ofVilivita Saran.Dkara Sanghilrija thera ((f. . u . i term of address � to chief-bo�holders- oi' chief� 
v 1!-jkanana _thera, Vibirsv8.gavitti, 43 f.). .· . ocaapantii iill and SUndry. Contextuaf�Vi(fen(:e ahoy; thit 

. the term gilii is eomrnonly used 'iii such' instances'; (cr. A. 
Naadeseaa MudJyalue. ' . m;· pp. 1 1 6, 2S8). The gablipati ii'"�e'd as a term of 

... 

GAGGAMANT�U1TA. See ANGULIMALA 

GAGGARA� a lotus pond named after a queen by the 
name of Gaggari; iil Campi, in ancient India. On the . · bank of the lotus pond was a Camp aka Grove where the 

· Buddha itayed on his visits to this area. K1111daraks Sutu 
(M. 1 p. 339 f), �irandsva Sutts (A. IV, p. 168f) and . 
Sonadands Sutta (D. ·1: p. iii f) were preached byibe 

. Buddha 'while living in this Camp aka Grove. Siriputta 
Thera, one of the · two chief disciples, · prfached the 
Duuttara Sutta to • group of monks, once on a visit to 
this place. (D. III, p. 272). Near this pond was a mon�t�cy 
of some heretics (A. V. p. 1 89). The Campaka Grove on 
the bank of the poiid wu consider� to be a -place 
conducive for meQitation by the monh (SnA. 1, p. 17). 
This pond, together with that at Jetavanai is given as an 
example o�. a �ry beautiful lotus pond. (AA. L p. 264). 

W. G. Weeraratae 

GAHAPAn. This Pali term, derived from the Sanskrit 
. grbapati and found used in Vedif literature, i5 generally . 

• . I 

addres:i indicative of addresse'i:'s total engr�sl�eilfbi and 
responsibility of houSehold . affaiil and his . high social 

. itaitu; bued on his possession of wealtHiiid propertY� the 
· Jatier being a very important attribute::Accordmg to ·the • 
Potaliys • Sun. the ·-main 

. 
char�cterutic feahi.-es · and 

. ittri.butes of a gabapati are (a) pas�ession: of wealth (b) 
e�gilgem�nt in ali appropriate vocation (cj totai engrOsS.; 
Jilent in hou_sehold affaiii(.M. I� p. 360). · 

· 

. • · . �arailt(to · t,irl� U:Sig�_ ih� terrp gSbap�ti wu �ed in 
another sense: This. sense is . also found defined . i:D the 
vhllya (IQ, p; 222),whiciimdicates tha� this 'Aieanl�g too 
is of the silme antjquity � the ab9ve mentioned ()ne'. The 
def�ition nins · u · f�llows: . gSb�padko�'im� ib�'fo:tra 
rsjBJ!l rSjabbogg� b�-1!�· �vueso. pbsfo,tixo 

· nlma. (A householder meam: excepting the kirig and Iii: 
. who is in king's service aDd the bri.h� iie wh� rem�s 
is called a househ6lder: Tbe Book oitiiicipline, It p. 67). 
According to tflis deflhition the t�rm g.ib.,,PsiJ��ed to 
refer to I particufat aoclaJ SrOUp dutfncffrbm'tbt'k� 
and those in r:oyai aervice (i.e; kbatuyiU) and bralimi�s;· 
The term gabspatihas been often uaed in tbjl •en.se when 
reference is mJtde Jo ·kb attiyakula (khlttiya family), 
bribmanduls · (brahmana: family) gabapaiitula 
{gahapati fllll.ily: Yilt.II, p. 16I); gabapatimabisila 

· (weillthy gi.hapatia) brihmana Diahisila (wealthy 
brahmi.tii: S. I; p. 7 I; cf. A. l, p. i66; kbattiya, bribmaDa 
gabapati, siUIJana (recluse: Yin. I, p. 227); kbattiY. 
PM?�ir. (learned khettiya), biihmlll!• PM?tfita (learned 

�:-

· "� 
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brahmin) gahapati pandita (learned gahapatis), samana 
pandita (learned recluSe's: S. Ill, p. 6). · · · · . . . 

The Anguttara-nikaya (A. III. p. 362) not only classes 
the gahapatis in a social group separate from the 
khattiyas and brBbmsnas but also points out that each of 
these social groups li.a.S differentaiim ; :quests Md ideals. 
Attainment of wealth and wisdoin is given a.. .an ideal 
common to all . three gro�ps·. The distinctive ideal of 
attainment of power, earth; dominion is attributed to the 
kbsttiyss. Chanting of mantras, performance of sacrifice 
{yd/Js), attainment of brdmaloks are given as ·the ideals 
of brahmins. The gahapatis are s·aid to have a. their 
distinctive aim and ideal learning �afts·; engagement in 
some form of employmept and accomplishment of work 
undertak�n. · 

These con�extual evidence strengthen the presumption · 
that the te�m gabspati was used als� to indic.ate a 
particular. social cla..s diStinct from the kbaitiy� and 
briJnnsnas, and also different from the SBmBDB$ Wbo bad 
t�tally :remourice,d all househ9ld affairs . (vobira 
lsmucCbeds: M. � p; . 360). This . presumption · finds 
further' supp.ort i.p the fact that tb_e gsbspstiis commonly 

. u�ed. aS ;. term. of addreSs. to iettbis (m�rchants ). Thus, 
Anithapindlka, 'tb� chie(�Jay· p�t.rori _ of the BuddliB, iS 
-regularlY so'.ddiessed. c v.m. II;p. 15S; A. ll, p.- 68; cf. S. 
i, p. 56). Tbuetthis belonged to the Vailys (vesss) class, 

. . �d hencejt�o�id .be surmised that the te'mtgahapatiwas 
��ed al�o 'to 'connqte the w�ll-t�do vaisyas of hlgb .a�al . 

. ·��andilig. .. · · · · · · . · · · · 
· · This presumption appean, however, to lose its a\lthenti
.city because of. the occurrenCe of the terril .biibmanagabs
psti (Yin. I, p. 35; M . .1. p. 400 ff, S. I. p. 184), I of g4bapati 

. . wu used to .connote the well-tCHio v.Wyu bow co·uld one 
explain the compou�ded term �iihtD•na gabapati?..lt is 
see� ihat the �x� meaning -�{ this: �iiip�upd� t�rm 
depends 0\ the particuiar conte*f in.wbicJi ft is \)Sed, for 
m ce,r!a!n inst� it,connotes ... single gr,oup, naniely tlie 
b��n 'houseliolders' (cf. M. l, pp. ·1()0, 400; IJ, pp. �; 
7 4, 144� 164), a'nti in 'ci tiiers, two diffe�ent grQ_ups nameiy' . 
brah�s imd giibapatfs (�ii :I,' p� 35) :d. L a. ��rnei's 
observation on this point in The Book of Dis�pline IV., 
p. 47 fn. 3). 1t shoUld � �oted thit white the compo\)nded 
term .kbatiij'a-gahapsti does not o�ur i.n Pali, �e term 
gsb,•Jfati iis�;lf -�· DO( generaliy . \!Sed in re�ation to ibitiiyas. . ' .. . . . . . . 

Regarding the compounded term bribmana-gabapati 
used to indicate brahmin 'houseftoldtrs', one·coukf ·only 
make a surmise that this term :wa.. used · to connote 
brahmins who markedly deviated from the accepted life
patterns of the brihmana cla..s and led livei more akin to 
those of gabapatis, pos�_�ss.iJlg wealth and prope�ty and 
engrossed in mundan�. household affairs as described in 
tbe Potaliya rutts. · 

S. K. N����yakkara 

• 

. �AJALAI(SMI an ancient Indian concept probably of 
folk religious origin, which ha.. been incorporated into 
the symbolic art of the Buddhi3ts from the earliest times. 

In the early Buddhist art expressions the "Gajalak.smi" 
motif is found in bas-relief. carvings at _Si�ci, 
Buddbaga)i, Bbirbut, Amaravatiin India and Anuradha
pura in Sri �a. 

' 

In these instances a female &ivinity (later temied 
uksmi - benee Gajalaksmi) � depicted . flanked on 
eith�r side. by an elephant h�lding pots filled with water in 
its trunk as if attempting to perform a lustration of the 
goddess. Here the elephants represent the diggaja the 
elephants of the quarters. It would be quite an inter�ting 
study to investigate bow this motif·w.as s�cretized into a 
form of Buddhist Art. 

· In the earliest bas-reliefs froni �a/Jcf, Bbirbut, Buddbi
ga'ya etc. in India, the-gOddess is shown either standing or 
seated on a _lotus. Her heavy bosom, bare except for ·a 
necklace and the prominent public region barely covered 
with a' mekbali'(jewelled git1ile), worn over the �oins, 
make the divinity much closer . to the representations of 
the earfy cult images of the great mother goddess. Iri the 
IndiaJl repertoire itself early sculptural representations of . . 
the M9ther Goddess froni Harappa, Mohenjodaro etc., 
which. are definitely ·of a pre-Buddhist date; show the 
divinity in like manner. ·; · 

I 

It is not clear what the artist meant when he depicted · 
gajalakiml in scenes · showin'g · the birlh ·of Prin�· 
Siddhartha. Accor:ding to the Buddhist legends, on the· · 
occasion of the BOdhisatta's �onception Queen Miyi bas 

. dreamt that she. was taken .i.p' her couch by. the four · guardian dei�ies of the quarte�s (i.e. Cati'Mo-mabirafu�) 
· to �otatta lake an� wits bathed iii its s·aered Wat�rl. 

This episode is thus counted a. the beginning ·ef the · 
· .  storyi of the Buddha's birth. -Hence when the stor;Y is 

depicted in art · it.is. ·appropriate to represen( tbe sebred 
ltistration of Queen Miiyi as the ·beginning of t� · 
iiarrative. One may justify the appearance of t;ajaJUsmi 
in the early ba..-i'elief panels of yudhist art, a:s a symb�lic 
representation of the Buddha'� appeuanee in the world. 
Here the female fsgure represents Queen Miiyii and the 
eiepbants as di.ggajs, symbolising the guardians of the 
foun1uarten. : · · 

Most co�picU()US iniong the early r.epresentations of 
this motif are tlie ones found on the Torana, railing 
architraves of SiJicj and Buddbagsya. In · the later 
religious art of India, both of the Buddhists as well u of 
the Hindus, and iess frequently of the Jainas the Gaja
laksmi motif is found literally used for the specific 
pu;pose of symbolisil)g sri or goddess of prosperity. it 
may be that thriater Hindus and Jainas derived tlii: 
concept from the Buddhists and syncretized it to suittheir 
purpose. 
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Although the interpreta�on of many early western art 
critics is that Gajalaksmi represents queen Miyi in 
Buddhist art, it is more' preferable to trace the origin of 
the whole concept to a pre-Buddhi!t universal cult of 
adorning tht: div:ilie mother who was later visuafued as 
sri, Subblgi, Ldsmi, Sskti, Pattini, etc. , .  

In Sri Lanka a ·rare specimen of the GsjalaksnJ motif is 
found in the stone archway of the lsull!�uirlya Temple. 
Yet another bas-relief of the Gajalusmi motif is found in 
the famous Galp�tS, the so-ca]]ed sto�e-book ofNissanka 
Ma]]a at Polonn�wa. It may probably be taken u a 
atone pouch of pre-Polonnilruwa origin with the Gaja
JBksmi motif incised on it and utilised for some specific 

• . 0 p�rpose, religious or secular. . 
· Aceording to th1$ tMian epics this motifhas a particular 
significan.ce with regard to Sri Lanka, hence its -
imPQrta,ri� for Sinba!e!� Buddhist art According to epic 
tradition 'Gajalliksnii' .motif- has been current in; Sri 
Lanka iii the far di�tDDt pre-historic ago too. A matter 
that needs further investigation by the archaeologists and 
art�historil:ns is whether there was a flair for preserving 
art-motifs of !l pre-historic tradition during historic times 
in · Sri Lanka. The need to iffstaU a pavilion resembling 
• JC.uvera's erial chariot i.e.; N"slivibsna whhin the; apart
ment of the grr;at .B�C.n Palace LObapa/IJ. �uJd be 
cit�d in � iristanci. (M.bv. xxxvii, 29). - . . Gajalilimi.wa!l a popular theme of decorative art in 
BuddhiSt temples in the mediaeval ·period of Sri Lanka 
ahd could be foun� both in stone and wooJ-carvings 
within bracbts<of pillan·; 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

:� L :  

GAL-VIHAR�� ,'tlie - naine by.\diicb the ancient . 
uttaririinais·now. klloVin: It was biliit hy king i?arikriMa
bihl} HI 1S3�a6 A�G;), at.Pblon��� iD Sri tsllik�. the 
Mahi��(hXvili, 3-73 ff) records, ·: ... ; : . Lik�wi�e the 
�er ot �� had ih� JJttiririnla built. sy' tireikins down . 
tb� rock not fir ��om the g{eat i'tfipa, be, bringing into 
play every kind of �d work, had three grottoes made 
by expert eraftsliien� namely the rijjidblira grotto; the 
cave with the imlgein sitting posture and the grotto with 
the recumbent iinage' (Ciilavamsa tral. II; P. 11 1); The 
close . c:Ompatibility of dUs description with the existing 
ruins Ill Gal.;.vihira has helped the archaeologist� in its 
identificatio�. (Pl XIV). 
. (J.t-vihira- 'roc.km�nutety'� the present name of this 
shrine is Uidicative of iti itructure _;a rock-hewn shrine. it 
� a,een delcribed by archaeologists as th� irto�l':irilpres.
sive intiqwty, unrivalled in its specia] f�atures� to be seen 
in Sri LaDka and possibiy e'Ven in the continent of lndia. 

• r ..,  • .  

Gal-vihira became s o  fanious, iil the wolds of H. C.P. Bell (ASCAR. 1907, p. 7 ff.) by "the line of gigantic 
figures carved from the grey rock which forms their 
background, calm, immovable, majestic, amidst the bush 
of aorrounding forest, garlng ever fixedJy into the-space 

with the pensiveness of profound meditation, or Wripped 
in eternal slumber, which inspires in the thoughtful 
beholder wonder and admiration mingled with an wtinc-
tive seiue of allent' awe., 

. 

This monument d�Crlbed in. such elegant terms lies 
abou� one and half .rules north of . lbe Pf011lontory 
situated between the Topivllva lake and the cita��l. l� is 
less than a quat;ter .of a mile from the extensive site 
wherein are located the IC.iri-vehera, the Jetav1111irima 
lmd the �tber connected buildings now in' niiii. Here; t� 
south-east face of i liVing rock about flfty·six yards)n 
Jengt h, rising about thirty feet above the level gto.wid iind 
giadua]]y faliing·away ai .each'end has been selected by 
the stone·�uons. u besfadapted for their purpose� It 
wu this physical formation of the rock that doubtlesS 
decided J}le distribution 1of tht' severail images and 't� 
shrines .. This rock face has been cut back nearly fifteen 
fee.t for the ·scUlpturing of the ��· great- images and . � · � · . . scooped Qut as much as seventeen feet to male : the 
vijfodbara�gulii ' .· . :. :1·;:, , ,  

Th�se images of the cj�:;,vihira are famous for ibm 
aesthetic qualities .s well u for their c9loas� Size. ne .· 
largest of theai is the statue of the �cumbent BUddha 
wliicb measurei 46 feel 41nches in length. It portrays .the 
pariilibbina aJid is sculptured hi: the canonical pO;iure, 
resting oil the rlght side with the held uporitlii:-iight bi.ita . 
supported on a b61Ster, ili'e left hand stretched Blolig the . · 
body and thigh, and the l�rt foot placed direcdy upon the 

. 

other bu't slightly tecedmg� A low flat cushion is pli� 
beneath· �he fe�[ On ·tile' s�le ofeach foot and 'the rlght 
palm is carved afullyop�Ii lotus iJi'l�w relief; The &bl�ter 
on which the right bud aild the bead re�t is beautiftilly 
carved arid- the artisUc skill tit ttl� sculpt6i.is displ,ted by · 
the �)everly imitaJed' depression m thlbpkt�Fsu�ting . 
the":Weight of the he�d �lthe' h&hd: A.tbidst tbi:Jt fme 
qualities of the recumbent Buddha' it' has · bi:n -lilso 
observed that much of its beauty � ')6-t by thl'badJy 
shaped spherical bead and: the lind'�)r�iiff r•t heck . . . . . ·· : ;  __; · · ; · �-· : � ·· : _� _: :; . :. i :  : :.}-, . . .. · : .· 

The standing -iigure fo�nd- �l�e,;}q ,,�. �Jit ·
. __. 

image is considered by critics of rlne art as a better 
specimen ohculpture;Jt has �it th� �uJ;ject of 90Jliro
.venial views, .the -popular Qne ��ing that it portrays 
Anand a lamenting over the death of the Buddha (D. T. 
Devendr� Tft�Buf!fll!� /�a� 1111d Ceylon; p.1S; H.C.P. 
Bellt �CM. �9o1� P.:H). A�rding �o S, Parana�tana (ti�veriii,i �(p:ylim, �toiy of Ccyloo, ·1, p. 605) it 
pqrtray(t�� Buddha and acc�rding to Farrer (ln. Old 
Ceylon,· p;· 199) it ii a statue· of �he future BUddha 
Maitreya. 

· · 
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Thi3 statue stands upon a, lotus pede$ tal two J�e.t high 
carved into ·� open fot\ls with nine boldly cul petals in i 
radiu·a of fi�e feet and ten inches. This figure, like the 
other Buddha images here, has drooping ears and short 
curled hair .• The upper robe is dropped ntatly over the left 
aho.Ulder, and .looped up by the l�ft fqnmn. lt .differs 
from the usual standing Buddhaim.age� in the nianne� �f 
its placing the IJ1DI ��ssed against the chest, and the. 
slight inclination of the head and. lliowder t� tii� niht 
and the gentle fiXture of the trunk, gi'Ving ·the' statue · a . 
realistic posture. The sorroWful express� on ofthe cdunte· 
nance it i. noteworthy feature displaying skill of the 
sculptor. (�li. XV -' XVI!). ' 

. . . 

. The ces:ttral cave ihrine with the .ani�lle_r �d�nt BU<ldh,a · 
is cut into the rock and meuures 26 feet in length, 12 feet 
9 inches in breadth.and 9 feet 9 inChes. in bCight. The floor 
Jevel js five feet higher than that 0� the ll�joiniilg shrine 
with the seated Buddha and Bbove the cave· brow the rock 
riaea .fo� neariy lJ Jeet� The: mQ�tb' of the� -ba�e iS 
atrengtbened by fou� pill� c;ut:fr,otii :th�·liyi�g rock, t�o 
at the co men and the. other two in 'ihe iliid

.
dle, between 

As a background to the tora.aa is half display� the 
facade of a storey� temple. · · f 

Presently the statues of the Gal-vihira except the small 
seated Buddha in the rock cave rem!lin uncovered but 

. traces of brick walls that once sheltered them are visible. 
It is apparent that these shrines of brick ·walls ·ind 
possibly of wooden roofs have perished while the rock-
cut caVe remains. . 

. 

On the summit of the rock are found the brick remains 
· o'fso�e st�ture. Here probably stood a vibira in which 

I 

were enshrined the four or ftye standing imag� qf life-
. siie Buddhas, carved from lime!tone, the broken pietea 

of which were discovered �- the vicinity . 
· On the sloping rock face between ·the rock -cut cave and 

standhig imqe there is a long Sinhalese inscription of 51 
lines. This . inscription. known u the Polonnaru
ki.tik,ivata is iln ordinance for the guidance of Buddhist 
monks: instituted . by king Parikramabahu I (EZ. II, p. 
2$6 ft). .. 

. 

JL R. Pere;i  th� •
. 
"\ . . ·. �· .· : · · · :· 

.
. · • . . . . . ,_ ' :: > : � :: :· ' · ·_ . : ·

_
< 

. : .At the back of. the cave Clirectly;behirid .the sec6nd pair . . . . . of.:� is utatue of the seated. Buddha' pin thr.oile, ' · . : _ 
· 

· 
· : 

. · .· . . . /' . . 
. . . . . . . . . 

. .
• .. . �' 

sculptUred from the ·rock to .nearly fUll roun�.)iie·itatue GA:MAD� · the "cooouei of village folk", ""vile. 
il .ae�ed Qi tha f�:Xe4 eontemp,ative pos\uie·:on:&n· iSans : - �onduct,; :is· :'a> �ference to · ieiuai-behaviour, in · Pali 
(seat) . . an( fl : back_e{b{ a .. iqra.a� (arc�);. Ue . ieat iS . . BuddliiSt texts. It ii .also lometimei cailed conduct of the

. 
,. d�o-ra tecf WiUl)ipria; .r�r�_and � lot\is:cushion and'the < · .d�tcutc:- (viualsd/181iJmB) D.= i� =4; A, J.;21 1; J.. 1 1 ;  ·l·$0; · 

' ·t�R.IJB::il· deco_r.,�d: Witl {it��i�g . iions ,and ' 'rDikm' 'YvA. II;'DA: 172):·;Refnlining from eexUil activit,iea Wll 
. (draio�)figurea�:o���tpet.lide oftheJiii_ddbi, on tlie 'two . �dnsidered in ancient Indi&J:l iociety u- a  virtue lDd the 
sid·ea ofthe b"e ofib¥. 1eat; stand two bodhlSattvu as . 

. 
Buddha iays in the Btsbmlifi/a' Sutf.: that: the . averlge 

attendants; JJrt .ui. wli.t-cl��: ��arln(the 'brabril�·s man (puibujjiJIJ�) praising the virtue of the Buddha 
cord and claJ?orate, ta);eriiig �ead4f�i�. EaCh 'figure wouid ' say: "The recbise Gotama hal . &biJldO�ed all 
bean aciiuus, achowrie;·in tlie iiailddli'own·acioss the ignoble life (sbrsbmaCIIiya) and is practising the noble 
appOsite !lhoulder; AbQve_ lb�--bead 'of.tlie Buddba It at� . life (brabmacariya) and ia quite alOof from lex Hfe, the . 
il ia  ·cb� Carvecl·=out from tbe· r�� Uttderfthll Cbstil conduct of the· village folk". (D. 1. p; 4). The sen'er-at 
aDd �tween :the peaked finith\){the · toms and the attitude �� the wise and !he sopd (YiMU. iidbu)to .Cxu� 
Budcib •. 'a. beid _iwoiflg�� c)j Hindu g�S, �-��t irt height · ·condlict js well .,Or�rayed in tlie AI!8Bf!/Ina-Sut.ta where it · 
�re -�pt_�;.c,.ne �� e��_sid��. gniy illc; pguie fro. in di�. is stilted that when 

. �' the 'prpcess of world evolution, . 
1 knee_� ��s � viai�le '�d. bO'� �-�� �-fou,f�ifm�. . · when lome· people saw others tciorting to s�xual. �h&-

Two .of the hands are held i.ti fi:orit of the body with pcilmi vi our I 'they threw mud. and :stones !It. them eoDdemning 
)olned. �p in.�u�tlon. ht tbe.O��r tW.o' b�s;._iield up them f�r such low behaViour· (D. m; ·p. ·ss, 89). . . · with elbow'l bCn( are •.� i�il appropmte to e�ll god . 

· Buddhism, tbo�ihJt av�kt�d all extre�r.s. -paid due The god · on the rigb( of the Buddha is identified U · bee�- i� te·uonable public opiJiion. It recognisea·�_exual . B��· and the god on the Ieft tis V�ui · ' . · -conduCt ai .Omethlna vu�ar t�goea qiumi � path.of 

·virtue, ·but did not condemn ·it totally u ·JDany other 
religi,�ui aroupa at the time did: It accommodated sexual Traca· of oJCI pain'tings are still foond on the waJla and . . . . . . . . I toof of the cave amidst ·modem paintings of an inferior 

quality;' ' '_;: . ' .. . . . · · : · ·. 
. 'i' � the ld't of this -cave is the cave or tliC other seCie�t 
Bu_�d,D; •:•t&� of a laiFi' me but ill :t�'iaine pOst\lft, 
I� ii �o OJ:l ia aeat decorated Witb tio�. �d.· l'ijra

.
motifs 

IJld at .iti' back ia & iora.aa dec:Orated With mdan fiiures 
and other' de$ipi stronSJy sus&estive :or il cobra•s ��od. 

. life u. an essential evil in average family life. but laid 
·down limits that would condiu:e to social happiness and · 
bai'mony. Thus a 'ay follower of · tbe Buddha it . not 
expected to practise complete celib.icy. An •Venae . 

bymaJi il -��pecled to marry at the pr:oper age I!IDd start 
family life. But u far u sex life is concerned he s1lould be 
satiSfied ��: bis �wn wife and sbo� not resort to sexu!J) 
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behaviour with wives of others or with harlots or with 
young women in the protection of their parents or other 
kinsmen (M. I II, p .  46). But this concession given to the 
Buddhist layman is not given to the bhi.kkhu or the 
Buddhist recluse. A person who enters the Order of 
Bhikkhus has to be a strict celibate. The gravest crime a 
bhikkhu can perform is to engege in sex life, and one who 
is found guilty of such conduct is e_2tpejled f�om the order 
and is not admitted again. See PARAJIKA. 

GANAPATL See GANESA . . 

· W. G. Weeraratne 

. G�AMBA • .  The Mango-tree at. the. gate of Savatthi, 
named after Ganda, the warden of the King's park. Wh�n 

. the Buddha m�de it known that seven days hence lie
would .be performing miracles (pitibiriya) under the 
Mango tree at the gate of Sivatthi, the heretics, with the 
help of their supporters caused all mango trees in. the area 
to be cut. On the seventh day the Buddha went on his 
alms round in Sivatthi with a following ofbhikkhus� and 
th� warden of the Royal Park, on seeing the Buddha 
offered him a huge ripe mango. The Buddha partook of 
t�e ·mango at the same spot and handed qver the seed to . 
An�JDda Thera to be h�decl over to Ganda, .the warden, 
to be planted in that spot. In a moment a h�ge mango tree 
with wide-spread bt;anches sprouted forth and the tree 
came to be known as Gandamba. . . . 

The God Sakka ordered his master-builder Vissa
k�ma to build a pavilion under the mango-tree and in a 
moment a magnificent pavilion made of the seven 
precious stones sprang up. The Bu_ddha performed the 
twin miracle (yamak11 pitibiriya, q.v.) in this· pavilion 

- and subdued the •1anity of heretic!U groups who claimed 
that they were s�perior to the Buddha in that respect. (J. 
IV, p. 264-5). 

W. G. Weeraratne 

GANDA VYfiHA siiJRA; tlie rtfth of the nine dharmas 
oi: ig�inas (religious texts) considered in Nepal as the 
most iinpox:tant aJd authoritative texts of Mahiiyina 
Buddhism. It is also considered as a part of the Buddha� 
v•�sak1 Mabsvllipuly• ,Siitra of whic� jt constitutes 
the nintb�sembly (ace A v•tlimsaka SUtrs); Two printed 
editloni ofthe text are,availabl�, one by D. T. Suzuki and 
H. Idzumi and pubiished by the Society for the Public
ation of Sacred Books of the World, Kyoto; Japan, 1949, ' . 
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and the other by P. L. Vaidya and published in the 
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts series (No. 5) by the Mlthila 
Insti tute of Post-graduate Studies and Research in 
Sanskrit learning, Dharbhanga in 1960. According to the 
colophon, the original text of the Gaf!qavyii.ba Siitr1 was 
much more extensive and what is extant today is only a 
part of it. The colophon runs: "A section of Sudhlllla's 
quest for benevolent friends which is a part of the Great 
Mahiyina text Gandb11vyii.ba Siitra "(arygandhllvjiiban
mahidharmapary�yad yatbilabdbab sudb�akalyins 
mitrsparyupasanacaryaikadeia 'irysgandavyuha 
mllhiyinasutrarajah samiptab. It is further p��ved by a 
statement in the body of th�,text (BST. No. 5, p. 394) 
which says that Sudhana was advised to meet several 
well-versed belevolent friends numbering over one 
hundred and ten (dasottarasatam), but of these hundred 
and ten the extant text describes only fifty-two or 
fifty-three . 

The siitra c�mmences with a salutation to alJ Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas as is customary with most M�biyiina 
Siitras. Eight verses which follow contain the gist of the 
entire. siitra. The sutra proper begins with the usual 
statement 'thus have I heard' (eram mays Jruttur1) etc. 
The Buddha was seated in the assenibly of bodhisattvas, 
moriks and lay disciples attending on him in Jeta's Grov.e 
at Sriv�ti. . In this assembly a discussion took place 
regarding the imposibility to fathom the virtues, powers ' .. .. 
and greattiess of the Buddha and the means to obtain a ' . . ·,' 
fraction of that greatness . . The Bud�ha knowing the·· · .(. 
contents of their discussion gained the .samidhi 
(concentration of mind) called the Lion's Awakening 
(simba-vijrumbhita). As soon as the Buddha gained this 
samidbi entire Jetavana assumed a �ivine·air. From th(: 
Buddha-fields in the ten direction$ multitudes of bodhi
sattvas flo�ked to the assembly, each paying tribute with 
niiraculous offerings. Though all these wonders took. 
place at Jeta's Grove, the great disciples (irsvs.ku) such 
as Sarlputra and Maudgalyiyana did ·not see them, 
because they had not planted in. them the thought of . 

enlightenment (bodbicitta q.v.) and b�cause tb,ey. were . 
not bent on Mahayana,. The bodhisattvas were greatly . 
elated 8Jld ten of them sang th.e prrJses of the .Buddha. , . 
The bodhisattva Samantabhadra, who had. understood 
the nature of the $amidbi and also th� prowc3m· of the 
Buddha, explained to the assembly ten: wayi of pining 
that s11midhi. The Buddha, to enlightCJ;l the bodliisattvts 
furtb«r, sent fortb a ray of light from the hair between his 

. eye-brows, and this reached all the B'uddha�fields in the . 
ten directionS and illuminated them all, and everything 
taking place in 'them became visible to the bodhis�ttvu 
assembled atJetavana. They saw in some Buddha-Fieldi 
(buddblfakfetra) people taking vows to become ·Buddha · 
in the furture; in some, bodhisattviu undergoing training 
to become. Buddhas; in some, bodhisattva striving hard 
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to attain enlightenment at the feet ofbodhi trees; in some, Queen Maya, a divine damsel named Surendrabhii a 
Buddhas preaching the Dharma; in some, Buddhas children',s preceptor named Visvimitra, a treasurer's son 
gaining various samsdhi and exhibiting their prowess, - named Silpibhijfia, a fem&le devotee naJPed Bhadrot
etc. When aU these were seen; the congre_gation of tami, a goldsmith named . Muktasar� a householder 
bodhisaitvas was filled with compassion (.karuna) and named Nitasena, a brahman named ��varasra, a boy 
they decided to work fo� the welfare of all beings being named Srisambhava and a girl named Srimathi. Each of 
born in yarious spheres of life. The Bodhisattva the individuals approached by Sudhanarelated his or her 
M afijuhi sang hymns to express . his joy and experience in samsira where they had met past Buddhas 
admiration. 

. 
. and developed v�ious samadbi through which they had 

After yvitnessing all these, the gathering dispersed. gained knowledge about one or more aspects of enligbten-
MafijlUri with a following of many bodhisattvas started a ment. Next Sudbana goes to the bodhisattva Maitreya 
tour of the southern country. Siiriputra �nd six thous�nd who relates to him how be bad accumulated merit in 
bbiks'Us, too, by the power of the Buddha, made up their innumerable .kalpas in the past in order to accoms>lish the 
minds to follow Mafiju�rl ·and · as they we�e going attainment of enlightenment (sa:nbodbi). He persuaded 
Mafij�rl explained to th-e monks how he had attained Sudhana to be very diligent in his search. Having left the 
his pow�ts �: At the end of the sermon all those bodisattya Maitrel'a he thought of the · bodhisattva 
monb ma�e up their minds to tr� themselves in the Mafiju,ri. Mafiju§ri stretched his han!! from a hundred 

· Mabiyina -to become . Buddhas in the future, and and ten leagues' distance and, caressing Sudhana's bead, 
_accox:dirigly devel��d th� lxJdbicitta. Thereafter, the praised his effort to meet benevolent friends and placed 
·bo4hlsattva MafijuAri proceeded to the town Dhinyi- him in . the realm of the bodhisat�a Samantabbadra. 
kara. The citizens of bhinyikara �e to see him in _ SudhaJ1a saw the bodhisattva Samantabhadra seated in 
great J;lUmbers . . An1ong them- was tbe ·merchant 'I · son - front of vairocana Buddha, iD an assembly.CQnsisting of 

.r Sudhana.:. Mafij�ri saw · that · Sudbana wu '· fit· to- be' · inuinerable bodhisattvas and exhibiting advaneed psychic 
trained in the path ofenlight�meut and p(Cached to him·': : · powers; Samlllitabhadra llien expJ�d to Sudhana ·the . 
�-befitting sermon and left the to�n. Sudh8na -fQllowec! _:. · -_ _ extent to whioli be bad practised vit1uea.in the p-.t for an · · 
.him and isked , for -furl her - inst�ction : and Manj�ri-� inc:al�lable length ·of time under mnumerable Budd hilS . · 

- · advi�ed him t�_seek the usist.�ce _g(�neyolcnt· frieridJ':, in :order to mat\ii'c hlmselUor enlightenment. SUdhana, 
'(kiljinamitr•) to· _giin that supreme knowledge; He ; too, at the end ofSamantabhidra'uermontookivow to clil:ected Sudb&na to I monk nllliled Meghdrl. Having · follow the _course of training followed by S�antabhadra:·_ 
taupt"�atevq heknewhedirected Sudbanato another · himself,_ The siitia ends �ith a hymn_ by bodhisutva 
b�_-by name Sigaraine�a, ll)(f be in turn_ directed Simantabhadra .iJ! which the_Buddha'l· virtu� are 
him to lllio_ther monk. bY the DJIDC Supratistbita. In thiS extolled. · - · · 

way Sudhana·w� grldually diiected from S!!pratisthita · 
to a i>rlioida named Megha, a treas� named Muktaka, . 

- a bbikau named··Siradhvaja, _ i: femal� devotee �amed . -
. ·. AJi, a_ sage n�ed' · .Bhism.ottarani�ghosa, • -'braluiian 
n.-d: .Jayos�iy.;tana,

. 
a girt' -named �Mait�yani� a 

'bhikfu _named Sudmana, a boy named Indriyd� a 

The Gmd•vyUb• SUtR can be. treated as a Mabiyina _ 
Siitra, d��ioped during a tinle �hen rivalry between the . 
Sthavirav�da _and Mabiy�a _wu·niuch aC\lte. At_ the. . 

. female devotee named rrabhiiti, a householder named 
VidvaD, a treaiuttr named RltnRcuda, & perlum'e-de:iler_ •. 
Jiamed Samantanetra,. a king named Anllla, a klog Dam� 

· - -Mahiprabha, a female �evotee named Acali, · a 
wandering ucetic named SarvqiiiJL a_ Jied\im�eakr . 

- · n� Utphllabhutj, u ervan! named v aii-a, a �reaurer 
named Jayottiuna, a bbikbuni _nained Simbavijru�hiti, 
a houSeholder _ named · Veitbil-, a bodhiiattva named 
� valokitdvm, a bodhis!ttva named Ananyagimi, a 
deity ·named Mahiden; an earth�goddeu named 
Sth.vati, several night-aodd.elles ·n·aine(l Vaianii,-

. Samantagambhlrdrlvbnalaprabhi, -Pr�uditanayana 
-jqatYir� Samantuattvatrinojdri, Pruintaruta
sapravati, Sarvanapraraksisambhavateja!Url, suVa
v�k!apraphullan!iu'khuamvisi and Sarvajagatra
bi-pr�d�inaviry_apra�ha,- a forest-deity named 
Sutejom��alaratUri, a Sikyan damsel named Gopi, 

• 1' ' .. -

· ·very ou�set the gr.:ateat among. the Stbaviiavida disciples 
such u -�iriputr� �•udgalyina, an� ·xuyapa ire 
belittled saymg that th�y could not see the wonders that 
tci_ok plac&·when the B'*ha entered the s.rmi(tbi�alled 
Simhavijrumbhiti, _even though t�y lived near t� 
Buddha i� Jetavana, becauae they had not cultivate� the 
thought Qf enlightenment� becauae they had not under
gone the trainins that �ates with enlightenment, 
because they had not · trained --othen on the path of · enl�teninent and' because they were self-centred in their • 
ideal. to attain NirVina. The lrivd.um compared to the 
depart�d ones (pretU) �ho suffer from acute tbint, but . · 

. who do not see the vut stretches of water tliat surroUnd 
. thelri._ Ten similar comparison• are made to debue the -
.ideal of the /liydu and to extol the ideal of tbe 
bodhisattvas. The concept ofinnumerable Buddhas with 
incaleulable life spans with unbound powen to perform 
wonden and miriclea is well developed in this siitra. The 
cult of all powerful bodhisattva who remain in 1�1m 

. ·  
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without attaining Buddhahood, too, seems to have been 
developed by the time of the composition of this sutra 
and the bodhisattva Sarnantabhadra is one such example 
occurring in the siitra. The Buddha-fields and Buddhas in 
them . are always referred to as incalculable 
and beyond description (snsbhi!Bpys). Throughout, : 
emphasis is placed on msbiksruni and mshipraji!S 
which are two fundamental concepts of Mahayana. The 
bbskti (q.v.) cult is also very prominent in the sutra, 
specially in the section where Samanthebhadra is des
cribed. The merit accrued by practising virtues for many 
kslp� (aeons) is said to be not as great as one hundredth 
part of the merit accrued by one remembering or uttering 
the name of Samantabhadra. 

W. G. Weenratne 

GANDHA, meaning ordour or olfactive object is one of 
the twelve bases (iyatana) on which depends the proi:ess 
of perception. Being the olfactive object it is referred to as 
the .extemal base (bibira iystana), as opposed to the 
olfactive organ, the nose (ghiniJ), which il c8.lled · the 
interpal base.(sjjbsttba iyattm•}. Explaining the process 

. of perception the M11dhupindika Sutu (M. I. p. 1 12) says . 
that olfactory consciousness {gbinavmtrana) arises depen
dent on the nose, and ordour. CominS together of these 
three i.e., the olfactory organ, the olfactory object and the 
olfactory consciousness is sensory infringement (pbassa) 
and depertdent on this arises feeling. The Sutta similarly 
goes on to e�plain how the other sense faculties too 
function and further points bow this process which star:ts 
u a natural event turns out to be a subjective process 
fmally ending up 91aking the individual himself a hapless · 
object of it. (See further, �ONCEPT; EXPERIENCE; 
PERCEPTI�N, VEDANA) . .  

Though the term gsndba in its gener.il use connote 
both good and foul ardour, it is quite frequently used to 
mean fragrant scent, perfume etc. when often coupled 
�itb m818 (garlands) and vilepsns (unguent) which are 
sll items of personal adornment. The PED. says that 
gandha is one of the fourteen items of approved gifts 
(deyyadbamma) for samsnas, bribmsnasetc. (PED. s.v. 
cf. L p. 65). Ssmyutta Niksys mentio'ns the offering of 
perfumes (gaJJdba) as a cause that brings about a happy 
birth in the heavenly world ($. III, p. 252 ff). 

The Buddha while approving the use of gsndbikps 
(scented ointments) for those monks suffering from skin 
diseases ( Yin. I. p. 206), disapproved the use of perfume 
as a personal adornment (cf. the eighth of the ten 
sikkhapsdas, mili-gsi:Jdhs, vilepana-dhirsna mandsna-
vibbwanattbani . . . � · 

· · · 

. The use of perfume as a cosmetic item bas been · 
· common in India during the time of the. Buddha. It has 

been customary to use scented ointment after a bath (J. L, 
- p. 254, 265). The Jitd11 even refers to perfume shops 

gandba-ipiUU (J. L p. 290)� 

The Brabmajila Suti� (D. L p. 7) mention pndba
katbi (talk about Perrumes) u one ·ot the low typer_9f 
convcnational topics. The commentary explains that �De 
should not indulge in tallc connectd with ordour in a 
sensuous manner but may talk about it if it is c�nnected . 
with some spiritual aubJect (DA. I. p.S9); 

� K. NIUylkbra 
.w.•l". \ 

GANDIIABBA (1)*. Pali equivalent of the Vedic term 
Gandharva used in ·Buddhist texts in explaining the . 
phenomenon of conception without reference to I 
permanent entity like the Atn:ian. In this sense, the term · 
occun twice in the Majjbima Nikiyasignuying the Jut of 
three conditions neeessilry fot succe�sful conception. In . 

Gsndbs being an object of sense organ is called. one of . 
the five sensuous objects (K.imariga). The Buddha 
points out that individuals get attached to tb.�s� sensuous 
objects according to their desires (S. i, p. 79), and that 
this attachment becomes afetter(S. JV.p. 283). Therefore,. 
he advbes, his followers to give up attachment to these 
(Sn. v. 914). This detacftment could be achieved by 
training ones-elf to re01ain .without getting entranCed by 
the general and detail attributes of ordour and ather 
sensuoua objects. (D. I. pp.70, 183). Therefore, when 
confronted with olfactory objects an individual should 
remain detached (S. JV. 5 ff), considering its permanence, 

. non-substantiality and unsatisfaCtoriness (M.· III, p. 2.72). 

�,. the Mabitatlhis.ilkbsya Sutts (M. I. p. 265) itis ·l.ro . . .  
that for conception (gabbbassa avaHanti) io take place 
there should be the simultaneous presence of three things: · 
coitus of p�nts, the mother should be in ber proper 
season (utuni) and the gspdbabba must be present 
(gandbabbo c• p.ccupattbito boti: Ibjd.). Buddha
ghosa's comment is very ci�at on the point: .. Gandhabba 
here d�otes the being who comes into the scene of 
conception (t�triipaku•tto); it is not that Gandb11biM 
remains in. the proximity observing the union of parents; 
what is implied is that a certain tieiog{satto)who is driven 

. ·. 

; . . 

• Thil article il a tummary of the paj,er "Vedic Gandh�a and Pali �dhabba • by 0. H. de A. W�ara, Umw:nity of 
Ceylon R�view, Vol. I ll, No. I ,  April 194S, pp. 73-107; see also his paper on 'Vitalilm ofBccomlnJ: a comparative ltudy'ln 

· the UnivusityofCeylon Review, Vol. I, No. I, pp. S1-S8 for Vindin• u the sine qu.t non for embryonic development. 

. , . .... -
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on by the mechanism of kamma is about to be born in 
that situation (MA. II, p. 3 1  0). It would be idle to seek to 
explain away the being about to enter the womb as an 
unconscious lapse into popular terminology, for the 
significance of the text is weighty enough, to compel 

Sthaviravada texts, too are opposed to this view (Keith, 
Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 207-208). It may seem curious 
that although the doct.rine is discussed by so many 
schools, the use of the term gandhabba is conspicuous by 
its absence. 

Buddhaghosa to resort to the particular terminology he In the Theravada tradition Buddhaghosa makes no uses. Lord ChalmercHranslate� the last phrase (gandbabbo reference· at all in his Visuddbimagga to gandhabbawhen cs paccupatthito boti) as if there is the presiding deity of he discusses conception as an important topic. The generation present (Further dialogue oftbe Buddha) I, P· MilindapaJibs, gives a long discussion on this problem, 
189), and is follo.wed by the P.T.S: Di�tioriary which mentioning the term gB11dhabba in several places, but. says, citing only this single· context, that the ·osndbsbbs . appears to be confused about the exact import of the 
is said to preside over child-conception. The other term which it reduces to connote some· 'devaputta' ' . oceurence is in the AssalSyana S!ltta whe.re the Buddha awaiting conception in a human womb. 
relates to AssaliyMa a · discussion said to have taken 
.place between Asita Devala and seven sages who were too It is also significant in this c�ntext that viRflins is 
proud of their brahmin birth. The three conditions represented in the early Nikayas as _the sine qWJ non for 

. embryo·nic development. The· Dighs-nikaya dearly necessary for conception are stated (M. II, p . lS6), in asserts · that if vi tiRana were not to descend into the exactly the sam� terms as above, in order to ridicule the mother's womb, or if having descended into the mother's . overbearing brahmins. Devala queri�s whether it wo.uld womb were to leave, then conception will not be success-be possible to determine the cute identity Q(.the.particular. 
. - dd ful (D. II, p. 63) . . Gandbsbbs as being kbsttiys, .bzibmana, �� su a . . - · 

· ' · ' · · . The term vilfffB.na occurs several times in �he early . Here the text is �nequivocal .and leaVe! no doubt as lo Nilc.ayas in the sense of 'survivor' and in ,tlie Majjbims-.the real nature of gspdbabba Which clc�rly mwa �er in nikays it is. called technic�y samvattawks viRRsl!s or .ttle context. to the 'spirit' o{ a previ<?usly (lead kb�ttiya, th ·fi•� · th t · ersl'sts m' s•-sa-.... (lead1'ng on to a next . , e VI u. an. a ll p � ·�.. . . · biibmsiJa, vesS. or sudcis. bb . · · . · . · · . · life) for which in the scholastic period the term .avil.nga . That the meaniJlg of the term m the above context is a;, :. .. (q.v.) •was 
.
substituted.' �s ·:.samvsttanib viRRirJs. is ' · 

· sanisiric .beh1g in, the intermediate state�(betwee� d'eath·" - regard.ed · as . c.ontinuing . up: to  . nevsssRRins� · 
and te�irth} seemS:unmistabble; However,' according to<·, ·i' . s.tRRB.yst.ns an� is thus clearly the s�siric :riRR�� to 
the evidenee of the·. ,Ks_tbs·vst.tbu soine of::the e.atltn<,m-1"- ·� whi�h: Sitheferred u the viRiJins thatfares on im,d 
Theravida scho�ls·seem to have devdoped:the idea of an continues, bu.t

. 
erred in saym'g th�t it . did so 'with.out 

an
.
tarsbba�, · perhaps drawing inspiration ·from this change .

. 
of identity. (tsdeva ... . snalfn�r and also . in 

concept of gsndbsbbs. Amarako�a (circ.a A. C. 450) lends taking it u an agent (lit. speaker) and experiencer (vado . 
· support to this assumption by its definition of gapdbsrvs . vecfeyyo; M. I. p.2S6). Th,is s�siri� viRRina is no o�her • 

·· --···-"tlS s.atarabbava ssttva: a being in the intermediate state than ttle stream · of c�lJisciousness (vi�IIii?ssots) between death and"birth (Aniarakoss� .Poon.; :1-941, p.'· utending· i_nto both . .worlds (Idbs Joke pati_t!bitalf . ca 
30f) . . According · to the Katbiv�tthu the S.ammitiyas par.,Joke pstittbitaR'cs: D. lll; p. 105), also called bbsva 
(=Vitsiputriyas) held the Aritarib�ava to the carrier,;of sots (S. I, p. i'S;. IV, p. 128) or stream of b�oming. lt is 
certain qualities from one �;ti$tence to anoth.ei 001d to. be a extremely significant that in the Piyisi sutts. which 
p.uggals: Keith observes th·at the Saaumtiyas in common . . clearly· ��fe'� to this· ��siirlc viRRa'!s in the conch-shell 
·with the Pubbaseliyas held-that after death there was an i i lustrat ion,  vi6Rina i s  m ad e . an alogous  t o  
intermediate st�te :before rebirth, a· view with which he pu'iofsa (D. Jl, pp. 335, JJ.7f). It is the same viRRaJ?a that 
conne�'th� opkion of both the Pubba - and Apara; · is called .Jbsra (M. I; pp. 48, 261) ·explained. �ls�where as 
se�yu, referred to iii the Kstbivi!�thu, thaUhe embryo the cause of re�irth (S: II, p. 13) or bija ($. 111, p. 54; A. I. 
w&S at birth immediateiy provided with a full sense- p . 223),. and the , o ther · categories . const ituting 
apparatus. The V.aibhisikas (and the · Sarvutividins) . . individuality are said to be the hoine of l'iRRal!s (S. Ill, 
too, have acceptd the beliefin an intermediate being pp. 9; 10). In view of such evidence the conclusion is 
which .was ·h9wever opposed by the Mabisangbiki:. · irresistible that vmrana in early Buddhism was regarded 
Ekivyavahirika; Lokottaravidins � the Kukku�iki.s. 'as the sole aca:lerating factor ";hich on account of ·its . 
The katbivattbu and the MilindiJp,IIba (p. 83) .the. being·charged with rebirth-potential leads �

.
being to a 

!. Vuubudhu identifies the Alayavij68na of the Yos�a school with th� Bbavmp of the TlmrliJ'�'}iY& (i.e. the 
Theravidins of Sri Lanka), MWavij6ana of the Mahuinghiku and the Asansirikavijllina of the MahiWaka �ehooll -Xarmasiddbi-piiJ:aiana. tr. by B. Lamotte, Melange� Chinoil et Bouddhiques, IV, 193S�36. .. . . . . . 
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new birth and does not in itself cease to be at the death of 
that being. 

The difference between this samsiric viJIJIBns and the 
U panisadic vijn.instman that WBJ held to be th� 'survivor' 
according to the doctrine of reincarnation, is that in the 
Upani�ad the term stman expressly denotes a meta
physical substrate that is permanent and unchanging 
(Brhaasnayska Upani�ad, 3.5.1; Chindogya Upsnissd, 
8. 1.5, 7. 1.3), whereas in early Buddhism the sams8ric 
vifll1it?a is identical . with bbava implying the' very 
opposite nature of impermanence ( snicCB) and evolution 
(vipsriJ?BmB, A. I. p. 258; II, p. 177), being pictured as a 
continuously changing stream (sots), it is, in fact, clearly. 
asserted that it is wrong to view this viJJJisna as itman 
(attato: S. III, p.4) in the metaphysical sense' accepted in 
the Upani�ad and rejected in Early Buddhism (S. IV, p. 
54; Yin. 1, p. 14; M 1, p. l38). · 

It should now be clear what connotation the term 
gimdbsbba has in early Buddhism, for, the above dis
cussion would have shown the doctrinai correspondence 
between • its application and that of vi!ftlina whose 
philosophical import is of extreme significan�e for the 
theory of survival. Consequently, it is incorrect to regard 
this ur of gandbabba as due menily to popular notions. 

Popular · usage may · perhaps be reflected in the 
occurence ofsuch terms as bharabars (S. III, p. 25), satta 
(S. 1, p. 37) and nsra (S. I, p. 206) to denote practically the 
same 'surviving factor' as indicated above in a way 
appealing mere to the popular mind. The woro sambha
vesi, however, occuring in several places (S. II, p. I 0 1; M. 
I, p. 48; Sn. v. 147) cannot be reganted as merely popular, 
approximating � it does to the above discussed viiiJisna 

· and hence to gandhabbs, and should rather be called
. 
a 

quasi-technical term. It may furt.her be pointed out. that 
whether the application of these terms be hel((to be 
popular or otherwise, they all refer to a coficept that . 
undoubtedly forms an integral aspect of early Buddhist 
pbilo�ophy of rebirth. 

Judging . by the exact connotation of the term 
gandhabba, it is clear that it refers to a state of the iiJI!1s.iric ViJJJiii?a. Th.e term . was d·�liberately employed 
by the Buddha, perhaps for the first time in the religious 
history of India, to denote the surviving factor in man 
incontradistinction to the tem� .itman or vijJianstman 
that were used to designate the 'survivor' in the Upa!!isad. 
The anchistological import of viiiJiana, however, must be 
admitted to be earlier than Buddhis'm (cf. vijifinamaya-. .,.,.''l' li"_:; ·.r . 
purusa, Brhad. Up. 2. 1 . 15), and it is precisely here that 
the importance of this use of gandhabba to denote a 
particular state of ssmsaric viJIJI.ina is found, 
especially in its bearing on 'the much discussed theroy of 
anatts. 

UpaH Karonaratne 

� ... - . 

GANDHABBA (2), a class of celestial beings, mentioned 
in Pali literature, equivalent to, and apparently derived 
from, the Vedic gandhan·a. They are associated in 
Buddhist literature with. music, song and dance, the best
known musician among them being the Paficasikha 
mentioned in the Salkapaiiha Sutta (D. II, p. 265f), who 
obtained audience '!ith the Buddha by playing on his lyre 
the Beluvapanduvina. Suriyavacckasi, his beloved, 
is reported in this same sutta, as having danced at the 
Sudhamma hall ' of the. Tivatimsa gods and seen the 
Buddha there. The Gandbabbas seem to have been noted 
for their fondness for sense-pleasures, always athirst .for 
happiness (Joe. cit.). The Buddha (S. III, p. 250f.) defmes 
them as thost: gods who arise being associated with the 
fragrance of root-wood� of hard-wood, of pith, bark, 
leaves, flowers savours and scents. They are believed by 
some to be long-lived, beautiful and happy. The Mabi
samaya Sutta (D. II, p. 257) describes them as forming 
the retinue of Dhatarattha, the divine rlJ]er of the eastern 
quarter and king of Ga�dhabbas; 

The Anguttara-nikaya(II, p.39)'��es. the word viban
. .  gams as an epithet for them, whi�h is commentarily 

explained .8S 'being able to go througJi'tbe
.
air' {ikUBCI#TO 

gai:Jdhabba-k.iyika�evo). 
· · 

The Gandbabbas, however, do n·of enjoy .a high place · 
in the Buddhist . hierar�hy of . gods.of At:9ording -to the 
janavsssbha Sutta (D. II, p.212) irio• also the Maba
govindll, Sutta (D. II, p.  215), they dwell in the lowest , 
heaven which a person taking refuge in the Buddha, 
Dhamma and Sangha can attain after death. They thus 
belong to the plane of the Ciitummahirajika. In the 
Sakkapaiiha Sutta (Joe. cit.) they are also referred .to, 
along with the ssurss and n.igas, as being the ministers 
and suite of Sakkha who in the Vidhurapandita .fitaka 
(J. V. p.260) is referred to as Gandhabba;.��ja. But in 
other passages, they are named together with p.kkhas, 
kumbhandss and nigas. For instance, in the Atinstiya 
Sutta (D.' in, pp. 203; 204) whe're the term yBkkha has'not 
yet gathered its meaning u dempn, but :�tands only for a 
powerful noil•human being capable of both good . and 
harm, they are depicted its those who col!ld be among the · 

spirits who may disturb the meditations of monks in 
solitude. The.sutta implies that they could be controlled. · 
by reciting the .i[Bn.ita ward-rune. 

At the same time as he describes the Gandhabbas as 

belonging to his suite, Sakka seems to consider them as 
belonging to an inferior class, to be born among whom is · . 

degrading to a monk, having had all the opportunity to 
listen to · the Buddha-word� and be re-born in a higher 
state. It may be noted that the gandhabbas have no 
separate place in the division into GA TI (see COSMO-
LOGY). . . 
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Malalasekera (DPPN. s.v. on which this article is 
primarily based) points out that the word Gandhabba 
occurring at M. I, p. 265f. can be misinterpreted as a 
divine being presiding over conception, but . it actually 
occun only in a context dealing with the circumstances 
necessary· for conception. (mstipitsro ca ssnnipstiti 
bonti, .miti ca utUni boti, gsndbabbo cs psccupsttbito 

. bob); He shows that the commentaries explain that' here 
gandbabbs means 'bemg fit and· ready to be born to the 
parents co�cerned. '  (tstrppaka satto tasrnin okase 
niblMttanako sstto). The Tiki says that the word stands 
for gsntabbs, see (JANDHABBA (1). 

. 
name Sundari to frequent the Jetavana Monastery and 
hover close to · the Gandhaku!i, thereby giving the 
impression to the public that the Buddha and the 
Bhikkhus were having an intimacy with the psribbajiks, 
Some weeks later the heretics caused Sundari to be 
murdered secretly and hid her corpse in a thicket in the 
vicinity of the Gandhakuti. When the corpse was 
discovered later the hereticS spread the rumour to the 
effect that the Buddha and the monks were responsible 
for the crime. For sotnetime the Buddha and the bhikkhus 
had to face severe insult and public censure, The situation 
beeame s.o hostile and tense that Ananda appealed to the. 
Buddha to leave the Jetavana monastery along with the 
bhikkhus and go efsewhere, but �he buddha pacified 
Anand a saying that when a problem arises the bhikkhus 
should not get excited and run away from the problem, 
but should maintain their calm and balance of mind and 
work with diligence. As time passed by the plot came to 
light and the heretics themselves had to face the repercus
sions ( UdA. 256ff; J. II, 4151). 

Several other names, besides that of Dhatarattha, are 
given as chieftains among the Gandhabbas who �hended 
the preaching ·of the Msbi.ssmsys Sutts (loc. cit.), 
nameiy • . P anid a, . . Opamaflfia, Mitalf, S akka's 
charioteer, Cittasena, N ala and Janesabh8.. Tim bar� the 
fkther ofSuriyavaccasi is also referred to as a lord of the 
(Jandhabbas. Apparently Sikhaddhhnentioned in the 
sdkapslfDa Suits (1). II, ·p. 268) ·� the son Matali, 
beloved of SurlYavaC:cUi, was also. a gaDdhabba. JbeBuddbsvamsacommentary (BuvA. p.298) and the 

The female counterparts of Gandhabbas. are known commentary to the DjgbluJikiys (DA. ll. p.424) mention 
:u accbari (nymphs). Suriyavaccasi, also known as that alf put Buddhas had their Gandhakuti at the site of 
Bhadd(il the·. t>e'sf known .of t�em and the story :of Gotama Buddha's Gandhskuti in the Jetavana Monastery 

. · P.aficuikha:"' lovHor her, t:ecorded in the celebrated love and the four legs of the bed �sed .by each past Buddha in 
poeai of ;be Sdkaps4ba Sutt.iprobably gave rise to the .· . his Gandhaku!i rested on the identical spots in this room • . 

· Charact¢aition of Gandhabbas as very romantic pe()ple: 
It is n.oteworttiy: that ·th� sc;cqnd and. the ·third vslfgas of 
the. miba�y.- ir� fr_ofuse . with episodes 'with the 

. .  Gimdhabbu, often featuring the Buddha as· hero. See 
DPPN; a.v. · oandhab b a, and als o · CA T U M

. MAH�IWIKA). · 

GANDIIA-Ktm �e fragrant hut'� was the name given· . . . •. 

to·lbe.rocm or bu�·(kll!f)speci.ally_con.structed fo:r the use 
.of the Buddha in the monastery \)Wit by the treasurer 
ADithap¥,�j in the Jet a's qtove-(.fetsvana)in Savatthl 
(J. 1 .92). The �uddha us�d to)ive in this apartm�� 
whenever. be :visited Sa:vattbi in his preaching ro\lDdS. 

· The Gandhakuti formed tlie t<tDtre \mit in a building 
CO fOP lex made up' of apartments for the Buddha and. the 
great �isciples � the whole complex was designated .aS 

· Gandbakuti-parivena. On several occasions the Buddha 
summoned the bbikkhus to assemble in the Gandhakuti 
parivfsn., and address� them on important religiow 
matte�. (1.1, p.SOl; III. p.67) . 
. Once when the Buddha was living in the Gandhakuti in 

the J ciavana monutery, some heretic&l gtoups hatchCd a 
plan to discredit and villify the Buddha and the bbikkhus. 
They �ligated a beautiful and attractive paribbijiki by · 

. . . 
. Visikha, · the famous female lay Bllpporter o{ .the 

Buddha, too, built a monastery for the Bu�dha and the 
bhikkhus in tlie .Pubbirima to the east of Savatthi. In 
this monastery, too, there . was a. building compl� 
designed and made for the use of the Buddha and ihe 
great disciples. It is iaid that the Buddha, during the last 
twenty yean of his life, whenever, .be visited Savatthi 

. stayed in the Gl!Ddbakutiin the Jetavana Monastery and 
in th� special apart�ent built for him in the Pubb�ima . .  
Monastery alternately in order to please Anathapindika 
and Visikhi, his chief lay supporters, (SnA . . 

1. p.336). · 

The ·Buddha spent nineteen rainy seasons in the 
Gandhakuti in the Jetavana Monastery (DhA. I. p. 3; 
BiwA. 3).

. . -

Malalasek.era opines that the �eclal hut built for the 
we of the Buddha in every monastery that wis built and 
offered to the bhillhusangha by the generous benefacton 
subsequently, was given the name Gandhakuti (DPPN 
Vol. 1. p. 745). '-

·. · ' 

W. G.- Weenrime. . 
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GANDHARA* History. The earliest mention of 
Gandbiira is found in the Bisitun inscription of Darius, 
when it was the eastern-most satrapy of ihe Achaemenid 
Empire . The names of Gandhiira and its people, 
Gandbiiri, occur in the Vedas . Although there is some 
division of opinion reg!lfding the territories embraced in 
this ancient province, it may be thought of as having 
'comprised eastern Afghanistan and northwestern 
Pakistan including the Kabul Valley and the modem 
districts of Peshawar, Mardin, Swat, and Buner-or, 
roughly, the territory south of the Hindukush and north 
of the Punjab. 

The term Gandhira, over and above its geographical 
association, i3 used to describe the art which flourished in 
this region during the early centuries of ou{ era. This 
school, which from its connectio� with . classical art is 
sometimes described as Graeco-Buddhist, as will be 
revealed below, has its sty�stic . affiliations with Rome 
rather than Greec;:e. Actually, the art of Gandhiira 
extended beyond the geographical limits of the province': 
remains have been found as fir nerih as the Oxus region 
aJid at the ancient city ofT aXil a, s_outh of the Indus River. 

Gandhira as already noted, was originally a 
province of the Arcbaemenid Empire, and its · territories marked . the eastern limit of th� conquests of 
Alexander the Great. Rejoined to India under the 
Mauryas, it was the object of great missionary activity by 
Asoka, one of whose inscrlptions was carVed at S_hihbhiz
garhi in the Peshawar district. The · early rulers of 
Gandhira also included the Indo-Greek descendants of 
,Alexander's captains, such as the pious Menand�r. With 
the disintegration of lhe Greek dynasties, the Sakas, a 
Scythian horde of Central Asian origin, established 
themselves in Gandhira about. the first century B.C. A 

· Parthian dynasty ruled in Tax!Ja as late as the/ first 
century A.D. These Parthians were driven out in tum by 
the Yqeh-chih from north-west China, who, under the 
name of their most powerful tribe, the Kushans, con
quered ilie · Kabui Valley and · Ge:ndhira about 50 A. C. 
The first great Kushan clynasty was brought to and end 
by an invasion from Sw:anian iran, either under Ardashir 
or Shipur I, between 225 and 250 A.C. This dabacle 
appears to have brought to iri end also the great .creative 

. period of Gimdhara art. The final blow to Gandhira and 
its civilization was the invasion by the White Huns in the . 
ftfth century A.C. 

Although Buddhism had penetrated to Gandhira even 
aa early as Maury a times, it was not until the advent of the 
Kwhans that the region assumed an important place in 
the history of ,Buddhism arid its art. AJt�()ugh never 

; .. � .-., ..... ... , 
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specifically associated with the Buddha's mortal career, 
Gandhira gained a particular renown of sarictity through 
the assignment of the locales of the Buddha's earlier 
incarnations-the renunciations and martyrdoms of the 
fa taka tales-to sites in this region. There is no reason to 
suppose that the fint two Kushan soverd�s, K.uju!a and 
Wima Kadphises, were even Buddhists, but their 
successor, Kanishka, (q. v.) is remembered as one of the 
great patrons of the religion, a second Asoka who . ..rned 
Gandbira into a veritable Holy Land of Buddhism. 
Kanishka convened the Fourth Buddhist Council, .and it 
is generally believed that the Buddhism of the Great 
Vehicle (Mahayana) made its appearance under bis reign 
and patronage. 

The dates of Kanishka's reign, allimportant for the 
chronology ef Gandhiira, are still the subject of dispute 
among scholalrs. The earliest date suggested for the . 
beginning of the king's reign is 78 A.C.; � year that 
presumably had marked the beginning of a Saka era. A 
date of 143 A.C. has been proposed by Rene Ghirshmann, 
reckoning from the fact that Kanishka's dynasty lasted 98 
years and presumably came to an end. with the Sasanian 
invasion of 241 A.C. Actually, neither of these years fits 
in particlilarly well with the chronology of the Kushan 
Dynasty by as a whole, so that the most satisfactory date 
for the accession of K.anishka is·'125 or 128 A,C., a 
chronology supported by Sir John Marshall. 

. . 

The history of Gandhiira after 'tb'�'Sasanian conquest ,� ,; 
is rather obscure. After a per,i�_d. of interregnum 
it seems that a lesser Kushan dyDasty established itself 
south .Qf the Khyber Pass, whereas the nqrtbern �rri- · 
tories continued under Suanian rule. It should be noted 
that Gandhiira was only the northern portion of the 
Kushan Empire. This is importllnt because, . whereas a 
strongly Westernized art flourished in · Gandhiira, a 
purely Indian tradition developed under Kushan patron-
age at their ·southern capital of Mathuri 

· 

We owe a great deal of our knowicdge of Gandhiira 
and its art. to the accounts of the Chinese Buddhist 
pilgrims who baye left very full description$ · of their 
travels to its sacred sites. These records include the story 
of Fa Hsien's journey in c. 400 A. C. the journey of Sung 
YllJi in the sixth century when Gandhiira was :under the 
yoke of the Huns., and .the most detailed of all the 

- histories, Hsifan Tsang's Hsi YU' Chi Records of the 
Western Countries, composed in the early seventh 
century, when religion as well as art was in its fmal 
decline, 

I 

I 
I I 

•Thil article Is reproduced from the Encyclop.edf• of Buddhism, VohuiJe of Specimen Articles. I 
! 
/! 
! ' 
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Even in the seventh century when Hsuan Tsang visited 
the region, Gandhara was a stronghold of Theravada 
(Hinayiina) Buddhism. The pilgrim speaks of five schools 
of the Little Vehicle, but some of these, like the eclectic 
Siirvistivadin sect, were transitional to the Great Vehicle; 
so that even such a confirmed Mahiyinist as Hsi!an 
Tsang found their teaching congenial; In its mixture of 
older Indian and �an concepts the Sirvistiviidin sect 
had something of the universal character of Gandhiira 
art. 

The fint examples of Gandhira art came to th�· 
attention of the scholarly world through chance finds and 
amateur exploration early in the nineteenth century. Our 
knowledge of the art of Gandhiira is based largely on the 
lmds fro·m the excavation of mariy sites in western 
Pakistan. These would include the ancient city ofTaxila, 
successiyely 'a stronghold of Alexan"der's followers, the 
Sakas 'lnd .the Kushans, and numerous foundations 
around Peshawar, notably ·Charsadda, the ll!lcient 
Pushkariivati, Sabri-Bahlol ; Takht-i-Bahi, and Jomiil- . 

continued through the reigns ofT raj an (98-1 1 7  A. C.) and 
· Hadrian (1 17- 1 3 8  A. C.) and into the Antonine period (c. 
1 38-180 A. C.). The discovery of many precious objects of 
Alexandrian workmanship at Taxila and Begram in the 
Kabul Valley testifies to -the cultural connection with the 

_Graeco-Romllll West, connections which with the demand 
for imagery following kanishka's patronage of Buddhism 
was supplemented by the import of artisans from the 
Roman East. From the point of view of types, techniques, 
and �ven iconography the art of Gandhiira might be 
regarded as a provincial Roman school. The content is, of 
course, Buddhistm just as the content of Early Christian 
art in Rome and the East is Christian, but presented in the 
same terms .used for embodying the concepts of pagan 
cults. The Gandhira sculptors introduced many themes 
from Classical sources, such as tritons, centaurs, and 
atlantide, but these mythological fornis are enployed in a 
decorativ� rather than a devotional way. Their presence 
testifies t� the stylistic intimacy between Gandhiira and 
the Roman world. 

· 

gai-hi:. Among ·the centres · in Afghamstan should· be Although a num�er of st�dents of G�dhira. art, the 
mentioned· Hadda, the. ancimt Nagahiira, and Begram, · present writer included, have assumed the existence of an 
the .former. KapUil. It iS to be regretted that not one of archaic · period marked by the hesitant imposition of 
these excavations was.carried. out under mo<iem scientific ·

_
. , Classical techniques truly Classical or . Graeco-Roman 

methods; .· so th�tJ the . reports are without value . for : ' style; ttii� view seems iio longer tenable . .It is more logical 
establiShi�g a chronology ofthe ·fmds . . · . . . to· suppose that Gandhira sculpture,, the creation of. 

ArU. The Chapters of G�dhia•s hiStory from the thir�- -� · journey��n · �afts�en �roni the �oman �est, pe�haps 
to the finf century a:c: wli�n the rigi�n w;u -under the " : from Syna or Alexandn� was obvtously produced m the 
dominio� of the Bactrian Greeks, are of li�tle import for · completely mature Impe�1al �oman styl� of the late frrst 
the development of Buddhist art_�·ne rule of Alexander's an� early second cent�es smce �ere Is no reason to . 
suecesiors in Bietria and· Glindhiira was too unstable to beheve that, once settled m Gandbara, these. thoroughly 
make for "th� introduction of a monwri�ntal art. "eyond traine;d profe�si��al can:en. would have r�verted to � 
the ptrpetualion of the Greek language as a kind of archll!� _or pnmlltve manner. In t.he followmg centunes 
linga iranci, · the contribution of the Bactrfan Greeks the

. 
work fell more Bild mo�e into the hands of locally . 

appe� to resid"e ·enthely in their m�tent c;oiriage, trame� craftsmen and for t� r�ason gradually returned 
and it is not until the advent o{ the Sakis and K.ushans · to lndtllll rather than Classtcal 1i:leals. 
that the techniques and forms of-Classical art appear to The material principally used for Gandhiira sculpture 
have J)enetrated Gandhira. There are, to be sure, a few wil.s a bluish slate known �-chalicose schist. Some -of the 
vestiges of Greek architecture and even srulpture of a finer examples were carved from a green phyllite and a 
H�lle�tic type from the period of Saka-PartliillD domi- variety of steatite or soapstone. Originally the st�ne . 
nation in the first century A. C., but the great period of art sculptur�s were painted lind gilded. Stone cllfVi;»g :was 
ui �andhir� c:Omcides wlth the .reign of 'the Kushans� gradually replaced by another medium-lime plaster-after 

The chiraCtr of Gandhiira art was J�gely determined 
by the commetcill and diplomatic relations between the 
!C.ushan rulers and l;he Western World.� Beginning with 
'ugtistus .(27 · B;C.-9 A. C.), the E.inperors . received 
1mbassies from the Kushan realm. These exchanges 

the fall of the Great Kushan Dynasty in the third century 
A.C. The stucco or lime plaster was reinforced �th such 
binding media as small stones, animal hair, and straw. 
This material was generally reserved· for the heads of 
images, the bodies of which were fashioned in mud or 

. clay, covered with only a thin layer of gypsum plaster. 

1. The summary of this evidence on the date ofKanishka may be found in H. Deydier, Constribution A /�tude 
de l'art du Gmdbars, Paris, 1950. 

2. For the Chinese pilgrims, see S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, 2 vols. London, 1906. 
3. Cf. Sir M. Whl!eler, Rome beyond the Imperial FrC111tiers, London, 1954, pp. 154-172. 

.. . , 
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The images, as well as the architectural dt:corations 
carried out . in stucco, were covered with a complete 
polychromy. 

The Buddha lmtge. The greatest contribution of 
Gandhiira to Asiatic art was the invention of the Buddha 
image. The first anthropo�orphic representation of the 
Teacher was probably linked with the emergence of the 
devotional sects of Buddhism and their demand for the 
portrayal of the object tif worship in an accessibly human 
form, instead of the entirely symbolical references to the 
Master in the art of early Tbera�,r�da Buddhism. 

The processes of deification, leading to the Buddha's 
represent�ttion in human form, were already at work in 
t�e early Buddhist period. Although in -the early sutras 
Sikyainuni is a in8D; .he is sonu:thing more. than that, 
!incc:_ ip ,Us knowledge, enlightenment and self-mastery, 
he is super natural .. And on occasions · his supernatural 
nature is revealed directly in miiacles. It was an easy 
trlllllition from the v�eration felt for this supernatural 

. person to worship the Buddha as a divinity. Already' in 
the Wts Vistsrs, q.v. probably composed in the second 
century A.c., tbe Buddha appem as_-im exalted super
natural being. Jn early Buddhism. the Buddha in his 
NirV�a entered a realm of inyiaibility where, u the 
Digb1-Dikiys statei, "nei.ther gods nor men shall iee 

· him"; io that it Will inappropriate ·to represent him by 
eythlDg except symbols. In Mahiyiria Buddhism there . 
appears the ideal ofthe BodhiSattva as a being capable of 
�irvina, but remaining m the world in order to sive 
mankind. Since, for this role of saviours in thn.vorld of 
men,' it wu appropriate to represent the Bodhisattvas as 
ideal humans, in the same way it wu logical to portray 
the conception of t_he eternal Buddha u a symbol in 
human shape, enabling the worshipper to grasp at . this 
absolute being. For the'mases the Buddh&, like the rildei' 
Indian deities, became s popular god who c�uid, u well 
u th� yakkbu and nigss of o!d, be represented in human 
shape. 

Such principles of Mahiyina Buddhism u the deifi
cation of the Buddha and th� substitution of the Bodhi
sattva for the arhat ideal were factors which in the early 
centuries of the ChriJtian era .more than anythins else 
brought about the need fot actual representations of the 
Buddhl is a man rather than lis an · emblem. The 

· anthropomorphic representation of divinities, such u the 

yakshas in the early Indian schools of art, as well as the 
influence of the anthropomorphic tradition in the reli
giom of Greece and Iran, were additional factors contri
buting to the appearance of the Buddha image. As has 
already been pointed out, the �riod of the Kushans w'a! 
one of dominant Roman influence, and it may even be 
that the precedent of representations of the deified 
Roman Emperor may have exercised an influence on the 
portrayal of the divine Buddha in human form.4 In a 
similar way the fact that the Mahiyina doctrine was 
centered around the miraculous life and person of the 
Buddha rather than his words gave a new impetus to the 
representations of scenes from his life. Whether or not the · 
first Buddha Sl!!tue :vas made in Gandhira or in the 
Indian workshops of Math uri is immaterial, ·except for 
those seeking a chauviirlstic priority for Indian craftsman. 
The best eviden�e. seems to' Indicate that the earliest 

. . 
, . 

. 
. . 

representations of Silcyamuni in human form w:re 
made more or less simultaneously at Mathuri and in 
Gandhm in the late first. and early second centuries A. C. 
The repreSentations of the Buddha on coins of K.amsbka 
may be taken u an indication that statues of the Muter 
were made in K.llliishka's reign, ot shortly before.' The 
Buddha type represented OJl K.arusbka's coin is obviously 
made in iiQitation of Gand�ira type. ., .. , · 

. . . . 

There are i il�ber of Buddha statues with inscrip
. tions dating them in an unknown era. Theae statues from 

LoriyiD Tangai and Chanadda have inscriptions froin 
. the yearl 318  and 384; The employment of these inscri� 
tions u a foundation for a chronology hu proved a 

. vertiable quicksind for every student of Gandhira art, · 1 

for the �imple rea'son that the era in which.these yearl are 
reckoned remains an Wlkriown factor. Actui1ly, the 
comparison of · the styl� of .the images with · datable 
examples of Roman sculpture is the only method for 
arrivmg at a chronologY'. the draperx of these statues is 
conventionalized i.Dto sharp parallel ·ridges and appean 
to be derived from Roman sculpture of the Antonine.and 
severid periods, so th.at these Buddha.; must date from no 
eaTli�r than the latl! second century A.C. In this way it 
might be possible . io conclude th�t a saka era, . 
beginning in c. tso B.C., wu in use, sin91= this' would . 
enable us to date these figures in 169: and 234 A.C., 
respectively. It is to -� .noted that these images alreadY. 

. reveal a·conventionalizition of the style of the earli�t of 
Buddha statues, · which were probably me.de shortly 

- . 

4. H. Bucbthal, "The Western Aspects of Gandhira Sculpture", Proceedings oftbe British Academy, XXXI, 
194S, pp. 8-9. .t  1- . .  1 . ·'· . .. 

. 

S. P. Gardner, Catalogue of Greek CoiDs in the British Museum: the Greek and Scythic KirJgs of Bactria IUJd 
bJdis, London, 1886, P1. XXVI, 8. 

6. B. Rowland, MGandhara and Late Antique Art: the Buddha Image", AmericiUJ JournBJ of Archaeology, 
April, 1942. 
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before 100 A;C. To this same J>eriod belong the Buddhas 
from Sahri-Bahlol and Takht-i-Bahi. 

The standing Buddha image in Gandhiira is not so 
much an imitation as an adRptation of Western types an<l 
techniques by the Roman or Syrian artisans who were 
called·on to produce icons appropriate to the new type of 
Buddhism. If we take as typical of this first phase m the 
development of the Buddha image the beautiful statues 
formerly in Hoti-Mardin; it is apparent at once that the 
head was suggested by the youthful type of the Apollo 
Belvedere. The .heavy, plastically conceived folds of the 
robe revealing the body, and yet existing as· an indepen
dent volur;ne, suggest the ga.fments of. Roman draped 
figures from the Claudian through the Flaviari periods (c. 
40-100 A. C.). The sculptors of the Gandhiira Buddhas 
were never very orthodox in their representation of the 
magic marks or lsk�IID�. Actually a topknot 'ot wavy 
hair or the krobylos borrowed from Apollo is used to 
disguise the uslliss, which must have puzzled the Eurasian 

. craftsman as' much as the yoga 'post�re for 'the seate.d 
. image. . 

. The world of the frrst century was a small one, and · · 
· since in spite of the primltive methods of travel communi-

proportion is in a ratio of five heads to the total stature, a 
canon approximating the debased Roman figure sculp
ture·of the fourth century and later. This style appears to 
illustrate the same reversion to ancient Oriental ideals of 
frontality and formalized linear representation that may 
be noted in the history of the sculpture of Palmyra. 
Indeed, the method of representing drapery is so close 
that a ·continuing influence from this late center of 
Roman Provincial art may perhaps be assumed. It is 
worth noting that this fmal step in the development of the 
Gandhira Buddha furnished the model for repre-
sentations of Sikyamuni in Central Asia and China·in the 
'fourth and fifth centuries when, with an even further 
removal from the Classic source, the figure style became 
completely schematized and anti-naturalistic. These late 
Gandhira Buddhas, with their simplification of the 
drapery to a network of cords, must be behind the 
employment of thiS same formula as · a- wonderfully 
rhythmic linear pattern in the Buddhas of the Gupta 
pei:iod from Mathuri, which made a perfect synthesis of 
Chinese and Indian ideals . 

Just as the st�tue of the
.
defied Roman Emperor may 

have ,infl\)enced ·the anthropomorphic;: repmenta:. 
tion of Buddha. Do the Classical cult of the coloaal that 
began to mlriifest ilieir.in the gi�t effigies of Nero and 

· cations were very quic�· it is not necessary to assume a 
greaUime ,lag between the appearance of a teilcbmque in 
.Rome and ,its transmission �o the provinces and ultimately 

. · to India. 'It is �ogical to·suppo�e, th.erefore� thai·fashions 
. poputar,in Rome in _the sixties and·seventies .:C?f .the first 
. centuey .would �ave found their way 'to; Gandhira .Jong 
· before ·IOO A.C: The: Buddha image resulting from the 
combination of the Apollo: head �d the body of the 
·togaed Emperor is inevitably a very htmt�tic one that 
�u little to cfo with ieV.ealing the Mahiyiria conception 
oftiie Master iu ·a r;efiCction of the supreme re�ty. 

· . . . Conli�antine cert8inly hu a·rerieCtion in the giant iioagCs 
of Birirlvin in Afghanistan. Thea� two colossal it&tuea, 
respectively 120 and' l75 fee thigh, were carved out Qf the 
sandstone cliff and covertd with. a heavy layer of mud �· 

plaster origiJ;tally painted · and glided. · The . 120 foot 
c�lossiis is an enlargement of a typical Gandhm BUddha 

i . · ' ·. . . . . . 

•

. 

: The !hQle lat�r ��ve�opment of the �Uddha ��e � 
Qandhltta. and mdeed m all the East, IS aw•y from this 
Hellenip conception in Jerms of idealized .. �d individua
lized, milteriafbeau�y towards a more abstract ftguration 
in accord .with ·Indian tradition and ·infmitely more 
approP,riate for expressing the immateriill, spiritual reality · 
whic:� is the Buddha. Already in. the images of tbe l�te 
secon<i and third centuries A.C. as illustrated by tlie 
-examples from Loriy�-Tangai · and Charsadah, the 
drapery has beco.me mor:e schematited and is n0 longer a 
realistically conceived volume separate from the body. In 
even later: examples, ·such as the Buddhas- from the 
Be8ram region in Afgharustan, the rob� is �nly schemiti- - · 

ca.lly symbolized by a series of stringtike loops desC:ending 
do.wn the median line.of the body. The representRtion of 
the figure bas -become �tirely frontal, and the bodily 

. of the second century A!C. The larger 17S foot statue, 
with its drapery arranged in strlDg like fqlds, comtponds 
to the late phase of Qandhira sculpture. The puipole in 
fashioning these immense statues was .partly fonbow·and 
partly to syniboliie by these Sigantic d,imensiotit the 
concept. of the �venal Buddha u equivalent 'to tht 
eosmas itaelf. ' . . . . . . . · . .  

. � . 

The reason for the appearanee of these colossi is given 
by Hsuan · Tsang who tells us that B�iyin: wu . a 
stronghold of ��e Lokottaravidins� on.e of the secfl 
emphasizing the more than mortal nature of the Buddha.' 
Both of. t6.e giant s.tatues were iconographlcally eoinple
inen ted by the painted decoration of their Diebel: Around 

· the top of the niche of tlie 120 footB\Iddha are painted the 
seven Buddhas of the put and Miitreya. and on the IOffit 
of the vaUlt a solar. deity u. an alleg<?ry of the comiDJ of 
these Tathqatas as suns .to. illuminate the world. The 
niche 'of the 17S foot Buddha was. once compleiely 
painted with multiple figures of Buddhas symboliziq the . . . 

7. Cf. ArcbaeologiCI!l Survey of India, Annual Reports, 1906-o7, 1907.()8, JgQ9-10, 191 1.;12 . .  
8. Beal; op. cit. I, p.SO. · · · 

· 
· 

I 
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myriad mind-made emanations of the Buddha of the 
Lotus Sutrs or vairocana in the A vatsmssks. 

No less important than the development of the standing 
Buddha image in Gandhara was the origin in this school 
of the Buddha seated in yog11 posture. Here the foreign 
craftsmen were .at a total loss to find a Gnieco-Roman 
prototype for a personage seated with his legs folded 
beneath him. The result, as may be seen in the earliest of , 

these sta�ues, wu an attempt to disguise the legs locked in 
the psdmisiJDs under the voluminous drapery of a 
standing figure. More often than not, the seated Gandhiira 
Buddhas give the impression of a tnmcated torso set on 
the completely disarticUlated log-like legs. The folds of 

· the drapery over the legs are usually arranged as though 
the limbs wlre in a standing po:�ition. The development of 
the seated type -is the same as that illustrated by the 
standing Buddhas, with an incre�ing tendency towards 
the disintegration and abstraction of the form. This trend . 
is already clearly marked in a statue dated in the 89th year 
of K.anishka (216 A.C.). An even later ex�ple in the 
Yale University Gallery of Art (New Haven, U.S.A.) 
ml!l'ks the same stage in the development as the standing 
Buddhas from Begram. (Pis. XVIU, XIX). 

. The Bod� Image. The Gan�hira workshops also 
produced the type of Bodhisattva image. A great many of 
these . statues are undoubtedly portrayals of frince 
Siddh�ha, approp�ately dressed in the finery of a 

· contemporary riji and perhaps intended as embieins of 
the Buddha's temporal power as Cakravartin . .Frbm the 

. point of view of costumes these image� appear to hve . 
prototypes in the earlier Indian conception of the yskshss 
and the rajis and gate gumtians represented at Sifi�hi 
and Bhirhut. The dress consists of a skirt or dhoti, a 
turbari, and jewelled torques, neckla�s, and armlets 
deeorating the nude torso. The drapery of the skirt in _ _  

these statues is  arrariged in a series ohtifffolds, archaistic . 

in appearance� like the swallowtail mannerism of nco
Attic sculpture. The nude anato.my is modelled With the · · 

same smooth suppression of the aiuschlar structure that 
was the fashion in such Graeco-Roman statues as the 
Apollo Belvedere·. Sometimes the massive proportions of 
the Bodhisattva statues-suggest an adaptation ofa more 
Indian canon. 

Although many of these Bodhisattva images, as already 
stated, are portrayals of Siddhirtha, others bearing such 
attributes as the JotlJ or water bottle are the earliest 
representations of maitreya. StiJJ otlier examples with a 
small Buddha in the crown must have been intended for 
Avalokitdvara, identified by this unmistakcable 
emblem of his spiritual father Amitibha. As in the case of 
the Buddha image, the Gandhira Bodhisattva types 

furnished the models for the representations of these 
personifications of Buddhist powers for later Indian art 
as well a� for the art of the Far East. (Pl. XX). 

Reliquaries. Important for any discussion of Gandhiira 
sculpture is the famous reliquary of Bimariln. This gold 
circular box studded with rubi�s was found in 1840 by 
Charles Masson in a stupa at Bimariln in Afghatiistan.9 
The fact that coins of the Saka king Azes were found 
associated with the casket has led some scholars to 
attribute this object to the first century B.C. But actually 
the coins could have been inserted at any time subsequent 
to their minting as tribute for the relics. Around the drum 
of the lit�le box runs an arcade which encloses a repeated 
group of four figures of the Buddha flanked by thr�e 
worshippers, perhaps including Indra and Brabma; The 
style of the drapery of these figures is related to such stone 
examples !lS the Buddhas from Loriyiln-Tangai and 
Charsada from the late second century A. C. the motif of 
figures in ail arcade is a defmite borrowing from a device 

· of Roman sculpture that makes its first appearance in 
Roman Asiatic sarcophagi of the se.cond century A.C. 
Accordingly the Bimarin reliquary is only the smaller 

1metal equivalent of the stone Gandhiri sculpture in the 
· fmest period of its development. 

-� 
_ 

.. .:.. .
.. . 

No less famous is the reliquary of f�sbka, found in 
the ruitis of the famous. stupa P..agod! . erected by that 
monarch atthe site of Shih-ji-ki-dheri near Peshawar. 

. The K.anishka reliquary is a metal bot iti the shape of a 
pyxis ·surmounted by freestanding figureS of the Buddha 
and two Bodbisattvas on · lotuses mounted on the lid. 
Around the side of the lid drum of the box are two zones 
of ornament compri!lng hiiliss and erotes carrying a 
garland. On one side of the b�x appears the st.atue of the 
diVinized K.anishka flanked by the sun and moon. There 
is also a verj mutilated inscription, sometimes translated 
as referring to the flist year of Kanisbka's reign. More 
certain is the reading of the dedication by the Sirvisti
vadins and the name of the maker, Agisela� perhaps a 
craftsman of Greek origin. Actually this re!iquary is more 
valuable as a historical memento of the great Buddhist 
king than as a monument important for the development . 
of Gandhara art: Although the K.&nisbka deliquary bas 
sometimes been presented as an example of an archaic 
linear stage in the development of Gandbara art, 1ts style . -

is actually a miniature version of the debased and 
misunderstood copies of Gandbira statues made at 
Mathur& in the second century A;C; If the inscription on 
this object can really be related to K�ishka, it ,would · 
furnish us with another indication that the Buddha image 
was already established before his reign. 

9. C. C. Wilson, Arisns Antiqus with s Memoir, by Charles Masson London, 1840, p. 69 . 

. - � . .  
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ReHefs. Just as Roman sculpture served the purposes of 
the state by extolling the virtues of t  he Emperor in a series 
of panels epitomizing his achievements, so Gandhiira 
sculpture extolled the career of the Buddha for the glory 
of the Kushan state and its church. It followed the device 
of dividing the hero's life story into a number of separate 
scenes, just as the life of Trajan is presented in a 
succession of panels on his' arch at Benevento. The scenes 
chosen ·for illustration in the Gandhara reliefs are not • 0 

only the eight great events already related in symbolical 
f8Shion .in earlier sculpture, but a whole sequence oflesser 
events and miracles drawn from such sources ·as the 
Lalitll. Vist�ra and the Parinlrval!a SiitrS. The staging of 
these events, in which the Buddha always appears in 
human fot:m, provided--a whole s�eries of iconographical 
and compositional formula for the narration of the 
Buddha story, which e_xercised an influenCe: on all later 
tre"tments of �e subject. 

Gandhara reliefs bear a close resemblance to the type of 
carving evolved in Rome during the Flavian and Trajanic 
periods (c. 70-1 17 A. C.), in which the figures are more or 
less isolated and sparated against the plain backgto\md. 
A somewhat later .series of reliefs is very close to the 
Hadrianic style (c. 1 1 7-138 A. C.), in which the figures are 
placed in easy conversational attitudes and the employ.; 
ment of a certain amount of overlapping gives an effect of 
spatial depth. These earliest types of Gandhira relief 
must belong ·to a period from c. 15 to 125 A. C. � 
parallels continue with the appearance in Gandhira of 
the deeply undercut illusionistic technique developed in 
Rome under the Antonines and Severids (c. 1 38-217 
A� C.): If the earliest of. these styles reached Gandhira in 
the last quarter of the first century A.C. through the 
intervention of Roman journeymen craftsmen, the latest 
style presumably appeared towards the end of the second 
century A.C. 

The content of the Gandhira rellefs;with the exception It is a question whether any Gandhira reliefs can 
of a few Classical subjects;. is the pre of Buddha and the properly be called archaic . .As alread)' me�tioned in the 
.litakll stories;· It is notable that the: sources for �he life disc.ussion of the Buddha image, it seetns.-that irom its · · 
appear to be the Lalita -Vist.ira an� the Ms.biYBStu, the very �aiure the Gandhiraschool came into being literally 
texts stressing the miraculous .• aspects . of. the 

. Buddha' - ovemigbf; !hro�Sh .the-appearance of fo�eign craftsmen. .. 
legend which marked tbe transi�ion from the �eravida : Th'ese men were, _certailuy: nol i working .in an archaic < 
(Hinayina) to Mahiyina Buddhism. One· of the .-great i miuuier, .so 'that,.� hi th� we of tb� Buddha statues,· tilt · 

contributio� o£;the Gimdhira school was ·the dc:Velo�'{' . Giindhar� ·relief style .appeai:Cd . fully matured; ne:: 
,meni ·or a contimitl\_lfcycle.'o(events •fixing the icono--. . "�chlic:reliefs� .. lire inor.e 

.
likely late debastd

. 
oopies 'i)y 

- graphy of the B11ddbil's life in a cert.m number ofscenes, ' · Indi� workmen. ·Many of them la�r exampies, especially . · 
just ii in Roman art; and also following this. precedent In in 'stucco, reveal a decadence in the departure from the 

. eariy Christian art the hero's life was naratetl i,n a logic.al ClassiCal nor� and what is generally more interesting, a 
·sequence . of. sepilrate · pariels with Ute . figure of the �adual tr�slation into more Indian terins. · 

Empero. r, Christ, or tbe Buddha dominating each · · · · · · · · / · 
.T_ypical o.f the first phase of Grandhir� reliefsculp�ure . scene. This is a methQd of narration that marked ·tbe.. end . are some of the beautifUl panels from Hoti-Marc;lin,.now 

. of the old methOd of.continuous narration, ;in which a · in the Archaeological M u!eu.m �t. Peshawar. The arrange-: number of episodes were included in the same scene. ;Just ment of the figures and the costumes cifthe female as the Bruits of the 'Early ChriStian period devised a attendants. a,re the Indian. counterparts of Ul� · style qf number of .compositions- from cc:rtain themes from the relief found. at such Romari monuments as the Forum of life of. Christ,. presented,· as one would expect, in the. Narva (96-98 A.C.). The . . great NirVana reli�f .from artistic vocabulary of_ pagan �t, th� scho�l of Gandhira Loriy�-Tangai ilhistrates t�e f.ully dev.�loped .styl�. of created . a- set of standard illustnitioils for the Buddha · · Gandhir� rel�ef, with the dense massing of forms imd· story. These compositions are more or less original deep undercutting strongly reminiscent of the. Roman inventions with bor,owings t>f familiar types and· tech-. style of the Antonine period (138-180 AC.). The serpentine Diques of Roman 1CUlpture. ' . 
dragon� · oti the cornice Of this. relief Ire tidcen' fr"om a 

We are probably j�slliir.d in assuining that the mv�nti�n . . common ornament of th� Roman Asiatic sarcophagi of 
of the "'Buddha im�ge preced.ed · the introduction �f the . the second century A.C. (Pt: XXI) . . ·Buddbli in human from mto the reliefs, since in e\rery case . . 
the figures.'app�a�in_g in the reliefs seem to_ be_ irilitate_d The iconography of some scenes, such a.<� the Enlighten- . 

. ment with the empty throne beneath the Bodhi tree, Wb from the statues to a point where in the reliefs of the · · , · · · 

Nirvina, tlie reci�ing figure is simply a standing a.uddha already.established in the early periods of Indian art. It 
image� placed on . its side a:nd . with the drapry folds required only the .insertion o! a seated Buddha figu�e on 
arranged as for a standing' image. · · the vlljrisana to adapt the composition to the new 

. 
treatment of the legend. Almost all the other episodes, 

The chronology of relief scUlpture in Gandhara ean be · · however, are creations of the Gandhira sculptors, some-.. . determin_ed approximately by comparisons with dev�loP,.. times on the basis of compositional prototypes existing in 
ments in the Western Classical world. The earliest Roman reliefs. Some very elaborate panels, identified as 
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representations of the Great Miracle, may actually be the 
first representations of the Buddha Paradise or the mira
culous creaticn of NirmB.na Buddhas by the transcendent 
Buddha of the Lotus Sutra. In the same way the reliefs 
with Buddha surrounded by a halo filled with smaller 
Buddha figures seem . to prophesy the iconography of 
Vairocana at the centre of a vast manddals of Dhy8.ni 
Buddhas, as we see him i� the sculpture of mediaeval 
Japan. 
Stucco Sculpture. The technique of stucco sculpture was 
probably introduced to Gandhira as early as the first 
century A.C. from Alexandria, where' in the late Hellenis
tic period it had been used to replace expensive marble. 

· Some of the heads from the Parthian period, found in the 
apsidal temple at Sirkap, Taxila, are reflections of . 
Roman sculpture of the. period of Augustus. It seems 
likeiy that at sites like Taxila and Hadda in Afghanistan 
stucco b�gan to be used for Buddhist· sculpture just as 
·early carving iii slate, �d that, following the decline of 
Kushan power in the third century, it. gradually repla:ed 
stone entirely. The types of Gandhira stucco sculpture reflect 
Hellenistic and Roman precedentS just as closely as their 
counter-parts iri stone. As a general rule the examples of 
stucco sculpture are more interesting, owing to the more 
malleable nature of the medium. Many of the beads 

, found at Taxila and Hadda, especially those of lay . 
....... . . . . 

personages, are niarked by a passionate intensity of 
expression, approximating the dramatic realism oflater 

· Roman. sculptureto. At times the combination 
. 
of a . 

modified naturalism with an expression of passionate 
tenderness and a kind of spiritualized pathos approxi
niates.the style. of Gothic art in the West. It is possible that 

. the new ramphasis ori the humanity and personality in -
many of these head• is at once a reflection of late Chissical · 
art and an appropriate expre�sion of the later Buddhist 
cUlts of salvation in which the promise of survival in 
paradise for the individual was as much a possibility as 
the hope of heaven for every man in the mystic Christia� 
�ty of the Gothic penod. 

· · 

The heads of the stucco images were made both with 
moulds and modelled free-hand. The same development 
toward lndianization takes place in this madium as in the 
stone sculpture. The heads become more mask-like and 
the once Classically organised drapery is reduced to a 
linear formula. Some ofthe latest exti.mples in terra cotta 
form Fondukistan in the Ghorband Valley, dating from 

the sixth or seventh century, are hardly to. be distin· 
guished from the full blown sensuous ideal of Gupta art. 

Painting. So little Gandhiira painting has survived that 
nothing can be said about it from the point of view of a 
chronological stylistic development. Such examples as 
we have seem to reflect the same adaptation of Late 
Antique formulae as were evident in sculpture. The 
painted decoration of a niche from Ha��a reveals figures 
in a style not unlike the Early Cpristian wall-paintings of . 
the fourth and fifth centuries A.C.I2 The most complete 
cycle of Gandbira painting, actually in Central Asia; is 
the wall-paintings of a stupa in �iran, now in the 
Museum of Central Asian Antiquities in New Delhi13; 
The representation of fa taka scenes suggests the treat- . 
ment of these themes ill Gandhira sculpture, and the 
painted frieze . of garland-bearing erodes and busts of 
angels and celestial musicians are reflections of the type . 
of Late Rom8.n paintings to be seen. at Palmyra ll.lid Dura 
Europos, a style in which the originally illusionistic 
modelling of the forms has been reduced to an arbitrary · 
thickening of the contours. The figures have very much 
the same dryness and already conventionalized Classi� 
cism which we discern in the sculpture of Gandhira. . 

Tbe famous examples of the wall-paintings at Bimiyin 
belong to a: relatively late period and 'are · provincial 
variants of Indian and Sasanian styles:'.The Sasanian 
decorations, such as the su� god above the head of the 
1 20-foot Buddha and the painted imitation of the textiles 
in Group D, are probably the work of Ir&nian artists in 
the service of Buddhism in the centuries · after the 
Sasanian conquest of the third century A.D. The niche of 
the 17 S-foot Buddha contains representations of multiple 
Buddhas , and Bodhlsattvas, In their teflt:ted sensuoua . 
elegance and massive bodily proportions these figure• 
appear as ·provincial reflections of the style of Gupta . 
India. t4 
Archftecture. hi the architecture of Gandhira . we · can 
observe something of the. sanie imposition of Classicat 
and Near Eastern forms ori an essentially Indian fr�e
work that i$ notable in the sculpture. . . 

The decoration of the Buddhist monu]DenU of 
Gandhira included a free adaptation of the Oassical 
orders. Whereas in a · few non-Buddhist buildins,s at 
Taxila, such as the Fire Temple at Jandial of tbe Saka 
Perio.(_ Ionic pillars and Capitals. were \Jsed, the order 
predom�tes in the majority of stupas andviharas of the 

10. Cf. Sir J . . Marshall, Taxila, Cambridge, 1951 and J. Barthoux, Les iouilles de Hadds, Memoires dr: Is 
delegation srcbeologique franz:tise en Afghanistan (hereafter MDAFA) Ill, Paris 1930. 

1 1. See Revue des Arts Asiatiques. X & XII. 
· 

12. J. Hackin, L'oeuvre de la d�l�gation arch�ol6giqu�'franCise en Afghanistan ( 1922-32), Tokyo, 1933, Fig. 27. 
13. Sir M. A. Stein, Serindis, Oxford, 1921, Pl. XL-XLV. 
14. See J. H ackin, A. & Y. Godard, us sntiquites bouddhiques de Bimiysn, MDAFA, II, Paris, 1928 and J. 

Hackin, R. J. Carl, Nouvelles recherches arch�ologiques a Bimiyan, MDAFA, III, Paris, 1933. 

• , • ., k 
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Kushan period . l5 These Corinthian capitals have nothin� · . ' �:�haracter olthese monum�
-�Vs. The question

. 
is_ whether·· 

to do with the truly organic composition of th� Classical they represent the universal Buddhas of all the quarters 
original. The acanthus leaves, calyx cups, and helical or if this duplication of Buddha images may simply 
spirals are attached ·in a completely superficial fashion to indicate many separate donations or the conception, 
a core that is esentially the bracket capital of the early quite possible for. Theravida Buddhism, of the same . 

· Indian tradition. Sometimes in imitation of the Roman Quddha seen everywhere at once. It is possible, of course, 
Composite order figures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas that 'like the chapels dedicated to Christ and the saints in 
are enframed in the acanthus foliage. · the apse of the mediaeval cathedral we have ·personifl-

G raJl aki L.... G db- . . " . cations of different aspects of the same Buddha in the ene y spe ng tu.:; an ara stupa !S a magnifi- . . · li d I · ' f . . . ' · . · successtve mches surroundmg the re c moun . t ts o catton of the earlier type of relic mound represented by · · th b . f h t t th t th d · - � - · . · course on e asu o sue pro o ypes a ere eve-the monuments of Sancht and Bharhut. The typtcal 
1 d th 1 d · fMah- - t lik th - . · · · ope e ater ecoration o ayanas upau, e ose Gandharastupa conststs of.one or more square basement 

f N=• d- h 
· . t t B b d · · . · . . o IUan a or· t e great monumen a ara u ur, m storeys surmounted by a htgh drum supporting the usual 

hi h th' ·B ddh f all the direetions in their niches on hemisp�erical cupo�a. Jud8i?g . by the small models of ;iff�rent 
e
sid"es o�;e monument repl!lce the Hinayina Gandhira stupas, the emphasts was on the superstructure fi ti . f · lti lied t tu 5 f Sikyamuni 

· 

with an elaborate barmika upholding . a mast with tgura on ° mu P 1 a e 0 . · 

multiple umbrellas. Although some Gandhira. stupas, In the arcades of the Gandhira stupas the supports of 
such BJ the K.unila stupa at Taxila, were mentioned u the aicbes are engaged Ionic or Corinthian pilasters. The. 
Mauryan foundations by the Chinese pilgrims, ·it is arches themselves are of the pointed ogee leaf-shape type 
reisonably certain that the vast majority of these monu- that had been developed in the cbaity• window of earlier 
·menta, as well as the monastic establishments 'with which Indio periods. A further Cl�sical feature of some of the 
they were �sociated, were dedicated during tbt; extra- larger- stupu is tl;te base, supported by atlantids or . 

. ordinary period of patronage accorded to Buddhism . coucliarit lions. (Pl. .XXII) 
· under the Great Kushan Dynasty. From an�ent Bactria · . . ·

to Taxili, in ibe remote·��leys arowid Jel8Iib_id and the . . Famous in the annal• of Gandhira is the stiipuaised · 
wild gl�s of Swat· and.Buner; �e:re. can still .be seen �he : by King K.�shka at Peshawar: The accoUnts of. its v�t 
ru.iilous piles ofli

.
tera!Jy �cores ofBuddhist relic mounds, . . :- · . di!'\ensions and the miraculous portents d�ring its ct'ns� 

many of which can: be identified- with the farimus sites . _ . truction vacy ;in-tbe accounts of. the Chinese pilgrims, . 
mentioned by Sung Yun and Hsaan Tsang. 

. 
· . . Sung Yan and Hsilan Taang, who saw it in the sixth and 

· · · 
seventh ce·nturiea. According to the former, it wu 700 

The �ain m&Ss. of the Gandhira stupa wu generally a feet biBb and �tirmounted by. an iron Qlast uphoiding 
conglom�rate of rubble. and ear.tb, over which wis placed thirteen gold� circlets." oDe gathen from_Suns YaD'I 

· . · a facing of roushly �aped .. stones · w.ith many sm·all account th�. the upper portio�s of the monument were 
coun� of stones or snecb-ftlling the interstices betWeen constrUcted largely of wood. From Hl\lan Tsang's desCri�. 
thCJe bould�rs. The ,relics were embedded in the mass of .lion we learn that the buildina was at least 750 feet high, . the building, sometimes in the deepest foundations and crowned by-a mast with twent)r-five copper umbrellu,l7 
aome.times iii a chamber on a .level . wi'th the drum. ·ne the foundations ()f thil are at tower were excavated at the 
Gindhira.stupa diffen from its early Indian precedents site of Shih-j�li-dheri from 1908 to 1910. The phm was 
in that the decoration has been transferred from the that of a great aqiiare 1 �0 feet on a side with projections 

· ... �ling and· tor41!ss. �o the b9dy �f th� ��nuD:ent itseif. on each side, giving tht plan a cruciform shape. The total 
�he bue and drum of the (.Jandhara ilupa were diameter, inctudini. these projectiom, Wll3 286feet. There 

completely encased in a scUlptural. revetm�nt carried out , were·prea�ably atsirwaya in the four projectina Winp 
in stucco or lime plaster. The decoration consisted of : .  leading to the upper le-veJt of the base. The facade of the 
paneb of scenes from· _the life of Buddhi, separated by IUCvmn8 basement atonY WJI covered with 1tucco 
pilasten of a Clusical type, o_r in some of the later stupas Buddha imqea in relief, aeparated by .Corinthian 
ftgUres ofBudd�u and Bodhisattvas framed in the niches

. piluten,_ There are many reflecti�ns of this great atupa, 
of a co�tinuo� arcllde surrounding the body :of the as in the Rawak vihira at Kbotan and the Ahimposh 
monument. ' ·· .. 

stupa neir Jelili.bid. It hu also been sug�ted thlt the 
It is not entirely certain whether these multiple statueS : enormoui mound at the Toj)-e-Rustam at Balkh was a 

·are to · be .taken as ·an indication · of ihe Mahiyina · copy of the famous b�dit�g at Peahawar. This structure 

IS. Manhall, Tui/1, Pl.44 
16. Deal, op. cit. I, p. civ. 
17. Ibid. p. 103 

· .<;i 

t. 
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. . .. -Z"t'· . . . 
. . ...- ; . 

"li_ii<f the san»o-Cfuciform plan e.nd consi5t�d . of three _, �-;;imitation of the familiar squinch of Sasani!l!: domicaJ 
square basement storeys' surmounted by a high d rum. archltecture.2o 
The 5qu�e base was approximately 160 feet on each side 

· and the total height has been estimated as about 200 feet 
over all. It seems likely that in their original state the 
Kanishka stupa and the Top-e-Rustam were enormously 
magnified enlargements of such miniature stupas as the 
example from Loriyi.n..,Tangai in the Indian Museum at 
Ca!cutta; and possibly the stucco model a_L Mohara 
M�radhu, Taxila11 may reflect the appearance of this 
famous shrine. Notable in each case is the greater 
attenuati'on of the · stupa and the emphasis on the 
superstructure, notably the mast of umbrellas, a factor 

·· certainly affecting the development of the pagoda in the 
Far East 

The Buddhist vihiira in Gandhira r�presents a.h elabo
ration of the mangerilent of monastic complexes in 
earlier peljods. The bas!s of the plan of such a monastery 
as Tuht-i-Bahi was a series of connected open court
yards surrounded either by cells for the aceommodation 

. of the brotherhood or by niche_s to house the cult st1ltues _ 
and rtliefs. Some of the courts were filled witb votiVe 

· stupas ofvarious sizes; large enclosed chambers served as 
refectorie. or assembly-halls; The monastic buildings �t 
Tuila and -elsewhere in Gandhira :were constru�ed of 
the. �alled diaperniasonry t;Ypical · of the re�on, _ � 
which large stones were surrounded by courses of smallei 
stones. Some elements of the eonstrur=tion, l�e !he h�avy 

· overhanging corirlces of the niches, were imitations of 
prototypes in thittch. Like the exterior of the Gandhira 
sriipa, the entire surface of the stone fabric must have 
been c:Overed originally with a heavy layer of lime plaster 
richly polycbromed ·and gilded. (Pl. XXI) 

· There . iS nothing Classical about the plan of any 
building · discovered · in Gandhira. The only pouible 
ex�ptiori is th� shihie at Surkh Kotal in Afghanistan, a 
monUment dedicated to Mazdaean fire worship and 
itranged aceordiilg to the plan of similar sanctuaries in 
Iran of Parthian or s.,anian time.19 It iJ , the one 
monument testifying to the diversity of beliefs followed 
under the Kushans. . 

Thm are further hlteresting reflections !lf Weste� 
elements in the rock-cut architecture Qf the cave temples 
at Bimiyin. One of the chapels . behind the 175-feet · 
Buddha hu . a coffered dome that might - have been 
inspired by the vaults :of the Temple of Bacehus at 
Baalbek. In a number of the assmebly-halla _ we find an 

18. Marshall, TUUa, Pl. 98(b). 

Altbougb it has been necessary to stress its Classical, 
rather than its Indian aspects in order to indicate the 
origin of both form and- technique, Gandhara art is not . 
important primarily as an ill�stration of a Roman 
conquest of the East. Actually� the forms of Roman art 
were themselves conquered in .their absorption into the 
mainstream of the Indian and, ultimately, Asiatic 
tradilions of Buddhist art. Gandhira is important not so 
much for any ·aesthetic reasons, ·but for its positive 
contributions of the anthropomorphic conception of the 
Buddha and, through an adaptation of the Roman 
narrative method of relief, the establishment C>f a fixed 
iconography for the Buddha legend. When both of these 
contributions came to be translated into more appro
priately abstract !Uld spiritualized ter:ms, they provided 
models for the Buddhist art of all of Asia. · 
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GANESA, also known as Ganapathi, is the elephant
faced Hindu god who was �corported into Buddhist 
Pantheon. In the SidhsnamB!i, two Buddhist goddesses, 
Parna.Sabarl (pp. 306-7) and Aparijitii (p.403), are repre
sent�d as tramplmg him under their feet. In one Sadbana 
Ga�esa is represented as an independent principal god 
(pp. 592-3). 

The Buddhists vvere averse to certaiD practices of the 
brahmanic faith. Thus Ganda who was regarded by the 
HiJ{dus as the remover of iii obstacles (vigbna) and the 
best ower of perfection (sid(jbicli.ti) and sui:cess in tantric 
rites was considered by the BuddhistS· to be the most 
dangerous obstacle to be removed (Sa db. 306-i; 403). As 
to the activities of Ganda there runs a Nepalese legend 
that at a certain time 'an Odiyina Buddhist pandit was 
performing a tantric rite on tbe bank of the Baghvati river 
near Kathmandu in order to obtain perfection. Ganesa, 
-being opposed - to the idea, began placing dang�rous 
obstacles in the way of the due performance of the rite. 
The pilndi� finding himself helpless, · invoked the god 
Vighnintaka, the destroyer of all obsta�les, who 
appeared in a fierce and terrific fonn armed with 
deatructive weapons and giving chUe to Ganda who was 
by this time flying in terror (B. Bhattacblryi, Tbe Indian 
Bliddbist l'coilogt"pby), p. 1 80). · 

· 

All this points t� Gan�§a's opposJti�n to ��dahiim 
·and also his �epority c'ompared to the Buddhist gods . . 
But when be was j.ncorporated into the Buddhist pinth�on . .  
in: the Vajrayi'na,.he was given t�e status of a principal 
god with an . independent form. on a pir with other 
Buddhist gods. �us in the Si.dban'amiliu well as in the 
Ni�pannayogivalihe appears as a principat god. · 
· Aceording to the Ganapati�idhsna of the Sidbsna

- mBli (pp. 592-3) he is a' god of red complexion weBrlng 
· :the cioviri.(jstiinakutaj, decked with _many ornaments, 
and having a protruding belly; pne face, three eyes, one 
tusk and twelVe arms. lie c8rries-inhis right hands the aie · .. 
(kutbira), .ihe a.rrow (Jaia), the goad· . (aitk:izJa),, the 
lhu�derbolt (vajra); th� sword {ibadgs) an� the spear 
( $u)aj; and in his left hands, the pestle ( musala), the bow 
(caps),· the cl�b __(khs!vanga), '· a skull full _ of · blood 
(asrkkapila), another skull of dried meat (siis.bmamsa
kapilllphatk:s). · He _sits in_ t,Jl.e ardbaparyinlt:l� posture in a 
dancing·a:ttitude and rides the mouse on a red lotus. · - . 

In the Nisp411nayogavaii he is described differently. 
According to Dbaimadhitu�viguvlll'B-mandala (p.62), 

· he is white in c�lour and bas an elepbant-f&Ce. A snake 
forms his sacred thread. He rides the mouse e.s usual, but 
has only four arms; in his two right hands he cauie� the 
trident (triliila) and sweet-meats (lsdduka), and in his 
two left hands the hatchet (paraiu) _ and a radish 
(mUJaka); but acyordinng to the Bbutadbiri-msndala of 
the same work (p. 72) he c_arries_the hatchet and radish in 

his two right hands and the trident and a skull in his two 
left bands. 

In Japan Gane5a !s known as Shoten-sama or KB.I!gi

te� to whom se.veral temples are dedicated, notably the 
one at lkoma between N ara and Osaka. His images 
generally consist of two human figures with elephant 
heads, wearing long robes and standing face to face with 
their trunks on each other's shoulders. They are kept in a 
brass case and offerings of food including alcohol are 
spread out before them (Sir €harles Eliot, Japanese 
Buddhism, p. 138). He belongs to the pantheon of the 
Shingon Sect (ibid. p. 355). 

He seems to be unknown in China at .the present day, 
except in Lamaist temples, but the Chineee Tripitaka 
contains !everal stltras which describe the ritual of his 
worship. As the translations of these s'iitras are ascribed 
to Bodhiruci, Amoghavajra and others of about the same 
period, this deity must have been familiar to the Chinese 
of the eighth century. But it is said that in 1017 A.C., the 
Emperor Chen-Tsung issued an edict prohibiting the 
inclusion in the Tripitaka of th� siitra about him in four 
volumes . and the tr�ation of similar works so that . 
probably his cult was suppressed ifter this time (ibid. 
I38-9). . 

. 

In Sri Lanka Ganda . is considered as the god of 
wisdom and of obstaeles. Though be causes obstacles he . 
also removes them. Thut he ii invoked at the commeJ:lce
ment of all unde�takings 'and at the opennin'g of all . 
composi��ns . . Thus' we read the invocatory formulas, namab Sri Ganiya, or 11amo Gueliya Yigbndvuiya. 
Thes� �pects of Ganda erept into popular worship even . 
among the B�ddhistl. In Sri Lanka the bodhisattva 
Avalokitehara is often referred to u Nitha. One form of 
Nitha is Gana Natha, i.e. Gane5a, the aon of Gaurl and 
Siva. This is�an instance where Hinduism has influenced · 
the Buddhist beliefs and practices. (Nandasena . 
·Mudiyanse, Mabayma MonUPJents .in Ceylon, M.D. 
Guna:sena & Co., Ltd., I967, pp; 20-22). This trend 

· culminated with the worship of Ganda as Ganadeviyo -
the god of Wisdom and learning. The Ganadevibllla, a . 
ballard written in Sinhala · describing 'the birth of 
Gane!vara was sometimes used as an alternative school 
text. A prayer to Ganadevi for wisdom is also contained' 
in the Yadan-kavipota-a Sinhala primier. Both textl are 
of unknown authorship and · came to be used in the 
K.andyan period when popular Buddhism in Sri Lanka 
wu greatly influenced by Hindu cultl. Both texts were 
used &5 primary readers ind therefore, greatly contri
buted to the popularising of Ga�e�a among the 
Buddhistl. 

The Pall word viniyaka is an epithet applied to the · 

Buddha (M. ll, p. 94), and it connotes the Buddha's role 
u leader, guide or instructo� (PED. s.v. viniyaka). The 
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Sanskrit word vinayah (meaning taking away, removing 
remover of obstacles, a 'guru', spiritual precepter, a 
Buddha, Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary) 
embraces a Wider meaning than the Pali word. 

This epithet has been used rarely as an appellation to 
the Buddha but �ore commonly applied to Ganes a in the 
Dravidianised form of the word as Viniy�gai . .  These � 
aspects of G�esa as god of wisdom with the ability of ' 
removing obstacles and his sharing ali appeUittion with 
the Buddha equipped him to gain acceptance in popular 
worship. It also pa-ved the way for the Hindus in South 
India to convert a large number of Buddhist temples to . 
places of Hindu worship by replacing the Buddha statue 
with that of Viniylfgar. The wbtship ofGanesa, b·ecaine a 
convemienf mode to drape some of the Buddhist shrines 
in Hindu garb. Tm.:. process is acknowledged by Swami 
Vivekananda when he says " . . . .  the te.mple of J agannata is 
an old Buddhist temple. We took this and others ove� and 
re-Hinduised them. We shall have to do many things like 

· that yet..''( Complete works, Vol. III, p. 264, as quoted by 
Joshi, Aspects of Buddhism in Indian History; The wheel 
Nos. 195/ 196, BuddhistPublication Society lC.andy Sri I J J 
Lanka. p. 38). (Pl. XXII) 

M. Karalnvlnna 

GANGAROmNA, name given to the festival that was 
held to conduct the Buddha from Rijagaha t� Ve�iili 
where the Buddha preached the Ratans Sutta in order to 
rid the city of the triple dangerS off�ine, evil spirts .and 
disease,. · The story as found in th� Dhammapadattha
kstha, (III, PP· 436 ff. Dhp. 290)�d the Khuddakapat
hatth!fkaths (p. 160 ff.), is calle<i' Gangarohana or the 
"Ascent of the Ganges," because of the fact that in the 
_course of this journey the Buddha had to cross the river 
Ganges (Ganga). 

· 

The story goes that, after a period of plenty and 
prosperity, there came a famine in Vesili which Wll! 

· followed by starvation, disease and death. Several 
courses of action were adopted by the rulers but without 
success. Ultimately they dicided to invite the Buddha who 

. was at this time residing at Veluvana in Rij&.gaha 
enjoying the hospitality�fking Bimbisira. The invitation 
was accepted by the Buddha. When Bimbisira came to 
know that the invitation had been accepted he at once 
volunteered to prepare a special road from Rijagaha to 
the banks Of the Ganges, .the outer limit of the city, 
covering a distance of five leagues. Accordirigly, the 
ground was made even and a rest-house was erecte(hlt an 
interval of one league each. When everything was ready 
the Buddha set out on hisjourney accompanied by five 
hundred monks. According to the description, each 

. 

league of the journey was strewn knee-deep with flowers 
of five colours and decorated with flags, banners and 
standards all along. Two white parasols, a lower and a 
higher one, were held over the Buddha nnd a single 
parasol over each monk. The king, along with this 
retinue, honoured the Buddha with flowers and perfumes 
and lodged him for one night in each rest-house . I 
bestowing rich offerings upon him and his attendant 
monks. In this manner he conducted the Buddha to the 
banks of the Ganges hi five days. In order to ferrj him 
across to the Vajjian territory he decorated a boat and . 
requested the V asilians also to prepare a special road for 
the visitors. ConSt<}Uently, they, too, prepared the road 
from their city to the banks of the Ganges, a distance of 
three leagues; and came forward to conduct the Buddha 
with parasols and other offerings. I� the meantime the . , 
kltlg fastened two boats together, erected a pavilion' 
thereon, festooning it with flowers and prepared a seat 
made of many kinds of jewels. The Buddha sat therewith 
his monks seated aro\lnd him in a circle and the voyage 
began. As the story goes, Bimbisiira descended knee-deep 
into the water and promised the Buddha th:it he would 
wait · on the river bank until the B�ddha's retl.lm, a 

. duration of more tbap seven days. After sailing a dl�tance 
of one league up the .Ganges the Buddha and his retinue 
reached the boun,daries of Ves.iiU. The Licchavi prl�s 
came to welcome t�e Buddha and as soon as he set foot 
on their teiritory a heavy shower is ·said to have fallen ' 
cleansing the whole city of V csiili of the putrefying dead 
bodies and disease-causing germs. In three. days the · 

· visitor's were conducted to the city of Vesall. In the 
evening, at the request of the BJJddha, Ananda te8.1'llt the 
Ratna Sutta from him and went round the city 'reciting it 
all night. With its re�tatlon all the evil spirits are said to 
have. fled the city. It is said that the Buddha irlmsetf 
recited the sutta for sev�n d�ys thereafter in a spe�ally . .  
prepared pavilion when the �stilence subsided. Having · 
ser1ed his mission he left Vesii1i and was conducted to the 
bank of the Ganges in three days by the Licchavi printes. 
The story continues with accountes ot nagas and deities 
of the . entire universe (cs.kkavBJa) paying homage md 
making offe!jngs to the Buddha. On the opposite-bank 
of the river Birubi.Siia was roiling arrangeiJ,lents to 
welcome the Buddha back. The account goes on to 
me�;�tion that as there was a large number of boats offered 
by many nagas and gods; the :Buddha by his supernatural 
power created in each boat a figure of the Buddha 
attended by ll retinue of S"OO monks. The Buddha and his 
retinue were conducted to the niga realm and regaled 
with food and drink. . . . 

Despite these supernatural events the story adds that in 
five days the Buddha was conducted back to Rijagaha. 
The author of the story does not want to stop here but 
continues after the fashion of the Jiitab tales, to a past 

. . :;:. 
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story in which the Buddha, as a bodhisattva, had per
formed a meritorious act on account of which he received 
these honours and offerings. It is this entire section of the 
Db_ammspads commentary that is called the Gsnga
rolisaa vatthu. 

It is important to note that in the Kbuddskspatha 
attbdstbi (pp. 160 ff.) where the story is repeated, it is .. not specially designated as Gangarobans-vsttbu but 

. included in the Rstanssutta-vanasna as' it forms the 
·n idinsksthi of the Rattuis Sutta. The Sanskrit ver.sion of 
the story, with slight variations, · is found in the 
Mabivutu (I, p. 253 ff.) but here, too, the stoiy is not 
called Gangirobsns. Here it is designated as Chstrsvutu 
probably because �any parasols (cbstrs) are said to have 
been used in th� celebration. · 

� G. S. K.fyaw� 

. - - . . 
QANGAROBANA:OVARNANAVA, .is a Sinhala w�rk 
written in 1806 by Don Tho�as s..m��kera Dissa
nayake, describing a religious festival held on the river· 

· .. Nilv&li in the Matara·District of Sri Larika; probably in 
·imitation Qf the Gangirohana ·(q. v.) festival he1d iii Ve�ali 
� A rich person of the �reB, by the �arne David ae Sararil, ··. 
wanted to hold a religious festival on the rivef Nilvala and 
accordingly he chose that portio� of the river from a 

. village called Godapitiya· to the city of Matara for the 
· purpose. Pavilions aild arches were: erected on the river 

its,elf �d within each of those pavilions, . which were 
tutefully decorated, two seats 'W,�re prepared to house a · 
relic of . the Quddha and -Buddhist monks' remaining 
il'ound in bo!l .. we� made to recite pirit. These were the 
main .features of the festival and it was to witness · these 
that people came in large crowds. festivals at night with 
·fireworks seem to have been an added attraction. Celebra
tions went on for ten days. . ' 

. The book is written in the Sinhala verse form known !U 
silo� one hundred of wliich complete the bo.ok. The work, 

· belonging to decadent period in Sinhala literature, is not 
of much poetic value,".and- both in contents and style it is a 
mediocre work. This work has become significant in the 
history of Sinhala literture because a single line. of it was 
responsible for a major literary controversy in later times . . 
The book is edited by Munidasa Kumaranatunga and 
publish� by th� Ep_a Press, ColombQ; Ceylon; 1933. 

A. G. S. KarJyawasam . 

GANTIIA (Skt. Grantl11): a form derived from the root 
grstb, · 'to · tie' is u:sed in early Buddhist literature u a 
general term suggestive of the concept of bondage (Sri. 

vv. 347, 798, 847, 8:i7 ,  9 1 2; Dhp. v. 2 1 1  etc.). In the later 
literature the term has acquired greater significance a.nd 
is used as a technical ter.Ql synonymously with kiless, 
klda meaning def�ements (Ylsm. p. 683, A bhsy. p.44). It 
connotes that aspect of the passions which drags sentient 
beings towuds the cycle of continued existence (vatu, 
samss�s) and k.eeps them tied to it (Nd. I, p. 98; Vbb.'p. 
374; DA. III, p. 1024; DhsA. p. 377). Thus, it has rightly . 
b e en identified with  the o rigin of suffering 
(samudayssBCC6J.!I· gail the : Vbh. p.  1 17). 

· ·. . . 
There are four such ties enumerated. in the texts; 

namely, the o�gani() tie of covetousness (sbhijjha-kaya
go.nths), organic tie of ill-will (�y_ipads-kays-ganths), of 
clinging to the view that purity is attained by rites and 
rituals (sllsbbstapsramiss-kiys-gantbs) and dogmatis� · 
(idsm-ssccabbiilive.sa-kiys gsnths : D. III, p. 30; S. V, 
pp. 59-60; Nd. i, p. 98; Dhi. p. 201f. Ybh. p.-31.4�-Netti.:p. 
1 14 ff.; Yism. p. 583). .. . . . 

The Yibbsnga in its treatment of gantbs gives to list of 
synonyms with reference to the first two ties. Abbijjbi is 
the same. as raga or Jobhs; apd vyipads is the ill-will 
towards enemies. Sllsbbstsparimus is the clinging tQ 

. the false: belief in tile view that purity if attilhied through .· 
mere rites and rituals. Idsm-..ssccibbinivess is dogma- · · 
tism; i.e., to take one's own Vi�ws.alone to be correct and 
all other vicw:s to �e false. Views in this cas� pertain to 
purely speculative theories; all the ten views included in 
the "unanswered" (:wyi.ksta, q.v.), such as the world is 
eternal or that the world is no} eternl!l, are given. All 
shade_s of wrong views, except silsbbstsparsinisB, come 
under this (Ybb. pp. 374-75). · 

. I 
The Niddess confines its explanation of even the first 

two ties to speculative �iews and says that sbbijjlii-
. kiysgsntbais �he attachment (rigs) to one's own views 

whereas . hatred {sgbats) towards .· others' views is  
vyspidskaysgsntha (Nd. I,  p. 98). 

. The Abhidhsrmsssmuccsya gives the same four ties in 
more or less similar te�mino]ogy, but explairis them in a 
different way. Grsntbu are so called, it say�. because 
they t>verwhelm the organism which is, by nature calm, 
resulting in its beil1g agitated and distracted; lust for 
wealth, wron� behaviour in debates, agony to be under- · 
gone in performing difficult rites .an.d rituals _as weD u 
unwise contemplation on matters to be realised-all this 
promotes agitation of �ind and hinders its tranquility 
(Abbsy. p. 48). 

_ It may be noticed that the concept of tying, so clearly 
·brought out in the Pali texts, is lacking in the A bbidbsrma
ssmuccaya explanation, wbicli instead brings out the 
idea of the agitation of the ·mind (citts-viksepa): 
According to Pali tradition, a5 already seen, these four 
are called kiysganths because they keep mental and 
physical organism (namakaya and iiipskiys) res-
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pectively tied together to continued exis tence by way of 
decease and rebirth (Vbh. p. 374; Vism. p. 683 f. DA. I I I ,  
p. 1024). 

These four are some of the passions, considered a5 ties 
in view of the special function they perform; they, in fact, 
represent the three buic passions, namely, lust (lobha or 
riga), hate (doss) and delusion (mobs) : abbijjha repre
sent� Jobha or raga: ryipidarepresents doss and sllsbbt:
taparamass and id�accibhinivesa represent . mob a. 

Thus it is the three basic passion:� that act in their capacity 
as ties. The ways of arising and the method of breaking . 
these ties · are, therefore, the same as. those of passions. 

The Suttanipats (v. 847), to cite a few references, for 
instance, traces the origin of ties in sense-impressions 
(sa/Ilia} whereas the DhSPlmspsda (v. 21 1) attributes 

- their origin to likes. and dislikes (piyippiya). SaiiJii is· the · 
impression one derives from a sense�object; piyappiys is 
an elaboration of saiiJii. A saMi is piya. when the object 
cognised is pleasant and attractive; it is sppiys whe� ilie 
object is unpleasant and repulsive. The former gives iise 
to abhijjhi whereas the latter to vyipadiJ. Abstaining 
from developing likes (piya) and dislikes (appiya) . . I . . towards the sense-objects cognised is, therefore, the 
means· by which gantha is broken. This abstuience is 
made possible by following the iioble eightfold path 
(srjya litthangika magga: S. V, pp. 59,-60), or by culti
vating th� four application of mindfulness (satipstthina: · 
Netti. p. -31). The net result is the attainment of uituitive 

· .knowledge which is brought to its perfection in four 
stages: The last two ties are broken in its first stage, te:, 
the first knowledge of the path (patbsma msgga-iiina); 

. ryapida in the third stage; i.e., th� third knowledse of 
the path (tatiya-magga liana) .and abhijjhi in the fourth 
stage, i.e., the fourth knowledge of the path (catuttha 
magga ifBJ?a : Vism. p. 685). · 

Those who have broken these ties completely are called 
the sages (muni: Sn. v. 912), the foremost among them is 
the Buddha (Netti. : p. 54). See K.U.-ESA. 

UpaH Kirunaratne 

GANTIIADHURA, the assignment of the study of texts 
as opposed to the as1ignment of development of. insight 
(vipassans-dbura), is one of two alternative rell&ious 
assignments undertaken by bhikkhus. Such a strict 
division was not present at the inception of the Order of 
monks. The main purpose of monkhocd wu to lead the 
noble religious life (brabmacariya) with the aim of 
attaining freedom from Samsiric bondage. ''Ill' leadi.Dg 
this noble religious life a bhikkhu had not only to learn 
the teaching of the Master but also to follow it. 
Subsequently, when the preservation of the Dhamma in 

• •  

its pristine purity in the oral iradition became a necessity, 
particular groups of monks wen: specially assigned this 
task. Such formal assignments were done at the First 
Council itself. With the increase of scholarly activities of 
monks the study of texts along with commentaries, arid 
their preservation in the oral tradition became still 
important. References to different types of bhinakas 
(reciters) such as cllgbabhanaka, Majjhiabhinakaei.c. are 
also indictive of the existance of bhikkhus whole main 
vocation appears to have been the study of texts. In spite 
of this emphasis on the study of texts the vocation of the · 

bhikkhus WI!! not divided with two separate courses. 
The division is a subsequent development and, es the 

history of Buddhism it Sri Lanka shows, it came into 
being as a result of cer�ain events that took place in Sri 
Lanka in the 1st century B.C. When natural calamities . 
and political uph.eavela that took pl�e in the l st century 
B.C. threatened to wipe out the oral tradition oftexts, the · 
bhikkhus assembled at the monastery called Mandlirima 
at K.allagima and by a majority deicision accepted that 
siudy (pariyatti) is m�>re important than p ractice 
(pslipatii) for .the preservation of .the Dhamma. Since 
then · the study of texts (gantha-dhura) came to be 
considered u a separate · assignment and. subsequently 
became. �ore POJ!ular than vipassani.,dbura which was 
cirisidered as more suitable for the old and the weak. (See 
furthe DHURA). 

. .. . 
. 

\' ' "
· 

. 

. · .� K. Nanayakbra 

. 
GANTHAKARA;.PARIVENA. A vihiia or dwelling 
place ofbhi�hus attached t� the Mahivihira in ancient 
Anuradhapura. The vihira was ao named, probably 
becauBe it housed a good library (ganiba =�Joob, i.tara 
= respository). The CU!avamss (Cv. xxxvii, v. 243) 
records that Buddhagh�sa, 'the great commentator, 
tnms!ated from Sinhala to Pali the commentaries while 
living in this vihiri; and hence it Can be sutmised that this 
vihira had a well-equipped library with canonic_al texu in 
Pall and their commentaries in Sinhala (Sibalsttha
kaths). It is �so recorded in·the Ciilavamsa (Cv. Iii', ;.: 57) 
that K.assap& v restored and renowted' thb vihira. 

W. G. Weenntne 

GANTJDPADA (Sinh. gltapada) lit. "term of obscure 
· me.;u'na", il the designation of a cl�s of literature of an 
exegetical nature composed both in the Sinhala and Pall. 
languages, commencing at a period immediately following 
the classical commentarjal epoch. Although in ·modem 
terminology PJ!!hiP•d• ia a "glossarial work" it was 
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essentially intended "to facilitate the understanding of stuva-gtltapadaya. Besides the above, the most impor-

difficult words, phrases and disputable points in th� t�t amo
.
ng extant works are: Jataka-a!uva-gd!apadaya, 

commentaries" (Dhanimadhara Thera ed. Vimativino- Bodhivamsa-gatapadaya (both 12th century A.C.) and 
dani, Colombo, 1935 quoted H.  Saddhatissa Thera ed. Pariv8rag8.I!fiP�da (15th century A. C.). 

- UpasakBjanalankira! · London, 1965 p. 59 f.). It is gene-
taily believed that the Ganthipada period extends from Siiriputta Thera ( 12th century A. C.) in his Vinays-tfka 
the 6th century A. C. onwa�ds (ibid). The available exege- · entitled Ssratthadipanl ( ed. Devarak.khita Thera, V �I. I, 
tical woi:ks on the Tipitaka prior to the c'lmpilation ofthe p.7) refers to three gs,othipada: Mahi, Ma.ijhima and 

· · · a1 c- 'L J. th k ·h- Cula which he specifically' states were written in Sinhalese Pall commentaries were the tradttton L�liJB a-at a at a 
dating back to .the 3rd century B.C: Their growth with while he uses the name Ganthipada (absolutely) to refer 
accretions and emendations was arrested with the writing to the work in Pali. The inaccessibility of the Sinhala 
down of the Canon and commentaries in the lst century ganthipada to· monks overseas is adduced as the reason 
B.C. during the reign of V�ttagiimani Abhaya. Further, for ' co�piling the Ssratthai:Ifpanl-(iks in Pall (p.2). 
as a result of rendering in Pall the S�hala-atthskatha by Colly a .K.assapa Thera, author of Vimstivinodani the 
Buddhaghosa and his successorsjn the 5th-6th centuries . subsequent Vinaya-dka also refers to and quotes from 
A. C. the commentarial tradition in the Sinhala language the ganthipadss. There are numerous references to 
suffered a .. setback (V.W. Abhayagunawardhane, ed. ganthip�da sources in the oldest Vinaya-tfki the 
Pariviraganthipada. Marada�a, ·I990;pp. x¥xff). While . Va}�abuddhi too  ( 1 1 th century) . Howe�er, the 
the widi:nu;g gap. �etween .Pali and Sinhalese at ·the CU/sganthipadareferred to in the history ofthe SBs8!1Bin 
latter's Apabhramsa and Neo-Indo-Aryan stage neces: Myan�� in the 17th and 18th centuries is a · com�a-
aitated facile explanations of Pall works in the. fast ratively recent work in Pall belonging to the post-tiki 
changing Sinhala idiom (cf. D.E. Hettiarachchi· ed. peri� (vi_4e _ _ Saddhatissa Thera, ibid pp. S5 ff.). 

. . 
VesatQi'udi-sinne, Colombo 1950, p. 30ff.): As · a In �racing th� evolution of the dks literature the time 
knowledge of Pali b�c8mi: a prime necessity to fol�ow the , · · · lag bc:tween· the .end . of the commentarial epoch (6th · 
trlditional ex�ge-sis of the Palt texts a great need was felt · century" A. C.) a.nd the Polonnaru period (12th ·century 
to interpret the Buddhi�t teachings in th� idiom ofday to: · · · A. C.) . is �escribCd . as· . the . period : of the . erowth and . · 

day -we·. To satisfy· this ne'ed a cla5s of .literature ' femientatioii of ideas (lily de Silva, ed . Dighanikayn-
. represented by gantbipadiJ(Sinh. · gats pads}, sanya. il.tthakaiha"-i'iks, London, J970� p. xxxi). The growth and · 
. (Sinh. lilime), �auxiliary works" _(Sinh . .  pi!apoi) and . exp�sion �-f the Sfbsla-atth�atbs was arrested in the 
"annotations" (P; Sinh. parikatha) came into existence. 1st ceriturj'B.C.- after the writting down of the Canon and . 
The� exegetical works were written not only on Pali commentaries. Then caine the translatiop of this com- . commentaoes to serve as further elucidation of_r;natters , mentarial �radition into·Pali in .e 5th and 6th centuries 

· ''nised In 'Jhem but Blso on · canonical works as may be A. C. Next came the imnotations in the form of the . . mustratei by. Pariv.iiaga.nihipada. Abhayag\ina- gantbipacia and allied literature which WaS .finally crystal� . 
wardhane (ibid) make$. �fe;�nce to a passage in .the . Iized iii the ·tiki literature of the Polonnaru period. ·�we 
ViJuddhiznirgUBDDiJji of. King rarikramabihu JI of . le� of these ganthipadas through the tlkaa much in the 
D�badeniya which states: 'Uf a word's denotation is . same manner a!' we lea.nl of the .· S'shsla-atthakathi · obs� it ·is a janthipada, if its connotation is obs�ure it through Plii commentaries" (ib. p.xxxii). There' has been 
is an. srtbtips(l.IJ. ;,·Jiie Sinbiuese exegetical works which an independent espimsion of gsnthipada literature prior 
at the o·utset · were designated as gsnthipada and to the. Polonnaru period .lind 'apparently its. use and 
srthapads,_ and beyopd the etymolo&;cii. meaning of . influence .diminished with the growth of the tiks 
these two terms,· acquired il·new semantic significance to literature tbcn,tgh there is cleru; evidence of ganthipada 
include in thek category .gKtapadR, sanne, ._pitapot and . .  literature being known even as late lUI-the Kotte period 
pa,ikatbi. The most ancieni extant work beionging to . (15th century. See D.E. Hettiarachchi ibid. p.ii)� Apart 
this d'lss of literature is King .K.iSyapa V's Dbampiyi- ·fJ:6� the vatjous vi.naya ganthipada that Siratthadipadi 
atur•gltapadaya (lOth century) written on the Pall . mentions it also refers to 'several other works of this 

· Dhitmtti1psda•sttabthi. It ·is _obserVed 
.(Horana nature on Visuddhis:�ggs, AbbidbB11irnsand Patisambbi-

Vajirananit Thera',' ed. KudusikhUBDDIJYB unpublished aarluyma. Despite th�_ gantbipada being supeneded by 
PJLD. -thesis; University . of Ceylon, 1968) thit both · the · tikas they survived to' the present day though the 
Gantbipada and Sanya literature had their origin about . number ·that has gone .into oblivi9n is considerable. 
the· .'alDle time. and th•t · tbe s�e . work wis often · 
designated both as p. ganthipadund sanya (quoting D ;E;· · 
.Hettiarachciii ibid p. S4). J'hese names are generally 
interchanged as seen iD the colophon to the Dhampiyi-

· A significant feature of the i'itis on the four major 
Nikiya texts of the Suttapitska attributed to . scariya 
Dhammapiila, 6th century A. C. is their ·relative silence on 

' " .I 

... 
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the gaf!!·�ipada. Considering that Dhammapiila flourished 
in the commentarial epoch i t  can be surmised that :he 
need for compiling ganthipada on the atthakatha to these 
Nikayas had not ari��n as the "obs��re points" had 
already been adequately treated in the tjk'as. This is aiso 
confirmed by Sariputta's tjka on 'the Angutt!JTa
a.t.thakatha (13th century A.C.). Lily de Silva (ibid. p. · xxxvii) observes : "If gantbipadllS to Anguttara Nikaya 
were is existence · specific mention of them would 
certainiy have been made" and ad�s t�at on the other 
hand the same author's Siiratt.�adipani on the Vinaya 
makes copious references to the ganthipada. It is generally 
believed (vide Saddhatissa Ther'a ibid 52ff.) that the 
ganthipada literature bridges the commentarial and · 

Poi�n!_laruva periods and that the iJnatthappakasanj 
(the !ikas on the commentaqes to the four major 
Nikayas) and Visuddhimagga�tika were compiled at a 
time before the gantbipada wer� written (vide L. de Silva 
ibid.). On the oth'er hand, the post canonical floating 
exegetical tradition on the Vi.naya was preserved in·four 
gantbipadas and finally evaluated iii the three Vinaya pkis, Vajirabuddhi, Siratthadipanj and Ytmativinoda�. 
( 1 1 th-12th centuries A.C:). 

N. A. Jnyawk:krama 

' 

GARBHADHATU. See V AJRADHATtJ' 

GARUJ?A (var: GAR�A) a class of myt�ical birds, 
mentioned in both Pali and Sanskrit Buddhist literature . . ' 
.usually together with nagas ( q. v .) 

_Reference to them occur as early as the N1kayas. The 
Digha�nikays (I, p. 149) speaks of them in passing, in 
connection with the concept of the mahapurisa elabo
rated in the Lakkhsna Sutta (loc. cii.) which states that 
the mahapuriss, if he' fares forth as � ascetic, will receive 
the homage of the aSIJTBS, sakkas, rakkhasas, nagas, 
gandh2bbas and garudas. Although . not . mentioniilg 
them by name, the Salnyutta-niksys (I, p. 224) gives, 
vagueiy, . a story (whi�h is elaborated later, in the 

. KufSvaks .fitaks) according to which Sakka, fleeing 
from the celebrated sura-asura war te11s Matiili, his · 
charioteer, that he would rather face death at the hands of 
his enemies, the ssuras, than 'ne3tless make these birds.' 
This passage. refers to 'these birds' as nesting in the forest 
of the silk-cotton trees (simba.iivan2) which in other 
contexts (see belong) are identified with the abode cf the 
gsrudas. It is their nests that were in danger �f be�g · 
crushed by the charigtwpole of Sakkil's velii�le speeding 
through the Simbali forest. This is confirmed in the 
Claborate verson of this story in the above mentioned 
.Tataka (J. I, p. 202). 

. 

. 

It is in the Fa takas that the garodas are mostly referred 
to. Here the picture that is drawn �f them is that they are 
birds of giant size, or at least that they are able t o  assume 
�uch size at will. A garu1a in the Kotisimbali .!Staka (J. 
III, p. 397) assumes a size of 1 50 leagues. There is also no 
doubt that they were conceived of as being of great 
strength. The same jataks (Joe. cit.) refers to this gsruds, 
dividing the great ocean by the flapping of his wings, the 
wind raised being known as a garuds-wind. He lifts in the 
air a snake thousand fathoms iong, along with the 
banyan tree rou11d which the snake wraps itself. The 
gsru�a does not even .know that be bad uprooted the 
banyan. In the Bhiiridstts 18taka (J. VI, p. 177) too, a 
garu1s is figured as carrying off a banyan tree with it5 
roots. In the Sussondi Jataka (J. III, p. 1 87 f.) a gsruda
king stirs up in the 'city a storm so great that its people, 
fearing their. houses would fall, take flight. In thisfotaka, 
he carries the queen Sussondi on his back, and in the 
Kskati .rataka (J. Ill, p. 91), 'where the garuds is !'eferred 
to as a royal bird, a man Natakuvera, hides in its thick 
plumage . B.nd is carried acr�s� the sea. It is probable · 
because of their great strength that Salcka sets the 
garudas, along with nagas, yak.kbas.kumbbandasand the 

. four regents, as guards over Tavatii{)'�� agaittst invasion 
· by the asuras (J. I, p. 204). 

.
· :1. ·, . 

. The other characteristic of the gsrudas, mentioned in 
the jatakas, is their possession of magic� or supernatural 
power and spells. ·In the S.ussondl!'.{itlika (loc. cit.), the 
gsru1s' plunges the whole city ' i� darkness in order to 
carry off the queen. The king, in theAmba.Jitaka(J. IV, 
p. 20'2) as�s his gardener, whether the mangoes out ,of 

· s�ason are ·given to him by a naga or garuds. The 
Alambiiyana-spell of priceless.value, by which n�gas �e · 

magically tamed� was . also given �y a gsruda, in the 
Bhliridstta .ra·taka (J. IV, p. 1 77 ff.), and by its'use much 
was achieved.· Two instances are found in what seem 
different versons of the same story' of garuda� �ss�g 
human form and playing dice with kings. · 

The m.ost emphasised Tact in the jatakas is the eternal 
enmity between the nagas and the garudas. Although in 
the Nikiiyas they are mereiy mentionel together, in the · 
later writings, the nagas are always referred to as living in 
fear of the gamdas. This is b(st brought out in the Urags 
Tatska (J. II, t3 f.), where the l!iga discovers a gsruda 
standhig by his side at a festival and is frightened to 
death. The gsruda gives relentless chase. In typical 
Buddhist fashion · the Jiitaka writer uses this accepted 
mythical belief in the enmity of these two classes of beings 
to demonstrate the efficacy of the Buddha's teaching of 
loving-kindness in bringing sworn foes together in perfect 
harmony. 

· . 

The. enmity of the nagas and gsrodas is explained by 
the fact the former was the food of the latter. Lurid 
descriptions are given of a ho:v a garoqa devours a nags. 

. · "": · t ·r-r" 
t .;'�; 
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The gsrods who eats only flesh and not fruits, unlike 
other birds (J. III, p. 397; VI, p . l77), strikes the snake 
wi th its beak and splitting open its belly, gobbles the fat. 
In the Sussondi Jataka, the garudas are described as 
living in ·the Digs island of Seru�a; evidently in close 
proximity to their staple food. 

But, inspite of this explanation, it appears that the 
myth of the· enmity of the garudas and the nigas could be 
traced to the siune source as the' story of the Mabi bhlrata · 

· ·(1. p.16 ff.), where the el)ormous bird, garoda, born of the 
second egg of Vinati, becomes the perenJtiaJ enemi of, 
and go�s on devouring the nagas, the sons of Kadri. In . . 
fact, it is dear that at least one jiitaka carries echoes of the 
connection. The Vidhura-pandita fitaka (J. VI. p. 1 78) 
refeJ.l to _the garo�a as the so�· of Yinati. 

Jacobi (ERE. II, p. 805) rema:rks that garoda is also 
identified with Tarkeya, originally a distinct 'mythical 
being, figured either as a bird or horse, and apparently 
representing the sun. He concluded that the garuda 
therefore, seems to be a combination of different diviile 
forms of the sun, represented as a winged being. W. 
Crooke (ERE. XI, p. 415) points out that the garuda has. 
been compared with the the simurgh of the Persian and 
the Roc of the Arab tradition, the latter of which attacks 
snakes. 

Ball1fula Jayawardbana 

GATHA, stanza, (derived from Vedic, gai, gayate, 'to 
Associated with the enmity of the nigss and garudssis · sing, to recite1 refers to any form of verse as illustrated by 

also the legend of tlie garodas le.arnbtg the secttt of ·oft-recurring ph�ases such as githaya ajjhabhisi (Yin. I. 
capturing nagas. This legend is given in the Pancfira p.7 etc. s.v. ajjhabhisiin PTCfor refs.) and those with 
Jitaka (J. V, p . . 77), according to which in the e.ady days, other case forms (s. v. githi in PTC). Individual verses as · 

garudas, tryi�g to capture snakes, used to perish by the well as metrical literat�re of any form. are connoted by the 
tho1,1sands. The snilkes swallowed stones, and a garuda term gatbi ·though in the case of oietncal literature it 
lifting them .bY' their heads, could not bear the wei.ght, generally refers to narrative verse best representeci by 
we!e. exhallSted and fell ·d,own ,dead; It was.the treachery. verses in popular meters such as anilstubb . Jloka and 
ofKilrtmbiy� the fake-ascetic, which enabled �be gsru�as tristubh. quatrins (cf . . catuppadiya . .. ;.gsthsya sttbam, . 
to learn.that the secret lay.in lifting the snakes by their . '"· the'meaning of a four line stanza, .A: II, p. 1 '28). Gitpa, 

· tB.ils� Th�reaft�r, . the. garr.upu. did . so, whereupon the.·: · . generally is meant to be recited or sung (cf. githi sugiti · . 
ston�s fell from the mou�li of the snakes, which then were ·, ; . psrisiya majhhe, 'the stanzas were· well .recited in the. 

· light enough to be carried� .The. Bhuridatta:Jstaka !loc . . , . midst of the.assembly' - J. IV, p. 395. In the1 commen- . 
cit.), too,' �tudes to this legend� tarial. gloss on gatbaya ajjhabhisi, 'addressed with a 
· . �� two jitaka.s; referred to ·above as giving different stan�· gathaya is explained as: akkharapada-niysmita-

.venion.S of the· same s�ocy (J. Ill, P• 91 f.; p. ·187f.), depict gantliitena vscanena, 'in a statement composed in fixed 
tb� gaiudis as passionate lovers who .are finally disillu- syllables and metrical lines' at .Kl)pA. p. 1 17.  As regards 
sioried by the. ficklene�s �( WOJ:Ilen. In one (,f. Ill, ·p: 1 87), . the a]) import�t as peel of'reciting, or 'singing'' gitbihas . 

. a sign:ificant role to pl�y in perform_arices involving 
. 

the garuda was the bodhisatta him5elf, Siriputta, too, in -
a different context (i III, p.400) is said to have beeh born. . nacca�gita-vadit8, 'dance, song and instrumental music.' 
once � a iaru�a; · 

. · Apart from the. general meaning of gatha as a verse, the 
· Althou� the&ruma i�iand is given as the abode �f the entire metricalliterature in Pali can be d�signated by this 

gsrudasin the Silssondi,Jataka, they are usually spoken tl�rm. Though stan�� {that are found interspersed with 
of as living in the Simbhli�ana.-Ganidas; having captured prose in the mil,ior. works �f the Tipitk� in particular the 
snakes, go t� roost on Simbali trees (e.g., j VI, p. 177). . four igam11 collections, are designat�d by a cognate term 

. The Siinbali tree has been identified with the Bombu geyya, 'what should be sung (f.p.p. of gal) the)', as well as 
Heptsphyllum. (PED . . s..v.). . those works i� the Khuddaka-nikiya that are for the · 

�ost part in verse are to be designated as gitba. In the 
·descriptive classification of the teachings into nine cluses 
which subsequently came to be known as the Iiwvsng•
iatthu-sisana (enumerated at M . . i . . p. l33 etc.) one 

ThatgBtU(Iaswere identified With sup�as � sugge-st�d 
by th� VidbUr¥imdits ./Btaka (Joe. clt.) whlch establishes 
a S�y/Ju. n.rl:iya(I, 146) r�fe�nce t.� 's��phlred freizes 

· of fair-winged biids' u a referen�. io gsru�a figures. . 

. The .DhlllDmspadll commentary (DhpA. III, p. 135) 
gives an amusing tale which illustrates that the ancient 
}'rototype of the aeroldilne was conceived in th.e shape of 
a garuda. A builder· escapes from the terror of prince 
Bod hi by making himself a wo.oden flying-'machine iii the 
shape of, the mythical bird. The gaiuds in Buddhist 
sculpture is depicted as a winged man. · · 

· con5tituent is named geyys which is defmed as: all suttas 
contaitiing stanzas ( VinA. p. 28. etc;), and the Sagiitha
vagga of the Samy'!ita-nikiya is cited as an example. In 
.contrast to the p�ose which is enunciated or re�d, verse 
had to be recited Cl! sung. Another conlltituent of the 
ninefold division is named githibut it is_not defined. The 
Dhammapada, Th�rsgithi., Therigitbi and sections 
entirely in verse in . the Sutta-nipita that cannot · be 
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designated as sutta are given as examples of gsths. lt is to 
be inferred that prose has to be excluded from the anga 
called sutta while ge}ya is verse interspersed with prose. 
The significant fact is that both geyya and gatha refer to 
verse and that they constituted a separate literary 
medium. 

The older stratum of the metrical literature in the 
K.huddaks-nikaya represents an archaic form of Pall in 
contrast to the language in the prose writings so much so 
,that the term Oaths-pili has come into vogue in desig- · 

nating the language · of the metrical works which is 
sometimes also called the Githa dialect. The verses of the 
Dbammapads, Udlm:J, ltivuttaka, Sutts-nipata, .fitaka, 
Thera and Tberigatbi belong to this category while 'the 
less �trehaic canonical metrical literature represented by 
works such as the Viminavatthu, Petavatthu, Apsdana, 
Buddbavamss and Cariyapitaka follow closely the 
standard metrical excellence set by the earlier works even 
though the individual "poems" in each of these texts 
follow a set pattern in a stereotyped framework. 

It was the Buddhists, particularly those who followed 
the Pali tradition, who gave the recognition of a standard 
literary medium to gatba . . This is seen to recur subs
equently in Hybrid Sanskrit works such as Mabavastu 
and Lalftavistara though the Sanskrit Bu�dhist kavyas 
such as those of A�vaghosa, Bhartrhari, Silntideva and 
otben followed the usuai Sanskrit norms. The gatba 
tradition, howeve�, contjimed uninterrupted in Pali u�til 
the medieval period when it was supplanted by lh� ornate 
style so characteristic of the Sanskrit kiivya. See ANGA 
and NAYANGA� 

N'. A. Jayawlckrama 

GA11, noun from the root gam to go, literary means 
'going;; but; by way of usage� it has acquired several 
developed meanings, and we find it used in no less than 
seven meanings in different contexts. In five of these 
contexts, the term gatiis used in a general way to mean( l) 
. "extent'", e.g. yavatajagato gati (A. II, pp. 1 5, 17), as far 
as the universe goes, extends, i.e., in the entire universe, 
(2) "functioning",  e , g . ,  ((l) yavata, channam 
phassayatananamgati tavati papaflcassagati, (A. II, pp. 
161-2), as far as is functioning of the six bas�s of contact, 
there  is o b s e s s i o n  fu nc t ion ing ,  ( b) cakksm 

· pavattitam . . . . .  ya·vati yavatika abhisankarassa gatf 
tavatilaun gantva . . .  bbumiyam papati (A. II, p. 1 12), the 
wheel kept rolling as long aS the impulse (that set it 
rolling) was functioning, and then fell to the ground, aild 
(c) fotim{Jranasamsaram ye vajanti punappl}nam 
itthabbsvaf111�tbabbsvnn'avi.ifoyeva sa gall ('Sn: v� 729), 
the round of countless births and deaths is the function-

ing of, conditioned by, ignorance; (3) route, e.g., ak8seva 
sakuntsnan: gati (Dbp. v. 92) just like the route talcen by 
birds in the sky; the word padam ( Th11g. v. 92) is 
synonymous with  th1s gati; (4) destiny in this life, i.e., 
career, e.g., sya"? hi deva kumaro dvattiiJ;s611J.Jlapuri
salakkhsnebi samannagato yehi samannigatnsadvc 
gatiyo bh�vanti, anaflifa(D. I I, p. l 6), this babe, myJord, 
is endowed with the thirty-two marks of the SUJY-!V:tan, 
and to one so endowed, two careers lie open, and 11one 
ether; (5) field of existence, e.g., gati miginam pavmam 
skisa pakkhinam gati (Vin. V, p. 149; SnA. p. �). the 
forest is the fi�!d.of animals, the sky that of birds. 

Destiny after death and the sphere or realm Of 
existence into which rebirth is possible are the two most 
important meanings attached to the term gati;tbe former 
is the going after death and the latter the place wh�re 
sentient beings go after death; the two are interconnected; 
.because both signify one and the same process; only two 
stages are indicated. ' 

In the following instances; gati means going or destiny 
after death: (a) silho nama bhante bbilckbu nidike 
16Utikato tassa ka g�ri ko abhisarriparsyo (D. II, p. 91); 
sir, the . monk Siilha has died at Nadiki; what is hi� 
destiny, where has he been re_born? (b) Pluano ... kildato, 
Jassa ki gati ko abhisamparayo? (M. I, p: 388); (c) .Esa 
maccberino gati (Pv. p.34), this is the destiny of the miser; 
(d) gato so tssssysgati(Pv. p. 1 1), gone is he wbere he is 
destined (e) }vitam vysdhi kBlo ca dehanikJFb�panBilJ, 

"I •• � 

gati (Vism. p. 237);· 1ife, sickness, death, disposal of tb� · · . ,.:, 
corpse and the destiny. 

The spheres or realms of existence into which re:birth is 
possible are five or six. This is the most important-of all 
Buddhist classifications of sentient beings, and is the .. 
basis of the various Buddhist wheels of life (bbavacdra). 
The fivefoid division is made by most sects of the 
Theravada (D. III, p. 234i M. I, p. 73; S. V, pp. 474-770 . 
the sixfold division by a few sects of the Thera vida (Pv. 
p.66; Mhvu. Ill, p. 368) and most sects of the Milhay�a . 
(Sdmp. pp. 4, 7, 44, 53, 1 26, 2 1 1). The five gatisare (1) the 

. inhabitants of the hells (niraya_ or narakli), (2) the ghosts . 
(pets, preta, pettilisaya or yamiJJQka) (3) animals · 
(tir�cchanayoni, tiryak or tiiyaiicah); (4) mankind . 
(manussa or manusya) and (5) gods (deva/ln the siXfold 
classification we fi�d titans (asuraJas the fourth categ�ry . 
placed between the third and the fourth of the fivefold · 
division. Those who advocate the five-gati theory nev�r 
denied the existence of asuras, who, according lo them, 
were not, of suffic�ent importance to be given a place as a 
separate gati. 

This is one of the points discussed in the k.atbavattbu· 
according to which the Andhalcas and the Uttaripattakas 
regarded the asuras as a separate destiny. The Theravilda 
ruling was that there are only five destinies and that the 
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ssurssdo no� constitute a separate destiny as some of the 
asurss, namely the troop of Vepacitti who have been 
formerly devas and who resemble them in shape, sex-life, 
diet and also intefmarr¥ with them belong to the deva
gsti, whereas the uurllS known as Kilakaiijaka who in 
the same respects resemble the petss belong to the peta
gati(KYU. Book VIII, point 1 ;  Points ofContraoversy, p. 
21 1). 

This d.iscus�ion is very important as it throws light_ on 
the_ criterion by which the beings are divided into . 
destinies. The criterion being the similarity in bodily 
shape, sex-:lif� and diet, those who ii.re simiia� in these 
respects form one destiny. 

Acco_rding to the· Paflcsgatidfpani the wodd of tit�s 
( uuranikays)- is a .section . of the sphere of manes 
(pettivisaya)which,_also included six more kinds of beings 

· called Krimbbsnds, Rakkbssa, Gandbabba, Pisica, 
_BbiitB, and Ydkba (J.P.T.S.: 1S81, pp;·t 57-8). 

All sentient beings, when they die, are ret �rn into one 
or the other.of these. five or 'ix destinies. There is no other 
.form o( e.xilte��- ·possible. The first four gstis of the 
sii�fold elusification are characierised as evil or 
unh-.Ppy .:nd· termed dugg� a:n� iipays, while the las.t 
two.� eonsiderCd· happy {sugati or abhimatsga'ti). 

· · Ai f.ar as the birth (yoni) of beings in the five spheres is 
.· .. coiicemed, Quddh�ghos9: says that beings in bells, ghpsts 
. consumed with thirst �d the g�ds in beayel!· a�e o( 
spontaneous: birth; 'whereas �he .rein�ning ghosts, 
ininials, human beirigll arid earth-gods are born in any of 
the four modes of birth, namely, oviparous. (andaja), 

. 
viviparous (jslibujs), . of moisture (samsedsj�j and 

. sp�ntan_eous (�pspitiks, Vlsm. p. 5S2). · 
· The 'cosmologiCall relationship between these spheres 
of e�tenc"e (gati) and the. three . planes ·· of e�iste[\ce 
(dbitu) is as follows: The sensuous plane (kimsdbitu) 
i.ncludes . hells, ghosts, animals;· mankind and the six 
kimavacara gods. The remaining gods better known IU 
brabmss are found in the 01aterial plane ( riipadb�tu) and 
the nonmaterial plane (ariipsdhatu). Then: are .sixteen 
(or · seventeen· or eighteen) kinds, of gods in the· five 

· · material planes and four kinds in the non. material plane. 
·. I . 

A· totally different li�t of four evil existences (gati) is 
give in the Sik.iisainuccsys, namely, (1) in9pporturi.e 

· · birth. birth under such circumstances that one cann�t · 
practise brabmacarya, (2) birth m a Buddhak�etra which 

. 

contains no Buddha, (3) b1rth in a heretical family and (4) 
birth in all the evil spheres (Sik�. p .  147). 

It is clear now that the term gati in the sense of sphere 
of existence is synonymous · with samsars. Nib bin a, 
therefore, is the freedom from gati. It is impossible for the 
sentient beings to know the destiny of the perfectly 
liberated ones (M. I, 334; Dbp. vv. 92. 420; Sn .. v. 644) 
because they have no destiny after death (Sn. v. 499; SnA. 
11, p. 416). Only the perfectly liberated ones, especially 
the Buddhas, know ihe destiny (as well as freedom from 
destiny) of all beings (M. I, p. 328; Sn. v. 371; SnA. 1, p. 
�� . . 

So far the Theravada and Mahayana accdllnts of the 
various relams of existence (gsti) have been more or less 
�� agreement; but on one poipt there is wide divergence. 
According to Mahayana · every man upon reaching 
supreme and perfect eillightenment acquires a spiritual 
realm, called Buddhaksetra to which he repairs after · 

death and in which be �ontiriues to instruct the bodhi
sattvas and other persons who mily be born there, leading 
them. to supreme enlightenment. This concept of 
Buddhaksetra is totally absent in all Tlieravida schools. 
In eirlier' references, these Buddhaksetras are not per
manent, and' life therein . is only the preparation for . . nirvana or Buddhabood, but aecording to the Shin sect of 

. Jap�,' rebirth in Su.kkbivati� the paramount Buddha;. 
ksetra, is. itself ttie highest goal and is fmal and complete 
b�ppiness. 

GAUDAPAnA, a renowned philosopher and author of 
the Agamdistra. It is possible that Gaudapida hailed 
from �engal (Gauda), ana the name se�ms to be an 
epithet rather than a personal name.' Opinion is· divided 
with regard to his date. The traditiop, which makes him a 
grand�guru of the Advaita teacher Samks.ra, woul� plact 
him in cir. 700 A. C .. as the lattei: is supposed to have been 
born in cii:. 788 A.C.2 On the other hand, it ·bas been 
poj.nted out th!!t since some . exirads res�mbling the 
verses of the. ·Agamsiistra hive been quoted . in the 
Tibetan translation. of the Tar.ks}vsla of Bhivaviveki 
which· is ·usually plact;d in cir. 500 A.C., Gaudapida can · 
also· be placed in the same century.J It may 'be poi�ted 

. . 

· I .  A.. B. Keith; Religion and Phylosopby of the Veda snd Upsnfsbads, HCS; Vol 32, 1925, p.303, Note. I. 
• . 

2. S. N. Dugupta (History of Indian Philosophy, Vql I Ciunbridge, 1926, p. 423), held thaf "in order to be able to tellCh Samkara, 
Gaudapida must h•ve been living tilL at least 800 A.D.". _ . 

' 
l Vidhuse�lra Bhattacharya, (Ed.) AgamsiBstra, ( 1950), pp.43 ff. R.D. Karmakar; (Ed.) Gaudapada-kirila, pp. 111-IV. The 

present writer cannot c:ategoric:ally say that the Tarfsjvala an f.Uto commentary on Madhyamakahrdayumli of Bbivaviveka, 
ac:t�ally quotes passages from the work of Gaudat�ada. For brief notices of the SIIP!k.rit msa. of this work of Bhivaviveka sec 
Rahula Samkrtyayana in J.B. O.R.S. Vol. xxm: Pt. I. The ma. itaelf iiJ preserVed itith� K.P. Jayuwal Resea�b Institute, Patna. . , ' 
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out here that Bhavya or Bhavaviveka, the noted 
Svatantrika-madhyamika teacher, seems to have flouri
shed in cir. 600 A.C .. and was a con temporary of the 
Vijiiiinavada teacher Dharmaprua ( cir. 550-6 10 A. C.) of 
Nilandii4• Therefore, while it is possible to place 
Gaudapada in the middle of the 6th century A.C. one . . , _, 

cannot be certain about the tradition that Samkara was 
his g!.and pupil. To Gau�apada are ascribed, ��art from 
the Agamasastra, .the following three works: Samkhya
ksriks-bhasya, Uttaraiita 1llld the Subhagodayastuti. 
The authorship of these works, however, seems to be 
doubtful. 

The text. of tpe Agama�astra is divided into four 
chapters (pra.karanas) and consists of 2 1 5  merrforial 
. verses (karikas). The work starts as a commentary 01i the 
Mil!f�ukya Upani�adbut assumes the form of an original 
treatise. , 

-
Walleser5 had pointed out that the Agama$astr.:; bears 

considerable Mahayana .Buddhist influence; V. Bhatta
charya had discussed, with remarkable thoroughness, the 
Mahayana Buddhist contents in this te,xt. 6 He was of the 
view that the IVth chaoter, the · Afitafanti prakarana; 
cannot be. regarded · as· an integral part of the Aga
ma$astra. He even held that the four chapters of it "are 
four independent · treatiset and are put together in a 
volume �nder the title of Agama$astra. " The opinion is 
shared by T. R. v. M urti who remarks thanbe first three 
cnapters are the works of "a keen Vediintin" while the 
fourt� chapter was. "written most probably by a 
Buddhist. '>7 R. D. Karmakar on the contrary takes great 
pains to show tllat all the four chapters of the treatise are 
from the pen of Gaudapiida, and that the�:e is no Buddhist 
influence in. its contents except the Buddhist phraseo
logy.• S. N . .. Dasgupta, however� held tbt "there is 
sufficient evidence in his karikasfor thinking that he was 
possibly himself a Buddhist, and · considered · that the . 
teachings · of" the · Upanisads tallied with those of 
Buddha. ''11 Mahamahopadhyaya Gopinatha K.aviraja 
seems to recognise the fact th�t Nagarjuna's Madhyama ' 

kasastra had influenced the tho\lght of the Gau�a
pada.karikas. lo 

The present writer, however, opines that there is no 
cogent reason to doubt that the 2!5  verses . of the 
Agama$astra ;ue from the pen of a single author and that 
the Agama.Ssstra of Gaudapada is a document of rap
prochement between Buddhism and Vedanta, and points 
out the hybrid origin of Advaitadoctrine ofVedinia. The 
scattered seeds of monism in the Upani�ads1 t were 
developed for the first time by Gaudapada (cir. 600 A.C.) 
and perfected by Samkara ( cir. 800 A. C.) who established 
the cla'ssical form or' Adva.ita Vedanta. Samkara himself 
seems to prove that no one before Gaudapada had taught 
the monistic Vedanta when he credits his grand-guru with 
the discovery of the adva.ita doctrine, which according t� 
his belief, lay hidden deep in the Vedas. l2 

It is admitted. that pre-Gaudapada Vedanta is neither 
systemetic nor monistic, and, that Gimdapidaflourlshed 
and wrote his Agama$astra after ail the important . Vijiianavida and Madhyarnika philosophers had lived 
and diffused the idealistic,, absolutic and monistic tenets 
of Buddhist philosophy. It stands to reason, therefore, 
that the Advaita turn in Vedanta in and lUter Gaudapida, 
was due to Buddhist influence in both - its. ten�� and 
techniques. 
· · The age of Gaudapada .. was one of philosophical 
controversies and a�ost warlike activities oftheologians 
espousing different creeds. But it was . also !I.D age when 
rapprochement between Brahmancial theology and 
Mahayana Buddhology was nearly �ompleted: an age 
when PB[Bma-saugatas like Emperor Har�a worshlpped 
Brahma1lical gods; . Bodhisattvas like Avalokitdvara 
assl.!riled the fo.rm of Mahesvara; Brahmanical image5 
were being enshrined in Buddhi�t temples; Buddhist 
logicians like Sa...-nkarananda were being quoted llS 
au�hodties on Pratya;bhijfiasastra by Abhinavagupta and 
J !lyaratha; an age, when the historical Buddha was being 
relegated to the realm of Vaisnava mythology by being 
transformed into an ava.tara �� the supreme God.t3 

4. The contemporaneity of Bhiivavieka and Dharinapiila is attested by Husan Tsang; Cf. lltomas Watten, On Yuan Chwang's 
Travel! in India (Delhi reprint 1961) Vol. il. pp. 215 ff. E. Obermiller, Bl}·Ston's History of Buddhism, Part H, Heidelberg, 1 932, 
pp. 134-36. S. Radhakri!hnan {Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, pl452, note) seems to usign Gaudapida to 7th century A.<: but he also 
inclin� towards N. Walleser-'s view quoted above. 

. · . 

5. 'Qer altere Vedanta, pp. Sf. as quoted in A.B. Keith, loc. cit. 
6. Agamalasi.r& (Ed. V. Bhattacharya pp. iv, !vii). · 

7. The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, London, 1955, pp. 14-15 
8. Gaudapadalarik.s (Ed. Karmakar) pp. xxx-xli. 
9. Historx of Indian Philosophy,· Vol. I. p. 423. 

-� 10. Bharatiya Samsk.rti Aur Ssdhani, Pt. I, Patna, !962, pp. 132-133. 
1 1 . 1-.B. Kei¢, op. eft., 11. pp. S l 6  f. ._ . .. , , . 
1 2; Samkara's commentary on the Gaudapadakarika. (AnandiiSramaSanskrit Series Ed.) p. 214; S.N. Dasgupta, op. cit., pp. 422-423. 
1 3. See' the present write.ra Studies in th� Buddhistic Culture ofli1dia (During 7th and 8th centuries A. D.), Delhi, 1967, Chapters 11, X 

and XII . 

·.::,: 
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In such an age it is neither curious nor surprising to see 
Gaudapida endeavouring to harmonise the basic 
principles of Buddhist and Brahmanical philosophies. 
He, therefore, commented on the Mandlikya Upanisad 
on the one hand, and paid devout homage to Buddha,' on 
the other. He w� true to the spirit of his age . Buddhist 
contents in the Agamafastra of Gaudapida are already 
well kliown to scholars. Some have �cknoledged while 
others have explained them away; In the following 
paragraphs it is proposed to review_ the correspondence 
and rapprochement between the Agamaiistra (abbre
viated AS) and some early Buddhist sources in SMskrit. 

' 
AS, 1.7. refers to those who view creation as being of 

the nature of dream and illusion: svapna-miyi sarupeti 
srstirsnyair vi�alpit"i. This obviously refers to the 
s�ddhi!t view or the world; e.g. mayadi-svapnasadriam 
vipaiyanto vimucyante. LaDkivatira-s'iitra, X. 25 i;" X. 
279; -�. 29(etc�) and .miyi ca sattviJ ca adyayam 
etadadvaidhikiram; iti te svamnai ca sau�ca advayam 

· etadadvaidb�irain; satvadba.mii api cievaputra mayo
. pami $vapnopini ': .Asta..s-ab�riki Prsjnpirsmiti (Ed. 

BST. - 4) "p. 20. 
. .  

The Buddhist philosophi�al ·terms<occur· in tittf very 
fifiS,t chapter, e.g. vikalpa, AS, 1 .  29. The idea expressed in · 
AS, 1 .22 corresponds t0 the Buddha's perception·of the · 
triple . world trisu dbamasu is the same . as ·Buddhist · 
tridhitu;.the gre�t ascet!� (Mabimunireferred.to h�re is . 
no other than Buddha Sikyamurii also called Mahilia-

. ' mans. 
' 

In AS, U.I. Gaudapada, like Yasubandhu; $ays that 
"as in dream, so in w!ilc.ing, the objects see'n are u�real'; 
cp. Yijlfaptimatrati-siddhi YimiatikB, verses 1-2. "The 
wisemen (wh.o) speak._ of the 'samen�ss .of .dream and 
waking state", ASII.S, are clearly the Idealistic (Vij!I"hla
vadin) Buddhist:thinkers, who ate alsci-ieferred to as "the 
knowe;s of Qle .mind" at AS, II, 2S. � · · 

The first li,nc of AS, II, 31 :  Svapnamaye yath� drste 
gaiJdharvanagaram yatba, repeats the first lin� ·�f 
MS. Vii, 34. (MS = Madhyamaka Si.stra) Yatba 
maya yatba svapne gandharvan'sgarsm yatha. Thete . . . . 

14; S.N. Dasgupta, op. cit., p. 42S note 
15. �!asaftasrika Pra}lfapirsmitl, Ed. BST.-4, p. 53; 

Vajracchedika Prajlfaparsmita, Ed. Conze p. 42. 
1 6. �!asahasrika_PrajlfapB.runifA (�d; BS.T.-4) p. 149. 
17. Vajtwhedika Prajiiaparamita (Ed. Conze), p. 62 CF. 

Madhyamaksl8str!i, VII, 34;.'CatuhJataka, XIII, 2S 
1 8. Samsdhirajas.utra (Ed. Vaidya, BST-2, 196i), IX, J J  

. 

thought conlained in these two verses is absolutely 
identical, namely, that the world ofsense is unreal like 
illusion, dream and gandbarvanagara. The negat ive 
conception of, the ultimate truth (paramirtha) ex
pressed in AS, II, 32, recalls so many verses of the 
MadhyamskaiUtrae.g., MS. opening lines, and MS, 
chapter XXV. Astasihasriki PrsjfJapamniti (BST-
4) p. 177 - Sarvdalpavikalpa-prahino hi tatbigatAh: 
Yajrs_cchedika prajnaparamita (Ed. Conze) Cb.j,. i�i 
- Sarva samj5i apagati te Buddhi Bbagavantab and 
Madhyam�distra, XVIII. 9. 

· 

. 
Aparspratyayam lintam prapa5cair aprapa5citain/ 
Nirvikalpam an�nirtham etattattvasya lak�BI!Im!i 
have manifestly supplied the thought and words for 

. the AS, 11. 35 . 

Vitaragabhayakrodbair munibhir vedaparagaih/ 
nirvikalpo hyayam drs tab prspa5copaiamo 'dvayall./ 

. S.N. Dasgupta14 is·. 'right when he says .that the 
Buddhist were the first to use the words prspdco- · 
paiaman iivam. 

The technical Buddhist term ·vitatha occurs for the ftrSt . 
time in the AstasB.basriki Prajllapir�iti (cir. 200 B.C.) 

· and also in the Yajraccbe_dika prajlfipa�amiti (cir. 300 
A.C. U), The · third chapter of th� AS, is captioned 
Vaitathya, ifalsity'. 

The use of the word 'samghata !(composite, aggregate) , � . . . 

in �S, 111.3, for objective bodies is a Buddhist usage, and 
· gives t_he same- meaning as is · given by · such Buddhist · 

technical ter1;11s as 'samskrit' (composed, componded) 
and 'khandha '(aggregate, group). The statement that 'all 
aggregates are like a dream' (sal!lghitiJl? svspnav1tt . 
sarve) is in perfect accord wi� such Buddhist scriptural · 
statement as, for instance, are reproduced below: · 

Svapr.agaiiki hi Subhiite sarvadharmBb16; 
'Supinam vidyud abhram ca evam drstBvyam;I7 
y athaiva gandbiJIVapursm maridika; . .  
Yatbaiva mayi supinam yathaivai 
Svsbhava$unyi tu -nimittabhavana, · 

· .· Tathopaman}anitha sarvadhsrmanj ;n 
The arguments . for the theory ·or non-orjgination 

(afotivadil) of things or entities advanced at AS, III, 20; 
28i seem to bear an unmistakable influence of the 
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M•dbysmsksl8strs. ' 9  In AS, III, 29; 30, however, 
Gaudapida seems to give a very faithful expression to the 
Vijfl�n11vada tenet; two nearest pamllels arc the two 
verses of the Lankavatara-sutra (IIL65 and 1 2 1) .  The 
essence of these verses in both works is that the nondual 
(citts, mana) appears as dual in the forms of the perceiver 
and the perceptible, and that its manifestations in dream 
and waking states are alike. It should be observed that in 

I 

AS, III. 33, the first line seems to be more vijflanavadio, 
while the second line equally clearly Upani�adic; here, 
then, we find a perfect combination of two thought 
currents. The view that "knowledge and the object of 
knowledge are idential" (Jflsnajneys, 'bbinnsnrAS, III. 
33) is peculiarly a Vijflsnavsdsview repeatedly taught by 
Vuubandhu and the Lanksvatsrs-Sutra2° 

Gaudapida's description . of the ultimate state of 
spiritu� perfection in the three successive verses, i.e. AS, 
III. 37-39 is strongly reminiscent of numerous passages in 
early Mahayana sutras describing .<he nature of T�thi
gata in Nirvina.21 -'The mention of 'intangible yoga; 
(uparlsyogs) �� AS, Ill. 39,Js most likely as al!usion to 
NirviJ;la. The adjectiYes used for Nirvi1_1a at AS, Ill. 47, 

19. See e.g., MS. Chapter I 
Compare, e.g. AS-III, 29-

Yatha SYiJpne dvayabhissm spBJJdate mayayi tnanahj 
TathsJ;.gtaddvaysbb'issm 'spandate mayays manahj 

with Lmksvaiiririitra, 111, 6S - · . · . Cittsmstram na drs yo sti dvidbs cittam bi drsyate 1 
. . .  • '  . .  

GrBhyagrBhaksbhavena s'isvatoccheda-varjitsmjj 

are in full agreement with Buddhist description of the 
final state of freedom.22 We hav� seen that the hypo
thesis of the IVth chapter of AS, entitled 'af8taf8nti; 
being an independent treatise is not well-grounded ; the 
course of thought in the AS, reaches its logical conclu
sion in i t s  fourth chap t e r .  The Lanksvatira
sutra uses the works 's/Stacakn.2l .Aryadeva has also 
used this illustration in his work.l4 Both these authorities 
are older than t}le Agamafastra. The use of the word 

. 'dharma' at AS, IV, I, in the sense of an entity is 
'peculiarly Buddhistic". The opening verse of this chapter 
adores the Supremely Awakened one (Sambuddba) who 
is the best among men (dvipsd8.11} · var�), who, with 
knowledge infinite like the sky, realised the dharmas 
(lofty and deep) like the Space, and who is identical with· 
the object of wisdom. In Buddhism, the supreme know
ledge is the law of pratftyasamutpada, and it is often 
identified with Buddha so that latter is the goal of the 
highes� wisdom (jJieyabbinna).2' Likewise, AS, IV. 2, 
repeats the salutation to him, who being the benefactor of 
all living creatures (sarva�sattva-sukbo hi tab), taught the 
intagib le-con.templation (ssparsa yog�, probably 
ssamprsJiiata samadbi), and �doctrine which c;an neither 

. ;, � . .  

Cf. Y. Bhattacharya in lndiBJJ Historical Qwuterly, 'Vol. X, 1 934, pp. S-6 . 
. 20. Cf. Vijlfaptimstratasiddhi Vimsatika, verse I; Deux Traites de VulibMdhu, Ed. S. levi, verse 17, p. 35; Lmkavatirssiitra, . 

X. 58 
. .  

2L AS, III. 37-X J 12 etc . .  
Sarvabhltspvigatah sarvacint'issmutthitahj · 
SupraiBntab sakri}yoti samadhiraca/Bbhayah// 

Compare with Astils�asriks (Ed. BST.-4) p. 111-
Sarvaka/pa-'rikalpa-prahino hi tathagatah 

· ibid. p. 96.:. Adntya BhagavBJJ praj!Iapar�mita/ . 
Taths hi Subbiitc praj!fipsrsmits na cittena jifatavys na cittagamBJJiya 
Vajracchcdika (EO. Corize) p. 46 - Acintyo ayam _ 
dharmaparyayas tsthagatcna bh'isit'Bh; Saddhaimapundarik'a siitra 
(Ed.- BST :-6) p. 27- atarko.ataik"Sva�rastathagata ' · 
vi]Jfcyah SRriputra Saddbam1ahj · 
Ssmadbir'Sjasutra (Ed. BST.-2).p. !90 -
Yo ssau dharm8svabhB.vam janilti 'l!Pruintam/ 

22. La.iJksvat8ra, X. 174; Saddharmapundarih siitra (bST -6) p. 84-85; 
Dhsmmapada, verses 203-204; Mi.dhysmakaFas�ra, XVlll, 9; Tathigata guhyuutra - 'Tatra tathagato na kalpayati na 
vikalpayati/ Slirvakal pavikalpa/alavasanaprapalfca vigato hi iantAmatc tathqatai, "quote-:J in PrasBJJnapads (Ed. BST.- 10) p. 
236. 

23. Lankavstirasutrs X. 173 
24. CatuhSataka XIII. S. 
25; AS. IV. I. jlfanenskBJakalpena dharmsil yo gagBJJopamsn/ 

jlfeyabhinnena ssmbuddhastBJJ va�dc dvipadam varamj 
Cp. _Lalitavistara (Ed. BS.T-1) Chapter I ,  verses i-2; Simyutta-niksya vol. . II, p. 340.341.  The. ipse dixit of Buddha - yo 
pratityassmutpsdsm JJ.aiyati, sa Buddhsm paiyati- is well known in Pali u well u in Sllllllkrit text!. 

• 0 - • • ' 
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be disputed nor contradicted.26 CommenJing on this 
verse, S. Radhahishnan says that "the karika is an 
attempt to combine i n  one whole the negative logic of the 
M iidhyamik as w i t h  the positive idealism of the 
Upsnisads'f.1. Eminent scholars including M. Walleser, 
H. Ja�obi, La 'vallee Poussin, V. Bhattacharya, S. N. 
Dasgupta; V. Sukthankar and others have already 

· discussed in detail the Buddhist influence in the last , . . 
chapter of the Ag!f11laJB.stra, AS, IV. 3 ff. expound the 
theory of non-origination of dharmas, a theory

. 

characteristically peculiar �o the Miidhyiunikas. AS, IV. 
22-23 are comparable to Madbysmska$sstra, I.I, 7 and 
XXI. 7, 1 3, which deny cau11ation and origination. Words 
such as 'prajfiapti' (cognition), · 'citta ' (consciousness), 
and 'viparyass '(illysion of false appearance), AS, IV .25-
27 ,·are all technical Buddiiist word

.
li knoWn to older texts . , . . 

of Bu4dhism. AS, IV. 33 is thoroughly Buddhistic. both in 
thought ·and words the statement "all . dharmas are 
u�;treal" (sarve dharma .mrsa) is compar�ble ·to Niigu
juna's state.IP ent 'all dhar'rrias are vqid' (sarve dbarini 
s'Unyib). AS, IV. 36 h ave .numerous parallels in· f.ijliina-

. vida texts and the LaDka'vitira (chapter X); AS, IV. 42, 
.... seems to speak in the vein of early Mabay'Bna siitras llke 

the Siddbsrmapundarlk'a which explain away the realis-
. tic. teachings. AS, 'Iv. 57 is compa�able to Madbysma- . 
kafastia XXIV. 8- 10; while AS, IV. 58-59 · recaJi 
. Catublaiaka, X. 14, and so · many p�sages in the 
Astaiahasriki' and the· Vajraccbediki, AS, IV. 68-70 
s�'m to paraphrase a few verses of the Samadhirajasutra· '. 
(Ed. EST-2, XXXIX, 1 3- 1 8) and the Lankivatira(X. 24, 
37). Mention of agrayina at �s. IV. 90, obviously refers 
to Buddbayina; the expressions like sarve ·dharma , . . 
anadaylf,b AS, IV. 93, etc. have manifest Buddhist flavour 
around them. 

L M.  JosbJ 

GAUTAMA. See GOTAMA . 

GE-DAN, Tib. dGab-JDail (vsr. Ge-Dan) is one of the
. 

· ·three established nionasterie� (centres of learning) in 
Tibet, situated about thirty miles north-east ofLbll!la, the 
capital of Tibet. The full name of this monastery is dGah
lDan Nam-Par Gyal-wahl glin, or the Continent of 
comple�ely Victorious Happiness. According to Waddel 

26. Cf. V. Bhattacharya, Agamaiistra (Ed.) p. 92-98. 
27. Ir:dfm Philosophy, Volume n, ·p. 46S, note 2 

this monastery is said to have been the residence of three 
thousand and thre� hundred monks, and is divided into 
two schoois, namely, Byan-rtse and S 'ar-tse, each with its 
club. 

Tsong-Kha-Pa and his pupil rGyal-tshab-Ije founded 
. this monastery in the year 1409 A. C. Tsong-kha-Pa we.s 

its first abbot. He raised this monastery to high fame and 
filled it with costly image). When he died his tomb was 
\>uilt in the premises of this monst�ry in 1419 A. C., his 
pupil rGyal-tshab Dar-marin�Chen sut;ecded him as the 
head of the Ge-L�-Pa sect. A special prayer ceremony is 
held at Ge-Dan even today on the death anniversary ct its 
f.ounder. A service in his honour is held here evecy 
morning, even at present. This mol)astery, the walls of 
which are of felt overlaid with silk lind supported by 
pillars of red lacquered walnut wood, has a gilt�oda
Jike roof, and the tomb is in a chapel of its own: . It is 
·enclosed in a circular Mongol tent presented by a Mongol 
chief of the Dzungarian tribe who entered Lhasa two 
hun�red years ago. He is said to have destroyed temples 
and i.oiages of the Red Hat sect imd helped the Yellow . 
Hat sect. �· 

. The tent encloses n�arly the .whole of  the chapel. Inside 
the tomb there.is a beautiful pagoda t(chorten q.v.) said . 
to be of solid gold. Within this gold casket, wrapped in. 

. fine cloth, inscribed with sacred sylhibles, ' are the
embalmed' remains of the great reformer reposing in a 
sitting posture. Among the noteable objects is a magni
ficent representation of the · future Buddha Cani:Pa · 

· seated on the throne. Beside him stands a life sized image · 
ofTsong-Kha-Pa in his role as Jam-pal Nin-Po; the name 
assigned to him in the Gan-Dim. heavens. The. impres
sions ofthe hands and f�et said to be those ofTsong-.K.h�..: 
Pa are found in a cell cut cut of a rock. Another shrine 
holds an effigy of Taong-Kha-Pa with .images of JUs five 
disciples viz. Sh�s-rab Sen-ge and others standing round 
Jllm. In the foreground is a large raised platform partly of 
plain wood, partly inlaid with silver containing figures of . 
elephants made of precious stones and ·seven or eight 
goddesses, whose du�y it is to ?Jake offerings to Tsong
Kha-Pa. Jbe profusion of barely grains on this platform 
was symbolic of.the wisti of_ all to give .. Round the sides of . 
the cpap�l arranged outside the tent on platforms, seven 
feet above the ground, are the tombs of many of the · 
successive high priests of the Ge-Dan monastery. E�ch of 
these is appointed as an old man, for seven years and it 
known as Ge-Dans enthroned (Ge-Dan Ti-Pa). He is the 
highest of s.ll the priesthood. 

T� the modern sources on Gau�apilda we may add T.M.P. Mahadevm, Gaudapsda, A Study in Early Vedmta, 3rd ed. University 
ofMadru 1960, and N. Ariyuwami Saatri, "A New Approach to Gaudapida", Bulleti11 o!Tibetology, Vol. Vlll No. I. (Feb. 1971) 
pp. lS-46. 

' . . 
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T�e fact that Tsong-Kha-Pa lived in Ge-Dan and is 
entombed there gives it an added sanctity, more t�an the 
other two seats of learning in Tibet namely, Dre-Pung 
and Sera. For further details see Ge-Lu-Pa. 

BlbUograpby: Tsung-Lien and Shen Chi-Lin, Tibet and 
the Tibetans, California, 1 952. Hoffman, H.,  The Reli
gions of Tibet, London, 1956. Bell, C., Religions ofTibet, 

. Oxford, 1 93 1 .  Waddell, L. A ., The Buddhism of Tibet, 
Cambridge, 1 958. 

lndumathle Karunaratne 

GEI?IGE, a Sinhalese term used to denote an architect
. ural type of Buddhist buildings, remains of several of 
which have been discovered in Sri lanka. The origin of 

. the word is doubtful. H. C. P. Bell (ASCAR, 19 10-1 1, p. 
50) has -�cepted the view of Rao Bahadur Krishna �astri, 
the late Govt. Epigraphist for India, that it has originated · 
fro� the T�l word gedi or gadinai meaning a rest
house and that it is conn'ected with the Sanskri.t word 
ghstiks. S. Paranavitana (JCBRAS. XXXVI, 126 ff.) 
who differs from the a.bove opinion attributes its ofigin to 
the Pali ter:m gifljskavassiha, a term used fn the . 
Ma,ijbims-rijksys (I, p. 205) and its commentary (MA. II, · 
p. 235) to refer to a building constructed of bricb< S. 
Paranavitana's assumptian is based on the fnct that in the 
Rupasiddbissnne (Colombo. 1927, p. 164), a SinhaJese . 
work of the 12th century, the term geciige has been given 
as the Sinhalese equivalent of the Pali term gifJjska- . 
·vssatbs; thus showing what was meant by the term in the · 

12th century. 

' It is most probable that the gedege, originally, was a 
brick building. As seen from th�· commentary . of the 
Majjbima nikays (Joe. cit.), the gifljdavassths that was 
constructed rie� Nidiki for the Buddha was a hall, 
containing walls, stairs, pillars, etc. all o.f brick. These 
were plastered �d white-washed and were decorated 
with flower and creeper motifs. The hall was furnished 
with carpets, beds and chairs. Lodging places for day and 
night, and cloisters {csDkams) were also provided. 

This description, perhaps the earliest extent, of a 
· gifljakivasatbs !bows the type of building meant by the 
term. A noteworthy feature of the building described 
above is that it was made of brick, plastered and white
washed, thus Jea'virig only the shape of the building bare, 
and not the material of which it was 'constructed. This, 
perhaps, Jed the later builders to apply the termgedigeto 
any building of a particular type, namely one. with solid 

. walls and corbelled roof� irrespective pf the material of 
. which it was made, whether brick or stone. - , .. ,. '-!" ;; ,  ·· 

Several such buildings in Sri Lanka belonging to 
different periods are know by this term ge�ge. A ruined 

. 

brick struciure within the citadel of Anuradhapura, the 
remains of a shrine of stone in the viHage of Niiland1:1. in 
the Matale d istrict and a vihara situated near Kandy are 
among them. The Galmaduva and the Lankiitilaka 
temples, both in the Kandy district are also known, 
sometimes, as �dig'es. It does not appear however, that 
gedige was the �arne given to any oftheai by their' 
builders (Paranavitana, JCBRAS. XXXVI, p. 126) . 

It is worth while examining some of the features of the 
two well known gediges in Sri Lanka, the one at Anu
radhapura and the �ther ,at Niilanda. 

The Anuradhapura gedige the reains of which were 
first noticed in 1 886 by Burrows (Ceylon Government 
Sessional Paper X, 1 886, p.6), is assigned to the 8th 
century by S. Paranavitana (ASCMem. III, p. 7) though 
Burrows (Joe. cit.) thought it belonged to the 12th 
century. It is a very large and lofty building havihg thick 
walls made of b_r:icks and a . corbelled roof. Three frag
ments of the original walls still remain in position and the 

• tallest of them is, at present, 25 ft. high. Their thickness is . 
3 feet, rising at some places. to 5 fc:et. !Jle walls must have 
originally been over 30 feet high and the remains of some 

. stairs on the w�st side show that there had been an upper . 
storey( (Pl. XXIII). - < :: 

An upper and a lower series of arches or arched 
windows with stone frames (4 feet 5 inches X 2 feet 2 
inches) provided light and ventilation io -.the building . . 
The sole entrance WaS on the south through a door-frame 
( 9 ft. X 4 ft. 4 in.). This leads to a narrow passage (3 feet 3 · 
in.) enclosing a central room 1 2  feet 3 in. square. The 
outer face of the walls is profusely moulded. 

. This is a rare specimen of brickwork of such dimensions 
in Anuradhapura, the purpose of which, says H.C.P. Bell 
(ASCAR. 1897, p.4), is unknown. 

The excavations of 1928 and .1929 in the area considered 
as the royal enclosure in Anuradhapura: hav� revealed 
another brick buildb}g of exactly the same pil!ll as that of . 
this gedige. Its sanctum or the inner room contains 8Jso 
an ·i$ana . which was no't found . in the gedige. The 
mouldings of this building are better preserved tho�gh 
the remaining wa),ls do not stand up to the same great 
height. This structure, like the gedige also belongs to the 
8th century. S. Paranavitana (ASCMen;. ·m, p.3 ff.) 
remarks that this also appearunote like a religious shrine 
than a building intended for living purposes though no 
cult objects of any sort were found within or near it. Since 
�his locality was the royal enclosure it is quite possible . 
that it was one of the religious edifices located Within the 
limits of the royal palace. · 

The gedige and this structure are the on,ly examples of 
this type ' of building so far discovered in Sri Lanka 
belonging to this early period (ASCMem. III, p. 3 fl). 

. .. � .r: 
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The ge1ige in the village Nalanda, in the Mat ale district 
is a stone-built monument dating at least from the 1 1 th  
century according to H.C.P. Bell (ASCAR. 1 9 1 1 ,  p .  50) 
and 8th century according to S. Paranavitana (University 
of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, p. 40 1 ). The ruins of this 
gedige are found isolated in a paddy field about � mile 
aw'ay from the high road, and is approachable by a wide' 

· path that starts from the high road near the present 
rest-house. (Pl. XXIII). 

The gedige stands on a wide maluva or a terrace about 

spot whm: his mother was cremated (University of 
Ceylon, History of Ceylon, 6 8 1 .  787 f.; EZ. I Y, 9). It is not 
considered as significant a monument as the other gedege 
perhaps due. to the late date of its construction. · 

· H. R. Perera 

3 to 4 fee't above the sorrounding land. This maluvs is GE - LU- PA (spelt dge-Lugs-Ps). also referred to as the . 
similar to that of a Buddhist vihira. in Sri .Lanka.' dGe-1Dan-P� is the name of the most numerous sect of 

ln _frpnl of the.shrine js .an. open p_ortico built of stone. Lamas f()u�ded by Tsong-Kha-Pa (blo-bzon_g-Grags-Pa; 
This open portico is mounted from a pla,in moo.n-stone 1 357-1417 A. C.). It is popularly known as the Yellow Hat 
and thfee steps which are ffanked by balustrades with sect, because Tson - kha - Pa adopted the yellow hat for 
maArua heads. A further pair of steps admits one to the himself, and his disciples followed him. In  this · 
vestibule (sntarils). These· steps are carved with gsns, connection there is a story that Tson -Kha- Pa, failing.to 
vsjrs and psli-petimotifs and on either side of the upper dye his hat in a colour to his liking, suddenly .remembered . 
steps are two elephant heads cilrved in big� relief. : that the master Gon -,Pa Ra� -ke of the 1Oth century who 

· was noted for·hi�;:haste life, once wore a yellow hat, and 
Between the vestibule and the actual shrine there is a he also dyed his �at in yellow . . space of 26 feet by 22 feet 4 inches. This space within -· 1 

which stand eight piUars in two rows, four in·eacb row . When Buddhism: first appeared in Tibet in 'the 7th 
. . 

.· cent\\ry' it ' was restricted only. to· a few n�ble families �ives a Hindu . atmosphere by its close similarity to· a · including t�at oft he king and was ign,ored by many, who · ·Dravidi� man
. 
d. spsm. . . . . -

followed theindigenous anin$tic religion named Bon . . 
Passing through thi� )nandapam one eriters the �ctual . . At this stage a few Iridian imd Cbin_ese bhiksus ministered · �, 

shrine (lO feet s in. by if�et i'in.)� The walls of this shrine,' ' ·. to the a�herents of the new faitti untii in tlie ·sth century . 
all built ofstone slabs, are 3 feet 8 inc. thick; This. shrine, some T.ibetans were ordained after -which, Buddhism 
like the brick-built gedige of Anuradhapura has had a made rapid advance in Tibet. · 
domed roof which no J�nger exists. its aciual �hape could 

... . - . _..be determined only -if its compo�ent memb�rs -arc It -w·as into this·sC:ene of religious activity in Tibet, that 
forthcom.i�g from th� heaps of 5t.one now 'lying around the institution of the Dalai - Lama was established at a 
.the strucfur�. later stage. ltowes its appearance to Tson-Kha·;>a who is 

named after his birth-place Tson -Kha. He was a monk of 
The sculptural remains of the shrine discovered in apd 

aro�Iid it strongly _,uggest .that this was a ·Buddhist 
monument considerably influenced by Hindu architec
ture. Some of .its noteworthy seulptures are the standing 
image of the Buddha, the torso of a bodhisattva, a seven
hooded na8a, threepsdmisaa8 pedestals of statues an(! . 
the four�armed G�e5a seated on a psdmissns. On a 
f�ade in the upper part of the outer wall of the shr�e is 
sculptured a figure of Vai.ravana, guardian deity of the 
north, � K\Jvera, the god of lu�k and wealth. · 

. The forin of Hinduism favoured at this temple was 
Vaishanvite and the Hindu sculptures show a close 

· . similarity to those of the famous Pallava site of 
Mimatiapu�. · 

The gecfige near Kandy which is call�d the -AsSiri
vihira-gedige or the Adihanamalu-gedige is a shrine in 
the Dravidian style, closely resembling the Gadalideni
vi�ira and was e rected by king Sen·asamma.ta 
Vikramabihu in the second half ofthe 15th century at the 

,. ,.,.. _ . 

�xceptional intellectual aU!linments; religious devotion 
and g�at proselytizing ability. His aim was to reform the 
monastic discipline, propagate austerity and spirituality 

. and also to d
.
o awa� with

.
tbe divisions and the rivalries of 

the Tibetan .Buddhist Order . . ' 

The reforms ofT song -kha-fa's were directed mainly 
against the rapid deterioration of the Jamaist prihthood 
from the 13th century. By his own example, .he restored 
disciplinary rules, laying special stress on celibacy and 
abstenti�n fr�m intoxicimts and secular pursuits. Ge-L u
P a lamas seem o� the average to have Jed �ore pure 
lives than those of the other sects in Tibet. 

. The Ge-Lu-Pa sect .adopted the Madbysmika 
philosophy of Nigirjuna, .with its central doctrine of 
IUnysti (Piassngiks) which avoids both the affirmation 
and negation of existence. This is called the Middle View .. 

· It forms the basis of the Ge-Lu-Pa theory of "the 
voidness". It was adopted as one of the five required 
courses in all the leading lamaseries of this sect. The 
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Ge-Lu-Pa sect rejected the view-point put forward by the 
writings of Jo-N�g-Pa-Dol-Po Shes-rab-rgyal-mtshan 
(1292 - 1361 A. C.) and his successors whjcb was accepted 
by the other sects like Ka-Gyu-Pa etc., that it is by the 
path of seeing that one experiences nothingness directly 
and. it is its vision that releases a series of psychological 
processes. 

Tson-K.ha�Pa had a nephew, a monk named Ge-Dun
T rup-Pa whose learning and vigorous propagation of the 
Buddhist doctrine led !o the rapid increase of the number 
of followers 6f th Ge-Lu-Pa sect. He foundeti one of the 
greatest Ge-Lu-Pa monasteries at Ta-Shi-Lbun-Po 
where he was the abbot at the time of his death in 1475 . At 
a later tinie it was recognized that the spirit of Ge-Dun
Trup-pa had undergone reincarnation in a young monk 
named. Gc-Dun-GyP-tso and he too was in -due course 
similarly suca:eded by· a child Sonam · - ·oyatso as the 
third Uicarnation of . Ge-Dun-Tr\lp-Pa. He visited 
Mongolia in 1578 and in 1586 and converted the prince 
Altan-K.han and a large number of his' followers into the 
new sect. Altan Khan gave him .the title Tale (Dalai) 

. meaning 'ocean' an<! this title was also later applied to his. 
two predea:ssors. Within a short period the Ge�Lu-Pa . 
sect eommanded the spiritual allegiance of all the rival 
tribes of Mongolia and this led to .the supremacy .of the 
Dalai Lama and to the_ building_ up of the Mongol · 
Em�ire. Eventually the Ge-Lu-Pa sect whi_ch com
mltrided the loya1ty of the Mongolia became the ruliiig 
power of Tibet. It· was Sonarn-Gyatso who first laid the . 
foundation for the llecular power of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect. 

· During his . time ·the austerity, discipline an_d spiritual 
· attainments of its.. lamas attracted a large number of 
f�ilowers to the Ge-Lu-Pa sect. Through its lay sup
porters ttys "sect graduaUy becaJfitinvolved in the _poii
lical disputes of the day, and soon became the principal 
iival to the dominant Kar-Ma-Pa (s.v.) sect which W!I.S 
supported by the kb1gs of Tesang dynast§. in 1642 the 
Mongol prince Gusi:i -Khan 5upported by . the other 

· Mongol followers of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect invaded Tibet, 
dlspJaced the K.ar-Ma�Pll lamas and· placed Ngawan_g 
Lobzang Gyatso, the fifth Dalai Lama as the religious 
head of the country. Gtisri Khan became the king _of 
Tibet. The relationship between the king and Dalai Lama 
was that of patron and priest. After the death of Gtisri 
Khan; when his successors did not take much interest in 
the admiristration ofTibet, the flfth Dalai Lama gradually 
drew all spi�itual powc:rs into his hands. He combined for 
the first time the temporal and spiritual powers in one 
person-. He encouraged literary activity in the country 
and also ca�sed a Jarge i)aiaee nionstery to be_ built on 
Potala hill. Tibet seems to owe all its present �e�)�,lar !Uld 
ecclesiutical institutes to him. 

The Chinese dynasties patronized Lamaism with a 
political motive. They thought that by making the 

.... ·-··- �----- · 

Tibetans more conscious of their religious d uties, they 
would be able to control their martial qualities. 

The rise of the Manchu (Chhlg) dynasty synchronized 
with the rise of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect, and with that the 
institution of the Dalai and tht: Panchen Lamas became 
tnore popular. 

The head of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect is the Dalai Lama, the 
religious and political bead of Tibet. The three chief& of 
the three leading monasteries of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect 
namely, Dre-Pung, Se-Ra and Ge-Dan functioned under 
him. They not only formed the economic :ind cultural 
backbone of this sed, but also wielded throughout the 
country a determining influence on the political . 

and 
religious life of Tibet. Politically, only these · three 
monasteries were iillowed �o represent the clergy in the 
national confer�nces summoned on important occa,sion�. 
They owned a large e�tehts of real estate, which in feu dill 
Tibet amounted to. almost regional governments. They 
rari a few magistrades with full administrative powers. 
Religiously, they .1.lad a large numb�r of affiliate� 
monas tries all over Tibet. A Lama is exp�cted to belong 
to one of the'se monasteries, if he ne�ps recongnition. 
Dalai Lama hlmseitbelongs to � theJhr� monasteries. 
When � y��g Lalha comes of age before he assumes 
teligio-:-_p.olitical �\lthority, ·be is expected to visit these 
three monasteries, to be enrolled as a ,member of each 
��ngregation, starting always With the - most powerful 
monastery, ·De-Pung. · . . ' 

Ge-Danjs the smallest of the three leading Ge-Lu-Pa 
""' monasteries; w��h is �till recognise� as the fountain head 

of this sect, " The two famous academies for occultist 
->ttudies in Lhasa namely, Gyu-Me and Gyu-To are �liated . institutions · of this monastery. These were 
f�unded by the dire�t disciples of Tson-Kba-Pa for the 
advand:d learning ofT antra. The scholars to be admitted 
to these two instituti9ris are .the graduat�s fr(\m the three 
leading monaSteries with a degree called Ge-Shi (Friend 
of virtue). A Ge-Sbi ls expe_dtd_ to have maStered all the 
exoteric studies and is qualified to take up the esoteric: 
course. These two acedemies are con�idered t9 be the 
postgraduate SC(bools, and from among their graduates 
come the candidates ! or the highest honour of the Ge-L u
P a Order . lhe"Tibet�s _attach gr:at importance Jo tbos� 
who undergo t�airung in one of these academies. Gyu-Me 
and Gyu To . are famous for their . methods of solid 
teaching, discipline and ascetic training. The disciplinary 
niles of these places c<;�ver all fields of daily living, 
including dress, eating and sleeping. Scholars of these 
two schools study Yoga. Their training comprises an 
eloborate program of exercises to achieve complete 
mastery of spiritual and physical forces. A throne (Tib. 
Kbn) in the Ge�Dan monastery, said _to be the one in 
which Tson-Kba-Pa sat, is preserved to this day for the 
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best scholar of the sect. Th� occupant of the throne is 
kncwn as . the Ge-Dan K.hri-Pa (the enthr01;ed of Ge

. Dan) and he is recognized as the legitimate successor of 
the. great Founder himself . . 

The temple named Nai-Chung(samll place) at the foot · 

of the De-Pung monastery is the place where the Tibetans 
pray for·the long life of the Dalai Lama: The function c;>f 
this place is to give oracles. Nai-Chung has become the 
nickname of the god of oracles enshrined in this Temple. 
The N ai-Chung oracles give·prophecies through a human 
medium, who is always a monk in. the temple who 
occupies a high government rank, Often the Tibetan 

· Government" officials go there to seek adviCe. The Dalai 
Lama also bas a private temple. at.Po�al�. This ·temple, 
including the.three leading monasteries, the two exoteric 
aeedemies-an d  the Nai-Cbung temple form the neucleus 
of the Ge-Lu-Pa sect. The Tibetans refer to thes�: .severi 
pl&ces' as- the s�ven g�eat miracles. . . 

· Panchen Lama with his T�ashi Lun-Po monqtery 
maintlins a court and a separate monastic organisation. 
He is surrounded by the abbotS' of thefour colleges of 
Traihi-Lun-Po. The culmh1ation of the career of a Lama · 

at t)lis monastery_ Bfter decades of exoteric arid esoterit; · 

training' �is to become the great preciolls . Master of 

debates art: the only form of examination known to th� 
lamaist education system and therefore it is an absolute 
requirement for all who aspire to the Ge-Shi degree. 

· .Ge-Shi offered at the three leading lamaseries is divided 
into four types. The two lower degrees are awarded by the 
Lamaseries while the two higher degrees are awarded by 
the government. The Examination takes the form of a 
debate. After graduation at. one of these lamaseries, a 
graduate has to follow a course of occultist studies in case 
he: aspires to attain an exalted pcsition in a lamaist career. 
The idea is that the Ge�Lu-Pa sect believes that the proper 
way to attain Buddhahood is to start with the exoteric 
and proceed on to the esoteric training. 

BlbHography: 
H.G: Richardson, Tibet and its History, London, 1962, 

· Helmut Hoffman, The Religions.ofTibet, 1956; Herbert, 
V. Guenther, Tibetan Buddhism without mystification, 
Leiden, 1966; Ghen and Un, Tibet and the Tibetans, 

· California, 1952. · 
lndumntJe Karunaratne 

Occult!s'm (Nga-Cb'en Rin-Po Cbe). This monastery bas • 
its own·'affiliated institutions ilitd its owi ftex(bOob and - · ' . GENERQSn'Y.- C8ga,· parfccaga� (and d8na) are the 

· techtiicat . terms in Buqdhism . t�at come very close . in · · de�es. · · 

. meaning to · the word generosity. The WJ>r!l generosity . , 
.The Ge.-Lu-Pa monasteries are solely meant for males 

between the ages offlvrqmd sixty years. They are allowed 
to· carry on their- individual pursUits Jlrovided they Qo not 

. - - . . . - - - � 

. tranigress- -soin� of the basic . concepts of Bud4hism. 
AmoJ]g these limits are found tioth the scholars-and the 
illiterates, the rich and the poor as well since candidate\ . 
are all �mitted c,ln 8n equal footing. Even an incamaie; . . . 
lama gains official·recognition oDiy if he is e.nrolled in.oile 
'of tht three leading lamaseries iuime1y, De-Pung{Se-Ra 
ilnd Ge-Dan. · · 

In these monasteries there. are lamas who study and 
tho�e do not study. The latter are trained in all aspects of 
religious rites which cater to the daily needs of the peopJt,, 
T h e y  r a n g e  f r o m  s e rv a n t s  t o  t h e  l am a'\ 
warriors. The latter are the only lamas in the Ge�Lu-Pa 
sect who are allowed to.grow their hair. They have a cult 
of their own and wo.nhip- the'ir own gods and chant the�r 
own .hymns. On festive occasions they maintain public 
order. Sometimes they also act as bodyguards to high · 

Liunas when travelling. 
· 

Alhhe Ge-Lu-Pa .lamaseries offer five fundamental 
· course!, eaeh requiring two or five years for completio�. 
The text! and the order ·of courses vary in different 
lamaseries, but the subjects invariably include dialectics, 
disciplinary rules arid the Middle .view. The Ge-Lu-Pa 
sect attaches great importance to open debate. These 

carries the meanings: "n�bility of conduct' or 'behaviour', 
· 'willingness t'o· forgive injuries', !magnanimity', 'liberality 
. in _giving' and �munificence'. In a developed religious 
sense ciga or paricciga means the readiness of a noble· 
man (ariya puggi1la) to .part with anything or perform 
sC:metbing to help another to mmimise his suffering and 
imp.rove his .condition. In the Paiicangika Vagga of the 
AnguttaraNikiya(A ni, p. 34) it is said: ."as stainless-on 
her sky l:loupd course; the moon outshines in splendouut 

· all the stars' array; just so the virtuous, believing man, in 
charity (caga) out�hines .the mean on earth." In this 
context and . in many others, caga is used in . a very 
comprehensive connotation to include all the shades of 
meaning that equid be attached to the word generosity in 
English. 

Buddhism teaches of four attitudes of mind that should 
be cultivated by all who seek a development of character! 
These attitudes are friendliness (metta), pity (karona), 
altruistic joy (mlulita) and equanimity (upekkba). 'Th·ese · 

attitudes are cillied divine abidings or sublime states 
(br8bmsvihira), because they are the most exalted 
attitudes of mind a human being could develop towards 
other beings. One has to be friendly towards all. When 
one is friendly towards others, one is naturally restrained 
from doing things that are injurious to others in any way. 
On · the · contrary; such a person would always look 

) 
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forward to doing somethi�g that would benefit another 
in some way. When he sees others in want and under
going difficulties and hardship, he feels pity for them and 
is inspired to do everything within his power to help them 
out of those situations and relieve them of their pain and 
suffering. He feels happy when he sees others happy and 
content and are living peaceful lives. Lastly he maintains · 
equipoise, balance of mind, in all situations in life (cf. 
phu!fhssss - Joks dhsmmehi cittsm yassa ns ksinpsti: 
Sn. v. 268). . · · 

' 
WhHe cultivating these four noble attitude� qf mind a 

generous person always pr!lctices five basic duties towards 
all other beings (palics sils). They are: (1} He refrains 
from killing or ca!::'f.ng destruction to any form of life 
directly or indirectly, lie tJso restrains others from doing 
such things and speaks in praise of those who refrain 
from doing harm to living bei11gs. Having done so he 
would devote all his resources - material, monetary, 
intellectual and physical strength to help others improve 
their conditions. It is regardinng such generous people 
that the Buddha said: "Herein the Ariyan disciple lives at 
home with heart free from taint of stinginess (vigata
malsmacchera), be. is open-handed (inutiacago), pure
handed (psyatspaJ?i), delighting in giving (vessaggarato), 
one to ask a. favour of (yscayogo), one .who delights in 

. dispensing charitable gifts" ( cfanssamVibhsgarato) (A. n, 
p. 66). (2) He refrains-from taking what is not voluntarily 
given to him. In other word� he refrains from stealing. 
. Stealing here does not mean taking away only of materinl 
things without the consent of the owner. It als9 includes · 
other thing� such as depriving others of opponunities of 
improving their lot by resorting to cheating bribery and 
corruption. H avipg refrained from all types of stealing, . 
he restrains others, too, from doing · such things and · 

, works to maintain justice and fairt?lay in society. (3) He 
keeps full control over his sense faculties and avoids 
wrongful and illegal sexual indulgences such � moles- .

. 

tation of women under the guardinaship of others. He 
le.a.ds a very simple life, being content With the minimum 
of needs. (4) He refrains from �peaking false-hood, 
slander, unpleasant speech, gossip etc. and alwayupeaks 
the truth, speaks in a way . to bring about under�tanding 
unity and friendship among others. (5) He avoids all 
types of intoxicating food · and drink so that be could 
maintain good physical health and mindfulness that are 
very essential to lead_ a .life beneficial to many others . .  
Thus these five basic silas are very strictly adhered to by a 
man who has in hhlt the noble virtue of generosity. 

. 

Generosity is also directly linked ·with
. 
the noble

Eightfold-path (ariya B!fhsngiksmsgga;M. III. p. 71-Sf. 
Generosity has to start. with right views, A man would 
not practise generosity, if he bas no respect for life, if be 
does not accept the idea of efficacy of action both good 
and bad, !f he is not convinced that acts ofgenetosity 

could make life better and pleasanter to many, it is 
because one bas the highest respect for life, it is because 
one believes in the efficacy of actions that one is inspired 
to do things that would make things better for o thers. 
This constitutes right views in him. These right views 
make him think that he should not do anything that 
would be injurious to another in any way, and on the 
contrary, they make him think of ways and means of 
helping others to improve their Jot. This constitutes right 
thoughts (sammi-ss'nkappa) in him. Inspired by these 

. right thoughts he avoids. all speech that would cause 
damage or harm to another and uses his speech in a way 
that is conducive to better understanding among ali 
people. This constitutes rigbt�speech (sammiviica) in 
him. He avoids all .activities that could cause worry m; 
hardship to another, and does things that· would help 
improve the condition of others. This constitutes right 
actions (samma ksmmants) in him. In his personal life he 
engages himself in some profession or job that would not 
harm another in any way. This constitutes his right 
livelihood (ssmrns-sjiva). To avoid wrong views and 

· wrong attitudes to life and to cultivate right views and 
right attitudes to life, to avoid wrong thoughts and to 
cultivate right thoughts, to avoid wrong speech and 
practise rightspeech, t.o avoid· wrong action imd pursue 
right action, to avoid wrong livelihood and f�llow right 

· Jiyelibood one should · always be energetic and enter
. .  prising. This constitutes right eff�rt (sammiviyims) in . 

him. ti nless he �s mindful, unless he is alert and vigi1110t be 
cannot lead a life in conformity with the above 

· . .discussed qualities.· So, such alertness . or mindfulness 
constitutes his rlght Mindfulness (sammasstiJ. When �e 
follows these seven steps successfully, they tend to make 
him calm, pacifi�d, contented and mature. These consti
tute. right concentration 9f mind · (ssmma-ssmidlii) in 

· him. Thus we see that ge�eJosity is linked with the N oble 
Eight-fold Patb' i�.Buddbjsm. , · 

There is again a fourfold activity know as bases of 
generosity (sangshavatthu) disd11ssed in conn�ction with 
a magnanimous or generous person. Firstly he treats the 
world by bestowing giftS offood; dririk, clothes and· other. 
materilil things to needy people as and when the occasion 
demands (dans). Next� be treats the world with plea·sant 
speech - that is by speaking tb.e truth, using pleasant, 
refined and kind speech (peyysyti.jja). Again he treats the 
world by engaging in actiVities ,that are beneficial to 
others such .as sociitl serVice (atthscariya). Lastly he treats 

· the world by being modest and impartiBl to all ssminat-
tati . (A. II, p.66). · 

. 

A generous man could enjoy a fourfold happiness 
according to Buddhism (A. II, p. 69). He feels happy 
when be sees that he has enough wealth (atthisukha). He 
feelS liappy when be thinks that hi� wealth is be$oUen by 
just mc:ans (8J1.svajjasukhs}. He feels happy when be 
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thinks that he spends his wealth for his own benefit as 
well as that of others (bhogasukha) and he feels happy 
when he thinks that he is free from debt to others 
(an�asukha). 

A man who practises caga or pa1icc8ga with a sublime 
attitude of unbounded love (metta) and compassion 
(karuna) to all, can do so only if he has overcome anger 
and hatred, which are the basic characteristics of a selfish 
man. So one who practises cap at the same time practises 
forbearance (khanti, khamB.). Such a person does not feel ·· 

enraged when others do wrong to him. On his own 
initiative he forgives them, and if there is anything that he 
could do to help such wrongdoers, he would do it 
willingly with friendly and sympathetic feelings. A 
practising Buddhist is expected to behave in this way. The 
Buddha, by example, has .showed the purposefulness of 
such behaviour throughout his career. 

..._ W. G. Weraratne 

GENESIS. The .t erm· genesis means· "creation';', -"gene- . 
· ration" or "prOduction.'; It has also been u..t�td as· the title. 
of the . first book· of the Christian Bible. Seeing· the 
relation b!=lween the purpose ofthe book of Genesis in 
the Bible and the .Buddhist;canonicat�discouise-entit!ed 
AggafJJia Sutt. (q.v.).in the. Dfglii}J-nikiya of the· Sutts: . 

· Pitaka, scholars have described the AggaJIJia .Sutta as 
the Buddhist book of Genesis. I In acc9rdance with. this 
descriptlon the

. 
discussion of the concept of GenesiS in 

relation to B�ddhism will in the sequel pay special · 

attention to the religious, ethical. and philosophical 
significance of the ideas . contained in the AggaJIJia 
Sutta. As a general theory ofcreation, generation or. pro
duction Buddhism propounded the theory of Conditio�ed 
Genesis or Dependent Origination; the .theory·of Paticca
lamuppad� (Skt: Pradtyssainutpada), which though 
variously . interpn:ted; is a cardinal · doctrinal tenet 
common to all systems of Buddhism. It was presented ·as . 
the Buddha's theoretical .Middle Way which avoided a 
number of extreme views such as eternalism, nihilism, a 
variety · of dete.rministic theories as well as forms of 
indeterminism which held that .there is no casuaferder 
whatsoever in the universe; The AggaJIJia Sutta narrative 
is evidently an early Bud�hist attempt to construct a 
legendary history of the origin of the \J?Orld, the evolution 
of man and social·institutions which is consistent with the 
general theory of conditioned genesis. 

A student of the development of human ideas in the 
�umerous culiures of tbe world iJ·bound to be struck by 

the universality of the presence of cosmogonical myths to  
account for the beginnings of  the universe and all 
existence. lt may be said thai !he presence of a cosmogony 
indicates a higher level of development in abstract 
thinking. In the Indian context the Buddhist account of 
the drigin and development of the world and society was 
preceded by numerous cosmogonical myths belonging to 
the Vedic tradition. Indian thought had already reached a 
high level of development in abstract thinking and 
attained considerable philosophical maturity by the time 
the Buddha began his mission as a strikingly innovative 
teacher. The &tory of genesis found in the AggsJIJia 
Sutta is: illustrative of some of the uniquely innovative 
aspects of the Bud dhist world view . Compared 
to · the degree of attention that the Biblical story of 
Genesis has received in the history of religious ideas it 
should be remarked that considering the richness of 
imagination and the philosophicil vision implicit in the 
Buddhist s tory, it has received far less attention than i t  
deserves. 

Most cosmogonies attempt to postulate a primal 
·. element from which _the im1verse came into being. The 

cosmogonical myths of ancient cultures are ·a mixture of · 
· primitive animistic beliefs and beliefs about supernatural ·· 
· forces thought to underlie .the veriegated multiplicity .of 

the phenomenal.w orld. A�ording to Homer, the prime ·. · 
. . component of the. universe. is the oceim and according to 

Hesiod if is earth. In later Milesian thought .an·attempt 
was made by the more philosophically minded to present 

· theories about the origin and development of the universe 
on a more naturalistic and speculative ba�is. According 
to one of the Egyptian cosmo gonic legends primal spirit 
and primal matter coeXist in all eternity in indi,ssoluble 
union and the diversity in the universe emerges from 
these first principles. In Chinese cosmogony the origin of 
everything is traced to the Male and Fem.ale :principles 
Yang and Yin. In the Judeo Christian tradition God is the 
maker of both heaven and earth, the sea and all that is in 
them. The .Biblical myth of Genesis is lln attempt to 

. reconstruct in ten:ns of the religious consciousness of the 
Israelite people the legendary history of the origin of the 
world, the beginning of human existence, the nature of 

. the m!lll-woman relationship and the nature of morality 
and the source of sin. 

· In the Rgveda which contains the earliest religious 
literature of the Indians, the dominant characteristic is 
found to be an explanation of natural phenomena by a 

· process of deification involving the positing of wills 
behind the dynamic forces of.nature. However, sceptical 
questions appear to have been raised about the absolute 
origin of things even at this early age as evidenced by the 

1. The larger portion ofthe narrative�. also preserved in the Buddhilt Sanskrit text Mshivastu. See E. Senart's edition (Paril, 
a l'imorimarie Nationale 1882) Vol. I. pp. 338-348. 

, . .. - . 
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NBsadiya hymn of the Rgveda.2 An attempt to trace 
even certain conventional' divisions of society to divine 
origins is marked in the Rg�·eda, itself. According to the 
Purusa SUkta of the Rg�eds, the four castes, Brihmana 
(priests), Rijanya (rulers), V aisya (common people) and 
Sijdra (menials) · were created respectively out of the 
mouth, the arms, the thighs and the feet of the Primeval 
Perso'n.l This idea is repeated in the Atharvaveda and 
came to be fully established in the period of the Yajus 
SIU!lbitas and the Bii.bmanas. 4 There is an at tempt in the 
Bri

.
hmanas to give a mo�otheistic explanation for the 

o�!gin of the universe. In the Brihmai?as are found many 
legends about Prajipati creating the universe. In the 
beginning was Prajipati and nothing but Prajapati; he 
through the performance of austerities, created the 
worlds. In some legends waters seem to have been 
believed to be coeval with Prajapati.' The Upanisads 
tum to be more philosophical in traci_ng the beginnings of 
existence to the abstract principles of A tman SEd Brahman. 
In the Upanisad creation is attributed to Atman in the 
shape ot:- .ma� (purusa). Purusa finds detight in'multi
plying Himself. The�eupon He becomes husband and 

'wife and created all beings that exist in pairs.' In the 
Taittirlya UpanisRd the· sequence is given as Brahman, 
lpace, wind, ftte: water, earth, food, seed, men and all 
creature's.' The SiDkhya system is also an attempt to · 
give an · evol\Itionary accowit . of mim and the physical 
universe in tertns of two primordial realities called 
prd!fi(matter) and PlliufB (spirit). 

Buddhism appears to have held that li.ll speculative 
thinking about the. absolute beginnings of things inevit
ably lead to unverifiable dogmas (dittbi}. The Brabmafola 
Sutta of the Dfgbi-nikiya makes �·enumeration of pre
Bu�dhist viewS'. classifying them broadly as speculations 

· about the past (jJubbantdappiki pubbanii,Judittbino) 
and ·ipecuiations about the future (apiiTBntinuksppiki · 
aparantinudittbino). The Buddha is said to have under
stood · all the ' variety .of . such speculative views but 
transce�ded them not holding dogmatically to any. one of 
them. Th�� is reason t.o believe that Buddhism consistent-. 
ly refrained from formulating any speeulative theories 
about the absolute origin ol things primarily d1,1e to its 
epistemological outlook. It is characteristic of the early ,, 
Buddhism of the Pali canonical suttas that it claims to base 
its theory of reality on the data of exp�·rknce ilone. Expe-' . -

rience, however, includes in the Buddhist view what 
Buddhism describes as the experience of abhifiiis (higher 
knowledge or super cognition) in addition to the ordinary 
sensory experiences. Revelation, scriptural authority, 
and speculative reason are not recognized as dependable 
ultimate source3 of knowledge. The Buddha claimed to 
have the ability to remember the past beyond one life time 
back into a beginningless series of past lives if he so 
wished to relive those memories. He also claimed the 
supercognitive ability to use clairvoyant vision 
(dibbscskkhu) to observe the present, unhindered by 
the physical or physiological limitations of oridinary 
vision. He did not claim (at least according to the 
material contained in the early stratum of canonical 
doctrine) to po�sess a faculty of knowing by which one 
could directly witness the past or 'the future. In 
accordance with this epistemological position, the first 
bigiilning of any individual life series which is subject to 

· the samsBricprocess is said to.be unknown (anamstaggo 
a yam ;amsiro, .pubba kpti na pafiiiayati). ·With regard 

. to the individual, one can �nly speak of the origination or 
production (samridaya) of the unsatisfactory process of . 
dukkha but not of any metaphysical soul or ego entity . 
like in �.eligious systems which have the concept of an 
immortal self. This process is t<>.:be•-accounted for by ,_

discovering the immediately p�rceivable conditions .·•F 
related to -it. The canonical 3Utt�· contain a number of · .F • ,�"': 
formulations stating the causal dependencies which: -� 

· explain the genesis of dukkha and the samiric . process. • ' · ,_ ''i': 
No particular causal factor is to be' take� as the uncon�i- , .,�=i 
tioned first cause. Buddhism hold� the same yiew about ,r;.. 
the evolution of the physical 'universe. · It does not ... , 
postulate an absolute. beginning. It explicitly rejects the 
theory of divine creation. In the PitikaSutta the.Buddha 
claims to know )he beginning of things (aggafiiiaii ca. ... 
pafonimi). Here, he · re-jects the view that one could · 
account for the beginnings in terms of creation by God or: 
Brahma (issaiskutta;n brabmakutt8mJ. In the Budd�st 
view it is pos!ible to· speak oniy of �elative begil)liiDgs .. 

. The Buddhist story of Genesis in the AggafiJis Sutta 
may be said to .be purported to state iD the form 9f 

· legendary history the relative beginnings and the gradusl 
evolution of the physical world, sentient existence and 
man and-his social institutions. Its sigruficance ought to 
be judged not for the historical at:curacy of what it states, 

1 R,ved• X. 129. See abo IC. N. Jayatilleke'• di1cussion oftbe Nuadiya hyuin in Early /luddhist Theory of Knowledge 
(GeorJ� Allen and Unwin Ltd. Londo� 1963) p. lsf. 

· 

3. Rgved., X. 90. 
4. A:barv•.W .. xix, 6.6: Pmavimu Brihman .. vi. 1.6-1 1. 
5. S•t.pMJJ. .BiiJmwJ .. xti.6.t .  · • . · 

· 

6. Brhadjrany.b Up'uisad, 14. 
7. Tlittirip Up.vniAd, II. I. . . , , , 
8. See 1peclally the' Nidin• Sm1yutu of the 's�j;httH1iny•. 
9. Di,b•-nitiy• III, p. 28. 

. . , 
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but for the underlying philosophical conceptions of the . 
nature of man and the universe and the Jaws ·governing 
evolutionary processes of nature in the physical, social 
and psychological spheres. In this account may be found 
some of the deepest philosophical intuitions of Buddhist 
thought including the most noteworthy aspects of its 
social and political philosophy. · 

According to early Buddhist cosmology, the physical 
universe consists of innumerable world systems extending 
in the form of galactic clusters. The Buddhist .conception 
of the universe does .not accord with a narrow geocentric 
view which was common to most prescie�tiflc cultures. 
The world systems are said to be in a continuous process 
of evolution.and involution over in�alculable neons going 
through periods of "opening out" (vivattamina) and . 
"closing in" (samvattam8na). The recognition of thdact 
that despite the' im�ensity and the apparent order and 
stability of our physical world, �t is subject to the law of 
universal change is a reaffirmation of the Buddhist 
doct!ine of transience ( anicca). The Agga!J/Ia Sutts states 
that during. a period of involution, the larger part of 
seil�ent beings survives in the abode ofluminous existence 
(yebb uyyena sa tti ibbsssara-.sam va ttaniki 
bcmti); , This view is in accprdiince ._with the Buddhist 

. theorY. �f' survival tliat until a living . being eradicates 
craving it has to WllJlder in the cycle of sainsara. It iS said . 
t�a� when after a long period of time the world. begilis to 
evoive the beings fro� the himinotis abode paSS away B!ld 

• are reborn-in ·this-wod(t. Actording . to thc. desqription 
given in the sutta these beings possess no gross physical · 
bodies, have a kind of as_ttal or spiritual existenc� and. do 
not feed on.llJlymaterial food but on joy. The Sutta says.: 

Now-at that time, a:U had become one world of water, 
• dark arid of 9arkness that mBketh_ �lind. No. moon or 
· sun appeared, no stars were seen, no constellations, 

neither was night manifest nor dny, neither months 
nor half months, neither years nor seasons, female 
nor mille. Beings were reckonedjusfas beings only.Jo 

It says that after a time just as scum forms on the surface 
o(boiled milky rice thai is cooling, the earth begins to. 
form on the expanse of water. Here Buddhism is puttin.g 
forward a naturalistic .notion of physical evolution in 
place of the current Brahmanicill theories of divine 

' origins of the qatural wo'rld. 1Jowever, u the description 
proceeds, the peculiarly Buddhist wotld view comes-into 
focus in its assertion that even the physical �d physio- . 
logical changes are to be accounted . for in terms of lhe 
motives and desires of sentient beings. The interaction 
between the psychical aspects of �entient existence and 
the physical environment is brought out jn the legendary 
story that follows. The sensory qualities of colour, odour . 
and taste are said to appear in the evolving earth-matter, 

giving rise to the psychological response of craving for 
the savoury earth. Thus the Buddhist story about the 
beginnings suggests that moral evil in the world is net due 
to the intervention of any supernatural agency benign or 
malign, but it is part of the process of dependent 

. origination. Elsewhere in the suttas where deeper psycho
logical analysis occurs, the origin of moral evil is traced to 
the process of sense perception beginning with the 

. contact of the senses with the external world. 
The AggaJIIIa Sutta further says that the self

luminance of the first beings in the period of evolution 
disappears . as a consequence of their craving for the 
savoury earth. When the self-luminance disappears the · 
sun and the moon and stars and constellations become . . 
maillfest giving iise t() changes of season and the 
conventional distinctions between months, half months 
and years. When living beings feed on material food of 
the earth, they are said to have gradually undergone 
change in their physical constitution and appearance. 
This brings about distinction in the physical appearance 
.of living beings. There .comes a stage wi1en the s�voury 
earth also disappears and beings live on the. vegetative . 
outgrowths which appear subsequently on the surface of 
the .�arth� . After: a long proeeu of evolution in which 
varietle� of vegetation serve u th� food for living beings, 
qne being replaced by another, finally rice'�ecori:ies their 
staple �ood.· .. · 

· O( special significance is the view presented in the sutta 
about the · appearance of sexual distinction. The sutta 
says: . 

And in measure as they, thus feeding, went on 
· existing, so did the bodies of those beings become 
even mot:e solid� .and the divergence in their come
liness more pronounced. In the female appelll'ed the · 
distinctive features of the female, in the male tho,se of . the male. Then truly did woman contemplate man too 
closely and mall, woman. in them contemplating over · 

much the one the other, passion arose and burning 
entered their· body. Th_ey in consequence thereof 
followed their lust (ibid. p. 85). 

Buddhism explains the emergence of sex distinction 
as a con.sequence of an evolution!li)' process involving 
psychophysical interaction. This is in marked contrast · 

· to the· Biblical view that it is an original distinction 
�ttri�utable to G.od, the supreme Creator . .  In the· 
nar�tive itself the Buddhist attitude toward� sex is 
expressed by saying that in the first occurrence of the 
sexual act it met with common disapproval. This is a 
reaffirmatio� of the early Buddhist position that 
sexual pleasures have to be transcended in order to 
attain the higher levels of spiritual maturity. ·The 

, .
. 10. Dia/opes of the Buddha (SBE) ed. T.W. Rhy, Davids, (Lqndon 1921) Part IH, p, 81 
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Aggaiifis Sutts account is in accord with the early privileges and immunities for the upper classes juatified 
Buddhist position that the higher religious life by the Bi:'ahmani<;al view of the nature and origin of 
(brsbmscriya) requires the transcendance of the soCiety established . on the authority of the sacred 
vulgar pleuurea of sexual union (viisto metbuna scriptures. The most striking feature of the Buddhist 
gimsdh811ll1li). story is its explanation of the four caste groups then 

iecognized in Indian society as a product of n·atural social . 
lhe Buddhist story goes on in gradual stages to processes. The story suggests that conventional social 

account for the evolution of the economic and social life stratifications are not statideatures of the natural order 
of man from which some of the most important principles of events; but depend on social conventions and socio-
of Buddhist social and political philosophy can be economic contingencies. In this connection, too, tlle 
derived. A crucial stage in the process of social evolution Buddhist s�ory in.,troduces new etymologies with more 
is the! beginning of private property. The sutt.B'says that . concern for a moral purpose than their factual correct-the practice of common consumption of. the produce of ness. Rejecting the Brahmanical view about the nature of 
the earth is iater replaceed by a system of private society, th� Agga/Jiia Sutta quite emphatically declares 
property. People errect fences and demarcate the that the dtfferent castes arise out of beings who were 

. boundaries of their own property. This marks . the · originally equal �d like unto each other (tesaiiBeva 
beginning of the.evilpractice of theft� Human greed leads . satti.nam sadisi.naJJIJevs no asadisinam). As against the 
to the evil practice of stealing the Jproperty of another . Brahmaiucal view Buddhism maint;m,s that human 
person. This in tum" marks the beginnings of il political beings belong·to one 'species. The Buddhist account ends order to regulate hannonious social and economic relation-

. · with emphasis on the supremacy of m�ral values insisting ships. The first ruler, aCcording to this Buddhisi legend, is that the person who is endowed with right knowledge and 
one elected by the people (msbijanasammsto). By this good coilduct . is the highest amoiig gods and men 
story Buddhism appears to be challenging the pre- (viJfoCMB!!a s�panno so se!fbo de.);IJl,Dinuse). · 
dominant view about the nature of the authority of a 
ruler iinplicitly suggesting Jhat the ruler's authority .is It may be said . that the Buddhist story of Genesis 
derived f�om the people themselves, ln the form of a· illustrates. clearly the contrasting par�digm of a non-

. social contract, decided on a political order beaded by a theistic religious system like Buddhism \vhen viewed iri .  
king. Buddhism presents through this legend a radicD.lly · relation to theistic cosmogonies. The story gives .ex pres- . 
different account of the source of political authority. The sion to the �ori-authoritadan and humanistic character 
Buddhist legend gives strength to a democratic conception of Buddhism as a religious system. The view it presents 
of the origin of political authority whereas the ·Well · about the na�ure of the cosmos and the processes of 
known Brahmanical accounts seek to derive· the . .  cosmic evolution may not have been intended to be based 

' authority of kings fr()m a diviDe source. A peculiarly on illstorlcal facts; It represents an account of origins in · 

Buddhist etymology is suggested for the term rafo (king) keeping with the fundamental doctrinal tene�s of 
saying "one is calied rafo because he delights the peop]e . Buddhism. It reiUfirms the Buddhist positions that the 
by his adherence to justice" (dhammensjsiiBII} rsiijetiti question of absolute .origins of things is unanswerable, fifo). . ·-that explanations in terms of creation by a supreme being 

It is at this point that the main intention ofthe Sutta is are Unsatisfactory, that change is a universal Jeature of al! 
thrown into clearer focus. ln the introductory section of existence and that reference to material·factors alone is 
the Sutta which briefly states the circumstances . under in�omplete. as an explanation of changt:s hi the sphere of 
which the Buddha preached it, the Buddha asks one of his sentient existenc� as well ils its material and social 
disciples named Viseuha, who had entered the Buddhist . envioronment. The role ofthe will and desire of b�ngs in · 
Order from a Brahirun family, about the common the process�s.of evolution is emphasized. A humanistic 
Brahmin reaction to his deciSion to lead a religious life account �f the nature of politic!ll authority as well as 
under the Buddha who was a non-Brahmin teacher. ;ocial institutions b presented with a v,iew to afliruling 
Visettha's answer suggestS that it was definitely hostile . the overriding.nature and the primiscy of moral values in 
reacti�n coloured by notions of the caste superiority of �11 human activities and relationships. 
the Brahmins who claimed tu be the direct progeny of. 
Brahma, the creator God himself (ibid. p. 78). It is at this 
point that the Buddha remarks that the Br��s display 
such im attitude because they are ignorii.iii' of the past 
(porinsm.B$arant8) and proceeds to speak of the origins . 
of thitigs: The Buddhist story �ejects with subtle irony the 
Brahmanical view of a static, divinely ordained social 
order along with the social inequalities consisting of the 

· P. D. PrtmMJrl . 

GENETICS is the science of the transmission of heredi
tary characteristics. The nikiyasseem to take for grant.ed 
the fact of the transmission of hereditary characteristics 
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from parents to offspring. Therefore in the argument the karmically propelled consciousneu oi an individual 
against' the validity o( caste distinctions the Assslij'ana awaiting rebirth after death,% When conception takes 
Sutts (M. II,, p. 153) maintains that the offspring in an place by the satisfactory fulfilment oftheie conditions the 
intercaste marriage would locik like either the mother or physical structure and the character traits of the ne!w born 
the father, In the commentarial tradition genetic inberi- individual are determined by what the parentl contribute 
tance of the Bodhisatta· seems to have been quite a u well u by the contribution made b)' the karmic 
concern, for :it records that the Bodhisatta selected a heritaJe of the individual seeking rebirth. Therefore the 
virtuous lady of high birth as his mother (DA. Il, p. 430). C'Ulakammsvibhangs Sun. (M. III, p. 2o-3) says that 

The commentaries seem to have systematised the beings are owners of their deeds (kamms), inheriton of 

influences which shape human life when it puts fo�ard their deeds, deeds are thtir matrix. deeds � &heir 
the theory of the five cosmic laws called psJica nijima- kinsmen and deeds ar� their �sort. lf, for instance, an 

individual has caused injury to other beings in the past dhamma. The five are: kammsniyims, (moral laws), · 
utuni}ima(physical laws), bijaru'yima,(biological laws), . and if he happens to be reborn u a human being be is 

't•· · -

(p h l · al l ) d d'L • - subject to physical deformities and ailments. If he has c1 .... myama, syc o ogtc aws , an uammsmyams • 

(causal laws),l In this analysis genetics cornes under blja- deprived others of life be gets a short span of life etc. 

niyama which. is explained in the Dfgbs�nikiys · The AiiguttBis�nikiys (A. I, p. 176) looks at the pheno-
commentary (DA. II, p; 432) as the n�tural biological nienon of cqriception from another Rngle. It states tbt 
function of the fruit of rice coming from the rice seed, conception t&ltes place (gabbhssssvdbnti hotj) de-
sweet taste:from a seed which �as sweetness inherentin it . pending on the presence of six elements. Th�y IU'e the 
and bitter taste from a seed with bitterness inherent in it. elements of etrth, water, fire, air, space and conscioua- . 

The. Samyutts-mxiya (S. III, p._. S:4) .enumerates five nets (viiiK"IUladhatu).- When we compare this statement . 
t}'Pes of- tigS, or geroiiDatirig a.aentS," nam_ely;.;�Wa�ffa, · with'tbai' of.the-MuitanbiuDkb•Ya Sun. quoted above 
khandhabijs, phalubijs, aggsbija and bijabijs, . plants · . it app��-that �lie parental contributi�n ii r�presented by 

. the five pby�ic� eJenl!�nts and plldh.bba is repreiented propagated by: roots, . stems, joints, shoots and �_eeds, · · · 

·respectively. For proper germination and. growtl dhese by .vi/Jdeadliitu. According to ilu�. Aiiguttars-nikiy• 
bUss. should be uninjured; fresh, not exposed . t� : the . . (A..' l;:pp: )23��24f lamiu� . is� UteJi�d� _ _  consciousnesa 

elements and fuU of sap. They should be we� planted on . . (vi6lr6J!il).fs the seed and eravins (�i) i• the moisture 
the ground �d watered. When these conditions are . fotJhe b� of beings in the 1pheres of sense pleuurea . 

fulfilled -the biju germinate and grow: (kimad}1itu), material form (riip4dbitu) f'ld immat� 
dality (ripidbitu). 

hi this SUttithe four statio� of consciousness( C4W.f0 
viiJJiapa are compared to the earth elemen� in usociation T)lese lUlU, go a long way to show that accordq to 
·with thi._tiyo) whi�h . the bijas germinate: These _ (our Buddhism parentlll contribution alone is not sufficient 

· · · · · · 'for the birth ofa human being. If tht brmi_ 'cally e_ nergised · stations of consciousness are none other than the four 
aggregetes riipa, · vedsni, ssJIJii . ·and sankbira in consciousness of a beitig a�aiting rebirth is not pment · 
association with which only can viMi.aathrive. The !Utta conception cannot take place. 
states that it is impossible for viifflina to grow apart form It is importlmt to note that there is a close relation�hip 
.these fotit. T�e passionate delight (nandirigs) one takes . beiween k41IllDa and ssDkhira, the latter being uaed as a 
in existence and sense experience is similar .to the el�ment _more precise technical term which has paychological 
of water which· helps the plant to grow. Consciousness cocnotations, whereas kamma is a general term which . 
endowe� !ith the nutriments is comparable to  the five has gained greater popular currency. The Samyutts- ·. · 
kind3 of bijss or germinating agents. , _ · . nifiya (S. III, p. 87) maintains that the five "aggiegaies · 

AcCording to Budd�sm heredity is not the only factor 
which determines the morphological structure and 
characte� trai_ts of an individual. The miJhat"anbi
ssnkbsys Sutts maintains that for conception to take -
place there should be not only the unipn of parents-during 
the mother's fertile period, but also the ·presence of the . 
gsndbsbb.a (q.v.) (M. I, p.265). By gandbabba is meant 

which go �0 make up· the human being are constituted 
into what .· they are by the saDibins, the purposive 
motivational forces of the mind. The ssilkhiru mould 
the body into what it is, the sensations.; ... perceptions ..... 
volitional ictivities . . : .... and consciousneas into what 

· they are (rop&Iri riipattiya iankbstsm abhisaitkb�nti . ... 

YCdBIJBI11 ve'danlttiya. ,  . . IBifflam laJIJJsttiyS, ; , .  . 

sankhire s&Dkbir•ttiys.. . .  viJ1JJilfa'!l vi611am•tti�· ' . 

I .  Db{U11miU1iy8ma is explained aa caauai l�ws on the strength of S. l l, p.2S - thiti va si dbitu dbammattbitati dbammADiyimatA 
idappaccayata. ' · . - ·. 

" 

.· · 
2. 0. H. de A. Wijesekera, 'Vedic Gandharva and Pali Gandhabba', in University of Ct:ylon Review, Vol. III, No. 1, Apri1 194S. 
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sankhatam abhisankharonti. Sankhlltam abhisan
kharon tfti. Sankhatam a biJisankh ar�n tfti kho 
bhikkbaw: tasma sa'nkba;a ti vuccJUlti). Thus the five 
aggregates are said to be moulded into their present form 
by .the work of sankbsras. It is the same idea that is 
expressed in more popular language by the statement 
that beings inherit their kamma. The Sarpyutta-niksya . 
(S. II p. 65) states that the body has to be understood as 
not being one's own or anybody else's, but as old ksinma 
which has been compounded, willed and made sensitive 
(nsyam kayo tumbskam na pi a.fi.flesain. Pursnam idam • . • • • I • • • • 

kamrpa� abbisankbatll11} abbisaf1cetayitll11} vedaniyaD} 
datthiJbbam). Similarly the sense faculties are also 
recognised as being determined by former kainma (S. IV, 
p. 132). Thus the physicBJ structure of tlie booy including 
sense faculties owes itS particular formation to the 
kammic heritage. It can be said that )he kammic 
potentialities inherent in the gandbabbajvitiiiB.na, the 
rebirth seeking consciou:;ness, choose a puticular genetic 
pattern which is a suitable medium for their �xpression 
out of innumerable cell conbfuations made possible by 
th_e parental genetic heritage. 

The Lakkbana Suttti enumerates thirty-two signs of a 
sreat man visible ·on the body of the Buddha. :Jbe sutta 

· maintains that these physical characteristics are the 
results of noble deeds done by the Bodhisatta in 
previo� births as a human being. For example the 
Buddha has a lustrous pair of deep blue eyes with long eye 
lashes because he had always looked at people with 
pleasant eyes. (D. III, p. l 67); The sutta s_eems to provide 
testimony to the statement that the body is �  fabricatio� . 

/Of the kammic heritage. 
· 

The episode of Piliiidivaccha ( Uaana p. 28) shows that 

The Maha DhammapBJa .!8taks (J. IV, pp . 50-55) is an 
excellent episode which illustrates the Buddhist belief 
that the k3mmic heritage determines even the genetic 
heritage of man. Dhammapii!a's family had observed the 
basic five precepts meticulously for seven generations. As 
a result of the accumulation of wholesome ksmina thus, 
it is said, that none in this family died without re1. � ;ng 
ripe old age. 

· It can be concluded that man inherits a particular 
genetic pattern from his parents in cq_nsonance with his 
kammic heritage. The former is but a suitable medium of 
expression for the potentialities of the latter . . 

LDy de Sllva 

GERMANY, BUDDIDSM IN. The Greeks were the first 
E\lropeans who know anything about Buddhism. Thanks 

· to the expedition of Alexander the Great, when they got 
information about Indian P�osophy they already noticed 
the differences between the doctrines of the Brihmanas 
and Samanas. The scanty remarks that have come down 
to us from' early writers whose works have been loSt are 

· chiefly found in the books of the Fathers of the Christian 
Church. Clemens of Alexandria (150-122 A. C.) already . 
mentions .a stiipa which he calls"a pyramid and St. 
Hieronynus {cirea 420 A. C.) recoidii that Buddha was . · r
born in a superhatural way; but when he tells that his 
mother was virgin this is apparent! f a  coirl'usion with the 
story of the birth of Jesus Christ. It wa! from w<nks like 
these that Ge�an scholars derived their first knowledge 
of Buddhism. 

habits are �trong and that they surVive death as they form · Another way in which the message of the Buddha 
part and parcei of the kammic heritage of man. Pilindi- reached . central Europe during the Middfe Ages was 

· vaccha was � arab ant but he was in the habit of through the legends which though Christian in garb were 
addressing others as vasalB'outcaste!.' The Buddha saw Buddhistic in essence. In the legends of Hubertus, . 
this as the residue of an old slunsiric habit of his and . . . Julianus, Placid us and other Christian Saints it is related 
explained that· this monk had ;been born � brahmin · that they were in their youth great hunttts, did not believe 
continuously during 500 previous births where he w� in Christ and even persecutt:d Christianity. One day when 
used to addressing others as vua.li. The habit ·persists in chasing a stag, it led the hunter away from his companions 
spite of hls having attained arahailtship. The Tittba and stopped in the midst of a forest. Then the hunter 
Jitsk� (J. I, p. 182) relates how a pupil ofSiriputta could noticed that a rildi�nt cross with the picture of Christ was . 
not make . any progress with the contemplation on the between the antlers, and the st!ig began to speak; "Why 
impurity of the body (ssubbabbsv811i). The Buddha . do you persecute me? I am Christ, believe in me, become 
explained that this monk. had been a goldsmith during baptised." The hunter does accordingly. The story seems 
500 previou� births and therefore the loathesomeness of to be a Christian adaptation of Nigrodha miga JBtaks 
the body does . not appeal to him ils an. object of because in Christianity Christ never takes the shape ofan 
meditation (kammatthina). Such are a few particular animal, although in Bt!ddhist literature, there are many . 
iJ1stances recorded ifi'the texts whlch can ,��J����l;�� ?ut stpries of Buddha having been·born as an animal in his 
as evidence for the kammic heritage of man, beisdes, of previous existences. There are some other Christian 
course numerous episodes in the Viminavatthu, legends alao· that seem to be adaptations of Buddhist 

· Petavattbu etc. stories. 
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The most conspicuous of these legends is that of The legend exists in many versions in many different 
Barlam and Josaphat (Joasaph). It tells of the Indian languages. There have been discussions aboutthe question 
King Abeilner, who was opposed to Christianity. When a which version may be the oldest one. Some :9cbolan think 
�on Josapbat was born to the King who bad been· a Pablavi rendering, no · longer extant and composed 
childless for many years, the astrologers predicted his about the time of the reign of Chosroes, the Great of 

. future greatness and .wisdom and that be would abandon Persia (A. C. 531-579) represents the most ancient iext. 
the religion of-his fathers and tum to Christianity. When· · · . They believe that a Syriac translation, attributed to the 
the king beard this be was greatly distressed and to avert . sixth century, was the source of the earliest Greek 
the fulfilment of this prophecy be built a palace where the translation. Others think that this · Greek rendering 
prince was confmed so· that be should not come into repr�sents the first known version. The Greek translation 
contact with misery or death . .When the prince had grown is ascribed to "J obn Monk of the Convent of St. Sabas", 
up he was allowed by his father to leave the palace for a . but it appears among the works of St John ofDamascus. · 

_ride. On this occasion he met a blind man, a leper, an aged Until now it was believed that this attribution of its 
. man and a .corpse, and heard that misfortunes and authorship to this famous Father of the Church w.as 
miseries are the common lot of a man. He was deeply wrong. In a att�bution entitled •studies P11tiistiC11 et 
moved and then heard that the secret .of deliverance from Byzantiilg, Vol. 1 "the celebrated professor of Byzantine 
these woes was known only to holy hermits. Under the Studies at the University of Munich, Francis Dodger bas 

, guise of a · jewel merchant the anchorite Barlaam proved that the author of the Greek text was really the 
preached to · him the Christian doctrine and converted . famous Johannes of Damascus, who is acknowledged-as 
him. After several futile attemp'ts on the part of the king . the las_t great Father of the Greek Church. He lived for 

· to lea� Josaphat �ack to his faith, the prince iorsook his about twerity years in the Sabas monaStery in Jerusalem 
home, he bacarrie a disciple o£Barlaaw. and ted an ascetic · and died in 750 A.C. It is not certain from which source 
life. After ·Bar1aam's death Josaphat lived '!!lone in the the priest obtained this_knowledge of the story, but it is . · 
desert for··many- years. ' After his :deceaSe his body WaS 

. 
. quite certain that the subject ritatter of this book bas. 

take'n to India. At �_S' tomb many Miracles o�urred. .. . . . partly its Ultimate source in India; In the Middle Ages 
· ·· . · .· 

· ·. · · · . . B�ria_am and J osapbat we.re ·very popular saints so that 
. . Already the Portuguese writer .Piogo de Couto was . the Greek Church dedicated August 25th to be. the 
struck by. the great resem_blance of a part' of this legend · conimoDioration of St� J asap hat and the Roman Church· . 
With that of Buddha's renunciation . oL the world. He · · 1 Nove.mber 27th to the joint service of the two saints (they 

· therefore wrote about it in Jlis worx· "De cada quinta das · first appear in the Martyrologium of l538). So strong was Ana des deites quo os Portugr,ieses iizene "(Lis boa 1612 
p.123) and late� writers have done much to show that' · the conviction of the historicity of these saints that relics 

the legend is in adaptation of·B:uddhist. prototypes. The 
of St. J osaphat in'the form of a bone and part ofthe !I pine 

- were shown in Venice until the sixteenth centucy, when . . naoie of the.prince Josaphat is a corrupfronn.of the title they were hrought to Lisbon and finally to Antwerp. It is Bodhisattva; perhaps a reminiscence of th�'king of Judah very curious that in this way the Buddh!l bas beeome a 
ofthis nam� mentioned in the Bible (2 Chron. Ch. 17-20) saint of two Christian churches. 

· · may 'be one of the teasons for the .change. ·:o·arlaam is 
the well known epithet of the Buddhli, B.hagavan (the In. our context it is notl!worthy that the two saints were 
Lord). Thus the great Indian religious teacher reappears venerated in Germany especil!lly since Rudolf Von Eus 
again in a double form in the West and Is venerated as a ( 1200-1254) has written a German biography in poetical 
Christian saint. form,: using as his source a Latin ver5ion of the ancient · 

The reuon for this duplication may have been, as 
Ernst X.uhn surmises, that aceording to Buddhist teaching 

. Buddha bas found the truth by hi�seJf whereas for a 
Christian this is no.t possible. Other names occurring in 
the story also seem to be derived from the Indian legends. 
Thus Zardan, the nobleman entrusted with the guardian
ship of the young prince has been identified with 

. Chandaka, Gautamil's charioteer and the companion in 
hls Oight from his father's palace.� 

legend. How widely the fame of the saint� spread in . 
Germ

.
any one guess from

. 
the fact that even .in fat away 

:East�m Prussia there was no
. 
library of the Toutonie 

order which this work was not in band. . . 

. . . .. . · . . . . 

As. we have seen all the news about the Buddha that 
reached Germa,ny during the Middle Ages came from 
literary sources. It was not until later on that Germany 

· obtained first-band knowledge from · the writings of 
-Mar� Polo (1256-1323) and other travellers who visited · 
the countries of Asia. As the Indian sub-continent was no 
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longer Buddhist at the time many books dealing ·with 
India which appeared since Vasco da Oama's exploration 
of the sea route (1498) do not mention Buddhism. The 
first information about the Buddhist doctrine, therefore, 
came from Ceylon, Burma, Siam, China, Japan and 
Tibet. The earliest attempts to explain the Buddhisttea
ching and to connect Buddhism with the history of the 
Western world were very . fanciful. So the German 
physician Engelbert 'Kampfer (1651-1716) who vi!lited 
Siam and Japan, believed that Budaha was originally an 
Egyptian priest who fled to India because King Gambyses 
who rUled Persia (529-22 B.C.) had killed the sacred biut 
of A pis when he had conquerred Egypt. But gradually the 
knowledge of Buddhi!lm increased and ·. the German 

· public took more interest iil the tenets of Buddhism. It 
was the philosopher Leibniz who already _mentioned the 
"IUnys" of-Mahiyina and Germany's greatest philo
sopher Itn.manuel Kant dealt in his 'lectures on 
Geography with Buddhism in the form ofTheravida an4 

· Mahiyina. Relying on the books of travel be wrote "the 
Talapeins (monks) of Fegu are praised as world's kind- . 
Iiest men. They live on the food for which they beg at the 
houses and give to the po�r what they do not need for 
themselves. They do g·ood to all liying beings without 
making any discrimination of religion .. They think that all 
religions are goOd which make men good and amiable. 
Kant already knew that Buddhists do �ot belieVe in a . ·.· 
Creator and a ruler of the universe who judg�s men after 
death, for he writes "they reject the idea of i divine 
providence but teach that vices are punished and virtues . 
are recompensed by a fatal ne�ssity." . 

Kant did not know much about Buddhism because he 
lived at a time when Buddhist texts had not yet been 
studied and translated by �ropean scholars. It was only 
-after his death that Westem..Jn.dology and Buddhology 
had their bl!girmings. French e.nd English savants were 
the first to occupy themselves · with · Buddhist text.s in -
Sanskrit and Pali. German scholars at this time devoted 
their labours chiefly to Hindu religion and poetry. 
Nevertheless the knowledge of Buddhism spread more 
and more. Buddhism even won an enthusiastic adrmrer in 
the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860). He 
had been introduced by FrederiC Major to . the study of . 
hidian antiquity in 18 14 and from this time on he was 
greatly influenced by it in framing his own metaphysi�al 
system. When he died he left a large library which 
contained almost all the important books on Buddhism 
published iJi Europe at his time. ·He b�lieved in a 
profound conformity of his doctrine with that of the 
B�ddha. These are his words: "!I I were to t��. �uesults . 
of my philosophy as a yardstick for _the h1ith I would 
concede to Buddhism the preeminence of all the religions 
in the world. In any case I can be glad to see that my 
teaching is in such great harmony with a religion which 

has the greatest number of adherents on earth. " There are 
indeed many points in which the Germ�m philosopher 
agrees with Buddhism. They both deny the existence of a 
Personal God, they teach that the cosmic process hu n� 
beginning nor end, they assume the existance of many 
world systems, th�y make no essential but only a gradual 
difference between man and animals, they do not believe 
in imm�rtal souls or metempsychosis but in palingenesia 
caused by the will (s11111skars) of the previous existence . 

. They acknowledge a �oral law as a moVing factor in the 
universe. Though they both have a pessimistic outl'ook on 
life, they are optimists insofar as they are both convinced 
of the possibility of a liberation from the trammels of 

' existence. Just as for the Buddha, ior Schopenhauer too 
the state of deliverance cannot be explained with the help 
of terms and words belonging to our world. 
Schopenhauer's system being an original and indepen
dent outcome of his own thinking it differs, of course, in 
many points from Buddhism, a fact which partly finds its 
reason in the circumstance that at the time of Scbopen
hauer Buddhism was not yet ttufficiently known in 
Europe. .,, . .  4. ,. _ 

. •' .;. ; � ,  I 

Schopen bauer was a great herald .of B.uddhist wisdom; 
. his �orks have bad a very deep infl���ce on ��y other 
. thinkers and last but �ot the least, they have stimulated . 

manyscholars to study Buddhism thoroughly. So Schopep- · · ,, .. 
bauer, tho11gh himself was not a Buddhist theologist, has · :·-• 
.don� m\lch for the development of;�ud�hist studies .in 
Germany in the second half of the ' last eentury. These 
studies inaugurated · by the works of Christian Lassen 
(1800-1876) have f()und their _ acme in .F. Max Muller, ·. 

· Hermann Oldenberg, Wilhelm Geiger and a galuy of 
other 5cholalrs. 

· 

. Genmd Oudook 

Htlmutb von Gluenapp . 

In contrast to the spread of Buddhism in the countries 
of Asia, the Dhamma was not brought to Germany by 
Buddhist 'mis�ionaries'but the Germans themselves went 

· to the East to bring home the teaching of Gotama, the 
Buddha. There are several reasons why the Germans had 
become interested in Buddhism. 

. · 

At le-ast since. the 'Romantic Age', if -not earlier, i.e., 
from the. beginning of the 19th century, Indian wisdom, 
and India herself becB.me an object of sentimental 
attachment ainong German thinkers and poets. Goethe 
himself Wrote highly in praise of Kilidasa's Sikunt.Ji. 
This sentime�tal attachment 'was extended to the Buddha 
and his teaching when the first reliable news became 
known by the middle of the past century. The philo
sopher Arthur Schopenbauer, the composer Richard 
Wagner arid · many others did much to spread the · 
knowledge of the Buddha's teaching among the educated 
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classes of Germany . In spite of the fact that Buddhism 
had long ago ceased to be a major living religion of India, 
India and Buddhism became closely associated in the 
minds of Germans. This holds true even today. And 
because Germany had at no time political and special 
commercial interests i!l India, this great sympathy under
went no changes in the course of history. 

In the 19th century, there. was an evergrowing criticism 
directed against the Chri!tian church and its teaching, 
and a strong anticlerical movement. CriticiU thinkers 

. who were at the same time religiously minded, welcomed 
the teaching of the i>hamma which had been brought by 
lndological scholars in their painstaking studies to 
Germany. This critical mind, dissatisfied with the creed in 
the dogmaticBily fixed teaching of �e Church found 
unbound freedom of research and. expression in 
.Buddhism. 

Scholan of comparative religion, of history, and of 
linguistics, did eager . research work m editing and 
translating Buddhist texts of the Tberavida, and, to. a 

• les_ser degree, of the }4Bhiyina. In spite of the fact that 

h arm to a wider acceptance of Buddhism by t he people. 
Instead of bringing forth the Buddhist virtues of mctta, 
ksruna, and muditi, mainiy upekkba was praised as a 
Budd

.
hist Yirtuez all the others being more or less 

disdained as 'fetters' in a subtle disguise. Much harm has 
been done by this one-sided presentation, so that even 
today some people stay away from Buddhism because 
they rightly feel they cannot act as an Arahat does. 

The German Buddhists became aware of the Buddha 
through Buddhist art, of the Dhamma by an abundance . 
of most excellent books on Buddhism and translations 
from the Tipltsks, mostly of the Suttapitska, but they 
had a distorted idea of the Sangha because they had never 
seen a bhikku in their country. Those Germans who 
joined the Sangha, remained as a rule in Sri Lanka or in 
Myanmar. With the exception ofshort and rare visits it is 
only since the Second Wodd War that bb.ikkbw were 
staying more frequently for longer periods in Germany. 
This is mainly due to the efforts of the 'German 
Dhaimaduta Society' of Sri Lanka and some organi
zations in Thailand. 

these icholars a.S a rule remained to' be Free•thinkers, or • Now, anyone who has visited Buddhist countries iii 
even Quistians, most of them becrune very frie�dly South and South-East Asia bas fourid to his pleasant · 
towards 'B�c��d!lism, ·iri�this ·way helping· n1ucb ·to- 'make · ·. surprise that the. bhik.kbu he meets there are riot aloof and 
BuddhUm1acceptable to the German public.· ' 'cold' as he might havnxpected from his book-know-
- A �he a�e ��e, when the script�res; of the, Th��avida; · ,  . , ledge;:.but extremely fi-ien�lly and fu� of bu�an·w�mth. 

became.-tbe:,niain- subject ·of study to- those interested in - · > Tb7y are· not Arahats who take no mteres� tn the life of 
�e D�ma; it �as the .magnificent Buddhist art or the1r fello:W. 

men, but. are rather well-�shers to the 
Japan. China, Korea and Tibet which-c�ught' the eye. of gradual spmtual advancement of the Upasakas. 
both conn()i.-seur and layman. It is-interesting to state The misunderstanding of the. character of the Thera- · 

that �hough the 'Far East'is for almost all reasons indeed vida has turned some B�ddhists during reeent years 
'far'removed,from ·European mentality, the Buddhist art, towards the Mahiiyina, especially towards, Zen, and a 
·say of J ipan, i� holding lbe first pi ace in the estimation of few towards Lamaism. In the long run, however, it is 
German Buddhist, even of those belonging to the Thera:- hardly to be expected that the Mahayana will gain much 
vada. QUite a.number of persons beeame Buddhists by ground in Germany. Those who are inclined to rites, 
the mere charm of the Buddba-statuesJtom the Far East. c.eremonies, and _mysticism can easily fmd their spiritual 
And, ih addition, a Buddha image will � fo�nd in ma.'ly home in Roman Catholicism. Those who put creed and 
non-Buddhist homes in Germany, where it is an object of belief first in their spiritual aspirations could well remain 
aesthetic appreciation and, more important than that, of · -- in the Protestant Chur,ch. Theravida, o� the other h�d, 
pure sympathy, blended with the iympatby for India and can meet M urgent need, in fact it is the only stronghold 
the 'Romantic Eet.' against dogmatiom and materialism and the new belief in 

Formerly it has been said that the Germans are a . 
. science. The interest a minority of German Buddhist 
. holds in Mahayana will help to free Ther.avida from · people �f'thinkers,and poets•, and there is still some truth some constrictions acquired during the long history of in thia statement. The philosophical character of the the Dhamma. Dhamma greatly appealed to their minds. But foHowing · 

a trend of enthusiasm the first Buddhists in · Germany . 
went to: the extremes instead of walking the patli step by 
step. The image o(, the Buddhist put before the German 
public was that of an Arab at and not that of the ordinary 

. lay�an or Upiisaka. · Thus the interpretation of the 
Dhamma by Buddhists at the turn of the last century and 
during the first decades of the present one suffered from 
lln extremely monkish outlook thereby causing much 

HJstorlcal Survey 
When in the second half of th�: nineteenth century 

Buddhism came to the attention of th.e German public, 
the Christian churches were in a dominant position . 
Membership in one of the main denomination, Protestant 
in Northern Germany, Roman Catholic in Southern and 
Western Germany WaS practically obligatory for candi
dates to hold an office in the public services. While the 
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Protestant church was, in general, more tolerant, the 
Roman Chtholic church kept a strict control over the 
minds of the population. Pc;rsons who turned to 
Buddhism, did as a rule, not publicize this fact. Up to the 
thirties .of the present century mlmy were shy to break 
officially with the church, an act which had to be done by 
a declaration at a magistrate's court. In the past century 
this was legally .not even pos�ible, Independent philo
sophers tnight announce their sympathy and preference 

. for Buddhism, but even Schopenhauer did not officially 
leave the Protestant church and was in. consequenc� 
buried according to the Cbristan rites . . 

aowever, when more people became. earnestly inter
. ested in Buddhism and t�ed to apply its teachings to their 
. way of life, attempts . were made to found Buddhist 
communities. N9J all Will be mentioned here. Inl903, Dr. 
Karl Seidenstacker, an Indological scholar, founded in 
Leipzig the "Buddhistischer MiSsions ...: verein f\Jr Deutsch
land" renamed, 1906, "Buddbistische Gassellschaft f\fr 

. Deutschland". It was be who edited, in 1905, thdirst 
Buddhist periodical in Germany; which also changed its 
name: "Der Buddhist"-"Buddhistische Warte"- "Maha
bodhibllitter". In 1911,  the society's name was changed 
into "Deutscher Zweig der Miihabodhi Gesellschaft". 

In 1912, Dr. Woldgal1g Bohn o�ganized the "Bund fifr 
buddhistisches Leben" m Halle. It was affiliated to the 

· "Oeutscher Zweig der Mahab.odhigesellschaft" in 1921 .  
The society's activities ended in  1928. There were 
branch�s of this society in MUnich, Hamburg, Berlin, and 
Breslau. Dr. Bohn was a physician like many of the 

·prominent Buddhists in Germany. Together with Ludwig 
Ankenbrand he published in 1 9 1 3  the periodical 
"Zeitschrift fifr Buddhismus," its · editor after the First 
World War was for severaJ years the renowned scholar 
Wilhelm Geiger. 

These early attempts at founding Buddhist commu
. 1:\ities did not meet with much success. This could be 

expected for several reasons. One of them was the fact 
that at that time persons likely to becom interested in . 

· Buddhism were dissatisfied with every form of organized 
religion: Churches, priesthood, rituals, and. ceremonies. 
The predominant form of Buddhism in the country was 
strict Theravida. As pointed out earlier th� bbikku-ideal 
was foremost in the minds of the first European 
Buddhists. Now, the fact that the most learned and eager 
Buddhists left Europe to enter tht Sangh� in Myanm�JT or 
Sri Lanka has rightly be considered a handicap for the 
propagadtion oftbe Dhariunain the West. This tendency 
has continued up to this day, and attempts to �uild up a 
Sangha in Germany has failed in. consequence. In the 
course of the years, more than 100 Germans joined the 
Sangha in . South-East Asia for a shorter or longer 
period, among them were the prominent scholars Nyana-
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tiloka and Nyanaponika, who were proficient in P all and 
Buddhism. 

Scanning the Buddhist literature of that time one will 
find that emphasis was on ''science" lind "reason" in the 
Dhamma. At the same time special importance was 
attributed to practising Buddhism by keeping the inss. 
On the other hand, meditation in the technical meaning 
of the word, e.g. Sstipattbanawas more or less neglected. 
No quiilified teachers �ere in residence in Germany. In 
course of time some changes took place, The necessity to 
practise Metii btcame evident after the bolcaust of the 
First World War and its aftermath, unprecedented in 
history. Mahiyino. was considered to have a stronger 
emotional appeal than the Theravida and won more 
interest than it had drawn before. Howe-ver, it should not 
be forgotten that it had some sympathizers u early as the 
beginning of the century. Indeed, among the very first 

· · books published on Buddhism in the middle of the 19th 
century there wert also Mahiyina-scriptures • 

In the years between the two. wars, several Buddhist 
groups were re�Ctiveted, others newlyJounded. But to 
this day they never won a great";number of active 
members, rn-;,st Buddhists still prefei:�to remliin unorga- · 

· nized. . · . .;� ;,�" ."' . · · . . 
At that time, there was an ifitportant development . 

which · helped to give the Dlillmma,a .sound basis . in 
Germany. Two permanent centres we�e created. They ire 
intimately connnected .with the names of two prominent 
Buddhists who h� the greatest influence on the spread of . 
the Dhamma in Germany. They are Dr. Paul Dahlke, 
and Dr. Georg Grimm. 

In 1924, "Das Buddhistische Haus Berlin-Frohmail" 
was opened to the public by a well k�own physican, Paul 
D&blke. In a beautiful suburb of Berlin, then the political 
and cultural capital of Germany, a Buddhist temple and 
res.idence were completed. It was 'the first bUilding · 

especially erected for Buddhism in Europe. It has 
remained a centre of Buddhist activities up to this d!ly. In 
1957, it was acq�ired by the .Gennan Dhanpaduta 
Society, and since that. time qualified bbikkbusfrom Sri 
Lanka are residi'ng there. Paul Dah�e (1865�1928) WI!.S 
since 1 903 one of the foremost Buddhist authors of his 
time. Many· of his

. 
books have been tr�slated btto ·. 

English, one into Japanese. He had visited several times 
India, Sd Lanka, South.: East Asia and Japan. He studied 
Pali in Sri Lanka, one of his leathers being Hiddkaduwe 

. Sri Sumangala. Dahlke adhered to the Theravida in its 
strictest form, but appreciated much the Buddhist art of 
Japan. In fact, the temple of his "Buddhistisches Haus"is 
in the Japanese style. From 1917 to his death in 1928, he 
published in his period ical ' 'Neubuddhistische 
Zeitschrift", later on renlmed "Die BrockensamQllung" 
meiming pii?�apita -

�outstanding articles on the 
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Dhamma1 many of them dealing with modern socio
logical and political problems from the Buddhist point of 
view. In addition to his main works, he translated widely 
from the Suttapitaka, adding commentaries of his own to 
·these translatio�s. Himself ·a physician and natural 
scientist, he exposed the fallacies of the materialistic 
concept of life aS. it was held in vogue by scientists 6£ ilis 
time. In constrast to them he explained how the Buddhist 
teaching of kamma Md. rebirth did solve the problems of 
life and death. Paul Dahlke was an independent thinker 
. and contributed an explanation of the paticcasamuppida 
according. to Buddhist exegesis. He refused to limit the · 
paticcasamuppida only to explain rebirth through three 
existence_s: past, present and future. Instead he showed . 
how it can be applied also to this very existence. It .is 

. . remarkable how Dahlke derived from the study of the 

Grimm did, his community is active to this day. He wrote 
many well known books on the Dliamma which have 
been translated into English and other languages. 

The third permanent centre was established only after 
the Second World War, in 1962, at Roseburg, SO kms. 
fro!ll Hamburg. It is the "Haus der Stille". Many 
seminars and summer schools are being held there, the 
most of the time a bbik.khu is in residence. Several 
bbikk.bwfrom Thailand have visited the place conducting 
meditation classes . 

l,'o foster the study of Buddhism the first European 
Buddhist congress was held in Berlin, in Setpember 1933. 
It vias organized by Dr. Wolfgang Schumacher, a pupil 
of Dahlke. 

Suttapitda and meditation without a thorough know- In the middle ofthe Second World War, a suppression 
ledge oi the Abhidbammapitda - an explanation of �e and ·per�ecution of BuQdhi�t groups was started by the 
paticcas.muppida. which c�mes close t� the one termed Nazi government. the date was the summer of 1941 after 
ekscittdtbanika-paticcasamuppida. (causal genesis the spectacular flight of Rudolf Hess to Scotland in his . 
within a .single mo'ment of cons.ciouaness) in the attempt to bring about a peace agteement. Hess wu 
Yi'bbanp.. known for his interest in exotic reliiions, and mysticism. 

· . �e �fhis foUowen, Dr. Max Bruno (I at� Anuruddha : His very. high rank in the politiCal . hierarcli had �acted 
Jbera).especially dealt in his thought provoking lectures somehow as a protection for those religions, among them 
With the problem of avijfi in the paticcasamuppidl. . . was Buddhism. An additional protection was at fint the 

. . . . . . 
. .· . . ' . . fact that 'Germany's war ally;J  apan, was a country with a 

At tins point, refere1:1ce must be made to · the ' long · . prominent B�ddhist popwatioD. In addition, Buddhism . · 
.controveny between Dtlilke ind Grimm c.onceming the · was an Aryan religion.-Now, several promine1:1t Buddhists 
correct biterpretation of 4Dstta, Dahlke. struck to the were arrested, others were forbidden to teach the · 

officiallhe11lvida teaching and Buddhaghosa's com men- Dh�a. The .. Gemeilide un Buddha" in Berlin, founded 
· taries. Quite a different view was liken by Grimm. In his by Martin Steinke in 1922, was closed down, its property 
"grea· · t syUoa1sm" he argued that while the fiVe_ kbBIJdbas . nfis ted C>" was co ca . . .. . are B!Jicca, dukkba, and BIJBltB the ·real Btta WBs to be 
found -behkd

. them. This� �rifortunate contr.ovetsy was After the Second World War, the need for an engage-
. taken \JP .by many �uddhisis siding either with Dahlke or ment oft he religions in solving the problems of the world 
Grimm. It b�ought about a_ rift which .prevented a closer· was even more keenly felt than some 30 years before. 
cooperation of the different groups: After tii.e second Buddhist establishments were reactivated again, new 
World War this . rift haS been . closed. · The disputed groups were -founded, e.g. the "Buddbistische Gesells-
question has been left to the discretion of the'individual chaft" of MuDich (i948), Berlin (1951) Hamburg (1954), 
and _Is no .mQre a hindrance to friendly cooperation. the ."Buddhistisches Seminar" Hamburg (1948) and the 

"Buddhistisches Sekretariat" Berlin (1946). This time, 
The second permanent centre is the "Buddhistisches from the very beginning a healthy spirit of tolerance 

Haus Georg Grimm" established .in 193� in Uttjng near prevailed. The terrible experiences of the war and its 
Munich. It is the headqqarter8 of the "Altbuddhistischc aft�atb were foremost in the mind of the people. The 
Gemeinde" which was founded, under another name, by wish for cooperation resulted eventually in the formation 

· . Dr. Georg Grimm (1868-1945) and Dr. larl Sc;iden� of the."Arbeits-gemeinschaft der Kirchen und Religion-
shlcker in Munich in 1921 .  Grimm began his studies with sgesellschaften in Berlin", all church�:s and religious theology but later changed to law and philosophy. He communities being represented by delegates, and so arc 
se_tved for some time as a judge but retired early to spend the Buddhists. One of the results of its existence is the fact 
his time on )3uddhist studies. He was born as a Roman that reg�arly twice a year Buddhist lectures are broad-Cat.holic in Bavaria, Dahlke as a Protestant in East cast over the RIAS radio station in Berlin (West). This is . Prussia. Grimm's background was philosophy, Dahlke's quite unique in Europe. 
natural sCiences. Grimm was a personal friend of Paul 
Deussen, who had studied Scliopenhauer and Indian The authorities of Berlin (West) take a friendly interest 
philosophy, especially the Upanishads and Vedanta. in the activities of the Buddhists, e.g. the senator for. 
Dahlke declined to found an organized community, science and art declared open the newly built library of 
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the "Buddhistisches Haus"; also financial help has been 
granted. 

Most Buddhists in Germany adhere to the Thcravada, 
but there are also followers of the M ahayana, e.g. the 
aetive "Arya Maitreya Mandala" of the Vajrayina school 
(Berlin and other cities 19S2), and the 11Buddhistische 
Gemeinschaft Jodo Shinshu" (Berlin 1956). Since about 
1964, also Zen Buddhism has been favoured by quite a 
number of Germans. As in life it is in history: one cannot 
dissect a . development into exactly defined periods. 
Though interest in Zen became evident after the Second 
World War, Zen was not entirely unknown to the 
German public before. 
. Today meditation, both Satipatthlma and Zazen, is 

being practised under the guidance ·�f resident or visiting 
meditation masters from Sri Lanka, Thailand, ·and 
Japan, mostly in B.erlin and Hamburg (Roseburg). 

The Dhamina came first to Germany through books, 
tlrerefore a word should be added on the Buddhist . 
. literature now available in the (Jerman language. It is 
immense in quantity and excellent in quality. Of the · 

·. original scriptures practically tbe whole Suttspitaks baa 
been translated from the Pall into German, 'and the 
Suttas have held to this day the main interest of German 
Buddhists; Foremost among the translators were Karl 
Eugen Neumann (1865-1915) Nyanatiloka Mabithera 
(1878-1957), Karl Seideristifcker, Paul Dahlke (1865-
192§), Wilhelm Geiger, and Julius Dutoit Max W alleser 
shoUld be mentioned as a translator and interpreter of 
Mahiyina scriptures. Buddhological studies have been 
conducted at most of Germany's universities in the field 

· of:lndology and Comparative Religion. A special chair 
for Buddhologkal studies has been created at the 
. University of Hamburg . .  

Predictions about the future iire impossible, specula
tions sometimes futile. Concerning the future of Buddhism 
in . Germany much depends on the general trend of 
thought which will prevail among the younger genera
tion. It is almost certain that there will be no large 
communities. Few persons in this country

. 
become 

Buddhists "by birth", the majority turns to the Dhamma 
out of personal convictio�. One should never forget that · 
Buddhists form only a tiny minority of,the Germ!lD 

· people. The Germans have .to a great extent ldt 'the 
. . churches 'and are, at present much inclined tt> agnosti

cism. But already the end of this trend is in sight. Though . . 
no considerable growth in the number of "professing" 
Buddhists in to be expected, there is no doubt that 
Buddhist ideas have already widely penetrated the minds 
ofthe educated classes. This knowledge of Buddhist ideas 
and_ its beneficial influence will contin� to grow .. 

Bibliography: Eine Chronik, Buddbisumus in 
Deutschland, Hrsg. Deutsche Buddhistische Union . ' H ambu rg, 1 973 ,  S .  Hanayama, Blbliography on 
Buddhism, Tokyo, 1 96 1 .  

GuJdo Auster 

GEYY A, the second of the nine-fold division or literary 
composition types· of the word of the Buddha (navanga 
sstthu s8sana) which constitute the· Tipitska or the 
Buddhist Canon. The word is derived from the Vedic gai, 
meaning 'to sing' and it means 'that which should 
be recited or sung'. According to the commentator 
Buddhaghosa ( VinA. 1, p.28) discourses of the Buddha in 
prose (sutts) with verses or gathas interspersed are 
disignsted a.sgeyya, and the Sagatbs vagga(chapterwith 
verses) of the S�Upyutta niksya (S. 1., p. Iff.) is giyen as ari 
example. See ANGA(2), GA.THA. and NAY ANGA . .  

W. G. Weeraratne 

. ·-�":' "': , .  
GRANT ,>\SALA, a village iii the TsallipBlli Zamindari in 

· South' fndia, thirteen miles west of M�Ullpstam. Here 
are found the remains of an ancient Buddhist" site . exposing a glorious ciVilization that flourish�d in Andhra 
in the earliest period of her history (K.; R�: S�ubrlimliniam, · 

Buddhist Remains inAndbra, 1 1, 12) . . . ,. 
' ·:- :?""""· '"  

Great stupas with surrounding mo.nasteries have 
existed at this Buddhist site (B. Rowland, TbeArt. and 
Arcbitepture of india, 1 16). Excavations conducted here 
in the quarter of the nineteenth century have brought to 
light the remains of a stupa constructed of brickJ, and 
measuring 122 feet in diameter. This stupa probably 
belonged to the perisxl afew years subsequent to the later 
works at Amarivati (q.v.). Its remaiDing walls show the 
arrangement of a dome not hither;to met with in any of 
the sites examined in Sc>Uth India. In the eentre is a cu6e 

· of s·olid brickwork, measuring ten feet square. Around it 
is a hollow chamber, �eteen feet square, with walls 4 
feet . 3 inches thick. Around this. wall, and several feet 
�way from it is a circular wall 3 feet .6 inches thick and S . 
feet 10 inches in exterior diameter. Around it is �oilier 
massive circular wall of brick, melisurh:tg 18 feet 3 inchea 
thick. Now, the cube at the centre is Connected with the 
walls of 

'
the square chamber by four cross walls. This 

chamber; in turn, iS coruiected with the inner circular wall 
by twelve such cross walls and the inner circular wall is 
connected With the outer circular wail by sixteen such 
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cross walls. Thus in the square space there are four 
chambers, between this square and the inner circular waU 
twelve chambers and between the inner circular wall and 
the outer circular wall sixteen chambers. All these 
chambers were .filled with a kind of black mud (A. Rea, 
South Indian Buddhist Antiquities, 32, See ground plan). 
It has been conjectured (Rea, op. cit. p.39) that the inner 
circle represents the original · dome, while the walls 
outside it are the foundations of the processional paths 
around it. 

Fragments of sculptured marbles of the Amariivatl 
type, possessing the same refmed qualities, have been 
fou·nd at Ghantasila (K.. R. S�br.amaniam, op.cit. p. 17). 
A beautiful represe:ltation of a stupa, similar to those 
foun� at l\IParivati, and a fmely sculptured slab repre
!lenting tht worship of the sacred Bod hi-tree are among 
them (A Rea, .op. cit. Plaies XXVU and XXVIII). Matly 
of the marble slabs 8re plain. 

It is -not possible to say whether a stone rlilling stood 
around the stiipa (Rea, op. cit. p.33), but if the scuiptured 
slab mentioned above is a representation of this monu

. ment, then it could be said that this stupa was very much 
· similar to that of Amarivati with all its embellishments. 
Thit the atu{a h!ld, )ike those at Amarivati and 
Nqlr.;una-kondl, the ·set offive be�utifUny carved ijaks ·. 

· pillars·�t each �� its f�ur gate� is indicated by an epigraph 
from Gl;lantuilii whi�h- registers the gift: of one such . 
pillar (C., . .,¥i;_XXVII,.p.4). - -

Other epigraphs discovered at Ghantasili (Ei. XXVII, 
pp. 1-4) illso contain material o!' some historical 
importance though they give neither dates, nor names of 
kinp or dYn&sties. Two of them, incised on sculptured 
pillan in a remarkablydecorative writing simil�tr to those 
of tlie epigraphs of t�e lbhavaku dynasty from 
Jagga}ryapeta and Niprjunakonda and assigned to 
about th�·thlrd century A. C;, menti�n th� construction of 

. a atone mandspa with a garJdbduti,. a railing (v¢ifa) 
and a toran� at UkhasirivaddhamMa by a resident of 
Katitakasoia. Another record on a piece of sculpture also '• 

mentions a msndap's donated by a �ouseholder of . 
UkhuirivaddhamMa. J. Ph. Vogel ·(£/; xxvn, p;2) 
thinb that either Ukhuirivaddhamina or K.antakasola 
of . these epigraphs was the ancient name of Gh�tasili, . 
mo� probably the former. ln�dentally, K.antakuola is 
mentioned in an epigraph at NigitjllJlakonda and is 
possibly identical with 'the . great emporium . K.ante
koaayla' mentioned by Ptolemy� The J:).a�e of the 
Aparueliya school of Buddhism, is found in another 
frasmeritary inscription.and the re�:ard is probably of a 
donation to the monks of that school. These few epigra
phical records froin Ghantuili c:Onfirm the prevalence and flourithina state of '8uddhism in the delta of the 

Krsnii river during the early centurie$ of the Christian era 
(Vogel, op.cit. p. lff.). 

H. R. Perera 

GHOSTS. See PET AS 

GIJJHAKUrA, literally 'Vulture Peak', is a hill near · 
Rajagaha, r�peatedly mentioned in the Pali canonical 
literature as a frequent and favourite abode of the 
Buddha during his life-time. Several suttas are reported 
to have been preached on occasions he was residing there, 
and several important personages, both historical and 
not, are said to have met him on the peak. The peak has 
also been recorded as the place where he live_d shortly 

. .  after.the secession of Devadatta, and as the place from 
where he began his last journey before his demise, 
indicating that it was his fmal residence in the last days of 
his life. Alexander Cunningham (Ancient Geography of 

· Indis, Calcutta, 1924, p: 534f.), on the authority of Hsaan 
tsang and Fa-hsien, ha's idcntified= the hill with modem . Saila&iri, (also known as Giriyek Hjll), about two and a 
·half miles north of the old town oT Rajagaha which is near 
modern Rajgir (For location:on map, see: Cunningham, 
Arcbaeologicsl Survey of lndis, 1862-1865, Simla, Plate 
XIV). 

The Buddha seems to have preferred this peak for its 
sechision (D. ill, p.36) and to have had pleas�test 
memories · of it, as seen from the Msbipsrillibbina 
Suttants, (D. II, p.72 ff.) in the last day� of his life: 
Neve�heless, his stay there seems to have been quite · 
eventful. 

Two events in particular appear to be of importance 
from an historical ptJint of view, and several of the other 
eventJ associated with his life on the peak, centre round 
those two. · One of these central events is the visit of 
V assakira, one of the chief ministers of Magadha (D. II, 
p. 72 ff, A. IV, pp. l8, 21) who goes to the peak to meet the 
Buddha at the request of Ajataisattu to consult the 
Teacher'• opinion of the Vajjis .prior to his proposed 
campaign against them. 

The other of the two central events is the secession of 
Devadatta which again seems to have taken place in the 
last stages of the Buddha's career. There are four auttu 
delivered on the peak recording the denunciation of 
Devadatta, three of them named after Devadatta himself · 
(S. I, p. 153; A. II, p. 73; A. IV, p. 160). 
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In the Mahsssropama Sutta (M. I, p. 1 9 1) we find the 

Buddha philosophizing from the event .  On another 
occasion (S. II ,  p. 1 55), most probably after the crisis, 
although not expressly so stated, the Buddha points out 
at Maha Kassapa, Moggallana, Sariputta, Anuruddha, 
Punna Mantiiniputta, Upiili and Ananda who arc 
walking in the vicinity of his residence on the peak, 
comments on their virtuousness and then, pointing to 
Devadatta, describes him as a man of low tastes. round 
whom have fl_ocked men of his own category. 

Once on the peak, Upaka initiates a quarrelsome 
debate (see Upaka Sutta, A II, p. l 82f.) with the Buddha, 
on the ethics of criticising others, probably hinting at the 
Buddha's adverse comments on_ Devadatta. I.n fact, the 
comment aria! observations on this sut(a lend support to 
this view. The commentary (AA. II, p. 554) mentions that 
Upaka was a supporter of Devadatta and came to abuse . 
the Buddha on hearing that he had declared Devadatta as 
destined to hell. It is interesting that, when U ptlka returns 
from the j:>eak, he gues straight to Ajatasattu with the 
report of the discussion, and Ajiitasattu chastices U paka, 
praising the Buddha. 

Whatever this may be, that there was a certain 
atmosphere of intrigue against the Buddha while he was 

· residing at Gijjhakuta in tlie last days of his life is further 
authenticated by the several conspiracies and schisms 
referred to in the Vinaya (II, p. 193 f). The climax to this 
chain of intrigues, initiated by the w�ed ambition of 
Deva4atta for leadership in the Sangha, came when the . 
secessionist attempted to take the life of the Buddha. 

· Having failed to do so through others, Devadatta decides 
to kill him by his own hand, and one day, when the 
Buddha is pacing up and down in the shadow ofMt. 

. Vipula, obviously meditathtg, the would be assasin hurls 
down a rock. which fortunately for .the Buddha, halts 
between two mountain crags. A splinter from the rock, 
however, bits the B�ddh� on bis foot and draws blood. 

According to the Dbammspads commentary (DbpA. 
II, p. 164), which gives f�rther details of this incident, 
Devadatta climbed Gijjhakuta (which thus must have 
been in the close n�ighbourhood of Mt. Vipula) and it 
was from here that he burled the rock. The commentary 
adds that the Buddha suffered intense pain, and was 
�moved by. the monks to Maddilcucehi from where, at 

· the Buddha's own reguest, they took him to Jlvaka's . 
mango grove, where Jivaka ministered to the wound. 

The Vinayll passage cited above also suggests that 
there was a monastic settlement around, and that, after 
this attempt on the Buddha's life, in the atmosphere of 
intrigue imd the suspicion engendered by �� ·the loyal 
bbikkus tried to protect the Buddha from· liiiy''further 
danger from Dev�datta by walking up and down in the 
vicinity of the Buddha's abode. Throughout the night 

r ,. � • 

. 
they pace up and down, pretending to be at their studies, 
but the Buddha seeing t hem dismisses them to thdr 
dwelling places which could not have been to far away. 

Another incid::nt similar in description to Devadatta's 
attempt seems to have taken place while the Buddha was 
living on the peak, when again the Buddha's life is in 
danger: One rainy night in intense darkness, while the 
Buddha was sitting out on the peak, rocks came crashing 
down on him, and the Buddha at once realised that it was 
the work of Mira. The passage (S. I, p. 109)indeed draws 
a vivid picture of the_ Buddha meditating alone on the 
wooded mountain on a· dark and rainy night, with only 
the open sky above hlm, meeting . the fear and tenor 
created by the fa.llirtg boulders with tlie heroic declaration 
of his moral strength and his unshakability as that of the 
very peak itseif. The Buddha breaks out in poetic ecstacy, 
as be realizes the presence of Mara in the Jeau: and �rror 
created: 

"Thou there! could'st shake the whole 9fVulture Peak 
· From top to base, no movement would there be 
In Buddha's whose is perfect liberty." 
trsl. Mrs. Rhys Davids, Kindred S•Yfngs(PTS) I p.l37 . _� '\.! �-- ... , .  . 
The peak is associated also with. · the visitations of 

celestials B.!ld often non-humans. �s. �arly as the Djgba 
nikiys itself two such visits are mentioned. The 
Atinitiya Suttants (D. III, p; 195) describes the visit of 
Vessavana, the lord of Yakkhas, in the company of the · 
other Citumlihilriijika devss to gift''the Atinsta ward
rune to the Buddha as a protection' against the. disturb
ances of unruly yakkbss, whic� was considered usef!ll for 
bbikkbus meditating in the Vlildemess. 

· 

J>laeed even before this Slitta, in the same Nikiya, is the 
Mabi G o vinda Suttan ta (D. 1 1 , 220f.) where 
Paftcasikha, visiting the Buddha at Gijjhakuta, engages 
in a long discourse describing to the Buddha certiin 
incidents which took place in the heavens; · · 

The Ssmyutta ilikiys (S. I, p. 233; IV; ,p._98) mentions 
two visits to the peak, of Sakkha, the ruler of the gods. · 
The Psflcssi.kbs Sutta of the Ssmyutts niciys (S. IV, 
p. !O l)  also mentions �other visit of Paftcasikha to the 
'peak, to ask the identical question and get the, idential 
answer u Sakkha does in the Salihll Sutu (S. IV, p. 98) . 

which is placed inimeditately before this . Pll6cUfkb• 
Sutt& The visit of Brahmi Sahimpati is in the SIUDyutta 
nikiya (S. I, p. 153). The Anguttm IJikiy• (A. 1v: p.75) 
relates another incident in connection with the visit of 
two · other Bribmadevas to the peak. 

The Buddha was also visited on the peak by several 
important human personage. Besides Vusakira and 
Upaka already mentioned, there was the prince, Abhaya
ku�ira ( S. V .P· ·126), the discussion with whom seems to 
have been named Gijjbllku.tll Sutts after the spot where it 
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took place. Abhayakumiira came to discuss the views of 
Purana ·K.assapa and went away, a convert of the 
Budd

.
ha.  The re were also the t�ree Par ibbaj akas 

(wandering ascetics), the dogmatic Dighanakha who aiso 
went away converted (M. I, p. 497) and Sutava after 
whom the Sutava Sutts (A. IV, p. 369) is named and 

· Sajjha after whom. the Ssjjha Sutts (A. IV, p. 371) is 
named, these last two asking the same question and 
getting the same answer. The Suttsnipata (Sn. vv. 487-
509) records a discussion on the merits of giving, carried 
out on the peak by the Buddha, with Magha who visits . him there. 

Then there are the visits of Sona.'�Sona Kolivisa of the 
Vinsys) of Campa, K.assspa 'or K.�ssapagotta and 
Dhammika ( Vin. I, p. 179 f., A. I, p. 236£,; III. p. 365 f.). .. , 

The Buddha seems to have left the peak from time to 
time to visit others, usually teachers of rival religious 
groups. There was apparently a community of 
J>aribbijakas living in the neighbourhood, in . Queen 
Udumbariki's park whi�b had been allocated to them. 
(1>. IIi, p. 36; A; II pp. �9. 175, 1 85). The Buddha himself 
tells Mahiinima; the Sakyan (M. I. p. 92), how be visited 
the J ains who were 'living on K.al�ili (Bl�ck Rock) on the 
slopes of Mt. Isigili and held de�ate with them. 

Appar�·ntty; a .Jiiin communlty,of monks was.living,at 
. this .time on · the neighbo1,1ring mountains, , whik · the 
:Buddhist community was living on Giijhakiita and · the 

. envir�n�·. a�d tpe J'�rlbbijahs.in. the v�ey belqw. Thls : 
· valley, and the:activit�es going on �ere could prob\lbly be 
seenfr(i'm the .Buddba's .abode o.n the peak. There se�ms 
to have been much intellectual traffic among these three . ·groups, sometimes'membet'S of others groups going up to 
meenhe Buddha, and somel mes he coming down to 
meet them; A .visit is also mentioned (S. V, p.448) when he 

. decided Jo go with mo�ks to Patibban.akuta. Here, when 
a monk remark_! on the precipitous natur�.of that peak, 

· · the Buddha makes it an occasion-to use it as !l simile io 
illustrate his preaching that lif� can be a greater precipice 
than this: One may note in pnssing that, that. a monk who 
bad been ori Gijjbakuta should make this ri:mark gives 
room for the -inference that Patibhiinakuta was steeper 
than the la:.tter peak, 

· · 

The Buddha seems to have sometimes lived alone on 
the peak, ·taking shelter in the cave knbwn as Suka�a
khatalena; Uie cave dug �ut by the boar. Although his . 

stay in this cave is actu�y mentio01id only twice, once 
when be was visited by Digbankha and once when he was 
discoursing with Siriputt.a (S. V. p. 233ff.) on the uavss, 
this was probably his usual dwelling place whenever be 
was on the peak. 

Sometime�, liowevet, the Buddha seems to have lived 
· on the peak in the company of other monks. The peak 

was probably cluttered with little dwellings (kuti) of 
monks, and the Djgha nikiiya speaks of a refe

.
ctory 

(upstthans sifS) on the hill (D. I I ,  p. 72 cf. A. I l l  p. 383). 
At times, other monks seem to have been residing on the 
peak while the Buddha resided at Rajagaha or elsewhere. 

Two suicides that of Channa and Vakkali, in fact, 
intensify the tragic mood which seems to hang over the 
peak, in what was probably the last days ofthe !3uddha. 
Chanria's suicide ·seems to have taken place on the peak 
itself, and it is Siiriputta and Mahii Cunda, who were his 
companions on· the peak, who report the matter to .the 
Buddha. Vakkhali, however, dies at Mt. Isigili, but the 
Buddha who had visited him at K.umbbakaranivesana 
(Pqtter's Shed), where the monk was lying ill, goes from 
. there to the p·eak, and it is there, on the bill, that two 
devas prophesy to him the coming death BJ).d "utter 
release" of Vakkhali. The Buddha comes down again to 
visit the ·scene of suicide on Mt. lsigili. 

· Inspite of the prevailing seriousness, the b_bikkhus 
seem . to have bad their .Playful moments too, and it is 
when one of them scaled the peak and took a leap off it. 
killing a basketmaket, tha:t the Bu.ddha framed the 
Vinaya rule ( Vin, III, p. 82) · prohibiting jumping for 
bhikkhus. Again six of them scale the peak and throw a 
stone f9r fun and the Buddba lays down a rule against this 

. type of activity. ( Vin." Joe.- cit.). ! . 

· . Fro in ·. all the above facts; lirid a -few more bits of 
'information scattered in tb� canonical texts, .it is possible 
to deduce some geographicBl data about the peak ·and its · 
environs. Gijjhakuta was probably of some height. or at 
least difficult of approach. Abbayakumijta declares (S. 
V. p. 126) that he was fatigued by the. cllmb. Vass'akira 

· (D. II, p. 72 ff), bad to alight from his carriage at a point 
where the road to the peak from Rijagaha was impllSs-
abie, arid walk up to the Buddha's abode. 

· 

. There is no doubt that the: Giijlulkuta w� situated not 
far fr_om the city of Rijagaba, as practically all references: 
mention this to be s9. The peak probably formed one of a 
cluster of hills; some of the others being Mt. Isigili, Mt. 

· Vipu�a, Pandava, Corappapita and the Patibhi.nakiita 
which were �pparently, all wiL'lin walking dist�ce of otir · 
peak. In the plain below was Ud.umbarildi's p&rk which 
was within sight of Moraniviipa, the peakcock's feeding . 
ground, on t·be bank of the lotus pool called S'!magadha. . 
Also flowing through the plain was the Sappi� river. The 
Buddha setting out from the peak at eventide (see e.g. A. 
I, p. 1 85) could reach it$ banks and after the debate with 
Sarabha could actually get back to the peak the same 
night. 

. 

Dabba. the Malian, who speaks of Gijjhakiita as a 
place distant from Veluvana (Yin. II, p. 76; UI, p. 1 59)' 
also mentions a number of places, namely the K.iilasili on 
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the slopes of M t. Isigili, Corap�bbata, the Sattapani cave 
on the slopes of Mt. Vebhiira, Sitavana, Gomati Glen and 
the Tapoda Grove, all in one list, along with Gijjhakiita. 
This list suggests that Dabba could reach them all ui a 
single trip, as he does when he leads the monks to their 
lodgings in these different places with the aid of the 
miraculous light on his fmger. The same list is also found, 
with slight variations, in the Mabspaririibbina Suttants 
(D. I I ,  p .  1 1 6) .  This  S u t t anta also mentions 

·Ambalatthiki as the first of the towns the Buddha 
touched'on his last journey. It was therefore probably the 
nearest of them to the Giijhakii�a. 

The 'Pali commentaries rarely add any new incidents to 
those already mentioned in the -canon, but often elabo
rate upon them. The only new incident mentioned in the 

. commentaries is, perhaps, the Buddha's encounter with 
the slave-girl Punni who offered him her rice-me.al when 

· he was on his begging rounds at Rajagli.ha. On his return, 
he relates this episode to the monks at Giijhakiita. The 
Dbammapad{l Commentary (DbpA. III, p. 321) which 
refers to this event; records it as having taken pla� a 

· abort. time after D �bba's j ourney to Oijjhakiita 
mentio�ed above . . · 

· · 

" .I 
But the most inter:esting of these elaborations is 

perhaps the story which tires to explain how the 
Siikarakhatalena came to . be the habitation of the 
Buddha. According to the SB1!1yutta commentary (SA. 
III, 197, SHB.), this cave which is described there as steep 
and to be inched only by climbing, was found as a 
hollow in the ground in · the time of K.assapa Buddha, 
when the earth was still young, b�t in the period between 

· K.assapa and Gotama Buddh� a boar (siikara)dug up the -
soil around and the rains expose� the cave below. A 
forester discovering it, cleared ii up and furnished it and 
finally gifted it to the Suddha. The th�ee Gijjba .fBtakas 
(J. II, p. 50; III, pp.}3Q; 483) and the Migalopa.fBtaka (J.' 

• HI, p. 255) mention Gijjhakiita as the abode of vuitures, 
but it is not certain whether the name Vulture Peak was 

' . 
�erived from this fact ofits habitation by vultures or the 
shape of the peak which was supposed to be like a 
vulture's be�fThere is only one instance in the canonical 
texts ($ . . II, p. 254 cited elready) where vultures are 
mentione� as being prese�t on the peak. Cunningllam 
(Joe. cit.) refers - to a tradition according to which the 
name was derived from the . fact that Aiianda was . 
frightened by Mara in .the g�ise of a vulture, and the 
Buddha allayed his fears by . touching him on the 
shoulder. 

Bandula Jayawardhana 

GD.iNA(P)PACCAYA, means "support for the sick" 
i.e. medicament; one of the four resources (nissaya) of the 

bhikkhu s d aily life. In prescribing the four resources the 
Buddha's advice to his d isciples was to be mod'!:rate in 
their use. The Buddha advised the.monks to be abstem.ious 
in eating. The nissayas ought to be enjoyed thougtfully 
and prudently, not for sport, not for indulgence, not for 
personal charm or adornment, but just enough for the 
support, for the continuance of body, for its resting 
unharmed, to help the living of the higher life, with this 
thought: My formedeelings I check and I set going no 
new feeling. Thus it will serve as my maintenance, 
blameless and cunducive to comfort in lik Accordingly 
the Buddhist monks bad only cine meal a d ay and-they 
were often referred to as ekabhattiks, "those having only 
one meal a day". This presupposes that Buddhist �onks 
live all their lives abstaining from eating at night, an<!, 
refraining from eating at unpresercribed hours. (ysvaji 
vam ekabhattiks rattuparats virats vik8./abbojsns, A. I. 
p. i l2). 

Thus during the . formative stage of the Buddhist 
Sangha medicament (gilinapaccaya)was the only nutri
ment that was permissible for acceptance at any time of 
the day to a Buddhist monk to keep the body fit. But l�ter · 

on gifinapaccaya came to be used iri "it developed sense to 
include any beverage that could properly be taken by a 
BUddhist monk. .i • ·· · 

The Vinaya mentions the:, set of four resources of a 
Buddhist monk: (1) robe (civara), (ji) food received u . . 
alms (pindapits), (iii) lodging i.e. a pla� to sleep and rest 
(senssans) and (iv) decomposing �;(cattle)uurine · as 
medicine (putimuttsbbesajja, Yin. _ 1, p. 58). At some 
other places (e.q. M. I, p. 33) th� fourth requisite bbesajja 

. is . more fully described as giiBnapaccaya-bhesajja- · 
parikkbsra. 

In this compound gilinapaccsya (support for the sick) 
stands as an adjective qualifying bbesajja-psrikkbira, · 

"medicament as a requisite". Thus gilinspaccaya denotes 
what types of mtdicines are acceptable to a sick monk. 
This appear� to be the originitl sense· in which �he terrn 
had been used. The Vinaya pltSsage Cited above mak�s 
specific reference to the four resources of a Buddhist 
monk. According to this passage the Buddha had . 
explained that a monk who had gone forth must be 
content with putimuttB, a d_ecoction of gall-nut in 
decomposing cattle urine as medicine (bbesajja), _the 
fourth requisite; and ghee (sappi), fresh butter (n.al'anita), 

· oil (tela), honey (madbu), and molasses (pn&nita) are 
_ sanctionc:Q as extra acquisitions (atirekafibba Yin. l. p. · 

58). 

.. Thus _at �- begining of the sangba as an institution 
there was a tendency�o 'keep to the austere practices and 
putimutta was the allowable medicine and ghee etc. were 

. additional articles permitted. Vinaya further states that 
these extra acquisitions are mentioned as the five 
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medicines. Thus ghee etc are described as medicines as · allowed the use of salted sour gruel for a monk who is ill, 

well as what may be agreed upon as medicin'! and but for one who is not ill to make use of it by usin_g it  as a 
lllthough they may serve as nutriments for people yet beverage mixed with water (gilansssa IoJ!asovirakBI!', 
could not be reckoned as substantial food (imsni kho agilanassa udahsal!lbbinnal!l pana paribbogcns 
pa8ca-bb�aj}ani seyystbfdam sappi ilBVB11itBL!l tel� · paribbuJJjitum (Yin. p. 225) 
maclbu pbanit� bbcssB.fsni cha bbesajjssammatini ca Later any drink which could properly be given to a Joksssa ib�atisn ca pbar811ti n,. cs olariko iharo monk at any time of the day served the purpose of�• p�JJJJayati. Yin. I, p. 199). Therefore the. Buddha allowed paccaya in its secondary sense which is equivalen! to pans monks to make use of these five medicines during (beverage). Thus when the Buddha arrived at Apana, .a prescribed hours if they had accepted them during such market town of ADge., Keniya - the matted -hair asceltc times. Later when necessity arose, the Buddha relaxed prepared abundant drinks and invited the Buddha to · this rule imd allowed the monks who h&d accepted these accept it from him. The Buddha accepted bis ·invitation five ·IJ)edicine� to · mQke use of them at all hours. It is and on that occasion allowed the monks eight kinds of understood that this rule presupposes the. right time and drink: mango drink (ambapinam), rose apple drink the wrong time for eating solid foods and soft foods ( Yin. (jambupanam}, "banana-berry" ·drink (cocapanBII?), I, p. 200). When solid food is defined in the Yi-9aya ban'ana drink (mocapinam}, honey drink (madbu-medicines are excluded ( Yin. IV, p. 83). According to this pinam). In addition, the Buddha allowed the monks the defmition it is anything that constitutes medicine, if it juice �f all t�ts except the juiee of the fruit of corn, also does not fall into th� category of solid fo�, ot soft food. the juice of all leaves except vegetable juice, the juice of all 
·People could offer these five kinds of medicines to the flowers except liquorice juice and also allowed sugar-monks at any time of the day, i.e. irmpective ofthe right ca,mdwce·( Yin. 1. p.' 246). Thus any beverage which does · and wrong time prescribed for the acceptance ofhard_and not belong to the class ·of soft food is acceptable to· the soft food. But monks are forbidden to liye in abundance. ·-· · monki: With this development the original sense of the The Yinaya �entions that. �ilindli.vacc�a was �toma- 'term gilinapaccaya faded away and now it is in u&&ge rily a receiver of these five kinds of medicinc;s and. be .. used . - �}most sin onymous with 'pan a (beverage). Therefore · · to give thel!l away to bis companions. Thus his co�pany ·· : even when tea or any .other beverage is offered to a monk ' · · . .

· 

of monks came io live in·. abundance and the Buddha :; it i�:um"v�ably called gilBDspaeciiya; and when mediCine · prescribed ·that medicines which: may be: partaken of-by , -.. is gi�e� to ·& ·sick ·monk it is called bbesajjs and not .sick �onks i.e. gbee; fre!h butter, etc. haling accepted · 
. g.Ueapaccaya. them may be stored at most for seven days ·( Yin. I, p. 209). 

One·of the eight boons begged for and granted by the 
. Buddha to Visikhi was that she be allowed to give 
medicine for the sick. (gi!inilbbisajjlf!l! ditJJ11} i)bpA. ). 

Visikhi was foremo�t among those who off�red this . 
tcqtrlsite to the monks, She went ro.und the monastery, to 
fmd out what medicines and :oth�r requisites are -needed 
by the monks who visit or leave the in,()nilstery or those . 
who are sick or in need of such requisites. W�en Visikhi 
celebrated the dedication ceremony of Pubbirima, at its 

. co�clusion she gave .medicines to the monks ftlling the 
· b_owl of each monk . . 

. 
Apiut from tpese five medicines Whlch are mqre 

· . eommoiiJy ·offered to the Sangha, sugar 'tho�g� mixed 
with flour and syrup coUld be made ·�se of by monks, if 
flour and syrup are added to sug� so u to make it hard 

. . and if it can still he called sugar (tbaddbanatti.ya gufe 
pittbam pi cbarikam pi pakkbipiiiJti, so ca gu}o tveva 
�lebam g�ccbati am1fonismi bhikkhBl'e yatbisukk� 
guiam p�ribbuJJjitum, Yin. l, p. 209). The rule re�ating to 
th� use of sugar and sour gruel brings out clearly the 
distinCtion between medicine and beverage. The Buddha 
allowed sugar fora monk who is sick and sugar-water to a 
monk who · is not sick (anufoni.mi bbikkiwe gnanassa 
gulam agifinassa gulodakam, Yin. I. p. 226). The Buddha 

. . 

GILGIT, ancient site with a stiipa, where in 19l l  the 
dia"covecy wu· made of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts, 
about two miles west of the Gilgit .cantonment (35-SO N ., 

· 74-15 E.)in N.W. Ke.shmir. 
It was in July of that year Sir Aural Stein reported that 

some boys, who were tending their flocks above Nsupur 
· · village, cleared a piece of timber sticking out>on the top of · 
, a small stone-covered mound�. Excavations brought to . · 
light a great mus of ancient manuscripts, which palaeo
graphically can be dated back to the sixth century A. C. 

These Gilgit manuscripts, as - they hav.e been c�lled 
since. then, represent the originBI Sanskrit �;anon ·of 
Buddhism, and they are some of the earliest so far 
discovered in India, similar to those discovered in central 
Asia and Eutern Turkestan. Up to the time of this . 
discover}' at Gilgit, these text were known only through · · 
their Chinese and Tibetan translations. 

The language of the manuscripts is similar to that of 
the Mabi.vastu, U.Jitavistara,·or Suvlll1!aprabbisa, and 
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is really a Prakrit of a peculiar type, using l argely P rakrit 
words with Sanskrit inflections and Sanskrit words with 
Prakrit inflections, with endless irregularities, lack of 
sequence of tenses, indiscriminate euphonic combi
nations, arbitrary conjugations and declensions, which 
has become known under the name of Buddhist Hybrid 
Sanskrit. The uniformity in these irregularities might 
indicate that a language of this type had obtained 
currency at a certain period in the extreme north• west of 
India. 

The Gilgit manuscripts are written on birch-bark in 
Gupta characters. As is usual in such manuscripts, two 
laminas of bark are pasted together to make up one folio. 
In scme cases, p,arts of the lamina of one side peel off, 
while the corresponding portion of the other side of the 
folio remains intact. They were kep� in Srinag!lr till 1947 
as the property of the Government of Ja.riunu and 
Kashmir, after which they 'were removed and are now 
preserv�d in the National Archives· of Pelhi. Formal 
permission for publication was received from �he 
Government of Kashmir and the Central Government of 
India in '1958 and 1959, respectively. 

.An interesting fact relating to the · site where the 
manuscripts .were 'found is that they were deposited 
within · the vault of a stupa. The further facf that · 

sometimes in the colophon the names are given of the 
donor, his relatives and frie1i'ds, sugges'ts that the texts 
were deposited in the sti:ipa as a .sacred objects, for the 
purpose of acquisition of merit through the propagation 
of the dharmaiistras. 

It was only i.n the third of four stu pas built side by sid� 
from north to south that manuscripts have been found. 
This stupa has double basements, the lower of which ' . 
measures 6.6 metres (about 22 ft.) on each side and: the 
next receding about60 em. (2 ft) on all the four sides. The 
height of this stupa is 12 to 1 5  metres (40-50 ft.). The 
diameter which contained the�manuscripts is 2.4 metres 
(8 ft.). In the centr-e of the chamber . there were five 
wooden boxes, the fifth containing the other four in 
which were kep-t all the manuscr!J>ts. One of the manu
scripts is tb� gift of king Srideva Sihi Surendra 
Vikramiditya Nanda, who appears to be a son of 
Vikramaditya, son of Ranaditya, and reigned over the 
Dard country during the ;eign of Biladitya irr Ks.Smira, 
which gives an additional historical basis for the dating of 
the manuscripts. 

It was through the activities. of the Sarvistiviidins, who 
finned out from Magadha to the North-west as a sequel 
to A§oka's co\mcil at Pataliputra, that Kdmlra b_ecame a . . . 
centre of Buddhist philosophical studies. They ·otividusly 
preferred a more Sanskritised version of the Buddhist 
canon to that in Pali based on the dialect of Magadha . 

. .. ..  • . 

The texts found in these manuscripts are ( 1 )  Bhaisajya
guru Sutra, relating the great resolution (mahapra 
nidhsna) made by each of the seven Buddhas and the 
effect �f such resolutions, the present manuscript being 
the last chapter; (2) Ekadaia-mukha containing hVO 
dhiiranis (3) Hayajrlv�-vidy8, a magical charm very 
likely to be used as an amulet to be tied to a part of the 
body; (4) Sarvatsthagatadbisthans-sattvavaloksna
buddha-ksetra-sandariana-vyrdJa, · a dbirsni, to which 
several -other dhara�s have been added l�ter together 
with d�scriptions of their respective rites; (5) Srkna
hadevi·vyiksrsna, which apart from being expository 
contains a!so th� Astottsraiats-vimalaprskhya-stotrain 
full and . a mantra f�·r the worship of the goddess sri; (6) 
Ajitasena-l'yakarsna-nirdesanama 1mabayina-siitr8, 
which appears to be M admixture of Hlnayiina and semi� 
M_a.hiiyiina concepts, indicating the state of Buddhism 
where the Mahayiina ideals of the piramitis·were being 
included in the earlier et�cal code, .without the more 
develope(,! sunyata philosophy; (7) Sam�dbirija Siitra, 
one of the nine principal texts of .the Mahiiyiinists, also 
known as Csndrspradips Siitrs, refers to that state of 
mind in which Buddhas and bodhisattvas realise that all 
worldly objects, thoughts and deeds,· good or bad, are 
non-existent (abhava) and it is · this ·;·knowledge alone 
which can ·rescue o,ne froiQ this world of delusion; (8) 
Bbaisajyavastu, · belonging to the Mulasarviistivada 

. Vinaya; giving only those ·pilrts containing stories of the . 
svadina tYpe with a' mere fourteen pages giVing some 
information about medicines with another twenty of . 
mo�astic rules of di�cipline relating to the acceptance by 
monks of molMses, meat, fruits· and uncooked food; (9) 
Vinaya-vastu of the Miilasaryistivada Vi.Daya PH aka, of 
which only a little mcir:e than a half of the original has 
been salvaged; showing a general agreement between the 
Sanskrit and . Pall versions, al�bough the manner of 
putting the to pies is .different. 

BlbUography: NalinRksha Dutt , Gilgit Manuscripts, 
Srin'agar, 1939; Ragh� Yira and Lokesh Chandra, Gilgit 
Buddhist inanuscripts (Facsimile edition), International 
Academy of Indian Cultur_e, New DClhi, l9S9; M� 
Hackin, JAS. Vol. 220 (1932j pp. !4-15; N. Dutt, IHQ . . 
XIV (1938), pp. 409-24 . .  

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

GffiAGGA-SAMAJJA, a festival held annuallly_(AA. I, 
p. 156; DbpA. p. 73) or from time to time (SnA. l, p. 327) 
in Riij agaha.  According t o  the  Buddha val!'sa 
'Commentary (p. 126) it was an annual festival held all . 
over India and dated_ · from the time of Dip ankara 
Buddha. Buddhaghosa explains it as a festival held on 
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level ground in the shadow of a mountain outside the city 
( VinA. IV, p. 83 1). As Riijagaha Wll.S a city surrounded by 
mountains it was quite natural that the festival ha:s been 
held near a mountain. The word cirsggs ·meaning 
"mountain . top" just refers to · _that particular. place 
whereas ssmsjjs is the important word which primarily 
means a gathering of people, an assembly where not oniy 
the variow items of entertainment such as dance, song, 
mwic,- ( Yin. II, pp. 107-8, IV, p. 267) and theatrical . 
performances( YinA. IV, p. 831, Mbv� Il, p. 57), but also . 
fopd and drink were provided ( Yin. IV, p. 85). People 
from all over ADga and Magadha, including the members 
ofroyal families and the nobility, attended it arid special 
seata were prepared for them ( Yin, II, p. 150, VinA; pp. 
14, 831; SnA. I;·p. 327). According to the Avsasnaistsks 
(p. 185), people from the six great cities assetnbled at 
Rijaarha t.o see it, and among them was a dance-teacher 
from the south. l.t was attended even by monks and nunl 
and when the Buddha was informed of it he :prohibited 
that practice of the monks ( Vin. ll, pp: i07-8, IV;pp: 85, 
267). . 

and men, but also between animals and animals. The 
primary obj�ct, then, of samajja was entertainment by 
exciting and amusing shows (visUks-dasssns), of which 
typical instances are mentioned in the Brabmsjils Sua. 
(D. I, p. 6). The list consists not on_ly of such musical 
varities as dances, songs, instrumental music, panto
mimes, balled-recitations, minstrel's songs and opera; or 
in fights between elephants, horses, buffaloes, bulls, 
goats, rams, cocks and quaib or in magical and acrobatic 
featst but .also some manly' contests � bouting, fighting 

, with sticks; boxing e.nd wrestling, and such martial, and 
military shows as mockfights, roll-calls, manoevers and 
reviews. This is amply corroborated by the description of 
scenes in the midst of a ssmsjjs as given in the TittJ'ra 
.fitsks (J. lli, p. 541). · 

Malalaskera thinks that the . ssmsjjas perhaps were 
origitially a pagan religious festival, a survival of old 
community dancing with an exogamic significance: 
(DPPN. I. p. 765-6). This 'view may fmd support from a 
reference to ssmi.js in the Msbi.bbirsta where it figureS 
as a Saiva f�stival · accompmued by druiking, song and 

The Bucldhist Sanskrit . equivalent . . for. ��,giragga- . . . dance (Hopkins, EpicMytbo/ogy,pp. 65, 220). The word 
· 1amajja"-is gi(iysgu-ssmijs (Mbvu. ��. p; 57). The form . • . also .o�rs in Vitsyiyana'a Kimasutra (i. 4. 26), not in a 

- .girival81Jin girivalgiJSJUI1i.gains (A vi. p. ISS) which re{ers , . ;.  · technical, but in a general sense of gathering at the temple 
· to· the same ·festival, according ·i o.Edgerton (BHS. II, p . . r . of Sarasv�tL o�ce .a month. or fortinightly, where music 

· . 212),.it a corruption for giryigra jn giriyagrassmi.ja,.and-, . i- and dllnces were peiforined.� . . 
��a-meJI.Ding ·on�:IUld

. 
the same. . . ' ' - ·, . � . - -

. 
. . . . : . 

-. ! 
. . \ . 

AJ bas been mentioned, the important word is &smsjja. 
A .phonetic equivalent of S�krit silmsjyi, meaning . 

· . assembly, ssmajjs is undoubtedly· the same word as 
. • -� . ..Mmijain the Sanskrit language as well as �  the Asoka's 

Rock Edict No. L According to �he Sigilovida Sutta (D. 
· IIi, p.- 183) there are said to hive been Six items of 

entertainment li.t �uch a s�ajja, viz., danclng, singing, · 
Diwic, recitatio�s, conjuring tricks and acrobatic shoWs. 

. It_ il more or less synonymous with ussavs, nillbatia and 
Cbans. The inseperablc associatio� of samjjawith usiavs 
is borne out by the. Ursga Jitll.ks (II, p. 13) where it b said 
that. the festive occasion havlpg been announced, the�e 

. was a large popular gathering (usssve gbosite msbi� 
samjjsin sbosi). The ferm ns.kkbatta is generally used in ,.. 
Pali to denote· the .seasonilt festivals, ·and .the ph�ase . 
naHbattam gbuttbBii1 or gbositam ls of the :same iinport 
as uuuam 8hosit8.tiJ, meaning: 'the festival has been 
announced: The phrue nskkbattsm kilsti (J. I, pp. SO,-

-250) conveys the idea of the celebration o.f a festival, 
making merry, taking a holiday. Cbsna (from Sk. ksan�) 
is just imother word (J; III, p.539) whlch may be treated 
·as a synonym of nskkbstts or usssvs. · 

Thus Samajjs or ssmi.js as a festive gathering was 
iiltended, according· to the Hathigumpha inscription of 

. K.birvela, to witness the exiting cont�sts and musical 
varieties. The contests were not on]y those between men 

K.autilya in a _passage:ofhis Artbaiistrs (ii, p. 25) refers 
to iamaja, iuong with utsava ind yi.tri, where the - · · 
drinking ·of wine was unrestricted for four days; and in 
another passage (xiii p. 5) points out the conquc:rer's duty . . 
of concili�:ting the conquered people by respectinng their 
love and· -devotion to their country, their religion and· 
·their institutions such as. utlava, ssmija and vibira. It 
was by organisation of such festive occasions (usi.iV. and 
SIJ111ijs); according to the Hstbigumpbil inScription, that -
Khiravela sought to exhilarate the citizens· of K.ilinga 
capital, in celebrating the success of his first military 
cat?p�gn; . . . 

Asokairi o�e of his edicts (Rack - Edlct No. 1) refer$ tq . 
two kinds of ssmsjs, one good which he encourages and 
the other bad which ·he bans. He di� not specify the 
IBmij.uwhich, in hiJ opinion, were good or tbose·which 

,.. were b�d. In the Rock Edict No. IV, however, he refers to 
exhibitions of viminu, chariots, elephants, illumina

. .  �ons; �e.may have held these exhibitions as good ssmijas· 
· which were approved of by the .good (sadbumata). In 
· banning the bad type where he saw many evils he may 
have followed the teachings of the Sigilo'f·ads Sutts (D. 
Ill, p. 183), where t_he Buddha disapproved of frequen
ting the samsjjas on the part of a good householder,· 
apparently due to the infatuation caused by them and the 
consequent neglect of household duties .. 

. . ' . � . ·' ' 

-� 
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It was on the occasion of such a samajja that Siiriputta 
(= Upatissa) and Moggalliina (= Kolita) were disgusted 
and decided to renounce the world (DhpA . pp. 73-4; AA. 

I, p .  156; SnA. 1, p. 327). 

Upall Karumlratne 

GOD. 
Introductory. The English word God, probabiy like 
aimilar .words in other Teutonic languages, denoted 
orlginlllly anthropomorphic beitigs of a higher order who 
were venerated. After the conversions of the Teutons to 
Christianity the word came to be applied also to the one 
Christian omnipotent . ''!ity. With regard to the many 
"gods" believed by the Buddhists to owe their transitory 
existence to their ka.rnia see the article "deva". In the 
COJ1text of this arttcle the word God is used exclusively in 
the �ense of theistic dogmatiCs as a denotations of a 

. self-existent eternal omnipotent being that has created 
the world and rules the destinies of the cosmos and its 
inhabitantS. According to this view, God is the universal 
law-giver; he is the final cause of all moral command
ments and ritualistic regtilations; as the s1,1jmme judge he 
watches over their obseryation, rewards the virfuous and 
punishes the trespassers. Through lu's revelations he has 
imparted to mankind the knowledge necessary to under
stand the world arid its history·; Besides being the Maker 
and Preserver of all things visible and invisible he unites 
all glory, gqodness and blessedness in himself, pos·sessing 
all moral excellencies and qualities; in the highest degree 

. he owns absolute holiness. It is to hini that the afflicted 
turn to be relieved from their burden, and the fRithful 
hope for salvation through his grace. 

· The idea of it personal god I<? whom absolute power, 
wisdom and goodness are attributed is common to 
Judaism, Christi�ty, Isla�, Vaishnavism; Shaivism 
and many other �eligions. lt is therefore comprehensible 
that the adherents of these faiths expected to fuid in 
Buddhism also ·similar conceptions of a supreme deity. 
Perhaps the 'French traveller -La Loubere was the 'first 
European who 'noticed that Buddhism differs in this 

. respect from the teachings of the other great reliSions; 
speaking of the Siamese he wrote in 169 1 :  "I think that 
one can establish that they have no idea of God. "t Later 

· researches have confirmed this statement in a similar way 
so that other writers frequently have dealt with this · 
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subject. Even the German philosophers towards the end 
of the 1 8th century and the beginning of the 1 9th century 
l ake up this point; thus Immanuel Kant remarks: "(the 
Siamese Buddhists) reject the idea of a divine prov idence, 
they think that through a fatal necessitY. vices are 
punished and virtues are rewarded. ''2 Arthur Schopen
hauer, whose philosophy had much in common with 
Buddhism, made a special point of the statement that 
Buddhism is an "atheistical religion". He thought it 
"scandafous" that even scholars made it & habit of 
identifying religion with theism.J 

There are three ways in which champions of the idea 
./ . . 

that all higher religion must acknowledge a creator I!.Dd 
ruler of the universe try to harmonise Buddhism with this 
conception: 
1 .  Some (e .g. Father Wilhelm Schmidt)4 say that 
Buddhism is a philosophy and not a religion. But this 
see�s rather strange, because Buddhism has places of 
worship, monasteries and other religious institutions. It 
acknowledges also the existence of many supernatural 
beings (d�vas) equivalent to the gods of the_ Greeks and 
other peoples or to the angels of Christianity and Islam, 
The Romans who coined the word "religion" also did not 
understand the word in a theistic s�se. 
2. Others (e.g. Hermann Beckh)5 try to free Buddha of 
the reproach of atheism by saying: B'tiadba wanted o�y 
to teach .a way of salvation, he disapproved ·of all 
metaphysical speculations and left undecided the 
question whether there is a God of not. But this is in 
obvious contradition to the fact that Buddha has 
explicitly denied the existence of God, in some of his 
sayings, as we shall see later on. Nor is an explanation 
offered of the reasons why ali the schools of the HinayAna 
have decidely rejected the idea . of God and have been 
eager to prove by argumentation that there· can be no 
Uhvara . . 

3 .  Others like Ma:hltm� GAndhi have p�opounded the 
view that Buddha taught the existence of Godj but that 
his pupils misunderstood him. Another version of this 
theory asserts that what Buddha taught was a $ort of' 
Ved Antk pantheism., One refers to the fact that the 
NirvAna of the Buddhists is similar to some aspects of the 
Bre.bma of the Upanishads. But there are great differ- · 
ences in other respects. For never has.a Buddhist filught .· 
that the NirvAna is the cause of the wo!Id as the 
VedAntists do· with regard to the Brahma which is the 
"sourc� of the world" (Brabms-sa(Ts I; 1, 2). 

I. La Loubere, Du Royaume de Si.11m (Amsterdam 169 1), vol. I, p. 395 
2. Immanuel Kant, Vor/esungen !I bet physische Geographie, chapter on Siam, see H. von Glasenapp, KB!lt und die Religionen des 

Ostens (Wifrzburg 1954), p. 55 
' ,. ·· ·· · 

3. A. Scbopenhauer, Der Satz vom Grunde pal'll 34. 
4. W. Schmi�t, Ursprung und Wesen der Religion ('Mifnster 193; p. 4) 
S. H: Beckh, Buddhismus (Berlin 1916), I, p. 12 1  f., II, p. 126 f. 

... 
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So all these 'il.ttempts to construe an ancient "theistic" 
Buddhism are not successful. They do not take into 
consideration the fact that even if one m ay have some 
doubts about the authenticity of the words of the Buddha 
as they are recorded in the most ancient texts, Buddhism 
since at least 2000 years has been opposed to the doctrine 
of a ruling God. Nor can it be understood how iri li system 
which flatly deprecates the idea of a permanent, unchange
able substance and which .teaches a universal conditional 
origination, the idea of a divine ruler and creator of the 
· world-processes can have a place. Indeed, with th� 
exception of some later hybrid semi-Hinduized forms of 
the faith all le�ed Buddbists of ancie�t and modern 
times ·are. in conformity with ). Takakusu's dictum 
"Buddhism is atheistic - there is no doubt about it. ''!i 

Buddhlst arguments aplnst the existence of God: Already 
in ihe older works of the PAli Canon many reasons are 
adduced to show that the supposition of a ruler of the 
universe is n.ot to .be reconciled With the belief in a moral 
order ofthe world.;So the Buddha said according to ·Anguu.,n- �ik4ys:1 "There · are certain recluses and . 
brlliminswho hold this view: 'Whatsoever weal or woe or 
neutral feeling is experienced, all . that is due to tbe 
creation of a Supreme · Deity . (issara•nimm�na-hetu)� 
Then r �ay to tb�m: iso then, owmg to the cre�tion of a 
Supreme Deity; men wilJ become murderers, thieves, 
unchaste; ·li �, �limdeters; abusive, babblers;. c;:o,vetous, 

. . mliliciowi, �d petversdn view. T:hus for those �ho fali . · back on-the-�eation of a Supreme Deity u the essential 
·reason there is neither desire to do, nor effort to. do, nor 
ne��ty to do this deed .or abstam from that deed. So · 
then, the necessity for acti.on or inaction not being found 
to exist in truth .and verity, the term "recluse" .cannot 
reasonably be �pplied to yourselves, since you liv.e in a 
state of bewild�rm�nt with faeulties unwarded." · 
· In a similar way also the verses in . the MahAbc)(Jhi

JAtaka and in' the BhOridatta�J�tiJ,kil r�rpark tliat this 
world full ofsorrow and ill cannot have been created by a . 
God (BrahmA.) who is good and almighty .1 The Buddha 
rejects li!so. the doctrin� of the brahman� that there is a 
God who cannot be seen,9 and dc:ni� that their traditions 
alleged to be fpunded on revelation have any basis, for 
.thes� traditions are forwarded by one generation to the 

other included in the basket (oflore); but no brahmin can 
say that he spe aks from his own experience . t o  

As by some brshmins of his time Brahm! was believed 
to be the supreme god, the creator and ruler of everything 
an the father of a11, 1 1  the Buddha lays special stress on 
the consideration that Brahm�. about whose existence he 
bas no doubt, cannot be an omniscient, almighty eternal 
being. He is no primordial and immortal but owes his 
c:xperience to karma and is liable to change,and.decay. t2 
Nor is he omriisclen"t, as is t·�ld in the Kevaddha
sutta. 1 3 The Buddha not orily shows that Brahm! cannot 
be the creator of the world, but also offers a theory for the 
origin of this wrong ·view. (Fbr this and for the other 
details see the article Bnihma) . . 

In the works of the great dogmatists besides these old 
arguments mkhy others are adduced. w·An Mi sarga i.e. a 
"first creation" with which the whole world-processes 
begins is impossible, because every state is dependent 
upon another that preceded it; there can be no time when 
the .cosmos did not exi�t, at least in the latent fomi of the 
karma of former beings. If God is the supreme ruler why 
did he not accomplish at one· arid the saine time the 
creation, -preservation . and destruction of the univc:rse, . 
for an eternal and immutable cause ought to produce all 
its :effects simulataneously. 1 �· . .  The the.ory -of_ dependent 

· origination contradicts the assumption of one cause to 
which everything can· be tniced. The doctrine of karma is · 

incompatible with the assumption of an almighty God; .' 
b�causc · his function would oply consist . in being the 
executing organ of the ·automatically working law of 
retribution. There is also a difficulty in finding out the 
motive of God's acung: if He acts without desipng to act 
he must be subject to another; if He acts because he 
· desires to· net He . is subject to desire and therefore not . 
independent. If: there is a natural casuality - so that :a 
shoot is produced from a':seed because' many factors like 

· the earth, the waier etc. combine - the suppositibn of God 
is quite superfluous, all the more as the activity of God 
.cannot be settled . 

·· Th� concepts of the theists concerning Vis.nu.or Siva as . 
the god whom they think as�_the unique iivara of the 
world are very unsatisfactory because they attribute to ' 

6. J. Tak&kusu; Tbe E.ssentiels of Bu(}dbist Philosophy, 2nd ed., (Honolui!J 1949) p. 4S. 
7. A. I, p. 174. The Book of Gradual Sayings, iramlated by F. L. Woodwards (London 1 932), Vol. I, p. ISS f� 
8. JAtda, V. p. 238; and V., p. 208. 
9. D. I, pp: 238-243 

10. M. U, p. 169; cf. D. I, p. 239 f. 
1 1 . D. I, p. 18 = D. I, p. 220 = M. I, p . . 327 
12. A. V, p. 60. 
13. D. I, p. 221 f. 
14. Abhidbmns-kols. trad. la Vallee Poussin 2, 64, d vol. I, p. 312 ff., SphuiArtha p. 237, BodhicaryAvatAr�J 9, 1 1 9- 126. 

1 S. Ia Vallee Poll!!in, EREvol. II, p. 184 a. . . 
. 
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their supreme being partiality insofar as he loves those 
who worship him and hates those wh� do not. He Jacks 
the quali ties of a bodhisattva who does good equally to 
al l  beings. The theists of the different sects are a lso at 
variance as to which of the gods is the highest one and 
quarrel among themselves about this question. I 6  

Buddhist Atheism and coinparath'c Religion: Buddhism is 
not the only system of thought arisen in India which 
denies the existence of an eternal world-ruling God. 
Beside the agnostics, sceptics, and materialists who 
disavow. that there are any supernatural beings at all, 
there are the (classical) SB.nkhya and the Mimfuls� �hich 
acknowledge the existence of devas but at the same time 
contest the legitimacy of the thecry that an Uvara 
governs the cosmos and the life of its inhabitanis. But 
there is also another great Indian religion which catego
rically denies the being of a "kart�-hart�" (creator and 
destroyer): J ;1inism has raised. a great ·number of 
arguments against tfieism. It seems also that already in 
the Vedic times some thinkers saw in the governing power 
of the Universe an impersonal force, the rta which 
regulates everything and stands high above the' gods. But 
also outside· India there are nur_nerous religions which 
teach that the world is not controlled by a personal God 
but by an eternal cosmic and moral law. In China 
especially Chu Hsi, the celebrated founder of Neo- . 
Confucianism ( 1 130-1200) has .developed views of this 
kind. But the idea that the world. and life are notgoverned 
by a personal God but by an impe�sonal force on whicp 
even the gods are dependent, is to .be found with many 
ancient religions. So some.GreekS believed that the gods 
are su�bject to the power of Destiny, .and .similar con
ceptions were also shared by ancient Romans, Celts, 
Teutons, Babylonians and Arabs. This proves that 
Buddhism does not stand alone in assuming that it is not 
a personal' God but an eternal law� that, is the principle 
that controls the world. 

· · . . . . . -
The · reason why the Buddha's views differ in this 

respecr from those ofth� theistic religions is that whereas 
in the idea of God ·many conflicting currents of thought 
are combined which Buddhism clearly separates from 
each other. For the idea of God embraces the ideas of a 
creator, ruler, and destroyer of the universe as well as that 

of an author of moral laws, of a just judge, of a helper in 
need, and of a saviour of mankind. In Buddhism these 
same ideas cover a number of separate factors. The 
creat ion,  ru le ,  and d estruct ion of the universe are 
ascribed to the universal moral Jaw inherent in the 
cosmos, a law which finds its expression in the automatic 
working of karma. There is therefore also no need of a 
Law�giver and of a Jud'ge, who allots rewards and 
punishments. The revealers of this law are the Buddhas 
who for this reason are venerated. The transitory devas 
function as helpers in worldly trouble and as tutelary 
angel s .  Concerning the question of salvation the 
Buddhist schools differ; for some of them salvation can 
be reached only by man's own endeavours, for oth.er sects 
the grace of the Buddha Amit�bha is the expedient of 
redemption. The feelings of devotion and reverence 
which the theistic religions ·concentrate upon God, are 
turned towards the Buddhas as the sages who have shown 
the \vay to Nirvruia or to the Arhats and Bodhisattvas 
who are on the. way to it. 

Thus the same ideas, impulses, instincts, longings, and 
hopes which determine the theistic religions are equally 
alive in Buddhism; and above all the most essential factor 
of all religious life is extant: the conception of an awe
inspiring holiness and the sense o(the holy which is 
different fr'cim everything profane. I ' . �- . · 

. • . .:.�, ..... , 
Helmuth von Glasenapp 

. . . . · 1 .. ·- · 

God is a proper name of the deity w�co constitutes tbe 
basis of the (varying) World-views ·'or theologies (lit. 
"thoughts about God '' that are espoused by practitioners 
of Christianity. I His attributes (which for most Christians 
include being, eternality, omnipotence, omniscience, 
omnipresence, goodness and creatorhood) have been 

· matters of absolute presuppositions in Christian history .2 
There are many other English names for this deity, which 

. are always capitalized (e.g: - iLor�·. ithe Holy', 'the 
Father', ' the Sacred ', 'Jehovah,, but today 'God' is by far 
the most common. Capitalization of the name disting
uishes this Christian God from the 'gods' of other ' 

. religions, even, though' some of them, who are conven-
tionally referred to in English discourse by a native name 

" 
16. Nlg!rjuna, MaMprajRApsramitBJhtra, French translation by E. Lamotte, vol. I, p. 1 38 f., S62. 
1 7. The subjeet of this .article bas been deillt with in detail in H. von Glasenapp, Buddhismus und Gottesidee (Wie!liaden 1 954). 

·' . . . . . . . 

' 
I. W� make this 5tatement recognizing the fa� that in certain instances t�e name 'Go4' is. abo applied to the supreme deity of 

non-Christian religions, especially iudaism (see also note 4, below). But, as detailed below, it is our thesis that such tis age always 
reflects a (positive or negative) polernical 3tance. rir-.4-l'isChristlanity, and this more limiting definition is put forward in order to 
highlight that polemic. 

-

2 . . .pn absolute and relative presuppositions, with special reference to the role of God in Christian thougt, see R. G. Collingwood, An 
Essay on Metaphysics. 

/ 
/ 

. .. ·. 
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(e.g. 'Yisnu', 'allah', 'Yhwh� rather than 'God', closely 'Siva'. In the West, too, the use or not of'God 'by scholars 
approxi�ate the Christian God in the eyes of- their and seekers of non-Christian religions reflected their own 
(Vaisnava, Muslim, Jewish) devotees. Because the theistic beliefs and interpretations. 
religl�ns , Christ ianity included, have been prone to claim The first serious studies in English of Buddhism 7, 
�xclusivity for the being, eternality, omnipotence, ornni- which were produced by and for Christian missionaries 
science, omnipresence, goodness and creatorhood of (who needed to learn about the religions they eneoun- .. 
their own Gods, the creation and maintenance of linguistic tered in order to com bat them), did not, of course, apply 
rules for naming them have been highly charged affairs. the name 'God' to the god known by the early Buddhists: 
In bygone days, breaking these rules could even result in Brabmii (q.v.). Most subsequent writers have followed 
execution. suit: the god of Buddhist mythology and philosophy is 

The Christians (primarily missionaries) who first con':�ntionally called 'Brahmii' in English rather than 
began to produce English books about world religions 'God'::, · 

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries3 were But in the Buddhist case, opting against the us� of the 
heirs to such a tradition in which the name, 'God', was English name 'God' does not reflect a bidden polemic 
never employed casually. Although by then misuse ofthe with Christianity, for Buddhists have no interest in 
name could no longer �esult hi death, it was .still defending any God: Brahmiiis the God of Brahmins, not 
considered a road to perdition. If it ever occurred to these · Buddhists. The Buddha and his followers borrowed the 
people that 'God' might appropriately tr!Ulslate names of name from their Brahmanical counterparts in order to 
the supreme deity in other religions, the idea wa.S shunned refute, not only their theology but the basis of all 
as blasphemy.4 'God' named the heart and soul of the�logiesi the idea of God: With philosophy as well ils · Chdstia�s; to apply it to those "heathen gods"whose very mythology the .Buddha reduced Bnlhmifrom Godnt$5 to . . existence Christians were enjoined to deny was unthink- puticipation in the pain of ssmsirs, denying all the 
able. at�ribuies ascribed Him by the Brlbmins and portraying 

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the use Him as, at b��t, � pious Buddhist._ As · this -has been 
of the name, 'God', · beeame a matt.er of concern for discussed in detail' already (s.v. Brahmii) it need :not be 
non-C.hristians; too. Calling- · one's own · deity 'God' ·· repeated here, But it is important to note that Buddhism's 

· · allowed . a vast" rang� of polemical responses to Chris� · non-the.ocentrism has been· a large part of its appeal to 
tianity ·to emerge among the practitibners of the other · ' nineteenth · and twentieth · century thinkers who are · · 

• theistic religions (who were largely · under Christian· unable ·to accept" God as an absolute presupposition. · · 
coloriial domination). Certain Western-oriented Hindus, . Although Neitzsche had Zoroaster declare the death of 
for example, used·'God'in English discourse about Visnu God, his anthrop.ocentrism - his belief that man can 

. or Brahm a in order to make universalistic claims.' With surpass God - wa� largely a produs:t of his knowledge of 
· quite a different motive did certain Oceanic and African Buddhism. The first great English translators of Buddhist 
peoples · describe (to miss:onaries) their native 'God' texts and scholars of Buddhism such as F. Max'Miiller 
(named with some approximation or'!Jehovah1: a· God (editor ofthe Sscredilooks of the East and Sacred Boob 
who had been .all-powerful once but who c�rrently was of the Buddhists series) and T. ,W. Rhys Davids (founder 
totally useless or dead, worthy . .ofno more thannostitlgia of the Pali Text Society) _·: established the lasting 
or ridicule.' Refusing to c::all one's own deity 'God' in .c onvention of calling .Brahmii 'Brahmi' rather than 

. English also had polemical force, � it allowed a Muslim 'God',· ni)t in .order to _avoid blalsphemy (�ke - their 
or- Saiva to ven.enite as ·God not 'God' but 'Allah' or missionary predecessors) as much as to preserve 

3. For the origins of Euro-American di!course on world rellgioiu Re Wilfred Cantwell Smith, The Mr.Blling IJlld End of Religion . . 
4. Judaism presents an exception to thi! generalization; the supreme deity of the Hebrew Bible hu often been called 'God' in English . 

discourse. Christianity incorporlea the Hebrew Bible of Judaism Into its own Holy Bible as an "'ld Teatment"that has been fulf'alkd 
and thus supreaeded by the "New Testament" containing the words· of J�=Sus and his disciples. Chrirtians thus believe that their God 

· istheaupreme deity of the Heb.rew. Bible, and .account fordi1crepancie3 
·
between the MOld" and ''New" Testamenta by claiming that 

Jeaus understood God better than the authors of the Hebrew Bible. In re!ponse to this appr�priation and devaluation of Judaism by 
Christianity, embedded in the use of 'God' to name the supreme deity of the Hebrew Bible, many modern writerJ refer to Him by 
Hebrew custom as 'Yhwh' or 'God� 

· · 

. 

S. Amoq milny possible examp)e! we might call attention to the use of 'God' in the writings of the Arya and Br�hmo Samaj, and . 
Mahatma Gandhi. 

6. See Jonathan Z. Smith, "Th� Unknown God" in hi! Im�gining Rcli,ion. 
7. E. g. Howard Malcolm'• Trave/1.in South�t Asia and R. Spence Hardy's MIJllual of1Juddhism. 
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Buddhism 's Godlessness. Yet there is irnoy in the use of 
'Brahma' rather than 'God ' by writers in English on 
Buddhism: it · renders non-poiemical one of the most 
polemical stances taken by the early Buddhists. Trans
lators could more forcefully capture the spirit of the 
Buddhist critique in English if they called Brahma 'God'. 

In ancient India, too, the Buddha's polemic against 
theocentrism evoked change. Even some non- Buddhists 
developed anthropocentric world-views, Others, theists, 
explicated new theologies that attempted to undercut the 
Buddha's significance just as he. undercut Brnbma's: 
tbeologies of a Vi��u whose cosmic lifespan is so 
immense that the Buddha, including all his kslpss of 
Bodhisattahood, is merely one of ten divine inc�ations; 
of a Siva whose meditative achievements mock the 
Buddha's aus.tere ssinsdhi with their erQt� revelry. In 
response to these new theologies, Buddhists in turn began 
to reformulate the Buddha's . non-theocentrism. Some 
(like the Theraviidins) argued in new ways that salvation 
is a human rather than qivine affair; Visnu is allowed all 
His glory, but He stands at the feet �r' the Buddha it. 
Buddhist temples, humbly recogriizing that Godness 
pales in comparison with.Buddhahopd� Others (like the . . . . 

· aspirants to birth in the Pure Land of Amitabha (q;v,)) 
began to conceive. of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas as 
omniscient, omnip-resent and eternal rivals to the Godness 
ofa Visnu or Siva. 

· 
'· ' 

In modem times, Buddhists who affirm the anthropo
centrism of the Buddha (especially the Thenividins) have 
been occasionally voca lcrities of the Christian God; as 
examples we inight mention the Buddhist participants in · the Panad uravad a  (q.v. Panadura-de bates) and 
Anagirika Dhimnapila ( q. v.).1 Buddhists with faith in a 
God like Buddha (especially the practitioners of Shin 
Buddhism have, on the contrary, tended· to pursue 
ecumenical relations with Christians bY means of the 
"Buddhist;Christiari' Dialogue" which s�eks to fmd a 
common (theological) basis for· the practice and ·philo-
sophy of both religio�s. . · · · 

Gunapala DharmaslrJ and Jonathan S. Walters 

· GODDESSES,even though repre�ented in pre-f.ryan and 
Vedic religion, seem to have come into prominence at a 
later stage of the religious development in India. They 
occupy a very subordinate position in the early Ve�ic 
beli�fs. Most of the goddesses who are included in the 

.. � • • •. � " . .., • • .,i • 

Vedic  pan theon  are e i t h e r  d iv in i t ies  of natura l  
phenomena or appear as wives of great gods. Many of 
them have no independent character and hardly anything 
is mentioned about 'them except their names which arc 
simply formed from the names of the great gods, often 
with 'the . addition of the feminine SUffi]t anf. Thusl 
Rudriini is derived from Rudra; Varuniini and lndrani 
from V�runa and lndra, respectively. Of the independe�t . 
goddesses Usas appears to be the most important. But 
even she is �ot equal to the gods. Sarasvati, another 
important goddess of the �g-veds is ranked with the 

· lo,vest dass of deities. However, in the later Vedic period, 
reflected in the Brahmsl!ss and Pural!as, goddesses 
gradually begin to acquire importance. 

Even though a noun of the feminine gender is most 
.frequently used for 'deity' (devsta) in Pali goddesses are 
seldom specifically referre� to in early Buddhism. 
However the term deva-dhita is often met with in 
Buddhist literature, in contrast to devil-putts, when it 
connotes 'divine damsels', but they,."!lre neither fUll 
fledged goddesses, nor do they play azi}rnpor�ant role in 
the religious beliefs of the time. Textual evidenCe: suggests, 
that the early Buddhist pantheon was. made· up of the 
important Vedic gods and also of a few gods 'of the folk 
religipn (D. n; 253; Ill, p .  1 94; M. 1,-,J!.,�BO). On being , 
taken over to the Buddhist pantheon,:they lost. much of 
their importance and were made . su_bordinate to 'the 
Buddha and his eminent disCiples. They, like all other 
beings; are subject to birth, decay and death. As goddesses 
were not prominent in the Vedic pantheon they do not 
seem to have received the attention of the.early Buddhists 

. too. Altho'\lgh the goddesses Siri (=Sri) is .. mentioned she, 
too, does not appear as afull fledged goddess (DPPN. II, 
p. 1 139). Thus, the important deities accepted by early 
Buddhism are exclusively male . . 

Even in early Mahiiyiina Buddhim, gods and goddesses 
are not given· prominence. But with the deveiopment of 
popular Mahayinism, the_importance attached to gods 
and goddesse's . increased .  '-Jnder the. influence of 
Hiilduism, wruch fs. quitoe ri<;h in its ,pantheon, popular 
Mahiyani�m, to�; increas-ed _its .Pantheon. _GP<ide�ses!; 
for example, Gauri, LRksmi, Durga, Kill, Sar!lSVa�. 
were of great ·imp�rtance 'in the Hindu pantheon. This 
may have prompted tb,e Mahiiyanists to create goddesses 
by deifying objects of natural phenomena, abstract ideas 
and other o bjects such as books, and attach importance 
to them . 

B. For a recent, systematic treatme�t ofTheravii:da Buddhist antitheology .• �th special referen� to the ideas of modern Christian 
theologians, see Gune.pala Dharmasiri, A Buddhist Ctitique of the (:hnst1an Concept of God. 
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I t  is by the introduction of Tara, the deification of the Th'= Vajrayadsts, in trying to explain the naturr of 
abstract idea of 'crossing-over' the ocean of sal!lsara, that deities, stated that they are mariifestntions of /imya. It 
Lite way was p:aved for numerous goddesses to enter the was belie�ed that these deities emanating from IUnya may 
Buddhist·pantheon. Soon after the appearance of Tiirii. take any colour accordmg to the Tantric rite in which they 
another important goddes3 arose. She is Prajiiiipiiramiti, are invoked. The stock number of colours accepted by the 
the ti�ification'tlfthe important Mahiyina text under the Vajrayinists '!as five, correspondin� to the five cosmic 
satnec nam�. Gradually, deification gained. importance elements. By attributing these colours the same deitywu 
aiid · this resulted in the hi crease of the pantheon. New conceived in different forms. Thus the goddess Tiri, who 
gods and goddesses arose in quick succession. Mahiiyii.na had gai�ed much popularity' by this time, was conceived 
t�xts themselves bear witness to how n�w deities emerged in different 

. 
for�s such as Sit a-Tirii (w�te-Tiri), 

and gained prominence. One such clear case is the Syiima-Ta�i (green Tiri) and finally in twentyone dif-
deification of the earth into a goddess. The Mahsvastu ferent forms. The V�jrayinists also accepted that liioya 
(II, p. 282) and the Lalitavistara (pp. 232 f.) quite clearly manifests itself as different deities in accordance with the 

. depict the.. different stages of her e�ergence as a goddess. · different functions it had to perform. This resulted in,the 
(See BHUMI-SPARSAMUDRA) rise of pacific and angry forms of the same deity. �� 

who was originaily a most pacific goddess, u also 
· Qut it was with the 'is� of Vajrayii.na, in whic� the though! ofas �anifesting hereself in ·angry f9� S,!Jcb U 

Roddesses came to play mtegrat role. in the form of Sakti, Mahiicina-Tiri . (U gra-Tiiri), Ekajat� Bhrkutl and · 
or dikini that goddesses reBJly came into prominence. · X.urukulli. 'The Vajrayanists were so· enraptured with ·' 
In Vajrayina deification became, a very common deification that they represented the same ckity in 
feature, Mainly in order to popularise their tenets Vajra· different forms by virying th� nunibet of heads and 
yinists ·carried out  deification ' to _ the furthest. b�ds and also by vifiitig the -�ymbols' and gestUres 

. ext_reme; They deified almost everything ihat. drew their · display� by .them. Effects ·.of these ·auemp� arc seen in 
att�ntion. The concept of Dhyariibuddba' (q.v.) along· . .  the numerous m�ifestations of tht; same deity. For 
with 'the concepts of. kula (family) and -' Jakt( (q.v;) example� the'goddess .X.�rukplli, herse]fanotherf�rm of 
enhanced the pro¢ess of deification. The Dbyarubuddhas · Tiir� iis represented in five, different forms u S�a- . 

wer�: .r�garded as the heads-of t.h·e five kulu,· imd they . · .· · X.uru'kulla; Tirodbh&va-Kurutulli, Uddiyina:- · 
together with their Jaktis were considered liS progenitors X.urukulla, Astabhuja-X.urukulli and Miyij&lfuama-
of all th� gods and goddesses. The wide acceptance of.the X.unikullii .. Thus all the important goddesses' were 
concept of 'akti rc:sulted not only in the increase in. the represented · in different forms and were · held in hish 
pantheon; �ut al�o in the increase in the impQrtance of . esteem; because they were . considered u capable of 

'goddesses. The popular belief. W!lS that ·a .god ·was mo.re perl'orming importiint functions. TI11.11� .  K.urukuDi � 
disposed to listen to the-invoker when worshipped in the invoked by unhappy Ioven, and another goddeu.called 
company of his sakJi. ln Tibet, where this belief was very Parndabari wu invoked during epidemics. JiDsuJi.wu 
strong, goddesses.acquired great importance. . · rega'rded by the Vajrayinist,s as the g·oddess who cum 
· In the ·early period of Vajrayii.na deificat�on was s�ake-bite and was invoked for that purpose.' '· 

regarded as a result of a.n 1:laborate psychic process. But · All the goddesses in the Vajrayina pantheon arc not of : 
later gods and goddesses were' produced according to the equal rank. Their rank yaries according to their imp.c;Jr-: 
whim! arid fancies of the Vajrayinists. The mt:ditations, t8nce and the part played by them in Vajrayina bdicfJ. 
explained in the Ssdhanas, left much room for imagi- One and the same godde-::� may be of much importance in . 
nation on ihe p�t ofthe worshipper. n� worshippers ' one form and qfless importance-in another; The goddeu 
who revelled in deifying, zealously followed the examples Mirlcl is an important emanation ofV airocana,·but her 
set by the Mahiiyimsts imd began to deify te.r.ts, abstract manifestation as A•okakinti is of little impor:tance and · 
ideas and objects. Followi�g the deificatioh of Prajfii- she is represented as an at.tendant. of K.badiriv!UU-rari 
pirnmiti, th� Vajrayinisis turned into a gQdaess the text Thus, of the three emanationsz of the Dhyinibuddha 
. Mahainajiui. the goddess iar'.ii served as·a gqod example Amitiibba, Bhrkuti and K.urUkulli are more important 
of deification of an abstract idea. This may have than MahiSlt�vati who is' alao one of'the fiVe protect· 
prompted the Vajraysnists to deify the concept of Siinya resses. There are about lourteen major emanations of 
into a- goddess, named N airitmi. Aksobhya and most ·ofthem arc of fierce appearance. Of 

l. Compare al!o the cases of Jangull Prajftapiramiti, Vajraviriibi etc. 

2. The attribution of numeroUll deities to the five Dhyinibuddhadoee not seem to becrimi1tentfor, the 1amedeity is usigned to more 
than one Dhyanibuddha. See the cll3e of V 113udhira who is reprded 113 the emanation of both Aksobhya and RatriiumbhaVL 

. .. ... . .  
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t hese fourteen _Mahacin a--�ara, J anguli , Ekaj a� a ,  
Vidyu.ijviiliikariili, Parna5abari, N airatmii, as well as the 
two pacific goddesses 'Prajnaparamitii and Vasudharii, 
are more important than Vajracarcika, Mahamantriinu
siirini, Mahiipratyangira, Dvajagrakeyura, Jfianadakinl 
and 'vajr�a�i. There are about seven god��sse; e�a
nating from Vairocana and of these Miirici, Usnisa
Vijaya, Vajravariihl and Cundii are very impo�t�t. 
These goddesses appear also under numerous forms. The 
other three namely, Sitatapatra�apariijitii, Mahiisii:has
rapra-mardani and Grahamatrkii �re not so important. 
About ten -goddesses emanate· from Amoghasiddhi and 
of these at least six arc different forms of Tiira, namely, 
Khadiriivani-Tara, Mahasrl-Tiirii, Vasya-Tiirii, Sadbhu
ja-Tiirii, Dhanada-Tiirii and Sit a-Tara. Others are p'ama
· sa�arl, Vajra5rnkhalii, Mah.iimiiyuri and Vajragandh�ri. · 
Two forms of Tiirii such as Vajra-Tiira and Prasanna
Tiirii are included among the six goddesses ·emanating 
from Ratnasambha:va. Others are V asudhiirii, Apariijitii, 
Vajrayogini and Mahiipratisarii, who is also the princip;u 
goddess in a group of five protector goddesses. 

The Vajrayinists were not content even after carrying 
out the process of deification till they ran out of o_f,jects 
and concepts that suited their purpose. Then they began 
to deify aHnost all objects and concepts irrespective of 
their significance in reiigiousbelief. This process added 
numerous groups of collective goddesses to the Vajra
yina pantheon. They created six goddesses by deifying 
the six quarters. Another group of five were formed and 
named as five protect'resses (pa/Icaraksa-devata). There 
are. other groups whose ori�n and functions are not clear. 

__ One su�h group is the_ eight Gauri - goddesses. Various 
-modes of dandng such �� fasya_ mid nrtya, as well as 
numerous musical instrurrtents such as 'the lute (vina), 
flute (vamsa), tambourine (mui-aja) and kettle dr'um 
(mukund�). were turned iPto goddess. Luminous bodies 
such as the sun, moon, stars arid lightening, too, were 
conceived as goddesses. Even such objects as the door 
planks, the lock. the keys and curtains were turned into 
goddesses under the na�'e Kapiitii, Tiilikii, K.unci, and 
Patadhirinl, respectively.l  Th.ey added four more 
goddesses to the pantheon by creati�g four animal faced 
goddesses namely 'Hayiisyii, Sukriisyi, Sviiniisyii, and 
Simhisyi. The paramitas (perfection) the vasitas 
(sp�cial powers acquired by bodhisl!ttvas) different 
bodhisattvabhlimis (stagcs),4 dharanis and the four 
pratisalT!vits (analytical knowledge) w;.;:e all turned into 
goddesses. 

Beside these goddesses the Vajrayiina pantheon con
sists also of a few &_oddesses taken over fro� the Hindu 
pantheon. Sarasvati, Ganapatihrdaya, Viirahi, Ciimundii 
are some of the godd�sscs thus incorporated in 'ttie 
Buddhist pantheon (see also APASARAS, DEIFI
CATION). 

S. K. Nanayakbra 

GODS. The concept, - of gods, · though present in 
Buddhism, does 110t eit,hcr form part of its c�ntral 
teachings or serve as a bi,lsisfor its religious practi��s. 
Buddhism is a non-theistic reJlgious-philosophy. This 
means that it does not accept 1h.� possibility or a creaior 
God, either as the Creator of:m:ap or aS the Creator of the 
world. " " i - - -

Not only was the B!.iddh�':·corlversant with the the 
current sixth century B .c: views- of creation (eke 
samaf1a:btihman8 issarsk.ut�izibra�mskuttam icariya
�amagg�IIIIam pa!InJiapenii; -b. :fii.;'pi �S) . but what is 
more importa�t, ht did'I1ot·i�jnk' tliat sucpla view could 
explain anything abo Of the world: -a·ud<Jhism does J10t 
call 'the �o�ld contihgeh't �thif'ib'nly 'impermancl]t. It� 
central thesis emphasizes· that everything' is subjeCt to an -
uncc�ing flo� :of change (vipsr:f�/Jmadbamma, cc: G. 
Dharmasiri, A BuddJ!i,st_Crjtiqu{o_ftl;� Christian concept
of God; 1974, p. 33}:: ;, · ' >>, :;' >- _; ._; ' · 

The Agga!Iffa Sutt� :'of.:;�he iJ;�hs 'Nik�ya (D. Iii� 80f. 
Dialogue of the Buddbaiili�17./b qwt(Clearly stales that 
both the physical\v(uld·'�dt}1��llh1�nsodety are not, tQe 
p(bducts of l!ny cie�ti\re�fiiirt ' df i{ G'od _ but merely the . . ' �

· 
. . ..... (. :;.;::·:-•; . . . 

·
' . � . . . . . . 

products of an cvolution(ryptl)cess (Matasinghe, M :  M. 
J. Gods i�_EJ!rly.�ddbi�Wd:fJ4;.P·-4� :::' GEIJ). It is also 
clear from . t�e .�gg�JJJII�.' $r!tta, t,hat ·any one single 
evolutionary. proci:ss 'pf,f�e ,\Vi>rld, is ()nly one iil a !mig 
series of such pr()t;s��.s w]U�;l! Qper-atc m the U nivei-se like 
several oiher processesi �t l�jyS:,of ���urc. . 

. 

The P�i �erm whicfi"de�&ib�·s the-gOd� in �h� Buddhist 
tradition 'devn 'is defm{d ibj he,'P3li hxt So.ciety;s i>'rui
English Dictionsryu ;.The ptlp\ll�rdymology refe_rs it to 
the root divin the sense of playing, sporting or amusing 
oneself; dib'bQ.ntiti •de�a. pa/Icahi kimagunebi filanti, 
.attana v8 siriyajorand ti att!w: KhpA. p. 14; �god, divine - - -
being; usually in pl. d�va, the gods. As title attributed to 
any superhuman being or beings regarded to be in certain 

3.- B. Bhattacharya (The Indian Buddhist Iconography, p. 3 16) is of opi?ion _that the door-plank as well as the o.ther parts _of the door 
were deified as the door was held to be important becarn�e of its power of giving protection against thieves, animab and intruders; 

4. They increased the n�mber qf psramitss, vafitas and bodhisattvs-bhiirdis to twelve by adding two new ones into !ach gtoup. The 
two paramitas added were Ratnaparamita amd Vajrakarma-piiramitii. The new 'vafit8s and bodhisattvs-bhumis �ere Tathatii
vaAita and D�ddha-bodhiprabhavditii, Adhimuktitarya-bhumi_and Samantaprabha-bhumi. 

.
.

.... 
·

-
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respects above the human leve l . . . .Aiways implying splen
dour and mobility, beauty, goodness and light and as 
such opposed to . the dark powers of mischief and 

destruction" (s. v. PED.). 

Thoughout the Buddhist texts, the Buddha'u:nlighten
ment is consistently explained as consisting of complete 
and comprehensive knowledge and insight of the entire 
world together with its beings both mortal and immortal 
(so imam loksm sadevaksm ssmsrakBni sabrahmakam 
sassam�a-bribmanini psfsm ssdevam�nus.fsm ssysm 
abhiMasacchikstva psveded; D. I. 250; Dislogties oftl;e 
Buddha I; 3 16). It must be pointed out here that 
according to the �uddhist conception of the world, the 
'world' that is of interest to Buddhism is the 'world of 
beings'( GEB. p. 43). And' it is important to note that this 
'world of beings' is ttie world of gods and men 
(sadevsmsmusam/Thus, the gods form as integrlll part 
of the world and they do, therefore, occupy a definite 
pl�ce in the Buddhist cos�olo8ical conceptions. · 

· . All livi11g beings iii _the world �re classified �li,r four 
broa� grpups according to the form of their birth (yoni� 

- as egg::born (a1!1aja), _womb-born (ja/Bbuja), moistu,re-
- born (samsedaj1,1) imd those of · spo�ntaneous origin 
- (opapitik.�J, Of the�e •

. 
the fourth includes the gods (f.{. I, 

13; ii£B: trp. 46). 
-. . 

. I 

A �etailed- description of the different -'spheres - or 
realms of existence of the diverse types of beings · is 
contained m the' Mab'i-dbanada Sutta of the Majjbima 
Nfkays (M. 1._ 73f.). The five destinies or bournes (gatiyo) 
of beings as. -c:iplaine� . therein are, purgatory (niraya), 
ani�� - birth .(ti�sccbinayoni); realm -of the petss 
(pettiYissys)� .rtalm of �uman bc:in&S -(manussi) and 
realm of the,gods (deva), {GEB. p. 46): 

· 

The 'gods belong to different heavenly realms or 
.· __ _. '  spheres.-These vary froiD the most frequently mentim:ted 

. seven· to as many as tweiity-five or even more sometimes. 
Almost :all �he contexts invariably have th� names of the . 
first six heavenly spheres while in most contexts they 
hllv� - Brshmaloks (or Brabmak"iyiki devi) as the 
seventh. The longer list, it is impoitan� to note, is found ... 
only in a few contexts, pcintjng to the possibility that this 
increll!e is � result of increasing the number of the 
Brahms realms to suit the special d�trii:tal requirements 
of Buddhism. · · 

The_ seven heavenly spheres tl:nis mentioned ar� as 
follows: Citummhsraj,ika, ravatimsi, Yima, Tusiti, _ 
NimmsrJsratf , Psrsnimmitsvssavaiii and Brahmsloko 
(or Brsbmskiyiki devi). Aecording to the lmiger lists the 
following heavenly spheres are found in addition to the 
abov� seveil: Abba, Psrittabbi, Appsmanabba, Abbas
sara, Subbs, Psrittssubba, Appamanssubha, ·Subbsk
i'!'!a-,. .V�bappbali, A vibi, A tappa, Sudsssi, -Sudsssi, 

' . 

Akanittha, Akisansiicayatavupaga, ViiJifaf!s11ciys
tsnup�g8, Akiliiilayatsnupsgi, and NevssstJRinis
siiJiaystanupa . Of the first six heavenly �pheres, thr. 
Citummahsrs ·ka (q.v.) has the Four Great Kings 
(csttaro mabira fono) as Kings while each of the other 
five has a King or chief god who is superior to the rest of 
the gods in that particular heavenly sphere and who also 
exels them in ten ways (A. III. 333, IV. 242, 253, 256). Of 
these, the god most frequently referred to is Sakka, the 
King of the TivatUJ:sa gods. 

Acco�ding t� the MJJbasfbsnids Sutts of the 
Msjjbims Nikays (M. 1. 13 f.) beings in heavenly spheres 
experience feelings which are exclusively p�sant 
(eksntasukbs vedans) compared with _ the continued 
suffering which is sharp and severe (eksntadukkbi tippi 
kstuka) of the beings of purgatory, suffering which is 
sh�rp and severe ( dukks tip pi kstuka) of the beings, of 
the animal world (tiraccbins yo;u), · feelings which are 
abundantly painful (dukkbababuli vedaoi)of the beings 
of the realm-of the petas (pettivissyt), and the experience 
of pleasure ii1 general (sukhabahuli vedsni)of the beings . 
of the. reaJm of human beings. -

- Acco�d�g to Pall Canonjcai texts, even human king- _ 
. . sliip is beggariy-wh�n co-mp�red. with dte happin�;:ss in the . 

heavenly spheres (A. 1; p. 213; I.V, pp. 252, 256. etc.). The 
gods enjof their ftll oft he five celestial sense•plea$u�. 
there being some gods who even pass away from their 
state.of celestial existence due to over-indulgence in the3e . 
pleasures (D. i. p. 19). The- gods make special merriment 
on partic_ulai: occasions such as when a Bodhis�tta i• born 
in the wotld of human -beings. The gods have radiant 
bodies·, tlidr radiance depending on tlie degree of purity 
of theii: deeds in the previous· human existence. · 

Alth·ough the ·different he·avenly realms are arranged 
hierarchically,- the Pall .texts are silent as to what . 
constitutes the difference between_ them. It seems that the _ 
higher realms a:re preferable to the lower ones, mainly as 
one goes higher and higher in the 'scale, the length of the 
life-spans also increases, the idea apparently being that 
while . the gods of the Citummahirijiks realm have a • 
life-span of five hundred celestial years. the gods of the 
Parsnimmitsvsssvsiti realm have a life�span of sixteen 
thousand celestial years - years of similar celestial bliss 
(GEB. p. 5 1). 

1 . 
It is the degree of intensity and the purity of action 

which Qetermines the state of heavenly existence on� is 
reborn into� While liberality (dana) and morality (sils) · 
are sufficient for rebirth into _ the six lower heavenly 
re·aims, it is the degree of perfection in the meditative 
�ccomplishments (bhivsna) which- determines rebirth 
into the Brahms realms ( GEB. p. 266-267). See chart. 
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As much as the differences which exist between one 
heavenly realm and another are those whi.ch relate to the 
quality or degree of spiritual attainment which deter
mines such rebirth, the heavenly realms in the Buddhist 
texts are also not lQ be understood as cosmographically 
defjnable ( GEB. p. · 43) compartments in space. This 
means that titles such as · Catummaharajika and 
Ti_vatimsa, terms which describe the gods of certain 
specific' religious or spiritual values, are not intended at 
all to indicate geographical locations. 

Although in all the CiUlonical contexts where several 
heveanly reaims are referred to, they are arranged 
hierarchically, . nothing is said about their physical 
location in space, either in relation to one anoth-�t:or'in 
relation to the world of human beings. For example, · 
according to these, the 1avatimsa gods are higher than 

" the C!ati.Jmmaharajika gods, btit this does not therefore 

.. ... · .  

necessarily imply ihat the realm of the Ti..�atimsa gods is 
spatially located above the realm .of th� <.."itmninabara

jika gods. Furtht;r, it cannot !ll.so be �rgued, acc�rding to 
these Nikiiya co.ntexts that, an.Y one realm of the gods is . .  
spatially disiinct frolll tl}e rest of the heavenly realms. it 
may be noted here that this is an important characteristic 
of the analytical �osmology ofEarly Buddhism, which 
thereby differed froin the cosniographical 'world views' . 

. of other contemporary Indian religious philosophies 
( GEB. p. 43 f.) . . . 

Thus, the heavenly realms are not. conceived of as 
blocks or comparments in a storeyed structure either · 
above or below the human world, but as categories or 
types of beings of similar attainments or accomplish
ments and composition existing in environments parallel 
and coterminous with the wo�ld of human and other 
beings ( GEB. p. 56 f.) . This also means that the gods too 
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are therefore, subject to the same conditions of change 
and impermanence as are the human and other beings. 
They too are finite, having a beginning and an end, 
although their conditions of birth, living, etc., are said to 
be much better than those of human beings (S. III, 85; 
Kindred Sayings, III. 7 1). 

According to the evidence in the Pali Canonical texts 
the Buddhist gods are not objects of prayer or religious 
ritual. This is not because all religious practices accept
able to Buddhism were devoid of religious ritual, but 
because the path of the spiritual development of mali and 
everything that is associated with the practice thereof was 
consid�ted dependent solely on man and was therefore 
outside the intervention ltbd supervision of any one else, 
diviDe or otherwise. 

Neva tam upajivami - mapi tc katakammasc 
tvam cv� bhikkhu}aneyya -yenif gaccheyya suggatim 

("Neither am I dependent upol) thee, 
· 

Nor yet hath guilty deed by thee been done 
But thou, 0 almsman, thou thyself shouldst, know 
How thou to blissful destiny mayst go" (Kindred Sayings 
I, 261). 

Although it is possible that a god might point out in 
case of a faltering on the part of the disciple, · it is the 
disciple h�mself who knows better ( GEB. p. 88). 

The other, is where the gods contact either the B'uddha 
or one of his disciples invariably to seek resolution of a 
doubt that bas arisen in their minds or some matter 
connected with the future well-be�' of the teaching 
((JEB. p. 84). / 

Hence, the gods are irrelevant to the attainment of Thus, it is the Buddha and his eminent disciples - either 
NibbiJJa .in Buddhism . .  Therefore, the gods have no arahants, those striving for enlig�tenment, or lay dis-
central or important function to perform in Buddhism. ciples of considerable accomplishmellls in the require-
Although the path of enlightenment has to be wor�ed out. . ments for enlightenment-who have close contact with the 
entirely by one5elf, the guidance of a teacher or the gods, except i'n a very few instances. It may be noted here 

· companionship of il friend is regarded as helpfUl. Even in passing . ·that the Nikiiya • t.exts record onty· · three. 
the role .of the teacher (acariya) in Bu�dhism sei:ms to be . . instances where the gods are':said to have visited those 
&ut a combination' oftbnoles of both ihe mentor and'of ' outside the above categories; .but it is ioiportant to note 

. . the�'friend acco,rd�!_!g to the· Yinsys texts Yin. I, p; 6Q f.). that Uj ail these instances; the visits are of specially limited 
lbe importance of such companionship · is . praised , purpose. ·Therefore, it is the Buddha and his e.minent 

throughout the early. Canonical texts. We find extolled · disci pies who are able to ·see· and converse with the gods 
even in such.·.ancient documents as the Kbaggavisana .

,·
and thus, it is only they who know the gods ( GEB. p. 90). · 

Sutt. of the Suttli nipata, one of the most ancient sutt� The evidence in the Pali Canonical te�ts is quite clear . exemplifying the ascetic (muni) ideal among the p� that such knowledge and contact i� the result of higher �exts (S�. pp. 207-221). Such ll friend is often referred· to · religi�us accomplishments. Ali Canonical contexts where u a kalyif.!am,i�ta .: 'a noble compimion' or a kind and the subject of the . ��gher knowledge (abbi6tia) is  ·well-intentioned friend, in the Pa� .texts. 
. 

discussed a�e agreed that it is the Fourth . Jhana,.. 
This is one of the r�les in which the majority of the gods (catutthajjhina) which provides the requisite pliability of 

in the early Canonical texts are seen to be active. when mind for such acquisitions (D. I. 791 M, I. 34; etc.). It is 
· they are associated with disciples who are· engaged in · after one attains the mental purity and concertration of 
exr.rtion to attain Nibbsna. · The Sutias of the ·vans. the Fourth )bins that, "with mind th�s seren_e, pure, 
Ssmytta (S. I, pp. 197-205) show that at the sli.ght�st sign transhicen�. cultured, devoid of ev�l, supple, manoeuvr-
of faltering"on the part of the meditative disci pies, ·these able, firm �d impertuJbable" one is able to direct it to 

. kindly gods come' and exhort them to take heed, lesHhey achieve any_ ·kind bf higher knowledge· or any of the 
fail to attain the go�l which they are sceldng to attain acquisitions, he _is desirous o(ac;quiring, su·ch as .the 
(GEB; p. 86). · . knowledge of the. ' ·recollection of p as t  existences . . 

B\!t) it is most important to note· that such help and 
advice from an4 intervention by .the gods is entirely 
voluntary and when. such help and advice is offered, it is 
offered with great reverence and do not, therefore, come 
as directives from superiors. Therefore, such help is 
·neither to be sought after, nor is to be depended upon. · 
This is quite eloquently brought out in a sutta at S. I, p. 

. 205 where being highly pleased by the kindly admoriition 
of the deity, the di�ciple requ�sts the deity to correct him 
in case of future transgressions as well. To this the deity 
replies: 

,. ,,. 
� . 

(pubbenivasaiiussatifiana), th� divine · eye (dibba-· · 

cakkhu), the divene ear ( ciibbasota), or any of the psychic 
.powers (iddhividh.a)(D.l. p. 79). Thus, the ability to hear 
heavenly sounds and see heavenly forms results from the 
cuitivation of samidhidirected for that specific purpose. 

Here too, th� texts are quite clear that the process of 
communication with the gods begins with the hearipg of 
sounds, followed by the sighting of their forms (D. II, p. 
205; cf. also the · Janavasabha Sutta account of the. 
Buddha's meeting. with Janavasabha, _D. II. p. ·205). 
According to the Mahali Sutta of the Digha nikaya, the 
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problem of Sunakkhatta was that he could see the forms 
but not hear the sounds (D. I, p. 1 53). According to the 
Buddha, it was so, because his samadhi WaS of limited 
resolve or application, i.e. because it was aimed only at 
seeing he��:venly forms lind not at hearing . heavenly 
sounds (Evam h 't:tam . . . .  ekamsa-bhBvitt: samBdhimhi 
dibbBnam riipanam dassanBya' . . . .  no ca kho dibbBnam 
saddanair; savanay� (D. l, p. 1 53 ;  GEB. ,  p. 93). 

. 

According to the Gaya Sutta in the Anguttara Nikaya 
th� enlightenment of the Buddha was not co.mplete until 
he '·mastered the Eightfold Series of Knowledge and 
Insight which transcends (he gods (atthaparivattam 
adhideVS-'iiBI?adassansn:J, These as enumerated in th� 
sutta are: 
i. Perceiving the auras (obbf!asam hi kho saiifonami); 

ii. Seeing forms ( ... riipBni ca pas;Bmi); · 

_ iii. Stand with (be in the company of), talk to and engage 
in conversation with, the gods (devatBhi saddhim 
santitthami, sallapami, s1'1raccham Sl!mapa.i]ami); · . 

iv. Distirtctive knowledge of these gods as to the different 
realms or spheres to which they belong (ima devata 
amukamhB VB amukamhB va devanikayati); 

v. Penetrative knowledge regarding the gods i1s to what 
past deeds conditioned their present births as gods 
and from having been what they came to be re�orri as 
such, etc. (ima devata/massa kainmassa Vipakena ito 
cuta tattha upapanna 'ii); . 

· 

vi. Knowledge regarding t heir subsistence, their ex 
perience, their weal and · woe, etc. (imll devata 

. evamahara, evamsukha-<illkkha-patisamvt:daniyo ti); 
vii. Ki:w'wledge re·gardlng the length of their life-spans, 

the length of _life in their present states, etc. (ima 
de vatS evamdighajuka, evamciratthitika tJ); 

viii. Knowledge 'or whether he had d..;�lt with these gods 
formerly or not (imahi devatahi saddhirri sinnivuttha
pubban: yadi YB na sannivutthapubbll� 'ti) (A. IV. p. 
302; Gradual Sayings IV. 201 ;  GEB. p. 93). 

According to. the sutta; each successive stage of this 
knowledge and insight resulted from a further purifi
cation of the knowledge and insight of the previous stage, 
through samadhi (. . . .  JI8nadassanam parisuddhitaram 
assB'ti: A. IV. p .  302; Gradu;i} Sayings IV. 201). 

. 

. . ' . 
It is clear from the above discussions that it is the 

concentration of mind (samBdhi) which enables one to 
establish contact, or in other words, see and ·converse 
with and thereby know the gods. Also, in as much as there 
are distinctions between the higher and the lower heavenly 
realms, there are alro distinctions in the states of samadhi 
by means of which one is able to reach th'e'go(J S'of'"the 
different heavenly realms. This is why bhikkhu 
Kevaddha who entered into a state of samadhi which 
could only enable him to establish contact with the gods 
of the lower heavenly realms (atha kho so Kevac!cfho 

bhikkbu tatharupam samadhim samapajji yatha
sam8hite citte devayBiuyc maggo patur ahosL: D. I.. 215) 

had to enter into anoth�r (higher} samadhi to establish 
contact with the brahmaJcayikagods (atha kho . . . Brabiila
yaniyo maggo patur ahosi: D. I, 220). Thus, the samidbi 
which resulted in the devayaniya magga was not sufficient 
for establishing contact with the higher gods of the 
Brahmakayika realms, which therefore required the 
(higher) samBdhicorresponding to the relevant spiritual 
refinement. 

It i� importimt to note here how the !ext describes 
bhikkhu Kevaddha's attainment of the path to the gods. 
It dearly states'that the path to the gods arose in the mind 
thus cultured (yathBsainahit� citte del'ayBniyo maggo 
piitur ahosiJ� · 

.. Thus, the entire process of hearing, seeing artd co�ver
sing with imd thereby knowing the gods takes place iii 
sainadhi.; This is h�btiy how the gods too 'meet' iJr · 

transact with the .Bud�h or with his eminent disciples. 
According· �o the teits;:these ··meetings' take pJace either 
towards tliflaherpai'tofthe night (abhikkantByaratt1iaJ 
or when th!: Buddb� w�s spen<lingihis noonday rest 'in 
meditation· ( div�Vihaiagato bod patisaJJino ) . . 

. . 
. . ' ·  . . . · •' • .

. 

. ... .. 

As these transactiop$·take pi ace whilst in samadhi IUld 
as the heavenly real�s irre not conceived of as spatially 
distinct physical;co.IPpai:trrients in space (GEB.� p. 56£;) 
there is no need�for physical .. tnigration of either �f the 

· parties for sucb:tran�actions·.:This is quite clearly"borne · 
out by textual :���d�nced_n·the at·count of the eightfold 
series of knowledg�)itnd:Jnsight. discussed above, th.e 
fo�rth stage iii; the' ac9Uls'iiion :tif.:the, distinctive. know:. 
ledge of th( gtids ·wi�h': regard to_"tlie heavenly realm or 
category to which they bel'ohgt(imi devati·ampkamha :Va 
amukamh'8 VB devahibiya'ii);l Uniess �this � taken · as 
i:�ferring to ;l congre�at1�n or itn ·ass�mbly �f gods �here ·.· . 
all gods of the different 'heaveniy realrils ha<J gathered 
together, the only way in which we �ah understand lhisis 
in . a non-cosmographic sense; H is quite �lear that the · 
context does not refer to any particular gathering of ibe 
gods, it being a ge,ner�stateme�t rFgat'ding the: Buddha's 
acquisition of the knowledge of the gods. · · 

It is impor.tant to_ note here that the gods who come 
under the above discussions do not exhaust the entirety 
of the gods in the early Buddhist texts. An examination of 
the Pali Canonical teits shows that there are three · 
distinct types Of gods,in these texts. The first type consists 
of those gods and spirits who formed part of the general 
Indian mythology into Buddhism, perhaps with minor 
re-orientation. These may be designated as. adoptions 
from contemporary mythology. The second type consists 
of those gods and spirits who also were adopted from this 
same general Indian mythological heritage, but were 
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completely transformed to suit the special requirements 
of Buddhism, performing the new fuuctions assigned to 
th�m. These may be designated os adaptations from the . 
generel Indian mythological heritage. The third type 
consists of those gods and spirits who were created by 
Buddhism and were as .a result added on to the general 
indian mythological heritage. It would be useful to make 
at leut a brief survey of these three types. 

1 .  Ad,ptlons from the eontemporary mythologleal 

tndftlons:-It is estimated that the first Aryan invuions of 
India occurred about the beginning of the second 
millennium B.C. Tb� gruesome stories of the wars which 
pre�ed . the. Aryan settlements -in the new lands they . car.ne to occupy were no longer history when these events 
fmally came to be recorded in the RgW<Iic hymns. During 
the ·long time-gap between the �vents and their. final 
recording in these texts, not only the events but also the 
peoples jnvolved in these 'events had faded from actual 
history io myth and legend. As_ D.P. :kosii,Dlbi explains, 
•lndra lmuhed the enemies of �be A�ns, looted the 
'treaSure-housed of-the gOdless'; Th� dCQlons he kille4 � _ 

name4: S.imb�a, Pipru, Ard�inu, Sushnil (who aiay 
. be a petsdtiifieation of �e drought), and Namucf among 

othm; miny of these names so\ind un�Aryan. 'It is always · 
difficult to separate Vedic myth Jrom possible histdi:ic .. 

� 'reality; rhetorical praise may on nay pot r.epresent some · 
· 'nii!itary iuece's�- on the battlefieid. Were- the women in 
· Namuci's·-:!ariny' human or mother goddesses?- Did the 
demon bave two wives or does. he represent the local god 
of two {iver's se� so often on M\sopotamilll) seals? The 

. Aryan� bad destroyed other urban cwtures before coming -
tolnqia. lndl'!l:wiped out the ·�.mnailts of,the V ardikhas . 
at Harlyilp:iyii.on beh� of Abhyiivartin Ciiyamiina, iln· · 
Aryan . cbjef. The tribe destroyed was .that of the 
Vricivats, Whostfront line of 130 pilnoplied warriors wll! 
shattered like an;earthen pot by lndra on the Yavyavati 
(Ravi) river, � .. .  Such vigo�ous language describes some 

> actuBl fight at Harappi, wh_ether between two ·Aryan 
groups or between Aryans and non-Aryans". (Kosambi, 
D.D.� Culture and Ovilization of Ancient India, 1965, 
78; GEB. p. 70). . · - - . . . 

1 
· 

Accordblg to Kqsainbi's estimation, the lndra of these . 
records,· •resembles a human' war leader .of just such 
violent, patriarchal bronze-age barbarians as the Aryans 
of t�e firit wave patently w�re. Jn fact, it still remains llJl 
open qu�stion whether lndra is not a deifted aricestr� . , 
war ieader who �ad actually led the Aryans in the field, or . 
perhaps a su�ession of such �ive lluman chiefs .. . 
(KosiUnbi, op. cit., 78; Per-rj, w J., Children of the Sun, 
1923, p. 132; GEB, p. 7 1). -

. 

Similarly, ''The Iranian records speak of the var of 
King Yima, ·a rectangUlar place into which neither death 
nor the winter cold could penetrate till someone sinned; 
in fact, a limited form of the 'Golden Age', as it were. 

Then good King Yima saved his people from general 
punishment for the broken tabu by taking death upon 
himsdf, to become the first mortal. In India, Yama of the 
Rgveda was also th� first mortal, the old ancestral death
god, and still remains a god of the dead. Originally, the 
death Indo-Aryan went to join his ancestors in the 
protection of Y ama; later Yama presided over the 
tortures of the dead in the underworld while other gods 
ruled in heaven . . . .  Yam a.-and his protected domain was a 
prehistoric reality before the gre_!lt Indo-Aryan 
migration" (K.osambi, op. cit. 11f. ;:GEB. p, 7 1). 

The Asuras, whom the Aryans confronted on their 
arrival in India, "were the ruling families: a.nd not the 
common people. In civilizatio-n they were far-in advance 
of the Aryans. it would seem, indeed, as if the Asuras had . 
reached a higher degree of civilization than-their Aryan 
rivals. Some of their cities we�;�; ... places of considerable 
importance. And, in addition to this, wealth and luxury, 
the use of magic, aup�rior architectural skill, and ability 
to restore the dead to life, were ucribed to the Asuru by 
Brahmanical writers" (Penj; op. cit: p; 132 f.). 

. . . . . . . 

· . Thus, not only· go�s , li.ke India and Yamn, but such . 
cl��es o(�on�Aryan peoples like the Asuru and the 
R�liuu t�o .we re pll(t of. the gereral Indian mytho
lo'gic�:tradition by the thne of the sixth century B.C. 
Hence, these are taken as mythoicigy in the Pali Canonical 
texts and made profuse use of, for purposes of religious 
edification. 

2. Adap�tlons fr�m tbe·�ate�ponuy m)rtb�logleai tradl-
, tJoiiS:. those coming u�der this type:also existed �fther u 

mythology or legend before Buddlllsm took th��-over. 
But, because .oqhe complete transformation effected m 
them during _the process �f adaptati<m, there .is harldy a 

· trace of thejr original forms-in the new concepts. In other 
words, in this. Class certain elements of then current · 
popular mythologies �e seen to undergo an actual 
change into . characteristic Buddhist appearance. The 
gods and spiri_ts thus adapted Were intended to serve more 
definite _ doctrinal �unctions than those· of the fir�t type 
( GEB. p. 78). 

. ' . 

Sakka, Mira, Vessavana and the Brahmiis seem to 
provide good examples of this type. Sak._ka for example, 
is not found as ·a separate god in any pre-Duddhist Indian 
religious text. It was an epithet of the god indra, 
-originally used in the t/pabvya rite, instead of his true 
name (Keith, A.B., Religion and Philisopby of the Veda, 
- 1925, 338). Sakka is the King of the uvatimsa.gods. He is · 
very human in his character, "The Buddha has," in the 
words offachibana "humanized and moralized the Indra 
of the Veda". He, "is not in any way free from general 
human weakeness. He is passionate, full of hatred, 
ignarant, timid and cowardly (S. I, p. 219). He is subject 

�' 
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to birth, old age, death, lamentation, sorrow, dejection 
and despair (A. I .  144) ."  According to Dr. Malalasekara, 
"These and other pas�ages show that Sakka was con
sidered by the early Buddhists as a god of high character, 
kindly and just, but not perfect, and not very intelligent. 
His imperfections are numrous."  He is much inferior to 
the Buddha and the arahants and also to other good men. 
He finds their·company attractive:" even the scent of seers 
long vowed to holy things" is sweet to him. Thus, the 
character of the Buddhist Sakka is quite different from 
that of his Vedic counterpart indra. "In the Veda he 
appears as a great · helper and giver of boons to his 
supplicants. Indra increases the wealth of the person who 
offers sacrifices and praises to him." Although Sakka 
continues to wear the warrior's garb as depicted in the 
Buddhist texts, he is very little but an exemplary lay 
follower of the Buddha. He occasionally visits · the 
Buddha and the arahants, although he himself is being 
worshipped by·brahmins .and nobles on earth ( GJ;B, p. 
67). The change from the un-aging, immortal Vedic Indra 
to the almost human Sakka shows the. extent of adapta
tion that has been effected in Buddhism. 

Mira, going back perhaps to the Vedic Mrtyu, the god 
of death, combines in his new forril, element� taken from 
the contemporary BrahmaJlic B!ld non-Btilbmanic mytho
logies of evil. The.traditional. Vedic god of death has in 
Buddhism, undergone change from. one who is iriflicting 
death to one who is ever alert and vigilant to prevent the 
attainment Enlightenment The shifting of the concen
tration of activity from actual death to the effo�;'t to 
conquer death for all time is very significant. As Buddhism 
dOc:s not recognize any god or spirit as capable of inflicting 
harm or injury on man, Mira too, is depicted qnly � one 
who is ever alert to disrupt the attainment of Enlighten
in�nt, but finds himself incapable of attaining this 
objective as the disciple is always alert and mindfuF. 

Vessavana is one of the Four Great Kings of the gods of 
the lowest heavenly realm, the CBtum!!Jahrajika, He rules 
over the Yakkhas. According the Atanatiya Sutta,(D. 
III, pp. 194 ffj he was .the author of the Atanatiya rune, 
which in Buddhism, substituted the raksainantras of the 
popular religion. Vessava.t1a, appearing 'cor the first time 
· in th� Budhist texts as the' niune of a god, seems to have 
been derived from Vaisravana, an epithet of K.ubera, the 
Vedic god of wealth and prosperity accordi�g to an 
Atbarva .Vedic passage. Vessavana is recorded to have 
had great respect and concern f�r the Buddha and hia 
,disciples (GEE. p. 67). 

Tbe Brahmanic ·religion knew only of the Great 
Brahma who was their Creator of the world and of man. 
This one. single Creator God Brahms has grown in 
Buddhism into a whole new class of go�s - the . 
Brahmaksyika devs (DPPN. 1. p.337; GEB. p. 203), �till 
representing the highest class of beings among the gods. 

The realms_ of the Brahmiis are eight in number ranging 
from the lowest Brahmakayika deva to that of the 
Nevasaiiiianasaiiiiayatanupagif de vi It i s  interesting to  
note here tha t  the numbt:r e ight also corresponds to the  
number of stages of  Jhana attainment in  the path of 
spiritual development in Buddhism. It is the attainment 
of the relevant Jhana that entitles one for rebirth into the 
<;ompany of the relevant gods of the Brahma realm (see 
chart). It is also important to note here that each realm of 
the Brahmas has a chief Brahm a. Thus, not only is there a 
plurality of the Brahm as in B'uddhism, there is a plurality 
of the Maha Brahmiis too. Several of these Mal1ii 
Brahmas have been referred to in the Buddhist texts, the 
most  frequently referred to among these being. 

· Sahampati, the senior�most chief Brahma at the time (s.v. 
DPPN). ' ._ 

The Brahmas, though having extremely long life
spans, are themselves not free from being subject to the 
laws of hmma, as are the other beings. Not only the 
Brahm as, but even their very realms are subject to change . 
(Brahmiloko pFan.iSo anicco addhuvo sakkayapariya-

. palino._.:s. V. p;4'10). . 
It must b� not.�d here that the gods coming uhder this 

caleg�ry cons.tittttes the most. vital element in the Buddhist 
re-definitiQn �t. t�e c�rrently �ccepted theory ofthe gods. 

' Wl;t�t i$ . ��sJ i�.p�rt�nt · to remember is the fact that 
• •  0 0 ' ·  ·:· 1 . ·. • • • . · •  . . . . . 

.tha!lgb:they hJvc�been presented dressed in re<;ogllizable . 
. attir�. ;they ii!l�� ·�ri4erg��e complete trarisf�rmation as 
reg.ards Uie_ir .irin�r ch.R,racter. · . · .;r, · 

Thus, iUs.�ot- her�i�� in battle which now en
,
titles one 

for rebirth either in':the ·!.ower or
.
in the 'tiigher heavenly 

realms. It ·i$ the q�aiit�tiyi: level of. one's attainment in 
liberality (0.1#111), m.orality (sf/a) arld me�itation {bhavana) 
which · determities ��� lev�: or the stage of heavenly 
existence that o)te �b.ecoin�s 'entitled fot ' rebitth . into. 
While those conrl�g under the first'eategory were taken as . 
mythology .11, �d v,:ex;�q.reB,ted �;such, the gods and �spirits 
COim!lg u�q.er t.h)s : C!ltegon:, :Y,�re . tho��.-who . seemingly 
resembled gods ��i( spirlt� , wh� w�re known in the 
gene�al Indian religious . t�adit.ions, but were .n�w . 
perforaung completely differ�nt functions. 

. 
. , . . . . · . \ . · .  . . 

3. Goc:ts treat� by Budd�sm: In this type ari: included 
all those gOds who were recruited to the celestial i-anks 
during the very life:urtie' of the Buddha. Some of t he gods 
who come under .this type are, Anithapindika, Rohita, 
Hatthaka; Ugga, Pahirida, Verocana, Candana, Tudu, 
K.akudha, K.assa:pa, �agha, Miigadha, Darnall, etc. 

All the names of gods coming under this type, it must 
be noted, are quite familliar to · a reader of the · Pall · 
Canonical texts, not because they are the naines of gods, 
but more particularly because they actually m the names 
of people who ·took . an active interest in the Buddha's 
teaching at the time. Anithap��a was a ·:wealthy 

·.: ··· 
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banker of Savatthi who was famous for his unparalleled 
generosity to the Buddha and the Order . U gga was 
-another follower of the Buddha  h ailing from V esili, also 
reputed for his liberality as well as learning in the 
dhamma. Tudu, was the teacher of Kokalika and, 
Kakudha was an attendant of Moggallii:na and was an 
inhabitant of Koliya. And not only these J anavasabha, 
around whom the Dfgha-niksya sutta of that name is 
woven, was the Magadhan King Bimbisiira himself, now 
in his new position in the company ofVessav�a(GEB, p; 
69). 

In the gods of this class we are witnessing · how 
Buddhism made profuse use of an historical process 
which has been in operation throughout history in almost 
all or most known societies, namely, the process of 
mythologisation of the Ristorical, for religious edifi
cation. As much as the early encounters of the Aryan 
invaders . �ith the. indegenous pe�ples of ancient India 

. had faded into myth. and legend b� the time these 
accounts came to be recorded in the Vedic texts, myths 
and legends of d'iverse triba] groups kept on being added 

The foregoing discussion brings out several important 
characteristics of the gods that we meet with in the 
Buddhist texts. The gods n o  longer are immortal inhabi
t ants �f everlasting celestial abodes; far removed from the 
world of mortal human beings. Spirithood, therefore 
does DOIJ q�ite contrary to the contemporary Brahmanic 
religious conception thereof, confer immortality ( cf. 
Yaksstva amaratvam: Coomaraswamy, A.K., Yak�as, 
Part: 1 -5}. No longer are we to think of the heavens as. the 
abodes of the gods and these to be separate compart• 
ments in space, spatially distinct from the worl9 of 
human beings. They are not visible to the naked human 
eye and can be_ contacted through Jhlma. The ability It:? 
hear, see, converse and _b.e withlhe gods is an accomplish
ment especially to be cultivated after one attains the 

· Fourth J}Jsna if one so desires. As the heavens are not to 
be taken as spatially distinct compartments in space, 
comqwnication . with · the · gods doe_!. not necessarily 
involve physical migrations of the parties. involved _either 
( GEB. p. 95). Neither are the 'heavens' and the gods 
therefore to be reached exclusively after death. 

on to the rich heritage of Indian myth and legend as these Birth in the celestial sta�es of existence is neither an tribes got absorbed into the framework of the 'Cultured accident, nor an inevitable occurrence as the freedom t(J _ 
. Societies', thereby completely losing their tribal identities. be r�bCirn in any form of existence whether human or 

Evidence in · the· .Pali Canonical literature" shows quite . divine is one distinct advantage of having led ·a religious . �I early thaqhis process was taking place in thc.peripheral . . .. 
I�fe (M� 1. p. 289). it certainly does not result form either . 

tribal s-ocieties of the Buddha's time. It has'been shown · s.�crifice, prayer or other forrn of supplication. They no · thauiie yakkhas and the Niig11s who were tribal' peoples · : long�� are the objects of sacrifice, prayer or other form of · · . who took an active mterest in the Buddha's teaching at reiiglous · practice or ritual and · are therefore, not  
the time, had got completely merged into the 'Cultured . �uppo.rted by systems of beliefs and _ritual. Their inter-
Societies' leaving only their myths and legends �y the vention in the affairs of men is purely vciluntiuy and is 
' time the commentraial l . terature came to be written down therefor�'not available at one's desire, request or compul� 

. in SriJ.�!ca ( GEB. p. 70 J.)._lJuddhisiJl has by making use sion through religious ritual . . . 
of this hi$tori_c!ll process of mythologi�ation, shown that . Though celestial life is said to be consisting of by living according to -the teachings ofthe Buddha, it .is 

· 

· al continued (unbroken) happiness, it is a complete waste . quite easy either to become a go.d or �o attain spintu 
from the point of view of one's Nirv�a as, the longer one · perfection thereby surpassing the gods. 
is in such existence the longer delayed becomes the . 

Of the above three types, it is important to note here possibility �f attaining Nirvii�a. As birth as a human 
that-the first type already existed as mytl_lology.bef()re it being is an essential pre-condition to one's attainment of ·l 
was used by Buddhism. What actually has happened in Nirvana, celestial birth offers no advantage whatever 

· Buddhism is its use for doctrinal ·elucidation or edifi- towards maturing one for the goal of Enlightenment. It 
· cation, perhaps. with minor re-orientation: Hence, in this .j�, therefore justifiable to say thanhe gods in Buddhi�m 
class can also be seen the pure.ly illustrative (or symbolic) are not an accepted item but merely a tolera.ted accessory. 0 

function of mythology in Buddhism.  The · Ridha Thus what we see in the Buddhist texts are merely the ·. Samyutta (S; III, 1 88:-200) arid the SBkka Ssmyutta (S. l. . oute; shells of the gods whom we meet elsewhere. They · 21 &.240) provide some excellent. example_s of tllls type. In have ben �ompletely trimsfor�ed in.their inner character 
the second type are included those gods who were p�rforlning entirely new functions altogether. Not only 

· · adapted from the general Indian m)1thological traditions does the concept of gods in Buddhism not lend support to 
to perform specific functions in Buddhism. Those .coming the concept of God or Gods in other religions, but also it 
under the .third type not only were followers of the proves the case against them as w�ll. 
Buddha, but were his contemporaties as well, before they 

· . h · h 1- th M. M.- J. Maraslilghe ·. were reborn as gods. It is tmportant to note ere t a e 
second and the third · types included the e'ntirety of the 

· active gods in Buqdhism. . 

t' »  - .  
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GOKA��A,(var .  Go ka��av lhira, an anc i en t  
Buddhist site on the eastern coast o f  Sri Lanka. The 
Mahavamsa mentions that King Mahasena built there a 
temple n�med Gokannavihara (Mhv. XXXVI I. v. 4 1 ;  
MhvA . II . p .  685). The VBII?satthappakssinj describes 
the circumstances that led to the building of this temple. 
According to this account earlier on the same site _there 
was a devslaya which was a breeding ground of heretics · 
and was a hindrance to the Buddhasasana (devalayam . . . . 
titthalayabhutam sasanassa kbanum iva[atam kuditthi
nam akarabhiit�m. ibid.). King Mahasena demoli�hed 
the

.
deviilaya and �onstructed the Gokanna Vihara on the 

eastern coast of the island (Gokannaviharam puratthima 
samuddatire lr:arapesi( op. cit.). L�ter K.ing).ggabodhi V 
built a upractising hall" (padhanaghara)for the GokaJ?.J?.a-
.vihara in the vicinity of the village Gok;mna (Mhv . 

. XlVII . . v.5). From an accoun.t in the f:iilavan;s� it appears 
that Gokanna wa:1 the last of a series .a f fords in RohBJ?.a 
important · from a strategic point of view along the 
Mahavalukaganga (i.e. modern Mabav!Ui ganga) from 
Sarogamatinha (i.e. Vilgamuva in the Mat ale District) to . 
the eastern coast. In an earlietverse Gokanna is described 
as the ocean (mahannava, Mbv. Xli, v. 7'9), perhaps the 
reference is to the b�y at which Mahavttliganga: falls into 
the sea. There was· the Gokiumatittha - an ancient sea
port in thi:�icinicy of the east��r}' c� Mahiikandaranadi 
(MhvA. I. p. 269) Panduvii:sudeva and his retinue from 
India landed at this po'rt of Gokitnna (Mhv. VIII. v. 12). 
Bhadda-kaccini and her retinue c'o'mirlg from India also 
landed at Goilagimakapattana (op. cit. \iii, v. 24) and 
Vsmsattbappdasi� ·refe�s to .it as Gonagimapattana 
(MbvA. 1._ p. in). At pment a Hindu kovil n�med 
Konesvliram stands at the earlier site of Gokanna. On 
Ii'terary evidence Geiger )dentifie!i Gokanna with the 
modem township named Trfucomalee (Mbv.· trsl. pt; 1, p . .  
59, n� 4; p; 316, n. 2). 

. . 
The identity of Gokanna with moderh Trincom;.Jee . 

can be phonetically expl�iJied. The Pall term. Gokanna is 
explained in the PED as 'a · large species of deer'• 'and 
Geiger translates gokanno as Clk-stag. It appears- that 
gokanna-is a Pa.li translation of a Si.nhala word gcma as 
evide�t from the variants of the term as Gcmagii:m'aka� 
pattana, Gonagima and also frdm the Dravidianised 
ter·� Kone�vua, (KonR). Thus gona the principal part of 
the word gokannais acontractedf�l'!lloftbe latter. It he 
been applied to a place as its Dain�. This place happened 
to be a mountain which bad acquired some sanctity, for it 
has been twice described in the CiilsvBIDsa as the scene of 
magic rites (Mbv. Xli, v.Jvii, v. S). This background helps 
to bring forth the connection between Gokanna and 
Tri�comalee. Trlncomalee is the Anglicize� .Y.�·�tgn, of . 
the Dravidian term. Tiru-kona-malai which in turn 
perhaps was . derived from P ali siri Goksnna. 
In Tamil tiru is prefixed to express the sanctity of kona 

the mount (malai). Kona stands for the earlier word gonJJ 
which is treated as the proper name, and in Tamil asin�e 
charar.ter s tands for both hard and soft gutterals kand g. 
Thus we get Tiru-kona-malai which means " the holy 
kona the mount" or the "Sacred mount Gokanna". 

M. Kanmvlllla 

GOKULIKA (va.r. kukkulika, kukku�ika) is the name of 
a sect that resulted from the first schism withfu the 
Mahisanghika in the second century after the Buddha's 
passing away. Two other schools the Paiiiiattivii!)ins and 
DiihuliiCas (or Bahussutikas) are said to have sprung from 
this (Mhv. V. v.4 f; Dipv. v. 40 f) . 

According to the Kathavatthu-atthakatha the view 
that " All conditioned things are absoi�tely cinderheaps"
a view referred to in -the kathavatthu (p.208)-was held 
by the Gokulikas. This, the Atthakatha savs, is due to 
. . .  - .. . 

their misunderstanding of such suttas as Adittap�yaya 
sutts (Yin. I, p.  34; f . .  S. iv, p. 19) which the Gokulikas 
considered as teaching that 'All conditioned things are 
without qualification no better th� a Welter of embers 
(kukkula}, whence the flames ha�e died out, like an 
inferno of ashes, (see Kuv. trsL Poin.ts of Controversy, p. 
127). The Kathavattbu (p. 208f.) records how the Thera-
vada countered this proposition by pointing out varlo� . 
forms of happiness. . �C..._ . . . 

K.ukkulika and K.ukk\uika are ns variant names, and 
. perhaps their view that' 'all compounded th�gs are 

· absolutely cinderheaps (krlkkula} is responsible for. their 
name K.ukkulika, which may have _been misconstrued as · 
Kukkutika. While one of the Chinese rendering ofthe 
name 'Cb-in'points to the original K.Ukkutika, the other 
version Huei-cban indicate that it · could be . from 
Kukkulika� Malalasekera is of the view that K.tikkUlika 
could be the original na"me of which ,Gokulika was either 
a coi'i:uption or a derivation from the !!arne of one of their 
teachers (DPPN. p. 783). 

K.'yeti-Chi suggests that it ID.ight :l>e a brahman ·clan 
nRme and reject� P�irtlul's inteq>r�tati��. 'those who 
live on the cfndetheapi. The 'MBnjuirl�psripr«hi suira 

. says that 1iiune 6rigin'ateCJ fto(p damo:\is Vinayit-master. 
Thus ids not po�sibli tb establish ihe oiiginal fo� �r'ihe 
name. ...... 

Tills schoqJ, maiilt�ned that of the three Pi!akas only 
the AbhidhBrma was important, for that contained the 
real te!lchi.pg qftbe Buddha, whereas the siitras and the 
yjnaya-!Vles we�e more preparatory teachings. Thus the� 
conside,�d tbemse.lves pot to be bound by any rule of 
discipline and interpreted the vinaya-rules ·according to 
their own particular convenience, professing that the 

. .··� 
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Buddha had allowed their transgression. They fostered 
only logic, believing that too deep a study of the sutras 

would lead to pride and become a hindrance in attaining 

delivenmce. They ·declined to preach in order to devote 
themselves to meditation. 

Nothing ia known of their residence, nor of their 
writings. While V asumitra attributes to them the same 
theses u those of the Me.hiisanghiku, Bhavya makes a 
distinction without, however, mentioning their specific 
doctrines. Bhavya also mentions the two schools 
originated from lhem, viz., the Bahusrutiyas and tile 
Prajfiaptividins. 

They are not heard of after the 9th century A. C. and it 
is probable thnt they were completely absorbed into 
Mahiiyina. 

Bibliography: A. Bareau, Les Sectes Bouddbiques du 
petit vebicule (Saigon, 1955); P. Demicville, L 'Origine 
des Secif:s bouddbiques d'apres Parsmartha (Br.uselles, 
1032); A. Scbiefner; Taranatbas 's Gescbicbte des 
Buddbismus in lndien (St. Petersburg; 1 869). 

· iL G. A. van Zeyst 

, ·• .. . 

Among the several sculptures which depict incidents 
from the Buddha's life, those showing the subjugation of 
the elephant Nilagiri, the temptation of the Buddha by 
Mara's daughters and the offering of alms to the bodhi
sattva by Sujita, deserve special mention. 

Another incident from the life. of the Buddha, namely 
his firSt sermon at the deer park is sculptured on a small 
piece of slab 1 '  1 �" x 9". The two cushions on the empty 
throne represent the Buddha. The two deer in front 
indicate that the place shown is the deer park. 
. There is another slab in which the Buddha is repre:

sented as preaching, but, whether it depicts ariy partiru�ar 
incident in his life is not known. In this sculpture the 
Buddha is seated crosslegged on a throne, with his left 
hand placljl on his _left foot indicating half-medi��tion 
and his right hand raised in the sbbayamudra, the 
posture of dispelling fear, 

A sculpture of a standing figure in royal attire, possibly 
representing prince Siddhartha; is also among the slabs 
from Goli. Two dwarfish yaksas on either side of the 
fig�re hold a cbattra and a camara, thQs indicating that 
the princely figure represents the bodhisattva: 

I 

Amid�t other sculptures fr:om Goli· are seyeral figures 
of nsgarajas and pairs of male and female figures. The. 

GOU; a village in South India; iri the PaiD ad T Btuk in
·
. . purpose that these nagarijas served, is !imilar to that of a 

Guntur district and situated on the Goll�ru,.a �rlbutary of , . dvarapala� li door-keep�r �r a:guardian of a treasure or a 
the · K.istna river. Near· it, in a field; is the site · of an · sacre_d place. · · · 

. important Buddhist mon�ent i, stupa which though The human pairs, iike at Am�rivati and Nigi-sr;nall in its size, has ylelded several . sculp_ hires wlaic� - rjunakonda, are a common feature at Goli. These are equal in beauty and treatment to. those at Amariivati usually· f�und on either side of, or in between; hirger (q.v.). Some of the .finds are deposited in the Madras panels representing episodes �n the life . . of the Buddha or GOvernment museum · and o'thers are still on the site. · · 

'his previous bir.ths. There are four such human pairs, a . Among those deposited ·iD the museum is a sculptured man and woman ·in each, two repres�ntmg persons of . siab ofa riiiga, 4 feet, 7 inches in size, whi�h is �-excellent royalty or nobility imd the other two, persot;1s 'Of the specimen of sculpture. I� is cut out of light green marble middle class. and is shown as twisting .itself in intricate ·coils; 'It has 
seven hoods. At the _root of the central hood is a platform No definite date has been ·as-sigile'd to the Goli stupa 
with a small, stiipa, on either . side o! which is a and its sculptareS'. But on the grounds of the clos� 
worshipper. Besides this naga-flgure there are three other . similarity of the Goli sculptures to those at Amaravati 
s�i.Ilptures now on the site of the �tiipa, fixed into the scholars have assigned them to about the 3rd century · 
:walls of the room of the niga. On� of them is a long freize, A. c. . 
contapiing seve�t panels, most of them illustratirig scenes 
(rom the .life of �he.Buddha; .One �s il white marble_s!ab 
showing a sniall stupa and there is also a similar slab 
showing the foot-print of the Buddha. 

Among the scUlptures from Goli which are deposited 
in the. MSdris Government museuni, there are - a few 
which·depict scenes from the lJuddha's life and also some 
incidents from his previous births s .uch as the 
Cbsddanu Jitak.a, the Sua Jita.ks and the Vcssantara 
Fstaka. Another sculPture possiblY depicts th� MBtu
posaka Jita.Jca. 

. , The short inscription on the caitya slab, too, bears 
much resemblance to those at Am�iivati b�longing to 
.the fourth period in its scripts. Thus, !ill this evidence help · 

us to assign the ruins at Goli to about the 3rd century 
A. C. It is probable that both the stiipa and its sculptures 
were ace om plished at the same time, unlike at other sites, 
for the stiipa · is too small an undertaking to have 
belonged to an earlier date than. the sculptures. 

H. R. Perera 
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Routes taken by Chinese pilgrims -
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Buddhist Flag as designed by the Committee�-

Buddhist Flag as altered by Col. H. S. Olcott. 
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PLATE XU 

Ga�aladeniya Temple. · 

Court.esy: Department of Archaeology, Sri Lanka. 
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Stone Carvings from Ga�aladeniya. 

Courtesy: Depart�ent of Archae·ology, .SrH.anka. 



PLATE XIV 

Galvihira Complex, Polonnaruva_. Cirs 12.  
Courtesy: Department of Archaeology, Sri Lanka. 



PLATE XV 

Seated Buddha, Galvihiira, Polonnaruva. 

Courtesy: Depart
_
ment of Archaeology, Sri ):..,anka. 



· GalV:ihiira, 'P.olonniruva. 

Courtesy: Department of Archaeology, Sri Lanka . 
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PLATE XVII 

Recumbent Buddha. Galvihira. Polonnaruva. 

Courtesy: D�partment of Archaeology, Sri Lanka. 



P LATE XYIU 

Buddha from Hoti-Mardan, 1st Century A. C. 

Courtesy: Archaeological M useum, Peshawar, Pakistan. 

Courtesy: Indian Museum, Calcutta. 



PLATE XJ 

Buddha preaching, Loriyan-Tangai. 

Courtesy: D. Seckel, Art of BU,ddhism . 
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Buddha in meditation. 

Courtesy: Maurizio Taddei, Arcbaedlogia MVNDI . 
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being preached by the Buddha while he was staying at this 
shrine. The Divyavadana (p. 20 1) mentions a Gau!ama
nyagr'odha in a list of noted places in Vesiili and 
Malalasekera (DPPN. s.v .) opines that the reference is to 
the Gotamakacetiya. 

W. G. Weeraratne 

GOTRA (Pali, gotta.). OrfglnaJ slgniDcance of the term. 
There is no English . term that exactly connotes the 
meaning of the term gotra. Writers in English, therefore, 
use such wor.ds as clan, ancestry, lineage a."ld family in 
rendering it into English. It should be noted at the outset 
tht the institution of gotra is quite different from the 
institution of caste (q.v.) which is a much wider social 
group and which invariably consists of a number of 
gotrn. 

The term gotrs is derived from the word go (=cattle) 
and the root tra; to 'protect'. Yet, how it acquired the 
meaning it connotes at present is not quite clear. Most _ probably it originally meant a group large enough to 
protect t�e cat�le �ownsed by a vii (a settlement) or 
number of families. • Cattle were the most treasured 
property of the Vedic Indians, and therefore, they did 
their best to protect them from wild animals, thieves and 
other dangers. Usually the cattle were driven out for 
�gin the morning and driven back to their shelters in 
the evening. Whether there were specially .buil.t �hel�rs or 
enclosures mellDt solely for the protcctioti of cattle is 
doubtful. A� the number of cattle owned by th_e people 
ae�s to have be�n quite hirge it seems reasonable to hold 
tli�t a size�ble force wlii required to guard them from 
riv� clans bent 0� cattle• raids (gsmti). . . , . . . . . 

It is believed that �e Vedic Indians built their houses · 
with maximum security in. view, and that a number of 
these houses formed a. village. The village was an enclose� 
�ettlement fenced from outside providing protection 
agaipst �ld animals and enemieJ . lt is probable .�hat the 
cattle, too, lived within this e�closure from which they 
were driven out in the morning for grazing. � $«: evening 
they were driven b�ck,2 and once they entered the 
enclosure the entrance to it was closed. During the nights 
this fenced settlement provided protection for both, the 
people and the cattle. Though most of the minor items of 
property niay have been divided among individual fami
lies cattle were owned by them jointly. This joint right 
�:�ver the cattle was a binding force within the settlement. 
Subsequently, the community that lived 1lS a cohesive 

. Rgmfnlii, SO, 10 

. Rgved• iv, S4, 7, to 
, See DPPN. I and II under each name. See abo D. I, p. 104 

unit to protect their jointly owned cattle too, came to be 
denoted by the term gotra. The term is used in this 
developed meaning in the Ckimdogya Upani�ad(iv , 4, 1). 

Later this term was used to denote a group of persons 
descended in the male line of a common ancestor who 
was often regarded as a holy sage (�i). 

There are eight sages who are regarded as originators 
of gotras (gotrakarin). They are, Gautama, Bharadviija, 
ViSvamltra, Va5istha, Jamadagni, K�yapa, Atri and 
Agastya. The eight gotras originating fmm these sages 
are sub-divided, generally, into forty-nine. But this 
number is not fixed. The numbers vary according to 
divergent traditions. Some think that there are twenty
four or thirty-two $otras (Ssbdakalpsdruma, s.v. gotra) 
whereas some others favour the number eighteen · 
(Chentsal Rao, The Principles of Prsvara and Gotra, pt. 
Ill), However, it is clear that the main eight gotraswere 
later sul>-divided into quite a large numb�t ofgotrss. 

Every brahman was proud �fhis gotra and.:w,as obliged 
by law to know to which particular golia." his family 
belonged. When consecrating the sacrificial. fire (sgm
bsvyavabsna),. which is also addressed. as i�eys 
(descendent �Lthe �.) ii. brahman had to �invoke his . 
ancestors and �how that he being a descendant of worthy 
ancestors w� fit to perform sacred rites. This'invocation 

· was called pravars. Each of the gotras had either one; 
two, three or five sages as its ancestors. As a general rule, . 
persons were called sagotras (of the same go�ra) if they 

· had in common even one of the rsis invoked in the · 

. prsvara. intermarriage between sagoiras was prohibited. .· 
But it is not quite certain whether this rule existed in the 
early Vedic period. However, in comparatively early 
tirr.es it .was felt necessary to grant exemptions. 

EY�ri during the time of the Bu"ddha the term gotra h�d 
the same meaning as it was understo<><! . by the later 
compliers of DbarmaiBstras . . The institutio!! of gotrB, 
too, existed though it may not· have been as developed as 
if was iii later times. A number of gotras (Pali gotta)such 
as Opam!lftfia, Kai?hiiyana, KassapB, Go tam a, Vise��ha, 
Ve�siyana, . Bhiradvii:ja, K.acciyaila, and others, · are 
mentioned in Buddhist texts.l A large section of the 
Buddha's disciples, too, came from distinguished gottas. · 
Bu.ddi-Jst texts speak of superior and inferior gottss. 
They place Visettha, Gotama, Moggallina i.nd 
Kactiiyana in the fonner category, and Bhiiradvija along 
with K.osiya in the latter (see Yin. IV, 6; DA. I, p. 246; but 
cp. DA. III, p. 860). 

The stage of development which the institution of goU• 
had reached by the time of the Buddha is not quite clear 
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conjecture is that it would fail to explain the Buddha's 
epithet Anglrasa,6 derived from an ancient seer by this 
name, who, along with Gotama, is regarded as an 
ancestor of the Gotama clan. Here Gotama is regarded as 
a· descendent :or A.Dgirasa, who being more a mythical 
than an historical character, has replilced the former as 
the founder of-the Gotra.1 

It should al�o be mentioned here that each of the noble 
families or ru.lers in ancient India seems to have had a 

. gott.-name (e.g. Mallas as Viisetlhas, Siikiyas as 
Gotamas, Koliyas as Byagghapajjas et�.).1 The existence: 

. of such an ancestral name seems to have been accepted as 
a matter of course. What is not clear is how the Sikiyas of 
the K.hattiya caste came to use a brahinanic gotta name. 
The most plausible explanation seems to be that these 
names were used as family names quite early in Indian 
.society, and perhaps the gotta-:-names �ad no Brahmnnic 
or Khattiya caste conno_taUons in Rgvedic India when 
they were originally used. The distinction became appa
rent only when this historical fact was; forgotten and the 
problem was looked at from the viewpoint of subsequent 
lndi_an society when the K.battiyu aiid the Brihmanas 
hid beeome two distinct varnas . . · · · 

A solution usually_offered by so�e �holars' if that at 
the pravua ceremony i-nvoking Agni; when:the person 
making the offerin� is not a brabamin;:tbe cu�_tom :was to 
iDvo.lce the ancestors of the officiati�g priest. But; · here 
too, to think that thjs custom Jed .to the �ubstitution of the 
priest's family nalne for the offerer's famiiy name . 
applicable to all his ancest.ors and descendants is too far · 
fetcbed,IO . . ; 

Another explanation offeredll is that the A.Dglrasas, 
.along with the Bbirgavas, were more closely allied to the 
Xhattiya caste than to _the Brihi:nana'caste in virtue of · 

their · close associations with the AiharYBVeda which 
proVided the neecis of the ruling clus (I.e; K.hattly!l') as 
against the other V�u. Aecord�gJy, the Go,�m18s, with 
their possible-identity wi� the Aiigir.Sas, ba� become a 
. K.hattiya clan by the: tjme o( �he ·liu�dh,!L . · 

Meanwhile, the Buddhist commentaton have resolved 
these difficulties in their own way by disregarding tha,· 
Vedic conn_!:ct�on:of the two seers Ai:tgh-asa and Gotama. · 
The name ADgirasa, bey have expl.Dled in different waya 
as meaning "emitting rays ofvarious hues from the body" . . 

6. E. J. Thomu, op. cit pp. 22-3 · 
7. ll Pick, GOTRA, ERE, vol. 6, p. 3S3 · 

8. H. Oldenberg, Buddh., Delhi, 1971,  p. �14 
. 9. E. J. Thomu, op. clt. p; 22; Oldenbera.:op. cit. p. 41S 
10. See also Oldenber& op. cit. p. •m 

· 

I I . R. Fick, c:ip. cit. pp. 3SS-6 
12. DPPN. I, 787; E. J. Thomu, op. cit. p. 'S 

(DA. III, p. 963) or as "being possessed of attainmel 
such as virtue" or that it was a personal name given by t 
Buddha's. father in addition to Siddhattha ( ThsgA. II, 
226). In the case qf the name Gotama they have invent 
a legend according to which Okkika, the immedh 
ancestor of the Siikiyas, to which c.lan the Gotam 
belonged, was born of an egg formed from the coagulat 
blood and semen of an ascetic Gotama as be Jay impal 
for the alleged murder of a courtesan. The egg w 
hatched by the beat of the sun.l2 

This legend alsq seems to explain in the same mythic 
manner the cJaim of the Sik(yas, and hence the Gotam1 
as belonging to the solar dynut}' (s'iiryavainsa) when 
says that the egg was hatched by the su·n . . Accordlng 
the accepted Indian tradition, Okka.Jca or lksviku, wa: 
descendant c.if V8ivasvata Manu, the son 'of the Sll 
When the Buddha said that he belonged to· the sol 
dynastyll (adicco n.ima gottena; Sn. v. 423; cf. MbJ 
III, p. 199), what he meant was that he, as a member 
the Sii.Jciya clan, belonged to the solar race - of-kin1 
beginning from Mahiisammata, as co!I)e down in t 
Buddhist tradition. 

· A. G. s� KarlyaWISI 

GOTAMAICACEmA, a pre-Buddhist shrine neJ!r an 
to the soutli ofVesiili (D. III, p. 9), dedicated to a yakkb 
niuned Gotamaka. This �tit- or shrine is mentioned � 
the Bud9ha, in a sennon to Anand a, at the Cipiilaceti3 
in Vesiili as one of the six very beiutiful SPQts aro�uid tl 
city of Vesall (D. II, 102). Later � viJlira w;u built in i1 
precincts for the Buddha and his :disciples,' During tb 
first few years of .bis ininistry the �uddha·-viSited th 
place. and stayed there OJi llevetai OCCBSiOilS and; on OI 

. such visit be laid dbwn the Vinaya ruJ� 'which· allawe 
monks the use oftb�e robel/'for} 'tli�' Buddiul himie 
experien'ced the bftter c6Jd <thtd night and h�d to CoVC 
hirmtJ Hn sev'eril robes. ( Yili: I, p;'28B). :. 

Two su:u�. ri-�eiy'{t) G�tam·k� $utia (�. I, p. 27E 
and (2) Hmia_v� :S�tti(�p;4,, .I, p. 19�) are �enti'oneci a 

13. In thla c:Onnectiori compare the Buddha!a epithet adicca-bandhu - kinsman of the SuR. 
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K.accba, Pmgiyini, Pilinda-yaccha, . Pilotika, Pu��a

K.oliyaputta, Punna-Mantiiniputta, Punna, Punniya, 
Pessa the elepha�t trainer, Pokkharasatl,

' 
Potth�p.ada, 

Po�hi�a, Potaliya, Phagguna, Baka-brahmi, Bahupu�tika, 
Biivari and his sixteen disciples, Bfthiya-Diiruciriya, 
Bilhuna, B�atapadaka, Bela��hakini, Bo.ijhii, Brabiniyl;!, 
Bhagu, Bhaggava, Bhadda, Bhadda-Ku1;1�alakesi, 
Bhaddati, Bhaddiya the Licchavi, several Bhiiradviijas 
(Akkosaka•, Aggika•, Asurinda•, Ahi�saka•, Kiisi•, 
Jati•, Navakammika•, Bilangika•, Suddhika•, 
su'ndarika•), Bhiradviija, husband of pbanaiijiini, 
Bharadvija, friend of Visettha, Bhuiijati, . Bhumiya, 
Bhesika the barbe·r, Machilri-Kosiya, Manibhadda, 
Mandissa, Maha-kappina, Maha-Kassap�. · Mahi
kotthlta, Mahi-Cunda, Mahi-dhana, Mahii-nima, Mahi
M�ggalliina, Mahili (Otthaddha), the two Migandiyas 
one -the brahmin . and 'one the paribbiijaka; Miigha, 
Minava-Giimiya, Milnatthaddha, Miltuposaka, MBlwlkya
putt'a, MigajBla, Migasira, Mend aka ofBhaddiya, Moliya
Phagguna, Moliya-�JYaka, Y�oja, Ratthapiila,Rldh!!o 
Riihula, . Risiya, Rupanandii, Roja the" Malia, Rohi�, 
Rohitassa, Lakuntaka-Bhaddiya, the goddess Liijii, 
Lomasa-kailgiya, Lohicca, Vakkali, Vangisa, Va.ijiyami• 
hita, Vaddha the Licchavi, V.addhamina, Vappa, 
VaradharS: Vassakira, · Virana,· Visettbaupilsaka, 
Visettha,friend . of Bhiradvija, ·visikha Paiicilaputta, 
Viaikbi, Viri, Vekhanasa, Vendu, Vatambari, Sakulu
diyi, Sakka, Sankicca; the two's&ngiravas, �iuigharak
khita (Bhigineyyao), Saccaka, Sa.ijha, Satl,tllapa �evas, 
SanaDkum�a, Sailtati, Sandha, Sandhina, S.amiddhi, 
Sarabha, Sarabhanga, Siitigira, Sit iii. Siti, Sii.nu, Sikha- . 
Moggallilna, Sigiila, Sirimii, Siva, Siv!lli, Sib a the general, 
Sukhi; SUciloma, Sujatil, daughter-in-laJV of Anitha
pindika, Su"atta, Sunakkhatia, Sunita, Suqd�ra 
Samudda, .5\mdari-N�il, the leper Suppabuddha; 
Suppaviisi, Subba Todeyyaputta, the two· nuns named 
Subhii, Subhiiti, tlle noy.ice Sum8lla, Sum�i, sister of; 
Pasenadi, Subrahmi, Suriidb.l!.. Suriya, Susima, Seniya; . Seri, Sela, Sona�IC.utikann� So11a-Ko]jvisa, Sonadanda, 
)oni, the two Sop&k�,' Hatth!ka Atavaka, H'auhaka
fe�ap\ltta �nd Hemavata. See also s. v. Buddha and 
�odbisattn. 

· .G. P, Mala!J•sekers 
-Thia article is reprcduced from the the DPPN. E-IN-C. . . . 

GOTAMA (2) (Sanskrit: Gautama), the family or lineage 
(gotta)to which the Buddha belonged and by which name 
he came to be latterly known as if it were a surname 
(samano Gotamo). It is thus the name by which he is 
addressed by brahmins and others who are not his 
followers. The Buddha himself calls it his ancestral name 
when he explains himse1f as " . ... Gotamo gottena(D. II, p. 
3). Thus with his personal or given name Siddhattha 
(Sanskrit: Siddhirtha), he is generally known as Sid
dhattha Gotama or Siddbiirtha Gautama.1 'j{e find the 
Buddha addressing his father Suddhodana as Gotarna, 
using the clan name ( Yin. I, p. 82). A� the term gotta 
(gotra q.v.) implies that its members are descended from 
one common ancestor,2 the members of the Gote.ma clan 
are regarded as having descended froin the ancient Veaic 
seer (m) Gautama ·and are accordingly known by the 
patrobymic Gotamii (from Sanskrit Gautama).3 They 
constituted one of the traditional gottss (mwa-gotra) of 
ancient India. 

It appears that all the Sikiyas of Kapilavatthu be
longed to the Gotama-gotta frequently mentioned in the 
Nikiy� (e.g. S. IV, p. 183). The Buddha addresses his 
Sikiyan relatives of Kapil!lvatthu as "Gotami!J And as 
there llso were Swyan settleptents at places �ther than 
K!lpilav:itthu (e�g. Citumi, Khomadussi, Sam'agima 
etc'.) it may be possible that while the S'ikiy_as . of . 
K.apitavatthu were of the Gotama-gotta . these other . 
Siikiyas belonged to different gottss. 4 Further/as the 
Got am as were regarded as· belonging to one of �e higher 
goitas (Yin. IV, p. 6) tliere must have been oth�i"gottu 
wit run the Sikiya clan (jiti)which were either inferior to 
or of the $arne rank as the Gotama:s. 

However, a problem arises . .  The Vedic seer Gotama is 
�garded as bc:longing to the brahhrin caste whereas the . 
clan .to which tlie Buddha belonged was of the Khattiya 
c�te. Thus the contradictory sihiatlon oh Khattiyaclan 
tracing its origin to a brahamin ancestor arises. Whether 
the Gotama clan of the Sikiyas had an original ancestor . 
different from the Vedic seer is not cie.ar, for several 
Gotamas are referred to as ancient teachers in the lists of 
teachers (vm11).5 But an objection raised against this 

� . 

. The author of Bud db•�• aeCms to have overlooked tbiJ aenealogical i:onnection of the name when he merely says (as a future 
event) that the Buddha 'I father would be Suddhodana and the Buddha himself Gotama: (pita Suddhodimo nama - ay� bessti • 

Gotamo: Buv. p. 13, v. 65) 
E. J. Thomu, The life oftbe Buddb11, London, 193 1 ,  p. �2 
Gotts. (Sa�krit: gotrs.) from go + root tri literally meana cow-stall or herd, a grqup capable of protecting �he cattle of a 
tettl�ent. The latter sense seems mort suited to ita employuient in later times denoting 'family' or 'class', where memben claim to · 

be all descended from one ancestor - d. A. A. Madt.:onall and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index ofN1J111es and Subjects, Varanaai, 1958, 
on GOTRA; vide a. v. GOTRA. 
Except, at least, thoae of Devadaha, for the Dulvs. says (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 12) that the city of Devadaha was 
founded byihe Sa!dyaa ofKapilavatthu when their numbers increued and that they were related to each other. This explains why 
the Buddha 'I atep-mother Mahiipajapatl, who was a Sildyan lady from Devadaba was called Gotami. 
A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, op. cit. GAUTAMA 

·• w 
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Order and among the laity. Each one in the list 
mentioned as having possessed pre-eminence in so 
particular respect .  

Among those who visited the Buddha for discussioll 
had interviews with him or received instruction a 
guidance direct from him, the following may be incluc 
in addition to those already mentioned.93 

Ankura,Aggidatta, Acela-Kassapa, Ajatasattu, Aj 
the paribbajaka, Ajita :the Licchavi general, Attadattl 

The Apaaan;f0 contains a set of verses called Pubba
·kammapiloti; these verses mention certain acts done by 
the Buddha in the past, which resulted in his having to 
suffer in various ways in his last birth . He was once a 
drunkard named · Muniiii and he abused the Pacceka 
Buddha Surabhi. On another occasion he was a learned 
brahmin, teacher of five hundred pupils . One day, seeing 
the Pacceka Buddha Isigana, he spoke ill of him to his 
pupils, calling him "sensuaiist. "The result of this act was 
the calumny against him by S�ndarika in this life. 

. 

ln another life he reviled a disciple of a Buddha, named Anit thigan dhak�tnara, Anuradha, Anuruddh 
:Nanda; ior this be suffered in hell for twelve; thousand Annabhira, Abhaya-rijakumira, Abhay� AbhifijaJ 
years and, in his last life, was disgraced by cincii. Once, Abhibhuta, Abhirupa-Nandii, ·Ambattha the mo 
greedy for wealth, he killed his step-brothers, hurling them · Ari��ha, Ariya. the fisherman, As am a, Asiband haput 
down a precipice; as a result, D_evadatta a.H�mpJed to.kill �ssaji, Assalayana, A.kotaka, A.magandha, the yakkl 
him by hurling down a rock. Once as a boy, while playing Alavaka' and Indaka; Ugga of Vesali, Ugga the minist 
on the highway, he saw a Pacceka Buddha and threw a Uggat�-Sar'ira, Uggaha, · Ujjaya; Unnibha, Utta1 
stone at him, lll),d as a result was shot at by De\>adatta's devaputfa, Uttara,-tht ·Naga king, Uttara, pupil 
hired archers. In another life lte was a mahout, and seeing Pirasariya; . tJttiya; · Udaya: and· Udiyi, the brahmil 
a Pacceka Buddha on the road. drove his elephant against U ttara, �upil of Brabmiyu, U ttilfa� daughter :>f Punr 
him; hence the attack by Nalagiri. O:ru:e,-as a king, he Uttarii : "the 'aged ·n'un,-;;,Upavana, Upasiilba, Upas�r 
sen.tenced seventy persons to death, the reward.forwhlch Upiligahii��tii Ufibiri� : Eraka, Esaka�i. Kakudl 
be reaped when a spli!ltei' pierced his foot. Because 'bllce, K:aiida�xa{Kiipila the :fisherman, Kappa, Kappat�u1 
as a fisherman's son, he �ook delight in watching fish Kalarakkhauiya;· Kassapa the deva, Kina,. Kanamii1 

·. , being ·caught, he suffered from a grievous headache wli�ii Kitlyiilia�' 16lp�thika, K.iimada, Kilranapall, the KiJam; 
. . Yi�u�abha slaughtered- the Sakiy_�ns'. In. the Jitlie of Kiiligodhii\ Kidibiia; Kisigotanti, :Kukkutamitta tl 

Pbussa B�ddha be ask�d the monks t.o eat barley instead . , huiite't�; kii��adhi�a, Ku��aliya, Kulla, 'K.utadanl 
of rice and, as a result, had· to eat barieyfor three mon-ths . . Ketiiya : lJie: rJ atila� · Kevaddh� ·Kesi the horse' trliine 
at Verafijii. (According to the Dbammapada CommEh-: · �8h�Iia.(1K;'iifi� tw6 daughers of Pajjun�, "Kokiililc 
tary (iii. 257), the Buddha actually bad to starve one day Kh'�clitiVtUrlfR�Itevata,, Khiinu-Kondafifia, Khema tl 
at Paflcasala, because none of the inhabitants were · devl(/��'Ktlfe""ffii;��Ginaka-Mogga1lina, ·.. Gavampil.t 
willing to give him alms). Because he once killed a Chitta; "Gtttilih�'· Tif�i� Ca�ki;· Cli.nd�a, Candibh 
wrestler, he suffered from cramp in the back. Once, when · Catl'4iriii; (C�difi!ilii);'Ciftai-Hatth�sirlputta, Cund 
a physician, �e _ caused, discomfof! to .a merchant by Chli�*;sh\nlih\!dH��Ilittinai;·tulla;.Dbanug�aba, CuU 
purging .him, hence his last illn�ss of dysentery. ·As · ·sub.H�lfdffi;VChittfap�nir JB.riap'ilda-kalyiini -Nand 
Jotipiil3, he spoke disparagingly of the Enllghte��ent of . Jittt'lt\llilli'iilia;'Y!#ail1t'u,"\Httiibuka,- ·J a·m bukhiid ak 
'Kassapa Buddha, and in consequence had to spend six Jil?-ussq*if!iifi��;�f.v�1l1!,iontir'abbiii:ca, Jenta; Jo1 
years following various paths before becoming the kagahapaH���1iyii4t,�'�aP."tra;·,·Tikililna, Timbaruk 
Buddha . . He was one of the most short-lived Buddhas, Tissa; ·c?:usiii 6Hfl�CjJ'\Jaa6i;·�1ss'�-f�iind ·ar- Metiey� 

· but because of those six years his Sisan� ·will last TiSsaofRo�Tutl�u�&fali�i;Thull�Tissa; Dandapii 
longer. 91 Diiaiali,))as8ka, :DrS!t'a ihe- d�va; ]Jigb'iljinu, :Di'ghat 

The Buddha w:�.s generaJly addressed by his · own passi, Digbanakha, Dighalatthi, Dighavu, Dummukh 
dis�iples as Bhagavi. He $poke of himself as Tathagata, DoJ?a, Dhatnmadilid� Dhammiriima, the DhaQ1mik· 
while non-Buddhists referred to him as Gotama or upiisaka, Dh��H�e;�!���n; -�anda Thera, Nanc 
Mah��mllJ?a. Other names used are M_abamuni, Siiky�- the herdsman, Nand�&:, N&ndiYil-:-Paribbijaka, Nandi3 

. !JlUDl, Jma, Sakka (e.g. SiJ, vs. 345) and Brabma (Sn. vs. the Siikiya, Nandiv.isiila; :�tigita,. Nilakatipasa, Nil 
. 91;  Sn. A. ii. 418), also Yakkha (q. v.). jangha, Nigamavisi-Tissar;Nigtodha, Ninka, Nit 

N h i t a k a m u n i ,  Paccan ika sit a,  P afica s ikb  
The Anguttara NikaytP2 gives a iist of the Buddha's - -

Paiiciilaca��a, Pa�acirii� · 'P.asenadi, King of Kosal 
most eminent disciples, both among members of the . Pabiriida the as':!ra, Pi�aliya; Piripariya, fingal; 
90. Ap. I. 299 f . .  
91. Sp. I. 190 f. 
91 A. I. 23 ff. 
93. This I� does not pretend to be complete. Sonic of the names have already been mentioned in this monograph in various 

connections. 
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1t long periods away from the haunts of  men , 
Ning only one monk to bring him his meals .'4 
Jrding to one account,15 i t  was h is practice to spend 
of the day in seclusion, but he was always ready to 

myone who urgently desired his spiritual counseJ.76 

. the Maha Govinda Sutta77 Sakka is represented as 
ng uttered "eight true praises" of the Buddha 
1aps the most predominant characteristics of the 
:lha were his boundless love and his eagerness to help 
•ho sought him. His fondness for children is seen in 
stories as those of the two Sopiikas, of Kumara

:apa, of Cula Panthaka and Dabba-Mallaputta and 
of the novices Pandita and Sukha. His kindness to 
tals appears, for inst�nce, in the introductory story of 
Maccha JStaka and his interference on behalf of 
na's aged elephant, Bhaddavatikii (q. v.). The Buddha 
extremely devoted to his disciples a:nd encouraged 
t in every_ way in their difficult.life. The Thetagatba 
the Therigitha are full of stories indicating that he 
bed, with great care,· the spiritual growth and 
lopment of his disciples, understood their problems 
was ready with timely interference to help them to 
their aims. Such incidents a5 those mentioned in the 'lciili Sutta, 1• the introduction to the Tittha Jitaka 
the 'Kdc'andkbanclba Jitaka, seem to indicate that 
1ok_a personal and abid�g interest in all who came 
r him. It was his unvarying custom to greet with a 
: all ,those who visited him, inqUiring after their 
tre and thus putting them at their ease.'9 When 
ne sought permission to question him, he made no 
itions as to the topic of discussion. This is called 
•Mupavarana. Ro . . . 
1en be was staying in a monastery, he paid daily 
to the sickwani to taJk to the ilimates and .to 

ort them." The charming story of Putigatta-Tiua 

shows that he sometimes attended on the sick himself, 
thus setting an example to his followers. [n return for his 
devotion, his d isciples adored him, but even among those 
who immediately surrounded him there were a few who 
refused to obey him implicitly - e .g. L81udayi, the 
companions of Assaji and Punabbasuka, the Chabbag
giyas, the Sattarasavaggiyas and others, not to mention 
Devadatta and his associates. 

The Bud�ha seems to have shown a special regard for 
Sariputta, Anand a and Maha Kassapa l!inong the monks, 
and fo_r Anathapindika, Malli.ki, Visakhii, Blmbisara 

· and Pasenadi amo'�g the laity. He seems to have been: 
secretly amused by the very human qualities of Pasenadi 
and by his failure to appreciate the real superiority of 
Mallikii, his wife. 

The Buddha�always declared that be )V� among the 
happy ones of thi� earth, that he was far happier, for 

. instance, than Bimbisiira, u and he remained unmoved by 
opposition or ab�se:li3 

· 

The Miliiidapa6bau mentions· several illnesses of the 
Buddha: the injury to his foot has already been referred 
to; once when the humours of his body were disturbed 
Jivaka administered a purge,s5 on another occasion�be 
suffered from some stomach trouble which was cured'by . 
hot water, or, according to some, by .bot grueJ.16 The· · I . 
Dhammapada Commentary"' mentions another disorder . 
of the humours cured by hot water obtained from the. 
brahniin Pevahita, tl;lrougJt Upavina. lhe Commin
tariesss' mention that' he sUffered, in his old age, from 
constant backache, oWing to the severe austerities pr� 
tised by him during the six years preceding his En
lightenment, and the unsuitable meals taken during that 
period were responsible for a dyspepsia which persisted 
throughout the rest of his )ife,89 CUlminating in his )ast 
serious illness of dysentery. 

. · 

. . 
.g., .S. V. 12, .320; .but this very l'ov� of solitude wu sometimes brought against him. By intercolU8e with who

.
in does he attain to 

c:idity in wisdom? they asked. His insight, they said, wu ruined by his habit of sechwion (D. 111. 38) . 
. I. 181 .  
g., A. tV. 438. 
'. II. 222 f. 
r. t  445. 

in. I. 3"13. . .· . . . . . . . . . 
�. M. I. 230. When the Buddha himself asked aquClltion of any of his interrogators, they could not remain ·ruent, btit were bound 
mswer; a yakkhacal!ed Vajirapini Willi always present to frighten those who did not wish to do so (e.g. M. I. 23 1). The Buddha 
1 not over-anxiollS to get convertS, and when his visitors declared them!CIVCll his followers he would lUge them to take time to 
1sider the matter - e.g., in the case of Acela Kassapa and Upiiligahapati. 
: e.g., s. v: KutagarKSiili 
., M. I. 94 . . 

. , in the case of the organised conspiracy of Magandiya ( DhA. IV. 1 f.). 
34 . . . . 
'· ,,, 279 • .  

·. I. 21QJ.; Thag. 185. 
1\, IV: 232; thagA. l. 31 I f. ; . I - -
l. I. 465; DA. Ill. 974; see also D; Ill. 209, when be Willi preaching to the Mallllll cif Pava. 
I. 200. 
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vessel and the Moriyas of Pipphalivana, who arrive late, 
carry off the ashes. Thupas were built over these remains 
and feasts held in honour of lhe Buddha. 62 It is said6J that 
just ·before the Buddha's Sis ana disappears completely 
from the world, all the relics will gather togethe! at the 
Mahiiceliya, and travelling from there to Nigadipa and 
the Ratanacetiya, assemble at the Mahiibodhi, together 
with the relics from either parts. There they will re-form · 
the Buddha's golden-hued body,. emitting the six
coloured aura. The • body will then catch fire and com
pletely disappear, amid the lamentations of tho! ten 
thousand world-systems. 

quarrel �nd receive·d , as a gift, the throne, the cause o 
trouble. He left behind him both the throne and 
Rajayatana tree for the worship of the Nagas 
accepted an invitation from the Naga king, Maniakkl 
of Kalyani, to pay another visit to Ceyion. Three y 
later M�iakkhika repeated the invitation and the Bud 
came to Kalyani with five hundred monks, on the sec 

- . day of YCllik.lui. �aving preached to the Nigas, be v 
to Sumankuta, on the summit of which mountain he . . . . 
the imprint of his foot. 6S1He then stayed at Dighaviipi 

. from there visited Mahiimeghavana, where he consecn 
various spots by virtue of his presence, and proceede 
the site of the later Silacetiya. From there he returne 
Jetavima. The Ceylon ChroniclesM record that the Buddha 

visited the Island on three separate occasions. The first 
was while he was dwelling at Uraveli, awaititig the Very l i t t le  information as to the personality of 
moment after the conversion of the Tebhitika J atilas, in Buddha is available. We are told that be was gol< 
the ninth month after the Enlightenment, on the full- hued,66 that his voice had the eight qualities of 
moon day of Pbussa (Dec.-Jan.). He came to the . .Brabmassara67 · - fluency, intelligibility, swee·tn' 
Mahinaga garden, and stood in the air· over an assembly audibility, continuity, distinctness, depth and resona 
of yakkhas then befug held. He struck.terror into their - that he had a fascinating personality - he 
hearts and, at h!s suggestion, they left Ceylon and went in ·· described by his opponents as seductive6Lfhat he 
a body to Giridipa, hard by. The Buddha gave a handful handsome, perfect alike in complexion an4 statur� 
of his hair to the deva Mahisumana of the Sumanakuta noble of presence.69 He had a unique reputation 1 
mountain, ·who built a thupa which was later enlarged teacher and trainer of the liuman heart. Ile was en·d01 
iilto the Mabiyangana Thupa. The Buddha again visited .. · . with the thirty-two marks of the Mabiipurisa. '0 There 
Ceylon in the fifth year, on the new-moon day of Citta . legend that Mahii Kassapa, though .slightly shofl 
(March-April), to check ail imminent battle between two ·. resembled. the Buddha in appearance. 71 
Niga chjefs in Nigadlpa; the co�bata'nts were.Mabod�ra . 
and CwQdara, un.cle and nephew, and the object �f the 
quarrel' was a gem�set throne. The Buddha appeared 

. before them, accompanied by the deva Samiddhi-S umana, · · · CJITying a Rijayatana tree from Jetavana, settled their 

' 
-Mention is often made of the Buddha's love of qt 

and peace, and even the heretics respected his wishel 
this matter, silencing their discussions at his approacl 
Examples are givei:J1l of the Buddha refusing to all 
noisy monks to live near him. He loved soli.tude and of 

62. The concluding pa.�sage of the M�ii-parinibbana Sutt.s (D. 11, I 67) states that the Buddha'! retia were eight 1meamres, seven 
which were honoured in Jambudipa and the Jemaining one in the Naga realm in Ramagama. One tooth was in heaven, one 
Garidhiira,. a third in Kalinga(later taken tci Siha!a),, and a fourth in the Naga world . .  Ajiitasattu'l shar� wlis deposited in a thii1 
and forgotten. It was later discovered by Asoka (with the help of Sak:ka) and distributed among his eighty-four thouaB.J 
monasteries. Asoka also recorded th� finding of all the other retia e�cept tho&e deposited in Ramagama. These were later deposit' 
in the Mahiicetiya at Anuriidhapura ( Mbv. xxxi. 17ff.). Other relics are also mentioned, such as the Buddha's collar-bone, his ab 
bowl, etc. (M!lv. xvii. 9 ff. ; Mhv. i. 37 etc.). 

63. E.g., DA. iii. 899. 
64. Mhv. i. 12ff. ; Dpv. i. 45 ff.; ii. I ff. etc. The Burmese claim thatthe Buddha visited th�irland and went to the Lohilacamiana Viliar 

presented by the b�others Mahiipunna and ciilapunna of ·v&:nijagama :Jnd. Antiq. xxii., and Siis. 36 f.). 
65. Legend has it that other footprints �ere left by the Buddha, on the b,ank of the river N am madS:, on the Saecabaddha mountain lUI 

in YonakaiJUra. 
66. E.g., Sp. Ill. 689. . . 
67. E.g., D. II. 21 1;  M. II. 166f. It is said tht while an ordinarypersonapoke one word, Ana,ndacould ipeakeight; but theBuddhacoul 

· apeak sixteen to the eight of Anand a ( MA. I. 283). / 
· 

68. E.g .. M. I. 269, 275 
69. E.g., M. II. 167. 
70. For details of these, see s. v: Buddha. 
7L .Attempts made, however, to measure the Buddha always failed; two such attempts are generally mentioned - one by a brahmin 1 

Riijagaha and the other by Rahu, chief of the Asuras (DA. I. 284 f.). The Buddha had the physical strength of many millions c 
elephants (e.g. Vibf7A. 391), but his strength quickly ebbed away after his last meal and he had to stop at twenty-five places whil 
travelling three gavutas from Pava to Kusinara (DA. II. 573). 

72. E.g., D. I. I 78 f; 111 .  39; even his disciples had a similar reputation (e.g., D. Ill. 37). 
13. E.g., M. l. 456; see also M. I I. 122, where a monk was jogged by his neighbour because he coughed when the Buddha Willi speakin1 
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there he  preaches on the four things the comprehension 
of which destroys rebirth - noble conduct, earnestness 
in meditation, wisdom and freedom. 

�e then passes through the. villages of Hatthigama, 
Ambag�ma and Jambugama, and stays at Bhoganagara 
at the Anandacetiya. There he addresses the monks on 
the Four Great Authorities (Mahapadesa), by reference 
to which the trile doctrine may be determined.60 From 
Bhoganagara the Buddha goes to Pava and stays in the 
mango-grcl\'e of Cunda, the · smith. Cunda serves him 
with a meal which includes sUkaramaddava. 61 The Buddha 
alone pa�takes of the sliksramaddava, the remains being 
buried. This is the · Buddha's last meal; sharp sickness 
arises in him, with flow of blood and violent, deadly 
l'ains, but t.he Buddha controls them and sets out -for 
Kusin�ra. On the way he has to sit down at the foot of a 
tree. Anand a fetches him water to drink from the stream 
K.akuttha, pver which five hundred carts had just passed; 
but, through the power of the Buddha, the water is quite 
clear. Here the Buddha is visited by Pukkusa, the 
Malian, who is converted and presents the Buddha with a . 
pair of gold-coloured robes. The Buddha puts them on 
and Ananda noticts the marvellous brightness and 
tlearness of the Buddha's body; The 'Buddha telb him 
that the body of a Buddha takes on this: hue on the night . 
before his Enlightenment and on. the night of his passing 
away, and that he will die that night at Kusinilril. He goes 
to the K.akutth� bathes and drinks there and rests in a . 
mailgO..groye. Tiiete he instructs Anand� that �teps must . 
be t�en to dispel any remorse that Cunda may feel 
regarding the meal he gave to the Buddh� . . 

From ic.ak�tthi the B�ddha crosses the Hira.fiiiavati to 
the Up�va�tana sii�-grove in Kusiniiri There Ananda 
prepares for him a· bed with the head to the north. All the 
trees break forth into blossom and flowers· cover the body 
()f the Buddha. Divine mandarava-:flowers and sand&
IVOod powder fall from. the sky, and divine music and 
:inging sound through the air. But the Buddha says that 
he greater honour to him would be to follow his 
eachings. 

. 

The g()ds of the ten thou san� world systems assemble 
tJ pay their last homage to the Buddha, and Upavina, 
1ho stands fanning him, is asked to move away as he 
bstructs tlieir view. · · 

Anand a asks for instruction on s�eral points, including 
:>w the fu�eral rites should be performed; lie then goes 
1t and abimdons himself to a fit of weeping; the Buddha 
ilds for him, consoles him and. speaks his praises. 
nanda tries to persuade the Buddha not to die in � 
ud-and·wattle village, sue� · as is K.usinara, but the 
1ddha tells him how it was once the mighty K.usavati, 
pita! of Mahisudassana. 

· 

: Cf.. A. ll, 1 67 rr. · 

The Mall as of Kusinara are informed that the Buddha 
will pass away in the third watch of the night ,  and they 
come with their families to pay their respects . The ascetic 
Subhadda comes to see the Buddha and is refused 
admission by Anand a, but the Buddha, overbearing, calls 
him in and converts him ; Several minor rules of discipline 
are delivered, including the order for the excommunication 
of Channa. The · Buddha finally asks the assembled 
monks to seeak out any doubts they may have. All are 
silent and Ananda expresses his astonishment, but the 
Buddha tells him it is natural that the monks should have 
no doubts. Then, addressing the monks for the la5t time, 
he admonishes them i� these words: "Decay is inherent in 
all component things; work out your salvation with 
diligence." These were the Buddha's last words. Passing 
backwards and forwards through various stages of 
trance, he attains Parinibbina. There is a great earth
quake and terrifying :thunder, and the Brahmi Saham
pati, Sakka king of �b gods, Anuruddha and Ananda 
utter stanzas, each proclaiming .the feeling uppermost in 
his mind. lt is the full-:moon day of the month ofVisikha 
and the Buddha is in his eightieth year. 

- . . 

The next day Anand a informs the Mallas of Kusinira 
of the Buddha's death, and for seven days the] hold a 
great celebration. On the seventh day, following Anand a's 
instructio11s, they prep�e the body for .crem;ttion, .taking 
it in .proctssio� by the eastern gate to the Makuta
bandhana shrine, thll;S altering their proposelt;pute; in 
order' to satisfy the wishes of the gods, as cornmlo}Dicated 

. to them by Anuruddha. The :whole town is covered knee� 
deep With mitndirava-Qowers, which fall from the sky. 
�hen, however, fouriof the chiefMallas try to light the 
pyre, their attempt is unsuccessful and they must :wait 
until Mahii Ka.Ssapa, coniing with a company of five 

. 

hundred monks, has saluted it. The Commentaries (e.g. 
DA. II, 603) add that Mahi K.assapa greatly desii:ed that 
the Buddha's feet should rest on his head when he 

· -worshipped the -pyre: The wish was granted� the feet 
appeared through the pyre, and · when K.assapa had 
worshipped them, the pyre closed together. The. pyre 
bums completely �way, leaving no cinders nor soot. 
Streams of water fall from the sky to extinguish it and the
Mallas pour on it scented water. They then plaee a fence · 
of s�ears around it and continue their celebrations for 
seven days. At the end ohhat period there appear sevcrlil 
claimants for the Buddha's relics: Ajitasattu, the Liecha
vis of Vesii:li, the Siikiyans of K.apilavatthu, the Bulis of 
Allakaepa, the Koliyas of Rimag�a, a brahmin of 
Vethadipa and the Mallas of Pavi. But the Mallas of 

. · K.usi.pir� refusing to share the relies with the othera, there · 
·. is d��ge�· ·�f war. Then the brahmin Dona �ounsels 

concord and divides the reli? into eight equal parts for 
the eight claimants. Do�a t�es for himself the meuuring 

, There i! much di�pute concerning this word. See Thomas,op. cit. 149, n. 3. 
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became the open enemy of the Buddha.'4 Enlisting the 
support o f  Ajatasattu, he tried in many ways to kill the 
Buddha. R oyal archers were bribed to shoot the Buddha, 
but they were won over by his pesonality and confessed 
their inten�ions. Then Devadatta burled a great rock 
down Gijjhakiita on to the Buddha as he was walking in 
the shade of the' hill; the hurtling rock was stopped by two 
peaks, but splinters struck the Buddha's foot ·and caused 
blood to flow; he suffered great pain and had to be taken 
to the Maddakucchi gar�en, where· his injuries were 
dressed by the physician �ivaka. ss The monks wished to 
provide a g�ard, but the Buddha reminded them that no 
man: had the power to deprive a Tathigata of his life. 

· Devadatta next bribed the royal e_h;phant keepers to let 
. loose a fierce elephant, Niiliigiri, intoxicated with tqddy,_ 
on the road along which the Buddha would go, begging 
for alms. The Buddha was warned of this but disregarded 
the warning, and when the elephant appeared, Ananda, 
against .the strict orders of. the Buddh� threw himself in 
its path, and.a�y by an exercise of iddbi-power, inCluding 
the folding up of the earth, could the Buddha come ahead 
ofhim. As the elephant approached, the Budha addreued 
it, pcrvadhig it with his _boundless love, until it became 
quite. gentle. S6 · 

These �ttempts to . eni:ompass the Buddha's death 
having failed� Devadatta, .witb thr�e others, decides to . 
create u chism in the Ord�r and asks:the Buddha that rt-ve_· 
nili:s .should be iaid do�·. wlitreby the oionks would' be 
compelled to lead a. flir �ore austere life than hitherto. 
When this request is refused, Devadatta persuad�s five 
hundred recently ordained monks to leave VesiH with 
_hlm �d take up th�ir. residence at Gayiisisi, where he 
�otild s·�t up .Ut organbation similar to that of the. 
BUddha. But, at the Buddha's request, Siriputta preaches 
to them and they are ��u$ded to return. When Devadatta 
discavers this� he vomits hot blood and .lies ill for nine 
months. When his end approaches, he Wishes to aee the 
Bud�ha, but he dies an the way to Jetavana-iVhither he is 
being conveyed in a litter�and is born in Avici:57 

From Gijjhakuta, near Rijagaha, the Buddha starts o!l 
his last journey. iust before his departure he is visited by 
Vissa1ira. and the tillk is of the Vajjians; the B�ddha 
preaches to Vass�kara and the monks on the conditio� 

that lead to prosperity. The Buddha proceeds with a large 
concourse of monks to Ambalatthika and thence to 
Niilanda, where Sariputta utters his lion-roar (sfhanada) 
regarding his faith in the' Buddha. The Buddha then goes 
to Pitaligiima, where he talks to the villagers on the evil 
consequences of immorillity tltld the advantages of 
morality. He utters a proP.hecy regarding the future 
greatness of Piitaliputta and then, leaving by the 
Gotamadviira, h� crosses the river Ganges at G2tama
tittha. He proceeds . to Kotigiima and thence to Nitika, 
wher:e he gives t o  An'and a the formu l a  of the 
Dhammidasa, whereby the rebirth of disciples could be 
aScertained . From Nitika be goe� to Vesili, staying in the 
park o! the courtesan Ambap!Ji .  The following day he 
accepts a meal from Ambapiili, refusing a similar offer 
from the .Licchavis;Ambipall makes a gift of her park to 
the Buddha and his monls. The Buddha journeys on to 
Beluva, where · be spends the rainy season, his monks 
remaining in Vesili. At Beluva he falls dangerously ill 
but, with great determination, fights against his sicknes. 
He tells Anand a tha't his mission is finished, that when he 

· is dead the Order. mus� maintain itself, taking the 
Dhamrila itlone as its refuge, · and he concludes by . 

propounding the four subj�cts oJ mindfUlness: sa The ·next 
day he begs Ui Vesili and, with An'anda, visits the Capila
cetiya. Tbere . he' gives : to' Ananda the opportupity of 
uking him to live until tbe:end of the kappa, but. Aanada · 

· fails to ti.ke the hint.. So9n afterwards Mira visits · .the · 
Buddha and obtairis .the !assurance that the Buddha's 
nibbina Will tak� place in ·thre� months. There is an 
earthquake, and, in answ�r to Ananda's questions, the 
Buddha explains to him t�e eight causes of eilrtbquak.ea. 
This is "followed by Jlsts ofthe.eight assemblies, tht: eight 
st!lges of mastery and the eight stages of retease. T�e 

. Buddha tlieE repeats t9 Anand a his conversation with 
Mira, and Anand a now mikes his reqvest to the Buddh.a 
to prolong his life, but is told that it is now too late; 
several opportunities he has had; of whi�h he ftas failed to 
avail hiinseit The monks are ·.sseoibled in Vesili, in the 
�ervi� Hall, and · the Bu�dha exhorts them to practise 
the doctrine he has taught, in order. that the religious life 
Iilay last long� He then -announces his impending death. 

Th� next day, tet�thlbg from Vesi.ii, lle·looks round at 
the c:ity fo� the last: tfui�' �d soe's ori to Bb��gima�; 

S4. tkvadatt�;, desire to ·deprive the Buddha or the leadership of the S�gha .� to have been c»n!=dved by him, accprdi�J to the_ 
· . Vinaya account (V4J. II. 184), almost immediately �r he joined the Order, �d the Budd�a wu warned ofthis by thedevaputta 

·· Kakudha. This account lends point to the statement C1:lntilined especially in the Northern boob, that even .in their lay life Devadatta 
bad always been Gotama's rival. · 

SS. S. l. 27. 
. 

S6, This incident, with Jre&t weehb of detail, is relattJ in ICVeraJ places - e.J. in J. V, 33Jff. 
S1 • . For further details and for rereiences! .aee s.v. Devadatta. · . . · sa: b. 11. 100. · 

S9. Accordi�J to the Commentaries (e.g. DA. ll, S49), after the rainy seuon spent at Beluva, the Buddha goes back to Jetavana, wheie 
he is vl�ited by Siiriputta, who is preparing f9r his own parlnibbinaat NBJabgima. From ietavana the Buddha went to R&japha, 
where Mahilmo81allinadied�·Thence he proceeded to Uklciiceli; where hespolce in praise o£thetW.o chief disciples. From Ulclciceli 

. he proceeded to Veaili and thence to Bhandagima. Rihula; tQo, predeceued the Buddha (DA. ll. S49). . . . ' 

. ..  "' .. _ . 
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request of the brahmin Verafija. But Verafija, forgets his 
obligations; there is a famine, and five hundred horse
merchants supply the monks with food. Moggallana's 
offer to obtain food by means of magjc power is 
discouraged. •5 The thirteenth Retreat is kept at Cilika
pabbata, where Meghiya is the Buddha's personal 
attendant.46 The fourteenth year is spent at Savatthi, and 
tmre Rihula receives the upasampadi ordination. 

In the fifteenth year the Buddha revisits Kapilavatthu; 
and there his father-in..;law, Suppabuddha, in a drunken 
fit, refuses to let · tlie Buddha pass through the streets. 
Seven days later he is swallowed up by the earth at the 
foot of his palace.•7 

The chief event of the sixteenth year, which the Buddha 
epent at Alavi, is the conversion of the yakkha Alavaka. 
In the sev!nteeth year the Buddha is back at Siivatthi, but 
be visita Alavi again out of compssion for a poor farmer . 
who beromes a so tip anna ilfter hearing him preactt:•• He 
1pends the raini season at Rijagaha. In the next year .he · 

qain comes to Alavi from Jetavana for the sake of a poor 
weaver's daughter. She hid heard him preach, three years 
earlier, on the desirability of meditating upon death. She 
alone gave heed to his admonition and, when tlie Buddha 
knows of her imminent death, he joumeyi thirty leagues · 
to preach to her and eastablish �er in the sotipattiphala. "' 

The Reireat of this year a:nd also that of the nineteenth 
are spent at Cilikapilbbata. In the twentieth year �akes 
place the mi.racUJous conversion of the robber ADgulimila. 
He becomes an �ah�t and dies sho�tly after. It is in the 
fame year that Anand a is appoirited petDI.Inent ittendant 
on the Buddha, a position which he holds to the end of the 
Buddhe.'s life, twenty-five yeirl lat¢r.-'O The twentiet� 
Retreat is spe.ni at RijagahB. : 

With our present knowledge it is impossible to evolve 
any kind of chronology for the remaining twenty..:five . 
years of the Bud.dha'a life. The COmmentaries state51 thQ.t 
they were spent at Sivat.thi • in the monasteries of . 
Jetavana and Pubbirima. This, probably, only implies 
that the Retreats were kept there and that they were made 
the head-quarters of the Buddha. From there, during the 
fry season, he went every year on tour in various districts. 

5. Vin. Ill I ff'.; J. Ill. 494 f.; DbA. II. 153. 
6. A. IV. 3S4; Ud. iv. i. 
7. DhA. HI . .U 
8. DbA. Ill. 262 ff. 
�. Ibid. 110 ff. 
), For de:taib �ee s. v. AnandL 

Among the places visited by him during these tours are 
the following.'l Aggilavacetiya," Anotatta, Andhaka
vinda, Ambapiilivana, Ambalatthiki, Ambasanda, 
Asupura, Apana, lcchiinanga!�,' Ukkatthii (Subha
gavana), Ukka�Ji, Ugganagara, Ujufifi�· (Kannalcat
thaka deer-park), Uttara in K.oliya, Uttaraki, Uttara
kuru, Uruvelakappa, Ulumpa, Ekaniili, Opasida, 
K.akkarapatta, Kajangali (Mukheluvana), Kammisa
dhamma, .Kalandakanivipa (near Benares), Kimbili, 
Kitigiri, Kundadhinavana (near Kundakoli), Kesaputta, 
K�tigima, tos8Dlbi (Ghositiirima a..id Ba4arikiirima), 
Khanumata, Khomadussa, Gosmgasilavana, Candala
kJlppa, Campi (Gaggari), Cituma, Cetiyagiri in Vesili, 
Jivakamabavana (in Rijagaha), Tapodirima, Tinduk
khinu (paribbiijakirama), Tpdeyya, Thullakotthita, 
Dakkhinigiri, Dandakappa, Devadaha, Desaka 'in the 
Sumbh� country: 'Nagaraka; Nagaravinda, Nidiki 
(Giiijakivasatha), Nilandi (Pivirika mango-grove), 
Nilakapanil (Palisavana), Pailkadhi, Paficasili, Pi�ikiirima, Beluva,_ the Brahma worldJ ;Bbaddavati, 
:ahaddiya (Jitiyivana), Bhaganagara (Anandacetiya), 

· Maninilakacetiya, Manasikata, Mihdi, Mithili 
(Makbideva mango-grove)� �edalumpa, Mom;Uvapa, 
Rammaka's hermitage, Latthivana, Videha, Yedhaflfta
ambavana, Venigapura, Verafsjii, Vesili (also· ··varlo� 
shrines there, Udenaceitya, Gotam&a:tiya, Cipalacetiya, 
Bahuputtakacetiya, Sa.ttambace_tiya, Sirandi,pacetiya)� 
Sakkara, Sajjanela, Sai&Jigirilka iD Sivatthi, Siketa 

· . (Afijanavana), Siimagima, ·silavatika, Sili, · Simsa
piivana, Silivati, sitavana, Siikarakhatalena:'Seta\ryl, 
H atthigima, Halidavusana and the region of the 
Himilaya. 

·nere is a more or less continuous aa:ount of the last 
ye.:ll' of the Buddha's life. This is contained in three suttas: 
th�. Alabipar.inibbiDa, the Afabisudassana and. the 

. Jaii;avasabba. These are not separate discourses but are 
intii:nately connected with each other. The · only event 
prio� to the �idents recounted in 'hese. suttas, which can 

\ .  . . . . . . . . . 
· be fi�ed with any cert�nty., is the death of the Buddha's 
pi out patron and supporter, Bimbisira, which took place 
eight:years before the Buddha's Parinibbiina.53 Jt was at· 
this tfme that �evadatta tried to obt�� for �!m�lf a po:�t · 
of suipremacy m the Order, and, failmg m thts effort, . 

I. E.a. BuA, 3; SNA. (p. 336 f.) lays that when the Buddha was at Sivatthi, he apent the day at the ,dipramitupiaida in the 
Pubbirilma, and the night at Jetavana or vice Ye/3'& 

l For detaill of the!!e viiJitl see s. v. passim. '../� · . 
I. Mbv. il. 32 

· 

· ' ·; 
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family. With these b� returns to  Riijagaha, stopping· on 
t�e way at Anupiya, where An'uruddha, Bbaddiya, 
Ananda, Bhagu, Kimbila and Devadatta, together with 
their barber, Upiili, visii hi.111 and seek ordination. 

On his return to Riijagaba34 the :J3uddba resides in the 
Sitavana. There Sudatta, later known a., Anithapindika, 
visits him, is converted, and invites him to Sivatthl.' The 
Buddha accepts the invitation and journeys through 
Vesili to Savatthi, there to pas� the rainy season.Js 
Anithapindika gifts Jetavami, provided with every neces
sity, for th� residence of the Buddha and his n).onks. 
Probably to · this period belongs the conversion of 
Migira, father-in-law of Visikhi, and the con�truction, 
by Visikhi, of the Pubbirima at Siivattbi. The vassa of 
the fourth year the Buddha spends at Veluvana, where he 
converts Uggasena36 In the fifth y�ar Suddhodana dies, 
having realised arabantship, and the Buddha flies through 
the air, from the Kutigirasiilii in Vesili where he wu staying, to preach to his father on his death-bed. 
According to one accotm!37 it is 'at this time that the 
quarrel breaks out beiween the Sikiyans and the Koliyans 
regarding the irrigation of the river RohinL The Buddha 
persuades themto make peace, and takes up his abode in 

. . theNigrodharama. Mab&pajip;iti GOtami,J;ith othetSildyim 

multitude, gathered at Savatthi at the Y amakapiitihanya, 
refuse to go away until they have seen him. For three 
months, therefore, Moggallana expounds to them the 
Dhamma, while Culla Aniithapindika provides them with 
food. During the preaching of the Abhidhamma, Siri
putta visits the Buddha daily and learns from him all that 
has been recited the previous day. At the end of the vassa, 
the Buddha descends a jewelled staircasee and comes to 
earth at Sankassa, thirty leagues from Siivatthi.40 It was 
about this time, when the Buddha's fame was at its height, 
that the no.torious Cincii-miinavikii was persuaded by 
members of some hostile sect 'to bring a vile accusation 
against the Buddha. A similar story, told in connection 
with a paribbiijiki named Sundarl, probably refers to a 
later date. 

The eighth year the Buddha spends in the country of the 
Bhaggas and there, while residing in Bhesakalavana near 
Sumsumiiragiri, he. meets Nakulapitii and his wife, who 
hal been his parents in fiVe hundred fomier birtbs.41 

In tlie nintp year the Buddhaia at Kosambi. While on'a 
visit to Uie . . Kuru country be is offered in .mariiage 
M,,igaJ1piya. The refusal of the offer, . accompanied by 
ins\ll.ti.p'g,i r�.m�ics �bout physical beauty, arriu5es the . 

: enm.Jty .lit M��diya who,· . thenceforward, cherishes 
. bah·ed agaiti�t the Buddha. 42 . . .. .• : . .: . '( � . .: ' : '. ' ! . . . 

women, visit him there arid askS · that women may_ �e 
allowed · to join the Order. Thr�� ti!lles the r�quest ) is . 
ma�e! three times refused, the �udd.ha then rehl?ling)to In the t�nth year there arises ainong the monks ai 
Vesiili. The women cut off thm baJr, don yellow tot)es · . · Kosainbi a schism which threatens the very eXistence of and folio� hlm thither. Anandaintercedes· on theif6eijalf · · ·t�e_·, ·order. The. 'Buddha, . failing iri his attempts to and their request is granted.31 · : . · · · . J. . · recrint:iiC: · fhe disputants, retires in disgu�t t� the 

In· the sixth year the Buddhi again performs . the Pirileffakdorest, p�sing on hi� w�y through Bilaka1ona-
y amakapiitihiriya, this time at the foot of the Gand ba kiragiima and·· Piciilavamsadiya. In the forest he

. is · 
tree in Siivatt

_
hi. Prior to this, the �uddha bad fo�bi4den protected' and :waited upoh by a friendly elephant who 

any display of ma·gic powers, but makes an exceptiqn in has iCCt thfh�rd:'·.T1ie Buddha spends the rainy season 
his own case.39 . 

. ./ there and i�tufiu to �iivatthi;;By'this time the Kosambl 
monks hav:� rec<>V�i:�d �beit s.�nses and ask the Buddha's 

.

. . 
pe��r�:::: ;�;h::�a��e �e��%:a:i!:�t��i�/� . pardo�� :.nl�§�:���;r:��tt�·Wt'�W:���I�·-:�tred:�3 . 
Buddhas and ascends to Tivatimsa in three strides to · In the eleve�b,<ye�ttli.�iBU'��Q�!i'esides aUhe btabmin 
preacb the Abhidhamma_ to his m�ther who is bo� there village of �kanaii: IU\4· ro��#f�!iSj�Bhiradvija." The 
as ·a deva,' ·and there he keeps the seventh vw�. The twelfth yearfie:sp'end.s at:V#�j�·feepi)lg-thevassa at the 

' ' i ... · . . . : .. <'. .: .• :. : ;,, , ,�;, ;; _j, '� · ., ,. ' , . . · . .  
33. This visit is not mentioned in the Canon; but seo: �·· 527-36; AA. I. 107, 1 67; J. I. 87; D�d·,� f.·,� :PIP�· J• 997ff. 
34. J. l, 92. The story is also told in the Vimty� Ul, 154}, but no date is indicated. 

. . . ;: 
: .

'
. · _ . · 

' . .  ' .... ' . ·-� ·t. . •. � f, . 
35 . . Vin. II. 158; but see BuA. 3, where, the Buddha is �entloned as having spent the vassa In Rajajaha. ; 
36. DhA. IV, 59 f. 

. \ ! · 37. AA. I. 341 SNA. I. 357; TbigA. 141; details of the!quarrel are given in J. V. 412 ff. 
38. Vin. II. 253 ff.; A. IV, 274 f.; for details see s. v. Mahapajipatl. 
39. DbA. Ill, 199f; J. IV, 265 etc. 

. 

.W. For details see s. v. Devorohana. , 
41. · AA. I. 2 � 7. The same f told' of another old cot.tple In Silce�a. See the SSket• .litd•. The Buddha evidently stayed again at 

Suf!lllumaragiri many years later. It was during hLs second viait that Bodhirijakumilra ( q. v.) invited him to a meal at his new palac:e 
in order that the Buddha .might cos;tseerate the building by his preaence. 

42. SN.; PP· 163 ff.; SNA. II. 542 ff.; DbA. I. 1 99 ff. Thomas (op. cit., 109) assigns the Mqa�diya Incident to the ninth year goinl 
probably on AA. I, 435 but other Commentaric:uay the Buddha was then JiVing at Savatthl. · · 

43. Vin. I. 337 ff.; J. lli 486 ff.; DhA. I. 44 ff.; but aee Ud. iv, 5; 1. v. ParileyyakL 
. . 

44. SN., p. 12 f.; S. I. 172 f. 
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kes place the conversion ofTapussa and Bhallika. They 
ke refuge in the Buddha and the Dhamma, though the 
Jddha does not give1hem any instruction. 

Doubts now assail the Buddha as to whether he shall 
roclaim to the world his doctrine, so recondite, so hard 
'understand. The Brahmi Sahampatil5 appears before 
m and assures him there are many prepared to li$ten to 
m and to profit by hls teaching, and so entreats him to 
ach Jhe Dhamma. The Buddha accedes to his request 
ld, after consideration, decides to teach the Dhamma 
'St to the Pai'jcava��as at Isipatana. On the way to 
:nares he meets the Ajivaka Upaka and tells him that he 
1e Buddha) is Jina. On his arrival at Isipatna the 
tficavaggiyas are, at first, reluctant to acknowledge his 
aim to be the Tathigata, but they let themselves be won 
•er and, on the full-moon day of Asilha, the Buddha 
-eaches to them the sermon which came to be known as 
e Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta26• At the end of the 
rmon K.onda.fiiia becomes a sotipanna an,j they all 
come monks. 

. 

This sermon is followed five days later by the Anat� 
kkban.a SiJtta, at the condusion of which all five 
:come arahants. The following day the Buddha mee� 
asa,_ whom . be . converts. Yasa's father, who comes 
eking him, ii ihe first to take the threefold formula of 
efuge. Yua becomes an arohant and is ordained. The 
Jddha accepts a meal at his house, ana Yasa's mother 
d one of his former Wives are the first two lay-women to 
C:om� the Buddha's disciples. Then four friends ofY asa 
d, afterwards, fifty more, enter the Order and become 
lhants. There are now sixty arahants besides the 
dcfha, and th�y are sent in different directions to· 
:acb the Dbamma. They return with many candidates 
· admission to the Order, and the Buddha, who up till 
w bad ordained men with the •ebi bbiillu�formula, 
wallows the monks themselves to perfOrm the ceremony 
>rd iniltion.l7 

. ., 
�er spending the rainy season at Benares,�• the 
tdha returns to Seninigima in Uruveli, on the way 
tverting and ordaining the thirty Bhaddavaggiyi. At 
tVeli, after a long md protracted exercise of magical 
vers, consisting in all of three thousand five hundred 
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miracles, the Buddha wins over the three Kassapa 
brothers, the Tebhitika Jatili, with their thousand 
followers, and ordai_ns them. They become arahants after 
listening ·to the Adittapariyaya Sutta preached at 
Gayisisa; with these followers he visits Rajagaha, where 
King Seniya Blmbisira comes to see him at the Latthi
vanuyyii:na. The following day the Buddha and 

. .  
the 

·monks visit the palace, preceded by Sakka disguised as a 
youth and singing the praises of the Buddha. Mter the 
meal� the king gifts Veluvana to the Buddha and the 
Order. The Buddha stays for two months at Rajagaha,29 
and it is during this time that Sariputta and Moggillana 
join the Order, through the instrumentality of Assaji.JO 
The number of cottvert! now rapidly increases and the 
people of Magadha, alarmed by the prospect of child
lessness, v.rjdowhood, etc., blame the Buddha and his 
monks. The Buddha, however, refutes their chargees.lt 

J2Qn the full-moon day of Ph�gguna (February
March) the Buddha, accompanied by twenty thousand 
monks, sets out of K.apilavatthu at the _express request of 
his father, conveyed through K.iludiyi.J3 By slow stages 
he arrives at the city, where he stays at the Nigrodhirima, 
and, in order to convince his proud kinsmen of his power, 
performs the Yamak�patibiriya and then relat� · the 
Vessantara Jitaka. The next day, receiving no invitation 
to a meal, the Buddha begs in the streets of the city; this 
deeply grieves Suddhodana, but later, learning that it is 
the custom of all Buddhas, he becomes a so tap anna and 

· conducts the Buddha and his monks to a meal ·a� · the 
palace. there all the women of the palace, exceptilig �nly . 
Rihulamiti, come and do reverence to the Bu(l<fha. · 

Mahapaj�pati becomes a sotipanna and Suddhod�a a 
sakadimi� The Buddha visits Rihulamiti .in her own · 

I apartments and utters her praises in the Candalcinnara 
�, Jitaka. The following day the Buddha persuades his 
\half-bro.ther, Nand a, to come to the monastery, where he 
:prdains him and, on the seventh d ay, he does the same 
)\'ith Rihula. This is too great a blow for Suddhodana, 
�d at his request the Buddha rules that no person shall 
b;e ordained without the consent of his parents. The next 
day the Buddha preaches to SuddhiJdana, who becomes 
� anigami. During the Buddha's visit to Kapilavatthu, 

.eighty thousand Sikiyans join the Order, one from each 
�ccordlna to .f. I, 8t, with the gods of the thouaand worlds, including 'sakb, Suyama, Santu.rita, Sunimmita, V asavatti, etc. 
Vin. I. 4 ff.; M. ll. llS ff.; cp. D. II. ·36 ff. Regarding the claim of this sutta to be the Buddha 'lrmt aermon ace Thomas, op. cit., p. 86; 
1ee also 1. v. Paflcavaggiy._ 

. . · 
Vin. 1. t5 tr.; 1. n. at f. · . 

'bout this time Mira twice tries to tempt the Buddha, once after he had aent the disciples out t� preach and once after th" Retreat S. l. lOS, 106; Vin. 11, 21, 22). 
· 

. 
JuA. 4. It wu probably durlrig this year, It the beginning of the ralny sell! on, that the Buddha visited Vesili at the request ofthe 
.icchavis, conveyed through Mahili. The city wu tuffering from pestilence arid famine. The Buddha went, preached the RatMna 
rutu and dispelled all dangen (DhA. 111. 436 ff.). . 

· · ' 

'in. I. 23 ff. 
'in. I. 42 f. · .-1 ,c. . • 

be ac:cOunt of the first twenty years of the Buddha 'I min!Jtry iJ summarised from various aourca, chiefly from Thomas's 
dmirable account in iris Life and Legend of the Buddha (pp. 97 ff.). The necessary references are to be found under the names 
�entloned. 
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his companions, but  now, having realised the folly of 
extreme asceticism, he decides to abandon it, and starts 
again to take normal food; thereupon the Paficavaggiyas, 
disappointed, leave him and go to Isipatana. 1 6  

Gotama's desire for normal food i s  satisfied by an 
offering brought by Sujata to the Ajapiila banyan tree 
under which he is seated. She had made a vow to the tree, . 
and her wish having been granted, she takes her slave 
girl, Punna, and goes to the tree prepared to fulfil her 
promise. 'ihey take Gotama to be the Tree-god, come in 
person to accept her offering of milk-rice; the offering is 
made in a golden bowl and he takes it joyfully. Five 
drcamst7 he had the night before convince Gotama that 
he will that day become the Buddha. It is the full-moo1,1 
day of Visiikha;·he bathes at Suppatittha in the Ncraiijarii, 
cats the food it.nd launches the bowl .up stream, where it 
siriks to the abode of the Naga king, K.�a (Mahak3:!a). 

Gotama spends the rest of the "day in a s8.Ja-grovr: and, 
in the. evening, goes to the foo,t of the Bodl:ii-trce, 
accompanied by �arlo us divinities; there the grass-cutter 
Sotthiya give� him _eight handfuls" of grass; these, after 
investigation, Gotama spreads on the eastern side of the 
tree, where it becomes a seat fourteen hands long, on 
which he sits cross-legged, determined not to rise before 
a¢taining Enlightenment. II , _ 

Mara, lord of _the world of passion, is_.dctcrmined to 
p�ve�t this. fulfiline.nt, :and atta�ks Gotama with all the 
strength at . his comm;md. His �rmy extends twelve 
leagues .to the front, right, BJ1d left of him, to the end of 
the Cakkavala behind hL'll; and nine leagues into the sky 
abo� him. Mara ·himself carries numerous weapons and 

rides the elephant Girimckhala, one hundred an 
leagues in height. At the sight of him all the div 
gathered at the Bod hi-tree to do honour to Gotama 
great Brahma, S akka, the Niiga-ki�g :Mahiki 
disapp_!:ar in a flash, and Gotama is left alone with t 
parami, long practised by him, as his sole protecti<J 
Mara's attempts to frighten him by means of s torn 
terrifying apparitions fail, and, in the end, Mira, ht 
him the Cakkavudha. It remains as a canopy poiset 
Gotama. The very earth bc;trs witness to Gotama's 1 
tci be the Enlightened One, and Girimekhala I 
before hirri. Mara is vanquished and flees headlon1 
'his vast army. The various divinities who had fled 
approach of Mara now return to Gotama and· exUlt 
triumph. 1Y 

Gotama spends that night in deep meditation . . 
first watch he gains remembrance of his fonnerexist1 
in th� middle _watch he attains the divine eye (D 
cakkliu);in the last watch he revolves in his min 
Chain of Causation (paticcasamuppada). As he m1 
this, the e�th trembies and, with. the dawn; c 
Enlightenment. He is now the supreme Buddha, a 
breaks forth into a paean of joy (uaana).20 

' For the. first week the Buddha rema.lns unde 
Bodbi-tree,' meditating on the Paticcasamuppids 
second wt;:ek he spends at the AjapiiianiSt-odha, wbe1 
"Huhunka" brahmin accosts bim2t and where · 1.1 
daughters, Tanhi, Arati and Rigi, appear. befor 
Buddha and i:n�c a last attempt to shake his rescilutl 
the third week he spends under the hood of the niga 
M�calinda;23 the fourth week is spent in medit 
under the Riijayatana tree,24 at the end of this p 

16. J. I. &)f. The Therigiths co·mmentary (p.2) mentions another teacher of Gotama, named Bhaggava, whom Gotama visted br . Alani.. Lai, (330 (264)) contaim a very' elaborate account of Gotama '! visits to teachers; he g·oes fiiSt to two br�in women, 

. and Padma, then to Raivata and Raj aka, son ofTrimandika, and finally (as far u this chapteris concerned) to Alira at VaUa 
. poem contilining an account of the: meeting of Gotania with Bimbisara is inserted into this account.- The �ext chapter tell 
Uddaka. An account of Gotama 'll visits to teachers and of the details of his austerities is also given in the Mshs Saccaka S1 

. already referred to (M. l. 240 ff.); the Msha Sllumsda Sutta (M. I, 77 ff.) contaim a long and detailed account of his extr 
· asceticism .. See also M. I. J63 ff.; .n; 93 f. 

· 

i 17. The dreams are re�ounted.iit A. lll. 240 .and in Mtu. II, 136 f. . . 
' 18. J. I. 69 .. The Pitak� know �othi�g 

'
or Sujata;i offering ot of Sotthiya's gift Lal, (334-7 (267�70)) mention• ten girls in aJI 

provide him with food during .his .atisterities. Dily. (392) mention! two, Nandii and Nand a bali · 
· · 

19. The whole story of the contest with Marais, obViously, ti mythological developm!!nl It is signfflantthat in the Maijhim.pusl 
referred to earlier there is no m�nii.on of Mira, ofa temptati9n, oi even of a Bo�hi-tree; but see D. U, 4 and Thoma (op. cit., n 
According to the K�Jiizg3!Jodhi fa taka, which, very probably, embc�iea � old tra,d_itipn, the bodhi-treewu wo�hipped even In 
Buddha's life-time. The Mara legend is, howeVer, to be founcl in the .. Canonical Padhina Suita of the Sutta Nipita:. This per� 

. contains the first suggestion of the legend. For a discussion aee 1. v. Mara. . . . . . . 
20. There is great doubt as to which were these Ud8na verses, The Nid8nuatlii and the Commentaries gener:ally quote two verses (' 

154) included.in the Dhammapada collection (aneka[ati samsiram, etc.) .. The Vinaya (1. 2) quotes t�ree different verses (u d 
also DhsA. 11), and says that one verse was repeated at the end of each watch, all the watches t,eing occupied with.meditation on 
paticcasiUlluppada. Mtu. (II. 286) gives a completely different Udspa, and in another place (ii. 416) mentions a different ver�e u 
fir�t Uaana. Th� Tibet!ln Vinaya is, again, quite different (Rockhill, p. 33). For a discWISion see Thomu, op. cit., 15 ff. 

21.  Mara now comes again and ub th� Budd�a to die at once (D. II. 1 12). 
2l J. I. 78; S. I I .  1 24; Lal; 490 (378). 

. 

23. Vin. J. 3. 
24. This is the Vinaya account ( Vin. I. f ff.); but the /Btaka (i. 77 ff.) ex�ends thi! period to seven weeks, the additional weeks be 

inserted between the first and second. The Buddha spends one week each at the Animisa-cetiya, the Ratanacailkama and 
Ratanaghara, and this Jut is where he thinks out the Abhidhamma Pi!da. 
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· According to the generally accepted account, Go tam a 
is twenty-nine when the incidents occur which lead to 
final renunciation .  Following the prophecy of the eight 
brahmins, his father had taken every precaution that his 
son should see no sign of old age, sickness or death. But 
the gods decide that the time is come fo� the Enlighten
ment, and instil into Gotama's heart a desire to go into 
the park; On the way, the gods put before him a man 

· showing signs of extreme age, and the Bodhisatta returns, 
. fllled with desire for renuciation. The king, learning this, 
' surrounds him, with greater attractions, but on two other 

daysu Gotama goes to the park and the gods put before 
h_im a sick man and a corpse. On the full-moon day of 
Asilba, the day appointed for the Great Renunciation, 
Gotama sees a monk and hears from his charioteer praise . . . . 
of the ascetic li{e. Feeling very happy; be goes to the park 
to enjoy himself. Sakka sends Vissakamma himself to 
bathe and adorn him, and as Gotama returns to the city in 
ail his majesty, he receives news of the birth of his son. 
Foreseeing in this .news a bQnd, he decidt� tci call the babe 

. Rihula (q. v.). K:isiGotami ( q. v.)sees Go lama on the way 
to the palace and, filled with longing for him, sings to him 
a song cOntaining the wold 'mbbuta. Th� significance of 
the word (=extinguished, at peace) thrills 'him, and he 
sends to Kisi his priceless gold necklace which she, . 

. however� accepts as a token of love . .  Gotama enters the 
· pala� and sleeps; He wakes in the mid.dle of the nightiJ to 
find.hisfemale musicians sleeping in attitudes which fill 
him with disgust and with loathing for the worldly life, 
he decides to · leave it. He orders Channa tb saddle lant�aka, and enters his wife's ro�m for �last look at her 
and their son. · 

. . . . . . . . 
He leaves the city on his horse K:anthilka, with Channa 

clinging to itS. tail. The. devas muffle the sound of the 
bone's hoofs an� of his neighing and open the city gates 
. for Gotama to pass. · Mira appears before Gotama and 
seeks to stay him with a promise that be shall be uD.iversal 
monarch within seven days. On his offer being refused. 
Mira threatens to shadow him always; Outside the city, 
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at the spot where later was erected the Kanthakanivattana
cetiya, Got am a turns his horse round to take a last look at 
Kapilavatthu. I t  is said that the earth actually turned , t o  
make it easy for him t o  d o  so. Then, accompanied by the 
gods, he rides thirty leagues through three kingdoms
those of the Siikiyans, the Koliyans and the Mallas-and 
his horse crosses the rivc:r Anomii in one leap. On the 
other side, he gives all his ornaments to Channa, and with 
his sword cuts off his hair and beard·, throwing them up 
into the air, where Saklca takes them and enshrines them 
in the Ciilamanicetiya in Tiivatimsa. The Brahmi 
Ghatlkara offers

. 
Got am a the eight requisites of a monk, 

whi�h be accepts and adopts. He then sends Channa and , 
Kanthaka back to his father, but Kanthaka, broken-
hearted, dies on the spot and is reborn as Kanthaka
devaputta.14 

From Anomii the Bodhisatta goes to the mango-grove 
of Anupiya, and after spending seven days there walks to 
Riijagaha (a distance of thirty leagues) m one day, and 
there starts his alms rounds. Bimbisiira's men, noticing 
him, report the matter to the king, who. sends messengers 
to enquire who this ascetic is. The men follow Gotama to 
the foot of the Pandavapabbata, where he eats his meal, 
and they then go Md report to the �ng. Bimbisira lisits 
Gotama, and, pleased with his bearing, �ff�rs him the . . ·� . 
sovereignty. On learning the nature of Gotama"s.quest, he 
wins from �im a promise to visit Rajagaha first after the 

· Enlighten�ent. 15 Journeying from Rijagl¢a; GolaJna in 
due course becomes a discipje of Alira-Ki!,ij}·a. Having 
learnt and practised all that Alira has to teac�� he finds it 
unsatisfying and joins u ddak�-Ramaputta; b.utUddaka's 
doctrine leaves him still unconvinced and be ;bindons it. 
He then goes to Seninigama in Uruveli and there, during 
six years, practises all manner of severe austerities, such 

. as no man had previously undertaken. Once he falls 
fainting and a deva informs Suddhodana that Gotama is 
dead. But Suddhodana, relying on the prophecy ·of 
K.iladevala, refuses to believe the news. Gotama's mother, 
now born as a devaptta in Tiv�timsa. comes ta-him to 
encourage him. At Uruveli, the Pafi.cavaggiya monks are 

. . 
.
· 

· . . I . . : . : " . 
. 

12. According to some accounts, e.g. tQt of the Dighabhinak:as, the four omen1 .were ail seen on the same day (.i. I. S9). 
13. In some veraions the Renunciation takes .place seven days :rlter the birth of Rihula (J. I, 62). 
14. The account given h�re is taken mainly fiom t.he Nfdana!stha (J. I, S9 ff.) and evidently embodies later tradition; cp. D. n. 21 ft'. 

· From passages found in the Pitakas (e.g. A. I, 14S; M. l, 163, 240; M. l{. 212 f.) it would appear that the events leading up to the 
Renunciation were not !o dramatlc as �n hei:e� the process being more gradual. I do not, however J,agree with Thomas ( op. a't. S8) 

that, acCording to the�e accounts, the Bodhisatta left the world when "quite a· boy". I think the �ord dshsrs is used merely to 
indicate "the prime of youth," and not necessarily "boyhood". Th.e description of the Renunciation in the Lsi, is very much more 
elaborl!te and adds numerou� Incidents, no account of which ls found in the Piili. 

IS. This Incident is abo,mentioped in the Psbbsjfo Sutts. (Slf. w. 40S-24), b\!t there it il the king who first aees Gotama. lt i uig:UfJCant 
that, when &!ked his identity, Ootama does not say he is a king'! ton .. The Pili version of the sutta contiuns nothing of Gotama'l 

. promlae to visit Rajagaha, but th� Mtu: veriloil. (II, !98-200), which places the visit later, bas two verses, one of which contains the 
reque!t and the other the acceptance; and the SNA. in, 3BS f.), too, me�tions the promise and telb that :himbisara was informed of 
the prophecy concerning Go,!ama. There is another version oftbe Mtu. (il. 1 17-20) which says that Gotama went straight to Vai§Ji 
after leaving home, joining Alar a, and later'visited Uddiika at Rijagaha. Here no mention is made ofBimbisara. We ate told in the 
Mtu. (II, 25 ff.) that Bi.mblsara and Gotama (Siddbattba) had bMn playinates, Bimbisara being the younger by five year�. 
Bimbiaara's father (Bhiti) and Suddhodana were friends. 
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K.apilavatthu, and o f  Mahii Maya, Suddhodana's chief 
consort, and he belonged. to the Gotama-gotta. Before his 
.concept ion he  was in the Tusita heaven, waiting for the 
due time for his birth in his last existence. Then, having 
made the "five investigations" (paiicavilokaoani),4 he 
took leave of his companions and descended to earth.3 
Many wondrous and marvellous events attended his 
conception and birth. 6 The conception takes place on the 
fuU�moon day of Asilha, with the moon in Uttarasilha, 
and Mayii has no relations with her' bus band. She has a 
maryellous dream in which the Bodhisatta, as a white 
elephant, enters her womb through her side. When the 
dream is mentioned to the brahmins, they foretell the 
birth of a son who will be either a universal monarch or a 
Buddha. 

An earthquake takes place· and thirty-two signs appear, 
presaging the birth of a great being. The fii:st._of these 
signs is a boundless, great light, "flooding every comer of 
the ten thousand worlds, everyone beholds its glory, even 
the fires·in-all hells -being-extinguished. Ten months after 
the conception, in the mo�th ofVisakh�·Mayii wishes to 
visit her parents in Devadaha. On the way thither from 
Kapilavatthu she passes the beautiful Lum�ini grove, in 
which she desires to wander; she goes to a great sila-tree . 

. and· seizes a . branch hi her hand;. labbur pains stB.rt ·,. · immediately, and, when · the. :  courtiers retire, : having · . . · 
drawn a �urtiun round her, even while standing, she is . 
delivered of the ·child; It is the. day of �e full moon of � - . 
V�silcha; four Mahiibrahnias receive the babe hi a golden . ne( arid streams of water descerid from "the sky to wash . 
him. The boy stands on the earth, takes seven steps · 

. .  northwards and utters his lion-roar, "I am the chief jn.the 
world." On the same day seven other beings were born: 
the Bod hi-tree, Rib uta's motb�r,(Ribulamatii, his future 

. wife)," the four Treasure-Troves (described at DA.J, 284), 
his elephant, his horse K.anthaka, his charioteer Channa, 
and K.iludiyl The babe is escorted back to Kapilavatthu 
on the day of his birth and his m9ther dies seven days 
later. · ·· - ·· · -

The isi Asita (or K.iladevala), meditating in the 
Himilaya, learns fr�m the

.
Tavatimsa gods of the birth of 

the Buddha, visits Sl)ddhodana the sam� day and sees the 

boy, whom they both worship. Asita weeps for sorrO\ 
that he will not live to see the boy's Buddhaho'od, but b1 
instructs has nephew Niilaka (v.l . Naradatta) to prepan 
himself for that great day. 7 On the fifth day after the birtl 
is the ceremony of name giving. One hundred and eigh 
brahmins are invited to the festival at the o!iluce; eight o 
the .� Rima, Dhaja, Lakkhana, Manti, Kondii.Ma 
Bhoja, Suyama and•Sudatta - ru-e intepreters of bodil� 
marks, and. all except K.ondafifia prophesy two possibili· 
ties for the boy; but Kond'afifia, the youngest, says, quitr 
decisively, that he will be a Buddha. The name given tc 
the boy at this ceremony is not actually mentioned, bu1 
from other passages it is inferred that it was Siddhatth1 
(q. v.). 

Among other incide,nts recounted of the Buddha': 
boyhood is that of his attaining the. first jhiina under 1 
jambu-tree. One day he is taken to the state ploughing o. the king where Suddhodaria himself, with his goJdeD 
plough, plouhgs with the farmers. The nurses, attracted 
by the festivities, leave the child under ajambu-tree, The� 
return to find him seated, cross-legged, in a trance, the 
shadow cf the tree remaining stiU, in order t.o protect him. 
The king is informed and, for the •econd time, ·doet 
reverence to his son. • 

. . The Bodhisatta is reported to have !lived in. the 
liousehpld for twenty-nine years a life of great luxury and 
ex�essive ease, surrounded . by all imaginable comforts. 
He owns three palaces.:.;Rilmma, Suramma and Subha-for 
"the three seasons,9 When the Bodhisatta is sixteen yean 
old, Suddhodana sends messengers to the Sikiyans 

· asking that his son be allowed to seek a wife from among 
their daughters; but the Sikiyans are reluctant tq send 
them, for, they say, though the yowig man is handsome 
he knows no are; he summons an assembly of the ,Siki· 
yans ·and· performs various feats, chief of these bein! 
twelve feats with a bow which needs the strength of one 
thousand men. io The Silci_yansare so impressed that each 
�erids him a daughter, the total number so sent being 
forty thousand; The Bodhisatta appoints u his chief wife 
the daughter of Suppabuddba, who, later,. comes to be 
called Rihulamiti.l l  

4. See s. v. HU<I<I na. · · . . 
.

. 
S. According to the Lalitavistara he appouited the Bodhisattva Malt�ya ll!l lrins. !>fTusita .ln his pl!l(:e. 
6. Given in the Accbarlyabbhutsdhamma Sutta (M. Ill, 18f.);also D:ll, lU. A more d�ail�,ac:Co�t is ,found In J. L 41 ff.;_ both the 

La/ and the Mtu. U, 14 ff. differ as to the details given here of the conception IUld th� b.irth, 
7. For detallnee s. v. Asita. . . . .· 

. 
8. J. I, 57 f.; MA. I, 466 f.; the incident is alluded to in the Maha Saccaka Sutts (M. I. 246); the COJ:responding incident recounted in 

Mtu, II, 45 f.) taltes place in a park, and ibe details differ completely. The La/, has.two venio1111, one�in prose and one in vct�e and 
both resemble the Mtu., but in these the Buddha is represented u being much �ider. 1\e Divy. (391) and the Tibetan vmlona (e.g. 
Rockhill, p. 22) put the incident very much later In the Buddha's life. Other ilicidents .are given in Lsl, and Mtu. 

· 9. Mention is made of his luxurious life in A. 1, 145, abo in M. I, 504; further details are given in AA. 1, 378 f.; J. I. 58, Sec also Mtu. II. 
1 1 5; cl. Vin. I, IS; D. 11, 21.  . . 

10. The feats wi�h the bow are described In the Satabbaj,ga fatua (J. V. 129 f.). • 

1 1 . She is lmown under various names; Bhaddakaoci(or Kacc�i), Yuodhari, Bimbi,.Bimbasundari and Gopi For adiscullionsee 
1. v. Rihulamiiti 

. .. ... .... _ .  
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portant aspect . that remains to be examined is the 
rthology of evil in Bu'ddbism. Among the popular 
rthologies of most cultures there is recognition of 
ernal demonic forces which threaten the life, security 
� health of humq b�ings. Attempts to avoid · the 
l�ence of such demonic'forces take the form of finding 
ISical means of keeping QUt of their way, by propitiating 
:m through methods such as perfornling the right kind 
sacrifice. This is a characteristic of many animistic 
ief syste�s which att�mpt to deal with the ills of 
isteDfe by looking o,utw�trd as it �ere without 
cmpting to transform; one's own inner nature. As 
wQr UDg observes, "Popular demonology is in essence 
: attempt to project per$onal patterns upon the world, 
i to identify certain h9stile forces or· powers in the 
rid; and to discover how best to deal with them, by 
>pitiation, spells, chants, sacrifices and so on. "'O In the 
nonology of Buddhism the most important figure is 
ira (q.v.) the Evil One. in Buddhism Mira symbolizes 
evil. In mythological ;terrm to overcome evil is to 
:rpower Mira -along with -his arinies, as the Buddha 
nself is said to have done bnmediately prior to hi� 
ightenemt. Miri is represented in the mythology of 
ddhism as in evil demon who was constantly watchful 
every opportunity to p�en(the Buddha from attain- · 
: the goal of enlightenrpent. Even after the Bud�ha\ 
igbteiunent subsequent to the defeat _of Mira by the 
ddh� along with Mirii\ retinue, the hi.tter sought to 
:vent; whenever he seiz�� an opportunity, the spread of 
enlightenment of the. :Bu-ddbil to other beings. The 
1bol ofMira t6i: Evij One embodies the ills of human 
1tencee and their hidden roots: In the . Pall canonical 
ptures Mira iS �]tplairied is death (maccu). In s9me 
an�S: Mira stt\nddor �� five aggregates .of persona- · 

(kbalidbamara: ,S. llii p. 188). The sense spheres, 
r -resPective ·objeCts and the consciousness that a�ses 
ugh their contact are Jaid _to be Mira's possessions 
, p. 1 14). The armies of MiirJ are tui.med llccording to 
efilements of mind, tile unwholesome psychological 
I� or any other impediment physical Of mental OD the 
to enlightenment. �us sensuous desire (k'Bma) is 
to be the first army iof Miira (Sn. v. 436) · T�hii 

. ! 

(c�aving), rati (sensuous delight) and rsga (lust) are 
Miira's daughtert who make a desperate a,ttmept to 
distract the Buddha in his final battle with the forces of 
evil before enlightenment. The Buddha is represented as 
the supreme conquerer of Mara. The demonic force of 

. Mara's temptationS are to be overcome not by magical 
means but by. the cultivation of Buddhist virtues. Trevor 
Ling ( op. cit. p. 63) bas shown tht " . . . .  if all the passages 
found in the Canon which refer to the conquest of Mira 
are brought together and arranged systematically the 
result will be a fair conspectus of the Buddhist way of 
salvation. "The Mira symbol in Buddhism is yet another 
instance of the Buddhist practice of transforming existing 
beliefs by a pror.ess of p·sychologisation and ethicisation 
to suit the fundamental doctrinal structure of Buddhism. 
As Ling observes " . . . .  the Pali Buddhism 'of the Canon 
does not close the frontier of thought where it touches 
animism and popular demonology: it allows it to remain 
open, but. controls it from the_ Buddhist side, and for 
Buddhist purposes. The means by which such control of 
this frontier between popular demonology and· Buddhist 
doctrine aDd methods is maintained is the symbol of 
Mira the �vii One (ibid. pp. 79-80). 

According to Buddhism as represented -particulai'ly in 
the Pall c�onicil sources, the_ antidote to all evil that . 

affects man, whether it is physical, moral or demonic, is 
mental culture and spirituitl discipline, but _not · magical 
practices and · other forms of . ritual associated�)vith 
an:imistic beliefs which have no moral significance .. :rJ!e · 

highest good ofmail is to be attained by the complete 
conquest of evil and this is ultimately effected not by 
changing things outsi�e of oneself but by changing one's 

· own inner nature .. 

P. D. PremlsJrl 

GOTAMA (I) :._ The last of the twenty�five Buddhas� He 
was a Sikiyan,l son of Suddhodana,l chi�f ruler of 

o: tlng, Buddhism lllid tht: Mytholog of Evil, (Lo_!tdon George, Allen .and Unwin Ltd. 1962) p. 40. 

:nmjll'ehem!Ve ace.ount of Gotama B�ddh!l is u yet possible. The details Jiven in-this article are those generally accep�d by 
odox Tberavadins � contained in theii hook!, �hiefly the Pili Commentaries, more especially the Ni;{inhthaofthe hUla . .  

1he .Buddhavamsa Cotllrrientary. Biographical details 11re also found in the Mahi Vo��&P and the Cull• Vw• ofthe V.riJaya 
ra, the Buddha.'vamsi and iil varinWI scattered pwiges of the Nikayu of the Sutta Pitda. References to these are given where 
dered u�eful. ControverSy exists witJ:t iegard to many of the matte_n mentioned, for diSCIWion of the varying views regarding 
I refererice should be tnade to the worka of Olden berg, Rhys David• (both Professor and Mn. Rhys na.,;ds), Kern, E. J. 

1a.� and other scholars� Further particulars ofpers9ns and places mentioned can be obtained by refmoence to the articlei under 
spectiye nllliles. · · - -; : ) : · 1 �: 
ikiyaris. were evidently subject8 of the Kosala kinsi the Buddha calls himself a Kosalan M. II. 124 • 

.U Comnient&ries and Sanskrit works represent the Buddha u the son of the king, decendant of a long line of famoWI 
on. 
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present.s the same scheme of ethical transformation with 
the emphasis that a right perspective or world view or 
attitude towards life (ssmmadi!.thi) is a precondition for 
�tny such ethical transformation. In brief the good life 
recommended in Buddhism may be said to consist in the 
cultivation of the thirty-seven: qualities ·that conduce to 
enlightenment, traditionally enumerated 8S the sstts
timsa bodbipakkbiya dbamma. The highest good or the 
good as an end consists in the destruction Qf greed, hatred 
arid delusion and the cultivation of non-greed or charita
bility, non-hatred or universal compassion and non
delusion or wisdom. AU activity adopted for achieving 
this go� is considered in Buddhism to be good as means . 
See BODHlPAKKHIYA DHAMMA. · 

There is reason to believe that Buddhism attempts to 
define moral good and evil in terms of non-moral good 
and evil. Bodily, verbal and mental conduct which is 
characterized as morally evil in Buddhism ia so character
ized because such conduct is said to be conducive to iJl 
(dukkbudrayam dukkbavipikamj and

. 
;is injurious to 

oneself as well is to others (attabyibidbiya llll11Vattsti 
parabyibidbiya IMJVBttiJti ubbaysbjibiclbiya SatnVIJt· 
tati: M) I, p. 44). KUling which is primarily an expression· 

. , oftbe latent unwholesome tendency of hatred is injurious 
. to both the agent as well as . .  others li!fected by.his action. 

• ' T_he agent of such. action ·corrupts his . own . character 
·increasing the chances of greater suffering fc:it hirriself and 
also causes suffering to others 'by his· u�ri:strained and 
unsympathetic deeds. Not only does &e indulge in such 
behaviour but also encourages others to behave in the 
same w�y (piJTIJII ca tatbattiya lami.(/;J)eti) thus increa
sing suffering aJJ round. 

With regard to judgements involVing moral good and 
evil Buddhism takes an objectivist _and cognitivist posi
tio.p, lt js objectivist to the extent that obs�rvable facts are. 
considered to be logically relevant ·to our judgements 
regarding morali good and evil. lt is cognitivist for the 
same reason, for Buddhism holds tha� one :may say 
something true or false in expressing a judgement about 
what is morally good or e\il; The view : that nothing is 
good or bad, but thinking makes it so .iS not . one that 
Buddhism seems to · approve of. Buddhism expUcitly 
admits the possibility of ethical knowledge. Moral seep-. 
ticism is discouraged. It is the knowledge of good and evil 
that is considered to be of utmost importance in 
Buddhism. However, this knowledge is �ot to be based 
on tradition or authority but on one's oWn observation 

' and experience. Unlike religious systems which consider 
morality to. be based on revelation, and moral rules to be 
ordained by a supreme divine law giVer, Buddhism holds 
tht it is possible for each person to know by himseif the 
distinction 'between what is morally good and . evil 

.. ... .. _ 

(attsnavs jsneyyatbs ime dbamms kusa.la . . .  
akussfB . . . .  : A .  I ,  p .  1 89). From the Buddhist p< 
view, what is believed to be commanded by God I 
good not because it is commanded by God, but bee 
is. good. In order to know that what is comman< 
God is not evil, :but good, there must be a criterlo!l 
than b�ing commanded by God. In this regard Bud 
points to a close connection betWeen our judger:nc 
good and evil and our experience of certain co'uJ 
acti�m and modes of behaviou� conducing to g 
happiness or welfare and others leading to the op 
consequence: In the K818ma Sutts the Buddha lc 
Kilimas that they could discover by tbemselve� \1 
good or evil and points out that when a person·�·n 
overwhelmed by such unwholesome states of m 
greed, hatred and �elusion, they tend to act in such 
that harm is done to themse]vef as well as c 
Buddhism does not take the positiop that any �d: 
cratic reason could be given as a reuon in favou 
moral concJusion, An act is morally evU if it cond� 
general unhappiness and harm in the long run. M 
good actions conduce to the happiness and well J>e 
the agent as well . 11. others. In. the vltima!e 
Buddhism sees no conOict between actiori§ �hat co 

. to one's own well beins.and those. that condm:e to tt 
being of othe.rs. A perton who looks .after mJ PWI 
being looks after the weU being_ of others � w�JJ. l 
eVil iS UeSU)t Of. the Jack Of empathy an� the Jack. I 
same .concern With the interests and weJl �eitig of ( 
as •hat of oneself. 

. .. 
An implication of the Buddhist view of tb� natl 

. moral knowledge is .that moral t�th is to bt et�bl 
on the basis of our knowledge of the nature ·f)f lh�. v 
the riature of man, and in brief the nat�re oftbe h 
predicament. We cannot determine wha(J s morally 
or evil without considering certain facts about the \1 
man and .his destiny. No act co.uJ� be right ' or wrc 

· itself. It is necessary to see. the network of c 
relationships betwc:c:n a particmar act end other ha 

. riings _ ass�ciated ,vith that act in order to dete 
whether it is · good or evil. The· question raised t 
modern philosophical sceptic with regan{ to: e 

· knowledge on the ground that there is a Jogica 

. between . facts �d vilues is not considered �� 
· plausible reU.on in Budd�_isrn for denying the po!si 

of mlking commonly . acceptable · m.oral judgen 
There is a sense of rationality which may .be · nc 
inductive nor deductive in the traditional sense inv, 
in our making judgements about what is morally 
and evil. 

In the foregoing account an attempt was mac 
discuss the Buddhist views on the place of ·evil i1 
world and in the moral life of human beings ·fr1 
philosophical · and ethical · point of view. On� 
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to a total transformation of Irian's emotive responses to 
the perceptual world. In the attempt to overcome evil 
man bas ultimately to d:pend on his own effort. There is 
no question of any external force saving him from evil. 
Only those who save themselves are saved (na hi �.IIa
mokkho). 

The good life in the Buddhist view is the life free from 
craving (tll.llbs), the life free from the unwholesome 
mental trait; greed (Jobbs), hatred (doss) and delusion 
(mobs). It is a life in which the corruptions of the mind or 
the cankers are extinct (isavakkbaya), and all the latent 
tendencies ,of evil (anussya) are overcome. In positive 
terms the good life .is a life consisting of insight, wisdom 
compassion, peace of mind and happiness. This is the 
state of .perfectio� described as. ssmbodbi (enlighten
ment) and arabstta (worthiness) in Buddhism of the Pali 
Nilciyas. 

Froni the Buddhist poiDt of view, suffering, whether it 
IS me�til or physical, is intrinsically evil. The llighest 
1o.od is thmfore.equated with the final end of all dukkba 
and the attaiJiment of the highcat happiness (pMMila
rukh.t)wbiCb ii Clllled pibbin& This doe1 not however 
!llean that aecoi:ding �o the Buddhist c:Valuation of 
iluman ;exp�ence ·al,l · pJeasant ·experience (sukbiJ) is 
!lnconditionaiiy good or that all unpleasant experience 
'dukkb�) iJ u�coriditionally . eVil. If that were the cue 
�udcfhism coUld jUstifiably be called I crude form of 
1edonilin. BuddhiSm recognizes a difference in.quality in 
he different kinds of de�rable experience' that man iJ 
apable :or attahilits. In the hierarchy of desirable expe
iences _. iense pleasures �ccupy the lowest position 
ecause, they �use much unhappiness in the· long run. 
be dts�ble. experiences associated with the cultivation 
f the mind, IUCh IS m the rapturo� statts of m�itative 
tperie�ce Ire considered to be of I higher ofdet. The . 
ighest iD the hieruehy consisti of the freedom of mind 
11d t�e freedom . through insigbt (cetovimutti, . 
�vipluiti) . which assures emancipation from the 
rcle of'bec:Oming. 

. 

�uddhism sees a close relationship b:tween the path 
it leads to the overcoming of evil which consists of the 
ffering tha( man experiences . in his unenlightened 
ndition, and _the mt that man produces due to his own . 
,rally eVil nature. The message of the Buddha is to 
ISe to do aJl evil (StlbbapipUS/1 aJcmnsm), to cultivate 
tal iJ sood (kllllllaua upuimpaaa) imd to purify the . 
nd (saclttapariyodapan/1111 D. II, p. 49); All suffering is 
�rcome when man gets rld of moral evil. Buddhism 
:s the: terms akUslll1 and . ji'ipa to signify moral evil. 
at which is _morallywholesome is kusala or pumla. The 
rally good deeds that fall within. the sphere of puMa 

• 1- ., � .. - • 

have the tendency to produce wholesotne consequencr 
which the agen t ·  h imself is l ikely t o  experient 
in his present existence or in some future existence .whi:. �-
��

e 
:a;:�7m��!�;�

d
a��!�8t:��e���:�

p
:r:::�=� . l . t. quences of an opposite nature. The p�rson who is penecr · 1, 

in kussla is one who has attained the highest goal ind put . . i.;_ 
an end to rebecoming leaving no room for the fruition of 'f 
pUn .lis or pips in any future beconii�g (bbavaJ. in the . I 
cycle of samsira. Such a person transcends the sphere of if 
good and evil in the sense of puJJJJa and pipa but � becomes perfect in kusala. It should be noted that the -� 
unqualified assertion that the goal of Buddhism is to r transcend both good and evil on the ground that f 
Buddhism at some point advocates the abandoning of �both puJI.IIa and pip1 could lead to misleading iinplka- "' 
tions.9 The liberated person or the Tathagata, ii one in t 
whom moral evil is totally extinct and wholesome traits r 

· of character are fully developed (sabbuus.al�db111111Dap1- { bino kusalasamannigato). 
· 

� ill Buddhism deals with moral evil at two leve�; At a · � 
· more su.btle and basic level in oral evil is to be f�UDd as 
psychological or dispositional traits of character!"At the 
grosser ltiveJ they find expression in overt beh�,Qur i� .

· 

lbeform of bodily and verbal acts. The roots of moi-alevil: . ' ' 
( akwalamwa)B!e the psychological dispositions Rferred , < · to u lobha (greed), doU. (hatred) and 1110h11 (de!U;ion). 
They are found in the mental constitution of all wxn- . i • 
lightened beings in the form of latent tendencies . ·. 

(anussya). The latent tendencies are enumerated _ _. riga· 
(Just), pitigha (hatred), . dittbi (dogmatic belief}, vici- " 
kiccbi (doubt), ,mina (con�t), bbsvariga (attaehmeDt · . ; : 
tg becoming) aiid avijji (ignorance: M. l, pp. 109.-UO). ' 
Asav.t translated as 'influxes', 'intoxicants' or 'caiaken' '' 
also refer to eviJ in the form of psychological f!'aits:;Moral . · ! 
evil which finds expression_ in verbal iuld bodily beha� · '  

viour usually classified into seven types of unwholesome. . , � f action, namelY., killing, stealing, sexual misconduCt,'fabe , ·! . 
apeech, slanderous speech, hmh speech and frivolous 
apeech. These along with the three evils that operate at 
the ,nychological level, namely -intense greed (11bbfijbi), . 1 
malice (byipid�)and fabe view (miccbidittbi)constitute ; ; 
the ten basic types of moral evil (M I, p. 47). 

Moral goodness consists primarily in ridding one.elf of 
the unwholesome tr&its of mind which give expresl{an to ' 

: 
unwholesome behaviour. This is to be achieved by a . 
sysfematic process of mental culture consisting of thret · 
stages of training called ;a. (wholesome practices iDvol-. :  : · 
ving primarily abstention from bodily and verbal deeds " . 
. of B.D unwholesome nature such as killing, stealinl �tc.), . ,' ·, 
ismsdbi (mental composure) and pafiJJi (understimdin •. · : ·. , ,: · 
or insight). The Noble Eightfold Path of Buddhism uo · ·· 
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hapiness involved in the gratification of sense desires ia 
meagre compared to the nobler forms of happiness that 
co"uld be attained by mental culture. Numerous similes 
are given' by the Buddha to show the delusion involved in 
believing that sensuous delight constitue8 real happiness. 
Sensuous delight is no better than the pleasures felt by the 
leper in scratching his sores. 

Buddhism considers the process of becoming (bhavs) 
to involve inevitable sufft!ring. Becoming in any form is 
judged to be an evil. The highest good consists in the 
cessation of becoming (bhavsnirodhs) which is also 
called nibbins. Each individuai is believed to b� caught 
up in the cyclic process of .ssmsars, � process the 
beginning of which is unknown. The predicament of the 
person who is caught up in the process is aptly exRressed 
by Ratthapilll who resolves to practise the higher 
spiritu.ii discipline under the Buddha thus: 

The world is unenduring and is being (constantly) 
dragged on to (destruction). It is suppor�ess _and. 
beyond o.ne's power. Nothing in it belongs to oneself, 
for one eventually has to leave everytblng behind. h is 
atso deficient in luting satisfactio� and results in 

. seryile bondage to desires (M. II, p. 68) · . _ .  

. 

Buddhism does not have the concept of an-ultimate good 
which could be viewed as a superior fon:ri of the surVival 
.of individ\ial sentient eXistence; Even tlie highest !orm of . 
heavenly existence is s\i bject to tbdaw ofimperinanence: 
There could be no escape frcim the bonds of auffering . 
until rebecoming · in any form is overcome. It iS for· 

. holding tbis view about the nature of . exbtence tha( 
Bu.ddhism has sometimes been described as a form of 
pessimism. It. is said that Eastern pessimism: has its best 

· known _and fulles.t expression in phil_osC,phic:: Buddhi�m 
(ERE. VI,-p. 321). It. is evident that With its emphasis on . 
the truth of dukkhs Buddhism docs. not view life as it is . 
ordinarily lived as good� However,_ t� Buddhist en
deavour may be described as an a,ttempt to overcome · unSatisfactoriness and to transform a life that is evil to 
one that is good. To this extent it may be said to involve 

· · an optimiSm 'rather thin a pessimism. To this it may be 
objected that Buddhism is merely a .negative optimism." 
For "The fnial goal is one ever to be desired, never to be 
enjoyed; though it may be attained, never to be cons
ciously a�tained." (ibid. p. 322) 

The idea that the fmal goal of Buddhism is never to be 
consciously attained is based on a misunderstanding. 
Such an idea is contrary to the "repeated emphasis in the · 
Buddha's teaching that the purp.ose for which men .of 
family renounce the household life and take t() lhe noble 
faring (brshmscsiiys)is fulfilled in this life itself, and one 
lives abiding in it here and now having realized it with; 

.one's own higher knowledge.' The reason for interpret� 
Buddhism as a negative optimism is probably the absen 
in Buddhism of the notion of an eternal heaveD 
existence as a rewe.rd for living .the religious life. Tl 
doctrine of etemalism (ssssstavida) according to .wbil 
an enduring self entity is believed to survive to· etemi 
lifter attaining the goal .of the spirituaJ life is considered : 
Buddhism as a mistaken assumpti_on. The Buddha he 
nothing to say ·about the after:.death. state of �e p�c 
wllo �caches the g�al of nibb�na apart from saying that 
is freedom from a recurrent process of dlillha i 
samsaricexistence. However, b� bad inuch to say abo1 
the' happinesa, joy, freedom, knowledge, insight,, unde 
standing, compassion and equanimity ofthe penon wt , . . . 
!ltlains the highest goal as a liVing human being • .  

According to ·the Buddhist :analysis of the nature c 
reality, there can be\i� �"lam� of unrelated or UDCOI 

. ditioned existence. Due to. die conditioned nature c 
things, transiend (aafccil q.�.) arid insubstanHalit 
(siJstts, ·q.v.) ate·_their unJvera� charact.eriatica. 'Uniatil 
factoriness (dUkkhaj.' is eai�sFd by ·,uncultivated an 
u'nwholesom� psycbologi�al�aponies to the world c 
mind and Diautr �bicli iS bhar�terizeci by qarili,� an 
ili�ub�t.lntiility;.:ibe'unwliole�()fne· responses are due t 
del�ioq 'Or igtioxince '(avijji ij;v.). \Buddhisa;1 seeb t• 
expliin · eVil , in, tei!ris_.of · the.: 'princtple . of ·d�pendeil 
origin�oii ' (psticc�uppic(a), Th�·: Buddha . reject 
iitemative" 

· 

of Cvil.such aa (lj:tha 
evil il rluUhiurJ) . . (i) that evl · 

' (3) th,at evil.i 
self�at•��l�l:9"lliet�:a\u\ed .(siy�katd_ca pmz 

. that evil is neither aelf-cauae 
· · :at:he • ,  for tu"i to�i l : 

"u�!YaJ'lik<it.(!�t�',iJli.({l�t!fjij. :4·· ·a;. �aci.b.ic_cuamupp�ar. . 
is . not considered h 

analysis of the ". ' �r<"ii•nhll·al u: ........... . 
deluded respo�-� 
dukkhs. Man ·�· J ·�· Q����l� ifnlrlrhJ.- ""'"' 
by r,esponding 
standing aiid . 
Msjjhin1i�mxiY.s: . · 
response to -everything hu to be 
transforined frcim:oiie described u MH./iDiii. in which 

. case one gets involved hi ·the pr9lifer�on of ego nod om 
and the conseq\Jent attachmen� ind clinging to thinp, to 
one described u abhijiaiti and pmjiziitiwhereb7' one 
destroys all notions of die elo and is freect from aD 
�tacbment·and clinging (M. I,;p. lf.). Thil in tum JeW 

8. Yassatthaya kulaputtA saminadeva qarasma anaiiriyMJJ pabbl,juti �danutwam br.hmapariyoianBllJ dittbev. dbaliJIM 
sayam abhiMs .sacchikatva upasBllJpajja viharati (M. II, p. 61). · . 

• 

· " · · 

� .*"' .• -
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be an illusion, but takes it to be one of the primary truths 
to be understood. 

In the light ofthe numerous approaches that systems of 
religion and philosophy have adopted with respect to the 
notions of good and .evil, it will be illuminating to 
consider what special features are to be discerned in the 
Buddhist approach. One of the most important senses of 
good is good as well-being with evil as its opposite. In 
Buddhist terminology there are three key terms used in 
the sense of well-beiiig, namely, attba, bits and sukha. 
Their opposites anattha, abita, and dukkha are used in 

the sense of ill or undersirable. Out of these terms the 
term dukkba (q.v.) has special significance to Buddhism, 
for in the formulation of the Buddhist teaching the 
existence of dukkha is considered as a fundamenial truth 

. to be understood. The Buddhist path of liberation is 
described as a path for the liberation from the ills or evils 
of existence. It is a path for the cessation of ill ( dukkba
nirodbagiminipatipsdiJ, and for the attainment of 
supreme happiness w.hich is often identified with the 
highest good that man is capable -of attaining. 

In order .to understand the Buddhist notions of good 
and evil in the sense of human well-being and ill it is 
important to understand what Buddhism presents as the 
first noble truth · of. its teaching, the noble truth of 
dukkha. Giving an extentional defmition of dukkba, the 
Buddhist teaching specifies the· key aspects of evil to 
which a human being is subject as filllows: 

· Birth is dukkhs, decay . . . .  aisease.,. death .. . . grief, 
lamentation, sorrow, distress, and anxiety ... . not · 

. obtaining-what one desire� . . .  is dukkba, in brief �e 

. five aggregates of grasping are dukkba. (M. I, p. 48) 

Accordhig to Buddhism tbe e:xistentia! predicament of al1 
sentient beings in their unenlightened condition involves 
unsatisfactoriness,· and therefore, is evil. Buddhism 
analyzes the entirety of sentient existence in experiential 
terms .into internal spheres of sense (ajjbattikini iyata
nani), their respective external objects (bB.birani iiyat•
n�ni) and the respective forms of consciousness that are 
produced by the contact between the senses and their 
corresponding objects (ciJkkb�l'ififlana, sotaviJitJina, 

. etc.). Sometimes the . individual iS analyzed into fiVe 
aggregates of personBJity co·nsisting of mental and 
material coOlponents,:Each of these elements is said to be 
pharacterized by impermanence. That which is imper
manent is unsatisfactory (yad aniccam tam dukkbam). 
The process of dlikkbs · goes on in' cyclical fashi�n 

6. Pbuttbuu Jokadharnrn�hi cittam yssss ns lsmoati 
· uoi� vinjam kbemim etam msnaalam uttamam (SIJ. v. 268) 

7. iam�Jimsyaminus� tasss ce tam samijjhsti 
. 

. .• 
add!Ji pitim1111o boti lsddbs ms� pdiccbsti 
tuls ce lims;iinasss chiUlda./Bwss j1111tuno 
t� i'imi psrihiysnti sallsviddho va ruppati (Sn. 766-767). 

involving birth, decay, death and rebecoming \Lllti\ nne 
ullimately dissolves the personality factois and puts an 
end to rebecoming (punabbhava) by the eradication of 
craving and all notions of self. If anything has a 
compounded nature (sankhsra) it is impermanent. If 
anything is impermanent it is unsatisfactory. Therefore 
Buddhism telfches that the good of man does not consist 
in searching for or hankering after things of a com
pounded nature, including the factors of one's own 
personality, for such a pursuit leads merely to prolong the 
ills of. existence. The highest good, from the point of view 
of Buddhism, is therefore the attainment of perfect 
detachment and utter destruction of craving for exis
tence, which assures immediate liberation from unsatis
factoriness. 

The physical evils of existence such as earthquakes, 
droughts and famines and all kinds of natural disaster are 
part of the unstable nature of compounded things. They 
are evil relative to the desires and ·interests C'f sentient 
beings. One could here and now reach a mental state in 
which one is no longer psychologically affected by the 
possibility or actuality of such events. by the total 
extincton of the notion of self and the eradication of all , : :,;J,j. ,, • • •  

craving for existence. In  this sense one cou_ld transcend 
physical evil as well even in this life itself .. The highest 
develop men� that one can reach in one's living experience 
is the possibility of not being psychologically affected 
when one is touched by the natural order ofthings.' 

, ·  .. , :  

Buddhism presents the view that it is due t o  delusion 
that �nenlightened common folk think and act IS if the 
good life consists in the pursuit and gratification of sense 
desires. Sense desires are productive of happiness which 
is extremely unstable due to the very coJistiJution of O\lf 
own psychological nature and the nature of the physical 
world. Sense desires (kimi) invol•;e little enjoyment 
(appassiidii) but mu9h suffering and anxiety (balJU
dukkhi babupiyiss) as well as an ex�ss of evil conse
quences (adjnavo etfbs bhiyyo: M. I, p. 91). The penon 
who desires sensuous enjoyment becomes joyful so long 
IS his desires are gratified. But once his sensuous 
enjoyments are lost he becomes afflicted like a person 
who is pierced by an arrow.' The world consists of 
objects that excite the inner desires and passions. Sentient 
beings naturally have the tendency to seek pleasure in the 
satisfaction of these desires. The pursuit of sense plea
sures does not conduce to any stable happiness. It 
systematically leads to increasing bondage to pawons 
and servile dependence on 'them for one's happiness. The 
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GOOD AND EVIL Buddhism can be conceived as a 
teaching which gu ides human beings in their search for 
the highest good . The highest good is to be attained by 
overcoming all evil. Good and evil are used in the English 
language as evaluative terms in a variety of contexts, both 
moral and nonmoral. Although the Indian languages 
which were used to express the teachings of the Buddha 
do not possess terms that exactly correspond to the 
English terms good and evil, the concepts of good and 
evil occur in a variety of contexts in the philosophical and 
religious litei�ture of Buddhism. In more recent dis
cussions in Western philosophy the traditional tendency · 
to search for definable or indefmable properties. for 
which the terms good and evil stand bas been discredited. 
Attemp'ts are made by philosophers to make a distinction 
between terms that have a primarily descriptive function 
and those that have a primarily evaluative function, and 
it is widely held that terms s\ich as good and evil are 
typical examples of terms that have prilnarily the latter 
function, The term good; being the most general word o! 
commendation in the English· language is used to 
commepd something, whatever the point ofview may be . 
from which the C()mmendation.is made. One may �peak 
of ;a good motor car\ 'a good::knife', .'a good apple', 'a 
good poem,' 'a good suriset•,>a good man·; · ·a. good 

. action', and so on. . . . . ..· . .  · 

. 

. · . By good is usually nieant .that �hi�h js.' desirable a5 . 
opposed to .bad or �Vi.t which is undersirable. In this sense . 
we ofteri speak of the good that we attain or that comes to 
us as opposed to the evil that befalls us, the evil that we 
suffer and endure. There is also a philosophical tendency 

· _ · t.o corisider the Good, as the really, absolutely and 
ultimately desirable goal fot the attainment of which all 
prudent human beings should strive. Good conceived in 
this ma,nner is the summum bonum accepted in certain 
religious and philosophical systems and is . sometimes 
equated with happiness. Those religious and philosophical 
systems which have the �onc�pt of such an attBinment 
consider. the attainment of it as the means of overcoming 

· all evil both physical and moral. Some philosophers, 
however, deny that there is · one supreme Good, the 
attainment of which should bC the goal of all ration.al 
beings. They would rather contend that there could be a 
plurality of goods worth attaining in our life. Some
times, with respect to our general existential condition 
the question is raised whether: it is good or. eVil, and 
systermofthoughthavebeencl�underpessimismoroptimiml 
depending on the answer given to this question. There, is 

also the good and evil that we as rational agents do, anc 
discussion of good and evil in that SCJlse comes within th� 
province of ethics . Furthermore, the terms good and evi: 
are used in evaluating the motives, the psychological 
traits or character traits of human beings, and ethics i! 
concerned with the examination of the rational basis fo1 
making such. moral distinctions. 

As sentient beings we may be subject to the good anc 
evil that becol!le� an indispensable part of our sentien1 
existence, while ils moral beings we may ourselves be 01 
produce good or evil; or possess such characteristics oj 
personality which may be designated as good or �vil 
Regarding all this variety of contexts in which judge· 
ments of good arid evil are made philosophers have raisec 
the problem of their objectivity. A number of divergen 
theories have been put fonvard as clarifications of th• 
logical features of such judgements. Some have con· 
sidered thes� judgements t� be objective, while otbe� 
have held them to be subjective. Some have argu� for 
absolutist positions while others have argued for rela· 
tivist position�. · pie Logical Positivists, for instance, 
have held that judgements involving good and evil are not 
genuine propo�itions and as such.they could not be tnic 
or false. J Mos't contemporary philosophers hold thai 

· . · �here cannot be knowhidge of good and evil in the ·way-in 
which we can· have Jcnowledge of matters of empiricBJ 

. .  fact According to .the emotivist theory of value judge
ments all utterances �used in maldng evaluations are to-be 
construed as m·e� expressions of attitudes or emotioni. 
They are used riot merely to evince the spea�er's attitude 
but also to change or redirect the attitudeS of others,2 . 
They are also . anJJyzed as commands in a misleading 
grammatical folm,j or prescriptions having thc.function 
of guiding out choices.• 

. In the context of religions the concept o(evil has given 
rise to a specilil problem which philosophers ind iheo
logians. have wideiy discussed as "the" problem of evil."' 
This problem i5 of special interest to theistic reHgions 
whtch accept a �reator God. like the God of the Cbdstia.n 

· religion, believ�d to· be having the attributes o{ omnis
cience, omnipotence and iilfiriite · goodness. Buddhlsni, 

. being a non-theistic systetri;doc;s not confront a specilil 
problem of showing how the adnlission of the presence of 
evil in the .worJd is consistent. with other aspects of its 
world-view:; Buddhism camidert the recognition of the 
prsence of eVil ias·supreD)ely significant lind attempts to 
give an explm�tion ofiu origin and aiso to propose i 
way of overtc?ming it. BuddhiSm does_not c:Onsider evil to 

I. A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic, (Dover Publications 1952) Cb. VL 
2. C. L. Stevenson, Ethics and Lsngtuge, (Yale Univenity Preu, 1944). . 
3. R. Carnap, Philosophy and Logicsl SyntJuc (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd; London, 1935), pp. 24-25. · 
4. R. M. Hare, The Language of Morals, (Oxford University Press, 1964). 

· · · 

S. M. B. Ahern, The Problem of Evil; (London, Routledge &: Kegan Paul, 1971); Nlnian Smart, A DialogueofRel;,ioiJI (SCM 
Press Ltd. Lo�don) 1.960. 
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from the references found in Buddhist texts. Therefore it 
is not possible to s ay for certainty, whether such rules as 
those which prohibited intermarriage between sagotras 
were. in force a t  the time. It is no t  known whether the 
Sa..l(ya clan, which is one of the major clans referred to in 
Buddhist texts to which also the Buddha belonged, was 
sub-divided into. a number of gottas: Thomas seems to 
suggest that the whole clan belonged to the Gotamagotta 
whose members claim to be the descendants of the rsi 
Gotama.4 This view finds support in the fact that the 
Buddha, at least on one occasion, is said to have 
addressed the Sakyans as Gotamas (S. IV. p.  1 83). If all 
the Sakyans were of Go tam a gotta it is quite evident that 
the rule which prohibited intermarriage between two 
persons of the same gotta was either 'non-existent at th� 
time or if it existed, it was not strictly observed. Besides, king 
Suddhodana married two Sakyan princesses Maya and 
Maha-Prajapati Gotami5 and prince Siddhattha himself 
married the daughter of his maternal uncle. 6 

It is evident from Buddhist texts that even during the 
Buddha's day people took pride in their gotta. , Very 
often brahmans approached the Buddha and inquired 
about his gotta. It was customary to address persons by 
their gotta names' and this seems to have been considered 
as a: very respectful way of eddrcssing · people of high 
rank. The Buddha too, followed this custom (M. I, p. 175, 
pp. 228-50, 497-500; M. II, p. 40; see also Dial. vol. II, pt. 
I, pp. 194f.). Even the Buddha himself was addressed by 
his gottll name .Gotama. · 

Though the Buddha followed the custom of addressing 
people by their gotta names, it is quite clear from the 
canonical texts that be did not attach ilny value to the 
.institution of gotta as the brahmans of his time did. Just 
as he denounced c&Ste distinctions, he denounced gotta 
distinctions, too. The attitude he adopted with regard to 
problems connected with caste, gotta and such other 
social groupings is made clear in the Ambattha Sutta. 
There he says that it is where the talk is of �imying or 
giving in marriage, that reference is m�de to such things 
as caste (vanna) and gotta. In the supreme perfection of 
wisdom and 'in righteousness (anuttaraya vfifo-carana 
ssmpacfiya) there is no reference to the question either �f 
caste or gotta for, whosoever are .in bondage to the 
notion of caste and birth or to the pride of social position 
or of connection by marriage, they are far from the best 
wisdom and righteousness. It is by getting rid of all such 
kinds of bondage that one can realise for on�self that 
supreme perfection in wisdom and in conduct (D. I, p. 
99f.). In the Suttanipsta (v. 104) pride of gottl (gott11t-

"· E. J. Thomaa: Tbe Life of Buddha as Legend aJJd History, p. 22 

thaddha) is given as a cause for one's downfall. The 
Buddha's view was that the problem of gotta was a 
problem only \o the w0rldings. This does not affect those 
who are above worldly affairs. When questioned regard
ing gotta the Buddha replied that he is neither a brahml!ll 
nor a prince, not even a merchant (vessayana) or anybody 
else. But, he said, knowing well the gottas of the 
worldlings (puthujjana) he wanders the world with no 
stains (akiflcano: see Sn. v. 455 cf. v. 645). The Buddha's 
attitude towards the problem of gotta is plainly stated in 
the Suttanipsta (v. 648) where it is said that the gottasare 
mere designations (samafJiia) passed by generitl consent. 
(see also CASTE). 
Special Buddhlst usage of the term: The term gatra which 
denotes a group of persons descended from a common 
ancestor,' was later adopted by the Theravadins as a 
religious term with a technical meaning. Though the term 
by itself is not found in Pali texts it occurs in the 
conjoined term gotra-bhu, (q.v.) which denotes the stage 
between the ordinary unconverted worldling (puthujjana) 
and the stream-entrant (sotspanna). The gotra-bhu is 
described · as one, whether layman or bhikkhu, who, as 
converted, no longer belonged to the worldling but was 
among the ariyas, having Nib ban a as his aim (s. v. PED.). 
Why this particular Sanskrit tef!D . was adopted to. 
designate this category of spiritually advanced persons is 
not quite clear. o·n this point Hu Dayal's suggestion is · 
quite noteworthy. He i� of �pinio� -�at) as all Buddhists . 
were considr:red as belonging to the family or clan of 
Gautama Buddha, as they were hi;, spiritual sons and 
heirs, the Theravidins adopted this�term to endow all 
converts, irrespective of caste differences, with a common 
gotra. Thus, all those who passed the stage of puthujjana 
by being converted to Buddhism were considered as 
belonging to the lineage of the Buddha, for, once they 
became converted they develop a spiritual relationship 
with the Buddha. This is speciaJly 'evident in the case of 
bhikkhiis who are often addressed as Buddha-putta(sons 
of the Buddha) or Sskya�putta (sons of the Sakya). 

To become one in the lineage of the Buddha one hsd to 
undergo a course of spiritual training and. ae<}�ire certain 
virtues. This induco::d them to develop a ptedisposition, 
an aptitude or an inclination for further spiritual advance
ment. Su�sequently the tetiJ1 gotrl# was used to d�note 
this idea' of pr�-dispo.sition, 

'
aptj,tude or �nclination. 

Among the· converts there were persons of different 
inclinations·. The Mahiyinists eategorued them broad]y · 
into three groups namely niysta-gotra, aniyata-gotra and · 

qotra. 
· 
. . :

· : . . �· : 
S. Her name too suggests that she belonged to the Gotama gotta. 

· · . . . . . . 
6. Later, even when the institution of gotra waa much developed and the rule prohibiting marrlage between sagotras wu observed 

more rigidly, the Baudbayana-dharma-sutrs ( ed. E. Huhuch, p. 2) allows a man to marry the daughter of the maternal uncle or 
paternal aunt. 
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The niysts-gotras or those who are of fixed inclination u they lack insight into the essencelessness of all things 
are those who by virtue . of their previous merits and (dbsrma-nsirstmje) they do not really attain emanci-
innate dispositions are destined to belong to either the pation. It is here that those who are inclined to follow the 
Jrsvaksy8na-abhisamsya-go(ra or prstyekabudd.�ay&na- Jravakaysna make the mistake of regarding non-deli-
sbbisBJiJsya-gotrs or tsthigatayins-abbissmsya-gotrs. verance as deliverance. 
The aniyata-gotras or those of undeterinined inclinAtion Those who belohg to the pratyekabuddbajina-abbi-
are those who are still on the borderline and may become samays-gotu are enraptured by bearing the accounts 
either Hlnayinists or Mahiiyinists. The agotrss or those regarding the enlightenment of particular individuals without an inclination. are sub-divided into two groups (prstyekibbisamtiya). They are also enraptured by viz. those who are unable to attaiD nirvana at all 

• miracles and by discourses which teach them to keep (atyantBJ?l)and those who for the time being (tat.kaJa)will themselves aloof. not attain nirvaz:s. 
The Tsthigstsyin�o-abbi�amay•-gotra is threefold. It is 'further said that among the niylita-gotras it is the 

Firstly it includes those who are inclined to realise that 
qualities (dhitu) that settle one's upiration (adbimukti) . the true nature o( thingS is their essencelessnm (sva-
and it is the aspiration that determines the attainments bbivsnibsvsbbava -dbiJrm•-•bbisam ay•-gotn). (pzipti). The frution becomes high, medium or low Secondly,'those wbo !ll'e inclibed to understand that the 
·according to one's blja(seeds). It is said that. the lriv/Jkss, 

realisation of the �ruth is possible only whithin one's p they Jack the five powers (biJ/s)and five confidences in o�se,r (IJdbigsDJIJ·SVIJpr•tyitmiJ-irya-abbiSim•y•-oneself (vsilirsdya) do.not possess powerful inerlt, aDd gotra). Thirdly, those who are inclined to realise the therefore, they are inferior to bodhisattvas. Their merits greatness of all t�e e�temal Buddha-fields (bibyiJ-are not everlasting as· they seek snupiJdbi_-Seu-DirviniJ . · · · 

(nirvana. without any residue). Neither are their merlts buddb�etraucfiry•-abbissmay•-gotra), 

capablb of prod�cing extremely .good results, for, they do 
. If a person shows no signs of fear wheri any of the three 

not dedicate themselves to the service of. others. . . . above mentioned •aspects ' are disclosed or when the . . . . . . . . .. . inconeeiYabJe realin of the 'iJaya-vijfJBDIJ; Where �ody, " . . The. i.n.kivstsrs Sutrs (p. 63f.) al�o speaks of five . property and abode are seen to be the manifestation ·of . . . . gotras which it co]Jectiyely refers to "as pdcibliiiamaya- . . 
· · the. miJl,d itself (sv•citta-drlya.-dcbilsy•bbog•pr•-. · :::; .!::�:�:�:::e:u�:k�: �:�:=� : . ti�tbii:inty•vissy•)� is disclos.ed S\lch a person ehould be · . · 

� uluig�thi: te-rm iJiy&ta-gotr•, the threi lo'�ii�iiictuded in it regarded u belonging to the tiJtbigstayaila-•bbisiJmiJYIJ� 
�- treated aeparllteb'. . . gotra . 

. The per�rui . who fall into th� ij�Vskayin•-�bbisa- Those who belolig to the •DiyiJta-got(IJ �ay take to any 

may•-g�tra aie,descrjbc;d.aa those who a:re enraptured by one .of the above mentioned three gotru namely 
· �oWing !Uld realising the teaching of, the. general and JriviJk•-o, pra.tye.k•bl¢db•-o �r t•tbiasta:-o. It is 
individ�al qualities of the.geheric properties of the body merely a ·preparatory stage (paribrrria-bbumi). A 
(�•ndbiJ-dbitu�yatiJDIJ-.svasiminya-Jdsana}; th�:ir Jrivsb when his iiaya-vijBiDa is purged of all klelu and 
int�Uec� (buddbi)will leap forth with joy in kn9wing that vissnis will attiht the bliss of meditation by seeing the 

. ;things ai'e of Diere appearance (ia.ksiJna-pariCIJ)'I-jJfinaj, essencelessness of :an things and will fma]ly attain the . 
and no� ori acquiring an insight into the thlngs pertaining state .of a Buddha. i 
to · the _casual law (pratity•samutpida-IJVinirbbiga The LaD.kivatir•does not describe those persons who 

· ldun•-pMicaya). They having had an insight into their fall into the category of IJgotriJ. 
own irivwyins and abiding in the fJfth . or the sixth 
stage become free · from aU forthcorning cfflictions 

· (pratyuttbaDi-klds). Having reached an inconceivable 
mode of pusirig :away (iJciiJtyacyutigsts) they proclaim 
that they have JCd holy Jim and tb'at they have de�ti'oyed 
birth. Through the re.matiori of the essencelessness of 
being (pudgaleairitmya) they finally . gain the know-

. ledge of nirv.�Da. There are otherr who believe in such· 
things as ego (.tmiJ), being (ssttvs)Vital principle (JiviJ), 

· nourishmenf(pos•J, supreme being· (purus•)and personal · 

soul (pudgaliJ-.sattva)Md seek DirVin•hi
.
them. There are •till O\��nw.h� beUev�,that all things' are dependent upon · 

causes (kirsnidbmiD ssrv.--dbiJl1DiJJ) and.aeek the way 
· to nirvi�• in this belief. Yet, the Lan.kivatir• SUtra adds, 

• r W' � .. • • 

IIIIJOCRAPRY. ERE. VI, pp. 353 ff.; J. H. Hutto� Cute 
in India; Max MaUer History of ADcient S1111krit 

· Iiter•ture pp. 380 ff. See also the Am.b•ttb• Suttl (D. I, 
87 ff.) and the Agp.Ms Sun. (D. III, so' ff.). 

. 

S. K. NIUIIlyakbn 

OOTRA-BHU, 'be�ome of the lineage,' a pre-sotipiJDDIJ 
1tage in the sche�e of the spiritual progrese of the 
Theravidins. As a technical term this was used from tlae 
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en4 of the Nikiya period to designate one, whether a 
layman or a bhikkhu, who, as converted, was no longer of 
the worldlings (puthujjans) but among the noble ones 
(ariya). The term occurs also in the Dakkhinavibbangs 
$utta of the MBjjbims-niksya {Ill, p. 256) �d in two 
other suttas of the Anguttsra-niksya(IV, p. 373; V, p. 23; 
ace PED. s. v.). 

A worldling (puthujjans), by cultivating noble 
qualities, becomes a gotra-bhu and thus qualifiea to rise 
still higher in the scheme of spiritual progress that leads 
to Nibbina (Pug; pp. l 2f.). The Anguttsra-niksya(IV, p. 
373) includes the gotra-bhu among the nine person� 
worthy of salutation and who are an unsurpassed field of 
merit. The commentary, too, describes the gotra-bhii as 
one endowed with exceedingly perfect insight and 
thought, with immediate prospects of attaining the stage 
of stream-winner and the way (AA. IV, p. 107; but cp. A. 
IV, p. 292 and Pug. p. 14 ·whiCh do not consider the 
gotn-bhii as belonging to the ariys). 

The PatissinbbiO.II!Dagga (1, pp. 66 ff.) considers it not 
only as a pre-sotipanna stage but also _as indicating a 
class of beinp who are on the way •o arahantship and 
who may be In �·session of one of the paths (maggs) and 
fruits (phala). The Visuddbim'8P (Vism. p. 672) des
cribes it as a stage to be reached after maturing in the 
lt!lBC called 'purity by knowledge and vision of the path' 
(patipadi-6inadauans-visuddbi). It further says that the 
fOtR-b*ii is orily able to ht,ve Nibbina as the object but 
be is unable to ciiapel the d�kneas tht conceals the truth. 
Thil darkness is to be. dispelled by the three kinds of 
adaptation-consciousness (snuloms-citta). In the 
Compendium of Philosophy (pp. 66 ff.) this stage is 
described as impiying an evolution which transcends the 
conditioned arid basfor ita objects Nibbina. This stage is 

· follwed by a single moment of path-consciousness by 
which the first of the Four Noble Truths is di5cemed, 
error and doubt got rid of, Nibbina- intuited and the 
constituents of the Noble· Eightfold Path are cwtivated. 
See also GOTRA. 

s. K. Nanayakbra 

GOTRA BHfiMI a stage in the spiritual lineage, the 
second of the seven (sometimes 8 or 10) stages ofspiritual 
development of a Buddha's disciple (iravaksbhumi: 
Mabivyutpstti, BB. ·XIII, p. 1 8). The other six, as giYen 
in the Msbsvyutpstti, are luklsvidariani, astamaks, 
darlsns, tanu, vitaii1a and krtivin. As they refer to the 
spiritual progress of a disciple (lrsvaks) and pot of a 
bodhisattva; they are the bhiimi.s according to Hinayina, 
although they are not mentioned in the Pali texts. The list 
(of 7) occurs at Ssp. pp. 1S62-3 where in a negative 
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description of Mahayana, which is compared to the open 
space (akais), it is said that just as these bhlimis are not 
found in the Skass, so are they not fo:.!nd in Mabayiina 
either. 

If a comparison is made between these stages of the 
irivaka !f path in Hinayina with the other stages of 
srotapstti, sakrdigami, anagami, and arhatl·s, the gotra
bblimi being the stage next to the first luklsvidsrlani
bh'Umj, also belongs to the pre-srotapattistage, when the 
disciple is about to enter the path of sainthood. (AspectJ 
of Mahay8na Buddhism snd its relation to the /{jnayins, 
N. Dutt, p. 241). According to E. Obermiller (Ibe 
Doctrine of Prsjflspiramits, p. 49) the gotra-bbUmiis so 
called because the disciple abiding in this stage knows 
that he belongs to the spiritual linenge (gotra) of the 
irivslca. · 

However, it is of interest that at Ssp. pp. 1472-3 and 
1520 these seven bhlzini.s, with the addition of prstyeka
buddbs-bbumi, bodbi sattva-bhiimi and buddbs-bbumi, 
are given 8$ the ten bhiimisof a bodhisattva, whereas the 
usual list of bodbissttvabhiimis is quite different from 
this one. This grouping inay be due to ,the fact that iill the 
four Hinayinic stages of devclopmenHi.e. srotipsttietc.) 
are regarded (by the Mahiyinists) as c�vering only some . 
of the Mabiyenic stages, where._;, the . Mahiyinists, 
aspiring for B�dhahood , go much further for their 
emancipation than the last stage (l!t.h.stvs) of the Hi- . 
nayinists. On this basis it is not st(l'J)gc that the seven · 
Hinayinic stages are expanded into ten by the addition of 
the three other bhiimi.s a.Jid ai-e called'' bodbisattvsbhUm.i 
in the SatasBbasrikiprsjlfi.p�amiti (Joe. cit.). See also 
GOTRA-BiiU. 

A. G. S. �� 

GOTRA-VIIIARA, pre-bhumi st,age �most pllfallel to 
the gotra-bhu (q.v.) stage of the Tberavida scheme of 
spiritual progress. The Bbb. (ees ch. �ntjtled Yibira
pat!lla) divides the pre-bhiimi sta� called . Prakrticsryi 
·into two stages namely gotra-:yjhira and adbimuidcsryi 
vihirB. It . is . said that a sotrastllil,. i.e., one who is 
established in the noble lineage, is endowed with noble 
qualities and high aims which are characteristic features 
ofa bodhisattva; Aa;tllc ,Otra-Vihiriii merely a prepara
tory stage it only indicates the attempts made by an 
-aspirant to develop the'tbought of enlightenment (bodbi
dtta q. v.). · A person wtio hu ·reached this stage com
mences to do goOd deeds of his own accord and be does so 

. _wisely arid with il feeling of charity. This stage forms the 
foundation of the other stages (vihira), for, it enables an 
aspirant to qualiti for further spiritual progress. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

. .-�� 
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GRATITUDE (kataJiiiuta, katavedita) is considered a 
noble virtue in Buddhism. In the Mahamangala Sutta 
(Sn. v. 265) it is described as a very auspicious characte
ristic (mangala). The commentary says that this is 
considered a noble attitude on account of several factors, 
one of them being that virtuous men (sappurisa) praise it 
(KhpA. p. 147). The same source defines gratitude as 
acknowledging or remembering constantly a good turn, 
whether it be great or small, done to one by another. The 
Buddha has spoken of this virtue in many a place. He has 
described it as a characteristic of a good man (sappli[isa); 
and the absence of the same virtue as a characteristic of a 
bad man (assppurisa: A. I, p. 61). lngratitu�e (aka
ta.IJ8uta) is enumerated as one of several mt:ntal pheno
mena that bas to be dispelled in order. to develop trances 
(jhana: A. lll, p. 273). Ingratitude is also explained as ail 
evil tendency in men that causes them to be reborn in hell 
after death (A. II, p. 226). 

All men are not grateful by nature. In the Anguttara
nikaya (1, p. 87) the Buddha .declared two individuals 
who are very rare in the world, the man who volunteers to 
help others in need · (pubbakBri) and the man who is 
grateful (Jcatadffu, katavedi). In .two jitakas women are 
d�scribed as generally ungrateful (J. m, p. 474; 'i IV,. p. 
124); ,once the Buddha admonished some monks to 
discipline themselves to be grateful; saying that some 
mopks, who ·call themselves the followers of the son of the · 
·Sikyans · (s-akya'puttiya sam ana) do n�t have.' in . them 

·· even that lmlOYDt of gratitu� 'sh'oW1:1 by ·some· jakals. 

By example the Buddha taught the importance of this 
social virute. Immediately after attaining enlightenment 
he showed his gratitude to the bodhi-tree, for the shelter it 
provided him when attRiriing enlightenment. As a sign of 
gratitu�e, it' is said, that be kept on looking at this tree, 
with unblinking eyes, for a full we�k (.J. I, pp. 77-8). Then 
having decided to preach the Dbainma, being entreated 
by Brabmi Sab1m1pa1i to do so, be wanted to preacll it, 
first to Atirakiliir:ila and then to Uddakariiinaputta, 
under wbo'm be studied for some time during his quest for 
enlightenment; but soqn be realised that both of-them 

. had died a few days earlier. Then he !bought of the five 
ascetics, as they bad rendered him grtat service while he 

· wis practising austetities. (Yin. I, pp. 7-8). 

The CuUasetthi .fitaka (J. I, p. 22) records how a man 
n1m1ed Cullanteviisika, who bec1m1e fabulously rich by 
overbearing a statement made by Cullasetthi, showed his 
gratitude to the latter. Cullasetthi while t�uring th� city 
saw a dead mouse � thr: street' and said:  "an intelligent 
man can. make a fortune even with this dead mouse." 
Cullantevisika heard this statement, and took the mouse 
with him, and before long he could dispose of it for an 
insignificant coin, With that coin he procured some 
honey and .sold it with a profit. In this way he made a 

. .. .. · -

great fortune -before long, and one day he took several 
thousand pieces of gold to Cullasetthi and offered it to 
him as a mark of gratitude. 

. .  

The story o f  the Sinhalese king Sri Sanghabodhi, too is 
another inspiring instance to show how greatly this virtue 
is valued by Buddhists. Sri Sangbabodhi was a very pious 
king loved by his subjects. After two years of becoming 
king, he abdi�11-ted the throne in favour of his younger 
brother Gothabhaya and withdrew into a forest to 
become an �cetic. The new king was suspicious about his 
sage-brother, and be thought that some day he would 
return and take baclc..the kingdom. So, as soo·n as he was 
duly anointed, Go�habhaya issued a proclamation to t�� 
effect that whosover produced the bead of the sage Sri 
Sanghabodhi, would be rewarded with a thousand pieces 
of gold. 

Several people set out in search of Sri Saitghabodhi to 
kill .bim in order to procure the reward. One of them, 
while searching for his whereabouts in a dense forest, saw 
the sage meditating at the foot of a tree. The man did not 
recognise that it was Sri Sangbabodbi himself, and going 
to the-sage saluted him and sat at a respectful distance. 
The sage tal'kea very kindly to him and gave him !piritual 
advice. The man was· much pleased and offered the sage 
half of the meal be had brought with him. After thuneal, 
the sage inquired from the man aS to whit be was 
searching for in that forest; and when the man told the 
aage . that ·he w;lS· ��arching for sri Sanghabodhi to tab 
his head to Gothabbaya ·to procure a reward, the sage 
revealed his ide�tity and volunteered to allow the mRn to 
kill him an<J take .the head away as a token of gratitude for . 
the meal he bad offered. When the traveller realised that 
the  s age w as none o.tber  than S ri S angh a
·bodhi himself, he pleaded for forgiveness, but sri Sangba
bodhi hblself severed his own head and banded it over to 
the man (See_ Batthav8,11agallavihiravan;u!l) .. -

Gratitude is considered ari important virtue for the 
presenialion· of peace and· good-will in society. People 
who are in a posiiion to help others in · some ;way are . 
expected to volunteer to do that service (pubbakiri: A. I, 
p. 87), and those who benefit by that service should b� 
grateful in return (kstavedi). Mutual trust, friendship 
and good-will can prevail only in this manner. In the 
absence of these virutes no society can progress. 

W. G. Weeraratne 

GREED. See LOBHA, T�HA. 

GRIEF. See DOMANASSA. 
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GUARDIAN DEIDES. The concept of guardian deities 
could be found in any developed religious system, 
especially in its popular aspects. Even before the major 
religions were founded it is seen how people believed in 
spirits and deities as inhabiting the different aspects of 
natural phenomena as �idenced, for instance, from the 
.flat-worship of the Burmese. In addition to this kind of 
belief in spirits there was also the practice of deifying 
natural phenomena (e.g. rain, wind, dawn etc.) and then 
propitiating them as deities. The best example for this 
religious practice is the �gveda of the Indians (see also 
DEIFICATION; GODS). 

In Buddhism, too, the belief exists, but the role of such 
deities is peripheral as they play no part in the Buddhist 
scheme of salvation. A general belief among tht.Buddhists 
is that all deities who are of Right Views (samma-di!fbi) 
arc guardians and followers of the law (dhamma). In 
addition there is also a general belief that there are other 
spirits (bbiita)such as yakkbas, nagasetc. who also act as 
guardians� Thus the Suttanipltta (v. 223) refers to this 
belief ��en such spirits are r�quested to grant protection 
to the humans. The main responsibility of these deities is 
to guard and protect all that is connected with the 
Buddha and his teaching. These include not only virtuous 
individuals who live according to the Dhamma, but also 
religious establishments, scriptun:s, places of wor�hip ect. 
Ul reciprocity for the protection given, the people too are 
excepted to fulfil certain obligations towards these deities 
by transference of merit {J)attiaans, snumodana, q. v.) 
making offerings and so on. Sometimes these guarding 
spirits, especially those of lower grades, create problems 
for men unless offerings are made to them and are 
properly propitiated. Therefore, it is customary to 
propitiate them and appeal for their help and protection 
at the beginning of any important undertaking. 

Guardian deities in Buddhism can be divided into two 
categories as higher and lower or superior and inferiot. 
Those like the four Lokapilas, eig)it Dharmapiliis, and 
Sakka could be classed as higher divinitir.s as they are not 
confined to a.tiy ccuntry or area, while other deities 
confined to different countries and ;mas may be called 
inferior or minor divinities. 

Another possible division that deserves our attention is . 
that pertaining to peaceful and fierce deities. While 
deities like the Lokapilas or Sakka are not represented as 
fierce deities, there are others like the eight Dharmapilas 
who are represented in fearful aspect, specially in Tibet 
and Japan. This is attributed to the task of protection 
entrusted to. the·m, fer it is their duties that make them 
appear fierce. Another explanation, which is a philosophi
cal one, is that while the peaceful deities depict the 
benevolent. aspect of existence, the fearful ones depict the 
malevolent aspect. Thus these two types of deities depict 
the two major aspects of existence. 

3 83 GUARDIAN DEITIES 

In Burma, where the animistic kind of spirit-worship in 
the form of the worship of flats is an important feature of 
the religion in practice, the belief in guardian deities i s  
also connected with t his flat-worship.  Even th� Buddhist 
monasteries are regarded as being protected by the Pats, 
and the spirit-shrines (.flat�kun: iJatsin) are constructed 
close to the pago�as. The Buddhist monks themselves 
take part in rites com1ected with .flat-worship. While 
every village has a .flstsin for the guardian JJats of the 
neighbourhood, feasts are held regularly in their honour. 

Thus, according to Burmese belief I he guardian spirits 
are also capable of doing great harm, unless they are 
propitiated. Thus they occupy a place midway between 
the benevolent and the malignant spirits. Among the . 
infinite variety of .flats mention may be made of those 
presiding over the -days of the week. Thus the fiat of the 
day on which a person is born demands special propitia
tion. The house-guardians arc called eing-saung-.flaL It is 
said that the Burmese grind into powder the bones of 
respected relations who have been cremated, mix it With 
wood-oil (tbissii) and make images of Buddha (tbayo) · 

out of it. They pray to these images as house-guardians. 

The belief in guardian deitiesJs widely prevalent in 
China too. The Chinese term W�ito, equivalent to the 
Sanskrit term Veda, is used to designate the guardians of 
Buddhist monasteries (vibarsp4ls). This n�e shows 
that his origin is Indian. His image is said to be placed 
behind that of Maitreya, the future · Buddha. . He is 
accompanied and assisted by a tutelary deity Chia-lan, · 
He is treated as defender of the Buddha's Law as well as 
of monasteries. He is mentioned as the general-in-chief 
under the four Lokapilas, whose armies be commands. 
He is regularly inv6ked by the Chinese BuddhistJ for 
monastic supplies, and as protector of monasteries lie is 
represented as being clad in complete armour holding a 
defensive weapon, especially a sword . He stands facing 
inward, opposite the principal sanctuary. Sometimes his 
image · is said to be placed in small shrines · at turning 
points of long roads, to ,  protect pilgrim& from evil 
influences. Referred to in Chiriese works llS a deva (t'ien 
sb"en) be is worshipped as a heavenly protector, and in the 
7th century A; C. his statues became a common feature in 
Buddhist monasteries: A$ a tutelary deity be genera11y 
accompanies Kuan Yiri (Av8.iokite5vara). Iconograpb}; 
cally he is represented in three different fomis: Standing, 
with one hand resting on the pearl which adorns the 
handle of his club, while Jh� other Is. lifted in prayer or 
rests on his hip. Also standing, with both hands lifted in 
prayer, the club lying ncross his elbows. Sitting, with one · 
hand on the club and the other resting on his knee.t 

In the Fa Yif Ssu on the island of Pu To where luan 
.. Yin is worshipped as the chief deity, the idea of Weito as 

guardian deity bu been carried out to its full extent. In 
I. J. Prip. M61ler, Chinese Buddhist Monasteries, Hong Kona, 1967, P• 1 7  

.. .. . � . . 

.; 
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certain Chinese Buddhist sutras in which Sakyamuni's 
victure is found on the first p,age ,  the picture of Wei to is 
to be found at the end of the volume. He began to be 
particularly popular in China since the 7th century A. C. 
Sometimes be is repre,ented as the guardian of 
monasteries alona with V aisravlll?-a. 

Another group of guardians of Buddhist monasteries 
in China are the Cbin·lB.ll comprising some of the higher 
Chinese deiti.es such as the God of War, four LokapBlas, 
Wei to etc. They are generally placed in the outer hall or 
ncar the front entrance of a temple. Their duties are those 
of gatekeepers (dvitapila). Represented with a third eye 
on the forbead they either stand or sit. There is a story of 
an historical person being made into one . of them. 
Another deity regarded as the guardian of the gate of 
heaven is U Ching, who is ilso called T'ot� Li or the 
pagoda-bearer u be is represented as holding a miniature 
pagoda. He is said to be found in nearly all Buddhist 
temples. 

-Yet another class of Chinese guardian deities are the 
door-gods' or the guardians of doors called Sben ·tu or 
Sben shu yr'f 111 or M"en Sben.2 · 

· In CJtina, the two legend·ary generals Heng and Ha, 
also co.natitute an important pair of dvirapifi. The two 
·names are �r non-Buddhist origin and are connected with 
two generals who lived at the beginning of the 'Chou 
dynasty and fought each other with flames and poisonous 

. gas itreaming from the mouth of orie and the nostrils of 
the other. These two generals were later canonised and 
conferred with the task of guarding the gites of Buddhist 
temples! There iS another story which· says that two hiili 
brothers· Mi-chi and Chi-kang, vowed to protect 10,000 
Buddhas of the :present· en� "help them propagate the 
doctrine. These two parts of the naines put together give 
the Sanskrit Jiame Guhyavajra. 

When iconographically represtnted Mi-chi is placed to 
the left of the entering visitor in the place of the present 
Ha, with his mouth open and Chi kang to the tight 
occupying IJ1e place of t.hc present Heng, with his mouth 
�hut Both are portrayed as almost nabd giants and are 
usulllly armed with clubs. They are found as early as the 
Sth century A. C. in the _sculpture of tile Yung IC.ang 
grottoes in Sbansi and it . numerous places in north · 
Chi�a, dating from the succeeding centuries. 

There are also early examples of yet other kinds of 
Buddhist guardian deities in China. At each side of the 
entrance to a cave at Pao Shan in Honon and dating from 
589 A. C. is cari>ed· a bearded warrior. On the left and 
risht are-. the two "spiritual kings" Niriy�a and �apUa 

respectively , both of whom are associated with China as 
guardians of Buddh�t sancturaries. They both' h ave 
swords and t ridents while Kapila wears a body armour as 
well. In a cave at T'ien Lung Shan there are two vajra 
gods on the outside, while in the inside on either side of 
the door and back to back with the two outside figures are 
two celestial warriors armed with tridents. During the 
T'ang dynasty one sees the development of the Dvirap81i 
from a more placid type to a more ferocious type and 
parcticsJly nude representations supersede the dressed or 
armoured ones. 

Another group of 24 deities cs,lled Chu T'icn are 
regarded as tutelary deities who, as patrons of China and 
supporters of the Buddha, protect the Buddha's teaching 
in that country. Even the Chinese teachers like Confucius 
arc included among these. 

As regards the mountain gocb, who also function as 
guardian deities, the following words may be quoted: 
"There are a· million gods of the mountains, for ·every 
mo�ntain, bill, peak, knoll and headland has its presiding 
divinity; the greatest among these being the north, south, 
east, west and central peaks. The first mountain god wu 
seen in the days of the Emperor Yao· when the prime 
minister.· Pi Ling separated tbei peaks of the Ssuch'uan 

· .' province and met the god of the molint�" (Kenneth W. 
· Morgan, The Path of the Buddha,.NY. 19S6, p. 228). And 

··. it may be mentioned that in China the mountains P'u-to� 
Wu-tai, Chin-hua aiui Omen have bee!l dedicated to the 
Bodhisattvas Avalokitdvara, Mafiju,ri, IC.sitigarbba and 
samantabhadra respectively. 

. 

The Buddhist monasteries in Japan too are provided 
with guar�ian kings called Nio and the four Lokapilas 
(Jajl. Sbintenno) are, represented at Horyuji. These Nio 
are derived from the 4oor-keeper (dvirapif�) idea of 
l.ndia and are thus expected to guard tlie holy place 
against all evil spirits; These guardian deities are also 
called Knongo-rikisi or strong men holding the vajra (Sk. 
Vajravjra). When paired as guarding the entrance tn a 
monastery on either side of the door they are called Nio. 
The name Knongo-rildsi can refer to one or both of them. 
They are described as demi-gods serving as the guardians . 
of'� Buddhist precinct, half-naked and each holding a 
vsjra club, one With his mouth closed symbolising latent 
niight and the other with his mouth wid� open symb� 
lizing. the exhaled power.' Alice Getty records that the · 

Nio, when conceived singly, is regarded as the guardian 
of the Buddhist scriptures. As a pair they are believed to 
reside on the moul)tain Sumeru manifesting themselv� 
whenever worshipped wi�h proper ceremonies. 

1 The Trantrlc Buddhist work NuparJIJsyoiiv.Jl too mcntiont four tuCh aodde��ses repmentlna the door-lock (Wiki) the key 
· {luld), door-plank (bp"i.ti) and the door-curtlln (psudb"irin;J · 

3. P�J�W�t o( Jspan5e Art(Sculpture) p. 191 
· ' 
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Among the earliest and the fmest of the hollow dry 
lacquer statues in Japan are the Hachi-bushu or eight 
classes of supernatural beings guarding the Buddha or 
the Eight Guardians of Siikyamuni. These arc ten ( dcva), 
zyu (nisa), yasbs (yaksa), kandsbhs (81Jndharvs), ashura 
(asura), karurs (gsruds), kinnstB and msgorsks (msho
rass). A typlcaJ example of these in Japanese sculpture is 
the one in the Kofukuji in N ara, believed to have been 
made in the 8th century. Loveliest of them is the famous 
ubura (uurs), the demon king of Hindu mythology, 
who after his cOversion, became one of the eight guar
dians of the Buddha. 

Another group of Buddhist guardian deities in Japan 
are the Twelve HeaveDly GeneraJs or Juni Shinsho, who 
are usuaJly grouped in a circle around the Y akushi 
Buddha (Bhaisajyaguru). The twelve generals, aa 
armoured warri�rs guarding his twelve vows, are said to 
have promised to protect all faithful readers of the 
Bhmsajysguru SUtra and the devout worshippers of 
Bb�'ajyaguru Buddhjl, and were priUsed for this virtuous 
practice by the Buddha birn.elf. These �elve are dis tin:. 
auiahed by the objects they bold in the� hands aitd have 
individulll names. Their number bejtig twi:J\'�. they are 
worshipped not only as attendtnts QfY U.���but l,l�o as 
the guardians of the twelve zodiacal signs, h} which cU.e 
they wear on their heads the animals a!$oclatef with 
these. The wooden represcnta�ons of these i2 Fnerals 
made in ·1064 A. C. are found at Jloryu)i, Narl_. · · · 

Yet another representation of ·one of these named 
Mekira at Shinyakushiji is described as . being of "a 
viaorous attitude with the raised sword. He seems to cry 
out against his enemies. The armour of the Tang warrior 
which he wears, the standing hair ofthe bead, the bulging 
eyes, fierce frown, lips drawn back to show the teeth and 
the tongue - all �elp to increase the expression of the 
figure.,. 

There are yet other individual guardian deities such as 
Vajrapini (thnnd�rbolt-bearer) or Shu-kongo-shin, who · 
is the J ap�ese version of Indian lndra. Repreaented as a 
fierce warrior, with bulging. eye�,-long and curly hair etc. 
be is described as "a guardian god of Buddhism clad in 
armour and holding a vajra club in his hand in a 
menacing posture ihowing his divine wrath against evil 
apirits. "' This type of deity is mainly the creation ofthe 
esoteric sects. Although fierce-looking, he is a benevolent 
genii guarding Buddhism, whose representations in 
Japanese sculpture are said to be very few. 

Among the guardian deities that belong to a atill later 
period (8th and 9th cen�uries A.C.) are the Five Grea\ 
liDJs or Vidyiriju (Go dai myo-01. These are regarded 

4. HUJo Muimerberg, Tbe Am of Japan, pp. -45-47 · 

5. Pof8Uht ofJapanese �rt (Sculpture) p. I I  0 

as the manifestation of Vairocana's (Dai-nici) wrath 
against evil. The most important is the Fudo-Myo-o or 
Acala Yidyatiija (q .v.) origina)ly a form of Siva. These 
are said to have been introduced to Japan by esoteric 
sects. Their statues at Toji and especially the carvings in 
the Kodo may be specially mentioned. These Vidyirijas 
ate represented in paintings as . well. The so-called 
"Yellow Fudo" of Mu-d era of the Tendai sect is the moat 
celebrated protrayal of Acala Vidyiirija. This is usually 
kept bidden. A · similar representation is found at 
Maiijuin in .Kyoto. The Red Fudo of Kayo-San and the 
Blue Fudo at Shren-ip at Kyoto are also well-known. 
Fudo Myo-o is usually represented as a strange and 
terrifying creJture; Sitting on a rock in a very firm 
posture he shows himself to be quite immovable (acals). 
The S\!Ord and the rope he holds !lre meant to conquer 
evil. Tiie fangs at the comers oi his mouth, protrudina 
eyes,· sc_'!wling_ ey�brows, �rled up hair, muscular body, 
the flaming haio all give him a very dramatic and 
expressive look. Despite his appearance he is a bene
volent deity, implying great spiritual power. "He guards 
and.prcit�cts the practiser at all times and bestows on him 
folig.Jife; recovering from him, as offering, food that .il · 
left ov�r. He is the god who compietes t,he bodbi of the 
J)rilctiSer" (Eney. Bism. Vol. I, p. lSS). · 

,,-.,;_! \. 

Another kind of guardian deity ' is . Muryo Rikiltu · 
(Amitabalanida) found at the Hachi monuteriea in 
Wakayama Prefecture. He is one of .the five aweiome 
divinities (Go Dai'Rikiku) with the pow�rful roar. Uke 
FudO', his wrath too is directed against the evil forces that 
might harm Buddhism. He and his group 'protect the king 
and the people who keep the Triple Gem. In iccinography 
be .is represented in the usual fearfulway wi� the Yajra ·. 
and the:othei such fe�tur�s. Colourful flames surround 
his entire tlgllre,: The dance he is performing indicates a 
kind ·of spiritual ecataey. ·· ., . 

· · 

In ad��tioJ.l. tg �b�. JP;.ur , !-��apilas the.re are also in 
Japan sever� gio��t�J�ilo�. ��des who m'assigned to 
different . quarterS . oftht.uhiVtne • . .The )uniteD (the ·. ,., . : -�- .,. � :. ·- '?. � ·• ,. ;· . 'i. . \ . • • • . 

Twelve Heavenly �jngs) or !Joze Hnppoten (world-
protecting heayeJ!lj · be_big� �(.the · eigbt . regions) are 
distinguished b{t�jldp5ulik�bicb con*ist ·o f demons 
and anirri�s.6 

· · . · 

.- ; ··: - .. . : . . .  

At the Soll� c��� 'temple in Kore� which. ii said 
to house aol!le .9f the best std�e �culptures of the 8th 
century in the E�t, is to be found a number of Korean 
guardian deities in high relief. Some of them are vajra- · 

bearing guardians (l·ajrap�i)with clenched f11ts, defen- · 
ding the scred area from ii.tr\Jden. In the passageway are · 

6. The N�pannayopvaljtoo refers to a IJ'OUp of eight deities said to be guarding the eight quarters. 
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to be found four guardian deities trampling on demons 
all protecting the main hall. 7 

Sakka. king of the gods, plays an important role in Sr.i 
Lankan Buddhism. The Buddhl!. himself prior to his 
d(;mise is said to have request�d him to guard Sri Lanka 
Mhv. vii. vv. 2-4). Sdka sought out Mahinda and 
requested him to go over to the island when the time was 
suitable for its conversion (ibid� xiii; vv. 15, 16). And it is 
also recorded (ibid. vii. v. S) that Sakka, in accordance 
with the Buddha's wishes, entrusted the responsibility of 
guard.ing the island to Uppalava.J.l�B who is one of four 
guardian deities, and the others in the quartet are 
Vibhlsana of K.elaniya, Skanda of K.ataragama and 
Mahu�mana of Samantakuta (Adam's Peak). This 
mountain has become sacred 'to the Buddhists as they 
believe that the Buddha ieft the impression of his left foot 
on .its peak when he visited . the is1an�; Mahisumana is 
recorded as having met the Buddha on this occasion and 
since then he has come into promine'nce as one of the four 
g\Jardian deities of the island. 

In addition to these four major guardians then are. also 
other deities whom the Buddhi•tS worship and propitiate 
as their helpen and guardians. Pattini, the goddess of 
chastity, Nitha the future Buddha Maitreya (sometime� 
identified with the Bodhisattva Avalokitdvara) .and ' 
Dlidimund a are three such import ant deities. All of them 

. have shriries (devilsjss) dedicated. to them in:· various 
. parts of th� island. The usual method of propitiation is �Y · 
making offerings to the deity. concerned at' his shrine . 
through the officiating priest (kapilrils) in charge of the 
place, acting the same role·as a Hindu priest (piism)who 
ml!-kes the offering� on b�half of the devotee and invokes · 

the deity's �lessings by recitiq a panegyristic.invocatory 
formula called yitikivs, which .is a respectfJJl requesdor 
help and pro�ection. the devotees . m: not allowed . into 
the sanctum of the temple where the statue of the deity is 
found. 

With regard to the deity · Dlidiinunda there is a 
tradition amorig the Sinhaiese Buddhists' that he is the 
son of Yakkha Punna_lca through the' niga maiden 
Irandati ofth� Vidur;,}itsks (No. 54S). According to the 
prevalent tradition he la.J)ded in Sri Lanh at Devundara 
and · proceeded to Alutnuvara iti the K.egalle District 
taking up permanent tesidence there in a temple which he 
himself had constructed. This is the chief devilsys of thie 
deity at present. This same tradition also says that this 
deity w� the only one who did not run in fear at the time 
·of ii,dhisattva Siddhattha's encouimter With Mira. 
V(hlle all. the '<ieitie� ran away in utter confusion and . 
fiiglir DKdiinunda ill one 'is aaid tci have remained ai the ·.. •

. . ... "+ ... �f� lli· : ._ • • . - . -· . BOdbisitfa's only guardiiD at this crucial hour. His 
special symbol is a club rcaembling a walking-stick 
(Eofuvs). 
7. ERE. IX, p. 2S 

.. ....... . 

In Tibet the guardian deity Pehar (or Bihar) occupies 
an important place as a guardian of monasteries. His 
name, coming from the Sanskrit term vihara meaning 
monastery, reveals his Indian origin. He receives the 
Tibetan appellation Pehar after assuming his main 
function as the guardian of the treasury at the Tibetan 
monastery at Samye. He is said to be originally a non
Buddhist deity transformed into a Buddhist guardian 
deity after his conversion by Padmasambhava. He is one 
of the five Great Kings of Tibet {Mahapaficaraja). In 
course of time Pehar has been given a large retinue, the 
members of which are said to be emanations of Pehar 
himself. They help him to fulfil his various duties all over 
the country. In iconographical representations be rides a 
white lion, assuming a Dharmapila appearance; three 
headed and six armed he carries the sword (khsdgs), 
knife (cbiiri), bow (cipa), arr�w (sara), club (gacl8),' �d 
stick (dB1!1aJ. 

The other four me�bers of the group of five Great 
Kings ·are Choi-chung, inr.arnate in state oracles as the 
king of magic, Dalhs, the tutelary god of the wli.rriors as 
the king of the body, Luvsng, the god of the Nigas and 
king of speech, and·. Tskocbi, the king of accomplish- · 

ments. The deity called Skin rgysl po moil bu pu tra, also 
called Gnod sbyin mgon po mon · bu pu trs, is said to be. 
the spedai guardian deity. of the Lhasa · shrine. · A 
auardian deity of a number :·or Tibetiln monasteries, . 
occupying a very important place is Dge Bsrysn Pbyi1;1g 
dkar ba. · He is said to have been originally a resident of · 
Nilsndi in India from where he was transferred to.Tibet 

· by Atisa. Sometimes regarded as an emanation of 
Avalokite5vara he is depicted as a peaceful deity. TSin 
dmsr pu is the ·guardian deity that is said to have · 

succeeded· Pehar at the Samye monllStery. Said to be the . 
leader of 100,000 demons, he-is represented as a fearful 
yak�s. 

Mendon also should be made of the four treasur� 
guards of the Tibetans stationed in the four quarters of 
the world. These are: (I} rDo rje legs ps guarding the 
white treasure of conch-:shells iD the cast, (2) rDo rje lep 
ps guarding the yellow treasure of gold in the soutti, 
(3} Gnaysn Chen tb,ang lha guarding the red tresilre of 
copper in the .west, (4) Stong qpon dgrs · Jba rgys} 
guarding the black treasure of iro� in the north. 

In Tibet the planetary god Rihu also occupies an · 
important place as a:guardian deity. Regarded as ruling 
the other planetary gOds, he is giv�n several heads and 
many eyes and a wrathful appearance. Irreligious people 
are shot witli arrows from his bow. With � central raven 
head he is said to guard the religious te�chings while his 
thousand eyes watch the happeninas of the three worlds. 
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Guardian deities of mountains are widely worshipped 
in Tibet as well. Almost every peak in that country is 
regarded as the abode of a god or a goddess. Four such 
mountains in Tibet are Yar lha shan po of the Yarlung 
valley, Sku }a mkha 'rl in Lboka, Gnod sbyin gangs 
bzang, and Gnyan eben lhong Jba. The deities presiding 
over these mountains also go by the same names as the 
mountains. The last-named is treated as the guardian 
deity of a range of mountains running to several 
thousand� of miles. He is also regarded as the guardian 
deity of the mountain Marpori, the hill on which the 
Pot ala palace is situated. He is said to take many forms in 
keeping with the type of work be bad to do. In one aspect 
he "hastens to the ten quarters of the world in order to 
ward off all dang_ers threatening the Buddhist creed. "  8 
The Tibetans expect him to protect Tibet and the Samye 
monastery like a proprietor guarding his cattle or one 
guarding a treasure. Another instance is the mountain 
Arone Machan, guarded by rMa eben span ra with a 
popular cult around him. The mountain Kanchenjunga, 
the third highest peak in the world, is re�arded ·as 1be�.g 
guard.ed by several deities. The Buddhists of Sikkliim 
.venerate the personification of this mountain as one of 
the divine protectors of the land. And there are various 
legends _about the dh:inities believed to dwell upo� t�is, 
Himalayan peak. According to one story, the Lokaplila 
Vaisravanadwells he� where he is. said to have stored the 
five kinds' of treasures: gold, silyer, gems; grains and holy 
books. Sometimes these guardians of mountains are also 
known as country-gods (yul-Jba)or lords of the soil (gzhi
dai}. The god of the plain, called Thang-lha, is also an 

· equally well known guardian deity in Tibet. 
Those worshipped as protectors of different sects 

constitute another claSs of guardian deity. An important 
Tibetan deity ofthis type is rDo rje s�ugs !dan who is the 
deified spirit of a dead ancestor. Personal guardian 
deities (fstadevata or yi-dam) also comprise. another 
important' category. Very often it is the guardian d_eity of 
one's own sect that is taken up as the istadevata, who 
could be chosen for a ,iv.en enterpri!e 0�· for a

.
l�et!me. 

The choice bas; however, to be kept a �ecret 1f 1t 1s to 
become efficacious. In general, anyone can choose any 
deity as his istadevita in keeping with his taste and deeds. 
In this man��r families and castes too can have their own 
guardian deities, the choice being accepted �y the sue. 
a:eding generations as well. Thus Mafijusri, A valo

.
ki

te5vara and Vajrapini are regarded as the guard1an 
deities of the three fam'ilies Tathigata, Padma and Vajra, 
into which the Tantric deities were originally divided. 
Those .deities are very frequently invoked in Nepal and 
Tibet. 

The guardian deities of the Tantric ma'!�alas also may 
be mentioned. Usually a mandala has four guardians at 
the four corners. Sometime; ihey are represented with 
their female counterparts as well. 

In discussing these deities a phenomenon worth noting 
is how any deity could be admitted into the Buddhist 
pantheon as a defender of the doctrine. This is a special 
feature in Tibetan Buddhism where Padmasambhava is 
credited with admitting a large number of. deities in this 
manner. Even the powerful Hindu god Siva is said to 
have been forced into submission and made into a 
guardian deity through Vajrapa�i and allowed to live 
only on condition that he would acknowledge tb� 
supremacy of the Triple Ge:m. Such converted deities are 
called Cam-cen about whom Snellgrove says that they 
are " treated alternately to threats and offerings. In no · 
way are they. permitted to interfere with the Buddhist 
doctrine, to which .they are helplessly subject. Their 
inclusion in the. lowest ranks of the Buddhist pantheon 
has allowed the Tibetans to remember their ancient gods 
wblle stlu �e�ng faithful to . the new doctrine. Different 
protectors,�ave come to be attached to different cycles of 
divinities �nd to their rituals. The reason for the.connec. 
ti.on could 9nly b�. piscovered by an historical study of the 
origin and de�elopment of these texts, which is a task still 
to. be undertaken. The result of this is, however,.:that a 
gr�\lP of protectors comes to receive attention in �o far as 
they �� 9�ed upon in ones or twos or .threes in the ritu!lls 
that .a,c;. c.pnstant!y being performed in a monastery. •: ' 

S.n�ilg�0ve also gives a Iiat of leading guardian deities 
wo;�hipp� at Jjwong monastery by the Nying::_mapa 
sects� These include Mahikala� Rihu, Visnu, Mahadeva, 
E'kajati;' vtti����a�� imd OVajnikumara: 'As almost all 
these · :��.��fit'b�n�·� J�ading Indian divinities, they rank 
high�r t_�lp l�{ mountain gods and other local 
divinitie�·:�o 

·
.: . . .':: ·.·· �· ·  . . . .  ·. 

Gen�riilli '¥.���¥qs� ft is �ot impossible to treat any 
deity as .a gu��j�::�pA foX. ���e ddti.e� ar: expected to . 
help the virtuous., Even Mahayana de1t1es li�e Samvara 
and VajradhafB,''��9;#�.no�'co,u.e��:? as g�

.
ard.ia,p, deities 

proper, are regard� .�!uch.�.t mne�: For mstance �oth 
these deities are yetJe.t:�f�·�. rll$ 'g\!a.f.oi!lfi.s .in Nepa,I. And in 
the 15th chapter,of;t�eJ!�.��ist S!lllskrit wor� Sl!"flliJ?B
prsbhasa SUtrait is.sai�!hli�·tJJ�s� dev.otees who hear and 
honour this sutra will · be · guarded by the yaksas and 
demons, by the female deities such as Harlti 

. 
Candi. 

Candiki, Danti and ICtr�8danti and also by Sarasvati, 
Srld�vi and goddess of earth. It may also be mentioned 
. here �bat according to the popular belief prevalent in Sri 

8. Rene De Nesbesky-Wojkowitz, Or•cle� BlJd Demons of Tibet, London, 1956, p. '}f)� 
9. D. L. Snellgrove, Buddhist HimaJ.p, Oxford, 1 957, p. 242 

10. Ibid. - . -d -;1 I I . This is an extension of the number thirty-three of the world of thirty-three gods (tavstl�ss eva, . 

.. .. .... � 

, I 
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Lanka people refer to 33 crores (tistunkotiyak)ll of 
deities that help and guard the good people. It is also the 
usual custom among the Sri Lankan Buddhists that at the 
end of any religious rite such as offering alms, flowers, 
lamps etc. or the recitation of parittas, they invariably 
reque�t the guardian deities in general to safeguard them 
(devs rakkbantu). And a very popular statement uttered 
by them at the beginning of any new undertaking or on 
setting out on a journey or in the face of danger is "may 
there be the protection of the deities. n (deviyangepihitai), 
(See Pls. XXIV-XXVII). 

. 

A. G. S. �� 

GUARDSTONE. A guards tone is a stone stele placed on 
either side of the entrance to a Buddhist temple -or 

. monastic facility such a8 a dwelling house or bathing 
pond for the use of Buddhist monks, usually with a flight 
of st�ps betWeen the stelai, providing access to the temple 
or facility. These stelai are fouJJd in relatively large 
numbers in the ancient cities of Anuradhq>ara and 
Polonnaruwa; They were made of limestone upto about 
the sixth • century and of granite thereafter. The . . 

dimel)Sioni of these stelai; above ground, range approxi
mately from 1 .60 m. length, 0.60 m: breadth, and 0.20 m. · 
thickness to 0.43 m., 0.22 m. and 0.10 m. respectively. The 
undressed part of a guardstone which wa5 buried under- ·. 

ground would· generally measure as much as or a little less· ;. 
than its height' above ground; It has been observed that 
guardstones of smaller proportions are to be found at 

· facilities ·such as bathing tanks, though in · very many 
inst!Pl�S stelai have been re�oved from their �iiginal 
position in the course of reconstruction. The upper end of 
a guardston� is ·arched or segmental in shape, or has 
rounded corners. ·On the scUlpted side of a guardstone 
there is usually a raised border around it� enclosing 
within the frame thus formed some figure in bas-relief. In 
some guard-stones, particularly those that carry the 
anthropOmorphic figUre of a divinity, there is the figure 
of a babirava or dwarf a� the right hand lower corner or at . 
the left hand lower corner or at both these comers. The 
little dwarfs are shown in various li�ely attitudes, 
canymg in_th�ir hands sprigs oflot�s flowers and buds or 

pots pouring out some liquid, perhaps milk. In some 
guards tones there is on the outer side a vertical pilaster on 
the top of which appears the figure of one of the four 
animals, the elephant, the lion, the horse and the bull, 
animals which appear also on the capitals of Asokan 
pillars found in various parts of India. Whether the 
figures on the pilasters of the guardstones of Sri Lanka 
were intended to indicate the directions whic:h they faced 
cannot be stated with certainty as in many instances the 
guards tones IU'e obviously not in situ. Again, in some of 
the guardstones carrying anthropomorphic figures are 
carved elaborate arehes on which are illustrated the 
worldly pleasures that the central figures in them were 
expected to confer on those who viewed these stelai, as 
will be explained below: The guardstone at the Ratna
prisada and the two guards tones from Kapiririma now 
exhibited in the Archeological Museum, Anuradhapura 
are good examples of this type of highly ornate 
guardstone. t 

· · 

On the basis of the figures appearing in guardstones 
and their �hape, and taking the term guardstone in ita 
wider sense of any stele placed on either side of an 
entrance to a sacred building or secular facility in a 
monastery seven main types of guardstone can be 

· distinguished as follo\vsl: 1 .  The PUrnsgbata type with 
the figure of a vase or pot filled with• iotus howers;3 2. 
The type with the figure of a inulti-heBded cobra resting 

· on · jts coiled bOdy, suggestive of a· pot filled with· . 
lotuses,4 3. The type carrying the figure of a cobra with . 
raised neck, flanked on either �ide by smaller cobras in 
the same stance. 5 4. the type carrying the standing figure 

-. of a pot-bellied bab.itava, dwarf.6 S. The type with a 
standing human figure invested with cobra hoods . 
arranged IU'ound the head. to be referred to as dvmps.J. 
type7 6. The type carrying the figures of a human male 
and female invested with cobra hoods arrange<J.around 
their heads. 1 7. The plain and simple type in the shape of 
a lotus petal in abstract form;' 

It has been s�g�sted that all these1different types of 
g\iardstone symbolize water' and water being ail essential 
ingredient of all life and !iUStenance, the guardstone in all . 
its variety symbolh:es life, fertility, wealth and good 
fortune.to This susgestion, however, has failed to tllke 

. 
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note of certain features appearing in the dvarapSJa type 
of  guardstone. In most of these guardstones, it will be 
noticed, the sculptor h as gone out of his way to draw the 
attention of the viewer to the stalk of lotuses carried in the 
left or the right hand of the dvirap8Ja, depending on 
which side of the entrance the guards tone in question has 
been placed. It  will be noted that the stalk is never shown 
with a loose end, this being always shown a.S rooted to the 
background of the stele, often very prominently decorated 
with a- circle of lotus petals arranged around. I I  In a 
guardstone at the northern entrance to the Vatadage at 
Polonnaruwa even the capillaries issuing out from a well
delineated lotus bulb are explicitly shown stretching out 
as far as the edge of the guardstone. l2 

It is clear in these instances that the sculptor's aim was 
to draw the viewer's attention to the lotus bulb, the 
capillaries being added to make the identity of the lotus 
bulb unmistakable. · 

The significance of the lotus bulb in eastern art has 
been examined with a wealth of striking exampl�s. by 
P. D. K. Bosch in a monograph entitled Tbe Goldr:n (1erm. il_ The lotus bulb, according to Bosch, symb9Hi�� a 
profound Indian concept regard�g the origin .o( ,all life; 
fertility, wealth etc. namely, the concept of. bk�ya
garbha, the golden germ. In Indian art the golden g�l'lll 
came to be symbolized by the lotus bulb, the padmamiila, 
which in tum came to be symbolized by the plimighats, 
the vase: ft.lled with lotus flowers, the bshirsva, �tb� p�t
bellicd dwarf, . the cobra whose coils arc sometimes 
arranged � a manner suggestive of a pot filled with lotus 
flowers, by the conch 3hell, the kirtimukha and lhc 
maksrs to mention the common symbols that represent 
the concept of hiTIJI!YS·garbba, 14 

Not
-
all the guards tones scattered about in the a.ri�ient 

cities of Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa can be 
considered td be in situ. Calamities such as wars and 
invasions, rebuildmg operations and acts of vandalism 

. would have removed some of them from the sites they 
originally occup�ed, preventing any attempt to place 
these guardstones in a chronological setting. Taking into 
consideration th� style of sculpture and the lines of 
development of the concept of padmamii/a, it is perhaps 
possible to trace the development of the guardstone in 
course of time, even approximately. Most probably it 
was the guardstone with the figure of a pot filled with 
lotus flowers that would have made its appearance first in 

I I . CJSc. (G), Vol. I, Part 2; Plate XV, lower picture 
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about the first or second century A.C. The pot-bellied 
dwarf is nothing but a human figure incorporating a pot 
in place of the natural belly. Among the pot-bellied 
dwarfs appearing in guardstones the figure of K.uvera, the 
god of wealth, can easily be recognised by the prescribed 
features present in the figure. Sankha and Padma, two of 
the attendants of Kuvera, whose figures were placed at 
the entrance to the city of Alakii on Mount K..ailiUa, have 
also been recognised among the bshirava figures depicted 
in guardstones found at Anuradhapura.u 

These types appear to have been followed by the 
appearailcc of the dv8rap8/a type of guard stone, with the 
anthropo-therioinorphic Bodhisattva, identified . as 
Avalokitdvatal6 the most benevolent and merciful of 
the divinities of this class. Types six and seven were the 
next to make their appearance, the entire range of 
guards tones being brought into service by about the close 
of the sixth cc-ntury. Ever since; however, the dvarapila 
type Of guardstoile appears to have become the most 
popular; type. In the ancient city of Polonnaruwa this is 
perlillps the only type that was made there. Incxpli�bly, 
the representittion of what "appears to be a dvirap8Ja type 
of guard hone :caii 'tie' seeif hi the iyigapata of 
Ldil.&Sobiiiki n6•.¥ iil • the Mailiura Museum�.;;·c8i'tjing a 
Brihml iliserfptiP'ii of iuit:e'ffain date:. (Coomilruwamy, 
Plate XIX;' Fig:· n).: · · · ' ' ' fJ: . .;. · 

. AftdJ)i�'�:p(J of ihe ·�9�Qnijar�wfl period, g�;��dst�nes 
ci� .��� :�K�Pi/f.�Y,.P��.C�Pti!lu�.d to ��;_m,d� sJ>�ta,di�y 
WJthouJ�U.C:��dJ,q�,�s�hc:tJc consJderatio.g�, when JD 
tbe nil;J�t;Ce�_th �,p,t�fy'(iv,�ap�as appeared di�s�� all in 
their be�t wil!l,t�.b��;��t�away coats and high collars, I' 
(See :Pls,, ,i(XYIU�I :�)r, ·• 

·-. ·�>( .. ..:;-,; ·· .< . � \ .!) :. ; !. ; 
:::: . � , ;;-f ·:zr:� ;t-·:�, . �.: �:·: . . . . : �·.' 

. , .. ,;( . �1. :. 2�f·. ··� �;q;;0.f··� 

P. E. E. Fernando . ' .  . . 

.- . . .. . . - .L, :·i·r.· ... � .. t�i"'��/� · i� '!�<· . : �  
GUHYAS�M:A;JA-1:,.\IfANlRA,�.- (vars. Srf-guhya-0; 
Guhyasl!maja�r;I;l.I!J!sjliljy��{JI1_U.��rija), an a1,1thoritative 
text on T antrism;,W£itteJ:l iiX��-�tllre of Sanskrit prose 
and vme. This texi is .UP ic�own . � the Tsthagats
guhyaka and it i• :.divided, ,ijJJQ:; t_wo. : parts ' called the . 
p'Urvardba and uttsrirdbi.�;oi these only the first part 
(piirvirdha) which co�su oH8 chapters is CQnsidercd 
by scholars to be g�nuine. lhiniew is mainly based «)n 
the fact that the early . write_n-'who equate from the 

12. S. Paranavitana, Art 1nd Architecture of Ceylon, Colombo, 1�54, p. 40 
13. F. D. K. Bosch, The Golden Germ. S. Gravenhage, 1960 
14. Ibid. pp. 27, 34, 40-49 and 57-59. cf. also P. E. E. Fernando, The symbolism of the Guardlto:te. · · 

. 

15. S. Paranavitana, Samkha and Padmi, Artibus Asiae, Vol. XVIII, 2, Ascona, Switzerland, MCML V, pp. 121-127 
16. P. C. Sestieri, Important Monument! of Ceylon� Archaeology, Vol. 12, No. 4 December, 1959, pp. 223-233 
1 7. Godakumbura, op. cit. p. 23. 
I .  The Sanskrit text wu edited by B. Bhattacharyya and published in 1931 in GOS. Llll. 
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Gubyasamaja-tantra refer to it as the A�.tiidasapa!ala(i.e. 
consisting of 1 8  chapter s ) .  The s e c o n d  p a r t  
(uttarardha) contains a considerable portion o f  the 
Prajfiopaya-vinikaya-siddhi, a work belonging to the 
7th century A. C., and this makes it quite evident that the 
uttarirdba is a later addition. 

The work begins with the stereotyped introductory 
formula of all Buddhist si.itras, 'Thus, have I heard . . . .  " 
(evam maya srutam . . . ). However, there is one note
worthy peculiarity i� this text. Here the Lord is repre
sented as being in an assembly sporting in the sacred 
knowledge arising out of the body, mind and speech of 
the Tathiigatas. In this assembly the Lord Bodhi
cittavajra is requested by the numerous Tathagatas and 
bodhisattvas to reveal the highest truth, the. Guhya
samaja. Bodhicittavajra dissuaded them saying that it is 
extremely difficult to comprehend it. But being requested , 
again and again he conserlted to reveal it and for that 
purpose he entered into different samiidhis and trans
fo��d himself into forms of different Dhyani buddhas 
and placed them. in various sections of the mandala_. 
Thus, he entered into the samiidhi called jiiiin;Jpradi
pavajra and uttered the mantra of the Dvesa family. As 
soon as this was done he _transformed hiniself in�o the 
form of Aks.obhya. In this manner he produced the five ,, . 
.Dhyini b�dd��� their female partners and also the four. , � 
guardiam� When the formation of the mandala w� . 
completed the Tathiigatas requested the Lqrd

. 
to reveal 

the naiure of the thought of. enlighte'nm�nt (bodbic1tta, 
q.v.) and the whole oft he second chapter is devoted to.the 
explanation of the nature of bodhicitta. The next two 
chapters describe the 11uddba-mandala and the Kaya
vBk-citta-m�ndala with different ��des of meditation 
and worship. The fifth chapter is rather important in that 
the Lord made a declaration that even those who have 
committed heinous crimes are capable of attaining 
emancipation. The Tathagatas and the bodhisattvas who 
wert assembled were shocked a:t this pronouncement and 
they <JJestioned the Lord as to why he made such, an 
improper utterance in the sacred assembly. The Lord 
explained that he preached the· doctrine of the Buddhas, 
the way of enlightenment which is pure and immutable 
and arising from the explanation of the essence of things . . 
On hearing this the b.odhisattvas fell into a swoon. The 
Tathigatas who wei:e able to grup what the Lord 
declared remained unaffected and they requested the 
Lord to revive the bodhisattvas. Then the· Lord entered 
into a samiidhi and issued numerous rays of light from his 
body. The bodhisattvas touched by these rays, regained 
consciousness. By this mirac!e the Lord was able to make 
the bodhisattvas comprehend the doctrine he preached. 
The sixth chapter contains various mantras and also a 
lengthy description of the highest form of meditation. In 
the next chapter numerous means by which emancipation 

could be acquired are described. Here it is clearly said 
that success or perfection (siddhi) is to be attained not by 
rigorous observances, but by the enjoyment of aJl sensual 
ph:asures. A description of the highest fonn of worship 
and of the kaya-vak-citta-mandala is found in chapter 
nine. The Lord again declared that omniscience can be 
attained by having recourse to theft, adultery and such 
malpractices. The bodhisattvas wondered at this unortho
dox declaration. �e Lord made it clear that this teaching 
should not be branded as base or repulsive, for the way of 
attachment. is the same as the way of bodhisattvas which 
is the highest way. He further explains that space is to be 
found everywhere, all worldly phenomena arc to be 
found in spa9e. The phenomena do not belong to the 
sphere of pleasure or to the sphere of form or to the 
formless sphere or even to the fpur great elements. All 
worldly phenomena are to be understood in this manner. 
It is on this analogy of space that the disciplines enjoined 
by Tathagatas are to be grasped. For instance, it is well 
known that smoke arises from a combination of three 
factors namely the churning rod (kiinda) the churning pot 
(matbanfya) and the effort made by the hands. From that 
smoke fire is �enerated. But the ftre resides neither in the · 
churning rod nor in the churniJig pot nor in the effort · 
m!lde by the hands. The conduct of the iathagatas, too, 
should ,be \in.derstood thus. · · · 

The:. tenth.:c.hapter co�tains the. mantra h� o� � '· 

· , svihiiwhich is said to confer the nighest perfection; In the , 
next �liapter

. 
th�· Lord explained the hidden meaning of 

the mantra and also shows how it should be used in 
meditation. Various · sa�idhis and their effects are 
described in the 12th_ chapter. The 13th chapter, besides . dealing with samidhfs, contains also the vsjrsfopa, a 
prayer which is explaine� in great detail. This as well as 
the two following. chapters contain mantras for the 
accomplishment of desired worldly objects. Thus, th�te 
are mantras to destroy enemies, to destroy dwelling 
plac;es, to enctiiri1t and subdue people. All the six types of 
mantraS, namely those meant · for killing (maratJa), 
des't�ciying (uccbatana} enchanting (vaiikarana), resti-ai
ning (staiubhana).: attracting (akarsana) and propitiating ·. 
(fintika) which are found in tantrlc_ texts are also foUnd 
scattered in these chapters. The 15th chapter prescribes 
ritualistic observances in the company of a young candiili .· 
girl of twelve years of age. The 16th chapter also describes · · 
various rituals, mantras, mandalas . and other items 
connected with ritualistic practices. Numerous esoteric 
doctrines declared by Vajrapiini are found in the next 
chapter. The 18tll chapter is extremely important, for, it 
explains numerous technical terms used throughout the .. 
text. 

In order to preserve the secret nature, the doctrines are 
couched in enigmatical language (sandhl-bb'Bfa).2 Only 

2. On Sandhi bh�a see IHQ. IV, 1938, pp. 287 ff. and P. C. Bagchi, Studies in the Tsntrss, pp. 27 ff. 
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I 
the i�itiated are capable of grasping the i-ntended 
meaning, The uninitiated, grasping the literal meaning 
brand · the teachings of GuhJ'asamaja-tantra as vu !gar. 

Mo�t probably the Guhyasamaja-tantra was written 
for thy purpose of pre�enting the Tantric teachings in a 
systematic form. Bhattacharyya (op. cit. intro. xiv) 
suggests that it was written for the purpose of indicating a 
short bd a correct path (or obtaining enlightenment. I -This S}Jggcstion docs not appear to be correct, for, it is 
quite obvious that Tantric teachings found in the 
Gubyasamaja-t�ntra are difficult to grasp and that 
rituals, samidhis and m1mtras are meant only for the 
initiated, and that it docs not reveal a short cut. 

A number of new concepts and doctrines arc introduced 
by the Guhysamaja-tantra. The �onccpt ofDhyBni buddha 
as well as that of the female principle (la.kti) are found for 
the first time in this text. It also reveals quite a developed 
pantheon of Buddhist gods. 

The exact date of the text is not known. In keeping with 
the normal practice followed by all Mahiiyina and 
tantric texts the Gubyasamaja-tantra, too, seeks to trace 
its origin to the Buddha. This is done solely for the sake of 
authority .. B. Bhattacharyya ( op. cit. intro. xxix) assigns 
it to the 3rd century A.C. and this date is accepted by 
other schol,ars (LamaAnagarika Givinda, Foundation of 
Tibetan }.{ysticism, p.  94). But Bhattacharyya's 
a�sumption with regard to the authoriship of the text, 
that it is a work of Asan 1 a, cannot be taken as conclusive, 
for, the arguments add ccd by him are not tenable.l 

Though the Gubyasa aja-tantrama.y have been written 
by about the 3rd centu . A.C., its existence was first 
referred to in the 7th cen ury and from that time onwards 
it came to be regarde� as an authoritative work on . 

. Tantrism. Why the Gupyasamaja-tantrs did not gain 
recognition earlier bet�en that 3rd and the 7th centuries 
is a matter for conj�ct�rc. On this point Tir�iitha's 
evidcnc: c�ted by .H . .KeT �lt!.anual of India� Bud�ism 
p. 133) ts tmportant. Tf' anatha says that tmmedtately 
after their introduction antric texts were transmitted 
secretly for nearly thr e hundred years before they 
obtained publicity thro gh the esoteric teachings of 
Siddhas and Vajriciry� They were transmitted secretly, 
because they inculcate4 numerous . rites, rituals and 
doctrines which appearctj to be objectionable in the eyes · 

of the uninitiated. The G4byuamaja-tantrsis full ofsuch 
rites and doctrines. It di� not even recognise the basic 
virtues and diciplinary ndcs incumbent o� the followen 
of Buddhism. It advocattd a life devoted to luxury and 
sensual pleasures. Almos�everything that was prohibited 
in orthodox Buddhism w;u permitted by it. It had s�ant:: :· 
reverence for objects of veneration held in high easteem 
by the Theravidins.and Mahiyinists. It disregard� all 
3. See M. Wiilternitz, A History of Indian Literature, ll, pp. 394 ff. 

social rules and customs as being of no value to a Yogi, an 
initiated Tantrist. Thus, it advocated killing of living 
beings, uttering of falsehood, acquisition of things that 
are not given and even the association with women for 
immoral purposes. Therefore, it is quite possible, 113 
Tariiniitha suggests, that this text did not come into 
prominence until Tantrism gained ground. Once Tan
trism came to be accepted by the people, the Gubya
samaja-tantt{l became the most authoritative work. It 

. ' I . ' 
was extenstv�ly quoted by other wnters such as Indra-
bhiiti, PadmJ!.vajra and Anangavajra. 

Even the �ik�isamuccaya (pp. 7, 1 26, 1 58, 274, 3 1 8, 
357) quotes f(om a text entitled the Tathagats-guhysks. 
The passagei quoted in the Siksasamuccaya t�:ach 
Mahayana mbrality and these passages cannot be traced 
in the Tantrlc text of the same n.ame. Whether the 
Guhyasamij�-tantra is a later variation of the Tathagata
guhyaks referred to in the Siksisamuccaya is not certain. 
H. P . . Shastri (A DescriptiVe Catalogue ' of Sanskrit 
ManiiscriptS, I Buddhist Manuscripts, No. l 8)refers to il 
man\iscrlpt ca.Qed Tsthigsts-gubyaka, a Ma�iyiina work 
which he.4esCribes u a fragment of a very huge work of 
Vaipulya cl��'. Tit� quotations found h� the Siksisamuc-

. . . . ,-: . ·· "·�:·-��-: · . -� · - ·. . - - · . ' : . cays are most prqbably from this MahayliJla work. H. P. 
Shastri' furth_er�--s�y�:tbat this belongs ·to the first p�rt of 
the · d!$ysi4majs · �d CC?Dj�ctures ·th�t· t� • V aipulya 
work iS :-the: orighiai : Tsibigata-gubyaka and that the ·�· • • t � ... . .. & � - •. . . . •. . . . 
G_lgiy���aj(Is caljed · Tsthagata-gubyaka only by 
anaiogy: · Apparendy it iS this Mahiiyiria work that is reg;aid�a u ori� of tlie nine sacred books (navs..cJh8rms) 
by the_ N-�����ti�bist5. . ·' ; · . · 

. ·· . •  .,._ ! · ·  · · .· . . , . . 
ThC..•P9Plllwty ·!Uld the importance of the Guhys

�sjats:ntr.s,.Js i B.��n by . the presence of a number of 
cont01�1'it,me.� c;m �t •. j\D)ongst the earlier commentaries · 
those of ·Nigirjuo.a:;. �nnicirya, Llliiv ajra,. Siintldeva. 
and ,Ratn�!H'��tbre;hQpqrtant. . . . 

nie �Cib.Y�ixh�fo�tzi gllned much popularity iil . 
Tibet. tll�"'X'an.trurcantlins'die Tibetan venion of the 
text as well� lts'�nUhi�f'dils coriimentaries on it. (Sec · 

Bh3ttacharyy·� /'Op> cit.� iiftf-o; Xti ff:). The text was · 
rendered iilto'Chiries�;loo: Mosf probably)fsnjio No. 
1027 refers t� the' cliirie"\r�'ffiMi 'dt the Gtihyasamaja
tantra (cp. alsti· Ns_njio.('Nbs. 23(3)iartd 1043, · 

i 

. . . , .�_ 

'
: . . . 

·
' . . . · 

- < . ; · ; . · · ' ·· S. K. Nailayakbrl · 

I : 
. . I . . 

GUNABHADRA,�a natiye of Central Indi� was a ,well 
kno� translatpr . f Buddhist texts into Chinese. By caste 
a Brahman, he w later converted to Buddhism u a 
result of his �a.d' 8 the SBII!yutkabhidhaims-hrrJays-

. .  ��-· ., ,. 
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$astra. He studied the Sriiv�ka teaching when he first 
became a Buddhist monk, but later on was also well
versed in Mahiiyiina doctrines and hence the popular 
appellation "Mahayiina. " In the 1 2th year of Yuan-chia 
(435 A.C.) of the Earlier Sung dynasty, he arrived at 
Kuang-chou (i.e. Canton) by the sea route via Simhala 
(modern Sri Lanka), taking up abode at the Yiin'-f!ng 
Monll3tery of the Yi1n-f!ng Mountain. The governor of 
Kuang-chou, Ch'! Lang duly reported his arrival to the 
court, �h�reupon Emperor W�n-ti immediatelY sent to 
escort him to Nanking and lodged him lit the Chihbuan 
Monastery. Yen Yen-chih a famous scholar of that time, 
paid him very high regard. Liu lwk'ang Prince of P'!ng
ch'!ng and Liu J..;hsifan, Prince of Ch�I!.O, both being 
members of the royal family, even revered him· as their 
teacher. These favourable circumstances enabled him to 
start the translation of Buddhist texts within a very short 
time. 

Puring his stily at the Chih-huan Monastery, he first 
produced a tranSlation of the Samyutkigsma (Taisbo, 
No. 99) .in SO fascicles ·with·ihe usistance of an assembly 
oflearned •ramanas.• nie extantedition contains only48 
fascicles at present, of which the 23rd and the 25t.h are in 
fact from anotlier ttiinslatiqn of G�nabhadra, the ·�o
.t:.ivsdBQs Wt-ongJY ·_inte

.

rPohiied· into· it 6y: the �P t. 
Following that', at .the Tung-an Monastery he transl t 
the Msbibherl-}Jiriks-psrivB{IB'(Tiiisho, · No_� 270) · z' · 

fucicles and tli� Ssadbiaiirziacana-sutra· (Taisbo, N� . . 
678, 67_9).� ZfasciCleili IIi the 1Jtb year ofYtfan-chia·(43� · 

A. C.); with·the p'atroil!lge cif one of bis benefactors· Ho\ 
Shang-chih; Prefect · of T�n-yiUlg he tr' llDslate� the · 
Siirriili..,imhaaids-iiitrs { T�s.bo; No. 353) hi 1 fasCicle 
at the sa�e mon-astery: Again, at the Tao•ch'ang 
Monastery be traiulated 'the AirgulimM!.b-siitra 
(Taisbo� -No. 120) in 4 fascicles .and tbe Dtnxivatirs-

. mtrs ('Tsisbo� No; 670) :in 4 fascicles; (The K hl-:riisli 
Catalogue dates this translation in the 20th yeit ofY 08n
c4ia, _i.e. 443 A.C.). In the executiQn of these works, an 

. assembly of over 700 pupils. wq .c�ed t.ogethe� with 
Pao-3� acting u the ora} interpreter an,d· Hui.:kuan as 
th.e. tran�criber. "Discussion and lltlalysis w_erc.carried on 
over and over again until .the exact meaning. of the .text 
was represen�ed saiisfac�_9rily_:" qn the 23rd year of 
YOan-chia {446 A.C,); Liu ·1-bsoa:n, Prin.ce of Ch�a!), 
upon being appointed Garrison Commissioner of Cbing-chou 
�vi�d Gunabhadra to go with him to his domain where 
he lodged the master at the Hsin Monastery. There he 
produced the translations of the Alokivsasaa (Taisbo, 
No. 99, fascs. 23 & 25) fn 1 fascicle, the Asts-triangaJika 
(Taisbo, No. 430) in 1 fascicle (the cuqent edition 
wrongly-J!cribe� this wort to Siuighapiila), .aiid the 'Atf�-

... · . ; , . .. ... .. . . . 

pratyutpanna-betuphala-sutra (Taisho, No. 189) in 4 
fascicles. In these undertakings, he was assisted by his 
disciple Fa-yung who used to act as the oral interpreter. 
Besides the nine books in 68 fascicles ment ioned above, 
three more works are recorded in Li K 'uo � Catalogue 
that can be ascribed with certainty to Gunabhadra: the 
Ratnakaranda-slitra (Taisbo, No. 462) in i fascicles, the 
Bodhisatt�a-gocaropsys-vikurvana-nirdesa (Taisbo, 
No. 271) in 3 fascicles, and the Spiritual Dbiranf for 

. Uprooting all Obstacles of Karma sad Csiuing One to be 
Born to the Pure Lsad (Tsisbo, No. 368) in 1 fucicle 
which was formerly recorded as a derivative from the 
Smaller Amitabba-vyiiba. These twelve books in 73 . 
fucicles are Gunabhadra's · translations extant to-day. 
His other workS as recorded in the Biographies of 
Eminent Monks, e.g. the One fascicle Amitayur-vyiiba 
the Smaller Amiiibba-vyUba), the One-fascicle Nirvana
sutra, the Siitra on the Names of the Present Buddhas, 
the Summary Sutra of the Five Aspects of the Supreme 
Truth, etc., are all lost. The record in (Fei) Cbsag-faDg'l 
Cataloglie that ascribes to Gwiabhadra 17 more works 
including the Vrddba-msbillifa-piiriprcchs, the Csadrs
prabba-kuman..,iiti's, etc., is not cr�dible. As for the 
other 21 works including the Akilsgarbbs-siitrs, • etc., · 

which . both catalogues of Li IC'uo and Fei Chang-fang 
'also a5crlbe. to Gunabhadra, it requires further inve�ti-

• gation before any d�fmite inference can be made, since aJ.I ·· 

. these works are lost. ·
. · " :  buri�� his stay, in Ching-chou,· ciw'tab

.
hadr� at the 

reque�t of th� · Prince of Ch;iao, also delivered open 
lectures on the Avstsmsaka-siitra (Taisbo, No. 278), 
assisted by his disciple Fa-yung as interpreter and another • · 

. disciple Sbg-nien as director of affairs. Inspite of the fact 
·, that he had to depend much on the interpreter, still he 

. 

could by all means communicate the profound idiu well · 

e�ough. ln the beginning of the Hsiao-Chien period {454 
A·:·c.), the: Prince .of Ch'iao, paying no h�d to G'un&
bhBdra's adrhonition, started an itisurtei:tion ag&inst the 
court. More tbllD that, With a view to the master's·high . 
prestige in th�\eyes of the .people, the prince had 
Gunabliadra · bro¥t ll,)ong by force in his eastward 
march. The rebell�?'s tmo�s suffered tot.al defe�t in the 
hands of General Wa.ilg Hsuan-mo who, m obedtence to . 
the instruction given hiinby Emperor Hsiao-wu�ti before
band, carefillly escorted 'Gunabhadra back ·to Nanking. 
The emperor'! regard for him became much the higher, 
when it was found out that in il1l his communications with 
the prince in ·Ching-chou · {of which he had kept a 
complete record) not . a single word had been said m 
connection with the·, latter's niilitary plot. once, the . 
e!Dperor asked G�abhadra whether he had· been ltill 

I .  The K'Bi_:,Uanhtalo�e, recotdl th� to be a woik done at ihe W a-'luan Monastery hued on the Sanskrit text brought to China by · Pa-lliie*L · · ' '· · ·. · · · · · . · · · . 
2 See Biographiei qf Eminent Monks, fasc. 3. 
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thinking of the late prince. The master answered, "Having 
received his patronage for ten years, how could I forget 
his kindness to me? I would rather humbly beg Your 
Majes ty 's permis3ion to offt:r him a daily service of 
incense-burning for three years ." To this sup plication the 
emperor readily consented in appreciation of the master's 
heroic spirit. He died in the 4th year of T'ai-shih (468 
A. C.) of the reign of Emperor Ming-ti, in his 75th year. 

Gunabhadra's style of translation appears rather plain 
and a�tless, but he has the merit of not distorting the 
original idea. Thus Fa-ts'ii, in his verdict on Gunabhadra, 
. says, " His translation is done with much delibe;ation, the 
crudity of the language being well compensated by the 
correct representation of the depth and scope of tlie 
theory." 3 For instance, in his translation of the Lankava
{ara-sutra, he uses such expressions as ·�u-lai-tsang shih
tsang" (the Tathagatagarbha namely, aJaya-vijfiana) and 
· "shih-tsang mingju-lai-tsang" (alaya-vijiiana also named 
as Tathagatagarbha). Here the two Chinese characters 
standing for "alaya-vijfiina," "shih" (vijflana) and 
"Tsang" (alaya), are put in an inverted order so as to give 
an 1m pression of "inaccuracy in grammatical rendering." 
But if compared with the translation done by Bodhiruci 
in the Northern Wei, in which this statement is rendered 
as "The Tathagatagarbha is not involved in the illaya
vijiiina," thus splitting up the ilaya-vijiiiina and the 
Tathigata-garbha into two clea,r-cut categories, then 

. apparently Gunabhadra 's rendering is more in agreement 
with the orightal text. This will suffice to show the 
correctness of Fa-ts'u's remark. 

Gu1,1abhadra's translations have done a great �al in 
giving a systematic dissemination of the doctrine of tbe 
Yogacara School, of which he himself was an adherent. 
.The constituents of this system of thought may be'tra�d 
to several sources. One is the Dhyana teaching of the 
Sthaviravada which has as its base the SarriyuikagariJ�. 
Another source is the theory of the illaya-vijflana evolved 
from the Tathagata-garbha, which is based on the 
Angulimalika and the Srimali-sirD.hanada siitras. Still 
another source is the theory of the three self-natures 
evolved from the theory of the non-self-natures of the 
Suprei:ne Trut_h, which is based on the Sandhinirmo
cana-sutra. These Scriptures are just what Gunabhadra 
made efforts t.o introduce to China. Lastly, but of 
particular importance, is the LaDkivatira-sutra the 
siitra par excellance of the Yogacara system in which is 
expounded in detail the unique teaching of meditation 
developed by this system out of the theory tha� all things 
are but manifestations of the mind. It �as thi� siitra that 
Gunabhadra took pains to reproduce in the Chinese 
language almost word by word. Rhetorically consid'ered, 
it might come sb�rt of the principle of smoothnes� and 
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grammatical correctness, but so far as the substance is 
considered, it is faithful to the original text . The seeds of 
this particular form of dhyana sown by Gunabhadra 
gradually took root through the efforts of B odhidharma, 
Hui-k'o and others, and flowered in the appearance of the 
so-called Lanka (-avatara) masters who adhered to this 
siitra as their sole scripture and, in the course . of its 
evolution and development, eventually led to the rise of 
the Ch'an School of China. The tradition of the Lanka 
masters formally acknowledged Gunabhadra to be their 
first patriarch, and his "instructi�n of Dhyana", a 
dissertation on the method of setting the mind at rest, was 
respected as an important basis of their theory. All these 
point to the fact that Gunabhadra was not a translator 
only, but was also an iilustrious teacher of Chinese 
Buddhism as well, a master deserving a place in the same 
level with Bodhiruci and Paramartha. 

BIBLIOGRA!'HY: Chlh-sh�ng (T'ang): A Catalogue of 
Buddhist Sacred Books Compiled During the K'ai-yilan 
Period Case. 5. Cblng-chiieh (T'ang): A Record of the 
Transmission of the Lankavatiira-slitra MuJ-chJao 
(Liang): Biography of Gunabhadra, Biographies of 
Eminent Monks, fasc. 3. Sh'lg-yu (Liang): A Collection of 
Records of the Translation of the Tripftalca: fascs. 2, 9 & 
14: ·rang Ywig-t'ung: A History of Bbddhism from the ,IJl-t, .;o . . 
Han Down to the Southern and Norihein Dynasties, 
Shanghai, 1955, Chap, 12. Fao-hsiian (T'ang): Biograph' 
of Sang-k'o, Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks, 
Case. 16. · · 

· .:_;, · · 

· .· LJ Cbung-k'ang 

GUNAV ARMAN '(Chiu-na:pa-irio ) . .  Amorig the K�h
miri�n · teachers· who ·took the sea route to Chiria, 
Gunavannim achieved greater success as - a Buddhist 
mis�ionary than most_qf his contemporaries. His mis
sionary zeal took hl!Jl to propagate Buddhism in South
East Asia and the Far East, nlthough his original plan 
was not specifically d.irec�ed towax:ds Ch�a. According 
to the statement of his biograp�e�, it .�ppears that he 
belonged to the ruling family .of K��mir. A.s be was 
greatly interested in the study of Buddhist literature and 
the practice of mediation he scorned the idea of being 
made the ruler of K.ashrnir. To avoid further trouble, he 
d�cided to leave Kashmir, and in course of tim� he 
reached Sri Lan.ka (Simbala country). According to the 
verse composed by him� elf before hi� death, it is seen that 
he attained the sakradigimin state at the Ka-po-li 
(Kapara or Kapiri)1 village in Sri Lanka. It appears that 

3. See preface to SrimBla Simhanada Sutra in the Collection of the Recorrls of Translations of the Tripitda, fii!C.9, . . . . 
I. In the 8th century A.C. there was a Kapiira parivena (next to the Twin Pond) in Anuradhapilra. See Epigt•phia Zeyi1U1i"c6., Vol. V 

(Part 1). Mr. D. T. Devcndra in private communication, inform me that there is a village Kapirigama, now so called . 

.. .. ... � . 
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he Jived there for a very long time, and his fame as a saint 
must have spread far and wide. What made him engage in 
missionary activities is clear from the following. 

"Offerings heaped up in large piles, but I regard them 
as fire and poison. My mind was greatly distressed, 
and to get rid of this disturbance I embarked on a 
ship. I went to Java and Champa. Owing to the effect 
of karma, the wind sent me to the territories of the 
Sung Dynasty (420-479 A. C.) in China. And in these 
countries I .propagated Buddhism according to my 
ability . . . .  " 2 

The few lines quoted above indicate the causes and 
circumstances .under which be was forced to carry on his 
missionary activities. He was essentially a dhyana master 
of the Sarvastivada school which was still popular in 
Kashmir at . that time. There is no record available 
regarding his missionary activities in Sri Lanka and 
Champa, but fortunately there is information about his 
success in Java and China. 

. Before the arrival of GuJ?avarmati in Java, the religion 
in that country was chiefly Brahmanic and there was 
hardly al)Y influence. of Buddhism. This is clearly stated 
.in the Travels ' of Fa-hsien. We know that Fa�hsien . 
reached Java from. Lank� in 413 or 414 A. C. He w� of 
the opirii�n that the Buddhi�t religion. there was not of 
.sufficient importance worth mentioning. TherefQte, it. is 
very likely that Gunavarman converted P'o-to-chia 
(Vadhaka ?), the king of Java and his �other to 
Buddhism. In the beginning, both of them received the 
five precepts from liim. However, the king went a step 
further expressing the wish to his minister that he 
intended to renounce the throne and become a member of 
the Sangha. Hi_s subjects strongly objected to his intended 
departure, and .entreated him to continue as their ruler. 
Finally, be yielded to their request, if they could agree to 
his following conditions: · 

1. That the people throughout his kingdom should show 
respect to venerable Gunavarinan. 

2. That all the subjects hi his kingdom should com
pletely slop taking of life of living beings and, 

3. That the accumulated ·wealth in the government 
treasury should be distributed among the sick and the 
poor. 

It is needless to say that the people in Java·willingly 
agreed to all the conditions and received the five precepts 
from Gunavarma�. Lilier the King built a vihara ior him. 
It is said 'that the-K:ing carried timber personally for the 

2. Kao-st:ng-<:huan, c.�. J . 

,construction of the monastery. This indicates the tremen
dous success of the spread of Buddhism in Java in the 
early part of the 5th century A .  C. Naturally the cred it 
goes to Gu�avarman. 

His journey from Java to China is also of unusual 
interest. The news ofGunavarman's missionary activities 
in Java reached China sometime before 424 A. C. In 424 
A.C. the Chinese Buddhists in Nanking beaded by Hui
kuan requested Emperor Wu-ti (424-452 A.C.) of the · 
Sung Dynasty to write to Gunavarman and the King of 
Java (Vadhaka), with the i�tention of inviting him 
(Gunavarma.n) to China. Later, the Emperor sent Fa
chang, and other Buddhist scholars to Java in order to 
extend the Emperor's invitation to him in p�rson. 
However, before the arrival of these messengers in Java, 
Gunavarman had already left Java. by boat and was going 
to � small country. Fortunately, however, the seasonal 
wind caused him to reach the shores of · Canton in 
southern China. He stayed at a place called Shih-bsin for 
quite a long time. It was only in the 8th year ofYuan-chia 
(43 1 A.C.) that be reached Nanking at the repeated 
request of the Emperor. His advice to the Emperor on 
benevolent government was greatly appreciated by the 
ruler. Among his propagation activities, he preached the 
Saddharmapundarika-Sutra and the Dalabhumi:-Sutra 
to a larlge audie�ce and translated more than ten works 

· of which · the following five are still extant. J .  Upsh'
pariprccbi:.sastra (Nanjio No. 1 1 09), 2. Upasaka
pafic�silariipa�sutra · (Nanjio No� l l 14), ·3. Dharma� . 
gupta-bhiksunf-karma (NanjiO' No. 1 129) 4. Srimanera
karmavaca' (Nanjio No. 1 164), (5) Nagarjunab�bi
sattVa- suhrllekha (Nanjio No. 1464). 

Another important contribution of Gunavarman was . 

the assistance given by him towards the ��nferment of 
higher ordination to the Bhiksunis in China in accor- · 
dance With the Vinaya. The �o�mal practice is that 
Bhiksunis should receive their Upasampada ordination 
from·b�th the Bhiksu and the Bhlksuni Sanghas. Other
wise it is incompl�te. The institution of Bhiksuuis in 
China has an early beginning. The Chinese hist�rical 
annals inform that towards the end of the 4th century 
A. C. the rulers and members of the royal family showed 
great respect to both the Buddhist Bhiksus and Bhiksunis. 
Take for instance, the Queen of Mu-ii (345-361 A.C.) 

who built the Yung-an-ssuJ Nunnery for Bhiksunl Tlln- • 

pi, and Emperor Hsiao-wu-ti (373-395 A. C.) wh� was a 
<>real patron o{Bhiksuni �.t'aio-yin, though the latter4 was 
unworthy of the hon�u�. This shows that by the middle of 
the 4th · century A.C. there existed a large number of · 
,Buddhist nuns. However, the earliest translation of the 

. 3. See Pi..Chiu-ni'chuan or the Biographies of Bhiksunfs, Nanjio, N.o. 1497 . 
4. Ibid:, The life of Miao-yin; Thin-11hu, or the An nair of tht: Tsin Dynasty, see the Biography of Tao-tze. Also see T'and-yung-

t'ung's: Han-K;ei-Jiang-t.sin-nan-pt:i-ts'ao-fu-<:hiao-sbih, p. 349 and pp. 453-4 . 
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Bhik�urfl Pratimok�awas done by Fa-hsien5 and Buddha
bhadra in 414  A. C.,  and the formaJ proceedings for the 
ordinat ion of Bhiksunis (Dharmagupta Bhiksum 
Karman, Nanjio No. i 1 i9) was translated by Guna

.
va�

man himself in 43 1 A. C. This being the case, it i� very 
d01,tbtful that lhe Bhiksunis in China were properly 

· ordained before the arri�al· of Gunavarman in 431 A.C. 
Therefore, there arose the necessity (and a request was 
made to him) that he should help the Bhiksunis perform 
the rites for the �igher ordination for the se�o�d time: At 
this juncture there came from Sri Lanka to the capital of 
the Sung Dynasty at Nanking, a batch of eight Sinhalese 
Bhiksunis, with the intention of conferring higher ordina
tion �n 'the Chinese nuns. As their number was less than 
ten and some of them bad not yet completed the required 
age after the Upasampada crdination6 Gunavarman 
helped them to invite a fresh batch of Bhik�UI�is from Sr! 
Lanka. The leader of this new delegation was Theri 
Trisar�a. As Gu�avarman was in Sri Lanka for a long 
time, be was possibly the most suitable person to do 
it.' But unfortuaately be could not live to see the fruit of 
his labour. He passed away in 432 A. C. at the age of 65, 
just before the arrival of the second batch1 of Bhiksunis 
from Sri Lanka. He left behind him a poem of36 st�nias 
regarding his views on meditation, his attainment B!ld _ 
missionery career. 

W. Paehow 

. 

The archaeological remains at Guntapalle reveal that 
once it was an important centre of Buddhism in Andhra. 
Among the finds at this s i te are :s tone-built s tupas, a 
rock-cut circular Buddhist Sangharama, stone images of 
the Buddha and also limestone images of the Buddha, a 
caitya containing a monolithic modeL of a stupa and large 
brick caityas ornamented with images of the Buddha 
made of limestone. These caityas are of a later date than 
the other finds .  The Sangharama consists of two 
separate groups of chambers fomling a large and a small 
monastery. Percy Brown observes that "No real attempt 
at any coordinated plan seems to have been made in 
arranging the cells of the monasteries which are crowded 
together probably because other chambers were, at a 
later d ate, inserted in the available intervening spaces. 
The facades show round arched doorways and windows 
with a projecting dome archway above, and the radiating 
spokes of a blind caitya window filling the syace in 
between, the whole approximating the early. Hinayii:na 
type of Vihara decoration but all rather coarsely executed 
and displaying little aptitude for this kind of work." 
Percy Brown, Indian Architecture Buddhist and Hindu, 
D. B. Taraporevala Sons Co. Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, reprint, 
1976, p. 36. ., ,.;,;) ' - � -

A Pali inscription of a Buddhist ntin who constructed 
steps to a monument at Guntapatle1 hilS' also been 
discovered. From archaeological and architectural evi
dence it appears that this site developed into a Buddhist 
centre at least in the second century B:C:. The nature of 
the structure and the remains of the stupa also point to an 

GUNTAPALLE, var. Guntapalla etc., the modern name early date for its construction. According to A. K.. 
of an ancient Bt.Jddbist site in West Godavari District in Coomaraswamy this site was patronized by Andhra 
Andbra i.ti Southern India. Through the valleys of kings. He writes "Most of the Andhra kings . . . . . . . . . . .. are 
Godavari and Krishna rivers several roads passed and best known for their benefactions to Buddhist commu-
converged at Vangi (or Vengi) _ a locality in Andhra. nities; to them are due most of the cave temples and 
According to H. Dubreuil, the road to K.osala which monasteries of the Western ' Ghats;· - the Gbanta5ili; 
started from Vangi followed Godavari to go to the centre Bhattiprolu, Guntapalle and Ama�iva:tlstiip� and other 
of India Via N agpur, and Guntapalle is the only Buddhist stru�tures in the east and pr�bably the Safici gateway" 
site on this route (See K.. R. Subramanian, Buddhist (A. K.. Coomaraswamy, History oflndian and 'lndone-

Remains in Andhra and History of Andhra, Madras, sian Art, Dover Pub!ic'lllions, lnc. ' New York; 1965, p. · 

1932, pp. iv-viii). This rmid greatly facilitated communi- 23). 
-

cation between the South - the Dakkhinapatha of the Rock�cut architecture bas dr�wn' the attentipn of many 
ancient_ literature - and K.osala, and tbe�e is reason to scholars t� . this site. ' :percy Brown says that the soialler 
surmise that Buddhism reached Guntapalle from K.osala circular chamber: fow1d .at.lhis sit� ·.:exp!��s the �nd of 

____ - lllllatua._v.__....ecy_ead)'..date.lludng_the-time-o!-the--B�ddha-his--sbelteMI).����rs�;rected-\l�.ef-tlie_:_stupr--thi.--:i --
fame spread to this part of· India, and Bavari sent his appears �Q be t}le begW,.ilihg of th� construction of caitya 
pupils tc meet the Buddha wbo_was at Savatthi, perhaps hall . . . . .  , .. The rem�s . at Guntapalle are remarkable 
along this route (see BAY ARI, DAX.KHINAPATHA more for thejr antiquarian interest than for their artistic 
and DECCAN). or architectural v�lu�•· (Percy Brown, op. cit. p. 36). With 

s. See Bhilsunf-singhika-�inaya-prat.imoksa-su�a, Nanjio, No. HSo 
6.  Vin. I, p.'.SS 

. 

7. See W. Pachow: Ancient cultural relations between C�ylon and China. University of Ceylon Review, Vol. XII, No. 3, 1954. 
8. See the Life of Sanghavarman, Kao-seng-chuan, ch. 3 
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reference to the Buddhist rock-cut circular cave Benjamin 
Rowland remarks that it " . . . .  preserves the form of the 
Vedic hut, even to the inclusion of wooden rafters 
attached to the domical roof. " (Benjamin Rowland, The 
Att.�nd Architecture of India, Penguin Books, London, 
1953, p. 23). These observations speak for the antiquity of 
the site. Caves (guha)were also permi�sible dwellings for 
the Buddhist monks starting from the inception of the 
sisana ( Yin. I, p. 58) and rock cut cave temples are a 
common feature especially . along . . the Western and 
Eastern Ghats of Southern India. At Guntapalle the 
work h� been executed ·in a rough manner. Even the 
Buddha images found at this site do not present any new 
features, though the Andhra Buddha image displays 
some·distinguishing marks. These facts speak for assign
ing an earlier date for Guntapalle than to · any other 
Buddhist Centre in the region. The stupa at Guntapalle 
has. some aspects which according to Amita Ray are, 
" . ... stylistically comparable with those of Bhirhut and 
Sifici Stupas" (Amita Ray, Life il.nd Art of Early 
Andhr�desa, Delhi, 1983, p. 1 17). 

hall" (D. X.. Baruva, Viharas in Ancient India, Calcutta, 

1 969, pp. 1 98-99). See Pl. XXX. 

M. Karaluvblaa 

GUPTAS. The breaking up of the Ku�i�a empire and 
the subsequent emergence of numerous small kingdoms 
on its ruins provided the most congenial atmosphere for 
the rise of a major political power in Northern India. lt 
was in this setting that the Guptn dynasty which had an 
obscure origin, rose into prominence in Eastern India. 
Candragtipta I, who ascended the thro!le most probably 
in 320 A. C., was the first important tuler of this dynasty, 
though according to some later inscriptions he was 

. preceded by t�o other members namely, Srl Gupta and 
Ghatotkaca. The role of the first two members of the 
dynasty in the establishment of the Gupta power is 
uncertain but it is possible that they were either feudatory 
rulers of some other monarch or were independent 
chieftains in their own right.1 

Hsaan-tsang who visited the Andhra country calls th� Candragupta I, by virtue of the politicill strength be 
capital oft he country P'ing-K 'i-lo (Vingila). Samuel Beal · acquire4 .Perhaps through his marriage to a princess of 
comments that "this b probably the ol� city of Vengi,, tlie ,Licchavis, a long established tribe in the Nepal villley, . . 
nortb�west ofEI�a Lake, between Godavari and Krishna ' . could expand his' authority to the neighbouring �as and 
rive�s whlch w� eertainly in.tbe An4ht;a dominions. lit hjs. kingdom in its final shape included such regions like · 
the neighbourhood ire .said to be. rock temples and other ., . Magll��ll · (South �ihar), Siketa (Audh) .and Prayiga 
remains (Samuei Deal, Buddhist Reconls,o.(tbe .Westem (Allahabad).2 Nevertheless,. it was under his son and 
World, Susil Gupta India Private Lid., Calcutta,. l958. .su�ce�sor Samudragupta (c. A. C. 350-376) whose career 
Vot IV, . pp. 420-21). Hsllan�tsang describes 1 great - is eulogizeC:I in panegyric form in the famous Allahabad 
sanghirama not far from ViniUa (i.e. Vangi 9r Veng1). Pillar inscription,3 �at the Guptas assumed imperial 
Though the identi{ication · .of the site is not quite �rtain, status. The larger part of the Indo-Gangetic plain, the 

· · yet it is reas�nable .to .supp.ose that 'this re�ereP,ce of Deccan and some areas in the southernmost part of the . 
Hsaan-tsang ·is to the Buddhist temple at Guntapalle. He peniriSula were conquered by Samudragupta. 
wr.ote: "This monastecy ·had spacious balls . .. ;There was His successor Candragupta .II (c. A.C. 376->414) not 
an image of the Buddhi.; . . In front of this Convent were only destroyed the formidable power ofthe Saka rulers o! 
erected two.stone stiipas ... " .(ibid). The Chinese pilgrim's Western .India who posed a serious threat to the Guptas, 
visit Willi in the .sixth !=Cntury A. C. and during t�e coune but also 'took many steps to stre.ngthen the empire and 
of several centuries that followed, Buddhism �  South�rn comolidate the gains made by his predecessorS. Although 
IJidia declined. Buddhist temples were deserted and X.umiragupta.(c. A�C. 4l5-455), who succeeded Candra-
places of Buddhist worship were neglected due to. a gupta II, inherited a vast empire and enjoyed a virtually 
variety of ri:uohs. There hBd been usurpation of Buddhist trouble�free reign, he does not appear to have added any 

· •ites by other religious communities. Subramanian men- new areas to his domain. Towards the end of his reign . · 
lions that Guntapalle was converted into Iinga Ksetra by however, the western parts of the empire were threatened 
Hindus (K. R. Subrilmanian, op. cit. p. 33). But some of by the Jtiinainvaden, but they \Vere thoroughly defeated 
the Buddhist sites remain, though· in ruins, to tell the by X.uniir'igupta �0 fought the battle on behalf of his 
glorious past. "Even today on the hill of Guntapalle may father. After this decisive defeat the Hiinas did not dare 
be found ihe remnants of il grand viliiia associated with attempt another invasion of the Gupta �mpire for some 
numerous .other rock�ut monasteries and a large Pillared time to come. 

I. R. C. Majumdar (ed.), Tbt:Classical � Bombay, 1962, pp. 1-2. For details ofGupta politicJ] hiJtory and chronoloay, also a� 
S • . R. Goyal, A Hutory of the 1mperW Guptu, Allahabad, 1967. 

2. It C. Majumdir, op. cit. pp. 2-4. 
3. J. F. Fleet, COrpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. III, (Gupta Inscriptions), London, 1888 . 

.. .af � - • • 
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Skand·agupta (c. A.C. 455-467) succeeded his father 
more through his mil i tary prowess than any strong claim 
to the throne as he was not the son of the first queen of 
K.umaragupta. Though he managed to keep the Hiinas at 
b�y. he had to face numerous domestic problems; and 
towards the end of his reign, the empire showed ciear 
signs of disintegration� After Skandagupta, the Gupta 
authority was weakeningrapidly though Budhagupta (c. ' . 
A. C. 477-496) made a vain attempt to arrest the decline 
by rearranging the political and administrative structure. 
Since Budhagupta's demise �he Guptas were f!I.St losing 
control of most of western and central India, and in the 
meantime, the Hiinas successfully broke through the 
Gupta defences and

. 
brought unde� their control a large 

part of northern India. 4 As a result, Gupta rule, for all 
practical purposes, was restricted to some areas of Bihar 
and Bengal. The available information on the political 
history of the period is so confusing that it is difficult to 
form a clear picture even of the order of succession of 
various rulers whose names appear occasionally in some 

· jnscriptions. What may be said with some d�gree of 
certainty is that the last known member of the Gupta line 
was one Visnugupta whose Demodarpur (Be gal) Copper 
Plate was issued in the Gupta Year 224 (A.C. 543/4).' By 
about A.C. 550 even Bihar and Bengal had come under 
several independent ruling families thus signalling the 
total disappearance of Gupta rule. • · 

Though the Guptas were able to conquer a large part of 
Northern India and the Deccan, they did not possess the 
same degree of centralized control over a large part of 
th�t territory as did the Mauryas over their empire. As is 
evident from the Allahabad inscription, even Samudra
gupta, who succeeded in conquering a number of king
doms in the Deccan and the South, did not envisage 
imposing direCt rule over s.uch regions, but was satisfied 
with winning the. mere allegiance of the local rulers who 
were allowed to continue in their positions. It was only in 
Northern india that the Guptas maintained some degree 
of central authority, but even that did not last long, for 
the Gupta feudatories were enjoying virtual autonomy 
from about the end of the 5th century.7 

The Gupta period is generally described as the Classi
. cal Age of lndia on the grounds that it witnessed the high 
water-mark of the ancient Indian civilization with 'il 
'wonderful out burst of intellectual activity and a unique 

-4. S. R. Goyal, op. cit., pp. 370 ff. 
S. Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XIV, 19 19-1920, p.· l42, line I ft'. 
6. R. C. Majumdar, The Oassical Age, p. 44. 

efflorescence of cul ture,' R though some scboiars have 
expressed reservations about this terminology arguing 
that such a descri ption is app l icable only to the upper 
classes of society amongst whom the living standards 
reached a high point unknown before.9 It is further 
argued that the 'classicism' of the Gupta age was m ainly 
confined to Northern India and that the Deccan and the 
south experienced its high level of civilization only ip the 
post-Gupta priod. l0 Nevertheless, whether one agre�s'or:..._ 
not with the tenn 'Classical Age' in relation to the Gupia · 
age, there is no denying of the fact that most of the 
subcontinent· witnessed a high standard of civilization 
though it did not benefit every stratum of society in a 
uniform manner. 

It is also noteworthy that the great cultural advances 
made in the Gupta period can in no way be c�nsidered as 0 an isolated development restricted to the Gupta age itself. 
Indeed, most of the cultilral traits that give a uniqueness 
to the Gupta age were already taking �hape long before 
the nse of the Guptas. What is significant about the 
Gupta age is that all these developments which had begun 
in the previous centuries caine to �aturity in this period 
setting in motion a great leap forward in the _Indian 
civilization .. Among the many achievements of Gup•a 
India, mention may be made of the · excellent literary . 
works of .K.illidasa the greatest �anskrit poet. With the 
contributions of scholars like Aryabhata and Variha
mihira, the indians excelled in fi�lds such' as ��thematics 
and astronomy, developing early forms�of Algebra and 
Trignometry. The work of Susruta :which is again 
attributed to the Gupta times, bears testimony to the high 
level of knowledge the Indians had acquired in the field of 
medicine. l.l Thus as A. L. Basham h� very rightly put �t, · 
'the Gupta period merely assimilat�d these features fully 
in a complex civilization of unexampled . urbanity to 
produce works of art, litcrl!.ture and learning wl_tich arc 
among the greatest products of any early civilization 
anywhere. "  12 
· As in any other society in the ancient times, religion 

was a key factor behind the great cultural advances that 
were taking place in Gupta Indhi 'too. Long before the 
advent Of the Guptas and particularly after the Mauryas, 
the religious life of India was undergoing profound 

· changcs·:The polytheistic nature'bfthe Vedic religion was 
gradually but·steadily chan_ging into a belief system of 

. .. , 

7. Romila Thapar, A History oflndia, Vol. I, Harmondsworth, 1 969, pp. 141-42. 
8. R. C. Majumdar, op. cit. p. xlii. 

.. . .. . . ' - " ' ' ·· 

9. Romila Thapar, op. cit., I"· 136. 
10. Ibid. 
I I. A. L. Basham, (ed.). A Cultural History of India, Oxford, 1 97S, p. 141 ff. and 170 ff. 
12. See, Bardwell L. Smith, (ed.) Essays on Gupta Culture, Delhi, 1983, p. 2. 
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monotheism, thereby paving the way for the rise of two 
major religious beliefs around the Brahmanic deities 
Visnu and Siva, ushering in a new phase in the Brahmanic 
reli&ion. It is generally held that this new development in 
the Brahminic belief system arose out of the need to meet 
the challenge posed by the two heterodoxies, Buddhism 
and J ainism, .Particularly the former .u 

Many changes had been taking place within Buddhism 
· too, both in· its philosophy and iD its structure. Schisms 
occurred bi Buddhism from a fairly early stage of its 
history. The number of nilcsyas kept on multiplying and 
some of them have been classified in hiter works as 
belonging to the Mabiyina." By the time· of the Guptas, 
the Mahiyina was a well established religious school and 
this . (qrm of Buddhism existed side by side with the 
non-Mabilyina groups in many parts of India. Most of 
the major niksyu of Buddhism have already come into 
vogue and .among them mention may be made of the 
Satviistividins, the KiSyaplyas, the Dharmottarlyas, the 
Bhadrayinikas and the Mabisangbikaa as the n.iksyu 
frequently referred to in pre-Gupta and Gupta records. u 

Though most of the Gupta kings were foUowen of the 
.Viisnava . faith, . they generally punued a policy · of 
re1i8ious tolerance and thus were well disposed towards 
BuddhiSm is well; According to { .. tsing, I 6 .. sri G�pta;, the ' 
fint member ofthe Gupta dynasty, built a tcmple. for the 

. ule of' the Chinese· Buddhist pilgrims at .Mrgdikhivima 
ud ·. endowed it with· the revenue. of forty 'villages. 
Samudragupta is said to have granted permission to the 
ruler of Sri Lanka to build a monastery at Buddhagilyi. J7 . 
Budhagupta is described in Hsaan-tsing's account as a 

· patron ·or the Nilandi monastery I I  while llD inscription 
found at the same monastic complex, makes reference fo 
. a monasterY built by1t ruler named Bililditya.t' Biliditya 
· is another name used by Narasimhagupta, a Gupta king 
who reigned in the ftrst half or' the sixth cent�ry A. C. 
Vainyagupta, 'thougb a follower of the Vaisnava faith; as 
known from his Gunaigbar Plate, sanctio�ed the dona
tio.n ohome land to the Mabiyina icilya Sintideva, at 

· the reqUest .of orie of his royal officials.io This policy of 
re.ligious toierance punued by the rulen paved the way 

for 11. healthy growth of religious pluralism for which the 
Gupta period has earned great fame. It also cr�lited an 
environment suitable for a better exchange of idtas and 
peaceful co-existence among many religious groups of 
the period. 

Several inscriptions and many literary sources such u 
the records of the Chinese travellers Fa-hsien. HsiJan
tsang (early seventh century A.C.) and 1-tsing (second 

. half ofthe seventh century A. C.) and Buddhist texts and 
archaeological data provide useful information about the 
condition of Buddhi!m in the Gupta period. Of these, the 
records ofthe Chinese monk Fa-hsien (q.v.), who visited 
. India in early fifth century A. C., is of particular signi-
·ficance not only because it is a contemporary source, but 
also because of Fa-.hsien's keen interest in recording 
particulars · about many Buddhist centres in all the 
regions he visited. In this regard, he provides valuable 
information about the communities of monks at different 
Buddhist monasteries including their doctrinal ,allegi
ances, the riumber of monks living in each monastery, the 
level of patronage received and even the general condition 
of the lay communities. 

Of. the major Buddhist centres in the Gupta kingdom 
Fa-hsien makes special mention of Buddhagayi where 
the Buddha attained enlightenment. To quote Fa-hiien: 

'At the place where the Buddha attained ·perfect 
· wisdom, there are three monasteries in all of which 

there ar�: monks residing: The families of the people 
around supply t�e societies of the monks with an · 
abundant sufficiency of what they require . ... · The 
disciplinary rules are strictly observed by them ..... " 21 

Sometime before the arrival of Fa-hsien a monastery had . 
been built there by Kittisiri Meghavanna, a king of Sri 
Lanka, for the use of Sinhalese monks.' This monastery 
ultimately 8rew into a major insti�ution within· the 
Buddhagayi monastic complex which consisted of · 
several monasteries iDha:bited by monks belonging to 
different liiksyas. It was al&o the major north Indian 
Buddhist centre with which the Sri Lankan Buddhi'lts 
maint�ined a close and constant relationship. The 

· 1 3. A. L. BaSham, op. cit. p. 60 ff. 
, 14. ·F()r the: history of Buddhist tecta in pre.Gupta timet, see, N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects· in Jndi., (reprint), Calcutta, 1970, and . A. L Warder, Indian Buddhism, Delh4 1 970, p. 286 ff. 
15. Bardwell L Sinith op. cit., p. 143. : . . 

16. J. TabkUsu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion u Practiml in Jndi1 aDd the M.Jay Archipelago by 1-isina, (reprint); Delh� 
1966. 

17. Jourrul oftbe (Ceylon Branch) Ro� Asiatic Society, Vol.. XXIV, No. 60, p. 75 
18. T. Watters, On Yum C7Jwanat Travels1 in In.di., Vol. II, 1 905, p. 164. . . · 

i 7. EpipapJt.ia !Ddi� Vol. XX, 1929-30, pp. J7-46. / : 
20. The Gunaighar Plate In S. K. Maity and R. L Mukerji, Corpus of!Jengsl Inscriptions bellring �n tbe Historyo!Benp.J, Calcutta. 

1967, pp. 65-70. . 

21.  J. H. Lease, (tr.), The Traw:Js of Fa-hisen, Cambridge, 1923, p. 87 ff. 
i 
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monastery built by king Meghav�t;ta did not remain a 
mere resting place for the Sri Lankan pilgrims, but 
gradually began to play an important role as a prominent 
Theraviida centre. The monastery always remained in the 
control of the Sri Lankan monks who soon became a 
force to reckon with as they formed themselves into a . 
formidable group that could stand up to the Mahayanist 
and Tantric chiillenge.ll 

Pitaliputra, , the old capital of the Mauryas, was 
another important Buddhist centre well described by Fa
hsien. He lived there for three years studying Sanskrit 
and collecting Buddhist scriptures. According to him 
besides a famous stiipa constructed by emperor.Asoka, 
there were two monasteries each belonging to the 
Mahayana and the Hinayiina. He gives a graphic descrip
tion of the functions of these monasteries, especially 
those of the Mahayana monastery, which served as a 
leading centre of Buddhist education.lJ 

Nillandi, the centre of Buddhist learning flourished 
though it bad by then riot reached the zenith ofits fame as 
the centre par excellence it enjoyed in later times;24 Fa
hden makes only a passing reference to it. H�ifan-tS_ang 
who gives a long account of this istitution, mentions 
Kumaragupta, Tathagatagupta · (Budhagupta?) and 
Biliditya {Nari!Simbagupta) as past rulers · who were 
patrons of NBJancia,.u but the identification of these 
rulers with the Gupta kings with similar names is not 
certain. 

Saranith was imother place of significance to the 
Buddhists because of its association with the Buddha's 
first sermon. Again Fa-hsien's account of it is very brief 
and provides no valuable information. He merely 
mentions that there were two monasteries with some 
monks · residing in them. But according to Hsifan-tsang, 
of the seventh century, there were some 1500 monks 
living at Sariinatb,26 According to Fa-hsien, Matbura 
was a major Buddhist centre where there were some 
twenty monasteries with about three thousand monks, 
and the 'law of the Buddha still more flourishing.' 27 
Hsifan-tsang also describes it in very lavish terrns an� 

states that monks belonging to both Mahayana and Hi
nay ina lived there.28 Several inscriptions belonging to 
the Gllpta period have been found at Mathura but they 
are all votive inscriptions recording the gift of Buddha 
images and hence contain no other details. 

Inscriptions, however, provide some useful information 
about certain aspects of monastic functions at Siifichi. 
Two of the Saficbi inscriptions belong to the Gupta 
period, one to the time of Candragupta II and the other to 
the time of Skandagupta. 29 Both these inscriptions refer 
to instances of donations of considerable amounts of 
money to two Buddhist vihiras for the performance of 
scime religio-us functions. The functions envisaged by the 
donors included the feeding of monks and providing for 
the maintenance of lamps at several shrines. One of the 
benefactors of thc:se donations was a high official under 
Candragupta II. 

Apart from these major Buddhist centres, there were 
numerous centres wi�h lesser numbers of monks and 
monasteries in many parts of the Gupta empire� Many 
more were flourishing in aress outside the confmes of the 
territory of th.e G1,1ptas. Among them mention may be 
mBde of • the famo\lS Buddhist centres in Sauriltra, 
Kashmir; PUrijab, Mah!irasbtra, AndbrS: Pradesh '&net 
Tiirliltiadu.Jo However, sorne nf the old centres in 
Northern India bad decayed lind to some extent neglected · 

while ·n�w' eentres were coming up in areas Jtke Bihar, 
Bengat; :oris� a; Gujarat and Central lJ:l�ia. tapilavistu 
wB..s 'desirl'acc'ciroing to Fa-bsien, with"only a few monks 
living tb�re: ·Kusiniti and Vesili, too, were desolate with · 
a few visitorS'.'lf ' · ·· 

It is ch��-i�9m the_ eVld.ence cited above, particularly . 
that of �h,� ��i�e,�k Jr,�V,�y�.�· that there were a co�er
able numb,� qf.a\ldd�t;monasteries in many parts of 
th� subconti���( d�ing -th�Gupta period. The accounts. 
of the Cb,iR.�se �nWy_ll���\.l��.�t Jhat \\'bile the Mah�y�a 
groups w.�re·. ftt;Ji!Uy ·. �q.t��G��d, the . n�n-Mahayana 
sections. were in a:state . . of decline in the areas u�er the 
Guptas. itl fapt;�:t};� �qp�,M��Y�� c.oJ1�tration wis 
largely outside the ���'?ttlte q\lpt.., Ncvertbdiu, 

' - \ �- . 

22. See P. V. B. Karunatil&ka, 'Journeys to the Diamond Throne: Sri Lankan Buddhist M.�1apd PiiF.im• ��ud--yi', iD S  • 

. Bandaranayake, L. Devaraja and.K. D. G. Wimalaratne, (ed.), Sri Lml:u_'ldtbe Sill: Ro�if oftke S� (U �ES�O), Colo111bo, 
1990; p. 141 ft'. ' 

.. .  . . : . . 

23. Legge, op. ·cit., p. 71 ff. 
24. For a detailed description of the Nalanda monastery and iu functions see, H. D. Sankalia, 7'be Univorsity of N.Jud• (aecoad 

Revised Edition), Dellti, 1972. 
25. T. Watters, op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 86 ff. 
26. Ibid., pp. 46-45. 

. 

27 .
• 

Legge, op. cit., p. 42. , .,,.,, 
28. Watters, op. cit., Vol. I, 1904, p. 301 ff. 
29. J. F. Fleet, op. cit., p. 31, 1 1 , S ff. and pp. 26 1-262, I I . 2-7. 

30. For a discussion on the condition of Buddhism in areas outside the territory of tl!e Guptas, ace Bardwell L. Smith, op. cit., 
p. 140 ff. 

31.  S. Beat, (tr.) Si-Yu-Ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World: ClliMse Accounts of lndi., London, 1 981, Vol. II, p. 322 ff. 
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the general picture that emerges from the available 
information is that the Buddhist monks, irrespective of 
the ir  d oct rina l  d i ffe re nces , had t he n  been  fi rmly 
o_rganised on the basis of monasteries. Though this is a 
development that began long before the time of the 
'Guplas, it was in this period that monasteries be.came 
fairly large inst i tutions with hundreds, somet imes 
thousands, of monks concentrated in a single monastic 
complex. And most of these establishments also served as 
centres of education for monks and the laymen alike. In 
the period immediately after the Guptas, Buddhist 
centres like NaJanda and Valabhi became flourishing 
institutions of education catering to thousands of students 
from India and abroad .32 As most of these centres had 
their origin in the Gupta times it may be surmised that 
they functioned in a similar manner in the Gupta period 
as well. In fact, Fa-hsien's account of the monasteries of 
Pataliputra provides clear .evidence regarding Buddhist 
monasteries ser-Ving as educational institutions in the 
Gupta times. 

· 

The establishmept of monasteries and the concentration 
of Jarge clerical communities in them brought about 
considerable changes �n t�e life style of the Sangha. With 
th¢ increase in-the number of monks living in a monastery, 
the voluntary donaUdn$ that came from alimit_ed number · 
of lay followers would certainly: not have .been suffici�nt . 
to pro\].de the requirements of the mo�.s throu&hout the 
�or, besides,.ev�n th� construction of large buildings and ! 
thek · i·e'gular _maintenance b�c�e a t!iSk beymid the . 
capabilities of or4inary laymen, making it.nece�sary.for . 
the .monasteries to look for more stable and resourceful 
means of fucome. In these circumstances, the moJ!asteries 
were becoming increasingly dependent upon the patron
age of the more affluent 'sections nf socretf such 'as the 
�oyalty, the royal offiCials and such o�her property owjng 
groups.lJ 

. 

. Though these changes had been taking place several 
centuries bef<1te the Guptas, it was in the Gupta period 
and after, that we see . the monasteries develop into -
property owning organizations with direct involvement 
in economic functions. They came 'to be endowed with 
land, monJ:y, livestock and many other assets of 
economiC value and had a fairly large labour force 

T . . . 
attached to them. Accordingly, the monastery became 
responsible for the management of property in its 

_ possession, ultimately shaping itself into one of the main 
inst i tutions through which t he general economy had been 
organized.J4 

The religious thought and literary activities of both the 
Mahayana and non-Mahayana schools also experienced 
a considerable growth in the period, but it was mostly the 
Mahayana philosophy and literature that showed a 
remarkable development under the Guptas. Several 
Mahayana scholars received lavish royal patronage. 
Vasubandliu, the famous philosopher and author of 
works such as the AbrJdharmakosa, is believed to have 
been patronised by Candragupta I!.H Vasubandhu's 
teacher Mailoratha, and Sanghabhadra who is said to be 
author of _the Mahiiyanasara-siistra were two other 
Mahayana scholars of fame who belonged to the Gupta 
period. Th� famous Buddhist logician Dinnaga author of 
several treatises including the Pramanasamuccaya, 
Alambanaparlk�a, Tripi.takaparfk�a and the Nyaya
mukha, also lived in the last stages of the Gupta lille,36 

Many M ahayana concepts that grew into prominen� 
in later times had their origins in �he Gupta age. It wils 
during this perio� that the cults of Avalokitesv�ra, 
M;uljusri and the g()ddess Prajfiiparamiti came to the 

- forefront. The worship ()f B�ddhll Amitabl),a also became 
prominent in · the Gupta Age, . According t() Fa-hsien, · · 

monks erected and worshipped stiipas dedicated to 
Siiriputra, M�udgalyayana and Ananda,' three of the· 
most prominent disciples of the Buddha.37 . _· . 
. Towards the end of the Gupta period a schism took 

place in the Miidhyamika sect, the most important 
among the Mahayana schools. (:'onsequent tci this schism 
there. C!ime into being the groups known. as the S�a-:
tantrikas ·and the Prasangikas_, headed by Bhivaviveka . 
and Buddhapiilita respectively.Js Also · it was in t�e 
Gupta period thafthe Yogavacani Vijfi�avada school of 
the Mahayana reached the zenith of its dev.elopmerit. 
Certain ideas and.cmicepts expounded by the scholars of 
the Vijfianviid� school in texts such as the Lankavatara
siitra, a work assignabl� to the Gupta period, ultimately_ · 
paved way for the birth of conr:epts totally alien to the . .  
early Buddhist tradition. These concepts later became 
'embellished with contemplation of dbaranjs and 
mantras cuiminating in the M antrayina and the Tantra
yana from about the seventh centtry A.D." 39 

32. L M. Joshi, Studies in the Buddhistic Crifturr: of India, Delhi, 1 967, pp. 168-172. 
33. See, P. V. B. Karunatilaka, "Buddhist Monasteries in Northern India; their Economic Functions in Early M�ieval Times_", in 

Kalyani, Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences of the Ui1iversity of Kelaniya, Vols. Ill and IV, 1 984/85, Kelaniya, 
p. 83 ff. 

34. Ibid. 
3S. L. M. Joshi, op. cit., p. 8 

· 36. Ibid. p. 809. 
37. Bardwell L. Smith, op. cit., p. 142. 
38. L M. Joshi, op. cit., pp. 7-8. 
39. M: Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature(reprint), New York, 1971 ; Vol. 11, p. 303 ff., and Bardwell L. Smith, op. cit., p. 149. 
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The Gupta age also marks an advanced stage of the art 
and archi tectural tradition of India, and a good number 
of the well preserved examples of the Gupta art belong to 
Buddhi�m. The high degree of aesthetic sense depicted in 
the Buddha images and other forms of decorative art 
found at places like Sarinath bear testimony to the 
excellence of the Buddhist art of the Gupta age. The 
highly acclaimed Buddhist paintings at Ajanta (q.v.) and 
Ellora (q.v.) caves, though situated outside' the confines . 
of the Gupta empire, are generally treated as off-shoots of 
the Gupta main stream. So are the architectural forms 
found at caves in other parts of western India.40 

The influence of the all-round cultural advances that 
took place in the Gupta period was not confined to the 
Indian subcontinent, but it made its impact in many 
countries including Sri Lanka, Central Asia, South-east 
Asia and even in far off China. Still, what is significant in 
the Gupta influence outside India was its overwhelming 
and unmis takable Buddhist  character. See Pis. 
XXXI-XXXII. 

P. V. B. KatunatD� 

GUSIVADA, (var. Gudivida) the modem naine of an , 
anci�ilt B�ddhist site in the' K.risn� District in Southern 

• • . T . ·,.: . . . .. India on the ancient route from V&,ngt or Vengi t() the 
South, and Ghanta5ilii and Bhattiprolu are tw6 �ther 
well known Buddhist sites on this route. (See, K. R. 
Subramanian, Buddhist Remains in AndbrJJ JJnd Tb,e 
History of Andbra, Madras, 1932, pp. vi-viii). Gudivada 
·was the capital of the K.udura country. A good ro�d 
connects Peddavegi (via Ellora) and Gudiviida, (ibid). 
This site, al��g with Bhattiprolu �d Ghant�ilii was 
explored by an archaeologist named Rea in i892. At the 
time of Rea's visit the ruins stood to a maximum height of 
eleven feet. Mitra mentions that "during an earlier 
demolition four stone receptacles were found each 
containing a crystal casket at four sides and they are no� 
in the government museum in Madras. The mound at 
Gudivida is hemmed in all sides either by roads or by 
houses. The stupa now reduced to. a low shapeless mound 
of bricks in the heart of the town, does not evince any 
interesting features" (D. Mitra, Buddhist Monuinenis, 
Sahitya Samsad, Calcutta, reprint, 1980, p. 216). The 
st\ipa discovered at Gudivada is one hundred and thirty 
feet in diameter and beiongs to the second century B.C. 
At this site a large number of Buddha images were found 

40. A. L. Buham, op. cit., p. 202 ff, 

though they do not represent any new noteworthy 
features. Among the finds are aha some Satavahana 
and Roman coins. (A. Rea, South Indian Buddhist 
Antiquities, Archaeological Survey of India, Madras 
Archaeological Report 1 892; B. N. Chaudhury, Buddhist 
Centres in Ancient India, Sanskrit College, Culcutta, 
1969, p. 252). The presence of corns goes to establish that 
this centre came under money economy at an early date. 
Amita Ray writes that the antiquities discovered by 
archaeologfcal explorations and excavations establish 
that Buddhism with its fully developed monastic orga
nisation, its rites and tituals, images and s:Ymbols was 
introduced into this region during the third century B.C. 
and remained active till about the third century A.C. 
Buddhism may have been introduced to this region 
during the time ofAsoka or immediately after Ascika and 
during the Satavihil:na rule\• (Amita Ray, Liksad Art of 
Early Andbrsdesa: Dcllii, 1983, p. 185). 

· 

M. KiraJuvinna 

IIAD���fAifflp;h,e_#t as the physical base of con
sciowpess,'is reg�ded as the thirteenth .�( the.twenty-four 
forms �rei·��:iVeJrit�'H�r '(upaaa-�ps); , }J�hough there is 
no rii�n'tfB�!�f:W·i��Hie canaillcar'iext;Jlis referred to in . · . . , . , _ ., , . . . , , . . , . 

; · . ' . . 
comment�dat"attd'iater literature . . 
. . · -. ;i: - :  . . ' . _: -�;-• ': � ·: :" . . . . - : 

· While:·.tJt�leiln ,hsdaya means the p�ysical heart, the 
term vat�ui'm�amng,physical base, is'tised t.o mean the 
physicalorgans .Qn :whichthe mental prbcessis based and 
they thu!constiUite �the five physical sense organs and 
(acco.r.Qing to.co��entarial literature) the heart basis as · 
th�

:
,s,i.���Jb'f� '�tb.;�if:h�- ·� Ii�t �o b� confoun�ed with 

th� ;3ixt� �9I:)he,Jw):&fsl?�e!es of sense (manayataila) 
wtiJ$�1��,�����!mt��f; ���: lO.r ·:a.ll consciousness in 
ge�� ". L ·J· ·:· �3�\�:�/rd;t� -�.:; �: - �-�-��-- · · · : · 

· 

In t.h� PA.ttb.ili�Jh�i�ven!M?9Qk of theAbbidbamma 

Pi�.b,i thit�Js:�a·:itcurnhg passage which refers to the 
corporeaL �h�tidtn�noiii (ri)jii) that . secyes, llS support 
condition' (riissa}rafliceayi}t':u� the ·basis for.. the mind
element· ( mailod.bifij),\it:b�1Ji1i'nd.=coDsciou_snes• . clement 
(mano �iBDinadJiitu) �dforithe;phcpornena associated

. 

therewith (Tikap; p.i4);�JtJ�the co�pre.al lJilenomcnqn 
of the y;�iters of:t.h.e A�bi�:b.im��·Je�ts.Jbat was .Jater 
given the designation badsyavattbu by the com
mentators. Thus � the . �cription of the twenty-four 
forms of derivitC·m�riet�· ·�ddbfl8hiJsa describes the 
badayat'attbu (Vism: p� 44'ff.)not oDly a the materi!U 

' • • •• � : J 

I. Whereu here, in the Pall text, the mind-element and the mind-corurciomnen element, L"e gl\rert u .OcCiln'ing with heart-buls u the 
support condition (nissaya-psccaya), elsewhere (pp; s; I Tj the relation between the·heart-bU!i imd the mind-element iJ said to be 
that of prenucence-eonditlon (pure-fots-psCCJJya) and the relation between the heart-bam and the mind-consclotisnea element II 
said to be u preriucence-condition at times and not so at times. 
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support for the mind-element and the mind-conscious
ness element but also as subserving them and carrying out 
their functions. I t  is said to exist in dependence on the 
blood in tile physica l heart. Elsewhere Vism. p. 256, this 
physical heart is described as being of the colour of a red 

. lotus petal and of the shape of a lotus bud with the outer 
petals removed and turned upside down. While its 
exterior is smooth the inside is compared to that of a 
loofah gourd (kosatllkj). In those who possess under
standing (paflnavanta) it is a little expanded while in 
those without understanding it is contracted. Inside it 
there is .a hollow of tl}e size of a punnaga seed-bed2 where 
half a pasata measure (half a cupful) of blood is stored. It 
is this ·blood as support (nissaya) that mano-dhatu a»d 
manoviiiiiana-dhatu occur. In a person of lustful tem
perament (ragacarita) this blood is said to be red 
in colour and in one of malevolent temperament (dosa
carita) black. In · one of deluded temperament (mo}Ja
carita) it is like the water in which meat has been washed 
!Uld in one of speculative temperament (vitakkacarita) it 
is like lentil soup in colour. In one of faithful tempera
ment (saddhacarita) it is yellow and in one of wisdom 
(pafi!Iacarita) it is limpid, clear, unturbid, bright, _pure 
and shining like a washed gem (niddhota-fitimani). 
Buddhaghosa does noffiiil to say that tbe physiCal heart 
is fo�nd between the two breasts, near the middle of the 
frame of ribs (ibid� · p; 356}:' Here the :physical heart ·is 
described as a particular component of the bodY, Without' · 

thought (acetana)� · indeterminate . (sbyikata); ; void · 
(sufiiia), not a living being (nissatta) and belonging to the 
earth. element.l Tllis descriptic;m refers · pl,lrely to the 
physical heart independent of any mental activity. � 

The mind-element- and the-mi�d-consciousness ·ele
ment, \Vhich .are found, in the analysis pf the dhat� or 
elements, and which · have the badayavatthu as th�ir 
physical basis, are only two divisions of the consciousness 
in general which is designated .as manayatllna. Hence it 
becomes difficult to oeonclude that the comme�tators of 
the Abhidhamma literature meant the hadayavatt.Jw as · 
the physical basis of mind absolutely. And, further it is 
said in the commentary (Translated into English by 

Ninamoli in Path of Purification, p. 497, n.l) that ·�for 
whi"Ie eye-consciousness etc. have the eye etc. as their 
respective supports absolutely, mind-consciousness does 
not in the same way have the heart-basis as its support • 

absolutely." 
However, this division of the thought process into two 

classes as mano-dbatu and mano-viDIIBna-dbatu 
seems to suggest a distinction observed in ph_siology 
between the brain and the spinal cord as the higher-and 

the lower centre� of the central nervous system. The 
proper functioning of the central nervous system depends 
on the proper funct ioning of the heart, and the close 
relation between the immaterial thoughts and the mate
rial n�rve tissues is widely accepted and easily compre
hensible. Considered in this light the term vatthu
riipa used in the sense of substratum of matter to mean 
collectively the six physical organs on which the mental 
process is based, resembles the term central nervous · 

system used in physiology to mean the co-ordinated 
me�hanism of the brain and the spinal cord. However, in 
the ultimate analysis, the Buddhist concept of mind and 
matter (nama and rupa) as mutually dependent provides 
the most fundamental analysis of the human organism. 

The fact that manodhatu and manovi!Iifanadhatu, 
which hav� hadayavatthu as their support, are regarded 
not as consciousness in gener81 but as two stag_es in the 
process of sense perception (i.e. marked by reception, 
investigation, determining, registering etc.) clearly shows 
that this Buddhist analysis, although not specifically 
mentioned, in fact treats of the functioning of the nervous 
system in association with the heart. Buddhaghosa'l · 
statement, referred to above, according to which there ia 

· a hollow inside the physical heart (there is no JDention of 
. the four-chambered heart) in which there is a handful of . . 

blood serVing ·as the support for the mind-element and .· 
the .·mind-consciousness " element, also shows that the . 

fii�ctiqn of the heart as ·the reservoir and distributor of 
. blobd was known to him. For, without this all-important 
aci'ivity of the heart the minc.l-body mechanism o{ man 
cannot function. The electric current-like messages that 
go to all parts of the body through the network of nerves 
cannot be if not for' the supply of b�lood from the heart 
and in this sense it would not be wrong to localise the · 

heart, in association with its blood, as the physical:bas!S . of consciousness . . The nervous system carri�s out the . 
functions of this niind�base. Although there is no cano- . 
nical evidence to show that the Buddha accepted or 
rejected such a theory, it is quite possible that it might 
have been the general theory accepted at the time and as · 
such it did not deserve to be separately treated. 

Another important point that d::serves attention both 
from a physiological and an ethical point of view is the 
relation between the quality of the blood and the quality 
of the thinking of . the individual as mentioned by 
Buddbagosa (ibid. p. 256). The handful of blood in the 
cavity of the heart, serving as the basis of consciousness 
elem::nt, is said to vary according to the individuals and 
this variation depends on the character (csrita) of the 
individual and on this basis human character- is here. · 

2. E. C. Baptist identifies punn8ga with the tree known as domba in Sinhalese. He gives the botanical name BJJ calopby/Jum 
inophy//um guttiferae which is also known as the Alexandriari laurel. The diliiiieter of its seed in given as half an inch. A bhldhlll1UIIa 
for tbr: Beginners, pp. 122-3. . 

3. The English translation of the pusage3 of the Visuddhimsgga is bued on that of Bhikkhu NiJ;Iamoli. 

,. y .. . 
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divided into six types mentioned above which, of course, 
is a very broad and general division. 

It is generally accepted that the heart is the seat of 
emotions and it is emotions, when uncontrolled and 
unsublimated, that make people commit various acts that 

· bring about suffering. The Buddhist method of solving 
this problem is to control and sublimate the emotions so 
that the individual can remain unaffected by them like the 
lotus in the water. By giving into and beconring victims of 
emotions what people actually do is to make knots in 
their hearts which become difficult to untie. The untying 
of such knots leading to release and enlightenment, as 
Lama Anagarika Govinda has pointed out (Foundations 
of Tibetan Mysticism, pp. 1 67-169), is a siollle not only 
found in the Upsni�ads but used by the Buddha himself. 
It is by this kind of cutting of the ties of the heart, which is 
a graphic way of expressing the idea of purifying the heart 
of its defilements, that man can achieve enlightenment 
and release and have a character belonging to the sixth 
category mentioned above. By getting rid of evil thoughts 
one can gradually purify one's mind and thence improve 
the quality of one's blood. Mere physical purification 
cannot purify the heart . . Outward cleanliness re�ulting 
from the inward purity is the genuine purification of the 
heart and it is traditionally atated as the advice of all the 
Buddh�. • Considered in til; light of the above observa
tions, toiJ, it seems justified to hold the . heart, · in 
usociation with its blood, u the centre of the thinking 
mechanism of man. 

According to the Buddhist coneeption of the psychic 
cen.tres of the human body, of which usually six are 
enumerated, the centre that corresponds to th� heart is 
called the snihsta:.Cakra ( q. v. ). Representing the e!eaient 
air, this centre is regarded as regulating and controlling 
the organs of respiration and is said to be situated on the 
vertical central axis of the body. 

A. G. S. Karlyawasam 

RAJ?J?A, an ancient Buddhist site in Afghanistan, greatly 
acknowledged as a centre of late Gandhiran Art. Hadda 
il lituated in the Khyber pass near the modtm town Of 
Ji!Dliliibad, between Peshawar aad Kabul,l .Hadda i1 

4, SabbapapiWB abrlllUllJ 
Kusulasss u�pads' 
Sacittap4riyodapansm 
E18m Buddhlna sisaiuJD'l 

. . 

supposed to be (in also proximity of) the ancient 
Nagarahata (Na-Kie-Io-ho of the Chinese travellers) of 
the Gandhara kingdoml. 

· 

Hadda as an archaelogical site became well known 
with the discovery of a large number of terra-cotta and 
stucco figures, torsos and figurines related to Buddhist 
art and stupas with rich terra-cotta and stucco decora
tions and bas.reliefs depicting scenes from th!: life of the 
Buddha. The major discoveries at Hadda were made in 
the frrst quarter of the present century by a team of 
French archaeologists led by Foucher. 

General Court in his unpublished memoirs mentions 
the ruins of Haddain 1827. A little after this in 1839, J�hn 
Kean conducte'd' an archaeological survey of the Kabul 
area which included Hadda. In 1 833, Martin Honiberger 
traversed the area in 's�arch of antiquities and un
knowingly cll!De ac_ios$ ci:rta� Buddhist stiipas at Dar
O.unta (Dir-Unta) within close proximity to Hadda. In 
the following year, Ch. Masson having met Honib�rger, 
an antiquary �or king at the site, devoted his attention to 
excavate archaeological remains at the site of Hadda and 
Jaliiliibad. But ,his excavations happen to be oflittie value 
to the archaeologist� as his main concern was directed 
towards research in numismatics, thus kss attention WIU 

. paid by him to the stn�ctural value: and 'tlie architectural 
. importance of his finds · at the sites. 

Another an:hae_ological expedition of value was carried-." 
· by Sir Louis Cavagnari in 1879. He wu accompanied by 
W. Simpson who managed to recover some statues amd 
eQgraved slabs .of which some are now found in the 
British Museum,3 

It was not until the French excavations of 1922, headed. 
by the famoils archaeoJ6gist M. Foucher, that the full 

.. significance oflthl' remains could be l!.ppreciated. The 
hostile nlitun f iif Qie::iilhabitants of the area and the 
rugged tenairi of'the)tand·preseiited much difficulty to 
the attempts of .this Frtiicb team. It is believed thl!.t, 
"before proper pfiltective )neuures· could be tabn vast 
quantities of eJr:cavated sculpture were ruthle�Jy des
troyed by the iconoclastic Moslem population of 
Jeliilibitf. incited by the hostile Mull�s"(B. Rowland, 
op. cit. p. 1 1 1  note 3). 'ijle �vingfmdsJrom Hadda are 
equally dhided between,�e Mi!t�d )Q�i�et in PariS and 
the Musee de Kabul it Dar-ul-Amim: 

I .  See map in Artibus Asiae, Vol. XXI 3/4, p. 233. Also wee Secke� Tht: Art of Buddhism, p. 30!. 
2. J. Barth�Uie, Les Fouiles dt: Hadel a, Pari!, 1933, IV, p. S; Beni�rr..in Rowland. 'Ib4Azt Mid A rrohitedt•rurlllJI!U. 1953. p. 102. 
3. �· Hacldn, L 'Oelll"Ve de h Dt:le,ation arcbeolopP.t frU;aist: t:nAf,Mnim.n, 1922-32, Tokyo, 1933, p. 4ff.; J. Barthouae, op. 

crt. p. I I . · - ,. . . 
. 
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Recent finds have revealed that Hadda has been a 
centre of late Gandharan art with an abu�dance of Indo
Hellenic and Greco-Roman characteristics. The reper
tory of Hadda consists predominantly of stucco and term
cotta works: The use of stucco on such a vast scale in the 
Gandhara area was believed to have begun in the third 
century A.C. after the Sassanian invasion of the Gan
dhara kingdom.4 The shifting of the patronage of the 
early Ktisiina kings by about the 3rd century A.C. had 
resulted in a period of decadence on the entire field of 
Gandhara art. The early masterpieces of iithic sculpture 
were neverrepeated. The .K.idara Kusiins or lesser Kusiins 
who made a vain bid to �estore th� glory of the K�san 
Kingdom after the Sass ani an invasion, could do nothing 
beyond repairing the works of the early Kusiinas .  The 
appearance of stucco and terra-cotta works in such 
abundance at Hadda could be accounted for by the 
introduction. of a ��w as well as an easier medium to 
replace the earlier works on stone. Thus it could be 
surmised 'that Hadda had been a busy centre of architec
tural act,ivity duri�g this second phase of the Ku�ina 
Kingdom. It could also be possible, that Hadda, which 
lies on one of ihe ancient trade routes betwe�n the East 
and the West, could have been a repertory for the supply 
of cult-objects of art, ranging from images of the Bud.dha 
and bodhisattvas to a variety of other objects, to cailers 
from various centr�s from Buddhist countries throughout 
Asia. A general remark by_ Heinrich Zimmer, on .this 

· pha5e of Gandhara-Art, would further.- c.orroboratc the 
abo�e view, "they·we�e maSs produ�d in unpretentious 
sk.illed workshops, operating on a large scale and with as 
much speed as possibie to provide numerous and exten
sive monasteries, stu pas and other buildings with a lavish 

- mantle or friese panels, - st-atues a:itd-:- s�Uiptured �rna� 
ments" 5. Stucco figures of Buddhist Art with characteris
tics of the G�ndhara school have beeq .discovered at 
various places beyond -the Gandhira region in <::hlnese 
Turkestan and the Far�East and in other Buddhist 
centres in Asia. Hadda stucco and terra-cottas are 
remarkably well made' �d are full of life and animati�n. 
There is a rare strength �Pd vitality in these stucco 
figures. The element of portraiture is vei:y strong and had 
re_ached perfection. 

· There can be little doubt but that all the stucco 
sculpture . in Hadda was origi!ta!ly polychromed �d . 
brilliantly colour�d. According to a general analysis of 
the stucco fmds in the_ K_abul valley by Benjamin 
Rowland, "the flesh p.arts were tinted a pinkish terra
cotta shade, with lines of deeper red to indicate the folds 

of the neck, lips, nostrils etc. Brown irises defined the 
eyes, wh ich were outlined in blue and brown . The robes 
of these Buddhist figures were painted a deep cinnabar; 
various colours, including a rich l apis-lazuli blue, were 
used to pick out the jewelled ornaments and head-dress" 
(B. Rowland, op. cit. p. 102). 

The Hadda stucco and terra-cotta collection included a 
variety of 'ethnic types-Indian, Iranian, Greco-Roman, 
which speaks for the cosmopolitan nature of this centre. 
The stylistic variants, too, are equally great in number, 
ranging from a seemingly Hellenistic to purely Indian 
techniques. 

The comparisons, published by French scholars, 
between Hadda sculptures and typical heads of the 
Gothic period' have earned more fame to the finds at 
Hadda. Among the more classical pieces is a fragment of 
a figure holding a iapful of flowers. Not only the type 'and 
the floral attribute, but also the conception of the form 
and modelling appear entirely Roman to·an even greater 
degree than the stone sculpture of Gandhara.6 

The affinity of Hadda art to the Gothic art of the 1 3th 
century is due to the f�ct that just as the art of Hadda is 
ultimately Greco-Roman in origin, Gothic sculptures, 
too, are· based on classical prototypes. History bean 
evidence of the appearance of Romans in the West 
Asilltic field to subdue the Parthiaris who became the · 

legitimate heirs to the Selucid Empire. Hence the inter 
mixture of Greek .li.nd Roman culture in the immediate 
vicinity of Afghanistan before Sassanian invasions of the 
area could be accounted for by the availability of Greco-

. 
�_o�an �lassie� �ype� �t�n ai1 easy ��ac}l of the H��a 
artists. 

The fame of Hadda as a pocket of neo-Hellenist art . 
. . . 

, must have ceased to exist after the disastrous invasions of · 

the Huns. in the 5th century A.C. When the Chinese 
traveller Hsiian-tsang visited these sites, the stijpas were 
desolate and in ruins (S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the 
Western World, London, 1 906, I, 91). 

A full analysis of all the related sites in the Kabul valley 
would make a complete picture of the sculptural and 
architectural finds in these ancient Buddhist centres of 
Gandhara art. Some relevant sites are, Bamiyan, Begram 
(Kapisa), Jamalgarhi, Jelalabiid, · Kabul, Kandahar, 
Kundus, Shiihi-Bahlol, Takht-i-Biihi, Taxila. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

4. Benjamin Rowland, op. cit. p. 107; John Marshal, Greeks ar{d Saku in India, JRAS. 1947, pp. 16 - 17 
S. H. Zimmer,. The Art of Indjan Asia, Vol. 1, p. 346. 
6. J. Hackin; op. cit. Fig. 4; Jlenjamin Rowland, op. cit. p. 102. J. Barthouse, op. cit, pl. 37. See also H. 1ngholt, Gandharan Art in 

Pakistan, NY. l9S7, p. 1 83. 
· 
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HAIKU is a J apanc:se poetical form cons1stmg pf a 
metrical arrangement in three lines of 5, 7 and 5 syllables 
each. It is also known as Hokku which is the initial verse 
of Haikai Renga (linked verse). It originated in the first 
three lines of 31 syllable Tanka. The term haiku is the 
combined form of words 'hai-' in 'haikai' and '-ku' in 
'hokku'. It was when the great master Matsuo Basho 
(1644-1694 A. C.) elevated haiku to a highly refined form 
of poetry during the Edo period (1603-1867 A.C.) that 
haiku began to rival the older form of poetry. Originally, 
it was restricted to an objective description of nature 
indicative of one of the seasons. Haiku enjoys immense 
popularity among the Japanese even now and has 
produced after Basho such great masters as Buson 
( 1716- 1783), Kobayashi Issa ( 1763-1827), Masaoka 
Shiki (1 869-1902) etc in recently modern times. 

After the establishment of the political capital in Edo 
(now called Tokyo), the Tokugawa shogunate became 
stable. As a result, commercial and literary activities 
steadily increased setting the stage for the rise of a 
townsman-oriented culture. It blossomed particularly 
during the Genroku era(l688-1703 A."D.), which, as long 
·as its cultural epoch is concerned, lasted nearly a half 
century. Although the country was very much isolated 
trade-wise and culturally from the rest of the world owirig 
to the government policy of self-imposed seclusion, 
commercial advances in ·the domestic scene were quite 
sufficient for the rise of a new rich Class of merchants who 
played an increasingly importanhole in the dissemination 
of social a_nd cultural independence. Another faetor that 
contributed to the flourishing of Genroku culture was the 
rapid spread of learning and literacy among all classes in 
the 17the century. Under- these circumstances, literary 
figures like lhara Srukaku (1642 - 1693), poet and prose 
fiction writer and Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653-1724), 
playwright, came to the forefront in the sphere ofliteni.ry 
activities. 

In the late 16th and 17th centuries, efforts, pro�uced by 
the rise of a new culture designated as "townsman'; 
culture, were made to liberal� Reriga from tbe bo�ds of 
the past. In these efforts two major schoo!s of poetry 
emerge9: the Teiman school headed by Matsun'aga 
Teitoku (1571 - 1653) and the Danrin school which came 
into existence in the late 1670's and early 1680's. The 
fanner remained traditionalists, though innovators in the 
sense that they went beyond the restricted vocabulary of 
the traditional Renga. Then t�e latter school finally freed 
Hrukru; a poetical form derived from Renga of medieva! 
times in terms of both language and subject matter. 
Srukaku, whose lit!:rary interest as a me�ber of the 
Danrin school in his early years w.as devoted to the 

composition of Haikai, thus found this poetic form to be 
a more effec"tive device for lively and witty expression. 
However, the Danrir. movemen t could not spread its 
wings due to the fact that its members concentrated 
mainly on clever word-play, which resulted in no time in 
the limitations of the scope of poetry. 

It was Basho who rescued J apanese poetry from the 
stalemate of the Danrin school. Born into a low-rankirig 
samurai family, Basho became a masterless samurai at 
the age of twenty-two. Then he abandoned his samurru 
status in order to devote himself to poetry in which be bad 
been long interested. After studying for a while in Kyoto, 
he moved to Edo.  Basho like several famous poets of the 
past sought inspiration for his poems in his wide travels in 
the provinces. The most famous travel account of Basho 
is "The Narrow Road of Oku" (Oku no Hosomicbi). 

The following is one of Basho's best knows haiku 
poems:-

Furu ike ya! 
Kawazu tobikomu, 
Mizu no oto. 

The old pond, ah! 
A frog jumps in: 
The water's sound! !  

H. Paul Varley writes: " . . . . .  Tb� writer ofbruku obviously . 
cannot hope to enter into extended poetic dialogue. He 
must seek to create an effect, capture a mood; or bring 
about a sudden and sharp insight into the truth of human 
existence. "2 _Basho brought out in his above poem such 
truth of hum�an existence. This is where Basho found 
much inspiration in :!.en Buddhism. 

The followingl:pisode win illusti'ate the relation between 
Haiku and Ze!l Bu<id�i�m: T�ere lived a poetess of. Kaga 
called.Chiyo (1703 - 1775) who WaS already reputed as a 
fme composer of haiku; Not being satisfied with a merely . 
local fame and· urged by her desire to improve herself in 
the art of making h�ku poems, she called UP'?P.a famous 
haik\1 master wh_o happe��q .io visit her town. The master 

. gave her a  slibje�� tp ,�r!t��-.�a�u poem .. �e subject was 
"cuckoo", a bird much bleed by the Japanese poets of 
hruku. · · _,, 

Chi yo tried several haiku poems on the subject, but the 
master rejected every one of them as merely t:onceptual. 
She was disappointed and beaten to the very end of her 
pride. One night �he went on thinking about the subject. 
It was so intent that she did not notice it was dawning. 
Then the following poem formed itselfspontaneously in 
her mind: 
Hototogisu, 
Hototpgisu tote 
Akenikeri! 

Calling "cuckoo", "cuckoo", 
All night long, 
Dawn at last! 

I. Cited from D.T. Suzuki's Zen and Japanese Culture, Tokyo, 1988, p. 227. 
2. H. Paul Varley: Japanese C-.:Jture, Third edition, Totcyo·, 1984, p. 172. 

... ... • . .  
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When this was shown to the master, he at once accepted it 
as one of the finest haiku ever composed on the subject. 
The reason was that her  h aiku truly communicated the 
author's genuine inner feel ing without artifical or 
intellectually calculated scheme for any kind of effect. . 
That is to say, there was no "ego" on the part of the 
author aiming at its own glorification. Chi yo for the first 
time realized that a haiku poem, so long as it is a work of 
poetical creativity, ought to be an expression of one's 
inner feeling altogether devoid of the sense of ego. 

This is the meeting point between haiku and Zen. D.T. 
Suzuki has this to s&,y about Zen: "Zen advises us not to 
f�llow the verbal or written teaching of Buddha, not to 
believe in a higher being othe"r than oneself, not to 
practice formulas of ascetic training, but to gain an inner 
experience which is to take place in the deepest recess of 
one's being. This is an appeal to an intuitive mode of 
undentanding, which consists in experiencing what is 
known in Japanese as Satori. Without Satori there is no 
Zen. Zen and Satori are synonymous. "  3 "To experience 
Satori is to become conscious of the Unconscious 
(musllin, no-mind), psychologically speaking. Art has 
always something of the Unconscious about it." 4 He 
then writes about haiku: "A haiku does not expreu ideu . . 
but it puts fonvard images reflecting intuitions. These 
images )lre not figurative representations made use of by ' · 

. the poeti� �nd, but they directly point to original 
. intwtiQns, jndeed;, they' ate intuitions themselves." .5 : • 

. Hete are some of the representative haiku poems of 
various authors through the ages: 

· 1. Hitotsu ya m' Under one roof, · 

- - Yago mo lieiiH; -Prostitutes� too� were slee-pbig; 
Bsgi to l$uki. The hagi flowers and 

2. Mizu soto no 
Iwa ni ocbitSu:ku 
Kono ha kana. 

3. Asagao ya! 
'Jsurube torarete 
Moraimizu. 

4. Tsuti-gane ni 
Tomarite nemuru 
Kocbo kana. 

the moon. [BashO]. 
· Under the water, 
()n the rock resting, 
The fallen leaves. 

[J0so (t66 t-no4)] 
-� 

Ah! Morning-glory! 
The bucket taken captive! 
I begged for water. 
[Chiyo ( 1703 - 1775)] 

On the temple bell 
Pert:hing, sleeps 
the butterfly, .oh! . 

[Buson (1716 - 1 783)] 

5. 0-botaru, 
Yurari-yurari to, 

· Tori keri. 

6. Kusa mura ya; 
Na mo shiranu, 
Shiroku saku. 

A huge firefly, 
Waveringly, 
Passes by. 
[Kobayashi lssa 
(1763-1827)] 

Among the grasses, 
An unknown flower 
Blooming white. 
[Masaoka Shiki 
(1869 - 1902)] 

Haiku in its briefest possible form seems to be suited 
for the Japanese people's artistic expression of their inner 
experience. D.T. Suzuki writes in the following manner 
of the Japanese character which will certainly help us to 
have a better insight into the Japanese mind influenced 
by Zen Buddhism and its relation to haiku: "The 
Japanese are not given td verbosity; they are not argu
mentative, they shun inteUetulll abstractions. They are 
more intuitional and wish to give out facts as facts 
without mu<th comment, emotional as well as con-
ceptual. "6 · · 

Refer�nces:. , D.T. Sutuki: Zen and Japiwese Culture Tuttle editi?n, 
�Tokyo, 1988,: H. Pai.d .Var1ey: Japanese Culture, Third 
edition, T9kyo, 1986. Lewis Mackenzie; trs. and introduc
tion: Tbe,Au,umn Wind: A Selection from the Poel116 of 
Issa, Tokyo, 1984. Hajime Nakimura: Waysofibinking 

· of Eastern Peoples, Vol. 3, Tokyo, J974, (i�panese). · 

. ! T. Endo 
- -·-- 1 -.- -

j 
HAlMA, Y!ATA (Pali: Hemavata), one of the schools of 
early Buddhism, making its appearance in the third 
century ¥ter the. Buddha's parinirvana. Haimavatas 
find nc m�ntion in the �ariputra-pariprecba SUtra which 
is no doqbt �ne of the earliest sourc�s of information 
regarding the b�anching out of the various s_chools of 
early Bud�hism, while other so�rces provide no coherent 
testimony. The Dipavamsa (if. 54) refers to them as 
Hemavatika, a.;sing first' after t;he original branching off 
of seventeen schools (vida) df.ring the second century 
after the parinibbina. And thc:ntthey are lined up with the · 
Riijagiriklls,.Siddhauhas, Pubbr and Aparaseliyas, all of 
them grouped together by Buc;tdhaghosa as Andhakas , . . I (Kvu. i, 9) . . 

3. D. T. Suzuki: Zen and Japanese Culture, Tokyo, 1 988, /pid. p. 218 
4. Ibid. p. 220 
s. Ibid. p. 240. 
6. D.T. Suzuki: Zen and Japanese Culture, Tokyo, 1988, lbid,p. 230. 
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Somewhat later, Vasumitra identifies them with the 
Sthaviras who remained orthodox after the schism which 
gave birth to the Sarvastiviidins. According to the 
tradition of the Sammitiyas the Haimavatas are the first 
school detaching itself from the Sthaviras. From all this, 
at least so much will be clear that the Haimavatas are a 
sub-division, which later on is grouped among the . 
Mahasanghikas, according to Bhllvya and Viqitadeva 
and more precis�ly among the Andhakas by Buddha
ghosa. V asumitra attributes to them also the five theses of 
Mahideva which formed the basis of the doctrine of the 
Mahisanghika. 

Commenting on V asumitra, who dates the appearance 
of the Haimavatas at the beginning of the third century 
after the Buddha's death, Paramartha relates that the 
conservative Sthaviras reacted against the influence of 
the .Kiityiiyaniputras, who gave over much importance to 
the Abhidharma by breaking away on the pretext of a . return to the teaching of the sutras alone, and established 
themselves in the Himalayan regions from where the 
name of their school was derived, acco'rding to the 
orthodox tradition (P. Demieville, JJ 'Origine des Sectes 
bouddhiques, pp. 23 - 3 and 53-4)� 

Preyluski has attempted to identify the Haimavatas 
with .the Kasyaplyas (Concile de Rajagrba, pp. 317-18), 
butthis is contradicted by the fact that all sources make 
a clear distinction between these two schools (N. Dutt, 
Early Monastic jJuddhism, II, pp. 170-1). 

It does not appear, however, that the Haimavatas were 
considered as a separate school before the end of the 
fourth century A.C. for even at that time it had been 
observed that a group of Sthaviras residing in the 
Himalaya had · preserved an archaic form of doctrine, 
probably owing to their isolated position in the mountains. 
At least that was the view ofVasumitra and the Sammiti� · 

yas. When it was found later, that . their doctrine was 
strongly influenced by the Maha�angbi'kas, they were 
accommodated with them. 

There is no extant inscr!ption, nor any te5timony of the 
Chinese travellers, regarding the places of residence of 
the Haimavatas, but their name gives us a sufficiently 
clear indication thereto. 

A Chinese tra�slation of the Vinaya- matrk'a, entitled 
P'i-ni-mu-ching, (taisbo, No. 1463; Nanjio No. 1 138), 
appears to be a text belonging to this sc.hool; for, the 
recital of. the Council of Rajag�ha terminates with a 
reference which indicates the origin .of this text: 'This is 
the canon which five hund.red monks reassembled in the 
Himalaya.' In this text speeial' reference is made ;to' the' 
Himal11yan region, to the necessity of warm clothing for 
the monks who dwell there and to K.asyapa, the apostle of 
the Himalaya. It contains also a description of the canon 
of which this text forms par't, The canon is here ( op. cit. p. 

8 1 8) divided into three collections (pitaka) of five sec-
tions each: . . . 

Vinaya-pifaka: 

Sutra-p�taka: 

Abhidharma-

Bhiksu-piatimoksa, Bhiksuni-
. pratlmoksa, Kathina, · · 
etc., Mat!ka, Ek�ttara 
Dirghagama, Madhyamagama, 
Ekottaragama, SaJ?lyukt'agama, 
ksudrakagama (or Samyukta-
pJ!aka) · 

Sspra$naka-vibhanga, 
Aprainaka-vibbanga 

. .  SangTabs, Samyukt8, 
· Prssthans · 

But elsewhere ( op. cit. p. 820) a slight difference can be 
observed in the diVision of the Siitrs-pitaka, where not 
only the order 9fthe first four iigamasva�ies, but also the 
Ksudraka�iniis ottlitted. The reading Samyukts-pitaka 
(Chinese: Tss-ts'Brig) seems to be preferable to Ksudrs

',kagsma, the restoration of Przyluski who appe'ars to 
have been guided 'by a: similarity with the Pali Canon. 
One woul��i:I!):;W'tlH&·,t:eme.mber here, that the Mahi
sanghikas . �d·i�W�iBJlhpsnrtiyas possessed )t fourth 
collecti�n·iJ;lJJleni' �.an.�>n,,entitJed the Samfiikta-pitaka. 

Further;t:tbe' �-cb�e; ;oft'the · Abhidb�'n;,--;�pltaka is 
identicahwitii��atih1tthe·Dharmaguptakas and. the one 
mention�diin'tbtiSifi�utr.a-"Abhidharma�•istra, but for 
the nnialgilttl'iuio���'d{t�third itnd fourth'divisions 
into a ·Ssngr�·�� · · 

The indsfcffil�ii�.�ip}Hhts on which they differ from 
earlier schcfblst ltft!:ffU.f"" ·::: · '·" · · · 

· · 

1 . · Th.� J?�\�(ti 1�i��,�1��lliK (p1!!:akiana). (This 
thests ts·mel!�qlifflY'Y�U!Jll.!r!h but �havya men-
tionHh�'t:O.!"-Jsf�);n!':!'':;· ·' '- ··>)' · ·- • · . · ·· · 

_ - ,  (io�f.4�jt.;-��h �:.::�� ; f.i;·�.; ; :, ;.: __ . . t . . . : ·. 
2. Hereti��f -,�/�1\\��!�g;���·� ,pve �ihds of super

knowleoge· (a�/iyTaJ/·&!:coramg to Va5umi.tra and 
Vinitadeva, but �b'avya'again mentions the opp�site). 

3. Among tht:�g'Odstt�t�itno riontinence (brahinacarya), 
neither is· tlie�ttb'i'(Jevelo·pment 'of the Path mirga
bhavana); _ .. �. ' l'-'. '-·iw.;"'  

4. A bodhisattva ei1t�n -tlletm6the'r's womb ·at the time 
of his i:onceJ)tldrl "wltbotit '"producing any desire 
(kama). · .. .  : . .  1 '- · '':,[.; �;·,:."' · · · : �·· • " 

5. An Arhat mily'be'·stchi�al\fjy1inot1ler (patopalitta; he 
may have ignorilitt'·;fsjniba) in· some ;r,esi>ects, may 
entertain doubts (kii:tksi), .reeeive instructions from 
someone else (paiaviiir�a)and utter a cry (vadbbeda) 
on entering the Path. · 

6. The conflict of.sorrow: (dubkba) is shunned (praja
bati) by means of the Path. ' 

7. The individual (pudgsla) is distinct from the aggre
gates (skandba), for, when Nirvana is attained, the · 
individual subsists, while the �ggregates cease 
(niruddbs). 
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This last thesis which is typical of the Pudgalaviida, 
being attributed to this school by the Sammitiyas who 
were Puogalavadins, is for th:�t reason extremely sus
picious, especially when Vasumitra notes that the other 
theses of the Haimavatas are similai to those of the 
San·istiviidins. 

According to Taranatha, this school bad ceased to 
exist during the time of Dharmapiila and Dharmaklrti, 
that is during the seventh century A.C. (Schiefner's 
translation p. 175). 

BIBUOGRAPHY:N. Dutt, Early Monastic Buddhism; Andre 
Bareau, Les Secte.f .bouddhiques du petit Vehicule; 
Przyluski, Le Concile de Rajagrha; P. Demieville, 
L 'Origine des Sectes bouddhiques. Schiefner, Taranath s 
Gescbicbte cies Buddhism us in lndien. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

HANAMATSURl or tbe Festival of flowers is at present 
performed i� Japan on the 8th of.April to celebrate the 
birth of the Buddha. Tbe·main. item of this festival is the 
bathing ·of the image of the· new:..bom bodhisattva wi�h 
sweetened tea: (amacba). ·for this the devotees prepare · . 
an altar colourfully decorated with flowers. In its· centre is · 

. placed an omamental.vessel in which iS placed the image: . .  
of the lrifant bodhisattva represented in his characteristic 

. po�ture, with the right band raised high and the index 
finger pointed towards the sky. This is the posture which 

. he bad �sumed when, just af!er hi_s· birth, be made his 
unda\inted declaration of his superiority to all beings in 
the universe. AJadle and a bowl containing sweetened tea 
are kept on a side, S() that the devotees who participate in 

· this festival could pour sweetened tea over the hea4 of the 
· image. 

An old Buddhist tradition fo\lnd in•the Fatakaniaana 
records that just after the birth of the bodhisattva, two 

· · streams of water fell miraculously from the sky, one on . 
the infant bodhisattva ud the other on his mother queen 
Miyi, in order. to refresh their bodies (J. I, p. 53). This 
tradition, with minor variations in details, became widely 
pr�valent in northern schools of Buddhism, specially in 

: China where the ceremonial bathing of the image of the 
infant bOdhisattva came to be considered as an extremely 
meritorious act. According to Chinese sources, however, 
this ceremony is of Indian origin, and 1-tsing, the 

. Chinese traveller monk of the T'ang dynasty makes 
reference to such a ceremony performed in India. What
ever the place of its origin this ceremony was extremely 
popular in China imd was subsequently introduced to 
Japan, probably in the latter part of the 8th century. ln 
Japan this festival is observed to date as a symbolic 

.. a- :� . -

enacting of the miraculous bathing of the infant bodhi
sattva (see BATHING). 

lnJ  apan, however, this ceremony appears to have been 
blended with a Shinto ceremony also called Hanamatsuri 
centered on the Kami. The exact process in which this 
blending took place is not known. But perhaps one finds 
in this an indication of the early tendency towards 
amalgamation of Buddhism and Shintoism, a process 
which culminated in the Ryobu-Shinto movement. 
Another consideration which also could have facilitated 
this blending may be the timing of the two festivals, for if 
not the exact dates, at least the period in which the two 
festivals were held may have coincided, and hence the 
amalgamation became facilitated. 

Gathering of flowers of different hues is the most 
marked feature in the Shinto rite. Some Japanese do yet 
observe this Shinto rite which is also fixed for the 8th of 
April. On this day the· participants of this rite climb the 
nearby mountain cliffs, spend the day in merriment and 
then gather flowers of different hues and return home in 
the evening. The original belief seems to have been that 
the mountain-deities (Yama-no-Kami), who are none 
other than ancestral Ksmi, follow the flowers, return to 
their .old. homes and tum into guardians of nee-fields 
(ta-no-Kami). It may be that when the two ceremonies 
became amalgamated the Kami aspect of the Shinto . 
ceremony paled into . insignificance leaving in pro
minance only· the flower gathering aspect which became 

· highlighted in the Buddhist ceremqny, for offering of 
flowers as a gesture of honour, reverence and gratitude is 
a well established practice in Buddhist worship . 

S., K. Nanayakkara 

HAPPINESS. Dictionaries are generaliy agreed in · 
referring to happiness as being· characterised by or 
showing pleasure of contentment. Since we are wri�ing 
here in the Buddhist Encyclopaedia let it be first declared 
that it is the Pali word sukba (=happiness) which gives 
us our sense of direction. We do not wish to drift away 
from scriptural authority and speculate with unlimited 
freedom. Buddhist thinking looks upon happiness which 
primarily connotes a state of mind as operating in or 
having its genesis in both the physical and mentSJ planes: 
sukhanti dve sukbani kayikafica sukham cetasikaffca 
sukham (Ps. I .  1 88). This same text, the Patisambhiaa- . 
magga' offers us some very insightful comments about . 
both these categories of happiness or sukha. In both · 

cases, happiness results from getting what one wishes for 
or seeks after. The Pali word which connotes this is 
saia which means 'wished for' or 'gained' (Cp. Monier 
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Williams Sanskrit English Dictionary p. 1 1 96 column 3). 
This word is often used as equivalent to and paired with 
piya (=dear or plea�ant) as in yam Joke piyarupa.aJ 
satarup� (D. If. p. 304). Note here the beautif� 
comment en this in the Atthakatha : . . . .  attana pati
Iaddhani catusamutthanikagandharammanadfni kas�a 
afiiiiiassa evarup�ni a tthiti maiiiia� ti. Tesam 
evam mali!Iamiinanam tiini cakhhadini piyaiiipiidl�i 

· ceva satarupani ca honti (AD. III .  p. 800). 

A further keen observation is made in differentiating 
both categories of physical and mental happiness, two 
stages or two states of happiness. One is at the production 
level in the very process when it is referred to as sukha 
vedana i .e. sensing or experiencing happiness (both 
physical and mental: kiiya samphassajii cetosamphassajii 
sata sukha vedana) and the other at the production level 
whe·n it is referred to as sukham vedayitam i .e. sensed or 
experienced happiness (kayasamphassajam sa tam sukham 
vedayit811} (Ps. I. p. 188). At the mundane level oi·worldly 
existence, herein lies the joy of IiYing or the happiness · 
which the senses provide in their communication with the 
world. This happiness (sukham somanassam) is indicated 
as the gratification through the senses ·or kamanam 
assad.o (YB11} kho bhikkhave ime paJicaksmagune paticc� 
upajjati sukham somanassam kaminam asssdo. M. · I. p. 
85). This positi�n is philosophically vie�ed as being very 
restricted or circumscribed in the production of genuine 
states of happiness (appassada kama vutta bhagavata . . .. 
M. I. p. 132). Such forms of happiness are relatively so 
because they bring in their wake. considerable stress and 
strain and untold bitterness and dissatisfaction (adinavo 
ettl!a bhiyyo. See further M. I. p. 132). Buddhism never 
denies the existence and the experiencing by man of 
different fortns and levels of happiness but stresses the 
importance of making a realistic and relative estimation 
of such happiness in relation to the price that a man of the 
world has to pay for its purchase. 

Granting the possibility of enjo)�ng happiness at the 
down-to-earth mundane level in terms of material con� 
siderations, Buddhism envisages a very pragmatic and at 
the same time an ethically exalted plane of happiness for 
the man of the world. The Anguttara-nikiiya (A. III, p. 
67) provides us with a beautiful analysis and examination 
of this situation. Fulftlment of material needs, starting 
from food and raiment (ghasacchadana-paramata) man 
must have these things of daily need upto a satisfactory 
degree to prevent him suffer from want or have the means 
whereby to acquire them. This first situation is referred to 
as the happiness of possession or atthisukha. It is a 
reminder to the world of today that the Buddha who 
appeared in the world two and a half millennia ago was 
fully alive to the problem of the haves and the have·�nots. 
Thus while possession implied happiness (atihisukha), 

· non-possession or poverty spells unhappiness. The Pali 

word used for this lack or deficiency of·basic needs of 
ex istence, which is the s tate of poverty, is daJiddiya. The 
unhappiness resul ting from poverty or non-possession is 
dukkha and the word sukha is used to refer to the 
happiness resulting from possession (i.e. atthisukhs). 
This is the rule with regard to the man of the worJd that he 
mus t  have the means to supply himself with the needs in 
order not to be plunged in a state of unhappiness. 
Buddhist thinking refers to very positively and specifically 
saying 'To the pleasure seeker of the world, poverty 
indeed is painful' - Diliddiyan: bhikkhavr: dukkhB11! 
Jokasmim kamabhogino (A. tu, p. 351  f.). On the 
other ha�d , it is no secret that the true aspirant to the goal 
of Nibbana in Buddhism finds that for him it is the rule 
to renounce (nekkhamma, patinissagga, apacaya etc.) 
and that total non-possession 'is his primary source of 
happiness. But as a man of the world he finds that it is 
possessions (bhoga) which provide him with his physical 
and mental happiness and satisfaction (idha gabapati 
ariyasiivako utthanaviriyiidhigatehi bhogehi bahabala
pari�itehi seaavakkhittehi dhammikehi dhammaladdhehi 
attanam sukheti pfneti samma sukham pariharati: A. Ill, 
p . .  45) .

. 
This means that happiness has to be acquired, 

either for one's own sake or for the sake,;�:6r others, 
righteously and correctly and with injury t'�· ·fione. The 
means must be juiltifiable oil its own grounds·(/ih�mmikehi 
dhammaladdhehi). 

Whichever way one looks at happiness, whettier with a 
philosophical sobriety. and a meaningful level-headed
ness as indicated above ·or not, ·the human mind is 
attracted towards happiness (sukha) and is repelled by 
its opposite (dukkha). Associated with.the desire to live 
and to avoid death is the desire to be happy and avoid 
unhappiness. ( . . .  jjViihkBina: amaritilkama, sukhakima 
dukkhapatikkUJa 1J. n; p. 330). But herein comes the 
Buddhist standpoint towards happjness which is precise 
and totally uncomp'ro.tni$mg:; :The Buddha very clearly 
states in the Mabisaccaka:Sutta that happiness, to be 
acceptable and perrillssible, ha5 to be free from lustful 
stains and sinful bieoiisties (N� kho abam tassa sukhassa 
bhiyami yam tam sukham 311/Iatreva ksmehi a!ItJatra 
akusalebi clhammehi· M. ·i p. 247). This immediately 
implies the existence in terms of Buddhist thinking, of 
unacceptable grades of happiness, which share of the 
nature of lust (=kama) and :evil (akusala dhamina). 

There is also a reckonmg of grades ofhappiness as 
superior or inferior, of higher and lower quality even 
within the same. permissibie area. While at a mundane, 
down-to-earth level a comparably lower level of happi
ness satisfies an average worldling, the religio-intellectual 
maturity which accompanies spiritual development of 
man in Buddhism makes him opt for the higher grades. of 
happiness which are lioth permitted and recommended 
within the framework of transcendental (Jo�uttars) 
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growth in Buddhism. While the Buddha in the Mahasac
caka Sutta, as quoted above, indicates the permissible 
areas within which a Buddhist may legi timately seek his 
quota of happiness ( . . . . . y8111 tam su.kham aiiiiatra xiimehi 
afiJiatra akusalehi dhammehi M. I. p. i47), and this he is 
presumed to be doing (attano su.kham esano: Dhp. v. 
132). Buddhism also envisages spiritually higher grades 
of happiness which relatively reduce, without the batting 
of an eyelid, the worth of worldly happiness to a mere 
zero. This is the implication .of the venerable Mahii 
Kassapa's observations about the joy and happiness he 
gets from a true comprehension of the Truth or dbamma 
as against his reactions to the melodies of super-grade 
orchestral music: 

Na paJicangikena turiyena 
raii me boii tBdisi 
yatbi ekaggacittassa 
samma dbamma.n: vipassato (Tbag. v. 107 1) 

'I do not derive so much joy and delight from the strains 
of music ofthe five�fold orchestra as much as I do when l 
grasp with a unified mind the truths of the teaching' (= 
dbamnia). 

The life of m!lfl . in the world i� a reality which 
Buddhism reckons :with. But ,the exalted c.haract.er of.the 
sensory reactions to the stimuli .of the \yorl.d .as r,eflected 
here does not necessarily imply a total' baii on them to the 
man of the world; Tbe·B.uddhlst stress is on the fact that 
life in the world �and all else:, �sociated- with dt ' i.e. · . 
everything. besides and below · nib bin a · are conditioned · 
or i� other words are sankbata, havirig the characteristic 
of anicca� dukkba and anatta, of being transient; un
satisfactory ·and essenceless; 
. Both a realiz�tion ·of · t·his, position .and acting in 

ac�ordance with it are i.Dsisted on and beautifully reflectd 
in �he story ,of young· Digh�vu in the Samyutta�nikB.ya · 

. (S. V. p. 344 ff). The. Buddha himself is s�en personally 
giving this admonition to Dighavu ·advising him to 
cultivat.e this new vision oflife in the world and pointing 
out to him the way to rele�JSe therefrom. The vitality and 
vib.rancy of this exposition as & totally effective religious 
way conipels us to produce it here.in full in the original 
P!ili. We consider it to be one of the finest examples of 
experien,iaf religious · culture, effected and recorded 
almost in tbe company of the Buddha. 

· 

Tasmitiba tva.n: .l)]gbivu imesu catusu sqtB.pattia'n
gesu. pati!!hiya cha vijfobhigiyadbamme uttarim 
bbaveyjB.si. Jdba. tvain D1gbsvu sabbasa'nkhB.resu 
aniccinupsss1 vihsrihf JJDicce dukkbasaJJtfj duk.khe 
anattasaJIJI1 pahinasaJIII1 virB.gas".ann1 nirodba
safiJii ti. Evam hi ieD]gbavu sikkbitabb�n ti (S. V. p. · 
345). . . . . 

which is asankhata is equally a reality. That is the logical 
opposite of samsara and for that very reason it is no 
more than the �e ality of  the  non-existence of  a s tate of 
painful processes: upadanapaccaya bhavo, bhava
paccya foti, fotipaccayB jarimaranam. One is 
doubtful whether the oft-quoted · passag� �t Udana 
(Ud. p. 80) implies a factual existence of such a state 
beyond death. Its total and tremendous reality from the 
time of release to the point of material and consequent 
psychic break-up in death with a down-to earth fullness, 
precludes us from stretching anything in any form 
beyond this.'The Alagadaupama Sutta sees very clearly 
the liberatedness of the liberated beihg (vimuttacitto 
bhik.khu) in this form. 

Evam vimuttacittam kho bhi.kkhave bhi_l:khum sa
indadeva sa-brahmda sa-pafopatika anvesam n�dhi
gaccbanti idam nissitam tatbagatassa viiiJI�nam ti 
Tam kissa heiu. Dittbe'vaham bhik.khave dhamme 
tatbagatal!l ananuvdlio ti vaaami. (M. I. p. 140) 

The Kevaddha Sutta speaks of this final termination of 
· the samsarlc man in Nibbina as follows: 

ViJIJianam anidassanam anantam 
sabbato pabbam . 

. 

. . ettba ipo ca patbaVl tejo vB.yo na gadbati 
· ettbs digbaii ca' rassafl ca anum tbUJam 

subbasubbam · 

· · · · 

.ettha DSmBJI Cll rupaif CB asesam uparujjbati 
. . viflJia�assa nirodbens etth�ta.n: uparojjhati. · 
This d�claration by the Buddha to Kevaddha, (D. I. p. 

223) the householder's son, implies an unques.tionable 
totality of cessation in.Nibbana. 

Therefore, Buddhism sees no contradiction in pres
cribing· within its specific dimensions, for what would be 
deemed happiness ! or the man of the world. Nevertheless, 
the Buddhist has learnt to look upon Nibbiina as the 
highest happiness. 

Nibbanam paramam su.kham. It is so becauseit is the 
highest poi�t of totai dispo�session, dispossession of 
those which stand in the way of true happiness, and the 
Dbammapada ( v. 200) sums it up in no uncertain ierms . 
wheri it says -

Happily indeed do we live, we who have nothing, 
·Nothing by way of impediments to spiritual process. 

Susukham vatajivama 
yesa.n: no' nattbi kifjcana.n:. 

Bhfkkbu Dhammavlbari 

HARIBHADRA, also known as Simhabhadra, was a 
To the Buddhist; the.state which is the opposite of this 

sa�siric state, i.e. the unconditioned state of Nibbina 
· pupil of Siintaraksita. He took up ·the Perfection of 

Wisdom (Prajfiaparamita) I as his special field of study 
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and prepared a series of works on the subject, in keeping 
with the views of his teacher. 

In Tibet, Haribhadra is regarded as t he:: principal 
source for the interpre tation of Abhisamayalankara of 
Maitreya, the basic text on Perfection. His fundamental 
commentary on it, taken as the basis for its exegesis, is the 
Sphut"iirtha, also known as his Small Commentary. His 
Abhisamaya.Jankaraloka, which explains the same text, 
often in the same words, incorporates also' a full commen
tary on the Astasi1Jasrik8. .Prajiia-paramita, It aims to 
show how each

.
passage of the Siitra is in fact related to a 

topic of the way, quoting in conjunction with it the 
corresponding verse from Maitreya and without departing 
from the sequence of the latter's verses. Occasionally, 
another version of the Prajiiap8.ramita, namely, the 
Paiicavim!atisahasrika-prajiiaparamita, is referred to 
as well. This last version is the subject of another of 
Haribhadra's works, a summary: of the same version 
ac�ordjng to the Abhisamayala_Dkara. He also wrote 
another commentary on the Abhisamay8Jankira with 
references to the Ratnagunasaficayagitha, entitled the 
Subodhini 

' 

The basis for the interpretation of the Praj6apsramits 
Siitras is the distinction of the two levels of reality. In 
addition, the pan-perception of phenomena is stressed, 
i.e., not perceiVing them as separate phenomena, sin¢e, in 
the ultimate analysis; there is no duality. 

The training (yoga) is at the concealing (samvtti cf. 
Pali sammuti =conventional) level, ultimately (tat
tvatah) it is a non-training (ayoga). Enlightenment is 
attai�ed at the concealing level. Good and bad, actions . 
and results, are only at the concealing level, not at the 
ultimate. All .beings are at the ultimate level pure by 
nature, and the thought of the Tathagata is not subject to 
change, to origination or cessat.ion. Tathata .of the . 
T athag&.ta is not different from that of all phenomena. 

Thus, in the course of his works; H_aribhadra criticises 
the Vijfianavadadoctrine oftlie ultimate reality. Such an 
eternally pun; element of phenomena (dharmadhstu) 
could not be attained. The knowledge of this reil.lity being 
already pure, there could be no question of getting rid of 
its defilements and imaginings; otherwise !t would not in 
fact be completely pure. 

Contrary to Vijiianavadins, the nature of thought and 
the so-called three characteristics (trissvabhsva) are to 
be understood as follows: As imaginary (parikalpita) 
thoughts are imperceptible, being unreal, because they 
hnve no characteristics; as dependent (par.atantra) they 
are imperceptible, being unreal, because the� .have no 
causes (do not originate, therefore): As perfected 
(parinispanna) they are imperceptible, being: unreal, 
becaus� they are not perfected, since they have no own 
nature (svarupa). The Vijftinavadins, he says, misinter-

pret the Perfection of Wisdom (Prajfia-paramita) and 
their view ei ther will not account for experience or will 
conflict with non-d ual i ty (advaya). 

Though he generally follows Dharmaldrti, even in 
details, Haribhadra utilises three means of knowledge 
(pramana): perception (pratyaksa), inference anumana) 
and tradition (agama), apparently taking the last as an 
independent means of knowledge; Dharmakirti takes 
only the first two as valid means of knowledge. 

His work of expoul!,ding Paramita was continued by 
his pupil Buddhasrijiiana (A.K .  Warder, Indian 
Buddhism, Delhi, 1970, pp. 478 ff). 

UpaU Kamnaratna 

HARIPuNJAYA. See DHATU-HARIPuNJAYA 

HARII'i, a tutelary goddess, worshipped by Mahay3:!tists. 
According to legend she was originally a yaksini, an 
ogress, a cannibai demoness, a pisaci, who b�d an 
insatiable desire for devouring clii!_dre�, before being 
converted bY tlie Buddha at Rajagahli. 

The name Hariti, identifying the tutelary goddess, 
occurs only in the texts of the M���sts. Franklin 
Edgerton (BHS. s.v.) describes Hiiriti as follows: name 
of deity, referred to as a yaksinl, raksasi or Bhutamatar . 
(see also Saddharmapundarik� ed .. K�m. 1902, 400-7; 

· 

Svrn., p. 3. p. 162, Mmk.'44;.Sadh. p. L03; Lalitavistara, 
ed . Lefmann,Halle 1902, p. 202), Of the texts.referred to 

. · above none could be ascribed to a period before the first 
century of the Christian era. 

Other than these textual references most fascinating 
remarks have been made of Hiirlti by the two famous 
Chinese pilgrims �suan-ts3!?g and 1-tsing. Both refer to 
the cult of the goddess Hariti among the Mahiiyinists. 
Hsuan-tsang refers to a st\ipa built in the Gandhara 
kingdom near L'le town Puskaliivati and identifies it as 
the place where the Buddha converted the mother of 
demons: "Here Sikya Tathagatha con-verted the mother 
of demons and cau�ed her to refrain from hurtiiig men. It . .  
is for this ie.a$ci�j�j lJ�e com,iric;m. folk ofthjs COUntrY 
offer sacrifices to ,obtllin J:hUdren from her". (Chinese 
Accounts of J;df�, 

·t;��slatecUrom the Chinese of Hit:!ID 
Tsiang, by Samueal Beal, Calcutta 1958, Vol. H, p.,l60). 

According to l�tsing, the mother of demons was Hiiriti · 
(Ko-li-ti} and was ve!)er�ted by the Buddhists in India as 
well as in Chi�a of hi� time. He refers to an image of the 
divin!= mother, (Hantl) in the refeetory of a monastery in 
India to which oblations were made at  meal time. 1-tsing 
identifies (be image with Hariti and relates the story of 

'·· . . �- � 

. .  •'._;.·.·��; .. ... ., _ __ .. 

- � - ' · l· ':i'.lf-•-
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her, how she, once an ogress, was converted by the 
Buddha and since then was worshipped by the Buddhists 
as the patron-deity of women seeking childrer. and other 
wishes . He further s ays that the narrative of Hariti is 
given in full in the Vinaya (of the Sarvastivadins) and the 
portrait of the demon-mother of children_ (Kuei-tze-mu) 
has already been found in China (A Record of the 
Buddhist Religion by 1-tsing, translated by J .  T akakusu, 
Oxford 1986, pp. 37 f.; S. Beal, op. cit. , .p. 1 60, n. 96). 

. The legend of Hariti according to the Samyuktavastu 
is as follows: At the time when the Buddha wa� dwelling 
in the Vihiira of the Bamboo Grove in Riijagaha, there 
was a yaks a, protector of the region, named Siitagiri. He 
was the biother of the yaksini Abhirati, whose hand was 
promised to the son of th� y'aksa protecter of Gandhara 
called Paiiciila. - · 

One day she confided to him that she wished to capture 
and eat all the children in . Rajagaba. Siitiigiri remons

. · !rated with her in vain, and, hoping to turn her from evil 
· design, gave her in �arrlage to Paficika, the son of yaksa 

Paficiila- of Gandhiira. By him she had five hundred so�s 
of whom the youngest was named PriyaDkara, the most 
beloved of her. 

But in Riijagah� all the children bad disappeared and · 
the parents in their despair appealed· to the king who in 
turn inv9ked tfle_yak�a of the region. The yak� a revc;aled 
to the parents that their chi�dren _had been devoured by '.
the ya,ksinl Abhirati and that they·must go to the Buddha 

• J • • • - : - -for protection. From thattime she-was called Hariti, "the· 
stealer of children". Having been informed by the people 
of Rijagaha, the Buddha, in order to reform her, 
concealed her youngest son Priyankara, in his alms bowl. 
Hiriti sought for hiniin all the fo�r quarte� u�til she was 
advised by the lord of yaks as Vaisravana to seek refuge in 
the Buddha. · · . 

_Hiiriti� thus went to the Buddha and having prostrated 
. herself befor:e him; besought him to release her beloved 
son. The Buddha promised to r�store Priyankara to her 
on conditipn that she would follow his precepts and · 
provide security to children.  Hadti was soon converted; 
but having, forsworn all human food, she asked the 
Buddha on what.food- she and her five hundred children 
could thrive. The Buddha quietened her fears by ordering 

. . 

the monks to offer Harlti and her children daily at each 
repast, the same

. 
food of which they themselves partook. 1 

The !egend of Harlt!, the agrees, is not  found in 
Canonical Pali literature of Theravada Buddhism but 
Mhv. xii, 2 1 ,  states that the yakkba Pandaka (Ext. 
Mhv. xii, 25 Bhandaka) together with the Y�kkhi Hariti 
and 500 sons gain�d the First Fruit of the Path under 
Asoka's apostle to Kasnrlragandhiira, the Elder Ma.ijhan
tika. Similar legends of ogresses are not wanting in the 
Cannon; ee for example the story of yakkhinl Kali, an 
attendent of Vessavana, (Kubera). She too, like Hiriti, 
was an ogress in the habit of devouring children and was 
later converted by the Buddha. Her aid was invoked for 
the protection of the crops and eight ticket-meals 
(salakabhatta) were established in her honour (DhpA. I. 
pp. 37 ff. see K.Rlt 4 in DPPN). 

Apart from these sporadic legends found in Pali 
literature there is no evidene of a developed cult of the 
tutelary goddess Hariti among the Theraviidins . 
However, the reference, made in the Mahavamsa (loc. 
cit .) is valuable in the sense that it throws some light on 
the legend of Hariti and her 500 sons, prevailing in the 
Gandhiira region as far back as the ear!y Christian era. 

The above reference would give a glimpse of evidenet:_ . 
for tlie origin and development of the cult of ilariti, in the 
Gimdhara region pariicularly and amongst Mahayiinists: · · 
in general. To corroborate this statement, one could . .  · 
obtain sufficient evidence form the field of archaeology . . 
The representation of the goddess, Hiriti, singly or with 
her husband Paficika.; was a common theme of the early 
Gandhiira artist's . A. Foucher, the French Archaeologist, 
has devoted a full study of the representations of Hiiriti in 
Buddhist sculpture (A.Foucher, The Beginnings of 
Buddhist Art, Paris-London 1 9 14, 'The Buddhist 
Madonna' pp. 27 1 ff); Foucher attributes the origin of the 
cult image ofHiriti, the Mahiyinist mother goddess, to 
the sculptors· of Gandhiira, whence the culi (image) has 
spread in its multilateral path within other Buddhist 
countries reaching as far as China, Korea, Japan and 
Sumatra-Java.2 Recent finds of the demonic goddess· 
Harlti in statuary and in painting in Mahiiyina Buddhist 
lands, fully justify the statements made by the two 
Chinese itinerant monks Hsiiara-tsang and Hsing in the 
7th century A.C,3 

I .  The above is a summary of the - translation from the Samyliktavastu, found in -Alice Getty, 'The Gods of Northern 
Buddhism, Tokyo 1 962; pp, 84 f; Takakusu, op. cit. p. 38, n.' I ,  bll! given the following reference to the original text!, The 
Sam.vuktavastu, chap. xxxi; Samj'uktaratr:a Sutra, vii, 106). 

. 
. . 

2. See' J. D. Dhirasekera; Hariti 'and Paficika: An - Early Buddhist Legend of many Lands, Malalasekerli Commemoration 
Volume, ed. 0. H. de A. Wijesekera, Colombo, 1976, pp. 61-70. 

3. Harold lngholt, Gandharan Art in Pakistan, New York 1957,Ptates340;34 i, p.' l4S f; A. Foucher, op. cit., plate XLVH, 2, pp. 282 . ff.: �: Foucher L·:.trt Grecobouddhique du Gandhara II, Fig: 375, p. 125). The following plates refer to the representatiom of 
H ariti II! a tutelary goddess outside ·aandhara: A. Foucher, The Beginning of Buddhist Art, plate XLV, I, 2, from Chinese 
Turkestan; plate XLVIII, 2 from Chandi-Me_ndut, Java; Frontispiece, painting from Turfan; Patte XLIX from Japan goddess 
Ki-si-mo-jin: Plate L, from ·China - goddc:ss Kuan-yin. 

' 
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The images of Hadti and her husband Pafkika are 
found is other centres of Indian art like Aja��ii, Mathura 
etc. (Ency. B 'sm. Vol. I. Pl. XXIV). 

Ramifications of the cult of the mother goddess 
bestowing children could be seen in Indian 3oil if one 
were to trace the origin of the legends of K.r&na in the 
arms of his mother Devakl, Siva-Pimiti with their divine 
children Ganes a, Kartikeya etc. As far as iconography is 
concerned, 'this is a consecrated theme, of which it will be 
easy for us to quote numerous examples spead over 
nearly twenty centuries and over the. whole of the Far
elist.4 Nevertheless, attempts to draw analogies with . 
Roman, Greek or even pre-historic prototypes of the 
mother goddess would be of no avail for a study of the 
Mahiyiina Hirlti cult. It would only show the wide 
dispersion of the cult of: fertility-fecundity• in the form of 
mother goddess in every comer of the 'world. Foucher's . remarks are the most vindicative in this context, when be 
points out that such traces could be found in any pre
historic civilisation like in the Mexican art, in early 
Egyptian Art (where Isis suckling Horus is depicted in a 
very· similar maimer) and in early Roman depicitions of 
Madonna and Child Jesus. 

Another noteviorthy aspect in the study of the cult of 
Hariti is its . development in later esoteric Buddhism, 
especially under Vajrayina or Tantric Buddhism. · 

Although the records of Hsifan-tsllDg and I-tsing speak of 
the existence of the Hir!ti cult in their homeland, it was 
found much modified later in China, Korea, Japan and 
even in Tibet and other countries in Chinese Turkestan.' · 
Scholars Hke J .N. Banerjea and Gopinath Rao are not 
hesitant to trace later cults of Hindu goddesses like 
Jyesthi and Sitili in India to the original Mahayana cult 
of Hirltl6 

· 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

HARIV ARMAN, a Buddhist teacher who founded the 
Sarva5iinyaviida or Satyasiddhi school of Buddhism. He 
was a native of Central India and lived about the third 
century A.C. He began his career as an eminent scholar of 

the Siinxhya philosophy but subsequently became an 
adherent of the Sarvastivada (q.v.) and joined the 
Buddhist Order. Afterwards he broke with them and put 
forward his· own views refuting the Sarvastivada tea
chings. (Yamakami ·Sogen, Systems of Buddhist 
Thought, C!!.lcutta, 19i2, p. 1 74 ff.). 

. 

According to the Chinese. monk Sanyin, the chief 
disciple of Kumiirajlva (q.v.), Harivarman was the chief 
disciple of Kumiiralabdha and composed the Satyasiddbi 
Sastra about 890 years' after the demise of the Buddha. 
Kitsan, a great teachet ainong Chinese Buddhists, con
firms that. the Satyasiddbi S'asira was composed by · 
Harivarm�m about·90ii yeats ii!tet the Buddha's death; he 
was a disciple of 'Kufuiratabdha who bdonged to the 
Sarvasttvada School' (ibid.). 

· 

Harivarman put� torwar<;l his Siinyavida in his w�rk 
the Sstyasiddhi S��a: the S�skrit orig:tnal of which is . ' · . ·. ·,; ,  .. ... . -lost; it has come d,Q):Vll, ,to �s in Kumirajiva's masterely 
Chinese <ranslation": ( rBi's.bo. No. l 646, Cheng-sbib-Lun 
- Nanjio 1274)d, . , ·; ,  ,,., . ;  

Unreality of tli�: perscinallty (pudgalana.iritm�} as 
well as of the �'C!h"B'imu;:1·.e; dbsrbisnBiratmya (see 
DHAMMA2)iS'a1(Urlc.iianentaf.teiiching'6ontafued in the 
early Budotllst1fe'xtt1s6f:H•i� tile' plui' Suttapita.ks. But, 
when different Sctiools �ppe�d and an' interpretation of 
the teaching'df tbe e'ifr1y tetts.\¥iu undertaken, they, while 
accepting the \n1feiil1ty�'6fi the' Jiersoriality, differed in 
regard to the nati.fre�oftlle'¥/bsnnis � io·whether they 
were real or:unre'B.l:;hrl<.•,':l·F";i'f(J' : · '· · · · 

The Abbidh��i�Yffi':��iiitividiJl'�
. 
in full and Ute :·,�.::·:���t���re:�::�:= 

noumenai · ���t�·;:����;r1�Mr¥Jr�·. ,._sunyavada  of 
Harivar�� M .�ffllllJ.!� t��.�.SX��9P,IDe�t; he refutes 
the Sarvas�v�M'�'M�:��� cfl)j!f!!J;�,'!e real and holds 

��!!��h ��:.�%�'�eillT:�i�t4������e::� 
return to the po�m<?.g o!J��.(���r. sutt�. 

His work J>eclllile· very' pdp\ilar with the BuddhiSts of 
China; so popular· that, Under · the Liang dynasty, a 
philosophical school 'ictuallyiceme lo be established in 
that country which ·took·:,its name after the title of his . 

� �  l ::t!� ;; ·..:..<n ��-
4. A. Foucher, op. cit. p. 279; see also H. Ingholt, op. eit. p. 148; Ludwig Bachhofer, Ostasi.lt.in;ileZeJ't.Yc:brift. XXIll, 1937, pp. 6-lS, 

Oriental Art, New Series, Vol. S, p. 1 18). . . . • • 

S. See J. N. Banerjea, Tbe Development of Hindu Iconography, Calcutta, 19S6. pp. 38 1 f; A»� Getty, op. � pp. 86 f; N. Peri, HBriti, 
Ia Mere-de-demom Bulletin de £cole Frrnpise d'Extdme Orient, Vol. XVll; 1 9 17, p. 94. The reference to a cave belonging to 
mother ·Hiriti, in one of the earliest inscriptional records in early Sri Lanka would be quite interestinJ to the study of the cult of 
mother goddess Hsriii in an��nt Buddhi!t Iandi: This inscription belonp to on.e of the Cavell of the Veaagiri sroup, at 
Anuradhapura. It runs; "Hiritimataha manorame lena" (S. Paranavltana (!nsctiptjczn• of Ceylon VoL I, publlthed by the 
Department of Archdeology, Sri Lanka, 1970. p. i, No. 936(20). The reference to JHiritimata could be to this goddess. · 

6. J. N. Banerjea, op. cit. pp. 383 f.; J. N. Banerjea, Some Folk Goddesses of Ancient and Medieval India - IHQ LXV, 1983, pp. 
101-9. 

. . .. . .. . 
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book, i .e . ,  Satyasiddhi  school, though the name of 
H arivarman,  of his work and also of the school he 
founded have be.en forgotten in India, the country of their 
origin. 

Upall Karull3ratna 

HARSA V A.RDHANA, king or rather emperor. of India 
who ;eig�ed from Kruiauj during the first half of the 
seventh century (606-648 A.C.). Known also as Harsa, 
H�rsadeva or Siladitya he is one of the important rul�rs 
of hidia whose career has brought him somewhat close to 
Asoka. Much information about him and his reign is 
available from his biography (Harsacarita) wiitten by 
Bana, Harsa's .court poet, and from the records of the 
Chlnese tr�veller Hsiian-tsang who visited him in hls 
court at Kanauj while sojourning in India. 

After the fall of the Gupta empire in the middle of the 
sixth century A.C. there remained in India only a number 
of small kingdoms and obscure dynasties which produced · 
no personality strong enough to· unify the cou·ntry,under : '  
a single authority. Thls. resulted , in a readin��s, in , the. ·' . 
country to welcome S\lch·a rul�r.anci it was.this need that ·",. 
was met by_J iar�a during _ the first half pf the; sevenJb; ; , 
century._1]1o�gh a good p_art of J:larsa's reignwas sJ)ent in· ;��' 
war, cwiurai and religious .. activities � B.isp_ Jlouiished.; .. · 
Harsa's accession to the throne took place under some
what tragic circumstances. His ancestors were known as 
Pusyabbutis or Puspabhiitis who were a family of petty 

--rul�rs :in-Thaneswar. --Haisa's -father, -PrabhakaravaF 
dhana'had added some adjoining areas to the kingdom at 
the end of ·the s�th c.entury by repulsing some . Hun 
invaders. In his old age when the Huns proved trouble
some, again he sent his eldest son Rajyavardhana with a 
strong army. -Harsa too joined the e�pedition. In. the 

. 

meantime Prabhakaravardhana fell ill and. his Wife, in 
view of her husband's impending death, committed 
suicide. Harsa hurried back end was forced to accept the 
rulership. w·h�n Riijyavardbana returned after the Hun 
war he ba� t� solve tm additional problem in that hls 
sister Rijydri's husband, the ruler of Kanauj, had been 

.. murdered by the ruler of Malwa and Rajydrl impri
soned. Riljyavardbana �ubdued the Malwa king but he · 

met with his death at the hands of Sdanka, the king of 
Bengal. It was in such a background of events that Harsa 
ascended the throne: of Thaneswar and he, after securing 
his sister, set out to punish Sa5anka, his brother's · 
murderer and on the way accepted the help offered by 
Bhiskaravarman, the king of Assam, who later became a . 
great friend of Harsa. In the meantime, Harsa's sister, 
disappointed at the. death of her brother and' husband, 
had entered the Vindhya forest from where Har�a 

.. ...... ... . -

. 

rescued her when she was about to immolate herself. As 
Harsa returned with Rajyasri he was offered the throne of 
Ka :\'auj which seems to be his first territorial acquisition. 
He was sixteen years old at the time. Thenceforward he 
enlarged his empire until it extended from the Pan jab to 
Bengal and administered it with Kanauj as the capital. He 
failed to subdue the Deccan which was ruled by the 
Cilukya king Pulake5in II and thus, the suzeraity of 
Indfa during thls period was divided between Harsain the , 
north and Pulakesin in the south. 

· 

Hada's reign was more or less a revival and a 
continuation of the glory of the Guptas, during whose 
time hidia experienced .. an efflorescnce of artistic and 
cultural acitivity. As regards religion the Gupta period 
marked t.he emergence of modern Hinduism which was a 
synthe�is of old Brahmanism and Buddhism. Indian 
Buddhlsm at thls time bad developed into the four main 
branches ;is Vaibhasika, Sautrintika, Miidhyamika and 
Yogiciira. Each of these schools.h ad its own exponents in 
the centuries that preceded Harsa so that by his time, as 
regards the ptetaphysical side �f Buddhlsm, these four 
schools bad c,ome to �tay. With regard to popular religion 
the worship of gods had become very popular and there 
was little diff�rence between Buddhism and Hinduism in 
thls respect; . When modem Hinduism arose in ·such a 
backgrorlrid it had assimilated the ieatures of : both . 
religions: i� quite eclectic Ja.sbion and Buddhlsm, as a 

. sep_arati religion; was on its w.ay out from its native land·. 
This histo.rical background is. also repsonsible for the . 
religious tolerance of both the Gupta kings and Har�a. As . 
a ruler,Harsa found ·no difficulty in treating both faiths 
with impartiality as there was no animosity between 

-t6em. 1llis kind- of rellglous atmosphere; coupled with 
the enlightened attitude of the king, obviously helped the 
continuation of the cultural revival of the Guptas. 

Although personal religion did not matter very much 
in such an eclectic type of religious atmosphere, it is 
generally believed that he was a Buddhist. According to 
available evidence (see IHQ. 1956, p. 1 68) be had been a 
Saivite (Parnmamahesvara) upto· the 25th year of hls 
accession while hls brother is referred to as a Buddhist 
(paramasaugata) and hls father aS a worship�er of the 
sun (param�dityabbakta). · His sister, Riijya5ri, too, is 
mentionea as a Buddhist. Whatever it may be� Harsa, . 
1oo; after the faShion of Asoka, seems to have formaily · 
'l:ieco�e _a Buddhist towards the latter part of hls life after 
hls wars of conquest. His_ earlier predilection seems to 
have been towards the Hinayana mainly owing to the 

. influence of the Buddhist sage Divikaramitra of the · · · 
Vindhya area. Later his contacts with Hsuan-tsang made · 
him like Mahiyiina more. 

While Harsa Wmself was a man of letters as well as a 
great patron of learning, hls court was attended by such 
poets as Biina, a brahman and Bhartrbari, a Buddhlst . . -
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monk. The three Sanskrit plays Ratnavali, Priyadadika 
and !Vag[wanda are ascribed to him. While the fiist two 
are secular works !Vagananda is a Budhist re! igious 
drama which opens with an invocation to the Buddha 
and has a Jataka type of story for its plot, the key-note oi 
the work being heroism and self-sacrifice. Harsa was an 
expert calligraphist too, and in addition to 'the three 
plays, two Buddhist hymns, Suprabhata-stotra and 
Asthamaha!rl-caityasamskitastotra, (see Haisa, R. K. 
M·�ok�rji, p. 1 59), and �ve� a grammar are a;cribed to 
him. Bana was a devoted brahman and his biography of 
Harsa, the Harsacarita, which is more or Jess a historical 
rom�nce, and his novel called Kadambarl, both- repre
sent an atmosphere of a mixture of religions, where 
Buddhists and brahmans lived in perfect freedom. Bhar
trhari, the popular gnomic poet, who is said to have 
�scillated between home and the cloister no Jess than 
seven times, was formally a Buddhist. Three series of 
''hundred stanzas" (sataka) on love (Singaralataka), on 
polity (Mtisataka) lmd on renunciativn

. 
(Va.iragya!ata

_ka) 
arc ascribed to him. The Buddhistlogician Dharmakirti 
too belonged to this period. Sir Charles Eliot observes, 
"For our purpose the gist of this literature is thilt 

. Hinduism in many forms, some of them very unorthodox, 
was becoming the normal religion of India but that there 
were still many emine�t Buddhists imd that Buddhism 
bad sufficient presti-ge to attract Harsa and sufficient life 
to respond to his patromige . "  (Sir Charles Eliot, 

· Hinduism and Buddh1$m, II, p. 98). Although Har�a 
seems to have formally become a Buddhist towards the 
end of his life he "by no means disowned Brahmanic 
worship: but in his latter years his proclivity to Buddhism 
became more marke-d an·d he endeavoured to enrulate the 
piety of Asoka. He founded rest houses and hospitals as 
well as monasteries and thousands of stiipas. He prohi
bited the taking of life _and the use of animal food, and of · 
the three periods into which his d a'y W1i5 divided two were 
devoted to religi()n and o�e to busines�. He also exercised 
a surveillance over the whole Buddhist Order and 
advanced merit�rious �embers", (Joe. -cit.) 

One of the most important events for the history of 
Buddhism that occurred during the reign of Har�a was 
the visit of the Chinese pilgrim Hsuan-tsang (q.v.) who 
travelled in India for 16 years (629-645 A. C.). He was_a 
learned man when he came to India and the purpose Jf 
his visit was not only to imprnve his knowledge but also 
to take copies of important Buddhist books back to his 
own country. While studying at the Nahiilda university in 
the course cf his sojourns he was invited by Har�a whom 
he visited in his court at Kanauj and was rece_iy,��.� an 
honouJ1:d guest. He is said to have spent about 8 years in 
Harsa's empire, enjoying ·his hospitality. The Chinese 
trav�llcr became such a favourite of Harsa that the latter 
would not allow him to be defeated in religious contro-

. 

versies, the result of which was that the terms of such 
contests were biassed and unfair. This attitude of the king 
was exhibited at the religious assembly held at K anauj to 
which were invited scholars of various creeds and sects 
and which was held both to promote Mahayana and to 
honour the Chinese guest. It was. a great assembly where 
thousands of scholars, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist, 
were present and during which a solemn procession took 
place every day. As a part of the programme a Buddha 
image was taken in it with Harsa and his ally Kumarariija 
of Assam, as the gods Indra �nd Brahma respectiveJy, 
attending upon the Buddha image. The incident is 
interpreted as aimed at showing the subserviencfof gods 
to thr. Buddha. In the evening the king used to listen to 
Hsuan-tsang's discourses on Mahayana and it was here 
tha:t he had issued instructions that no one should speak 
against Hsuan-tsang. No discussion could be expected in 
such a sectarian assembly. It may be owing to this kind of 
prejudiced behavi?ur, which goes contrary to the normal 
tenor of �is rule, that disagreeable incidents had occurred 
on these occasions. "A temporary monastery erected for 
the �tes caught fire and a fanatic attempted to stab the 
king. He confessed under examination that he had been 
instigated to the crime by Brahmans w�o were jealous of 
the favours which the Buddhists received. It was also 
established that the incendiaries were Bra.'lmans and, 
after the ring-leaders bad been punished five hundred 
were exiled. Harsa then proceeded to Allahabad to 
superinted a quinquennial distribution of alms. It was his 
custom to let treaSure accumulate for five years and then 
to divide it among holy men and the poor. The proceedings 
lasted seventy-five days and the concourse which collected 
to gaze and receive must have resembled the fair still held · 
on the same spot. Buddhists, Brahmans and J ains all 
partook of the royal bounty and the images of the Buddha, 
Siirya and Siva were wqrshipped on successive days 
though greater honour was shown to the Buddha. The 
king gave away everything that he had, even his robes and 
jewels, and finally, arrayed in cloth�s borrowed from his 
sister, rejoiced saying 'all I have has e�tered into incorrup;. 
tible and imperishable treasures . '  After this, adds Hsuan 
Chuang, the king's vassals offered him jewels and robes 
so that the treasury was replenished. This was the sixth 
quinquennial distribution whiCh Harsa bad held and �he . 
last, for he died in 648." (Sir Charles'Eliot, op. cit. II, p. 
99). 

There are other ways in which Harsa is recorded as 
having encouraged Buddhism. His reign, as shown 
above, w� quite eventfUl in religious and cultural 
activities. Among the other known events of his reign 
m11y be mentioned his appropriation of a tooth relic of 
the Buddha from Kashmir which be enshrined in a vihira 
at Kanauj. His gift to the University of Nilimdi, which 
was the most distinguished centre of! earning at the time. 
was a vihiira of brass or bronze about 100 feet in height. 
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Popular Buddhism at the time, like Hinduism, was 
marked by the worship of images introduced into it by the 
Mahayana. Caityas were very common and they were 
ei ther associated wi th some events in the Buddha's. career 
or enshrined with his relics. As a result of Harsa's special 
attention there was a great growth of Buddhism in 
Kanauj while it declined in other places. For instance, 
while Fa-Hsien records only two Buddhist monasteries at 
Kanauj Hsuan-tsang could count about one hundred. 

In summing up the followin_g words in a work on 
Indian history may be quoted. "Harsa combines in 
himself some of the attributes and characteristics of both 
Samudragupta and Asoka. Like the former, he was a 
great warrior and conqueror, restoring peace, prosperity 
and unity to India. Like the latter, after establishing 
paramountcy� he devoted himself to pursuits of culture 
and learning, to the solemn pomp and grand processions 
of religion, instead of military displays ·and pageants. 

"The last great e�peror of ancient India, Harsa evolved 
order out of chaos, once again giving the peopie a strong 
central state. From the small state ofThanesar to build an 
empire comprising almost · all Northern India was no 
mean achievement. He occupies as·conspicuous a place as . 
Kani�ka ·or Asoka in the hjstory_ of Buddhism." (P. , . 
Saran. and D.R_. Bhandari, .The March of. Jndian . 
History, Ranjit Printers · and Pubiishers, Delhi, 1 959, ·. 
p. 165). 

. . 

A. G. S. Karlyawasam 

(anusaya). Hasituppada-citta is one that belongs to this 
category; hence its definition as kriyahetuka. 

There are thirteen kinds of consciousness that produce 
pleasurable feeling (hasana-citta; Abhut. 15; Abhs. 1 1 , 
90); but, save for this particular one, th� other tw�lve 
kinds do other work, in addition. The hasituppada-citta 
is limited to the production of pleasurable feeling alone; 

. it -is incapable of doing any other work; ·hence it alone is 
named hasituppada-citta (Paramarthapradjpa Abhi
dharmarthasangraha�vistara-bhavasanne, 193 1 ,  30 ff). 

The rise of this consciousness in the arahants is simil& · 
to that of other types of consciousness; i .e. ,  it arises in the 
mind depending on sense-contact (Abhidhammattha
l'ibhavin'l of Sumangala and its sanne by M. Dharma
ratna, p. 84). When an arahant sees, for example, a calm 
place suitable for exercising concentration of mind, he 
derives from it a pleasurable feeling which is basitup
padacitta. 

Tbe arising of hasituppada-citta through the ear-door. 
is effected in a somewhat different way. When an arahant 
hears a noise made by monks who are worldlings 
(putbujja�a-bhikklfii)when quarrelling over distribution 
of things like robes etc,. he feels himself free frorri such 
bad behaviour� and this feeling of freedom gives rise to · 

· that pleasurable !eeling which pr<?duces a smile . 

. . The �espo�se is the' same in the functioning of other 
sense organs :as well. · The smell of fragrance suitable for · 
offering to the Buddha, taste of meals shared with his 
colleagues, or the physical comfort experienced when .his . 
colleagues attend to his body by massaging it etc., in all 

- -- tbese-and-other-similar- instances,-the pasituppada-citt. · 

HASITUPPADA-CITTA, consciousness producing 
satisfaction and resulting in a smile, is the name given � 
the Pali Abhidhamma manuals (Abhs. 2; Abh�t. 12, 
Nr:s . .  6) .to that aspect oft he mind"consciousness-element 
(mano-viiifla�a-dhatu) which is described in the earlier · 

Abhidhamma works as 'joyful mind-co�sciousness
element which is non-causal and inoperative (!omana.ssa
sahagata-kriyahetuka-manoviiiiiB.nadbatu). The word 
has apparently been coined on the' basis of a tenn i.e. 
hasituppada-kiriya, meaniil� an act that . results

. 
in � 

smile', found in Buddhagh�sa's commentary to the 
Pa.tfbsna-ppaksral!a (Tlkap. II, 276). 

· 

.. 

. N on-caus� and inoperative consciousness (kriyacitta) 
ts charactenstic of the Buddha and the arahants only. 
Because .of their.non-casual nature, they do not ·modify 
the character ethically one way or another. They are not 
conditioned by good causes, namely, the absence of greed 
(alobha) or .of malice (adosa) or of delusion (amoha) 
and are enhrely free from the latent eVil tendencies 

arises in the arahant (Par:m1irtbapradipa, 30 ff.). 
Tlie fact to be emphasised in this case is that the 

hasituppada-citta, ·as has already been stated, is free of 
causal function (abetuka), good or evil, and is inoperative; 
in other words, this citta is one that does not produce any · 
karma. It just prqduces pleasurable feeling manifested 
outwardly in the form of a mere. smile. 

UpaH Karonarafna 

HA'.p!A-YOGA, a f�rm of Indian yoga recommended in 
the Hsfhaydgapradipika and several other works (e.g. 
Gheral!ifa Sa!J;lhiti and Saivs Sambita). The 
Ha.thayoga-pradipiki ofSvitmirima, whi�h is generally 
regarded as a standard work on Hatbayoga, contains 383 
verses divided into four chapter's each dealing with 
postures (asana), breathing (pr4I?•yama), gestures 

I. The text is edited and translated into English by Pancham Sinh as the Extra Volume 3 of the Sacred Boob ofthe Hindus, 19 1.5. 
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(mudra) and concentration (samadh1). Although the 
date of the t ex t  is not exactly known, the work bdng a 
Saivite one i ts compil ation could be assigned to abou: the 
2nd or the 3rd century A. C. when Saivism was gaining 
ground in India. The purpose of the work is given as 
explaining hathayoga for the attainment of rajayoga or 
'royal union' 'which is the condition of complete self
mastery with one's faculties under perfect control and the 
practiser becoming his own master free from all 
bandages. 

Achievement of this state of freedom was the purpose 
and aim of rijayoga as taught by Pataiijali. In such a 
state of freedom man becomes a positive thinker who has 
realised his freedom amidst the activities of life. The 
purpose of the Buddha's teaching too is the achievement 
of this same state of release and in the teachings of both 
an ascetic element (tapo) is present. As the hathayoga 
practices involve the use of force on the body Creating 
tension in the nerVOUS system they belong more or Jess to 

· the · class of practices general ly designated as self
mortification (att�ilamathanuyoga) in Buddhism. 
However, this does not mean that this work contains only 
that kind of extreme ascetic practices, which, when 
practised would lead to physical and mental disorders.l 

However, a point to be clarified is that there is a 
difference between extreme hathayogic practices and the 
ascetic elements that are actuaily necessary and unavoid
able while the yogin progresses in his journey towards 
self-realisation. Right effort (samma-vayima) as taught 
in Buddhism certainly includes a certain amount of 
disciplined behaviour wherein a certain degree of nervous 

_ ten�ion- might b� �navoidable. -But that would- be- only 
temporary. 

As implied by the term itself -(i.e. hatha = force) 
practice of hathayoga requires considerable energy at 
least when co�pared with other systems of yoga. The 

· . general tone of hathayoga is to control the nenious 
system by force which inevitably brings about a condition 
of tension in the body. If the simple breathing exercises 
and postures of hafhayoga are done without creating 
tension in the body they can be quite beneficial to the 
body and there would not be anything un-Buddhistic in 
them, Ail _ the chief features of this yoga (i.e. breath-
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controlling, posture and other physical exercises) belong 
to  the ccmmon religious tradit ion of India going back 
even to pre-Buddhist t imes. Some of them were practised 
by Gotamal himself prior to his attainment of enlight
enment and it  was the self-mortifying elements among 
such practices that he later preached as not being 
conducive to one's spiritual progress .  

Hathayogapradipika says that posture or isana cons
titutes a first requisite of hathayoga and has to be 
practised for gaining st�ady posture, health and lightness 
of body al!-d there is ·nothing un-Buddhistic in this 
provided these practices are pot taken to excesses-. 
Eighty-four asanas are referred to as having been taught 
by Siva out of which siddha, padma, simha and bandha 
are describ;d and these are profusely illu'strated in Indian_ 
iconography, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist. Sitting 
in these postures and concentrating and contemplating 
on breathing for · the purpose of gaining mental and 
physical steadiness · is · a basic teaching in the· entire 
religious tradition of India and this form of meditation is 
well-known as anapinasati in the Theravida tradition. 

Hathayogic"'practices and theories are important for 
Buddhism fror,n lllio_tber point of view in that they have 
many common feall,ues with the later form of Buddhism ·known as VajrayinaorTantric Buddhisiil.4 The physio
logical basis of hath a yoga is the same as that in this form 
of Buddhism in which various types of meditation are 
practised for the aw�ening of the · power within the 
human body designated � kundalinl which is described . 
as "a force lying in 3J� qoils like a sl�eping serpent in a 
cavity near the :ba�!"Qfth�_ spine. This is regarded as a - - . . .  - - .. ...,_ J+--- .� � �r-- -:- ·-�=-=- 4. - • -- - .  - - -
goddess or po_)V�r ... l�ino\is as lightning, who, even 
though sleepi��Jtt1:#t�

.
s a1� P'ing e:o/,atures . . she lies 

there with her liead tiiocking a fine channel whi_ch goes 
straight up the spine and is known as �usumDa �-(Ernest 
Wood, Great Sysc�ms1ifYogs, p�·97).Thls �ntthl nerve · 
called susunfni -rs"tnevene'brliliolumn and there are said . 
to be ab�ut 7i,ooo·nerves of. which this 5u$umna· and the 
other two nerves ida iP!'tl pingala, riiniJing on its left and · 
right respectively,' are ·trh:ted a8 the chief ones. Breath
control and physical"-'exe�cises ·- iire perlormed for the 
purpose of cleaniti1f thdei1lei'Ves"·S'o that the bo<Jy will 
function prl)perly. 

2. It may be mentioned here that hstha_voga practisers are 11dvi!ed to practise them always Ul\der the guidence of, a teacher for 
otherwise they might lead to various diseases. Selfmortifying practitell of Hindu d�otees at weU�lmown'shrl�es likeKataragama iri 
Sri Lanka may be cited as examples of extreme forms of bathsyoga. 

3. The following words attributed to the Buddha in the Mah�ssci:aka Sutta (M. 1, 240) describing how he practised austerities is 
typical of hathayoga. "Then I thought what if I now set my teeth, press my tongue to my palate;and restrain, crush and burn out my 
mind with my mind. I did so and sweat flowed from my armp\u. I undertook resolute effort, uuconfused mindfulnes� was set up but 
my body was unquiet and uncalmed, even through t'6�p!Unful 3triving that overwhelmed me." English tramlation taken from E. J. 
Thomas' Life of the Buddha, p. 64. · 

4. For an account of this physical structure in relation to Vajrayiinic practitell see Anagarika Govinda's Foundations of Tibetan 
Mysticism, pp. 140 ff. For a detailed discussion of the hathayogic practices in terms of western anatomy see V. G. Rete's, The 
Mysterious Kundalini, published by D. B.  Taraporavala Son! &: Co. Bombay, 1939 • 

.. ... .. . . 
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Generally speaking, while those hathayogic practices 
which do not create serious tension i� the body may be 
accepted as conducive to good health as forms of physical 
training, those of the opposite type creating nervous 
tension have to be classed as un-Buddhistic. The set of six 
bandbas or means of body purification, recommended in 
the Hatbayogapradlpika (ch. II, vs. 22-35) may be cited 
as exainples of this latter type: (i) Swallowing a clean, 
slightly warm, thin cloth four fingers broad and ftfteen 
spans long and gradually drawing it out again; (ti) Taking 
an enema sitting in water and using a small bamboo lube 
and then shaking and dispelling it; (ill) Drawing a fme 
thread twelve fingers long in at one nostril and out at the 
mouth; (iv) Looking at something without unblinking 
eyes until tears flow; {v) Massaging the intestines by 
moving the belly round and round;-(vi} -Breathing rapidly 
like the bellows of a balcksmith. 

It may not be impossible to create situations of self
hypnosis by some of the hathayogic methods but these 
are not recommended to the Buddhist practitioner whose 
aim is to achieve rele8$e and enlightenment which is a 

· state free from tensions and conflicts. 

. A . . G. S. Karlyawisam 

HATRED. See DOSA 

called Asvasjras, Asvagriva, Asvasanku, Asvapati. The 
title H ayagriva i tself occurs in the Mah'abharatz as an 
epithet of Visnu who is referred to there as the  reader and 
the promulg�tor of the s acred Ved as. He is, also, the 
Vedic s_un god.s The Mahabbarata refers to _another 
Hayagriva, a demon, an e:-�emy of Vi��u Hayagriva. The 
Harivamsa, the supplement of the Mahabharata, repea
tedly refers to this demon Danaya H�yagriva who is 
ultimately Jcilled by Vi��u Hayagriva.6 

. 

Most probably the Buddhist Hayagriva was evolved 
out of these earlier concepts specially from Visnu 
Hayagrlva and Diinava Hayagrlva. But, when and how 
this concept was taken over to the Tantric Buddhist 
pantheon and adapted to suit the Tantric Buddhist beliefs 
is not exactly known. An earlier reference to the Buddhist 
Hayagrlva is in the Mahavairocana Sutra 7 and therein 
he is described as a vidyar8ja. van Gulik says that in 
China, in 653 A.C., a work was translated in which a 
spe_gal �hapter was dedica!ed to the worship of vidyarija 

. Hayagriva who is regarded as an aspect of. Avaloki
tesvara.' Further, he adds that in a work rendered_into 
Chinese by Bodhiruci in 650 A. C. vidyaraja Hayagriva is 
connected with Amoghapasa, a form of Avalokite5vara. 
On this f:-�idence· he assumes · that by about t!_le fafth 

. . century .the Tantrists in .India venerated Hayagriva as r. . · 
· ·· .

. 
vidymja aiid also. as an aspect of Avalolcite5vara . . 

. . . 

. ; ·  - . van gulik's 
.
view �th regard

. 
to the adaptation of ' 

.. Hayagriva into the ·Tantric Buddhist pantheon is also 
HAYAGIUVA', the horse-headed one; a god of the . noteworthy. According to him Hayagrlva owed his 
Tantric Bu�dhist pantheon, belonging ·to the vidyaraja acceptance int? Buddhism to the fact that in Hinduism 

__ clm, -.Rnu..akd .Jn..QSJI� in_India and_ in_o_ther___c_ountries_ _ _yi�Eu Hayagriva was regarded as the reader_ and the __ 
·- ·where Tailtrisrri is prevalent. He; is, also, regarded as the promulgator of the Vedas and in this role he was quite 

protector of horses and cattle, specially in Tibet, M�ngolia -suitable for transformation into a vidyaraja. He takes the 
· and Japan. · · · · · · term vidyarija to be an abbreviation of vidyadbar{l-rija 

The origin of the concept Of Hayagrlya is anterior to 
the origin ofTantric. Buddhism fgr, the title Hayagrlva is 
used as an epithet of Visnu in epic literature.% The·borse 
played an important r�ie in Vedic mythology. The Rg 
Veda refers to a number of celestial horses such as 
Dadhikiira (Dadhikriivan), Dadhyaiic, Tiiksya, Paidva 
and so on.3 The Rg Veda also, mentions that Dadhyafic 
was given a horse: head by the Asvins. • 

. . 

The epics contain numerous titles in which the siva · 
(horse) forms an integral part. The sons �f Danu are 

and regards it as connoting a Jcing o( vidbyadbaras. who, 
according to'him, are carriers (dbara) of magical know
ledge or magic power (vidya). Further, he adds that the 
fierce representation of Visnu Hayagrlva also suited his 
transformation into a vid_v�raj!J who is normally repre-
sented with a fierce countenance. However, it is clear 
from n_umerous representations of the Tantric god 
Hayagriva that his form has been influenc�d not only by 
the representations of Visiiu Haya:grlva but also by the 
graphic description of Dinava Hayagrlva found in the 
epic literature. 

I. This article is mainly based on R.H. van Gulilt's Hayagr1va, 1935, Leiden. Also see Alice Getty, Gods of Nothern Buddhism; 19 14, 
pp. 59, 63, 66, 80, 82 ff. 1 17, 1 30, 134, 142 f.; B. Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, 195�, Calcutta, p. 165, 

2. van Gulilt op. cit. pp . . 10 f. . 

3. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology, refer under these different names. 
4, ibid. See under Dadhyafic or Mvin; ace abo SBE. XLIV, pp. 444 f.). 
5. ibid. See under Vi3nu. 
6. van Guilk. op. cit.' pp. 13 f. 
7. ibid. p. 24. 

. . ... .. _ -
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From India Hayagriva was introduced into China, 
where no new features were added. In China he generally 
remains in a secondary p lace, except when represented as 
an aspect of AvaJokitdvara. There are particular mantras 
and dharanis addressed to him. There are also instruc!ions 
regarding the makiJ!g of his statues and the drawing of 
paintings of Hayagriva. He seems to have been invoked 
for numerous purposes, such as causing rain, vanquishing 
enemies, driving away devils, kindling love between two 
people, curing diseases and so on. Pl. XXXIII( a) 

From Chlna he was introduced to Japan; where he 
bears almost all the characteristics acquired in China. In 
Japan he is generally called BatO-kannon and occasionally 
Mezu-kannon. In popular belief he is regarded as the 
proctector of horses and cattle in general and as such he is 
Identified with one of the six Kannons of the Tendai sect . . . - ' 
Shishimui kanzeon. Buto-kannon also became a god of 
the roads, most probably because his images that are 
found all along the country roads became associated with 
the cult of phallic gods of the roads. Sometimes · simple 
stones bearing the name of Bato-kannori ate piiii:ed 
alongside the roads to represent Bato-kannori. As th�se 
stones resembled so many phalli the association of Bil'tO
kannon and the cult of phallic gods of .roadS', became 
easier. There are also special temples devoted to JJatO
kannon. Of these the best known are the Enstii-ji at the 
foot of mount Fuji, and the Matsu<Hiera in the T:.ango 
province, where his female !lSpect is also worshipped. as 

. 

one of the thirty Kannon� of the west In the Kannon 
temple at K.omatsubara, Futakawa in Mikawa province 
people offer miniature figures of cows, horses and other 
animals at the image of Bato-kannon, in fulfilment of 

-vows;- - --- --·---- -- --
. In Tibet he is regarded as one of the Dharmapatas and, 

when represente� so, he has the rarik of bodhisattva. It is 
said that Hayagriva may also take the form of a tutelary 
god (yi-dam) in which case he would have the rank of a 
Buddha (GrunwedeJ, Mythologie .du Bouddhisme, p. 
166). In Tibet he is mainly regarded as a proctector of 
horses; he drives away demons by his loud neighing, and 
therefore, he is worshipped specially by horse-dealers. 
The celestial airy horse Langta played an important role 
in Tibetan popular belief. Hayagrlva, too, because of his 
predominant 'horse element', soon gained popularity 
among the masses. a 

There are numerous representations of Hayagriva. 
When regarded as an emanation of Amitabha he is 
represented as a dwarf in an awe-ir.spiring form with a 
protruding belly; and a face showing the fangs. He has 
three eyes and a reddish-brown beard. Generally �e js of 
red complexion. He is adomed with a garland of skulls 
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and eight serpents. The crown is formed by his braided 
hair. H is second face is a blue horse 's head in the act of 
neighing. With one foot he tramples upon the brahmanda. 
The other is ex tended to the end of the world. He we�rs a 
tiger-skin and holds the vajra and th� staff in his hands. 
He emits multi-coloured rays from his body. 

When represented as an emanation of Aksobhya he 
has three faces, each face having three eyes; th� right face 
is blue and the left face is white. The middle face is 
smiling. He bears an angry look in his eyes. His right face 
shows a rolling tongue, whereas the left shows the fangs 
firmly placed on the lips. He has eight hands. Of the four 
right hands, with one he shows the karana-mudia and 
with the others he holds the mace (va)ra}, the staff 
(danda} and the arrow. Of the four left b ands, one 
displ�ys a threatening gesture, another is held near the 
chest; with the remaining two hands he holds the lotus 
and the bow. Just  as in the earlier mentioned form in this 
one, too, he wears a tiger-skin · and is adorned with 
serpents. 

; In the representation called Paramasva Hayagriva, he 
has three faces and eight arms. The right face consists of 

. ·· , the four faced head of Brahma. He also bears a large 
'greenish horse-head. With one of liiii right hands he 

· sb�ws- the tripatika-mudra and wit!i"the other three 
halidir he carrie� the vajra, the sword and the arrow, 

b·While'Witb thdour left hands be holds the lotus, three 
·" ·J)eacdek fe;atheni, the staff and the bell,: He is figured as 
·' ttampling' \ipon Hindu gods .  

- -
. ' . ..... :.. .. .. ).," ""'�· 
_ :!beie,:}� a.nother form which rep�esents him in a 
. �!l.iiciJijj)ost�re� Ip this representatio�, t_ooJ l� El!! three 
'lieaaS'and eigh t arms and -als

-
o bears -a horse-head. With 

:: tWQ�(1th�:dght<hands he holds the arrow and the mace, 
r wb.jl.�the�third cli�plays the karana-mudri. With his two 

·' upp.erd�ft Jtands ·he holds the bow and the lotus whilst the 
·. two:remain.jng.h�<b are hdd at the chest, the right one 
.holding th'e :liiace'(v.ajra) -and the left one the noose. 

' It is when 1t�ptes�rited ·� an �pect of Avaiokitdvara 
tb�f: fie 'i��l'ai{in gnrcious form. In this form he is 
figuted -lis beiii'g slated ciross-legged on a iotus. He has 
one bead and four hands of which the two upper bands 
hold the - �t�ing of heads apd the Jot us and the !>�her two, 
bel� Jn �r:on,f «?fc.pit£��st, di$play_ . the varada�mudra 
(wish-�ant�g �sture).i _: · :  . .  . . .. , ·. 

-
At times Hay�va is"' alsci ·re

.
presented iU having one · 

head and two arms. WitMbe ri�t he carries a staff raised 
in a -threatening attitude: Bhd'-with' 'the left he holds a 
noose. As usual be wears a tiger-skin, and also, a garland 
of human heads. He has a green snake for his sacred 
thread. H�:appears to trample upon evil spirits. This form 

8. For a textual description of Hayagriva see Sadh II, Index ; TsishoNos. 901, 1072 B, 1073, f074. Almost all Chinese and Japanese 
sources are referred to in van Gulik's work. 
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is very popular in Tibet. Sometimes he is represented as 
wielding a sword with his right hand. 

There is another form wi th  three heads and four arms 
and four legs. It is in this form that he manifested himself 
when invoked by Atisa. With his two upper hands he 
holds the vsjra and the lotus and with the lower hands be 
draws a bow and with his feet he tramples the demons. 

When represented in the most fierce form he has three 
heads, six arms and eight legs. He t:arries a sword, a:
trident and the vsjra with his three right hands; a flame, a 
banner and a noose with his left hands. With his feet he 
tramples upon snakes. The lower part of his body is 
covered with the · tiger-skin. Round his shoulders he 
seems to wear what appears to be a human skin which 
hangs down along ·his · back. From the top of his .bead 
protrude three horse-beads. In Tibet; Hayagriva hi this 
fierce form is represented as an attendant of the five 
dreadful kings (Tib. Skulnsi 

HEALTH, state of freedom from physical or mental 
ailment .  Hence it includes physical as well as spiritual 
soundness · or well-being in which state the human 
organism discharges its functions efficiently. Disease or 
vyadhi being an integral part of the ordinary life, the 
perfect state of health from the Buddhist point of view 
would be the state of perfection itself wherein one has 
overcome craving (taf!ba) and ignorance (avijfo) com
pletely. It is more or Jess this viewpoint that is expressed 
at A.nguttara, (11, 143) where, after dividing disease into 
two as physical and mental, it is said that although there 
may be beings who can be free from bodily diseases even 
for a period of hundred years it is hard to find in this 

. world a person who can admit of freedom from mental 
diseases even for a single mo�ent (.-nuhuttampi). The 
person who can admit of such a state is .the one who has 
destroyed the influxes (asava) and conquered depravities 
(kilesa). The Suttanipata (v. 749) also refers to genuine 
inward health as the condition in which the 8savas are 
eliminated . From the Buddhist point of view true health 
is based on the purification of the mind resulting in the 
pro<1uction of a healthy b ody as welJ. Mere appearance of 
outward health is never an indication of true health. 

Occasionally, Haya.lltiva is represent�d together with 
his 1¥ti called Marici or Vajravariihi. In this form be 
has three heads and six bands, a third eye and wears a 
lion's or elephant's skin and a ne�klace of human skuUs. 

The importance ·of health in the ordinary life of day to The two upper hands carry the vajra and the sword, the 
- ·  day activitv, where one'is expected_ to lead the correct life . next two h�ds Ute mace and the magic staff (kha.tJ.:an. ga,.). .. 

(samnia�sjiva}, is fulJy recognised in Buddhism. Without With the two. lower bands he embraces the sa}(ti, -in .the . h al h . d . d h. al h b d · ·h. k f · a e t y mm an a e t y o y one cannot t m o - -�e!Ult __ ime, holding a :sku!U :up with t_ he left band ... imd · 1· · d . . ·, · 1:r I .  h . d d h' h · . ea mg a correct ue. t Is·true t at mmd an bo y w Ic · 

. showing a mystic gesture with the right. Thdakti who · 
are· healthy. in the ordinary sense would; as Buddhism wears a crown of heads_ and holds a skull cup and_ a 
teaches it; gradually become old and decrepit in coune of flower, encircles . Hayagriva with her legs . . Her mouth 

�most touches the tongue of Hayagrlva. When repre- time (jar�) an
f
d s

hi
�ccumb

wf
to

ul
the state

f
c�Jed death. But th

d
e 

. . . . · · � · . overcommg o t s_sorro state o Impermanence an sented m this form Hay.agnxa.. may _hue ....tY.Lo Jarge .. wmgs._ -- �o-- ·-tti- f ="�:-·-· 1- ·-·r- - h'. 11:-t..-- 1-..._ . . cuange IS e purpose o reug10us Ivmg or w IC 1 uea tn 
A peculiar form of H�yagrlva is-seen in his represent a- is .considered as of . inestimable value (arogya parama 

tion in . the shape of the magic dagger (Skt kila, Tib. Jibha: Dhp. v. 204; M. 1, p. 508). 
pbur-bu). The hilt of this dagger is normally formed by a 
conventionalised_ vajra which is topped by one or more 
heads of H ayagriva which are surmounted by- a horse
h�:ad. The blade is fixed to the head of a dragon 
(J1Jskars) from whose yawning mouth it seems to jut out. 
The blade itself is often decon�ted with one or two 
�:erpents. 

When represented -as a secondary god he does not bear 
the horse-head. But his other. characteristic features, such 
as his protruding belly and also his ornaments, make 
i d entification e asy.  Often, to-gether with Tara, 
Sudhanakumiira and Bhrkuti, he accompanies Avalo-, 
kitdvara and in such repr�se�tations Haya:grfva is at the 
left. of Avalokitdvara.9 , 

r 
s. K. Nanayaldaira 

If health were to be genuine and c_omplete it has to be 
both physical and spiritual. Spiritual health has to be 
achieved· by basing one's life on an ethical footing, 
generally called sils which is broadly divided. as negative 
(vantta) and positive (caritta) or ali those practices that 
are to be given up and those that are to be cultivated. 

It is the person who first establishes himself in sila and 
then works towards both mental and physical heal.th that 
could be spoken as being destined to enjoy true health, 
both moral and physical. The bodily and mental haidships 
that one might have to face in the process would be of 
temporary nature. In the true state of health both mind 
and body should act in perfect harmony. 

As there are no inhibitions or commandments in 
Buddhism there is no need for people lo become mental 

��� For some illustrations see plates in van Gulik
.
's �ork. See also Alice Getty, op. cit. P1ateXLIV, b and c; B. Bhattacharyya, op. cit.. 

Figs. 1(A), 128, 129. 

... .. .. _ . 
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patients through self-imposed inhibitions and command� 
ments. Buddhism only shows the way of practice which is 
generally based on the Jaw of causality and its observance 
is left lo the individual concerned. This freedom of belief 
and of practice allowed in Buddhism shows that it never 
expects to produce mental patients by trying to make 
unsuitable people follow its teaching. It is in keeping with 
this phenomenon that only the wise (viii !iii) are envisaged 
to experience its higher truths. It is owing to these reasons 
that finding each individual's potentialities (upanissaya) 
and working towards their florescence is always recom
mended in Buddhism. 

The Buddha never overlooked the importance of · 
health in ordinary life. Over-eating and such other 
unhealthy dietary habits that are contributory factors 
towards ill-health are pointed out to be given up. It is 
clearly laid down in his teaching the required quantity of 
food and abstemious use (bhojane mattaiiiiut8) as well 
as forgoing the night meal would lead t<;> good health. 
Regular dietary and other hygienic habits are recom
mended in order to preserve one's health. Regular 
bathing, regular tonsure and shaving, wearing clean 
clothes,-getting up early and not over sleeping and such 
other habits are to be cultivated by those who intend to 
follow the pure life, whether as monk or as layman. The 
majority of Vinaya rules are, in short, nothing but 
regulations intended to preserve the health of the 
bhikkhus. Hence it follows that in addition to having a 
calm and a poised mind free from selfishness, greed, lust, 
anger, hatred, jealousy, fear, pride and worry one has to 
observe the various external hygienic practices as well. 

The health-conferring nature of the Buddha's teaching 
is very well seen in the concept in which he is h·ailed as the 
king of physicians (bhaisajya-raja), an idea fully deve
loped in the Fat: Eastern Mahayana. When considered 
from the Buddhist point of view ordinary human life is 
like a diseased body for the curing of which Got am a bas 
given th� prescription. Hence it is with perfect justification 
that scmetimes an analogy is drawn between the Indian 
science of medicine, known as 8yarveda, and the 
Buddha's analysis of the problem of life. Hence the four 
noble truths of suffering, the cause of suffering, . the 
extinction of suffering and the path leading to the 
extinction of sufferi�g are juxtaposed with the four 
divisions of ayurveda which are: disease or roga, cause of 
disease or roganidana;curing of disease or roganivarana, 
and the administration of medicine or tildccba (see 
Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, I, pp. 200-1 see 
FOUR-NOBLE TRUTHS). 

The value of good health is known to everyone and 
needs no emphaSis. Not only is it called the highest gain 
(par:amaJabha: Dhp. v. 204; M I, 508) but ;�)�,,1.1,�? 
I. ERE. IV, p. 41 1 ff. s.v. Death and Dillposal of the Dead. 
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referred to as one of the five kinds of bliss (sampaaa: D. 
I l l , p .  235). It is also reckoned as one of ten desirabk 
things in the world but bard to obt ain (A V, p. 1 35-6)a1'il!i 
while unwholesome activity (asappayakiriya) is an 
obstacle to health, wholesome activity (sappayakiriya) 
promotes it. 

Infatuation with one's own health (arogya-mada) like 
any other form of infatuation is an obstacle to spiritual 
progress and has to be gradually overcome (D. III, p. 220; 
Vism. p. 77; A. I II, p. 72). 

A. G. S. Karfyawasam 

HEART. See HADAYAVATTHU 

HEAVEN AND HELL. Cosmology and Cosmogony 
form two of the essential topics of discussion in the 
scriptures of most religions. Even the most primitive 
belief systems give an important place to these subjects. 
This is not surprising because the life beyond death is a 
major concern of all religious beliefs. Religions attempt 
to explain how a good or bad life led in the present affects 
one's destiny after death. Naturally II:DY religion should 
provid�:: its followers, who believe in su�val after death, 
with a map of the cosmos as it were,�to show them the 
place or places available for their life after death, and also 
the paths leading to t�ese places. 

In most primitive beliefs the cosmos·· is a twin world 
consisting of the ]and of the. living an( the land of the 
dead located on the sani� earthly plane. The latter is often 
a mere shadow oftbe former With the dead oC�!JpyiJ!g !Jl�
same social status they h�d i� the living world. The very 
bodies of the dead are replicas of the former living beings 
not even lacking in, the�def�cts they formerly had. The 
funeral ritual� 'are ��se�tiiui�r the dead to reach the land 
of the dead by the pa�h;�h-��n to them by the priest. The 
priest would in some. cases p���ede the cottege, giving 
verbal instruction� regardmg ihe path to the beyopd to be 
followed by the deceased. · 

In some primitive societies the world was bdieved to be 
two-tiered with a subterranean world of the dead. Even in 
some of the ancient civilisations'iike that of the Egyptians 
the world was imagined tp be two-tiered. The Egyptian 
Book of the Dead gives a graphic description of the 
journey of the dead from the world of the living to the 
world of the dead. The three-tiered world found in 
some religions may have developed from this. In it there 
is a world of gods located above the human world, either 
at the summit of a central mountain, e.g. the Mount 
Olympus of the Greeks and the Mount Meru of the 
Indians, or in the sky. t . 
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In ancient Indo-Aryan cosmology too the world was 
three-tiered but with a difference. According to the most 
widely held view in the Rg Vedic period, for there appears 
to be other views as \�ell, this three-tiered world was 
formed by the earth, the atmosphere and the sky. The 
thirty-three major deities of the pantheon were equally 
divided among these three piiUles. The dead were generally 
regarded as proceeding to the abode of Yama, the fitst 
mortal to die, located in the third heaven (trilye nake: 
Atbarva Veda=A v. IX, 5, 4), (parame vyoman: Rg 
Veda=R V. X, 148), which is also the third and the high�st 
step of Visnu (visnoh pade parame ibid. 1, 154). This 
third heav'en, called the fore-heaven, is also the place 
'fhere the Fathers sit (trtiyaha pradyauriti yasya pi tara 
lJSte: A V. XVIII, 2, 48).' There are also traces of a belief, 
may be more primitive than the above, in a world of the 
dead located on the earth or underground, �r at least of a 
view that the dead ascended to the sky. by a suht,.rranean 
path,2 

Though not very prominent there also seems to have 
been a belief in a subterranean place of punishment 
described as the deep abyss (padam gabliiram: R V. IV, 
5.5), the bottomless darkness (ani�ambhe tamasi: ibid: 

. vn, 104.3), the !ower darkness (adham;m; tamah: ibid . . 
X, 1S2.4) etc. Into this the gods hurl the bated and the . 
irreligious (ibid. IX, 73.8); In the Atharva Veda (XII, · · · 
4.46) there is a definite reference to a hell designated the · 
nitak loka opposed to the·svarga Joka. It is the place for ··· 
the female goblins IUld sorceresses. 

There are also indications in the Atbarva Veda (IV, 
14.3) of a belief in a four-tiered universe, or at least of an 

· addition to the three heavens of-the Rg Veda. Here the 
firmament (naka) is placed between the usual three-fold 
universe and the 'heavenly world of light;. pne is said to 
climb from the back of th_e sky, the firmament, into ihe 
'World of light' (divo nakaiya prsthat svarjyotioiga
mahal!')· Ea_ch ofthe thre� worlds �i�. earth, atmosphere 
and sky is also sometimes sub-divided into three as 'three 
earths'etc. But when the world is divided into two, simply 
as the sky and the earth, the six sub divisions are called 
the 'six worlds' or 'spaces'. (rafil!'si). J 

The heavenly world of the . Vedas is, therefore, the 
abode of gods (devas) . as well a:s of the fathers (pitarah), 
the manes, who are, however, .always regarded as' a 
d ifferent species of beings from the gods. Since, in the Rg 
'Veda, devotees always implore the deities to grant the� 
immortality in the third heaven, the· undecaying world 
(R V. IX; 1 1 3.7 ff), the heavenly life envisaged there must 
be eternal. The fathers enjoy there eternal life, results of . 
their past sacrifices and gifts made to the priests (ibid. X, 

14.8). In place of the frail human body they receive a 
blemishless and vigorous body in which they rejoice at 
the same feast as Yam a (ibid. X, I 0). I mmortality in the 
world of the blemishless, flowing with milk and honey, 

according to Prof. Weber, was regarded from the oldest 
time a reward for virtue and wisdom.4 A late passage 
says that the enjoyments of the fathers are a hundred 
times more than that of human beings who are lords of 
men. The enjoyments' of the gods by merit (karma devas) 
are a hundred times from that of fathers and that of the 
gods· by nature (a .fan a devas) are a hundred times that of 
gods by merit (Satapatha Btihmana=SB, XIV, 7 . 1 .32 ff). 
Commenting on this aspect of the Vedic religion Keith 
says 'the picture is simple; it is merely th� pleasures ofthe 
earth, to the priestly imagination, heaped upon one 
another' (Keith, op. cit. p. 406 f.). 

�g Vedic Aryans seem to have depended on the mercy 
of gods very much more than on their own actions to 
enter heaven after death (ibid. p. 409). Yet there were also 
a number of religious rites that were believed to help one 
to reach heaven. Amongst them the foremost place could · 
be given to the sacrifice (SB, I, 91 . 1 ff). In the Atharva 
Veda (IX. 5.27, IV. 34.3-4) there are specific sacrifices 
which would enable one to gain a particular benefit in 
heaven. Asceticism (tapas), death. in battle, bestowal of 
thousands of largesses are also; according to the te!nth 
Man.dala of the ·Rg Veda (X. I 54; 1-4) some of the other 
fact��s- conducive t� birth i� heaven. Gifts to th� 
brahamin priests (daksina)who officiate at the sacrifice is 
an essential factor, a�cording to the Brahmanas (SB. I. 
9.3. 1) to reap the benefits of the sacrifice in heaven. These · 
later texts also elevate the role of the sacrifice above that 
of gods in the Vedic religion. The sacrifice becomes the 
fulfiller of -all wishes of both man and god. 

Scant reference to a place of punishment in the Rgand 
· the Atharva Vedas was mentioned above. Some scholars 
even thought that annihilation ilfter death was the fate of 
those not gifted with ete'rnal heavenly life. But i t  is not 
improbable that the Vedic Aryans believed in some sort 
of a world where the evil-doers (duskrta) go as opposed 
to suk;tal!l . u �okal!l, '!he world 'of the righteous' 
where the 'unborn' is sometimes supposed to go (R V. X. 
16 .4). In later Vedic literature there are definite signs of 
the emergence of a concept of retributive action. 

The Atharva Veda(XIX. 3) refers to.sinners who injure 
brahrnins sitting in· streams of blood, probably in the 
future life, eating hair. In the Satapatha (XI. 6. I) and the 
Jaimin1ya BrahmBJ?a (1 .42) is the legend of Bhrgu who 
sees in the 'other world' such horrible things as 'men cut 
up into pieces and eaten by their own former victims. 

2. A. B. Keith, The Religion and the Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, (HOS. 32), London, 1925, p� 410. 
3. A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 8. . . . 
4. John Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, Amsterdam Oriental_ Press, 1967, v. 217. 

. 
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Weber thinks that this is a legend regarding penal 
retribution executed by the former victims themselves on 
their oppre_ssors while on earth (Muir, op. cit. v.  322). 
the Jaiminiya Brahmans refers to three hells and the 
KauJitaki Bri.hmana threatens that a man could be 
devoured by the animals he ate up in that world if he does 
not perform a particular rite with special potency (Keith 
op. cit. p. 409). The Satapatha also refers to other ideas 
of reward and punishment for one's deeds. A man is, 
therefore, reborn into a world �e has made here (Muir op. 
cit. 317). What he receives in the other world corresponds 
to the sacrifices he has performed here. The Brahmanic 
concept of karma, therefore, has no ethical value attached 
to it. One who departs this life deficient in the knowledge 
and the practice of sacrifice is weighed in the balance and 
receives consequences accordingly (ibid. V. 314 ff.). Even 
hi the· Upani�ads with a developed concept of karma 
there is no reference to a hell. They mention only the· 
devayana the path leading to the gods and the pitryana 
(the path leading to the deceased ancestors). Thos� who 
travel by the latter return to this world, but not those who · 
travel by the former. There are also the tiny creatures who 
ever revolve in samsira.5 It is in the period of the 
Dh111111a Sutras and 'the Dharma Sastras that ondinds 
direct and detailed references to hells in Hindu literature;. 
Long lists of hells akin to those found in some late, 
Buddhist canonical texts are found in them. It is difficult 
to determine who has influenced whom. Yam a, the king 
of the dead of the early Vedas has, in: the later Hindu 
texts, assumed the role of a Righteous King (Dharma
raja) who presides over the destiny of the. dead. He . 
separates evildoers from doers of good and sends the . 
former to hell for punishment and the latter to heaven to . 
enjoy divine bliss. · 

Cosmology and Cosmogony In Buddhist LJterature. The 
cosmos as portrayed in early Buddhist literature, when 
compared with the pre-Buddhist Vedic cosmos, is a 
considerably expanded one. This expansion can be safely 
assumed to be linked with the more developed concept of 
moral retribution (kamms) in Buddhism and the deeper 
levels of consciousness reached by adepts in meditation 
seeking total emancipation of the mind. However� within 
the Buddhist literature itself there are traces of a gradu8.1 
growth of Buddhist cosmology. While reference to cos-

. mogony is confined alnio�t to a single. discourse, the 
AggaJI!Ii Sutta of the Dfghs Nikaya (I). · HI, p. 80 ff.), the . 
discourses are in general replete with references to many 

·planes of happiness and misery in the cosmos. It is quite 
clear that early Buddhists believed in the existence cf · 
such worlds where beings are destined to be reborn 
according to merit (puflfla) or d'emerit (papa) acquired 
during their li(e in this world or the stage one has reached ••• ·� � � ';_ ! . 

..... ... # .  
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on the Path to Nibbana: On the whole it appears that, as 
in other religions, in Buddhism cosmology is a reflection 
of the Buddhist conception of life after death, moral retribution, 
and the Path of Emancipation. 

The Buddhist Conception of Happy and Unhappy Worlds. 
Sugati and dugga.ti are the basic terms in Buddhist 
scriptures for the happy and unhappy worlds respec
tively. Sug�ti, lit. 'good going' or 'good destiny', covers 
all the planes of existence in the cosmos from the human 
world and above. Duggati is used to cover all the sub
human states of existenee. ln numerous discourses of the 
Pali Canon these terms are used without any elaboration. 
To sugatiis sometimes appended the term saggam Jokam 
which literally" means 'world of light' (Skt. svsriaJ. This 
would show' that siigati "'as a generic term and not 
conf'med to heavenly worlds. Similarly duggati is often 
bracketed with· the three terms apaya, vinipata and 
nirays, two·t)r wliich,:\>iz� 'apiya and ;uraya arc popularly 

. -1 -. -· ··' . 
used to mean 'hell: ' Yefone can as sum� that all four terms 
ate tis�d tb �efe�iin ge�era] to the three or four sub-human . 
wotld�'*-�S:rd�d:u unhappy staies. 

. ��- =-.. ·.: (-�\:�··· : :\'''• . . ' 
Buddhagb�s�: (Yis.!;iJ.( p. 427) confirms that both 

hu� �(tdiwi��-e�!W.�s an: covered' by: the terin sugati 
but confines &aggs to the beav�Dly states. Ho�ever, be 
gi�e� two alternative interpretations to- tlie four terms 
r�fering· ici :ulil{��pj.dellliiie�.' By the first he confirms the 
vievf" �\���-: · �-����. ·:,��F itf ,t�e. s�cond he ·limits . the . 

conn.otation .of th�, fo�tterms only to one or a number of ' ... ;, - --��r· ··J '.?,n•;., .. �·-.-�: .. �, - . . ·� -- · · · . 

unh�ppy, $t�ef�;-�ti�_(l.in liis day._ Apiiya, he says; 
referS to �birth . .;a's(ani�B:ii'(tkaechiinayoni) because they 
are rem��eifrrolli: "� :'Ji:i�py .·destiny. Since howe'ier 
powerful Royal Nigas are born among animals, it is not 
an · ulihapp�?tl�sfiD.�l(di}jgati). Duggati refers to the 
Realm·'·of 'Fath'"e'rsJ(ptttiVisayaj because it is removed 
(spii)'sFfroiiil�;Jii!j)p)ldestiny:.a:nd it· is- a miserable 
destiny'•'Yedi is ndf·�tilition.(Yirupita}because it is not 
a state of fllll like the Realm of A sur as ( asurakiya). The 
Asurakaya �s ar), apjl��;: d��ati as well as Yinipits 
because it is deppy� . . oJ "U .ppportunities, Niraya is 
reserved for the helliD iiil.itsdivisiOns such as A vici. This 
second i� terp�Fi�t1.Q;n:-b�13t�11�,�· �ept�� wiUi.cauiion 
because the early ��4P�t;fe��s J.�fer· �nly to three 
unbappy:>t�tes .. '(�ef�JJT,l-��!o/.��!·-is "9de� only iri a 
few late Cap-onic.� t�� ;��iRf,,.:i� in, the commen-
taries. 

J' •• 

Heavens: Their Cla511��; · :Bhddhist literature refers 
to a hierarchy of heavenly Worlds (devaJoka ()T della-. 
kaya), arranged m an ascedlng order of refmeinent of 
heavenly bliss as COJiceived in Buddhism. These are 

·divided into three categories as Kama (sensuous plea- . 

sures), Rupa (form) and Ariipa (formless), t�e three 
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spheres of becoming (tibhava), The sphere of sensuous 
pleasures comprises, besides the human and sub-human 
planes of existence, six heavens viz. Catummaharajika, 
Tiivatimsa, Yiima, Tusita, Nimmiinarati and Paranim
mitav�avatti. Of these the Tivaiimsa is said to be 
located on the summit of Mount Meru, the Central 
Montain of the world. The Citummahirijika is placed 
below Tivatimsa and is attached to the Central Moun
tain. The othe� heavens rise in order above Tiivatimsa. 

Texts also refer to _a variety of earth-bourid devas 
(bbummi devi) like the yakkhas, nigas, garu�fJS, 
kumbhandas and gandhabbas whose place in the 
Buddhist s

'
cheme of the universe is not well defmed. Some 

of these are at times chi.Ssified under the Ciitum
ma�irijika gods. But at other times, some of th�m such 
as nigas are classified under sub-human species of 
beings. They all belong to the sphere of sensuous 
pleasures. One can only conclude that this class comprises 
numero� groups of god! and godllilgs, worshipped by 
various Aryan and non� Aryan tribes oUndia, and were gradually absorbed into the 

'
pantheons of the major 

religions of India. The Mabasamaya Sutta (D. II, p. 253 
ff.) mentions a variety of such godlings who along with 
many classical· Vedic. gods- visited the Buddha and the : 
Arahants at Kapilavattbu. 

- The form sp�ere; in its fuUest development, is comprised · · 
o{ ·sixteen .classes of devas from the lowest Brahma-

. Piirjsajja:. to th� Akanlttha devas at .the· zenith: Thes'� 
siXteen

-cl&S!!es coiild b� (ii�ded in�Q_six as follo�s. Three 
Brahma· claSses, three Abhi classes, three Subha classes, 
Vehapph�l a, Asanfihs�tta

· 
and five classes  

. 
of 

:�uddhiy���-d�yas. ''· - . . . ·-

There· are four classes pf formle� .devas_ .cqr;res pon
ding:to the fciur foriilless �ttalnmehts (ariipa samapatti), 

· viz. Akisinaficayatana devas, Vifiiiinaficiiyatana de vas, 
A.kificaiiJiiyatana devas and the Nevasa.iifianisafifiiiya
tana devas. 

In the division of all beings into five destinies 
(paJicag2tl) all the twenty cla.�ses of heavenly beings 
n!llll_ed ab'

ove are classified under devagati, and the term 
deva is the generic �ame covering all of them. Pall 

·. C&nonicB.l texts never divide them into two groups as 
de vas and brabmas, which.is a very late development. A 
stage in this development could be seen in the Vibhanga 
Commentary (YbhA. p. 521) which says "nine

· brahma · 
world_s, ftve Suddhiivisas ...... along with Asafifiasattas 
and Vehapphalas." Here only the ftrst nine worlds of the 
form sphere are named brahms worlds. 

DeVelopment of tbe System of Heavens. The Buddhist 
system of heQ,vens as portrayed in the canonical and 
post-canonical Buddhist literature is an expanded version 

6. Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. tridiv 

rllr •• • _ 

of the pre-Buddhist Vedic system. One can observe in the 
Buddhist texts the process of a gradual growth of the 
Buddhist cosmos which continued well into the post
canonical period

·
. Therefore the Buddhist cosmos 

in its fullest development becomes apparent only in some 
of these late post canonical works. 

The Buddhist system of heavens in its simplest and 
perhaps the earliest form

' 
could be seen in the seven-tiered 

heaven found in certain discourses including the Dhamma-
. cakkappavattana Sutta ( Via. I, p. 11 f.) the first sermon 
of the Buddha. This system comprises the six heavens of 
the sensuous sphere and the heaven of the Brahm a de vas. 
An Anguttara-nikaya discourse (A. I, p. 227 f.) giving a 
pa�orarnic view of the Buddhist conception of the 
universe with its numerous world-systems (lokadhitu); · 

desc.ri bes a single world-system as consisting of the above 
seven heavens, four continents of the human world and 
the Mount Meru, the axis mundus. In the Keva1cfba 
Sutta (D. I, p. 251 f) a monk who goes to various heavens 
seeking for an answer to a metaphysical question 1s 
tunied back to the Buddha by Mahii Brahmii in the 
Brahma world, the seventh heaven. This set of seven 
heavens seems to have been developed by the Buddhists 
from the parallel Vedic .concept or titken over from some. 
•other contemporary saina9a tradition, 

. 

The six�heavens of the. sensuous sphere· could have'� 
deyeloped ·from the 'six-. sp.aces' (raj8ms1) mentioned · 

. above or i� could have been based on the six su�ivisioru' 
of the two uppir strata of the Vedic. cosmos. Tn'div�often 
used in Vedic literature tQ mean the �third heaven', is also 
sometimes used.as a general term for heaven.6 Inspite of. 
t�e_Bud_<!_hi�t concep� �?f s�ve_n o� ntor� heayens, ti-diva, 
lit. 'three heavens', is used in Pali literature to mean 
heaven in general. Tiivatimsa, the Wodd 

·
of the Thirty

Three, t�e sec.orid in the hi�rarchy ofJJuddhi$t heavens, 
also shows a close link with the Vedic concept..It recalls 
to memory the thirty-three gods of the Rg-Veda divided 
equally am�ng the three planes of the world . .Buddhists . 
have brought. them together in one heaven. Catum
mahiir�jika, the ·first heaven in the Buddhist system, is the . 
abcde cif the four guardian deities of the Tavatimsa gods · 
and their respective retinu�s. These four, the Four Great 
Kings, viz. Dhatarattha, Virulha, Viriipakkha and Vessa
vana have Gandh�bbas, Kumbhandas, Nigas and 
.Yak!chas re�pectively as their retinu�s. This heaven, 
therefore, coiild

. 
be a Buddhist innovation .to accom

modate within their pan�heon some of the demi-gods 
outside the cl�ssical Vedic system, worshipped by various 
tribals newly converted to Buddhism. The third Buddhist 
heaven Yiima h� no Vedic p�llel. 'Yet it may have a 
distant link with the abode of Ya:ma, king of the .dead, 
who had his residence in the Rg-Vedic third heaven. 
Tusita, Nimmil?arati and Paranimmita-Vasavatti with 

.l 

j 
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no Vedic paralleis may have been either Buddhist inn ova-
. tions or borrowed from another unrecorded system. The 
Buddhists placed in Tusita the Bodhisatta, in his penul
timate birth (M. Ill, p. 119 f.). Probably they wished to 
place him in a new wqrld above all the classical Vedic 
gods to show his superiority over them. The sixth 
Buddhist heaven is also sometimes in post-canonical 
works called the abode of Mira ( MA. I, p. 32 f.), the 'lord 
of the sphere of sensuous pleasures' (kamavacarissara: J. 
I, p. 231 f.) His other designation V asavatti may have 
prompted Buddhists to place him in that world. 

The world of light, the fourth heaven of the Atharva 
Vedll, could be the precursor of the Buddhist Brahma
kiiya, the 7th heaven. Light is the most characteristic 

· feature of the Brahma world and the other worlds placed 
above iti)y Buddhists. Both the Tavatimsa gods and the 
inferior gods of the Brahm a worM lui ow the approach of 
Maha Brahma by the appearance of a great effulgence 
(D. I, p. 220). The two groups of gods above the 
Brahmakiiya are the Abba devas, Gods of Light, and the 
Subha devas, Gods of Splendour, both ofwhlch under
score the importance of light for these worlds.·· · ' 
. The concept of Brahm a seems to have started with •he 

neuter term brahman meaning a 'prayer' or a �$pell' 
uttered by a brahmin priest. Gradually brah�an b�ame 

. an attribute of Prajapati, the creat�r god of the Br�-
. manas and a new god :Orahma was later ceated fro� the · 
te�. Brahma is the rpasculine . form of th� n�ut�r 
brahman. It is found in the later Brabmanas like the · 
Kaulita.ki and the Taitiinya as well as in th� Upanisads 
and the still later Siitra literature where 8rahm'a is 

. definitely identified with Prajapati. By the time of the rise 
of Buddhism Brahm a had been .recognized as the supreme 
deity.' Brahman, in its personal or impersonal forms, 
has evei: remained the S)lpreme expression of the highest 
reality conceived in Vedic-Brahmanic religio-philo
sophical thinking. Even when the personal Brahmi came 
to be replaced by Visnu .or Siva in later Hinduism, they 
were identified in their highest impersonal aspect with 
Brahman. 

In early Buddhist literature too the creator god of the 
brahmins i! designated Brahmii. (D. I, p. 221; M. I, p .. 
321). It is not surprising, therefore, that the Brahma 
group was at the earliest stages recognized by them as the 
highest class of gods. Mahii Brahmii, the supreme deity of 
this class of gods, is called the ruler of a cluster of one 
thousand world-systems (sahassi Jokadhatu). W�en the 
extent of the_ clusters increases to thousand, three 
thousand etc�· up to even one hundred thousand world
systems, the designation of the ruler remains the same, 
Mahi Brahmi Only the power and the majesty of each of 
them increase with the extent of the cl�ster(M IIi, p� IiH 
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f.). No other being could usurp his position even within 
the Buddhist system of heavens with seventeen other 
heavens above that of Maha Brahma. Budd hists used the 
word to express the realization of Nibbiina by the 
Buddha and the arahants. They are 'brahma-become' 
(brahmabbuta A. II, p. 207) i.e. one who has reached the 
sumum bonum of Nibbana. 

Buddhists would not rest content with Brahmi as the 
highest in the Buddhist pantheon. So one discourse, after 
enumerating the above seven groups of gods ending with 
the Brahmakaya, says "-there are gods above them" (sttbi 
deva tsduttB.r.i: A. III, p. 314). The Buddha tells_ Baka 
Brahmi that there are three classes of gods, viz. Abbas
sari, Subhakinna and Vehapphala residing above his 
world. Baka himself was among the Abhassara devss in 
his former birth. He has forgotten his past because of his 
long stay in the present station (M I, p. 329). The 
Sankbaruppstti Sutts (ibid. p. 99 ff.) gives· a more 
expanded version of the cosmos. It places altogether · 
seventeen classes of devas above the Bahiria Group viz. 
Abhi; Parittabhii, Appamanabhii, Abhassarii, Sublii, 
Akanitthii and the four formiess realms. The Si.Jeyyaks 
Sutta(lbid . p. 289) adds one tnore, vii. Sud ass a, which is 
pl�ced before Sudassi in the former lisf..The Abba group 
here �ould be sub-divisions of either the Abhii or the 

• A.bhassar8:- devss while the Stibha g.rotip could be sub
diviSion's of the Subha or the Subhakinni devss . 
. . • , ·. J . 

: , Tb.�se, �fiYB$,, ex�pl the four for�ess classes, belong 
to .th� -form �phere (iiipa-bbavs). The multiplication of 
tbe. Riipa classes·of gods does not end here. Attempts at 
su�hidi�g: i,h� Brah�akiya.also could be seen in .the 
Nikiy��:;Ql� §�apBJJha Sutta (D. II, p. 272) refers to a 
Brahmapu�q�i(�@y�, ,P,rollablJ. .a sulHiivision. of the 
Brahmakiya. Later texts have three classes of gods under 
this �ateg9,cy, :m,!J��-�·Piirisajj� BrabtDa-Purohita 
and Maba �r���tif'uh'��n$�· �rBhma-Piirisajja does 

. .  = . . • \:- _,·: - ... -. �n :.;>;:· . ., � l.. ') :� t . ;."l �- :.: - . . . not occ\lr ,,n;�tJi,;���t!.m.P.lil.t��ts as a designation of a . � , t u .. � .- · ·· • .•-t +� : ; _., . _ , ! J , .. � . _ . sepa,rate .cl!J�� >�f:?, ey�;�1f�:,"!f2rd nevertheless is used to 
refer to a �{��74�!;� . 9( � _l�wer rank, p_erhaps a 
counsellor,.iii the 'ietm-ue ofa pitrticular Brahmi; For 
instance one .����s:(��x p,.J�.�) �fers to BrahmS, 
brahma-paf-4i :�);BfzjpS,�p_ ... m�ajfo� A Brahmi SQme
times sends ap�4fta!y,� ;� �rf,a,�# ' ( i�i�·i· 14�).l)lere 
ar: also �ef�:renc�, tR'�'P!W� t�ry.t(�,f':�Ja.nd counsell�rs 
(psrisa.iJa) oft h,. .f.qP.r �-� �J!gs. �ara t!lkes possewon 
of a pBrisaJja in'�� re4nue' or':Biltca.Braliina. Strangely 
the term puro.JJjtJj �-�er ��n, iri !IUC� 'oonte�ts. Yet 
when tlie JJr8Juii��y�.came io be sub-divided on the 
model of the Abba. arid. Subba devas, they have picked ... . . : . 
the two terms puiob,ita and psrisajja to designate two 
classes ofinferior OriJima dt:YU, This d ivision of the 
Brahmakiya into t�ree may have been influenced by the 

i. '!·B. Keith in Myth.olog.vof All Races, Vol. 6, (New York, 1964), p. 744 ff. See al!o EncyB'sm s.v. BRAHMA. 
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similar division of the Abhii and Subha devas into a 
number of groups . Probably to bring in line with the 
three Brahma gronps' the four Abba and Subha groups 
also have been reduced to three each by dropping Abhii 
and Subha devas as separate groups. 

Another addition to the Rupa-bhava was made when 
an altogether new class with some peculiar characteristics 
was placed above the. Vehapphala dev'ss of this sphere. 
They are the Asafifiasatta devas, the so.-called 'Uncons
cious Gods' rarely ment!oned in Canonical texts. These 
fall into a category of their own as the only species of 

. beings· in the world-system with only the aggregate of 
form (rupakkhsndhs). They probabiy are included in the 
Bud4hist system of heavens to accommodate some non
Buddhist claim for an attainment akin to the cessation of 
perceptions and feelings (saiina-vcdayits-nirodha). 
Buddhaghosa says that only non-Buddhists who wish all 
thinking to cease are reborn in this world (DA. l, p. 118; 
cf. KvuA. p.155). A Buddhist who bas realized the higher 
stages of the Path to Nibbiina is not reborn here because 
with the mind not functioning due to the absence of the 

. four mental aggregates, there cannot be any progress on 
the Path in this plane of eXistence. · 

The Five Pure Abodes. The five classes of devas A viha, 
Atappa, Sud ass a, Sudassi ·and Akanittha.top the list·1o.f 
gods of the form sphere. They app��� to !>e a:purely 
Buddhist innovation to accomm·odate tlie Buddhists who · 
have g�i�ed ve,ry hiSh spiritUal qu�lities-but ·pass away 
without complete emaneipat·ion. The :·designation 
Suddhivisa given to' these abodes seldom found . in 
Canorucal te£ts, underscores this fact. It also shows that 
t.he Suddh�yisa concept is a late innovation. 

Aecording to some discourses a person who dies with 
only _the fjve Jowe'r fetters broken, would gain a spon
taneous birth; and is not liabie to return froll1 that world 
( M. I, p. 36). Since all higher classes of de vas even m the 
sphere of sensuous pleasures are boni without ariy direct 
participation of parents, one Cflll surmise that li.ny deva 

. world was m�ant by this .statement. Perhaps Buddhists 
were not statisfied with this arrangement of placing 
Buddhist monks, who have advanced.far.bn the Path to 
Nibbina, along with gods ofthe sensuous sphere or even . with those of the forin and forml�ss spheres which 
destinies are open even to non-Buddhists. They devised a 
separate abode, for these saints who are on the threshold 
of Arahantbood. Only the noble ones (sfij�) are rebo� 
here (A. ll, p. 128): "They are like military camps of the 
Tathagatas" says one commentary. Suddhiivisas may 
remain empty even for a period of several aeons when 
there are no Buddhas (AA. lV, p. 19).lt is therefore quite 

certain that these Suddhiivasas are creations of Buddhists. 
Thus al together there are sixteen classes of devas of the 
form sphere. 

The Devas of the Formless Sphere. There is hardly any 
discussion in the Pali Nikaya texts of the conditions 
prevalent among the devas of the formless sphere or the 
location of their habitat that helps to form any dear idea 
about them. The Buddha claims to have lived among 
them in previous lives (D. III, p. 237). But he never 
describes his experiences in his discourses. The textual 
references are limited to the attainment of the four 
formless slates by adepts in meditation and the possibility 
of their being reborn among the corresponding classes of 
formless devas (M. Il, p. 262 f., A. I, p. 267) . . 

From the Abhidhamma texts and the commentaries 
one can gain some idea about the Thera vida conception 
of the formless devss. Speaking of two ascetics reborn 
among these beings Buddhaghosa says that they did not 
possess. the sensitivity of the ear (sotsppssads)to heardlt:: 
Dhainma preached by the Buddha nor the legs to carry 
them to the place of preaching here ( MA. Il, p. 186). It il · 
interesting that the commentator refers to the lack of 

· sotsppss�ds but not the· external ear (ssssmbhira-sota). 
However; Theraviida scholiasts try to exclude the possi
bility ev�n of a. sign of any-form (rupa), gross or subtle,. 
m�tter or even a mind�made (manomays) body in the 
formless sphere.lhese ·devss ai:e said to possess only the 
mind base (msnayatana), and ideas (dhsmmayatsna), 
and the elements of mind consociousness (manoviiiiians- · 
dhatu) and the element of ideas (dhsmma-dhatu). They 
need only three l:nitdments Viz. contact (pbsssa), repre
sentative congnition (mano-saiicet;JiJa) and conscious- . 
n�ss (�iflfiBna); Buddhtighosa, �ontrary to all expecta
tions, says that the beings of this sphere have the simple 
mentillity (nama)with consciousness as condition in both 
existence and rebirth-linking (pstisandhi). In this case be 
wants the . reader to regard siinpi� mentality as the 
complete· mentality-materiality (nama-rupa) unit 
. required for rebirth-linking ( Vism. p. 407). 

· Theravadins never admitted :my material element for . 
the formless sphere. But they believed that there are four 
-deva. wodds located in space within the sphere. Some 
later Abhidhammikas also claim to know the d�tance 
from Akanittha to the A.kisinaficiiyatana as 5,580,000 
yoJanas. Other formless worlds also have the same 
distance from the one �elow it. s There is also a view that 
all formless heavens are located on the same plane (toe. 
_cit) .. 

Sarvistivadins seem to hav� held the view that there 
are merely four types of rebirth (upspstya csturvidbsb) 
·in the formless sphere. But the Arupa sphere is not a plaee 

8. Abhidhammatthasa�gaha, Sinhala tr. See Abliidhadnakosa, Sinhala tr. by Moratuwe Sasanaratana (Panadura, 1948), p. 232. 

·. 
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(aiiipadhatur asthanah). They do not have a particular 
place. Wherever a pe;son who has realized a formless 
at tainment dies he is reborn in that  locality (des a) itself.9 
The view that the highest Rupa world is named Akanistha 

may have a bearing on this interpretation. Akanistha is so 
named becaust' according to the Abhidharmak�'sa com

mentary, there is no higher piane (bhurrn) above it (La 
Vallee Poussin, op. cit. II, p. 382). 

Mahasanghikas and their sub-school, Andhakas, 
believed that some form of matter exists in the formless 
sphere. They seem to have held that no rebirth is possible 
without this. Theravadins reject this view in the Kathavat
thu (Kvu. p. 378 f.); 

Thus they conceived of four heavens located in space 
above the form sphere which have no material element of 
any sort in them. The beings there have only the four 
mental aggregates. Probably due to this 'there is nothing 
conceivable with the divine-eye in the formless sphere' 
(aruppe pana dibbacakkhussa gocaro nattbi) and the 
formless beings are discernible only through the :Jmni
science of the Buddha (DA i, p. 224). 

Residents of the Heavenly Worlds. The two most frequently 
mentioned heavens are the Tivatimsa of the. sensuous 
sphere and the Brahmakaya of the form aphere with their 
respective leaders Sakka and Maha Brahm a. They arc the 

· ones most intimately connected with the religious back
ground in which of Buddhism arose. A common feature 
of all heavens (also of hells) is their impermanency. Gods 
who believed themselves to be eternal beat their breasts 
and wept when they heard of the Buddha's dochine of 
impermanence of all phenomena (A. II, p. 33). 

The history of Sakka, king of gods (devanaD!. indo) 
goes back .to Vedic lndra, the war god of the Arya:ns. 
However in Buddhism 1his irascible, soma-drin!dng 
Asura basher of the Rg Veda has undergone consider
able change. He does' ret.ain his character as the chief 
opponent of Asuras who represent evil. But his methods 
of dealing with them are made humane to suit Buddhist 
ethical principles. Sakka frequently speaks of his efforts 
to contro1 anger and admonishes his subordinates on the 
benefits of the same (S. I, pp. 223, 231 ff.). Sakka, his 
wives and the thirty-three gods of Tavatimsa were, in 
their previous lives, a group of men and wo'men of high 
morals .who worked for the welfare of their fellow human 
beings (J. I, p. 199 ff.) The Sakkapaffffha Sutta of the 
Digha-nikaya (D. II, p. 263 ff.)refers to his first meeting 
with the Buddha, the discussion on the Dhamma they 
had, and his becoming a stream-\\inner. The Sutta also 
alludes to the passing away of the old Sakka in the 
presence of the Buddha and his rebirth in the same place 
as a new Sakka. Probably this symbolically represents 

9. Abhidharmalcosa, ed. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, II, p. 383 . 
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the transformatiqn of the Vedic lndra, into the Buddhist 
Sakka, the faithful Buddhist devotee. 

Brahm a as the highest c once ption of reality in contem
porary B rahm anic society is found portrayed by Maha 
Brahma in the Buddhist texts. He is the presiding deity of 
the Brahmakaya gods. The Brahmanic conception of 
Brahma as the creator god is found in the Kevaddha 
Sutta(ibid. p. 22l)where Maha Brahmacalls himseir'tbe 
creator and father of all beings. Baka Brahmi of the 
Brahmanimantanika Sutta (M. l, p. 362 ff.) who makes 
the same claim must be identical with Maha Btahma . . 

Baka says that his abode is eternal and that there is no 
higher deliverance. The Buddha shows the falsity of his 
claim and makes him see the reality about himself and his 
world. Maha Brahma was the first living. being tp be 
reborn in this world at the beginning of the present aeon. 
He came here from the A.bhassara world (D. I, p. 176). 
Baka Brahm a is also reminded by the Buddha of the same 
fact. The Brahmanimantanika Sutta states how Mahi 
Brahma gave up his misconception and became a follower 
of the Buddha. 

There are references in Pali texts to some other 
Brahm as under different names, e.g� .� rahmi Sahampati 
(M, I, p. 168) and Brahmi Sananku'miira (D. I, p. 99). 
Whether these are separate Brahmas or different names 
of the same Mahii Brahm a is not clear. The commentaries 
hold the former view. The division of Brahmakaya into 
three with Mahii.Brahma as the highest amongst them· 
proba�ly strengthened the view a�o1,1t a number of 
separate Maha Brahmas. The SamytiJta-nikaya version 
of the story of Baka Brahmii also spea)(s.�f s�:venty-:�WO 
other Brahm as in Bajca's c�mpany (S. I, p. t43) who also 
cmlld ·�!:·M�h� .Bralunas. ,'Dlis of course, is a different 

· c()ncepJfrom tl.J..�pn,� IJ1�At!q���4�b9ye. of s�p�!lte ·� �  
Bnihm�ILS.;,pl;e,s!4t�g., qY,e�. :-gl.lP-.9�, ch��t_er�:. of world
s.ystems. In ";'.flat�Y��r,{F�m�;.:�m � iNfJ'-�e�en,teQ, as. one 
or many,)e ts ne�Jhe�r�WAW .n()r �il.he ;� Ef.e�tp.r (J?, I, p. 
18 f.). Mahii Brahmil, ho�.�Y�EP��\.v.�Jful,:�.i!D�ertpanent 
like all other gods (M. I, 'p. '326). See pis. XXX!Il(b), 
XXXIV. 

. . 
,.. '· ,·� 

. 

Hell. Niraya is the ���t ��'�f�,gf���-t-�re�,or f;t� plapes 
of misery in the cqgn<;>s F.�fed�d, tq jn B.�9,�.��tHt�r,llture. · 
Early BuddJllst tex.�:ref�J:"' QnlY: lQ.,J�J:ee. of these .viz. 
pettivisaya (realat, �q���rs),·; fira�ph�gayqni (animal 
birth) and Niraya. ��r!liD,l\iya)s. a�ped,}n Jome later 
Canon!c!ll. texts as tlte.f�l;!fll:! (D.: Jg, p. 28_7) .. Of these 
Pettivisa.ya seems to be a result of degrading the 'realm of 
the fathers' referred to in th«; Rg Veda. Conditions in this 
existence arc comp�ed t& a spotty shade cast by a tree 
with a thin foliage (M. I, p.15). A person tormented by 
heat fi�d's �ery little comfort in such a place. However, 
inmates of peitivisayi. are benefitted by offerings made 
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on theit behalf by their former kith and kin. Later the 
term petti, derived from Sanskrit pitr, 'father', has got 
mixed up with another term peta, deri�ed from Sanskrit 
preta meaning 'departed one.' Preta in Brahmanic / 
J:lindu belie( is a being in the intermediate zone between 
death and the next life, who at the end of a successful 
journey through that zone, becomes a pitr. But if proper 
funeral rites are not performed the pret�ood becomes 
confirmed, and such a being bas to undergo intense 
misery in thai condition. In later Canonical texts like the 
Pet.vattbu the two terma pettivisaya and pets-Joka are 
used as synonyms. 

'Animll birth'is a self-explanatory term. The miserable 
conditions therein are compared to that in a cesspit_(ibid. 
I, p. 74). Incessant fear is the basic character of animal life 
(A. V;p. 289). Some semi-divine beings like Niiga.� and 
Garudas are included among animals. Even these cannot 
derive any benefit"from leading a religioUs life of a red\ise 
(brdmacariyavisa). Hence Nigas cannot receive ordi
nation in the Sangha ( Vin. I, p. 88; D. III, pp. 263 f. 287). . . . . . . 

The early Buddhist texts too, represent Asur� as arch 
rivals of devas (S. I, p. 216 ff.). They are described as a 
clw of'fallen gQds' pushed down from their abode at the . 

· aWIUilit of Mount Mcru by Sakkl, the newly born ruler . 
of that abode (J. I. p. 202). However, Saklca is said to 
have. married an Asura ·maiden named· Suji;· Subse�.· 
qucntly, 'for-some unknown ·reason, Asuriu have been : 

.- classed by Buddhists as a group of mjserable �cings:· hi . 

the comnientarlcs this dilemma is resolved by dividing , 
. Asuras into two classes. viz. (i) those on a par with the 

Tivatimsa gods·�d (ii) the Kilakafijaka Asuras who are 
a @'QU��rt�e beings (Kvu. p. 360). The latter are 

... said to .live outSide. the cakksri.Ja wall of the world
l)'ltem .. But the same Kil.aki!jaka Asuras, culiously, ire 
said to have viSited the Jlud�ha at Kap:ilavatthu where 
many other groups of divine beings also Visited (D. II, p. 
253 ff.). This colifirms the 1':_ier-6�n of the Asurakiya is. 

. tile fourth woeful state (9aya). . . ·. 

Like the �� Veda the early Buddhist texts also speak 
very little about IJkaya, 'the hell'. Yet is it quite clear from 
these texts that early Buddhists did believe in a place of . 
auffCring after death for those who commit evil in this life.· 

· Unlike the other woeful states niraya is described u a 
place of definite pain. (eksntsdukkba). The simillc of the 
pit of burning charcoal (M. i, · p. 74) used to describe 
ninya siVes us an inkling of the type of suffering awaiting 
the·ainner in hell. 

A detailed description of suffering in hell is found in 
tbe Devacfiita Sutta (M. III, p. 178 ff.) with its shorter 
vmion .. in the .Abguttsra-nikiya, (A. I, p. 138 ff.),and the 
BilapJI!�tll Sutu of the Ma.i/bim•nikiya (M. III, 163 · · 
ff.). These discourses designate the hell as Nuaya or 

Mahiniraya, a term going back probably to the nsraka

loks of the .Atbarvs Veda. Buddhists also at times use the 
term naraka to denote hell. According to these discourses 
niraya is a veritable iron box, a hundred leagues square. 
Enclosed in iron on all six sides, it is said to be partitioned 
into sections. On its four iron walls are four doors which 
open periodically to disgorge the miscreants who have 
suffered enough for their past mi sd�eds. This 
Mahiniraya is probably the smae as Avici (q.v) or 
Aviciniraya, popular in later texts. This is the hell �here 
Devadatta (q.v.) was reborn after death. Here Avici is 
de·scribed as a terrifying place with four doors. 
(siiciniraysnJ catudviram bbayinakam: Vin. 11, p. 203). 

. . . 
The miscreant who reaches the hell is first tried by 

Y ama, the king of the dead, referred to in the �g Veda 
also. Herein he is demoted to sulrhuman level from the 
highest heaven assigned to him in the �g Veda. If found 
guilty the shiner is handed over to the guardians of the 
hell (nirayapils) who subject him to a number of 
punishments before pushing him in to Mahiniraya. Fire 
plays a major tole in all these punishments. In the 
Mahiniraya the victim is roasted alive by flames darling 
forth from all six sides of the iron chamber. When 
released from that place, he has to suffer in succession in 
five ·other sulrhclls placed adjacent to. each other vit. 
ifuthl-niray� Kukkulani!aya,_, SimbaGvana, .Asip•tta· · 

vana, and the Khi.rodski-nsdi. · Experiencing all these. 
excruciating pains the sinner dies .not until the conse· : 
quences of his ew ks:mma are exhausted, Until then the 
cycle of suffering continues, the sinner being ftshcd gut of 
the River of Caustic Water,. the Khiirodaki�nadi, and 
dumped into Mahiniraya. 

The five places of torture o-utside Mahiniraya ate a 
. form of lesser hells, but without any independent status 

of their own. They all belong to the same complex as the 
Mahiniraya. · Przyluski10 suggests that the Khiiroda
kf-nadl encompasses the whole complex like the V ait.aranl · 

of the Hindu myth that encompasses the city of Yam&. 
But in the Buddhist myth the miscreant docs not have to 
cross the river to reach Yam a. 

The concept of a single Mahiniraya with a number of 
ante-chambers has Undergone considerable change w 
some of the later worb of the Pall Canon. Thus the verses 
of the Sankicca Ji(skll (J. V. p. 266) give a list. of eight 

· 
· nirayas viz. Satyiva,. Kilasutta, Sanghita, the two 
Roruvas, Mahivici, Tapana and Patipani. The com
mentary distinguishes the two Roruvas as Jilaroruva and 
Dhumaroruva. The name ¥abiYici here .is probably a 
contracted form of Mabi Avici. Each of these is described·· in identical ter'lnS as Mahiniraya in the Devadiita Sutta. . 

·But, of course, the punishments, as indicated by their 
names, differ from one another. Each of them has sixtm� · 

IG. Jean Przyluski, The Legend of Emperor Asob, tr. Dilip Kumu Biiwu, (Calcutta 1967), p. 137. 
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ussada-nirayas as ante-chambers or post-chambers, with 
probably four on each side. This latter feature, however, 
is not a t otal d eparture from the earlier version . DevadutJJ 
Sutta describes only w hat happens to the sinner who is 

sent out from the eastern door. Perhaps there are similar 
lesser nirayas on the other three sides as well. If the river is 
taken as a boundary as suggested by Przyluski the 
number of the lessernirayas would still be sixteen. The 
Abhidharmakosa (ERE. IV, p. 1 33), regards the Asipat
travana and the Simbalivana as a single unit. This would 
also reduce the number on each direction to four, with the 
river as the fourth. The Mahavastu(III, p. 454) also refers 
to eight nirayas, with sixteen utsada nirayas for each 
main niraya in almost identical terms as the Sa'Dldcca 
Fa taka. 

In Sri Lanka the grand total of nirayas has been 
accepted for a long time as one hundred and thirty-six, l l  
But the post-commentarial Pali work Pa!Icagatidfpani, 
(JPTS. 1884, v. 22) refers only to four ussada nirayasfor_ 
each principal niraya. 1_hls would reduce the grad total 
to forty. In tl;ris text Avici is as�igned the eighth place in 
the list. 

. 

This agrees with works like the Abhidharmakosa� 
Vyikhya (E�E. loc. cit.) which describes Avici 8s the 
lowest of all nirayas. ln the Theravida tradition too Avici 
is often mentio_ned as the nethermost point in the world
system, with the opposite pole of bhav;igga, the summit 
of existence (J. _I, p. 71). · 

The Jatakatthakatha and the Pa!Icagaticlipani explain 
each_of the eight designations of the nirayas. Thus, in 
Saiijiva tbe victims spring back to life again and again. In 
the Kilasutta lines are drawn on their bodies with a black 
string before cutting them up into differenfshapes: Huge 
nountains crush victims in Sanghata. Blood-red flames 

·enter the bodies of the sinners in Jaiaroruva and c8J,Istic 
fumes do the same· in Dhiimaroruva. In the great Avlci 
there is no interruption in the flames, occupancy of 
beings and the experiencing of pain. In Tap ana the beings 
who stand montionless are roasted and in Patapana the 
heat is extremely severe. 

A few other names, sometimes suffixed with the -word 
niraya, appear to connote different tortures inflicted in 
these nirayas than independent hells. Kakola, Khura
dhari, Sataporisa, Sattasiila-niraya, Sunakha-mahiini
raya and S11msavaka are some of these names occurring 
in late Cano�ical texts. 12 

Buddlilst aitd Hindu Systems of Hell!. Jean Przyluski has 
tried to prove that the Buddhist conception of karma, 

I I . Spencer Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 126 
12. Sn. p. 128 f., J. VI., p. 247; V, pp. 143, 14S, 269; yvu';..�2'f 1 1-.JS 

rebirth and niraya has been formed under Upanisadic 
and Mazdian (Zoroastrian) influence. Although so�e .of 
the arguments presented are not  convincing one cannot 
reject altogether the view that some outside influence has 
played an important role in the development of the 
concept of Buddhist system of hells. The system of eight 
hells of the Sankicca fa taka seems to have no direct link 
with . the concept of .the Mallilniraya of the Devaduta 
Sutta. lt is difficult to surmise the source of influence 
under which the Budd,hists developed this new system. 

The Brahmanic/ Hindu tradition had by the period of 
the Pirri�u'developed the concept of a full-fledged hell 
with a ·court of justice presided over by Yama, and 
various formf of punishments metetl out to sinners . n The 
early Buddhist 'dab oration of the concept of hell in the 
Devaduta · and i 'BifapaJJdita Suttss is more primitive 
when compared wftlr thi Pur�ic conception. 

· . r .  t; . � . : -� : ·; .· � •. . • - . 
The ea,�l�r;s!. #.td;�.���h9.r_�t pst of seven hells in Hindu 

literature i_s_ fo.J,J�d i� Jh.� commentaries of the Vedinta. 
Sutr,'as �f 8@4��y��- �� die Yoga Sutras of Pataiijili . . .  _.!', •. ' j: ·  • •• • t,r"• · . . . . .  • . 

(SB/f. W, t�� �y; __ p. •f4i)! .R��:urava, MaJ1iraurava and 
An!ihatii�#�� �in_ames t;ominon to both lists. the two 
Raur_a��:,.(J�,;w._; tt�O.t4ia).'�e ��un(in the:Buddhist lists 

. _ . • ,\ .. ..;.,"i. ,,t ..,. :.. .- - · ; · · : ; =-:·�.: ,. j ; .. . ' - ·  · ·.-..-:·· to�·· �,il��lfJ.l, .. �P,� f-������a) is �ou�dtJD .the Yo�.! 
Sutra commentati( I!Jl4, the Budd�ist list�.�d .SO is the 
name Avici or M�iVi�i.' Vaitararii and Kunibhipika of 
the VeaFntl�1ittlcofflmettt'a.rY ctiuld be parilled by the 
Khiro<fW.:na'i:fh'fia .flie · 'l5ohltkumbhi, w.liich are · not . 
desigliateii''iu'niya:k 'in tHe Deyaauta Sui�: These show 
either miU\l'B.l�fll.lenceior acoinmon sciur¢e of origin for 
Buddfiiss't�alltitffirtlf\r:'Sysf�ms. If Bildariy'ari� 's spisspts 
aphorism:;11ar15een..; cdri�ct1y" i�terpreted by the com
mentatodh .. t&SJft:l!pf!tSis�eH h'elis· in Hinduism mustbe · 

rather oi.triH-dW'e���-di'!teii'J1b:conclusive proof to show 
· that the Buddhists deSigned1beirnew-set o( eight bells on 
.the mp�!:lp[J4P�J1JmfC'fl!:liafl� hep$. ·· 

All the:eigh.ti iu{ffi� ofithe· Buddhist list, however, are 
includedinllfe l6ngef! listi,found-in the Hindu DhBID1s 
Sutru:.-tftd • lhe�PCLi'iifi.f)4'1Some ·of · the names of ' the 
Buddhist minor•'h�lts;are;&Js'O= inc:Iuded in these :Hitidu· 
works; eg:' tlie Tho�ny:.Silmaliiimd Asipatravana in the 
Visn u Piii'iti.li ·lire:tbe·ajine:ts Silh�illivana andAsipatta
van� fu. -Prill ' .fe;(t's7 :S:ome · modes .. of'" punishment in 
Buddhist texts are tt!ltde'!fhto"separate ��lls:'in Hiudu 
works, eg. LohdaDku hell may have originated from the 
place where ·a Situi·�t i�Jtru�k· by ito'Ji. pikei, (a,Uailku: · 
Sn. v. 667). ln t:lie slilnhcxt it inilid·that sinners enter a 
'blinding dilikfl'e�s'; '(•ndbiim'Vi timisam). Hindu lists 
have AridhatimHra hell: At 'the Vetar�i, Hindu Vaita- · 

13. GIUuda Pur8na (Sacred Books of the Hindus, SBH. IX), Chap. ii� xiv. 
14. if111111Vadharmaiastara, iv, 88-90, Vi�l!udharmasutra, SBE. vii. 140. 
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rarii flocks of K.ikolas (Kakolsgana) and crows (kBks) 
au':Ck sinners (ibid). Sakolaka and 'K.iikola are names of 
hells mentioned in Hindu texts. While the Buddhist texts 
identify Mahiinaraka with Avici the Hindu texts take 
them to be separate hells. Thus it is possible that the later 
Hindu lists have come under considerable Buddhist 
influence. 

spontaneously born. Some Buddhist Schools also did not 
believe in the reality of certain aspects of heavens and 
hells. Some, for instance, believed that the guardians of 
the hell (nirayapa!s) are not real but kamma-created. A 
verse quoted by them says that sinners are punished by 
their own kamma but not by the King of the Fathers 
(Pittiraja). Theravidins rejected this view as not confor
ming to textual evidence (Kvu. p. 596). A System of Cold ReDs. In the SBI!lyutta-nikays (S. I, p. 

152) is a discourse, also repeated in the Suttanipata, There is, however, some evidence hi Pall texts of an 
which gives a list of ten nirayas which have never been ellrly aUempt to interpret metaphorically some of the 
incorporated into the list of hells in the late Canonical contemporary terminology connected with · beliefs in 
and post-Canqnical works. These ten are: Abbuda, heaven and hell. In one discourse (S. IV, p. 206) the 
Nirabbuda, Ababa, Atata, Ababa, Kumuda, Sogan· Buddha has reJ· ected the view commonly held at the time � . dhika, Uppala, Pundanka and Paduma. The length of that there is a place named Patala at the bottom of the 
time one bas to suff�� in the first of these, viz. Abbuda, is ocean. Piitiila, according to him, is a synonym for pain.ful 
expressed in a similie; If one were to remove every one sensations of the body. There is another instance where 
hundred thousand years . just one seed from a load of certain heavens and hells are named after the six faculties 
twenty Kosalan kbiris of sesame, the load of sesame of sense contact (cbs phsssayatanini). Buddha claims to 
would be exhausted before the life span of one reborn in have seen the hells and heavens by these.names. Speaking 
tbis bell. The ·lire span in .the Nirabbuda is twenty times of the hells be says "Therein whatever object one sees with 
that of Abbuda. Thus, the life span in each bell is twenty eye, one sees as uninviting, not as inviting; one sees as 
times more than. that in the preVious one. Paduma is the repulsive not as charming; one sees as ugly, not as lovely• 
most �errifying of them all. The commentators say that �d so forth with regard to all other. senses as well. The 
these are not separate ·bells but mere designations of converse is true of the six heavens (ibid. p. 126). · · 
different pl�s in Avici where 'one bas to suffer for that • TJi� commentator asserts that Avici is meant here by particular len8th of ti�e (SA. I, p; 218). . 

the term niraya and Tavatimsa by the word sagga (SA. II, . .  
Certaiti,Buddhisi. Sanskrlt works have ini:luded som� .· p. 400). But the text refers to six bells and six heavens .llDd . 

of these names· in· their, lists.ofbells .. They speak 9f.eight .. ' ' riot me�e one. This could very well be a reference to the · 
cold 

. 
bellS in · their s�hem. �s,· viz: Arbud� · Nirarbuda, ·six types of sense experience, painful or pleas\lrable, one 

Atata, H avav� • . ·Hubuva, Utpala, · P adma and could experience in any sphere, especially in the human . 
· M�ip.adma (ERE, IV, p. 133). Some of the names like world. The commentator is not averse to this view for he 

Arbudi and ·Nimbuda are said to be .expressive of the · say� tbaJ botl! hell �d b��v�n can be here in the human 
slfape oftlie inmiites, whi!e Ule· othcrs-aie-onomatapo-Cilc. wo.rld because it has a mixture of both paip and 
They .are· named .after the so�ds made by the sufferers in pl�ure.' 15 
the inten� cold of the&e hells, 

This concept of cold bells was knoWn to the Slitta· 
nipiu commentator (SnA. :p. · 

477). He says· that, 
according to some these bells are named after the 
different )Vays of lamentation made by the tortured, and 
different modes of torture found at these places. Othen 

. say these are cold hells. The concept of cold bells must 
have beeen introduced after Buddhism came into cont�t 
with peoples coming from cold cllines. Mazdaisin does 

· speak of cold
.
hells in their scriptures; 

· A Metaphorical Interpretation of lleav,ens and Hells. 
Some materialist teachers and philosophers in ancient 
India questioned the existence of both heavens and bella. 
For instance Ajita Keaakambali did not .accept the truth · 

of a spontaneous birth ( opapats: D. I, p. 55). This would 
amount to a �jection of ibe existence of both heavens 
and bells since both divine and hellish being! are 

. . . 
The niraya named Mahapariliha, 'Great Burning' or 

'Great Fever' with the same con'ditions as in· the siX bells 
noted above is mentioned in another discourse (S. V, p. 
450). The commentator bas not tried to identify it with 
any knpwn hell. It may be the same as :tdahaniraya 
becaust the Bilapsndita Sutta uses the same terms in 
deacribing that bell. 'M:abaparililha can be here and now 
in the huma,n world as well, for one discoutse says that 
mental . and physical fever (ps.rUea), distress (daratba) 
and torment (santipa)leading to anguish (dukkba)�ould 
result .from sense perception. However, Tberavidins of 
old who stuck to a traditional view of hell and heaven · 
have never tried to develop on such metaph�rical inter
pretations. See Pl. XXXV. 

· Paths to Heaveas i.ad HeDs. Rg Veda speaks of the path 
to the third heaven discovered' by Yama and followed by 
other humin beings (Rv. X, 14, 1 - 2). Later Vedic.teKP 

15. Manwsalolo pan• vo.kiJ?'!IHukbadUllbo. ldheva apiyo ca �qgo ca·paiJhpli: SA. II, p. 400. 
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apeak of two separate paths leading to Heaven and the 
world o.f the fathers (pitrs). The Brhaaaranyaka, 
Chandogya and other Upanfsads (Brh. 

'
up. 6, 2. · 1 5- 16, 

Ch. Up. 5. 10. 1-7) describe the resp�tivc paths taken by 
those who follow the path of the fathers (pitryana) and 
those who end up with Brahma, the highest 'reality viz:. 
'th� path of gods' (devayana). The former returns to the 
human world again and again while the latter never 
returns. Some of the later Purinas (GBIUda. ch. III) 
describe bow the departed ones (preti)follow the path to 
the scat of judgement ofYama, the King ofRighteomness 
(Dbarmaraja). This path is supposed to exist in the 
physical world, delineated sometimes, in relation to 
various heavenly bodies or natural phenomena. 

Buddhism also speaks of a path or paths or a journey 
(gati) and provisions for the journey (ristbeyya), of those 
who leave this world and_go to ·the beyond. (Dbp. vv. 235, 
237). :�Jut_in early Buddhism there is never an attempt to 
1et out such a path as a physical reality. The path, used �n 
• metaphorical sense, is to be followed while still lh·ing. 
nie path followed here is the path of good or bad actions 
performed by a person. The former leads to a happy 

· rebirth and the latter to an unhappy rebirth. The Buddha 
lius the three spheres of sensuous pleasures (kama) form 
(riipa) and no-form (ariip11)to these actions {kiUDma). If 
there is nci performance of actions that would be effective · 
in the sensuous sphere (kims-bbsvtJ) there could be no 
becoming in that sphere. Similarly with the other two 
spheres. It is t�e seed. of consciousness (Vi11trans-bija) 
nurtured in the field of action th�t springs to life in ltll 
appropriate new birth (A. I. p. 223). Thus avoiding the 
path of evil actions aild following the path of good 
actions one can ensure a happy life after death. 

According to the Kukkursvsti.ks Sutts (M. I, p. 387 
ff.), harmful (ssbyibajjba), · black, . bodily, verbal and 
mental actions lead one to harmful worlds like niraya, 
while non:-harmful {abyibsjjbs), white, actions lead to 

· non-harmful worlds !ike Subhaklnna. A mixture of black 
and white. actions leads one to wo

.
dds where one expe

riences a mixture of pain and pleasure. The human world 
is held out as l1.ll ex.ample. Certain deva worlds. and 
subhuman planes· are also said to have the sime condi
tions. Actions which are neither black nor white lead to 
the eradication ofkamma (ksmmukhsytJ)viz. Nibbiina. 

A further analysis would show that eVil actions per
formed for sense gratification would lead to rebirth in 
niraya and· other woeful states while good actions done 
with the same purpose wou!d 

.
lead 'to rebirth in the 

heavens of the sensuous sphere. Good actions with an 
admixture of evil would lead to a human rebirth. The 
four jbsnas or their equivalents like the fol:!r sublime 
abodes (brahma-vib'Bra) would lead to rebiml�til �Uie" 
worlds of the form sphere (iiipabbavs: A. II, p. 126 ff.) 

and the four formfess attainments (arupa samapatu)lead 
to the worlds of the formless sphere (aiiipabhava: ibid. p. 
267). While the four formless attainments have each its 
corresponding plane of rebirth this aspect is not so clear 
in the case of the fourjhi�nas. The commentaries call the 
three worlds of the Brahmakiiya the 'plane of the fint 
jhana' (patham�iihana-bhlimi). The next three worlds 
ending with Abhassara are the plane of the secondjhina 
and the three worlds ending with Subh��a the plane 
of the third jhane.. Although not expressly stated, .all 
other worlds of the form sphere ending with Akanittha 
belong to the plane of the fourth jh.ina (Vbh. p. 4l4f; 
VbhA. p. 250). The Anguttara-nikaya which says that 
the fourth jh�na leads to Vehapphala, explains that 
insight into true nature of the mental states obtained 
while in. the four jhanas leads to the Pure Abodes 
(Suddbavi.sa: A. II, p. 1 28). 

Nlbbimc Plltb and tbe Cosmos. There seems to be a close 
rehttionsbip bc:tween th� Buddhist world-system and the 
Path of Deliverence (vimuttimagga). At the outset one 
cou.Utsee�th!iJ the realization of the four stages of the Path 
kc::�tp���d:in' terms of rebirth in or deliverence form 
reblith..i6vUiouutates of existenc�/fhus, one who hu 

- . . . . � � -realiz�lJ :tbe;frit stage·ofthe path, Sotapatti, is said to be 
'not ll�ble to fall' and 'certain to attain enlightenment' 
(i''Mii/iffj<.fahJE{iti(/nfyato siunbodhipariyano: M. I, p. 
34): ��w'hi�"tfi� Boddha explains how a person can · 
�·�c!�������!o' _b·� ·�,Stream-winn�r(sotipanno), free 
frcl

·*· '�Jt(;�;,:��iit�-�rth, the real
·
m·'_of the �athers and 

fr/e ftd'orall fon:tU ofiiuf>!.human mt.Serable existences (S. 
Y�Ji��!t�t���!1�-��ner is further said to be liable 
to · be ��onh)ijl)"'S'eveii t1mes the most (sattak.lchtJttupst�!:if,it:;�;p�;23�); ::A further development of this 

c:��#,�!��j��,�����s'��J�oJa and ekablji�ed 
w!;�;,:·!����:��� ;����-\vmne.rs. The .first realizes 
deli�ehmce. ·Bfter rwo· ·onnore rebirths, while the second pt(b :��aa.To!�W,{ef�(.itfte.t just one more rebirth (ibid. t�a� .#:i�'·���� �:;;;;;:��i: i;·; , . ·.· . · 

The ternt•Sakaaags'min, Once-returner, used of one 
who has re�bed the second stage of the Path, i3 self 
explan�l�i)�;.H�Jreltli'�� lti this world jUst once and puts 
and' ·tnd'1'di'�fe¥ing}JA"n:.:Aifsgiilnin, a Non-returner, 
never ret'ufilt0ta'!-this 'w�rld�' such a person bas a 
s·potitiiiieous·H,frtb:'-in ;t�be�enly' world' and coutd be 
rebonHn higif�r heaVenlY w�dds before fmaliy attaining 
Nibbiha� :;.\\1 AratiaiiftlaS'put an tnd to !ill rebirth (khini 
jiti)arl.d for hlai' tlier� Is rio whirlpool (of birth and death) 
.to be shown (vS.!!JiiJ!'irattbi pa1Ii1ipsni.ya: M. I, p. 34 ff.). 

The Path of Deliverence given in great detail in the 
Nikiya literature also seems to be closely aligned with 
different grades of worlds in the cosmos. Thus a monk 
wlio perfects moral discipline ( iila) and develops mental 
concentration (siUDsdhi) realizes at one point that he is 
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free from the five hindrances (pafica n1varana). Joy that is 
generated from this ultimately leads to co�centration of 
the mind, and it is from there I hat the meditator enters the 
first jhiwa. In expressing this it is said "separated from 
sensuous pleasures, separated from evil states of the mind 
he ·enters and abides in the first jbana. " This quite 
obviously is indicative of the transition of the meditator 
from the sphere of sensuous pleasures (kama-bhava), 
consisting of both woeful and happy states of this sphere, 
to the sphere of form. I t  was shown that the four jhsnas 
are equivalent to the heavens of the sphere of form and 
the formless attainments to the heavens of the formless 
sphere. One who passes all these worlds and reaches the 
fourth attainment of the latter sphere reaches the summit 
of existence (bhavagga: S. Ill, p. 83). There are no worlds 
bey_qpg tb�t. Tbc.refor:e pne. whn attains the ninth attain
ment, i.e. 'cessation. of perception and feeling' �as gone 
beyond 'existence. There is no world corresponding to 
this attainment. Here he touches cessation (nitodha)with 
the body (D. I, p. 184). But to realize complete Nibbina 
lie has to Climb do'wn from this summit to a lower plane 
and seeing it with wis�om, eradicate &11 intoxicants (M. l, 
p. 456): ni$ l'mal emancipation can be achieved even at a .  
lower stage � the sphere of form .. . The f�equently 
mentioned stage for this exercisC: is the fourth jhana; .. · 

Th� a Buddhist medit�tor. :.traverses . through ', the 
co�m·os and finally .goes beyo�d ·a]] eltistel)ce (bhava);' : 
before his .death� in .this v�iy: ii(��itself.- ln ·a number. of' 2  · 
discourses the Buddha has shown.how a pe

.
rson: can be · 

elevated to final emancipation iii this . very life by a' 
eompe�nt instructor. ThiS is . espc:�ally stated about 
persons on thei� d�ath bed. The DbirJI!iJfani Sutta (M. 
1Irp;-l93�ff;)- shows how-a brahmiJ1 on his·death b.ed wa.S 
led up, step,by Jtep; by.A.raba:nt S�putta; from .ri.itay�to 
Brahnvtkaya, t}lrough all sub-huJ:QB.n, hu!han, .and six 
lower heavc�y worlds. The brahamin was reborn. &iter 
death in the company of Brahmi!Jciyagods. The Buddha, 
however, rebuked Siriputta for stopping here, for· the 
brahamin wa5 capable of going further and p.erhaps 
realizing emanciptdion. 

. 

A. discourse of the Sa.�tyutta-niksya (V. p. 408) showa 
how a discerning h\y disciple could �sist another wise Jay 
disciple who is seriously ill. First he.should be instructed 
to free his Dlind from att�cbment .to the fiVe atrands of 
sense pleasures of the hum� world. In this manner his 
mind is led up through the six heave� of the s�nsuous 
sphere �y showing �hat each world above is better than 
the lower one. When the mind of the sit:;� person reaches 
Brahmalciya he is told that the Brahma world itself is 
impermanent, not lasting, and bciund by the notion 6r self 
(anicco addhuvo sakkayspariyapanno). If he is able to 
grasp this fact, then his mind could be released from 

. 

bondage. There is no difference between his deliverance 
ud that of one who has eradiCated the intoxicant! 

(&savakkhaya), i.e. an Arahant. Thus the system of 
heavens and hells has been made use of by bhikkhus to 
lead a person's mind to a happy rebirth or final deli
verance from all suffering. 

C. Witanadlcbl 

HEDONISM, is the theory that pleasure is the chief goal 
and that pleasure should be the aim of human endeavour. 
Psychologically, it is the · theory that every action is 
motivated by men's desire to be happy. Ethically, it is the 
doctrine that every man ought to aim at securing for 
himself and others the greatest possible sum of pleasure. 
The ·psychological theory and the moral doctrine need 
not necessa.rily go hand in hand . . 

Popu lar among Greek philosophers (Aristippos, 
Eudox.os, Epikuros), Hedonism was alien to the spirit of 
Christianity, but was revived by the 17t� century materia
listic philosophers, Hobbes, Lock and others, and in the 
19th century rem.odelled as ·utilitarianism by Bentham 
and John Stuart Mill. 

Seve�al sayings of the Buddha would make one thirik : · 
of him as a hedonist. · With Nibbina as the goal of his · 

doctrine he de�cribes. it as the highest bliss (Nibbanam · 
· 

paismam sukham; DhP, : v. 203):. Happiness is the resuiL 
to be e�pected from a pure mind (ibid: v. 2) . . This 
happiness, however, i� not pleasure but arises in a s�rene · 
mind (sukham setj vippasannena cetasa: ibid. v. 79); it is 
synonymous with the calm of peace (upasanto sukham . .  
seti: ibid. v. 201 ). Happiness is the relief from all conflict 
(ibid. v. 33 1): It ·exists in the·attainment of wisdom and 
the avoidarice of evil(loc. cit.). To be happy is to be 
content whether one bas much or little (Joe. cit.). An 

. occasional ·note of utilitarianism is struck, e.g., when 
friends are said to be a pleasure-when qne is in need (ibid. · 
· v. 330). All these quotations are intentionally cuJied from . 
one single text; the Dhammapada, which has no philo
sophic bttild-up . and bas therefore, the inost practical 
value. They all point to happiness as distinct from 

. pleasure or plellliurable fc�Jing-(sukba-vedana). 

Plelll!Untble feeling is a sensation, but is, according to . · 
Abhidhamma, experienced only in the sensation of · 

touch. "This exceptional distinction. is assigned to the 
sense of touch, because the impact between the sentient 
surface (pasada-ropa) and the respective objects of other 
senses, both sets of which are secondary qualities of body� 
is not strong enough to produce physical pain or 
pleasure·. But in · the case of touch the� is contact with 
one, or oth�r. or all the three prim!IY qualities (locality, 
temperature, pressure, i.e., pa.thavi, tejo, vayo); and this 
b strong enbugh to ·effect those primary qualities in the 
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percipient's own body" (Shwe Zan Aung, Compendil.lliJ 
of PbUosophy, Introductory Eassy, pp. 1 4-15). 

• 

In a way similar t o  the dis tinction between the 

hedonis tic feeling of pleasure and the intuitional 
e:J�:periem:e of bliss, one should distinguish inupek.lc.ha the 
hedoni9 neutrality or indifference, which is neither 
pleasure nor pain, from that equanimity which is balance 
of mind (tatra-majjhattata), implying a complex mental 
IIC&te. 

Hedonistic pleasures are so varied that they are 
obviously not homogeneous and can, thereforr., not. be 
estimated quantitatively. Thus, to speak of the greatest 
possible sum of happine�s as the aim of ethical living is 
rather meaningless. Pleasure may be an object of desire, 
but when a continuous state of happiness is shown as the 
goa.fit is not a sum of ple�ures. And so it happens that 
many pleasura�le feelings cannot produce happiness. 
e.g., a distinction is made (M. III, p. 62) between the 
feeling of pleasure (suk.ha) and the joy (somanassa) 
reaulting as an associated mental state, both of which are 
arouped as feeling .(vedani). 

That there are kinds of happiness which are not to be 
classified under pleasurable ·feeling is shown in the 
Abhidh�magroupings of the mental factors (cetasika), 
where pleasurable and non-pleasurable feelings are 
group�d under sensations {veda.na), whereas joyful inte
rest (pili) is a mental factor grouped under the karmic) 
format ions . (sankh�ra), or accidental properties (l'akiJ?I?Bka). 

Neither this joyful interest (pili) nor the bliss of . 
wellbeing (sukha), which are stages in the development of 
mental concentration ·and absorption (jhans), falls under 
the categgry of pleasure, association with which, how
ever, is not excluded. For, happiness is clearly distin
guished as sensuous · feeling (pleasure) and spiritual 
emotion, even when a common term sukhs is used. 

But the spiritual emotions of joyful iuterest (pjti) and 
the . experience of the bliss of well-being(suk.ha) arc 
always shown as transcenaing all sense-pleasures (lama-

� . . 
sulcba). That a happy rebirth 1s often shown as a 
legitimate and profitable (anisamsa)questfor the simpler
minded laym'an (e .g. , A. I, p. SS), that meritorious deeds 
are encouraged as carriers o(happiness (sukhavshini: S. 
I, p. 2), and that conduct which· leads to profit and 
happiness (bitaya sukhaya ssmvattanti: A. I, p. 190) is 
shown in the well-known adVice to the Kilamas as a 
guide-stone for ethical behaviour, point te the hedonist 
tendency in Buddhist morality. But, as in the ultimate 
sense not only immorality (akussl�) but also merit 
(pufiJia) has to be left behind to effect a suHceMur· 
crossing of the stream of samsira, it is also in the ultimate 

.. ... _. _ 

psychological sense, that the teaching of the Buddha 
cannot be called either hedonistic or uti litarian. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

HEIAN. The Period in Japanese history between 794 
A.C. and 1 1 85 A.C. In 794 the imperial capital was 
shifted to Heian, the present-day Kyoto, where it 
remained as the capital of Japan, at least in name, until 
1868 A:c. The new capital was given the title of Heian
kyo, "c.apit:tl of peace and tranquillity". It is said that the 
new capital was built on the modei of the Tang capitat 
Ch'B.ng-an (Choan in Japanese). 

The decision to move the capital from Nara to Kyoto· 
was apparently ·made for several· reasons. There is no 
doubtthat Buddhism during the Nara period had grown 
to a great·'extent; perhaps to the extent that the court 
could no longer bear with the influence of Buddhist 
monks on the �fairs of state. Many people at court 
feared the ;ei:fie�futical iilfluence over secular matters 
and · the .. in¢id��t -lhat 'an empress (Shomu's daughter) 
becatrt�' irl�9]v&fWith a Buddhist monk named Do kyo, 
who r'6s{tb 'hi:��,: bighbi· ecclesiastical . . and ministerial 
posidbrinrtid·'�tt:f 'sought to ascend !the throne, was 
alarming. Thit prompted the court to proclaim that the · 
line of succession to the throne should be confined solely 

. . _ ,  -- ' ;'i .... r ,: . . �" - . -· . 

to male m�l:iit>t!ts nf the'imperial family. At the same time 
the_court b�;e�[JJb qrrit'e �waie that·Nara: :where Buddhist 
influe'nce· w8l)rley}(i.b�!\�i�s no longer c.onducive to the 
conduci oH�i.ir'lliaits ofstate. 

--: _ .� .:;s· .... ;.� ���  ;: :.: � :··:-:: . . .  
Fur).���J.hs�t�S!jqni-�f. t�e)ocation of the new capital 

at Kyot� !fY��C..�e,-�P,.ec;t {Qr,,strategic reason�; Kybto 
provjd�4.rW�!F.tfJ§.�flEr Jp�ality for the expansion and 
conspli�I!Q�n.;,gy�!, �!���ero an.d northerp provinces. 

Att�t ' tJiif&i�4�Lt'd i.yfihfperhaps with the hope of 
maiili� i'ff�� ttlt!t:iectif)iiiig the mistakes made during 
the N aripenoa�'Eiriperor .mtlmu who wu instrumental 
in esta'btiiibini�!a ! neW'.a���- of govenment .al Heian, 
enco\iraged ihiddJhn [ridhks to devote themselves to the 
spiritual uplift dt�iit:pe6p'Je:&Jdi l'eligious actiVities - a  
waniing to.lfie;.eccl�dutic� �ommumties not to divert 
their attenlio'nft6 .\?�oddly .-rfairs. · ·· · , ' ; · . . "':--t:� � - - . J ;� .:-.-$�\: : . . 

Among_ the fil}t, •o ��Y�·i}Jlperiat patronage was 
Saicho (D�!!gY9. :���i.,;q.y_. 76!-822 A; C.) who travened 
to Cllm;;t�� ·� ·A.<;1.:., &n9; \ip(Jn returning therefrom 
founded the 1Te_ndai s�ho()t of Buddhism. The Enryakuji, 
headquarters .c�f th,: Tendai school, was originally built in 
785 A. C. as a hut by Saicllo on Mount Hie� northeast of 
Kyoto, to study and practise Buddhism and was developed ..-
later' into a temple calJed Hieizanji. In 823 A.C. the 
temple was renamed Enryakuji by imperial order; The_. 
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. Enryakuji was particularly important and favoured 
because of its location. According to the ancieJ)t belief, 
the northeast was regarded as a dangerous direction 
through which demons were supposed to enter. It was 
hence believed that the Enryakuji wo\lld serve as pro
tection for the capital. 

The Tendai school of Buddhism, doctrinally speaking, 
played a very important role in the history of Japanese 
Buddhism. It recognized various texts which were inde- . 
pendently emphasised by such schools as the Pure Land 
School, the Zen school and the Nichiren school that 
emerged in the late Heian period and the Kamakura 
pericid. 

The Heian period witnessed the emergence of another 
important Buddhist school, .the Shingon school, founded 
by Kukai (Kobo Daishi, 774-835 A. C) who Hke Saicho 
went to China, in fact on the same mission as Saicbo in 
804 A.C. and brought back Esoteric Buddhism from 
there. 

. . 

Kukai esta�Hsbed the centR of the Shingori sect on · 
Mount Koya where he built a temple �ed .Kongobuji. Later he. was given the Tojiwhich became another centre 
bf Esoteric Buddhi�m in J a.pan. Iti addition to his priestly · 

. accomplishilicnts, he · becime ·renowned for calligr�phy 
and scu!putre. · 

. ·· Towards the end �f the Heiati 'pedod; i a pan plUnj�d ' 
. into turmoil.· Life �came . unetrt� as 'a, result of .eiViJ · . 
"ar. People were obsesaed with the fear of death. As the 
aituatioJ! got worsened, a certain Buddhist theory gained · 

_ c;umncy, viz:. that the world would enter into an age of 
degeneration of the true Dh!irma where DO mdividuals 
could any longer hope to ·attain enlightennicnt by their 
owit efforts as in the past. Tbis·idea wu called the theory . 
of 'Mappo' (the last Dharma); the last of the three stages 
or periods aftct the demise of the Buddha, the other two 
bieng (1). 'Shobo' (the true Dharma), the perlO<f of the 
true Dharma lasting 500 years (according to sorm 1 ,000) 
ind (2). 'Zobo'(the semblance Dharma), the period of the 
semblance Dharma luting 1 ,000 yem (according to 
some 500). And that age .according. to the Japanese 
calculations would commence in the year 10�2 A.C. It · 
caught the public imagination mingled with the social, 
political and economic deterioration of the country a4]d 
people sought a new Buddhist reform movement for their 
salvation. The answer to it was the popularization of the 
Pure L�· d !thool of Buddhism. And subsequently' with . . 
the daw ' of the Kamakura period (H85 A.C. - 1333 
A.C.), Ii ew more Buddhjst'schools emerged. · . 

• 
' I I ' . • .  ·'• , •  
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HELA ATUVA. See SiHALA A TIHAKATHA . . 

HELL See HEA YEN AND HELL 

REMIS - GUMPA, is the most famous, the oldest and the 
wealthiest monastery in Ladakh. 

The word gumpa is. used to denote the spacious 
buildings in the monasteries contauung the mai!l prayer 
halls, the chapels and the large number of rooms 
occupied by the lamas. Inside the chapel are placed the 
beautiful images of Maitreya and other gods who are 
worshipped a· number of times during the day and • 
butter lamp is kept burning · constantly; The walls of the · 
chapel and other roomi in the monuteries arc decorated 
with beautiful paintings and costly tapestries. the walls 

· of the moriaateries ·are surmounted with a large number 
of prayer flags. The gumpasare als� the places where �e . 
famous · mystery plays of Ladakh are staged. Every 
monastery celebrates its own festival, which � addition · 
to the performance of the customary offerings (puji), is 
ail occasion for music, dance and <frama. 

Hemis-:gumpa is situated about twenty-two miles to 
the south-east ofLeh and it belongs to the Red Hat sect of 
lamas. Hundreds of lamas of this sect reside · in this 
monastery. Earlier, people reached this place either on · 
foot or on horse�back. But now it bas been connected . 
with Leb by a motorable road. 

At Hemis-gumpa, a grand festival is held annually in 
the month of June in honour of Padmasambhava. This is 
considered as · the most famous festival in Ladakh. It 
attracts laige crowds. of people from the nearby villages 
and also from Ladakh. A mystery play, interspersed with· 
dances, enacted .on this occasion represents the fight 
between Good and Evil (q.v.) with the former triumphing 
at the end. The lamas take part in these plays dressed in 
elaborate brocade costumes. Some of tbem use Jargc 
black hats crowned with images, and others wear masks 
of animals, skeletons etc. The orchestra 1:15ed in these 
plays includes big trumpets, cymbals, druD)s and clari
nets. At t�e end of this festival an offering is performed· 
an,i it is considered as a 1afeguard against possib!e 
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calamities on the land and its people (Ganhar, J. N . ;  
Buddhism in Kashmir and Ladakh, p p .  1 98, 202, 2 1 6, 
230-36): 

Indumathle Karunaratne 

HERESY. Owing to the absenee of'church' or 'theology' 
in Buddhism one may doubt whether it is possible to sav 
t�at there were 'theological doctrines or systems rejected 

. as false by ecclesiastical authority.'! Though there was no 
ecclesiastical authority as such the senior monks during 
the th;ne of the Buddha had enough grasp of. the 
fundamental tenets of Buddhism to detect whether any 
interprl:tatil!n was within tradition or not. This informal 
authority was later designated as "Tbenya: bhiickhu 'who 
were able to judge what is heresy and not. Condem�ing 
certain views and interpretations presented either by 
individuals or sects by Tberas was in continuation even 
Sri Lanka as evidenced in declaring Vetullaviida as a 
heresy. Heresies were usually called evil views or miscon
ception� (pi.pakam ditthigatam; M. I, pp. 130, 256) and 
when such views we�c: repo�ted to the Buddha be 

· condemned them (vigarahi) in very strong terms: 

Among the well�nown heretics duri�g the thne ·of the 
Buddha, the monk ·called Aritthagaddbabidhipubbs 
needs special mention since he 'n�ver reformed himself 
even though the senior monks and the Buddha himself 
tried to wean him away form his views. (M I; p. l 30 ff.). 
He maintained that the pleasures the Buddha declar:ed to 
be stumbling blocks to spiritual progress are not so at all 
for the one who indulges in them ( Vin. II, p. 25). Having 
failed to convince him that this was a false view the 
monks reported him to the Boddha. The Buddha delivered 
the Alagaddupamli Sutta (M. l ,  p. 130) to denounce his 
heresy explaining in various ways how the indulgence in 
sensual pleasures is harmful to the person who aims at 
spiritual progress. Arittha does not seem to have been 
moved even after the' 'Buddha's condeinnation 

.of . his 
forming such a view. The; Buddha declared that he was a 
dull _and empty pe�on who was not even warmed up (na 
vsmikatopi) in this dbammavinaya . . When neither the 
Buddha nor the monks could make Arittha give up his 
minconception (duggabita) he was subje�t to a punish• 
ment called ukkbepaniya which amounts to excommuni
cation ( Vin. II, p. 25). Buddhaghosa. has, in his Vinaya 
commentary, enlisted him as an enemy of Buddhas is ana 
( VinA. IV, p. 874). 

The MabitanhisaDkhaya Sutta of the Majjhima
nikiya reports �f another heresy held by a mo* called 
Siti. He heid the views that I A man's cons�ious��� 
I. Encyclopaedia Britannica - 1982, Vol IY, p. 104S. 
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transmigrates and continues without change of identity' 
(vi.fifianam sandhavati samsarati ahafifiam (M. I, p. 256). 
Conde�ning this · as a distortion of his teaching the 
Buddha made it clear that consciousness was dependent 
on paccayas or conditions that cause its arising and had 
no independent. existence. Sati seems to have attempted 
to explain rebirth b); referring to a factor of continuity, 
and thought of consciousness as suitable for this purpose. 
Buddhaghosa says that this monk was not a learned one. 
He was reported as being exposed mainly to the Jatakas 
and as a consequence of his impressions on the characters, 
who constantly reappear in former birtha of the Buddha 
and his contemporary followers (and even enemies), had 
formed this heresy. 

The very opposite extreme of this view was the heresy 
propounded by the monk called Yam aka. He held that 
"in so  far 8.$ a monk has destroyed the iss vas he is broken 
up and pe�ishes at the break up of th� body and becomes 
not" (S. III, p. 109 ff.). This view was reported to 
Siriputta. He refuted this as a heresy by pointing our that 
· it was wrong to say that someone perishes after _death 
since it is · not possible to claim that someone does exist 
even when he is lilive. In reality;-�;;e 's existence is a � . ( . .• ' . . 

. 
convention only; There is no being that is annihilated. 
sariputta equals this heresy to the m�rderous attitude a 
man harbours when he enters the service of a rich man 
with the intent of killing him. Such a man w.ould always 
be,a murderer �ven though his maste� knows him not tci 
be: so: JE:ven so, the disciple who regru;,ds rupa 31\d the 

· oth�r . fh�Eeiiiallfs permanent and -�� on harbours a 
murdetritis interitirin. · · 

. ' . ; 
Thus, during the time . . Qf the Buddha, there was a 

proced\1� of )!andliJ;ig. heresies or the attempts at mis
repres.enting tbe. IJ.ud�ha,�,lllld: even excommunication of 
such heretics was ·• i.n . .  ·practice,, Anticlpatiop . of such 
heretics aft�r .his Pa[inJ.bbaiJa ,has rpade the: Buddha to 
provide a_t�chnique ofexamination.called 'Mabapadesa' 
the four great references (D, II, p. 124). This technique 
demands a thorough grasp of the existing Dharm:na and_ 
Vinaya which was considered as the standard of authority. 
So, the later Theras had to classify Buddhist teachings 
into Sutta and Vinaya and then use them as the measure 
before denouncing IUlY new teaching as a heresy. It was 
on this that the Elders who held councils rejected certain 
revisions proposed by various individuals and groups. 
During the time of King Bindusara the PudgB.lavada of 
the Y.iitslputriyas was rejected as a heresy and those who 
held it were branded as heretics in our midst "antaJcara 
tirthaka (BC. p. 45J). See further DITIHI, DOG
MATISM, MICCHADJ:TIHI. 

OJandlma Wijebandara 
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HERUKA (Tib. Dges-pa Rdo-rje also wri t ten as Dgyes- Descriptions giving the characteristics of Heruka when 
pa R do-rje), a god of tantric Buddhism and the most portrayed as a s ingle deity are found in  the Sadhanamafa 
popular deity of the Vaj rayana pantheon. Heruka belongs (Sad h. �as. 24 1 -5,  248 e tc .)  and. also in the Ni�panna-
to the wrath-family (dvesa-kula) and is a fierce form of yogaviili of Abhayakaragupta . Following is the English 
Aksobhya Buddha. His colour is blue and his symbols are translation of a typical description of Heruka from the 
the. skull (kapaJa) and the thunderbolt (vajra). The Sadhaniun8JS (ibid. II, p. 469): 'The hero Heruka should 
foremost duty of Heruka is to protect the world against be meditated upon (in the following manner): His colour 
all forms of evil; and the tantrics believe that the worship is blue and he is covered by a human skin. His flaming 
of Heruka would secure Buddha-hood for the devotee. brown hair rises upwards and his head is adorned by a 
The Heruka-Tantra, a text of tantric Buddhism, is garland of skulls. His crown is beautified by (an effigy of) 
devoted entirely to the worship of this deity. Ak�obhya . . His round eyes are blood-shot. He wears a 

Heruka is venerated either in his yab-yum (yuga- pendant consisting of skulls held together by entrails. He 
naddha) form or as a single deity, in all countries where also wears ornaments IQade of human bones and has two 
tantric gods are worshipped. In yab-yum Heruka is arms and R gaping mouth which has projecting fangs. In : 
assi_gned lhahy spiritual consorts (sakti) and when thus · - his right hand be wields the thunderbolt (vajra)and in the 
depicted in mystic union with his various Jsktis he is left be holds a (blood 7) filled skull (pumakapBla). Lying 
given distinctive . names: Hevajra, Trailokyaksepa, . upon his left shoulder is that magic staff (khatvanga) 

Buddbakapala; Sambara, Saptiiksara, Mahamay� etc. w.hicb resembles the sacred thread (ysjflopavftJJ) and 
. Of these the most popular form of Heruka m yab-yum is whose upper end is shaped like the five-pronged tbunder-
Hevajra imd iti · this form lie is especially venerated in bolt (pa/Icq.sucikavajra), while its lower extremity resem-

. Tibet, China and Nepal. 
- ble$ the single pointed one (ekasucikavajra). Humain 

As for t�e qrigiri of the concept of Heruka, it is not $kulls, the double vajra (viSvavajra) and fluttering 

possible to say exactly when this tantric notion· arose. bonnets to which are attached �nkling bells decorate this 

But, in the Ki.Jiki Pur�na, the titles Heruka and the �ore khatv�nga. :(Ths adomt:d) H.eruka is dancing on a double 

coinmo� Heramba are used as epithets of GliDes a, a deity _ . lotus (visvapadma)on. whose sun (? centre) he bas placed 

of lhe Saivite pantheon apd· the superlntendent or - the ·. his left foot, with his ri�ht foot placed on the left thigh.' 
troops at.tending on Lord Siva.- In the same work (ch; 76) · . .  Although this sidbana,does,not mention the number 

- it is .-stated . that Heruka arose out of a· -part of a 1inga o( skulls in the: necklace, elsewhere in the sadhanamili . · 
. 

(phallus), the others who-w�re thus created being.Bha1- (II, p. 47J) it is specifically meJttioned that the neckla_ce of 
rava and Bhairavi. Furthermore, accordi,ng to certain Heruka.is beautified by a chain of half a hudred seve� 
ancient Hindu lexicographers the term Heruka also heads (latirdhamundam8/ibhih krtahiramanol'Bm41D). 

_ �tands for an attendant of Mahikila, a form of Siva. A11o�tier deviatic;m �pears to_ be that, according to the -
Thus, it would not be incorrect to sur[Qise that the tantric. - same sidhana, Heruka .is- described as standing on · a 
Buddhist Heruka was evo-lved Olit of this earlier Brah- corpse: (savastha: ibid. p. 473) and .not on the: conv.en-

. m!l1lic concept, Jhat is, fro in the Saivite Heruka. It is tiona! double lotus. Moreover, although here it is merely 
significant that in both versions, namely, when pictured st11-t�d that the left hand carries a 'filled skull' (pUma- . 
against the mythologicill set-up of Hinduism, as well as kapBla), it is specifically stated in other sftdhanas that tins . 
wh'en viewed in the set-up of the Tantric Buddhist skull is filled with blood, e.g. Sidh. 11, 473: raktab-

. paniheon, the two most dominant features of Heruka ro!aka). However, · in every sidhana, his isana (the 
appear to be . (a) that he occupies a .comparatively po$ition of the lower limbs) is conceived as being in the 
secondary position in importance as a deity and (b) that· dancing attitude of Ardhaparyanka with the right leg 
his primary.function is that of a guardian god. Hence, it is · placed on the le;ft thigh. 
inevitable that Heruka, who is portrayed in Tantric On the basis of such descriptions as given above, an 
literature as a protection-god, developed wahior-like image of a deity in black chlorite stone (lOth - 1 1th . 
qualities with awe-inspiring and ferocious characteristics. century A. C.) discovered by N. K. Bbattasali and at' 
According to material available in Tib.etan literature, the- present housed in the Dacca Museum, has been identified 
Tantric notion of a deity called Heruka appears to have by experts on tantric iconography as that of Iieruka. lt is 
been quite popular in the 8th century. Jiianap_Bda, the of extreme significance to those who s tudy the growth of 
author of the Heruka-iadhana, is said to have lived sidhana-literalure on a comparative basis with the 
around-800 A. C. and jt is, therefore, obvious that Heruka history of Buddhist iconography, that this image and the · 
would have been fully accepted into the Tantric pantheon descriptions of Heruka, as given in the SBdbansmiJS, . · 
by that time. The veneration of Heruka continued to be agree in li.lmost all details. The icon is of a deity with 

.
one . 

popular in Tibet and the adjoining lands until a much face and two arms, slim of figure with well-proportioned · 
later period, because numerous shrines dedicated to this limbs. He is in a (lancing posture with the ]eft leg slightly 
deity are found in these areas even today. bent and the right leg placed on the thigh of the left leg 
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which is trampling a full-blown lotus which has two rows 

of pet als: one t urned upwards and the other turned 
downwards ( :  the conventional dou ble lotus,  visva
padma). The face of the deity carries an angry expression 
with the mouth slightly gaping, showing protruding 
teeth. The hair spreads out in the shape of rising flames. 
In its centre is a small effigy, apparently of a dhyani
buddha and the flame-shaped hair of the image serves as 
a halo encompassing this tiny figure . According to 
literary descriptions of Herulca this dhyini-buddha ( q. v .) 
is undoubtedly� Aksobhya; The necklace around the 
neck of the figure has seventeen severed heads. Though 
the figure is slightly damaged and the right arm missing 
from the shoulder, the posture of the figure and the marks 
remaining on the stone suggest that the deity once held 
something in the right hand. A long staff (identified as the 
khstvanga) with a pointed lower end and flowing 
banners and tiny bells attached to it hangs from the left 
shoulder. Thus, there seems to be no doubt that the deity 
represented by the image described above is Heru�a, who · is. portrayed in strikingly similar detail in tantric lite
rature. · 

· When accompanied by his · •akti in mystic union, 
Heruka is known by the title Hevajra. · In this aspect 
Heruka assumes many forms and these are enumerated in 
the SadhsrJamBii and the Hevajra Mandala of the 
Nispsnnayogivali. These forms differ aeoording to the . number of arms possessed by the deity wben embraced by 
a specific �akti. ·. 

Thus, when two-armed and embraced by his Prajiii 
Nairitmi, he is called Trailokyiksepa (Sicfh. II, p. 474). 
When embraced in ya/J,.yu.m by V ajravirahl, he has four 
arms (Nispai1nayogivali, p. 14). Wlien three-faced and iil 
yab-yum posture with VajrdrDkh�i, he has six arms · 
(ibid. p. 14). When eight-faced' and i!l mystic union with 
Nairitmi, be has sixteen atms and four legs (ibid . pp. 
14-S.). In eatb form, the Tantric texts enumerate the 
_objects he carries; when endowed with .a defmite number 
of ba11ds. 

Herukn · when embraced by Citrasenii is known as 
Buddhakapila (Sadh. II, pp. S00-3). hi this form he 
possesses four arma, one fa�. is blue in co.lour and dances 
in Ardhaparyanka. In his · four bands be holds the 
kbatvinga (magic staff), the kapila (skull), the kiJJ'tri . 
(small knife) and the damiuu (sm!lll drum). When 
portryed in mandala, Buddbakapila is depicted as being 
surrounded by twenty-four goddesses, arranged in three 
circles. 

When Heruka has Vajravirihi as his consort, he is 
called Vajradika. In this type he assumes two f�mns;.(1) 
Sambara and (2) Saptiksara. Further, in the guise of 
Sambara he appears in two variations (a) as �e �we
armed Sambara arid (b) as the tw.elve-armed Sambara. 
Of the two-armed Satnbara it is said in the Sidhsnamili 

(II, p. 504), that he has three eyes, a string of skulls on his · 
f(jrehead and a crescent mo on on the crown. He also 
w�ar� the six auspicious ornaments (sanmudraj and is in 
ilidha posture (a particul& isana or position of legs). 
Hi5 symbols are the vajrB and the ghsnti (bell), he has 
matted hair and an effigy of Aksobbya on his crown. 
Vajravarapi who embraces him aiso ·�as three eytS and 
holds the vajra and a blood-filled kapila. 

The twelve-armed Sambara is described in the 
Samb�nunandala of the Nisp�lli1ayo,ii.vai'i. In tbia form 
he has four fa�s and stands in the ilidha posture on the 
forms of Bhairava and Kilaritri. His two principal banda 
carry the vajr� '�d the vaJra�mar ked bell aDd he is said to 
display in full the nine dramatic sentiments (navsns.tya-
rasa). · 

As Saptiksara, too, :his sakti remains u Vajravirihl 
but. jn this,form the deity has six arms and three faces. In 
many.resp,�s this form is .si!Qilar to the variety of. the 
two-�ed ·s�bar� ,but in addition to the rajra and 

- gbal1�� c��{ byc ,.Qyi�buja-samb�r� (t!te two-armed sam��pi);'s,pt�era. �� ,cwies a human skin (n�a
:C4m.s),. !';.•�� .C\lP.·lk.���). a �!!gic ·11taff (kb•tying•) 
and a trident (tiilitJa) in the remainini Jour hand�. And 
li�� the two-armed S8JDbara, this deity, also stands in the 
.ilidha atti�ude� · 

· · ,. · 

. Whe� H�nika embr�a the Prajfti Buddbadikinl, be . . . ..a ...; -bas four faces and four arms and is called MahamayL In ·- . 
this form be is d�pi��d ,U dancing the T��av·a in the 
Ardhap�ank�- at�itude. According to . the f'{i�panna
yogivlf!i (p:· 2�)��'�g;�:Of��ntb called Mahitniyi is 
blue in cplour��'-��li:�·the four hands a skull cup. 
(bpila); 8Jl1"11iQW�f(¥�J��•magic stiff (kbatranga) and 
a bow.:(db��)., i,r� t,��:�f. }!- ·' ;?��:� ·. ,  ·.- ,.: ' . . . . Froin �hit'fiafi)�'ft·a\tt��bove; it becomei clear that 
Heruka, 'i'rl�'l�'t'fic1:ihfJli;UJti:J,::.�l��)ij� . li;Jt 01etely a 

. . ' fi > :·l······�. �-· '"'"''1'<\;�l.:a� . , ,, ., .. . . . ' . " ' . single delty;·ourfep�l'inti=t•t,Dif Pie c11Ui�nime·of �holt 
Of in(lepenelelff

.
·:F':.dmi!�}�-�as\Jt�t St;pir� mntiols 

· of offi�, '� ����!i.?.jOO�����fif� �pCC#ic ��y . 
charatteiistie3 '·Ve'··4fUit�6hafs ·ttc&Y�a-mafitr.Jetc. 
In his \vorfjU{}�iktWiiiJhlyJ(p: lOSJ J:E!'Sneitii'ove 
observes, ·a�rtik� i_i��fi11_f!�ji���''4�,i�' :b�, �� a 
t:YPe ' (see ·a1�cFif P�ii.i;'1 lJ(trufE:SOi�� 'Pblitb 
Bul. Orient.� i; f�J;)fp�:�?��:'; I#��;��:·��tff�9UI 
forms ofHeru��a�et�@ .. f!�.�.��.��of�epen. · 
dent deit1etffi"lt¢tiiiifte!f.'��Jiiitill c� ·�ljc;s ()f 
Heruh u i ·i� 'aiitj �� �most:i�t irl tiie tati�th 
of these se�d���, ·��l.1s�4fij�. ' Tii�foi:e, i t il not 
surprising that"uf llie Isler ·p1{t.e oftlntric Buddhilm 
He rub appe't'r� in fwe Diore forms as the f�erce manifea
tations of ih� tnr�: dhyiili-buddh.S. Thus he is called 
Buddh.:..Heruka when he is' in the fearful follll of 
v airocana, Vajra�Heruka when he is the fearful form of 
Aksobbya; Ratna�Henik• wh�n he is the fierce form of 
Ratnasambbava; Padma-Heruka when he is the fim:e 
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form of Amitabha and Karma-Heruka when he is the 
fearful aspect of Amoghasiddhi (see D.L. Snellgrove, 

ibid. p. 79). It has been attempted in the Hey�ra Tantra 
to give a technical explanation to the term Sri Heruka in 
the following manner: 

Srlkaramadvayal!l jflanall} bekaral!l hetvadisunyata 
rokarapagatavy"Jb� kakaral!l na kvacit stbitatr} 

(D.L. Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, II, p. 24). 
Snell��ve translates the above verse as follows: 

Sfi implies monistic knowledge 
He the voidness of causality, 

Ru the end of discrirbinating thought, 
Ka its indeterminability. 
(ibid. l, p. 72) 

According to the Mantra-patala of the Hevajra-tantra 
the blja-mantra of Heruka is t� m� pal!� � bB1!1 Of.!l 
deva picuvajre bum b'Um bum pbatsvibi. But there is no 
strict agreem�t among'the tantru as to the allotment of 
the seed-syllables to the different deities. Thu&; according 
to the Sidbansmifi· Heurka arose out of. the germ-
syllable Hrlb (HrlbkarsssmbhavBDJ . ... .. Heroksm: ibid. 
II, p. 472. . 

. 
. 

. . . 

G. K, WJJesekera 

· : 

·· JIETU. The concept of betu bas played a very significant 
role in Buddhist phiJos�phy. The teachings ·of early 
Buddhism have the characteristics of a philosophy u a 

-way of life. The way of life that early Buddhism 
recommends is based on its aecount of tJte nature of 
reality. A ·conspicuous feature of the early Buddhist 
account of the nature of reality is its avoidance of certain 
notions of an unverifiable and metaphysical nature like 
G�, Being, the Absolute o'r other monistic or pluralistic 
principles which serve as the primordial existence or 
existe�ces in terms of whi�h the empirical world of 
change and variegated existence t;ould be explained. 
Buddhism emphasized knowing and seeing as the means 
of ascertaining truth. Neither speculative and a priori 
reasoning, nor dependence on external auth()rity can 
serve u means to comprehending the nature of reality. 
Observation of the inner and the ouier realities of the 
experiential world by maldng use of the se�socy capa
cities of man, and the intelligent systematization of the 
observed data avoiding niisinterpretations of experience 
which could occur due to various forms of mental biases 
and preconceived ideu·is considered in Buddhism to be 
the aec�re way for attaiclng truth. The Buddhist concept 
of betu may be described as refernilg to an explanatory 
principle which emerged as a consequence of this approach 
to truth. 

_.,: 

The ten· h�tu is generally rendered into English as 
cause , rea · 1lr condition. ,A. cause is generally thought ·'/ 
of as thB 1i�h produces something and in terms of  
which t h  vh:ich i s  produced or the effect can be 
explained. r :atly Buddhism the term was associated exchr 
sively with . iii_ causal sens.e and never with the logical 
sense of a : ional justification for the conclusion of an 

· argument c .  :tried to be logically valid. Early Buddhism 
does not cor tib.much discussion relating to the definition 
of the cone: . t �f bet�. Instead it pays more attention to 
those facto that could be identified as the hetu or 
productive . \1!; or explanation of classes of phenomena 
which may ' ci'f immediate human interest and concern. 
However, ic .;,'that are philosophically illuminating in 
respect of 1 : �a1ysis pf the concept of cause are not 
entirely lac· . .. ng in early Buddhist thought

. 
This was 

inevitable a�. tber explanations purported to be forms of 
causal expb ations as well as non-causal philosophical 
positions hr. . e._been offered by non-Buddhist philoso
phical systc · . s �ontemporaneoua with the time of the 
emergence o . Bu_ddhism. Buddhism had to make clear in 
what man.!lC - t�� distinctively Buddhist explanation in 
terms of cau: ,: differed from other non-Buddhist expla
nations in te : · nlfof cause or otherwise. . . . ·�:; .. . . . . . 

The term 1: - :ti.rJs one atnong !lnumber of terms used in 
'the P�!i CIL ��t for expressing the idea of a .cause. 
According _tc .8\(ddhaghosa the terms paccaya, fir� 
. iudan� ... sa�.; b� and pabbava are synonynis for the . 
term heiu (1· 'sil p. 532). The Niddesa adds terms like 
mUla, samudaa, ihira.. irammiUJB, and' samudaya . . .  ·��\ , (Nd. I� ·p. 256.' . .ff�tu and paccaya are the commonest and 
are often us• l. �gether · to denote 'cause' in the p.iJi 

. Nikiyas-. ln' t ;�.: �Iy Buddhist texts.these twq terms have 
been used wi :. : t-c�� distinction in meaning. However, in 
later Abhidh< ··nma the term betu is used to mean a root 
cause, whe-re .· s 1.he term paccaya is useg .to ·mean a 
suppoqing cu'. :dt$ion. A more.detailed discussion of thit 
distinction w. t: Ge undertaken at a later stage in this 
article. . · - � · The idea of a�e is implicit in the earliest e�pre�sion of 
the truths ths the Buddha revealed to the world m. what 
is traditional . ·' �lieved t� be the first sermon of the 
Buddhadeliv!: ·eB:to the fint five disciples at lsipatanain 
Ben!U'Cs. rn: ti . i�;�erm\ln he presents unsatisfactorineu · · 
(dukkba) in l i:'i!' fa the problem that hu to be overcome. · 
This problem : �ofuC:t be overcome by comprehending its 
cause (ssm(!d:,ya!Qr betu). The cessaton of dillba also · 
requires a par/cill,ar means of bringing about the desired 
result. The p�.! ;1 ·�r the means to the cessation of duktba · 

also implies i�·: " lotion of cause. In fact in the Niaan• 
S��Jf�yutta t� ;; ; :fl upiUlisi is used as a synonym for hetu . 
to indiclte b.o' i'i. tJe ordinary process involving the caua� . 

origin of dUk i.:.]a�ils well as the progressive stages of the 
path such u �·' ·d�i, piti etc. produt;tive of the cessation . 
of dukkba (S. 1/.p. 30) • 

. � ·i{7" :if �T �: 
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Reference is made to the central concern of Buddhism 
with explanation in terms of causes in several Canonical 
sources which may without doubt be said to be long to the 
earliest stratum of Buddhist l i terature. in the Vinaya
pitaka where one of the earliest Canonical accounts of the 
Buddha's early mission of disseminating the dhamma is 

, given. Assaji, one of the first five disciples of the Buddha, 
in answer to an inquiry as to what ill brief is the Buddha's 
message says: 

The Tathigata has dt:clared the cause (betu) of 
those phenomena which are produced from a cause. 
He has also deelared (the means for) the cessation of 
those phenomena. Such is the message of the great 
recluse (V.in. I, p. 40). 

It is also said that the Buddha's comprehension of 
causality consisted of the very essence of his enlighten
ment experience. All the doubts entertained about the 
nature of reality are said to hav.e disappeared since the 
comprehension of the  causal principle (a the 'ssa 
kankha vapayanti sabba - yato pafonati sahetu
dhs.m_ma_II}: ibid. I, p. 2). 

Early Buddhist use of the term hetu coupled with the 
term paccaya, is often associated with the distinctively 
Buddhist notion of causillity expressed through a term 
coined anew by the Buddha, nameiy, psticcasaniuppada. 
The fact that the term paticc'asamuppada is not a term 

. _borrowed from the pre-Buddhist usage is specially signi
ficant, for whenev.er the Buddha found an existing term 
adequate to express distinctively Buddhist concepts by 
way of redefming those terrns, be bas refrained from 
coining an altogether new term. In the case of presenting 
his doctrine of causality, he probably found the existing 
· terminology inadequate to express the revolutionary and 
original idea of dependent origination. The distinctive 
character of the Buddhist notion is highlighted in the 
Buddha's discourses in the Nidana Samyutta by pointing 
out that paticcasamuppada is the theo�tical Middle Way 
that avoids the coninton and widespread tendency to fall 
into either of the extremes of eternalism (atthitavada, 

�assatavada) and nihilism (natthitavada, ucchedavada) 
(S. II, p. fi). The distinctive character of the early 
Buddhist concept of hetu could be determined only in 
relation to the concept of pafCcasamuppada. 

The Buddhist idea of cause (hetu) avoids the tendency 
to explain existence in terms of underlying unitary 
principles. Buddhism does not seek to explain existence 
in terms of material causes in the way the Milesian 
philosophers of Ancient Greece did by discovering some 
basic matter such as water, air or the like of which all 
things are composed. Nor does Buddhism attempt to 
explain all existence in terms of ablltract indet,�,��� 
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principles Ji�e the apeiron (Boundless) or spiritual 'prin
ciples like Atman, Brahman or God. Being a system of 
thought which emphasized the significance of s::eking 
e xplanations of phenomena and solutions to problems by 

an empirical observation and analysis of existential 
reality, Buddhism was not content with the customary 
tendency to depend on abstract generalizations based ori 
pure speculation. Hence, although the term hetu and the 
concept of causal origination was not unknown in pre
Buddhist thought Buddhism can be said to have pre
sented a radically different notion of cause associated 
with its new concept of dependent origination. 

Individuated existence consisting of the psycbophysi, 
cal personality trapped in the cyclic process of samsirs 
of which the absolute beginning (pubba koti) is untmown, 
is according to Buddhism, a product of a cause (he tum 
paticca sambhutam: S. I, p. 134). The Buddhist idea of a 
pr�cess arising depending on cause is contrasted with 
certain alternative explanations of such processes. There 
are four alternative explanations which are usually 
rejected in Buddhism. They are (1) explanation in terms 
of self-causation (expressed in the somewhat technical 
terminology of the time as sa yam katam or attakata.m): 
(2) explanation in terms nf ext�rnal causatjon (pariun 
kat1J11,J): (3) explanation in terms of a combination of th'e 
two (;ayam"kataii ca param k.ataJI ca)iUid (4) explanation 
in terms of fortuitous origination (asayamkaram apa
rsmkir'am adhiccasamuppannam or abetu appaccayi) . 

It appears from the above clas�ificatj9n that the first 
· three were recognized in Buddhism as,Y._aneties of causal 

explanation although those explanations were thought to 
be incompatible with the Buddhist view, while the last 
was considered · in Buddhism to be tantamount to a 
rejection of explanation in causal terms altogether. 

The four standpoints mentioned above are referred to 
several times in the Nidana Saf!1yutta of the Saf!1yutta� 
nikaya in co1;1nection · with the Buddha's alternative 
explanation of the origin of unsatisfactoriness (dukb�a) 
(S. II, pp. 20-21). The first three were distinctive ways of 
conceiving the relationship between what may be called 
the cause (hetu) arld the effect (ph ala) with regard to any 
occurrence explainable in causai terms; The first view. 
which may be called the theory of self-causation, may be · 
understood as attempts to trace the origin and evolution . 
of the universe to primeval . substances, material or 
spiritual. The Milesian theories in early Greek philo
sophy fall into this category. lri the Indian context 
explanations which fall into the same category are to be 
found in the tenth book (mandala) of the Rg Veda, in the 
Bribmanas and the Aranyd'as and more characteristi
cally in the Upanishads/ K.. N. J ayatilleke refer! to the · 
theories of utki.rat?avada or vivartavada and s_at.ksry• 

I .  See D. J. Kalupahana, Omsality the Central Philosophy of luddhism, (The Uamrsity Press of Hawaii, Honolulu, 197�) p. 64 . 

.. .. ... � ·
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v:Sda which came to be asserted in later Hindu systems of Kalupahana proposes that there were both Vedic and 
tb�ugbt such as the Vedanta and Siinkhya as exempli- non-Vedic forms of this theory. According to Kalu-
fyil:lg the self causation position. The former theory pahana the doctrine of the Vedic tradition asserting the 
which appears to have been held by the Vedanta involved creation of the world by an omniscient and omnipotent 
the view that everything has being as its cause and is a God could be .identified as one group of theories of 
manifestation of being. The satkiiryaviida theory is external causation (Kalupahana, op. cit. p. l S  [). There is 
attributed to the Siinkhyas who asserted that the effect is no doubt that Buddhism recognized the theory of 
contained in the cause.2 K. N. Jayatilleke observes that creation by a personal God as one ofthe dominant beliefs 
although these theories are not mentioned as such in of the time. It is mentioned by the Buddha primarily to 
terms of the later technical terminology of Hindu philo- point out its consequence on the question of meral 
sophical thought, the foreshadowings of these theories responsibility and free wili . . If one were to believe that 

'\.are found in pre-Buddhist th_ought. This is seen in the · whatever experience of pleasurable, pa.itiful or neutral 
a'ttc:mpts cf the Aita.reya Aranyaka where water is feeling a person has is the product of divine creation (ymz 
consid�red to be the primordial �ause of the worldl and ldJJ ciyam purisapuggalo patisamvedeti su.kbam . � 
in Uddil�a's. attempt to show that Being (sat) was the dukkham �a adukkhamasukham v� sabbam tam is�ua-
ultimate sribstance which manifested itself in the varietv nimman�hetu) the Buddha observes that such .. a belief 
of the forms �fn�ture .. Although the originaJ.incentive t� will lead to a doctrine of inaction (akiriya.: A. I, p. 173). 
look for causal eiplanations was provided by the obser- However, there is no clear evidence to the effect that the 
.vation of the empirical fact of change in the universe doctrine of creation by God was identified explicitly in 

. some philosophical traditions represented in the Upa;. the Pali sources with the theory C!f external causation. 
nisbads emphasized �e ·the reality of -vermapence or Implicitly, of course, such a theory entails dualism. i.e. 
eternity. This resulted in the view that all ch!Jlge and the dualism of the creator and the created world, and' in 
nudtiplicity-is unreal ·whilc the Absolute, the Atman or .this sense involves a distinction between the CJlUSe and 
Brahman.· is the only eteQlal, immutable · reality. The effect. Moreover creation theories are mention� in .the 

. distin.Cition betwe.e� CJlUSe. 1[\Dd .. effect . is. reduced. to .It Bfa.hmafola Sutta as seini-eternalistdoctrines in thuemc: 
different kirid ;of distinctidn, i.e. the distinctio·n between that the· creator is believed to be eternal and the created • 

reality and, ap��ance., . 
. . 

... 
bein�s non-ete�nal; This _ impli�s that the CS:use, the; 

. In Buddhis� the · theory of self-causation is usu�ltt - crea�d� is.different in essence frO:m the effect, the created 

associated with' the etemallst view of the miture of reBiity �iri·g. . . 
.. 

. . 

(ssssatavada), and' in .. a number·· of iristances.' several · · The theory of external ·causation
. 
is explicilly referred 

phllosopliicil consequences oft his view which ire iricom- to in the Pali Canon as the doctrine which asserted the · 
patible with the Buddhist 'middle'·way• position are . annihilatioliist position (ucChedavada). Th� d.octrine of . 
pointed out. About the body-mind relationship it in- annihilation was primarily associated in Buddhism with . 

. volves the view that the sou l is an absolutely distinct Bhd- the view- that there· is' an existent- being who does not · 
separable entity from the body. It also involves th� view contin'ue but is annihilated after death (kiy,Ua bbedi 
that there is a� immutable essen� �hich is both the .doe� parammarani ucchedlll!1 vmissm vibhavsm). The causal 
of deeds and the experiencer. of the results of dee.ds. The theory of m�terialist sciiools of indian philosophy subs-
Buddha'� rejection of substantialist and essentialist cribed to a doctrine of inherent nature (svabbin)which 
metaphysics did not permit him to accept a concept of · e�plained . all . events · in terms of a theory of natural 
hetu involving the self-causti�n point of view. He points · .determinism (Kalupahana, op. cit. p. 24'r.). The svabb'iva-

. out ttiat when one sees in accordance with reality and vidinmaintained that a phenomenon does notdepend Qil 
viitb proper understanding (yatbabhutam sammap- another phenomenon or group of pbenomena for its 

· pafiJJsya passato) the cessation of things o'f the ,world existence. It depends on its inherent nature. Kalupi.hana 
there would be no etemalist belief (S. II, p. 17); points out that the matenalists were referred to as non-

' . 

The theory of external causation was usually identified 
· in Buddhlsm with the doctrine of an'nihih�tion (uccheda

vada). The reason for · lhis could probably be · that 
according to this theory the effeCt · was conceived to be. ·· 
something completely new a.11d different from the cause. 
K. N. Jayatille.ke, identifi�s it with the Asatkiryavidif of 
Nyiiya Vai�esika (Jayatiheke, op. cit. p. 452). D. J. 

causaticliists (ahetuvadi) due to their rejection of inter-
dependence and any form of causation except inherent . 
nature. According to Kalupabana, the reason for the 
Buddhi�t . and Jaina identification of the meterialist 
theory of causation with the theory of external caus.ation 
despite the fact that the materialists believed in deter
minism through self-nature or "i�bere�t' hature (sva- · 
bhava), Was the. close ltUOciation of the self--causation 

2. See K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, {Oeorp ADen and Unwm Ltd. London, 1963� p: 452-453). 
3. Aitareya A�yaka 2. 1 8. . . 
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. doctrine. with the doctrine of iitman. The materialists 
rejected the theory of an eternal Iitman and viewed the 
operation of inherent �ature as purdy the workings of 
physical law. All operations of the individual were 
believed to be governed by the inherent nature of the 
physical constituents of his being. Hence it was con
ceived as a theory of external causation, a theory 
according to which the individual cannot exercise any 
control over the physical laws tha.t govern his behaviour. 

requiring an answer which ultimately stisfies the specu
lative interest. Unverifiable speculative explanations are, 
from the Buddhist point of view, not explanations in 
terms of cause. The Buddhist concept of hetu cannot be 
employed in the way that speculative merapbysicicns of 
the west were accustomed to use the concept of cauae for 
proving the ixistence God. In Buddhism, the admission 
of a causal order in the universe is .not itaeH based on ' 
priori considerations but on an observation of the nature 
of things. Any explanation given in terms of betu in the 

· The niyativsda theory of the Ajivakas was also l teaching of the Buddha is invariably of observed finite 
theory of external causation closely associted with sva- existences and events, but not of ultimate whole1. 
bhavavsda. According to the Pali Canon Makkhaii Buddhism does not conceive the cause-effect seriea . u 
Gosila was a strict determinist who maintained that constituting a chain of events in such a way that one couJd 
human initiative is of no avail because life is governed by trace the first line in the chain or the uncaused firat cawc 
three factors, destiny (niyati), species {sangati) and of the entire series. Buddhism views reality a5 
inherent nature (svabbsva). Just as a ball of thread constituting a dynamic system sustained by relativity �d 
unwinds itself to its full length both fools and wise alike interdependence. The search for ultimate beginnings q 
reach their end accordi�g to destiny.• bound to turn out to be a self-defeating exercise. 

Another theory which is mentioned•in Buddhism in Sam sane dukkba is a fact that requires call3al explan&-
connection with the problem of freedom and moral tion. lt canriot be explained away by a priori metaphysical 
responsibility is the theory.of strict karmic determinism; argtJments which prove that it is il!usory in terms of other 
It ia referred to in the B\lddhist texts as pubbekat.abetu- metaphysical principles that are spcc�!!ltively or doama- . vida and is sometimei attributed to the followera of \ . tiCally eStablished . . The standard causal fcrmuli intra.. Nigantbanitaputta. It could also be classed among the duced in Buddhism to explain this consists of twelve doctnnes of external causation .because it held that alltht! facto_is. But it is to be conceived u an attempt to explaiia . present experiences of an individual · are dete�mi�d by the eXistential predicament of man by identifying certa 
his past deeds. According to. the Buddha this view too; ctucial causal factors whiCh ai'e observable .in the dytillilic 
like the doctrine th�t all experiences llre due �o creati.on system of r�lative and interdependent Ii'ature� There ia no 
by . God {issaranki1m8nahetu) negates the efficacy .of 

• attempt in this formulation to trace tb� firat beaii111iqor . 
human choice and will (A. 1, p; 173). 

. 
the ultimate origins of existence. Buddhagh()sa makea 

The third type of causal theory accepted both in.ternal this point explicitly in his explanation of the Buddhist 
and external causation (sayam kataif cs param kataR ca). · concept of paticc.awnuppldJ. He maintains that in the 
It is identifiable with the J �ina concept oi cal,lsation . . standird fo�ula adopted in Buddhism for explainini 
which was asserted in terms of its epistemological tlie process of samsaric dukkba the fact that ipo� 

. pluralism. The Jain as admitted a plurillity cif causes.and (arijfi) is placed fi'rst should not mislead Ul to think thit 
conceived this plunility under the two broad categories Cif it is an uncaused first cause. For avi.ifi itseH is caused. 
interna,l �ause such as huntan initiative (pumsakara)arid Buddhaghosa cautions us riot to interpret •viifi u . .  en· 
external causes time, God, nature and kB1111a. unc�used first cause like the concept of prdrti of the 

SMkbya philosophy ( Vism. p. S2S). ·. 
· 

· It is important to examine what the distinctive charac-
ter of the Buddhist notion of cause is in th� context of the While using the term betu . in . the sense of C. use. 
other alternatives it rejected: The most striking feature of Buddhism divests the term of its usual metaphysical . .  
. the Buddhist explanation of existence in terms of cause is as:�ociitions by linking it . to the Bu4dhist concept of 
that it does not involve the search for a frrst cause or dependent origination (patiec�amupp'itfa). When Seli 
causes. Explanation in terms of cause is conceived not u . bbiDuni says that this personality ia produced due t0 a 
a priori explanation but as empirical explanation. · cause (betum p11ticu wnbbutnn), denying that .it il 
Buddhism admits that there are observable . causal eiplainable either in terms of self causation (na yidllD 
dependencies in the world open to empirical observation. !Jttslatam) or in terms of external causation (DI yicWD . 
The question of what those dependencies are, is a matter pardatsin)she lays emphasis on the distinctive charJCtCr 
to be experientially discovered. The question why? u a of \he Buddhist notion of cause. She goe• on in this 
question demanding an explanation il not understood .. iris.e to explain it by means of an example. c� 

4. Kasma pan' 
·
.ettha avij[s sdito vutti. Kim pak�'f/��j�;JJ pabti .. avi_ifs pi .Uiranam mU/diran.tm Jokusi ti1 Na 

ak�ansm. Assv�amudsya avijfosamudayo ti bi avijfoya kiran4rn vutum: V.rSm. p. 525. · • ' • 
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origination is exemplified in the growth of a seed sown in 
a field depending on factors such as-the essence of the soil 
and moisture (S. I, p. 1 34) , 
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the causal origin of sense perception in the Abhidbarma
ko!abb�ya and its Chinese versions on the one hand and 
t!_le statement in the Pali Nikayas and the Ch.im:se 
Agamas on the otheL The A bhidharmako!abha�ya Buddhaghosa's commentarial explanations are im- version presents the visual organ as the betu and the mensely helpful in understanding the distinctive character external object as the prstyaya but no such distinction is of the Buddhist notion of causal origination. Buddha- implied in the Pali Nikaya and the Chinese Agama gbosa explaining the term samuppada says that it versions. Kalupahana suggests the possibility that the indicates the idea of arising together, but not arising one S - . -d. h h · d h ·f d · arvasttva ms may ave c ange t e statement oun m after another (uppaffamano ca saba sammi ca uppaffati, 

na ekeksto, na'pi ahetuto ti samuppsdo: Vism. p. 521). th_e sutras to suit their own theory of causation(op. cit. p. 

The term pai.iccasamuppada denotes the dependend£ on 62). The question of a distinction in meaning as well as 

the coordin�tion of a plurality of conditions, (paccaya- what exactly is the distinctio� was somewhat a contro-

simaggim pans paticca apaccakkbayi ti evam pi paticca versial om:. during the Abhidhamma period is suggested 

sosamuppado ca tlpat.iccasamuppado: ibid). The idea of by Ya5o:nitra's reference to different opinions on the 

a pluralHy of causes is implicit in the Buddhist theory. . matter.6 Kalupahana also concludes that it is the subs-
tance theory of the Sarvastiviidins according to �hich a Buddhaghosa views the totality of_ causes consisting'of · 

ignorance etc. (avij}adi ekekshetu-slsena niddittho betu- distinction can be made between a thing and its states that 
sariJuho) as related to the production of the single effect led to the introduction of this distinction in meaning 
through the interaction and interrelation of jointly between betu and paccaya- at a later .period in Buddhist 

operating conditions (svayam sahite yeva a/IIfiJ!D�ifijam . Abhidh�ma traditio
_�

s (op. cit. P· 63) 
avinibbbogavuttidhamme upp�deii ti samuppadp· ti pi A clear indication of the distinction between hetu and 
vutto). Causal-production takes place interdependently, paccayais found in the Nettippakarsna, a highly esteemed 
concomitantly, conjointly and simuUaneous!y, but not in· Theravida text belonging to the po�t-Canonical period. 
mutual isolation of_the factors ·or in a:. ririie .sequence of . . The purpose of this text is supposed in the Theravida 
before and after (pti.ticca sam am ssha CB DB ekekadesam tradition to be : to Serve as a guide. to the study of the -
ni pi pubbiparabhivena ."ay�"pJ -paccayat� dhB1!1me· : · dhar;o1J1a:_/'lettipp_akarsns says that. there are two things 
uppideiiti: ibid.). This is evidently the idea implicit in the .: ': op_erating aS. productive causes, namely, betu and pac- · . 

example . of the · seed· sown in the. ' field . given ·by Selii ·,: cays: (d-..:e dhammi janayanti hetu ca paccayo ca). It . .  
bhikkhuni to explain · the '-Buddhist notion ·of .causiu marks the distinction between the two by saying that betu 
origination. Therefore, the Buddhist idea of the cau�e- has the characteristic of being unique and paccaya has the 
effect re]atio�ship· can · in :no : way · be- itn�rpreted ·as characteristic of being in common (asidbiranalakkhano 
involving. a chain-like series of eVents traceable ultimately . hetu, sadbaranalakkhano paccayo). This is illustrat� 

. to .an absolute beginiiing which-can ,be con��jved as the by the example of the.se:ed and·the sprout. It is said that 
vncausecifttsU:ause. · . .  . 

· the seed is the \tpique condition for the generation of the 
it h� ai�eady been observed "itiat ihe -t��s .b�tu .and sprout wher�as the soil · and moisture are �ommon 

paccaya were used in the early Buddhist tex.ts _as,_sy�o-. conditiops (Ystba_ ankui:.assa nibbattiya i1Ijam 
nyms. Buddhaghosa himself despite the influence of lhe asadb8ransm patbavi ipo ca sad,hirani. Ankiirassa hi 
Abhidhamma tradition is faithful to this original meaning pat.bati ip(/ ca_ pa��ayo). · The }{ettippakarana further . 
when he considers lietu and pllciaya as havi�g the same characterizes ihe distinction by saying that hetu is the 
meaning although they are linguisticBIIy different (pac- · essential nature or the thing itself which undergoes 
cays, betu . . . . . .  idi atthato eksm vysffjanato nanam: ibid. change, the inner nature of the thing, the principle of 
p.  533). However, in the. s�e context Bucidbaghosa generation, whereas paccaya are the external supporting 
mad� the. distinction that ca.-De to be affitmed in the ::onditions (Iti sabbavo betu parabbavo paccayo,jane.lro 
Abhidhamma period by referring to- the root cause as betu pariggBbakp paccayo: Nett. p. 79). · 
betll . &nd to the supporting condition .as pacc(lya, . The distinction_ is marked already in the early Cano- . 
(mwatt.bena betu ·upakirakattbena paccayo) .. in early . nical Abhidhamma of .the Theravilda· tradition. The 
non-Theraviida sources also 'a  distinction. in meaning -The.rava�a Abhidharnma in its sc�olastic .analysis of the 
between · betu and paccayil (Sk. prstyaya) is denied. various· conditions related in diverse ways to the produc-
(betUnam pratysyinim kab prstivi/e.lfab, Na kaicid ity tiqn of the psycho-physic� (na�arlipa)process characte-
iha).� D. 1 · Kalupahana , observes 'thllt there is an rized hetu itself as a causal condition which could be 
ini��rtant difference between the statem.ent explaining referred to as hetupaccaya due to the specific nature of 
5. SphUf'i_!thsbhidharmakoillvyakhyi, ed. U. W�gibara (fokoyo 1932 - 1936), p. 188. 
6. Hetur as:mna3 P'_!tyaya�: viprak�!astu pratyays eva:janako hetlll?, pratyayas tu slamb&nam�tram iti spare. Paryayavetiv ity 

apsre (Sphufartha p. 703). 
· · 
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the relation involved . Thus hetu came to be recognized as 
one of the variety of paccaya and was differentiated from 
other conditions such as Blambana (object) by characte
rizing it 8.3 the one which functions as the root or the 
primary cause. 

The distinction between hetu and pratyaya appears to 
be more marked in the Sarvastivada Abhidharma. The 
Sarviistivadins were responsible for presenting a doctrine 
of six hetu and four pratyaya. KaJupaharia believes that 
the Abhidharma teachers of the Sarviistivada tradition 
are most likely to have been the first to formulate a theory 
of causality with two aspects, betu and pratyaya because 
it is a doctrine which fell in line with their metaphysical 
innovations (op. cit. p. 6 1) .  There is no doubt tha( the 
distinction is a result of later Abhidharma scholasticism 
altho\lgh we cannot be certain aS to whe.ther it was a 

. sim�taneous development ·in all Abhidliarma schools or 
whether the Abhidharma teachers of the Sarviistivada · 
trBdition were originally responsible for if. 

• A philosophical question which has drawn th.e attention 
of some recent writers on the Buddhist notidll" ofcause is 
whether according to Buddhism the cause. ca.ri bf�ald)o 
be necessarily connected with · the effect: <��·J�Hn 
avitatbata which occurs in the Pali Canon (S. u;�'. 26)'to 
c�racterize the causal relation has been. reridertd)pto 
Engtish as 'necessity'. The question arisess &s· tg '$l:l�t 
kind of necessary connection is admitted fn Buddfitt� 

. . ' . ' • :  . • ,, �. ,j , between a cause and an effect. Iri Western phito:sopJii�!'l 
· discussions about the concept of cause prior' tc fOaVid 
. Hume's anBlysis it was generally supposed by phU� 
sophcrs that ther:e is a certain necessary �·r inher��t 
connection between'8.Jly cause and its effect. The neces
sary connection view prior to David Hume's ana.ly$is 

· implied that the joint occurrence of cause and effect isn()t 
accidental but that the effect miJSt happen in case the 
cause exists, David Hume claimed that there is no suc)J 
necessary connection between any cause and its effect� 
Hume's main argument for this negative conclusion was 
that the idea ofany cause is perfectly separable in our 
niinds from its effect. What Hume claims is- that there is 

· no contradiction in supposing· that A which is hitherto 
known to be the cause of B may ori some future occasion 
not be acco.mpanied by its customary effect B .  There is no 
contradiction { or example in affirming that water thrown 
on a flame increases the flame instead of e'xtinguishing it. 
We can only observe that one event regularly follows 
aother, but we can never observe any tie between them. 
There is constant conjunction but no connection can be 
observed in the form of an impression. 

Supposing certain conditions C are in���bly con
joined with a certaJn event E while there arc . also . certai'\ 
other conditions C which are also invariably conjoined 
with the the same event E. There seems to be a need to 

distinguish the causal conditions frorri the other condi
tions which may not exhibit a causal relation . Although 
Hume's point that the effect cannot be logically dr.p uced 
from the cause, and that the idea of any causf is 
completely separable in our imagination from its effect is 
valid many recent and contemporary Western philo
sophers are quite willing to speak of the causal conditions 
of any event as those which are in some sense necessary 
for its occurrence. Philosophers who take this position 
speak . of physical, nomological or etiological necessity 
which in their opinion is different from logical necessity. 

Buddhism does not raise the .question of necessary 
connection in the. Humean sense at all because it does not 
seem Jo have explicitly made the distinction between 
purely formal and logical relations on the one hand and 

. empirically discoverable causal relations on the other . 
The. idea of logical necessity does not . come into the 
picture at all. It is therefore a purely causal necessity that 

· is'affirrried fu Buddhism (Jayatilleke, op. cit. p. 447). This 
tiecoihes evident from Buddhaghosa's explanation of the 
teraf . avitilt.(J�ti which is translated into . English as 
'neceSSity'; Buddhaghosa says: "Since there is no failure, 

'·iteiil'ot a rrtoment, to produce the events that arise when 
i'tJie c�nditlons come· together, there is said to be neces-. 
'sity,7 -

:' .. it is to b� noted that in the stri�;���se of the terni betu 
· · �t'*liiused iii early Buddhism to refer to the sum totai' of ··&,b'iifM�� depending on which a _given effect occurs. 
�:E�Jsl��H1�n:·s' in terms of hetu in Buddhism were largely 
�:��Jmp�f�(!,ilie_p_roblems associatedj�th man's liberation 
Cffom1ll's'Dil$itlllile predicament which Buddhism referred 
�tJ�f i· : J:��.\.;._lii providing such explanations Buddhism 
· . � ' ·�J):c�ihim,crucial causal factors such as igno-
dj ��''h)i({ 'eraviilg (timha). Buddhism recognized 
: .t?h £T§i..�a�jo� m., t�rms ot hetu a�plies to any 
1·Hb biinco'ncetn. It could for mstance, be ;;��]�{. ��;f�. ' �;��afsp�ere in· ord�/ to discover what 
' 'd.U$Bi? . . 'h<tHlHns are related to social harmony and • • • '6' . .. ... � � ' ••' \', ,,, ,"· ,.' r •  • ' • 

stWlfiJ.X R'r<1���r.�ati�·e� and . conditions are · related to 
., sbC'iiil :rtffir�sftafi<Fiii&t\lbility :· The point is that expla-
. niltiofi'i!i•su'1iif:i�� wu'considei:ed in Buddhism to be of iiii'ineifs��tiaicil b'c!rlefit'lo mali in coutra.St to explana
tioiis�iiiq�"ffl'ii4)Fab·str.lict· tt!eta:physical principles. Most · 

of th�;:�ai.iYaPtjCfciU�tlfat the Buctdha: has identified in 
comiectioffi��liV:ilitniiiFtiip�mesS' ilJid mis�ry are evi
dentJY

.
fact'dri�a�'f�piyc�bl'Ogical·significanec such as 

phu�.:f'(self�nhnt�t)Y 'feifi;},;i'(feeJi.ng) tai?ha (craving), 
and upa��.'l� (�UJliW-J) �9n acco�nt of this characteristic 

· · of the Buddll.iS� C(!�eepi of hetuit•may be said to be closer 
to empid�al pragauttlc and scientific notions of cause 
than to metaphysical ones; · 

P. D. Preaslrl 

7 S- · ··-�· paa:awosu muh uttdllt pi tat a nibbattanadltammaaam asambhsvibbivato • Yitathata: Viim. p. � 18. 
• BIDI/JIIll! UP18·�.. __ , • 
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The term betu, in spite of its occurrence in the pre
Buddhist literature, was not as widely used as a philo
soph_ical term until tht rise of Buddhism. The reason for 
this is that the term, when utilized in a strongly substan
tialist philosophical context, implied a "root" (mUla), the 
euential and invariable cause of a "sprout" (tiila, sungs},1 
a conntection which the traditional Brahmanical system 
of thought preferred to explain as a function of the "self" 

(atmM) and the Materialist schools conceived as "self
nature" (svabhava). Su!:h a conception of "cause" could 
not be accommodated in a radically non-substantialist 
and empiricist philosophy like that of the Buddha. Yet, 
the Buddha, whose central tenet in philosophy is the 
"principle 'of dependent arising" (paticcasamuppsda), 
needed t_o utilize this important term f;om current usage 
but also wanted to rid the term of its substantialist 
implicatwns, a process popularly referred to as "pouring 
new wine into old bottles." 

pective, enumerated a whole set of conditions that is 
relevant to the context, even though the question itself is 
formuiated in the singular. Thus, explain ing the human 
personality as one that "has arisen depending upon a 
cause" (betu� paficca sam bhutan;, note the use of tbe 

term betu enabled the Buddha to retain some flexibility in 
enumerate at_ least four conditions, comparing them to 
the seed (bija}, the field (kbetta), soil nutrition 
(jJatbavirasa) and moisture (sineha).4 Such a use of the 
tenn hetuenabled the Buddha to retain some flexibility in 
the explanati� of the relations as well as the_ uniformities 
(dhamdJa.{a). conceived in terms of such relations. 

·Theories thafoid not have such flexibility but upheld 
some form of determinism, especially those that left no 
room for human effort and moral responsibility, came to 
be designated abetuvada even though they were to admit 
some form of causation.5 Materialist theories that 
re�ognized "self-nature" (sviJbhava) and the Ajivilca 
theory of biological determinism (niyati-sangati-vada) 
came under this category. 

- The Buddha used the ·term in two related senses, the 
ontologicil.l and- the logiCal. The ontological sense often 
appears wbenever a question is posed in the 'form: "What However, as specul�tions continued d uring the 
ia the_ cause, what is the conQition?" (ko betu, ko scholastic period represented by the Abhiddhamp1a,_and 
p1cayo).2 _ The. logical implications are often apparent · the need fo� speatying the types of relations was felt, we 

· when the question is po�d as·: "What is the reason?�' (tain find the scholastics enumerating four and sometimes 
kim betu).l · , , 

- · 

-twenty� fou-r relations or conditions (paccaya), the first of 
· For the Budd�� the ·more important was the use of the - whic� faS :ways �etu-p_accaya (be�-pratyaya) or :root
term in an ontological sense. After denying any per- - . COJ1:QltlOJ:l: - .Desptte the demarcallon of the meanmg of. 

-
mailent _ and ---:essential entity called _ "self" _ (itman)- or : . the �erm betu in this context, the Abhidhamma avoided a 
substance or "self-nat�re (svsbbiva}, if the ·Buddha had - -. subst1p1tialist interpratation of ibis condition by insisting 
not focused . updb ihe ontol(lglCal relations between Upon. the efficacy of the other conditions without which 
experienced events or phenomena, he would- bve Iiuted the betu-paccaya itself would be inoperative. 

-

to explain the percevied uniformities and be left wit� a the substantialist interpretation of the causal relations 
·conception of the wo�Jd that is more like a sand-heap. appeared for the first time in the Buddhist tradition as a 
Yet, as mentioned earlier, the .term betu used to explain result · or the �peculations of tl\e Sarviistividins. They 
that relation was loaded with substanti�st meanings. In assumed that ·each causal relation possessed a unique or 

· order to avoid auch substantialist nuances, the Buddha essentiai-nature (svabbiva). It is the Sarvistivida inter-
used the term as a syn()nym .for one of the terms which · pretation of the c�tusal conditions (pratyaya)that became 
wu more .compatible - with his own concep.tion of a the target of Nigiirjuna's criticism. In the opening 
relation, _ iuimely, paccays (Skt. pratyay4) _mea:Ung chapter of his. celebrated work, the Miilamadbyamaka� 
"conditon." Th�, in any investigation into the nature kiriki, Nigiirjuna dismissed the non-Buddhist theories 
and · functioning of pl!enomena, the _ques��n riis� of causation by utilizing one single verse and devoted the 
almoat always is ko bet!J, ko pacayo (''what is the cawe, remaining thirteen verses to the refutation of the subs• 
what is the condition?j. Whereas a aubstantialiSt or an ,tantialist version of the caus� conditions (prat�ya) 
essentialist would o!ten look for a single essential cawe, without abandoning the conception of conditions itself. 7 
tbe B�ddha, unrestricted �y such a philosophical pers- . Hqwem", in spite of Nigirjuria, the substantialist inter- · 

•· See David J. JCI)upahana, Ca,rality. Tbt;Central Plulo10phrcl�dbism, Honolulu: The University Press of Hawaii, 1975, pp. 8 
- 1 1 ,  . . . . . . 

. 
. . . . 

2. Vin. Ill, pp. 8, 105, 145; D. I, pp. 100 - 108, 144; n, p. -13.9; M. I, pp. · 25', 27, 285 �tc. 3. D. I, p. 18; JI, p. 14; M. I, pp. 1, 31, 310; S. U, p. 24; A. I, pp. 8, 32 etc. 
4. -s. i, p. 134. 

-
· _ 

5. See M. I. p. 408; S. III, p. 73; A. II, p. 31.  
6.  See JCslupaliana, CAusalfty, pp. 163 - 176 _ 

· 7. _See David J. Kalupahana Nagujuna: Tbe Phl1osopbyoftbe Middle W•y, Albany: The State University of New York Press, 1986, 
pp. 105 - 1 17. ' . . . . . 
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iitions that • restion itself li pretation appears to have dominated the subsequent 
�g the h uman , non-canonical literature, especially the Abhidhamma 

tding upon commentaries and II.!anual�, a rare exception being the 

he use of th Abbidhammamiila-!iJci of Ananda. 
� flexibilityi The second application of the term hetu, that is, in a 
·ing them to logical sense, despite its occurrence in the early discourses 
I nu tritio where the Buddha's clarion call for rationality, embodied 
a use of the ip the recurring question "What is the reason?" (tam kissa 
Jexibility in betu), whether the question pertains to a discussion of the 
niformities (actual world or some issue relating to morals, did not 
relations.

' . gain milch prominence until the time o(Vasubandhu. lt is 
•ut  upheld . possible to surmise that Vasubandhu's involvement in the 
I at left no · · logical enterprise was due to his being engaged in fierce 
V, came to philosophical debates with the non-Buddhist as well as 
: to admit th.e Buddhist substantialists. In addition to being the 
rie!. that . greatest Buddhist psychologist after the Buddha, he is 

Ajivika also famed for his pioneering ·.Vorks on Buddhist logic. 
Ui-vida) Even though his pupil, Dinn8ga, has overshadowed him 

in this latter . discipline, v&Suband�u himself can be 
ing the 
na, and 
felt, we 
letlmes 
first of 
"root
ting of .• 
ided a  . 
isting 
�hich 

ions 
as a 
'hey 
: or 
:er
ne 
Dg 
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considered the father of Buddhist logic. 
Vasubandhu is credited v.ith the formulation of the 

three· characteristicS (Jakssna) or form (riips) of reason 
(betu) which became a paritdigm for the later Buddhist 
logicians and which bore his name as Yasubandhava.m 
Jsksanam. 8 The three characteristics of hetu are 

· 

f. · Thesis (pak�a) to b� established, e.g. The mountain 
is fire-possessing. · 

· 

2. Reason or justification (hetu)which is an indication 
of the invariable concomitance of an . event with 
another such that the event would not arise without 
the occurrence of that other. e.g. Because the 
mountain is smoke-possessing. Whenever there is a 
state of smoke-possessing, a state. of fire-possessing 
must occur. 

3 . . Exemplification (drstanta) or that through which 
the invariable con��initance of the two is specifi
cally mentioned e.g. As . is the . kitchen (positive 

· example) and unlike in a lake (negative example).9 

�s It may be noted that, even though the term hetu occun 
te in No. 2 above and is used to refer t� the specific 
:- ontological connection, all three are referred to as 
) characteristics (!¥sana) or forms (riipa) of hetu. Thus 

the term hetu com�s 'to be synonymous with the very 
. method of reaso!ling or logic. The hetu-vads (opposed to 
abctu-vada) which absorbed the attention of early 
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Buddhism is now overshadowed by hetu-vidya ("the 
science d reasoning or logic''). Henceforward many 
works on logic were designated "Treatises on H etu" as 
exemplified by works like Hetubindu, Hetucalcradamaru, 
HetucakrimirJ?aya and Hetutattvopadeia. (Pl. XXXVO. 

David J. Kalupahana 

HEVAJRA, an Indo-Tibetan Buddhist deity, described 
mainly in the Hevajra-tantra (q.v.). The cult of Hevajra's 
worship, specially in its ysb-yum (mithuna, yugsnaddhs) 
form, i .e. in which he is in union with his sakti (female 
counterpart), was developed in the 1 1 th and the 13th 

. centuries in Bengal and :in Tibet. As an emanation of the 
dhyani-buddha Aksobhya Hevajra belongs to the Dvesa 
(wrath) family to �hich Aksobhya and his emanations 
belong (See HERUKA). · 

· . 

With regard to the name Hevajra' It is of interest to 
note that vajra, meaning the thunderbolt or the diamond, 
which symbolises the indestructible nature of the ulti
mate truth and which is also the symbol of the dvess 
family of Ak�obhya, is accordin�ly:made use of as a p�rt 
of the composite name Hevajra. As shown by D. L. 
Snellgrove (Buddhist Himalaya, pp . . 75 and 205) the 
name is merely an invocation of the final truth (he, va}r•). 
According to the same authority (Hevajra-tanir,a; I, p. 10. 
+'· 1) while the name is sometimes :spelt as Harsavajra . 
meaning 'rejoicing vajra' it also occurs among the 108 
names of Vajr.'ildhara in the · Tattvassingrsha-tantra. 
Snellgrove further observes (ibid. p. 23), "To call anything 
the essence of Wisdom and Means as the Hevsjrs-tailtra 
is called on its .first p.age, is to clttiiii for it the nature of 
supreme truth, and to resolve Hevajra�s :namdnto two 
parts HE meaning. cmnpassion and V AJRA meaning 
wisdon, is to identify him with the Supreme Being." In the 
ultimate analysis the t�rm signifies· the undifferentiated . . \ . . . 
and indestructible nature Qf the. absohite, pictorially 
conceived as the god Hevajra. · 

In the pantheon ofTantric delties Hevajr�is classed as 
a tutelary god (yidsm).2 Cbapth S '�{ part II of the 
Hevsjra-tantradescribes �m as d�k in c�.lour, as having · 
sixteen arms, eight faces, four . legs and t:rrible in 
appearence with his gadarld cif skUlls" and the five 
1ynibolic adornmenll (paifcsmudrsdbira)3 and as being 

. . �:. .. . ' . . 

8. See Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism, Hirakata City, Osaka Pref: Kansai U�iveraity of Foreign Studies, 1980, p. 29.5. 
9, See Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasuba.'1dhu,Delhi, Motilal Banarsid8!11, 1 984,·pp. 38 ..: 39. . · 

I. Heruka is also sometimet·used to designate Hevajra. But the term.Heruka designates not a aingle divinity but a type the: clau of 
fierce divinities and hence Hevajra ia merely another form of Heruk:a (sec D. L. Snellgrove, Buddhist Himilay., p,

' 20.5): 
2. Sec Alice Getty, Gods of Northern Budc/hism, pp. 123 ff. 
1 The five adornments are the circlet (cakra), earrinp (kundals), rtecklace (kanthf), bracelets (tucaka)and girdle (melhaia). These are 

said to possea purificatory powers at they symbolise the fiVe dhyini-buddtiis: aee text I, viii, 17 imd II, vi, 1 -4. 
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embraced, in the mithuna posture, by his female counter� 
partprajJJa designated as Nairiitmyii. The four mara.s' are 
represented as being trampled by him, under his feet . 

Fearful to fear itselfS (bhayasyapi bhayanakam) he 
dances furiously (t8ndav8nv1ta) on a solar disc, �ith a 
crossed vajra (viivavajra) on his crown and the body 
smeared with ashes and his mouth emitting the hum 

.sound.6 His front face is said to be black, the right on� 
white, !he left one red and fearful and the one to the rear is 
distorted. The other faces are like those of bees with three . · 
eyes for each. While Hevajra and Nairatmya remain in 
the centre of the mai?�ala, which is described as square and 
with four port�s and adorned with garlands and chains, 
the eight yog/nis of the mandala of Hevajra are 'at each of 
the eight directio_ns. They ��e Gauri in the east, Gaurl in 
the south, Vetiili in the west, Ghas�ari in the north, 
Pukkasi in the north-east, Savari in the south-east 
Candiili in the south-west and Dombini in the north
'west: · These yogi�s are tw�armed and in a dancing 
position, having three eyes; wearing the five ornamentl 
referred to earlier and bearing various implements in 
their hands. The skulls in Hevajra's right hands contain 
an elepbant,.a horse, an ass, an ox, a camel, a ma:n, a lion 
and a cat. Those in the left contain earth,. water, air, fire, 
moon, sun,. Yama and Vaisviinara. As he is in a dancing · attitude he is: possessed of' the nine aesthetic ·pleas!lres · 

. (nav.!nityarasa)whi_:h li.re love (smgara), b�roism (vira), · 
loathe��ni�ness · (bibbatsa), horror. (raudra), · mirth�
(hisya), frightfulness (bbayinaka), comp�ssion (karuna)' . 

wonderment (adbbuta) and tranquillity (linta).' While 
enjoying great bliss (mabisukba) in the · company · of 
Naititmyi, be at the req�est of the latter, gives the all
important Bevajra-mantra and draws out the mandala 
himself. It js worth noting that detailed instruct�o��· are 
given as to the: dt�twing of .the.painting. of Hevaji:a. Some 
of the more interesting of these instructions are that it 
should be drawn by a person belonging to the tradition of 
the · Hev.ajra's cycle (samayfdtrdmna) and being a . 
frightful picture it should be p,ninted at a lo;nely spot at 
noon on the 14th day of the da�k formight in a ferocious 
state !)f mind (kruradttena)from drinkmg wine (mad ana
pinata�) 1• As regard� the Writing of the text too it has to 
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be d  one by one belonging to the tradition of Hevajra and 
neither the p ainting nor the te.xt should be_ shown to 
st rangers.9 Answering a question by the yoginis, Hevajra 
explains the mahamudra or the great symbol which is the 
goddess PrajJJapai:amita herself. Being a physital des.
cription of the goddess it could be cited as a description of 
ideal female beauty (II, viii, 2-7). 

As Hevajra is a tutelary deity (yidam: i�!adevata) the 
· practical purpose served by him and his mandala is the 

facilitation of the practice of concentration, th'e 'process of 
which is described in great detail in chapter 3 of part 1 of 
the text which is summarised by Snellgrove in the 
following words, "After the preliminaries, the purifica� 
tion of the site and of one's own person, the evocation is 
begun. This may proceed in various ways in accordance 
with the. meanings of the symbols suggested above. One 
m ay first envisage the syllable RAM which is the 
primeval fire. In this one evisages a crossed-vajra, symbol 
of the absl!lute centre, and then at the heart of this the 
syllable HUM which is the essence of Heruka or Hevajra. 

.One may complicate the process by envisaging this vajra, 
-the adamantine essence, as first transf9rming itself into a 
protected palace, at the centre of which Hevajra is 
enthroned, o.r one may commence the whole process with 
the lotus in the stylised form of the tria\lgle of origi
·nation. "to 

A word may be said here · about the angry and 
frightening nature of Hevajra· and other similar deities, 
collectively known as Herukas. Such figures in Indian 
Art; symbolise the fearful aspect of the process of 

· enlightenment which in Gotama Buddha's case is ex- · 
pressed by his struggle with Mira and his hosts, while the 
dancing .attitude symbolises rhythmic vibrations of the 
universe, as in the case of Siva, the nataraj. The skull
cups and other war�Jike symbols, the fearful. facial 
expressions etc. depict the inner struggle, the psycho
logical war, which a person desirous of attaining enlight
enment has to go through. l l  

A. G. S. Karlyaw�am 

-4. The four nmas arc slandbamSr-., kl�amm, llJ!1yu�a �d devaputrai�J8.ra. 
S. Snellgrove observe:�: "The Hevajra-tantrs belongs to th: Vajra-family·of which Aksobhya or one of his wrathful manife�atiol13, 

Hevajra, Heruka or Samvara is the head. Wrath Is therefore at the centre arid the 118pect of the divinities is wrathful." 
Hevajra-tantra, 1, p. 30. · _ 

· · ·. · 

6. This u the seed-syllAble (bija-mantra)) of Hevajra from which he manifests himself. 

1. The amhetic significance ?fthe philoipphkal concept as well liB of the pictorial repre:�entation ofHevajraand hi! troupe could be 
seen fr.om this reference to tbe nine: sestbeb'c pleasures of the Indian tradition. Hevajrli !!-dancing posture can be compared with that 
of Siva the nataraj, as symbolising the rhythm of the univefl!e, 

.S. The� details ieem to smack of certain elements of bl�k�magic involved·in the rite; 
9 . . This showi the secret nature of the Tantric circles as in the case of the Guhyasamaja-tantra. 

10. Hevsjra-tantra, I, p. 32. This description reminds one of the ssdhanas of the Sadhana.?1afS. 
I I. For a detailed discussion of this point see Lama Anagirika Govinda's Foundations of Tibetan Mysticism, p. 198 f.. 

.. ..  -... . . 
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HEVAJRA-TANTRA, a Buddhist Tantric text in 
Sanskrit compiled in about the middl� of the 7 th century 
A.C. by Saroruhavajra (or S aroruha-siddha or Padma
vajra) and Kampala.1 What these two writers seem to 
have done was to put together in an s.nthoritative form a 
large amount of floating material dealing with tantric 
teachings. Once the text assumed its present form a1J the 
other sources that served as its basis disappeared leaving 
only the signs of such a tradition. This text gained 
popularity among the Indian Tantric Buddhists towards 
the end of the 8th century.z 

The Hevajra-tantra opens with the familiar opening 
phrase of Buddhist siitras evsm maya srutam (thus have 
I beerd); Hevajra (q.v.) addre;ses the openi�g chapter of 
the 1'antra to the Bodhisattva Vajragarbha, who is ttJ.t 
interlocutor .. Tjlls T11ntra is introduced as the most secrllt 
of all secret things (guhyat gu.hyatamam). In reply to a 
questiciii of Vajragarbha the Lord expiains that in the 
name Hevajra 'He' stands for compassion (karuna) and 
Vajra for wisdom (prsjiJa) thereby equating th� name 

-Hevajra with the fmaiTruth as understood in Vajrayina. 
The subject matter of the text divested of the Buddhist. 

elements, appears as a popular form of folk religion full 
of magic and going back to a very early period of huma.il 
civilisation. The original source materials of these folk 
religious elements were composed not in pure Sanskrit 
but in some popular dialect which was turned into 
Sanskrit once the text assumed a Buddhist form. The 
passages that remain in the text in these dialectal forms · 

· bear testimony to this. 
]be arrangement of the subject mattei too shows that 

this is a later collation. Lofty philosophical ideQ.S are 
expressed side by side with magical teachings, and the 
topics are introduc:ed without any plan. The two red:- · 
actors, however, have been careful to present the text 
giving it authority with the least am(lunt of editorial 
wor)c,J 

The philosophical basis of the I antra is a combination 
of)'ogici.ra and Midhyamika which also is the case with 
Tantric Buddhism in general. This is the basis on which 
reality (tattva)is presented as shown in the Sth chapter of 
book I. It opens by denying ultimate reality to -both the 
subject and the object in every fo� of sense-perception. 

The ultimate undifferentiated reality, as aspects of which 
god, mantra eta. have their ex.istence is here identified 
witht the Dhyani-Buddhas and with all the prominent 
gods of the day - Vairocana, Aksobhya, Amoghasiddhi, 
Ratnasambbava, Amithiibha, BrahmS:, Vi�J?u, Siva, etc. 
on the grounds that the various aspects offmel truth are 
represented by these gods.' 

The Midhyllinika philosophical tenets such as the 
identification of the microcosm with the macrocosm and 
of samsira with Nirvana, the admission of Buddha 
nature' in everything incl�ding the inanimate objects, are 
dealt with . in the concluding stanzu (37 ff.) of the 8th 

chapter. Final knowledge is self-realisation (stz. 5 I) 
which onee dawned cannot be obstructed by anything 
(stz. 52). 

The 9.tll chapter al_so df)als with philosophical subjects 
more or l�ss , ,commqn to Mahiyina in general. True 
vision is obscured by ignorance. All things (i.e. sense
faculties, their objects, skandha, dbatu etc.) are pure in 
essence bilt 'thi�:eS��riti'aJ·purity is obscured by the defiling 
ignoriliice;'�J�a,Ji{iia.); tBy personal realisation (si'a
samvedf•Xt��:�y9'gi�' slic)uld �li.lise this fact, which is 
possibJe:b.��--��,�iti:��#& tlie entire world is of Buddha
nat tire :�(i!#f:li/iJ.�iD�Y:¥tfJiga�j. The · objecdve world, 
reptt�etite� ·t;" ·- - ' ��l� l,&ise-Object'i; remains uripuriu 
fled. tbi'tife-·,[ , :i��ffiig1 u' he thinki duBlistically u 

. . 

. he overcomes tbi� weakness by · · the realisation ofnon-duality, 
;;';.M;::o.:l•'o..;.;,�· resUltant conceptullli-

' ODI� · CI!.B ISe!l. tO think egoisti• 
· · Wtll-kilown Midbya. · � wdrid i� bouno, by 

·· w6r1d ii deluded 
r.!Y::h'[itt;;.lc�:epfived' 'of this . 

I. These are two of the 84 Perfected Ones (Siddhas) of Tantric tradition. ·
·
· 

· ·\� .. � � ··. -..�� · 

2. Hevajra Tantra has been edited and translated by D.L. Snellgrove and published in two partJ (I & II) u thc '6th Volume of the 
London Oriental Series of the Schoo! of Oriental and African Studie3, London Univerrity'j 19�9. ,,;,�, 

3. This is the re�son why Edward Conzc finds this Tantra to be p(slight literary merit. cC Edward �nze, BUddhist Thought in India, 
London, 1962, p. 271. 

4. E.g. Visnu represents all pervl.'livene3s and Siva propitioualfcsa etc. 
· 

S. yens tu yena badhyate IokBh 
tena ru· tena tu band han am muifcet 
/oko muhyati vetti na tattvam 
tattvavivllljitlll! siddbim na /apsyet II, chp. i� stz. 49. 

f" ... ·�. � · .  
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has brought this about by purification6 (11, ch. IV, stz. 32. 
ff.). 

The realisation of this final 'Fruth "which should be 
individuaJ.Iy realised, free from the ideas. of oneeelf and 
others� pure and void as the sky, the essence supreme of 
existence and non-existence" is expressed through 'four 
joys'.designated as 8nmda, panun8nmda, virami.nmda 
and iabafonanda. 7 The fourth joy is described as supra
mundane and accordingly equated with the non�ual 
state of the·absolute, the state of Enlightenment or Bod hi. 
Elsewhere (Bk. II, ii, stz. 52 ff.), this Final Bliss, 
designated as Great Bliss (mabi-i.n.nda), is treated as 
the absoiute from which th� five great elements 
(mabiibbiita) are said tb evolve. In this svmbolism the five 
Tathagata' families (kula) are given as �presenting each 
of the elements. The entire universe is . represented as 
becoming evolved from the one absolute, the Mahasukha 
or Great Bliss. 

Although one transcends physical form in these progres- · 
aive stages of spiritual exj>eriences, the body is still 
necessary as_ the means towards 'th� . g<t�. for. these 
experiences be.ve to be attained through the body. 
Accordingly the_ En_lightened One has a .forJl1 with arms 
and faces altlio1,1gh in, the hl&flest bliss he is formless (II, ii, 
s�. 35-43), thereby �plying the cessation of individuality 
by the freed saint. . 

The ultimate essencelessness or" all phenomena owing 
to their conditioned nature (lijnyafi) is explaiped at II, . 

iii, stzs. 32 ff. Ali il)ese lll'e like the �oon's reflection in 
water. All dbsrmas have to be conceived as the fire that 
cannot-be locat'et dn any place _::·in the fire-sticis, banda . 

that nib or .in itS action etc. · 
· · 

Buddha nature is present hi all beings, gods, men . ... .  : 
all (II, iv, stz. 36). If not for �he accidental defllements, all 
are Buddhas. • � other words a p;rson who �ows his 
own true nature is . a Buddha. This inherent . state of 
Buddhahood has to .,e realised by one's own mind and 
there is no other method.' 

6. II; chp. iv, stz. 32 ff. 
7. Tbcs.c are explained at 0, chp. ii, stz. 2S ff. 
8. II, chp. iv, atz. 69 

· 

9. 'Da buddbo labbatiptra 
Jokadhatwu .lutracit 
cittam. eva hi sambuddbo 
na bvddbo yatt11 dsrJitah .ll, iv, 75 • 

. 10. Detail• of its lay-out are Jiven at I, x. 2 ff. 

HEVAJRA-TANTitA 

Mandala Ritual: The mandala-ritual which is essentially 
a meth.

od of acute conc��traiion by means of seed
syllables, mantras, imagined divinities_etc., is performed 
on the basis of these foregoing philosophical tenets. In 
the Hevajra-tantra the mandala is that o'f Hev11jra and his 
troupe of eight yoginls or' that, of N airatmyB, Hcvajra 's 
feminine counterpart, with her troupe of ftfteenyogziiis. Jo 

The yogin should begin his meditational exercise with 
the development of the four brabmavib8ras (q.v.) 
followed by thoughts on the void (iiinyati), on seed
syllables (bija), on the physical manifestation of pheno
m�na etc. idealised· in the circle of divinities, and lastly 
this whole process is to be envisaged within one's own 
heart so that one oneself becomes the centre. One should 
continue this exercise in the way prescribed-until one is 
capable of visualising and worshipping Hevajra with his 
eight yogiiis. l l  The Lord is to be. envisaged as born from 
the syllable and . having · two forms as four-armed and 
six-armed, the former symbolising the destruction of -the 
four Miiru and t·ii� latter the six perfections. The corpse 
upon wliich he treads symbolises the three-fold world. 
.Both forms are to be visualised as _in yab-yum atiitudes, 
the former-embracing Vajravarihi �d the latter Vajra
smkbala. 

The ' yogin's next task is self-consecration which is 
another important step in this process· of me4itation 
through symbols as describ�d in the chapter that follows. 
(i, cb. iv). Here� ·t oo·,- the yogiJi has to visualise a seed- · 
syllable is hjs own heart from which a ray of light ia Jed · 
out in the form of a hook with which all the Buddhas a� · 

drawn towards h_im. After worshipping them the yogin 
should beseech them to consecrate him, which they 
would accordingly do. Once this is done the presiding 

· deity of the Heruka family (i .e. Dbyani-Buddha 
Aksobhya) would appear ori the yogin � head indicating 
that Hevajra is revealed to �m.ll 

The 6th chapter (Book I) continues with the details of 
the performance (carya) of this ritual through which the 
practiser is expected to attain perfection (siddbi)witb the 
help of Hevajra. n 

1 1 . The dress and otJter &ccourtremenu to be worn and other implements to be used are prescribed. 
12. For better !UOCCSS one is ukcd to perform it morning, noon and evening. 
13. The claim that for some at least this whole ritual is merely a mental exercise appears to receive support from the Hevajr• Tmtra. lt 

nys 
Mantraiudhya sthita ,I iii 
nartans bhivans smrti 
tasmat ,ltajlca nrtyi!rca 
luryat yogi SilOS sads, . I, ..,;, stz. i3. 

� .. _ .. _. _ 
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He shoutd be restrained regarding his food and drink. 
He is also asked to abandon desire and folly, fear and 
anger. He should forego sleep and uproot the nature of 
self before he begins the actual performance. Once he 
attains · siddhi the yogin "wanders; filled with great 
comp8!lsion and released and full of of compassion for all 
beings he becomes a 'delighter in the dri�k of yoga. '1.4 

After practising this meditation for one month con
tinuously the yogin becomes qualified to have a female 
partner fYogini) which symbolically means that owing to 
constant practice of meditation the yogin frees himself 
from sexual differentiation as male and female. This state 
is called mudra-siddha (ibid. stz. 26). 

An interesting feature in this system of meditation is 
the division of all individuals into five groups, which 
classification decides the type or mandala .suitable for a 
particular person (I, v, II, xi). Accord:u;g to this division, 
based undoubtedly on quite a sound' concept of psycho-

. logical ethics, every individual, by nature, belongs to one 
of the five Tathigatba families (kula) represented by the · 

· five Ohyani-B1,1ddhas and their female counterparts. The 
IJlandalas sQitable for each person would have the 
Buddha of his fanuly at the centre. Thia allptmerit, to 
families is done on the basis of the predominll;Jlcel in each . 
individual's .nature of delusion (mobs) wrath (d'vesa) 
passion (riga}, envy (i�yi) and milligniW (paiiunya}, 
which classification reminds one of the six-fold divisi6n 
of all men in the Theravida tradition as riga-carita, 
dosa-<;arita etc. and the allotment of subjscts of medi
tation aceordingly (cf. Vism. p. 1 14) Thus; for medita
tional purposes, the yogin has to make use of the mandala 
sui�able for his ch�racier with the hClp .of his guru.'ihis 
family division has another interesting aspect, namely the 
secrecy associated with it. Each family seems to have 
jealously guarded · its own privacy -and secrecy. For 
_instance, chapter Vll of Book I gives a list of gestures 
used by the members of the hevsjrs-yoga in their 
conversations in the presence of outsiders and members 
of other families. This was to prevent these outsiders 
from understanding tliem. In addition to these gestures 
they had their own code-langusges designated as san
dhyi-bbifs.15 

The meeting of yogins and yoginis for religious pur
poses is referred to several times. These gatherings appear 
to be folk-dances incorporated into Tantric Buddhism as 
could be judged from the language of such a song given.l6 

As the mandalas of the Tantric Buddhist are entirely 
based on a c'omplete system of symbolism, at tima it 

-
l4. yogapsnsrato yo,; I, vi. stz. 26. 

becomes complicated to the average reader as could be 
seen in the 4th chapter of Book ll .  This complicated 
symbolism often uses sexual concepts as th ose of 
moments (ksana), joys (an and a) consecrations (secana) 
etc. (II, iii, stzs. 6 ff.). Another interesting feature in the 
Hevsjra tantrs regarding sexual symbolism is the fact 
that Hevajra gives explanations of various subjects while 
in various stages of sexual embrace with Nairitmyil7 

M antras and the magic rituals found in the text also 
have to be regarded as elements of folk religion incorpo
rated into Tantric Buddhism. Among such magic rites are 
those performed to drive away one 's enemies, cause a city 
to tremble, purify sites etc. (I, ii, stzs. 1 ff.). Many similar 
rites are given in the sixth chapter of Book I and chapter i, 
ix and x of Book 11. 11  

· 

The 5th chapter of Book II assumes a special signi
ficance betause in it Hevajra gives a picturesque a.ccount 
of himseJf reposing in bliss with Nairitmyi and of his 
msndBla . . :

. - . 
. •.. . • � . .  

As;�ey.remain iri bliss there arise the troupe of eight 
godde·sses fro.m the directions allotted to them. Each of 
them implot�s the Lord to arise from that condition of 
biis� ari'tl�"i�tivalt bioiself for the well;� �f the world 
'1\;!iibti ��� ����tijiij:giy d�es. On the requ�$t _of Nairitmyi · · · ·� -:..·· : ... · ·_. ''· ·· ' Il , · ·· · · ... :_ . · · ·· . ·· · . 

he n�;tt" giv�s · a· special mantra and draws his mandala 
hirilsett ::·: -,>J � · :''( ' .· · · . .  

·. :·;.�-:�:, "u.���W�\"tm!IS' C.ll.Qll�er-OI · the
. 
Hevajrl TJtntra is of 

Jo the significant discourse 
· . Vajragarbha "even 
: consecrated by the put 
· · of recognizing V ajra- -

. . he asks his dedi�ated 
Prajfti), the giver of 

A. . G. S. Karlyawllim 

IDEIZAN, honotifidl'inf� ·ofMt. HieHt:id iater\lSed as a : 
. synonym for the faiD,Ws�����1e �hryuuji. 

' 

. :, ,;.: : .. : ,r'i��i:'� ':�¢. -i�� � - �- �-:z ·-·. _,·_ . .: . · . . · . .  

In 788 A.C. Saicbo ; (P.,engy�. ,P�.I}!, .q�v.) being dis� 
ple�ed with the w;���t�i���4i���!�t}��· reUred to 
the Isolated Mounl liJ�1; �tl.P.J.ted �lose to Kyoto, to leld a 
life of s�litude. Soon itii:J _ i.etdiiig down ai Hiei he � 

·
-:: .,_ ":. :· : ·.'· ·, �- . r·· • r.: '· . . 

gathered a few since�� foU.9wers and manllged to build a 
small monastery which later grew to become the famous 
'Enry�uji. 

15. Tile secrecy is not confined to language and ritual practice3 but extends also to writing o(boob &rJd pllinting of picturet. (II, vi, vii) 

16. II, lv, stz. 6 ff. . '} :; :i ;  ,· .... : < 17. See II, vi, stz. 1 ff. vii, stz. 1 xi, stz. Iff. 10 ff. 
18; These remind one of the conteqtl of the Atbsrvaveda. 
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With the lapse of time more buildings sprang up and 
the Hiei mounta,jn range was tramformed into a vast 
monastic complex, comprising o f  a number of 
monuteries, sanctuaries, meditation halls and colleges. 
The alopes md valleys of Mt. Hiei were dotted with many 
thousands of such buildings and tradition says that at the 
height of its glory the number of buildings rose to three
thousand. It became the greatest centre of Buddhism 
developing numerous branches of Buddhist teachings. 

Hieizan received royai · patronage from· the very 
beginning. Though Sa,jcho preferred to keep himself 
alooffrom politics and the imperial court he well realized 
the importimce of royal patronage and hence, helped . 
K.wammu to establish his capital at Kyoto. Since then, 
Kwammu considered Hieizan as the royal temple. 

Subsequently, the establishment of a separate ksidan, 
hall set apart to perform the ordination ceremony, 
independent of those at Nar.a greatly enhanced the 
importance of Hieizan and helped it to produce many 
celebrated monks who were neither connected with nor 

· obliged to the schools at Nara. 
With its rise to fame Hieizan began to iCquire .w ealth 

and property and consequently ga,jned power in both · 
Ccclesiastical . and poiitical . affairs. Sa,jcho'� followers r 

were not quite bent on lives of solitude. · Instead.: they : 
· .preferred to ma,jnta,jn close connections with the imperial·' 
court �d. to dabble in politics. In the ·meantime, rivalries 
.sprang. up between. Hieizan and other .centres such IS 
MiMi era which had earlier: branched off from·. Hieizin. · 
These rivalries prompted both Hieizan, Mii-dera. Ji well 
as m�y other major monasteries to oraganize bodies of · 
mercenaries known as . sobei. Conflicts between these -
rival monastenes often became extremely violent-and it is 

· recorded that during the two centuries beginirlng from 
· 1018 A. C. Mii-dera was burned down Dine times by the 
monks of Hieizan. 

. 

These mercr.naries were used not only to settle rivalries 
. be.tween monasteries but, . often also; to coerce · the . gov�ment. Thus, for example in 989 A. C. the monks of 

Hieizan after refusing to accept the Emperor's nominee 
as their abbot, though it was customary for the Emperor 
to · make such nominations, took up arms agmt the 
Emperor to instal their own candidate. These coercions 
became �o frequent and violent that Emperor Shirabwa 
is said to have remarked that there were three things over 
whieJi be bad no control: the inundationS of river K.amo; 
huards of giUJibling and the monks of Hieiz.U� But, 
Hieizan had to pay very dtarly for its involvement in 
politicl. AJ a result of its joining hands with the ene�es 
of Nobunaga, Hieizan was the first to taste defe11,t. 
Nobunqa, in 1S71, completely destroyed the Hicizan 
complex; Many of its inmates were. mercilessly 
llllllacred lDd many others were banished; 

Iyeyasu, however, once again constructed a few 
monasteries but the number never increased over one 
hundred and twenty-five. Since · its destruction at the 
hands of Nobunaga, Hieizan neither rose to it' old 
heights of glory u a great centre ofBuddbiJmnor became 
known as a political power to reckon with. 

S. K. Naaayakbra 

·HiGHER ORDINATION or Upasampac/8 is the form of 
Ordination that confers full membership of the Order to a 
monk of the Buddhist comalUnity of monks (ssngba). 
The Pali term Upssampadi · (upa+sam+pad) 'taking 
upon' or '.acquiring' technically denotes the taking up of 
the responsibilities of monkhood . It is by Higher 
Ordination that a mo1lk becomes a full-fledged member 
of the. community of monks. 

The institution of higher ofdination, however,. bas 
.undergone s�eral changes from its inception .. Retn!U'k-:. 
ably, the formation of the Order of monks and the laying 
down of a comprehensive set of disciplinary rUles 
governing the monastic life; by the Buddha are unique 

. features. in Buddhist monasticism. 
, �clcibJSt:Mousdclsm ud m,bet OrdJM� The first 

chapter of the. Mabivaggapili, . the third book of the 
Buddhist ·�onastic discipline ; traces the history of. this 

· ceJJ.obitic imtitution referring to num�rous contributory 
· factors that affected its evolution from the very ·earliest 

and simple beginnings upto the present procedural 
formalities of the Higher Ordination ceremony. It reveals 

. how the territoriai expansion and1nflux of n.:w adherents 
who sought adllti$sion to the OlVer due to various 
reasons · necessitated . new procedural- measures ·to ·be 
introdu�d for. the healthy growth of the newly estab
lished monastic Order. Procedural acts perta,jning to 
both Ordination (pabbajfi) and Higher Ordination· 
(upss&mpscli) that evolved �thin the lifetime of the 

. Buddha himself ensured the dignity and estee� of the 
community of monks . 

It is plausible to assume that ilt the outset there could 
have been only a simple admission procedure . cailled .· 
Ordination (pa!Jba.ifi) which in a later pbae of the 
increui�g popularity of Buddhist monuticism QDle tQ 
be differeJltiated from Higher Ordination (Up•
la.mpacli). The Mabiv.a�spili, however, tracing the 
history of these two monastic blstitutions s·ays that both . 
Ordination and · Higher Ordination had b�n conferred · 
by the Buddha concurrently at the beginnilig when the 
five pa6cav.zgiya ucetics sought admission into the 
Order. Customarily, Higher Ordination is preceded by 
Ordination which points io the recognition of the former 
Ordination u an essential requirement of monkbood as a· 
full member of the community. 
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The first, among the five ascetics who listened to the 
Setting in Motion of the Wheel the Dhamma, K.ondafina 
who attained the first stage of sainthood begged

. �f the 
Master: "0 Lord! let me receive Ordination and Higher 
Ordination from the Blessed One." Thereupon the 
Buddha said "Come, 0 Monk, well taught is the doctrine, 
lead the holy life for the sake of the complete extinction of 
suffering." The Buddha's very form of address to 
K.ondaiiiia was adequate to confer both the Ordination 
and' Higher Ordination on hirp. In this way Vappa and 
Bhaddiya as well as Mahinima and Assaji respectively 
on two occasions begged for Ordination and in turn they · 

also were admitted to the Order by addressing them, 
"Come 0 Monks" by the Buddha himself. In this way, 
according to the MshivsggapBli, the Buddha continued 
to exercise the privilege of admitting new disciples to the 
Order. 'lmmediately afterwards, Yasa and his flfty-four 
{riends were admitted to ·the Order by the Buddha 
following the same method ( Yin. I. p. 12 f.) . . 

Gr.adually, there was an increasing interest (or the new 
movement and monks who set out in propagating the 
doctrine kept on bringing to the Buddha new candidates 
aspiring to Ordination from different · parts of the · 

country. In this Connection, in order to lessen the 
difficulties that both the aspirants and the monb hild to . 
undergo the Buddha enjoined the monks them�lves to. 
confer both forms of Ordination by making the aspirant · utter thrice the Threefold Declaration of taking refuge in 
the Buddha, the doctrine and the community of monks. 
Nevertheless, the Buddha reserved for himself the privi-

. lege of conferring Ordination and Higher Ordination 
with the fol1Ilula: "Come, 0 Monks" and afterwards 
ordained three matted-hair asectica along with their 
followers and later the chief disciples Siriputta and 
Moggallina in the same way. 

Yet on a later occasion, with .reference to a Brihmana 
called Ridha who sought admission to · the Order the 
Buddha enjoined .the monks to confer Higher Ordination 
by aformal act of the Ordc;_r with the motion followed by 
three announcements (Nstti-catuttha-ksmms). With 
some amendments and additions due to. new situations 
the procedure prescribed came to be regarded as the 
standard • ecclesiastic!J..} modus for bestowing Higher 
Ordination. To da:fnot oD.ly memben of all monastic 
traditions in Sri L�ka but also all the Theravida 
countries follow the same method. 

EssentlaJ Requirements for IDgbe� Ordlnatbl. Regula
tions governing the Higher Ordination are scattered �ver 
many sections of the first chapter of the Msbiiifia'jiiJi. 
Details pertaining to the institution as evolved in sub
tequent centuries are fctund in the commentarial works 
•.'!ch as KankhivitsrBI!i, Samsntapisidiki, Vimstivino-

r .,..__ . 

dsrJ and Sarstthadfpanf. The sanctity and the legitimacy 
of the act are guaranteed only by fulfilling the essential 
preliminary requirements. As enumerated by the celebra
ted commentator Buddhaghosa in the Ssmantapisadiki 
they are fivefold: viz. ( 1). The purity and the eligibility of 
the person (vstthu}(2) The absence of the fivefold defects 
in bringing a motion (1Jatti) (3) Avoidance of the fivefold 
wrong articulation and the utterance of the procedural 
act (anussaVtJna) (4) Avoidance 9f the defects in settlins 
boundaries of a chapter-howe (1imi)(�) Maintenance of 
the moral purity of the participating monks and the 
quorum (psii1i), 

When a novice is being vouchsafed Higher Ordination 
he is simultaneously made to be bound by 227 diacipHnary 
rules including the seven settlements of legal procesaes
(satta adhiksran•-samatba)found in the monastic disci
pliriary code cai\ed Pitimo.kka. Beside the specific rules 
prescribed in the Patimo.kka there are some other minor 
dbligatory rules in the monastic discipline governina the 
monk'• �ut4tY�\l!Y ��haV,iour as well as his social relation-

. ship. �yen : �)}��� lsim�ra) who hu received his 
ordin�ti.��. J9 _�1:}�e )go it • made . to disrobe � it otd��·i ·��.��.�� .. th� .Hiaher Ordination enauriDa 
the iancfi�y of the' cOnferment and 'the· purity of the 
penon con�rbed. _ . . . · . . . r ." r • .. . ; :J.·"' ' : �  • .  :. · . · · · . , �_:-:.;.:�" . · 

Elder .. �����.�� and Elder So�ika are mentioned 
to hav.e 'tece�eii• ·t�eu Higher: . Orqinatioili. on two dil
tinctly diffetent; methOcl•· The accep�..,of three plain 
expository aei'mon• by Elder Mahiku,�a (S. II, p. 220) 
WQ aufficit�t forhtn· td bC admitt&J Wb�U the solution 
of questions · �e� b,Y, ��:il:\CM�� �� EIC!¢'Fsopika (TIYa . 

·vv. 48.0 r. 11J��i Pj�.1rr . .  · · ,d».: J76 f.) wu �equate 
for him to be '�evlt'ed '·i· Ofdmation. These two 
method a of eo!Uenp��f, . . , ; , 1d 'Pvidapatiudan• � pallhib)ic�i��r:> � ; .

·
_ .· . . . 

.
. 

As recorded in the.'/;EJMllitmt:Kbandhua of the 
CuDsVtJ8aaP¥ . M�--��J�i��; Gotami wu conferred 
both Ordination and �elH,iglier .Ordtnation by her mere 
acceptance of Ei�ht Shi�t j�onditions (a!!IJ• 81Jl11-
dhsmms. (Vin. II. · p. 2.71). Again with . n:ferenee to 
AddhllkQi, a former co�ri=�lii the Buddha etnpowered 
th� [Q�nka to confer HiSJ:ltr'Orohij;tion tve1J'tbrouah an 
emissary. (ibid. p:· 2i7)fB�fote; the d�t�ation of 
powers pertaining to_ dj(¢.iP,lpiiD', m&;ttm there wu an 
iptermediate phue in die'!P'oiiulic'ordet ofnilm where 
nuns were admitted tQ ijij&efOrd!llition followins the 
formal act of procedure bj nwis u w�D u by monk•. 
(ibid. p .• 274). As the moiiori and the announcement are . 
pronounced eight tunes before both communities this . particular method ia c.U,ed .A..!fb•vicib. 

As the foregoiq diae���sion ahowa there were eiaht 
kinds of Higher Ordination during the time of the 
Buddha. 
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l; Ehi bhikkhu (come bhikkhu) 
2. Safanaga mana (taking refuge in the three refuges) 
3. Ovadapatiggahana ( acceptance of advice) 
4. PafihabyBkarana· (answering questiom) 
5. Attbagarudhamma(acceptance of eight strict rules) 
6. · D�ta (through an emissary) 
7. AJ.thavacika. (by pronouncing eight times) 
8. Natticatuttha kamma (by three announcements) 

In course of time, the eighth came to be regarded as the 
one and only procedure for admitting a novice to Higher . 
Ordination. lt has been pointed out that the instance of 
empowering the Sangha for the conferment of Higher 
Ordination by a formal act of procedure is relatively early 
in the history of Buddhist Monasticism. The procedure to 
be followed in conferring Higher Ordination is found in a 
handbook called Ka mmavaca, which specifies the formal 
acts of the Order. (J. Dhirasekera, Buddhist Monastic 
Discipline, Sri Lanka, p. IO). · 

EBgfbillty and AdmonitJon. With regard to the eligibility 
of the novice seekin& Higher Ordinatio·n a· monk 
appointed for the. purpose instructs him. He is next led 
before the Sangha and the following questions are put to 
him. . 

. . . 
L Are you afflicted with . the following . diseases; 

leprosy, boils, dry leprosy, consumption and fits? 
2. Are you. a human being? 
3. Are you a.male? 
4. · Are you a freeman? . 
5 . . Have you �o deb.ts? 
6. Are you not in royal service? 
7. liav� your mother and father given their consent? 
8. Are you full twenty years old? 

· 

. 

9. Are. your·�m5 bowl and -yo�r robes in due state? . 
I 0. Wli.at is your name? . 

. 

1 I. What is your preceptor's name? 
. . 

The negation of the first and the affirmation of the rest 
of the questions �e anticipated (Yin. I, p, 94f.) . . 

As soon as the conferment of the Higher Ordination is 
over the Sangha measures the shadow (chaya) to reckon 
the time and tell him all the particulars pertaining to . .  
season (utuppamana), · what part of the day (divasa
bbiga), all details t�getber (samgjti) and tell Nm further 
of all the four resources (nissays)or the minimum require
ments of a monk and the four prohibitions (akarariiyini) 
or the acts not to be resorted to . by a monk who has 
attained Higher Ordination ( Yin .. I, p; �61). 

See also EHI-BHIK.K.HU-PABBAJJA. 

Pategama Gnanarama 

HIMAV A (Y ar.  Himacala, Himalaya, Hemavata, 
Himad ri ,  Haimav ata) - the n am e  give

'
n in Pali and 

Buddhist  Sansk rit texts  t o  the H imalayan range of 

mountains which_formed p art of t he noth::rn boundary of 
ancient Jambudipa . (q.v.). Mention is made of this 
mountain-range i�1 other non-Buddhist religious texts, 
too, such as Atharva�·eda (XII . I, II), Rgveda(X. I2 l ,  4) 
Taittirlya San_1hita (Y, 5, 1 1) Aitareya Bribmal!a (VIII, 
14, 3), Bhagavatapurana (1, 13, 29), Mahabbarata and 
Ja mbudivapannatti, a' Jaina Text. According to the 
Mahabb'arata (Vanaparva, chap. 253) this region was 
situated to the west of Nepal, and comprised the K.ulinda
vHaya representing the region of high mountains in 
which the sources of the Ganges, Jumna and Sutlej lay. 
According to the Markandeyapurana (54, 24; 57, 59) the · 
Himalayan mountain (lhmavat) stretched from sea to 
sea like the string of a bow. 

The commentary to the Suttanipata (SnA. 1. 66) states 
that this range of mountains is only one of seven such 
mountain ranges that lie beyond another mountain range 
by name Gandhamidana. Th� names �f ·th� other six 
mountain ranges mentioned along with Himavi are: 
Cullakiita, Mabiikiila, Niigapalivetbana, Candllgabbha, 
Suriyigabbha, and Suvannapass�. The extent of the 
Himalaya r;ange of i:nountlii�s is three hundred thousand 
leagues (yojana), with eighty-four thousand peaks, the 
highest peak being five hundred leagues (ibid: I, 224; II. 
443). 1n Himava are seven ·great" lakes, each fifty leagues 
in length; breadth and depth. The seven lakes are: . 
Anotatta, K.annamunda, Rathakira, Chaddanta, 
Kuniila, Mandaki.ni.and Sihappapiitaka. These lakes are 
always cool � they are never heated by the sun (SnA . II, 
407). The commentary to the Suttanipata (SnA. II, 437 
says that five hundred rivers originate from Himavi, but 
according to the Milindapa/Jba (p. l l4) only ten.-of these 
rivers are regular in their flow, others being intermittent: 
The ten rivers mentioned in the Milindapaffha as regular 
in their. flow. are: Ganga, Yamuni, Aciravati, 'Sarabhii, 
Mahi, Sindhu, Sarasvatl, Yettavati, Yitamsii and 
Candhabhigi . A i:nore comprehensive list of rivers 
floWing from Hiffiavii is given in Puranas (Mi.rkandeyiJ
purana 57, 16- 1 8). The names occurrl..ng in this li'st are: 
qangi, Sarasvati, Sin�hu, Candrabhigii, Yamuna, 
Satadru, Yitasti, Iriivati, K.uhu, Gomati, Dhutapiipi, : 
Bahudii�, D��advati� _Vipisii, Devikii, Rank�u, Ni5cirii, 

· Gandaki and K.au.Si.ki. 
.. . Reference is made to H�mavi in many Fa takas (J. 1 .  6, 

. ' 7;_ II. 72, 262; III, 3 I, 1 19) and other texts, as the place. to 
· which ascetics. reti�e .wh_en they. l.eaye ho�sehold life; as 
Himavi is full of woodlands and groves suitable for 
hermits to live and meditate (SA. I, 345). The hermitage 
of K.apila �as by the side of Himalaya, not far from the · 
river Bhagirathi (Saundarinanda Kivya, I,5: Divyivs
dana p. 548). The hermitage popularly known as 
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Yrsaparva's hermitage was near Mount Kailiisa in the 
Himalayas (Mahabharata, Vanaparva - CL VIII, 1 1 , 541-
3). An ascetic named Narada who lived in a cave by name 
Suvannaguha i n  the Himalayas attai ned supernc.•r:nal 

powe�s (abhififla) through practice of meditation (1. VL 
56). The Vidurapandita Fa taka (1. VI, 256) speaks of four 
wealthy brahmins of Biiriinasi who gave up their wealth 
and retired to the Himalayas to meditate. Occasional 
reference is also made in .Tstakas to hermits and ascetis 
Jiving in the Himalayas coming down to human settle
ments down below to procure salt and acid. (1. I. 505; II. 
17 1). 

Pacceka.buddhasretire to a peak by name Mahiipapiita 
in the Himalaya range in preparation to final passing 
away there (SnA. I, 129), and nag as go to Him a vii to give 
birth to their young. The mountain range is often referred 

. .  to as king of mountains (pabbatarafo) when it is used in 
similies (S. II, p. 1 37; V. p. 464; A. III, p. 3 1 1). SivaJi thera 
(q.v.) once went to Himavii from Siivatthi with five 
hundred others and thjs journey took them eight days 
(DPPNs.v. Himava, SivaJi). --

During the time of Emperor Asoka . of India the 
country around Himavi was converted to Buddhism by 
.Majjhima thera who led a mission to the area after the 
third Buddhist Council.. Others who accompanied Maj-

. jhima thera were: Kassapagotta, Miiladeva (Alakadeva), 
· Sahadeva and Dundubissara (Mbv. XII, 41 ;  Dpv. VIII, 
- 10; MT. 3 17). It is recorded that the DhammacJJkkap-
pavattina Sutta was preached by Majjhima thera and 

. eighty crores attained Sotapattiphala iUter listtning to 
the discourse. The five members of the mission indivi

. , dually converted five kingdoms and each member 
· . . ordained one hundred thousand persons (Mhv. XU, 42 

f.). It is also recorded in the Mahava�sa (V. 25 f.) that 
deities regularly supplied from Himavii for Emperor 
Asoka's use, twigs of the nigalata creeper, healthful 

. fruits, myrobalan, terminalia and mango fruit;-while ��r 
the foundation iaymg ceremony of the Mahiithupa ( q.v.) 
in Anuradhapura, novices (simaneras) with psychic 
(iddhi) power brought !Weet-scented m11rumba (Mhv. V. 
25f.; XX. 9) 

'llle KunBJa .Tstaka (1. V. p. 412) was preached by the 
Buddha in' the region of Himavi. The Buddha took the 
Sakyan princes there and' showed them - the various 
feature�, including many mountain peaks such as:. 
Manipabbata, Hingulapabbata, Afijanapabbata, Sanu-

- pabbata, and Phalikapilbbata. On fast days the gods 
assemble in Hiniavii to hold discourses (Sp. IV. p. 759 -
See DPPN. s.v. Himavi). 

illNAYANA, 'inferior vehicle', a term with pejorative 
overtones employed by the Mahiiyinists, to collectively 
designate the earlier schools of Buddhism includ ing the 
Theraviid ins, M ahasanghikas, S ammitiyas and Sarviisti
vadius. The component yana in this term li�rally means 
the vehicle that carries the rider or traveller to his desired 
goal. hi ot_her words, it refers to the path (magga, marga 
or patipada) that leads the follower to his fmal goal, 
nirvana. In order to attain nirvana the disciples of the 
Buddha follow the 'vehicle' of the

.
Noble Eightfold Path 

(maggatthangika-yana, Thig. v. 389; atthangikamagga
sailkhiita ariyayana: ThigA. p. 25i), whlch is sometimes 
called brahmayana and dhammayana, S. V. p. 5). ' 
Although the Noble Eightfold Path is thus infrequently 
referred to as a yana 'vehicle', it is the patipaaa 'path' 
followed by the disciple, or . the sawikayana that is 
referred to as the "inferior vehicle" in contrast to the 
attainment of bodhi'enlightenment' which is the superior 
(maha) vehicle. This 'vehiCle' of gaining n!rvM,ta as a 
savaka (disciple) is considered inferior (bins) by the 
MahiiyaniStS. The Mahiyiina ideal is the attainment of 
Enlightenment by fulfillilig, dte obligations of I! bodhi
sattva. The Mahiy8ltists_,maintain that _ the · Hinayina · 
culminai�s irt a�ah�tshlp wherell3 the Mahayana culmi
nates in <l}UddhahQod an,_d, detogative1y refer to · the 
former ll3 ��h�tysna :qr--ltivakayana while the latter is 
called. b!lddhayaiia,Qr b_o_dbif.atbfayip_a� :·, ' 

. _ across 
�.-.,, --

' ·c-· .. ·quite often, b\!t 
the· occurrence . 

. 
_ . is. very rate. In tlic : 

Palicavimsati-s3.hilSriki�pF�//1JJp�t�rnit8, we find the 
term used once -o:ply {Nti�ti�'-�h'$tilel'-"Vol' 8; p. 43a of 
CJ-.tinese Tripitaka;'Rytit�fJ�:�rnl.ftli/��historical Study 
of the teims _Hjnayii111'<ii'iff!JKI/ili'B:fi4a·Jlritf:the Origin of 
Mshay�oa Buddf1!sm; �CklqUttB;h1921i p;- ,1 1"9); while in 
the SsddharmaptJi1iliri.fti#.$iltri!-ithe -- term· occ_urs twice 
only (Sdmp. 188, pati-lilfl6o; part U; p. 140; Kimura, p. 
1 19). The use o(, tM,;; ��� ' is · more frequent in the 
Mahayana Sutras \¥hW�·1\f;c:,,regarded as later composi
tions. In the Suvikra�taY.ikrami-pariprccba of the 
Mahaprajfiapariui��ta, t�� example, ·  it is said, "It 
indicates the suprerpe way for the men ,of Mahayana and 
does not preach the way of the Srivak'!S and the · 

Pratyekabuddhas. It indicates the wa): <_?f the sravakas so 
far. as the men who are preaching Hinayiina are con-
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cemed, and shows the great way to one who desires to 
practise Mabayiina (Yueh Bundle, Vol. 8, p . 67b; Kimura, 
p. 147). The A vatamsaka Siitra emphatically states that 
Hlnayiina be given �p and Mabayiina earnestly practised. 
(Tien Bundle, Vol. 9, p. Sb; Kimura, p. 148) while the 
Mabiyana Msbaparinirvi.ns Sutra advises people to 
kindle the light of Mahayana and put down the light of 
Hinayiina (Yueh Bundle, Vol. 5, 77; Kimura, p. 148)'. 

Although the contexts in which the terms lravaksyana 
and arbatyana occur in the earJY Mahiyina siitras imply 
the inferiority of the idea they represent, they are not 

. quite adequate in expressing the idea fluently and 
completely; the terms are n�t evaluative or comparative 
in themselves. The term Hinayina seems to have been 
coined with the express purpose of condemning the mere 
attainment of nirvina by arabants. For the Mabiyapa, 
becoming an araban't is the easy way out, evading one's 
responsibilites to future generations. The arabant is felt 
to be lacking in.compassion. 

Enligb.tenment, according to Mabiyina does not 
m� simply the uriderstanding of _ the Four Noble 
Truths. The Buddha was no� merely enlightened in this 
sense, but litenilly omniscient. The enlightenment of the 
disciples wu no more thaJi the •pecifk_enlightenment 
which sufficed to produce :freedom. The thought · of 
enlightenment (bodbicitta, q. v.) in the-Mahiyina sutras 
is restri*d to • ·the thought of · becoming a Buddha; . 
cbnsequently it ia a thought peculiar to' the bodhlsattVa. 
. The.QCCurrence of this· thcnight is said� in the ·Ratna_k:iits 
Siitra (Qr Kilyapaparivaita, ed. by Von Stael-HolsteiD, 
S_hanghai,l9i6, p. 1 23), to m:like the bodhisattva surpass 
Ill •rivakas and pratyekabuddhu. In ac:cOtdance with 
this idea tlfe autra· (p. 1 16) denounces the irivakas as not 
being true sons of the -B�ddha . .  Practically every 
Mahiyina sutra repeats this denunciation of the inferior 

· (blna) way of the disciples in harsh ton� and at varyh:�g 
length, contruting ntther unpleasantly with the tolerance 
and understanding characteristically reflected in most 
cady Buddhist texts. · 

The views ofthe Mahiiyina siitras regarding Hiniyina 
took · definite shape at the ha�ds -of the Mahayana 
teachers who drew s�cific distinctions between the two 
yanis with regard to their theoreti�al, and practical 
applicat�on. There are six aspectS a_ccprding to them in 
which Hinayina is inferior to Mahayina. 

1. One fundamental difference concerns itself with the 
nature of beings. All beings both -wise and�foolisb 
according to Vuubandhu, ·are originally poseessed 

· of what is called BuddbHv"sbbiva or Buddha
nature, germ or potentiality that could be developed 
into Buddhabood. This · BUddbuvlbbiva is iden
tical with lunyati and all cluses of men come into 
being out of the same liinyati Vuubandhu addll 

• f' .... .. . . _ 

that the Sarvistiviidins, (i.e., Hinay8nists), are of 
the opinion that all human beings do not originally 
possess the buddhasvabhava, but obtain it by reli
gious practice (Buddhasva bhava S"astra, . Sha 
Bundle, Vol. 2, p. 466 of Chinese T ripi�aka; Kiinura, 
p. 1 5 1). 

2. The second point of difference pertains to the ideal. 
As all are posseS$ed of this Buddha-nature, the ideal 
should be the attainment of Buddhahood. All 
should arouse the thought of enlighterutient (bodhi
citta) whereby all become bodhisattvas, and adopt 
the career of a bodhisattva (bodbisattva-caryi) 
which consists of perfections (paramiti)culminating 

· in the perfections of wisdom (praj6ipiramiti)which 
is Buddhabood. Mabiiyina sutras are full oi refe
repces tp this point. The difference· is that, since 
Hinayina does not consider this obligatory, Hina
yinists, it is alleged, are satisfied with the attainment 
of arahantship which, according to Mabiyina, is 
the ideal to be adopted by those of low inclinationa 
(Mnsdhimuktika)whose aim is the mere attainment 
of nirviJ;la (Sdmp. pp. 102-103, 109, Vl'. 41; 42). · 

Nig&rjuna points out that the buddhayina which is 
· the superior one is for universal benefit while the · 
Srivi.kllyina .which is inferior is fo� indiVidual 
benefit. The former has been preached for both the 
bodhlsattvas and the •rivakas ' while the latter-i s  
.meant for the . srivllku alone; and ·not for the 

. bodhisattva (Praj6&piramita S"istra, commentary . _ 
to Ptajifipiramita-iutra, Wang Bundle, Vol I, p. ·. · 
29a of Chinese Tripi�aka). 

It is this distinction which represents the practical 
and ethlcai aspect of the two yin as as cl�med -�Y tbe 
Mahayinists, "the selfishn·eas of _the . arhut and 
altruism . of the · bodhisattva", and berc:,by they 
contrive to establish the inferiority of the Hinayina. 

3. The thit:d point of diStinction which flows from the ·· first two points discussed above pertains to the 
fr�edcim attainable in the two yinu. In the 
Hinayina the freedom is attained by the removal of 

_hindrances of defllements (kl�livaranavimukti) 
which in the Mahayana is attained by the 'removal of . 
both the hindrancts of defilements and the inteDec- · · 
tual hindrances (jhejivaranavimukti). The ·foimer 
ii attained by the .rivaku while bodhisattva attain . 
both (YogicinbbUmi-listra, Lai Bundle, Vol; 2, p. 
67 of The Chinese Tripi�aka; Kimura, p. l70). 

FinaJJy -we came to the doctrinal differences foUJ;ld in 
the two systems. The doctrine preached in the Srivda- · 
yin•, says Nigirjuna, ia lilnayati, Unreality of the 
individual (pudgala-nailitmya)while in the Buddhayina · 
iiinyati,of the individual aa well u Qf the dharmu 
(dharmanairitmy•ti) is preached . (Praj6ipiramiti 
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Sastra, Wang Bundle, Vol. I, p. 29 of Chinese Tripitaka). 
This implies that the understand ing of unreality �f the 
individual which is not the whole truth is sufficient for the 

attainment of arahantship while the understanding of the 
unreality of both the individual and the dharmas, which 
is the whole truth, is essential for the attainment of 
Buddhahood. 

In principle, of course; the theory of bodhisattva on his 
way to buddhahood wa.S nothing new. The concc;ption is 
found in the earliest stratum of the Pali texts as referring 
to the Buddha before his enlightenment (Mahapadana 
Sutta, D. II, p. 1 ff.). In addition, jatakas relating to his 
previous lives seem to have been narrated by the Buddha 
himself. What is different is that, whereas for the e;�.rly 
schools, the jataka �tories may be said to be purelY 
descriptive and intended to inspire confidence in the; 
Buddha, for the Mahayana the training of a bodhisattva 
is prescriptive, the way of the bodhisattva is substituted 
for, or at least held superior to, the Noble Eightfold Path; 
The monk should not aim at nirvana directly; but at first 
becoming a BuQ.dha, the high��t p�ssible attainment, he 
shquld save mankind . 

All schools of Buddhism are agreed that the arahants 
are inferior to the Buddhas. Ipso bc.to it is inf�rred th�f 
the career of bodhisattv'as is sliperiot to that of arahants� 
but the progress in the path has been oveilooked here. 
The fundamental difference between the t�� .Yiri.u, 
however, lies in the Mahayiirust pro_!:lamation of 'it1e · 
bodhisattva career as the only ideal to be adopte� by the 
true Buddhist and their disregard for the attainment of 
nirvana by arahants as !licking in the altruism �xpect�d 9f 
a bodhisattva. · · · · 

The aim of the followers of the Buddha, aceording to th�_ 
eariy suttas preserved in the Pali Nikiiyas and the Chinese 
agamas, being the overcoming of dukkha (q.v.), which 
was assured by the attainment of arahantship which 
admirably served the purpose, there was no question of 
inferiority or superiority of the path trodden or the 
qualities attained. The goal is reached by the attainme?t 
of arahantiship no less than by ataining Buddhahood. 
The ideal was the realisation by oneself and in this very 
life of the emancipation of mind and heart (dittheva 
dhamme say� abhiiifia sl!cchilcatvi . . . . . D. I, p: '156). 

This is what we gather from the early suttas. They do 
not speak ofa bodhisattva�ideaf, that all should attempt 
at becoming'Buddhas. What is advocated in them may be 
gathered from sutta passages which outline the procedure 
in which a person re-alises nirvana or attains arahantship. 
This procedure starts with gain)ng faith (saddha) iD the 
teacher (i.e., Buddha) on listening to his Dhamma, and 
ha.S the following principal stages; renunciation (pab
bajfo) in order to practise brahmacariya, sils, iamadhi, 
pafifls, vimutti and vimutti-Dana-dassana. The person . . . 

. .. .. -.� - . 

who has completed this process is said to have under
stood that rebirth has been destroyed , the higher life has 
been led, what had to be done has been accomplished, 

.8.!Jd ihere is no further tendency to bring him back to this 
state in samsara. This process is well emphasized in early 
suttas such as the Simaflflaphala sutta (D. I, p. 62 ff.). 

This is the ideal advocated in the early suttas- putting 
an epd t9 'ciukkha by att�ing arahantship. The decisive 
factor in the characterisation of different Buddhist 
sch�61� '� f!in�yiina, or Mahayana for that matter il the 
BC:��P.t���- �� �thc:rwise of authenticity of the M ahayina 
sutr�·. Th9�� ;Nh.O reject their authent!city and wHh them 
t'���tt���1iJ;!g t��� �veryone shpuld be�omc; bodhis1;1ttvas �?W� ���i' tp� b.ro�d c�tegory of Hin�yiina includi

.
ng 

Th�r�y�a� pr �t�aVlravada: Th�e malD schools with 
t���f �l��� sec�s belong to this category: t�ey are 
T�er�ia<f� �<2�oo� preyailing in Sri Lanka (Ceylon) and 
tb'li\¥'o�ihnct�chools oflndia, namely, the Sarviistiviida . . - � ,, . .' · ( · , .. , , ,,,. ,, ' . , , _, . . . . ' . . . �a-(h,� ���ff�H�a· 1� I� Ts4tg sa!s� tho� who worship 
t�� �9��!�atty� �� ��ad t�e Mahayana sutras are called ��e lf�ti���;�w��� ·t�oJ� �iio �o �t E_erform these 
¥.f�'-��1�g�1f�a ·tirf���hf�t�. (��� �AHAYANA). . . . 

.. . . . . ·.· . 

HINPAG.\.1J4r a village: in · the K:andy ,District in Sri 
Lifiikt>'��Jf\�()#p"t�{ 'its�-Buddliist rocf temple. 
Ae¢bi[�i���t�!�¥f�� if1� ��siiiMtliar thfii�e 
H· ' · :�,,..iil·iU:�-'11".:.:!1··-�;rr· .!.i .. • · ·-� · · ·d·� j.J71 . .  , .,.. 3 ..... , . . . .. .. ... . b . . ' inoag· il"-1�' 'i!e£I�e� · . �o�· _ ti_li.�s��- ano 1t rnay e 

. res·uffie\faJ' , . ·;;: " ' ' ··��:;#tlei�'kt-Yimes<wlis p . .. . , , . . -. .  ';)' • ' " " ·' . ,., · •; . . . " ' . , , .  p ' ) • ' 
nil.irtearf" '"e�k��i . ��m.- ��;;���e'bi:B:te<i in 

.> ·r.� ;,; ..,. ."'"'· 'Wi\r<\:• .cl _ _ .  · '-BuddblS('t ·oy•· tne:· 'Cii.Ve'-,was . 
:� ·;; · . ,. t fl� fl �ilt . .. :i.)Jf� · - -- - · • . , . _ ext����q. ��: W . J�; cfp,� ��f�:l'�f�l��!S�t.Y ·Of ceyJoil R.t:"i r t;i .. . ?f�a�;1'P.&.#m';ri:11iis�iemple iS situ�ted f�s� �b#h����"'��m,�� �U,f��· �ntl btthe 

Per&deni�a·' u��"e1�l'!;i�tHE�k.��;'�'f.¥�e{tVu'c�rit ·of 
about ' l30"f�nrQ'��i1i��(j��·lil���i:ci{i'd(ftbe' lllicierit 
rook-c�ve, provi�e¥ #Jtlf!�::·�nP.f'.edge'ifk�!�nJ. 'W w&S. 
converted into a:' ��ririe'" r�rimt(jiillnisgef hi" th� 18th
century, by the co�stro�ao��T\Jaifsttfiilie'lliteriot."On 
the rock-roo£ oft'lus �slltfiie :t��r'i��� pafritmgtiib the 
Kand yah style otilin8'tif�t1f&.toli i�-lxiS'r.t6r � tile' 
wall are Budd'hisi p�f;t'intf�TQ)9u�·m times; cThe main 
interest lies in �b� sutist�liarrebliliris' of pictorlcal' art, 
assigned to about the . 6ih a:nhiry (ibid., p. l). According 
to the History'o!Cey/on (ed. �.C. Ray, 1, pt. ii; p. 408), 
the fragmentary remain� of t�c:se paintings belong to 
about the 5th -century Bh4 thq)igments used and the 
techpique foUqw��· a�e · --�� to those . at Sigiri, The 
dispositim1 qf the · pg��es giv�s an idea of the methods 
followed by the ancieBt artists. The line qrawing is of 
more refmed nature than at Sigiri, and delineation of the 
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human figure in various attitudes and poses has been 
successfully tackled by the artist .  (Pis . XXXVII -
XXXIX). 

The early painting depicts the Buddha surrounded by 
figures, presumably divine, in !111 attitude of veneration. 
As the Buddha is shown twice in the same scene, it is clear 
that the method of continuous narration, followed by the 
sculptors of Bharhut, Sanchi and the paintings at Aj�!a, 
has been adopted by the artist (UNESCO World Art 
Series, Ceylon paintings from temples, s)Jrine and rock, 
p. 24). Coomaraswamy has identified the scene as the 
Buddha's visit to Tusita heaven, preaching to his mother, 
·born there as a deva (History of Indian and lndonesie.n 
Art, p. 165). But the principal celestial figure kneeling at 
the feet of the Buddha wean a peculiar head dress 
appropriate to Indra (Sakka) in early Buddhist att. S. 
Paranavitana, therefore, says that ·he identifies the scerie 
as lndra'a visit to the Buddha in the cave named lndasila, 
a favourite theme with the early Buddhist artists of India 
(M�moirs of the ArcbaedlogicalSurveyoflndia, No. 54, 
pp; 48:...9 aDd plate XLIV; Foucher, Cart p-ecoboud
dbique du Garidbara, To�� 1. pp. 492 ff.). The story 
relates how lndra, when hiS ]jfe and_nlle in heaven were 
drawing to ·a clo�e, obtained an extension of his: life as 
weD a! ofJhe period of his office by paying homage to the . 
Buddha. the heavenly musician Paficasikha, acted. as 
intermediary at-this· interview by singing a: song a:b�ut hii 

· love for a nymph, named Solar.BriDiaJ1� (S\,lriyayaccasi); 
whose band be had· not been, a�le . to win,, owing tq her 
father's' objections. Indra, gratified at the successful 
outcome of his visit to the Buddha, interceded on behalf 
of the heavenly musician:.so that be was uni:t!d :with his 
beloved. The youthfuJ female tlgU_re,.peeping from behind 
the bead of the kneeling lndra_possibly represents this · 
mymph (UNESCO World Ait Series, op. cit. p.: 24). 

On the whole there is . not much information �ven 
about the B.uddbist shrine at Hindagala. The two inscrip
·tions found at the �it.e which belong to the 6th or the 7th 
century, do not even mention its ancient name. According 
to Paranavitana the reading -vataka-vahara mentioned · 

. in the first inscriptiicn, if tenable, may be the name ofthe 
ancient monaStic establishment at this place. The purport 
of tbe.se_cond inscription was to record the construction 
of a shrin� fot a bodhi-tree, towards the ·expenses of 
which two pe'isons bad contributed in cash or in kind (S . .  
Paranavitana, op. cit., pp. -2-3). There are four paintings 
of the cave temple at Hindagala, appeiuing in the 
UNESCO World Art Series published .by the New York 
Graphic Society by arrangement with UNESCO. 

1 .  Head of Buddha (Plate'- XI) 
2. Head of Sakka (Plate, XII) · · 
3. Head of a diVine attendant of SBkka (Plate; XliiJ 
4; Head of a divine attendant of Sakka (Plate, XIV) 

N. MudlyRMI 

,.. .. .... � . -

JDNDUISM is a term used by the western writers to 
designate India's most dominan t  religion including the 
social system and inst i tutions moulded in accordance 

with the ideas and bdiefs propagated by that religion. 
Unlike many other religions Hinduism is not a religion 
founded by a single person and, therefore, it has no 
particular founder as such, and consequently, its origin 
cannot be fixed to an exact period. As it is prevalent at 
present, Hinduism is that result of a gradual process of 
evolution through the ;tSsimilation of diverse elements 
belonging to a variety of religious and philosophical · 

schools, different cultural milieux, varying social and 
economic conditions, customs, social institutions etc. 
Just as it bas no exact period of beginning, there does not 
seem to be an end to it, too. This is, perhaps, why 
Hinduism is qualified as sana tans dharma� the perpetual 
doctrine. 

When tracing its beginnings it appears that Hinduism 
has Vedic Brihmanism as its core and basis (see u. 
BRAHMANISM). It is clear that Hinduism accepts and 
upholds all the major features that characterize Brihman
ism. Two such basic features are (a) the acceptatice ofille 
Vedic scriptures as divine revelation (lruti) and (b) the 
strict adherence to the teaching regarding the social 
structure consisting of the four�fold division of society 

· (varns"dhs.rins). See CASTE. Similarly -. Hinduism 
· uphQlds - though it is nqt strictly adhered to now.- the · 
do�trine pertaining to the. four stages in life (Urama
dbarma). It is s�en also that Hinduism accommodates 
most of the major Vedic gods. It accepts sacrifice (yaj!Ia), 
though with due modifications, as an essential and 
effective religious ritual. In general all forms of wonhip 
that prevail in Hinduism, its ethical teachings, mythology, 
cosmol�gy, rites, rituals and customs could be tl'llCCd 
back to Vedic Brahmanism. 

Being a perpetual system of religious thought Hinduism · in its different phases of development from the V�ic 
times to the present day, has freely absorbed a large 
variety of religious beliefs, philosophical ideas, rituals 
and rites, some of which are complementary to each other 
and some opposed to each other. Thus, one fmds in 
Hinduism ritualism and sacerdotalism as well . as 
asceticism and yogic meditation, absolutism as weD as . 

theism. The syncretic nature of Hinduism is such that all 
these divergent aspects exist in totaJ harmony with each 
other, as part and parcel of one unified system. This all 
accommodating syncretism of Hinduism has immensely 
contributed to its dyilaniis·m, growth and perpetuity. 

Hinduism being a continuous, ever-growing 'process' · 
and it also being syncretic in approach, is not a closed · 
religion with all its doctrines · fixed and finally settled. · 
Hence, there is not much room in it for 'heresies', for aD 
that it absorbs become an integral·part ofit. This is seen in 
every aspect of Hinduism . . 
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The philosophy of Hinduism is the totality of Indian 
philosophy. It �as drawn profusely from the Upanisads 
the Bhagavadgita well as the six systems of philmophy 
and thoroughly enriched itself. For example, from Nyaya 
it takes in logic and epistemology. For metaphysics it 
goes to Vaisesika. From Samkhya it has absorbed the 
teaching rega;ding Purusa (spirit) and Prakrti (creative 
force). The place assigned to the Veda and the yajfla 
(sacrifice) in Hindui_sm has ben much en�anced by the 
influence of Piirva-mimimsa and Uttara-mimimsa. Yoga 
in Hinduism has been moulded after the yoga 'scho�l of 
philosophy. 

Hinduism has also enriched its philosophy by syncreti
zjng the teaching of medieval Indian philosophers such as 
SaDkara, Rimanuj� Midhava, Vallabha and others. 
Hin(luism accepts Sankara's monistic View (Advaita
vida) that the Brahman (the Abolute)' alone is real while 
the it man (individual soul) is not different from Brahman. 
According to him this impersonal, nirguna Brahman (the 
unqualified Absolute) becomes the p�rsonal, saguna 
Brahman, through encounter with maya. Therefore, th�y 
are one and the same Brahman, the former appearing as 
the Absolute to the inititated and the latter as pmonal 
god t<? the average worshipper. This proVided the philo
sophical basis for the identity of Absolute and perional 
God in Hinduism. The belief in the personal God 
underwent further development under the influence of . 
the teachings of Rimanuja who provided i �etaphysical 
tationale f or the Bbakti (q. v.) movement of V aisnavaites. 
Unlike Sankara's Advaitavida; Rimanuja's Vi�istildvai
tavida (qualified Monism), which made some distinction 
between the Individual Soul and God, emphasised the 
path of devotion (Bhaktimirga) and the need of God's 
graceJor salvation. While accepting this view Hinduism 
8.Iso accommodated Midhava's Dualism which makes an 
unequivocal distinction (atyuta-bbeda)between the self 
(and tbt world) and God. The Vaisnavaite movement 
specially �entering around the cult of 'Krsna, and SaiVa
siddhinta movement are · the outcomes' ·�f iniJuence of 
these teachings. 

In this process of syncreti11m, Hunduism accommo
dates the philosophical views of both Nimbikara which 
emphasises difference and non-difference (bbeasbbeda) 
as weU Vallabha's pure Monism (luddba-advaita). The 
f�rmer hol�s that both tl,te djf(erenece and non-difference 
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�e real. Illustrating thi$ Nimbikara says that the soul 
(jiva) and also the world are d ifferent from Brahman as 
they are endowed with natures and quali�es differen t 

from those of Brahman. Yet they are also not different, 
for they cannot exist by themselves and hence they totally 
depend on Brahman. Vallabha asserts that Brahman as 
well as the entire world which he creates by the fiat of his 
will is real. 

· The .process· of assimilation and syncretization is 
continuing and this explains the parallel existence of 
absolutism and theism, of nirguna and saguna$rahman. ' , , , , , ' , lf\ I .Etmdutsm e::tplams that Jt ts the same tmpenpp absolute 
Brahman, the only real sour� of everything that apphrs 
as the personal, omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient 
God when viewed from a comparatively lower level. He is 
the Lordrthe Controller, the Ruler, generally referred to 
as either ISvara or Bhagavin. 

This belief in one personal god has, at a subsequent 
phase of development, turned into a concept of a Trinity 
(Trim'iirti) fODSisting of three personal Gods Brahmil, 

. Vi��u and Siva. 1  Hinduism describes them as the creator, 
preserver and destroyer. Of these three Brahm&:; perhtps 
as he did not possess the characteristic features that are 
conducive to the growth of a cult, did not rise to great 
prominence. Two equally important 'sects' have evolved 
around the other two G<,�ds Vi��u and Siva and they are, . 
the V ai��avite and the Saivite. : : �. 

Cathqlicity of Hin�ujsm enables the devotees of th!=se 
'sects' to lioid their respective God as supreme, while 
maintaining allegiance t'o.the other God, These two Gods 
are not cO'nsidered as o�cupying rival positions, but are 
held to be complementary to each other. Visnu and Siva 
also known popularly as Hari-Hara, have n�w become 
the two principal Gods sharing between them the adoration 
and veneration of t!ie Hindus. Of:, these two, in_faet, it is 
.the !=Ult built around Visnu t.hat b�ciu:Jle more popular, 
specially in his manifestation u, Krl!la. fins development 
has bee� gr�atly facilitated by t�·d�ctrine of IJY.It.ir(see 
AVA TARA). According to this doctritie Visnu is said to 
assume different forms as and when occasion demands 
and appear in the. world in order to overcome e'Vil and 
establish good: The VaJsnavite Hindus consider Buddha 
himself to be an IJYIItir of Visnu.2 . . 

I. Below thi! Trinity is a very vast pantheon of gods and goddesaea llld the origin of1ome of them could be traced,to the early Vedic 
period. Around them is woven th! fucina!ing mythology of Hinduism. At alatcr ltage in close c;onn�on with Saiviam, came into . .  
prominence Durga or Klti, the Sakti of Siva, and this appem to have led to the development of Saktim or Hindu Tantricism. 

2. R.C. Majumdar says that this wu a "well-ronceived and bold stroke of policy· which cut the ground from under the feet of 
Buddhism which was already losing ground and the ultimate rerult ' u  the bomplefe effacement of Buddhism from India u a 
separate sect." Cultural History of lndiM, 2nd Ed., Volume IV, Calcutta, 1956, p. -48. · 

. r •· ,. . .  
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tapas(asceticism) are both much emphasised.9 The whole 
gamut of Hindu ethics is covered by the term dhanna. 10 
The purpose and objective of Hind u morality is to make 
the followers lead lives of duty (dhanna). It is taught in 
Hinduism that cultivation of morality is a prerequisite to 
tear asupder the veil of ignorance (miys). 1 1  For tbe 
Hindus a life of duty is lead not puieiy for the sake of 
leading a life of duty but in reality for the sake of God. 
Therefore to disregard duty (dharma) is to go against the 
dictates. �f God, which is a sin.12 

In keeping with the. philosophical and theological 
· developments referred to above Hinduism adopts three 
paths lo approach lhe Impersonal Absolute or the 
Personal Divinity. These three paihs are thejflana-marga 
orjfiinayoga i.e. the path of knowledge the kanna-mirga 
(brmayoga) the path of action and the bhaktim�ga 
(bbaktiyoga) the path of faith. The aim of the jfianamarga 
it the unde(standing of the unity of the Individual soul 
(pudgsfa it�) with the Absol'!_te U�versal soul (Mabi
atmii,Jagad-at;maJ.l �a1,1Da,-marga 1S the p•�h that leads 
to the goal through the performance of one's duties in a The salient feature of the social philosophy of Hinduism 
selfles�, non-egoceriter�d inanner, for it is held that it is is the Varnairamadbarn1awhich deels with the classifica-
att�ent for fruits of one's tasks that keeps one in tjon of the members of society into four strata (varna� bondage t�l suffering.• The most popular of the three dharma)�d the division ofthe individual's life intofo� paths is the bhaktimsrga. T�s is the practice of total stages (airairJII-dbarn111}. The origin of this doctrine too is self-s�e.nd�r to the gri!.CC of God, constant d�votion to traceable to the Vedas. The Purusasiikta of the tenth and thinld�g of 9od, · offering stlfl�s love and total mandala of the R a:veda makes refer�nce to this four-fold dedialtion to God.5 o · 

division of society. It takes place by di\ine ordination 
Underlying these three paths is the code of .Hindu and, therefore, is inviolable. In later Hinduism this 

ethics· which lays down ·norms of conduct based on fourlold classifi.catio� is explained somewhat differently, 
dliarma ls conceived of fu Hinduism. Ethical teacbinP of It ·ii said ·that 8.1\ hum� beings could be categorized into 

. Hilidwsri1 are closely i�ked 'With the belid fu karma: and three types accordi�g to the dominant qualities in them . . 
re-birthlTbe belief is -that one's destiny bi the next life is Those in whom pudty (sa�tv11) dominates are said t.o be 
decided by one� acti�n8-perf�rined- in·ttiiS iue, th� genei'al the b�man!l4. The ks�triyu a:re those who have in them 

. principle applicabie ·b�ing tb'at'g<iod action! brlng about a hi� degre� .Qf worldiness (rajas), while the VIIISJIIS have 
rebirth in a goorl"Riatiori- and bad 'ictions iri a bad station · darkness . (la!nas): as: their . dominating quality. All the 
in life.i· Abiins'i (non-violencek satj11 (ti-utlifulitess), ·oth.eJ:s

. 
who have no sucl;i - distinguishing qualitiei are 

indrl.rl-ni&ralis:(sense.:Control); din� Qfberality), :asteya - . .  gener:.ally . grouped . in one ' .broad . category called the . 
(avoidance of stealing), vlsayi':tyap (detacmnerit);'d•)i. il!drJIS, which again is : sub-divided into a number ·9f : 
(compassi01i), ir}ava (rectitude), st1uca (purity, meaning c{!U$��. This is � hierarchical arrangement at the top of 
. av�idance ofviees); hami (fortit�de'in f� ofhards.hip) whlch.at:e the brihman� and at the bottom the siidru; 13 
are so.me .of tbe ethlcat : quiilities· h1Sbly '·esteeofecf in It � also accepted .in Hinduism that it is these dominant . 
Hindujsm. B Cultivatiori "dfliadc/.b� (fe.ith) and practice of q�aliti�s that shape the i�dividual's cbar�Jcter, aptitude 

•• . . .. •.. • .. . •. ··� '•. ;;·-� . l 

3. The begiMing o_f this path cim -� seen in the U�isads. 
4. !'be Bliailivadgiisvery clearly eiiuriCiites this path:· 
S. For the Buddhist a(titbde to bhakii .ee· BH.Akri In E'ncyBsm. 11, p. 678 ff. 

· 6. S� arc ethical teacli.ings of Buddhilm. But ethics as well u the doctrine of karma and re-birth in Buddhilm markedly differ from 
tb08C of J:lindUJim. For �ails see ETJIICS, KARMA, RE�IRTH. 

7. This ge�r8J prin�ple is foun<t in B�ddhinn too. · 

: 8. The��!� ethical C9ncepts lll!d norm. � co!J!mpn t4;1 both Hinduism and Buddhism. Yet the objectiVes as· well u the paths through · . 
which "these ethicl!l ideals ·� reached considerably differ j.n the two systems. . 

, f . ·
. 

- �' : : • . . ; •  . - .. . ' . . . : � . . . . . 
. 

-
9. Sraddha (Pali saddha)i� fo"!ln4. i� Bud�h�m b�t its co� tent is totally different from the Hindu concept. See FAITH, SADDHA. 

. Extreme fort111 of tapas are conipeltefy denounCed in Buddhi'ni as leading to �elf-mortifation (attaiilamatiiinuyoga)which ill one 
· of the eXtremes that the Buddhists are advised to give up. 

10. For the parallel Buddhist coneePt lie_DHAMMA I and II. 
1 1 .  Buddhimi, too, considers morality (sihJu· the base of spiritual culture. 
12. This is totally different from the Buddhist point of view. See ETHICS. 
13. The social stigma that results froni this doctrine of vama.:dbsrma is refuted in Buddhism. Buddhism on the contrary upholds the 

on�l'pa qf mantru.td. S� CASTE, HUMAN RIGHTs: 



and also the profession. One becomes endowed with 
)hese dominant qualities by birth and hence birth becomts 
8 deciding factor of one's social posidon. 1 4  

The four stages in life (slrtuns-dharma) are brabma
carya (studentship) grhastba (householder) vanaprastba 
(anchorite) and sanj�sin (renouncet). 

Hinduism also accepts four ideals or objectives of life 
(purusirtbs). These are dharma (unfailing performance 
of one'•s duty), artba(securing of one's economic welfare), 
kama (enjoyment of worldly pleasures) and moksa 
(attainment of liberation). Successful fulfilment of these 
ideals is considered the purpose of life. H 

The day to day life of a Hindu is full of ritea, rituals and 
sacraments many of which date back to the Vedic period. 
Some of these are mandatory (nitya) and some optional 
(kimya). At present, however, only a few obligatory rites 
and rituals prevaH. Sacrifice (ysjfJa) 16 does exist, but on a 
moderate scale with necessary modification effected. 
Now yajfia is more or less a puj11, a sacred offering. 

-The sacraments ·which are called ilaizDftti.bs or iriore 
popularly as s�skaras play a major roie ih the' life of 
Hindus. These purificatory rites have a socio-religious 
significance and give iMportant eventl in an iJidividu�'s 
life the religions sanctity and spiritual vB.Iue they 
require. t7 

· . 

s. K. Nanaylkkn 

. HIRI-OTI'APPA are two terms that occur together in 
many a cont.ext in Buddhist literature regarding human 
conduct and these two terms refer · to two emotive 

_phenomena i� the psychological process of hmrlan 
beings. The two terms arc rendered into English gen�rally, 
as 'shame' and 'fear' respectively but the two terms in 
Pali, in their . usage in many Buddhist.- discussions, 
connote a wider and a developed meaning. They refer to 
two emotions cultivated by knowledgeable human beings 
who adhere to some form of ethical behaviour and thesr. 
emotions are considered by the virtUO"\lS and the wise as 
the proximate cause (pada!!hB.na) for a disciplined and 

cultured life. ( Vism. pp. 8, 9). It is said that w�en there is 
hiriottappa, there arises i_n a person virtu'! (sila). In the 
absence of hiriottappa, sila does not arise in a person, 
not to speak of its prevalence (ibid). Discussing these two 
terms further Buddhagbosa says: "shrinking or the 
irritation of the mind at the thought of immoral conduct 
is called biri and hiri is a synonym for Ja.ifo (shyness); 
trembling that takes place at the thought of the same 
immoral conduct is cBlled ottappa and it is a synonyb for 
fright" (ubbega: ibid). 

JBtaka (J. I. 76) ana the commentary to the Dbsmma
pada, (DhpA. 1 .76), _discussing these two emotive 
phenonien� hl human �ei�gs, say that hiri or moral 
shame is �li$ed on on�·s own standard (attadhip�ieyys}, 
whereas ottapps or fear.of evil is based on public opinion 
(lokadhipateyys). Moral shame arises in a knowledge�ble 
persori . on four personar-C:onsiderations, · namely, his 
birth, his age, his abilities arid his education. Elaborating 
these(ourpositions the JBtska (J. 1 . 1 29) says "one avoids 
committing evil deeds such as !tilling and injurmg living 
beirigs cin the consideration that such acts are done by 
p�opie of low birth, such as flSher folk, and hence it does . 
n'bt beii�ve hi"�. whO is of hlgh bittb, to do such lowly 
t¥�� : .. §���� c_?·#sid:radon is reg aiding age: <:>ne may 
ponder tli\i.s: "lqi�orill conduct such' as killing and 

,.. ., .. .,; .• ,.:f) l":' i · l · f0· t·; · :-} � !· , . .. . .... . . · . , . ·, ·. . . . ' ii!,jlirUlg �Vl�f�e_i�g� js _ibe �lJ.Y with the young and the' 
imffii1lif�:r �tin'� Bdult miture iri benaViour and so it . 
dd�� �d"t b�Ji�y� �i lb i��ijJ$(ip ��iictlvities no$any 
pursuett ti,y tfi� · yotlfi&· ·ifta .ilit' W;lm�ture"; and thus · 
thirikirlg, bn�' �ay -��fi.�ti rt..Shi �yu(�tions: Jhirdly, one ' 
may porid�r thtis": "b&m&liy' �·Vll ;�i.ys are . pursued by 
those who p�ve�9 �i,$qp�:�eitt �an� ��ts. I am much 
accomplished .and efficient iri many fields- and hence it .· 
do�s n��- he��Ve ,m�,:'io·. ,��gaae.: i�·;J�i�i��s�I.tom_�ly . 
pursued by the 're�.g�,··��1thi.P���tb�� o� may 
refrain from evil C<;J.!?:QUct s,��li. ii!· kPU��. ��injuring 
li�g

. 
beings�_ f?���hly, qf,�: ��>'-: ;P�f�.�}��; "evil .. 

actlons are done by the foolish and �.he lgDorapt, b�t the . •. . . .f .... '. \ . . � ... .. • ·u " . . . � . . � 

wise and the learned refr�n from evil actio�$ .. So, it does . 
n�t behove me W�<?, �hl, ��.l4:#M ��,:Wfi.�_ Ji����g� in 
evi,l actions norxq�lly pwsped,� by _t�e f90li�h aJid.,:tb,e . 
ignorant", B.nd thinldng !)Iii• oh� rii�y. rHrain: from evil 
actions. On the abilve fo\ir)l>xisi��ratldns one may ·. . .. ·.· . . . ':. . . ( .-, . \ . . � , .. _ · .. . 
develop moral shame. (biri) �d refrlim fi:otit e� actions .. 

14. Buddhism completely rejects this position and holds that one's social position isjud� not hy o�e1ii buth but by one's behaviour or 

actions. . . . . 
IS. The highest Buddhist ideal is t)l.e realization ofNibbana. All other ideals are subservient to i

,
t, and should also be conducive to itt 

llttainment. . ·. · 

16. Sacrifice involving destruction of lif� is rejected by Buddhism. For Buddhist_attitude i'eg�rdiilg such S!lcrifices see the XU�.sdanu 
sutta (D. 1). Some forms of pu}a in the sense of worship and offering to the Buddha, Sangha, etc. are also found in Bu�dhism. 

17. There are no such specific purificatory rites in Buddiii�m: H�wevei , 'the blessings oft he Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha are 

sought on important occasions connected with one's life. 
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One may refrain from evil actions and cultivate a sense 
of fear regarding such actions on account of public 
opinion 

·
too. One ·may ponder thus: "There are in this 

world brahmins and recluses and wise men possessed of 
miraculous powers, possessing the divine eye and the 
ability to know others' thoughts. They know from a 
distan� or at close range what is going on in others' 
minds, and hence it does not behove me to harbour even 
an evil thought, for, they will come to know it", and 
thinking thus one may fear to entertain even a thought of 
malice and ill-will towards others, not to speak of 
physically killing or injuring living beings. 

On several occasions the Buddha emphasised the 
importance of cultivating biri and ottappa in one's 
thinking process if one is keen to lead a life harmless to 
one's own self and to others and positively beneficial to 
oneself and to others. Hiriand ottappa are referred to as 
white phenomena (suid:adbamma) and the absence of 
biri and ottappa (abirikti, anotttappa) are referred to as 
dark phenomena (kanhadbamma). Here white signifies 
that which conduces · to happiness of beings and dark 
signifies that which conduces to degeneration and misery 
of beings. Hiri and ottappa are designated as factors that 
contribute to the de�::ency and orderliness of society 
(lobpiladhamma). The Buddha emph�ises the utmost 
importance' of.these two psychological factors by saying . 
that if not for them, there would not be considerations. 

. such u: -�This �.illy mother; this is' my faUteri thi� is my'' 
maternal aunt; this ; is my . paternal aunt; . this fs" my' 
teacher's wife;" etc; 'and that people would lead pro
miscuoua lives like cats, dogs,jalcals, pigs etc."(A. I, p. S 1). 

Hiri and ottappa . are reckoned as two our of ftve 
· factors, the other three factors · being faith (saddha), 

energy (iraddh!Wiriya) and wisdom (psJJJfi), that will 
ensure a bhlkkhu heavenly bliss after death (A. III, 4), 
and a bhikkhu who is devoid of these five factors with 
regard to righteous behaviour (kusaladbamma) is c�n
sidered a pauper ( dBJidcfo) and a destitute ( assako) in lhe 
Order of monks (A. III. 352). In another conte.xt respect 
for biri and respect of otiappa are reckoned as two out of 
six factors that will ensure progress for the bhlkkhu in the 
Ord!!r of Monks, the other four being, respect for the 
teacher (sattbi), respect for the teachings (dhamrila}, 
respect for the Order of monks (sangba) and respect for 
the training (siilli - A. III, 33 1), Again in the Dlgha
nikiya (II. 78-79) moral shame (biri) and moral fear 
(ottappa) are mentioned along with five other factors, 
namely faith (saddbi); much learning (babussutata), 
energy (araddbaviriya), alertness (upatthitasatl) and 
wisdom (pafiifi) �s factqrs that will ensure progress 
(vuddbi) for a bbikkbu in the Order of monks. 

W. G. Weerarame 

.. ... ... . -

HMAW�, a.small village in central Burma, on the river 
Irrawaddy (lat. 18 .75° N, long. 95 .25° E), six miles north 
of the modern town of Pro me. This village and those in its 

neighbourhood are scatteret;l over with remains of ancient 
Buddhist monuments, stone and metaJ sculptures, clay 
and terracotta votive tablets, and ins::riptions. The 
discovery of funeral urns with Pyu writings and of other 
inscriptions in the Pyu language bas enabled archaeo
l�sists to identify this site conclusively with the heart of 
Sriksetra, the ancient capital oftbe Pyus. These Pyus are 
the earliest inhabitants of Burma of whom local memory 
survives (cp. Reginald Le May, The Culture of South
East Asia, 45; D.G.E. Hall, A History o{ South-East 
Asia, 133). 

Hmawza bas provided the archaeologists with much 
valuable material for the reconstruction of the early 
history of Buddhism In Burma. It is significant that the 
finds so far discovered here date back to a period as early 
.as the fifth century A. C. thus antedating the remains at 
Pagan by nearly six �nturies. These fifth century finds at 
Hmawza provide the earliest historical evidence fot the 
existence of Buddhism in Burma (D.G.E. Hall, loi:. cit.) 

If the remains of Hmawza date to the fifth century, 
th�n.the · Pyu (;ity <;>f Sriksetra exi�te.d at that time or even · 
earlier. A. .  few. literary

. 
accounts describe the city in · glowing terms · thus enabling the reader to yisualise her 

. glory at that time. The Glass Palace Chronicle of the · 

Kings-c)! Burma (p; 7) for instance relates a prQpbecy_q.L 
the Buddha that 101  years after his parinibbina a man 
named Dwattabaun� )VOUld found the great city of 
Tbarebkittara (i.e., Sriksetra) and that from his time 
Buddhism would flourish in that kingdom. 

The.re are other contemporary r:ecords, ml,lch more 
authentic, since they were often made by eye-witnes��. 
Ptolemy, fot instance, in the middle of the 2nd �::entry 
A.C. probably referred to it as Mareuril Metropolis. 
Hsiian-tsang (Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western 
World, II, 200) and 1-tsing (Takakusu, A Record of the 

-Buddhist Religion, p. 9) in the seventh century make 
. mention of it in their accounts. Tl).e most graphic account 
of the city, the king and his subjects is preserved in the 
Old History of the Tsang dynasty of the 8th and 9th 
centuries. (See .R.C. Majumdar, Hindu Coloni's in the 

. Far East, p. 230; Le May, op. cit. p. 45). 

These literary accounts of the glory of the city ofSei
ksetra have been strongly substantiated by the many 
archaeological finds at Hmawza and other villages in its 
neighbourhood. Existing remains of a massive city wall 
more than eight miles in circumference, and embracing 
an area largertban that of Pagan or Mandalay, and with . 
internal and external moats, prove that the region of and 
around Hmawza bad formerly been the site of a large 
city. It is significant that MOn inscriptions at Pagan even 
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as late as the reign of king Kyanzittha ( 1084-1 I 1 2  A. C.) 
refer to it as the ca_pital even after it was abandoned, thus 
showing i ts  importance and greatness (cp. D. G. E. Hall, A 
History of South-East Asia, p. 1 33). 

Inscriptional evidence of the existence of Buddhism 
here dates back to the fifth century. Funeral urn inscrip
tions in th:: Pyu language discovered at Hmawza name 
t�ree Pyu kings Suryavikrama, H arivikrama and 
Sihavikrama. These have been assigned to the eighth 
century. Three other names of kings who were possibly 
ruli..,g here are mentioned in two inscriptions. Orie of 
these inscriptions, incised on three sides of the pedestal of 
a statue of the Buddha, mentions that a king named 
Jayacandravarman set up this inscription at the instance 
of his teacher, for the purpose of establishing peace 
between him and his younger brothet Harivikrama and 
built two cities in one day for the two brothers. The other 
inscription on a cylindrical silver relic casket gives the 

··names of its donors as Sri Prabhuvarma and Sri Pra
bhudevi - probably a Pyu king and his queen. 

The name-endings of these rulers, viz.; Vikrama, V arm an 
and Varma are, it has been observed, similar to those of 
contemporary rulers of south-Indian dynasties. The 
script of the Pyu inscriptions from- ilmawza and its 
neighbourhood, in addition shows, according to scholars 
like FinOt, Duroiselle and Blagden, close affmities with 
the south-Indian alphabets, especially to the Kadamba 
script of south-India, of about the ftfth century A. C. (Le 

· May, The Culture of South-East Asia, p. 34). These 
factors have led to the assumption that the Pyu rulers of 
a11cient Hmawza were either of south-Indian origui or 
were greatly influenced by south-India to the extent of 
adopting south-Indian names, and that the religion and 
culture of ancient Hmawza were greatly influenced, from 
at ieast the fifth century A. C. by the great religious and 
cultural centres of · south-India, such as Amariivati, 
Nagarjunikonda, KaJic'ipuram, Kiveripattanam, and 
Uragapuram,' where Theraviida Buddhism ·had estab
lished stronghoids (ep. Ray, Theravada Buddhism in 
Burma, May, op. cit. p. 34). 

Of the ancient Buddhist monuments and sites in and 
around Hmawza the following list mentions the more 
important ones, excavated by the Archaeological Survey 
of India in the e!U'ly years of the twentieth century. 

1. Zegu Pagoda (East); (2) Thaunbyegon (site of I 0000 
pagodas of tradition); (3) Montbemagon; (4) Singyidaing 
Pagoda;(5) J(anthonzindaung (a iow range of bills to the 
south of Hmawza where every peak was once crowned by 
a pagoda); (6) Atwin Moktaw Pagoda (the largest in 
Hmawza, traditionally assigned to a pre-Christian eta); 
(7) Bebe Pagoda; (8) Lemyetbna Pagoda; (9) 
Yahindigu Pagoda; (10) Bawbawgyi Pagoda; ( 1 1) 
Payagyi Pagoda; (12) Pyudaik Pagoda; (13) Myanksegu 
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Pagoda; ( 14) THaukkyama Pagoda; ( 1 5) Mynibahu 
Pagoda; ( 1 6) Payama Pagoda; ( 1 7) Khin Ba's mound. 

The pagodas in the �bove list, and numerous other 
mounds so far examined, reveal that they were of 
different shapes and types. Some were conical, some 
octagonal and others rectangular with a square base. 
Some, like those at Pagan have had a vimB.na with thick 
walls, doors, windows and niches. The monument· at 
K.alangOn had been beautifully decorated with sculptured 
terracotta plaques, like many of the later monuments at 
Pagan. Bricks were extensively used in the construction 
of these monuments. Ray (Theravada Buddhism in 
Burma, 72) is of opinion that they resemble, in most 
respects, the contemporary auddhist monuments in 
India. The Bawbawgyi Pagoda, for instance, is somewhat 
similar to the Dhamek stupa at Sarnith and in the Bebe 
Pagoda is seen some similarity to the rectangular temples 
with sikhara� in sculptures in Bihar and Bengal, thus 
indicating traits of east-Indian influence. 

The large amount of objects discovered from these and 
other sites is of utmost importance as the main source for 
the study of the nature of Buddhism and the extent of its 
influence in the ancient Pyu capital of' Sriksetra. They 
provide the modern scholars with definite tvidence of the · 
Buddhist art in vogue in ancient Hmawzamore than 1200 
years ago, and the degree of skill which went into their 
execution (cp. May, op. cit. p. 48). 

· 

These objects could be broadly categorised as stone 
and bronze images, stone sculptures, terracotta tablets, 
votive offerings and inscriptions. 

Images: There is a good number of them, mostly of the 
Buddha, some fairly large in size. Some of them seem to 
be of local origin, while others are evidently importations 
from India. M ost of Buddha images ate in the 
paryankisana with the right hand in the bbumispar
.samudra and they seem to have belonged to the Theravada 
school. 

Sculptures: Among the sculptures from Hrnawza are 
several, depicting scenes from the life of the Buddha, such 
as the offering of food to the Buddha by the two . 
merchants Tapassu and Bhalluka, and of the four alms 
bowls by the four guardian deities to re�ive that food, 
the first sermon in the Deer Park at Sirnath, the taming 
of the infuriated elephant Niligiri, the birth of the 
bodhisattva Gotama, conquest of Mira, and the twin 
miracle at Sivatthi. Many of them show influence of the 
east• Indian Gupta style and can be assigned to.the period 
from the 6th to the 9th centuries A. C. (Ra,{Tberavid• · 
Buddhism in Bunn.; ASIAR. 1927-8; 121 ff.). Many 
other sculptured stone slabs from Hmawza do not depict 
any particular incident from the life of the Buddha but 
merely give him as the central figure, usually flanked by 
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other figures, sometimes identified as Avalokitesvara and 
Niitha. 

Of the sculptured slabs from Hmawza, one discovered 
from the Bebe Pagoda and another discovered from the 
Yahindngu Pagod!!. are noteworthy. In the Bebe Pagoda 
a sculpture of the Buddha is shown as the central figure 
flanked by two other figures of disciples. In this sculpture 

it is the left hand, and not the right that touches the 
ground in bhuinispsils-mudzi, probably a mistake of the 
local craftsman. In the Yabandigu Pagoda sculpture 
eight Buddha images sit in a row, all with their right band 
in bbUmispsria-mudrs. 

Another stele, unearthed near Hmawza in 1929 and 
de3cribcd by Duroiselle as one of the most important 
fmd_ s in Burma so far made, shows a broken figure at the 
top and a group of wonhippers .below. Between this 
group and the broken ftgUre is a .Pyu inscription. The 
broken figure at the t9p could be identified as the Buddha 
or the Pyu ruler and it is, therefore, surmised that this 
scUlpture shows the Pyus worshipping either the Buddha 
ar their �g (cp. -May, op. cit. 47). · 

smlill votive stiipas and Buddha images in gold and silver, 
inscribed gold and silver pl

_
ates, coins, crystal, jade and 

glass beads, glass and sandstone o·bjects etc. 

Imcriptlons: Inscriptions form one distinct unit of 
Buddhist archaeological remains at Hmawza. The majo
rity of the inscriptions is found on sculptured slabs, 
pedestals of Buddha-images, terracotta plaques, funeral 
urns and the like, but a few inscriptions of a more 
important type are incised on gold plates and on stones 
on which no sculptures are found and thus are inscrip
tions in the fullest sense. 

A distinct feature of these inscriptions is that some of 
them are incised in Pyu or P� or in both in a scrip! 
closely allied to the Deccanese varieties of the Briihmi 
script, especially the Kad�mba script of the 5th century, 
while the others are incised either in Sanskrit, or in Pyu 
and Sanskrit in a ·script identified with later Gupta
Briihml of eastern India of about the 7th century (cp. 
Ray, Sanskrit Buddhism in Burma, 19). This distinct 
feature, it is surmised taken with the contents of such 
Inscriptions indicates .the nature of Buddhism that was 
prlictised at Jimawza in different times from about the 

T� T� .4:huge number of tertacotta tabieis 5th century up to about ihe lOth century. 
have,been unearthed froin the ruins of this old �pital. A Among the inscriptions of the former group there arc 
. good n�_

mbef o_f them a:e:e�·boss�:wit? th.e well-kno� ' . .  · · two gc:>ld plates .fro� Maunggan, a place near Hmawza, . . Buddhi�t formula begt�mng: wtth . Iti p1 S(J bh�$sva ·· each · .bcint��ing' "th�e lines - .of writing fr()m a. Pali . . uabam:. : "  ��m�
. 
have s?ort legends m Pyu .. The s�pt or.

_ -� :_ Buddhist .text, .in· the Kadainba script .or sout� India Of rqost
_
�ftlie� 1S e!IS�-Indtan, of the 8th - lOth centunes.A the Sth century A. c. These were discovered in 1897. In 

few of �e�e tab�ets represent gods an� god
.
desm of the . 1910-ll  two fragments ofa atone inacription in Paliwere . S�krit BU.�dhist pantheon. Excavattons m !J range of discovered while clearing the debris of the·Bawbawgyi 

hills cloa� to .Hmawza, where sever� small mounds � Pagoda�,�Tbe third piece _which completes the inscription · 
found, Y��lde�. IDII.p)':_ t:rr��o.tta votiv� �a� lets b�anpg was d�scc1vered in the following year and it W!IS found that �o:

s 
ep�gr_aphs: in _ Nagan ,�haracte� . .  One of them t�e t�xt of this _inscription is related to the essentials of . 

. 
P r e�ts,,a. �our-�ed)odbisa�tva, (AS�R. 1926-7, Budqhist psychology. _ In ,1926 was dis_covered the most 

182 ··>� A votiye_Jablet from the mo�d known as. �an- valuable record hitherto found in Hmawza, namely, a . wet·���D8:-�an _at �mawza, IOIJ?ewhat broken ,m a book oftwentygold leaveis arranged like an old palib-leaf :
e
rner � contatns 83 SD;lalJ seated figures of the �uddha, m�uscript; placed !ithin t'!"O. COV��� also .�f_goJd ·and 
. ant o �epresent the One lb�usand Buddhas (AS JAR. tied together with t gold wire. Each of the twenty leaves 

1927-8, PL. L�, ·No. 6) .• �ese �e�cotta tablets �ere within the. two covering leaves is inscribed, on one side 
generall� d_

epostted as rebca m relic-c�ambers 0! shrines. · only, with nine extracts from different texts of the Pall 
Wandenng preachen and dev�tees, too, earned them e&non. Another gold leaf, also datable to the 5th or 6th 
when they went about. It app�ars th�t s�me of these century A:C., was discovered in 1928-29 from the 
tablets were l�ally . made, while others--were brought Kyundawza, village, near Hmawza, containing the fll'St there from lndta li r ·th Pali · · v 'b - h b -

· · ne o e stanza s e d amma etuppab sva. 
OCher V odve_ Offemls: A large numb�r of votive offerings 
of different varieties other than terracotta votiVe tablets 
'have been discovered in and around Hmawza, maii:uy 

· ·from ·the relic-chambers o! different stu pas. Most of the 
different fbids of this group were discOvered at a site -
known ILl the Kbij]-bhii-gan, generally known as Khin . 
Ba'l moand, near the Kalagangan village in-.the neigh
bourhood of Hamwza. These fiiias �nsist �(•c.ulptures 
and ornamental pieces in burnt clay and aiDdstqne, many 

.. ... .. . -

All these Pali records mentioned above are in a script 
closely allied to the Deecanese v�rieties of the Briihmi 
script of the 4th and Sth centuries . A.C. and contain 
doctrinal passages from lberavida Buddhism. In the 
light o! these facts Ray-(T.beravida Buddhism in Burm11, 
pp. 33 ff.) has come to the following conclusions regarding 
Buddhism in ancient Hmawza. 

1. Theravida Buddhism WILl :an already established 
religion in ancient Hmawza in the 5th century A. C • 
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2. Pali as the language of Theravida Buddrusm was 
known !lJld understood at least by n certain section 
of the people in the capital, and Pali canonical texts 

were known and studied in their most abstruse 
aspects. 

3. Theravada Buddhism in Hmawza was nourished 
from the Andhra-KuntaJa,...Pallava region of the 
Deccan ll,!ld south India, from !ucb centres as 
A.marivati, Nigirjunikonda, Kaiicipuram, K.iveri
pattanam and Uragap�ram; where Tberaviida 
Buddhism had established strongholds. 

To the latter group, viz., inscription in Sanskrit or Pyu 
and Sanskrit written in a script identical with the 
Gupta-Brihml of eastern India of about the 7th century, 
belongs the bilingual inscription on three sides of the 
pedestal of a Buddha image, inentioned before. This 
record is composed in beautiful Sanskrit verse and is 
interspersed with Pyu renderings of the Sanskrit text. 
The mqst significant fact revealed by this -inscription is 
that king J ayacandravarman, it� a�thor, pa_tro���� ��e 
of the northern schools df Buddhism wli�s� c&iionlcli.I 
texta were probably written iS Sailskrit. 

- · 

Another Sanskrit inscription, on the pedestal _of a · 
headless Buddha image, contains the we!l�k.nown 
Buddhist stanza in its Sanskritized �rsion ye d!;!wi 
betuprabbavi .. . The �ipt ofth,is record, too, is sitijil� 
to that of the a�ove, and the style of the image, too, 
indiCates Gupta influcn�. A large number of terracptta . 
votive tabiets of this siunc art-tradition and incised with 
the

. Sanskrit Vemon of this Buddhist atan:za, too, bas 
been fo"IJnd at Hmawza and these tablets, also have been 
usigned to the 7th and 8th centuries. I . . 

Ray (Sanshit Buddhism in Burma, 21 f, 88), is of 
opinion that these images and tablets with Sanskrit 
inScriptions on them represent the Mulasarviistivada 
form of Buddhism of the Hinayina school that was 
wid:esprc�d in the Magadba region in north-eastern India 
hi the 7th century, whence it had come to Burma about 
tha(tjmc. This �ssu�ption is based on tbc language and 
the script of the inscriptions and the art tradition of the 
images a.,d the sculptures and the locality to which they 
arc related. Stray discoveries of Mahiyinistic images at 
H�'-WZl and its ncighorirhood tend to an identification 
of the above images and tablets, too, u rcprc�ciiting 
'4ahiyinism, but Ray (Sanskrit Buddhism in Burmit, p: 
22) is definite that none. of the Mahiyina images at 
Hmawza can be dated befor.e the 8th or the 9th century 
.A.C. Existence of Miilasarvistivida in Hmawza; 
acCording to R�ty.{op. cit pp. 22 ff.), during the 7th and 
8th emturics is also affirmed by the account of 1-tsing,, .. 
. The existence of M!Jhiyin.ism at Hmawza at a later 

period is, l)owcver, proved beyond doubt by the discovery 
of terracotta votive-tablets with short epigraphs oil them 

. .. .. ..  � . 

in eastern Niigarl characters that can be assigned to the 
9th, 1 O th and 1 1 t h  cen t uies ,  and a few d�finitely 

Mahayana s tat ues l ike the four-armed st atuette repre
senting Avalokitdvara, stand ing . Mahiiyanism seems to 
have appeared in Hmawza about this time from eastern 
India, where it had gained supremacy over Theravida 
Buddhism. A large number of terracott� votive-tablets, 
which seem to have been brought to Hi:nawza by those 
professing this faith, contain the represention of the 
stading image of Tara around which is inscribed in 
Sanskrit the well known Buddhist stanza ye dharma . . . . 
(Ray, Sanskrit Buddhism in Burma, p. 89). 

It has been surmised that these inscribed stones, gold 
plates and. other objects were enshrined in stupas and 
other monuments and thus served as votive offerings. 
The texts .of the Pali inscriptions discussed above do not 
agree word for word with the relevant passages of 
eXi�thtg Pali texts and it is, therefore, suggestt\d that the 
mol)ks in. ancient Promc bad before them a parallel 
version of the texts that have not ' .,me down to the 
present day in Pali. . . . .  

Atctllicologii::iil finds at Hmawza rcven lthat Buddhism 
wits n6t tbe 'only religion there in the car�y centuries ofth;e . 
cHH�lian �hi. BrabiDanical images of Visnu, Gane�a llrid 
Btiffimi; �is6oveted at limawu, and .ti;c remtilns of a ptiiD��� ('b"rlta), 14 . ihdi�s high; disc�vcred at Kal� giii�H; hear' lthiil:wza�· show that aralunamciU eults, . t6·�; i�if-'J)taeu§ea in ui� ancient P� .. i:apitat. Bui the fal:l;"Uilit ttie·BuoaruSt finds are very i:1umcro�s and that 
thbse bf iii� .B�iilioiamcat faith are \itcy few; indicates the 
piidbillinirlce ofB\i(Jtbiislii in ·the Pyu c_�pital. 

: � • .: • • !':.". ;_,;j-:· .. � 
.. • . : . . . 

s'lbikirPIJYn th.:�:;Mliy!�"tne · Cwtiue of soutJi;;Easi Asta; b. ti: 'E: 4thit; A'�'i11st'iiiy of South-Asia; R C. M�jumdar, ·Hmdu· ColonieS: obthe Far East: N. Ray, 
Tbersvada Buddbistiriii Bilf;tiia; Sanskrit Buddhism in · 
Burma. 

· . ,. : 

· · .. r. 
�:• :·' l 0 '':." ;J. L � 

H. R. Perera 

HO�N 
. (I p�-) 2.ii) �;'��n.�#�d Japanese monk, the 

founder of,"thc J odo or Pure-land school of Japanese 
Buddhism. Posthumously he was known as Enkwo 
Diuslii. 

.· . , 

HoJicn was both in 1 133 in the province of Mimasaka 
where his fallicr served u a petty official. When Honcn 
wu about eight yean old his father was murdered by 
�ricmies . . The tradition reCords that the father died 
bidding the son not to thltlk of avenging his death but to 

· enter the Order. Complying with his father's lastwish and 
With his mother's blessings Honen entered the monutcry 
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near his home and received training for about five years. 
The teacher was so deeply impressed by his pupil's 
capabilitie� that be sent him to Hieizan for advanced 
studies with a letter of recommendation in which he 
referred to Honen as an incarnation of1' M afijll 
(Mdjusrl). There is another tradition which says that 
Seishi (Mahisthimapripta.) was incarnated in Honen. 
Not long after his arrival at Hiei, Honen, by his quick 
mutery of the Tripitaka; amply justified his former 
teacher\ recommend�tion. 

the Pure-land sect. Living for the most part in Y oshimizu 
he began preaching the new doctrine, and the news of the 
teaching and the teacher began to spread rapidly through
out the country. 

Honen epitomized the ethos of the period, and hence 
his teaching, which he considered as the solution to 
problems confronted by him, naturally had a general 
appeal.  To many others who, like Honen, were 
disillusioned with the scholastic as well as mystic fornis of 
Buddhism this was a simple, practical form of worship. 

His knowledge of the doctrine and his erudition were Rapidly the followers grew in number. Many who were 
such that if he so desired he could have attained to a very shocked by the sudden collapse of court life found solace 
high position in the Hio:i ecclesiastical hierarchy. Yet, in JOdo. So did the militia and the ordinary masses who 
instead of seeking high position be preferred a secluded found Jodo Buddhism to be close to their hearts. Besides 
life and completely devoted hinmlfto religious study and these factors Honen's charismatic personality too, was 
prayer and sought inner peace. instrumental in enlarging his circle of followers. Emperor! 

Go-Shirakawa, Tukakura and for sometime Go-Toba Conditions at Hiei as well as the general state of patronised him. Quite a large section of the aristocracy BUddhism prevalent in the country were, from the point of was folio wing him and K.anezane, the regent happened to view of Honen, most unsatisfactory .. So was1he geiieritl be his chief patron. political situation. He felt that there was an almost 
unbridgeable gap between the ideal of monkbood and the By then Honen thought of putting down in writing the 
lives led by monks at Hiei. He felt that the then prevalent essence of his teaching. For this purpose be wrote a thesis 

. form of Buddhism either tended to be iuperstitiow or titled Senchaku Hongwa.n · Nembutsushu popularly 
hiablY icb9lulic. Honen considered· that superstition ·known as Seachakusbu. This be did not want published 

· _wu IQJ�ly me�t to pracure tempgral well-being: and during his life� time. Yet he sent a copy of lt to-K.inezane 
. ·that abStruse philosophical teachings,of K.egon� Shingqn . · · . , who w� most impressed by _its contents: Therein Honen . 
·.and Tan�al -were beyond the grasp . c,!_ many. Further, �ttempted to divide the· prevalent forms- of religion into · . 
Honen waulmost obsessed :with the bellef thJt that �a . . two broad' categories as Shodo; the holy path which is 
'WU I period of great' degeneracy (mappb) marked with . -·difficult to be praetised and Jodo the cOmrDon-path 

. political upheaval and mental rind mor:al �ecline. From which coUld be followed easily by everybody. He also 
thi1 presumption be concluded that under such difficult quoted extr�ts from numerous sources to prove that for 
con.ditiom one couid not hope to find salvation thro\Jgb the people of his perjod the latter, whose basic principle is 

· eelf-relia.n.ce (jiriki}, and therefore, should aeek refuge hi . the �btindonirig ofjiriki and seidng refuge in tariki, is the . · aelf-.�der (wili) tci � powe.r of a Supreme Being. only way of salvation. Another well known work of his is 
· · · · ' the f>.io Taiyo�ho. Besides, he wrote numerous letters, It is evident that by this time the Amid a cult was in the 

proceia ·of gailrlng ground due m�ly to the efforts of the contents of which vividly reveal his extremely modest 
self-effacive and compassionate chara:cter. 

· 

Hone� 'I predecessors such u K.uyi, Genshin, Ryonin · 
and 'Zendo. Honen wu particularly impressed by 
Zendo'l work, the Kaagyosbo wherein . he found the 
atateincnt which atrened the importance of chanting the 
name of Amida with all I)De's heart. The Ka.ngycsho 
usured that this act of chanting will make Amida, in 
accordance with his original vow, save all beings. Being 
convinced that this is the sole means of salvation he left 
Hid for ever. 

· Honen wu about forty years of age by then. For about 
two yem he lived in seclusion chanting the nembutsu' 
and the more )le engaged in this practice the more 
convinced he became of the fact that this is the best and · 
the euiest way for salvation. By 1 175 he !Jtarted to preach 
•bout the DeW teaching. openly, and this year is ·generally 
DDnaidered u the date offoundation ofthe Jodo (q.v.) or 

The categorization of the prevalent forms of worship 
and the !llternative form of worship put forward by .. 
Honen caught the fancy of the masses. Jodo wns close to . 
all alike, in:espectiv� -of their education, wealth, social 
status or religious training, Jodo followers swelled in 
number and consequently it posed a threat to the 
existence of other schools of Buddhism. Monks of Hiei 
petitioned their head requesting him to openly denounce 
Honen 's teaching. Honen realizing the danger of clashing 
with established schools promptly cautioned his followers . 
not to become over zealous and disparage other schools. 
He also admonished them Iiot to misrepresent his . · 
teachings by saying that pmctice of virtue and morality is 
of no value to those who are devoted to the recitation of . 
the neinbutsu, for he found that some followers who · 

I. Thil ia the name of the well-known formula Nsmu AmidM Butsu meaning Homage to Amida Buddha. 

... ... ... _ -
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misunderstood his teaching completely rejected the prac· 
tice of ethics . The clamour for the persecution of Honcn 
and his followers temporarily subsided. Yet, misde
meanour on the part of some of his followers created an 
opportunity for the monks of Kofuku-ji to petition the 
ruler asking for Honen's punishment. To appease the 
Kofuku-ji monks the ruler punished some of Honen's 
disciples and spared Honen. 

· 

However, an unfortunate incident that took place 
subsequently proved disastrous to Honen. It so happened 
that while the ex-emperor Go-Toba was away on a 
pilgrimage some ofHonen's disciples conducted nembutsu 
recital ceremonies which were attended by two promi
nent ladies of the court. The two ladies being convinced 
of Jodo became nuns. The rivals of the Jodo school 
suggested to the ex-emperor that these two ladies entered 
the Order merely beause they were enamoured with 
Honen's two disciples Jurin and Anraku. Go-T�ba, who 
was enraged, got these two monks.executed and punished 
some others. Honen himself was ordered to be exiled to 
Tosa. However, Kanezane's intervention helped to change 
the place of exile to Sanuki which was not as remote as 
Tosa. 

In Sanuki Honen spent his time visiting sacred · places 
and dedicatedly chanting the nembutsu. When an amne3ty 
was declared in 1207 to mark the occasion of the erection 
of a temple by Go-Toba Honen was permitted to come to 
Shikoku. There he spent . about four years in the 
Kachiodera temple near Osaka. In til l Mitsuchika, who 
in keeping true to a promise made to Kanezane before the 
latter's death to look into Honen's interests, persuaded 
Go-Toba to waive completely the order of exile and 
permit Ho.rien to re-enter Kyoto. Honen returned 
triumphantly and was greeted by a large gathering of 
followers and admirers. But by then Honen's health had 
badly deteriorated, and by the end of February of 1212 he 
was taken seriously ilL Shortly afterwards he died, and 
his remains were buried at Otani. Many attempts were 
made to destroy the tomb, and it is generally belir.ved that 
his bones were finally deposited in th� �ompound of the 
Nison-in temple. 

BJbllograpby: Coates and lshizuka, H on en, The Buddhist 
Saint: His Life and Teaching, Kyoto, 1925; C. Eliot, 
Japanese Buddhism, London, 1959; M. Anesaki, History 
of Japanese Religion, London, 1930. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

HONES1Y (a.ijava, ujuta, ujukati, ujubbiva), up,ry�t
ness or truthfulness and also fidelity in one's relationship' 
with others, is a highly v;Uued ethical virtue in Buddhism. 

HONESTY 

Honesty in word , deed and . thou;&ht is absolutely 
essential not only for the welfare o( the individual but 
also for the good of society as well. lf one's thinking is 
correct and straightforward it is natural that his words as 
well would be honest. One cannot be honest and straight
forward unless one is fearless and to be fearless one has to 
be free frorp guilt which in tuni' me�s that one has to be 
righteous to be guiltless. Hence it follows that only a truly 
righteous person can be aenuinely honest. 

Honesty and justice are two very closely connected 
concepts or it may be said that .honesty is a virtue 
belonging to the etbical genusjustice. To be honest is to 
be just. And. in the Buddha's teaching th�. concept of 
justice, in general, is expressed by the term dbamma or 
dharma to which one has to conform if orie wishes to lead 
a life of'honesty. The course of dbamma or of truth is a 
straight one and one cannot travel along it unless one is 
straig�tforward in one's thought, word and deed. Vh;wed 
from . the angle of the Buddhist theory of causality, 
dbammt !liUl • b� called the law of nature, by under':' 
stv.idingjhe functioning of which and living in-conso
nance widi:whicb QJ;le can lead the true life of honesty. To 
know tb.e trut_h, to liye �ccordi_ng to it and to preach it if 
nec;essary (yatb'i,vidi-tJJtbuiri) would .�e. an ideal state 
of honest Ji-\ril:lg to which only Buddha and ar!lhants can 
lay claim. :. B"'t�.��ry human being has not only an 
individual. bbt also a social obligation to lead an honest 
life, in w"�;(��fjV� 9f life one may find oneself . . 

. . :.;� : : . : . . . : 

. ' !.t ;:· ·�· -. . - - -�
· - . . . . . . 

One c�C)�,�J>.e Ji.onest in one's dealings with others 
unless one.is h:tinestto oneself and to be honest to oneself : : .�; ·, },!'J.,.:  .. . .  ' . . , . . . • ': . 

would be to b!¢oilscicntious in his or her work whatever . .. ':'i �� r .,.. � . . 
it may bs_ii}���9St�� done unless one hu the courage 
to ackn�:WI��j�p����M�cts and failures so that one may 
rectify th��r .iAMf�;\Qf�,Qpesty, which is sometimes called 
ujupatipanli;i,)ri,:�ud.�!li�m (D. I, p. 192; S. IV, p. 304; 
V. p. : 343).�d;jp·;�iJicli)ui J�udulent and crooked 
activities !ll',�i�aJ�C:����d . (sabbajimbavsnkaku!ila
b.bavapsg�s; v¥.4, p. ' 96; Pug. p . .59), like any other . 
form of virtuous livbg, b!!ip.g a part of morillity or sila� 
cannot b.e regulated by any.olltward code of duties. This 
is because thai true .;a. in outward conduct is an 
expression of kwa�d.ri�aOqn of the. value of dla, for . 
the practi� otw�ic1i'J19 effords needed on the part ofthe 
P,ractiser. 

One would mer�ty·end up llS a good�hc·arted fool if one 
were to be merely honest �ithout ; true knowledge of 
what honesty means. 'J:'herefore before becoming honest 
one has to establish oneself on the correct philosophy of 
life (sammaditthi) �d hence the maxim that honesty is 
the best policy'has to be qualified in this light. 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 
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· HOPE (asa, patthana). It is human nature to wish for Buddhism recognises the impo rtance of a fervent hope 
and hope for various things. People who are born in in the l ives of  h u m an bei ngs . Normal ly  aft er pe rforming a 
adverse circu�;s tances always hope to be rich in t he good deed Buddhis t  deYotees u ! ler a s t anza to t his effect : 
future in this life i tself, or failing that, at least in the next 'By the p ower of this meritorious d ee d  Jet me not come to 
life; people who are ugly hope to be beautiful and associate with bad people; and let me associate the 
attractive; people who have no children hope for children; virtuous alone, till I attain rubbana (imina puiifia-
pcople who are not popular hope to be popular, and in kammena ma me balasamagamo - sat81!1 samagamo 
this mariner people live on hope eternally. hotu yava IJibbanapattiya), and when this hope is 

expressed in lhought or word before a Buddha or a 
It has ·been believed from very imcient times that there disc_iple of the Buddha, he too utters a statement "What-

are uns�n powers that could fulfil hopes of beings. on ever you wish for may it be soon achieved; Jet all your · 
earth. During early Rgvedic times people believed that aspirations be fulfilled, like the moon on the fifteenth day 
there were diviruties �f the wind, rain, the sun and the (icchitam patthitam

· 
tuyham k,hippameva samijjhatu -

moon, dawn etc. and that these divinities presided over purentu 
·
sabbasamkappa ca�do pannaraso yatha-DhpA. 

the des times of man on earth and people believed that by IV, p. 200)".Eve� in the case of a a·uddha the course of 
praying to them and by placating them they could get action which culminates in the attain!.Jlent of Buddha-
their hopes fu.lfilled . A remnant of such beliefs is evideni hood, starts with a fervent hope (abhinihara) to become 
from the episod� of Sujata (J. I, p. 68) who had in answer a Buddha, which is expressed in the presence of another 
to a prayer addressed to the presiding deity of a huge tree Buddha, who, knowing this. would pronounce that the 
got a son and came there with a pot of milk p.orridge to be Bodhisatta's hope would be fulfilled during such and 
offered to the deity as a mark of gratitude. In the such a time i� the d.istant_ future. Sumedha developed 
Brihmana period a marked development is seen in thi� such a hope at the feet of Dipamkara Buddha {]. i, 1 5  f.}. 
field. Sa�rifice played im important role in the religion of A vadanasataka contains stories about devotees who 
the time. Mantras and ritualism had developc;.d to a very made various offerings to Buddhas and Pacceka Buddhas 
high degree· and the correct performance of (ftuals was and hoped to become Buddhas and .Pacceka Buddhas in . 
believed to have in it the efficacy offulf"tll�g the.hop·e and_ . ' the .fut�re." In . the case of all of them, their future . 
upirations oC :the performer of th�se rituals;· .  

. · 

aspirations were prophesied (Av�. BST. No. 19, Chap. 1 
. Buddhism rejected th� idea of external . forees. thlit • .  • & 3) by the Buddha atwhose feet the resolution was made . . · 

.determine th� lifc;. �f beings on earth: It is man's actions · The st�ry of Suvann�tilaka (Rsv. p. 74 ff.) illusirates · 
· that determine his )ife. If he selects the path of p�ogress · h�w a .fervent hope'Iiarboure� after performing a meri-

and does gobd and betoD:ies virtuous be will be rewarded torjous deed was fulfilled in a 'later life. As a lay devotee. 
accol'dingly iii this life and in the live�: to cotne, and if he she went to a temple and made an offering of flower$ to 
selects to act otherwise h� �ill acerue to :the fi:uits of his the Buddha and hoped to be an extreme!Jbeautiful girl in 
actions. hi the iJ,etta ·S��;(ta :(Sri. v. 143) it is said that a her-next life. 
Irian who has ari aim to achieve something should work 
on that line diligently. In this respect the thoughts ,of men 
are.import�t because ,alJ things are activated by thoughts 
(cittena riiysti loko: S. · I, p. 39). The same idea is 
presented in the lines: "All phenomena have mind as their 
forerunner. Mirid is the precursor of all things (mano
plib�sngaqts dhamma - Dhp, v., 1). Thus in this parti
cular·cont'ext, hope, too, has a place in human conduct. 
In thi\ world, when activities of beings inc analysed, it is 

. seen that it is some kind of · hope . that ultimately 
· culminates in any action; for instance-' a man · seeing 

.. another leai:ling a comfortable life, living in a large 
mansion and going about in · luxurious conveyances 
develops a desire to lead such a life him�elf and hopes to 
achieve his aim some day. If he desires to achiev� it in this 
life itself he will follow a course of acti�p by which he can 
acquire the means to achieve his end. if he cann�t achieve 
it in this world and if he is too poor even to think of the 
means of achieving it, he will hope to achieve it in an after 
life and with that hope perform meritorious deeds that 
would help him to fulfll his hope in a future life . 

.. ... .. . . . 

Hope or patthana is not always accomparued by good . 
or meritorious : actions, and not aiways motivated by 
t�nha or desire to achieve things for one's own self. There 
ar� instances of patthana being motivated by hatred or 
dosa, where people vow vengeant� on others for harm 
done to them. A good instance i� the Kaliyakkhfui 

episode coming in the Dhammapadatthakatha (I, pp. 
47-5 1). A man brought a second wife as his' first wife 
could not bear him a child. When the second wife Was 
pregnant for a few months the first wife caused an:' 

. abortion ori her through .fear that if a child was born to 
her she could become the husband's favourite. The same 
thing was done when she was with child for the second 
and third tiines and she died at the third.abortion. While 
dying she vowed vengeance on the first wife and hoped 
that she in the next life would be born in a position to eat 
up the prcgeny of the first wife. Having died she was born ·. · 
as a cat in the same household. The husband who came to 
know about the whole affair beat the first wife to deaih 
and slie was born as a hen in that same house. When the 
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hen laid eggs the cat devoured them and after some time 
she preyed on the hen herself. As the hen died in the grip 

of the cat she vowed ven ge ance on t he cat . The hen was 

reborn as a leopardess and the cat as a d oe .  The 

leopardess ate up the young ones of the doe as they were 
born and finally ate up the doe herself. As the doe died 
she again vowed vengeance on the leopardess. In their 

. next birth the leop�rdess was born as a young girl and the 
doe as a yakkhini. The youpg girl was married to a 
wealthy _househoider. When a baby was born to her, th.e 
yakkhini came and snatched it away. The same thing was 
done the second time also. Th� yakkhinl came again 
when the third was b�rn, but it was 'saved by the 
intervention of the Duddha. 

It has become the custom of many present day 
Buddhists in Sri Lanka to appeal for help from gods and 
deities to get theit hopes fulfilled, and in this resp�ct 
prayers addressed to the god of Kataragama has .bccome 
very common. His aid is sought for yarious things for 
success in business vent�.< res, success in politic� struggles, 
success at examinations, recoyery .froQt ill health etc. 

w. G. Wet:raratna 

HOR�ER, ISALI!",iE BJ..F,:W. (1896- 198 1), Buddhist 
scholar, editor and tr:apslator of Pali Texts and the most 
dominant figure of the Pali Tt;x� Society, ;..ondon, from 
1942 until her qeath. When Mrs. C.�.F. Rhys Davids, 
the widow of Professor T.W. Rhy� Dayigs, the founder 
of the Pali Tel!;t Society ( l 8 8 1), dlc:d in 1942 Miss H'orner 
became the Society's Honorary Secretary. from tben on 
her scholarly act.ivities we�t: invarja�ly li�t:cl .with the 
Pa]i Text Society. On the death ()f Qr. 'f/. �J�q� iJ:l 1959 
she-succeeded to the position of Pres.ide�� whi�b �bt: beld 
almost until her death. She was also � onorary Tr�a�'lrer 
of the Society from 1959 apd managed its fman�s so w�ll 
that the publication prograiniJ1e of th� Society conti��ed 
very smoothly dr!spite the . larg� number of works 
published. 

She was born in 1 896 at Walthamstow in Essex to 
parents with a proud family history. At an early age when 
she was just twelve years old she had the opportunity of 
meeting Professor and Mrs. Rhys Da�ids' which left a 
lasting impression on her. After leaving schoolin Surrey 
she entered Cambridge in 19 14  and obtained her Tripos 
in the Moral Sciences in 1 9 1 7 .  She W!I.S attached to the 
Yates Thompson Library at Newnham, her College in 
Cambrldg� from 1 9 18 to 1921 and was made acting 
Librarian in 1 920. In later life she bequeathed a well 
equipped Wing named after her to the library 0962) 
where a bronze bust of hers now stands. In 1921 she made 
her first visit to Sri Lanka, also visiting India and Burma 

r � - · · · 
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and returned to Britain in I 923 via Kenya and South 
Africa. It wa.s"'during her brief visit to the Island that 
Buddhism first d rew her  attention. She rej oined Newnham 

as Librarian in 1 923 and rem ained there until l 936. Her 
election to a Fellowsl1ip at the College helped her in her 
reorganization and expansio.n of the Library. She was on 
the governing body of the College from 1 939 to 1 949. She 
always enjoyed the duties of librarianship. She also built 
up an extensive librarj. for the Pali Text Society round 
the splendid nucleus of the Chalmers collection which 
was presented to her by Lord Chalmers, her kinsman, in 
192 1 .  Her extensive knowledge of various aspects of 
librarianship, including conservation of manuscripts, 
selection and co-ordination for editorial purposes, was of . 
immense value not only to the Pali Text Society's library 
but also to numerous young scholars who came to her for 
guidance. 

Her aciual study of Pali commenced with her being 
introduced to the Dh3mmapada by Dr. Kenneth 
Saunders during. one of his visits to England; Her maiden 
research project, with Mrs. Rhys Davids' guidance, was 
her study: Women under Primitive Buddhism (published 
1930)> She was selected as the first Sanm SD:1ithson 
Research Fellow in Pali during the course of this study. 
The gift of the Chalmers collection gave her an added . 
impetus towards her further study of Pali. It was during 
the . course of her assistance in the preparation of . 

· Chalmers' edition and translation of the Suttanipats in 
the Harvard Oriept!ll Series (Vol. 37, 1932) that she 
gain�d .m � ��rly tr�ing in book production, proof 

. reading, '(!'is play, i�dexing and so on. The benefit of her 
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vast knowledge and experience gained with the passage 
of time was available to students of Pali all over the world 
including r.rlitms and translators for the Pali T ::xl Society 
in the production of the large array of books during her 
t enure of office as Secretary and President. 

It was due to her indefatigable labours and caref�l 
planning that the PTS has risen to such eminence even 
though its publications enjoyed great prestige among 
scholars from the very beginning and. were looked up to 
by the world of learning. PTS volumes appeared with 
great regularity and in such large number over the last 
quarter of a century that perhaps no other series in the 
United Kingdom could rival its productivity. When the 
Society was in a bad way financially, it was her generosity 
that supported it. She even donated the proceeds of the 
sale of her house in Nolting Hill Gate to the Society and , . 
created a special trust. · 

. . . The original plan of .the fo�nder of the irs 'wa5 to 
publish the Pall Canon and the Commentaries in Roman 
sclipt. This was later extended to the translation of ihe 
tex�. A few Buddhist Sanskrit and Ardhamagadhl texts 
were also Jl�bl�hed. Miss Homer inaugurated the publi
cation. of the Tikis which has not made much progress 
after the �nitiai publication; As a Centenary projeet she 

. als? comn1(nced t�e se�es oftrans�ations to the coni�en
tanes starttng wllb he\.translatu)nc of MiJdhurattba-

. vilisini(19?8); From t�e �me sh� took.office � Seer�iaiy 
she saw to 1! that no book1emamed out of pnnt fonoo · 
lo�� ind �rou�M ��t r�p�ts

. 
at .regular .i�terval�: New 

editions of works p.ublishe<f\earlier too have appeared 
when facsimile reproductions\ were considered uiisuit�J,
ble. The entire senes'of Journals of the Pall Tex(Society 

. which was concl�ed in 1921, w� also reprinted hi 1981 
tC)gether with the addition of a centenary volume. 

In more_ recent years she hils revised a large humber of 
older· PTS editions adding .notes on ·corrections to the 

. text in additionai pages in photo&nlphic fl!-csimile reproduc
tions . . 

A little known fact is her generosity extended to the 
several BuMhist fePlples in and.around London and lo 
overseas students who neede<i fmancial support. She 
advised, encouraged and inspired students and Wll3 ever 
ready to acknowledge where merit was due. She gained 
worldwide recognition as a pioneer and promoter of 
Buddhist studies. In recognition of her contribution to 
Pali leuning the University of Ceylon conferred upon her 

· the degree of Doctor of Letters (honoris causa) in 1964 
and the British Govemme·nt appointed her to the OBE iJi 
1980. 

Commencing with her maiden visit to Sri Lanka in 
1921, when she first gained an interest in Buddhism she 
bas been visiting that country on many occasions. In i950 

. .. ....... _ . 

ahe led the British delegation to the inaugural sessions of 
the World Fellowship of Buddhists held in Kandy. I n  the 
same year she delivered the Dona Alphina Ratnayake 
Trust lecture . H�r visits made practically every other year 
continued untii the late sixties. During her visits she made 
personal contact with leading monks and Jay scholars. 

She was ascetic in her way of life and her wants were 
few. She loved fresh air, sunshine and wide open spaces. 
She walked regularly, loved animals and plant life alike. 

-CommenCing with her maiden publication, she has in 
her lifetime produced a number of major works 
including editions and translations of Pali texts among 
her learned contributions totalling over 200, inclusive of \ 
book reviews. The following is a selected bibliography of 
her major works based on that given in: Buddhist Studies 
in Honourofi.B. Homer edited by L. Cousins,. A. Kunst 
and K. R. Norman. 

Women under Primitive Buddhism, London, 1930. 
PapaRcuuda� (Majjhima Commentary) Text, Vols. 

3,4, 5. PTS. Text Series, 83, 84,85, London 1933, 1937, 
1938. 

The Early Buddhist Theory of Man Perfected, London 
1934. 

MaduratthaviJSsinj (Buddhavamsa Comme�tary). 
PTS. Te�t Series, London, 1946. 

. · Living Thoughts ofGotaina� ·_the Buddha, (With Anand a 
· .· Coomaraswamy)An Anthology, London, 1948: : . · 
The Teaching of the Elders' in Buddhist Texts Through . 

the Ages (ed: by E. Conze), Oxford 1954. 
Tbt: Middle Ur.!gth Sayings (Majjhima Nikiya), 

Translation (Vo!s. 29,30,31 ,  PTS. Translation Series, 
London 1954; 1957, 1959 . 

Ten .litais Stories, Text and Translation, London 1957 . 
Anthology of Early Buddhist Poetry, Colombo 1963. 
MiDnda's Questions (Milindspslfbs) Translation Vols. 

22 and 23 PTS. SBB, London 1963 & 1964 . . 
Viminava(thu: Stories of the Mansions, Translation, · 

The Minor Anthologies of the Pali Canon, Part IV, 
PTS. SBB," XXI London, 1974. 

Chronicle of the Buddhas (Buddbavamsa) and Basket of 
Conduct (Cariyapitaka) Translation. The Minor 

Anthologies of the Pall Canon, Part III, PTS. SBB, 
XXXI, London, l975. 

. 

The Oarifier of Sweet Meaning (Madhuratthavilisini) 
Translation of the Pali Commentaries No. 1 ,  PTS: 
SBB, XXXIII, London, 1978. 

N. A. Jayawtcknma 

HORYiin. A Buddhist temple located to the southwest 
of Nara. It was originally built in 607 A. C. under th� 
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patronage of Prince Shotoku, Regent of Empress Sulko . 
The Horyuji had been partly or wholly destroyed by fire 
in 670 and rebuilt shortly after the turn of the century. 

However, some of the buildings still s tan ding today at the 
Horyliji are said to be the oldest wooden buildings in the 
world. 

Buddhist temples of this age were arranged in a pattern 
known as Garan. The Garan structures, though varied in 
number and arrangement, usually had certain com�on 
features: a roofed gallery in a square or rectangular form, 
with an entrance gate in the centre of its southern side 
enclosing the main compound of the temple; a golden hall 
(KondO) to house the temple's principal images of 
devotion; a lecture ball (KodO); and at least on� pagoda, a 
type of building derived from the Indian stiipa and 
originally intended to contain the relics of the Buddha or 
a Buddhist saint. At the aoryliji there are two Garan 
structures; the 'Sai-in' Garan (Western Quarters) and the 

. 'TO-in' G!lran (Eastern Quarters). The former includes 
such buildings as 'Nandaimon' (South Main Gate), 
Chumon (Middle Gate), 'Kondo' (Main Hall or Golden 
Hall), 'Goj\i-no-to' (Five-storeyed Pagoda), 'Kairo' 
(Corridor), 'Kyozo' (Sutra,Repository), 'Shuro' (Belfry), 
'Dai-kodo' (Lecture Hill), - 'Shoryii-in' (Hall of Holy 
Spirits), 'Higashi-muro' (Eastern living quarters), 
'Tsuma-muro' (Li\ring quarters); 'Saigyo-in and Nishi-. 
muro' (Western liVing quarters), 'Jikido' (Refectory), 
'Saien-do' (West Octagonal . Hall), 'TOdaimon' (East 
Main Gate), 'D,aihozoden' (f�easure Repository) etc. 
The latter comprises 'Shikyakumon' (Gateway), 
'Nanmon' (South Gate), 'Raido' (Worship Hall), 'Yume
dono' (Octagonal Hall), 1K�r�' (Corridor), 'Eden and 
Shariden'(Picture Hall and Sarira Hall), 'Shuro'(Belfry) 
etc;(Pls. XL - XLII). 

However these buildings are not of the same period: for 
example, in the Western Garan, the Kondo; Gojii-no-to, 
Chiimon, Kairo, and Higashimuro are said to belong to 
the pre-N ara period; the Kyozo, Jikido and Todaimon to 
the Nara period; the Dai-kodo,.Shuro and Tsuma-muro 
to the Hcian Period; .the Shoryo-ili, Hosodono, etc. 
belong to the K.amakura period; the N an-dai-mon to the· 
Muromachi period. 

· In the compound surrounded by the corridors lie the 
Kondo on the east and the Goju-no-to (pagoda) on the 
west. It was formerly thought that the Garan lay-out of 
the Horyiiji had been prev'alent even from the Asuka 
period along with the other type where the Pagoda and 
Kondo llfC arranged in-front-and-in-the-rear style seen, for 
example, at the Shltennoji temple. Researches based on 
all the evidence now available show that the Gllf� style 
at the Horyiiji does not go beyond the mid-7th' ce'ntury 
A.C and it is very much in consonance with the type of 
Ujidera temples which were built on a �mall scale by 
provincial clans during the Hakuho period. 

.. ....... . . . 
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The Kondo, the main structure of the Western Garan 
at the Horyuji, houses many archaic sculptures and 
frescoes. The trinity of figures in bronze, set in relief 
against flaming body halos, . is placed on a platform. 
According to tho-inscription found behind the big halo, it 
was cast in 623 A.C. to commemorate the death of Prince 
Shotoku. The central figure in the trinity is the historical 
B u d d h a  S akyamuni fl anked by two a t tend ant 
bodhisattvas. The Buddha is seated cross-legged on a 
higher dais. Features on the image such as an oval face, 
curved eyebrows, long shapely ears etc., give the expres
sion of. his extra-ordinary wisdom. The right hand is 
raised in . abhaya-mudra and it gives &Ssurance ageinst 
fear. The· open palm is a sign of charity, Between fingers 
are seen webs which symbolically show that not a single 
being will be left out when the Buddha saves · all in the 
world from suffering. Long nails are also another charac
teristic feature of the Asuka sculptures. 

The Two attendant bodhisattvas stand on the lotus 
pedestals with the right hands upraised. Their attire in 
princely garb Is reminiscent of that of Prince Si�dbirtha 
before hfs renunciation. All these three figures of the 
trinity wear a.. mysterious !mile gener8lly known as the 
"archaic smile". · ., 

In the eastern chamber.is housed a bro�zefigur� of the 
"Yakushi-nyorai" (Skt. Bhaisajya-guru-vaidiirya
prabha). Although the inscription b�hind the ' figure 
mentions that it was cast in 607 A.C., .:!ll the available 
evidence points to the fact tha,t the fig�re belongs to a 
later ptriod than the Buddha Siikyamu�i of the trinity, 
but the date of its casting is yet to be determined. 

In the western chamber, we see a figure of 'Amid a'. It 
seems certain that the figure was cast imitating the 
'Y akushi' of the eastern chamber and its features definitely 
suggest that · it is of later origin, probably of the 
Kamakura period. 

The finest examples of painting from the Hakuho 
period can be seen ainorig the frescoes in the !Cando af tlte 
Horyuji. Though 'these frescoes were badly damaged by 
fire in 1949, photographs taken earlier indicate that the 
large walls of the east, west and n9rth were adorned with 
the Pure Lands of the Buddha Sik.yamuni, the Ami<la 
Buddha, the MirQku (Mrutreyya) and the Yakushl res
pectively. The lines depicting all these images are called 
wirelike (tesseubyo) in .contrast to the alternately thick 
and thin lines. Red and green are the basic colours and a 
brilliant mixture of colours is achieved. These techniques 
are among the best examples of T'ang painting of China. 

BlbUograpby: 
iaic.eshi Kuno & Kakichi Suzuki; HOryuji", Fine Arts of 
Japan in Colours, Vol. II, 2nd revised edition, Tokyo, 
198 1 .  H. Paul Varley; Jap811ese Culture, third. edition, 
Tokyo, 198<4. Robert Treat Paine & Alexander Soper; 
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The Art and Architecture of Japan in the Pelican History 
of Art, edited by Nikolaus Pevsner, Great Britain, 1 955; 
Hisao Inagaki, A Dictionary of Japanese Buddhist 
Terms, 2nd edition, Kyoto, 1985. 

T. Endo 

HOSPITAUTY, (stitheyya), Liberal entertainment of 
guests or strangers. I A salient feature of Buddhist social 
ethics, yet not a custom unique or original to Buddhism. As a custom widespread throughout the ancient world 
each nation, country or cultural group had its own rules 
of hospitality defmed and established by tradition or by 
religion, political ideal and sometimes even by economic 
needs.l In India it received religious sanction from the 
earliest Rgvedic times and the offering ofhospi!aliby to a 
�eserving guest was· considered a sacred duty of house
hold life. In the Rgveda, Agni (God of Fire), a god most 
intio)a.ely conn�cted with t�e . religio�

. 
duties of a 

hou�eholder �d also regarded as the messenger of gods, 
. . · ' · ' ' . . . . . . is called �e ·gu«i�t of �C.Il· 3 Th.is 4ivi�e charac�er attri-
buttd t� a. guest is much nwre evident in the AVllrY•· 
veda4 where each act of hospit�ity is identified with some 
pb�c: �� the s�crifice to gods: II H�ye' !bY �uest as thy g()d .. . . 
(Atiijiidevo_ bbava) says the Taittiriya Upa,w�ad5 \Yhile 
an�tlier ·work ·calls � a, ·�ynthesis ·of all gods " (sai'Va
devam'!yo.'tithi�). HqsP,it�ty; according to Manu,6 is 
orie of th� five gr�a:t saerqices that should �� offere.d b¥ a 
boliseholder. It _ii. caile'd' the saCrifice to human 'beings 
(manlisya-yi!j8i}or ·tfi�'iespectfm r�Ce'ption of brahami.Os 
{brib@ya-�!l(:J). �owcyer, o�ly the �r$mins ha.ve the 
pnvUsg� Qf be�g;g\lests (�Citlii). n,e ��atriyu, Vaisyas 

· and �\id.r�· �o iJlay be. �re1,1.ted kindly by a householder 
but. he is not obliged to offer hospitality to any one other · 

than a brahmin. Others who �;annot be treated as guests 
are, p.eople seeking a liyeliho� t)lrough social intercourse� friends; relatiyes and teach�rs. Man� d�fin�s the 
term s titbi as a brahmm who stays only for one night, for 
his stay (stMtl)is nc:t long (�{iy�j. !iowever according 
t� other ia� books7, �rg]Jya, offe.ring. �e�t for guests, 
can be-made t� a snataxa, a ki�g. a teacher, an officiatil)g 
priest, a friend'� fath��ln-la�� pat��al �ncle or nll,lternal 
uncle; This offering should inclil�c a s�at, water to wash 

I .  ERE. 6, p. 797 ff. on Hospitality. 
2. Encyclopaedia of Social Scien(%s, VII, 462� 

the feet, arghya watet, water for sjppin_g, the ��ney 
mixture and a cow. Each item is accepted with a rehgtous 
formula. The cow may be slaughtered or released accor-. 
ding to the wish of the guest but the arghya should not be 
without flesh. Hospitality is a meritorious action which 
can result in wealth, fame, long-life and heavenly bliss, 
but on the other hand the adverse consequences of 
neglecting this duty are much greater. "A brahmin who · 
stays unhonoured (in a bouse) takes away with him all the 
spiritual m.erit even of a man who subsists by gleaning 
ears of corn, or offers sacrifices in the five fires8." The 
very law of Karma has been nullified by carrying the rules· 
of hospitality to absured extremes. . 

There i� a number of terms corresponding to the term 
'guest' used in Buddhist texts. The two words frequently 
used are atithi and agantuka, the latter being more often 
used in reference to guest monks (agantuka-bhiillu). 
The· Khlfddakapatha commentary defines • atitbi as a 
pe��orr with no· fi��d time to come or, as a

. 
guest just 

arrived (KhA. p. 222). But the interpretat1on of the 
Vimanavatthu commentary is different. It names two 
classes of guests (sgantuka), atithi and. a.bbhsgatB. The · 

former is either an acquairitiince of the host, or a person 
who wives at the'house quite eaily before the meals are 
pr�pared, or eise an invited guest. The latter is not ari 
· acq�'aintance oft be host; he comes precisely at the meal 

· · time or comes without . invitation ( YvA. p. ' 24). _ The 
indication is .in favour ·of the hitter, for a woman· who 
offered a chair to an abbhsgats is said to hav� been 
reb'orn in heaven and received- a palace caned Pi�havi
mina .(Yv., p; . l). _Pihuna and pahiu1aica are two other · 
words used in the same sense and may Blso mean the food 
p;epilred for guests: The Yisuddhimagglf_ defl�es plftua 
as a food donation to visitors which is prepared with all 
honour for dear and beloved relatives coming from the 
four quarters (Vis.m., p. 220). Yet another - term,' but 
seldoni used is aggha (Skt. argha) which also means food 
prepared for a guest. There is no unanimity ilS . to � . 
definition of the term guest and one may be justified in 
including unc!ei: the temi a Wide .range of people from 
nearest and dearest relatives to complete str�gers. ' . ' 

It was customary of the Buddha to exchange greetings 
and · engage in pleasant conversation with his visiton._ 
Often the Buddha himself, or a disciple of his w .. 

3. The Hymns ofthr: Rgveria: tr. by R.T.H. Griffith: Vol. I, p. 409. 
4. CJSC. I, p. 126 f. 'Divinity of the Guest' by H. N. Hocart. 
5. G.A. Chandravarkar; A Manual of Hindu Ethics p. 20 
6. SBE. XXV. pp. 87-88; 93-97. 
7. SBE. XXIX. pp. 87 & p. 19.7!. 
8. Ibid. XXV. p. 93 
9. W. Rahula: History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 181. 
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respectfully received at the dwelling of other recluses and 
brahamins (M. l ,  p. 5 14; I I ,  p. 4 1 1) .  Respectful reception 
of guests seems to have been a custom common to the 
members of all the religious groups. Elaborate rules defining 
the .duties of a Buddhist monk towards his guest are 
found in the Vinaya Cullavagga: A resident monk on 
seeing a senior monk approaching the monastery should 
prepare a §eat, bring water to wash his feet, a foot-stool 
and also � foot-stand. He should go forward and receive 
his bowl and robe and then offer him a drink and if 
possible may wipe his sandals. The guest monk should be 
greeted and his lodgings arranged for him. He also should 
be given instructions regarding the proper and improper 
alms-resorts, washing and drinking water, privies and the 
agreements of the Order. A senior monk should give the 
necessary instructions from his own seat ( Vin., II, p. 
207-21 1). The commentary explains that if the guest 
monk finishes the first drink then he should ·be offered 
more. His feet should be washed and applied with oil. 
Even in · a large monastery one cannot refrain from 
attending upon a guest-monk who has come to him 
(VinA�, pp. 1 28 1 -82). According to the Manora�ba- . 
purani s monk who does not treat his guests Pf.Op!lrly will . 
be known as unfaithful, ill-mannered, unpleasant arid 
morose. Other monks would not visit their dwe�lirig even 
if they pass by, which would be a great disadvantage for 
the residents, for they will be deprived of th� association 
with learned monks. The Dbainmika Sutta was pre1_1.ched . 
to a mo'nk who. ill treated his guests and as a consequence . 
was ou$ted from all the monasteries in a villaga by the lay 
devotees (A. III, p. 364). A guest is also one of the few 
laymen who can be medically treated by a monk. ( VinA. 
II, p. 471). 

. The Miila-Ssrvastivada Vinaya; as it was practised in 
the seventh century India, ruled that a resident monk 
should go forward and welcome any stranger or guest 
coming to the monastety� This had to he done without 
atiy regard for the age of the visitor and the person who 
abstained from it deviated from the monastic rites and 
was considered guilty of brt:nking a Vinsya rule. The host 
should take the bowl and the water-jar of th� guest, offer 
him a place to rest and a suitable drink.10 The Bodhi
sattva-Pratimoksa Sutra states that any person co�g 
to lhe monaste�y should be .treated as a guest. And, 
according to the Brahma.fa.Ja-Sutra it is the duty of the 
host monk to invite the guest monks to participate in the 
religious ceremonies. 

One of the five offereings that a layman has.to perform 
with his righteously earned money is the offering of 
hospitality (atithibali - A. II, p. 68). A gift to a guest is 

called a timely gift (A., lll, p. 41) and the family in which 
meals are prepared in time have an advantage of feeding 
their guests in time (A, I ll ,  p. 260). Hospi tality is als o one 
of the safest ways of depositing one's wealth for the future 
(Khp. Vlll, vv. 6-7). A person who does not feed recluses 
and brahmins who come to the house at meal time is fit to 
be called an outcast (vasa/a) and even so is the man, who 
eats good food at others' houses, but does not entertain 
his own guests (Sn. vv. 1 28, 1 30). 

Evidently the Buddha accepted the benevolent principle 
underlying all acts of hospitality but it is clear that he did 
not subscribe to the whole set of Brahamanical rules 
pertainin� to it: l{lStead of connecting this custom with 
the worship of go'ds, an attempt has been made to give 
rational itrguments in favour of it. A guest monk does not 
know the roads or the alms resorts, and tired as he is from 
his journey, it is tro.tibleso!De for him to go for alms. 
Hence atthe r����st cif Vis�hi, the Buddha allowed the 
monks·i� abc:��t'gu�'i�fobd (Bgantuka bhatta, Vin. I, p. 
292); Nowhere-in the ,Buddhist text ha8 it been mentioned 
that distinctiont. of·caste or, crced should be observed in 
treating.- o�e't-gu�sts; Ttie ·Agantuka S�ua (S. V, pp. 5l"'52)��f.C1T tora: 'g\1est house. (Bgant��-;_agira) where 
people! �of, ltlbcastcs ; can com.e and crest, and the 
Sara!lbimigaJatna(J. I_Y; p. 274) asks o?e;to give free!y 
to-alltuestS:. tlpill and SihA (M., I, p. 379; Vin. l; p. 236)· 
two;cdnV..ett�fF:onH�tiriism were· advised �Y the Buddha · 

. to; tonthitit iii !!it ·albts to the;J liiria monb,. AII reclus.es 
and,btahamihs-eoihlng·.�o .his Village are his g�ests (atithi) · 
sayJ' lheifiBJlth"aminc Sbtiadanda and tljaf: he �hould 
respectfwJf�Mt&tliCit<needs (D. I. p. 1 17). Though. 
coming fro'm"lin uni:onverted braharr.in this statement is 
an echo .;Q.T 'Ihlddbist views rather than those of 
Brahamulii!m:�'•·jlef'e-�ait flie: reCluses, who can be 
membett�of.ifiy ea:sr�illiv�'lf�ti'illnked·as guests ( atithi). . . 
But licl!&o1nft�Jt�Q�Wf�ifnu on.ly a btahamin can 
be called an<tttitbi'!·�dtl.jc:.:lltieHc slio'uld not be even 
greeted: fbe·:jji:iibifihlifrf8i'WieWCtit'at a ne�1ec!'ed guest has 
the powe'r lo-destrifY"ijfi��stm'etit il?d that all the. requests 
of a ·guest sh�ul<!it')ttillfule:f,l�l'' are also not acceptable to 
Buddhism. No�·outsia:er: l'i�s�·tile'power to destroy the · 
merit of a person iihc\Jc.�lie�t'tansgtessioil of morill laws 
even for the sake· '6i fa��esd&.nt1ot 6e justified: In he 
DhanaJJfoit sdtta'(if.t.1r:i t86 r;j'S�riputta advised the 
brahamiri Dbiliiftjifif'11bl t&db e�l even for the.sake of a 
guest for his guest will not be there to defend him once he 
is reborn in hell. Futhermore, there are enough righteous 
ways and means by \Vhieh be can perform his duties 
towards the guests. The guest par excellence is the 
disciple of the Buddha. The reason is not his birth but his 
lovable and endearing qualities, and m01:eover be is met 

10. 1-Tsing: A Record of the Buddhist Religions.TiwJi�tJa b'fi. Takak�u p: 124-126. 

I I. SBE. XXIX, p. 89. . 
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only after an interval between two Buddhl1-S (buddhan
tara). Hence the epithet pahuneyyo, 'one fit to receive · 
hospitality. '  

C. Wltanachchl 

HOUSEHOLDER See GAHAPATI. 

HSUAN TSANG (var. Hil,1en Tsiang). A well known 
Chinese monk who visited India and traversed a large 
number of countries covering more than 50,000 Li. 
Though the dangers that he encountered were many he 
fulfuled his main objective undaunted by them. His 
contriblltion to the cause of Buddhism in general and to 
the Great Vehicle in particular is immense. For these and 
many other reasons he is held by the Chinese Buddhists in 
the highest esteem among the pilgrims· of his calibre. 

The following informatio� on Hsuan-tsang's travels 
and his accounts of India and other countries which he 
travelled in .his long journey is based mainly on two 
sources, namely, Si•yu-ki, B.ufl.(lbist Records..... of the 
Western \Vorld an E�glish ttanslation of the- Chines� · 
verSion of Hs\ian-tsang and The life of Hiuen-tsiang an 
English translation of his biogr11pliy written in · Chinese . 
by Shaman Hwui-li, a. disciple of his. Among secondary, 
sources ih_e most useful treatise· is 'On Yuan Chwsng's. 

· Travels in India� a critical · study- written by Thomas. 
Watters in · 1961.  This work is based on Hs\fan-tsang's . 

Hsi-Yuo.Shi( or Si- Yu-Ki) also entitled Buddhist Records 
ofthe Western World. 

Hs\fan-tsang was born in 603 -A.C.Jn Chin-lu--in the 
. reign of Emper�r Wen of,the Sui dynasty and lived about 
sixty�five years. Opinions, however, differ regarding the 
exact years of his birth and death .. His secular name W!lS 
Ch'en-Chin and he was the youngest of four brothers. His 
father was Ch'en-hui who devoted himself to the study of 
Confucious' teachings. Even a5 a child Hs\fan-tsang was. 
·unusually of grave temperament and intelligence. He did 
not enjoy the company of boys of his age nor did he 
appreciate their life style. His secODd brother, Cbang-tse 
who had entered the Order previously took Hsuan-tsang. 
to his own convent and made arrangements to impart 
instruction to him there. 

Hs\ian-tsang (= Ht.) was so studious that at times he 
studied without sleep and even food. At one bearing he is 
said to have comprehended a book thoroughly and after · 
a second reading needed no further instruction. At the 
age of eleven be was ve�ed in the Saddharmapundarika . 
Sutra and the Vimalakirtinirdesa. At the age of thirteen 
be was admitted into the Order and was engaged in 
further studies. · 

· 

The political situation in the country being unsatis
factory the two brothers went to Chang'an and from 
there again to Ch'eng-tu, the capi tal of Shu. There 
Hsuan-tsang followed lectures on the scriptures delivered 
by eminent scholars and in a few years he mastered the 
scriptures of. various schools and earned a name as a 
scholar. It was about this time or a few years later that he 
came to be known by the appellation "The Master of the 
Law". 

In the fifth year of Wu-te he received full ordination at 
Ch'eng-tu. He · went to Chin-chow for further studies 
where he also conducted sermons as an advanced 
student. Scholar monks who gathered there as listeners 
treated him with great respe�t and admiration. There
upon he went to Chaochow, Hsiang-chow and Ch 'ang-an 
and s tudied the Samyuktabhidharma-hrdsya, the 
Mahayana-sangraha, the· A bhidbarms-kosa etc. 

In a short time Ht. mastered all the theories of the 
different schools of Buddhism and was acclaimed as ii 

. . � . . 

great scholar. He found that Buddhist teachings be bad 
learn_ed, mii.inly those concerned with the theory of 
Dhsrmalaksana and the views held by the propounders 
of the. Mtihayana-Sangraha and those held by the 

· followers· of 'the Da'Jabhiimivyakarans were at 
· variance. Moreov-er, he discerned many d�fects in the · 
Chinese translations of ' the sacred books, an� conse-.· . 

· quently be cherisbed the idea of going to. India to learn at 
the feet of orthodox scholars. In this be was inspired to · 

some'extent by his forerunners Fa-hsien and Chi-yen 
who undertook similar tasks. 

Overcoming many obstacles Ht., at the age of twenty
six years set forth from Chang-an and going through 
several provinces or countries came to Liang-chow where 
be received a companion to travel to the Wes.t. Despite 
the attempts of spies to detain him the governor of the 
province, Li-cbiang, however, let him proceed on his 
journey. Some of the territories or countries which be 
traversed until he reached the borders of North India 
wer� Turf�. (Kau-chang); Agni (0-ki-ni), Kuche (Kiu
cbi) an oasis in the Gobi desert, Nujkend (Nu-cbin-kieil), 
Chaf (Cbe-shi), Ferghannh (Fei-han in Turkestan), 
Sutrisbna (Su-tu·li-sse-na), Samarkhand (Sa-mo-kien), · 
K.esh (K.i-shwang-na), Kund\lz (Hwo), Bhak.tra or Bactria 
(Fo-ho-lo), Bamiyam (Fan-yen-na) and Kapisa 
(K.ia-pi-sbe ). 

His journey was beset with dangers and hardships. As 
the only guide given him to accompany until the last of 
the watch tow.ers in sandy desert also deserted him he. . 

· went on all alone. The worst experience encountered was . · · 
in the heart of the Mo-kia-yen desert which extended for 
800 li. One hundred 1i after entering the desert he lost his 
way. By accident his water bag gave way without leaving 
a drop of water in it and be had to spend four nights and 
five days in the desert without water. 
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At a later stage when wending their way up the snow
clad Ling mountain, and the snowy mountain (Hindu
kush) lying to the south of Balkh,Jwelve or fourteen of 
his companions and an even greater number of oxen and 
horses met with death. 

Obstacles caused by robbers on his way to India and 
also in India itself were more tlian embarrassing. Even 
governors or kings of certain countries embarrassed him 
as he was proceeding towards India. Although very 
hospitable and respectful to Ht. the king of Kam-chang, 
Khio-wen-tai planned to detain him in his court as his 
spiritual head. Ht. got out of this grip only by the threat 
of fasting unto death. Another attempt to detain him was 
made by the Great Khan of the Turks. As will appear 
below, Ht. underwent another such experience in Eastern 
India as well. 

Of the countries which were traversed by Ht. on his 
way to North India, Bhaktra (Po-ho-lo), Bamiyan (Fan
yen-na) and Kapisa (Kia-pi-she).were active centres of 
Buddhism. According to Ht. there. were .about three . 
thou'sand-monks of the Little Vehicle in Bhaktra. There 
was· a scholar monk called Prajfiakara who was versed itt 
the three pitskas of the Little Vehicle. Ht. was please.d 
with his explanation of the doctrine of that school. 

Ht. reached Bamiyan crossing liindu-kush. In both 
Bamiyan and Kapis_a, there were several thousand mon.ks 
of the Little Vehicle. In Bamiyan there were three 
imposing figures of the Buddha. One of these was a 
standing figure of about 140 or ISO feet high. Another 
figure of the standing Buddha measures 100 feet in 
height. An enormous figure of the recumbent Buddha 
·depicting his 'NirviJ;Ia' measures 1000 feet in length. 

At a conference held in a temple of the Great Vehicle in 
Kapisa Ht. being thorough with tl;te teachings of both 
schools, proved his superiority over all who participated 
in it. .. From Kapis� onwards his itinerary covered terri
tories in North India of which the following place names 
are graphed by Ht. into a sepamte unit. Lamghan (Lan� po), Nagarahara (Na-kie-lo-ho), Gandhara (Kien-to-lci), 
Udyana (U-chang), Takshasila (Ta-ch'a-shi-!o), Urasa 
(Wu-la-sa),- Kashmir (Kia-shi-mi-lo ), Punach (Pun-nub� 
t'so) and Rajapuri (Ho-lo�she-pu-Jo). According to Ht. 
common people in the above territories differ to some 
extent from those of India in respect of manners, Clothing 
and language. 1 

Nagar ahara (Jelalabad) occupies a prominent place as 
a country possessing Buddha's relics. In Nagarahara or 
its neighbourhood Ht. rejoined his companions and went 
to Gandhara by the Khyber Pass. He gives the nam�� ?�a 
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number of sages and saints who composed sastras there. 
Then he goes to describe the famous s tupa of 400 feet in 
height ascribed to king Kanishka. I t  was situated in 
Purushapura (Po-lu-shu-po-lo ), the capital of Gandhara. 

Either side of the river Subhavastu (Su-po-fa-sa-tu) in 
the country of Udyanais said by Ht. to have been thickly 
populated by Buddhists in former days. At the time of his 
visit he saw the country depopulated. The few monks 
who were there at the time belonged to five different 
schools viz. the Dharmaguptas, the Mahisisakas, the 
Ka5yapiyas, the Sarviistivadins and the Mabiisanghikas. 
Among the objects of worship are mentioned figures of 
A :Valokitesvara and Maitreya bodhisattva. . 

In Takshasila, Urasa and Kashmir, too, he saw various 
. Buddhist sites. The chie{ monk in Kashmir was of high 
moral character ·and of remarkable intelligence. This 
monk explained many parts of the doctrine to him. This 
learned. teacher was so impressed by Ht. that the latter 
wa,s compared .to Asanga bodhisattva in respect of his 
wisdo,qi, -Accgrding to Ht. Kanishka, convened an 
assembly, k,;now� to history as the Fourth Council, in the 
. fpur;h\l��«dJheYeadroJD the 'Nirvina' of the Tatbigata. 
Ht. st�yeq;{or JwQ.,years s�udying siitras''and sistras. 

: !·' ·> � -�i _· d·£:-o ::-_.":._ · ·: . . . 

Leavj_ng,r11l_Shfn!r Ht. made . his way ·to Punach and 
froM,.�t#F�C, ,:tp 1�ajapuri. �rom Rajapuri he entered a 
dift:���t�RI!�iJ\l)je,r;U.J,�n�Ja arriving at Takb (Teheka) 
as i�� Jti}t(!�ipoffit· To the cas� of� the town c�ed 
N!J.ta�i�f1K?i�r!?1:�.8:lto) . he and the· -accompanytng 
sim�ei�·t�RP�!l'JI\:�ed., . a �and . of ftfty robbers ��o 
r(),bb� ��ti9;�! �IY'JftbJJOJ?gtngs. However, a brahmm m 

. .  t�e.n�gh�9�t!Jq9,.d;q;im�JpJ.heir ·��lp �d they managed 
to:i§�),p�j Y§l.l;�;J#g�titstR/ Jif�· ,T:�e.�� '�e }'�_mai�ed for one 
m,o��h;. 1 J9li�/lAAt{�'ll'l���i �9.;:tqs):n ,'he �ngdom of 
ChinaP1l4 ;(.�Jii!# .... P�1WM�Y�).'Plg ·vanou$ texts. 

. • : ;>- _;_. · !:, .. ?�· . ' { . . 
; . 

Before reaching the next important kingdom, Mathura 
(Mo-t'u�Ioj 'he:'P.S:Ssed 'tlir��gh �tne kingdoms of J alan
dhara (SbelJari�t"o:oJo);1�\ilutfl (K:iu.::.Ja;;ta), S�tadra (She- . 
te�tu-hi) and :pary.atta (P'o�li�y��t'o2ro). An intel'esting 
custoni of irla.Jd�g'offermgS'in horlbur of the disciples of 
the Buddha fs"siod\io;Jii,-e•ptevailed in Mathura. The 
follower5''df AbbillhAiiui11imade offerings in honour of 
Siriputra}lho5e·���8�p�a���(li'medit:�u�n; . . . :. in hono�r 
of Maudg"al}i'iyina� "'_fHe'�t�dents of the sutras. . . . . .  m 
honour of Furnainaittayaniput't� ·the followers of the 
Vinaya . . . .. il!' hon&ur 'df ypili, the bhikkhui?i$ . . . . .  in 
honour of Ananda, the Sramaneras . . . .  in honour of 
Riihula and followers of the Gre�t Vehicle . . . .  in honour 
of bodhisattVu.2 

I. Si-yu-ki, Buc!dbist Records of the Western World (Records) ed. Samuel Beat, New Delhi, 1981 ,  Bk. II, pp. 68, 917; Tbe Life ofHiuen 
Tsiang(= The Life)ed. Samuel Deal, New Delhi, 1973, pp.' 57� 72. The countries from Lamgbarn to Rajapuri both inclusive were not 
regarded by the people oflndia proper II! forming parts oftheirterritory (Watten, lbomll!, On Yuang Chwang's Travels in India, 
pub. Munshi Ram Manohar Lal, Oriental Publishers and Book!ellers, Delhi, 1 961 ,  p. 180, (Abbreviated II! Watters). 

2. Watters, pp. 302, 303; The Life, p. 77 . 

.. ... .. _ . 
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After .M;athura he visited Matipuram (Ma-ti-pu-lo) 
which was ruled by a king of the Sudra caste. He makes 
r�ference to GuJ?aprabha the author of Tattvavibhanga 
Si.stra and to a learned doc.tor callec Sanghabhadra who 
was versed in the Vibhasa of the Sarvastiviida school and 
who composed the Kois-kmka. Ht. stayed there for a 
few months and studied various texts under the eminent 

. monk called Mitrasena. 
On his way to Kapitha (K.is-pi-tha) also called Sankaaa 

he bad to go past Brahmapura (P'.o-lo-hih-mo-pu-lo), 
Ahikahetra ('0-hi-shi-ta-lo) and Vlrasana (Pi-lo-shan
na). Proceeding two.hundred 1i towards north-west from 
Kapitha he -reached Kanauj or Kinyakubja (Kie-jo-kio- · 

she-kwo). Its capital borden on the Ganges oii the west.3 
It was a busy centre of Buddhism and there were ten 
thousand monks who studied both vehicles very ardently. 
H• I 

1S account on Harsavardhana or Harsha also called . · 
Siliditya is of immen'se historical value. 

, 

Countries from Ayodhyi (0-yo-l 'o) to Hiranya 
parvata (1-lam-na-po-fa-to) constitute ·another phase of 
his long ·pilgr!_�.!l8e: Six hundred-/ito the.�outh-east from 
-Kanauj.-ia---AyocthY•· Se\·�ral thousand mo�_uhue 
Jiud�td���th veliicl:ea,.,and'it is�at-VIiil6BDdhu and 
ltsanaa·cam�d�t1fiUify activities. When·Ht; anSI �s-�i'.e going-from Ayodhya to · a- � 
m��a-(iO-ye�mu-kbi) �ong the course of the · ges a . · 

:jang of pirates toofthe crew captive: As w ippers of . 
goddess Durg.-ijie pirates;were loo�g · ut for a man <Of 
good form and �omely' features !<?.i:. sacrificing' to . the · 
goddess. They earwarkedJit.-as11le most suitable person . 
for the ·purpQse .#ld were .about to kill hiai; Suddenly a 
typhoon· aroleilniting down the trees. Clouds of sand 
flew on every:.side and the lashing waves of the river 
tossed the bo)lts t"o and fro. The pirates getting tetritied at 
the calamity._thought that it all" bappened due to the' · · 
spiritual po�r Of Ht. and came down in repentance and . 
tonfessed their faulf. 

· 

Attc;� this nasty. experience Ht. we�t to Hayamukha 
and from there to Prayiga (Po-lo-ye-kia). He describes · 
Prayign, the cPDflueni:£. of two_ rivers, Gangi and 
Y amuni and the level ground of about fourteen li in 
circuit, to the West. From Prayiga he set out for 
K auaambi (Kiau-shang�mi) where be saw many 
sanghiramss, stupas and ll sandalwood image of the 
Buddha fashioned bf king Udayana. According to Ht. 
there were about three ·thousand monks bdotiging to the 
Sammitiya school ofthe Little Vehicle in the Kingdom of 
Visikha (Pi-so-kiil). 

. 

In Srivasti, the next important Buddhist centre he·, 
visited, there were several · hundre_d sangharamas 

belonging to the Sammitiya school. Sites. c9nnected with 
various incidents are described: for instance, the spot on 
which Angulirnila gave up his evil acts and was con
verted, the convent where Brahmacari heretics killed a 
woman and accused the Buddh_a ofh�,r'murder, the venue 
in which the Buddha defeated aU t�e heretics, the place 
where the Buddha met his fa�hel; king Suddhodana, for 
the first time since Enli&}ltenment and so on. 

From Srivasti he went to.Kapilavastu (Kie-pi-lo-fa-su
. tu) wbere the capital as ��II as some thousand villages 
were in a state of ruin. There he saw old foundations of 
the main palace of Suddliodana and the sleeping-"quarters 
of Queen Maya etc. Hsdan-tsang's account of Kapilavastu 
and K.usinagara (Kushi-na-kie-lo) or Kusin8rii;s replete 
wit� accounts of the life of the Buddha before and after 
his Enlightenment, for example the place of his birth, 
prophetic pronouncement, sites of the Four Signs,. Pari
nirvana etc. Acc_Qrding to HJ.-the contemporary tradition 
has it that the Buddhll'S Nirvins'  took place · on .the 
fifteenth day QUhe iat_ter half of the month of V aisakh� 
The .Sa.rvUti�adins held that it took

. 
place during tbr. 

sec.ond �alf of the month of K8rtika i.e. November. 

Refe.rring t.o the kingdom of Banaras or BiririllSi (Po- 
lo-ni-sse) . he speaks of two ' schools of mo�s. one 
belonging to the · Sarvii:stivada · and the. other to . the 

. Sammitiya S\=hool both belonging to t\le Little Vehicle. · 
. Important sites such· as .the.·vellUe of tl� Buddha's .first . 

sermon · and his · washing tank are �Jentioried in his · 
account. 

F:rom Baranasi he went to Ghazipur (Chen-chu) and 
then to Vaisaii. There the capital city ·was in a state of 
devastation and-ruin. The iilhabitants at the time of his · 
visit were very few in number; In a s"anghmm� there the 
Buddha is said to have recited the Viinsldirti SUtrs. 
Three important place$ relating to his Pa.rinirvins are 
also mentioned. . 

. · 

On his, way to -Magadha (Mo-kie-to) he sloped at the 
town of Svetapura where he obtained the sutra called th� · · 
Bodhisattva-pi taka. He had a high ·esteem for the �ople 
of Magadha. According to him there were abcut ten 
thousand monks mostly belonging to the Great Vehicle in · 
Magadha. The capital-(>.! Magadh� was desolate and in 
ruins. According to Hr.'Asoka held a convocation of a . 

· thousand monks at a monastery called Kukkutiirima. 
This is an allusion to the Third Council ·held under the 
patronage of King Asoka. The mon�tery in question ·is 
named as Asokiirima in the Dipavamsa and the . 

· Mahavainsa, the two ancient Pali chroirlcles of Sri 
Lanka. · 

3. _Watten argues that the direction shown in the text is wrong and it sh·o!lld be South East. He also argue3 that the river
.
in question is 

!JOt the GangC3 but a tributary of thit river (Watters, p. 340; cp. alao Records, Bk. V, p. 207 . 

. .. ... . . . 
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Referring to Naira.fijana and other important sites at 
Bodhgaya he mentions various beliefs regarding the 
Vajrasana. One such belief holds that the site of the 
Vajrasana was the centre of the universe. He says that the 
Bo-tree had been continually cut down and destroyed by 
the members of the royalty. Elsewhere he refers to one 
king named Sasiiilka of Karnasuvarna in Eastern India 
who destroyed the Bo-tree. 4 • The following account of 
Ht. regarding the Bo-tree seems interesting in respect of 
rituals which developed in later times. "The Bo-tree sheds 
its leaves when the day of the 'Nirvana '  approaches and 
tende.r le�ves begin to grow after this day. Every year on 
that day kings, ministers and magistrates pour milk on its 
roots, light lamps, sc�tter fl�wers and they go away 
collecting leaves. , 

\ 

The account on the Niland� ·monastery gives some 
· idc_a. about its academic act�vities; maintenance, academic 
staff a�_d student population, curriculum and residential 
quarters. It says that after the "Nirvana" of the Buddha 
im old king of that country called Sakriiditya built this 
convent out of his great attachment for the Buddha. By . 
the time of Ht. 's visit it had been about 700 yea:r:s since its 
establishment. Thus its founding d�tes: ba<* . �� . . i st 
century B.C, 

His purpose of going to Niland·� -wilno learn · the 
principles of the Y(!ga-wtra. The chief mol}k Sllabhactra 
admitted Ht. as hi\ disCiple. AmongtbeStudentS there 
were many foreigners. According to Ht. of all the 
sangbiramss of India Nilandii Monastery was the most · 
remarkable for its grandeur and height. Resident stud'enls · 

numbered ten thousand. They studied the teachings of all 
th� eighteen schools and also subjects such as the Vedas, 
the Hetuvidya, Sabdavidya; the Cikitiavidya, the works 
on magic (Atbarvaveda) and the Sinkhya system. There 
w�re i541 scholars who were versed in various branqhes 
of study. Within the tempi� hundred pupils were being 

· · arranged-every day for preaching and students attended 
these and participated in dis.cussions without fail. 

As for the source of income of the Niilandii monastery 
Ht. tells us that there was a farm-house belonging to the 
monastery. The account does not say anything about the 
way in which the farm was run and how the income 

. accrued to the monastery. There were other sources of 
income too. According to Ht. the king of the country 
remitted the revenue of about hundred villages for the 
endowment of the convent. Two hundred house holders 
in these villages contributed rice, butter and milk daily. 
Hence students had no complaints to make about their 
tequisites. 

· 

4. Records Bk. viii, p. 121 .  
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In Rajagrha he locates many important sites connected 
with various episodes; for instance, the site of the stupa 
where Devadat ta  in conj.unct�on with Ajata.Satru raja let 
loose the drunken elephant with intent to kill the Buddha. 
Referring to the Grdhrakuta (Ki-li-to-lo-kiu) it is said 
that while residini there · the Buddha declared the 
Saddharmapundsrika (Fa-bwa}, the Mahspraj!Ja (Ta
pan-jo) and numerous other Sutras. 

His account on the First Council held in Riijagrha is 
rather misleading; It 'appears that he has incorp�rated 
into it certain details which deal with later councils. 
According to Ht. the collection of scriptures authorised 
by the Council came to  be called Stbavira collection 
because Kasyapa (Mnhii Kassapa) officiated as the 
president of the assembly. As regards the emergence of 
the Mahiisilnghika school Ht. informs us that monks who 
were excluded from the Council held by Mahii Kasyapa 
assembled in Riijagrha and made a collection of the 
doctrine in five PitBkss, the SUtra Pitaka, the Vinaya 
Pitllka, the Abhidhsmms Pitaka, the Miscellaneous 
pjtaJca and the< Dharani fitaka. How this assembly got 
the name MahiisanghlYa is explained as follows: "As in 
this assembly there were ordinary per$ons (Fan-fu) and 
holy men i t  was called the C onvocation of the 
Mahisanghikas. 5 .

. � .... 
, Having visited .sacred placc:s in the vicinity of Niilanda 

iH:. �eturned ' to the Nilandi Monastery again and . stUili� several texts such as tht::. Yoga..Wtrs, .the Nyijanusm
sastra,, th� Hin-hiang-tui-fa-ming, the 'n etuvidya-listra, 
the·]?ia�yamUJa-sssira-iika and'the Sata:..Ssstra. Although h1 ' 6'��Cst�di�d 'tile K�sa-vibhisa �d the Satpadabbi
dharma-fistra in different parts · of Kashmir yet he 
studied ;them again at · Nifandi Monastery. He also 
studied Brilh'rillut '.'litetary ' Works and · a grammatical 
treatisC:·the autho't of�hich is iiof kri'Ciwn. on the task of 
studyiil'g .the�Buddhist 1atl<PBrlhm'th tex.ts he spent five 
years . 

. , . . " I ·: · . . -. , ,: ··, t: . . : j! .•.. :, -:� .� · �. . ' 

_ . The next country he visited wu Hirany�parvata (J-Ian
na-po-fa-to) 'where he stayed(or one _year and, read ·the 
Vibhisa arid thiNyayanilsaii-wtr&'etc. :From Hiranya
parvaia he made his· wa)i�to';tbt.:ki�g(h)in''df Champa 
where monks followed'th�'L1ttle. VeruCle; This 'country 
was infested with wild bea$i�' auch 'as th.e elephant, wolf, 
rhinoceros and black leoparo:: Ell�pbaiitl iii that country 
were Used for drawing carriages. 

. 
- . ::· .  

Countries between Champa (Chen-po) and Samatata 
(San-ta-ch'a) form another phuc of his long journey. He 
visited Hiranya, K aj ughira (Ki-shu-ko-kie-lo), 

-: :. ? " :  ,· ' � ! :J :; 
. 

3. Tbe Life, p. 1 17 cp. D1�YBIDSB, H. Oldenberg, New Delhi, 1982, 5,30 

.. .. .. . . . 
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Pundravardhana (Pu-na-fa-tan-na) Karnasuvarna (Kie
lo-��-su-fala-na) before arriving at Samatata. Monks in 
Pundravardhana belonged to both vehi�les whereas 
thos� in Karnasuvarna belong to the Little Vehicle of the 
Sarnmitiya sehool. Monks in Karnasurvarna did not use 
either butter or milk in keeping with the traditional 
teachings of Devadatta. Immediately after his account on 
Samatata he refers to Pegu and Siam which, however, lay 
outside 'his itin�rary; 

Countries included in his itinerary in the East and 
South-east of India were Tiimralipti (Tan-mo-1i�ti), 
Orissa, Kalinga (Kie-ling-kia), Southern Kosala (Kiao
sa-lo), Andhra (An-ta�lo), Dhanakatab (To-na-kie-tse
kia) and Chulya. All these countries had centres of 
Buddhism. He refers to an entrepot called Caritra (Cbi-Ji
ta-lo) situated on the South-eastern frontier of Orissa . .  • • t • 

Dhanakataka, according ·to Ht. was once a reputed 
centre of le�rning, and learned men used to come and 
dwell there but at the time of his visit it was entirely 
desolate. 

The Kingdom of Chulya may be identified with the . 
Cbla Kipgdom. He locates the Chulya Kingdom outside 
the Dravida (Dravida) country. What made him follow 
thls description is n�t clear. The Cola Kingdom for�ed 

· part of the Dravida country through the ages. 
The next place he visited was .the Kingdom of Dr avid a. 

The territory occ\lpied by · Dravida (Dravida) peopl'e · 
could have consisted of several kingdoms ·or' countries; · 
but Ht. refers to it as forming one kingdom. However, the 
capital of that kingdom is named Kanchipiua, the birth 
place of -Dharmapila Bodhisattva. 

Whilst in Kanchipura . Ht. met some three hundred 
monks from Sinhala. They informed him of the unsettled 
·situation . prevailing in Sri Lanka at the time. This 
dissuaded him from going there. His purpose of g()ing to 
Sinhala was to get the Tripitaka explained according to 
the Stbavira school there �nd also to study the Yoga 
Sistra. 

Malakii�a was tlie next important f>lace he visited. He 
refers to Malayagiri which was well-known for sandal
wood and the karpiira scented tree. After Malakiita(Mo
le-kiu-ch'a). he refers to Sinhala again. According to Ht. 
Sinhala was origin3.lly called Po-<:hu aS it had many gems 
of a rare character. As for the origin of the Sinhala he 
narrates with slight variations the legend which traced the 
origin to a lion king and the murder of the lion by his son. 
According to Ht. it was the son of the lion who arrived in 
Po-chu .and not his grandson Vijaya as recorded in Sri 
Lankan chronicles. A second theory about the origin of 
the Sinhalais narrated as follows: "But it is also said that 
Sinh ala is the name of a merchant's son, who . . . . . .  came to 
Po-chu island and slew the Rak$basas and established 
his capital in the country. 

. .. .. .. . . 

With regard to the teachings prevailing in Sri Lanka he 
adds that monks there follow the teachings of the Great 
Vehicle and they belong to the school of the sthaviras. He 
ais·o refers to the schism which resulted in the division of 
the Sangha into two factions, the Mahiiviharavisins who 
were opposed to the Great Vehicle and the Abhayagiri
visins who studied both vehicles. His reference to a 
mountain named Laillc.iigiri may be the Samantakiita 
(Adam's Peak) and it was on that mountain the Tathiigata 
delivered the Laikavatiira Siitra according to Ht. 

Going two thousand Ji from Dravida he arrived at 
Konkanpura (Kin-na-po-lo) and from there t o  
Maharashtra. H e  tells us that in a vihira at Konkanpura 
there was a precious head-dress of Prince Siddhartha. 
With reference to Maharashtra he says that the people of 
that country were a warlike nation. He cites in evidence 
the unsuccessful attempt of Siliiditya riija to subjugate 
Pulakesin. This king may be identified as Pulakesin II 
(609-642 A. C). of the .Chalukyas of Vatapi in the Bijapur 
District. 

Among the countries included in his itinerary to the 
West and North-west  of Narmada were Broach · 

(Baroche), Miilava (Mo-la-po), Brihmanapurl! (K'ie
ch'a), Vallabhi (Fa-la-pi), Anandapura, Suriishtra (La
sn-<:'ba) Gurjjara (K.iu-<:he-lo), U.ijayin (U-che-yen-na), · 
Chi-ki-to, Mahdvarapura, Surith�- Atyanabakcla (0-
tin-p'o-chi-lo) and Langilla (Limg•kie-lo) The last country 
is situated near th� Great Sea towards the country of 
western women. If Miilavas were the people of Malava or 
Malwa in central India as iS generally taken the countries . 
named about are not placed in-nght order Ujjayini which 
is the capital of Malwa is nam,ed after Surashtra and 
Guljjara situated in Gujarat. f · 

Of all the countries in India, Ht. had a very high 
opinion of Miilava and Magadha. He says that people of 
these two countries had the reputation ofloving.the study 
of literature, of honouring virtue, of polite lang\lage and 
refined speech. In M31ava there were twe�ty thousand 
monks studying the teaching of the Sarnmitiya school of 

· the small vehicle. 
We are told that going north-west from Lang_ala he 

went to Persia (Po-la-sse) which. Jay outside India. It is . 
said that the bowl (patra) of the Sakyamuni Buddha was · 
in the royal palace of the country. On its frontier is the· . 
city . of Ormus (Ho-mo). The countries mentioned next 
are Babylon? (Fo-lin), an island called the country of the 
Western women, which is tributary to Fo-lin, Langala, 
Pitasiia (Pi-to-shi-lo), Avanda, Sindh (Sin-tu) Miilas
thiinap�ra or Mullan (Mu-l�s'an-Po-la) and Parvati. 

If Avanda is to be identified with Avanti in Central 
India whi�h seems probable in view of his des�riptions of 
that country, it is difficult to place Avand!l on the route 
followed from Langala to Multan. 
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The country called Parvata was noted for renowned 

scholars. H t .  stayed there for two years and studied the 

Mufabhidharma-sastra, the Saddharma-samparigraha

Sastra and the Prasiksasatya-sastra as preserved in the 

Sammitlya school. · 
From Parvata he re turned south-eastwardly to 

Magadha and from there to the Niilanda Monastery. 

There was in NaJanda a renowned monk called 
P,rajfiabhadra who was versed in the Three Pitakas, 
S8stras etc. Ht. remained there for two years and h·ad his 
doubts cleared through discussions. He spent two more 
years studying several branches of study under a renowned 
lay scholar named Jayasena. 

He is said to have been apprised of the time for his 
return journey in a dream by Maitreya Bodhisattva. 
However, he was delaye� due to unavoidable circums
tances. In the meantime, Silabhadra, the master of sastras 
at Nlilandi'deputed Ht. to expound to the congregation 
there the Mahayina-samparigraha-sastra and to comment 

-· -on the difficult points of the Vidya-matra-siddhi!Bstra . . 

About this time Simhara8mi and Ht. held two different 
views about the pri�ciples of Yoga. Ht. proved more · 
competent in the encounter and composed a $astra jn . 
three thousand tlokas resolving the controversy. This 
work was later approved for study. At this time. furtl:!er: 
disputes took place between the adherents of th� twQ 
vehicles. 

Monks in Orissa belittled the Great Vehicle and were 
used to calling it "Sky Flowers". But the king of that 
country had a high regard for the Great Vehicle and 
challenged the authority of the critics. Monks thereupon 
requested the king to hold a conference at which they 
would settle the issue. The controversy does not appear to 
have taken pl�c·e at a conierence as expected but it came 

· to an end with the compilation of a book · which was 
written by Ht. in refutation of the heretical views held by 
the monks of Orissa. The way he refuted heretical views 
made his fame so widespread that king Kumirariija of 
Karnasuvarna in Eastern India longed to have him as his 
spiritual he�d in his kingdom. When Ht. showed his 
reluctance for the third time the king turned furious and 
even went to the extent of threatening that he would 
destroy the whole of Niland a . Monastery in case his 
request was turned down. Alt,hough at last Ht. complied 
with the request of the king, Siliditya raja's intervention 
enabled hirn to get out of another embarrassing situation. 

Siliditya raja on his part made arrangements to hold a 
conference for the exposition of the Great Vehicle and to 
refute the views of the followers of the Little Vehicl�. 
Princes of eighteen countries were invited to participate 
in the conference. Renowned Buddhist monks, celebrated 
Brahmans, heretics, non-believers and secular persons 
attended the conference. For five days Ht. extolled the 

.. "" ·"' � . 
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teachings of the Great Vehicle and no opponent had any 
opportunity to assert his views . Adherents of the Little 
Vehicle le arning that their school was shattered p lo tted to 

kill him. The king, however, threatened to behead any 
one who made an attempt on the life of Ht. It is said that, 
at the end, large multitudes forsook the Little Vehicle and 
embraced the Great-Vehicle. When the conference was 
over Ht. made up his mind to gq back to his country. But 
on a. request made to him by Siladitya to witness the 
quinquennial distribution called 'Maha mok!a-pari�ad' 
he had to postpone for ten days his return journey. 

For his return journey Ht. chose to follw the nothern 
route in order to keep the pledge made by him to the king 
of Kan-chang that he would visit him on his way back. 
Getting out from the city of Prayiiga he took the route 
which lay across Kausambi, Jalandhara, Si�hapura,. 
Taks&Sila and the river Indus. The boat laden with ola 
manuscripts and flower seeds capsized in the Indus and 
ftfty manuscript copies and flower seeds were lost. From 
there he went past Lamghan (Lan-po), Varna, Avakan, 
the snowy mountains, Kunduz (Hwoh), Tukhara, Kuran, 
Bolor and Kashgar u_p to K.hotan. · 

Of these countries Kashgar llnd Khotan were renowned 
centres of the Great Vehicle. Whilst in. Khotan he states 
that he accomplished a journey of m�� than 50,000 U. 
Hisjourney through various kingdoms took seventeen 
years; Here he faced the problem of transporting · his 
books, images and such articles and sent a p:�essenger to • · 
Kau-chang ·asking (or help. Seven or eight months later 
transport facilities were arranged. 

Amo�g �he b�oks he brought were 224 sutras and 192 
Jistras 'or the Qreat Vehicle; 15 _works of the same . 
categorie.s belonging to the Sammitiy_a School; 22 books 
of tlie ·s�fiii lietcfnging · to the Mahisisaka school; 67 
book.S::::·br the"Sthavitsividin school; 17 works . . . .  of the 
KuyapfY�- scli9citi ' 42 ·works . . . . .  of the Dharmagupta 
school; 36 i:'tii>i�lolih� iietuvidys sutra; t3 copies or the 
Sabdavidya �ira�. ·Altogether there were 520 copie3 
compns1rig 657 volum�s carried upon twenty horses. 

Then he ..set upon the' gigantic task-of translating the!e 
books into Chinese; For carrying O\lt this project he . 
retired t� the ·monutery of Hong-fu in· Si-gan-fu. He 
completed �h�, tri!-P�J.a�.iRJ:l . �! 74 �is tinct wprks having 
.1335 chapteri: He haCJ �Of'� over made a vast number of 
pictures !Uld wrote �th his own hands copies .oftari()� 
sutras. When all these works had been fmisbC(;t:be cloted .· 
'his eyes and iay perfe�tly still. "Having ���:_;f� . 
yerses in adora�ii!n of :Maitreya, he grat;lu�Y:r ··>,- :�til 

· 

:t:be day of his demise on thciiOth March, tbf_ ;�y. of 
oL 664 " 

. . .  ,._ ,, ,:· 'me year . . ..-;; .. • 

Hsilan-tsang's travel accounts which appear in the 
foregoing description furnish information on a wide 
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. 
variety of subjets. Some of these Such as physical barriers, 
the relative distribution of the centres of the Little and the 
Great Vehicle in.and outside India, Buddhist monuments, 
hospitality shown in different countries, conferences, 
religious encounters have been surveyed in brief in the 
above account. Apart from these he presents a wealth of 
information on a wide range of subjects such as economic, 
educational and social conditons, religious practices, 
mannerism, customs administration and so on. He 
enumerates ·a number of ways of showing respect and 
paying homage that was prevale�t among the people of 
India. Some such forms are; 

(i) greeting with a kind of enquiry; (ii) reverently 
bowing the head; (iii) raising the hands to the head with 
an inclination ofthe body; (iv) bowing with hands folded 
on the chest; (v) bending a knee; (vi) kneeling down; 
(vii): going down on the ground on hands and knees; (viii) 
bowing down with b.ees� e)b�ws. 1�nd Jorehe.ad to th� _ 
ground ind (ix) prostrating oneself on the ground. 

R.egarding the general education meant. for Indians he 
describes that children in the beginning followed the 
'Twelve Chapters' and at the age of seven they began to 
study the great treatises of the �Five-Sciences'. Some idea 
of Buddhist education may be . gained- from ·his des- . 

· cription of Nwandii referred to'earlier. But his estimation 
of the Brahmanic- syst¢m·.of educating beginn_ers-is very 
high. Regarding the Brahmanic teachers he says:.-''Tbese· 
teachers explain the general meaning··and teach ·them 

_ ininutely, they rouse them to activity and skilfully win 
· them over to progresk, they itlstruct the inert and sharpen 
the dull. When disciples intelligent and acute are addicted 
to idle shirking the teachers doggedly persevere repeating 
instruction until their training is,, finished . . . . .  " 

Hl. states that differences among various s�hools of 
Buddhism were seen in their tenets and also in cust.oma. 
Acco!Qing to Ht. different schools hlid their own tenets, 

· and controversies ran high. As a result each of the 
eighteen scbo.ols cblimed that each system was intel
lectually superior to others. Tenets of the Great and the 
Little systems differed widely. Certain concessions and 
gains were accorded to monks in kc:eping with their 
knowledge and where the spirit\,lal attainments were high 
the distinctions conferred were extraordinary: 

ReferrlPg to· the three robes allowed for rgonks as their 
costume he narrates that different schools adhered to 
different styles having broad or narrow fringes and small . 
or large folds. Ht. 's description about wearlng sangbiti 
(seng-kio-ki) comforms .to the present day practice of its 
wearing by monks in Sri Lanka and other Theravida 
countries. As for the sntaravisa, (ni-po-so-na) the 1,1Dder
garment, he says that it was worn without a belt. Rather it 
was made into plaits and then secured by one of these 
plaits. 

.. .. ... . . 

Regarding social organisation Ht. informs us that 
society consists of four caste groups. These four castes 
form classes of various degrees of ceremonial purity. The 
members of a caste · marry within the caste. Relatives 
whether by the faiher's· or mother's side do not intermarry 
and a woman never contracts a second marriage. 

Speaking about the character of the Indian people he 
tells us that they were of hasty and irresolute temperament 
but of pure moral principles. They fear retribution for 
sins· in future lives and take lightly their plight in the 
present life. They keep their sworn obligations. 

His account on law and punishment too, is interesting. 
According to him the offenders who violate statute law 
were imprisoned for life, For offences against social 
morality, disloyalty and unfilial conduct the punishment 
was mutilation or banishment of the offender out of tbe 
country or into the wilderness. Other offences cari be 
atoned for by paying a fine. He also describes {he four 
ordeals by which the innocence or guilt of an accused 

. ·person is determined. 
For offences against the Vinaya, the community of 

· brethren has a gradation of penalities. If the offence wu · 

slight a reprimand was ordered and the punishment 
. became harsh according to the gravity of the offeilce. 
· Expulsion from the community was the worst punisb-· 
nient meted out to the most serious offender. 

·As for the disp.<;�sal o( the dead and the performanCe �f 
the 11!-St rites, there were three recognised customs. The 
first of these was cremation. The second was water buriill, 
the corpse being put into a stream to float and dissolve. 
The third was burial in the wilderness, the body being cast ' 
away i� the woods to be eaten up by wild animala. 

. . 

The Buddhist. brethren were forbidden to wail -aloud . 
over a departed one. On the death of a parent they read a 
service of gratitude to secure fpr the deceased person bliss 
in the ne�t life. 

If we are to depend on the records left by Ht. certain 
kings of the Gupta dyn!!.Sty have patronised Buddhism. 
According to him Purugupta Vikrama Prakuiditya, • 

· brother of Skandagupta, N arasimhagupta Baliditya, son 
and successor of Purugupta, Tatbigatarija V ainyagupta, 
another son of Purugupta and Vajira, a son of Nara
simhagupta Baliditya patronised Buddhism. All these 
ku;gs contributed to the promotion of Buddhist learning 
by building monastic establishments at Nilandi. 

According to Ht. the worship of relics was widely 
practised in many Buddhist countries traversed by him 

. and among these the most popular was the cult of the 
Tooth Relic of the Buddha. It was prevalent in Bhaktra; 
in an unnaaied temple of a amail valley situated to the 
east of the snowy mountain; Kashmir and Simhala. The 
next popular Buddhist cult was that of the Bowl-reJic. 
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Purusapura, the capital of Gandhira as well as Persia are 
mentioned as countries where the Bowl-relic was venerated. 
The following objects too were venerated: the sweepin& 
brush made of k.uJa grass in Bhaktra, the skull-bone at 
Hidda (Kilo of Fa-hsien) in Nagarahara (Jelalabad), the 
eye' ball, the sanghiiti robe, and the staff at the !aJDe site 
and the garment w.ishing stone obtained in Udyina. A 
strong tradition about the Buddha presenting pieces of 
his nails and some hair to two merchants who offered him 
honey and rice cake is recorded by Ht, with regard to 
Bhaktra.6 This is evidently based on the account in the 
Vinaya Mahsvagga where two merchants play a similar 
roli: at Bodh Gaya though no reference is made there to 
the presentation of nails' to them. 

On his way to India he passed through countries where 
Buddhism did not have adherents .. Two such countries 
were K.an-chang and Sa-�O.kien. lle succeeded in propa
gating Buddhism in those countries. by delivering 
effective sermons. In the latter some devotees were so 
taken up with the teachings that they even entered the 
Buddhist Order. It was partly due to his evangelist 
endeavours that Buddhism which lay dormant after the 
age of the Guptas began to flourish during the reign of 
Harshavardhana. (Pl. XLIII). 

Yatadolawatte Dlummavlsuddhl 

HUI-KE (487-593 A.C.). The second patriarch of the 
Ch'an (Ze� in Japanese) School of B\lddhism in China. 
He is also known as Seng-ke: 

· 

According to the biographies concerning Hui-Ke 
recorded in such works as 'Bao�Hn-cbuan' Vol. 8, Xu
gao-seng-chuan ' (CoDt,inued · Recor,.ds of Eminent 
Monks), Vol. 1 6, it is mentioned that when he was yo1lllg 
he studied Confucianism. He also read widely in the 
works of Lao-zi and Zhuang-zi and the Book of Changes. 
Then he met Bodhidharma, the founder of Ch'&.n 
Buddhism, at Sung-lo at the age of forty-one, and 
followed him for four or five years until such time when 
he was convi.n'ced that he realised the essence · of the 
d�ctrine taught by Bodhidbarma. After his master's 
death, .Hui-ke lived in seclusion in the vicinity of the 
Yellow River. Famous as he was for his erudition, he was 
visited by many monks. and lily people alike for discussions 
on dharma. 

In the year 534 A.C. Hui-Ke came to the new capital of 
the Eastern Wei Dynasty where be introc!uced and 
propagated the teachings of Ch 'ail Budd,hism. However, 
as some could not grasp the profound teachings of Hui-

6. The Life p. 50. 

... ... . .. � . 
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K.e, unfair criticism was gradually levelled agaimt him. 
Dao-Heng in fact called Hui-Ke's teachings "Demon's 
words" or "Mara's words" and with the intention of 
rebuking Hui-Ke, he dispatched his best disciple to him 
on a secret mission. But the result became contrary to 
Dao-Heng 's plan. The disciple was fully converted to 
Ch'an after he had listened to Hui-Ke's preaching. Aft�r 
losing his best disciple, Dao-Heng'a anger and hatred 
towards Hui-Ke increased, even to the extent of incitiDB 
and bribing government off�ters to do harm to him. 

Since Hui-ke came under severe attack and criticism by 
some, he travelled to and fro in the province now called 
He-Nan. As a result, he did not have many followen, 
particularly in his old age. When Hui-Bu(5 18-587 A. C.), 
a famous scholar of the Sanlun school of Buddhism, went 
to the province, he paid a visit to Hui-Ke and asked about 
the doctrine of Cb'an, In 550 A.C., a reputed scholar . 
Xiang sent letters to Hui-Ke in verse t9 seek advice and 
discuss the Ch'an Doctrine. Through these discussions 
Xiang ben�fited tremendously. 

In the third year (574 A. C.) oftbe reign of Emperor Wu 
of the N orthern Dynasty, tbe,empcror, a fanatic follower 
of Confucianism, issued an ordinance,, to prohibit the 
study and practice of both Budd�m and Taoism. 
During this period, liui-K.e tried very: hard to preserve 
and protect the TripitRks, and Buddha statu". _u weD. 
Subsequently he went south and lived on a mountain 
called Jin�zhou-wan-gong. It i� on this>mountaiD that he 
is reported to have passed the mystic method of ru. 
Dbyina. on to Seng-Chan, the third.: patriarch of the 
Cb'an school of Buddhism. When Emperor Wu relax� 
his persecution of Buddhism, Hui-K.e returned to Ye--Du 
and finally passed away in 5�3 A. C. 

. 
According .t.o the insciiption entitied . 'Hui.-Kt'i Stone 

Tsblet wdtteit" by Fa-Lin during the T'ans. Dynasty 
which iS inCluded in BaO-Lin-CbJUJJi Vol. 8 of Zhi-JU, it 
is said that when Hui�Ke sauJht dharma from Bodhl� 
dharma, Bildhidharma told him that cine who sought 
dharma would never consider one's body as his own nor 
life as his o�n. H ui-ke in'order to show his determination 
then is said to hav.e cut off his own arm, standing . 
unmoved outside Bodflidharma's chambers for several 
days while it WlS mowing heavily. Through the instruc
tions given by Bodhidbarma, Hui-:K.e wu at Jut able to 
subdue inne� conflicts arising within his mind. This 
anecdote became very popular in Ch'aii Buddhism. 
However there is anotherveriion to this epitode recorded 
in the Biogrspby of Hui-Ke . contained in the -Co11tiDued 
Recorih of Eminent Monb� Vol. 16: •When Hui-K.e'l 
arm was chorped off by robben, he made iue m dbiTIIJ• · 
to calm his mind. lienee be did noc !eel any pain at all." 
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Hui-Ke's doctrine of Ch'an Buddhism was based on 
the (Lsnkavatara-siitra) which Bodhidharma specially 
favourt:d. The !ext emphasizes the prime importance cf 
'Reflection on Wisdom' and not the letters. Its main 
objective is to discard words and thoughts and medita
tion alone leads to its attainment. Hui-Ke believes that 
there is no difference between ignorance and wisdom. All 
dbannasshould be understood in their true nature. There 
is no difference between us and the Buddha. Bodhi
dbarma also believes that every liVing being has Buddha 
nature. If one can get rid of ilJusion and realize the 
ultimate truth, then common people and enlightened 
ones are one and the same. 

Referilllctl: Buddhist A!soci11tion of t."hina, edited: Buddhism in 

Cbin"i, Aprii� 1981 .  Hisao Inagakl: A Dictionary oiJapanese 

Buddhist Terms, 2nd edition, Kyoto, 198S. Alicia & Daigan 
Matsunaga: Foundation of Japanese Buddhism, Vol. II, fourth 
printing. Toli:yo, 1 988. E. Dale Saunders: Buddhism in Japan, 

Tok)'o, 198S. · 
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wrote a verse. Hung-jen acknowledged the spirit ofCh'an 
expressed in the verse and advised all to recite i t .  When, 
however, Hui-neng heard the verse being chanted, he 
realized that the verse was not up to the level to convey the 
gist of Ch 'an Buddhism and then caused another verse of 
his own to be scribbled on the wall. Master Hung-jen saw 
it and called Hui-neng to his chamber. He then taught the 
entire doctrine of Ch'an Buddhism and presented him 
with •the patriarchal robe and bowl. Hui-neng was 
advised by his master to return to the South but bide 
himself temporarily till the time was rip�. 

Ten years after self-imposed exile in the South, Hui
neng came to Guang-dong where be was to meet a 
reputed Buddhist preacher called Yin-zhung. Upon 
realizing who he was, Yin-zhung invited him and 
inquired about Ch'an Buodhism. Then Yin-zhung 
sum�oned all the monks and made arrangements for 
Hui-neng to become a monk. Subsequently a famous 
Vinaya master Zhi-pang was invited to conduct an 
npasampada ceremony for him. Two months later Hui
neng commenced preaching the Ch'an doctrine. Shortly 
afterwards he returned to the Bao-lin temple and since 
then preached for more than thirty years there. 

During the reign of Zhong-zong, the emperor came to 
HUI-NENG (638-713 A�C.); :The-6Ut patriarch of Ch'an �.: .know a�·out Hui_�neng and in 705 _A. C. invited him to the 
Bud�Jlism in China. A�ing to hii biography called .-· : �:apital, which Hlli-neng courteously declined by reason 

'The· Sixth -PatrlarchJJ Plitlotm .·Sutra';·written · by · his. • o£his ill-health due to old age; In 712, Hui-neng returned 
disciple, he .wits· born in a poor family and, •when still · to his native place a:nd caused a pagoda called Bao-en to 
young, had to support his mother and himself by selling be erected there. He passed away in the Bao-en temple in 
fife-wood after the father's death. One day when Hui- 713 A: C. at the age of76. He was given posthumolisly the 
Neng wu in the city, he beird tbe 'Diamond Siitra' being title of 'Ch 'an Mli.ster Da-jian'. 
chanted: This incident made_ him -up ire to the Buddhist The Chinese Ch 'an school of Buddhism relied hea�iiY 
way. Upon hearing· -�hat there lived on a mountaiti a on the Lshksvatir:a Sutra in the initial stageS of its 
famous Ch'ait master called Hung:-jen, the 5th patriarch, _ , · history for doct-rinal arguments. The first two patriarchs; 
Hui-neng went tci meet h.im. This was when he was 24 Bodhidharma arid Hui.;.ke, used this sutra as the. major 
years old. Hung::jen asked ·auHteng: - •UJ,y disciple, text of their school. However, it seems probable that the 
wher:e do_· you -c. ome ftoDi?_ Whaf d'o you w�t from m_ e?" 'Diamond Sutra' came to dccupy an important place as a 
Tb�nreplied HUi-neng: "I come from U�-nan and l want text of Ch'an Buddhimi specially from the time of its 
to become a Buddha. ""You are from Un-nan. Then Y.<>u third patriarch. Hui�neng, the sixth patriarch, in fact, 
are a barbanan. How can you become a Buddha?"; said used only the Diamond Sutra for his doctrine. His aim 
Hung-jen. Hui-neng then asked: "There are southern and was to abandon abstract intellectualism and point directly 
northern people. But are th�re . south· and north in , to one's nature for enlightenment. 
Buddha nature? The Buddha nature in you and me is one 
and the same. If you Cllll become a Buddha, I, the . · Hung-jen, the fifth patriarch, had a number of capable 
barbarian, can surely become a Buddha." Hui-neng was disciples among whom were Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng 
then admitted into Hung-jen'l discipleship and worked who became responsible for the future course of Ch'an 
threshing p�ddy. Seven hundred disciples were learning Buddhism in China. 
Ch'an from Master Hung-jen at that time. Shen-hsiu who too claimed to the title .of sixth 

One day, �ung�jen wanted to test the disciples' cornpre
hension,and underitanding of Ch'an with the intention of . 
fmding out as to who could be given the transmissl�n of 
DharmL He asked his disciples to write a verse each. 
Shen-hsiil, who was the most senior disciple among them, 

. .. ... .. . . 

patriarch was first ordained _in 625 A. C. but it was not 
until he reached the age of fifty th.at he_ met Hung-jen and 
became his disciple. At the request of Empress Wu, he 
preached in the palace, He was later conferred the 
posthumous title of Ch 'an Master Da-jian, which is often 
believed to be the frrst such award in China. 

1:� 
' 
. 
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' 
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Shen-hsiu's school became later known as the N orthem 
sect which was characterized as 'gradual enlightenment' 
while the Southern sect of Hui-neng emphasized 'sudden 
enlightenment'. The doctrines of the Northern sect were 
·mainly taught and propagated among 'aristocrats of the 
North while the Southern sect was influential in and 
around Li�·nan. However, a dispute arose as to the 
legitimacy of the transmission ofDharmafrom Hung-jen 
and a disciple of Hui-neng named Shen-bui criticized and 
di1missed the Northern sect as 'iHegitimate transmission 
and gradual enlightenment'. This incident took place in 
730 A.C. and since then the Northern sect declined 
aradu&lly. 

Hui-neng's teachings on Ch'an Buddhism can be 
gleaned from the book - though later interpolations and 
additions are obvious - entitled 'The Sixth Patriarch's 
Platform Siitra' compiled by his immediate disciple Fa- · 
bai and re-edited subsequently by Shen-hui. This work 
became the major text of the scfiool. 

. Hui-neng says that JQind it pervading all over the 
realml of Dharma; it comea and go�s freely without any 
obstacle. This ia prajOi. All prajD.i comes. from one's 
nature and not from outlide. If one realizes one's nature, 
he would suddenly become a Buddha. He further says 
that meditation and wisdom are the bues. Meditation is 
the euencc. Wildom it ita fun�qn: They are one, like 
1-.mp and light. The nature of enlightenment is already 
there; and thete i1 no dutlement in us originaliy. If one 
realizes the nature ofenliShtenment, this is the sudden 
enlightenmettt. Hui-neng emphasized that one should 
not incline towllrds good or bad, nor should one set one's 
mind on nothingness; but learn more, bear more; realize 
hit nature and comprehend. the Buddha's teaching. He, 
therefore, encouraaed the controlling 9f mind not only in 
sitting posture, but also while walldng, standing, �itting 
and lying down. This attitude to Ch'an in fact was the 
major difference from that of the Northern sect which 
according to Hui-neng sepiU'ated �d from object; 
therefore not giving rise to wisdom. He taught people to 
start from non-arising of thought and not to stick to a 
sitting posture alone in meditation. 

Relereac:ea: Buddhilt Association of China, edited: Buddhism in 
Cbin., April, 198 1 .  Hiaao lnapld: A Dictjonary of JapantiSe 
Buddhist Tezms, lnd edition, Kyoto, 198S. Alicia a: Daigan 
MatJunqa: Foundation of JaJMnese Buddhism, Vol: II, fourth 
printina. Tokyo, 1988. E. Dale Saunders: Buddhism in JapBJJ, 
Tokyo, 1985. 
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HUMANISM. Humanism is a view which upholds the 
dignity and value of man and considers his welfare in this 
life as primary. It thus purports particularly to do away 
with notions of any superhuman agencies playing a direct 
or indirect role in human life. Humanism holds that man 
is the measure and human welfare the end of all human 
activity. Erich Fromm, for example, writes, " Humanism . ... , 
is characterised by faith in man, his possibility to develop 
to ever higher stages, in the unity of the h'!Jman race, in 
tolerance and peace, and in reason and love as the forces 
which enable man to realize himself, to become what be 
can be". (HUl11anism and Psychoanalysis. p. 69). 

In the West, humanism was revived as a consequenct 
·ar the Renaissance in the fourte�ntb century Italy and 
spread to other European countries. The Renaissance 
humanists thoaght · that education in the liberal arts, 
particularly classical Greek literature, would help the 
d�velopment of a responsible individual and revive the 
spirit of freedom, which had been lost in the Middle 
Ages.1 

The interest in the study of humanities centred on the 
Greek Classics, though it turned out to be not central to 
the ideal of humanism as it developed·: -points to the fact 
that while humanism had a resurgen� in Renaiuance 
Italy, its origins in the West could be ttaced back to tb� 
Greeks and Romans. Some consider that Christ and the 
early followers of Cbriatianity were humanists (eg. 
Fromm, Joe� cit.)l �l' ·� 

With the advent of the Church !�tllority and the 
setting in of the Middle Ages humanism ceased to be a 
force in the life of the European man, u (individual) man 
u man ceased to be his muter. 

Since the Renaissance, humanistic ideas germinated· · 
and developed in the

-
works of many a European thiDker. 

Thus, for example, the British philosopher . Hobbes · 

(1588-1679) argued for the legitimate rights of the 
individual and the basis of moral values 8s the common 
good and not an absolute or supernatural �tandard. The 
leaders of the French enlightenment of the 1 8th century 
emphasised man as part of nature and no mystery but 
that he is the highest value. The contention that the 
existing social, political and belief system deprived man . . 
of his birthright to individual freedom, happiness and 
pleasure was emphasised by them. Thus, for example, 
Rousseau (1712-78) begins his Socis.J Contract with the 
words, "Man is born free; and everywhere he is in 
chains". Similar ideas were pari of the German enlighten
ment, led ·by Lessing, ( 1729-81) Herder ( 17 44-1803) and 

J. The earliest beJinninp in the W�t cowld be •ed to Greeks and Romans, in particular to the Orwk sophi•ts in Athena of the Sth 

century B. C. Protqoru maintained that "Man il the meuure of all things". Socratea in hisltiJdy of man 'I nllture also contributed . 

to the humaru.t approach. The RomiDI too, continued the aeciilar and rltional approach to the study of human destiny and thereby 

were participantJ to the humanistic efforts. 
· 2. See .tso Marx and .EnJeb, On .Religion p. 21s: Pot i; diffcrehf view ace M. �etro!yan, Humanism, p. 18. 
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others. Kant's ( 1724-1804) epistemology brings man to 
the centre of knowledge, and his ethics stressed the view 
that man should be the end and not the means and that 

one should not do unto others what one does not desire 
done to onese!f.3 1bis in effect amounts to saying that 
one should not cause suffering to others. 

The humanism that emerged with the Renaissance 
had, as an integral part ofit, a sense offreedom, freedom 
from the fetters in wQ'ich medieval men were held by the 
Church, the Empire imd the Feudal Lords, who were the 
perpetuators as well as the guardians of the order. Thus, 
as in the case ·of the Greek Sdphlst� the Renaissance 
humanism was an outcome of the reaction of the people 
to the est�blishment. This could be seen even in the 
sphere of religion, for Renaissance huinanism was a 
prime force behind the Reformation. the early humanists 
were not anti-religious or anti-Christian but considered 
that the Scriptures admitted the . necessity for earthly 
happiness of man and the value of man's work and his 
success in this life. 
· Humanism also helped ·the Renaissance scholars to 
break away from tradition·.by preparing the atmosphere 
for questioning Scholasticism and its wedlock, Aristotel- . 
ianisiil. Together -with this� by reviving the doctrines of 
Greeks like those.of the Pythagoreans,.humanism contri· 
buted �o the birth pf modern science. And the develop.· 
ments· ilr science and technology, in turn, h84. much 
impact on the paths along which humanism flowed and 
e\·olved later on. 

. 
· i  . . � . .  ' 

· .  As a philosophy, by asserting the autonomy of the 
hum!ln being; his position liS -the source of tr�th. as well as 
right, and human experience .as.the only and fmal arbiter, 
��manism;h� :some of -the atirib�tes of what co1,1ld be 
called a ,;scientific attitude". · th!s chai:acterlstic' is 
e�anced by its. s�ular �d libe�al aspects. ·F�rlber, 
.humani�m, ai,aiiiig at th� greatest_ .good of man in this life, 
in the vein ofutilitarianism which 'em�rgtd later;. recog
niZed f:be �aiue of pleilSure in

; 
huin� . Jij'e. This emphasis 

on pleasure, w.)lile contrasting humani�m with medi�val 
asce�icism and �l;lking it with the EpiC)Jreariism o{the 
later Greeks, associates it' with the foundational b�is of 
much of contemporary life, particulariy a8 it is lived in the 
developed countries. 

. 

Among ,the.many versions of humanism, tW!l strains 
which coUld appear almost antithetical seem to stand out; 
one associated wi.th science, technology, �11-terialism and 
the pursuit of pleaure refeqed .to above, making 80ille 
writeri complain of the "arrogance of humaniSJil'� the . 
other a more spiritual, humanitarian and ethical strain of · 

humanism sometimes with veiled versions of religion 
(e.g., theistic existentialism). Thus humanism as an 
outlook and a philosophy has continued in the West, 
essentially as an expressimi of the ethical attitude of 
middle class individuals who have ceased to have ties with 
traditional religion. 

In general, certain activities, .. spearheaded by the 
United Nations Organisation, like the Human Rights 
Movement, Freedom from Hunger Movement, Women's 
Liberation Movement, the movements against discri
mination on the basis of race, colour, sex etc. and the 
emphasis on provision of universal education, spread of 

· science and technology may be considered as attempts to 
translate the spirit of humanism in the political and social 
sphere. 

It is customary to associate the liberal democracies in 
the developed or developing countries with humanism. 
"Hum�sm is .one of the vital religions . . . .  It is the 
dominant religion of our time, a part of the lives of nearly 
everyone in the "developed" world . . . . . . " writes David 
Ehrerifeld (The Arrogance ol.Huininisin p. 3). He· also 
says, "Humanism is. at the heart of our present ·world 
culture" (ibid .. p. 20). Further a few philosophies, wiikh 
ha·ve illso political, sociai, literary or educational import.� 
have' associated 'themselves more specifically with 
humanism . in one' sense 'or ·other. Three of these . are . 
Marxis'm, 'Pragmatism atid EXistentialism.. . 
. .  From th�' Re�aiss��� onwBrds, some .thirike�s who 
h'ave been coricerned with the. b�rdens �f the com'mon 
01ari' �on�eived the idea �a� J�:sti� and h�ppi�ess �uld . 
be ac�eyed only,bY._ �e abolition.o(prlva�e property;·The � .  

!J.ritish- sch9lar. sta�-��m!m.Xhomas .More (1478-:-i53S), 
It!ililin phil9,�opb'ei Toliupaso Campanella (1568-1639) 
and French philosopher Fran�rois .Fourier (1772-1837) 
are som� o(them: But the form of ·c�mmunism which 
attracte<( �ttentiQh and int�rest and l�d . ·to action �� 
Marxism 'develop.ed by �ari Marx, Friedrich Engles and 
later; by Lenin {i 870-1924)." Marxism accepts the labour 
theory of th� �rigln o( the human being. . ' 

. 

As labour dominated by private property makes it 
compulsory and work in not being a means of sati.�faction · 

to the worker becomes something external to the worker. 
The worker is made to sacrifice his essential being (i.e. 
labour) to his individual existence. To quote Marx, "It 
estranges tnan 'a own body from, him u it· do�s external . 
nature liis spiritual e ssence� his human being" 
(Econo�ic and Philosophical Man��Jcripts, p. 72); This 
humanism �en in early Mar� some critics maintain, is 
not found in his later work, which is materialistic, and· 
�ence, according to thtm, antihumanistic.' 

3. cr. Dbp. v. 129 
4. See M�.Eco.aomic an.d Pbi1010p/Jk:.J MmU8crip� of 1844, pp. 69-70,95,91, 102. GeorJe Novak, H!Jmanism ad SocialimJ pp. 

20-21. . 
. 

. 5. P. Biao vieW. alienation u the external attn'bute of m•n!dnd, and heuce holds that llieiwio� il the �  bull ofh� 
(A6rxisme et HUDIArrinne, Puis, 1953 . 

. .. =-- .... . .  
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This attempt to associate alienation with the essence of 
man and as the basis of humanism possibly faces the 
charge that it aims at embedding the ideas of sin and 
condemnation in Christian theology in humanism. Marx 
does use the concept of alienation in his later works but 
he does not confine himself to it. Marxists maintain that 
Marx's view of freedom as created by activity creating 
"all-round development and flowering of man's indi
viduality" and his idea "of the development of·human 
energy as the end in itself of the future communist 
society" (Petrosyan, Hums.nism, p. 90) exemplify his 
humanism even in his later works. 

Pragmatism too is concerned with humanism. 
Piagmatism6 is broadly a version of empiricism and 
during the past century it has been associated with 
American philosophy. The association of pragmatism 
with humanism is mostly due to the work of William · 

James who was both a psychologist and a philosopher. 
The philosophy outlined by James is humanistic in the 
sense that (human) experience is iti means as well as end. 

James notes that there is a wider sense of pragmatism, 
part�arly held by F. C. S. Schiller (1864-1937) and 
subscribed to also by John Dewey as well as himself, 
which Schiller termed humariism. 

· · · . 

Schiller's philosophy is called humanism �d although 
it is also sometimes referred to is "personal idealism'it is 
akin to James' pragmatism. Schiller wrote that humanism 
admits, "every hypothesis as worth trying which has a 
human interest and appeals to any side of human nature 
(Encyclopsedis of ReDgion BIJd Ethics, Vol; VI, pp. 
830-3 1). He considers humanism as "a natural and 
logical development . of pragmatic method in testing 
knowledge by its human value" (Joe. dt). He maintains 
that all truths are related to human purposes. Schiller 
notes that philosophic and llteraryversions of humanism 
have a common basis. He says, "By .... putting man into 
the centre of the intellectual universe and 'giving all 
science and literature a reference to human life and its 
purposes the philosophy connects with liierary 
humanism" (Joe. cit.). 

E:lcistentialism, like the humanism of William James 
and Schiller orginated u a reaction to the Absolution 
and Idealism of Hegel. It einphuis�s the concrete 
iituation of man iS its first major thinker Kierbgaard's 
(1813-SS) work shows. It wu also an attempt to grapple 
with the human condition in a wodd in which traditional 
religion wu losing significance and influence u another 
existendali�t philosopher, Nietzsche, (1 844-1900) 
dramaticaUy announced with his statement, "God is 
dead". And Jean Paul Satre writes, "Exist�ntialism is 

Jiothing else but an attempt to draw the full conclusion 
from a consistently atheistic position (EristentisDsm and 
Humanism, p. 56). 

Existentialism emphasises the fact that it is the decisions 
and actions of man which have ultimate signjfJCance and 
that man has n.o external authority (or reference) tb fall 
back on. It also draws attention to man's freedom and 
individuality, as well u his love and fraternity. 

These characteristics align it, in general, with huma
nistic views; they could also be considered u a reaction 
aganist a society whose rationality, together with science 
and technology "de-humanizes" man, and hence, stBDds 

· for humanism in one sense of the term, although 
"arrogant ·. humanism", associates man with r�uon, 
science and t�hnology. 

It is of interestto  noteherethat humanism, in a sense, 
links pn8matism' ilild existentialism� through William 
Jilines. Iiines' pirllosophy had·lli eiistential element or 
tone, as the following quotation from Rollo May brings 
t�ut: "His (i.e:; Jamer) :whoJe:aystem ofpragmatism wu 
biscd on hit p�Uaionate concern for human need .... � • 

-. j arne� ��· -'i� '·fiii� ilie-�xistential iridilion in bia 

1?}�.c�-�� ';';���,)"i!l: �J if�·· ���- �ier_keaaard, ,S,�h.�p��J'!� ap4 ����.��� -��re �up��C)�Jamea also 
epist'e'niology included Will. Thafis tg s_.y; d�joinrithin 
.on�seu; i� .�.� �-���,i.!t'),',Pt#ifl!in!U'Y. -��: t�e capacity t� ICC . 

· trutJ1.,.:;;.:"'()Yi!Ji_ifi\J�ea·JI�am..m· �d the Problem 
o!Wiii ·� 1ti"Wili1ibt.J�: llzirUltska. � ed. �?�-�nte�,��-a����::.;-t ',t�j :·· t-:�: , .·_::; · ,  :: ·. · .. : .� ·. · . 

· 
· 

. : <Exis,tepti�wJ���f���; .tb�:�eis�c ana thei
.
sti�. 

Jean P•u±.tStt��.;J:tleM.t .��ppn�nt o.f athe1stic 
eidst�ntiali3m./c ,, ,,,, .c: "'�· :. • \ ·iiin.; ad .Hum81Ji1tD · 
wljtea;· � ;_i : �� .. � , �- ;� ,2����-¥��erent 
meaninp; Q�� �Y�� ._, ·· · tan : �-� �,bytli'-11;�. , theory 
which up�olci��;-•. -

. _
- :��

-
lf,�(�th.e sup� 

val_ue . . . . .• _dJk: UJ.".:> . • -�� . tb� _:pJS�tiaHat 
rejects, iccord�gl���;·����ot•et \jpln�manity il 
a cuit. ··�� -_..:- ;�r; dr. ' r: "::i.; : . : . : !':· : 1 .  

Satre explains. the; �llJ�.oh�te.ntial b��m in the 
following ��··.! .. _..,.. �; iti,l. · �; PJ.P�J,_ and losina 
himself beyond �.'.-;(lb.id: pd5) :�at mlllf makea 
bimeelf tq .exist. rrb�ia n.P.11D1Vmux�pt univene, the 
univene of ihusp�a,:•u'bjec:_ti\itr., ,this relation of 
tranaeendenceai,��Ofman .... Jrith aubjectivity ... 
it is t� · that: we :clll;!�tcntial h!lffianilm· This ia 
humiJiism; beca\Q� . we remind man that there jl DO 
legiJlator bJit biinaelt ..• � (pp. SS�). 

Theistic eXistentialiim ia probibly· hummtic jn a . 
more euily peil:tiVable seme. Thus� one iees the em&c.-

6. Praamatlsm is buicalJy Ill epist.aological or methodological position which outlinetdle IDCIJll of puaiqthe meuinaand truth 
of a ltatement. See C.S. Peirce, M�inl of 1iuth. 

· 
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tialistic and humanistic ideals of love, fraternity and 
freedom integrated in the view of Gabriel Marcel who 
writes, "The freest man is also the most fraternal. . . . . .  The 
fraternal man is linked to his neighbour . . . . .  The fraternal 
man... . . .  is somehow enriched by everything which 
enriches his brother . . . . . . .  what is fraternity if not refusal 
of all forms of segregation? Again: fraternity implies a 
dynamism which is in fact that of love . . . .  " (Existential 
Background of Human Dignity pp. 147-48). 

Buddhism and Humanism: Buddhism stands out as a 
religion l'.nd a philosophy which from its beginings over 
2,500 years back was humanistic in many ways and in a 

. variety of the senses that the term humanism has 
acquired. The characteristics in Buddhism which make it 
an outstanding case of Humanism are listed .below . . 
A. i. There is no force in Buddhism, like a creater or 

preserver God, external to man, who has power 
and authority over human affairs or who sits in 

· judgement over man (M. II, p. ·68). 
· ii. Buddhism rejects determinism, naturalistic or 

otherwise, and hence man has freedom of choice 
and action (see DETERMINISM AND INDETER
MINISM, FREE WILL) · 

iii. M"n is thus · the master of himself and each 
individual is responsible for his life and action 
(Dbp. v. 160) . . 

iv. Being � bum� being is the most. prize.d form of 
life. Although elements of Indian mythology have 
inescapably entered Buddhism, and the existence 
of heavenly beings like de vas (gods) and brabmas 
is recognized in it, these beings are not "superior" 
to man as such. Their abodes could be more 
pleasurable and they .may possess certain powers 
not posses.sed by man, 'but· one has to be born a 
man to attain Enlightenment and become a 

· .Buddha. Thus Siddhartba Gautama bad to leave 
the abode of devas and be born a human being to 
become the Buddha. All beings worship the 
Buddha and the arahants. · · 

8; i. There is no Absolutism: or extreme idealism 
or. rationalism in Buddsi:n. Experience (of the 
individual) is the final arbiter and authority. The 

· Buddha says, "Monks, do you not speak that 
which is known by yourselves, seen by yourselves, 

· found by yourselves?" (M. I, p. 265). 
ii. The empiricism (tho':lgh in a SeJ?Se broader than its 

contemporary West�rn form) and the human 
based "relativism" in Buddhism '!Yhich would . 
subscribe to humanism is seen 'for example in the 
Sabba Sutta (IV, p. 1 5) where the Buddha says 
"I will teach you the all.. .. and what brethren, is 
the all.. .. It is eye and objects, car and sound; nose 
and scent, tongue and savour, body and things 

. .. ..... . . 

tangible, mind and mental states . . . . .  This is what is 
c'aJ ied the all . . . .  There is no other all. 

111.  There is no dogmatism and intolerance of views in 
Buddhism. Free inquiry is encouraged and advo
cated in Buddhism as exemplified by the Ka.lama 
Sutta (A. I, p. 188  ff. ), where the Buddha says, 
"Do not go by what has been acquired by repeated 
hearing; nqr upon tradition; nor upon rumour; 
nor �pon what is in scripture; . . . .  nor upon axiom; 
nor upon specious reasoning; nor upon bias . . .. " 
This is, in spirit, similar to the scientific temper of 
modern age · which has contributed to contem
porary humanism (see DOGMATISM, EPIS
TEMOLOGY). 

C. i. Buddhism contains much that went against the 
practices of the Brahmanic priesthood which was 
representative of the establishment during 
Buddha's time. 

Buddha's period of activity, 6th centu,y B.C., 
corresponds to · the time of the Sophists and 
Socrates in Greece and Confucius in China and it 
wa5'a period of enlightenment which heralded the 
·beginning of humanism. Indeed, like the Greek 
Sophist, there was many a wandering ascetic, 
sceptic, and philosopher in India during Buddha's 
time; some of whom are recorded to. have had 
dialogues with the Buddha. The Brahmafola Sutta 

· · (D. l. p; l ff.) nnd many other discourses of the 
Buddha like the Kacciyanagotta Sutta (S. II, p. 17  
f.) are evidence of  such diversity of  view and 
debate. Buddhism was a humanistic outcome of 
such a period. 

ii. Buddhism was not merely a reaction to the 
speculative philophies and controversies but also 
to the social system perpetuated by Brahmanism. 
Buddhism preached the equality · of all men, 
irres.pective of caste, creed, race or sex and this is a 
distinguishing characteristic of humanism. Thus, 
for example, Bhadant Anand Kausalyayan writes: 
"The Buddha Dhamma teaches right relationship 
beiween man and man in all spheres of life. The 
Dhamma is a social necessity, nay even a social 
responsibility of a"cultured society." (see CASTE, 
EGALITARIANISM, HUMAN RIGHTS). 

One s·erious criticism. which the Brahmin levelled . 
against the Buddha was that he preached that a! I the four 
varnas or castes were equally pure or that they had equal 
pot�ntiality in them to become pure. This was in direct 
opposition to the. brahmin view which held that there is a 
hierarchical gradiation in the varnas and this was not 
established by divine decree (cf. M. h; p. 147, MA. Ill, p. 
408). 
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It was not only the Sudra, who was denied the 
opportunity of education but all women, irresp'!ctive of 
their caste .  So the majority in India, according to the 
Caturvar1_1a ideal of the Hindu society, was deprived of 
education. (Buddhism and other religions, pp. 128-9, in 
Buddhism, Panjabi UniverSity). It is of interest to note in 
this context of secular education and wisdom, that in the 
Ummsgga Fatales, Mahosadha, a farmer's son as a 
chaplain and minister of king Vedeha, is made to ridicule 
and humiliate the Brahmin advisers to the same king, Jed 
by Senaka. 

Rhys Davids echoes the same view when he writes that 
the Buddha "ignores completely and aJsolutely ell advan
tages and disadvantages arising from birth, occupation 
or social status . . . . .  ," (Dialogues of the Buddha; Part I, 
SBB,.Vol. I, p .. 1Q2). 

ill. This rejection of barriers like caste, the promotion 
of human effort leadjngJo achievement as well as 
the assertion of supremacy of man over even kings 
ofhea�enly abodes is well exemplified by the story 
of Sunita in the Tberagi.tbi (Ibag. Y. 620 ff.). 

D. i. The principles of equality and democracy ar: best 
seen in the organisation of the Buddhist Order of 
the Sangha. 

People �f all castes were admitted to the Order. 
The monks and nuns visited the homes of people 
of aJl'castes, high or low, for_preaching as well to 
collect their mea!s. (Cf. Yin. II, p. 239). 

.The Buddha's system of controlling bhi.kkbus 
was purely democr.atic. Though be was indeed the 
undisputed· master of the bhikkbus, he never 
desired to use that auth·ority over them" writes 
Rev. WalpolaRahula(TbeHeritageoftheBhikkbu 
p. l l). He also quotes Nalinaksha Dutt's obser
vation: "Probably u a member of the clan which 
favoured democratic constitutions, Buddha became 
imbibed with democraticideas. He wanted to see 
his Sangha grow on democratic lines and frained 
the rules acc�rdingly" ('17Je Cultural Heritage of 
India, Vol. I, p. 290). Again, R. K.. Mookerj� for 
example, writes: "the Pali texts furnish interesting 
information of the Buddhist Sangha in strict and 
minute conformity with genuine democratic prin
cip.leu" (Hindu CiYilization, p. 209). 

ii. The humanistic influence of Buddhism in govern
ment and society is clearly 1een by the practices 
and admonitions of the Buddhist Emperor Asoka, 
as seen by his edicts, which date from the 3rd 
crntury, B.C. He aays in Pillar Edict IV: "It is 
most desirabl� that there should be1 abSolute 
equality for all in all legal proceedings and the 
punishments awarded . . . . .  " (Malalasekera and 
JayatilJeke, Buddhism and the Race Question p. 

. .,. .. " � .. 
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62). His Rock Edict XIII says " . . . .  Deviniimpriya 
desires that all beings be left unhurt, should have 
self cont�ol, have equal (impartia!) treatment and 
should lead happy lives" (ibid. pp. 63�4). 

In the Brahamagiri and Rupnath Edicts Emperor 
Asoka says: "Men in Jambudipa, who were till 
now unmingled, have now been mingled with the 
gods .... . Let the humble and great exert themselves 
to achieve the ideal .. . . May this spirit of exertion 
endure evarlastingly" (ibid. p. 63). 

(E) Not only in buing his 'world-view' on human 
perception and �bought, even in his contention 

· thilt humi!D conception has garbed the reality for 
man over and over again, Buddha's epistemological 
and ontological position comes close to views of 
humanists like William James. The 'subjective' 
beginning! of our world of objects is indicated, as 
Bhikkhu Nininanda brings out beautifully, when 
he quotes pus ages like, •y am vedeti tam saii}Ill'iti, 

. yam saJifoni.ti tam Yitdkeii, yam Yitdteti, tam 
I • 

J
J t t 1 

papaiicetJ. .... . 

"What o�e feels, one perceives; what one pe�ives, 
one reasons about; what one _reasons about, one 
proliferates conceptually .. ... " (Co�pt md Reality 
p. S). 

But this 'subjective' stage is surpll!sed, and an 
'objective' stage, depenpent on . a c;()nceptual 
system and the language takes ·-over to give 
objectivity to objects. As Bhillhu Nininanda 
observes: . · ... 

''The deliberate activity implied by the third 
person verb is seen to stop at 'papdceti! Now 
comes the most interesting process of cognition. 
Apparently it is no longer a mere contingent 
process, nor is it an activity deliberately directed, 
but an inexorable subjection to an objectivr: order 
of things. At this final stage of sense-per�ption, 
he who has hitherto been the subjec* now becomes 
the hapless object . . ... 

" . . . . . .  What one proliferates cOnceptually, due 
to that, · concepts · characterised by the prolific 
tendency assail him in regard to material shapes 
cognisable by the eye, belonging to the past, the 

· futurt ancl"th-e··preaent..;: 

"Like . th(_legendary resurrected tiger which 
devoured the magician who restored it to life out 
of its 'slc.eletaJ bone�. the concepts and linguistic 
conventions ct-Yeiwhelm the worldling who evolved 
them"(ibid., pp. S-:6). One could see the humanism 
in this 'epistemology• when one compares it with 
some passages in William James'exposition of the 
view of humanism held by himself and the asroci'a
ted pragmatists: 
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"The greatest common sense achievement, after 
the discovery of Time and Space, is probably the 

concept of permanently existing things. When a 
rattle first drops out of the hand of a baby, he does 
not look to see where it hu gone. Non-perception 
be accepts as annihilation until he fmds a better 
belief. That our perceptions mc_an beings, rattles 
that are there.... becomes an interpretation so 
lum.inow of what happens to us that, once 
employed, it never gets forgotten . . . .  the category 
of transpcrceptual reality i� now one of the 
foundations of our life . . . .  

"This notion of first in the shape of a most 
chaotic - pure experience which sets questions of 
a second in the w�y of fundamental categories, 
long ago wrought in the structure of our cons
ciousness and practically irreversible; . . . .  and of a 
f.}Jird whith gives, the detail of the answers in the 
shapes moSt congruous with all our present needs 
is, as 1· tike · it, the esence of the humanistic 
conception. It represents experience in its pristine 
. pufity lo be I) OW so enveloped in predicates 
· histofically worked out that we can thlnk of it as 
llUle. i:norc., than an. Other, of a That . . .  , . .  

· "For us; . . . .  reality i s  an· aceumulation of our 
. intelleCtual inventions, and the struggle for 'truth' 

in our ·progressive dealings with it is always a 
' struggle to work' in' ·new nouns . and adjectiVes 

· while .altering aa little as possible the old" 
(Humanism and Truth, in The MeaningofTruth, 

· p. 6S). 

Moreover, James and the pragmatist humanists, 
· · as indicated earlier, took the view that truth of a 
. Jtatement q>nsists in its conscqucnces, ,particularly 

.their being good c:O�sequcneea. And the Buddha 
also asserted that . the true is what is useful 
(Kalupahana, Langliage, Truth and Culture in 
Buddhist Perspective, p. 4), which suggests further 
parallels in these views. -

(F) The humanism of Buddhism shines in its emphasis, 
· anelysis and solution of the human predicament. 
The Buddha saw the world as suffering (dukkba). 

Dulckhs is an outcome of impermanence ( aniccs) 
and its corollary non-soul (anatta) apd ignorance 
(avij[s). This despair, which resembles man's 
p,light as seen in contemporary existentialist treat
merits, is met in Buddhism with a. �ghly ethical 

. and humanistic code of life. �ric Fromm wrote in 
his Humailism and Psycbo-analysis(p. 262). " ...... 
there has been a humanistic tradition for the last 
two thousand fiVe tiundr�d years. In antiquity, its 
representations were Buddha, the prophets of 
Israel, Socrates and Jesus Christ." Rainer Funk, 

.. ...... . -

in his Erich Fromm: The Courage to be Human 
(p. 1 22) explain Fromm's position thus. " . . . . .  the 

Buddha bas no concern with philosophy or specula

tion. Rather, he inquires of human existence why 
it creates suffering and he understands that man's 
greed leaves him perpetua.lly unsatisfied and 
deprives his life of meaning. 

"This approach, which asks questions concering 
man's existence and its questionableness and then 
assigns answers to the questions to man himself, 
shows, according to Fromm, Buddhism's radical 
humanistic view of man.. .  Fromm . . . .  sees the life 
and teaching of Buddha as humanistic to the 
highest degree''. . 

G. i. The ethical principles of Buddhism arc also a cl�ar 
· indication of the humanistic outlook of Buddhism. 

Two of these principles arc metta and ahimsi 
Metti is loving kindness which the Buddhist is 
expected to extend to all beings, human and non
human. The principle of abimsi exhorts that one 
should not hutt any being. Th�sc, coupled with the 
principles of kaluna (compassion), muditi (sympa- · 

thetic joy) �d upekkbi (equanimity), make the . . 
Buddhist - system of ethics generate tolerance and 
peace. Although · Buddhism . was, a missionary 
rcligi_�n from its very inceptioni fotee · .was .never 
used in the propagatiQn -of the:Dbamma. 

Buddhism is a religion atid a philosophy which values 
life, particularly human life, and sees human life as · 

possessing grea:t potential. The Buddha advised the 
inaiVidii afto "tocik aftcr hUnself and hiia nte-rests (Dbp. vv. 
160, 166). 

Like Existentialism, Buddhism, particularly Theravida, 
bas been criticized as being a pessimistic doctrine. This 
seems to be an incorrect or rather, a supeificiaJ reading. 
Although tbete is suffering in the world, the Buddha wu 
enunciating . codes of conduct for both laymen (e.g., 
Sigilovida and Vyagghspajja Suttas) as well as the 
bbikkbw to make a success of life by effort and 
achievement. 
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Rainer, Erich Fromm: The Courage to be Human, (fr. 
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WestPhilosopher'a Conference, Honolul)l, 1989; Malala
sekera G. P. and Jayatille.kc, K. N. Buddhism and the 
Race Question, UNESCO, 1958; Marcel Gabriel, The 
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R. D. Gunaratoe 

HUMAN RIGHTS. As a religion and philosophy dealing 
with the welfare of"all beings" (sabbesatti), Buddhism is 
certainly concerned with Human Rights - and with 
much more. Its concern for human rights fmds expression 
through the value system it upholds and considen 
salutary for m:Bnlcind. Though not expressed as in ·· 
present-day parlance, the careful student of Buddhism 
would not fail to note that the concepts and concerns of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as adopted 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations on lOth 
December, 1948, are enshrined . in the teachings of the 
Buddha, as well. The basic principles of the declaration 
are fully s�p�!_t_¢ and reimo..r�d_by. Buddhist Canonical 
and historical literature. And it has been rightly observed 
that "few religious teachers had been as eloquent and 
explicit as the Buddha was in upholding values so akin to 
the modern concepts of Human Rights. "J He expressed 
them in greater depth and in a richer tone. 

Prior to this Declaration (in rehitio� to which the 
Buddhist position ought to be examined) there have been 

. . . . . . � . ' ' 

attempts at declaring human rights such as the 'Magna 
Carta' by the English in 12 1 5  and the Declaration of the 
Rights of M an  and Citizen by t he French in 1 789. 

However, it  is only with the adoption of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations that 
"for the first time in history peoples of the world had a 
document . . . . . .  declaring in simple and succinct terms the 
inherent civil, politiCal, economic, social and cultural 
rights''l to which the whole of humanity is entitled, and 
thus the Universal Declaration "provides a yardstick by 
which men and women can judge for themselves the 
extent to which their rights and freedom are respected by 
their respective governments, organizations, groups or 
by other persons, and the degree to which they themselves 
are respecting the rights and freedoms of others.''l. 

It is now over forty years since the United Nations 
. Declaration on Human Rights was made; but human 
rights, as a concept; is still evolving,• and students.ofthe 
subject now note with concern the limitations inherent in 
thii Declaration.' W bile recognizing the importance of 
this Declaration "as a common standard of achievement 
for all peoples and all nations"�� it has also been observed 
that this document "tends to be juridical in its expression, 
individualist in emphasis and restricted in its perspective 
on community.'" This is only one among many criticisms 
of the Declaration, but this is not to ·underestimate, even 
for a moment, its greaT value. However, though reluc
tantly, it hu to be stated that the Declaration "iacks both 
depth of perception and insights which religion alone can 
give"' and when compared with what Buddhism has to 
say regarding the concerns of this DeClaration, it needs 
expansion in its different dimensions. On t�s po!ntt 
present--day's considered opinion from th'e Buddhist . 
angle bas the following to say: 

"Ids our view that the modem concepts of these (i.e� 
human rights) ate only aui imperfect reflection of 
ideaS and concepts which in their priiltine form as. 
expressed in thd)bllinmii werbrtore humane, more. 
philosophical and diore just than .anything wJi!ch 
we;·the modei'ris, caiisbow. dfcciurse, they operated 

1. Ananda W. P. Guruge, Foreword to L.P.N. Perera, Buddhism snd HumB.n Ri8his, Col�mbo, 1991, p . .,iii f. 
2. Human Rights snd Religions in Sri L imka, Sri Lanka Foundation, Colombo, 1988, p. xix. · 

3. Joe. cit. 
4. Cf. B.G. Ramcharan (Ed.), Human Rights: Thirty }'em liter the Universsl Declaration, Commemorative Volume on the 

Occuion of the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, The Hague, 1979, p. 7 f., PP· •1 ff. 

S. ibid. p. 27 where a n  umber of shortcomings in the Declaration are pin-pointed. For ill!tan�, it does 
.
not inc��de "any article o

.
n the 

protection of minorities" and on the "right of petition even at the national level.. ... " (loc. ctt). Also VJae Reliii?n an� Cu�ture �n the 

Development of Human Rights in Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka Foundltton, Colombo, 1982, pp. � f., 1 8  cl 1 1 1 . On 1ts le�lattve ht!tory 

vide Albert Verdoodt La Naisssnce ct Signification de Js Declaration universe/Je des drozts de /7romme, Louvam, 1964. 

6. These words from the �pening sentence ofthe Declaration itself have often been quoted bystudenw ofhuman rights to i�dica�ethe
. 

value of the Declaraton. Cf. B. G. Ramcharan, op. cit., p. 3 f. Abo·Reli11'on snd Culture in the Development of HllmBD Rights m Sn 

Lanka. Sri Lanka Foundation, Colombo, 1982, p. iii. 
7. Ibid., p. iii, Al!o cf. B.G. Rarncharan, op. cit., pp. 27 ff. · . 
8. Religion snd Culture in the Development of Human Rights in Sri L.tnb, Sri Lanka Foundation, Colombo, 1982, P· XI, 

(Introduction). 

. .. .... . .. . . . 
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in a particular social context, but a context which, 
particularly in this age of science and technology, is 
worth retrieving and re-establishing. in that context, 

man's view of the unvierse and his place therein, the 
assessment and appraisal of human life, now and 
hereafter, all of . these contributed to give the 
concept of human rights an entirely different 
emphasis, a totally different sense of direction. In 
the process of time, in a retrograde movement, there 
has occurred a distinct shift of emphasis from those 
features that were grounded on selfl�ssness and the 
belief m the perfectibility of the buman being to the 
present vociferous demand for individu·al rights of a 
legalistic nature, enforceable both against the State 
and our fellow-men. Such is net the concept in the 
Dhamma . . . .  While appreciating the value of human 
rights in their present form, this �iffere�ce has to be 
stressed, because it is a distinction of the utmost 

With these two basic assumptions Buddhism looks 
upon man as quite competent jn the task of ensuring for 
himself and his fel low beings success and h ap piness in

. 
this world and in securing for h imself his own ultimate 
emancipation from the turmoils of existence. Worldly 
success itself is expected to be righteously achieved (cf. 
dbammaladdl1a, Sn. p. 87), and the Buddha's teachings 
are partly directed towards this objective. It is here that 
human rights need to be seen in the social context. 
Worldly or mundane success in particular demands the · 
reciprocal recognition of, respect for, and the observance 
of the rights of man. 

While philosophical and ethical considerations of 
Buddhism gave rise to these humanistic concerns, they 
received a further impetus through kindred values 
generated by Buddhism by its reaction to the social 
problems of the day as .found to exist in its very craale. 

.i�portance from the_po�t of view of the.Dhamma The entire religious and social climate of North India 
and i� i� t�e distipction that needs .the. grea.t�st during and after the rise of Buddhism and other allied 
emphasis.''9 · religious s·ystems had generally been one of reaction 

In conclusion it has been observed that "the restricted · against limitations imposed on human rights by the then 
nature of the impact of .religiow and philosophical prevalent Brahmatiical value system. The activities of the· 

thinking" on the present Declaration· is best noted when Buddha and his earJy disciples in this conte)ltt, had been 
looked at from .a more ·universal angle, and that the , • directed .towards the acceptance and pratic� of principles · 

unversality of th.e peclaration "i$ more in the desire to :. of human rights in a: very practical way, not only as a 
· applY. it universally rather (han in any �niversal applic!lbi-·· · desirable effort at social re-structuring, but also in , lity inherent iii it. "'a While this critique.of the Declaration . , , recognition of its ultimate spiritual value. 
certainly deserves careful consideration, it is not inappro- · Furthermore, Buddhist social philosop�y demands priate in this context if this Declaration, · ai it is, be th t d'ti' · · · t h uld be d · · t the . . · . . · . a con 1 ons .m socte y s o con ucJVe o constdered m terms of the recogrutton and support which ult' t' f t'b B ddh' t · 1 th' ( · d b  the . . . . . c tva ton o e u ts socta e tc as requtre y 

_ 
�:!:�:����ugh��

-
t��d���o��· _ te��gs 

_
and �:�cti_:� _ _ J11!<ldhist m91�l lif�)_-: HQ!<i� e�bi� _tp be_achie:ved mainly p · · through the eco·nomic and political needs of any given · 

The Buddhst yiew of human rights emerges from two people.ti And it has to be borne in mind that in this 
basic assump.tions-one philosophical and the other exercise, the identification, recognition, and effective 
ethical. The philosophical assumption is that all human implementation of human rights concepts have a major 
beings are born with complete. freedom and responsi- role to play, for, .in the ultimate analysis, it is from the. 
bility. Not being ·the creations of a Creator, they are needs of a people that rights would emerge. 
subject only to non-deterministic causl!l. laws and their 
destinies are In their . own hands. "One, indeed, is one's 
o\:.VD master" (sttihi sttano natho), says the Dbsmmspsds 
(Dbp. v. 1 60). Human beings are, therefore,Jree to attain 
the highest, materially, IJ?.entally, morally and spiritually . . 
The ethical assumption is more relevant at the social 
level. It is the insight that man and all other living beings 
desire happiness: sukbaksmini bbiitini (Dbp. vv. 131 ,  
1 32). Thus, !Jte Buddhist approach to human rights is 
more humanistic than legalistic. I t 

9. Ibid., p • .5 f. 
10. Ibid.', p. 18. 

In this context, the N oble Eightfold Path, fundamentn1 
Buddhist coneepts such as the PsJicsiila (the Five 
Precepts) and "that admirable virtue d�noted by the 
Buddhist concept of Benevolence as broadly implied in 
l.oving kindnes$ (metta), non-injury (abimss), as well · 

as .... the more apparent social virtues such as liberality 
Oins) which is the basis of Bltruism for the Buddhist, 
gratitude (kstsiiJiuta), reverence (girsva), courtesy 
(peyyavajja), equanimity· {ssmanattati) humility, tole-

I I .  cr. K..N. Jayatilleke, The Principles of (nternationa/ Law in Buddhist Doctrine, Extract from the Rocueil des Courr, VoL II, 
(Private Circulation only), Leiden, 1967, p . .53 1. 

12. cr. O.H. de A. Wijesekera, Buddhism and Soc!Cty, (Tenth Lecture under the Dona Alpina Ratnayake Trust), Colombo, 1982, p. 1.5; 
also Ency B�m. Vol. IV, Fascicle 2, s.v. DEMOCRACY. 

. 
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ration (kbanti-soracca) and veracity or sincerity (sacca) •u 
- all constihtting "th� ft.Jndamental moral basis of man's 
relationsh ip to his fellow beings"14 -would serve to gear 
one's actions towards the _!lcceptance of human right$ . In 
fact, the Buddhist PafJcasila could be looked upon as the 
earliest pronouncement on �urn an rights in the history of 
mank.�d in t.hat the Pa6casila embodies a recognition of 
(a) the right to life, and (b) the right to property-two 
broad divisions within which all human rights could be 
'reckoned. It is !ignificant that the human rights listed in 
the Universal Declaration of the United Nations, when 
carefully examined, would fall into one or the other, or 
into both categories. In fact, in the process of securing the 
weal of mankind, as may be noted from the Cakkavatti
i'ibanida Satta (D. III, p .  62f.) the ideal ruler (of mythical 
antiquity) - the Cillsvatti Monarch-is said to recom
mend the practice of the PallcasjJa, which means the 
observance of human rights. Thus, ideal Buddhist state
craft needs this recognition. · 

It hu been indicated at the very outset that Buddhism 
is concerned. With "all beings" (sabbe sattii), This is clear 
from the Metta Sutta (Sn. rv. 143-1S2). Accordingly, the 
Buddhist conception of rights together with the notion of 
its magnitude is quite magnanimous, extending, as it 
does, from tbe human plane to the animill kingdom. This 
could be gauged from the fact that the CskkaVIJtti 
Monarch is also said to provide ward and protection not 
only to man but also "to beasts and birds" (miga
paUMsu, D. III, p. 61). Rights are not only for humans, 
but for other UviDg creatures too. It is only in the 20th 
century that NIUlimal-rights groups" have sudaced in a 
few countries. In keeping with the ideal Buddhist 
monarch's concern for the rlgbts of tioth-man imd beast, 
in the Buddhist historical context, Asoka was the first 
monarch to adopi requisite measures. 

The recognition and observance of human rights in a 
Buddhist context have to be effected mainly through the 
fulf'ilinent of one's dutieu nd obligations towards aoc:iety . . 
This iJ part and parcel oftbe Buddhist and Eastern ethos 
in general, while the term "rights" bee vociferously 
audaced in Western cultural contexts, since rights have 
been denied to man mostly in that part of the world. This 
wu perhaps due to Nan outlook nurtured on values which 
breed individuilism and ethnocentricism and which 
therefore considers the world as having been given to one 
group to be thoroughly exploited for its own gain.''�' 
Recognition and the observance of rights through the 
diacbqe of duties and obligations bring social and 
moral ethics of Buddhism to the fore-front, and therefore 

13. O.H. de A. Wijexkera, op. cit., p. 22. 
14. Ibid., Joe. cit. 
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discourses of the Buddha like the Singiiloviida Sutta (D. 
Ill, p. 1 80 ff.) which deal with bilateral social relationships 
in a Buddhist r.ont::xt are of prime importance in this 
connection. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights comprises 
30 Articles and before commenting on any from the 
Buddhist point of view their concerns may be listed as 
follows; t6 

• Articles 1 and 2 stat� the most important fact that all 
human beings, with rio distinction whatsoever, are 
born free and equal in dignity imd rights, and 
indic�te the buic principles of equality and non
discrimination i� the �njC!yment of human rights 
and fundamental freedoiJis. . 

• Articles 3 to 21 are concerned with civil and political 
rights to which mankind is entitled. They deal with 
the rights to: 

"a. Ufe, liberty and security of penon; 
b. freedom from slavery and servitude; 
c. freedom from torture and cruel, inhumane or 

degrading treatment or punishment; 
d. recognition as il person befp�Jbe law; 
e. equal protection of the laW; , ; ,,, 
f. an effective judicial reme4y,�fpr violation of 

human rights; 
g. · freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention or 

exile; . 
h. a fair trial and public hearing by an independent 

and impartial tribunal; ---� (, _ 
i. the presumption of innocence until guilt has 

_ _be_e.n.proYed;_ _ _
_ _ _  _ _ _  

j .  debarment from conviction for an act which was 
not a penal offenee at the time it was committed; 

k. freedom from arbitrary interference with 
privacy; famjly, hoCle or- correspondence; 

1. freedom,of movement -I!Jld residence, including 
the right t() leay� any ,c_ou�try and to return to 

. one's country; ·- 1 - • · 

m. asylum; 
n. a nationality; · · 
o. contract a marriage and found a family; 
p. own property; 
q. freedom of thought, conscience amd �Jigion; 
r. freedom of opinion and expression; _ 
s. freedom of peaceful assembly and association; 
t particip-ation in the government of one's 

country; arid 
u. equal acceu to public service in one's country." 

15. L.P.N. Perera, op. cit., p. 32. · . ' ·  · · · · 
16. thla classification Ia modelled on the one adopted in Anton Fernando, A Guide to Human Riahts and tbe HumBilimriu LAw, _ 

Colombo, 1990. What hu been taken vorbatim from thil publication ia indicated within quotation marks. 

. .. .. ... _ .. 
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• Articles 22 to 27 are concerned with economic, 
social and cultural rights. They include the rights to: 
"a. social security; 
b. work and free choice of employment; · 

c. equal pay for equal work; . 
d. just and favourable remuneration ensuiing an 

·existence; worthy of human dignity; 
e. form ami join trade unions; 

· 

f. rest �a leisure; 
g. ·a standard of living adequate for health and 

well-being (including .food, clothing, housing 
and medical carO); 

h. security in the event of unemployment, sickness, 
disability, widowhood, old ase or other circums
tances beyond one's control; 

i. protection of motherhood and childhood; 
· j. · education, with parents having i prior right to 

choose the type of education they consider 
suitable for their children; 

k. participation in the :cultural life of one's 
community; i.nd 

L protection of the moral and material interests 
. resulting from one'a. :authorship of scientific, 
literary or irtistic productions." · 

• Article 28 stresses the .fact that .every . person is 
entitled to a social and.Uitemational order in which 
the rights and freedoms set forth in the Declaration . 

· can be fully _realized. . 
• · .Article 29 points out that everyone �as duties to _the 

community, in which alone the free arid full deVelop
ment of one is personality is possible, and indicates 
the li�tations to one's rights and freedoms. It adds 

_ that rights and freedoms are also lioUo.be exercised 
contrary to the purposes and· principles 9f the 
United Nations. 

• Article 30 states tha:t nothing in this DeclarAtion is 
to b� construed u implying fof�y State, group or 
person, a right to do anything aimed at destroying 
the rlghh and freedoms set out in the Decluation. 
This concluding Article is neces1ary in view of the 
fact that mankind being so heteroaeneow racially, 
cuiturally etc., there is alwiys the possibility, among 

. other things, of misinterpretationi . This, ·tbere.fore, 
is a precaution. 

. 

Th��e � no gainsiyi�g that Buddhist teachings have · 
much to contribute towards tlie concerns of these 
Articles. 1 7  It is proposed to consider here, withiJ;J .avai
lable space, four Articles of the Decliration, viz. Articles 
l, 2� 6 and.23, in the light of what has been already stated 
regarding human rights in the. Buddhist perspective. They 
are being singled out since Articles 1 and 2 are basic to the 
rest of the Declarit.tion, while Articles 6 and 23 are 
repreientative of the two divisions (1) civil and political 

rights, and J..2) economic, social and cultural rights 
respectively, as already noted. 

Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in 
digoity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should, act towards one another in a 
spirit of brotherhood. 

This Article is basic to all human rights and is in 
complete accord with Buddhist thought. In conce}Jtionit 
is nothlng new to Buddhism. -As st!lted earlier, the 
Buddhist view of human rights emerges from two basic 
assumptions, one philosophical and the other ethical. 
Our concern here is the philosophical assumption. It 
uphold& that every human being is born with complete ireedqm and responsibility. Human beings are not _the 
handiwork of a Creator, and therefore they are s.ubject 
only to non-deterministic causal law• operating in the 

· Universe. Their destiny lies in their own hands. This 
freedom of human beings as commencing with their birth 
itself, and the recognition of their equality iti dignity and 
rights ,by Buddhism are reflected clearly in the Buddha's 
emphasis on self�reliance, which he did by extolling what 
he called · sttakira (personal endeavour), pwildira 
(human �fort), Puris•tbi!Da (human 11trength), pwiia- . 

r.riy•(h�lli energy), pumapardkmJa (h\una,n valOtlr) 
and piliiudborayb•(human responsibility). These human 
attrib�tes ate. referred to, {or �tance, in the SMDpa- . 
iidaniya 'Suttanta of the Digba-lliki}'l (D. IIi, p. 1 13). 
Furthermore, this· concept ii reinforCed- by hi• main
taining ·�at Buddbahood itielf is within the rucli of all 
human beings. The �uddha saw the perfectibility of 
human niture. 
· - Ifone·is one's·own-master;u the Dbammap.da puts·it 
(l).hp.· v. -160), one is certainly bomfree, e.d if aU hwnan . 
beings could attain BuddhaboOd, what greater etJuality 
in dignity and rights can there be? 

Reason and conscienCe: m recognJzed in . Bucid�m · 
illthoughlhe latter u undmtood today appeirs mostly 
u a non-BtJddhist concept. "Reason" (cf. dbamma
vitill:., A. I, p. 2S4 or dbBIIJ!Didbipateyya, A. I, p. 147) 
and "conscience"(cf. attidbipateyya, A., I, p. 147) mote · 
or leu go together, constitutina the awareness of ript 
and W.ong. Reuon and con�cience indicate the ability to · 
judge the mora} worth' of one 'I own motives � actiona, 
and opt for what is right and desirable both for· oneself a 
well u for othen. Tog_ether they p�y constit\Jte the 
"fiCUlty of mindfulne11" (••titJdriya) in human beings. 
Reuon and conscience u undmtood in BuddhUm 
could, to some extent, be seen from the Kirama Siltta (A. . 

i, p. 188 ff) which indicatea the criteria for diatinguishina 
between the "sood" (lusala) and the "bad" (uuslla) in 
dae moral sense. 

17. For a detailed treatment of thee Articl•, riH L.  P. N. Perera, op. cit., pp. 21 ff. 
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As for mutual relations between human beings, 
Buddhism goes much beyond the "spirit of brotherhood " 
(a key_ concept in the Article) to the re alm of Metla 
(maitri) or "Universal friendln�ss" or "Loving kindness". 

This, embracing, as it does, every form of sentien� 
existence, is certainly broader than any conception of a 
brotherhood. The term "brotherhood," furthermore, 
implies the recognition of a "fatherhood" and therefore 
an exclusiveness of a sector of humanity (which, certainly, 
is not intended in this Article)IS are i<leas 1._macceptable to 
Buddhism. "Buddhist thought, both in the realm of 
religion as well as philosophy, begins with an insight into 
a fundamental consideration that all life has a desire to 
safeguard itself and to make itself comfortable and 
happ�. In the Buddhist religious life, the philosophy of 

maitri and avihimsa, universal love and non-violence, 
derives its validity from this position. Therefore, at the 
social level too, it is the responsibility of every member of 
society from the head of state downwards to contribute to 
the unimpaired operation of this pdnciple"l9 · . 

Regarding equality, however, ,it, haS_ to b� realii�d that 
equality has been and is being circumscribed by limita
tions in actual .application. The 'daim 'that · an human 
beings are equal is more prescriptive than descriptive. I t  
really means that there are various rtspects in whiCh no 
difference ought to be made in the tteatmeilt of, or' 
consideration given to, all persons; whatever differences 
referred to in the Buddhist texts as puggalavemattaia(cf. 
D. II, p. 1 52; S. II, p. 2i; V, p. 200; Sn. p. tOi) there may 
be, in their qualities and iil their circumstances �n life. 

While recogp.izing such limitations, Buddhism posits a 
basic equa_lity between _aU human beings in respect of 
their essential'nature, and therefore sees all persons as 
equal in dignity and rights. This basic equality in respect 
of their es�entiai nature stems, according to Buddhist 
tho�ght, f�om a number of factors2o of .w hich the most 
significant are biological and anthropological. The biolo
gical factor is the argument that homosapien$constitutes 
-a single species in contra-distinction to other species to 
which the different kinds of fauna and flora belong. 
Arrived at frnm investigations different though, from 
present-day laboratory tecluiiques, this conclusion is 
certwnly in accord with . the modern biological outlook 
which restores the view of the �asic equality of all humil!l 
beings. To speak

. 
of a differen�e between "nian" and 
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"man", says the Suttanipata, is to speak in popular 
parlance: vokarafica manussesu samafifiaya pa vuccati 
(Sn. v. 6 1 1 ) . The a n t h ropo logical arg_ument is best 

add uced by the Aggafifia Sutta of t he Digha-nikaya. In 
the beginning, says this Sutta, all human beings were 
"like unto themselves and not unlike" (aiifiesam sadi
sanaiiiieva no asadisanan:: D. Ill ,  p. 93)21 ,  and also adds 
that this is the Universal N arm ( cf. dhammen 'eva) and 
not contrary to it: (no adhammena: Joe. cit.). It states 
further that social distinctions arose in settled society 
through a division of labour as a necessity for its very 
exis tence culminating in a contract of society and a 
contract of government, 22 based on democratic concepts, 
reflecting the sense of equality that should exist among 
human beirigs. As a matter of fact, Buddhism seems to be 
the eariiest- among world religions to recogni�e the 
fundamental equaliiy of all human beings, belonging, as 
they are, to one community in the sense that peoples' 
esential natures are the same whatever their individual 
differences, such as those due to heredity, en-vironment 
and other factors, may be. 

· 

This sense of equality is further reinforced · by the 
Buddhist view that all human beings, in the fmal analysis, 
face the same basic phenomena o(�jrt�, decay and 
dissolution, spelt out as the firs t Noble Truth, and that at 
the same time they are in a positian-tii�v�rcome these 
problems by attaining the very highest ��ral and spiritual 
level through a development ofthe human potential. 

. · . . �., � , �� . 
Human life is so placed in the cosmic s�peme of things, 
that human tieings alone enjey the ���! �pportunity of 
transcendirig the unsatisfaCtoriness (;'(

,
existence into 

Nibbana - the highest happiness. Hu�an beings are 
equal it{that the'y face the same basic problems and are 
endoWed With .:a· :common but unique potentiality tci. 
attai!l the Ilfghdt; · .. , . · · 

f' ·'_·::-: .-.:�-5� � .. ?-� ·. � 
Article 2: Everyone is entitl�� -tp all t,Jl� ri�ts a.nd 
freedoms �et fort_hj� th!s}?�lar�_�io�� witbout distinc-• 
tion dh ih'y kih'd;i sii2ti?�"rac�; C1olo(it, 'sex, ianguage, 
religion, politic�l'O� O'the'h:lpinioh/niatidnal or sOcial 
orig1n� property: 'birtli'6¥'·bfl1er stiltus: . 

" .�.· . 
:';: ' :) •. t · :  .- . I 

Furtbennore, ,I1PcAi$tipc:qop _ �hall be m!Ufe on the 
basis of the po��ical, j)JP,$,�!,c»oJ1al or qtternational 
status of the coun�ry. or territory to -wtlich a person 
belo�gs, whetb,_er it b.� independe�t, trust, non-self
governing or under iiny

'
ather Hniit�tion,of sovereignty. 

18. Prof. John, P. Humphrey (one-time Director, UN Division of Human Rights) in B. G. RamcharJ.D{ed.) op! cit. at p. 27, diacu!!ing 
the history of this Article, states, inter aliM, that certain Articles •could have been better formulated and the docume�t �ff�:rsfrom 
the inclusion in it of certain assertions which do not enunciate jwtifiable rights ... " 

· · 
19. Religion and Culture in the Development of Human Rights in Sri Lalita, p. 8: 
20. Cf. IC. N. Jayatilleke, op. cit., pp. SIS ff.; G. P. Malalasekera and IC. N. Jayatilleke, Buddhism and the Ra� Question, UNESCO, 

19S8, pp. 35 ff.; & Ency B'sm. VoL V, Fascicle I, s.v. EGALITARIANISM. . • . 

21. v. l. aRJiesam (ibid., p. 93, fn. 1 2) should be preferred to .anrMesam in the text of the P'IS Edition, from which we quote. 
22. According t� authoritative studies, contract of government postulates as a pre-condition a contract of society. E.g. vide £:Barker, 

Social Contract, Oxford Univeraity Press, London, Reprint 1948, p • .xii f. 
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Article 2 flows fr9m the underlying principles of why women should be discriminated against, especially 
Article I, and is the foundation for all the other Article5. in matters .of moral and spiritual uplift. Given the 
Article 2 is also basic to the Declaration, in as much as it necessary pre-conditiom;, the Buddha asserts that a 
is a preamble to. it - a preamble introducing the diversity woman might do be;ter than a man (cf. S. l, p. 86). In the 
in the human situation - a diversity within which all Buddha's mind "there seemed to have been no real doubt 
human rights need to be respected and recognizeJ. For . . . .  as to the equality of the powen of man and woman.''l4 

Buddhists, diversity is part of natural evolution and is not Placing, as it does, man and woman on the aame pedestal, 
to be regarded as a pr9blem. Man, as an "engineer" in Buddhism does not recognize rights and freedoJDJ for the 
nature, is expected to work out his emancipation ·within male which cannot be extended to the female. Indeed, u 
and through this diversity . As stated earlier, u a religion borne out by the Tberigithi women actually enjoyed a 
and philosophy concerned with "all beings" (sabbe satti), · high degree of intellectual freedom under Buddhism, 
Buddhism does not recognize the distinctions referred to being able thereby to gain spiritual advancement on an 
in this Article. equal basis. 

In the observations on Article !, it was stated how i.nd The Buddha bu alao recognized ODC'I rightl and 
. on what grounds Buddhism considen all human beings freedoms in one's q1,1eat for material (attlia) and spiritual 
equal. It may be added. here that thia equality is said to be ( dbamma) well� being. Looking at the matter frooi the 
"in accordance with" the Dh�• in the sense of point of view o.f language as a medium of instruction, he 
"Universal Nonn" (vide infra) "and not eontrary to it" enjoined that one should learn his teachings "in o�'a own 
(dbammen'evs no adhammens, D. Ill, p. 93). This would language" (sakiys iJiruttiyiJ', and prohibited hi1 
further mean that the equality implied is basic, fund a- disciples from prssenting hill teicbing through any privi-
mental and �atural. Su_ch a conception of equality leged linguistic medium of tbe day." 
requires that rights and freedoma ahould remain untr1111- In terms of religion, Buddhism �tends to folloWen of meDed by consi�erlitions sucb u race, colour, 1ex etc. !ill other religions the rights and fretdon:u that Buddhists 

As Buddhism sees it, ·the human life-process operates . would_ legitimately claiin for theJDselves. In thit; u in 
through the �'three ·doors.'' of Illind, body · and speech. , every other resp�ct, �uddhisJD exJ)l:cta one to treat "the · 
Humin endeavour or action (whi.teveiits moral tone be) , . · other" comparing the other to oneself: ��� upam� 
iS mental in origin and . m.enife�u 'lbelf physically or . � .;;.katvi (Dhp. w� 129, J3d). )'his principle· it well brou3ht 
verbally. Hence, u sta�d by the Buddha in his diacounes · . .  out in the Attflpmiyika-dhamm•;.pariyiys enVisaged. 
like Vuala (Sn. w. 1 1  �1"2) and Madbura (M: 11, P·. 8�). . in the Vefudvmrr• Sutta o('the Sn!'rutta-n!fiy• (S. V, 
one is "h�" to one 'I. acton (bmmadiyidp) imapective · p. 3S2 ff.). ln the Buddhiafetliic, concern by every one for 
ohuch factors: u race, colour, national or aoclal oiiSiD, the' rights 1nd security of othen is of · prime intetest. 
property, birth or:. other status. 'Consequently thes.e · Conaequently, the exerciae by apmon ofhis orherrighta 

·,· "factors �re not, in any way, P.Quntenanced in Buddhism, and freedoJDJ is sUbject to the recognition of the rlabta 
.and rigbu and freedoJDJ have to be exerciaed through and freedoms of ot.hen. 
appropriate action, ie. through 1ammikamma.nta - the · 
Buddhist aocial principles . . 

So is it with sex �d language. With •he fundamental 
equality of ati· human beings being 'gran�d, it will be 
superfluous to distinguish betweel,l the sexes. Women's 
potentialities are siiiill�r to th�s� of min. While on� may 
mistakenly see a patriarchal stamp in its attitude towards 
the ''weaker sex" due to certain Buddhist monistic f;,Jles 
governing the life of nuns,n and while ecrly Buddhism 
had to contend with an environment which, as a. whole; . 
was prejudiced qainst wome�t, Buddhism aaw no reason 

Finally, witli reference to .the fint pa.rqraph Qf thQ 
Article it hu to be stated that _on�'l _poHtical or . other 
opinion, to judge from such diii:Ounea of tht Buddha u . 
tti. xir.iiJ- -s� (A. 1, p. 188 ff.), is no bar to the 
enjoyment ofhuuuui righu and freedouia. As for political 
opinion H should be .dearly understood that early 
Buddhist literatu� shows no preference for apy one form 
of polity over another. While the teachfnp of the Buddb& 
are more consonant with deni()Cfatic thought at its best, 
Buddhism would opt for ariy form of polity which, under 
given circumatancea, woUld best en.t;le the practiee of ita 

23. The Vinaya, naturally, had to take cogni.tan� oft be wakne���� ofthefemaluex. Hence the requirement that whatever II decided 
on eccle.iatically by nuns needs ratification by monb. 

·24. I. B. HQrncr, Women UJJder Primitive. Buddhism, London, 1930, p. ·104. · 
2.5. The statement in the Cullavwa (Vin. II, 139), Mu)mlmi bbiUbave 1diya niruttiyi buddhv� puiyipliiJitwD, , taken · 

to8etlier,with the Buddha's attitude towardJ languqe u revealed ebewhm (cf. e.J. Armavibb.D,.srm. of the M�inm-nikq� 
clearly Implies that sdiya niruttiy'i should refer to one's own lanpqe, and not to tiur Mapdhan ldlcim, u UIUJiled by the 
COmmentator (VinA. 1214). It should also be noted that 1da nirutti can be understood to mean the Idiom In which the 
Buddha'-word il'txpounded." E-ln-C. 

· 

26. The allution appean to be to the Vedic idiom, the language of the ,mlllpd at that time in North lndiL 

.. �: ... _ . . 
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social e thic, as the primary consideration was not so 
much the nature of the political and the economic setting 
but the practial application of the social ethic, which, of 
course, has to be effected mainly through the political 
and economic affairs of any nation.27 

The second paragraph of this Article is intrinsically 
linked with the question as to where, in the Buddhist 
perspective, ultimate sovereignty lies. While Buddhism 
demands a realistic evaluation of the human situation 
and would acknowledge the fallibility of human institu- . 
tions (for none, it would say, is imposed by an infallible 
external agency), Buddhism measures human affairs in 
terms of the Universal Norm (Dbamma) or principle of 
righteousness referred to, above. This conception of the 
Universal Norm means that in the Buddhist view, 
"ultimate sovereignty resided, not in any ruler, human or 
divine, nor in anybody governing the state, nor in the 
state itself, but in Dbamma, the eternal principle of 

. righteousness "21, The Db�ma, in this context, should 
not be understood as signifying "some sort of mysterious 
entity, but that it is only to the extent to which states 
conform with Dhamms, in their internal and foreign 
policy; that a human being ce.n achieve his legitimate 
aspirations for peace, prosperity and happiness. "29 

Since Buddhism credits the human personality with a 
dignity and moral responsibility it looks upon the human 
being as qualified to be vested with the sovereignty 
immanent bl the Dbap1ma, in the management of human 
affairs. Buddhism, posits, as Jean Jacques Rousseau did 
much later, that the essence of human dignity lies in the 
assumption of man's responsibility for his own governance. 
Therefore, whatever be the form of polity to which a 
person may subscribe, from the Buddhist point of view, 
for all practical purposes, itis in man th�t the sovereignty 
inherent in the Db8mma lies: Thti�, distinctions in the 
treatment meted out to persons under different forms of 
polity would be basically meaningless, certainly harmful, 
and definitely repugnant to Buddhlst thought. 

Artkle 6: Everyone has the right to recognition 
everywhere as a person before the law. 

Article 6 asserts the worth of the individ ua! irrespective 
of the circumstances of life in which the individual may 
find himself or heraelf placed, and is quite meaningful 

· from the · point of view of Bil�dhist ethics and the 
Buddhist notion of justice. What matters here is the 
"human-ness" (Pall: manuisattam) of the individual 
concerned; and, as could be inferred from Buddhist 
monutic law (Vinaya), the idea of a person in the legal 

%1. Vide supr•. fn. ll . , .,).. " , ' ' · 

28. K.N. Jayltilleke, op. cit., p. 478. 

aense, whether in reference to the psycho-somatic persona
lity (nama-rlipa) of the human being or as the collective 

group personality of a corporate body , is also familiar to 
Buddhist thought. This Arti"cle, then, primarily consti
tutes the recognition of the worth of the individual as a 
human being, and as such, affrrms the individual's right 
to be recognized as a person before the Jaw. 

A word is necessary on the Buddhist view of the law 
and the Buddhist approach to the same. As the road to 
Nibbi.na lies not only through sylvan solitude but also 
through the highways of life, law-in the Buddhist view
exists in the interests of life and its supportive agencies. 
Law is man-made and in Buddhism it is a binding force 
since the fountainhead of the law is the Dlumma or the 
eternal (sanantano) self-operative Cosmic Principle of 
Righteousness, superior to and anterior to which nothing 
animate or inanimate cquld possibly exist. 

The Buddhist approach to the law demands that the 
law be considered in relation to Buddhist ethics and 
Buddhist social philosophy. Although positivists would 
prefer to exclude such extra-legal considerations, it has to 
be clearly stated here that law becomes meaningful only 

-on the basis of. ethical ide.Js. Accordingly, .IJuddhism 
looks upon the law "as an instrum�nt for achieving 
certain ends, which are held to be socially desirable. What . 
these ends are, or shollld be, is a matter for ethics.''JO 
Buddhist ethics being bued · on the Buddhist view of 
Reality which, in tUrn, derives its .. xaJidity from the 
Buddhist theory o( Knowledge, the conception of law in 
Buddhism may be said to be ultima_tely grounded on 
Buddhist episiemological teachings. 

· 

For the present purpose it would suffice to state that 
the Buddhist attitude towards the law in general and 
towards legal dispensation in particular, stemsfrom two 
conceptions: (I) that of the "Rule of Righteousness" 
embedded in the' imagery oflbe Dbanmuica.kb or the 
"Wheel of Rigbteousness"i Iince· sovereign authority in 
the Buddhist context is · represented by the "Wheel", 
which is symbolic of the dngoing and expanding process 
of law and justice in the world, . arid (2) that of the 
"happiness and well-being ofmarikiiid" (babujanabita, 
babujanasukb•), whicllis Wiiqiie; to lluddhist thought. 

Early Buddhist soCial tellcJilii� uphhld the concept of · 
a possessor of the "Wh�l 'of Righteousness", a world 
ruler or Universal Monarch (Riji Cakkavatti), a 
righteous monarch (dhi;iiuniko dhammariji) who niles 
wiih  p r oper regard for . .  t h e  law (dbammam 
prukaronto .. .. ), arid among hit dUties is that of ptovidi-i 

29. K.N. Jayatillke, ibid., loc. cit. Abo cf. T. W. Rhya Davida, Dialogues oftbe Buddb1, Pt. m, (SBB. Vol. IV), London, Reprint 1965, . 
p. 80, fn. 3. According to the cinonic:al textl, thil eternal principle of righteouan .. il that adhered to by Cdbv•ttiMonarchs. 

30. K.N. Jayatilleke, op. cit., p; 447 . 
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care and protection righteously (dbamiiJikan: 
rdkbivarsnsguttim) not only to human beings, irrespec
tive of their 'tevel in. society, b"!;'t as noted earlier, even to 
beasts and birds (migspillbisu; D. III, p. 61 passim), 
thus giving full effect to the "Rule of Righteousness". 
Thia, when &\J.gmented with conception (2) above, has 
resulted in the idea of a"common good of all mankind"
an idea appearing .for the fint time in human thought. It 
follows that the idea of the "common good" must 
neceasarily involve the right of recognition of everyone 
everywhere, as a person before the law, leaving no room 
Cot distinctions whatsoever. From the point of view of the 
law this ia the ideal which should be aimc:d at. Thus, tbe 
"Rule of JUsbteousnesa" and the "well-being and hippiness 
of m�kind" are by concepts in the present context. Howe�, if, jn �ual. pr�r;e, there be instances where 
no justice ia properly meted· out, . yet justice is to be 
expected in terms. of "conditionality" or the law of cause 
and effect u discovered by the Buddha. 

BuddhiJt teacbinp constantly harp on the value and 
dipity of the humin being. Among · two planei of 
ex}steilce,. namely, the . "human" . (mimua) and the 
"di\iine• (diblM), in either of which one may work · 
towards one .. emancipation, a premium is p1aced by 
B�.ddhiat .thought ·on exilteiice. IS • human being 
(-uu.t�m)which is·said to be achieved With diffieulty · (duJJabbmJ).' AJ ·atated in, our observations on· Arti�le 1, . 

hlimlil Hfe� ia ·16 plAced iii the crismoa that humans enjoy : . 

t� be_lt OpportUnity of tran.cendeJ�ce froJri the
. 
unsatis� ; 

f�s of emtencie into th·e ltit� -of Nil:ibins - the Jiia]ieit·bappinesi� 'The ·h�man pJ.riie b to be pref�rred to 
the divine, since the forinet ·offers ia better opportunity 
·thm the latter_toJ,mder�tand reality; which is essentially . 
duHlt• or •�efins. While,·,Buddhology .asserts that 
.Buddhas apP!:ar only in th� 'humin .-calm, Buddhist 
mythol<tSY -refen to heavenly denizens looking forwa!V 
tO 1'1ortu�1te bhth"-(1u.pti)in the human plane (cf. It. 
p. 77), Moreover, the Bucl�t reliaious life (brabin•
cariyl) had been desiaDed to Jwi one "in this worid i_tself" 
(dittb�v.a.d�mme) to emancipation, and not to reach a 
bca\ren: If will be a_ppreci·a.ted then, that in the Buddhist 
context, one needs ·adequate r�cognitio� u a. person 
ltefo� the law, for mun�,ane matten them�lves need 
evaluation as a mear11 to an end. 

Thua, the .worJh of the individUJ} taken in conjunction 
with the conception of the �Rul� of Righteousness" and 
the ijJea of tbt .. COJDIDOn 10od Of Jll•nldnd" demands that 
the probJems of the weak,_ the down-trodd�� the humble, tbe �dy and th� defencelm in society .tao require tbe 
Cl1'e 04. attention of the l1.W U exteJ;lded _to any other 
�epn( ofsociety. If the rule and authority of the Jaw are 

. 10 reflect the "roliiDa on"(pnlttmt)of the Dbamrnv.akh, 
rec:o8Ditli)n· 'before the Jaw is I buic human right, wliltevei' tJie·Citc:umitiDc:et of 1 victim of discrimination 

· may be. 

.. .  :-- ... _ 

ArtJcle 23: 
1. Everyone h� the right to work, to free choice of 

::mployment, to just and favourable conditions of 
work and to protection against unemployment. 

2. Everyone, without any diseriminlltion, has the right 
to equal pay for equal work . . 

3. Everyone who works has the right to just and 
favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his 
family an existence worthy of human dignity, and 
supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social 
protection. 

4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade 
unions for the protecti_on of his interests. 

In the time of the Buddha people were largely eelf
employed, each in an activity very mUJ:h determined by 
his . Qr her caste, thereby participating in a sort of 
economic organization of society and providing for 
themselves as well as contributing to the well-being of the 
community. Buddhist texts reveal that it w�s a period of 
urban expansion in the Gangetic Valley with an evolving 
city-based mercantile class which also offered emp1oy
m�t-opportunities. 

Ai for the caste system oft he diy, it is w�U known how 
the Buddha disapproved of it. As a matter of fact it 

· contradicte(h he very basic principle of Buddhism that all 
humin. beings are born free· an� equlll in dignity and have 
thesamc rights,·with no t:eservations at aU, tci strive along . .  
the:Nobie. Eightfold· Path to the'. ultimate attiinment ·of · 

liibbiaa. 
· 

The oomponents of die Eightfold Path, apart from . 
their deep and lasting spiritual implications, are not 
devoid of secular connotations which can be deve!oped to 
suit changing r;:ond�ti,?ns, keeping Within the framework 
o(tbeii'.spirituil significance. In fact, the first five factors 
or it epa of this Path are considered �o be having � special 
liy significance (cf. e.g. M. IU, p. 72), and. tWo among 

. them have a s.pecial .relevariee to the rights em_bodied fu 
this Article. They are Right Action (ss.mmi.-ksmmant.) 
and Right Livelih.ood (ssmm8-ijfva). While the former 
involves, among other things, abstaining from injuring or 
killing any being, theft, sexual misconduct, and (alsehood · 

(i.e.- observance of the Buddhist moral or social virtues), · 
the spiritual implication of the IaUer is. that one. earns 
one 'a llving in a -way beneficial, and ui no way hirmrul, to 
other sentient beings. · Right Livelihood also to.ucbes on 
Buddhist economics with the assumption that one needs 
to e.am a living and th�refore that everyone has an 
obligation as well Q a "right" to work. In the present-day 
context with the increase of the power of the State and 
therefore its responsibilities to the people this would 
involve the right "to protection against unemployment" . 

· The principle of Right Action would, u far u employen 
are concetnea 'be they individuals, Corpor.ationa or the 
State), involve the recognition that their employees are 

' 
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pot expected to work m conditions detrimental to their 
physical and spiritual well-being, and that they are not to 
be deprived (this would also amount to theft) of just and 
favourable remuneration so that they, and their families, 
can live in a manner in keeping with their human dignity. 
As a matter of fact, a vety modern labour code, reflecting 
many of the Conventions of the International Labour 
Organization, can be developed on the application of the 
spiritual significance of the sum total of the elements of 
the N oble Eightfold Path to secular situations relating to 
the rights of labour. 

That the points made above are in no wayw farfetched, 
can be �een from Buddhist texts like the Digba-niksya 
and its Commentary. We had occasion to point out how, 
in ,a Buddhist contex�. rights are assured through the 
fulfilment of duties and obligations (vide supra). 
Accordingly,just and favourable conditions of work and 
just and favourable remuneration for workers are 
expected to be ensured through the fulfilnient of the 
following five 9asic obligationi towards labour: 

a. Allocation of work to suit the· employee's ability 
(yatbibalam kammanta-a1111Jvidbina: D. III, p. 
191 ). Exp�ding on this point the Corriment&tor 
further advises that the work of the young should 
not be passed oyer to the aged; that Qf the aged. to 
the young, · or that the work-load · be exchanged 
between the sexes (dabarebi kitabbam JDabtllmbi, 
msbaUakcbi kitabbam dabarebi, itihibi kitsbbam 
puriscbi, purisebi kitSbbam ittbihi diretli: DA. 
Ill, p. 956). This stipulation aoe• a long way:' in 
ensuring just !lDd favourable conditions of W9rk, 
aitd also gives recognition to onc'a . �.lity . .  .00 
choice. This also shows concern for the fitness of the 
Worker, ' respect for aae ID.d leX, and non..exploj,
tation of female labour; nisht shifts for wom,�n,u:e 
eliminated. Child-labour seems to be unknown, : . 

b. Provision of fog<! ancJ waaes bbatts-vetani!;ll!p
paclinens : D. III, p. 191). Buddhism enun.ciateu 
unique wage policy. Explaining the ol)ligation of 
the employer to . provide "food · and wages", the 
ComiJl�ntator states that ibe circumstances of each 
person should · be aeparately considered and Jbat 
wages should be determined according to .the 
number of dependants in the family (DA. III, p. 
956). For instMcc a matrried man with dependent 
children kbuddaksputto)should receive more than 
a bachr.lor (eb-vibarl: DA. UI, p. 956). Such a 
policy would certainiy, in accordance with Articlt 
23.3, ensure · for workers ·�ust and favourable 
remuneration" so that they and their.J ���s can 
live "an existence worthy of human dignity." It is 
also stated that hardship to the worker should be 
•voided and that the worker should never be m�e 
to work free. This was one of King Du��hagimat;U's 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

particular concerns during the massive task of 
constructing the Great Stupa at Anuradhapura 
(Mhv. XXX, VV. 1 5  & 1 7) .  

c.  Ensuring the health-care of employees gilin 'u
pstthana : D. III, p. 191). Buddhism has, in this 
connection, been thinlcing centuries ahead of its 
time. It is only in the first half of this century that 
international Conventions were adopted relating to 
the health-care of the workers and to the protection 
of the workers against health-risks in the course of 
their work. Under �onditions of ill-health, says the 
Commentator, the employee is relieved of duties 
end reguscitated with medical attention . and necessary nutriment (gi.tan 'upattbineni ti spbisuka-k'ile 
kammam skaretvi up/isys-bbesajfidlni datvi 
pafijagg:Wena, DA. Ill, p. 956). Today thfs would 
certainly include insurance against ill-health and 
other employment risks. 

d. Establisfiing close comradeship with emp�oyees 
(accbaiiyinam rasinam samvibbaga, D. Ill, p . . 
191). This, literally �eans

. 
"by the sharing of 

· unusual delieacies" with the employee. This woUld 
certa.ilily push the spirit of coouadesbip to_its peak, 
resulting in cordial working- relations between 
employer and employee and the sense of a common 
humanity. �- -

c. Recognition of the employee's right to leisure 
(samsyt vossagga, D. III, p. 19 1). This implies fixed 
hours of work. Leisure is explained as twO-fold: (1) 

. Release from duties or work at specific times during : 
working hours (niccuamaye vossajjana, DA. III, p. 
-956) and (2) seasonal leave granted for festival 
purposes etc. (kiluamaye vossajjana, Joe. cit.). 

P�aph 2 of Article 23 enunciates eyeryone's right 
"without any discrimination; . . . .  to equal pay for equal 
·work. • The statement of this right had been called for in 
order to clilflinate considerations such a:s those based on 
nationc.lity, race, colour or sex, which for a long time did, 
. rnditt sCiini'countries still do, determine wage structures. 
The implied emphasis is that the only criteria for 
determining wages should be the kind of work, its value 
to the comtnunityj the ability of the worker, and the 
quality,olthe worKAlthough this right is not:expreased 
.in tbeae �erDla'in: anyJ�uddhisUext, it ii quite clear that 
Buddh,iim;.�)Vilh itJ eoiphUis on the fact that all human 
beings IU'C'ibdm: free m hqua lin dignity and rights, is 
totally oppose(Hjj apy form of extraneous disqirn.iDation 
in wage structures. 

As for the right (stated in paragraph 4) to form and to 
join trade unions it is evident that in the condltions of the 
time the n�cd for such a right did not exist. The tociety of 
the period from the Buddha's day upto about 500 A. C. 
(Within which period the Buddhist tradition developed, 
�stallized and enshrined within itself the concepts and 

· - --· 
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values dealt with in these observations) was non-exploita
tive, sharing the product of labour. Theories of "exploi
tation" and "surplus value" were also unknown at t h at 

time. Furthermore, the workers who were self-employed, 
particularly the craftsmen, hsd their guilds to protect 
their special interests.31 There is also ample te�tual 
evidence to show that Buddhism being democratic in 
outlook recognizes "the right to freedom of peaceful 
assembly and association" as upheld elsewhere in the 
Declaration.32 This right coupled with the five principles 
mentioned above, referring to conditions of work 'and 
employer-employee relations, will demonstrate that, in 
present-day conditions, Buddhist teachings would 
certainly el!dorse the right of everyone "to form and to 
join trade unions for the protection of his (or her) . 
interests. "  

In  conclusion it can be  stated that Buddhism is in full 
accord with the specific rights included in Article 23 and 
non-compliance with these rights would be a violation of 
relevant Buddhist principles. 

It ·is from the point of view of its goal that Buddhism 
evaluates all action. Hence Buddhist thought is in accord 
with the Articles in the Universal Declaration of Hum·an 
Rights to the extent_ to which they facilitate the advance- · 
ment of human beings towards the' Buddhist goal, . to 
attain which, of course, Buddhism compels n'one. . . . 

A right, as understood· today, is' an interest protc:�:red 
by .law. And human rights, 

.
in the Buddhist' view; are 

interests leading to the welfare of mankind (babujaftahita 
and babujanasukba) -:- in�erests arising from the 
individual's "own needs" (attahita) and from his. or her -
·:sense of duty and obligation towards all sentient b�ings, · '
(parahita). These need� are justified .as long as such 
interests are not based, as Buddhism puts it, on. greed or 
covetousness (lobba), hatred or dislike (dosa)and delusion 
or bewilderment (mobaj - the . thre.e unhealthy main-
springs of human motivation. 

. 

L. P. N. Perera 

HUMIJlTY. The Pali equalent of this term iS nibatamana 
which means· 'Suppressed arrogance.' Mina which is . 
rendered into English as pride, conceit or arrogance ·is 
considered in Buddhism as an evil latent bias (anusaya) 
which ob,structs a man from seeing the true nature of 
things (M. I, p. 486; D. III, p. 254). A person who ·is 
interested in .his spiritual progress has· to destroy this 

tendency in him in order to achieve the ultimate goal (D. 
I I I ,  p .  282) .  A perfected man is one who has destroyed 
this latent bias along with the biases of greed, hatred and 
ignorance (Sn. vv. 370, 469, 786). In the Samyutta Nikaya 
(IV, p. 203) the Buddha says that a man becomes 
conceited or arrogant because of his ignorance through 
which be harbours ideas of a permanent soul. So to do 
away with pride and conceit, a true vision of things is 
essential. A man becomes proud of family, clan, parents, 
complexion, wealth etc. But the Buddha �ays that it is 
only due to ignorance that a man becomes proud of them. 
Any of these things is not going to make a person a noble 
man. In the Parabhava sutta (Sn. v. 104) the Buddha says 
that people bring about their own downfall by di§paraging 
relatives and other men, being conceited on account of 
birth, wealth etc. · 

Thus humility, or absence of pride, is regarded . in 
Buddhism as a virture in man. A virtuous man should not 
compare himself with others and harbour ideas such as: 'I 
am inferior to him' or 'I am sup_erior to him' or 'I am equal 
to him.' On the other hand he should be able to appreciate 
whatever is good in others and cultivate in him good 
qualities that are Tacking in him. It is only a fool who will 
think that he alone is capable of doing various things and 
ihat others should follow his command (Dhp. v. 74). A 
man should be sympathetic, kind and friendly in disposi
tion towards all beings (D. I, p. 4, 63; 17 1); These are the 

· · · characteristic· features ·of a man of humility. Such a man 
· is loved : by all, an.d ·all -would like to associate him. 

Tb'e.Buddha is the best ex._ample one can think of, when 
discussing this virtue. Though he was born into a wealthy · 
respectable family of Sakyan royalty, in the prime of his 

· youth he realized that wealth and power a� not going to . 
make· a man perfect and renounced all of them. He did 
not want to show to the world that he was superior to all 
in respect of wealth, family etc. and that the rest of the 
world was inferior to him. He preached to the world that 
all are equal in matters or birth, decay, death etc. (M. I, 
pp. 16 1-2) and that all experience these ever recurring 
miseries irrespective of the famiiy to which they belong. 
He also found out that there is a way out of this suffering, 
and that every one can find his way out of it, if a 

· particular line of action is followed. He did not become 
haughty because he found a way out of the suffering of 
samsara. But on the other hand, he proclaimed to the 
wo�ld that he had found his way out of samsiira by 
following a certain line of action and· that others, too; 
could do the same by following the right path. In respect 

· of other . arabants who realized the truth after the · 
Buddha, he quite modestly said that all are equal in 

31 .  Cp. however,.the fun!=tions of the pugs , gsna and �ni in this context -
·
E-in-C. 

32. Article 20. which reads: 
"I. Ev�ryq�e 

.
has the right tp freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 

2. No one may be compelled to belong to an IWOCiation." 

. , 
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reapect of the attainment of the goal, and that 'the only 
difference between himself and other arahants is that he. 
was the pioneer on the path re-discovered by him, and 

that the others have come after him (S. II, pp. I 05-6). He 
moved among all types of people and was equally 
disposed towards all of them. By example he convinced 
his disciples that a man's primary duty is to serve the 
world. For forty-five years he performed this duty, 
moving among all types of people. The Buddha as well as 
his disciples accepted food and other requisites from all 
classes of people, and they did not give special preference 
for meals from the rich and the mighty. They went from 
door to door begging alms, and food was placed into their 
b�gging bowls by the rich and poor alike. Sometimes 
extremely delicious dishes were put into the bowl by 
well-to-do people, and the next moment a poor man will 
put his share into it, and the Buddha as well as his 
disciples partook of this food with perfect equanimity. 
The same procedure was followed with�regard to clothing · 
and shelter. Even when an invitation for meals WaS mad·e· · 

to the Buddha or the Sangha, no preference was given to 
invitations froin the rich and well-plac�d peopie. One day 
they might be the guest of a king or a wealthy householder 
( Yin. I, p.35) and the following day they might be 
entertained for meals in a destitute's home or a beggar's 
baunt (DA. II, p. S4S). In this way, by example as well as 
by precept, the Buddha and his <lisciples proved to the 
world the importance of humility. · 

W. G. Weeraratne 

· · HUNG-I (1880-1942) was an outstanding modem vinaya
master of China. The surname of JUs lay family was Li 
and be was named Went'ao when young. His forefathers 
belonged to the P'ing-bu district of Chekiang province, 
but be himself was born in T'ien-tsin in 1 880� his father; 
Li Hsiao-lou being a cbbt-szu or a !:iolder oftbe doctor's 
degree and his mother surnamed Wang. During his 
boyhood, he studied under the tutelage of Yen .f9n-sun, · 

Chao Yu-mei &Ld other well-known scholars· of T'ien
tsin. At the age of eighteen, he married and his wife was 
surnamed Yu. Later when he entered the Nanyang 
College in Shanghai, he took another riame Cb 'eng-hsi. 
When he went to Japan he changed his name once more 
into An with a literary name Shu-t'ung and still another 
fancy name Haih-shuang. 

During tb� Coup:.(f'Ctat of 1898 that took place in tb� 
Manchurian court, be was suspected to be a colleague of 
K'ang Yu-wei and Liang Ch'i-cb'ao and tbet6�J,fi·ri was 
obliged to take refuge in Shanghai where. be entered the 
Nanyang College, receiving education under Ts'ai Tiian
pei. He joined with a number of artists in forming the 

. .. "' -� . -

Shanghai Club of Calligraphers and Painters and spent 
his leisure hours in artistic activities, producing a series of 
works, e .g. the Li-lu-yin-p 'u(or Li's Seal-engravings), the 
Li-Ju-shih-chung (or Li's Metrical Couplets), An Auto
biography in Verse st my Twentieth year of Age, and so 
forth. In the 4th moon o( 1905� his mother died. He was 
then twenty-six and went to Japan where he entered the 
Art School in Tokyo, studying European painting and 
music, and in the meantime, he was interested in piano 
music and musical composition. During the period of his 
study abroad, he lamented the backwardness of Chinese 
arts at the time, so tl:lat he cooperated with a number of 
Chinese students in Japan to form an amateurish 
dramatic organization . . . . .  the Ch'un-Jieu Club, giving 
theatrical performances of the famous European plays of 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "La Dame aux CameJias" in 
which he impersonated the heroines himself. They were 
the first Ch.inese to act the modern drama. Besides these 
activities in learning, painting and performing dramas, be 
edited a Miniature Periodical of Music. Thus we see, in 
the early period of the intro<luction of the European arts 
of painting, drama and music into China, Hung-i's 
contributions were considerable. . 

After graduation from !he Art School in 1910, he 
returned to China and worked as · a teacher . in the 
Engineering College of T'ien-tsin. lti' the spring of 1912, 
be went to Shanghai where be became a member of the 
Nan-sh� Club. Later he joined the Pacific Journal, acting· · 
as the editor of literature and arts and took cbilrg� of the 

· pictorial section. At the same time, he cooperated with 
Mr. Liu Ya-tsu and others in the formation of the W�n
mei Club and acted as the editior-in-chief of the W�n-mei 
Journal. In the autumn of that year, he went to Hangchou 
where he taught music and drawing in the Provincial 
Normal School of Chekiang. Aftenvards, he became 
professor of, arts in the Nanking' Teacher's College. 
During his stay in N �n:g, · h'e''tooJ)erated with the 
members of the cultural:circleslo form the.Wing'She with 
the purpose of presel'Ving the objects of Chinese art imd 
culture: 

In his teaching works, he advocated the so-called 
"speechless education", setting himself a5 the modei for 
the pupils. In ordinary life, be stressed the cuhivati6n of 
the aesthetic sentiment, and be himself did succeed in · 
making considerably high attainments in the field of arts. 
In 1916, he chanced to read in a Japanese periodical an 
article on "fasting"; which recommended the cessation of 
food-taking as a practicable method to renovate man's 
physical and mental conditions. With the purpose of 
carrying out a test with his own person, he took up abode 
in the Temple of Hu-p'o in Hangchou, where be fasted for 
fourteen days. · Everyday be practised calligraphy 81 
usual, and kept a special diary for his fasting. In the 
meanwhile, be attended the Ven. Fa-lun's sermons, and 

.. ·� . ,  
·...;· 
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fully appreciated the purity of the monastic life, which aee Buddhism in that country. They set out from Shanghai 
was a very important factor that eventually gave rise to and passed Amoy, where Hung-i was asked to stay by the 

his intention of renouncing the world. local monks and laity. The rest of his life, a period of 

On the 13th day of the 7th moon, 1918 ,  he became a . more than a decade was spent mainly in southern Fukien, 

Buddhist moD.k in the Ying-hui Temple of Hu-p'o in although he ;aed to make occasional trips to the province 
Hangcbou, the tonsure being performed by the Yen. of Kiatigsu and Chekiang. On the 13th day of the lOth 
Liao-wu and he took the religious name Yen-yin with a moon of 1942, he passed away in the Wan-ch'ing Vihira 
literary name Hung-i. He was then thirty-nine years of in the Wen-ling Alms House, a Buddhist philanthropic 
age. In the 9th moon of that year, he received the full establishment in Ch'ullli-chou, Fukien, at the age of 63. 
ordination as i bhiksu in the Ling-ym Temple. Mter the His intimate friends erected astupafor him in the Mi-t'o-

ceremony was over,
.
his friend Mr. Ma Yi-fu presented yen of the Ch�ng-y\ian Mountain, Ch'uan-chou and 

him a copy of the /mportBDt Praticu BDd Meanings of another in the Ting-bui Temple of Hu-p'o, Hangcbou. 
the [!isdplinary RegUlations of Ling-/eng and a copy of Hung-i's system of Buddhist thought consists in the 
the Ortbodoxica/ Regulations for the Transmission of advocacy of the theories propounded .in the A v.wmw 
the Precepts Practised at . Pao-blUI MoWJuiJJ, These siitra for the sphere of one's �entaJ activities, the · 
boob arousea in hinf a feeling. of deep regret that the adherence to the Dbarmaguptaka-vi.rJaya for guidance in 
rituals he practised .at ordination had not been in one's practice, and the achievement of the rebirth in the 
accordance with the true rules. Thereupon he resolved to . Pure Larid as one's final ftujtion. J:le �e intensive 
study the vinaya 1U?<f to abide strictly by the pure studieLon tbe AV.ajaiiud.t � iil .its different venions, 
discipline. This was the cause othis becoming a distin- BJid held Ch'eng�kuan's Commentary on this sutra in 
guilbed viilaya muter of the age. particular!f high esteem. His two written works, Tbe 

Mter being ordained, he begim his 1tiDerant lire iJl Graded Introduction to tb� redt.tion md Study cftM 
various pl�, staying at different times in the ching-yen A vawnlaks-.siitra and · The 'Ibree Hundred Couplet� 

· TerQp!e !Jf.�a-bsing, the Yu-ch�an:Temple of Hangchou,. · Composed from the· �ayinp of the A vat.tmub, may 
the Ling-cbi Teinple of Pei-shan in HsiDteng, .the Lien-' serve to illustrate ·the intenslty·of hia comprehension of. · 

bua .Tempie of Cb'achou; · the :ch'uig..:fu :Templ�·:: of · th.: doctrine of the Hua.yen Schoo). He obtained .from 
Wencbo�,et¢.; and perusingutensively �e wotki of the· Japan the Sllliskrlt text of the Bbadr:aciri-prinidbinl, I 

. ancie_Dt m�tera of . the · Vinaya Scboot .
. 
!luch�as·-Tao-· manuscript written by the J.Pimese Sanskrit Scholer . 

bs(fan, Y1lan-chao, .ChUt�haU; etc;:Durlng biS's.ojoum in · Ji-un,. and _arranged to publish it with an introduction 
Wbcbo\1, be completed An·. Annot.tted _ Table oi t1Jd entitled Piivate ReseMCbes written by himself. 
V.l.!iOUI CommBDdments for BbiksJJS Accoiding to the Among the old �puters, Hung-i held Ven. Chih-hsu of 
Dbar:magupt.tk� Vinsya. Tl?.e fuial'manwcript wu done . the late Ming fynasty to be his model in inclinations � 
with his 0\Vll hand in very fme� regular handwriting, .and . activities. Like Chih-hs«, be refused to take part in 
wu later published in. Shanghai thfoligh the help' of' · · ·monastic .administrative wotk, nor did .be build up any · 
UpiaakaMu.O�b 'u • . In the spring of 1927 , h� atarted his • retinue. of disdples, but the object of his instruction wu 
period ofineditating in isolation in the Ch'ang.chi-kuang · not limited to �uddhists alone. In 1921, he pioduced with 
Temple of WU-sh� � Hang-cbou, where be studied the his own hand a copy of the M""ubiwvistivida-pritimoiu-
vin�yaintensively. At thaftime, the provincial regime of 1ii_tra. Mt�!;'Wards, he turned to follow the Diwm• 
Che-kiang had recently undergone some clienges, and the guptlka-vinaya. In ·the 2nd moon of 1931, when be was · 
newly established authoritiei were beginning to talk . d'wt�s in the fa.,cbieh Temple of Shang-yii, be made a 
about the confiscation of temples _ for educatio�al vow before the Buddha to devote himself to the atudy of 
purposes, SQ: that his friends; rais� a fUnd to builli . . the South MountainVinaya(i.e. thevinayaprescribed by 
bouse for his residence on the Pai.:ma Lake 1n Shangyil. Tao.hsuan),and further pledged himself to recei�. the . 
To commemorate thi_s event, Hung-i composed a couplet commandments for the Bodhisattvl. On the 3rd d•yof 
that reads thU.: 

· · · 

the 3th moon oH933, the anniversary ofVen. Chih-Jiiu'l · . Heaveri:�!lya feeli t�nder regard for the lonely herb birthday, in the· K'ai-yUan Temple of Cb'uan-chou. he 
While m'man's ey� the sun 'I oft more lovable before composed for the Vinaya learnen a piece u s  Pledge to 
dusk. 

. . . . 
Study Vinaya in which he wrote: "We resolve to conceive 

Hence, he niuned his vihira as the Wan-ch'ing-ahan- �he great Bodbicitta to uphold Buddhism, and .pledge . 
f�a, (th: Mountain Dwemn, of the Settins Sun), and ourselves to bring to light 'he vinaya of Nan-shan 
took another fancy name for himself u Wan-Ch ,ng-lao- Scbool tbat has been. obscured and discontinued for more 

Jen (tl)e old man who enjoys the aetting sUJi), . . than seven centuries and workfor its propagation �n the · 
. In th� �ter of 1928, he joined Yu Hsi-yin and others 

in a party far a proposed t� to Thailand, interiding to 

world with a view to the revival of the Right Law and the 
re-ascen4ancy of the radiint IUD of the Buddha. .. Here 
the change of his viewa c:oncerDiJal vinaya is discernible. 



GUARDIAN DEITIES PLATE XXIV 

. Gods and demcns in the main Temple of Lhasa. 
Courtesy: H. Hoffmann, The .Religions of Tibet. 
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GUARDIAN DEITIES PLATE XXV 

. Painted woOden �culpture inlaid With stones representing Demoniac form of bodhisattva Vajra�. 
Courtesy: A; B. Griswold, et al. BURMA KOREA TIBET. (Ari of the World). . ! 
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GUARDIAN DEITIES PLATE XXVI 

Vajradhara, the central figure in t�
,
�)aw·· Buddhist ·system of Gods. Nepal, 15th Century. 

Courtesy: A. B. Griswold, et al op. cit. 
· 
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GUARDIAN DEITIES 

(b) 

(a) 

a. DHI!T�� 
Courtesy: ·T. Kuno, K. Suzuki ed. Japanese .Art. Vol. II. 

b. DV ARAPALA 
· Guardian ofthe Gate Way. Hanging Scroll (now framed): ink and pigment. T'ang period, from 
Tun-huang. . 
Courtesy: D. Seckel, Art of Buddhism . 
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GUARDSTONE 

(a) 

a. Guardstone at Abhayagiri Vihara� Anuradha
pura with figure of Padma. 
Courtesy: Dept. of Archaeology. 
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PLATE XXVIII 

(b) 

b. Guardstone at the Archaeological Museum, 
. . t'i Anuradhapura. 

Courtesy: Dept . of Archaeology . 
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GUARDSTONE PLATE XXIX 

' 

. . . 
. . _ ,  a .  Gl.!ardstone a t  northern. �ntrance to  V ;ttadage, 

Polonnaruva. 
Courtesy: Dept of .. Archaeology. 

(b) 

b. Guatdstone from near Kapariirama. 
Courtesy: Dept; of Archaeology. 



GUNTAPALLE PLATE XXX 

Cave Temple. 
Courtesy: D. Mitr�t, Buddhist Monuments. 
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GUPTAS PLATE XXXI 

Buddha in Gupta Style. 
Courtesy: Margaret Marle Deneck, Indian Art.' . 
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GUPTAS 

Bodhisattva Padmapani. 
Wall painting executed in tempora technique, cave 1 at Aja��a, India. 
Courtesy: D. Seckel, op. cit. 
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HAYAGRIVA HEAVEN 

(a) (b) 

Horse beaded Avalokite5vara. 
a. Hanging Scioli: ink, pigment ana go1a on silk. l ltb century, Japan. 
Couitesy: D. Seckel, op. cit. 

b. Gods in Tusita heaven inviting �he bodhisattva to be born in the world of men. 
K.aballa!ena, V allagala, W ariyapo)a. 
Courtesy; Senake Bandaranayake, Tbe Rock snd Wall Paintings of Sri Lank�. 
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HEAVEN 
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The· Buddha preaching to the . gods in the Ta���:ti��.� heav��::,· 
Ceiling painting, Gangale�a, Ambakote. 
Courtesy: SenSke Bandaranayake, op. cit; 
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HELL 

(a) Paipted hand scroll, ink and colour on p.aper. Hara Collection, Japan. 
Courtesy: Peter C. S�ann, Japan. The Art of the.World, 

(b) Par.adara hell. Suriyagoda Rajam&.ha Vihara, Sri Lanka. 
Courtesy: Senake Bandaranayike, op. cit. 
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HEVAJRA 

the mystical and demoniac God Hevajra united with Sal& Bronze from Peking. 

Courtesy: A. B. Griswold, et al op. cit . 
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illNDAGALA PLATE XXXVII 

Cave Temple . . 
Corirtesy:. Department ofArcbaeoto·gy. 
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fiND A GALA 

· Head of Buadha. Wall painting, 7th century. 
Courtesy: CEYLON�UNESCO World Art Senes . 
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HIND A GALA 
PLATE XXXIX 

Head of Sakka. Wall painting. 

Courtesy: CEYLON-UNESCO World Art Series. 



HORYUJI PLATE XL 

Temple of Horyuji. ' 
Courtesy: Japanese Art, Vol. II.· 
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HORYUJI 

SAKA TRIAD. Gilt bronze .. 

Courtesy: Peter C. Swaim, op. cit . 
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HORYUJI 

Wall painting of a bodhisattva from the walls of the.k��do of Hory\iji, Nara. · 
Courtesy: Peter C. Swann, op. cit. 

PLATE XLII 



HSUAN TSANG 

Hsilan-Tsang . 
A painting from a Chinese Monastery. 
Coiutesy: D. Mitra, Buddhist MonumeiJts. · 
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During the period between 1934-36, he obtained from 
Jap an a collection of B uddhis t  scrip tures of ancient · 
edi tions. These enabled him to undertake the work of 
collating the celebrated "three great vinaya works of the 
Nan-shan School". In the meantime, he delivered a series 
of lectures in Anoy on the Annotated Pratimok�a and 
the Revised Karma According to the Disposition of the 
Learners. His other written works on vinaya are the 
Supplementary Explanations of the Commentary on the 
Paficasila-riipa-sfitra, the Jottings · of Records on the 
Offences of the Sarvastivada-vina_va, the Extracts from 
the Sarvsstivada-vinaya! for Private Practice (the title 
w&S later changed into Vinaya for One's Own Practice, 
Miscellaneous Records from the South Mountain Vinaya 
Institute, An Abridged Resume of the South Mountain 
Disciplinary Rules for the Reference oflay Devotees etc. 
Once he had a proposal to establish a South Mountain 
Vinaya mstitute for the propagation of the Dharma
guptaka-vinaya, which be failed to realise on account of 
certain practical reasons. · . .  

From his early youth Hung-i was very sensitive to 
impermanence, the painfulness and the voidness of life. 
Furthermore, the ideal of "propagatin& the vinaya when · 
Jiving and finding rest in Sukhiivati aftei death", as was 
set forth by Ven. Chib,-hsif, also had considerable effect 
upon his thought. In religious inclinations he · t�nd_ed 
towards the doctrine of the Pure Land School. In his 
reply to the Nien-fo-hui(the Society ofiDvokingAmita of 
K.u-J�g-hail) he wrote: "Of the various Buddhist 
doctrines, the one in which I have the deepest faith, is the 
doctrine of the ·Pure Land; and of all contemporary 
masters the one whom I adore most is the Yen. Yinkuang. 
Besides keeping the routine course of invoking Amita's. 

· · name, praying for the birth in the Pure Land, he also gave . 
lectures on the Amitayus-siitra and prod.�ced handwritten 
copies for circulation� He compiled the Jotting Notes. 
from the Commentary on the Principle of the Amitayus
siitra and the Questions and Discourses cdnc�tning the 
Pure Land to praise the exc.::llences of the Pure Land 
doctrine. At the same time, he initiated a method of 
invoking Amita by following the tick-tack of the·clock, 
teaching people of distracted mind to keep pace with 
these rhythmic sounds in their practice of invocation. 

The works edited by Hung-i include · a Collection of 
Buddhist Books the Forst Set, in 4 volumes, published in 
Shanghai, 1937. After his death, his friends in Shanghai, 
both monks and laity, formed a Committee for the 
commemoration of Ven. Hung-i, and published A 
Collection of Hung-i's letters (1st volume) . and' The . . · ' l �-"� . •. . .  . 

Sermons of Hunp-i. They also compiled A Chronological 
Biography of .Ven. Hung-i, Selected Writings of Ven. 
Hung-i, His Abridged Resume of the South Mountain. 
Disciplinary Rules for the Reference of Lay Devotees, 
Separate Notes Taken in the Course of Lecturing on the 

:Annotated Pratimok�a, Separate Notes Taken in the 
· Course of Lecturing on the Revised Karma According to . 

the Dispusjtion of Learners (with 3 1  o ther materials 
appended), and The Collected Explan�tions of Japanese 
· Writers on the Records of Aids to tht: Practices of the 
Dharmaguptaks-vinaya in 1 0  vols. consisting of about 
540,000 words) have been collated and published under 
the auspices of the Tripitaka Society in Shanghai. 

Bibllography: A Collettion of Writings in Commemo
ration of Ven. Hung-i, A Commemoration Book of the 
Late Ven. Hung-i. Hsla Mi�nsun Collection of Ven. 
Hung-i's Letters (First set), Lin Tsu-ch'ing; A Chrono
logical Biography of Yen. Hung-i. 

Un Tzn Otlng 

ICONOGRAPHY or rupabheda is one of the six techni
ques pertaining to painting and sculpture followed by 
artists in representing - bodily characteristics, poses, 
mudras, asanas, costumes, ornainents, s��fls, mounts 
�tc. of the figures they · depict. Fro in :aricient times 
religious artists of Buddhist countries '5u�h as India, 
China and Sri Lanka have been foilowing·:�· �dvariced 

. tradition of iconography .when depicting various impor
tant members of the Buddhist pantheon. A�"'Buddbist 
iconography is a vast subject covering a :wide area of . -
Buddhist art it is not possible to treat-the slibje�t fulty in 
an article of this nature. Hence the scope �(this article is 
l imited to portray important iconographical features of 
the major figures of the Buddhist pantheon comprising 

· the Bu�qhas, [.)hyanibuddhas, Budd�asaktis or Diikinls, 
Bodhisatths imd tlieir. female ·partners and a host or 
divinliies. · · · 

. . ' . · . . 
The Buddhasi It is very clear that the iconography of 

the Buddha ilpages. is influenced by Buddhology (q.vJ 
found in the Nikaya literatuie itself, .and subsequently 
developed rapidly under the Lokottaraviidins, a branch 
of the Mahasaiighikas. The Lokottarava�ins conceived 
the Buddha as being supramundane, and therefore, his 
appearance and behaviour as a human being were con
sidered as a mere convention, a sort of illusion. They held 
the view that only a mind-formed body . (manomaya:.. 

kaya) uf the Buddha appeared in the world of mortals, 
and hence, the human Buddha's physical form was not 
cons.idered as representing the real Buddha who is 
supramundane. These views on Buddhology finally 

_ _ r,esulted in the Trikiiya (q.v.) doctrine which postulates 
. three different forms (kay a) of the Buddha. These are the 

Dharmakaya - the Body of the Law -which is the real 
essence of the Buddha; the Sambhogakaya- the Body of 
Bliss '- in which form the Dharmakaya manifests itself 
amongst the Dbyani Buddhas and bodhisattvas, and the 
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Nirmiinakiiya - the Manifested or Created Body; in 
which 'the Dharma kaya man ifests i tself among the 

mortals at  d ifferent times under different names such as 

Krakucchanda, Kasyapa, Gautama and so on . As both 
Sambhogakaya and Nirmanakiiya are manifestations of 
the Dh�rmakaya all Buddh

.
as are regarded as being the 

same; .the Sambhogakaya and Dharmakiiya representing 
how the ·Dharmakaya appears- when vie�ed from two 
different levels of perception. 

Thus Buddhology g��e rise to two distinct categories 
of Buddhas namely the human Buddhas (manusi
Buddhas: q.v.) and celestial Buddhas known as the 
Dhyani-buddhas (q.v.) that appear' a�ong the bodhi
satrvas in higher planes of existence. This latter groupof 
Budphas are extremely important in this context, for it is 
on them that the pantheon of Tantric deities is founded. 

The Buddh�logy as found in the Nikaya literature itself 
endows the Buddha with thirty-two maj�r marks of a 
G�eat Bei11g (Mahapurus�). eighty minor · marks, four 
klnd� of rays and n� mer�us auspicious signs in the soles 
�f his feet. .The Lokottaravadins hold the view that all 
the� are �h,aracteristics of Dhyinibuddhas which are sub
sequently attributed to. the Miinusi Buddhas w�en the 
6�ddha was c�mceived in anthrop�morphic form. There 
is. a fu�rk�d :diffei'e�·ce : in the way these two types of 

'· . Buddh�s �re repr·��ented. The Minusi�Buddhas are ,as a 
. rul� �epre�ented singly, wh�_reas .the Dhyiipib�ddhas are• 

reP,resent�d at .tii:nes singly and at pther times as being in 
uilipn with their fern* counte_rparts. This l atter_ type of 
repr�senJation is r�ferred to �s Mahamudra or Yuga
naddha (Tib. Yab-Yum). 

·

. 

The �rtistS hav� made every effort to depiCt q�ost of the 
thirty-tw� majci�.�arks a�d ·eighty minor marks in the 
Buddha imag�s. Detillls of some of the major marks so 
depicted are as follows: 

- - • • • 1 • •  , · 

The usnisa i$ one such major mark. It is the cranial 
b�mp rj� l�e f)�shy and bony protub�rance seen in. the 
head of the

.
Bu'ddha jmages of Mahayana tradition (Vol. 

il, Pl� )(xii,_ IV, Pl. XX, Fig. 2, Pl. �XVIII). The Sinhala 
Buddhlst tradition explain this �nisa as the fully deve
ioped liead with the full for�be�d that appears in the 
·shape �f a water bubble. T.hi� is why the Buddha i�a·ges 
belon8ing to · tb� Mahiivihira tradition do not display . 
such an ahnoi�al cranial bump oti their heads (Vol. Ill, 
Pl� XLiU� Fig. 1). The images. beionging to the A�haya
girivihara(q.v�) tradition, however, follow the Mahayana 
styie �d repres�nt the cr�ial bump .. This, however, is 
no�t �eferred to' as the usnfsa; but as the ketumiJa. the 80th - , ._.. '\ · . . .... . ; ·. ' . . . . . . . . . 

of the. niiP.ot . marks as enumerate<! jn the Sinhala 
B�d����l}id,il_ioii� . . . · · · · . · 
· · The :.BUddha's hair is beautiful, tidy, soft, tender and 
glossy; lt;is dark blue in colour and is curling to the right. 
H is: head · is like a -water bubble in shape, round and 

well-formed like an unfolded umbrella. Thdorehead is 
like a golden fro ntle t used by the royalty .  The whi te  h air 

tha t  appears between the eye brows, curl ing to the right is 
called the urna. The tapering, well�lined lengthy eyebrows 
appear like �ri arch in the palace of the king of the gods. 

His eyes are blur. in colour, elongated and big. They 
reflect the five stages of joy. Both eye-lids are shiny and 
clear. The eye-lashes appear completely round t_he eye 
and are like those of a black cow; bright and soft ·like 
those of a new born calf. The corners of his eyes are gold 
in colour and are full like those of a bull. 

His prominent nose is long and straight. The .mouth 
wbich is straight and long is deep and somewhat square. 
Lips are red in colour. Jaws a:re like those of a lion, the 
lower jaw being relative,ly ful)er than the upper one. The 
well-formed cheeks are large, even and straight. His ears 
are long and beautiful. 
· The Buddha has a clear rourid neck. The rounded and 

full shoulders are even and ·wefi linked to his neck. In 
shape they are like an umbrella. His well proportioned, 
broad f�ll chest which is like"that of a \jon has a swastika ' . . . ' . 
sign on it. . 

. . . 
. 

· 

The trunk of his body is well-formed and full, and 
appear� like the trunk of a golden image, erect like the 
trunk of Brahm a. The . faultless . navel has its bottom 
turne4 right. The male organ of his, like that of a horse, is 
�oncealed in a sheath. 
. The Buddha's rounded beautiful legs are of equal size. 

The thighs are like the trunk of an elephant with cirlves 
like fhose of an antelope. The ankles are prominent. The 
projecting heels are divided into four parts, of which two 
are ta.keil by the soles, one under the leg and tbe other . 
pr�j�cting re�ward . His feet ha�e a level tread; they are 
soft and fine like heavenly garb: are straight and stand . 
together. The upper part of his feet is thick -and straight� 
full, high and proportionate. Soles are red;-even, full and 
fi.rm: · His toes and ·fingers are compact and round, 
gradually tapering at the ends. The copper coloured 
glossy.nails ai:e raised. · 

Hi$ hands �re l�ng and hence, while standing, h� .�a� . 
touch with either of his hands his knees withou.t bend.ing . 
his body. There is no :webbing betwe�n the fingers and 
toes, but they are set in.straight Jines like the meshes of a 
net. . The arm-pits are full like pearls, the forearm� are 
straigh�, long and frlll. Th� palms of .his hands are red in 
coiour like a lotus, and the palm lines are deep, long and 
straight. The line$ on his fingers are similar to those on his 
feet. 

He has seven conve� surfaces on his body nameiy the 
back of his hands and. feet, shoulders and the trunk� 

Bones of his body are not visible. The chest and 
shoulder bones are full and level. The collar bones are 
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linked like a chain. His flesh is fine and soft .  He is golden 

in complexion.  His fine, soft, smoo t h  skin i s  I P in and 

does not gather dust or water. The face is like the full 

moon. He has a well formed, proportionate male persona

lity. 
Fourfold rays radiate from his body. The halo or the 

aura (q.v.) spreads a fathom around his body and hence 
called ryamappabha in Pali (Vol. II, Pis. XXII-XXIV). 
His bodily lustre (sadraprabh'a) issues forth in rays of 
blue, yellow, red, white, crimson and a combination of all 
these colours, spreading to a distance of 80 cubits. The 
nimbus (rarr..slja/a)that radiates from his head appears as 
a disc at t!te

.
back of his head. The rays issuing forth from 

the tO'jl of his hea'd are caJ Jed the ketumaJ'ii Or 
ral!'sicufamai?i. Tliis is also referred to as siraspata in 
mo�ern Sinhala. (See MAHAPURISA LAKKHANA 
Cf.Vol. HI, Pl. facing p. 357) 

. 

From uround the second half of the 5th century A. C. 
the. same feature was added to the Buddha images of Sri 
Lanka and subsequen!ly this feature was added even to 
Buddha images that belonged to an earlier period. This 
feature is the same as ketumRra found in Sri Lankan 
Buddha images imd it is quite probable that the p�rallel 
feature found in Buddha images of South India and 
Thailand were influenced by · the Sri Lankan tradition 
(Vol. Ill, Pl. XLlll). 

. . 

NumerQus auspicious marks are found on the soles of . 
the .Suqdha'� feet. At the beginning they were few, three 
or four in. number. The Apada.na mentions the wheel 

. (cak}ca), . the goad (ankvsa) and the flag (dhaja). The 
Buddhavamsa gives a list of. four namely, the flag, the 
goad, the �ajra and tile banner (pataka) and to this the 
commentary adds vaqcfbamanaka. 

There is a list of eight auspicious signs in the Sarattha
cllpanf tfk.i referred to atthamangala m�de up by six new 
items added to the flag �rid goad already referred to. The 
new marks are the conch shell (sankha), the full vase 
(pul!�akumbba) iron mace (gada}, the symbol sipyacch_a 
representing the goddess of prosperity namely Sri Devi, 
and the swastika. The last two are regarded as minor 
marks of the Buddha by Ratnakara53nti in his Sara tam a, 
a Pafljiki on the A1!asihasrikiprajJIBparamiti Siitra. 
Mahayana .works such as A bhisamaya.Jankara refer to 
lrfvatsa, swastika and nandyavarta as marks appearing 
both on the palms and soles of the Buddha. In the Pali 
corpmentatial literature the number of auspicious rna!ks . 
rises to thirty-one. Later works such as Jina.Jankaratika 
give a list of one hundred and eight marks (Voi. lll, Pls. 
LXII-LXV). TheSe are said to appear only on the_ foot 
prints of the Buddha. 

Poses: Three main poses are. noticeable in Buddha 
images. These are the seated, standing and recumbent 
poses. The walking pose is rare (See Vols. III, Pis. Ll, LII, 
V, Pis. XIV, XV, XVII). 
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The standi'ng pose is subdivided into three i .e .  erect 
(abhanga) slightly bent (samabhahga), and t hrice bent 
(Lri bhaiiga). 

A.sana means both the position of legs and the seat. The 
asanas of the first category are as follows: 
(a) Paryankasana. In this the Buddha is seated with 

legs crossed, with the right over the left one. This 
position of legs is also referred to as virasana and is 
peculiar ,to Buddha images of Sri Lanka. Some 
South Indian Buddha imag�s th.at display this asana 
appear to h ave been influenced by the parallel Sri 
Lankan i.mages (Vol. I, Pl. III, Vol. Ill, Pl. LII, Fig. 
1). 

(b) Pralambapada asana: In this the Buddha is seated 
on a pedestal with his legs pendent (Vol. V, Pl. VI, 
Vol. II ,  Pl. VII I). 

(c) Padmasana: In this asana the Buddha is repre
sented as being seated with legs crossed , the right leg 
resting on the left thigh and the left leg.resting on the 
right thigh, soles of the feet turned upward . · 

(d) Sayanasana: In this the Buddha is .in the recumbent 
· 

pose lying on the right, both leg�� ;t��tched, left on 
top of the right one, with one foo� slightly drawn 
back. · . · '  -- -

The second categor� of ssana are: 
(a) Padmasana: Padmssana means 'tt){ lotus seat. In 

this the Buddha is either sitting or�tanding on the 
doubl� petal lotus . 

{b) Vajrasana: When the Buddha is represented in his 
conquest of Mara (maravijaya) he is depicted as 
being seated on the vajrisana or the seat marked 
with the vajra. In Sri Lanka the vilvavajra symbol is 
can7ed on the lower- border of the dado of the 
throne. 

(c) Sayanasana: This depicts the Buddha in the recum-
bent pose en the couch. 

1\fudri: This term denotes the position of fingers, and the 
images are supposed to 'speak' as . it were by the use of 
mudras. Follo'\Ving mudras are found in Buddha images: 

(a) I;>hyina ()r the S�msdN mudr8: When the Buddha 
is seated in the attitude of contemplation (dhysna) 
his bands rest on thdap, palms turned upward (Vol. 
V, Pl. VII). 

(b) A bhaya mudrs: This gives expression to the 
attitude of fearlessness and hence calleq Abhaya 
mudri. The right hand is half raised with fingers 
stni.ight or slightly bent inwa�d. This is the mudti of 
Dip ankara Buddha, but i t  is assigned to Sakyamuni 

·too. 
(c) Vitarka mudra: When the Buddha preaches he has. 

his right h and half raised with the tip of the 
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forefinger touching the tip of the thumb and the rest 
. of the fingers e i ther  e rect  or sl ightly ben t  i nward. 

(d) Bhuspada or Bhumisparsa mudra: I n  th is  the 

Buddha is seated cross legged with right hand, 
fingers pointed towards the earth, pendent over the 
right knee (Vol. I I I ,  Pls. V l t-lX). This mudra is 
connected with the event of the conquest of Mara 
(maravijaya) at the· foot of the Bo-!ree. 

. . 
(e) Dhannacakra mudra: the Buddha is seated with 

both his hands haif raised one above !he other to the 
level of the chest, fingers except the thumbs bent in .  
This attitude indicates the preaching of the first 
sermon called the Turning of the Wheel of Law 

· (Dhammacakkappavattana) at Isipatana, Varanasi 
(See Vol .  I I .  Pl .  XXII, Vol. 3, Pl. XlVII I, Fig. I ,  
Vol. IV ,  Pl. XXI, Fig. 1). 

(f) Varada inudia: The right hand, wi th figures 
· ·streiched, pendent and palm turned frontward. 

(g) Pra.tigr;1h��a mudiii: This is a rare mudra fo�nd in 
Sri Lanka Buddha i�a.ges. This mudra is found in 
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vitana calls it paradukkhadukkhita mudra"sorrow

ing for the so rrows of o t hers". P. L. Prem a t i l leke 

thinks t h at th is  is  t h e  mud ra of animisalocana. and 

Sirinimal Lakdusinghe connects it to the Buddha of 
the Ratanaghara, depicting the Buddha in the 
fourth week after Enlightenment. However, this 
mudra is not peculiar to Buddhas . It has been found 
in other images as well. Gunapala Senadheera calls 
it a swastika mudri Buddha images with this 
mudra seem to have been first produced in Sri 
Lanka and therefrom found their way to Thailand 
(of. Vol. V, Pl. XVI). 

Drapery: Images represent the Buddha as being draped 
covering either the left shoulder or both, and in some 
instance he is depicted with half covered fight shoulder 
and fully covered left shoulder. I� whichever form he is 
draped the lower edge of the civara ends about four 
inches above the lower edge of the under garment .  In 
some instances the sanghafi is seen hanging on the right 
shoulder (See Vol . IV, Pl. XXXV). 

·Buddha images depicting the Buddha spending the · Dhyinibuddha: These are the five celestial Buddhas and 
. . se'Venth 'week -aftedhe Enlightenment .  In this he is �hey appear as anthroppmorphic forms of the Dharma-
. s�ated \vith the' himds placed over the hi.p •. · palm� kaya in  the minds of the .meditators and serve as aids to . . · opened · and fingers slightly 'bent in.· A male - meditation. Sukhavati is said to be their abode. Generally 
probably one of the two. merchant brothers who they are 

·
represented as .being seated on a fulf blown · offered the first meal to the' Buddha after his · · · 

· · · double lotus, legs interlocked, with .the soles of the feet 
. Enlightepnient ·� · standing · by' the · side. of · the turned upwiud, ·wearing a robe with right shoulder 
·suddha holds an almsbowl. The Buddha is depicted usually bar� (Vol. IV, Pl. XLI). Each Dhyanibuddha has 
as being ready to receive the almsbowj, and hence, a Sakti or more precisely a D�kiril (ip.). When repre-

. this mudra may be called pratigrabana mudra, or sen ted in union with the Dakini (i .e. is in yuganaddha or 

. the receiving attitude. • . 

Tib. yab-yum) form. They appear dresse.d in princely 
(h) . Ya/rahurhk�r:a mudri· .Dhy�n

.
ibuddhas are repre- attire, wearing a.crown. Hence they are referred to also as . 

. . sen!ed with crossed hands, holdirig the vajra and the 'Crowned Buddhas'. The mandala of the five Dhyini-
ghanta: The c�ossed band position of Sri Lankan buddhas is said to represent '  the whoie universe. The 
and Thai Buddha images may be a local form of the charts given below give iconographical details about the 
same Vajrahumkara mudra. Writers interpret this Dhyanibuddhas and iheir sitktis (See Vol. Ill, Pis. 
mudra in  numerous ways. For example, S. Parana- LXXIV, LXXV; Vol. IV, Pl. XXXIX). 

FIVE DHYA.NIBUDDHAS . 

,' 
Vairocana Ak:mbhya Ratnasambhava Amitabha Amoghasiddhi . 

Colour White Blue Yellow Red Green 
Mu�ri Dharmac!:lkra (A) Bhiimispada Varada Samadhi (A) Abhaya 

Bodhya.�ri (C) (A & q  (A &. q Dhyiina (Q (A � q 
:;ymbol Cakra (A) Vajra (A) Ratna (A) Piitra (A) ViSvavajra (A) 
Asana Padma (A) Padma (A) Padma (A) · Padma (A) Padma (A) 

· Viihana Lion (A) Ele-phant (A) Horse (A) Peacock (A) Dwarf/Garu�a (A) . 

Direction Centre Ea.qt South West North -
Lqcana!A) Consort · Mamaki (A) VajradhatiSvari (A) Pandara (A) Tari (A) 
:Miimaki (C) 'farii (C) Locana (C) Pr�jiia (C) 

Bodhisattva Samantahhadra (A) VajrapiJ:ti (A) Ratnapii�i (A) Avaiokite8vara (A) Vi§vapii�i (A) 
Miinusibuddha , Krakucchanda Kanakamuni Kil.�yapa · Sakyamuni Maitreya 

. (A) = Advayavajrasahgraha (C) = Citrakarma.(astra a.�cribed to Mafijusri 

. . ...... -: ... - -
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BUDDHA SAKTIS 

Locana Mamaki Vajradhati.<vari Pandara Tara 
Colour White (A) Blue (A) Yellow Red (A} Green (A) 
Hands 2 
Symbol Discus Blue Vajra (A) Jewel Lotus (A) Utpala (A) 
Direction SE SW (A) Centre NW (A) N E (A) 

A = Advayavajrasa;graha. 

In Tibetan Buddhism the yi-dam or tutelary deity 
(istadevata) form of the Dhyanibuddha plays a very 
i�portant role. In this form the Dhyanibuddha plays the 
role of .protector and celestial teacher of meditating 
lamas. Each lama has his own yi-dam whose name he 

keeps a secret. If a lama fulfils his religious duties and 
obligation the yi-dam may appear to him in a dre�m or in 
a vision and reveal the truth. The iconography of the 
yi-dam form of the Dhyanibuddha is given in the chart 
below. 

YI-DAM FORMS OF DHYANIBUDDHAS 

Vairocana Ak�obhya Ratna.fambhava Amitabha A moghasidd hi 

Colour White Blue Yellow Red Green 
As ana Dhyana Dhyana Dhyina Dhyilna Dhyana 

-

Sakti V aj radhiltisvari Locanii Milmaki Pandaril Tilril 
Symbol He holds Ghanta and He holds Ghanta and He holds Ghanta and He holds Ghanta He holds Ghanta and 

Cakra; she the' Kapala, vajra; she the Kapiila Ratna, she holds and Patra; she 
. . 

Vi.<vavajra, sh�·holds 
Cauri O( Cakra and Vajra Kapala and Katrika holds Kapala and . Kapala a�d Vi.(vsvajra 

or Rat11a Katrika or Calera 
"' 

· The Dhyanibuddhas are represented also in their 
Heruka(q.v.) forms. In such representations their icono
graphy is different; often with an increased number of 
heads, and arms. 

Mortal Buddhas: In the .Theravada tradition the mortal 
Buddhas are countless. Of these the. nam�s of twenty
eight past Buddhas are mentioned in texts. �orne icono
graphic details of twenty-five of such Buddhas are given 

Buddha 
-

I. Dipankara 
2. Kondaflfia 
3. Mangala 
4. Sumnna 
5. R�ata 
6. Sobhita 
7. Anomadassi 
8. Paduma 
9. Niirada 

10. Padumuttara 
I I . Sumedha 
12; Sujiita 
13. Piyada.�si 
14. Atthadassi 
15. Dhammadassi 
16. Slddhattha 
17. Tissa 
18. Phussa 
19. Vipii§Si 
20. Sikhi 
21. Vessabhii 
22. Kakusandha 
23. Konagamana 
24. Ka.�sapa 
25. Cotama 

e- .11!'":. .... _ 
··----·-----·-· 

· below. 

MORTAL BUDDHAS 

Height 

RO cubits 
88 cubits 
88 cubits 
90 cubits 

· 80 cubits 
58 cubits 
58 cubits 
58 cubits 

. 88 cubits 
58 cubits 
88 cubits 
50 cubits 
80 cubits 
80 cubits 
80 cubits 
60 cubit� 
60 cubits 
58 cubits 
80 cubits 
70 cubits 
' 6o cubit� 
40 cubits 
30 cubits 
30 cubits 
18 cubits 

. .  -

· Tree 
Pipphala 
Salakatyana 
Niga · 

Niga 
Nilga 
Naga 
Ajjuna 
Sona 
Mahi�ona 
Salata _ 
Mahinira: 
Mahave1u 
Kakudha · 
Camp aka 
Ratta Kuravaka 
Kanikara 
As ana 
A���a 
Pat ali 
Pundarlka 
Maiiasil!a 
Mahi,irisa 
Udumbara 
Nigrodha 
Assattha 
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The Citrakarma{iistra, t oo, refers to the last seven 

mort al Buddhas referred to in  the a bove l ist .  Therein all 

seven Buddhas are represented as being s e ated. The 

bodhi-trees of Visvabhu and Krakucchanda are given as 
Sarala and Nlpa. The Mahayana tradition, too, in 
general refers to these seven Buddhas and mentions also 
their female partners and accompanying bodhisattv�. 
The seven Buddha saktis in order are Vipa5yanti, 
Sikhimiilini, Visvadhara, Kakudhvati, Kanthamatini, 
Mahidhara and Yasodhara. The respective b�dhisattvas 
are Mahamati,  Ratnadhara, Akasag anj a,  Saka
mangala, Kandaraja, Dharmcidhara and Anand a. . ' - . . 

Future Mortal Buddhas. . Palkanonical and .commentarial 
literatures refer to only one future mortal Buddha (i.e .  
bodhisattva) and he is Metteyya (Maitreya). A text c�!ed 
the Dasabodhisattuppattikatha belonging to �bout the 
12th century, gives the stories of ten bodhisattvas including 
Metteyya. According to this text the ten bodhisaftvas· are 
Metteyya, RiimaJ Dharmariija, Nanida, R�simuni, 
Devadeva, Narasiha, Tissa, Sumangala and Dhamrria- ·. 

siimi. Their heights in cubits as well as their bodhi trees 
are mentioned; 

The Nispannsyogavali gives two forms of Maitreya: In 
. . one form

.
he is golden in comple:Xion�and hasfour hands: 

· · The two principal hands �e !ri the dharmacakramud.rii .: 
while of the remaining two, . the oght harid displays the 
vat ad amudri itnd the left holds a nagaice�ara.ilower; :The . 
otherform. is yellow iircomple'xion and has two. hands·. In 
the right be �olds a niigakesl!.l'a llnd in the left a bowl. 

Unlike in the Theravilda in the Mabayilna pantheon 
there is a host of bodhisattvas of varying importance in 
religious practices. These bodhisattvas could be broadly 
categorised into two as Dhyiriibodhisatlv!lS and non

. Dhyanibod hisattvas . .The Jive Dhyanibodhisattvas 
namely, Avaloldte5vaia, V�jrapani, Samanhibhadra, 
Ratnapani and Visvapani are regarded as spiritual sons 
of the fiv'e Dhyariibuddhas. They are of different com
plexion and display different symbols and mudras. There 
is another group of eight great Dhyiinibodhisattvas 
(astamahabodhisattva) usually depicted as standing on 
either side of the Budph�s� These eight are Avalold
te5vara, Vajrapiini, Akasa$arbha and Ksitigarbhastand
ing on the left; and Sarvani,Yaranaviskambhin, Maitreya, 
Samantabhadra and MB.fij'!srl on' the rlght. Of these 
Avalokitesvara and Ma.iijusri.are the two most important 
· bodhisattvas with different forms of their own. A valold
tesvara ( q.v.) manifests himself in more than 108 different 
forms of which at least 1 5  are very important. Of these 
numerous forms 108 are of I.ndian origin. Few of them 
are of Sri Lankan origin: M afijusrl (q:v .) too has over 1 5  

different import an t  m anifestations. There are both maj or 
and minor variations i n  iconography when they are 

represented in these different forms. Major fonns in 
which they make th.!mselves manifest would be dealt with 
separately under each name. 

Besides, there are also a host of deities emanating from 
the Dhyiinibuddhas. They form a major · aspect of the 
Tantric Buddhist pantheon and the important ones 
among them too, such as Candamahiir.osana, Heiuka, 
H ayagrlva etc. as well as impoit�t femal� divinities (eg. 
Bhrkut! �tc.) would be dealt with separately under each 
head. See also ICONOMETR Y. · 
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Olandra Wlckramagamage 

ICONOMETRY, technically referred to in Sanskrit � 
pramaf!a, deals with proporticlns or measurements a 
sculptor or a painter has to adopt when sculpturing or 
painting a human or any other figure: • Thus, though 
iconometry covers a very wide range of subjects tbr: . 
·present article is limited to the iconometrical theory 
pertahring to the Buddha and bodhisattva· images. 

I. There are six such techniques to be con.�idered. These are I. rupabheda (iconography) 2. pramana (iconometry) 3. bhsYII 
(display of sentimentS) 4. · lavanayojana (endowing with grace or beauty) 5. ladr!ya (similarly with 'the real object or penon) 
and 6 .  YBTlJB (anal�is of colour). 

· 
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ICONOMETRY 

There i s  no consensus of  opinion regarding the exact 
period of time during which the Budd ha came to be 
represented i r, an anthropom orphic form.  While some 
place this event in the 3rd century B.C. others, specially 
archaeologists, prefer to place it in the 1 st century B.C. 
What is evident, however, is that Buddhist artists who 
lived prior to this period had been conversant with 
iconometrical principles. 

The period between the 3rd century B.C. and the 1st 
century B.C. is important for the reason that it is during 
this period that Buddhology rapidly developed, crystal
lized and got established. lconometry as well as icono
graphy has been influenced by Buddhology. Early begin
nings of Buddhology (q.v.) could be traced to the 
life-time of the Buddha himself. Its gradual development 
is clearly reflecf�d in the Pali Canon. A number of suttas 
in both the Digha-nikaya and the Majjhima-nikaya 
throw much light on this. The Mahapadana Sutta (D. II ,  
p. 1 ff.) Lskkbana Sutta (D. Ill ,  p. 142 ff.) and the 
Brabmsyu Sutta (M. I I, p. 1 36 ff.) make references to 
thirty-two 'Signs of a Great Being' (Mabapuiisa-Jak
kbana) which the Buddha is said'to have possessed. The 
Brahmsyu Sutts records that the Buddha himself 
affirmed that he possessed in his body all these thirty-two 
'Signs of a Great Being' (M. 11, p. 143). It is seen that 
subsequently the Mahasanghikas accepted this belief. 
Still later the Mahiyiinists, while . accepting those 
Mabapurisa lakkbanas, put forward the view that it is not 
the minusi-Buddba (i.e . . the Buddha in the.human form) 
who .poss'ess�s these 'signs' but his $ambbogakaya, a 
. manifestation of the Dbsnnakaya or the Body of the Law 
for the pt.�rpqse of pteachi�g to the bodhisattvas . .  
· One ·of the. earliest references that gives a clue to trace 

the beginnings of the iconometrical principles pertaining 
to the Buddha i�age is found among the above men
tioned thirty-two Mabapurisa-Jakkbanas. Amongst them 

. is one feature referred to as nyagrodb;parimandala·kaya 
(D. II, p.  I S  etc.). This feature is .explained

. 
as "The 

revered Gotama bas . the symmetrical proportion of a 
banyan tree � !l8 is the height of his body so is the length 
of his arms when stretched out ;  as is the length.oihis-arms 
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when stretched out so is the height of his body." Perhaps 
this forms the basis of the iconometrical theory pert aining 
to  the Buddha image.2 

According to the above mentioned theory of symmetry 
the Buddha's height is equal to his fathom i.e. the distance 
from the tip of his middle finger of one outstretched band 
to the other. Opinions differ as to what points are to be 
taken as demarcation of his height. One school of 
thought opines that it is the distance from the soles of his 
feet to the hair line on the top of his forehead. The other 
school holds that it is the distance from the soles of his 
feet to the top of the usnfsa, the protuberance on his head. 
Of these two Views th� former appears to be the earli�r as 
well as the widely accepted one in Sri Lanka. Archaeo
logical evidence reveitls that artists in Sri Lanka bave 
accepted and put into practice this view from about the 
3rd century B.C. up to· about the 13 th century A;C. The 
Buddha images of Mathura school of the Gupta period 
too are on this line.l 

How these artists dec;ided as t.o what exactly is the 
distance f�om the tip ofthe Buddh!i'S middle finger of one 

·. outstretched �and to the-oth�r is n�t e�actly known. The 
Paii Canon refers to . various meas'tirements . used . to 

. measure robes, beds et�: 'two such me�u�menls are 
klio�n. as s'ugat�-silgJJ� and ·. sugat�-Vidattbi 4 whi�h 
mean the Buddha;s o�ri ringer-breadth. · arid the ·sp�n 
respectively. Thpugh one c�riot say With any c�rtainty, it 
is possible th�t at an earlystage Vida{thiarid ang;ua were 
adopted as units '<!f nie�urer�ent ' j]i ·· m�ing images . 
From evidence available at ' present what is quite dia� is 
that the Budd�st �culptors �9 pai.nters use a r�I�tive 
system of m�asurement in making sculptures and pain
titigs. Their �nits of measurement are iBJa, angula �d 
yava, The relative proportion� iue a.'s follo�s: eight ya��s 
(barley corn) make one sngui� (ie; a finger-breadth or 
one inch), and twelve angulas make one tils.' As tBla 

. form.ed the standard measurement this system of metr� 
logy came t� be known as t8Jamana.6- From -��idence 
available . o.ri� cari fairly certainly surmi$e thai the 
Buddhist - artist! �er� the fi�st to 'adopt this. relative 

. 
·... 

. 
. . . : 

. . : 
. . 

: 
. 

� . . . .' . . . . . : 

. . . l Though one cannot say with certainty u to wh�n this n;�e.trological r>rincipl� �riginated,iP ,s evide!Jt that this system of measurement 
, was of univ�rsal acceptance, and the artists of l!oth ��� and W �t, folloy.:� thill. £ve.n ancicmt art�!. �A of Egypt hllve followed thill, , 

' • 
' • • , ' , , , , .• • • • •w ' ,  , • ' "- ·, • • • • •: >' , 1_\ ' , • , �- , , , • , 

, 
. , 

, 

• 

thus provirig its universality and also prevalence from very early tim�· . · . , 
3. The latter theory is ref err� to in the Sariputrs and in ruch work� �.tb�)ap�e;�:

�o�� .o�:;o�ome,try, called Ryo-do-kyo-sokuho; · 
the Buddhapratim&lsk�B!fB, Kriy8ssmuccays, Hindu works such as �ilpa!:stn� etc., .t<?_O ref�:r �o it. 

4. See Vin. Ill, p. 149; pp. 168, 173. The PED. explains sugsts-anguls u "a Buddha inch," SJ!gsts-�idBtthi K!l "a Buddha s pan, a span of 
the accepted length". Vidatth1; that is the distance between the ext�nded thumb arid the little finger, in gen�rai; ill .an absolute unit. of 
meiiBurement which con5ists of 12 ab�olute inches. The sugs!s�vidstthi ill said to contain 1 2  sugats-tiJigula. Moggallana in hill 
AbhidliilispJNldfpika equates it with padess; gok�n�a and �a; See further Chmdta Wickrainagamage "Early Buddhist 
Techniques of Painting and Sculpture," in Anand a, Es;sys in Honour of Anand a W. P. Guruge, 1990, Sri Lanka, p. 209 ff . 

.5. These proportions suggest thai there is some relation b�tween t8.ls, vidatthi, and snguls system of measurement, and apparently t'Bls 

and vidatthi are identical as each is equal to 1 2  sni!Uia. 
6. Thb! system was evolved from the measurements that were obtained from the Images (bimbs)themselves and hence it is also referred 

to as bimbamana. 

-- -- ----- . .. ..-.:. .. -� . 
-- ---·· --···-· · ----·----------
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system of ta/amana. The Hindu artist followed suit, and 
in later canons of Hindu iconometry the til amana system 
is regarded as the most important unit of measurement. 

The term tB.ls occurs in both Pall and Buddhist 
Sanskrit literature. However, its use as a metrological 
technical term is rare in both Pali and Sanskrit Buddhist 
literature. There are at least three meanings in which the 
term is used. Firstly, it is used to connote the palm tree 
which is its basic mcaning.7 Secondly, in an extended 
meaning, it is used to connote, rather figunitively the 
height in space by comparing it to the height of a palm 
tree.• Thirdly, it is used to conMte the metrological 
measurement, absolute or relative, used by artists in 
producing images.9 What is clear is that, due to the 
absence of Pali works on iconometry (where the term 
could have been used in its. technical sense of a metro
logical measurement) and also due to the preponderence 
of its use in its. primary meaning of palm tree, its 
metrological connotation has been overlooked even in 
instances where it is used in such a sense. 

It has been accepted as a rule that Buddhist images 
which are meant as objects of veneration must be mnd.e in 
keeping with the proportions laid down· in canons of 
iconometry. It is seen that different proportions are given · 
to B�ddlui.� bodhisattva and· divine fig�res. And these, 

· too,, vary according Jo different traditions and schqols. In 
· Mahiyina Buddhls·m uttsmsdaia,iil� ·" large te� fils 
proportion (Fig. 1) is assigned to Bu.ddha images; while 

· navatils :...,.. nine tils (Fig. 2) is ·assigned to bodhisattva 
images l!lld also the images of their gaictis (i.e. female 
counterparts). But in Sri Lllnka, where Theravida pre
do�ates, early Buddha and bodhisattva images were 
mac;te in keeping with the navatils proportions. This 
system (l()ntinued up to about tbe·l3tb century A. C .Since 
then these · artists too have adopted the uttimadsJatila 
.proportions for Buddh� images. Ac.cording to the 
nsvstils proportions the height of the figure should be 
nine times the length of its face. According to the 
ut.tamsdsJstB.ls the hejght should be teii times the length 
of the face plus fou� sngulss. Both the Pratimanalak��a 
and Alekhysl&ksanato give the navatals proportions. The 
BuddhsprstimMak�aiJS and the Sariputra give the 
uttamsdalstB.ls proportions for Buddha images, while 
the former prescribe� nsvstils proportions for bodbj;. 
sattva images. The texts dealing with, nsvatB.ls proportion 
appear to be older than those dealing with the uttsma
daJstB.ls. Details of both proportions are as follows: 

7. Vin. 1, p. 189, J. IV, p. 402 

. 

' 
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NAVATALA PROPORTION 

Part or the Body Talas 
Face 
Neck 1 / 3  
Neck t o  Chest I 
Chest to Navel I 
Nave! to Penis . I 
Thigh 2 
Knee-cap 1 /3 
Shin 2 
Head 1 /3 

Total 9 

U'ITAMADASATALA 

Pan or the Body Tal as A�gulas Yavas 
-

Usnisa I 
tlsn�a to hairline on the forehead 3 F�e· 4 
Neck 4 
Neck to Chest I I 4 
Chest to Navel I I 4 
Navel to Penis I I 4 
Thigh 2 3 
Knee�p 4 

· Shin 2 3 
Head 4 

To tat 10  4 ·,:· � . . 

The ·Japanese text the Ryo-do-kyo-sokuho and the · 

Prstimamsnslakssnsm prescribe 125 angulas as the full 
height of the utt8msd�atala proportion. The Siriputra, 
and the commentary to the Kriyasamuccaya, however, 
give 124 sngulas for tJte full height. These. texts probably 
represent two different schools of iconometry, 

· 

All these texts give minute details of vertical, . hori-. 
zontal, and circumference measurements as well as the 
measuremen�s of thickness. No matter whether the statue · 
is large or small the proportion is the same. As these un!ts 
of measurement are of a relative nature, the tala, anguia 
and yavs pertnining to a small figure are smaller in size 
than those pertainlng to a large statue. 

Sculptors and painters ·of both India and Sri Lanka 
used a particular instrument to help them to place all 
limbs of the statue in correct positions. In India this is 
referred to as the lsmbaphalaks. In Sri Lanka the 
particular instrument used for this purpose is called the 
Jambatatuvs, a term derived·from the one used in India. 

8. J. IV, p. 467. f. abo PED, BHS, PTC s.v. tBla. T.�:: possibility of ta/abeing asecondary derivative of tala(cf. hat!hata!a) cannot be 
ruled oul 

9. See Moggallina's Abhidhanappadipika ed. W. Subhuti, Colombo. 1938, p. 40, tal p. 154. 

10. This text Is available in two different editions. A Tibe:an trilnslation i! found in the Tanjur (Otani ed. Vol. 143, No. 5807). The Alekhyala�n�t wu found in Sri Lanka. · 

. � .. � . 
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DETAILED MEASUREMENTS OF NAVATALA AND UTIAMADSTALA 

Part or the Body . 
Usni.sa 
Usni.sa - hairline on forehead 
Face 
Neck 
Neck-Chest 
Chest-Navel 
Navel-Penis 
Thigh 
Knee-<:ap 
Shin 
Ankle 

Total 

1 = Taranstha 
. 2 ·= Tson·b·fn. . 

J = Brhitsamhiti 
4 = siuraniii 
5 == Ryo-do-kyo-soku-bo 
6 =  MBnu'i.ra 

Part of the Body 

Usni.sa 
. ·-· 

Usni.sa - hairline on forehead 
Face 
Neck 
Neck-Chest 
Chest-Navel 
Navel-Peni.s 
Thigh 
Knee-Cap 

sliin 
Ankle 

Total 

1 == Vaikhy'Bnassgama 
2 == Silparatna, KBJyap&filpa 
3 :i !t(aniJS'i.ra 
4 == S'i.riputra 

A. ==  Angula 
Y = Yava 

1 

MADHYAMA-NAVATALA 
1 2 • J 4 5 6 

3 

12  

3 

3 

12  

3 

12  12 

12  12  

12  12  

24 24 

3 3 

24 24 

3 3 

12  

4 

12  

4 

12  12  

1 2  . 12  

12  !2  

24 24 

4 4 

24 24 

4 4 

3 

1 2  

3 

12  

12  

1 2  

24 

3 

24 

3 

3 

12  

3 

12 

12 

12  

24 

3 

24 

3 

108 JOB ios . 108 108 108 

7 = Pratimsmanalabana 
8 = DevaiMniuti-Prakirana 
9 = MBytJiastra 

10 = · Matsyapur.na· 
11 = ·v��udbarmottarapur�a. 

2 
UITAMA-DASATALA 
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The lsmbstatuva has to be set according to the size and 
pose of the statue, .and the p lumblines are drawn f�om it. 
Hence this instrument has to be fixed a little above the 
head of the statue. 

The correctness of the proportion of seated figures is 
determined according to a system of measurement known 
as cati.umiina. According·to this system of measurement 
the distance between the two knees, the distance from the 
left shoulder to the right knee and the distance from the 
right shoulder to the left knee must be the same as the 
height from the ssana (seat) to the hair-line on the top of 
the bead. 
Bibliography: Banerjea, J. N ., Development of Hindu 
Iconography, University of Calcutta, 1956. Bhattacarya, 
Tarapada, The Canons of Inditin Art, Calcutta, 1949. 
Bose, Phanindra Nath, Principles of Indian Silpalistra, , 
L$ore, 1926. Gfrasimova, K. M., Reli,cs of Aesthetic 
Th.ougbtoftbeEtJSt. The Tibetan Canons of Proportions, . 
Uhin-Ude, · 1911 . .M8nas8ra, edited by P. K. Acharya, 
London, 1933. Panopsky, Erwin, Meaning in the Visual 
A.rts, a Paragrine Book, 1955. R�o; T: A. G., TB.lamiina 
or lconometry, Calcutta, 1920. Siriputra and Alekhya
Jalcsana, edited and translated by Hans Ruelius, Got
tingen, 74. Vitruvius, Ten Books of Architecture, trans
lated by Morris Hicky Morgan, New Yqrk, 1 960. 
Wickl'aniagamage, Chandra, Principlei of BuddbisJ , 
Iconography and. Iconometry with· Special Reference· to 
tbeBuddbslmage, University of Lancaster� 1975, unpub- . 
lished Ph.D. thesis. Wickramagamage, Chandra, 'Theory 
of Proportions of Figures', The Ceylon · Historicitl 
Jorimal, ed. by Senab Bandaranayake, Vol. XXV, Oct. 

- --1978;.Tis8ra Prakasuayo-Lt<r.; oehlwata. · 

· a..dra Wkkramagamage 

· IDDID. The,.word derived from the Sanskrit rddhi, from 
root rdh to grow, to incresse, to prosper, to succeed, to 
accomplish . etc. is of frequent occur�·enc;e · in Buddhist 
�exts' beth in its primacy meanin:g and in a special 
extended meaning, When \!Sed in its original meanitig it 
connotes prosperity, affluence, success, splendour, high
position etc . .  In this sense it is almost synonymous with 
the word iaubbiva meaning majesty and power (D, 11, 
p. 72; cf. D. I, p. 213; M, I, p. 152). The use of the word 
in a still more general sense is :leen in such contexts where 
it is employed to bring out the �eaning of prosperity in 

household-life, implying the possession of good food, 
expensive fine clothing, well-equipped residences (A. I .  
p. 1 45). Comely appearance, longevity, good health and 
popularity among the subjects are said to be the iddhi of 
a cakkavatti-raja, a universal monarch (D. 1 1, p. 177). 
Even the birds' abiliLy to fly is said to be an iddbi, a 
special ability of theirs (Dhp. v. 1 75; . Vism. p. 382). 
When used in its extended meaning it connotes the idea of 
psychokinesis. /ddhi in this sense is the first item in the 
list of five or six kinds of super knowledge or faculty 
(abhiff!Ia, . q. v.)' . 

Belief in psychokinesis is of pre-Buddhist origin. 
There is textual evidence to establish that from the Vedic 
period ascetic practices coupled with some form of 
meditation were considered as means of attaining these 
psychokinetic powers. The Rgveda alludes to the ex'is
te�ce of such a belief (Rgveda, viii, cix, 6, x, cix, 4). The 
Atharvaveda says that goddess Astakii performing ascetic 
· practices produced the greatness ·�f lndra (A tbarvaveda, 
iii, x, 12). The Satapatba Brahmans (x, iv, 4, 2) says that 
Praj�pati by practising severe as�etic practices created 
stars from' 'the rays of light that issued forth from the 
pores of his body (see ERE, VIII, pp. 255, 3 l l , ff.). That 
, the development of psychokinetic powers · formed an 

esse'nthi.l p'&rt of the religious trai!'Jng of almo.st all pre- . 
Buddhistic ·religious traditions is seen · frotn frequent 

. refere��es 'made t� sages (rsi) �d other reli�ous'p�rson- .· 
. . ·-���who h'ad gain�d proficiency iD displayingmira�lous 

powers. 

There is positive evidence found in abundance in early · 
Bl!ddh!§'t lit�,ratu� tQ _spgw_ that. the Buddha, too, not · 
,only affirmed the existence of such wondrous pow(!rs but 
himself mastered them and gained proficiency at display
ing them whenever the need arose. Buddhism, too, 
admits that the attainment of iddhi is pos·sible after 
bringing the mind to a high level of development through 
meditational practices.2 The mind at this high leve·l of . 
development becomes concentrated, pure, cleansed, free 
from .blemishes, purged of all adventitious defilements, 
supple, pliant, steady and u�perturbed,l This state of the . 
mind is referred to as the fourth jhinic attainment (D. I. 
p. 76). The commentarial tradition refers to this state of 
the mind as t�e basis of sbhifJJii (J. I. p. 88 cf. Yism. p. 
384). When the mind has reached this state it could be 
dfrected towards the attainment of any of the six 
sbbi!Iflii. · 

. It is seen that iddhi is not an automatic or a necessil.ry 
product of the mind that has reached the state described . 

I. The six sbb,ilf8i are: f. iddbividbs (kind of psychokinesis) ii. dibbssots (clairaudiance); ill. cetopariys8ana (teiepathicknowledge); 
lv. pubbenivisinusssti8� (retrocognltive knowledge);,v. dibbscakkbu (clairvoyance) �d vi. issvskkhsyslf�s (knowledge of 

. 
the destruction of detiling lrnpubes). For details �� under each head word. 

2. There wu abo a belief which held that wondrous acts (iddb1) could be accomplished with the aid of occult practices (gandbSri vi.ifo: 
D. I, p. 2 1 1). . 

.. ..... :., ,.. _ 
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above. The texts are very clear on the poiri t that the 
meditator should intentionally turn his mind in that · 

direction if he so desires (sace akankhati: A. I l l ,  p. 
17-19; cf. al�o Vism. p. 378). 

It  is aJso seen that the Nikaya texts themselves speak of 
the cultivation of the bases of iddhi (i .e. iddhipada, q.v.) 
as a · pre-requiste for the attainment of iddhi (S. V. p. 
276. lddhipa£!a are four in number and involve the 
cultivation of will-to-do (chanda), energy (viriya), mind 
(citta) and investigation (vimamsa). Even the pre
Buddhistic religious tradition app�ars to have considered 
them as pre-requisites for the accomplishment of iddhi
powers (S. V. p. 254) and perhaps, this concept belongs 
to the common religious background of ancient India. 
However, in Buddhism the role of iddhipada_was widened 
to help the achievement "of spiritual power (dha111ma
iddhi) leading to Nibbiina {cf.. S. V. p. 258). 

The commentariat tradition reveals a significant expan
sion of the process leading to the attainment of iddhi. 
Thus, ·the · Visuddbimagga (chap. :Jtii) details· the eight 
attainments in each · of the eight kasinas (q.v.)� the 
fourteen. ways of completely conttollin�( the mind ·etc; 

which consist · of the course · leading to the suc�esSful 
accomplishment of iddbi: · 
• The numeorus types �f iddbi att!rinable by one �hq 

ha5 gainCd proficiency are liSted in tbesutt�. The *re�typed 
passage which enumerates different ./ddhi i's as follows: 
"Being one he becomes many, having become many be 
becomes one again, he becomes visible or invisible; he 
goes unhindered to the further side of a rampart, waJh :ir 
hill as if going through unobstructed space;: he dives into 
and emerges from the solid ground as if he is performing 
that feat in· water; he walks on water without breaking 
through as if walking on solid ground; ·he travels' cross
legged in thnky like birds on wings; even the moon and 
the sun so potent (mabiddhika)'and .mighty (mabanu• 
bhava) he touches and fee!s with his harids� he reaches in 
body i:Yen up to the world of Brahma4 (D. l, p. 73). 

The Visuddhimagga (Vism. p. 378 ff.) discusses ihe 
types of iddbi under ten different major beads one of 
which is 'iddhi by resolve' (adbittbana-iddb1) under 
which are listed the above-mention�d varieties ofiddhi. 
The Patisainbhiaamaggs (Ps. II, p. 205) list is quite 

similar to it while that in the Attbasalini (DhsA. p. 91) is 
somewhat differen t .  The heads given in the Visuddhi
magga and the Patisam bhidamagga are as follows: i. 
adbitthsnaiddhi (iidhi through resolve), ii. vikubbsna 
(iddhi through transformation), iii. manpmsya (iddbi 
through the power of mind), iv. Danavippabsra (iddhi 
through the extension of knowledge), v. samadhivippa
hara (iddhi through the extension of .concentration), vi. 
ariya (iddbi of noble ones), vii. kammavipikaja, (iddhi 
born of consequence of kamma), viii. puJIJiavato (iddbi 
of the meritorious), ix. vijfomaya (iddbi through occult 
sciences); x. tattba tattba (sami) or samm8payoga
paccaya ijjbanatthena (iddbi through the right exertion 
applied in specific instances). 

Even.a casull..l peru�al of these f:Jifferent types of iddhi 
co!,lvinces one that some of them are in no way connected 
to psychokinesis. In f�ct on.ly the first three i'ems of the 
list could be properly included under iddhiin the 5en�e. of 
psychokinetic power. Buddhaghosa himself ma�es SllC_� 
an observation ( Vism. p. 384). These three are mainly 
concerned with levitati�n, transformation of oneself into 
different forms �nd creation, through the power ofthe 
mind� of another projection Out ofthe �ormalform. How 
the jbiinic process helps th� acc6mplishment . of such 
wondrous feats, 'specially levitation, is explamed by'the 
Buddha ht the San:yuttanik�ya . . �he B�ddba says .that 
when concentrating the body in the mind and the mind in 
the �ooy, making the bod.Y depen�ent on 'he mind �d · 
the mind on the body one hllppens to dwelt developing in 
the body a sense of lightness. And at such .moments the 
body becomes extremely light, soft, pliable and radiant 
and with little effort it rises into the ai.r from the ground 
(S. V. p; 282 . f.)� The Visuddliimagga describe! the 
proceSs in greater detail ( 'Vism. p. 378 ff.). 

ThOUgh idd.�i is one{>f the abhiii/Ja it is not considered 
il part cf the Buddhist 'scheme .of salvation leading to 
Nibbana (D. · Ill, p. 4). The early textual evidence makes 
it abundantly clear that it is not an attribute oftbe 
Arabant,1 This is further established by t�e fact that 

. Devadatta, (q;v,) who was not an arahant, was aii adept 
in the display ofpsychokin�:tic powers (iddbip,itihiriya). 
A majority of the arahants do not seem to b'ave been 

inclined toward; developing this ability as it did not in 

3. The psychokinetic power attained through thejlianic prace�s is regarded aS a pi'o,duct of mind purged ofall defilements. This pow�r 
is lost as soon as the mind gets defiled once again. A striking example is DC'iadaha (q. v.) �ho last all his previoil!ly acquired 
iddhi-powi:r as soon � his mind became polluted with the enviou's thought of asstiml�g ieadership of the Sangha. 

4, 'fhis ti�t is �Ot exh�ustiv�. It appears that any WondroUS feit that is apparently beyond the ability of human beings (uttarim/UJuSSI 
d,hsmma) fall! under iddhi (cf .

. Vin. I, p. 25. A. I l l, p. 340; S. I. p. 144; IV, p. 290; V. p. 263); 
· · · · · · ·· -- {J �  V'·�:>·c;��4 - �-· •• • • • • • • " • 

5. Childers in his Pall Dictionary states, "lddhi is a peculiar attribute of the m:ahant!". Rhys Davids rightly point! out that Childers 
gives no authority for his definition (Dialogues oft he Buddha, pt. I, p. 272). Perhaps Childel'l may have been influenced by a mild 

�ndication to this effect In the Visuddhimagga (Vism. p. 376) which says that in the case of Buddhas, Pacceb Buddhu, chief 

diaciples etc. these supernormal powers are brought to success simply with the attainment of arahant!hip . 

.. � ... - -
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any �ay help them to realise Nibbana (cf. S. l . p. 1 9 1 ;  l l ,  
p. 1 1 5  ff; D. I l l ,  p .  105). 

Iddhi being beyond the range of ability of ordinary 
human beings (uttarimanussadhamma: D. I, p. 2 1 1 ;  Ill, 
p. 3 f.) waS generally considered a supernormal power, 
and those· who possessed such powers were held in high 
esteem ilnd veneration. This has been so even among the 
Buddhists, for even Devadatta, at one stage, was held in 
high est�em· because of this ability. But it is clearly stated 
in Buddhism that all importance and significance attached 
to iddbi pertain to the mundane level and hence, it is 
described as a material accomplishment (ar:pisa iddhi A. 

I. p: 93) or a worldly accomplishment (potbujjanika 
iddbi: VJ'n. II, p. 183): The Djgha.:.niksya(D. Ill, p. 1 12) · 
describes it as being sullied by defiling impulses (sasava) 
and accompanied by material substratum (sa-upadhika), . 

and therefore, ignoble (an�riya). In contrast to this, 
aceompalishments leading to Nibbana are called dbamma
iddbl, and ·they are described as being devoid of defilirig 
impulses (anisava), without clinging (anupadhika) and 
hence noble (ariya cf. A. I, pp. 93-170). 

. 

. Even "this material accomplishment. had been tJut into 
goQd use by the Buddha and some of his leading disciples, 
especially Moggallina (q.v.). Th·us, texts . record the 
B�ddha �tilizing his iddMpower to shatter the arrogance 
of Uruve1a Kassapa ( Vin. l, p. ·24 ff.) and of his .kinsmen 
(J: 1: p. 86) and of the heretics (DA. I. p: 57) to bdng 

· · about their well being. Moggallina Thera is said to have 
been an expert in using Jddbipstibariya as .a medium to 
win over. people (A. I,  p. " 23; BuA. p. 3 1, see DPPN. 
Mahii�Moggallana). 

However, textual ev.idence clearly establishes that the 
Buddha whil� not ovei'-utllizing .iddhipatihiiiya as a 
medium of teachlng and con "Version totally prohibited its 
use for publicity and personal gain. In fact the Buddha 
clearly percieved the danger� involved in the indiscrimi
nate use of iddhipatihiriyR. · He foresaw that some would 
even accuse that such wondrous acts are being accom
plished with the aid of magical charms (ganphari vijfo. D. 
I, p. 2J t · f.). Ther:Cfore, he declared the display of such 
psychokinetic powers by monks for the · purpose cif 
impressing upon laymen, as an ecclesciastical offence 
(apatti: Vin. li; -p . .  1 12). As the ability to perform such 
wondrous feats was regarded· as a sign of ho lirtess many 
may have laid false claims for such an ability. This 
perhaps is one of the reasons for promulgatmg the 
Vinaya rule which lays down that it is a pirajika offerice · 
tc make false claims to uttarimsnussadbamma. involving 
such abilities (Vin. Ill, p. 9 1). 

· 

While discouraging and denouncing this type .of iddhi 
whiCh are categoriZed as material accomplishments (amisa
iddiu), the Buddha encourages the successful fulfilment 
of spiritual accomplishment " (dhamma-iddhi). In the 

Sampasadaniya Sutta (D. I II, p. 1 1 3) the Buddha explains 
this kind of iddhi as follows: "This is when a monk can, 
if he so desires, remain unconscious of repulsion amidst 
what is repulsive, conscious of repulsion amidst what is 
not repulsive, or unconscious of repulsion amidst what is 
both repulsive and not repulsive or conscious· of repulsion 
amidst what is repulsive and not repulsive or avoid both 
which is repulsive and not repulsive and remain neutral 
(upekhako}, m indful  and . self- p o s s essed (sa to 
sampafono). 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

IDDIDPADA, the base of psychokinetic power or spiri
tual success. These are four in number and are frequently 
referred to in the Nikiiyas which speak of them as pr�" 
requisites for the accomplishment of iddhi(see IDDH!). 
The four iddhipadas are 1. base of iddhi consisting of 
concentration of will-to-do or zeal accompanied by 
striving (chandapadbanasankhars - samannagata -
iddbipada); 2. base of iddhi consisting of concentration 
of effort ... . (Vin'yasamadhiO); 3. concentration of thought 
. . . . .  (citta5amsdhi0); 4. concentration of investigation .. . .  

· . (vfmsmsasamadhiO). The. lddhipada-samyutta of the 
. · Sain,.Utia-rJkaya · -defines these as the ·path, the practice .. . . . 

.o£\vhich results iri the accomplishment of iddhi (S, V. p. 
27, cf . .Yism. II, ·p. 385). · 

Available evidence leads to the · inference that 
iddhipadas were in vogue and were used by religious 
person-ages-in pre-Buddhist times (D. n; p. 213, S; V. p. 
255 ff.). However, it  appears that· in pre-Buddhist times 
these were used almost solely as an aid to the accom
plishment ofpsychokinetic powers \\lhich were considered 
as a hall-mark or necessary accompaniment of spiri� 
tuality. The mental culture that resulted from the deve
lopment of iddhipidas does not appear to have been 
considered important. Howeve·r, a clear shift in emphasis 

· is seen in Buddhism. 
· 

Buddhism does not consider the accomplishment of 
psychokinetic powers as being in any way helpful to the . .  
attainment of its goal. In fact; Buddhism labels them as · 
mere wondrous physical aCComplishments (imisaiddhi)" 
·as opposed to a new type of iddhi which .it refers to as 
dbamma-iddhi (i.e. wondrous.mentai accomplishment) 
leading one to Nibbina. H appears that the Buddha 
seeing the high potential of iddhipada as an aid for 
gaining mental culture and consequent spiritual growth, 
moulded them and geared them in this new direction 
making them function as. preliminary steps for reaching 
the goal, Nibbiina (S. V. p. 258). Perhaps it is t.o this 
development in the new direction that is referred to when 
the Sa�yuttaspeaks of partial (padesa) and comprehe�-
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sive (samatta) development of iddhipada (S. IV, p. 256 
ff.). It may be that the part i al practice of iddhipada 
helped to develop psychokinetic powers, whereas the 
comprehensive practice enabled one to develop these 
powers as well as gain mental culture leading to Nibbana. 
The commentary, however, takes this differently (SA. 
III, p. 25 1 ). 

In Buddhism, therefore, mental culture resulting from 
the development of iddhipadas took precedence over the 
accomplishment of psychokinetic powers. Hence the 
culture of iddhipadas began to play an important role in 
the religious training..:. Thus, when a brahman called 
,Unniibha questioned Anand a thera as to the purpose for 
which the religious life is lived under the Buddha, the 
latter replied that it is for the purpose of abandoning 
desire; When questioned as to the way leading to this 
abandonment, venerable Ananda answered that it is 
none other than the culture of iddhipadas (iddhipada
bhavana; S. V. p. 272). The culture of iddhipadas came 
to be characterised as a means capable of completely 
destroying all the ills of life (S. V. p. 1 25). lt is conducive . 
to complete disenchantment (�kantanibbida}, detach
ment (vitiga}, cessation (nirodhs), tranquiliity (upasam�). · 

insight (abhifl/Is) enlightenment (sambodhi) and fin�lly 
to the realisation of Nibbiina (loc. cit.). 

· 

Will-to-do or zeal (chanda), effort (viriya), thought 
(citta) and investigation (rima�sa) are the four factors · 
of the predominance and preponderance on which 
depends the mental phenomena associated with it as well 
as the consequent actions of a being. Hence, their control 
and proper cultivation has a strong bearing on one's 
spiritual eleva�ion. Therefore, it is not surprising to find 
.the culture of iddhipadas being interwoven into the core 
of the Buddhist practice leading �o Nibbaila. This 
interweaving has been effected through the Noble Eight
fold Path (ariya-atthangika-magga) which is named as 
the Path that leads'io the cultivation of iddhipadas (S. Y. 
p. 276). 

The culture of iddhipadas is clearly enunciated in the 
Nikiiyas. Thus, it is said that these should be �eveloped so 
that they shall be neither sluggish (atilina) due to 

. indolence (kosajja) nor over stralned (atipaggahita) due 
to excitement (uddhacca), nor shall they · be inwardly 
cramped (ajjhatta-sankhitta), due to sloth and torpor 
(thina·middha), nor outwardly diffused (bahiddha 
vikkhitta) by their being concerned with the five desires 
(paflcakamaguna: S. Y. pp. 267, 277). When thus culti
vated they make the mind become untrammelled and 
alert, leading it to brilliance. , , " 

When properly de . eloped the iddhipadas operate as 
antidotes to the five factors that go to weaken one's 

I. B�hadsrBJ?ysks Upani�ad 1 .4. 1 - l  0. 

. .. . .,-... ... -· 

spiritual t raining (sikkhadubbalyam); function as aids 
t ha t  help to overcome the five fet ters of the mind (cetaso 

vinibandha: A. I V. p. 1 64)". Further they result in the 
non-arising of unwholesome mental states that had not 
yet arisen; for the abandonment of unwholesome mental 
states already arisen; for the arising of wholesome mental 
states not yet arisen and also for the stability, cultivation 
and increase of wholesome mental states already arisen 
(S. Y. p. 268). Ananda thera very lucidly explains how 
the culture of iddhipadas helps to abate desire. (S. Y: p. 
272). 

the i�portan_ce of the cultur� of iddhipadas in the 
scheme cit Bud-dhist training is such that it )s considered 
as being conducive to the realisation of Nibbiina. If 
however, its culture is neglected then the Noble Path that 
leads to Nibban� .also becomes ne�ected (S. Y. p. 254). 

W�th regard to the effects that accrue to a person who 
fully .develo.ps the iddhipadas, it is said· that such an one, 
besid�s g�Irlng proficiency in the display of psychokinetic 
powers·(i.ddhivikubbana), becomes also successful in this 
ve� life; in destroying the as a vas, in gaining insight into 
th�uiriJJ�\�� attaining freedom of mind (cetovimutti) 

· an<idre�Mm. through wisdom (pafiiiavimutti). If, how
eve,�.��C.!f:�·p�rson fails to reali!e.this goal in this very life 
and if .the.re be any substrate left, he is assured of the state 
of.a · pa,���tJJrner (S. Y. p. 2828 (f.). 

. · .. � · .::.1-{? ·: , ":.\:.:!".: '1 :: : · • ' 
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S. K. NanayaJduir8 

In the early Indian phjlps9phicel cont.ext the search for 
objectivity and certainty led the Upanisadic thinke� to 
accept the belief in a p�rmanent and ete'rnal self (atman) 
in the human person as well as in the objective world of · 

experience. '  The identification of the reality within the 
. individual with the reality pervading other individuals as 
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well u phenomena led to a conception of unity in the 
universe. This unity of the fact�Jal world was then 
identified with the ultimate value {brahma}, the source of 
the societal division into castes,2 This conception of 
unity represents what may be called the metaphysical 
idealism. With this emphasis on ultimate unity and the 
gradual distrust of plurality, the U panisadic thinkers 
were moving toward il transcendental id�alism as they 
endeavoured to discover some form of knowledge that 
transcends ordinary sense experience. This was expressed 
by the parable of the two birds perched on the same 
branch,- one enjoying. the pippala fruit and the other 
simply looking on.J The former represents the empirical 

. self enjoying the world of sensory experience, the latter 
the transcendental self which accounts for the unity of 
experience, a theoreticRI standpoint that is ncit much 
different from what has been proposed by the trans
cendental idealist in the modem world, Immanuel Kant. 4 
As in the case of niodem philosophy after Kant, in the 
Upanisadic tradition absolute idealism was lurking not 
t6o fa� in the horiton. Absolute idealism reached its 
culmination when thc fUpanisadic thinkers conceived of 
bi'abma u "pure C(:>gnition" (vfjifana)and bliss (anai1da).5 · 

Arrayed against such idealism were the physical deter
mhiism ;of the . ¥aterialists and. the . . 

biological deter-
minism of the Ajivikas. 6 · · 

. What ' was lacking · in· the , India� context bef�re 
Bud�his�q is . any speculation comparable to what · is 
involved iri epistemological ideitlism. A superficial con
sideration of some of the epistemological speculations in 
early Buddhism may lead to the conclusion that they are 
similar to those of the epistemological idealists of the 
Western world, especially . George Berkeley. Yet there 
indeed are ·significant differeilces. 

. The epistemological idealist's . J]lain contention is 
whether 'sensQry experie11ce reveals the independent 
eXistence of �atter, for every time we look for a material 
substance we end up with a perceptual sensation which is 
more subjective. For . him existence is identical with 
perception. This may not be an unacceptable position for 

. the Buddha who emphasized the idea that .the world, its 
ari�ing imd ceasing, .is withjn this fathom-long body 
us�ated with perception and mentation,(S. I, p. 62; A. 
U, 'pp. 48, 50). The Buddha was prepared to go beyond 
tlie assertion that there.cannot be experienc� of the world 
without sense coritacf (pbassa) to make the claim .that 

> . .  

2. ibid., f:•U0- 1 7. 

even a valid conception or theory is impossible inde
p�ndent of such contact (D. I , pp. 43-44). But the 
similarity between early Buddhism and epistemological 
idealism ends here. This is because Buddhism does not 
look for absolute certainty in sense experience and 
knowledge gained through such experience whereas 
epistemological idealism, seeking for such certainty, 
continued to raise further questions. 

The first question is: Is there real matter or a materia! 
substance undiluted by and independent of sense expe
rience? An epistemological idealist like Berkeley argued 
that the conception of matter as something existing 
independent of experience is a myth. ile therefore 
characterized his theory as immaterialism. For the 
Buddha, the objectivity of matter need not be denied 
because the source through which �� get to krio� matter 
is sensation. The object of k�owledge and the source of 
knowledge need not necessarily be identical. Thus, while 
defining t he experience of e ar t h  as coarseness 
(kakkhBJati), water as fluidity (Bpogata), heat as cal�ri- . 
city (tej�gata) and air as viscocity (vsyogata) (M. I� pp. 
1 85, 42 1 ;  III, p.. 240), the 

.
Buddha was not Willing to 

.. reduce earth, water, fire, and air to empty concepts. Wh�t 
, : he denied is that the.se objective elements depending upon 

which we have sensory experience possess some mys
. -terious and underlying essence .that makes them per

-nj�nent. and eternal compared to the sensalions them� 
selves which are obviously impermanent and changing. 

. Thus, the very analysis of an object into substance and · 

qualities where the former is conceived as the independent · 
object \\'hiJe the lat!er .represe,nt tbe perceived characte
ristics, an analysis that contributed to persistent meta

.Physical debates later on in philosophical traditions both . 
Eastern and Western, was avoided by the Buddha at the 
very outs.et. The Buddha .realized that in the process 
which leads to genuine ,knowledge and understanding of 
the objective world restraint of the senses constitutes an 
important preliminary step. In explaining such restraint 
of the senses he argued that what is to be avoided is the 
grasping after substance or mysterious causes (nidzittil) 
and qu3lities (anuvyaiJjana: D. I,  p.  70; M. 1, p. 18Pff.) I� 
fact, as the description goes, the restraint of the sens�s 
(cakkhusa11!�·ara) does not involve any physicaJ activity . 
but simplr the restraint of the p�rspective one adopts 
immediately after the external object has been perceived · 
(cakkbuna rup� disva). . 

3. Flr.:t �c��uing In the Rsveda 1 . 164:20, it �as utilized by some of the Upanisads, Mundaka 3. 1 . 1 ;  Svetasvatara4.6. and reads II! . 
follows: Two birds, close companions, occupy the same tree. One of them eats the swe�t pippala fruit, the other, not eating, keeps 
looking on. · · · 

.:·· ·s� immanuel Kant's .Critique of Pure Reason, tr. N. K. Smith, London: Macmillan, 1963, JIP· 135 ff . 
. 
S. B[hBdBrBJ?yaks Upani�ad 3.9.28; see also Taitti;ya Upani�ad 2.5.1.: 3.5. 1. 
6. See B. M. BalU8, Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosoph,¥ . 
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Secondly, the Buddha carefully avoided any commit• 
ment to either idealism or realism when he utilized the 
language of dependence in describing the process of 
sensory experience.'The statement reads: 

Depending upon the eye and the visible form arises 
visual con$ciousness. The concomitance of the· three 
is coJ)tact. Depending upon conta.c.t is feeling (M I, 
pp. 1 1 1-1 12). 

The important feature oi this de�cription is that it avoids 
some of the basic assumptions of the realist as well as the 
idealist. It differs from the realist's claim that the external 

, object impinges on the sense organ or leaves an imprint 
on the mind which is a tabula rasa. It also differs from the 
epistemological idealist's description which begins and 
ends with a sense impression. Instead it asserts two 
conditions, first the sense organ and then the object of 
sense, without Which no sense experience would· take 
place. Furthermore, without contributing to any theory 
like epi-phenomenalism .which would render conscious,._ 
ness a by:.product of matter (th� materialist taking the
sense organ and object of sense to be constituted of 
matter), the above .statement emphasizes the idea that 
consciousness arises depending upon the faculty and the 
object, instead o( the latter generating the former. In 
other words, sense faculty and object are conditioning 
factors of consciousness {viRJJiba} which provide .cOn
tinuity in experience as it flows like a stream (sot•: D. III, 
p. 105). Here again, the language of dependence excludes 
the possibility of understanding consciousness a5 -some
thing that occurs independent of a faculty and an object. 

. Finally, the Buddha was not troubled by the specula
tive question posed by the epistemological idealist its to 
whether an object exists when not perceived. It is one 
thing to assert that what exists is what is perceived 
through sense experience, and yet anoth�:r to claim that 
existence ls identical with perception. While perception 
gives us information about the existence of some object, 
it is not identical with the existence of that object so that 
when it is not being perceived it disappers into nothing
ness. Fcir the reidentification of. an object perviously 
perceived is the function of memory. the Buddha was a 

· radical empiricist (q.v., Empiricism) and was not willing 
to dismiss memory as a totally invalid means of know
ledge. As such he did not have to posit an aU-perceiving 
Supreme Being whose perception aceounts for the exis
tence of the objective world when the mortals &.re not 
perceiving it, which was a solution to the problem 
presented by Bishop Berkeley. Yet this does not mean 
that the Buddha recoguized as existing sornething that 
has never been perceived. To claim the existenc� of 
somethiDg uttperceived (sdi!.tbe d�t!havTull) is said to 
contribute to suffering comparable to that of the purga
tory (A. II, p. 227). A disclaimer to omniscience on the 

part of the Buddha, Jven though the faithful were to 
attribute it to him, is clearly evident from his discourse on 
"everything" (sabb�; S. IV, p. 14). 

Tlinpistemological standpoint ad opted by the Buddha 
thus precludes the possibility of interpreting hls doctrine 
as some form of idealism. Even if the epistemological 
reflections do not lend themselves to an idealistic inter
pretation, it could be argued that Buddhism cannot avoid 
an idealistic stance because of the need to explain 
morality and freedom. S. Radhakrishnan, who did not 
perceive any difference between Buddhism and 
Hinduism, espeCially in relation to the conception of 
nirvana, referred to early Buddhism as Ethical Idealism. 
In the 'western world, Kant ian idealism is still appreeiated 
because of its defence of freedom against the extremely 
popular theories of physical and natural determinism, 
these latter being outright materialistic. Admirers .of 
Kant assume that since howledge and freedom are ' 
closely linked, determinism and reductive materialism 
cannot be true. Since early Buddhism is neither deter� 
minis tic nor mat.erialistic it did not have to adopt · an 
idealistic stance when explaining morality and freedom. 
The Buddha's doctrine of "dependenfarising" (paticcs- · 

ssmuppads) is formulated in a mlll?ner that avoids the 
extremes of eternalism and nihilism, determinism and 
indeterminism, fatalism and change. It is a middle . 
standpoint. Its main feature is "conditionality" which 
abo involves the renunciation of abs�lute certainty and . · 
equally absolute scepticism. This me_ans that the Buddha 
was prepared to philosophize within a -limited framework, 
hence the non-absolutist ch;u-acter of his views about 
knowledge ilnd understanding as well as his conceptions 
of truth _and reality. It was within such a context that he · 
proposed . a theory of morality and a conceptit�n of 
freedoiri (nibbina) .. Nc;ither the theory of morality nor 
the conception of freedom are absolutistic for, as pointed 
out earlier, they were formulated in the background of a 
rathc:r absol\ltistic m�taphysical idealism as well as 
materialistic arid bio}Qgical !Ieterminism all of which be 
repudiated. : ... . · 

Buddha's conception qf freedom is therefore to be 
understood in the-b�ck.grQund .,o{ hjs own conception of 
bondage . . Freedom.-is sometime"!. referr� to u trans
cending the wodd (7Qkl{ttar,.a):which would mean that the 
wor!d (loks) n:presents bondage. At other . times it is 
described u the ending of the continuous life-process 
(samsaTB). A clarification of the meaning of the term . 
••wo'rld" will shed more light on the term samsinr which 
��s widely used in later Buddhism to refer t.o the itate of 
bondage. According to an extremely important dis
course, "The Discourse to Kacciyana" (Ksccayinsgott.
sutta}', the world (lob) is. one which is "bound by 

7. S. 11. 1 7-18 quoted by the leading philosopher! of the Buddhiat tradition such u Nigarjuna, see David J. Kalupahana, lligirjuna. 
The Philo1ophy of the Middle Way, Albany: State Univenlty of New York Press, 1 986, pp. 9 ff. 

- - - . ·- . ·-· 3. S.P.C. 92478 � �  ... .... . _ 
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approach, grasping, and inclination." The restraint of 
approach, grasping and inclination does not mean the 
total annihilation (uccheda) of the world of experience or 
the attainment of a permanent state of e:tistence (sassata). 

·The·ume .. �iscourse states that human beings generally 
l�im toward- one--or �he other of these two states.s The 
elimination of greed (iobha), hatred·( dosa) and confusion 
(m?ha), which is equated with ffeedQ,_m(nibbana)9 enables . 

· one tq restrain one's perceptive regatd�g the nature of 
the world and continue to live therein without undergoing 
suffering. That restrained perspective also prevents him 
from grasping on to existtnce so that at the end of the 
present life the possibility of a future life is also elimi
nated.\ This is �hat is implied by the ending of the .life
process (samssra). Thus, when a person attains freedom . . 
he dQes .not .have. to remove himself from the natural 
process of dependence, but . only abandon those pers- . 
pectiv�s · that :lead to grasping· and the consequent 
sufferiJ�g• 

It . is . this ·non-absolutist conception of freedom that 
· paved the way for an equally non-absolutist moral 
. philO$Qphy. Thus, early Buddhism did not advocate the 
idea that the. good life has to be sacrifieed at the altar of 
the moral life as the idealistic traditions of the East and 

. : West d
·
i�.llere the middle path is between self�indulgence 

. and self-mortifi�ation,.(S. V, p. 42l) 'b�tween craVing for 
becoming' and: cravin

.
g for non-becoming or suicide (M. · 

·m, p. ' 
244). The' moral life go¢5 hand in band. with the 

·. 'good life in such a way that the person who practises it 
lives. without hurting himself and not himning others ( M. 
II, p. : 1 14 f.). It is a life of peace or non-conflict 
(mnavibira: M. Ill, p. 230 f;) and is said to be the 

· high�st stage· of morality and ultimate freedom . . Thus, 
philosophicilly ear�y Buddhism ·did not hilve to 8ccept 
any form of i�ealism in order to account for morality and 
f�dom: .The renunciatio� of polar views relating to 
humllD life and spirituaiity enabled early Buddhism to 
adopt a more pragmatic approach. 

. . . 
HoweVer, such· polar concepts did appeai: in the iater 

Buddhist tradition, especially with the emergence of a 
transcendentalist conception of the Buddha. The earliest 
reftrence to such a view is to be found in the Kathsvattbu 
where Moggaliputta-ti�sa refutes-the Lokuttaravida that 
negated .tbe bisto"riclty of the Buddha and propo5ed a 
transcendentalist view (Km; pp. 559-561). Interestingly 
tl!e ide its refuteCf m· the Kathavattbuemerged with greater 

force in the Mahav�stu and the Lalitavistsra, both works 
being looked upon as belonging to  the Sarviistivida 
school. In fact, philosophically such a view can be linked 
to the Sarvastivadins w�ose doctrine of the eternal nature 
of phenomena (dharmasvsbhsva) is not a far cry from 
! hat of the U panisadic theory of self (atman). The theory 
of substantial o'r essential existence (svabhava) is a 
metaphysical attempt · t:o unify1 variety and plurality. 
Sarviistivada: _may therefore be looked upon as the first 
step in the direction of metaphysical idealism. Meta
pllysical idealism reac�ed a more sophisticated level in 
the Saddbarmspundariks-sutrs where unity is proposed 
at the concep•ual l�v�j with the theory of "equality of all 
dharmas" (sarva-dharms-samata), the knowledge (av_a
bodha) of which is said to constitute enlightenment or 
.Buddhahood. ID  The conceptual absolutism of the 
Saddharmapundarlka placed the concept of Buddha at 
the pinnacle, d�wn-playing the significance of the his::.. 
torical Buddha, the value of the early discourses, and the 
importance of the life of the early disciples who had 
attained freedom.( srhatlia: ibl.�. pp. 81-82) . . With deve
lopment of such transcendentalism and absolu�m one 
can notice a change in the moralj_hilosophy as weD. For 
exampl_e, the Saddhsrmapundarikais the first.Mayiyina 

· . text to Ju�tify sel(-sacrifice (i�id. p. 164). The sacrif�ee.of 
one's psychophysical . personality for the sake �of the 

. :. auddh!l,.the ideal;_ is justified by the fact that the former is 
.\lt�edy . �nreal while the: latter is ul�imately·· real," The 

: mor11.l ideal calls for the abandoning not only of the good 
· . life but. even one's own personality. This idea pervades 

�orne of the Jiitakas and the Avadiinas as well. · 

the transition from metaphysical idc:alism to absolute 
idealism is met with in the LaDksvatira-siitrawherein the 
famous doctrine of citta-ll)stia C'thought onlyj is ell.
borated in great detaiJ.II Indeed it bec9mes .the }ocus 

, classicus of ·the s ch ool  of  Absolute · ldeallsm 
'rvijtfi�avida) that �duced the world (Jok�) to a mere · 
..apparition, an ilfuslon (mays). The traditional identi
fication of . philosophers like Vasuban9bu with this 
school has been q\lestioned in recent times.u 

David J. · Kalupablna 

IDOLATRY, the worship of idols or material obj� as 
representations of god. This feature in theistic reti8idn 

8. Ibid., dvayaniuito khvay� �accsyana Joko yebhizyyena atthitalf ceva.natthitalf ca. . 

9. S. IV.261, yo kbo iVIISo rR,aklchayo dosakkhayo mohakkhayo idam vuccati nibbsnam. 

10. Ssddhartmplll!f!arlh-iutra (vaidya edn.) p. 91.' 
• • 

1 1 . LaiJki:v·IM�..Utra (Nanjio edn.) I'P· SI-S2. 

12. See David J; .ICalupahana; The Principles of.Buddhist Psychology, Albany: State Univemty of New York Preu,- 1987; Stefan 
Anacker, SeYeD Works of Vasubandhu, Delhi: Motilai ·Banarsidass, 1984. 
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has been adapted in Buddhist worship giving it a different 
va l u e .  T h e  fo l l o w i n g  s t a t e m e n t  r e g a rd i n g  
idolatry found in the Encyclopaedia Bn'tannica (Vol. 1 2 ,  
p.  70; 1960) may be  quoted here before proceeding to 
discuss the subject. ''In an age when the study of religion 
was practically confined to Judaism and Christianity, 
idolatry was regarded as a degeneration from an un
cortupt primeval faith, but the comparative and historical 
investigation of religion has shown it to be rather a stage 
of an upward movement, and by no means the earliest. " 
In Buddhism this practice has to be examined in relation 
to the images representing the historical Buddha or his 
predecessors, the future Buddha Mctteyya, dhyiini
Buddhas (s.v.), Bodhisattvas (s.v.) and the multitude of 
other deities connected with the faith, specially in its later 
developments lik.e the Mahayana and the Vajrayiina. t As 

. we are concerned here with the place assigned to this 
practice in Buddhism, it would suffice to discuss the 
subject with reference to the image of the historical 
Buddha. The theories applicable to the worship of the 
Buddha-image in this · sens� would apply, mutatis 
mutandis, to the worship of tb�se other images 8s well. 

· The use of images as objects of worship was a historical 
· development in Buddhism in all its phases from about the 

begirinirig of the Christian era. The early phase remained 
aniconic in that whenever need arose to show the 
Buddha's presence it was done through symbols such as 
the bodhi-tree, wheel . of the law (s. v. dbamma-cakka), 
foot-print etc. This practice may be explained as being 
due to the in.fJuence of the Buddhist concept of Nirvana 
with the attainment . of which the existence of the 
individual as a separate entity ceases. This state was 
beyond definition as being _inconceivabJe in human and 
mundan� t�rins. C�ms�quently, it was unrealistic and 
contradictory to portray a released saint who has trans
ce_nded earthly �xistence in anthropomorphic form as an 
individual. · · - · 

Two statements of the Buddha himself that could have 
confirmed and strengthened this. view can be l!.dduced 
from the Pali Nikiyas. The first of th\:se is found in the 
BrsbmR.fala Sutta (D. I, p. 46 ff.) and runs as follows: 
"The body of Tathigata, 0 bhikkhus, stands devoid of 
the roots for re-existenee; gods and men see his body so 

· long as it remains intact: on the dissolution of the body, 
beyond the end of his life, neither gods nor men shallsee 

- it." The second statement was made to Vakkali Thera 
(S. Ill, p. 120) who was nll the time · gazing at the 

. Buddha's physical form in admiration and the Buddha 
advised him not to be attracted towards a body full of 
impurities (putikiya) but to 'see' him by understanding 
the Dhamma. From the first statement it follows that it is 

incorrect for the world to look forward to continue seeing 
t he Buddha in his physical form as he, on being the 
Buddha, had cut off for good his roots in s�sara. And 
according to the second statement the source of inspiration 
for the disciple should be the Dhamma through which the 
Teacher continues to · live and not the physical body 
which is perishable and full of impurities. It discourages 
the glorifh;ation of the body as an object of penonal 
adulation. · · · 

This kind of discouragement of rendering any special 
honour or reverence to him in the form of a personality 
cult must have led his disciples to consider that it was 
safer and more appropriate to represent the Master 
through symbols. Moreover, during the last d ays of his 
life, the Buddha explained to an impatient Ananda that 
the form of honour the disciples could confer on him after 
his passing away would be to erect a stiipa over his 
bodily relics and place garlands and lamps beside it in 
memory cif the Master. Other forms of aniconic represen
tation would h ave been devised as monuments in 
Buddha's honour increased and there was an evident 
scarcity of relics. And accordmgly till about the beginning 
of the Christian era the.Budd.ha was-represented aniconi� 
cally. -�;··� ·� . 

��-:-� ·· . 
However, in course of time, perhaps with the theistic 

and devotional developments of the-Milbiyina around 
the fint century· A. C. aniconic symbols · began to · be • 
replaced · by an · image. In this novel and important 
development of the production of cult-images, the piety 
of the broad masses must have played a vital role in that 
they began to tre�t the Buddha mote ·as a rnercif!ll 
redeemer than a Teacher showing the way. -It Waf difficult 

. for the ordinary folk of lesser. intellect to ·conceiVe the 
Buddha as a principle represented throu'gh'a syiribo1. The 
attitude of personeldevotion; &{ exemplified by the case 
of VakkaJf ·therli -referred 'to ·earlier, thitt· such people 
would inevitably develdpialso must ht!Ye made strdnger 
this necessity for images: This imag-e, it' rriay be observed 
here . too, was;'genetally -·it ' symbol' and··,nof a, pcrtrait. 
Images are integrated into the narratives delling With the 
life of the historical Buddha. This was easily done, once 
the dread or the dislike ofhuman..:.repi'e�entation of the 
Buddha was overcome. 

· · 

Literary references clearly show that the showing of 
respect and honour to the Buddha in person was quite 
common when he WM alive. Those who came to meet him 
fint paid their respects · to him before engaging in a 
conversation. This practice was repeated at the time of 
departure as well. It was natural that a Teacher like the 
Buddha should have been honoured in this manner. 

. . . l � . . . 
I, It is sometimes suggested that in India idolatry origin�t�'with the Buddhists, for the most ancient imagCJfound there are Buddhist 

(ERE. vi,. p. 1 22) while both in Hindi and Persian the word for image is 'but ' derived from the term 'Buddha'(B, Walker, Hindu 

World, Vol. I, p. 468: London George Allen Unwin). 
. 

,. r :.. .... -
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Accordingly, even after his passing, his devotees continued 
the practice, first aniconically and later through icons. 
This fact Is very we� illustrated by the story that led to the 
planting of the Anand a bod hi-tree. · The citizens of 
Sivatthi who visited the Jetavana in the Buddha's 
absence, not knowing how to dispose of the offerings they 
bad brought for the Buddha, heaped them near the door 
of the Budha's chamber. · Anithapindika. reported the 
matter to Ananda, who is consultation with the Buddha 
decided to plant a seed from the bod hi-tree at Gayi at the 
entrance to Jetavana monasters. This was ceremonially 

· done amidst a large gathering and thereafter, those who 
came tb�re in the Buddha's absence made their offerings 
to the Ananda-bodhi which was considered as repre
senting the Buddha. 

plety and it is such practice that could be conveniently 
labelled as image-worship or idolatry in a pejorative · 
sense. It could degenerate itself into "pagan idolatry" if 
the devotee confirms himself to the worship of the image 
as his main religious practice without practising the 
Dhamma. 

But a factor common to both these higher and lower 
forms is the service the image performs as a reminder and 
a source of inspiration for the devotee by generating a 
feeling of respe.ct and reverence for the Teacher. They 
also become helpful to the devotee by making it possible 
for him to approach the Teacher in a vi�ible sense of 
closeness t ... Him. 

· It is not possible to assign the exact date at which the 
Buddha began to be represented and honoured through 

The worship of images could be meaningful when the images. ln the olden Buddhist sculpture at Bharhut and 
image is made use of u an aid to meditation and other Sancbi of the second century B. C., the Buddha himself is 
reHgiou exercises, when it helps the devotee to focus his not depicted although various other deities are portraytd 
attention on the truins. discovered a:nd propounded by in anthropomorphic form. It seems that the Buddha-
the Buddba. To such a deVotee tbe image as an antbro- image began to appear with the beginning of the ChriStian 
pomorphic symbol, represents the . Teacher (for this Era, although its existence prior to the date cannot be 
reason it is cal.led an uddesjka ceiiya) and. is devoid of disproved. However, it should be mentioned here that 
any value or power in]tself; except h1 an artis.tic sense. Its according to the -Kilingabodhi Jitaka (J. . IV, pp. 
significance; accordirigly, _ lies in a kind of aequired · . 28-30) · the . Buddha-image . (pstimi) · belongs to . the 

· woqation. The ritualistic veneration (pu.fo) of an image· · -� · uddesika (memorial or the l�t category of the three-fold 
-in euch _a sense is; �ndoubtedly • u$eful religious exercise . .  :. · divjsion of Buddhist shrines (Cetiya s.v.), aCcepted as 

. in that it helps the devotee to reco.llec Hhe· Buddha's . . .. such by the Buddha himself;' 
. 

. · · 

greatness which in turri would· inevitably inspire him to · · · 

follow the Dhamma preached by him. Uke all cetiyas, It is of intere�t to refer here to a somewhat legenq!U)' .
· 

imag� too, in;pire the worlhipper and gratify his mind. account of the first instance ofa Buddha image recovered 
Thus the individual automntically·progresses towards the 

. by the Chinese pilgrim Hsaan Tsang. According to his 
attainment of EnHgh_tenment. Veneration of images in account the Buddha himself not · only approved the 
this, se�. is to be teg�!,ied .not only as useful and maki�g of his images for memoril!l purposes, but also the 
necessary but also liS a ptogieuive feature in Buddhist showing of honour to tftem. The Chinese pilgrffli records3 
religio� pr_actice. It is an aid to wonhip and .. meditation. that in a monastery at Kosambi there was a sandalwOOd 
In tlifs sense the ptactice Jtu to be k�pt·;di!tinctly apart image of Gautama Buddha wit� a stone canopy above iL 

.f rom idolatry and ·one should be wary of 'iuob.��scrip- It was put up by king Odena of ·K.osambi -during the 
tions of Buddhism as "heathen idolatry" u wuaim.e by 3-month absence oftbe Buddha when be bad ascended to 
the earJy.Chirstian missioneries who came to Sri ti!1b the Tusita heaven to preach the Abhidhamma to the 

. from the West,l 
· deities including his mother. The king hlld persuaded 

. Afahant Moggalliinll to transport by his spiritual powen 
an artist to the heavt�nly world to observe the likeness of 
the Buddha and take note of the sacred marks on his 
body. He had a statue carved out accordingly and ,ben 
the Buddha returned from the Tusita heaven (be ataiue 

Idolatry, on the other hand, could become a degenerate 
form of reHgious practice if the image of the Buddha is 
regarded not as a memorial symbol or .u an Bid . to 
religious exercises but u the "Buddha himse.lf" and 
endowed with divine influence. If is in this sense that 
idolatry becomes objectionable, when thedevotee believes 

· that the real Buddha actually 'lives' in the· image. Such 
belief is sometimes mevitab1e as an el�ment in popular . 

· "r.ose and· saluted him" and the Buddha then add� 
the statue in the· following terms: "lbe work expected 
from you is to toil in the conversion of heretics and to lead 
future generations in the way of religion.,... 

2. · See Buddhist CcrnmissioiJ Report, An Ceylon Buddhist Congress, 19S6 (Sinhala), p. 67. 
3. Samuel Bea� Cb;IJeSe Accounu of Indi-. Vol II, p. 2$4, 
4. When ICina Puenadl ofiCosali. heard what Uden1 ofKosamblhad done, he too got a sandalwood copy ofthla lmaae madefor the 

. Jetavana monute'! durlnj 'the same period of BUddha's absence (ibid. I, p. 26), which agreea with the story of the 
K01ai.bimbaVlJJ!� afven below, · · · 

• .. It!'":-_. _ 



ILLUSION 

According to another version of the same story 
preserved in P al i  ent i t led K osalabimbavannana 
"Account of the Kosala image . ''S, once king Pasen�di of 
.K.osala went to the Jetavana to meet the Buddha with 
flowers, incense etc. As the Buddha had left the monastery 
he, along with many others who had gone in like manner, 
left all the articles of offering in the monastery and 
returned home. On the following day the king met the 
Buddha and informed him of what had happened and 
indicated his wish to make a statue of the Buddha to be 
honoured in his absence. The Buddha not only approved 
the idea but instructed as how to do it as well. Thereupon 
the king got a beautiful statue made nut of sandalwood. 
The Buddha was pleased with the work and is said to have 
made the same statement to the statue as recorded by 
Hsilan Tsang in . the above . instance. The description 
contains a number of Pali stanzas extolling the merits of 
making Buddha images and the writing of books on the 
Dbamma. 

Whether the incidents recorded in these references are 
historically true or not, the statement said to have been 
made by the Buddb� to the statue is significant because it 
Js jntended to malce a case for the making of and worship 
of Buddha images in the manner earlier described. In this 

· qualified sense idolatry can be looked upon as a feature of 
Buddhism as has also been proved historically up to the 

. present day. 

A. G. S. KarlyaW&Ma� 

IGNORANCE. See AVUJA 

BLUSION consists esSentially of an erroneous inter
pretation of some external object which is then mistaken 
for something other than it actually is. ll seems probable 
that certain illusions are generated by conscious wi!hes, 
and that the. error of mistaking one object for another is 
due to the desire to see some specific object. But when an 
experience in the senses is not based on an external 

. fact�al object, Jt is called a hallucination. An i1Jus1on, 
. therefore, is a deception which bas its basis in actuality 

llld Wbichmay be a misinterpretation of afact, e.g., a lata 
morgsns or mirage, ·an optical illusion, a misinterprets-

. 

tion o' an actuil experience. 
But if the imposition is without physical or imaginary 

ground, one speaks of a delusion, e.g., the illusion that aU 
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phe��mena
. 
are based on a s�bstance (noumenon), that 

all hvmg bemgs are ind ividual entities with a permanent 

soul (atta) etc . 
Heretical views and speculations (mkcbs-ditthi) are 

usually based on delusion· (mobs), particularly' on the 
erroneous view of self-delusion (sskkaya-dittbi). Where� 
an illusion can easily be rectified by a corr�ct interpreta
tion of fact or experience, a delusion, being a view which 
is baseless, bloc�s the very entrance to the path of 
perfection and is one of the cardinal mental states lying at 
the root of all unskilful action. See M6HA. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

· ll.L-WILL (Pili byspids, vyapida, cf. dosa, pstigbs) is 
evil feeling or intention towards another, malevolence · 
enmity or dislike. It is an unskilled or unwbolesom; 
(skussls) state of tf!.e mind and also one of the five 
hindrances (psflcs Divars'!a) that o�truct the growth 
and cultivation of the mind. lt is enumerated as the ninth 
in the list · of ten unwholesome acti�ns (da.ss-skussla 
ksmms). The causal gen�is of ill-wilfis discussed in the 
Ssmyutts-Dikiys (l.p. lSI). It is said that because of thc 
��e�ent o� �-Will (vyapsda-dbatu) �ises perception of 
ill-will (vyapada-saJJ8i)and because of this arise thoughts 
of ill-will (vyapsds-ssilkllppa), because of thoughts of 

. ill-will arises desire for ill-will, and through this arise� a 
burning passion (psri(sbtJ) for ill-will, this gives rise to a 
quest for ill-will. Pursuing a malevolent quest tbe · 
worldling indulges in wrong conduct in deed word and 

. . . , 
thought. Therefore, it is .a root cause of unwholesome 
action (skusBls-mws). 

· · 

The Sileyyaka Sutta (].(. I. p. 281) very succinctly 
explllins the strain of thoughts that arise in a mind that is 
affected by ill-will. It says that a person with such a mind 
thinks, "ut these beings be killed or slaughtered or 
annihilated or destroyed or �ay !hey not exist at_ au ...  

. . . 

Thu' it is seen that barbouri..ng of ill� will is harmful to · 
both ones�lf and others. It is said that onf: who harbours 
ill-wiil will certainly fall into a woeful state after death (S . 
IV, p. 343). 

· The antidote: to a mind afflicted by UJ-will is the 
cUltivation of Brsbmsvibsi's (q.v.). This is illustrated by 
the Buddha in the M6.biribulovida Sutta (M. I. p. 424 
ff.) . 

. ·-.:-:; � ·- ··:' ·t--:�'?.' 
5. This discou111e is r�rded u having been deliv�� by the B�ddha at the request both of Ananda -"d Puenadi. The 

Kos.JJJbimbaviJI!'!DS. assigned to the 13th or the 14th century (DPPN. I, 698), Is available In Slnhala (with the metrical portio Ill 
alven In Pali u well), edited by Rev. A. Gunananda, 1,?26; Colombo: It 18 a 10 page booklet available.at the Colombo MuteUIII 
Ubrary: the story invites comparison with that of the Anandabodhi (s.v.). See also ICONOGRAPHY, ICONOMETRY. 

;:·:.: 
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Addressing Rihula the Buddha says, "Develop the 
(mind) cultivation that is loving kindness (metta). For, 

·from developing tbis that which is ill-will (byapsda) will 
be got 1id of. Develop mind cultivation that is compassion 
(karuni). For, from this that which is harming (vibess) 
will bC got rid of. Develop mind cultivation that is 
sympathetic joy (muditi). For, developing . this that 

. which is aversion (srati) :will be got rid of. Develop the 
mind cultivation that is equanimity (upekkhi). For, . 
developing this that which is sensory reaction (patigba) 
will be got rid of. · See DOSA, DVESA, ENMITY, 
VYAPADA. 

. 
. 

•) 

· A. G. S. KarfyawMIID 

is seated on a lion throne, with the Srl Mahlibodhi under 
which prince Siddhartha attained to Buddhahood, in the 
background. 

In standing figures the Buddha's right hand is shown 
again in the abbaya-mudrii, while the left-band is shown 
holding the left hand folds of the robe just above the 
waist . 

In both types of the statue the robe is shown attached 
to the body, except above the left shoulder where thick 
schematic folds are shown in profusion. In the Gandhara 
type of Buddha statue generally the face took on a 
classical aspect with a pure oval shape regular features, 
eyebrowa curving over the straight nose, wavy hair and a 
calm expression (Hallade, p. 79). Its main features are 
essentially Indian. In standing Buddha figures, the robe 
covers both shoulders, with folds cascading downwards 

IMAGE, BUDDHA: Where and when the first Buddha in a schematic pattern. They are usually placed on lotus . 
im�ge w� made bas been the subject of a protracted pedestals, and lacking in height appear to .be rather 
controversy. In recent times, however, the tendency has s�ocky. The head and shoulders display the same 
been to support the View that the first Buddh!l imagewll! · · characteristics as appelli' in seated figures. · A common 
made in Mathura, (Cribb,Joe. The Orig:in ofthe Buddha feature of the- seated Buddha figures of the Gindhara 
Image .:...... N�iamatic Evid�nce, South Asian ArcbseO- School .is the lifeless character of the folded legs, a 
fogy, Cambridge, 1981, p. -237): E-ven in pre-Christian- feature, perhaps, Indicating that the Gand�aran �culpton 
�, Indian aculptors With considerablc.skill and.vktuo- :_ were' not qUite familiar with the postures adopted by 
aity, h�td created significant sculptures, as exemplified by · Indians when engaged in 'meditation. 

· 

tl:.e rein&ina of Bharh�t and Sanchi and when the demand · · 

. for a tangible and concrete objeet ofworship by·Buddhists . . · In appearance the two types of the Buddha statue are 
· · · markediy different. The influence of Hellenistic sculpture . becaoie irresistible, Indian�sculptors and theif: :patrons 

ignored the existing tabQos agaiiist making iznages of the is quite apparent in Gandhara figures; while in the 
Buddha, and proce_ eded to make· these · in)ages, which Mathura figures, the main features are characteristically 

Indian, accentuating the frailty of the drapery and giving 
. perhaps, were made in the 1st Century A.C. both in the face a roundness typical of the Matbura School, 

Gendhara and Maihura. lt woulci appeau:, however� that . . . . . . . (Hailade, p. 78). 
the first representations· ofthe Buddha ·.re to be found in 
some �ins issued by-King ·K.anifk� (A.C. :18,;,.t44). 

After the Buddha image had ·been fashioned for the 
first tlme at Mathura and in G:andhara, two icbools of 
Buddhist sctilpture with. distU1ct ·· cba:raeteristica were 
soon established in these two regions. 

The Mathura Buddha statues were usually made of red 
sandstone found in i� vicinity._Th� bead ofthe.Bllddhais 
1hown U 8haYeD and . J:1CVer COVered with CUrlS eJI[Cept in 
later specimens. A distinguishil,lg featui'f!'{)f these figures · 
Q that the Ufifi!S, the proiubei'an� that appears at the . 
top of the bead, takes on the shape of a snail, kapaida. 
The fir.9i, the �rl of hair appe�g 'op tile for:ehead of 
the Buddha, is pJaced between the eyebr9ws, immediately 
above the .uppe� end of the nose. 

In seated Buddha images of this type the rigllt hand is 
in the sbbaya-mudrJ, the gesture of usurance, in which 
the palm of th.e ·raised right-hand either fates ·the vjewer 
or is turned to the left-hand side of the stat�e. The left· 
hand rests on the left thigh, slightly above the knee. The 
fisure is inveited-with a, simple halo around the head,.and 

. . . 
One of the earliest representations ,of the · �ddha 

appears on a gold coin issued in the reign ·o(the· Kullna 
Emperor Kani�ka. In this -coin t-be·Buddha ia 'b�·in a 
-standblg ·post�_re, · in veiy lo:w relief,·.:wfth: � r.ll,iied :Hne 
around the. bOdy to represen( -light 'eni"iui:atiiig frotn his 
body. On the Buddha's right hand side: appears .the-word 
Bod do, in Greek characters . inscribed vertic8uy (Row-

. land; Benjimin, The Art and Architecture of India, 
) Penguin Books, 2nd Ed. 1956 (i) pl. 30 H). Often early 

figures of the Buddha appear in a relic casket of King 
Kani,ka and �other relic casket from Bunaran (Row
land; B. op.cit. (i) plate 38). The so-called .Bodhisattva 
dedicated by Frair Bala is also considered by some to be. · 
one of the earliest figures of the Buddha (ibid. plate 4S). 
According tc John Marsh !ill one. of the earliest G!lridbara 
Buddhas is to be seen on display Bt th� Rijksn:nueum 
Voor Yolkski.mdc at Leiden (Hallade, op.cit. p. 80). ThiS 
Buddhll head is coveJ.:ed with wavy hair and surmounted 

. by an iJ!lfi!s similarly treated (Hallade, op. cit. plite 57). 
The .two colossal seated Buddha figures at Banrlyan, 

one measuring 12S feet and &he other 17S feet in height 
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may be considered offshoots in the Gandharan style 
influenced by Sassanian s tyles. The same could be said in 
regard to the small seated Buddha statue, approximately 
40 em. in height, now on display in the Kabul Museum 
and the similar statue exhibited in the Musee Guimet, 
Paris, both discovered in Fondukistan (Hallade, op.cit. 

. plate xvi and plate 175) respectively. In the former figure 
the robe covers only tbe left shoulder and hangs loosely in 
ample folds, The right hand is shown in the sbhaya
mudri, whil.e the left hand rests on the lap. The latter 
figure shows the Buddha in the dhsrma<akra-mudri 
(the attitude showing the Buddha preaching the 
Dbamms-Cakka Slltts at Isipatana). 

The Gandhara style of sculpture lasted til.l about the 
end of the sixth century. Before it went out of vogue, lt 
produced, adapting also some of the stylistic features of 
the Mathura School, the style of sculpture known as the 
Andbra Style. · · 

The. Andbra style · appears mainly in the Buddha 
images and bas�reliefs found at the sites of the well� 
known. stupll$ of ·Amarivati and Nigirjunakonda in 
South India. ·. The style was also adopted in B�ddba 
statues found at NigapaHinam .and in some places such 
as Anuradhapura and Dam bulla in Sri Lanka. 

As bas been pointed out by Benjamin Rowland these 
images carved from · limestone are characterised by a 
rather stiff hieratic quality. nie bodies have something of 
the fulness of the .Mathura type, while the drapery, 
usually represented in a series of lines or ridges, appears 
to be. a conventionalization of the . Gandhara formula 
(Rowland, B. op.cit. (II), p. 12) . . · 

In the Andbra style itself, however, there are very 
marked differences that may be mentioned here. In the 
Cl!lly examples of this type, such as for example in a high 
relief of the Buddha (on display in the British · Museum) 
repfC!ented in a st.uding posture�· the bead is round and 
covered with curls of hair reg\llarly arranged around the 
head. The body is .erect and stiff and there is bard.!y any 
differentiation of the several parts. The robe is draped on 
the body; exposing the right shoulder an� is indicated by 
a few diagonal grooves. A broad fold of the robe is placed 
over the left hand resting qainst the ches.t. A large part of 
the under-garment is exposed below the lower edge of. the· 
upper robe. These features invaribJy appear in · the 
standing figures of the Buddha made in the period 4th -
5th. century A. C. in the Andhraregion, (Coornaraswamy, 
A. K. op.cit. Pl. XXXIII, 137-139. There are however 
instances where a standing Buddha f1gure has both 
shoulden covered with the robe u in Gandbara st!ltues; 
with the schematic folds of the robe arrange(dq��the 
lenath of the statue (Coomaraswamy, Pt. xxxni; i37). 
·ne Buddha is pn.sented in the same sartorial style in 
bas-reliefs (Coomaraswamy, Pl. XXIII, 141). 

,. .-:- ... -

Gupta Period: The Gupta style of sculpture came into 
vogue !lbout the middle of the fourth century A. C. As far 
as the Buddha image is concerned it was clearly a 
blending of the Mathura style with that of Gandhara. 
Buddha images of the Gupta period aie characterised by 
an elegant and and pleasing appearance. The Gupta 
sculptor's aim was to produce an image that gave 
expression to the Buddha's spiritual attainments while· 
creati..Og a work of art that was aestbeticalJy inost 
satisfying. The Standing Buddha from Mathura, now in 
the ·Indian Museum, Calcutta, is perhaps one of the best 
examples of this type of Buddha image. The robe in this 
statue covers both shoulders and its folds are shown as 
raised lines arranged in an attractive pattern. It is 
attached to the body whose contours can be seen through 
the robe which gives the impression of being made by a 
very thin material. The face of the statue is triangular and 
the head is covered with curls of hair turning clockwise. 
The Uflfi�a is shown quite prominently as a semi- · 
globular appendage in the top of the bead. The head is 
surrounded by a halo consisting of several circular bands 
decorated with flo�al designs the centre pie6e being a full 
blown lotus, risbt behind the Buddha's bead (Rowland, 
B. op.cit. Pt 80). A statue of the Buddhtt; almost a replica 
of what has been described above;:·i, a headless f�gure; 
made of red sandstone, from Mathura, (Secke� Dietrich. ·. 
The Art of Buddhism, Methuen, London, 1964, Plate 
14). The left hand of this statue holds:the hem ofthe robe 

· and judging from the Sul�anganj figure described below, 
the right hand · of which the foi:e8rm is com:pieteJy 
destroyed, should have been shown in the abbaya mudri 
(Pl. XLIV). 

Another notable example of a Buddha figure of the 
Gupta period is a copper image from S.ultangaiij, now in 
the Birmingham M use�m. ln respect of the main feature.s 
it resembles closely the stone image · from Mathura 
. described above. In this figure the right hand is shown in 
the sbbsya-mudri. The left band hangs down with the 
forearm stretching forward holding Ute hem of the robe. 
Th� robe coven both shoulders end its folds. are indicated 
by in�w of tbiD �ea inscribed in a schematic pattern. 
The features of the body can be clearly seen throug)l.the 
rqbe, u in tlie statue fr;om Mat�utll described above .• 

. Or �e!lte� Qu4dba. figures �.f the Gupta period perhaps · 
the. mOst n9��1:!le example, . is the f_igure discovered at 
$��a�h,:·. now·: on exhibit in Uie Museum there,· 
(Cooinarasw8rily A. K.,, op.cit. (i) .Plate 161). Here the 
Buddha is �ea:t� on a throne, with legs crossed so u to . 
show the soles of both feet to the viewers. The hands are 
hdd fu front of the body in the dbamms-cills-mudri. · 
The bead is �overed by curls turning clockwise, with the 
usn1si� shown prominently on the head around which is 
agad� a highly decorated halo. Two Vidyadbaiu appear 

. . . � -� '-c...· ' 
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on either side of the halo. The robe is shown by the hem 
app�aring around the neck by a fold hanging down from 
the right forearm and by the edges of the inter and the 
inner robe shown on the shins (Coomaraswamy, ibid.). 
On the front socle of the throne are depicted !1 wheel on 
either side of which devote_es are·shown paying homage to 
it, together with two antelopes on either side of the wheel, 
faciJig e�ch other. The mudri, the wheel and the intelopes 
unmistakably indicate that this statue. is intended to'show 
the Buddha preaching his fiSt sermon at Isipatana in 
Benares. Another. figure with similar artistic merit is the 
bead and torso of the Buddha now in the Matbura 

· Museum, (H!lllade, op.cit, !>1 ... 142). In .this fragment, 
however, the robe which covers both shoulders, is almost 
completely attached to the · body with scarcely a fold 
shown except around the neck, where the edge of the robe 
is represented by a semicircle, made of two raised linea. 

Two or three Buddha statues assigned to the seventh 
century may be mentioned i)ere, as they perhaps represent 
the last flickers of the Gandhara style. They are the 
figures discovered at Fondukistan in Afghanistan and 
now on exhibit in Museums in Europe and in Kabul. 
•. The firat of thea� is a highly decorative fragment of a 
figure from t�e waist upwards, now on exhibit at the 
Musee OUimet (Rowland, :B. op.cit. (1) Pt "62A) (PI: 

. XLV):' The head of the figure which'· is somewhat 
e-ffeminate �d is. covered with · curls · of hair ·turning 

·• clockwise, .leaving· a very high forehead, Around·the neck 
is . placed a striking necklace consisting of a wide band 
with . tusels b�ging . at regular intervals. The torso is 
draped in a cape like blouse, consisting of th� triangular 
flap� a�orned with rosettes in relief. The edges of the 
triangular flaps which are decora�ed with a bead pattern 
are also tasselled. Underneath the cape; can m;· seen the 
regular robe whose ample folds are shown on the trunk 
and on � arms, in Ule form ofshallo� gr�ves. The e.ars · 
are lOJlg and pierced, and are · ·adorned with. circular 
eariings. · 

The other two statues of note are both seated figu�s. 
Tbe.first of these, now on exhibit in the Kabul Museum, 
is seated with legs di!pOSed in a relaxed position, unlike in 
statues where the legs are placed in quite a rigid position. 
Only the left shoulder is covered by the robe which hangs 
down m schematic folds over the �best. The right hand is 
held'up in the Abb.fl.ys-mudri. The le,ft band rests on the 
lap. The third statue is sh�wJi in a rigid psdmJssila 
p�!ition. The robe which is represented in loose folds 
covers both shoulden not unlike in seated Gandhara 
fiSui'ei. the �xeression on the face is a lively one, the 
ey�lids· :cut. •harj,ly to join the nose ridge; There is a 
protirli1e'ilt i!!rfhs on the head. The bands are h�ld in the vitMks-tiiudri�' the attitude of exposition. In all these 
statues, the iirlluente of the GandharaSchoolis palpably 
noticeable. 

· 

• . f: lllr:•::.r -

When the rule of the Guptas came to an end in India 
Northern and Central India came under the kings of the 
Pala and the Sena dynasties. They were Hindus by 
religion, but allowed Buddhists who were scattered about 
India to carry on with their religious activitieS . un
hindered. They belonged to a sect called the Vajraylna, 
which was an off-shoot of the Mahiiyiina which was the 
dominant religion in some parts of India. Vajrayfina 
required its adherents to engage themselves in medi
tation, which required some form of concrete object as an 
aid to their meditation. Hence the appearance of a class 
of black stone stelae containing a figure of the Buddha or 
of a Bodhisattva who figurfd in their pantheon, which 
included scores of Bodhisattvas and their female aspects 
the islctis. The Bodhisattva A valokitehara's female 
aspect was the well-known deity Tiri. 

It is clear that the Buddha images made in the time of 
the rulers of the Pala and Sen a dynasties inherited many 
of the characteristics of the Gupta images. As stated 
above the images were baS-reliefs sculpted on a�lae, 
generally, with a raised outer frame, containins on a 
small . scale one or two characteristic incidents which 
could idel\tify the event the sculptor intended to depict, 

· the Buddha again appearing as the central figure. The 
standing '. Buddha :from · Biharail, Rajsbahi Di.strict � 

· North· Iridil, displays unmistakable· Gupta ·characteris
, tics. The · face · is tnaDgutar · and the hair is· shown. in 
, circuJar·curts." The Ufl}1,a is ·prominently placed on the 
be.ad. The to be is atiached to the body� disclosing an the 
limbs� while the outer robe hangs down like a loose cloak, 
(Banerjie, Plate XI (•)). A more advanced type of 
standing ·Buddha appears in a stelae in the Indian 
Museum, Calcutta, ,(Banerjie, op.cit. p. xxiii (b). In this · figure the Buddha is invested with all the characteristics 
�entioned above such u the robe att�hed· to the body 
and the , cloak-like outer ... robe, with two additionil 
features, .namely, • decorative border to the hem of the 
rob:: around the neck and high crown on the head, which 
is an eaaential feature of an sbbifeka Buddha, a concept 
peculiar to the Vajrayfina- sect of Buddhism. With the 
commencement of the Muslim invasions of India in the . 
eighth century, Buddhism attd ita temples came under 
attack and therewith it ceued to play any significant role · 

.in the religious. life of the people of North India and 
·Bihar. 

In the Andhra region in the South, however, in �ntrea 
sueh as Amarivatt, N'iiglrjunakoJ?4a and Nfigapa��n&m
Buddhism coJitinued .to be a living reHgion, creating the 
circumstances neceuary. to the evolution of a Buddha 
image with characteristics ptculiar to it, different from 
any type of Buddha image that appeared in I.tidia earlier .. 

In this type of Buddha i�age, �be robe is draped over 
the front of the body and carried ovtr the left shoulder, a 
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part falling over the folded left arm and held in place by 
the left band. The folds of the robe are marked by shallow 
grooves that fall diagonally across the body. An in
variabl� feature of these statue� is the under-robe shown 
below the lower hem of the outer robe, One of the earliest 
examples of the Andbra type of Buddha statue is the 
standing Buddha assigned to the third century, now on 
display in the Mus�e Guimet, Paris. In this statue, 
standing before a tOTBIJB the body is almost like a solid 
block of stone, without any demarcation of the different . parts of the body, such as the waist. The right band is 

. damaged, but almost certainly displays the abhaya
mudri. The left band is folded back with the band resting 
oil the chest. The robe, indicated by some shallow lines 

. drawn diagonally across the body, is folded ovenbe left 
band and bangs down almost reaching the hem of the 
inner robe, of which a large portion is exposed below the 
outer robe. An example of a somewhat later date is a 

· headless statue from NiglrjunakoJ?<J� where the body is 
shown more naturally; with waist clearly demarcated. 
The folds of the robe are· in the form of· shallow 
continuous lines incised diagonally across the body 
(Rowland, op.cit. p. 71 (A) Pt XLV), There are also 
examples of standing Buddha fJBUres, in which both 
shoulders are covered with the foldi ofthe robe shown as · 

semi-circulu paral�l linea drawn from the whole body. 
Thfi type · of figure, perhaps : hu . been influenced by 
Gandhia prototypes (Coomaras'Wamy, Pt xxxur. 137 
ind 141). 

A very striking bronze hnage:Jn thdfa:DOiiig. position, 
probably from Nagapa�Jinam niay ·be. meb.lfoned'het�. 
The head is oblong and is covered Wiih<Ciicwiftciltli; . 

· With an wn1sa crowned by a symbolised·O��!Fheitislii · 
hand .is iii the abbaya-mudri, wbile th�Je-rtJfiimcf�iS 
shown holding the hem of the robe, (Zw�!; VIi: td· 
Buddhism: Art �nd Faith, London, 198�, .p .. . �47)i ,�-9 
robe ii attached to the body, which is cle�ly jh.9,w.J,i 
through the robe, with some pleats at the b�ti��.'jii� 
influence of the Gupta style of sculpture is apparenl Jn 

· this statue. It has been assigned to 1 1th� lith century� 
A rare example of a sturdy bronze stat•Je of the Buddha 

in the Andhra style is on exhibit in the Govemme.nt 
Museum, Madras. The buic features of the Buddha 
itatue of the Andhra style can be seen in this sculpture 
which is of considerable artistic merit, In place of the 
usual. abbaya-mudri in the right hand and the left band 
raised holding the robe in place or hol�g the left band in 
front of the left part of the breast, be:re the banda are 
shown in what may be considered the kaf.aka-mudri or 
tJle vitarka-tnudri. Here the right hand is stretched 
forward with the fmgers slightly bent, while in the left 

. hand the forearm is turned to.Wilfds the right:witb the 
,fingers bent in a half-closed fist, showing the Buddha in 
an attitude of arguing or emphasi�ing a point. The statue 

· .  � ...... ._. 

is on the whole, well-proportioned and elegantly finished 
(Jermsawatdi, Plate 9). 
Sri Lanka: According to the Mahavalflsa the .Buddha 
image bad been in existence as early as the re8i,n of$.ing 
Devanampiyatissa, (250-210 B.C.) but this information 
appears in a part of the chronicle Mhv. XXXVI, 
128-129) which records the achievements of King J eHhil
tissa (A.C. 266-276) and much credence cannot be placed 
in this statement. Images of the Buddha are also referred 
to in the account of the construction of the Mahiithiipa at 
Anuradbapura (Mhv,. XXX, 72-73) but aga:n this state
ment cannot be regarded as trustworthy, as this even� had 
taken place some considerable time before the Buddha 
image appeared in India. the oldest image of the Buddha 
found in Sri Lanka, however, appears to be the standing 
Buddha found at Maba-iluppallamn, near Kekirava in 
the Anuradhapura district. This statue is made of South 
Indian marble and could only have been imported from 
the Andbra region. It bas also the distinctive features that 
characterise the Ariuiriivatl school of sculpture. 

Perhaps some of the oldest Buddha images found in Sri 
L�ka bad been placed around t�e �R�vanvlili-slya at 
Anuradhapura. They are now housed in the verandah of 
the small shrine room at the southern. entrance to the 
precincts of the stfipa. Some mo�e statues of the alme 
type are exllibited on a specially made platforQl near the 
Pabaluvebera at Polonaruwa. Judging by the arranae
ment of the robe, the demarcation of the waist, with, in 
some instances, a belt being seen through the robe and the 
undergarment appearing below the hem of the outer 
robe, these statues must be reckoned as being of a later 
date: than the- statue in the. Mus� Ouimet and may be 
iisligDed to about the fourth century A. C. Similar statues · 
of"fht:'Buad·i:ij aie found-at the Dambulla-vihiira and a 
plili{c�hfri}.-i�e. standing Buddha hi the grounds 'oftbe 
Sfi �iha:IJb'diifat Anuradhapura, of a slightly later date, 
��-thl!-p;-are the seated Buddha from Tcluvila, now in the 
. C..9JQ.1Rbo" MpS.�!l!PL ¢e, Jhree sez,tted Buddhas in the 
· V,icl;li�:�f tb�· A�haya.giri �tiipa and the sea�� Buddha at 
t��. A,.,Q��.�-' �\ :f����ya, jn .1\n.uradhapura about 
�wq"'tWl�,J�*!l!��g� . 9,f: �� �b.�ayJ� �dip� �e 
T.glu,y�Mf����,fj�$.!#� ��llj�b·f-�t·�;;� m 'b;ft � 
�n�Y��;fi.,J!P. ,_.�wsrr� . 11%" •• 9.� .:� �e I]'Jm� 
mucf.r:t/i;.'-j!�J,�,l-•�·�: --�J2t:p,\i4itatj9� ,)yith f9lded legs 
the qg��J;J����#�Mit n�·bllil�• �st on Ute Jap with 
the ��;��g�RQ tJ)_MeftfJ\dcl.be p� t11med upwards. 
The robe'jiJ.9.f�y��(��Q .to the body, only feint hem 
being shown mos's 'the chest. The face shows a placid and 
calm expre:s�iQ"¥·'iiiiHbe eyes turned towards the tip of 
the nose: 1b�-:�Jitours of the body, on the chest and the . waist are shoWn ckaily. It is indeed the work of a master . 
'craftsman for it is only such a sculptor who could have 
conceived and executed such a piece of flawless art (Pl. 
XLVI). 
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A similar seated Buddha figure of considerable artistic 
merit is on exhibit at the Museum of Archaeology at 
Anuradhapura. It had been found at Tirappan-kadavala 
near Horovpotana. Like the seated auddha!rom Toluvila 
this statue too is in the dhyini-mudri. Though the statue 
has undergone considerable weathering, traces of the 
folds of the robe can still be noticed on the left flank. 
oWing to weathering; details on the face have been 
rendered ob�ure but .as a whole the figure bas been well 
modelled and is an impressive work of art that is capable 
of inspiring feelings of faith and spiritual elevation in the 

. worshipper (Pl. XL VII). 
. 

The image at PaDkuliya appears to be in situ and some 
of the remains of the originrd image bouse are yet to be 
seen around the image. The figure is seated with legs 
crossed, the right resting on the left. The right hand is in 
the abbays-mudri, while the left hand .is folded and held 
Up with a closed fist, indicating that the Buddha is 

colossal statue in Sri Lanka constructed as a free
standing sculpture, but it was not provided with a 
foundation of adequate depth, resulting in its crashing 
down into pieces. 

Metal Statues: Only a few of the metal Buddha �mages, 
probably made in considerable numbers in the Anu
radhapura period have survived in the ravages of time. A 
specimen of unusual artistic merit is a seated Buddha 
from Badulla, now on exhibit at the National Museum, 
Colombo, the right h!llld being in the attitude of expoQ.. 
tion, vyikbyina-mudri arid the left hand holding the 
hem of the robe. The f_!!Ce is youthful in appearance and is 

. 
characterised by an expression of utter calm and content
ment. A socket meant for · the sirupata appears in the 
centre of the UfiJ1fB. This statue has been assigned to the 

· fifth or the sixth cenrury. (�v�dra, D. T., The Buddha 
Image and Ceylon, Kandy, 4957, Pl. XIV) • . · .  · 

Another Buddha statue of the same period, but m the · engaged in the exposition of the dhamma. The face h.as standing position, had been discovered at a place caUed · · been reli�ered full with a rare expression of serenity and Vibaragala, · near Horovpotana in the North-Central limer contentment. This statue bas been assigned to the Province of Sri Lanka. The face is full, with eyes half teventh or the eighth century on the basis of an iruc:iip- closed. The right hand is in the •bbaya-mudri, but tumed tio� in the flight' of steps leading to the shrine \Yhere the 
stltue h� been instiilled . ·But it may· well belong to a half way to the right. The rmgers are·alightly bent, unlike 

· · in A vukana -Buddba, rendering this statue more realiitic. 
somewhat earlier period.� (Fernando, p. 12, Pl. XL VII). . 

, 
. •  Ther_e had been uirupatJJ on the 111rflfa, but is miuina 

Ab()ut the mid�le of the: Anuradhapura. period i.e., 
abo�t tbe siXth �ntury, colossal statues of tbe Buddha · 

we� set up at Avmcilila, Sll$seruva and Maligavi]a. The 
f:mt two of these statues have been carved out of living 
rock, With a:thin striJ attachin.g the statue to ¢e rock. Of . 

. these the statue-at Avukanl!., which measures 38 ft. IQ in. 
is &:,:Sically siQ:illar to the And bra standi�g statue! of an 
e_arHer age,· The :robe �v.ers o�ly ,the left shoulde� ove� 
which it is held in position by the raised left hllnd. The 
�ght-hind,is ��d With the palm facing the left hand side 
of the ,statue. the siraspats on · the usn1sa is a later 
�epiacemeitt_(pf. XLVlll). 

. . .  

The statue at -Sasseruva is carved of a rock, like the Awkana statue, with the difference tbat.the former is 
carv�d inside a rectangular box-like area excavated in the 
rock. The robe whoSe folds are here indicated by means 
nf ahsllow groove,, covers only tile left sho)l)der, The 
palm of the right hand is partly turned towards tlie front. 

·A lirupata which ·had been placed on the bead appears to 
have been dislodged, leaving an empty circular socket. 
OYer each of these atatues there had been a shelter .to 
protect the statue from the weather (Pl. XLIX). 

l)e 'statue '!,t Maligavila is a free standing sculpture 
and .measures 37 ft; from bead to foot. The robe covers 
�lily the left shoulder and its folds are indicated in the sll§� ��:'l�r . as in the Avukana statue. However, the 
�t,h;BD.�t!�t� the lower arm including the: palm, is held 
dowli'itrilijht with the Jatter·turned to the left. The usnisa 
hu llOt been provided with a siraspata. It is the ·�niy 

. ;. r: .. �- -

tod�y leaving an empty. base,; The folds of the robe are 
:_ shown as raise� line.s with regular flat spaces between; 

A seated Buddha statue not unlike the T�hrriia 
Buddha has .been found at Seruvawila in the Eutern 

· Province. It ia in the ·dbyini-mudri, but is seated on the . 

coils of a cobra, with a fari-Jike arrangement of nine cobra . 
hoods around the he�. There is hardly even a traCe of-the 
robe. (Devendra, D. T., ·Qp.cit. Pl. XVI). . · 

Two seated bronze Buddha statues of a ia� d� 
perhaps of tbe. tenth century, Were fotind in one of tbe 
vibalkS!fu of the Ruvinvalisaya. at Anuaadb.ipura and 
at an unspecified place at Mldirigiriyanear Polonnil-uwa. 
A bronze statue of great distinction ofthe Buddha, in the 
standing position found at Mlklavacciya can alao be 
assigned to this period, i.'e., about the sixth century . · 
(Uduvara, Pt 9). The head as well as tlie body of ·this ·. 
statue h.as been modelled with great skill. The right hand 
is in the abbaya;.mudri, the palm and ih'C fingers beiDa 
shown realistically, without that stiffness that appean in' 
several. statues of this type. The folds of the robe appear 
as raised lines with spaces or with slightly curved spacq, · 
in cross section in between. The chest and the waist have . 

been very elegantly rendered. 

The first of these two statues is a well-proportioned 
and dignified fi�re in which details have. been rendered 
obscure because of weathering. The robe covers only the 
left shoulder and appears to be attaChed to the body 
without ·any folds. The ssbgbifi, i.e., the folded outer 
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robe placed over the left shoulder, can still be clearly seen 
and indicates a date towards �nd of the Anuradhapura 
period. The head is covered in curls, with an �rp�ain two 
tiers. The eyes are closed befitting a statue in the dhyini
mudri (Devendra, D. T., op.cit. Pl. XV). 

The Buddha from Toluvila is seated, on a two tiered 
lotus seat, in the dbyini-mudri. The robe, as usual, 
covers only the left shoulder, with folds in theform of 
raised lines. The face has been skilfully modelled with 
sharp features. The u�l!i�a appeiU"s to have been provided 
with a siraspata now missing (Devendra, D. T :, op.cit. Pl. 
XVII). These two may be dated in the tenth cir the 
elev.enth century. 

Owing to the dislocations caused in the kingdom of 
· Anuradhapura by Tamils in the Chola country in South 

India, the capital of Sri Lanka was moved from Anura:. 
dhapura to Polonnaruwa. In the new capital King 
Vijayabahu I (A.C. 1056- 1 1 1 1) and King Parakrama
bahu I (A.C. 1 153-1 186) set in proeess an· extensive 
programme of building, hichiding image houses. 

In perhaps the most magnificent image house so-built . 
named Lankatilaka was installed a stan�ing Buddha 
imlge, now heavily damaged, in a pose not unlike that of 
the Avukana Buddha. In the image house called the 

· Tivanka Image House, befitting the image installed 
therein, the starlding image, again heavily damaged, is 
bent at the neck, the waist and the knees, giving the image 
a dynamic form� In their original condition these two 
magnificent images would certainly have inspired a high 
sense of religious fervour and awe in the devotees. The 
most impressive Buddha images of the Polonnaruwa 
Period (A.C. 1056-1215) however are to be focussed at 
the Uttaiaramll (the Northern Teinple) or tile Gal Vibara 
situated in th� northern part of Polonnaruwa. 
· . This camplex of lm11.ges con�ts of a seated figure at 
th� left, (from the point o(view ()( tlie devo.tee) another 
seated figure inside a chamber excavated in the rock, a 
standbig figure and fmal!y a figure . in the recumbent 
position (Paranavitana, S., Art 1111d Architecture. of 
Ceylon, Polonnaruwa Period, Art Council of Ceylon, 
1954 Plates 59-62 (Pl. L). . 

Buddha figure on the Jeft is in the dbyini�iDudri ani:i is 
positioned with a makara-torar,s behind it. Miniature 
f11ures of Buddhas in the dbyini-mudri have also been 
carved, two figures on either side. This figure measures 46 
ft. from head to foot and this large size of the figure 
combined with the virtuosity displayed in its design and 
execution presents a truly magnificent conception of the 
biteUeetuBl ind spiritual qualities of the Buddha. · 

• 
• • . 

• 
• • .: �. • • ' ; . ,:� . J : To the right of the seated Buddha figure descnbed 

above iS an excavated cave, called the Vidyadhara-guhii 
inside which bas been sculpted a seated Buddha figure in 

· . ... ---- �· -

the dhyani-mudra with a makara-toraiJa in the back
ground , and with two bodhisattvason eitber side fanning 
the Buddha with a camars (yak-tailed fan). It would 
appear that the wboie group has been conceived as a 
mandala seated in front of which devotees could engage 
tbe��elves in meditation (Fernando). The third figure in 
the group is a standing figure of the Buddha, with hands 
laid across the breast. The head is well-modelled and is . 
quite similar to that of the seated Buddha in the 
Vidylldhara-gubii. The last of thr. group is a .recumbent 
figure of the Buddha slightly over forty-si:: feet in length, · 
realislically rendered (Pl. LI). 

Consequent to invasions from South India, the capital 
of Sri Lanka was moved from Po!onnaruwa.successively 
to Dambadeniya, Yapahu, and to Gampola where .King 
Bb\1\'anekabahu IV (A.C. 1344-1359) built two image 
houses, each with a seated Buddha statue in the dby!Di
mudri, milde of brick and plaster. These statues, bow
ever, were plastered and painted in the eighteenth century 
in the contemporary style. The large recumbent statue in 
the image house at Rlis-vehera has been also similarly 
treated. 

A statue of exceptional · merit now in the Royal 
Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, which is'also been assigned 
to the fourteenth century is a solid cast bronze statUe of 
the Buddha seated on a two tiered lotus seat. It meoures 
49.S em. in height. The robe which cOvers oilly the left 
shoulder is shown as being attached to the body. The hem 
of the upper robe is shown across the breast, while the 
hems of the outer robe and under-robe are shown on the 
shins. The he.ad and the body have been very skilfully · · 

modelled inlparting to the statue a dignified and imposing 
presence (Zwalf W. cp.cit. p. 152). · · · 
. At the beginning of the sixteenth century Sri Lanh 

was invaded by the Portuguese followed .after a cent�r,. · -· 

and a half by .the Dutch and after ano.ther ne�ly one 
hundred an4 · fifty yea,rs �y the Br.itish; , Owins- 'i() .J.he 
disturbed conditiohs c�atedby these iny&sions� it would 
appellr that the Sri Lankan artists, who had created in the 
past Buddha figures ofexceptional artistic merit; ceiSed 
tn be inspired adequately to produce seulptures of. iny 
sighlficance iri the history of Buddhist art. · 

An attempt wllS made however, in th� reip of King 
Kirti-Sri��J!:jasi�h(l , (A.C. l747::: t 782f to r.evive 

• · - - · :. . • ' • •  fo' • • • • • - • Buddhism. OJ<l temples in vapous parts of the Island 
were ·��palr�d ·;;.n4· reitored �d new ones built where 
needed .. Buddha images, in all the three positions, some 
of colossal dimensions, are to be found in these new or 
newly rep&ir� �age houses in places such as Dam bulla, 
D�giu-doruv8, Ridf-vihara. and Mulkirigala. The folds of 
the tobes in these statues are represented by raised lines 
placed close together in a wavy pattern on the trunk and 
in more or less straight lines closely fitting the limb or 

- · ··, 
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part of the body covered by the robe. A seated bronze The earliest Buddha images made in Burma appear to 
image of the Buddha at the Lankatilaka-vihara near have been palpably influenctd by the traditions oflndian 
(Jampola, is perhaps a good example of this type of sculptors of the Gupta period. This influence is clearly to 
Buddha image. In this statue the robe covers only the left be seen in a gilded Buddha image assigned to the seventh 
shbuider as usual. The folds of the robe are indicated by - eighth century, inStalled in the Anand a temple in Pagan 
raised Jines placed close together in a rhythmic pattern. in Central Burma. b this statue in the standing position 
The hair is represented by circular button like curls and the hair is shown in curls with high bun like 111rfila. The 
the head is crowned. by a lyre-shaped sirsspats. The robe covers both the shoulders . with a broad and highly 
&abgbap, placed over the left shoulder, is represented by a ornate sabgbip. The upper robe, attached to the body 
band re�ching almost up to the waist, (Mudiyanse, from the neck dciwn ilmost to the ankle js stretched out 
Naridasena. The Art and Architecture of Gsmpola on either side of the waiat and .the legs, to form something 
Period, Colombo, 1964. Figs. Nos. 1-3 and 1 1). Usually like a cloak. ·The right_ hand hangs down in the vsrada-
these seated Buddha statues are framed in an elaborate mudri, while the left hand hangs down by the side of the 
maksra-torB.IJB (Pls. 10-14) (Pl. Lll, Llll). body, (Hallade, op.cit. Plate 35). A similar statue, but. 

obviously of a later date, is to be seen in the Zhweirlgon . A good example of this type of elaborate Buddha Pagoda in Pagan, Central Burma. In this statue too the · 

image is at the Datiagirigala vihiira about twelve/miles robe is attached to the body and the outer robe is ibown .south east of Kegalle, in the Sabaragamuwa Province. on either side of the body like a i:Io� as in Gupta Buddh� The Buddha figure here is placed on apsdmlsana, which .figures, for example, the Buddha from Sultqanj 
rests on a projecting 8sana, With a aeries of mouldings. (Rowla.ild op;cit. Plate; 85) (Pl. LIV). A noteworthy 
The Buddha sits in the dbyi111 mudrJ with hands placed feature of thi5 sculpture is the tiigh and pointed extension 
the right.upon the left. The );1air on the bead is represented of the UflflfB. which contrasts With that of the statue It 
by circular curls and a lyre shaped sirupau appears on ' · . the Anand a temple- referred to above. the bead. The folds of the robe are shown as closely 
placed lines in relief, as is usual in Buddha images made in · An outstanding image of great artistic �erit is a seilfed 

· - �11C eighteenth century. - . 
. 

Buddha image �;�f bronze installed at the Ananda tmiple . 

The robe coven only the left sho�lder over which the . . . in .Pagan; . It has . been also usigned to the: J2�l3th . 

lalJgblf.i" bas been place� as ia pronnnent band. The . � .cent-ury. : Tliis" seated f�gur��\ whi�h measures 34 em. in 
statue is framed in an e]abor�tte· makais�tOraJ}B with an • height, is a very elegantly fabricated piece of sculpture, 
awe-inspiring k1rti-mukba surmounting it. Over. the two The head is triangular in shape, with eyes half closed� The 
arms of the maksrs-torB.9a, on either side of the kirti- . robe is attached to the body, the only indication Of the · 

mukbj, st�d four deities: two on each aide. GOds presence of a robe being the hem across the chest, and 

Skandha" and Sakra: appear on th� left while Br�a and . around the shins, and the uhgbifi falling from the left 
Vlf!}U stan� on the right, '.from the· point of view of the shoulder to the centre of the chest. The figure lhows the 
devotee. Over the kirti�mukba is an unfurled umbrella, Buddha in the bhlimi-1psri�-mu(/ti which ia intended t() 
aroun,d which can be seen the branches o( the Srt Mahi represent' the Buddha at the moment of his yictory.mer 
Bodhi in .a highly _symbolic form. The design and the forces of Mira, inviting the earth with hjs right band 

execution -of this seated Buddha are indeed a most to beanvitness to his ittalning to Perfect Entigbtenment, 
tt\lgnificlent achievement of the eighteenth century Sri (Zwalf W. op.cit. p. 162), 

. Cankan sculpture. A similar statue but on a very much larger scale Is to be 

. 
In image .houses recently built or repaired, Buddha found installed in the Anand a Caitya in Pagan, showing 

statues have been ex�uted in all kinds of styles fancied by clear iigns of the influence of Pal a and Sena sculpture. . 
· .. culptors and painters, including even the Gandhara (Coomaraswamy, A.ic. Plate CIV). Eve� upto moderJI · 

.1tyle. · . · · 

times, it is remarkable to note the persia�t influe� of . .  

M� (Burmi): Traditionally it is believed that 
:a�dbism was introduced to Burma, then known as 
S�abhtlmi, in the third century B.C. by the missioniilij onhe Indian Emperor Asob. But the earliest eY'!��iifi�!YiiiJ�le suggests a point of time in the ftfth 
ceni�if!tie1Jate· of the introduction of Buddhism to 

'; � .. ;:, "' . ' I • Butnii; (Cooiili#'uwamy A.K. op.cit. p. 169). At first it 
was at thatoii ilfSouth Burma that Buddhist activities 
were Jnitiat�dbut tater in the nirith century Pegu, slightly 
north to thatOti;' ialso became a centre of considerable 
religious activity. 

Gupta and Pala sculpture on the Buddha statues_ of 
Burma. This influence can be seen in a stele from Papn, 
now in possession of the Archaeological Survey. lbe 
stele whicb ·t. no more than a few centimetres in height, · . .il,ustrates in its main figure the attainment of enlighten
ment by the Buddha, who is seated in the bbiimi�pad.:_!" · 

mudrii under the Bodhi tree whose branches form, u_it 
were, a garland around the Buddha. Around this arc 
shown in a smaller scale several incidents in the life of the 
Buddha such as his bii:th and parinirVi.f!ll, (Griswold · 

Alexander B. et al. Burma, Koieti, Tibet, MethueD, 
London, 1964, p. 53) (Pl. LIV). In modern statues of the 

· . ...... � .... - -· -- -·- ------· ---- -�..,_.__-�-�� 
· -·· -----· · ·��·---- - - � -.: ... 
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Budd)ta decoration is carried to an excess, even to the 
extent of setting the hems with pieces of mirror. A good 

_ . . e�imple of this type of ornate Buddha figure from 
Mandalay is assigned to the nineteenth century. In this 
statue in the standing position, and made of wood, 
Jat:quered and gilt, the robe covers both shoulders. The 
head is well moulded with a large u�rji�a on the top and 
around it is a .decorated band marking the edge of the 
bud of hair. The face is serene and is moulded with rare 
virtuosity. Severai highly decorated folds of .the robe 
bang down from the left shoulder upto the waist. The 
lower part of the robe is stretched out symmetrically on 
either side of the legs, the left band holding the robe in 
position. The right band hangs down the palm being in 
something like the sbbaya:-mudra. The figure stands on 
an open lotus; Zwalf W; op.cit. p. 163). . 

· Tballand: There is no doubt th!lt Buddhism reached 
Thailand (earlier known � Siam) iti the early centuries of 
the Christian era, though its earliest material remains can 
be dated only in the sixth century. In the earliest sUrviving 
imases of the Buddha Gupta influence is only too 
apparent to need further explanation. Perhaps one of the 
earliest examples of a Buddha statue in the standing 

. po•ition is a partly damased specimen now in the Nelson 
Gallery in the U.S.A. (Rowland, B; op.cit. p. _ 71). It 
meuures 130.80 em. in height. The head is oblong, being 
narrower at the chin. Tbe.hair is represented as curls, and 

· is .crowned by a pyramidal lJ!rfifa. The eyes are almost 
closed. Hinds have been damaged from above the elbow 
and it is not possible to determine the mudra in which the 
icon has been cast. The robe, which presumably covers 
both sboulden is attached to the body and the outer robe 
appean on either side of the body as a cloak just as in 
Gupta statues. The sculptor has attempted to invest this 
statue with a touch of realism, in showing the folds of 
flesh on the abdomen. Two other standing Buddhas of 
the same period are now on �xhibit ·in the Cleveland 
Ml!seum of Art in America(Rowhind, B. op.cit. (2) p; 72) 
(Pl. LV) and the similar f�gure now on exhibit in the 
National Museum, Bangkok (Rowland (i) p. 63). In the 
fuat statue the bead is triangular and the curls are 
represented by liuse button-like projections. The usnisa. 
is relatively high and is built in two steps. The ey�s· �e 
open llid the mouth quite wide With thick lips. The robe is 
lttiched to the body with. many folds being shown on the 

. body and appean on either side of the body as a cloak, 
showing its unmistakable affinity with classjc Gupta 
sculpture. Both bands are raised and are cast in the 
abba}'.l-mudrJ. 

The second atPtue is from Ayodbya the capital of 
ancient Siam. The head is covered by thick curls turned 
clockWise. The fl!rfl!a. is mildly conical. The robe is ·· 

draped over the body closely attached to �t, but showing 
itJelf on either aide of the body as in contemporary Gupta 

images. The expression on the face is calm, the eyes being 
almost closed . As beth hands in this statue are d amaged, 
it is not possible to identify the mudra in which the hands 
are positioned. Another standing Buddha figure of the 
same period is an exhibit in the Art Museum, Seattle 
(Rowland, B. op.cit. (1), p. 154 (Pl. LV). The two arms 
are severely damaged, and the legs below the knees have 
been severed and are missing. The curls on the head are 
shown as turned anti-clockwise. The face is well modelled 
and sharp featured. The eyes are half-closed. The lipS give 
tile face an expression of firmness and an individual 
character.'.The robe is attached to the body, appearing 
only on either side of the body as in Gupta statues of 
India. The whole body is well modelled. 

l'l the tenth century Thailand was invaded by the 
. Khmers and the consequent phase of art in this country 
can only be regarded as a period when Cambodian 
influence was predominant. The Buddha figures of 

·· · Thailand made during this period can hardly be distin
guished from Cambodian figures �d are characterised 
by very_ straight overhanging brows, pointed noses and 
broad pointed chins as well as a fondness for a parfi. 
cularly elaborate conical �q1�a. A typi,�� example ofthis 
style of Buddha image is a seated figure from Lopburi, 
now on display in 'the National Museum, Bangkok, 
(Rowland, B. op.cit; (1), p. 166) (Pl. LVI). The hair is 
represented in this statue by the usual_circular curls and 
the head is surmounted by a three�tie�ed usnisa .. The 
robe is attached to the body and cqY�rs o�y 'the. left 
shoulder with a wide hem across the chest. The wide 
sahgbap falls at an angle from the left shoulder .. Jhe1�gs 
are also cro�sed with the right leg placed over the left. 
These are all characteristics of a Buddha figure in the 
dbyani-mudri. Two or three centuries more were to pass 
before Thai sculptors could develop what may be called a 
truly national style in the sculpture of the Buddha image. 
This new national style is .�tharacterised by the arched 
eyebrows, the exaggerated almond eye:� with the double 
upward curve in the lid!, the booked sharp nose and the 
rather small .Rpd delicately modelled lips. A head. of the 
Buddha from Chiengmai, perhaps, best exemplijies this· 
type of statue which · was in vogue for a few more 
centuries. The head is covered in very prominent cuds 
turned to the left. The arched eye brows join the nose 
ridge in one curved sweep which in its simplicity il quite 

· striking. The nose is hooked. The ears which are as usual
· . 

quite long are curved outwards. The face is full and 
contended (Rowland, B. op.cit. ( 1) Pl. 167) (Pl. LVI). Of .  
a slightly later period is a somewbat effeminate head of 
the Bud�ha now on display at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
B<_>ston, (Rowland, B., op.cit. (1), Pl. 168) (Pl. LVII). 
What is peculi�Jl' to this statue is a wide and flat fl!f!11a, 
with provision for a ketumal.I(Sinhalese, sirupatawbicb 
b placed on the crown of the head of the Buddha statue, 
to symbolize the rays of light emanating from the crown 

·t 
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of his bead). The curls of hair on the head are represented 

by small hemispherical studs. The forehead is narrow and 
gently merges into the eyebrows. The eyes are thin and 
curved and in conformity to the literary metaphor, are 
like the petals of the blue lotus. The n<i�e is sensitively 
modelled and so are the lips "forming a narrow mouth. A 
more ornamented type of Buddha was e.lso produced in 
Thailand during this p�riod. In this type of statue the 

· UfrfifB is usually arranged in two or three tiers, with other 
additional ornamentation in the form of band� _above the. 
forehead. The lips �� wide and prominent. 

A bead from a Buddha statue of the tbirt!!enth century 
·and another of a siightly later date may be referred to as 

examples of this type ofimage, (Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. l 77, 
Nos. 249-250). Two statues, one seated and the other in 
the standing position which have hardly suffered any 
damage may give an idea of the Buddha statues of this 
period. In the first of these two statues cast in bronze in 
the bbiimisparla mudri or as the Thai's c� it, in the 
miraVijayainudia; · the Buddha is seated with legs · 
crossed, the right leg resting on �he left. The right hand 
reits on the upper end of the right shin, while the left hand 
rests on the lap (Rowiand, B. op.cit. (2) p. 74) (Pl . LVII). 
The head is oblong and the hair on the bead is repre�ented· · 

· · by curls turned ·to the right. On the crown is an .u�'!i�a. 
topped by a flame-like siraspata, (Fernando P. E. E. · · · op.cit. 'pp.' l�. The forehead is 1:1arrow -and the eye 
brows . aharpiy demarcated. The eyes ·are closed. The 
mouth is- imall arid well-formed, the lips being quite . 
prominent. The shoulders are .u nusally wide. The robe 
which coven only the left shoulder adheres t_o the body, 
qnly tile hem beipg shown· �oss die. cllest .and _around 
t� shins . . The breasts are proiiiinent wiU! the nipples in hiah reH�. The i�p is iaid across the left side of the 
cheJt in . an arch. IU)d terminates in t�o triangular 
extre�tiea. the seeond:atatue, also in bronze, is un�ual, 
in that both. bands of the Buddha are shown in the 
1bbaya-mudrl. The Buddha weari a crown on: his head 
and wean a broad necklace around the neck. The robe is 
attachect to the body upto the waist aro®d which is an 
O�JMented broad girdl�. Four hems gathered together 

· between the legs, fall half-way down the.shins in a straight 
line. The outer robe appears on either side of the body as 
a .cloak, in a manner reminiscent of Gupta Buddha 
statues of Northern India. · ' 

· A Buddha image cast in a rare pose is a figure presented 
in a walking position, now probably in private hands, 
(iwalf,' H. op.cit. p. 180). The head of the Buddha is 
triiDsUJar in shape, with curls covering tbe bead and a 
ti� Ujq1fj: The robe is attached to the body but th_e •i�Jiblji is shown pr01ninently diagonally across the 
chest� Aa in other Gupta statues, the robe is shown on 
either aide of the 'body like a cloak, with appropriate 

· adjllatlbtnts. The right hand is in the abbaya-mudri 

while the left hangs down · passively by the side of the 
body. 

As time passed, it would seem, Thai sculptors made the 
Buddha statue more and more decorative even to the 
extent cf placing a crown. 'on the head, perhaps in 
response to the demands of the Mahiylna sect. 

One of the more important products of this period is a 
bronze seated figure of the Buddha from Northern 
Thailand. On the bead is placed a very elaborate crown 
and no hair, either in the form �f curls or otherwise, is 
shown. The robe is attached to the body, but the upper 
hem of the. robe is shown across the chest and is out of · 
proportion to the trun.1c. which is decorated with a four 
petalled flower. The sahgbafi, relatively quite broad, is 
shown banging down from the left shoulder. The right 
hand is placed on .the upper right shin. The B,uddha is 
seated on a lotus seat placed on a hexagonal pedestal and · 
wears arm-bands and bangle_s (Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. 18 1). 

There are other statues whicll are much m9re ornate 
than the statue described above, so much 110 that they can 
be easi.iy mistaken for representations of Bodhisattva or 
11ecular members· of royalty. A typical example of thil 
variety of statue is to be found in the Stiicker Collection, 

· Amsterdam. 

. 'Iri this statue the he�d is oblong with .sharply differe;. 
· tiat�d· features. Tbe dght hand is shown in. the sbbsy•
;,udri, while the left-hand-hangs down touching the hem 
of the outer robe which appears on either .aide of the · 
body like a cloak. The chest ill covered with a wide 
spreading necklace, with an eight pet aile� flower hanging 

. from it. Around the waist has been wound-a profusion of 
tasselled chains with a d_ecorated central band J'UD!lins 
down from the waist in front. The outer [Qbe is placed ()D 
either- side of the body like a cloak u in Gupta statues. 
The eye� are turned towards the earth, almost ·closed. 
(Seckel, D. op.dt. p. 183) (Pi. LIX). A similar statue, 
fuhi'oned on very much more chaste lines is a bronze 
standing Buddha of the sixteenth century, now in a 
colle�tion in America (Rowland; B·. op.ciL (2) p. 77) (Pl. 
_tVIIO. The .statue is cast in bronze and me�res 71.25 
em. in height. In this statue too the head is crowned with a 
six tiered conical 1Un1sa. The eyes are slylised and ahJloat 
totally closed; and' lh� face is Qblong and full. A ·richly 

· ornamented broad necklace is girt round the neck, with a 
central medallion falling on the chest. The robe is 

· attached to the body and covers both shoulders. It 
appear� .on either side of the body as a cloak, again in ll 
manner reminiscent of Gupta statues. The right hand ia in 
the abhaya-mudri, ·with the palm facing the viewer. The 
left band hangs down in one sweep without any signs of -� 
being bent. A girdle placed around the waist holds the. 
robe in position. 
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A head of the Buddha now in a museum in Munich has 
been fashioned in a somewhat different manner (Seckel, 

D. op.cit. p. 1 8 1) (Pl. LIX). The bead is round and the 
face is full, investing it with an almost flabby appearance. 
It is crowned with a crown in the centre of which stands a 
four tiered UfrflfS. The eyes are almost fully closed and 
are highly stylised as is the mouth with thick lips, (Seckel, 
D. ibid.); In recent times the Buddha image in Thailand 
has undergone but a few modifications, always retaining, 
however, its ethnic features. 

A bronze seated Buddha with a mannered appearance 
merits reference here because of its peculiar character
isti�. The statue is from Northern Thailand and 

· measores 35 em. in height (Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. 1 8 1). The 
head of the Buddha is crowned with an eight petalled 
flower in the centre of the forehead. On the top of the 
crown is a miniature stnpa of the type found in Thailand. 
What is quite striking in this statue is the bloated chest on 
whi_ch is placed ag_ain an eight petalled flower. The robe is 
attached to the body, and covers only the le(t shoulder. A 
bro&q sahgbiphangs from th� left sh.()ulder t�rminatil)g 
at waist level. Two decorative arm bands itre placed in the 
upper arm with ·!l thi.rd arm band ()il the right wrist. The 
statue is cast in the bbumisparls-mudii. It sits on a lotus 
aeat placed on a h�xagonal pedestal. A Buddha image of 
outstanding merit as a work of art is a bronze figure from 
Dvlravatt assigned to the period 6th-12th century. It is a 
figure'cast in the standing position and measures 68 em. 
(Secke� D. op.cit. p. 291 ;  295, Pl. 1 1) (Pl. LX). The head 
is carved with curls, With a high �l}iiS. The face is round 
and full, with a genUe smile playing on the lips. ·The 
forehead is narrow and the eyes .are plac� at a slight 
angle betraying Mongolian influen�. The robe is 
attached to the body and covers both s_hoUldell. The 
chest is gently differentiated from the ri�h. Both the 
right and the left hand are held hi th� vitqka zii�dri' tbe 
robe is dr.Ped over the body as iri Gupta i�ages of Iridla. 
It is indeed a work oft.jgh artistic quality, con�iv�� �� 
executed by a master sculptor. · ·  · . 
Cambodia and Laos: Buddhism was introduced to 
· Cambodia in the middle of the flf1h century replacing to a 
large extent Brahmllllism which bad been intr�uced to 
this country about the first century (Sungbatissa, p. 65). 
It reached Laos a few decades later . It was in its Hlnayiina 
form that Buddhism was introduced to Cambodia in the 
fint instance. 

Buddhims in Cambodia reached its zenith of popularity 
in the twelfth .:. thirteen_tb century in the reign of J aya 
Varman VII who was �ponsible for the construction of 
numerous magnifiC\.'Dt viharas and temples. 

One of the· oldest Buddha images to be found in "Laos, 
Ia a atanding figure of the Buddha, well bown as the 
Dong ·Duong Buddha, which has been assigned to the 
third century by Coomilraswamy, but tliis date is cleady 
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too early for this statue, when it is compared with some of 
the Andhra statues assigned to this period (Rowland, B. 

op. cit. ( 1) p. 1 37) (Pl. LXI). It is a bronze figure cast in a 
style and mudra of its own. The hair is represented by 
curls while a low u�l!ifa adorns the crown of the head. 
The face is round with a prominent i1r-9a on the forehead. 
The eyes are open and are represented by simple lines. 
The shoulders are rather wide, only the left shoulder 
being covered by the robe. The folds of the robe are 
represented by raised lines arranged in a rhythmic 
pattern, leaving a relatively thin shag at the lower hem. 
The right arm is stretched forward from the elbow, the 
hand being shown in a modified form of the sbhsya
mudri, while the left hand is stretched out in a noneon- . 
formist manner with the three central fingers folded 
inwards. The two h&nds in this statue perhaps comple
ment each other in a Yitsrks-mudrj, more lively than in 
similar statues found elsewhere. Of a very much earlier 
·date, probably of tbe third century, is a bronze standing 
figure of the Buddha, discovered in Java (Seckel, D. 
op.cit. p. 169). 

As a whole the statue is relatively attenuated and 
maimered. The right hand is in the ab,4ayli-mudrl, while . . . . .· · · r:.r., .. , . 
the left is in the same stance as ii1 the Dong -DUong 
Buddha. The head is covered witb\�urls, the obtrusive 
golden U�Ifi�a being clearly a later' addition. The robe 
covers only the left shoulder, the folds being shown as 
gentle convex waves, demarcated by: thin ·raised lin�s. 
These folds, however, are shown only on the left shoulder 
and on the left leg with the shag above· the right ankle . .  
The eyes are open a:nd the nose quite sharp and unusually 
prominent. Though it was discovered in Java, it is more 
.likely that it had a South Indian origin. ' 

As · the Dong Duong Buddha and the Buddha from . 
Java described earlier are of doubtful origin, Buddha 
statues which can be considered genuineiy Cambodian 
app�ar only in the twelfth century wb�n the great temple at A�gk�r was established. "It is to the close of this 

. epo6�:;;: �-�r� S.����� . . "tbii.t: we owe. the charming classical · 
Buddb� li.DU S�hlsattva heads, which admittedly became 
rigiifiii''"t6�?�iirs'�'of tirrie oWing to �nstarit repetition" 
(Se�kel;'b.-�op.-tfiii·i(sS);� Whole Uhages1are' rare and.tbe 
rusliirtisti<r ijlilillu�i of "ih��- �ages can ohly be judged 
by the fe'W �t'ds. �t: hli�e��tirtNecl vliiohi �ciSiiilides . 
the co\iritt}: �u piise�W;'u)h;! =A Budilbllie.ia made of 
iimestone,"'.Jio\iF_fi1�t11et . . :�ij8-��ri' :':t.fit�euDi,' · u.s:A., · 
perhaps;· is tri)lc&J. o! tb� f"t8)1res ptoduced ·during this 
period, amply iifustraih1g theft�hlgb i�irltual and mystical 
qualit� (Rowl��:lt.tJP�fl.ql),. p. 73) (Pl. LX�. Cur� of 
the h11r on tlfi(lieid ate �resented by sebl1sphencal 
studs, in place of the Uiual spirats. Eye brows are gently 
�'ii'ferentiated leading on to the upper lids which are fully 

. . . , .  . · • 

clcised ln an attitude of meditation and total withdrawal 
from affairs of the world. The nostrils are wide, above a 
wide mouth, with a gt:ntle almost .imp_erce�tible 
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smile playing on prominent lips. The face is full but not 
flabby. 

A similar bead of the Buddha but with some differences 

is in the Philadelphia Museum U.S.A. (Rowland, B. (1) · 
op.cit. Pl. 1 57). The head is covered by curls of hair, 

turning right and is lopped by a high Ufrp�a. The hair is 
separated from the face by a tape-like edging, which is 
absent in the head described above. The eyes are half · 
closed and there is an expression of complete self
absorption in the face. 

"' 

There is also a much more o(Ilamented type of Buddha 
image of which only heads have survived. In a typical 
example, now on exhibit in the Musee Ouimet, the head 
is triangular in shape, with a narrow chin. The hair is not 
shown in thdorm of curls, but is represented by a broad 
decorated bllhd round the . head,- with a sharp conical 
Ulfrp,. (Swann, Paterc. Pl. 76). The eyebrows are linked 
together in the shape of a double bow. The eyes are like 

· lotus ·petals and the nose is delicately modelled as if the 
iculptorwas closely following the metaphors often found 
in lndian literature. Pendent ear-rings adorn the ears. In 
some other type of head, the forehead is shown as an arch 
wit� symmetrical sides, above which the hair is sh()wn llS . 

curls. On the crown of the head is an Ufl!1�� conical in 
shape .. and covered with . curls of hair. The · curls. the · 

.. mouth arid the hair are all highly stylised. . 
. 

' 

A Buddha figure in Cambodia, that·. deserves speci;.{ 
notiee, perhap�� is the statue known as the Buddha of the: · 
Bayon. This presents.the Buddha seated cross-legged and 
engaged in meditation, on the coils of a cobra, (Rowlarid, 
B. op.cit. (I), Pl. 158). The hair is represented by curls 
arranged with the shape of a padded cap around the head 
with a high· lllfrfl�· The eyes .are closed and are turned 
downwards. A hood · consisting of seven cobra-heads 
shelters the Buddha sc:ated on the uppermost coil of a 
three-coiled cobra. It is worth pointing out here that th.e 
Buddha is seated in the paryahkasMa, that: is with "the 
rigllt .leg placed on the left. the robe is attached to the 
body. Another Buddha figure, showing the Buddha 
she�tering under the expanded hood of s��en cobras is a 
figure from Binh Dinh, (Coomaraswamy A. K. op.cit. Pl. 

· CXIV). Presenting in sculpture the incident ·when the 
Bud�ha sheltered himself under the hood of a cobra 
named Mucalinda, this prof_usely decorated figure is 

. seated in the dbyina-mudrl. The seven cobra heads that 
fo� the large hood th�t shelters the Buddha ·are highly 
dec�r.ated with a necklace round each head . . The 
Buddlla's.head is also crowned with aJour�tjered crown 
ver)• �l�tJ<:ir�tely decorated. The eyes are �pen and the 
mo�th qlijte wide as in most statues in Laos. Around the 
neck is a bro�d necklace in three strands. On the upper 
arms are.elab.orate �g"mlets and above the wrist are two 
bangles. The robe is !lttached to the body, but the hem 
&Cross the chest and a part o( the sabgbip resting on the 

chest are clearly visible. This is a type of Buddha image . 

peculiar to Mahayana places of worship. This figure is 
assigned to the twelfth century. 

Java:. Buddhism was introduced to Java and other parts 
of Indonesia about the fifth century A. C. but Buddliist · 
remains surviving there can only be assigned to about the 
eighth century, when the greatBuddhist shrine, Borobudu.r 
was established. Here in all its tiers scores of Buddha 
images, mostly seated, but in diverse mudris were set up 
for the benefit of devotees. In these sculptur:es th� � 
pervasive influence of Gupta sculpture can be noticed 
even at a cll!ual glance. 

One such statue in which Gupta influence is readily 
noticed is a statue in the upper terrace of th� Borobudur 
monument. It is seated with .c roned legs and the ·soles 
turned upwards. The hands are in the vitarka-111Udli. 
Hair is presented in the form of curls turned rlShtwards, 
with a three-tiered usnisa on the head and an iimi . on the 
forehead. Facial feat�� are clear-cut and sh�, � 
a firMness of mind. The body is softly modelled and the . robe is attached to the body, the only indication of there . 
being a

. 
robe are the br.oad pleated hems on the shiDi, 

. (Rowland, B. (1) Pl. 1 84)(P1. LXII). 
. 

· A Buddha head from Borobudur, presenting a different . · 
·. aipect, needs to be refe'rred 'to he it to indicate the variety · 

· of Buddha figures at this stupendous edifice. The head of · 

. this statue 'with a two-tiered Ufrp,a is covered with curls 
turning left and is li>ng in shape. On the wide forehead is a 
rather large �a. nie eyes are hair-open. The. nostrils 
are wide and the lips thick and prominent (Coomara-
swamy, A. K. op.cit. (1) Pl. XXVIll). 

· 

A bronze seated Buddha with a makara-torana at ��  
back is certainly an early example of this type. o{Buddba 
figure. The Buddha is seated .� the bbfimi:.Spirl•-mudii. 
the right blind not only resting pn the right knee :b�t 
actually coveritlg it. The head iS tri&ngular in shape, a 
characteristic trait of Gupta statues, and covered with . 

curls as in other statues desc.ribed above. The :robe ii 
attached to the body, \\lith hems across the chest and over 
the ankles. The upper part of the chest is quite wide; in 
contrast to the unusuallY thin waist. The Buddha is seated . · 

. on a two tiered lotus, placed on a pedestal with twoJi� 
· lying in front (Zwalf, W. op.cit. P. 187) . 

·A Buddha statue, in a pose not frequently met with, is 
located in a temple called CSJ}4i Mendut, The Buddha is • 

seated in the European fashion, with feet resting on a ·· . · 
pedestal, in a �anner reminiscent of some Buddha · 
figures at AjBJ?�J, (C�omaraswamy, Pl. CXVIII). There . 
is a ,high Ufrft's on the held of the statue which i3 
provided with a halo around it. The figure i,s quite 
sturdily modelled. The hands are represented in the 
vitarka-mildri. The statue is dated with .late eighth 
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century. Two artefacts in the form of Buddha figures of 
great historical significance may be referred to here, · 
particularly in view of the scanty attention p aid to thtm 
by scholars who have studied the history of the Buddha 
image. The first of these is a partly damaged bronze figure 
from South Celebes, in Indonesia. In this both hands 
below the wrist have been severed and so are the legs from 
.above ·the knees. The head is round and very carefully 
modelled, with hair presented in the form of curls. The 
robe covers only the left shoulder and folds of the robe 
.are represented by two closely placed grooved lines, as in 
the statues of Sri Lanka in the Polonnaruwa period. The 
contours of the body are softly indicated. The eyes are 
fully opened (The Buddhist Council of Ceylon, Buddha 
Jayanti Souvenir, p. 96). This figure can be dated 
approximately in the tenth century. 

The other Buddha figure of which only the head has 
survived has been found among some Aztec artefacts, 
unrecognized till now as the head of a Buddha. The head 
is oblong approaching . a square form, The hair is 
represented by diagonal lines. The u�rft�a is quite 
prominent but flat. The eyes are fully open and are 
diagonally presented, indicating perhaps so.me Chinese 
influence (Valliant, G. C. The Aztecs of Mexico, Pelican 
Books, 1950, Pt 1·5). 

A bronze seated figur.e of the Buddha bas also been 
. found in the island of Helgo with several relics from the 
Vjking period, (Bronsdted, p. 165), while n similar statue . 
of bronze has been unearthed at a place called Upland, 
north of Upsala in Sweden. 

Cblna: The Chinese people became familiar with Buddhism 
about the first century, but it took some time before it 
could obtain a foothold on the country as a whole. 
Because of the inaccessibility of China from India owing 
to the mountain barriers provided by the Hindukush it 
was the Gandhra traditions that first penetrated into 
China through C:ntral Asia. The first Budd�a images 
were made in China in the middle of the fifth �entury. . . ' 

Perhaps the first Buddha image made in .China is a 
bronze standing figure of the Buddha measuring 29 em. 
(Rowland, B. op.cit. (2) pp. 82, 83) (Pl. LXII). The whole 
body of the Bbddha is surrounqed by a halo of light with 
stylised flames issuing out of the periphery. There are two 
concentric decorated bands. of light around the head. The 
robe, cascading (!own .in ample folds in the Gandhara 
style covers only the left shoulder. The right hand is held 
up in the abhaya-mudrswhile the left i5 held down in the 
varad.J-mudra. The Buddha stands on a 'lotus turned 
upside down. The head is covered by large curls with an 
u�rfifa, which is relatively large and flat. Altog�ther, t�e 
head appears to be too large in proportion to the height of 
the figure. 

· 

If an inscription incised on its back can be considered 
authentic, a seated gilt bronze statue now in the Young 

.. � .... · -

Memorial Museum in San Francisco, antedates the 
statue described above by a hundred years (Rowland, B. 
op. cit. (2), p. 84 (Pl. LXIII) .  This statue dated A.C. 338 
displays clear Gandhara cbarateristics. Tne hair is shown 
in groups of strands of two or three hairs with spaces 
between them. The �IJi�a is low. The eyes are narrow 
and crudely fashioned. The robe covers both shc;Julders 
and folds are arranged symmetrically on either side of the 
body. The hands are held together in front above the lap, 
with the back of the hand visible to thr. devotee. 

Of a slightly later date is a stele containing ·a figure of 
the seated Buddha (Rowland, B. op.cit. (2), p. 85. (PI: 
LXHI). The hair is shown as studs in yery low relief, with 
a flat U�IJi�a. The robe is indicated by a few grooved lines, 
one down the right hand; another down the left side of the 
body and a few over the lap and over the left hand. The 
right hand is in the abhaya-mudri and the left rests on the 
left leg. The whole figure is typical of ·the crude statues 
prodt:ced in China, in imitation of Gandhara models in 
the final years of their decline. 

A very elaborate colossal image of the Buddha was · 
made in A. C. 576 at a monastery called Hoin Chanlu Ta 
Fu in Chekiang in China by a sculptor named Se Yung 
(BuddhaJ  ayanti). The image is in the dhyani-mudri. The 
head is rectangular with half-closed eyes and firm 
prominent lips. An lii"J?B adorns the forehead. The robe 
covers both the shoulders, but expo.si!lg. the central part . 
of the chest down to almost the level of the navel. The . . , . . 

robe of which the folds are shown iJ1 a highly stylised 
manner covers both hands up to the wrists. A halo 
appropriately painted on the wall behind the statue adds · 
to the majesty of the main figure. 

A remarkable marble statue made in the year A. C. 585, 
· now in the British Museum, measures 5.78 m. in height 
(Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. 201). The lower arms and the feet 
are missing, but otherwise the statue has been well 
preserved. The head is oblong and exceptionally well 
modelled. The hair on the head is shown as stylised lines 
rhythmically placed. The forehead carries i� the centre a 
large ii17!B. The eye brows and the eye lids are sharply cut 
while the nose and the mouth have been handled with 
great delicacy. The robe covers both shoulders, exposing 
the upper var� of the under-robe which is held in place by 
two ribb.ons. tied one beneath the other. The folds o( the . 
robe are shoWn by means of their raised lines symmet�
cally cut on the surface of the body. The statue has been 
sculpted with great dexterity and taste, conferring on it 
an expression of tranquillity and calm. The statue 
represents the Buddha Amitiibha of the MahayanislS • · 

A Buddha statue depicting the mahi-parinibbil)a, the 
Great Demise, in an unusual manner is an earthenware 
plaque measuring 1 8  em. in height (Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. 
io 1). In this plaque assigned to the latter part of the 6th 
century the Buddha is seated in the dbyB.ni-mudra, 

....:..�: 
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between two ornate pillars supporting an arched torana. 

Beside t he two pill ars are t wo sala t rees with branches 

falling symmetrically over the two arms of the arch. The 

Buddha's head is surrounded by a halo. The robe covers 
only the left shoulder and is represented by a few thick 
folds. Curls are not shown on the head, which has again a 
bare flat u�,_p�a. The eyes are closed and together with the 
·hands and legs appropriately disposed, present the 
Buddha as an ascetic engaged in deep meditation . . .  

By about the latter part of the fifth century Chinese 
sculptors adopted a new style of pres�nting the robe in 
Buddha .statues. The new style attempted to show the 
folds of the robe in schematically arranged raised lines. 
One of the earliest examples of Buddha statues executed 
in the new style is a figure ofthe Buddha Maitreya (dated 
A.C. 486, (Rowland, B. op.cit. (2) p. 87) (Pl. LXIV). 
Semi-circular strands of hair vertically arranged repre
sent the head on which is pla�d a similarly fashioned 
u�lfl�a. The robe covers both shoulders with a semi
circular series of folds arranged round the neck. The right 
hand is raised with fingers· stretched out while the left 
hand is held down, with the fmgers stretched out, the two 
hands forming together a lively gesture of preaching. The 
various parts of the body are differentiated with precision 
through a flimsy robe which is attached to the body. This 
style of presenting the robe appears with various modi
fications to be the dominant style of drapery in Buddha · 
.figures during the next few centuries� · · ·. 

. In the sixth century; Chin�se Buddha- statues began to · 
assume a decidedly florid style, not oniy in the body of the 
Buddha but. also in H1e haloes with which most of these 
figures were invested. A figure of the Buddh11 Maitreya 

· dated A. C. 538 is a typical example of this type (Rowland, 
B. op.cit. (2}, p. 88) (1,'1. LXIV). lfstands on ·a fully:open 
lotus with the flame syinbcil peculiar to the Chinese, 
surrounds the body of this statue while another circular 
halo decorated with a floral pattern appears around the 
head. The hair on the head as well as on the usnisa is 
represented by irregular wavy lines. The eye br�'w's are 
sharply cut and the eyes are closed. The face conveys an 
expression of firmness. The right hand is in the abbaya
inudrs, .while the left displays the .varada-mudra. Th� 
robe covers both shoulders, with wide folds cascading 
down up to knee-level. A series of these parallei swallow
tail type of hems flares out from knee-level downwards. 
The statue is flawlessly executed by a �aster sculptor 
with a sure band (Rowland, B. op.cit. (2), p. 88) (Pl. 
LXV). A Buddha statue with unusually soft facial 
feitures is a seate�.flgure assigned to the seventh-eighth 
century. The Buddha seated in· the padmasana style 
.wears a ro�e covering both shoulders with a broad 
decorative_ hlmi _across the chest exposing a large part of 
the left side of the chest. The hair on the head is not shown 
in the form of curls, but in ttie form .of a smooth cap 

. ........... .. - -

closeiy fitting the head, with a similar flat low ��p�a. A 
gently benevolent expression appears on the face. What is 
particularly noticeable i n  this sta t ue is a thin sahghati 
hanging down from tbe left shoulder, perhaps an early 
occurrence of this feature on a Buddha statue. The folds 
of the robe are represented by thin raised lines with mildly 
convex spaces in between. The lower right arm is missing · 
but probably had been cast in the abbsya-mudri. The left 
hand rests on the left thigh in quite a realistic manner. 
The statue is well proportioned and has been executed 
with great virtuousity, giving expression to the Buddha's 
gentle and benevolent nature. 

A Buddhr statue from the Cave Temple at Lung-Men, 
of about the same period, displays features not often seen 
in Buddha statues in China or elsewhere (R9wland, B. 
op.cit. (2), p. 89) (Pl. LXVI). The Buddha is seated on 
what appears to be a stone seat, with legs crossed but with 
feet on the ground. The hair is shown as a close fitting 
cap, without any curls being shown. The· usriisa is 
damaged but probably was similarly treated. Th� rlgbt 
hand is in the abbaya-mudrii, while the left hand rests on 
the left knee. The face is full a:nd a gentle smile appears on 
the lip_s. The robe covers both shoulders, exposing on the 
chest parts of an under· garment. The folds of the robe 

. with a broad hem are represented in a crude manner by 
.shallow grooved lines, falling down from the shoulders 
up to knee level. In spite cif. the·,rough ·hewn character of 
the statu·e the beatific smile <l'� the delicately modelled 
lips seems to make up for any shor:tcomings . in the 
execution of the sculpture. 

. 

One of the. most impressive Buddha figures of this 
period appears as a bas-relief on a lirtle-�tone stele 
measuring 95 em. in height (Rowland; B. op.cit. (2) p. 91). 
The Buddha stands in the centre of the stele with two 
attendant deities on either side. On either side of the 
Buddha's body are line drawings of seated · Buddha 
figures and on the edges in two broad bands are stylised 
flames in flat relief. Hair on the bead is shoWn as wavy 
lines. A large ii.frJi�a with a flower-like arrangement of 
hair in front adorn� · the head . . The robe covers both 
shoulders with foids presented in the form of two closely 
placed raised lines appearing on the arms, the chest and 
on the legs below the knees which are prominently shown 
through the flimsy robe. Below the J>road lower bern of -
the · outer robe are two stylised hem� of _two under . 
garments, The Buddha's right hand is in the sbhaya
mudrs, while the left hand is held down with the fore-arm 
resting on the waist. The eyes are almost closed and a 
contended and a beatific smile plays on the lips (Pl. 
LXVI). 

A standing Buddha statue of striking simplicity, 
measuring 128 em. is now in the possession of an 
American Museum (Rowland, B. op.cit. ·(2) p. 94) (Pl. 
LXVII). It is a staid figure with clean lines. The hair on 
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the head is represented by curls with an u�qi�a hardly 
differentiated from the head. The eyes are haJf-clcsed. 
The robe covers both shoulders, each shoulder being 
covered by a separate arm of the robe. The robe is 
attached to tht: body, though the waist band can be seen 
through the robe which appears to be one of the finest 
quality. The legs are differentiated. The lower arms have 
been severed and the mudras of the hands cannot be 
ascertained, though most probably the right hand would 
have been in the abhaya-mudra and the left in the varada. 
The statue is carved out of limestone. There is hardly 
anything peculiarly Chinese in the statue though Gupta 
inspiration is quite evident. 

The head of a Buddha statu� of the late sixth or seventh 
century, however, shows that Chinese sculptors attemp
ted during this period to simplify the Buddha statue 
further. Here the head is shown as a smooth cap with the 
face full and the.lips delicately shaped� The robe covers 
both shoulders, over an inner jacket the front of which is 
heavily decorated with various designs including the 
swastika in the centre of the chest. The right hand carries 
a globe in front of the chest while the left is held down, the 
lower arm held diagonally against the side of the trunk. 
The robe cascades down the body with three broad hems 
one beneath the other. As is to be expected the Tun
huang caves in North West China contain numerous 
f�gures of the Buddha, some of them relatively well 
preserved. One example of such a figure is a seated 
Buddha from Cave No. 45, which is assigned to the 
seventh century approximately (Seckel, D. op.cit. p. 
193). The Buddha here is seated with legs crossed on a 
seat covered with a red cloth. Around the Buddha's bead 
is a circular halo and covering the Buddha's body is 
another larger halo. The outer-most border of the halo is 

. 

decorated with symbolic flames of fire: The head and the . 

u�rp�a are covered with curls, all painted in white. The 
eyes are open. Both shoulders are covered by the robe, 
leaving a portion of the chest exposed. The portion of the 
robe covering the upper part of the body from the waist 
upwards except the left hand, is colonred blue, while the 
rest of the robe is painted. The right hand is held out with . 
the palm facing outwards, the thumb, the forefinger and 
the middle finger raised in an attitude of admonition, 
while the other two fmgers are turned dqwn.wards. The 
left band is held down, with the palm and the fingers 
resting on .the left knee (Pl. LXVIII). 

Two statues assigned to the Ming Dynasty (A.C. 
1368-1644) display remarkable similarities in form · 
thou§h far apart in respl:ct of date of fabrication. They 
are both made of bronze and gilt. The first oftbe!e dated 
A. C. 1396, is a standing figure, with the right hand in the 
vsrada-mudrif. The left hand is folded and the fo.re-arrn 
rests _ on the waist, the palm and the fingers being 
completely destroyed. The bead with an �IJ'!fa hardly 
perceptible is covered wilb curls. In the centre of the 

relatively narrow forehead is an iiTIJB. The eyes are a 
similai flat bump to represent the U�IJi�a. The eyebrows 
and the eyelids are similarly reduced to simple shapes 
with a horizontal sash to represenfthe baH-closed eye. 
The mouth is narrow with firmly delineated lips. Despite 
its simplicity the head, as it is, is quite impressive. 

Inspite of the attempts at simplication, a highly 
decorative style seems to have come into vogue in the 
fashioning of Buddha figures about the beginning of the 
twelfth century. The swallow tair hems of robes re
emerged again and are fully employed in figure! made 
during this period and after, though less ornate statues 
too continu�d to be made. 

A good example of the first type of Buddha figure is a 
standing Buddha dated A. C. 1 107 (Row hind, B. op.cit, 
(2), p. 99). The bead of this statue is covered with 
independent curls arranged in horizontal lines ending in a 
straight line over the forehead, with which the patches of 
hair on eac;b side form a right angle. The eyes are closed 
and slightly slanted. The cloak-like outer r�be covers 
both shoulders, leaving the chest completely exposed, 
showing a swastika in the centre in very low relief. Below 
the swastika and around the waist is a broad band serving 
the purpose of a belt to hold the slc,irt.like robe which 
consists of an upper part and a lower part. In the upper 
part folds are shown as garlands round the neck (Pl. 
LXVII). 

. 

The second statue is largely similar to the first, with the 
difference that the exposed area on the chest is irregular 
in shape and almost the whole of the right arm stretched 
downwards, is bare. Both statues stand on open lotuses 
(Zwalf, W. p. 208, p. 209). Tb� disproportionately long 
right hand is intended to reach out to souls destined for 
the Western Paradise (Zwalf, W. op.cit. p. 209). 

A seated Buddha statue made of wood lacquered and 
gilded appears to have set a new fashion in the designing 
of Buddha statues. This statue assigned to the latter part 
of the seventeenth century is seated on a two tiered open 
lotus (Zwal(W. op.cit. p. 212). The head is covered with 
stud�like curls, with a f12t U!IJi�a lightly demarcated from 
the head. An DrJ!a appears in the centre of the forehead. 
The eyes are almost closed and are slightly slanted. The 
mouth is delicately . modelled; but with a· firm and 
determined expression. -Th e  hands are raised in the 
dharma-cakra-mudra. The robe which covers only the 
left shoulder is decorated with linear patterns. 

The re-emergence of a type of Buddha statue that was 

in vogue in the fifth century can be noticed at the r.nd of 
the Ming period, 16th-17th century .. A statue in the 
Detroit Institute of Arts, (U.S.A.) would serve as a good 
example of this type of sculpture (Rowland, B. op.cit. (2), 
p. 100) (Pl. LXIX). The hair on the head, the highly 
mannered drapery and even the mudras in this statue are 
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unexpectedly archaic and hark back to the work of the 
early centuries. There are no curls on the head; instead 
the hair i s  shown as a stylised mass, with an iiriJa on the 
forehead. The u�rJi�a is wide and relatively high and is 
also marked by another iirl!a. The head is square in shape 
with the facial features demarcated with a softness that 
invests the face with an expression of inner peace. The 
robe covers both shoulders, first with a collar-like 
arrangement of circular folds placed close together, from 
other folds in the form of raised lines bang dow�wards on 
either side of the chest, with a series of circular and 
parabolic folds covering the centre of the chest. Similar 
folds cover the thighs up to the knees, which are smooth, · 
being free from folds. Beneath the knees the folds appear 
around the legs. The right band shows the abhays
mudiii, in a modified form, with fingers stretched. The 
left hand hangs dowri with the palm and fmgers visible to 
the viewer. Beneath the lower hem of the outer robe can 

. be seen two hems with vertical folds arranged in a regular . 
pattern. The hems that hang down from the right and the 
left hand show an undulating pattern reminiscent of 
!lllcient Indian 'ltatuary. In the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, the Buddha statue. undel')Vent further changes, 

. in that the profuse folds appearing in the type of statue 
described above were reduced in number, but. · still 

. . IU1'anged in the s·ame rigid ·pattern of the earlier statues, 
(Rowland, B. op�cit. (2), p. 103 (Pl. LXI,X) . . 

Kofea: The year A.C. 372 is traditionally- ret:ognized as 
the date when Buddhism was 'introduced into Korea, the 
whole peninsula being converted t<i Buddhism by the end 
of-the· sixth century. Owing to internal turmoil and 
invasion, most of the Buddhist temples were destroyed 
and whatever archaeological remains ·have surviyed can 
oilly be assigned to the eighth century. 

One of the eB.rlies·t figures of the Buddha in Korea is, in 
fact, a larger-than-life ·bas•relief carved on a rock at 
Sosan, South Ch'ungch'ong province (Griswold, 
Alexander B. et al. op. cit. p. 79, Pl. 3). The baa.relief is 
assigned to the close of the sixth century. There are no 
eurls on the head, being shown as a smooth cap fitted on 
to the head. The ufiPfB is low but wide and is trr.ated in 
the same manner as· the head. A double halo �ppears 
around the head> the in�er halo takes the. shape of im 
open lotus while the outer halo takes the shape of a leaf. 
In this halo the border is decorated with the Chinese 
flame symbol. The �yes .are fully open and as in most 
Chinese sculptures the mouth bas been delicately 
handled. . . The . robe covers both shoulders, leaving a 
tri'angul,ir spaoe open from the neck line down to the 
centre of the chest. Two attendant deities stand on either 
side of the B11ddba. 

Perhaps one of the earliest free standing Buddha 
figures made in Korea is a work of · the Sills period 
(Rowland, B. op.cit; (2), p. 124) (Pl. LXX). As a whole 

the figure is squat in appearance. The head of the statue is 
covered wit h  independent curls with a flat u��i�a rising 
unobtrusively from the top of the head. The forehead is 
narrow and marked with an Urns in the form of a small 
circle. The eye� are closed and �nly slightly slanted. The 
face is full and expresses a sense of inner contentment, 
with a delicately modelled mouth. The folds of the robe 
are reduced to a minimum, more prominently around the 
waist and on the pubic region, with few folds around the 
�bins below the knee. The figure stands on a full blown 
lotus. The right hand of the statue shows ihe vitJJrka
mudrs and the left hand is folded at the elbow and 
stretched out with the palm and fingers held in a 
nondescript manner. 

Japan: There is hardly any consensus among scholars 
regarding the date of the introduction of Buddhism to 
Japan, but it is generally believed that this took place in 
the first part of the sixth century. The date of the formal 
introduction of Buddhism to Japan is, however, the year 
A. C. 552. In the early years, as is to be expected, Buddhist 
art in Japan was to a large extent influenced by that of 
China and Korea, but in course of Ume indigenous ideas 
asserted themselves on this art, investing on it a speci-

.. fically Japanese character . . · . 
. - . . 

A seated Buddha . figure: dated A.C. 628 is a . good 
example of this blending of Chinese arid Japanese 
characteristics, (Rowland, B. op.cit. (2), p. 109). Here the 
Buddha is seated on a seat covered with a cloth with 
highly ornate folds. The curls of hair on the bead of the 
Buddha are arranged in horizontal lines, with a relatively 
flat 14/ft�a. The right hand is shown in the abhaya-mudra 
with the left hand cast in the varada-mudri. The robe 
covers both shoulders exposing the chest, SQ as to sho� 
the upper part of the under garment held in position by a 
belt tied witli a bow knot. The head is oval in shape and 
the face displays a plaCid and serene mind, with an almost 
imperceptible smile on the lips. The whole figure together 
with two attend.ant Bodhisattv!ls is supported from 
behind a large, and highly ornate halo, in which seated 
Buddha figures and stylised flames of fire: are symmetri

-cilly arranged to re-inforce the effect created by the main 
figure (PI: LXX). 

· A partly damaged standing Buddha displaying unmis
takable' �igns of Chinese influence is a figure assigned to 
the ninth century. It is a sturdy figure measuring 290 em . . 
and the peculiar arrangement of the. folds of the robe 
which set off the physical features of the figure, invests it · 
with an expression of the mystery .and power residing in 
the deity by an overwhelming suggestion of power 
implied in its titanic form and weightiness (Rowland, B. 
op.cit. (2), p. 1 1 2). Though headless, it is indeed a very 
awe-inspiring piece of sculpture (PI. LXXI). 
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Another massive standing figure with similar characte
ristics is in the Genko-ji Temple belonging to the Heian 

. period (A.C. 794- 1 1 85). The hair on the head of this 
statue is represented by studs placed in parallel horizontal 
lines. The head is in shape square, with a forehead 
marked by an iiriJa. (Irie, T. et al., op. cit. p. 22). The eyes 
are almost closed. The robe covers both shoulders leaving 
a large portion of the chest bare. The folds of the robe are 
all concentrated on the lower abdomen and on the left 
hand, which holds a vessel. The right band is in the 
sbhays-mudra, with the palm and fingers facir.g the 
viewer. This again is a powerful and awe-inspiring figure 
(Pt LXXI). 

A very elaborately ornamented seated Buddha figure 
of the eighth century can be seen in the Toshodai-ji 
Temple. The figure is seated on an open lotus, with a 
back-rest decorated with scores and scores of small 
seated Buddhafigures arranged close together in groups. 

· The Buddha's hair is represented as separate studs and 
the Uf!Ji�s is similarly treated. The eyes ai·e fully closed 
and the mouth is closely set. The flat chested body is only 
partly covered by the robe which covers both the 
shoulders. The two hands do not conform to any 
tra�itional mudri but unmistakably show that the 
Buddha is engaged iii an act of explaining the dhamma. 

An imposing Buddha. figure of the Nara period, i.e., 
eighth _CC!)tury, is a seated figure of bronze, measuring 
262 em. enshrined in a temple called K.animan-ji (lrie, T. 
et sl. op. cit p. 6). The hair on the bead and on the �!Ji�s 
are represented as a rough surface in contrast to the face 
which is absolutely smooth and highly polished . The eye 
brows are sharply demarcated, with the eyes fully closed . 
The robe covers both the shoulders, with a few flat folds 
shown banging down from the left sbould�r. The band is 
raised in an attitute of exposition, with the palm stretched 
outwards and the thumb and the fore-finger held together 
(Pl. LXXII) . . 

A rare type- of Buddha figure appers in a scene 
depicting the pitrinibbans, the passing away, of the 
Buddha at K.usiniua (lrie, T. etsl. op. cit. p. 1). Th�: whole 
sculpture is· made of stucco. Here the Buddha is shown u 
lying on a bed on his right side. Five royal figures stand 
behind the recumbent Buddha while two monks are 
seated dose to the Buddha's head and two others cl9se to 
his feet. All these monks are shown in attitudes of deep 
mourning. A Lay figure is seated between these two 
groups of monks, trying lf:l. console theDl.-The Buddha's 

. figure iHlearly archaic, without any characteristic that 
may be described as essentially Japanese. The scene is 
quite realistically depicted (Pl. LXXII); 

A well-preserved seated bronze figure of the Buddha, 
found in the Yakushi-ji Temple, is a rather flamboyant 
creation, with a large back rest adorned with seated 
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Buddha figures in high telief and floral patterns. It is 
254.7 em. in height and should serve as a very elegant 
product of the sculptors of the N ara period (Irie, T. et aJ 
op. cit p. 16) (Pl. LXXIII). 

The Heian period of Japanese history encompassed a 
period of nearly four hundred years from A. C. 794-1 I 85. 
A characteristic feature of the Buddha figures of this 
period is the exaggerated flabbiness of the face. Most of 
the images are cast in a mudra, where the folded fingers of 
the two hands and with the thumb are placed close 
together, somewhat in the manner o( the dhyani-mudri. 
As in the earlier figures in the Nara period those of the 
Heian period are also sturdily constructed as it were in 
conformity with the concept of msha-puru�a, 'great 
being'. Some of them are provided with back rests 
adorned with complicated floral designs; 

· Some of the Buddha statues of the early Heian period 
_ can be seen in the Jingo-ji Temple. Notable among them 
is a seated figure (Irie, T. et sl. op. cit. p. 20) (Pl. LXXIII) 
of the Buddha, with a highly ot:nate back-rest, painted in 
gold. The helo around the head seen on the back-rest is . 
flanked by flames of fire carved in the t�Bditional style. 
The robe covers both the shoulders, J�aving a large 
portion of the chest bare. The eyes are quite open. The. 
right hand shows the sbhsya-mudri,· while the left rests 
on the left leg. The folds of the robe are �omewbat 
restricted in number. Thefacial features have inYested the 
face with, perhaps, an unintended awesome aspect. 
Another statue in the Jingo-ji Temple, cci�'structed in the 
standing position, (Irie, T. et sl. op. cit. p. 21), while 
displaying the awesomeness already referred to; is 
invested with a lofty head of hair, represented bythe same 
type of spiralling studs is quite prominent (Pl. LXXIV). 

Somewhat different in form and executiop is a wooden 
standing figure of the Buddha of the ninth century. The 
head is shciwri as a smooth cap, with some vertical lines, 
with a flat �rpfa similarly treated (Rowiand, B. op.cit. 
(2), p. 1 15). The eyes are closed and the mouth is narrow 
but well formed. The robe covers the shoulders, leaving 
the chest and the upper abdomen exposed. A broad band · 

. representing the hem of the robe hangs down from the 
shoulders in an ovaloid form. The limbs of the Buddha 
are well differentiated with the under garment below the 
upper robe. The hands have been senred and the mudris 
in which they were presented cannot be determined. 

Another awesome figure of the Buddha of this period is 
a seated figure in the Toadai-ji J:emple. The robe covers · 
bot� shoulders with soft folds in profusion over the · 
wrists, the lower abdomen and the folded shins. The right 
hand is shown in a modified form of the sbhaya-mudri, 
with fmgers irregularly placed. The left hand is placed on 
right knee, with the palm folded over the left shin, quite 
close to the knee, (Irie, T. et al. op. cit. p. 13, (Pl. LXXIV). 
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Buddha figures of the late Heian period are found also in 
the Jouri-ji Temple and the Byo-d o-in Temple. In the 
latter temple is a seated figure of the B ud dha, with ha!1ds 
held c;lose together resting on the lap, somewhat in the 
manner of the dhyiini-mudra(lrie, T. et al. op. cit. p. 13). 
A halo appears around the body and another around the 
head, the statue and the haloes all resting· in frDnt of a 
screen decorated with the flame symbol. 

In the Kamalcura period which followed the Heian 
period some Buddha figures display a faithful preference 
to Chinese forms, a good example of this type of statuary 
being a standing Buddha in the Saidai-ji Temple (lrie, T. 
et al. op. cit. p. 7. The rippling drapery is quite 
remmiscent of the drapery in some Chinese sculptures. 
Chinese influence can also be traced in sculptures such as 
the standing Buddha in the T odai-ji Temple (Irie, T. _eta!. 
op. cit. p. 10), which is a very imposing and dignified 
sculpture comparable to the most significant Chinese 
sculpture of the same class. A rare seated Buddha figure 
of the same perio� with some unusual features is to be 

· · fo\md at. the TodaHi Temple mentioned earlier. The hair 
. shown in the form of studs covers a head that is clearly 
.out of proportion to the body. It is like a . solid thiCk 
helinet placed on the head. The eyes are closed and the 
face isfull and placid. The figure is .draped in a cloak;· with . 
thick folds placed vertically on the body; Vlhile th� part ·of ·

. 

the . robe covering the legs is almost flat except in �he . 

. front. The statue is seated on an open lotus. 

Thus during a period of about fourteen centuries, the 
Buddha statue which ·originated in India in the first 
century traversed the whole of South . and East Asia, 
retaining its original iconographic characteristics but 
undergoing Jlppropriate modifications in external 

. features to suit' traditions and sentiments peculiar to the 
people of each �ountry. 
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P. E. E. Fernando 

IMAGE-FORMATION, a mental faculty forming images 
of external .objects which are not present to the five 

· physical senses. It is sometimes called, though not quite 
accurately, the creative faculty of the mind. Cr�ation in 
the fullest sense is origination without precedence. And, 
as there is no idea in the mind which was not prior in the 
senses (nibil i11 inte/lectunis prius in sensu), mind cannot 
be called creative in the fullest sense, although images 
perceived in the senses may be regrouped by the mind 
which thereby forms new mental . images, which is 
imagination, cr new ment� concepts, which is ideation. 

The process 'of formation of images or concepts is 
referred lo in Ruddhi�t psychology as 'mentalformations' · 
(sankbira), the fourth of the five aggregates (psficak
kbandha) which constitutes the individual process of 
conscious living. It follows immediately after impressions 
(feelings or sensations� vedanii) and perceptions (sa.IIIIa), 
all of which are highly complex processes. Colour is not 
perceived-without form, but imagination can either retain 
the form and change colour, or vice versa, or. change 
both. 

The main difference; therefore, . between impressions 
and ideas is that impressions are reproductions and ideas 
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are reconstructions, re-formations, compositions. Imagi
nation, then is a reconstructive process of earlier i!Tlpres
sions, a process of association and dissociation of ideas, 

in which memory, - recollection and reflection play an 
important part. It is an aspect of actuality, which is 
individualistic, for it is an individual reaction to an 
individual proces3. 

Perception (ssfJifi) is not preceded by any conscious 
process. This can be experimentally proved in perceiving 
ambiguous figures, in which either the black or the white 
areu can be seen as the figure, the other forming the 
background, without any process of rationalisation. The 
perception is conditioned by sensations, but imagination 
or formation of images is subsequent. 

When an interpretation of perception, i.e., a concept of 
the sense-impression, is not obvious, a probable and 

- familiar solution or explanation will be adopted, and 
thereby one may not perceive the event asjt occurs, but as 
'it makes stnse'. And that is imagination. 

Such imaginative interpretation is primarily a 
memory-image, although not a mere revived impression. 
The newly received sensation (vedans), after it has .been 

_ cognized through perception (safJIJs) in a general way, is 
now befug conceived_ and formed (sankbata) in which 
presentation the old and the new are blended in cognitive 
repre3entation and reconstruction. -

In fact,' all recognition involves a high _ degree of 
imagination, for without the recall of an earlier image
formation, calle9 grasping the past (adtsggabana), it 
would be - impossible to classify and name any new 
impression. Clasification is the grouping into a higher 
order or class, on the collective grasping of what belongs 
together (ssmudayaggsbana or ssm'iihaggsbana), by 
means of which Clearer understanding of the individual 
object is obtained. It is this grasping o_f the meaning or 
essential nature (attbsggabana) which leads to the 
naming (n8maggab8J?II) of the object. -

This entire process of recollection, association, clas_si
fication, discrimination; j\ldging and identification lies 
between perception (saiJIJi) and consciousness ('iifJIJina) 
and is so complex that it is rightly called sailkbiriJ ·or 
idc�ttion or image-formaiton. 

or the . six particular concomitant mental factors 
pakif!IJakscetssika it is initial application (vitskka) or 
direction of mind which operates most actively in the 
process of imagination and is found indeed in SS various 
classes of consciousness. It gre�tly contributes to 
reasoned thinlcing in such processes with its characte-
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ristics of directing and guiding the imagination in its 
image and name-finding process. 

H. G. A. van Zeyst 

IMAGE HOUSE. See PATlMAGHARA 

IMAGES See ICONOGRAPHY, ICONOMETRY, 
IDOLATRY. 

IMMORTALITY, usually designated by the Pall term 
amata and the Sanskrit terms amrta or amrtatva, is the 
condition of being free from death �d rebirth, and hence 
a state of durability and non-change, a state of lasting 
security.' The belief that there could be some kind of 
eternal existence after the dissolutio.n of the physical 
body is almost universal. The fate of man after death has 
been one of the biggest problems that man has. faced and 
attempted to solve. Various peoples, in keeping with their 
culture, civilisation and religious background, have given 

. various explanations to this problem, and the condition 
of immortality and how it could be realised occupies a 
very significant place in these deliberations. The diffe
rence bet wen Buddhism and other systems of thought on 
this question lies mainly in the Buddha's denial of a soul 
(atman or atts). 

The concept of immortality invariably directs our 
attention to questions of death and the life after death. 
The moment immortality as a realisable state is accepted 
ordinary physical death does not become the end of 
empirical existence. If physical death is not the end of 
ordinary life what happens to the life-force (designated as 
viJJifins or consciousness in Buddhism and sow in other 
systems) of the dying individual? 

Buddhism offers comprt:hensive solutions to this and 
allied problems. The solutions Buddhism offers were the 
result of a 16ng process of thinking on the problem� by the 
Buddha himse� and various thinkers that preceded him. 
The questions of rebirth and of karma and the availability 
of a state free from the effects of life's conflicts had been 
treated by many ofGotama's predecessors. Gotama with 
his empirical approach to the problem presented an 

I. NajByati najiysti na miyati'ti amstJJn'ti vuccsti(KhpA. p. 1 80. Similarly at DhpA. I. p. 228). 

• r . ... · :.. ,. , __ 
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explanation different from the ones current at the time. realisation of the state of immortality (S. "II, pp. 222-3). 
He put forward a system of practical ethics leading the About the existence 

_
and non-existence of a Tathagat a  

individual t c  a state free from the vortex of life and death after death bhikkhuni Khema replies that such questions 
and this state is described as the state of immortality, are irrelevant (S. Iv; pp. 374).4 
Nibbina.2 Buddhism teaches that continuity of consciousness of 

In almost all the religious traditions of the world, the individual (cittasantana), which is constantly chan-
including that of India's non-Buddhist tradition, it is ging does not come to an end with physical death of the 
accepted that there is a soul which is permanent, un- individuaLS Its subjection to change and hence to birth 
changing and indestructible (See ANA TI A). The and death can only be eliminated by realising the state of 
summum bonum of those teachings is that it is possible enlightenment .(sambodhi) and refease (vimutti). The 
for this soul to attain immortality. But Buddhism stands person who has realised this state has gone beyond the 
as a unique system of thought by denying the existence of possibility of accumulating any rebirth producing kamma 
such an unchanging and perdurable entity within or and as such he has realised the state of immortality in that 
without the human personality, acting or irutiating action very life itself. He lives in the world without being a victim 
as it pleases. The solution that Buddhism offers lies in the of its vicissitudes. He does not accumulate fresh kamma 
realisation that all existence is subject to change, decay and, therefore, his consciousness is free from defilements 
and death and once this true nature of things (Yathabbiita) and is pure in its unconditioned natural state (pakati-
is practically realised the person is said to become one pabbassara)6. As the cause of the accumulation of fresh 
with that state free froJD birth and death (amatapada). lt kamma is destroyed his consckusncss · has become 
is this state �f hnmortality which is generally designated . immune to intcmBI and external defilements. This state 
·by the termNibbina, which is characteristically described of purity, of knowledge and of insight is the immortai 
u unborn (sjita), unbecome (sbbuta), unmade (aksta) state ofNibbina from where no relapse is possible. And 
and uncompounded (asankbsts Ud. pp. 80-1). And· as what is meant by physical death is the destruction of the 
the individual bu. DO 'soul' as such, the moment he structure tha.t embodies this consciousness. Rebirth is the 
realises. this . st_ilte . he become� one with it arid, �e11ce . re-embodiment of this consciousnes! after the coJJapse 
immortal. He gets lost · in immortality as it were.J He · · ·· of its previous tenement . . And _this re-embodiment is 
escapes the bonds of samsirawhich is the born (/ita), the . · possible only so long as thi$ ·consciousness is burdened, 
become ·(bbuta), ' the miule "(kata) arid the compounded .

. deft.led and darkened by the accumulation of ksmma. 
(ssnkbats). 

· · · · 

Once these defilements arc removed from it, it. remains 

Immortality is realised by p�actical experience and not 
by speculating about it. From a pragmatic point of view 
the actual problem of man is his afflictions in ordinary 
life and his efforts have to be directed towards solving the 
problem at hand without resorting to metaphysical 
speculations · about the immortal state ·of the saint. 
Buddha's reply to brahma,n Unnibha;s question 8s to 
what lies beyond Nibbina was that, the question goes too 
far and it cannot be answered. · He further says that the 
purpose of living the holy life is to attain Nibbina, wilh 
Nibbina as its goal and end (S. V. p. 2 18)." Thera 
Mahikusapa ·is rcpr:es�nted as declaring to Siriputta 
that the Tathigata has left unanswered (avyi.ksta) as to 
whether he exi!ts (boti), exists not (na boti), both exists 
and exists not, neither existS nor exists not after death, 
because such a declaration is not . conducive · to the 

pure and enlightened in its immortal state. 

After his realisation of this s.tate Gautama Buddha is 
said to have made the significant statem-ent .rccorde·d ·in 
the Pitakas (cg. · Yin. I, p. 7; M. 1.,  p. 169; D. II, p. 39), 
"Open are the doors of immortallty, let those who hJ�Ve 
ears give up their credulity," and it was with these ·words 
that he .began his career as religious teacher . .By referring . 
to his realisation of the state of immortality as 'opening 
the gates' to that con_�ition the significant idea is e·xpressed 
that it is by untying the ties and unlocking the locks of our 
hea�ts that men can open themselves to truth and 

· immortality. 

A question could be raised whether this possibility of 
man· �o realise the immortal state that is present- in every 
individual means the presence of any unchanging and 
permanc.nt entity like a soul. But Buddhism denies 

2. Hence 
,
��_ta or amrta is one of the most frequent epithetB of Nlbbana. For references in literature s·ee PTC 

3. Note.�
.�.�

xpreasions amataparsylll!a (S. V, p. 2 18) and amatogadha (S. V. pp. 41, _S4) . . 
4. see l!li'c) � CUJani"B!.unkyuilttllllta:'(M. I. pp. 426-32). · 

S. Perhaps h b thli undylns consciousness in itB unconditioned state that is referred to by the author of the Ksthopllllisar1..,1, ii, 18) 1 
when he says that the soul which is unborn, eternal, and everlasting is not slain when the body is being slai�. 

' 

6. Compare the itaternent "l am pure by nature", svabhavsiuddho 'ham which is a mantra used
. 
by the esoteric Buddhl!tB. See An 

Introduction to Buddhist Esoterism, B. Bhattacharyya, pp. 106, 7 • 

. ... .............. _ 
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entirely the presence of such an entity that experiences the 
activities of the individual  The state of immortali ty as 
understood in Buddhism is entirely an impersonal state 
where the idea of selfhood (asmimana) is completely 
eradicated, and Buddhism denies the presence of an agent 
or a performer maintaining that there is only action but 
no actor. Hence Buddhism does not accept a personal 
soul that becomes immortaJ, but a state of immortality, 
impersonaJ and absolute. [n the ultimate analysis this 
concept of action without an actor in the human persona
lity seems to be the real difference between the Buddha's 
concept of immortality and that of the Upe.ni�ads. 7 

The concept of immortality is inevitably connected 
with the concept of time and space in that the achieve
ment of immortality means the conquest of time as well as 
of space. Those who have achieved immortality are 
beyond the effects of time in its division into past, present 

· and-future. See aJso AMRTA. 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

IMPERMANENCE (Pall: anic_ca; Skt. anitya) is one of 
the three charac-teristics (ti-lakkbana) or universal 
characteristics (ssmaRRa-Jakkbanaj of a11 'things' 
(sabbam) or a1l phenomena (sabbe cihamms) i.e., things 
or processes .either human or divine, animate or inani
mate, organic or inorgnic and mental or physicaJ ( M. Ill, 
p. 218; S. l ll, pp. 132f., 225; IV; p. 28; A. l, p . l 52; V. p. 
182). The other two characteristics of this triad are 
conflict or non-satisfactoriness (dukkba)! and no-self or 
non-substantiaJity (anatta). Of these, impermanence is 
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the most basic characteristic while the other two are more 
l ike  i ts corollaries (S. I l l ,  p. 67). Bud d hism presents 

impermanence of phenomena as an ever-valid, universal 

objective fact (M I, p. 220; S. I I I, p. 133; A. IV, p. 286). 

Early texts explicitly and repeatedly draw one's atten
tion to this objective fact and also point out that a11 things 
are impermanent because they are characterised by 
llppearence or birth (uppsda}, change or transformation 
({hitassa-aRRatbatta) and disappearance or destruction 
(vaya: S. IH, p. 38). Whatever is born is said to be 
impermanent since whatever is born is sure to perish (A. 
IV, p. 1 87). Whatever is subject to decay is also imper
manent (S. [. p. I 86). Similarly whatever is compounded; 
made to be dispositionaJiy determined (sankhata or 
sankhara)2 too is impermanent (M. 1 : p. 350; 111, p. JOB;· 
A. V, p. 343 ff.) Thus, impermanence appears aJmost as a 
collective term for arising and passing away of things 
(uppada-vaya: cf. D. II, pp. 157; S. lll, p. 146). The 

. Patisambbidamagga (1. p. 19 1) clearly defmes it in this 
ma:nner (uppada-vaya.tfbena aniccs). 

In later Buddhlsm, specially in the Sarvistivida school, 
the process of change was logica11y anaJysed and con
sequently impermanence came to betexplained in terms 
of nascent (foti), static (stbiti), decay jars) and cessant 
(nssa)'moments' (ksana). This fourfold sub-division was 
brought about by · tlikutg change or transformation 
(tbitassa-aiJRatbatta: Skt. stbityanyathatva) as signifying 
two separate 'moments' as s'tatic and d-ecay. The Sautr�
tikas too, accepted this theory of moments (ksana-vida). 
However they accepted only uppada and ;sya and 
rejected stbitiksana (stati� moment); The Theravida · 

co�mentators t�o· referred to three moments as uppada, 
!hiti and bbanga (destruction).l 

· 

7. Alman of man 113 doer and experiencer is described in the Kathopanisad II, iv, v.3: "What is there unknowable to that iitman by 
which man cognises form, taste, smell, sound! and sexual j�ys7 Tbi; indeed is that". The Buddhist view as opposed to this is 
expre!!ed in the Yisuddhimsgga (HOS.), p.517. 

· 

I. DuUha is 1t term that is difficult to be translated. In ordinary usage it means suffering, pain, sorrow, misery etc. But it also h113 a 
deeper philosophical meaning which connotes unsatisfactoriness, conflict etc. In this essay the term is used to convey the general 113 
wel1 113 the philosophic9l meaning. 

• 

2. SanL�ira is another extremely complex Buddhist philosophical term pregnant with meaning. There are at Ieut five nuances of 
meaning discernible according to the context in which the term occurs. These five shades of meaning are: i. unkhira as one of the 
five aggregates constituting the human penonality. ln this context it connotes psychological tendency or mental disposition. ii. A! a 
factor reRponsible for bringing about rebirth it is a force or a drive. iii. A! habitual tendency it ref en to cumulative effects of bodily, 
verbal and mental action. iv. It is also U3ed almost 113 a synonymous term for cetan8 (volition). v. It stands for all ph-:nomena or 
things determined by human dispositions or represents any object of human desire or longing. In this sense it is synonymous with the 
term sankhata (made-to-be, compounded, arranged, dispositionally determined). On this see further, David J. Kalupahana, 
Causality: The Central Philosophy of Buddhism. U'niv. Press of Hawaii, Honolulu, 197S; Philosophy East cl West 21, No. 4, Oct 
1977, 'Notion of Suffering in �arty Buddhism compared with some reflections of early Wittgenstien' by David J. Kalupahana, and 
also 0. H. de A. Wijesekera, The Three Si8f1sta, aniccs, dhulckhs, anstts, Wheel Pub!. No. 20, Buddhist Pub!. Society, Kandy, Sri 
Lanka. , . . .. .  ".'" e· .. , • .: 

3. On the dev�lopment of the theory of impermanence see David J. Kalupahana, Buddhist Philosophy, a Historical Analysis, Univ. 
Press of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1 976. 
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The above account outlines very briefly the early that this is not so. A thing that causes pain and 
Buddhist theory of impermanence and its later develop- unhappiness to one could be a source of pleasure and 

ments. However, Buddhism did not treat this theory in happiness to another. Similarly, the very thing that gives 
abstract. Being pragmatic and utilitarian in approach, happiness at one particular moment could turn out to be 
and hence primarily being concerned with man and his a cause of unhappiness at another moment and 110 on. 
emancipation from his samsilric existence to which he is Therefore, it is see ... that impermanency by itself is value-
bound due to his clinging t� 'things', Buddhism did make neutral objective fact. Thus it is clear that dukkbs is not 
a special attempt ·to apply this theory to the individual. an intrinsic characteristic or quality of impermanence. 
This was for the purpose of illustrating man's own Besides, if the statement whatever is impermanent is 
impermanence and thereby pursuading him to give up unsatisfactory, (Yad 111liccsrp tiuiJ dukkharp)is considered 
clinging to what is impermanent. With this purpose in as an equally valid objective fact like the other universal 
view the individual is analysed into five coniponents characteristic of all compounded things namely, that all 
which are called the fsve aggregates of clinging (paflcu- compounded things are impermanent, (sabbe saDkbiri 
padinakkhsndhs). These are: material form (rupa), anicca) then it would be necessary to concede that 
sens.ation (vedsaa), perception (ssfJfla), mental forma- Buddhism completely rejects any form of enjoyment · 
t ions, psychological tendencies or dispositions (assada). But. this too, is not so. On the contrary, 
(sankhara), consciousn�s (vi!Jnana). In brief the indi- Buddhism grants that there is enjoyment (assida). Yet at 
vidual is referred to a! a heap of pr�cesses or dispositions the same time it does not fail to point out that enjoyment · 
(ssDkbarapuJJja:· S. I, p. 135) all of which are imper- too, is impermanent, and therefore, sure to disappear. 
manerit (S. Ill, pp. 41, 61, 179, 196 ff.). In fac;t the Buddha Loss of enjoyment is a cause for unhappiness !fld this, 
points out that it is these ·sens.orial aggregates that cause· Buddhism points out, is the evil consequence (idinava)of 
continuity ofsaml!iric eXistence (M. I, p. 191; III, p. 288f; enjoyment; and hence, the injunction .to detach (nis-

• S. I, p. 135)� lienee; according to Buddhism, the highest sar811a) oneself from all forms of enjoyll\ents (M. I; p . .S; 
. consum�atiQfi ·.9f spiritu.at. life results from the perfect S. Iii; p. 27ff.). As enjoyment (assssJa) is necessarily . 

understanding·,, of the �permanent nat"re of · these ' followed by its evil consequences (adinsvs) it could be · 

· sensorial aggregates (M: Jl, p. :237); This is ·why the · reasonably assumed that the sum-total of all experience ·• 
BUddha declared that the �ey, to the c9�pl�x problem of of an individual amounts to dl!kkha. Hence the special 
sim�irlcexistence li� within tbis fathom-long body itself · · · emphasis on this aspect. 
(A.' Ii, P· 4S; cf; 'D."ll," P� 67; $; 1; po41 ; IV, p: 138). . . It is apparent that while 'impermanence'is an objective 

One might wonder why this objective fact of imper- fact, non-satisfactoriness (dukkba) is a personaJ .expe- . 
oianepce of all things is stressed so much in Buddbism. lt rience. Now a problem arises as to how an objective fact 
is because· this objective fact, the recognition of which can turn out to be a source of dukkha. A clue to the 
according to Buddhism is the basis {oi: emancipation, is solution of thi!l problem is found in .the .hrief statement 
constantly overlooked · by all worldlings. Hence it is made by the Buddha that 'whatever is felt or experienced, 
repeatedly emphasised and a dictum of great ethical that pertains to dukkbs (yam kilJci vedayitam tam . 
import drawn from · it natQely, that whateve� is imper- dukkhasmim: S. II, p. 53). Here, too it is not a denial �f 

• tisf experiencing' enJ'oyment but an affirmation of the un-miUlent 15 noJHa actory (yad anicc81p tsrp dukkhs.rp: 
S. II, p. 53; 111, pp. 67, 181), and therefore one should satisfactoriness that lies b��ind the .impermanency of 
necessarily develop dispassion (viraga) towards them. As . s.�ch a joyful experience. From this it is quite clear that 
seen from early texts Buddhism very clearly states that . dukkha is a subjective experience caused by one's process 
desire, attachment,· involvement and entanglement in of sensory perception. This is why the Buddha has 
regard to the five sensory aggregates is the arising of all repeatedly pointed out in; a number ofhis discourses that · 

. misery 0t suffering (dukkba) connected with samsiiric most of the miseries and sufferings experienced by one · 
existence (M. 1; p. 191). To extinguish craving or desire are due to one's distorted process of perception. H�ce 
(rigs., t�u?ha) one bas to cultivate dispassion (viraga). An much sttention is paid to the perfect understandins of the 
impetus towards this direction is given by pointing out process ofsensory perception, so that one may be Wary of 
the non�satisfactoriness that lies behind all things. h_ow one is bound to get deceived through one's distorted 

process of perception. The Madhupindika Sutta(M. I, p. 
· . However, the statement that whatever is impermanent 1 1 1-1 12) analysing this process of pe�ceptioii shows bow .. 

is non-satisfas.tory (yad Miccam tam dukkbam) appears it begins on an impersonal tone and then with the arising 
to be somewhat of a generalisation based on the pre- . of feeJing or sensation (vedana), turns into a person� 
P.onderance of dukkba over sukhs (bappiness) jn worldly · deliberate act and how almost simultaneously, the ego-
existence: And further, this generalized statement also consciousness intrudes and shapes the whole process into 
suggests that all things at all times cause dukkha to all a highly ego-centric one culminating in the generation of 
alike. But on the contrary day to day experience shows obsessions (papaflca). Further, it illustrates how with the 
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predominence of obsession this process finally becomes 
inexorably subjected to an objective order of  th ings . With 

the i n t rus ion of ego-consci ousness  (ahaJI?k'iua, 
msmimkara) obsessions such as craving, conceit and 
dogm�tic-views (tanba, mana, ditthi), which are just 
three aspects of eg�-consciousness, come into action. 
These are further aided and propelled by one's general 
in�tincts such as desire to live (jfvituksma}, desire for 
immortality (smaritukama}, desire for pleasure (sukha
k8ms) and aversion for suffering (dukkha-patikwat8: S. 
I V, p. 1 72). Being goaded by these obse�sions and 
instincts one fails to see things as they are or as they have 
come to be (yathsbbuta). Craving (ta.J?b'a, raga}, detes
tation, hatred (dosa) and confusion (mobs) become the 
guides of one's preception and a-ll things begin to signify 
these mental dispositions (cf. M. II, p. 298; A. V, p. 108 

· f.). With this distorted and warped process of perception 
one begins to perceive permanence in the impermanent 
(anicce niccasafiffi), satisfaction in what h unsatisfactory 
(dukkbe sukhasafifli}, substance in what is non-subs
tantial (ansttani ca atta· ti ssiiii]J and pleasant in what is 
unplea!ant (asubbe subhasafifii: A. II, p. 25). Perceiving 
thus one evaluates things in terms of desirable and 
undesirable, attachment and aversion in so far as things 
affect and influence one's life, In this process of evalua
tion things get determined by one's mental disp()sition 
(ssnkhara)and are made-to-be compounded, planned or 
arranged (ssnkhats) in accordance with one's likes and 
dislikes. This distorted view of things which holds 
everything as permanent and satisfactory does not persist 
for long. Quite often it comes into conflict with the true 
nature of things namely, that things are impermanent. 
The effect of this conflict is devastating for, it shatters the 
illusory sense of permanence and satisfaction and brings 
one face to face with .the impermanence of things which 
one bas overlooked d ue to distortion (vipaJ.lasa) of 

· perception. Herein it is quite clear th.at it is not imper
manence of things in general that causes dukkha, but the 
impermanence of things which are made-to-be objects of 
one's desire and longing, of things which are disposi
tionally determined (ssnkhsta or ssDkbara: Dbp. v. 203) 
by an individual. 

Just as Buddhism teaches that things are impem1anent 
and that there is arising of dukkbs it also teaches. that 
there is the cessation of dukkbs caused by impermanence. 
It is said that whateyeris of the nature of arising is also of 
the n�ture of ceasing ( M. I. pp. 48, 350). This is applicable 
to the arising of dukkha too. The process that leads to the 
cessa!ion of dukkhs is very clearly enunciated in 
Buddhism. This is nothing other than the perfectic:m pf 

one's process of sensory perception (A. IV, p. 138). To 
perfect one's perception one has to eliminate ego-cons
ciousness (ahamkara, mamimkara, asmimana). This will 
bring about the pacificatio� of all ego-centered, goal
directed volitional activities (sabbasankharssarnatba or 
upasama D. II, p .  1 99, cf. Dbp. l'Y. 368, 281) an� flu.�h out 
of the mind all its dispositions (visankhiiragatam cittam: 
Dhp. Y. 1 54. This, in other words, is the compleie 
elimination of craving (rags, tanba), hatred or aversion 
(dosa) and confusion (mobs: S. iv, p. 362) which brings 
about supreme inward pence (ajjhattas8Ilt!: Sn. v. 837). 
When the mind is thus freed of all mental dispositions, 
things impermanent that come within the sphere of one's 
seusory perception will not obsess, confuse or overwhelm 
him. He will remain steadfast, seeing the objective fact of 
passing away of things (A. IV, p .  404). Though faced with 
worldly phenomena (lokadhamma) his mind will remain 
steadfast (Sn. v. 268). Thus, he will remain in the world 
amidst all phenomena yet being untouched by them. (A. 
11, pp. 38-39). See also ANICCA, CHANGE and . 
DUK.K.HA. 

.. s. K. Nanayakkara 

IMPURITY. Defilement or uncleanliness in the figura
tive or moral sense; also the agel'lt causing such deflle
ment. The Pall term for i�s opposite or positive concept of 
purity being suddhi, the term asuddhi is used to denote 
impurity. Mala is another.Pali word often used to denote 
this idea. 

The Buddhist idea of Nibbanic freedom could be 
described from one angle as the state of highest purity or 
purity in the absolute sense (parsmavisuddhi}. This has . 
been stated by the Buddha himself when he explained his 
attainment of Enlightenment as the attainment of highest 
purity, "By following the path of Enlightenment con
sisting of morality, concentration and wisdom, I have 
attained to the state of absolute purity"!, Elsewhere be 
has expressed the same idea: "Strenuous, energetic and 
ever-strong in effort, one reaches the state of absolute 
purity"l. In another place Elder Mahiilcappina also 
makes a simHar statement, "As for me, I am purUied 
through absolute purity. "l 

Thus, in Buddhism, final emancipation is envisaged as 
absolute purity (paramsvisuddhi) in the sense that it is a 

.. �t�te free from e\>erything that is· profane. from this, it 

I. silamsamadhim paJI/Ia/I ca maggsm bodhaya bhavaysm, patto'smi parsmsm suddhim (S. I, p. 103). . . . . . . 
2. luaddhsviriyo, pshitatto niccaJ1} da!haparakksmo pappotiparsms"! suddhi"! (S. 1, p. 166). 
3. atha kho sh� visuddho psramaya Yisuddhiya ( Vin. I, p. lOS). 
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follows, that the keynote in Buddhist religious practice is 
to make a progressive effort to rid oneself of the 
impurities that stand on the way to this state of purity . 

This effort has to be made by each i.n:dhidual until the 
attainment of absolute purity in Nibbana. 

When complete release from the bonds of samsiira and 
the accompanying Enlightenment are collectiVely envi� 
saged as p�rity in the absolute sense, it follows that what 

. ·obstructs the realisation of this ideal must be collectively 
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mal, to stain, primarily has the idea of stain, blemish, slur 
etc. This term refers to those stains or t aints or blemishes 
that spoil the beauty of pure life or thwart the path to 
Nirvi':'a. Ignorance of the true nature of life (avijfo) is 
called the 'worst of taints' (svij}s paramam malam: Dhp. 
v. 243), as it is the root cause of all imp

.
urities. 'Accor

dingly, the Buddha's disciples are given the advice "Rid 
yourselves of this one taint and become taintless 0 
bhikkhus".5 

designated as impurity. Impurities that arise from the deeds of the evil-doer 
Impurities in this sense are .a part of sam8iiric life, their . will destroy him like the rust that arises from iron and 

degree of prevslence varying from penon to person, eats itself away (Dhp. v. 240). This means that by doing 
depending on the level of spiritual attainment of each impure actions one destroys oneself i.e. digs up his own 
individual. The immoral MilD is "fllled within with root� (Dhp. v. 247). All evil actions are, indeed impurities 
impurities". • The . aim of religious life is to achieve both here and hereafter (Dhp. v. 242). It is the nature of 
freedom from them. This was the concept of purification the world that impure life is easy whereas pure life iS 
which had become a major theme in the religious life of difficult (Dhp. w. 244-5). It is a very common pheno- · 

ancient India. This purity was sought after by all the men on in life that people see the impurities of others but . 
religious sects of the period through diverse methods. fail to see their own: such a per'$on's impurities keep on 

What are the impurities thatharass the samsiric being? increasing (Dhp. vv. 252-3) .. 

. ·These _could be explained as the factors which obstruct . These impurities that stain and deftle human character . 
spiritual progress and bring about the degeneracy of the · cannot be removed overnight. Their removal is a gradual . 

. human mind thereby taking the individu�l further and · process whiCh has to be patiently practised. This tech
further. away from the . goal .Of. freedom . . So long .as. the . ·nique· is aptly: compared to .that of a smith removing the 
mind is deftled and polluted no spiritual progress can be . dross of silver. The gradual and the slow nature of the 
made. Out of the many synonyms that ar� used i� li�erary . . p·ro.eess ·is einp_hasised when it is said that it is gradual 
works to designate these.factor{ ,thdollowing; may be · · ( l!ll�P!Ib�a) and to be done in degrees and that too from 
cited· as the ·most i:mportnnt . terms: kilesa, is.iv.., ·mala, moment to moment (thokatboksm khsne khsne: ibid. v. 
anjlins, ssiJkUess, upakkUess, kaluss, rajas,· Bl_ !lci etc. . 239). And for the patient man who continues the process 

. . with perseverance that reward is assured as it is stated: . These are impurities inherent in the samsiric life of the 
indiVidual and also in the actions performed by biro. The ''Purged of impurities and passions; thou shalt not come 

path of purification leading to complete freedom from again to birth and old age" (ibid. "· 238) and "shalt enter · 
theni is what is emphasiSed m Buddhism as the noble path the divine state o( the sriyas" (ibid. "· 236): i.e. he shall be 

(sriya-msgga)ttavelling along whicb should be the main assured of deliverance. Therefore, the wise man should 

duty .an<t responsibility· of the disciple; · purge himself of his mental impurities. 6 lt is such a f>erson 
who could ·be described as pure (sud db a) and free from all 

1lle , tei:ms denoting impurity are all antonyms for blemish (snahgsns: Dhp. v. 125). 
purity (suddhi or visuddhi) and they convey the idea of 
inipurity in its different nua�ces. Thus the terms kilessor 11 is important to examine the manner in which 

upakkiless or sankiless, all are derived from the verbal impurity takes place. A very general statement regarding 

form ki/issati(bec�ming impure) as opposed to sujjhsti this aspect of the problem that is found in the Nikiya 

or wsujjbati(becotiling pure). Thus kilesa are the factors texts is "The mind which in its true nature is pure and/ 

that defile · pure life _ brahmacanya. The term issvs, resplendent b�comes soiled by the impurities that invade · 
it from without".' coming from sru to flow, basically melllls "inflows or 

i�uxes" i.e. ethically impure ideas that find their w�y How does the mind become impure through those 
into the mind. These inflows take place through the ·adventitious defilements: This advent of impurities 
s�n�eji�ors w.hen they are allowed to function :unguarded generally takes place at samsiric level when the sense-

. and uil�ntrollcd, .The term mala, �oining from the root doors are not well-guarded. This human weakness is . 

4. antowambu sa�li.'!ho(S. I, p. 166). 

S. et� mBIBJ?l pshatvana nimmafB hotba bhiUhavo (Dhp. v. 243). 

6. pariyodape"yya atianam-cittaklesehi JJill!�ito (A. V, pp. 232, 253). 

7. pabhasssram idan; bbiillave cittam talf ca kho 'Bgantukebi upakkilesebi upakkilittham (A. 1, p. JO). . . .  . 
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generally rendered by the term pamada "dalliance" or 
"negligence". (ibid. p. I I) .  which is accordingly described 

as the "path to death" (D.�p. v. 2 1). As it is repeatedly 

explained in Buddhist_ texts one must first es tablish 
oneself in morality or sila and continue to develop self
purification with perseverance, till complete purity is 
achieved. lt is this all-important message that is conveyed 
to the Buc!dhist practiser by the three concepts of 
morality (sila), concentration (.�smadhi) and wisdom 
(psJiifs). If the sense doors are not well-guarded with ever 

· present mindfulness (ssti), impure thoughts are bound to 
invade the mind and drag the individual deeper and 
deeper into samsira. With perfect self-control one has to 
overcome the ·evil tendencies of the mind so that its 
impurities are gradually eliminated till it becomes com
pletely free from them. This is the main resppnsibility of 
all those who profess to follow the Buddha's teaching. 

A.lJ the virtues that come under the important concept 
of sila are meant for the purpose l!f purging the human 
mind of. its impurities. These silas have been quite 
rationally explained as having two aspects, positive and 
negative, (caritts and varitta) in the sense that those 

. impure actioks that should not be done are called 
'negative' (viritta), "to be avoided" while those pure 
actions that should be done are called 'positive' (caritta: 

. Vism. p. 1 1). 

The idea of impurity in Buddhism could be classified 
from another angle by .applying it to the constituents of 
the Noble Eightfold Path whicb is the Path ofdeliverance 
as taught in Buddhism and described as "right" (ssmma) 
while their opposite aspects are described as "wrong" 
(miccba). What the term nvccbii(wrong), conveys he�e is 
tantlllJ)ount to "impure", applicable to each of the eight 
members of the Path eg. miccba-ditthi would be 'impure 
view' etc. 

. .  

Another related concept is that of the seven stages of 
purity (satta-visuddbi), which too teaches how to avoid 
seven stag�s of possible impurity. These deal with 
morality (sils)1 mind (ciits), view (ditthi) etc. and the 
purity in each of these means the remov� of every form of. 
impurity from each pf them. Yet another important 
classification of. impurity is based on greed (Jobbs), 
hatred (doss), and delusion (mobs) which are presented 
as the root-c&uses of every form of psycho-ethical 
impurity (skussls-mwa: M. I. p. 47). 

There is a stock passage in the Nikayas which is quite 
comprehensive in enumerating .the impu�ities meant 
here . .Jhe passage runs as follows: "a certain person is 
immoral, or of evil habits, impure, of conduct �at is open 

to suspicion, covert in his doings, though not being a 
monk claiming to be one, though not being chaste 
claiming to be so, inwardly impure, completely soiled and 
turned putrid. ''II 

The Buddha's view of psycho-ethical impurity i5 well
expressed in this passage which shows that immorality 
and hypocrisy are its two main traits. Its occurrence as 
well as its removal is the personal responsibility of the 
individual9, and as the well-known Dhsmmspada stanza 
says, avoidence of all evil, development of all that is good, 
and purification of the mind is the advice of aU the 
Buddhas ."  (Dhp. v. 183). 

A. G. S. Kariyawaum 

flliA SUTTA. While the Pali canon abounds in suttas 
pertaining purely to doctrinal themes, there are also a 
number of suttas dealing with mundane matters, along 
with moral subjects. !IJB Suttas (A. lll, p. 351 ff.), is such 
an one. As the name of the Suttaindicates it de.als with the 
problem of debt (if!B), not only in th�.,.material sphere, 
but also in the moral sphere . . 

The Sutta is important, for it traees the cause of 
mundane suffering to poverty. In this respect it echoes the 
view put forward in the CakkavattisibanidaSutta which 
posits poverty as a primary cause of moral decline end 
social unrest. · 

The lf!B Sutts begins by pointing out that poverty is a 
woeful condition in this world for &11 pleasure seeking 
folk. The Sutta then gradually enunciates the ensuing evil 
consequences of poverty. It shows how poverty leads to 
indebtedness, indebtedness to- increase of interest on 
borrowings, accumulation of debts to default in payment 
and default in payment to accusation, and subsequently 
how the person subject to poverty becomes an object of 
public redicule, harassment and punishment 

The Buddha compares moral poverty llild its .advene 
effects to material poverty and its evil consequences. He 
says that . the plight of a man who . lacks faith in 

· wholesome things, who is not sensitive to right': things, 
who·has no fear of blame concerning evil acti�ns, no . 
energy end enthusiasm for wholesome things · and no 
knowledge of right things is comparable to that of a 
materially poor person. A person who is morally poor is 
prone to misbehave in thought, word and deed and 
undergo suffering, just as en individual who is materially 
poor. 

8. papsdhammo, BSUCi, SsDkBSSBrBSBmBcaT01 .ps!icchsnnsksmmsnto, BSSBmBf!O SBmiii!Bpstilflfo sbrahmscari brahmscsripa!iJflfo, 
antoputi, svsssuto, ksssmbu}ato: Vin. ·n, p. 236 S. IV, p. 180; A. II, p. 240. etc. . 

9. suddhi ssuddhi psccatum na slflfamsfllfo viJodhsye (Dhp. v. 16S). 
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While the Ina Sutts describes woes that befall an 
individual who

. 
runs into debt, the Anaqa Sutta (A. I I, 

p. 69 f.), which as the name indicates is the opposite of lqa 
Sutts, brings out the happiness enjoyed by one who is 
free from debt. Therein unindebtedness is declared to be a 
primary cause of happiness. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

- . 

INCANTATIONS. See DHARA�I, MANTRA. 

INCARNATION. See AVA TARA, DALAI LAMA. 

- -. JNDAKHILA. See INDRAK.ILA. 

INDETERMiNisM. See 
. . . - . . 

DETERMINISM and INDETERMINISM 

INDIA· s� suB�co?ITmf:NT oF INDIA 

INDIVIQUAL (puggala, sstts, namarUps, sakkays) as a 
single being or individual character or a human being as 
an individual · or as a social entity. In" genere.l� the 
individual in this sense could be defined as "each separate 
.organic.entitY". Without �tering into a discussion of the-

. . problem of counlless organiiuns" and their inter•reia ti"ons, 
what" is intended here is to discuss the problem of the 
"person" or a "being" or Jhe "individual" as a concept. 

· Accor�mgly, this become.s an attempt to analyse and 
investigate the "human.person" from the Buddhist view
point or in otherwords to examine a philosophicai ahd a 
scientific backsround of the theory of the-individual from 
the Buddhist angle. According to Budd"bism, there are 
several jmportant aspects to this problem: The most 
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significant of them is the absence of a permanent entity 

undeilying man as an unchanging, spirituaJ and immortal 
soul as taught in ma.r:y religious systems. Related to this 
same doctrine of a soul or more correctly, as a concept . 
from which such a belief in a permanent soul results, is 
the illusion of the "ego" or the "I-concept". Both aspects 
are actually one, the difference between the two being the 
angle from which it is viewed. 

According to Buddhism, the individual is a psycho
physical causal process which is 'analytically expl�ned as 
formed out of the five aggregates (paJics.kkhandha Skt. 
psJics sksndhs) and synthetically explained in the 
formula of Conditioned Genesis (pa!iccasamuppads) as · 
an everchanging and mutually conditioned series of 
phenomena. Both explanations deal with. the theory of 
impersoniility in two different ways. The gist of both 
explanations is the absence of a lasting entity _withJn the 
individual thai could be described as a soul, and that the 
personality-belief is a mere illusion. However, the 
complex nature of the structure of this concept is quite 

· clear. Accordi�g to the kbandha (q.v.) . theory, the 
individual is analysed into five constituents which when 
combined together appear as the individual. But, in 

· · .  reality, t.hese aggregates, either collectively or individually, . 

:have no 'real' existence because there is no permanent 
· core underlying them as a soul; there is only a ceaseless 
. ·c�mtinuity.: Thus, as their "eXistence'-' is merely a psycho- · . physical causal procesl!·: with only an apparent. and · 
delusive· permanency, the desi�ations given to this 

combination of aggregates such as 'I', 'you', 'he\ 'god'etc. 
"are e�pressions, designations, usages and conceptuali
zations of the world which the Tathiigata makes use of 

. witho\it being · led astray by them"�' Hence, in ·the 
ultimate sense. ·(paramsttba) there exists only as actliality, 
ever changing physical and mental phenomena, coming 
into being and disappearing every moment. These ftve 
aspects, int9 which the individual is analysed, are 
designated as aggregates of grasping (upac18nskkbsndb8} 
in the sense that it is to these groups that the so-called 
i.ndividual clings, thinking them to be his 'ego' - acta. 2 

These five are (S. III, p. 47): corporeality group 
(riipskkbsndbs), feeling-group (vedanaD), perception 
group (saJIIfaOJ� mental formation group(sahkharaO) and 
consciousness group (vifiiii�JBo). 

When ·the individual is conceived as the coming 
together-of these five aggregates, tbe resultimt concept of 
a 'being' is called sskkiys - group of existence - in the 

· sense of the normal individual or the physical personality, 
the rational self. Thus it becomes clear that it is a name · 
for the five aggregates conceived ccllectively as the 
apparent individual. "Sakkiiya, 0 Visiikha, is said by the 

I. Lokuamalflfi, lbl:sniruttiyo, Jokavohiri, Jokapaiilfattiyo, yibi Tathagiito voharati aparamBSBllJ: D. I. p. 202. 
2. riiJ'Bl!l me atti....... vedanii me atti .... M. I. p. 232. 

· ' .  

---�- -- .... ____________ .-.:..___:.. __ _ __ ·-- --· -
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Buddha to be a name for the five groups as objects of 
clinging. ''3 

Buddhist texts enumerate twenty forms in which this 
delusion of the pmonality or individuality could be had. 
These are obtained by applying 4 types of that belief to 
each of the five aggregates in the followi-ng manner: (as 
applied to rilps): the belief that the individuality (atti.} is 
(i) identical with each of the five aggregates (0 1-05), (ii) 
that it possesses each of them (06-10), (iii) that in it is 
contained each of them ( 1 1 -15), and_ (iv) that it is 
contained in each of them (16-20).• Buddhism excludes 
all these posibilities and concludes that there is no lRSting 
or perdurable element in the human individual. The 
'!-concept' is only a delusion resulting from the ignorance 
of these facts. It is the same important tr.1th that is taught 
in the Buddha's anatti or 'no-soul'_ doctrine which is a 
unique feature of his teaching. 

According to the axiom of tilakkbBlJB - the three 
signata - also the individual - is void of any kind of 
permanent soul. The three signata taught in Buddhism 
are anicca (imperman�nce) duklcha (pain) and anatts 
(no-soul). The anicca and snatta theories directly imply 
soullessness. 

The holy life (brahmscariys) is said to be impossible in 
Buddhism- until the individual ceases to believe in a 
pemianent soul and begins to regard life as a psycho
physical process of incessant becoming as shown in the 
theory of conditioned genesis - paficcass!I!uppsds. The 
Buddha clarifies this position regarding the individual 
when be says: "Verily, if �ne holds the view that the 'oul 
Oivs) is identical with the bOdy, in that case the holy life is 
not possible or if one holds th� view that the soul(.nva)is 
something quite different, in that case also the holy life is 

· not- possible. Both . these extremes t�e Perfect One has 
avoided and taught the doctrine in a middle way which 
says 'on ignorance depends karma-formations, on kanna
formations depends consciousness etc.� -"' 

This shows th'at the individual according to Buddhism 
is not a 'being' (sstta) but a 'becoming' (bhsvs) composed 
of mind - and · matter (n'lms-rDpa). He is an incessant 
psycho-physical flux. 

An examinatio� of the theory of Conditioned Genesis 
· 
. .  �akes this _clearer. The story of the individual as related 
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in this formula begins with svijji or ignorance of the true 
facts of life. This is only a convenient starting point but 
not a first beginning, for as existence is conceived as a 
cycle (cslcks}, with ever-recurring birth and death, no 
first beginning can be seen in it. 6 Owing to man's 
delusion of a personal self and of the ignorance of the 
realities of existence he continues in this cycle as a victim 
of his own volitional activities (lcsmma). Through this 
avijja are produced the ssbkhiii or mental formations. 
These in turn produce consicousness (viflff81JB) which 
becomes responsible for the next link, the psycho
physical personality (nima-rilpa} or the 'individual' as 
generally understood. Now this individual be�mes full
fledged only with the formation of the six sense-organs, 
the sixth of which is the mind. At this stage be comes into 
contact with the external world through . the six bases 
(ss.Tayatanaj and as a result of thls contact be experiences 
feeiing (vedana) of various types. Feeling results in 
craving (ta1Jba) which in turn conditions clinging 
(upadana). This is the condition which is responsible for 
continuous becoming (b.'Java) of the individual._ Thus is 
brought about rebirth Oati) and all its evils like old age 
(jars) disease (vyidbi) death (mBTBIJB) etc. 

Thus the individual being which lives in the wodd as a 
. rational self could be described as a product of avijji and 
ksmms. Also, he must get over them if he were to 
conquer suffering. Holy life in Buddhism is �qeant for this 
end. And as there is no unchanging cote similar to a sQul 
in the individual, he is capable of changing completely 
until be achieves full freedom from all umsaric 
suffering. 

The ego-concept, (sskkiys..cJif!hi}, which stands on 
the way to the achievement of fr�;edom, cropping up 
constantly like a per:nnial obstruCtion, and which al!o is 
the concept that leads to the belief in a permanent soul 
within the individual, is a mere delusion which has to be 
got over by constant effort. This is the 'self-realisation' 
taught in_Buddhism, which is give� as the highest aiqi of 
man. 

The fact that what appears as the i�!dividual is merely a 
temporary and changing combination of a number of 
conditions is rather dramatically expressed in a dialogue 
between Miii'a, the Evil One and the Nun Vajiri. Mira 
questions her as to who the creator of the individual 

3. pa6� tho ime ivuso Vuitha upiaanalllrandhi sa.Uiyo vutto Bhllgavati: M. I. p. 299. 
4. i. riipa� attsto samanupssssti 

ii. iiipavantaJrt vi attin11J!1 .... 

iii. attani vi riip81p ..... 
iv. rlipBS1Tiim vi altiniJI!I .... M. I, p. 300; S. III, p: 3, 46 etc. 

s. IBmJiValp tatp �anra�Jli vi bhiktbii di�biyi sati brahmacariyavaso na hoti: BifRarpJiVIJI!I aRRarp sanran� vs
.
��iklhii �!!IJiyi �� 

brabmaCMriyaviso na boti, ete te bhiktliii ubho ante BI!upagamma msjjhens tathigato dharnm1Jl1,1 dt:sdl. BYlJJBpsccays sablh�ra · 

etc. S. II. p. 62 

6. pubbi kop na paRJfiyati: s. n. p. 178. 

. .. :.--.-. _. -
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(satta) is. Vajirii explained to him that there is no such and not a soul. It survives death , and propped by the 
thing as an individual or a person but merely a collection force of kamma, assumes another birth and in this 
of ever-changing aggregates (khandh1J) illustrating hr:r manner the individuiU continues his snrnsaric sojourn till 
explanation by the simile of the chariot which is merely a he realises Nibbana. The signific&nt point to be under-
name for a collection of parts (S. I. p. 134 £). This stood here is that although the individual is only n 
illustration is elaborated in greater detail in the Milinds- changing bundle of aggregates without a permanent soul, 
paflha where Niigasena points out that when a person is his moral responsibility for the actions he performs is 
meant by giving him a name it does not denote a soul but asserted defmitely and clearly for there is continuity 

· is simply an apellation for the five aggregates which amidst this change. It is taught that his continuity is 
constitute the individual (Miln. p. 25 fO. inevitably �aintained with his identity as the inheritcr of 

What has been said so far shows that the Buddhist his karqma. It is a changing process, for the being that is 
concept of the individual or the person is a defmite born into the new life is neither the same nor different 
theory, the essence of which is that this apparently from his predecessor. 
changeless entity is in reality a changing combination ofa What hlfPpens to the individual in Nibbina is best 
number of c'onditioned factors, be it as nama and rfipa, illustr::.:.!d by the analogy of fire, which is extinguished in 
or the five aggregates or the pa{iccasamuppsda complex. the; absence of fuel: similarly the so-called individual's 

Thw it is seen that this individual does not remaL11 the kamt'nic force· of continuity is arrested in the absence of 
. same for two consecutive moments showing that his is the rebirth-producing "fuel" of craving (taiJ�i) in its 

not a static being as be appears to be but a bund,le of diverse forms. Hence there is no 'abiding being' who 
. . perpet\ial becoming (bbavs-santsti). His spiritual consti- attains personal Nibbina, there being only a realiution. 

tuent (nJma) and the ·physical frame (rnps) are linked Despite the anatti or no-soul theory, the individual as 
together by the laws of causation. Thus he is entirely a concrete being with moral responsibility and identity in 
phenomenal .and empirical, governed by casual laws and continuity · after d eath is always maintained in 
devoid of any extra-phen�menal soul. . Buddhism. A very luci.d presentation of this important 
. As the �go-concept qf the individual is only a:delusion;- . and abstruse subject is found in the Bbm Sutt• of the 

the Bg!=ncy of actions he performs� the ownership of the · I., SBipyutta-niJ:iya (S. I ll, p. 25), ·where the individual 
.

. things· he possesses . etc. cim.not be atiributed t� ·any' : (pugg�a) .is described as the camer of the weight of the 
, pa.rtic.Ular element wiU.Un him. That is· why it is said: �e a8gregates, (bbirsb�ra). described earlier . .Here ihe 

Forlhere is suffering, but none wh� s�ffers · term bbara means 'weight' meaning the weight oft he five · 
. Doing exists although 'there is no doer · aggregates, whose combination 'creates' the individual, 

.. · . Bx.tinction is, but no extingUished person who accordingly, becomes its 'carrier'. Henct the term 
Although there is a path, there is no goer.7 bharsbara meaning 'carrier' of the 'weight' beromes 

quite an appropriate term to mean the samsaric �dividual . Tbere·b �o<petfortner <)f kamina 
· Or o'ne \*b6 reaps tbe ·kamma-results 

Phenoinena.alone flow on -
No otlikv iew than this is right.1 

ne s�nse-organs and their objects have a functional 
interdependence between them, wit.hout the presence of 
any agency anywhere. Realisation of this fact amounts to 
re]eQe from the bonds of existence. 

. In this .khandba:-complex Clllled btdividual the s&rnsaric 
conti�uity through death and rebirth is maintained by 

. �cans of consciousness YifiiiiiJB), which is one of the five 
.khandbss, and accordingly an ever-changing aggregate 

· 7. duUbam eva bi na ko ci duUbito · 
kirdo na ikiji 11a vijjati 
.•ttbi nibbuti na nibbuto pumi 
m� Jlhi gamdo na vijjati: Vism. p . .513 (PTS) 

8. k1U1UJJma lirdo uttbi. 

vipibsu ca veddo 
mddbadbwmi pavattanti 
eva� sammadUIBIWI!: Ibid. p. 602. 

atti bi attano nitho: Dhp. 1tz. 160. 

· in the Buddhist sense. This explanation would be clear 
enough for those who find it somewhat diff�ewt to . 
conceive the reality of the conventional iridhridual without 
investing him with a S!)Ul 

· 

In a discussion of the concept of individual in Buddhism 
an important fact that emerges is that unlike in th:istic 

· religions, he is not created by someone like a Creator 
God, but is self-originated. The psficcasamuppsda 
theory denie$ any possibility of a first cause such as God 
or even first beginning. The other important fact that · 
follows from this important teachina is the individual's 
own responsibility for achieving releASe from the bonds 
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of existence, which he has to do through his own efforts 
guided, of course, by the Buddha's teaching. The indepen
dence or rather the supremacy and the responsibility of 
the indi-vidual in this regard is of utmost significance in 
Buddhism. 

Even as a social animal with his rights and duties and 
working towards the goal of freedom from bondage, the 
individual has to lead a life of independence in views and 
activities in the sense that be bas no blind faith in any one 
and should not be a tool in the hands of others. The 
individual hims_elf is his lord and muter, for he is an 
"end in itself and a source of value in his own right." ' 

A. G. S. Karfyawasam 

-

INDO-GREEKS. lb� tenn Indo-Gr.eek is generally used 
to denote. people of Greek origin who first lived in Bact ria 
and later extened their political power into the north
western region of India sometime in the second century 
B.C. Although it bas been alated that the Indo-Greeks 
were descendants of the Greek people who settled down 
in Bactria and the neighbouring areas during the times of 
Alexander and his Selucidian sueces�o�, this theory has 
now bee� successfully disproved. In fact, there is evidence 
to �lieve that ,ong before Alexander's invasion of lndia, 
there were people of Greek origin living in areas just . 
outside the western boundaries of the Indian subcontinent. 
The Majjhima-nikiya mentions Yavana (a term u5ed in 
early indian literature to denote people oJ Greek origin, 
but in later times it covered many foreign groups \\'ho 
came from the west of India) along with K.amboja as two 
of �he sixteen msbi-jmupadu which were flourishing at 
the time of the Buddha, while the Affidhyift, the 
famous grammar by PiJ?ini, a work assignable to the fifth 
century B.C.., also speaks 9fYavana and K.amboja as two 

. of the janspadn . . Clwica1 Greek writers also refer to 
some Greek colonies such as Nysa which Alexander came 
across immediately before he entered In�ia. It is possible 

. that these Greek colonies wei'C started by,the Achaemenid 
rulers of Iran who were intent. on dispersing the G�eek 
3tates in Asi9, Minor out of pdlitic;u considerations. The 
G�eek population in thes� areas must have been streng
thened. under Alexander arid S�luddian empero�. 

A large part of our knowledge about the Indo-Greeks 
comes from numismatic sources, while the works of some 
classical writers such as Justin, Strabo� Polybius, 
Apollodotus and a few others also provide some supple
mentlry information. Among the Indian sources, the 
Milindspa6hs, the Mili!vikignimitra of K.alid!sa, the 
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MahsbhBfYB of Pataiijali and a few Pui'iiJIIS ate of 
some significance. Two inscriptions which have direct 
relevance to the Indo-Greeks have aiso been found. At a 
glance, they may look an impressive array of sources, but 
most of the literary sources, in fact, contain very little 
information, sometimes a solitary stray reference, pertain
ing to Indo-Greek history. In these circumstances, one is 
compelled to fall back heavily on the numismatic material, 
however uncertain and flimsy the data that may be 
gleaned from it as a result of the inherent defects in this 
particular type of source. Hence, the history that is bued 
on such sources is bound to 'be incomplete and in most 
inst.ance3, sketchy. 

Bactria which was once included in the eastern part of 
the Mncedonian empire later came under the wings of 
Selucidian dominion. However, the Bactrians' relation
ship with their Selucidian masters was an uneasy one aJ1 
along, 2nd during the time of Antioclius II (261-246 
B. C.) the Bactrians, under the leadership of one Diodotus, 
revolted against the Selucidians and achieved indepen
dence sometime in 250 B.C. Diodotus was su�eded by 
his sori Diodotus 11, but after some years he was ousted 

· by one Euthydemus. Meanwhile, th� then Selucidian 
emperor Antiochus III, in order to�·recapture the lost 
territoty, launched an invasion of Bactria; but even after 
a long siege ·o! the capit8.1 of Bactriir; ·'failed t� defeat 
Euthydemus. Eventually, a peace agreement was arrived 
at in . 208 B.C., ending the feud and als.o . effectively 
removing the persistent threat of the Sclucidian invasion_ 
of Bactria. Euthydemus was succeeded to the throne by 
his son Demetrius. The friendly relations that existed 
betwsen Bactria and the Selucidian empire precluded the 
possibility of any Bactria� expansi<?n towards the Wc:st 
and the only direction in which Demetrius could expand · 
his kingdom WllS southward. 

In the meantime, the political climate in India was fast 
changing afte·r the death of Asoka. His death was 
followed by a period of internecine rivalry among his 
descendants and an intense competition for the .Maurya 
throne, resulting in political turmoil and paving the way 
for the disintegration of the empire. About fifty years 
after Asoka's departure, the throne \VU usurped by 
Pu,yamitra Sunga, the army commander of the last 
Mauryan emperor Brhadratha. 

As may be inferred from the numismatic source$, 
Demetrius, after becoming ruler of Bactria, was busy 
widening the borders of his kingdom. W. W. Tarn, in his 
pioneering study on the Indo-Greeks, The Greds in 
Bactria and India, held the view that Demetrius, the 1on 
of Euthydemus, was the fint Bactrian ruler to inVIde 
India, and that hU invuion went as deep as the Gangetic 

9. e.g. Kant 'I definition of peiJoM: 'they are end�-!n-th�mselvel and �oui'cel of vatu� In their own right' quoted in The EncyclopaediA 
of Philosophy, ed. by Paul Edward, Vol. VI. p. 1 10. 
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plain. K..P. J ayaswal and R. C. Majumdar, too, subscribed 
to this theory, citing some Indian literary and epigraphic 
data in support of their arguments. However, Tarn's 
theory is solely based on a very ambiguous statement of 
Apollodorus of Artemita, quoted by Strabo and Justin. 
In thi� Statement Apollodorus 3ays that more tribes were 
subdued by Menander and Demetrius than by Alexander. 
However, it has no referenct whatsoever to any particular 
areas conquered by Demetrius. After a careful study of 
all the relevant sources, A.K.. Narain in his work, The 
Indo-Greeks, has very convincingly pointed out that 
there is no evidence to believe that Demetrius, the spn of 
Euthydemus, bad any opportunity to invade India. In 
fact, no coins that can defmitely be assinged to this ruler 
Jtave been foJJnd in any territory to the east of Hindukush, 
and this stands in support of Narain's argument. Narain 
also shows that the Greek writers were confused by the 
fact that there were two kings bearing the name Demetriu�. 
whose regnal-periods were ilot chronologically far 
removed from each. other. . · 

Nevertheless, the coins of the second Demet�ius 
(Demetrius 11) depict marked differences from the coins 
of Dem.etrius, the son of Euthydemus (Demetrius 1), �tnd 
.. his coins bave been found . in the Kabul region as well. 
Another point thl'lt needs to be taken note ,of with regard 
to his coins is the use of bi�lingual legends (Gr.eek and 
Indian) suggesting some close,113�ociation wit� India. A 
comparison of the .coin types .oft}le two rulers would also 
lead. to the issumption that Demetrius II did not belong 
to the family of his namesi.ke. Ccinvenely, the coins of 
Pel!letrius II bear a close resemblance to those of another 
rulet nam� Antimichus who bore the title Theos (god), 

Anti��h.� ih�o(appe� �� have been an earlier 
member �{ the 'family of : ue��trius II; perhaps ·he 
established himself in the north whiie Euthydernus was 
busy in lhe $ouih or came to the. scene soon after the 
latter's deith. Thus Atitimachus �ay have been able to 
cltpand hinealm gradually into the Kabul valley and to 
the upper Indus area. He was the first Indo-Greek ruler . 
to have issued tbe square type coins on the .I�dian ·model 
and according to Nariun, the first YBl'BDB ruler to cross 
the Hindukusb · to the South. It is also possible that he 

. annexed Bactria .to his domain, presumably after the 
death of Demetrius I . . Antimachus Theos must have 
reigned \Qltil about 180 B.C. 

Demetrius II appears to have followed the policy of 
Antimaclius Theos of expanding his realm further into 
India. from the available numismatic evidence it is 
apparent that he was in control

. of an area up to 
Gilndbira. Yet, while he was bu�y conquering Indian 
ter'ritocy, much of his home territory in Bactda was lost 
to one Eucratides who, according to Justin, was a great 
king rulhig over thousand cities. He is also described as·a 
contemporary of Mithradate� I of Parthia whO ascended 
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the throne c. 1 7 1  B.C., and this provides acceptable data 
for Eucratides too. Some bilingual coins issued by 
Eucratides have been found in the Kabul region, suggest
ing his authority over thtlt area. According to the classical 
accounts, he also was in control of Paropamisadae, Aria, 
Arachosia, Drangiana and Gandhiira. Thus, he was able 
to bring a fairly large area, both in India and outside, 
under his authority, but his effort of building up an · 
Indo-Greek empire was foiled by his own son who 
murdered him on his return from India. 

Numismatic evidence of two other rulers is forthcoming: 
namely Pantaleon and Agathotles, who appear to have 
bad some relPtionship to Demetrius [. The coin types of 
Agathocles and Pantaleon are also very similar in many 
respects, including their style, legends and symbols. And 
the coins of both of them, in turn, bear close resemblance 
to the coins of Demetrius I. Therefore, it is believed that 
Pantaleon and Agatbocles were brothers and .that 
Demetrius I may have been their father. The two brothers 
appear to have begun their career in Arachosia, but, later 
extended their reri.lm to the Kabul region where their later . . . 
coin types have been found. It has been suggested that 
they reigned concurrently sharing the kingdom, but some 

· coins issued bt Agathocles have also been discovered in 
Taxila, pointing to his fule there. This fact, and the 
absence of Pantaleon's coins in Taxil!l, have been inter
preted as an indiCation of the. possibility o{ Agathocles 
outliving is brother and extending the Indo-Greek power 
into the Taxila region. 

· . 

The chronology of their reigns may be arrived at by a . 
comparison of their coins with those of Demetrius II. It 
hai been argued th.at the two brothers belonged to a later 
periodthan Demetrius I( and therefore, their reigns as 
falling within the period between the d·eath of Demetrius 
and Eucratides' invasion of India. It is also possible that 
ar leas·t Agathocles, who appears to have hid a lOnger 
reign, lived even after·Eucratides'in"llSion, and this may 
explain the latter's failure to conquer Gandhllr-. 

The above delineations would have rev�aled' that by 
the time of Pantaleon and Aga�hocles the Indo-Greeks 
had been. able to extend their rule, first from Bactria to 
the adjoining region of Arachosia and Seistan, an.d then 
spreading southward to K.�bul and GB,Ddhira. Th.en they· 
took control of . certain parts of S!nd. Though this 
appears to be a vast area, the spread of Indo-Greek 
power in this whole regions cannot be attributed to one or 
two ruling families. In fact, a number of ruling dynasties 
were involved in this long process in which stiff competi- . 
tion for power and inter-family rivalry .w as  a common 
phenomenon. For the very same ·reason, none of these 
ruling families could make much headway in bringiJJg the 
entire area under one flag, though several attempts were 
made by some rulers like Demetrius II and Eucratides; 
but their successes were short Hved. 
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The death of Eucratides and the consequent power 
struggle among the Indo-Greeks provided ideal conditions 

· 
. for the rise of ar.other strong ruler. It was in this setting 
that we see the rise of Menander who is described in 
Indian as well as in Greek sources as the greatest of all 
Indo-Greek rulers. He is the only Indo-Greek ruler to be 
mentioned by name in Indian literature. There is lit tle 
doubt t.hat he is Milinda, the Ysvans king referred to in 
the famous Buddhist work Mili11dspsJiha. The works of 
Strabo, Justin and the Periplus oftheErytbtian Sea, too, 
contain references to Menander. Above all. thousands 
of coins issued by Menandcr, discovered in a wide area, 

. and an ins�ription issued by one of his regional officials 
!llso provide useful information for the study of the career 
and achievements of this monarch. 

E.J. Rapson thought that Menander was a contem
porary of Demetrius, and W. W. Tarn; going even 
further, thought that Menander succeeded Demetrius as 
ruler of the Indo-Greeks. The only basis for Tarn and 
Rapsori to express such vir:ws was the above-mentioned 
statement of Apollodotus in which both Demetrius and 
Menllnder are mentioned together. As pointed out 
earlier, this is a very ambiguoUs statement on which much 
reliance cannot be placed. On the contrary, numismatic 
evidence seems to show that Menander has to �e placed 

··much later than Demetrius l and even later than Pantaleon 
and AgathqcleS. Numismatic evidence also indicates that 
Menander's queen was one Agathodea, who is believed 
to have been the daughter of Agathocles� If so, his 
,:narriage to the daughter of a king who controlled a ·  
considerable part of the Indo-Greek kingdom mpst have 
helped him a great deal to consolidate his position as an 
Indo-Greek leader. After a careful study of all available 
sources, A.K. Narain has arrived at the conclusion that 
Menander must have ascended the throne sometime 
around 155 a. c. . . 

From the Milindapa!Iba we learn that Menander was 
born. in a village named Kalasi not fM from Alasandi, 
and two hundred Yoj8!1ss from Sigala (identified as 
modern Sialkot in Pakistan). The gellgraphical distri
bution of his coins helps to form a fair idea of the extent 
of his kingdom. The large number of Menander's coins 
that bav.e beerifound in the Kabul valley, V!ith S2l from 
Mir Zakah alone, is definite evidence. of his rule over the 
region. The discovery of the famous Bajaur casket 

· inscription of ViyakB.mitra, a local governor under 
Menander, and some hoards of coins in the adjoining 
areas, bear testimony to his control over the Swat valley 
as w':)l. His kingdom also included areas such as 
Paropamisadae, Aracbosia, Gandhira and Taxila. It is 
difficult to ascertain the southern boundarle; 'or hls 
kingdom, but accofding to the Periplus, Men�d�r's 
coins _were in circulation in Barigaza (identified as 
Broach, south of Oujarat). Yet this is not a definite 
indication of his rule there. Strabo, again quoting 

. .  -... .......... . __ 

Apollodorus, states that the Greeks conquered Patalene 
(lower indus), Saraostos (Saurii��ra 7) and Sigerdis, but 
again there is no hard proof that these regions were under 
Menander or any othet Indo-Greek monarch. 

The absence of any appreciable number of coins issued 
by Menander in areas to the east of the RaYi river points 
to the possible eastern boundary of the Indo-Greek 
kingdom during his time. Nevertheless, it docs not mean 
that the Indo-Greeb did not attempt tci venture beyond 
the Ravi river, for several Indian sources refer to one or 
more invasions carried out by the Yav�ss and one of 
them into the Gangetic plain. The Malsvikagnimitra of 
Kiilidiisa speaks <>f a clash between the Yavanss and the 
Sungas during the time of Pu�yamitra, whose reign has 
been placed between 1 87-15 1  B.C. The Mahibbifya of 
Patiifijan and the Yugapur8f!B refer to a Yavsna 
invasion into the Gangetic plain. The mvasion mentioned 
in the Yugapurir.Ja went as far as Piilaliputra but the 
invaders were not successful in conquering any territory. 
Though some scholars prefer to attribute this invasion 
(or invasions) to Demetrius, tbe son of Euthydemus, it is 
difficult to assume as shown before�_Jhat he had any 
opportunity to invade India. Hence;_�i��have to agree 
with Narain, in whose opinion the 'r..tvsna invasion of 
the Gangetic plain took place in the time"'�tMcnander. In 
spite of the fact tha:t the invasion o(the ·Gangetic valley 
did not produce any positive exparisiori of Indo-Greek 
territory under Menander, the Indo2Greek kingdom · 
included such areu ils Badakshan, d)e Kabul valley or 
Paropamisadae, the Ghami area or rioHiiem Aracbosia, 
west of the Indus or western Gandhira; the Swat V!llley, 
east of the Indus or the Taxila region a,rid the Jamniu-
Sialkot region. 

. 

There is little doubt that Menander's regin marked the 
climax of Indo-Greek power in India; but not long after 
his death (c. 130 B. C), signs of dissension in the kingdom 
were quite visible. Menander was succeeded by his very 
young son, Strato I, but a:t the beginning, the actual reins 
of power were in the hands of Agatboclea, the widow of 
Menander. Those who succeeded Strato were weak 
rulers, and this gave an opportunity for other ambitious 
leaders to try their luck, thus bringing in more chaos, 
ultimately breaking up the kingdom built up by 
Menander. 

. 

Of the many Indo-Greek rulers who came after 
Mcnander, only one other ruler is mentioned in the 
Indian sources. He was Antalcidas, whose envoy 
Heli�doras to the court of Bhllgabhadra, (probably a 
l�ter Sunga ruler) erected the famous Garu4a Pillar at 
Bcsnagar near Bhllsa. However, many areas which were 
formerly under the Indo-Greeb were now fast falling 
into tJ,te banda of a group of new conquerers. The Sakas 
who had a Central Asian origin, together with the 
Pahlavas of possible Parthian and Iranian connections, 

-··� 
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pushed the Indo-Greeks out of Bactiia and Kabul, identical in content, It is quite apparent that Menander 
extending their realm into virtually every area that the was loved by many and that his remains were in great 
Indo-Greeks had held. The last-known Indo-Greek demand. G. Woodcock thinks that the monuments thus 
ruler was Hermaeus, whose reign ended probably in the erected must have b'!en stflpas, following the Buddhist 
middle of the first century B.C. tradition. What is unmistakable however in the incident 

recorded by Plutarch is its essential Buddhist character. Several scholars hove auempted to intetpret many 
aspects of Greek influence on India as results of Menander's association with Buddhism is also attested 
Alexander's invasion, but it must be pointed out that the to by the wheel sign found in some of his coins. -Certain 
Macedonean monarch's campaign in India was of very scholars have argued that the wheel-symbol did not 
short duration, and was confined to 8 small area in the necessarily denote the Dhsrmscakrs, but was used u the 
extreme north-western comer of tlie subcontinent. Even sign of a cakksvstti. Even if this argument is accepted, 
those areas that were conquered by him soon fell into the there is no denying of the fact that even the cskbvatti 
bands of the Maury as, thereby depriving any reasonable concept w JS primarily of Buddhist origin. It mwt also be 
opportunity for a longlasting �mpact. Thus, if Alexander's noted that Menander's local administrators such u 
invasion had any impact on ·the course of indian history, Viyakamitra too, were patrons of Buddhism, as is evident 
it was _bound to be of very limited nature. On the other from the Bajaur casket inscrip.tion. There are several 
hand,- it would be extremely difficUlt t� distinguish traditions in Tibet and Southeast Asia connectiog 
between �ucb effects and those of the later periods. It is Menander with Buddhist monuments in Central Asia 
also noteworthy -that the rule of the Indo-Greeks lasted and Indo--China. Above all, it is s fact, as A.K. Narain 
cl�se to two centuries, extending over a considerable puts it, that if Menandei' is known in Indian tradition, itia 
terdtoiy both in India and · outside. As ·shown above, because of Buddhist literature. 
some Indo-Greek rulers managed to lead military The Indo-Greek rule brought India and the outside 

· campaigns.��e�p into the Gariges valley. Other!, like world, particularly Central Asia and the West,' much , 
Altlalcidai,---�t emissaries to neighbouring Indian rUlers� . · -closer than before, thereby making the way open for the · · thus suggesting· gOdd. relatidns between .the two p�ies; · exchang_e of· ideas, cUltural traits, mo'Vement of _peOpJe 

The Indo-:Greeks, though they preserve_d and cherlsbed ·_ and leceler!ited ·trade and commercial activity; In rbe · 

Greek culture, were not at all averse' to local -c�tu�al �d- same �ay th�t the Indo-Greeks were amenable to the . . . . 

social influence. At least some of thero b�cam_e: f=onveru · Indio culture and tradition, they were also respontible 
to Indian religiow like Buddhism _ and . -V aisnavism. for introducing certain features of Hellenistic and Ceatral . . 
Me,nander became a Buddhist while l:leliod�.:US, . the Asian culture to -india. It hils been stated that tbe 
envoy of AntialcidllS-was a Vai�!]-ava by faith, a fact be Gandh!ra school of art was introduced and nurttma by · 
did not fail to give wide publicity by mentioning it on the the Ind·O'-Greeks. 1t is also often stat�- 'that .in tbe -
Gai1.J4a Pillar at Besnagar. Gandh!ra sculptures of the Buddha and ot. er promiDeut 

. The Miliodspalfhs is very emphatic on the point that . personalities in Buddhism were portray . in the same 
King Milinda, identified as Menander, after a long and manner as gods of the Greek pantheon such as �. 

arduous debate with Thera Nigasena, was ultimately This observation may be true of the early works -of tbe · 

convinced of the infallibility of the Buddha-dhsmma and . GandMra.school, but the large majority of the sculpture 
became a convert. lt also say� that, towards the end of his belonging t_o this school depicts a distinctly Roman . 

· influence as well. reign, Menander handed over the kingdom to his son, 
became a Buddhist monk and eventually attai�t!d arhant- One field in which the Indians borrowed heavily from 
ship. Scholars )ike Tarn question the authenticity of the the Indo-Greeks wu the art of . minting �ins. The 
story, acoepting Plutarch's statement tbat the ldng d1ed in thousands of neatly minted coins of the Indo-GreeD . 
a camp. Whethefhe became a monk or �ot, there:can be were closely imitated and follow� by the later Indian 
little doubt about his conversion to Burlcl'hism; and ag�n, · rulers. Some of the Greek kgends folind in the Indo-Greet 
it came through conviction. In this regard, another . . coins were reproduced by the Sakas and the Kusinas in 
sta�ement made by Plutarch also merits special attention. their coins. Similarly, .the Greek language cont�u'ed t� 
He says that when :Menander died, different cities in his flourish in North Western India long after the disappear-
king<lom put for-Ward claims to his remains, and only ance Of the Indo-Greek rule. it is also believed that the 
with difficulty eame to terms, agreeing that they all get Indo-Greeks were largely responsible for the Greek 
eq\ial portions of his ashes, and having got their portions, influence in fields such as Indian philosophy, medicine, . 
erected monuments to him in all citiea. This �cident astronomy, astrology, drama, geometry and science. 'ibe · 
immediately reminds us of the - story found in the Indian acceptance of the Greek leadership in some of 
Mahipsrinibbinll Sutta regarding the .distribution of these fields is aptly epitomized in the words of the 
the Buddha's relics. The tw·o �tories, in many respects, are anonymous . author of the G'irgi SBiphitl, who · wa 

. · i:' ' -
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incidentally, not a great enthusiast of the Greeks. He says 
'The Yavanas are barbarians yet the science of astronomy 

originated with them and for that they must be reverenced 

like gods'. 
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P.V.B. Karunatflaka 

INDOLENCE. Buddhism emphatically declares thnt man 
is his own master and that he is solely responsible for his 
destiny. The Buddha admonishes his disciples to be a 
refuge unto themselves and . never to seek refuge in 
anybody else (D. II, p. 100; Dhp. vv. 160, 380). The 
Talhlgatas mereiy show the path and each individual has 
to put forth effort and follow the path. (Dbp. v. 276). It is . 
natural for a religion which rejects the belief in an 
extemai refuge to reject indolence, also as an obstacle to 
·an individual's progress. Thus, Buddhism considers 
indolence to be a hindrance to both spiritual and secular 
progress (A. V, p. 136, 159). The emphasis laid on 
personal efforts and exertion (Pali; vinya, viyima Skt. 
Ylrya, vyaylm1} as well as on diligence (Pall, sppsmsda, 
Skt. apramids) further clarifies the Buddhist attitude 
towards indolence. The Vinaya-pi!aka (II, p. 2) also 
record� instances where the Buddha emphatically 
denounced indolence. 

Writers in English use the lerm in�olenr.e in a very 
general way to connote different aspects of indolence 
which are refemd to by different terms in Pall and 
Sanskrit Buddhist texts. Indolence � of two types, i.e., 
physical and mental. Though the particular phraseology 
used both in Pali and Sanskrit Buddhist texts does not 
strictly maintain this distinction, the.contexts reveal such 
a distinction (eg. the terms kossjja snd ilasys are used in 
conn1ection with both physical and mental indolence)� 

It is said that an indolent (Jcus1ta) monk be��es �f 
fearful heart (A. Ill, p. 183); that all indolent (kusits) 
people cannot comprehend the doctrine. Indolence 
(kossjja) amounts to waning in the teaching and discipline 

(dhamms-vinays (A. V, p. 159); it brings about other 
':lad conditions for, an indolent person cannot abandon 
flurry (uddhacca), lack of self control (as�vara) and 

indiscipline (duss1Ja; A. V, p. 14'6). Indolence (ilasya)is 
an obstacle to the acquisition of wealth (A. V, p. 1 36). 
Indolence (nidaa, tandi; Skt. nidra, tandra; lit. sleep 
and weariness) should be got rid of by those who are 
intent on attaining Nibbiina (Sn. ;r, 942). Indolence, in 
this case connoted by the term pamada, is a blemish 
(rajo: Sn. v. 334). Indolence (thinamiddha; generally 
trsl. as sloth and torpor) is one of five hindrances (n1-
varana) which bring about a morbid state of mind 
acco�panying physical sluggishness. (Nett: 86, Nd. II, 

. 290; Dhs. pp. 1 156, 1236). Psmsds, thina-middba, tandi 
are some of the conditions that weaken one's mind (Miln. 
289). 

Inspite of the fact that at times the same term is used to 
connote both physical and mental indolence it coUld be 
said that such terms as kosajja, (Skt. -�aulldya), kusita, 
B!assa, 8lasys, tancll; niddi and so on are predominantly 
used to connote physical indolence whereas the terms 
pam'ida and tb1na (-middbs) are always used to denote 
mental indolence. 

· · 

.. \. 

It may so happen that an individual who is pbysicelly 
very energetic and active may be mentally indolent and a 
mentally · active penon may be . physically indolent . . 
Sometimes physical indolence may be �ue to mental 
defects and mental indolence may !.be· the result of 
physical weakness. Whate'>'er the cause is, both types of 
indolence are obstacles to oile'a ·worldly and spiritual 
progress; and fro01 a purely · religious point of view 
mental indolence is a far greater obstaele... · 

Physical indol�nce often obstructs one's worldly 
progress and this could be got rid of by putting forth 
effort (viriyirambba: Nett. p. 27). Mental indolence 
prevents one from attaining Nibb�a. Bud�hism a�cepts 
seeing through knqwledge (fl8f!.a-dasssns) and not 
believing through faith (bhatti). Mental indolence 
(pamida, thina:...middha) is a great obstacle to the culti
vation of this ability of seeing throu�h knowledge (Sn. v. 
1033). Therefore, mental indolence should be got rid of 
by cultivating diligence (sppamida) · for all wholesome 
mental qualities are rooted in diligence (A. ill, p. 449; V, 
p. 21). 

S.K. Nanayakkara 

INDONESIA 
Jntroductfoa: Images of the Buddha of Amariivati type 
from South-Eastern India, perhap� going back to the 
._third century A. C., have been found in different parts of 
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Indonesia. In 414, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, Fa
hsien, returning from I ndia, visited J ava and found some 
traces of a Buddhist presence, while in A. C. 424, Gu!)a
varman, prince of Kashmir, preached Buddhism in Java 
before going on to China. More substantial evidence of 
Buddhism in Indonesia comes from the sixth century, 
an� by the end of the seventh, the religion was flourishing 
in Srivijaya in the Palembang region of South Sumatra. 
With the rise of the Pala dynasty in Bengal and Bihar in 
the middle of the eighth century, Mahayana Buddhism 
became important in East and South-East Asia, princi
pally through the influence of the gr�at university of 
Niland a in Bihar. In Central Java, the Sailendra dynasty 
built Borobudur or Barabu4ur (q. v.), the greatest Buddhist 
munument in the world, as well as other sanctuaries; and 
Mahiiyiina Buddhism of the Avat�saka school became 
d ominant in Java, when it had already been well 
established in China and Japan. 

Buddhism continued in Sumatra for many �enturies: 
but inJ ava, at the end of the ninth century, the Sailendras 
were eciipsed, and i.t is not until the thirteenth 
century, in the east of the island, that evidence for 
Buddhism again becomes strong. By this . time it hod . 
acquired a Tantric character� and was much mixed with 
Sliva Hinduism. In this. form it was also to be found in · 
Bali, and in Minan�abau in Central Sumatra. · ' 

Un�er the pressures of Hinduism and later. of -Islam, 
Buddhism in It)donesia declined, but it appears to have 
contributed a permanent, though largely unacknowledged 
element . .  in Javanese mysticism. Coedes characterizes 
Indoliesiim. Buddhism as having a tendency towards the 
mysticism of the Vajrayana school, to syncretism with 
Hindu culu, and as attaching especial importance to the 
red�mption of the souls of the dead, which gave Javanese 
and Balinese Buddhism the character of a . cult of the 
ancestors. Through thdr long links with lndonesia,' the 
Chinese brought their own syncretistic version of 
Buddhism, with popular ceremonies associated. with their 
temples; In modem times, and especially since Indonesian 
independence, there has been some revival of Buddhism 
in Indonesia in both Theraviida and Mimayiilia forms. 
The restored Borobudur ha·s · become a national 
monument, ll centre of pilgrimage_ and an object of w�rld
wide fame. 

Srhfjayai The history of the Liang dynasty of China 
speaks of ICBJ?4ali, usually identified with Palembang, as 
a centre of Buddhism, which sent embassies to the 
Chinese court in 502, S 19  and 520 A. C. Towards the end 
of the seventh cenJury, the kingdom of SriviJaya was 
founded, based on P·alembang, and Buddhism was 
dominant there. At first, the Millasarviistiviida of the 

· Htnayina, .using Sanskrit for its scriptures, was the main 
sect. We have the evidence of the Chinese pilgrim scholar, 
1-tsing, who went to India to study and translate the 

Buddhist scriptures, and spent several years in Sumatra. 
In A.C. 67 1 ,  on his first journey to I nd i a, he spent six 
m onths in Srivijaya learning Sanskrit, and reported that 
there were a thowand Buddhist monks in the city. After 
spending six years at the university of Niilandi, be came 
back to Srlvijaya, where he stayed from 685 to 689, 
copying Buddhist Sanskrit texts, and translating them 
into Chinese. He returned to Ca1,1ton to recruit four 
assistant!, and then came bacb·o- Srivijaya. He sent his 
manuscripts to China in 692 and fmally returned there 
in 695. 

· 

For this same period, we have the evidence of four Old 
Malay inscriptions, two found in Palembang, one from 
Karang Bra.hi on the Batang Hari river, and one from 
Kota Kapur of the island of Bangka, which speak of a 
Buddhist kingdom of Srlvijaya, that had COJK]uered 
J ambi and Bangka, and was preparing an expedition 
against Java. Little. in the way of architeclural remains 
has been found in or near Palembang: but Buddhist 
images, though of a slightly later period, have been found 
there. These inClude Bodhis'll.ttvas, especially Avalokitd
vara, so confirm the presence at this later period of 
Mahayana Buddhism. in' Srivijaya. 
The Saflendm of Java and the Mahlylna movemmt: The 
patronage of Mahayana Buddhism by the Piila kings of 
Bengal from the ,middle of the · eighth century, and 
especiiilly their support for. the university of Nilandi in · . 
Bihar, greatly extend_ed the influence of Mahiyina 
Buddhism in the countries of East and South-'East Asia; 
and the university ofLalitagiri in Orissa, which flourished 
in the eighth century and was near the ports of embarCation 
f�r the east, probably also contributed to 'this. 

· 

, 

· In Central .Java, the Sailendra dynas�y :eame into . 
_power towards the end of the eighth century, �ntinUing 
for nearly it hundred years . nnd promoti.ng Buddhism, 
until iJ! .864 A! C.; they ga1ned control in Sumatra and · 
made Srlvijaya their centre. 

. . 

· In 778 A.C., the: Sailendra ruler, P ana,ngkaran, 
founded the temple of Kal�an (near the pres�t-day 
Yogyakarta), as a sanctuary of the goddess Tiirii, the 
consort of Avalokitdvara. At Kelurak nearby, an image 
of Maiijusrt was installed, which had been made by a 
rpa5ter era.fuman from Bengal. Buddhist scUlpture in the 
Sailendra kingdom was influenced by the style of Wta
giri, and in th.e casting of bronze linages especially by 
Niilanda. 

Borobudur 8Dd other Buddhkt ,monuments of CeattaJ 
Java: BorobudJJr was the greatest architectural achieve
ment of the Sailendras, and is the largest and most 
complex Buddhist monument in the world. The cons
truction belongs to the early part of t�e ninth cei\tury, 
and according to de Cas paris, was probably consecrated 
about 824 A. C. In plan, the building is a square maJ!cfala, 
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with sides 123 metres long, erected over a low hill. Above 
the base there arc four galleries, and above. these, in three 

concentric ranks, a series of 72 open-work stiipas, 
surrounding a larger cental stiipa. Along each side there 
are 108 Buddha images in niches, while the 72 sHip as also 
contain Buddhas, making 504 in all. According to the 
Mahayana doctrine, these are the Buddhas of the 
directions, who oversee the creation, as follows: 

East : Ak�obhya, the Imperturbable, who 
touches the earth in witness, (bbiimisparla
mudril}. 

South : Ratnasambhava, the Bright Jewel of 
Compassion, whose hand gesture is that of 
granting boons, (varads-mudr8). 

West : Amitibha, the Buddha of Boundless 
Light, who holds his hands together on his 
lap in meditation, (dbyilna-mudril}. 

North : Amoghasiddhi, the Buddha of Boundless 
Success, who holds up his right hand in a 
gesture of dispelling fear, (abbsys-mudri). 

Cemre : Vllir()Cana, th� Buddha of Perfection, in 
the stiipas, who holds his hands before his 
chest in the gesture of preaching, or turning 
the wheel of the law, (dbsrmscskra
mudrl). 

In Javanese Buddhist liter�tture, it is Vairocana who 
most often appears as teacher, is the object of worship 
and as saviour. 

The base of Borobudur is known as the kimadbitu, the 
region of desire. Ita walls are illustrated by a series of 
reliefs, now hidden from view, representing worldly 
existence, with scenes to illustrate the teachings of the 
Buddhist Sans hit text Karmavibbah$!!, which describe.s 
the eause and effect of good and evil deeds. There are 1 60 
panels, showing lively scenes of contemporary daily life, 
and graphically portraying punishments in hell for 
various misdeeds. 

· 

The four galleries above the base form the rUpBdbitu, 
or region of form, IUld have reliefs iJlustrating various 
Buddhist themes and texts, both on the main walls and on 
the balustrades: 

FirSt pllery : Wtavistars: the life of the Buddha 
up to the time of his cnlightenitnt; on 
the main wall, upper register, 120 plitel 
Jitaku (mostly selected ·from the 
Jitak11111ili), stories of the preview 

.. 
births of. the Buddha, and A v.aasnas, 
stories of Buddhist saints; on the main 
wal� lower register, and the balustrade, 
altogether 720 panels. 

Second pl1ery : GaJ!cfavyD.ba, the story of Sudhana, 
the son of a rich merchant who wanted 
to become a Bodhisattva, and to this 

r r':oo..- · -
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end, with the help of Mafijusri and 
Maitreya, on a pilgrimage in search of 
perfect wisdom. This js one of the 
principal texts of the Avat�saka sect. 
(Main wall). On the balustrade, the 
series of .!a takas and A vadinas is 
concluded. 

1blrd gallery : The GBJ!qavyiiba is continued on the 
main wall and balustrade. 

Fourth aaDery : The GB!!qsvyliha is continued on the 
balustrade and the main wall, where 
also the concluding hymn, the Bb�:dri
ci.ri, dedicated to Samante.bhadra, is 
illustrated. The GB!Jqavyliha is depicted 
in 460 panels. 

The prominence of the GaiJc!avyUba and its hero, 
Sudhana, is proof of the dominance of the Avat�saka 
school in Central Java. This sect was favoured in China in 
Tang ti�es from about 640 A. C., near Changan; it spread 
to Japan, where the school was known as the Kegon, and 
its principal temple is the Todaiji in Nara, which bas the 
largest Buddha image (Vairocana) in_tbe world, unveiled 
by the ruler in 7Sl A. C. Another 'inajor text of the · 
Avatarpsaka school is the. Dsiabhnm'llvara, which is a 
treatise on the ten ascending stages through which one 
must pass in order to attain to Buddhahood, beginning 
with meditation on the Buddha and ending with the 
endowment of manifold attributes or wonderful power. 
Though this text is not illustrated· at Borobudur, it is 
perhaps significant that the monutiitnt itself has ten 
stages from its base to the crowning central stiipa, tl1e 
arflpsdbiltu, or region of formlessness. (See EncyB's�. . -
Pis. LIII - LVI). 

On the way t.o Borobudur is the beautiful and important 
temple, CandiMendut (q.v.) of the same period, which . 
has fine. panels of PaJicatantt1J stories and per hap• of 
unidentified Jltaku, and inside has three great figures 
of the Buddha, flanked by Avalokitdvara and 
Vajrap5i?i; perhaps the noblest presentation of lhis group 
to be seen anywhere in the world. Nearby is ihe :�maller 
Candi Pswon (q.v.), also beautifully decorated; it is 
dedicated to K�,JVera, the deity of riches. 

In the Prambanan area, just to the east offogyakarta, 
there are several important Buddhist temples of the late 
eighth and early ninth centuries. Candi Kaluan (q.v.), 
778 A.C., has already been mentioned. Candi Sari and 
Candi Plaosan (q.v.) are both monastic temples of 
modest dimensions. CMJdi Sewu (q.v.) consists of a · 
central cruciform temple, with 240 smaller shrinea aroUnd 
it. This complex forms a mii.IJc!ala 250 metrenquare, 
and like BorobQdur, was dedicated to the five Buddhas of 
the ditections. It is however erected on a flat plain, and its 
app11arance is crowded and somewhat confused. 
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The SaJJendras of Sumatra: Balaputra, the son of the Sailendra king Samarotungga, rebelled and was ousted 

from Java in 8�6 A. C.: but he had married _the daughter 

of the ruelr of Sdvijaya, and himself gained power there; 
henceforward, the Sallendra Buddhut monarchs reigned 
from Palembang. He entered into an alliance with 
Devapiila, the Piila ruler of Bengal (r. 8S3-893 A. C.), and 
streng�ened links with Nilandli, where he built a 
monastery for Sumatran student pilgrims. 

. 

In the eleventh century, Sdvijaya was in relationship · 
'!ith the CoJa kingdom of South India, and the king of 
Sr1vijaya bUilt a vihars for pilgrims in Negapatam in 
1006 A.C: However, in the next ·decade, the Co)as 
attacked Srlvijaya, which in turn became allied to the 
Javanese kingdom under Airlingga.(r. 1019-1049 A. C.). 
right until the thirteenth century, St1vijaya remained a 
major eentre of trade, was famous for camphor and 
maintained a powerful fleet. Throughout this period it 
continued as an important centre for Buddhist studies. At 
the end ofthdourteenth century, it split into three parts, 
approximating to Palembang, J ambi and Mcilangkabau. 

Tllltrie Buddhism In East Java and BaD: From 1222 to 
1282, the principal power-in East Java was Singosari, and 
both � Hinduis� and . Buddhism· were practised in their · 

Tu.tric or magico-mystical form; the r.;i.Jlt was !yncretutic, · 
the Buddha, . being . . often identified. with · Siva.. From, 
Singosiii �omea ' ati image o( I PrsjfiipirBmitJ, as·. a ' 
bcautifuls9ddess, nowin CsndiJsjo (q.v,) at Tumpang, 
near Malang, probably built 1�70-1280 A.C., as a 
monU�Qent to king Vi,l}uvardhana of Singosari, and was 
dedicated to Tantrjc Buddhism. Among tb,e.rclicfs around 
the temple are panels illustrating the story of Kulljars
klrl!a, who gained salvation through the help of V airo-
. cana. The main icon was of Amogbapua, a form of 
Avalokitdvara, who rescucs 'thc.pcrishing with his noose 
(pila); his at�endants· are Sudhana (thus indicating the 
continuity .with the Borobudur tmdition), the horse
necked Hayagriva, and the goddesses Tiri and Bbrkuti. 
Thcit worship wu � late development of tlic Avat�saka 
cult in Niilandi, and was also to be foUnd in Ncpai. The 
rituals are called vrata, and include the use of mll}gslas 
and dhirarfis, and the recital of Buddhist didactic stories 
of the Avadina type, such as the Ku1Ijsrull17!s. 

Buddhism of a similar character was ,prai:lised in Bali, 
a:ixl is described by C. Hooyka&S in his tiook Bslinese · 
Baud� Brahmans. In it, he explains the ceremony, 
imp()_rta'nt for tlic Biilinese, of the daily adoration, and 
the p�afation o£ Holy Water (tirthaj by the Buddhist · 
priest: In the book, Stuti snd Stava, Goud.riaan and 
Hooykaas bicludc fort� Buddhist hynuis and prose 
dbiw!& used.in Bali. Nmc of th.esc are iri praise of the 
Buddhi, fiVe of the: Buddhas of the Directions (tathigats}, 
three of the three jewels (trirstna, the Buddha, the law 
and the monastic community), ftve to various Tiris or 

.... - __ ____ _ _ ___ __________ _......__ 
• . ,. ,lftl ;:o,;:.- -

female d ivinities, including Prajil.aparamita, the embodi

ment of supreme wisdom, while others are d<!dicated to 

Vajra, the diamond-thunderbolt, to Bhairava, the angry 
god, and to Y ama, the ruler of the underworld . At least 
half a dozen of these hymns are known and are in usc in 
Nepal. 

Later Tantrlc Buddhism In Sumatra: In 127S A.C., 
Kcrtanagara, the last king ofSingosari, sent an expedition 
to Malayu in Sumatra. This has been variously interpreted, 
but it prpbably took place in the course of an alliance 
ag!Unst Srivijaya, by which Malayu gained its indepen
dence. In 1286, Kcrtanagara sent an image, a portrait of 
his father, but in the form of Amoghapiisa, together with 
copic_s of ot.ber images from Candi Jago, for worship in 
Malayu. In 1294, the expedition returned to Singosari, 
with two princesses from Malayu: one became the 
mother of Adityavarman, who later became king of 
Malayu. Adityavaqnan placed an image of Mafij\Ud in 
the courtyard of CandiJ ago in 1343 A.C. In 1347, he was 
il). Jambi as king of Malayu and had the Amoghapda 
image erected in a Buddhist temple there. Later he bad 
himself portrayed as Mahlklla, the god of death. This 
image was brought from EastcmJ ava to Padang Roco in 

. Central Sumatra, and is three mctres high;.it now stands 
in the Museum Pusat in Jakarta. 

' ,There are many bnck-built 'sanctuarics of thu period' . . 
in Central Sumatra. They are calJcd bisro (i.e. vih'Bra -

monastery). They are to be found. at Tarung-tiU'Wlg, · 

Pancahan, Lubuk Sikaping, GalUgur and Rangkinang in 
the Padang Highl��;.Dds._Th.e_rc are. also stupas at Tanjung 
Mcdan and Muara Takus, where small gold plates with 
mystic syllables (bijs) have bec.n .found. In -Central 
Mcnangkabau, there arc inscriptions ofAditya.varmll!ls 
and in the Batanghari District a number. of.brick ruins, 
including the ·sanctuary _of Padang Ro�o. ln Tapanuli, 
there are many brick bisros, with fragmentary images, 
and there is an important bisro at Si Pamutang at the 
moqt'b of the Panei river, with several ruins, · encircling 
wall and images. At Gunung Tua Tonga, there are 
terraces with ruim and sculptured panels. · 

· Javanese Buddhist IJterature: There never seems to have . . . 
. .

. . 
been J avancse translations of any of the Buddhist . 
canonic;:ai books, tho\lgh there is evidence that Buddhist 
Sanskrit literature was known, and Sanskrit hymns and 
dhirll1!1s were used. So far, only one Javanese Buddhist 
doctrinal text is known, the Kamsbsysniksn. There arc . 
also sevcrat Buddhist didactic stories of Avadiina type in · 
Old Javanese, as well as Buddhist law books. 

The Sang Hysng Kamshsyslliksn ' is written in Old 
J avanesc prose. It mentions Sindok, king of Eastern 
Java, who ruled from 929 to 947 A.C. The contents are 
doctrines of Mahiyiina Buddhism, and the text includes 
numerous Sanskrit §lokas, which are explained in Old 
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Javanese. Many of these describe the orientation of the 
Buddhas of the directions, and some of them agree 

closely with the disposition of the images at Borobudur. 
In addition, instruction is given on the development of 
s8.111idhi, contemplation. · It is divided into two parts, 
called Mantral!iya and Krama ning Panclitatha
gstajtrans. lt begins with an account of the various orders 
of · Buddhas, past, present and future, then the ten 
piramiti, . the Jour yoga, four, bhivani, four 
iryasatya, the mudri pf the Sak.yamuni, the five skandha 
and the Sskti. 

The Sutasoma kskawin is an Old Javanese poem in 
Sanskrit metres, in 198 cantos. It has a remote resem
blance to the Mabisutasoma-:fataka (FausboU No. 537). 
In the Javanese poem, the demon Puru�ada had made 
captive all the kings of India and had conquered 
Ratudharma. Prince, Sutasoma, a previous incarnation 
of the Buddha, conquered Puru�iida with the help of a 
relative, Prabhu Maketu. Puru�ada haJ wanted to eat the 
flesh of his- cap�ves; in the end, Sutasoma was prepared 
to offer his own body: but Puru�iida repented and set the 
princes free. The author was Mpu Tantalur of Majapahit, 
who wrote this work about 1370-1380 A.C. 

The story of KufJjarakllTl!a exists in Old Javanese 
both in prose and in a later poetic version. It is also 

. ilJustrated on the panels on Candi J ago of about · 1270-
· 1280 A. C. It tells bow KufijarakarJ?a was saved from the 
to�ents of hell and restored to life through following the 
teachings of Vairocana on .the good law (sudbarma). 
Later be went to tell bow his friend, the Yak�a king, 
Pumavijaya who suffered from leprosy, was cured of his 

. ilhie�s ilnd granted salvation by the same means. There 
may be a tenuous connec"tion with the story of Kuiijara
brna, prince of Taxila in the Aloks•avadina; but the 
tale 

'
or Piif1?avijaya is to be found in the Mabipratisira-

- kalpa, one of the five texts of the PaJJcsrak�a. The text 
contain.s terminology of the Ava_t�saka school. 

The tal� of Bubaqa.IJ and Gti8ang Aking iS. of two 
brothers who learnt to become i5&tics, and is generally 
reckoned to be of Buddhiat origin. BubUk'al} (= glutton) 
in spite of his profession, ate meat and drank toddy, while 
Gagang Aking (= dry stalk) was assiduo':'S in his religious 

· practice. Batara Guru �nt Kilavijaya, in the form of a 
white tig!:r (mscsn putib) to iest the two. Gagang Aking 
was afraid, but Bubuk�� offered his body to be eaten. 
Then the white tiger told them who he was, and took 
them to heaven, where Bubu�al? enjoyed the highest 
bliss, but Gagana Aking was given ·an inferior position. 
The story may be compared with the Yyighil-j'itaka 
(Jitaksmili 1). 

The Vigbnota.sava and the BratUrsya are two Old 
J!lvanese poems relating the same story. Jina���,�f. 
king Suprasena of Vallabha was _at war with the Yak�a 
king Vighnotsava, who having vanquished all the other 
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kings, came to attack Vallabha. In the end, the Yak'a was 
subdued and became a disciple of the Buddha. 

In the Singhala.nggala, Cayapu�a, prince of Svetaniidi
pura, and a follower of Siva, desired the princess of 
KamarUpini, who was a Buddhist of the land of Singha
langgala, but failed to overcome her. Then his brother, 
Laksmilciriina, a follower ofVi��u, attacked K.imarupilft, 
but �so fail�d .  Ratib, with her Vidyldharis, came to help 
Kamariiphft,. while Cayapuru�a joined forces with his 
brother. In the end, Siva himself came between them. The 
st�ry is thought to be a::1 allegory of the struggle between 
Hinduism and Buddhism. 

Kidung Dadang Dudang is a Middle Javanese poem 
from Ba!i, in Balinese tengaban metres, which tells of the 
wanderings of Ki Dadang Dudang and his wife, Ni Randi 
Randu, in search of salvation. From a PBI!q.ita, the 
husband learns various vrata or ceremonials of merit to 
overcome evil. In the end, he !llld his wife meet V airocana 
in heaven. 

The Dbarmopspati ia a Javanese Buddhist law book 
from Bali, beginning with an invocation of the Buddha. It 
contains many legRl maxims relat�g to special cases, 
with the amounts of fmes for various offences. 

Undoubtedly, more Buddhist literature will come to 
light in the course of examining Javanese manuscripts . 
The Cantskapsrvs, an Old J avanese encyclopaedic · 

dictionary and compendium of tales, contains many 
references to Buddhist stories, and may provide a lead for · 
such an in�estigaiion. 
Buddhist Art Jn Indonesia: The architecture of the temples 
of i ava, whether Hindu or Buddhist, appears to have · 
been influenced by the styles of South India. However, Buddhist images, both in stone, such as those of 
Borobudur, and also the many bronzes, owe mast to 

· Eastern India. Some Gupta bronzes have been found in 
the outer islands, such a.S the Buddha from Sikendeng, 
Sulavesi, perhaps of the fifth century A. C., and the one 
from Kota Bangun in Borneo of the ninth century. The · 

Sambas tre!ISure, a collection of small gold and silver 
images from West Borneo, may have been made in the 
tenth century in Java. A considerable number of small 
bronze images of Pila type, like those of Nllandi, have 
been found in Java. 

The main archeological sites of Indonesian Buddhism 
have already been discussed. In Java they belong to two 
principal periods: the Sa.ilendra of the eighth and ninth 
centuries A. C. in the centre of the bland, where there are 
close affinities "With Indian models, both in the archi
tecture, and in the treatment of sculpture; while in 
Eastern Java, from the · eleventh to the fourteenth 
centuries, indigenized forms, with elaborately decorated 
buildings, often decorated with relief panels � an artificial 
and non-naturalistic style, became the dommant forms. 
As far as Buddhist art is concerned, the most important 
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sites and images of this second period are of the thirteenth 
c��tury in the kingdom of Singosari. 

In Sumatra, the Sr1vijaya-Sailendra art, s trongly 
influenced by the Central Javanese style, persisted from 
the eighth to the thirteenth centuries. Thereafter, in 
Central Sumatra, the usual Buddhist forms were brick
built vihiiras and st\ipas, with plastic influences from 
Singosari. 

Some of the largest Buddhist images, and low-relief 
illustrated panels, are still to be found on site; but many 
of the most important images, as well as "the extensive 
collections of small Buddhist bronzes can be seen in the 
museums of Java, including the Museum Pus at, Jakarta, . 
the Museum Sana Budaya at the Kraton or palace of 
Yogyakarta, the Museum .Raja Pustaka and Museum 
Kraton at S\Irakarta, and the Museum of the Archaeo
logical Department at Prambanan, near Yogyakarta. In 
Europe, the most important collections are at the Rijks
mus�uui voor Volk�nkunde {the Ethnological Museum) 
in Leiden, and the British .Museum, London, the latter 
including many items from the collection of Sir Stamford 
RaffJ��· . 
Buddhist Doctrine • lad� Untll a much more 
detailed ex�ation is made of the archeological sites, 
and of the iconography of Indo.nesian. Buddhist: images, · 
and the content of Javaiiese Buddhist literature, it will 

· . n�t be possible to givn co�ptehensiVe and authoritative · 

�o\mi ·of this subject. We have however broad· indi-
. cations of the history anlcharacter-of Buddhism in the. 

region. Borobudur embodied the ideas. and teachings of 
the: Avatilinsua schooi; and there iue other evidences 
that this eo�tinueddoihlm&nt for some centuries. In later 
tifil�; Ttntfi�: Buddhl�ni' of tlie :vajrayana ichool was 
favoutid. lit Javil'and Ba!i this became· much �ed with . 

Sivaite Uinduism, �6 thaH� �he end the Buddha became 
equated· 'with Siv�, and .the . :Cult ·became completely 
.Yncretistic. At Singosiui in Javi, and at Malayu in 
Sumatra, one of tlie most important Tantric cults wali · 
that of Amoghapi'a, a fcirm of · Avalokitdvara with a 
noose iii ont hlllld, symbolizing his work of'saving ·tbose' 
who would otherwise �ave perished. Th\s cult probably 
originated in Bihar, and is also to be found in Nepal. 

·The Sang HyiiDg Ksmabayaniksn is the one complete 
.· . Buddhist doctrinal text in Old Javane!e which has so far 

came to fight. It may perhap!l be compared with the 
MsbiyiiJ·a.;.,m,zgi-aha of Asaflgi, �e founder in the 
fourth· century A. C. of the Y o.giiclira school: His work, 
wliich' is ·.an abridgment · of the Mahayana doctrine; expllili,is the ten qualitiee of the words of the Buddha. In 
the Siiiigl;lyai:Jg?csmahajanikiiD, a prominent place is 
given't({ihe ten pir�ti, or perfections, which liave a 
siniiiii:· ·chatilcier: 'liistorically, the Yogiicara was the 
antecedent of the AvataipSaka schoQl, which was esta
blished iD China in the seventh century, whence it spread 

to Japan in the eighth, and was intellectually one of the 
most advanced forms of Mahayana Buddhism; so the 
faith of the Sailendra may have proceeded from, · or at 
least been influenced by this Chinese movement. Its texts, 
however, were Sanskrit, from India. 

The principal text of the Avatarpsaka school was the 
story of Sudhana in search of perfect knowledge illus
trated in the upper galleries of'Borobudur. This tells bow 
while the Budnha was residing with Samantabhadra and 
M afijusrl, he taught them mystical attainments;. and they 
were joined by a multitude of monks, with whom 
Maiijusrl started on a journey to Southern India. On the 
way he met the young man Sud han a and told him about 
the Buddha. Sudhana praised him and setout on a quest 
for knowledge (bodbi). He visited various teachers in 
Southern India, finally meeting Mahiideva of Dviiriivati, 
who sent him north to Magadha to meet the wife and the 
mother of the bodhisattva Gautam�, �d they in their 
turn sent him back to M�jusri. At each stage, Sudhana 
had increased his spiritual knowledge. Finally, Maiijusri 
sent bim to Samantabh�ra, from whom he received full 
and perfect knowledge. The text is completed by the 
hymn known as the Bhadraciiri, in which Samanta
bhadra'� teaching is set out. . 

the Dalabbiimilvara cotDplements and explains this 
. teaching. H is an abstract treatise on the ten stages one 
1, must pass through �o attain ,Buddhahood. Each stage is 

called a bbfuni (which here might be rendered 'level of 
attainment.?, . including meditation, �implicity with 

. cqmpassion, mental elevation, religious concentration, 
purification of the mind, equ.animity, steadfast progress, 
understanding, perceiving the minds of others, · and the 
attainl!len:t of wonderful power. 

In :Old J�vanes.e literature, besides the SIIDg Hyang 
KBIDahayanikan; 'some o{ the Buddhis� .stories contain 
doctrinal sections. Both _the prose and poetic version:� of 
the Kufljarakam,a inClude sections of teaching given by · 
Vairocana in response to the enquiries first of K.ufijara
ka�a, and then or Pu�avijaya. These i.Dclude elements 
of the sacred law (sudharma), the doctrine of the five 
stma, corresponding to the five senses, and the conquest . 
of &sires. In cine secticin of the prose text, the Buddha is 
overtly identified with Siva. 

The cult of Amoghapua (q.v.) was practised in the 
Singosari kingdom, particularly at Candi Jago, and in 
Malayu under Adityavarman. Amughapasa is a form of 
the Bodhisattva Avalokite5vara, usually depicted with 
eight arms; in one of the right hands he holds a noose . 

(piUs), from which he derives his name. He is accompa- · 
nied by the goddesses Tiirii and Bhrku�i, (q.v.) the 
guatdian Hayagrlva (q.v.) ('horseneck?, and the pilgrim · 
Sudhana, thus linking up with the Avat�saka school. In 
Nepal, the worship of AmoghapiiSa is conducted on the 
eighth day of the lunar month, and the ritual is called 
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A��arnivrata (rites of the eighth day). The principal texts 
are the Upo�adha-avadana and ihe Virakusa-avadana, 
both being extracts fro m  the Dhya-avadana. The 

worship takes place in groups Jed by a Vajraciirya priest, 
with pii}ii offerred to the miJl!qalas of the Buddha, the 
Dharma, the Saflgha arid AmoghapiiSa. It is not known 
whether this corresponds to the worship as it was 
practised at Candi J ago, but it is a possibility, and should' 
provide a starting point for investigation. 
Modern Buddhism ln Indonesia: The open practice of 
Buddhism in Java has not existed since the downfall of 
the kingdom of Majapahit, and the establishment of 
Islam. from the fifteenth century. In Bali, Buddhism 
survived because the Balinese rulers employed Buddhist 
Tantric priests for certain court rituals, and in recent 
times there have been a few practising Buddhists. In J ri.va, 
there has been a modem revival of Buddhism, which may 
be accounted for partly by the persistence in a hidden and 
unacknowledged way of · Buddhist ideas in Javanese 
mysticism, partly by the presence of the Chinese commu
'nity, with its popular ceremonies associated with their 
temples, and pa,rtly by the interest and pride in the 
Buddhist monuments of Java, especially Borobudur, 
which is looked upon in independent Indonesia as an 
important part of the national cultural heritage, and 
which has attracted world-wide attention both of the 

. conservationists and also the tourists. '  In Bali, the study 
of Indian texts, both Hindu .and Buddhist, has been one 
aspect of a religious revival, which seeks to encourage . 
more informed and intelligent understanding of the 
inherited culture. 

·Bechert, 1988, notes · that the revival of Buddhism in 
Java and Bali is a recent phenomenon, characterized by 
the influence of the Theraviida, the restructuring of · 
traditions of Chinese origin, 8.Jld attempts to reviye 
ancient Javanese tttuHtions. The theosophical Society of 
Java was founded by Madame JJlavais.ky in 1883, and 
had some influence, but the first tru!y Buddhist group 
was the Javanese branch of the International Buddhist 
Mission from Thaton hi B!lrma, established in 1929. 
More influential was the visit of the Sinhalese monk, 
Narada Maha Thera, in 1934. Also in 1934; the Sam 
K.auw H wee was founded by K. wee Tek Hoay ( 1 886-1952) 
for the ·regeneration of Chinese Buddhis� in Java. In 
1953, Boan An, a member of the Sam K.auw Hwee went 
to Butn:la to study vipsssani, (insight meditation) under 
Mahasi Sayadaw. Boan An was ordained a bhikkhu in 
Burma in 1954, and took the name of Ashin Jinaralckhita. 
lle returned to Java and bec&lJle the most influential 
Buddhist teacher for a long period, bringing with him the 
Theraviida form of Buddhism both in precept and 
practice. 

With the independence of Indonesia, the adoption by 
the state of Paficasila, · not in its classical Buddhist sense 
of a personal morality, but with the meaning of the 

.. .r. -:.. __ _ 

fivefold principles of the state monotheism, humanism, 
nationalism, democracy and social justice, pn:sented a 
problem for Indonesian Buddhists of Theravada persua

sion. Since their system was nontheistic, it could not be 
directly harmonized with the first of the five principles of 
lnd onesia, belief in the One Supreme God, a requirement 
incumbent upon its citizens. This led to controversy 
during the period 1965-1974. Jinarakkhita's response to 
this difficulty was to interpret the term Sang Hyang 
Adibuddba in the Sang Hyang Kamabayanikan as 
referring to God, but this did not sat:sfy the strict 
Theraviida, so led to a division. Nevertheless Buddbjsm 
has continued to progress in Indonesia, and tbt:re are now 
about a million adherents there. Currently there are seven 
sects; 
l .  Majelis Buddhayiina Indonesia (syncretist following 

of Jinarakkbita) 
2. Majelis PaJ;14ita BuddhaDhamma Indonesia (Thera

viida) 
3. Majelis Dharmaduta K.asogatan (Revived Old 

Javanese Buddhism) 
4. Majelis Buddha Mshiiyiina Indonesia (Chinese) 
S. Majelis P�tjitaBuddha Maitreya lndonesia(Chinese 

messianic) .· F 
· 

6. Majelis Agama Buddha Nichiren Shosbu Indonesia 
(Reformed Buddhism of Japanese type) · 

7. · M ajelis Rokhaniwan Tridharma (Chinese traditional 
Buddhism accommodated to Tao and Confucianism). 

.•! • 
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INDRA. See SAKKA. 

JNDRABHtrn, a fairly important Tantric writer regard
·ed as a siddba (perfected one) in the Trantric tradition. 
Styled a5 Mahicirya, Ocpyina Siddha etc. he was the 

· king ofUddiylnat and is assigned to the early part ofthe 
8th Cent�rY A. c.· Regiltded ll! the disciple of Anabga
vajra he was also the father of Padblasambhav.a, who is 
important in the introduction of Buddhism tci Tibet, and 
the .brotber of Lak'mlilkari regarded as one of the 84 
siddhis and as the rauthotess of the Trantric work 

. Advay.nddbi. 

IndrabhOti is regarded ll! the author of not Jess th� 23 __ 

worb :preserv� in the Tibetim Tengyur. Two of his 
worb are available in original Sanskrii. · One is the 
Xuiu.kzilfaiidbes preserved in the Sidbs�s-mili(GOS. 
II, pp. 3Sl-3) and the other JIIiDssiddhi (publiShed ss 
rolume XUY of the GOS.) 

. 

With regard to Indrabhtlti's contribution to Tantric 
Buddhist# the folloWing words · (from N� K: Sahli's 
Buddhism in Orissa, published · by Utktll University, 
19S8, p. !67) may be quoted: "The Tantric ideology 
which was unfolded from about the time' ·of Saraha 
attained its highest development in the Writings of 
lnd:-abhuti, whose famous work JirwssiddJJI� �serts 

that emancipation cannot be obtained simply by mudra, 
mantra and maqqa!a unless a deeper knowledge of the 
five Tathiigatas or the Dhyiinibuddhas be attained by the 
ssdbaka and also that neither the learned nor the fool can 
get rid of s�s8ra, if he is devoid of this Buddha 
knowledge." 

A. G. S. Karlyiwaslm 

INDRAKiLA. The wo_rd indrak1Js (Pali indakbVa) lite
rally means Indra's post. It has a long history spanning 
over twenty centuries and is attested in Pali, Sanskrit and 
Sinh ala Literature. Over the period of time it has come to 
mean three different objects: (a) a post, stake, pillar ot 
column generally erected at the entrance to a city or 
village, (b) a stone pillar set up in the interior of the dome 
of a stflpa, and (c) a prominent ritual object set up in the 
psrittsmiJJ!qsps of Sri L!Ulka. 

· In Pall canonical literature indakb1Ja appears in the 
sense of a pillar firmly planted in the ground. It occun in 

· similes denoting stability without any reference to its 
exact Jocation.t The MsbiSudsssanasuttr refen to a 
similar;·pillar ll! esikl, and its {JkiJ explains it as an 
indakbila; A passage in the AhguttsrsiJikiyi' speaks of 
· im esik! which Stands in · ·frontier city of the kingdom 
and · it .is · said to be deeply. embedded, well dug in, 
immovable and unshakable. The Plcittiyipifl explains 
the indakbils as a threshold, but it does not mean any and 
every tlueshold. It only mellJ,ls the thre!!hold to a king's 
h���. . 

. . 

According to the commentary of the Pspsam
bbidlmsggs,' indakh11s is a threshold to a villqe or city. 
The Kbuddakspi!/Js Af!/Jskstbi' refers to the indakb1ls 
as a large slab of stone or· a pillar made of hard timber 
pressed into the ground at the threshold of a city by 
digging to a: depth of 8 or 10 cubits and this serves to mark 
the city limit. The Msnorsthapfirarj} gives the following 

· description of an esiki: · 

·1. Spelt also air G4lyiila or CX,4iyini i.nd regardecf u a pi!]li or a pl!lCC of pilgrimage in Tantric Buddhism. This place hu not yet been 
identified with certainty. While it is generally identified with Oriua some believe it to be a part of Bensal. A discuuion on thil ls  
found in Sahu's work (pp. 1S2 ff:) quoted above and in B. Bhilttach�a'I Jntroduction to Buddhist Esoterism, pp. 44-:6. See abo 
GOS, XLIV; IntrOduction, pp ... Xt where the entire lin ofworb attributed to him is given. - . . . 

- . 
. t. ··S. V. p. 444; Dbp. v. 9�; Sn. v. 229; Thsg. v. 663. 

2. D�n. p. 11 1. .. . 
3. 1Jiabanikiya-Atthdatbi-6ki, (=DA1), II, Jl. 28 -. ·� A� rV, p. 106 . . • • 

5. Vin. II, p; 160 
6. PIA. p. 349 
7. KbpA. p. 185 
8. AA. IV, p. S3 
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The esikattbarnbhs is made of bricks, stone or some 
hiud, well seasoned timber such as khadira. When it is 
erected for protection of the city it is planted outside 
the city, when it is for ornamentation it is planted 
inside. When constructing it with bricks, a large deep 
pit is dug and filled with bricks (up to ground level) 
and above (ground level) it is made octagonal in shape 
and is painted white. It is polished and painted to such 
perfection that when elephants rub their tusk! against 
it, the paint does not chip off. Stone pillars etc. are 
also octagonal in shape. If the pillars ate eight cubits 
high, four cubits are embedded underground and four 
cubits remain visible above ground. It is the same with 
pillars 16 or 20 cubits high. In all cases half the length 
of the pillar remains buried underground and half 
remains visible above ground. They stand forming a 
zigzag pattern (gomuttavabka}. Therefore his possi
ble .to utilise the space in between them for some 
purpose by flanking them with timber (padaracayaiiJ 
kstvi). The pillars are decorated with beautiful 
drawings and fltigs are hoisted on them. 

It can be gathered from these Pall literary sources that 
the inddbils refers to a firm pillar which stands as a 
symbol of royal authority at the entrance to a city, village 
or palace. It also functions as a symbol of stability and 
marks the limit. 

· 

. The word indrski/ais attested in a number of Buddhist 
Sanskrit texts-with "the following meanings: 

(a) a threshold slab, a stone embedded in the ground at 
the entrance to a city, palace or harc;m;9 

(b) a pillarfrrmly planted in the ground; and it is used in 
similes denoting stability and immobility.1o 

Thus the symbolism of the indakb1la contained in Pall 
literature is further- substantiated by Buddhist Sanskrit 
literature. 

· 

Sinhala literaturel l  too contains several references to 
the indrakiis and most of them confirm the conclusions 

arrived at through Pali and Buddhist Sanskr1t literary 
sources . Further there is a clu e  to the existence cr{ 'i 

p1 actice of worshipping the indrakila, 11 and the Sad
dharmanun8valiyai3 furnishes conclusive evidence when 
it says: 

Even though small children dirty the indrski/aerected 
at the city gate by putting rubbish, discreet ones offer 
incense and flowers to it. 

This practice seems to be a very ancient one, for it fmds 
mention even in a Tamil poem entitled "The Grassland of 
M adurai, "which is said to have been written in honour of 
a second century Pandyan king named Nedufijeliyan, but 
which, according to Basham, may be assigned to the third 
or fourth century. In describing a city it states: 

The poet enters the city by its great gate, the posts 
(Tamil, net11 nilai, meaning tall column) of which are 
carved with images ofthe Goddess Laksmt and which 
is grimy with ghee, poured in oblation upon it to bring 
security and prosperity to the city it guards.. l4 

This aspect of the indrakils as an object worthy of 
honour is certainly an advancement on the concept of 
indrskils as revealed from Pall and' SBb�krit sources. The 
belief that a deity resides in it seem�·Jo have contributed 
to the practice, and according to the Tamil poem cited 
above it is Lak�mi, the Goddess o'f Prosperity that ii 
incumbent in it. 

The indrakila seems to share some characteristic 
features with Mount Meru which is said to be submerged 
in the ocean to a depth of 84,000 yojsmu and it 'rises 
above sea level to an equ'al height of84,000yojanas, I' The 
indrakils is also a post embedded in tlie ground to a depth 
equal to its height above ground. Mount Meru is the 
symbol par excellence of stability and the indrBkils is also 
a symbol of stability. It is also possible to equate the 
indrskila to Mount Meru with evidence from Hterary 
sources. Lexicons such as vscaspatysml6 and ssbdirtba 
Ratn8karayal1 identify indrakils with Mount Msndara. 

9. Divy, pp. 250, '-44, AvsaiUlsiatska, ed. J. S. Speyer, 2 Vol!., St. Petersberg; 1902, 1906, VoL I, p. 109. 
10. Miwu. Vol. I, p. 292; Vol. II, pp. 261, 262, A.vsaiUla!sWa, Vol. I, p. 223 
I I. Piij'ivaliya, ed. K. Nanavlmala, Colombo, 1 965, pp. 243, 296, 582 

SM!dbsrms Rstnilsrsya, ed. K. L Dharmakirti, Colombo, 1912, p. 128 
PurirJs YB11lplli211YBta, ed. B. Dhammaratana, Colombo, 19 14, p. 16 
Absddbssimavini!csya, ed. K. Upasena, Colombo, 1 952, p. 40 

11 Db11111piyi Afuvi Glfspsdsys, ed. D. B. Jay:rtilaka, Colombo, 1932, p. 156 
13. Ssddbsrms Rstnivaliy11, ed. D. B. Jayatilak:a, 1928, p. 488 - nuvars visals kere hi6dsvii indrakilsysts • bilsdsruvolunulBSals 

dsnii spsvitr1t kem da danno suv:JAds mal idiy� :puil�t ds ........... ' 
. 

· 

14. A. L Basham, Woncer that was India, London, I9S4, p. 203 
IS. SnA. 11; p. 443; Vism. I, p. 206 e��turisiti sshsssini sjjbogilbo msbannave sccuggsto tivsd eva sineru pabbat 'uttamo. 
16. Vicsspstysm, ed. Taranatha Tarkav��pati, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series; W�rk No. 94, Varanasi, India, 1962, 1.v. iRdrskiliL 
17. Ssbdirths RstniJ:Bisys, ed. B. Revata, Colombo, 1929 
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According to the Mahabhiiratall gods churned the ocean 
with Manaara as the churning staff. But classical Sinh ala 
poems such as. the Muvade"'davata, 1 9  Ha11,1sa Sandesaya20 
and Guttilaksvyaya refer to Mount Mero o.s the churning 
rod. Classical Sinhala lexicons such as R uvanmalall and 
Purina N""am'iivaliya23 also give Mandara o.s a synonym 
for Meru. Therefore the equation becomes possible: 

Indrak1Ja · = Mandara, Mandara = Meiu, therefore 
in.drskila = Meru. 

Now Meru is the hub of the universe and it is said that 
lndra's (Sakka's) heaven is situated on it. Therefore 
indrakils too c:ould share the centre symbolism of Mount 
Meru. 

When the foregoing survey of the concept of indrsk1Ja 
through Pall, Sanskrit and Sinhala literary sources is 
summarised it reveals itself as a synthesis of the following 
symbols: 

(a) Symbol of stability 
· ·-(b) Symbol of authority 

(c) Symbol of the limit 
(d) Symbol of t,be centre. 

Paranavitana, in his Stiips in Ceylon24 states that there 
. is an o�tllgonal stone pillar. weighing a�out . 20 ' tons 
referred Jo as the indrakils by the monks of the present 

· · day, set up in the interior �f the .d9me of the stnps. He 
observes: · . . 

"These huge pillars sel"{_ed no structural purpose and 
tlie labour entailed in hauling them· to great heights 
imd setting them up· ·must have been undertaken. 

. . because they we� considered absolutely necessary, 
' according to the religious beliefs of the times, to give 
. the stft.pu their sa�Cd chilracter., . 

. 

The Diiyivscfana2S .which gives a u�que description of 
. . 

. ' 

the constructional details of a stiips states that a .pillar 
called yUpSJBfP was set up in the interior of the dome. 

Yiipa in the Vedic tradition w as the sacrificial post to 
which the animal sacrificed was tied, and it ·was be:ieverl 
to be a path leading to heaven.16 For the Vedic sacrificer 
the yiipawas a symbol of the Universal Tree or the World 
Axis27 which holds up the heaven with its summit, fills the 
air with its branches and steadies the earth with its foot,2R 
It is possible to surmise that the yiipais the proto-type out 
of which the concept of the indrakila evolved in the 
Buddhist tradition. The change of nomenclature from 
yiipa to indrak1Ja is sigriificant, for, it seems tc have been 
necessitated by the inadequacy of the symbolism of the 
yDpa.when the setting changed from a sacrificial tradition 
to s.n Enlightenment-centred tradition. E. R. Good
enough formulates the f�llowing functional principle in 
the diffusion of cultures: 

When symbols are borrowed from older customs and 
traditions the value remains constant, but the symbols 
themselves are intellectually justified in conformity 
with the tenets of the borrower.2g . 

Therefore the Centre symbolised by the indrakils is 
neither the World Axis wJ-.Jch unites the world with · 
heaven for the Vedic sacrificer, nor Mount Meru 'Of 
Hindu mythology, but the BodhimsiJ¢a, the place where 
the Buddha attained Enlightenment. 

The Bodhimanda is said to enjoy universal centrillity, . 
. . . ' .  . . 

. 
. . for the Dighanikiya-A!fhskstha-1JkiJO and the :  

Msb1l.bodhiYBipslill call it the navel Qf the earth. There
fore the indriJkila with its centre symbolism is most 
appropriate for its representation. The BodhiiiJBIJ¢a is · 
also said to be the only steadfast place in the whole world 
of change, for, it alone remained unmoved even at the 
moment of Enlightenment32 when the entire world shook 
with a tremendous roar. Hence the suitability of the 
indr:akila with its symbolism of stability to represent the 
BodhimiJJ!qa. According to the PiljsvaJija� the Bodhi-

· 18. Mlbibbarau, Tr. �. C. Roy, 'J'he Msliabhirata., Cukutta, 1 956, Vol. I (Adipa.rvan), Sec, 18. 1 1 12 
19. Muvadevdivata., ed. D. G. Abayagunarlitna, Colombo, 1 923, p. 94 
20. Hnp$s Sandesaya, ed. C. E. Godakumbure, Colombo, 1953, p. 104 
21. Guttildirya Dipani, ed .  D. C .  Diaanayaka, Colombo, 1957, p. 255 
22. Ruvanmsls $aha Pijwnmsls, ed. Batuvantudave, Colombo, 1 892, p. 187 
23. PW'il}s N"amivaliys, ed. H. Jayatilaka Appuhamy, Colombo, .!.882, p. 108 
24. S. J?iuanavitana, .Tbe Stiips in Ceylon, Memoin of the Archaeological Survey Qf Ceylon, Vol. V, Colombo, 1946, p. 38 
25. Divj., p. 244 
26. · Bhiiridatta)itsks, J. VI, p. 203 
27. Mircea.Eii�e, Images 1111d Sym1:ols: Studies in Religious .Symbolism, tr. P. Mairet, London, 1 961 ,  pp. 44 - 45 

· . 28. Rgveds, tr. R. T. H. Griffith, The Hymns of the Rgvr:da, 4 Vols. Benares, 1 882-1892, 1 11.8.3, SatapsthsBrihmana, tr. J. Eggeling, 
· ne S.iapstha Brihmans, S ptJ. SBE. Yols . . l 2, '26, 41 , 43, 44, Oxford 1882- 1900, lll.7.1 .4. . 

· 

29. E. R. Goodenough, Jer:;sh Symbols in the Gtaeco�Roman feriod, Vol. 12, Bollingen Foundation, New
'
York, 1 953, Vo1. 12, pp. 

72-73, 133 
. .  

30. DAT. II, p .  28 
'31. Mh6v. p. SO 
31 DAT. II, p. 28 . 
33. PUja Valiys, p. 182 
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mal!cfa is a great fortress protected by the majestic wall of 
the ten paramitiis, extending up to the cupola of the 

Brahma world like the hollow of a d rum . Even Miira ·.vi th 

his vast array of forces could not get past this formidable 
barrier as it was the Buddha's authority that held sway 
there. According to the Msbabodbivarpsal• the majesty 
of the space so demarcated is such that not even the flying 
elephant of a cakkavatti king or even Sakka himself can 
fly over it. Thus it bec'omes quite clear that the indrakila 
with its composite symbolism of the centre, stability, 
limi� and authority either ritually recreates the Bodhim�iJcfs, or projects the· site of its construction to the 
B/xlhimal)cfa. The sacred character wi-Jch the indrakila 

. confers on the stnpa as well as theparittamaqcfapa is this 
ritual recrc:ation of the Bodhimal!cfa, or the projection of 
the site concerned to the Victorious Centre of the earth 
where all Buddhas conquer evil and attain Enlighten
ment . . 

The indralc1Ja of the parittamal!cfapa is made with a 
straight freshly cut branch of a siiriya tree (Thespesia 
populnea) about 6 feet in ltingth. It is covered over with a 
stiff, white, new cloth pleated lengthwise and is tied on to 
the branch in a couple of places so as to leave the cloth 
puffmg out in between the knots. At the top, the cloth 
opens out to form a sort of fan. This structure is fixed in 
between the two centre chairs called yuga pu!uwbich are 
themselves tied together, in the parittamaf!cfapa. Behind 
this stands a small arecanut palm to which is tied a fully 

. opened coconut flower: 

A siiriya branch has been used in the construction of 
· the indrakVa most probably to represent the Bodhitree, 

as the Ficus religiosa which is the most- distinguishing 
feature of the Bodhimal!cfa. It is not possible to use the 
branch of a Bod hi tree even to adorn the parittamal!cfapa 
because injuring a Bod hi tree is considered a grave sin. A 
siiriya branch has been substituted because the siiriya 
leaves somewhat resemble the Bodhi leaves. But what is 
more important is that the siiriys tree is designated by 
almost identical names in Sanskrit, . Pali, Sinh ala and 
even Tamil. The Sanskrit terms eivattha .. kapitana and 
plak�a are used to designate both the Ficus religiosa and 

. the Thespesiapopulnea.J; TheJatter is commonly called 
gadrabhi.f!cfa in Sanskrit and this has. been equated with 
dvattha in lexicons. J6 In Pali gsrdabhal!cfa and kapitana 

34. Mhbv. pp. 3S, SO, 79; J. IV. p. 232 
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have been used synonymously meaning Thespesia 
populncaY In Sinhala lisa�u is the derivative from 
asvattha whiie lei §sa�u means Thcspesia populnea.lB The 
Tamil  e q u i v al e n t  o f  aivattha  is aracu while  
Thespesia populnes is  called piivaracu which literally 
means 'flowering asvattha. "9 Therefore it is not 
surprising that the Thespesia populnea has been used to 
substitute the invulnerable Ficus religioss for the 
construction of the indrakila in the parittamal!cfapa. 

Indrakila in the PiritmB.I!�apa. 

3S. S1JJJEkrit - English Dictionsry, ed. M. Monier Williams, 0. U. P., London, 1960, s.v. alvattha, kspitana, plakfa. 
36. SI!/Jdakalpadrurnil, ed. R. Radhakantadeva, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Seirt:11 Work No. 93, Varanasi, India, 1961, s.v. aJvattha, 

gsrdabhaqti ViSv'fl!. . .. , , ' •' . 'a . . . 
31. Abhidhanappadij,:ii, W. Subhutl, Colombo, 1921, S92 . 38. J. M. Senev!ratna, Some ancient plants and trees of Ceylon, in Ceylon Antiquary and Litr:rary Register, Vol. VII, pt. U, Oct. 1921, 

p. 102. Palfcika Pradipa, ed.  R. S. Dharmarama, Colombo, 1896, p.  1 16 
39. H. Trimen, Handbook of the F7ora of Ceylon, S Vols., London, 1 893-1900, s.v. Ficus religiosa, Thespesia pqpulnu., T. B . . 

Worthington, Trees of Ceylon, Colombo, 19S9, s.v. Ficus re/igiosa and Thespesia populnea. 
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The fan-shaped structure made of cloth appears to 
represent the dhammacakka perhaps following the 
ancient practice of the aniconic representation of the 
Buddha with an empty throne distinguished by the 
dbsmmacakks on an ornamental pillar, as for example 
can be seen· in the detnils of the Amaravati Stiipz$o

sculpture. 

Thus the parittama�tfapadistinguished by the indrak1la 
is the ritual recreation of the BodbimaiJrfB, and the 
dbammacskka and illuminations in the: parittamBIJrfspa 
seem to constitute the visual representation of Enlighten
ment. See also P ARITI A. 

(For more details_ eee: Lily de Silva, Paritta, Spolia 
Zeylanica, Vol 36, Part- 1, National Musiums of Sri 
Lanka, Colombo, 1981, Cp. also'An Indraklla at Ruvan
vllli Slya in Anuradhapura,' by P. E. E. Fernando, in 
PraticfJna Malljatl, Papers oD Buddhism and Sri Lankan 

Studies in Commemoration of Gate Mudliyar W. F. 
Gu.oawardban., Ed. Hiran Jayasuriya, Sri Lanka, 1987, -
pp. 27-3,,) 

Uly de SDvs 

_ ,  

- INDRIY A, controllbtg factor or faculty, il name given in 
the Buddhist texts to twenty-two psycholOgical and 
corporeal phenomena which perform partiCUlar functions 
bi the mundane and supra-mundane life of individuals. 
These phenomena occur in other classifications, foundin 
the AbhidhiDlDla, _ ·and .the� ,they � treated from 
different itandpOinta. In this classiftcation; their indriya
upect is brought out. 

These phepomena are catled faculties _because they -
- exercise i dominating� governing or controlling influence 
over the mental factors, usociated with them, .and over 
simultaneously arising corj,oreal phenomena. This is 

· indicated by Buddbaghosa ( Vism. p. 491 f.) by referenc� 
lo the derivation of -the word indriya from inda (Skt. 
indra) melning lord� Thus indriya means lordship, 
10Verc:ignty; it is the ability· to make all th!!t is connected 
with it to -follow it in their own career. The faculties are 
not the powen of phenomena, but phenomena which are 
powen. 

· Th� twenty-two faculties may be cla,!sified, on the basis 
of tbeir nature,-tnto five groups: namely, (1) perceptual; 
(2) physictl; (3) sensational; (4) spiritual and (5) supra
m�dane. 

(1) The first group consists of the six sense-faculties, 
namely that of the eye (cakkhu), ear (sota), nose (ghana), 
tongue (jivha), body (kayB) and mind (mano), which 
constitute the so-coiled personality (attabbavs). (2) The 
next group consists of three material qualities; femininity 
(ittbindriya), masculinity (purisindriya) and vitality 
(jfvitindriya); the first two material qualities designated 
as bbivariipa (Abbs. 27) determine the sex _of the 
individual whereas the third gives life to it. 

Out of these nine indriyas consisting of the perceptual 
(6) and physical (3), only the mind is psychological while 
· the othe" are material (indriya rflpa: Abhs. 28). The first 
five together with the sixth regulate or c01itrol the five 
senses; the seventh and the eighth control 'the primar}r 
and secondary characters of either sex and the ninth 
keeps the co-existent qualities of body from decay. 

With these nine indriyas the lfvirig-being, the so-callCd 
individual, is complete and is in a position to communi
cate with the external world and to react to external 
stimuli. (3) The third group consisting of five kinds of 

. sensations, namely, bodily pleasure (sukba), bodily pain 
(duHba), gladness (som8.1Jassa), sadness (domanuu) 
and neutral sentations (upekkbi) explains the different 
reactions of. the personalitY to external stimuli. Thus 
these · three groups, . consisting of fourteen indriya _ · 
faculties �ay be c:cinsider.�d ai sentient existence 
(stupsara). · 

· 

(4) -_ The fourth group, consisting· of five faculties, · 

namely, faith (saddbJ), energy (viriya), mindfulness 
(sati), concentration (samidbi) and wisdom (p.afJfii), 
constitutes attributes of the path leading to release from 
sentient existence, i.e., emancipation. These faculties . 
·may, · therefore, ·correctly be -described as ethical or 
spiritual faculties. 

(S) The last group consisting of three faculties, naQle)y, 
the ilsSUI'l!ll� 'I shall k-now what 1 did not yet know' 
(am:ff.trstB�p Bassimitindriya), the faculty of highest 
knowledge (sJJJiindriya) and the faculty of him whose 
knowledge is made perfect (aJJJrativindriya)is the fruit of 
the path described as the five spiritual faculties under the 
fourth group ( Vism. p. 482)., · 

. 

The six sense faculties .are th� six. internal spheres · 
(safiyatana) given in the formula oi' dependent origina· 
tion; they &rise depending on mind and matter (niiiU
riipa-paccayi safiystanBJP) and they give rise to contact 
(ssfByatana-paccsyi pbilsso). Here the eye-faculty 
(cillbundriya), is not the power of the eye (cbakkusss · · 
indriya), but the eye which is a power (cakkbum ev.e 
indriytup). Thus the eye controls aight, ear hearing, and 
so on, because each sense depends upon its organ. If the . 
organ be weak, the sense is weak. 

<40. J. Burp��, 'l'heBuddbist Stiipss of Amarsvsti and Jaggeyyapets in the Krishna District, Archaeological Survey of Southern India, · 
n.a. Vol. I, Madrus Prafdency, Plates XII, XXIII, fig. 2, XIV, fig. I, XL. fig. 3. 
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The first five sense-faculties are corporeal while the last 
one is mental. They p erform the function of perception in 

which th� mind occupies the pre-emine nt position. The 
five corporeal sense-faculties, different in range and 
scope, do not react to the range of one another. The mind 
is the repository of these five faculties, and mind reacts to 
their range. (M. I, p. 295; see AYATANA). 

This mind which is identical with consciousness (mano, 
citta, viflflal!s) is a controlling faculty (manindriya) also 
on account of its pre-eminent position among the mental 
factors (cetssik!l) associated with it. These factors, 
among them iUso there are other facultie5, by fulfilling 
their own particular ta�ks, serve, at the same time, the 
purpose of the general function of mind which consists in 
discriminating objects. Besides, in the sense of the already 
given general definition of indriys, there is also implied 
the control exercised by mind over certaiil corporeal 
phenomena. The co11scious intention accompanying and 
directing purposeful bodily movements (kaysvi!Iflatti) 
and vocal utterance (vaciviflflati) may be _ cited as an 
example. This indriyaquality of mind, as manifested in a 
certain control over matter, is capable of far-reaching 
development. It reaches its peak in_ one of the four bases 
of psychic power (citt8-iddhipida); It is this aspect of 
mind, namely its controlling power, which is the starting 
point of these developments. It is true that not only the 
faculty of mind, but also the five spiritual faculties and _ 
the intensifying factors of absorption (jhanahga), namely 

- j�yful interest (p1ti) etc. as well, form the foundation on 
wilich the lofty structure of a 'spiritually - developed 
con�;ousness can be built; but, a very active part in that 
development is ascribed to the mind. The developed mind 

- represents an eminently activating and mobilising force 
against the tend�1tcies to stagnation and inertia of nature. -

The activating and thereby gover)ling influence of 
mind is due to its indriya-aspect, i.e., consciousness 
considered as a controlling faculty; in other words 
conscious control. This general aspect of mind forms the 
basis on which other activating and controlling f�ctors, 
like mindfulness etc. might be _successfully developed. 

The second group consists of thret: physical faculties, 
vitality (Jivitindriya), femininity (itthindriya) and mas
culinity (purisindriya). The sense-faculties which the 
Visudd!Jimsgga_ (p. 418) has" described as personality 
(sttabhavs)are said to be dependent on iyu(M. l, p. 295) 
which is identified in the Psps!Icasiidan1(MA. II, p. 349), 
with]ivitindriya i.e., vitality, the faculty of life. 

There are two faculties by the name of Ji vitindriya: One 
is ps.fchological ( aifipa-;1vitindriya or nanul_:JivitjP.,4.!JXa). 
The other is physical (riipa.:Jivitindriya). ' ' ' . .  ·'-· � · 

Psychic_ life (arfipa:Jivitindriya) is one of the seven 
mental factors (cetssika) described as universal, i.e., 
common to all types of consciousness (sabbacitta-

. ............... __ 

siidharaqa). The activities of will and the rest of the 
co1�corn i tan t p rope rtir.s are due to the psychic life which 
infuses men t al life into one and all. I t  is the persistence 

(iiyu) of mental states. When it is present, the mental 
states occur, go on, continue and subsist. It governs all 
associated states in the characteristic of ceaseless watch
ing over the co-existent states (DhsA. p. 149). 

The other life-faculty, physical vitality (rupa:Jivitin
driya), is one of the twenty-four kinds of derived matter, 
and gives life to matter. Just as psychic life, the physical 
life, too, has the characteristic of maintaining co nascent 
kinds of matter. Its function is to make them occur. Tt is 
manifested in the establishment of their presence� Its 
proximate cause is the primary elements that are to be 
sustained. Although it has the capacity consisting in the 
characteristic of maintaining etc., yet it only maintains. 
conascent kinds of matter at the moment of presence, 
even as ·water sustains lotuses and so on. Though 
phenomena (dhammli} arise due to their own conditions, 
it maintains them, as a wet-nurse does a babe. It occurs 
itself only through its connection with the states that 
occur, like a pilot. It does not cause occurrence after 
dissolution because of its own absence and that of what 
has to be m_ade to occur. lt does not prolong presence at 
the.moment of dissolution, because itis itself dis�olving, · 
like the flame of a lamp when the wick end the oil are 
consumed. But it must not be regarded as devoid of · · 
power to maintain, make. occur and make present, 
because it does accomplish each of these functions at the 
moment stated (DhsA. p. 323). 

The other two physical faculties, namely femininity 
(itthindriya) and masculinity (purisindriya) which are 
described as material qualities of sex (bhavsrlipa) are 
stated by which femininity and masculinity of the so-" 
called personality can be distinguished (Abhs. p. 27). 

The femininity-faculty (itthindriya) has female s�x as 
its characteristic; its function is to show that a particular 
individueJ is a femaie; it is manifested as the reason for 
the features, marks, signs, work and ways of the female 
(Dhs. p. 633; Vism. p. 378). 

'Feature' is shape: the shape of woman's body, hands, 
feet, neck, breasts etc. i! not like that of a man's. The 
female lower body is broad, the upper body is less broad. 
The hands and feet are small; the face is sm:ill. 'Mark' is 
the recognisable sign. The female breast is prominent; the 
face is without beard and moustache. 'Work'is action: in 
youth women play with tiny shallow baskets, pestles and 
mortars, dolls and weave string (mattikS-vaka) 'clay 
fibre;. 'Ways' are modes Qf going etc. There is a want of 
assertion in women's walking, standing lying down, · 

sitting eating and swallowing (ibid). 
These feminine features etc. are not femininity (ittbin

driya); they are products of itthindriya. When there is the 
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seed, the tree grows because of the seed, and is replete 
with branches and twigs, and stands filling the sky; so 
when there is  a feminine controlling principle called 
femininity, feminine features etc. come to be. 

The itthindriya should be regarded as the seed; it is not 
known by visual cognition; but only by mind-cognition. 
But feminine features etc. are known by visual as well as 
mind-Cognition (Dbs. p. 633, Vism. p. 378). 

ADd it is the same with the masculine controlling 
faculty (purisindriya). Masculine features etc. are the 
opposite ofthe feminine. Man's upper body is broad, the 
lowifr body is, less broad; his banda and feet are large; the 
face_ is large; the breast flesh is less full; beard and 
moustache grow. The manner of hair-dressing and the 
wearing of Clothes are not like those of women. In youth 
they play with chariots and ploughs etc., .make sand
banks and dig.ponds. There is assertion in their walking 

. etc., (Dhs. p. 633; Vism. p. 378). 
· 

The masculine controlling f!!Culty has the characteristic 
of indicating �he state of a ma.Ji;_function ()fsboWing.'tbis 
is a man� and its manifestation lies in the muculinity in 
features etc. (ibid.). 

· ·Both femininity. and mllSculiriity come; into being 
. during the app�aranee of the &r�t inhabitants oftbis cycle . 
(kappa); subsequently they· afise at conception. Matter · 

coming 'into:·being at· concepti 6ft ' fluctuates;' dunng its 

external world and to react to external stimuli. This 

reaction is explained under sensation (v�dana)which is of 

five kinds. These five kinds of sensation are also termed 

faculties (indriya). They are the faculty of pleasure 
(sukhindriys), of pain (dukkbindriya), of joy (somanas
sindriya); or grief (domansssindriya) and of neutral 
sensation (upekkhindriya). 

Pleasure is a faculty (indriya) because when a pleasur
able mood arises it dominates one 's whole being. It 
suffuses all the other associate� qualities, and enlivens 
the accompanying bodily activity. This is tme of the other 
faculties as well 

The faculty of joy (somanassa) is identical with that 
factor of absorption (jhanahga), which' is called sukba, 
but it is stronger and more enduring when linked to a high 
degree of intensifying interest (piti), another faetor of 
absorption . 

The faculty of psychic vitality, too, is enlivened by 
interest and transmits this intensifying .effect, received · 
from interest, to physical vitality, too. In old and sick 
people, for example, vivid ·interests, whetiier in persons, 
affai� or ideas, may prolong life by giving them incentive . 
to muster all physical and men till p«;>wers of resistance. 
On the othei:oliand, old or sick p�ople quickly deteriorate 
when .they lose .interest in life owing, for example, to the · 

. death of a_ beloved person or to a disappointment.. 
· gro":lh it changes its features;· a·n.d mat.ter. co!Jling into,: . 

being during gtowtb d9es. likewise, and (hilt is . tbe. cause . 
-of the change of sex. Ofthe two, the male sex is superior; 
feminine. �exis in�e.rior. Therefore, the former disappears 
thro\lgl:l _gtos.sly )mtnoral conduct; the latter may be 
brought,!ll>ou� bY._ weak I.tor:-ali�y. Bpt in disappc:Jlrlng the 
l•tteq Joes s�: by -we� immorality� t.he former may be 
brought a,bout bt strong mora}ity. Thus both disappear 
through_ iJiir_norality . and may be brought about by 
mo.rality (DbsA. pp. 32Hf; Vism. p. 378). . . 

These feelings constitute the seccind·of the five groups · 
of existence, namely, vedsnilckhsnclbs, and one of the 
seven mcnt8I factors (cetuikaJ which are described u 
universals, like psychic life (81fipa-J1vitindriya). 

· The third item of this group is viiality which gives life 
to the so-called individual. There are two faculties by the 
name of Jivitindriya: one is psychological and is called 
arups-j7vjtindriys which gives life to the mental side of 
thr: individual while the other, c��d rlips-jivitindriya, is 
material and :gives Jife to the physical side of the 
individual (Dbs. §. 19, p. 625; Dbs.A. §. S, p. 149, 323; 
Vism. p. 418; Abbs. p. 6, 27; Abhvt. p. �6, 68). 

· Out of the nine faculties so far ·described,. eight are 
materjal and are named (indriys-rupa: A bbs. p. 28); mind 
the sixt� ·faeulty, being psychological. The· flrst ftve
regulate··qr.cotttrolthe five senses; the seventh keeps the 
co-existent qualities of body from decay; and the eighth · 

and the. ninth . control the primnry and secondary 
characters of either sex. 

With the nine faculties, the personality, a living being, 
is complete and is in a position to communicate with the 

The five kinds of sensations (veclsni) are oile's reau:
. tions to experiences which may be derived from .one's 

assqciation with the external world. These reactions may 
. . lead to various mental states, bo.th good (ktissla)and bad 

(skuSsls), such as kindness and hatnd. The individual is 
free to �ake his own choice between good and bad. Th� · 
discrimination between good and bad and the correct 
path avoiding bad and cUltivating good are discussed 
under five items called the spiritual faculties. They arc: 
faith (saddha), energy (viriys), mindfulness (sati), con
;:entration (ssmidhi) and wisdom (paJJIIi). (S. V. pp. 
193-20S; Ps. II, pp. 1 ff; Vbh. p. 1 23). Tbe&e are described 
as faculties and are identified as attributes .of the path 
leading to emancipation. Ssddb'l is faith in the perfect 
Enlightenment of the Buddha lind the efficacy ofthe Path 
he discovered. Viriys is energy which is of four kinds; i.e. 
an attempt at originating kussls, at cUltivating kwals 
that has already originated, at preventing skusals from 
originating and at putting an end to dusaJs 'that hu 
already originated. This fourfold energy, otherwise called 
ssmmi-psdhina, is identical with sammi-viyims of the 
eightfold path.Sati is · mindfulness and awareness in 
contemplating on body, sensations, mirid and mind• 
objects, it is also called satipaf{bilns and is identical with 
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samma-sati of the eightfold path: Samadhiis concentra
tion of mind associated with wholesome consciousness 
which eventually may reach the absorptions (jhana). This 
i� identical with samma-samadhi of the eightfold path. 
PaJiffi is wisdom., insight into the Four Noble Truths, 
and is identical with sammadi?!hi of the Eightfold Path. 
All these are types of wholesome consciousness (.kusala
citts). They are called (indriya)because they master their 
opposites, that is, they keep them undH control. Faith 
brings lack of faith or doubt (vici.kicch8) under control; 
energy controls indolence (kQssjjs), mindfulness controls 
heedlessness (pamsda), concentration controls agitation 
(uddhacca)· and wisdom controls ignorance (avijji.) 
( VibhA. pp. 125-29), 

- . 

These five faculties may be considered the individuals' 
potentialities in the spiritual sphere. It is these poten
tialitJes thatforrn the object of the Buddha's particular 
knowledge- called indriyilparopariytJttaffiiJB. It is said 
that the Buddha understands, by this knowledge, the 
extent to which these spiritual faculties of individuais are 

· . developed or degenerated (MA. U, p, .  29-30). 

. In order to perform their goveriling and. controlling 
functions the faculties require a hlgh degree of strength 
and intensity whlch is imparted to them by the intensi
fying factors of absorption, whlch are their supporting 
conditions. 

Faith has a controlling influence on character when the 
factors of absorption,joyful interest (piti) and pleasure· 
(su.kbs), themselves possess a considerable degree of 
intensity. lt is fromjoyth�t faith derives a good_part of its 
conquering power, and it is keen interest that'makes for 
the constancy of faith. Furthermore, faith is only able to . 
become exclusive �evotion when · there is also • hlgh 
degree of .  mental one-pointedne�s (cittsssa e.ksggstB.) 
which is identical with concentration (ssmsdbi); For the 
faculty of wisdom· to comprehend its object� fully, 
keenness of interest must be highly developed .by the two 
intensifying factors of absorption, thought-conception 
(Vitdks) and discursive thinking (vic'lra). For the 
unfol�ing of the faculties 'of energy, lnindf�ness and 
coneentration, a high degi-e� of stimulating h1tere.st is 
required; in order to intensify their actiVity. On the other 
hand; when mindfulness and concentration are pro
gressing well, their part is to sustain and increase interest 
by preventing it from fading away. 

The five spiritual faculties, together with the corres
pond�g five spiritual powers (ba.Js), continue' lhe"work · 

begun: by the factors of absorption. They increase the 
agility and pliancy of the mind and its capacity to effect 
delibe.rate inner changes. These last features are the bases 
for any mental and spiritual progress. Ii is mainly owing 
to the operation of these five faculties and powers that 
noticeable transformations of character, conduct, ideas 

. " ...-:.- · � 

and ideals are made possible. Sometimes it even appears 
as if quite a new personality has emerged. 

If, on the other band, the intensifying and controlling 
factors are weak or partly absent, a general heaviness and 
unwieldiness of the mental processes will result; the force 
of habit predominates, changes and adaptations are 
undertaken -slowly and unwillingly and to the smallest 
possible degree; thought is rigid, inclinin� to dogma. 

As far as the cultivation of these five spiritual faculties 
is concerned, one must see that they develop evenly; their 
uneven development is somewhat dangerous. If a single 
faculty is developed exclusively whlle the others, espe
cialiy the counterparts, are neglecttd or suppressed, that 
faculty may- develop a tendency to dominate others. 
.Excessive faith, for example, may weaken wisdom, and 
strong energy .may weaken concentration. In each ca,se 
the balance is disturbed and harmonious development 
impaired. This shows the importance · as well as the 
wisdom of insisting on the harmony offaculties (indriytJ
samatta). It is the faculty of mindfulness that watches 
over harmonisation of the other four faculties, and 10 is 
the chief control over the other four faculties . 
. The importance of intensity of:' these faculties is . 

emphasised by repeating them under the nilme of powers 
(bala). The five fActors corresponding to the five faculties 
�e called powers when they become unshakable by their 
opposites: so, for example, when faith is unshakable by 
lack of faith or vici.kiccha'doubt', it is called a power; and 
so on (DhsA. S. 124) . . · . 

.. . .  

The five faculties and powers are simply two different 
aspects of the same qualities. Their nature is basically 
one, though their functions are different. 

The last but not least are the three facUlties which are 
described as supramundane. They are �he results of the 
cultivation of the fiVe spiritual faculties. They are types of 
intilitive knowledge possessed by "kyas" in the different 
stages of spiritual attachment. The achievement of these 
three amounts to the realisation of the truth which is the 
summum -bonlm:i of Buddhlsm. 

The first is the faculty of auurante: 'I shall know what l 
did not get know (B11siiffitaJIIIsssBm1tinc!riys}, which 
arises et the moment .of stream-entry (so�pstti-magg•); 
the seco!!d is the faculty of the highest knowledge (aJIIIin
driya) which arises at the next moment, i.e., on realising 
the fruit of stream-entry (sotapatti-pbiJltJ); the thlrd is the 
faculty of' him who knows (a/IifB.tivindriys)whlch arises 
at attaining arahantsbip. 

INDRIYA-BHAVANA SVITA, the last sutta of the 
Majjhima Ni.kiya (M. lll, pp. 298-302). The sutta 
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embodies a discussion that took place between the 
Budd ha and Ut tara, the young disciple of Parasariya, a 
brahamin teacher. The venue of the meeting was M ukhtlu
vana in Kajangala. 

Uttara, the youngster� paid a courtesy call on the 
Buddha and while the two were engaged in pleasant 
conversation, the Buddha asked Uttara whether his 
teacher advocates any course of development of the 
senses (indriysbhavsna). To this Uttara answers in the 
affirmative and continues to say that his teacher advocates 
that one should not see material forms (riips) with the 
eye, one should not hear sounds with the ears. The 
Buddha points out to U ttara that in such circumstances 
the blind and the deaf have to be reckoned u those who 
have well developed sense faculties, for they never see 
forms with their eyes nor hear sounds with their ears. 
Uttara could no.t meet the Buddha's argument and was 
silent. At this point the Buddha addresses elder Ananda 
and says that the method of development of the senses in 
the Buddha's dispensation is quite different, and on 
Ananda's request the Buddha describes his method of 
development of the senses. The Buddha says: "When a 
bhikkhu 3ees a form with his eyes there arises. in him 
either a liking to it or a dislike to it or a mixed 'feeling of 
liking and disliking. When such d�eling rises in him he is· . 
aware t�at'such 'feeling has risen in him and. that' such 
feeling is transient, gross and is depende�t on ca\ises, and 
to m&intain _equanimity on 5uch ·occasion condu�es to 
tranquillity. When .he contemplates in that manner the 
feelings of liking, disliking or the miXed fee.ling ofliking 
and disliking disappear and equanimity remains. The 
same applies with regard to the ears and sounds, the nose 
and the O<Jours, the tongue·:and the savours, the body.and 

. tac�iles and the mind and concepts. This thought process 
ta�es ·place in a flash in a man with developed senses." 

This discussion brings out the differences between an 
ordinary man and a man whO is spiritually �dvanced. The 
ordinary. man utilises his senses to derive sustenance for 
his. living while psycholqgic!!.lly becoming attached to or 
repelled · by objects of the senses. But n man with 
cultivated senses, too, utilises his senses to derive suste
nance for his living '*bile psychologically mairllaining 
complete tranquillity through non-attachment to or non-· 
conflict with sense objects, by reflecting on the true 
nature .of sensual pleasures. 

The:Buddha further shows the difference in behaviour 
between a trainee (sekha) and a perfected man (ssekha) . 
when confronted•with sense expei:ience. When, in the 

I. Tlkap. p. I 
2. Vum. p. 532 
3. M. I, pp. 190-1 

mind of a trainee, a pleasant feeling or an unpleasant 
feeling or a mixed feeling of pleasantness and unpleasant
nes� arises, he is troubled aboul it (ayiyati) is ashamed of 
it (harayati), loathes it (jigucchati). But when such feeling 
arises in a perfected man (Mekha), if he desires thus: 
'May I abide not perceiving impurity in impurity', he 
abides there not percc;iving impurity. lfbe desires: 'May I 
abide perceiving impurity in purity', he abides there 
perceiving impurity. If he desires: 'May I abide not 
perceiving impurity in impurity and in purity,' he abides 
there not percievi�g impurity. lfhe desires: 'May I abide 
perceiving impurity in purity 'and impurity,' he abides 
there perce1ving impurity. If he desires: 'May I having 
avoided both impurity and purity, abide in equanimity, 
mindful and clearly conscious,' he abides there in equani
mity, mindful and clearly conscious. 

There is reference made in I he Tberagathi. commentary 
to a thera Piiriipariya who wu taught the fndriy•
bhivsna Sutts. It  is further said in the Theragithi 
commentary that this thera learnt it by heart and 
pondering over it, attained insight: The Tberagithi (w. 
126 ff.), gives a summary of the musings of P!rlpariya 
which led to his attainment (see DPPN. s.v. Indriya- . 

' bhiivanii �utta). 

W. G. Weerarafae· 

INDRirA-PACCAYA is one of the twenty-four psccsyas 
enunciated in the PsfthsnappaksraiJs, a Canonical 
Abhidhamma Text of the Pali tradition.t The term 
In-driys-psccaya is a compound used to indicate a 
specific relation upder the system of correlation known u· 
the Paf!/JB.na-nsys i.e. th� method upheld in the above 

. me�tio1;1ed text. It undertakes to explain the .Buddhist 
concept of causality in a comprehensive way. As such it is 
mentioned in the early writings as a synonym with other 
terms expressing causal relation.2 · It  is u�ually trllnslated 
into English as "condition". 

In the course of time during the evolution of Duddilist 
· thought on causality the term began to be used in a 

significantly different sense. It is generally admitted that
. 

· the Buddhist teaching on causality is most comprehensive: 
and thus assumes the status of a central truth. Thus it is · 
said that one who. sees it sees Buddhism.l But the 
formula of the twelve terms had a limited purpose namely 
to explain the origin and cessation of dukkha. This was 
expressed in the form of "various stages of dukkh11 in 
their dynamic aspect. '14 But from the point of view of 

4. W.S. Karunaratne, the Theory of C.usality, Sri Lanka, 1988, p. 3S 
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understanding the phenomenon of causality the most 
important consideration was not the st a�es themselves, 
but the causal relation between them.  The theory of 

paccsyas was conceived to fulfil this need. The function 
and, for that matter, the significance of p�ay•• lies with 

this consideration. 

The first member of the compound, the term Indriys is 
a pre-Buddhist Indian term and has originated in the 
context of God lndra, as it is evident from the �gveda. Its 
meaning was gradually extended and later carne to be 
used to connote the idea of lord and dominance among 
other things. In the present use Buddhism seems to retain 
the extended sense and as such it closely resembles 
another paccaya i.e. adhipati.' 

The term Indriya is used in Buddhist Texts of the 
Suttapi�aka and Abhidhammapi�aka to refer to twenty
two terms.6 They are the following: ( 1) Eye (cakkhu) (2) 
Ear (sots) (3) Nose (gh8IJa) (4) Tongue (jivha) (5) Body 
(ksya) (6) Mind (mano) (7) Femininity (itthi) (8) Mascu
linity (purisa) (9) Vitality (Jivita) ( 10) Bodily Pleasant 
Feeling (sUkha) ( 1 1) Bodily Pain (dukkha) (12) Gladness 
(somanassa) (13) Sadness (domansssa) ( 14) Equanimity 
(upekkba) (15) Faith (saddha) (16) Eriergy (viriya) (17) 
Mindfulness (sati) ( 18) Concentrati_on (samadhi) (19) 
Wisdom (psfi!Ii) (20) Tlie assurance "1 shall know the 
unknown" (aJiirataJIJiassarnitindriya (21) The faculty of 
Highest Knowledge (afiJiindriya) and (22) The 
faculty of Him who knows (aJI!fitivindriya). Of these 
the two faculties of sex (7, 8), though designated as 
indriyas, are not treated as indriyapaccaya. Thus indriya
paccaya consists of twenty items. 

For the non-recognition of the two faculties of sex as 
indriyapaccaya the following reason has been adduced 
by the commentators.' An element of existence material 
can rightly be called an indriyapaccaya, if it does not 
cease to be active under any circumstances. But at the 
initial stage of the embryonic gr.owth, although the 

· fBculty of masculinity and the faculty of femininity are 
present they do not bring llbout the manifestation of sex 
differences; So these two were left out. 

Buddhaghosa in his Visuddhimagga offers the follow
ing explanation with regard to the function of indriya
paccaya in different situations. a The twenty items which 
assist in the sense of predominance are faculty conditions. 

_ The first five are conditions only for immaterial states, 
the rest are conditions for material and immaterial states. 
The eye faculty is condition for the eye consciousness 
element and for the states associated with it. In the same 
way'facuJties of the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body. !lre 
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conditions for their respective consciousness elements 
and for the st ates associ ated with them. Then the  material 

life faculty is a cond it ion as a faculty condition for the 
kinds of materiality due to  the performance of karnma. 
Then again the immaterial faculties are conditions as 
faculty conditions for the states associated with them and 

for the kinds of materiality arisen thereby. 

Thus by the expression Indriyapaccaya is meant a 
condition that comes about through the participation of 
one or more of twenty indriyas. Generally speaking it 
can be . de8cribed as that condition which exercises a 
dominating influence over the items related to it. 

Senarat Wijesundara 

INDRIYAPAROPARIYATTANANA (var. indriyaparo
pariyatti, indriyaparopariya), insiiht into the function
ing of the five spiritual faculties of �ther beings, is one. of 
the ten intellectual powers ( dasa-bala)of a Buddha (M I, 
p. 70; A. V, pp. 34, 38; Vbh. 340 ff. Netti. p. 10  1). It is one 
of the fourteen kinds of knowledge that constitute the 
knowledge of the Buddha (Ps. ': ,1, " p; 133), By this 
knowledge the Buddha understands'the extent to which 
the five spiritual faculties, namely, fiuth (saddha), energy 
(viriya), mindfulness (sati); concentration (samadbi) and . 
wisdom (paJIJis) of beings are developed or &geherated 
(MA. II, 29-30); in other words, he understands by-this · 
knowledge the people's potentialities _ in the spiritual 
sphere. 

A detailed description of this.knowledge is not found in 
the early Nikiyas; it is in the Vibhahga-PakaraiJB of the 
Abhldhamma Pifaka that we come across one. Buddha
ghosa, too, while commenting un this knowledge in his 
Papa!Icasildan1 (MA. II, pp. 29-30) refe-rs the reader to 
the Vibhahga (pp. 340 ff.) which treats compr�hensively 
on this knowledge. 

- The objects of this knowledge, as given in the 
Vibhabga, include: {1) asaya, meaning speculative views 
sach as eternalism and nihilism held, as well as th�: 
position of conditionality taken up, by persons; and lust 
for sense-pleasure and inclination to renunciation; sloth 
and torpor, � \VC:ll. as enthusiasm of persons; (2) anusaya, 
�eaning seven latent tendencies or predispositions, of 
persons; m carita� the threefold motive-force of persons, 
namely, the motive force which is morally good, the · 
motive force which is morally bad and the motive force 
which is steadfast; and ( 4) adhimutti, intentions which 
are low or noble, of other bemgs. This knowledge thus 

S. D.J. Kalupahana Causality: The Central Ph.J1osophy, of Buddhism, The Unior Press, Hawaii, Honc1u1u, 1 97S 
6. Nyanantiloka, Buddhist Dictionary ( 1980) p. 1 78 

· · 7. Y. Karunadasa, Buddhist Analysis of Mstter, ( 1988) p. 1 38 
8. Vism. pp. S38-S39. 
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throws light on the diversified · nature of persons and 
makes a distinction between persons who are capable and 

those who are incapable of realising the truth. By this 

knowledge the Buddha also sees beings whose mind is 
slightly deftled (sppsrajskkba) or much defiled (msMrs
jillbs), beings whose spiritual faculties are dull (mudin
driys)or sharp (tikkhindriya), beings of good disposition 
(svikira) and of evil disposition (dvikirs), beings who 
can be easily convinced (suviffflipsys) and those who are 
bard to be convinced (duvifll!ipsys), in short beings who 
are capable · (bbsbbs) and those who are incapable 
(sbbsbbs) of realising the truth ( Vbb. p: 340:...2). 

It would ' appear from this description that indriys
psropsriystts-fiBr!s is the knowledge into the nature of 
other beings; it is by this knowledge that the Buddha 
understands whether or not a particular individual is 
capable of at�aining Nibbina (upsnisssysssmpanns). 
TJiis kllowledge is, therefore, very usefu( for' a .te:acher 
whose sole' aim w.as· to help others realise the tru''th; for be 
cowd select. the 'worthy persons and : instr'uct 'ti..tem 
accOrding 't o. the

.
ir temperaments and . abilities._ 

. 

:ne ten i.ntelle�:tual power.s (dsssbals), of. �hich 
ii,Jdriyapsropsriystts-ffl�s.. is one, are generally con
sidered aa qualities · possessed by the Buddha. :The last 

· thfCC ofthe ten intellectualpowe.ta, celled tivijjl, namely, 
(J) .pufl��ivisinus.s.-ti-iliiJ/s,. insight into one's own 

. previo� eXistences, (2) . di6b.-�a.kkbu, clairvoytmce or 

mspsjjotiki, these two types of knowledge have been 
identified with the Buddha-cakkhu(NdA. ll, p. 383) . The 
indriyapampariyatta-Daf!/1 of the Vibhahga is, therefore, 
.identical with the Bu�dha-cakk.hu of the Ssddhamms
pajjotikB. But the Buddhs-cillbu of the earlier texts (D. 
II, pp. 38-9; M. I, p. 169; Yin. I, p. 6) is identical with the 
indriyapB!'opsriyatta-lfiiJB of the Papssmbbiasmagga 
(l, p. 121), and the isay'Anussya-Jrat}a of the Ps{issm
. bhiaamagga (1, p: 123) is identical with indriyaparo-
psrijatts-iiit,Ja of the)VettippakBr.BIJS. (p. 101). 

. 

Th1.1s, there seems to be a confusion among the 
scboliasts about the indriyapsropsriystta-Jra.qa, the isayinu
ssys-iraJ!B and t�e Duddbs,cskkbu. These three types of 
knowledge may be consider� one and the same, for all of 
them throw light on the functioning of the spiritual 
faculties of beings: ' · · · 

. . Upall Kanmirltne 

.ItiDRJ\' A-S�AITA; ·eq�ilibriu�·. (samatta) of.f ac� · 
ties· · (indriya), rel.ated to �e · five .spiritual facUlties, 
namely, . farlth (saddbi), energy (viriys), mindfulness 

. (ssti); co*�ntration' (samidlii) �� · wisdom (pOO). 
' (Se� INDRIY A). This equilibrium· i� ·indispensable for 

· cl!lDpspitii.�IUJB,· insight int.o death and rebirth, accord- . . . . iq. to: kamnia;. of other persons and (3) issva.kkhsya-

. . the realisation of the spirltu�� attah�m�ts, for, wben
.
one 

faculty beoom.es strong and the oth�rs weak, the. weaic 
ones do ttot perform their re�pective functions. H, for 
example, the faculty of faith is stronger than the others, . . . 
then 'the faculty of energy cannot perform its function of 
exerting, the faculty of mindfulness its function of 

..,., in�gbt into the destruction of cankers, however, 
are types · ()f �ight · pos.se�sed . by all arab. ants. We also 
find . an . �lint :-disciple of the Buddha, Anuruddha, 
�]aiming [o�: hi.IJiielf not only .he' tlvwl, but all, the ten 
in.teUeciu� powen, ($,_v, p. �03:..:6). Th.e. Pap�8mb.hida

.mqp� . ()n ·.the cont�acy, e.xpressly says · tha�. :indriyap�i>pM!J'.�U.-�Bl!S. ()DC of the. ten inte1Jech�af powers, 
. claiined ·also by Anuruddha,· is, togetlier with five other 
typea. of knowledge, a monopoly of the Bu.ddba (ch� 

. · 6iJ!Ini u'l.dblnJ!Ini sJvdebi: Ps .. I, p. 133). In reConsider- · 

ing these two contradictory statements Buddhaghosa 
says that the ten intellectual powers posse·ssed by some 
disciples of the BuddJJa are not perfect; only those of the 
Buddha are perfe·ct (SA. · III, p. 263). The. difference 
between · the identical qualities possessed . both· by 'the 
Buddha and by the arahants seems to be · a matter of 
degree; and ilot a matter of kind. The Buddha's range of 
wisdom is'niore extensive and intensive than that of the · 
arlha:nts ( VbhA. pp. 372-3). 

: We flnd the lndciyspsropariystts-ifi,;,s of the Vibhsbgs · 
divided in the Psftissmbhiasmagga Into tw� types of 
knowledge, namely (1) the indriyapsropariyatta-IIina 
and (2) the Jsayinussys�.ffit,Ja (q.v., Ps. l, pp. 111-4). The 
method of treatment as well u the terminology itself used 
in the two texts are identical. Agains, in the Ssddbsm-
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, ,�stablishing; the factilty of conetntration its function of 
. ·not distracting and the faculty of wisdom-its function of 

understanding. Vakkali. could not attain insight on 
account ofhis extreme faith (S. Ill, pp. 11'9-24; Tb.,A. 
II, p. 147; III, p. 208). The cue is the same With otbet 
faculties, ioo. s.�J?a Kolivisa was unable to attain li'IhiDt
ship on acco_uitt of his excessive energy (A. Iii, pp .. 274 
ff.). So w.a:s Anand� ( ViDA. p. 12) Only liter, when they 
�ere able to rid thetnselvea of excessiveness in faith illd 
c:nergy .were they able to w� insigllt IUld attain arahant-
ship. · 

, Of t
.
hese five spritual facultiei, there �ere, in particular, . 

two pairs in each of -which both facultieS shouid well 
counterbalance each .other, nairlely, faith and wisdom on 
the one band and energy and concentration on the other. 

· For excessive faith with deficient wisdom leads to blind 
· faith whilst excessive wisdom with deficient faith leads to . · 
cunning; In the same way excessive energy with weak · 
concentration leads to restlessness whibt e.tcessive con
centration with deficient energy leads to indolenee, 
. Though for bo.th faculties in each of the two pairs an 

equal degree of intensity is desirable, mindfulness should 
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be allowed to develop to the highest degree of strength 
(Vism. p. 1 29 f.). 

UpaH Karunarabte 

INDRIYA-SAMVARA, 'restraint of the senses ', also 
referred to a• fudriyesu guttadavarata, meaning 'the state 
of having the doors of the senses guarded', is a quality 
mentioned in numerous sutta passages which describe the 
ethico-intellectual process that culminates in the destruc
tion of isn·as(q: v.), i.e., in the absolute freedom, in the 
religious sense (vimutti, q.v.). It is an essential link, 
though preliminary, in that process without which no 
progress eould be effected. It is closely connected with 
sVa (q.v.), in fact, it is sometimes considered as an aspect 
of sila, i.e., as one of itsfour kinds described as purity (s.v. 
catuparisuddhi-sVa). Another quality that goes hand in 
hand with indriys·sBI!lvarais mindfulness and awareness 
(sstissmpajaJIJia q.v.). -

What particular link does indriys-sarpvara constitute 
in that process may best be gathered from its description 
given in the SBmaJIJiapbala-Sutta (D. I, p. 62 ff.) and the 
MabitaiJbisshkbaya Sutta (M. I, p. 267 f.). The process 
begins with the conversion of.a person on listening to the . 
teaching of the Buddha. After developing faith in the 
Buddha he renounces household life and becomes a 
monk in order to practise the noble way of life (s. v. 
brahma<ariya). The preparatory stage of this noble life 
consists of good behaviour in both word and deed. This is 
i/la which includes restraint according to the PBtimokkba 
(q.v.), good conduct, seeing danger in the smallest wrong, 
trainmgin the precepts and the purity of livelihood (D. I, 
p. 63). 1Qe next stage is indriya-sBI!lVBrB Which is 

· foliowed by two further stages of mindfulness (sati
sam.pa}anha) and con�eJ]J��t .SIU1tutfbi: D,. I, p. · 71) . . 

'When the aionk becomes poss�ssed of these quSlities, he 
retires to a suitabl_e pta� �4 st� rpedita��g. He gets 
rid of the five mental hindrances (iiJva,raiJa) and attains 
concentration of mind ·(sam�d)ii). Oil attaining concen
tration of mind he applies and directs bis mind toward 
knowledge and insight {ir81Js-dassa1ia) imd attains it. It is 
this lfinadlissaiJa that effects tfte destruction of the is a vas 
and th�reby produces absol�te fre�d6� (D. I, pp. 71-84). 

What is meant by inddys-sBI!lvara has been explained 
hi a short passage in the same sutta (D, I, p. 10) which i3 
repeated in several otber suttas (M I, pp. 269; 346; S. IV, 
pp.J04; 1 12; 176; A. V, p� 206). The passage may be 

• -': < • • -� j .·.C .-.��� .. · ' 
rendered as: . 

. . 
- · � ' · 

''When be (the monk) sees a material object with his 
eye, he is not entranced by its general appearance 
(nimitta)nor by its particular features (anvuya.IIjana). He 
sets himself to restrain that which might (in the normal 

. 

circumstances) give occasion for evil states such as 
covetousn�ss (abhijjb8} and dejection (domanassa) to 
flow in over him so long as he dwells unrestrained as to 
his faculty of sight. He keeps watch over his faculty . of 
sight and be attains to mastery over it;" (lllld this is  
repeated with regard to other five sense faculties lll! well) 
and endowed with this self restraint, so rioble, as regirds 
the faculties be experiences, within himself, a sense . of 
ease into which no eVil state can enter. Thus it is that the 
monk becomes guarded as to ·the doors of his senses" (D. 
I, p. 70 etc.). 

Buddbagbosa explains nimitta as sign of woman or 
man or any sign that serves as a basis for defilement such 
as the sign of beauty, etc. and anuvyafljana is explained as 
any constituent part or function classed .as hand, foot, 
smile, laughter, talk, looking ahead, looking as� etc. 
which bas acquired the name "particular" · (features) 
because of its particularising defilements, because:,� its 
making them manifest themselves. Further, he nys that 
when the monk sees such an object he appr.elienqs neither 
the signs nor the particulars of it; · he stops at what is 
merely seen (UdA. p . . 8). 

The process is ��plained briefly in ·the Ssn.tJI;itta 
Nikaya (S. IV, p. 125) where iU�-.said . that )9hen · the 
objects, both attractive and · rep�sive, that . . � in 
contact with the senses do not take.possessipn ofd��ind 
(tvasss philssa phussa citta11) na psriy_iasja.titt/.Jif�], ·�nd 
d�e to wise attention (yonisd miJn�$iiia, iJjh, p. 288), 
effort is initiated, mindfulness est;�iished with no·con
fusion whatsoever, arid consequeiit,ly;'ilie body beco'n)es 
calm arid the inind tranquilled .. Iri this ln�Jta:nce the xnse 
objects 'not taking possession of the mind . repn:senls 
indriya-san;mjfa. . · 

. 

, . · 

Whe.n. some.extemal objeq_�omes:,in.,�ontac_t�wit&:the 
· releva:nt:sense-organ, it is natunirthat the person:con

cerned pays.attention. to it. A ·person, for example, sees:a 
human figure, he is naturally inclined, in normal circums
tances, to find. out whether that particuJ.ar fig�re repn;
sents a man or a wciman; whether or not it . looks 
beautif\ll; whether or not its different pi,U'ts and .. the 
movements ue aggreeable. This is a natur.U reaction on 
the part of the person who sees it. This .is referred to, in 
the texts, as indiiya-asarpvara, Jack of restraint as rqards 
the faculties, the opposite of indriya-s�vars. . · 

Indriya-asamvara is condemned on the ground that it 
gives rise prim�ily to two passions, namely covetousness 
(abbijjba) and dejection( domanas$a; D. I, p. 10 etc.). On 
seeing an object, as bas already been observed, the person 
concerned apprehends the signs and particulars.of jt: he 
feels attracted if the object is beautiful. A�d he dwells 
without mindfulness . . .  and derives a feeling - pl�ant, 
painful or neutral. He delights in that feelirfg; welcomes it 
and persists in clinging to it while enjoying it (M. I, p. 266; 

.-�· 
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III, pp. 209; 287; S. IV, p. 1 19 f.). If, on the other hand, 
the object is disagreeable and repulsive, be resen� it; he 
hates it (ibid.) . All these are passions, defilements of the 
mind which constitute a hindrance to spiritual progress. 

The entire system of Buddhist ethics is based on sense
perception, since evaluation as good and bad, in the 
ultimate analysis, stems from attitudes adopted towards 
objects perce'ived. We know from other contexts that the 
phenomenon called contact (pbasss, q.v.) that obtains in 
a perceptual process gives ri�e to sensations (,vedsni, 
q.v.). After vedsni comes perception (ssJU!i, q.v.), 
thought conception (vitakka, q,v.), obsession (papsi!ca, 
q. v .) etc. in on� context (M. 1, pp. I l l-1 12) and craving 
(tanhi, q.v.), clinging (upidinl!, q.v.) etc. in another 
co�text (S. II, p. 73), both leading to serious involve
ments and complications referred to. as ill (duldchs), (M. 
l, p. 266; III, p. 287 f.). It may be pointed out that vedsni 
might also lead to ill-will (vyiplds) or malice (dosa), 

· instead of tsJl.bi. The significant fact is that the stages 
upto vedani are common to any pro�ss of pe�ception. If 
nature takes its normalcourse, then the result will be lack 
of restraint as regards the senses (indriys-asmpvar:a)witb 
vedani giving rise to covetousness (abbijjhi) or �will 
(vylplds) �tc; and· ultimately leading to serious compli
·cations and involvements. 

Indriya�;arpvsra 'is ·· a diversion from this 'normal · 

coQrse. The initiative in thi,s connection bas, therefore, to 
: be taken during the . ved�i-,tage of the perceptual . 
proeeas. It is the ·moSt difftcult step to be taken towards 
noble religio\i3life; it is the path against natural tendencies · 
swimming against the current (papsotsgilDi, ·S. I, p. 136; 
A . .II, p. 6); a it wrte. lt links its base in mindfulness and 
awareness developed on the bub of s1la (A. V, pp. 1 14, 
137). It is also the ·most essential link between $11._ and 

� IIJIIJidbi, .touching both and constituting the transition 
from the former to the latter and, once this ·is e.ccomplished 
half the problems of the noble life is solved .. 

When a person succeeds in restraining .his senses, it is 
iaid., he experiences within himself a sense of ease into · 
which no evil state can enter (sjjh11ttll1{1 avyiseka
mkbiJIIJ p•fis�vr:deti, D. l, p. 70). The arising of this 
a�e ofe&Se (1�b1)� the most important result produced 
by iDdri�M!!-VIIl'IJ is referred to in a different ·proeess, . 
also leading to absolute f�edom. ID this process, sukba 

. leads to si!nidhi(D. Ill, pp. 241 ,  288; M. 1, p. 37). This · . . . / . 
·s.r.ilba does not mean pleasure deriVed from sense-
exPt.rience, but a particular kind of feeling of ease derived 
'{ro� .iD.driyli-IIII!JVsra, refraining from apprehending . 
signs aitd pai1icQlars of objects perceived and thereby 
being freed from immediate consequ�nces of senie
experlence, i.e., being freed fro� arising or passions' such 
as 11bbijjbi, (covetous�ess) and vyipida, (ill-will) or 
do�anllll, (dejection) which in the normal circums
taneea invariably accompany sense-experience. 

. -- · · - . -------- ·-- ------ . . - - -- � - - - . 

The purpose served by indriys-ssrpvsrs thus becomes 
very clear. The faculty (indriys} that produces ab3olute 
freedom (vimutt1} is insight (patina). Paifna dawns in a 

mind which is calm and tranquilled by samidbi(concen
tration); Calmness and tranquillity of the mind is possible 
only when the mind is not disturbed by external stimuli, 
because it is the latter that makes the mind wander. 
lndriya-smpvsra as the quality that prevents the mind 
from being disturbed by external objects with which a 
person comes in contact· through the senses and ·also as 
the quality that immediately leads to indriya-bhivani, 
i.e., the disappearnace of likes and dislikes and J)eutrals 
and the arising of equanimity (M. Ill, p. 299), is an 
essential condition in the path to absolute ·freedom, 

Upd Karunaratne 

INDRIY AsAA1V ARA-SILA. See CA TUP ARI
SUDDHA-SILA, and SILA. 

. INDUCI'JON. See LOGIC and INFERENCE . . 

. .-. · 

INEFFABIUTY. The basic etymological meaning of 
'il)effaliility' which derives from Latin effari (eff11bilis) iJ · 
'unutterable'. The preftx 'un' and silfftx 'able' sl188est 
certain limits or impossibilities believ� to exisdn our 
linguistic expression. The impossibilities involved here . 
may be dtber psychological or logicilt If it is the former, 
which see·ms to be the cue with some religious, m)tstic-.1 
and occult tre,ditions, the impossibility is due to one's 
being highly affected by an extraordinary experience or a 
phenomenon. Thls situation seems to have nothing much 
to do with the nature of language or, sometim�s, even 
with the phenomenon involved . .But it says somethirig · 
about the state of the mind of the person affected. 
However. if the impassibility is what we called 'logical', · 
the roots of the difficulty go to the very nature of the 
phenomenon and the human linguistic capacity 
Qanguage ). For example, if there is something unknowable 
in principle it must also be ineffable in principle. Or, if · 
there are limits to language, what lies beyond such limits 
must be iri�:ffable. As some �gionists believe, the · 
phenomenon of religious experlence occupies such a 
realm we use the term religious experience to refer to the · 
ultimate goals of all major religions of the world. 
Whereas the psychological impossibility is 'local', the 
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logical impossibili ty, if such a thing exists, must be 
universal. 

The ineffability believed to be associated with religious 
experience has been understood variously. In a well
known analysis of religious experience (Varieties of 
Religious Experience. New York: Modern Library, 1936), 
William James takes ineffability as the most distinct 
characteristic of mystical religious experience. In elabora
ting on this, James says that "the subject ofit [experience] 
immediately says that it defies expression, that no 
adequate report of its contents can be given by words"(p. 
371). J ames compares this experience to one's experience 
of love or that of music which would not make sense to 
one who bas not himself been in Jove or has not got an ear 
for music. However, as James' analysis itself shows, this 
kind of 'ineffability' is associated with any experience, 
for, whereas ·one's experience is personal the language 
one uses to describe the latter is general. This is not to say 
that language-cannot describe this· experience. the fact 
that one -who has not experienced something cannot get 
an idea of it when described by one who has experienced 
it is not a problem of language. Therefore what William 
James refers to as ineffability is not the one we arc: 
concerned with in this context. 

The ineffability as understood in the present context is 
due to the transcendental nature of the experience which, 
because of its very nature, cannot be communicated by 
means oflanguage . A contempqniry example of this type 
of characterization of religious experience is the one·· 
made by Rudolf Otto {The Idea of the Holy, London: 
. Oxford U Diversity Press, I 950). He describes the religious 
experience as the feeling of 'mysterium tre.mendum ' 
. (numinous drea�) and further says that this feeling refers 
to something 'wholly. other' or something that transcends 
ordinary human experience and hence human linguistic 
capacity. In Otto's view, religious experience is 'non
rational' in· the sense-that it cannot .be defined, presented 
. or analyzed by means of concepts. The impossibility 
· involved in this context has been described by Otto as 
'ineffable' by which be means the belief that the experience 
"completely eludes apprehension in terms of concepts" 
(p. 5). Otto thought that the ineffable transcendental is a 
universal characteristic of religious experience anQ that 
"there is no religion in which it d0es not live as ther real 
innermost core, and without it no religion can be worthy 
of the name" (p. 6). What Otto contrasts is two ways of 
interpreting religion, mystical and rational of which the 
respective chllracteristics arc the absence and the presence 
of rational discourse, conceptualization and c:ffability. 

Whether religious experience is uniform or mttltifO'ir�i"" · 
has been a matter of debate for some time. Otto's 
represents the view that religious experience, in some 
essential sense, is uniform. However, more recently, some 
students of religion have identified two major forms of 

religion, namely, those that have transcendental God as 
the centre of their religious experience (theism: e.g. the 
religions of the Judeo-Christian tradition) and those t hat 
have what is called undifferentiated unity as the content 
of r�ligious experience (e.g. non-dualism of Hinduism a 
fa Sankara and monism of Plotinus and certai..11 Mabii
yiina schools of Buddhism). 

It is interesting to note that, in each tradition, its 
swnmum bonum has been characterized as ineffable. In 
classical Hindu tradition s uch statements ;15 the following: 
"Wherefrom words turn back, together with the mind, 
not having attained" (Taittiiiya Upani�ad ii. 4), "There 
the eye goes not, speech goes not, nor the mind, we know 
not, we understand not how one could teach it" (Kena 
Upani�ad i. 3) and "Not by sp�ech, not by mind, not by 
sight can it be apprehended" (Ka!ha Upani�ad 11.3. 12) 
give expression to its belief in ineffability. In Nco
Platonism of Plotinus, a kind of experience which is 
beyond any form of duality or multiplicity is talked 
about, and about this experience, Plotinus says that "it 
can neither be spoken nor written about" {The Enneads 
IV .9  .4). In the theistic tradition, Pseudo-Dionysius stands 
out among the early Christians who asserted the religious 
ineffability ·without reservation. Among. his writings, The 
Mystical Theology remains . a brief but succinct and 
forceful statement of the ineffability of the theistic 
religious experience. There he says: �·ne fact is that more 
we take flight upward, the more our words are confined 
to the ideas we are capable of forming; so that as we no_w 
plunge into the darkness which is beyond intellect, we 
shall find ourselves not simply running short of words but 
actually speechless and uDknowingn (emphasis added) 
��� �. . ' 

One might say that, being a mystic, Pseudo-DionysiuJ 
· is not a representative case. But the situation does not 

change even with non-mystic theologians. St. Thomas 
Aquinas ·is a good example of a main-stream Christian 
theolqgian who conftrms the transcenden� of God and 
believes that ineffability follows from that characteristic 
of God. Aquinas' claim of the ineffability of God rests on 
the assertion that human beings cannot know God in his 
essence. The two · kinds of congnitive powers hunian 

· beings possess in Aquinas' view - sense and intellect 
are capable of giving them only the . knowledge of 
material objects and abstract ideas; but the 'angelic 
knowledge' alone can know God in his essence. However, 
unless bestowed upon by God himgelf, human beings do 
not have such a capacity. In order to have the angelic 
knowledge Gocl:bas to unite himself with the created 
being, and since this is impossible so long as one is 
attached to a human body what this ultimately means is 
that it is impo�ible for us to know God (see The Summa 
Theologies (0. 12: Article. 4 & 6). This implies that God 
is m principle unknowable and hence ineffable. 
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The. unknowability and the resultant ineffability must 
not be understood as referring to the quite normal and 
trivial situation characterised by the fact that we cannot 
say anything about which we do not know. Ineffability 
resulting from lack of information bears no philosophical 
significance. However, the ineffability involved in the 
theistic claim underlies two interesting and mutually 
related metaphysical and epistemological claims, and 
these claims betray a kind of unknowability in a serious 
sense: The. metaphysical claim is that there is · sofne 
phenomenon, God in this context transcends human 
experience · (= the Transcendental). Tbe epistemo
logical claim is that there are certain inevitable and 
unsurpassable limits to human cognition and human 
language. Thus the �lief in unknowability and ineffability 
associated with the theistic religious experience underlies 
certain concerns regarding the li.llegedly inherent deficien
cy in human nature, on the one band, and the belief in the 
magnitude of the· Transcendental, on the . other. The 
monistic ineffability claim is based on the belief that the 
experience involved is wholly different and occupies a · 
realm of existence distinct from our ordinary experience. 
It.ii believed thill the very nah,tre of the said experience 
defies any·arti�ation or expression by means of linguistic . 
'COncepts. Here again we can see that siriillar metaphysical 

. and epistemological claims are involved. ln · sum,. the 
most :important aspect of this way of understanding 
religion is the belief that religio.n involves a Transcen

. dental' which is ineffable. 
IDefiab.Diti In Buddhism . . 
· The· lion-tbeis_tic character of Buddhism has posed 

some difficulties fo·r those who wish to identify a God-like 
. _Trlnseendental in it. While some hold that the Buddhist 

religious exp.erience (nirv�a) is a moit)st-type transcen
dent :xpepence, some others bold that all .forms of 
religi.0� expetience including that of Buddhism involve 
m bleffa�le Transcendental which is equivalent to neutral 
8�an o� God-head. · . 
·· A· case in point is John Hick's view presented in his A.a 

lnterpretstion · of Religion (New Haven: Princeton 
Uriiversity Press, ·1989). For Hick) all forms of religious 

· experience, whether they · are th�istic or monistic; &re 
different responses to what he calls "the Transcendental" 

· or "the ·Real". Some such experienees as Allah, Y ahveh 
• or ·mdra Ire personal chaiacterliationi or "personae" 
Wheiiu such others II! Nirvana, Sa tori and Brahman are· . 

· impersona l Characterizations or "impersonae" of the 
R,eat Th� Real itSelf is unknowable and ineffable (p. 246)7-'� interpretation brings all religions, ·including 
· Bulf�hil� wid�r one roof, namely, that of the ineffable 
Trlrlicendent�.. . · · · . :. · 

. . -� : . :: .. ... . . . : . . ; . ; . : . . . . . . . 
. �eJnteJP*-.t!ltjon C?f.the Buddhist religious exj,erience 

as lnvolvins �.ineff'able.TranmdentBI bas its advocates 
&mo�g both ·phll�sophen of religio,n and Buddhist 

. . . . . .  -
· 

... . - . . 

philosophers. Certain contemporary philosophers of 
religion, Rudolf Otto and John Hick, for example, come 
to hold this view as a 11ecessary entailment cf the l!trger 
belief that all religions ultimately involve a 'non-rational• 
or ineffable Transcendental: For Buddhist philosophers, 
the belief is more a matter of the weight of internal 
evidence. Therefore what is more significant in the 
present context is to examime some of the internal 
evidence produced, particularly, by Buddhist philo
sophers in order to support their belief. 

IneffablHty In Early Buddblsm 
In the present context, what we mean by 'early 

Buddhism' is the world-view presented in the three 
pifakas (collections) preserved by Theraviidins. We draw · 
particularly from their 'Sutta Pifsks' (the collection of . 
discourses in the five Nikayas) for it contains the most 
relevant material. The most well-known statement in tbe 
Pali cano:a which is often referred to in support of the 
transcendentitl view of nirv�a is the following statement 
at Uaans p. 80 and Itivuttaka p. 37: 

Monks, there is a not�born, not-become, not-made, 
. not--compounded (ajita, sbbiita, akata, uahib.ta) 

•
. . 

Monks, if that not-born; not-become, not-made, not'
cpmpounded were not, no escape from the born, 
become, made, compounded (fats, bbUta,. kata, 
sabkbata) would be known here; But monks, since . 

' · . there ·is a not-born, .not-become, not-made, · not
. comp�\inded; therefore ·an escape from the born, 

become; made, ciompounded is known. 

This statement is understood as referring to a state 
(experience or a realm of existence) which does not share 
any characteristic of what belongs to the .world, namely, . . 
.boni, become, made and compounded. What

· bu been 
described by these terms is believed to constitute a 
separate ontological state which is transcendental. Since 
language is belieyed to be valid or applicable only wjthin 
the realtn of what i� born, become, made and compouDded 

. the transcendental state, by implication, is also .be�Nved · 
to be ineffable; 

Whether or not early Buddhism acknowledget an 
. ineffable state depends on w�ether or not it understcnds 

nirv�a. as a transcendental ·(beyond experience and 
cognition) State. The above statement, translated in that 
manner, suggests that nirv�a was taken to be such a 
state. However; the interpretation of the statement is a 
matter of controversy. Rune Johansson who made an 
interesting study of nirv�a Qn the basis of the Pali Cll!lon · 
(Psychology of NiTVBDa, London: George Allen and 
Unwin Ltd. 1969. p. S5) has pointed out that .the most ·. 
important term (=nirviiJ?,a) is missing in the passage and 
t}lat the key terms of the passage are rather anibigu.OUI in 
meaning. Johansson thinks that the passage can weD be 
interpreted u a description of nirv�a in experiental 
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terms. David J. KaJupahana, taking a similar stand, 
thinks that the past-participles used in the statement 
indicate events that have already taken place, and says 
that "their nominal forms-birth (jati), becoming (bhava}, 
making or doing (k.amma), and dispositidns (sahkhara) 
- explain the world of bod age and suffering" (A History 
of Buddhist Philosophy: Continuities and Discontinuities 
Honolulu: The Unive�sity of Hawaii Press, 1992. pp. 
92-3). 

The following statement could be viewed as supplying 
more compelling evidence in support of the ineffable, 
transcendental nature of nirv�a: 

In so far only, Anand a, can one be born, or grow old, 
or die, pass away or reappear, in so far only is there a 

. pathway ! or verbal exprellsion (:tdhivacanapatha), in 
so far only is there a pathway for terminlology 
(niruttipatha), in so far only is there a pathway for 
designation (paiJIJattipaiba), in so far only is there a 

. sphere of knowledge, in so far only is the round of 
satpsaric cycle kept going for there to be designation 
ofthe follo�ng, namely, the psycho�pbysical persona

. lity (nimsriipa) with consciousness (viii!rana). , .  . . 
. 

. 

' 

. 
Al,though the· statement does not make a specific reference 

· to nitvii;la, by showing that human suff�ing, satpsara, 
la.Jiguage and the psycho-physical personlllity are .co
extensive, one couid conclude that language is applicable 
onlY within th� realm characterized by those phenomena. 
The obvious contr�t is nint�J?� which p1ay be under- . 

· s�ood u lying beyond all linguistic conventions. . . . . 
A similar interpretation has been advanced on certain 

. s�lte!Jlen!S �gardms._ the _ Jlaturc QL the_pos.t-mortal 
condition of the arahant. One such statement occurs in 
one of the dillogue�:·b�iw�en Ule Buddha and Vaccha
gotta. The latter . �iji th�: B,qd.dha where. the au:ahant is 
bom after his deaffi.: · ��)Jupdha . ��its· hi� �ai the · 
�xpressiol'l that "he. is b.��-" ;: d�.�����9l !Y?,P,l)' �o the 

· �ah�.t. . Then . Vacch8goua askj;. · w.JJr.��r�A� : Qla.t: case, 
the araflant is not born, both bo{n �d · n�,t:,�orn ,or 
neither born nor not born. The Buddhaiays thili none of 
these descriptions would apply to the at&hant. N.ow, to 
Viec;hagotta who gets comused by tbU response, . the 
Buddha says that just ils it is inappropriate to ask ·to 
which dkection a fire which burned depending on fuel 
and extin8uished due to Jaek thereof bQs gone, even 10 it 
is inappropriate to ask where the ara:hant who has 
exhausted all 'fuel' iS born. The Buddha further says: 

Just so, Vaccha, the form by which 9ne would like to 
designate the tathiigata, tha:t form of the tathlgata is 
given up, its root broken, uprooted �c .ll p��, J�,ee 
from further growth or renewed existence in the 
future. The tathiigata is free from �yecything called 
form. (The same is repeated · for the rest of the 
ag'regates). the tathiigata is deep, immeasurabJe, 
unf1tbomable, like the deep ocun (emphasis added) 
(Majjbima Nikaya I. pp. 486-7). 

, ,  _ ___ _ __ _ 

It is believed that the above account including, particular
ly, the ocean-simile portrays the state of the arahant as 
transcendental . The following statement which occurs in 
the Suttanipata (v. 1076) has been also understood as 
supportive of this way of thinking. Note that the statement 
makes a specific reference to language: 

There is no measure for one who has reached the end. 
He docs not have that with which one would speak 
about him. When all the conditions are des�r.oyed, all 
ways of ,peech too are destroyed. 

The above statement has been tnade by tb Buddha on 
being asked whether the arahant who has reached the end 
does not exist or whether he eXists eternally. It is clear 
that the Buddha does not give any categorical answer 
either affunative or negative. Taking into consideration 
the nature of the Buddha's response to the question one 
could well argue that the Buddha did mean a state which 
goes beyond the limits of language (ineffable state). 
However, on the other hand, one could equally well mab. 
a rebuttal by pointing to the reason behind the Buddha's 
reluctance to use any categorical statement, namely; � 
he would be misunderstood as advocating some kifid of 
nihilism or eternalism. One could furiher support this 
argument by showing that the statement can be int�rpreted 
as a plain description of the after�at!l c�n�it�on .�( the 
arabant who does not produce any further , psy�ho
physical . personality for he has uprooted the casues 
thereof, and therefore that language does no't pll!.y a �ole 
for the obvious reaso�. that th�re is no psycha:-ph}rsical. 
personality to be described by l�u&ge,.., ... , . · . 

The fact that the after-Qeath status of the arlihan't is a 
subject among . the 'unexplained questions' (abyika�: 
Pllli, avyikfts: Sanskrit) has also been taken as an added 
support for this position. In his Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1955) 
T.R.V. Murti translates avyik[ta as 'inexpressible'w�ic:h· 
gives the impression that these questions · part.W . to 
something. which cannot be eJtpressed by lang11a� . . In : 

·this sense, the t�rm has been understood � th� Bud�hist 
equivalent of the Hindu aYaeya or aniJiracan1ya _w.hiph 
refers t() the impossibility <?f describing the �timate 
reality by means oflanguage. However ,. the tenri.•� 
doc� not IIlean 'inexpressible' but 'unexpressed� or.'unex-

. plai�ed' since its grammatical form is a p�t pl(ticipJe. 
Many reasons have been ad<fucecJ by modern ,cholJfl u · 
to the Buddha's silence ·on the nyilqta questions. 
Ho'\¥e:vcr, ·what we must not overlook here is 'that the 
reason given by the Buddha himself is 'based on pragmatic 
considerations, Here th�re is no allusion whatsoever to 
any difficulties he eceountered in describing what is 
'transempir�al'. 

It is somewhat misleading to say that the Buddha was 
silent about these questions. What is true of the situation 
is that he did not give any categorical answer for the 
questions. Nevertheless, the Buddha did talk about these 

....-. .... � . .. -- -
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questions, and he did explain why a categorical answer 
Wll! not possible. As wr. will see later, in the Mahayana 
tradition, a form of silence has been attributed to the 
Buddha which be is claimed to have used as the most 
effective way of communicating some of his teachings. So 
far as the evidence in the Pall canon goes, we may say that 
there are no instances where the Buddha made recourse 
to such a silence as a means of teaching his doctrine. 

The fact that, in the 'unexplained questions', the four 
positions regarding the after-death state of the arahant 
are presented in terms of cat�ko{i or the four-cornered 
logical predication has also been taken as suggestive of a 
transcendental state. Among the four positions, the first 
three are understood as asserting a positive, a negative 
�d the conjunction of both positive and negative 
(contradictory) respectively. The fourth which seems to 
deny both positive and negative disjunctively, (e.g. 
neither the arab ant is and nor he is not) has baffled marty 
students. A popular way to make sense out of tliJs 

vicars (understood as initial and discursive thought) and 
saflna-vedayita nirod!Ja samapatti or the attainment of 
cessation of perceptions and feelings. Among the characte

ristics of the firstjhiina are initial and discurisve thought. 
According to the CuDavedalla-sutta M. I. p. 30 1), these 
two are called 'activities of speech' (vaci-sahkhara) for 
'having first bad initial and discursive thought, one 
subsequently utters speech'. Since the second jhana is 
attained . 'with the subsiding of initial and discursive 
thought' it is characterized by the absence of · any 
psychological verbal activity. What this seems to suggest 
is that there is such an undifferentiated or unified state of 
mind which is not disturbed by �xternal sen.se objects. 
Thus jhana or the absorption of mind in the Buddhist 
sense is not an experience of some kind of transcendental 
and mystical reality which is beyond communication. Therefore the absence of initial and discurisve thought in 
the secondjhanadoes not indicate thatjhanicexperience 
is ipeffable. 

seemingly paradoxical situation is to. say that jt refers to .The �tainment of cessation (nirodha-samapatti}, the 
the transcendental state which is beyond any linguistic highest state of jhanic experienCe . referred to in the 

· · expression. The meanilig of the negation of both negative Buddhist tradition has been sometimes interpreted as an 
and .positive statements . has been taken to imply the 

_ , ineffable state. This interpretation is based- on the fact 
inapplicability of language. . . that the attainment of cessation is described as devoid of 
. ·However, looking from another·view-poL'lt, the alleged . · &I physi�l, verbal and mental functions: However, this 

paradoxicality of the statement is due to the .belief in the . situation is due to the . cessation of everything that is . 
absolute character. of the concept of truth

. 
\vhich i�' tbe perceiVed' and felt. According to the Buddhist analysis of 

baiis ofthc Hw<H:orrie�ed logic from where partiat truth is · · the' .en:ipiric individuality, the existence of subject is 
excluded: ·However, for those who believe that eertain dependent on the existence of object or the external 
states of affairs li.re too complex to be predicated of either world which is the object of sensory experience. In the 
�egatively or positively; such statements as the fourth are attaininent of cessation, what takes place is an intensive 

�.-. - .- - -not-paradoxicah-Thus- the curious-negation -involved in -form-of-aloofness ohubject ftom-obje-ct which causes a 
tb,� fourth . st�tenie�t ofibe tetr!llell}ma rc:garding the temporary suspension of the external world. This results 
after-death .status of the ilrahant can be interpreted as an in the cessation of the physical, verbal and mental 
effort to avoid b9th e'ternaliiim and nihilism respectively. activities which is almost tantamount to the cessation of 

· . Usually . this 'negative dialectic'·is \uiderstood as the subject ·of cognition. There is no rea! on to interpret 

implying the via negativa or the use ofnegative language this state as ineffable for the absence of speech is a result . 

to describe what is believed to be beyond description. As of the absence of the conditions necessary for verbal. 
, · behaviour. · in the case of the well-known Upani�adic. injunction neti 

neti, the idea is that we cannot say what the Trahs�ndent 
is, but 01ily what is it not. It is also believed that 
paradoxical statements characterized by oximorons and 
contradictory statements allegedly necessitated by the 
'identity of opposites' (coincideniia oppositorum)B.re the 
resultJ of the ineffable nature of the Transcendent. 

· However, looking at their literature, it does not seem that 
the eetly Buddhists encountered a similar difficulty in 
describing nirvina which necessitated for them to use 
such devices 8a the vis �eg�tiva, paradoxes or contra
dictions; ·. · · 

�rtain meditative states associated with the early 
Buddhist path of purification might be interpreted as 
involVing some sort of ineffability. Two such instances 
arc: the second jhins which is devoid of vitakks and 

. ... ......... ,. ·• 
.•.. �-.·-·- -·---- ·--·--------- ----- ------.. ------

It is interesting to note that in the Pali canon there is no 
term which directly connotes the idea of ineffability. 

· . .  However, ·some (N. Dutt, Early Monastic Buddhism . . 
Calcutta: Calcutta Oriental Book Agency. 19.60. p. 290. 
and E. Conze, Buddhist Thought in Indis. London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1962. p. 76. & pp. 292-4) 
have taken 'aiakkicavara' - 'beyond reasoning'-M. I. 
pp . . l 60-175) as implying the ineffable nature of nirviina. 
'This interpretation is sought. to be justified by the fact 
that the four-cornered logical predication does not apply 
to the after-death 11tate of the arahant. Since the propo- . 
sitions in the tetralemma are supposed to exhaust all 
predicative possiblities; it is argued that whatever cannot 
be so predicated is also 'b�yond dialectic'. (Note the 
sigmficance of the term dialectic which refers not merely 

. - •·' · 
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to reasoning in a narrow sense but to linguistic involve
ment in a broader sense). 

This interpre tation may be challenged (as in the case of 
K. N. Jayatilleke: Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge 
London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1963 . p. 43 1) on 
the ground that 'tz.kka' in the early discourses is not 
dialectic but logical reasoning which was used by the 
professional debaters at the time of the Buddha in order 
to refute their opponents. The Buddha rejected the 
exclusive authority of reasoning in determining truth
fulness of a statement on the ground that there can be a 
well-argued falsehood (see Sandaka:sutta, M. I. pp. 5 13-

. 24) as in the case that there can be a logically valid but 
unsound argument. Furthermore, what has been des- . 
cribed (in the Ariyapariyesanasutta) as atakkavacara, 
nirvii�a and the dependent nature of reality, involve 
much more than logical resoning; they have to be realized 
by following the ethical path laid down by the Buddha. 
Therefore atakkavacara does not necessarily refer to the 
so-called 'beyond-dialectic' nature of . the Buddhist 
religious experience. 

Another term believed to have a closer affinity with the 
'idea of ineffability is nippapaflca (Sanskrit: ni�prapaflca). 
Accordingly papaflca is sometimes translated as concept 
or language. Its negative form nippapafica is therefore 
talcen to refer to the non-conceptUal character of the 
nirvanic experience. A well,;argued presentatidn of this 
view is found in · Bhikkhu Nai?iinanda's Concept and 
Reslity (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society. 1 971). 
N�linanda's interpretation is based on the following 
statement occurring in the MadhupiiJcfikasutta of 
Majjhimr Nikays - b:�· wrucli- the-dependent-on-gin of 
suffering is explained: . 

Cakkhuflczvuso papcca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhu
viflifiiJBI!J. tiiJIJB1{1 sangati phasso, phassa-paccaya 
vedana, yam vedeti tam safljanati, yam safljanati tam . . ·- . . . 
vitskketi, YBI?J vitakketi ta.rp papa/Iceti YBI?J papsficeti 
tato. nidanarp purisa.rp papa/Ic�saiiffa sabkha 
samuaacaranti stitanagatapaccuppannr.su cakkhu
vi/Iiieyyesu rupesu. 

NiiJ?iinanda translates the passage as follows: 
Visual consciousness, brethren, arises· because of eye 
and material shapes; the meeting of the three is 
sensory impingement; because of sensory impinge
ment arises feeling; what one feels one perceives; what 
one perceives, one reasons about; what one reasons 
about, ·one proliferates conceptually {papaiiceti]; 
what one proliferates conceptually, due to that 
ccineepts char2cterized by the prolific tendency assail 
him in regard LO material shapes cognis�bl� 'tiy the 
eye ... (p.4) . 

Here the pivotal term 'papafica ' has been translated as 
'conceptual proliferation', and this translation is sought 
to be supported by the idea that the passage traces the 

origin of suffering to the conscious activity of perception . 
which includes three stages, namely, 'perceives' (sa!Ifiinsti), 
'reasons about' (vi£akketij and 'pro�iferates conceptually' 
(papa/Ice'tir On NiiJ?iinanda's interpretation, tho cause 
of suffering is conceptual proliferation which an 
e_rJightened person would not engage in. Accordingly 
Niii?iinanda takes the achievement of the final goal as a. 
result of"gradual elimination of concepts" or "the decon
ceptualization of the mind" (p. 27) "by controlling i� [of 
papsflca] gate-ways of 'vitakka-vicara "' [initial ve.rbal 
dispositions] (p. 29). 

According to Nii�iinanda's interpratation, nirvfu?a is a 
state in which the recipient would not permit any 
conceptual activity for be bas �ontrolled .the doo�s of 
sense perception which cause verbal dispositions and 
conceptual proliferation. This state may be described as 
ineffable in the sense that the said state is marked by the 
utter absence of any form of conceptual or linguistic 
activity. 

The validity of this conclusion largely depends on how 
one tends to interpret the state of the arahant or the 
nature of nirvanic exp�rience. Since the arab antS seem to 
live a normal life, NiiJ?.linanda has to show how an 
arahant would engage in any thitlking cir taiking after his 
attainment. Also he bas to show that the e�rly Buddhist 
literature uses the term papaJica as an umbrella
term to cover all forms of conceptualization, whether . 
good, bad or neutral. 

. 

i'• 
So far we have discussed the key passages in. the Pali 

canon which have been interpreted as supporting ineffabi
lity of t_!le_�i�ani� exp�rie!lce. The <!iscussiqn sllows tb!lt 
the interpretation of these crucial passages is by no means 
conclusive. The position we discussed at the beginning of · 
this . essay, namely, that all religions have something 
transcendental a5 their ultimate goal implies that early 

· Buddhist nirviiJ?a too is such a transcendental · state . . 
When the idea of transcendence is understood as transCend
ing human experience and cognition, what is transcenden
tal becomes necessarily ineffable. This position has to be 
supported by evidence; but the crucial evidence remains 
inconclusive. Due tq the self-same inconclusiveness of the 
evidence, the opposite position, namely, · that early 
Buddhism rejects ineffability, too cannot be established, 
Therefore, it is clear that we cannot decide one way cir 
another solely on the baSis of the above-discussed 
instances. 

What could be a better alternative is to see how far we 
can build a consistent intepretation of the text as a whole. 
The way to do so is, first, to form a general theory about 
the nature of the Buddhist philosophy, and then to see · 
whether the text could be read to suit such a theory. Hthe 
bulk of the text can be interpreted according to such_a 
theory we will be able to ignore the few instances that 
cannot be so interpreted. Although the initial formation 

_ _. _ _ __ ......_ _ _  .· -· .,... _ _ .:· · . .  
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of such a theory is, ultimately, dependent on reading of 
the text itself, the final resul t  wiil be a compromise 
between the two. A theory of this nature would serve as 
the criterion in determining whether or not early Buddhism 
accepts an ineffable position in its experience. If the text 
can . be read co-nsistently to render a 'transcendental' 
interpretation it would help establish that early Buddhism 
accepts ineffability of nirviJ?a. If it can be read to render 
an 'empirical' and 'naturalist' interpretation it would help 
establish that earfy Buddhism rejectss the ineffability of 
nirv�a. The �eclsion depends on the degree of cons�s
tency and cogency of each interpretation. 

. . 
ln this regard, it would be worthwhile to mention that 

the early Buddhist- literature allows an 'empiricist' inter
pretation m6re than it would allow a: transcendental one. 
The fact that �arly Buddhlsm emerged as a reaction to the 
Brahm�ic transcendentalism (belief in transcendental 
and'"ineffable Atman and · Brahman) and the presence 
therein of a marked empirical tendency couid be cited as 
supporting such an interpretation. This could be further 
. supported by the fact that early Buddhism had adopted a 
'naturalist' attitude to language which '!as marked by the . 
be.ti.ef that l�guage is a convention of the world and that 
it mU!t be used with eaution (D. I. p. 202) . 

thii-�tatement' underscores the the belief that we can . 
.-dopt -� c�nventio� to talk about �Y of o�r eJ�:periences, . . 
nir:VInic br othei:Wise. In a system where the existence ci( 
thiilp is explained as causally conditioned (pa{icea-

. ·,wuppanna) there cannot be room for �n uncaused 
Trana.tendental. Therefore it seems that there is ample 

be a coinage on tbe part of the Theraviidins . Nevertheless, 
it is clear from Buddhaghosa's account of nirvliJ?a in the 
Visuddhimagga, (PTS, pp. 506-9) that the Theravadins' 
belief ip the transcendence of nirviil?a did not require 
them to adopt a belief in ineffability. The reason may be 
that their idea of transcendence was not different from 
that of the early discourses. 

This situation seems to have undergone some consider
able changes towards the time of the Mahayana proper. 
The focus gets shifted from nirvfu?a to the absolute and 
transcendental nature of the Buddha and his teaching. 
The development of a form of transcendentalism around 
the personality of the- Buddha can be seen in the 
Lalitavistars which is believed to be a text belonging to 
Sarviistiviidins. However, the culmination of this trend is 
seen in works like SaddbarmapuiJcfaiikasutra which 
"seems to arrive at the ultimately incorruptible and · 
eternal and all-pervading concept of Buddha" (D� J. 
Kalupahana. op. cit. p. 173). Along with the transcen1en- · 

tal conception comes the idea that the Buddha transcends 
everything that is worldly including language . 

In some· of these later traditons, there is a·populai 
belief· that the Buddha did not even speak o�e 'single 
word.- The Lsbkiivatirasiitra contains the following 
discussion: 

· room·in·early Buddhism for a non•transcendental; non-
-. -ilierrabTe ilid 'naturalist' interpretation .of religio�s.inte�- · .. 

pret,tion, this briti8s Us .closer to the belief tha.t early 

· Again "Mahamati said: ,It is. said by the- Blessed One · 
that fr9m the night of the Entightenment till the night . 
of the Parinirvana; the Tadiagatain the me!lntime has 
not uttered ev�� a word, n�r will ever utter; for not 
speaking is the Buddha's speaking. According to wbat 
deep_er....sens� Js Jt ..lbat. .noh·speakig .is the. Buddha's 
speaking? The Blessed One replied: By reason of the 
two ihings of the deeper sense Mahiimati, this state� 
ment is made. Wha.t are the two t�ngs: they are truth 
of self-realization and an eternally abiding reality; 
According to these two things of the deeper sense the 

. Buddhism does not a�pt an. ineffable position in its 
religious experiimce . . 
� Jn Later Buddhlmi . . . . ·Alth6ugh it iS true that �arly Buddhism did not devel�p 
a theory of transcendentalism around nirvana, (or even

. 

ai�Wi� the Buddha for that �atter), there -� a sense in 
wliicb nirvana was considered 'transcendental'; The use 
of the ter� foks.iu�odha as another e�press3on for 
· nirV�aii. a c.S� in point. Here the term is understood not 
in ll"Ht_erat s�se to mean the eessation of the world, but in 
a�ative ien�e to mean the transcendence ofthe world. 
There m:· also �stances where the arahant is described as 
'born in the world , living in the world, yet standing above 
the�wodd';The well-known lotus-like life of the arahant 
is underst-ood in a similar sense. -Nevertheless, this state 
caimot be describ'Ed as transeendental in the regular sense · 
for the early Buddhistt did not c-onsider this stat� to be 
beyond ·hum'an cognition or· language. 

'i'h� p"a]i "term which �am"e to be used in the sense of 
bey and or transcendlDg the world i.s Jokuttara. It seems to ' . · .: . . . . . 

···-·- ·--.-·----·---'-- · . .... •� - - -

. s tatement is made by me (D.T. S uzuki. Tbe 
L&J;kiivatira Siitra. London: George Allen and Unwin 
Ltd. " 1932/ 1973 pp. 123-4). 

In the coUrse of further ex;planation, it is stated tht "the 
realm of self-realization is free from words and discrlmi
nations, having nothing to do with dualistic terminology" ·· 

.· .(ibid. p. 124), and that the eternally aoiding reality needs . 
no explanation for it is there whether the Buddhas appear 

. . � 

or not. 

The above-explanation of the Buddha's silence on the 
nature of the ultimate goal clearly shows how � the . 
schools of Mahayana the difference between saqtSiira and 
nirvina came to be understood: the former as dualistic, . . . 

. pluralistic and could· be comprehended by language and 
the latter, as monistic, unitary and could not be compre
hended by language. We cannot fajl to notice tlie 

. similarity of this situation with that of Hinduism where 
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an undifferentiated unity between Atman and Brahman 
is upheld . In both systems, language has been under· ood 
as an obstacle which prevents us from gaining a c .rect 
insight into reality. Therefore language came to be 
described as s�V[ti in the later schools of Buddhism. As 
B.K. Matilal (Perception: An Essay on Critical Indian 
Theories of Knowledge Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1986, 
p. 3 10) says "the idea is not that we are supposed to be 
aware of occasional linguistic snares while doing philo
�pPby; rather our entire language is a snare or a coioss� 
maze that 'conceals' reality completely," 

A more philosophical statement of this new trend is 
seen in Candraklrti's Prasannapads (Dharbhanga: The 
':Mitliila lnstitute: 1960. p. 1 59) where prapafica, which, 
according to the 11teraviida commentarial tradition, 
meant defilements in general, is taken to mean language. 
Once this interpretation got established, the Buddha 
!=ame _to be understood as 'one who transcends language' 
(prapaficopaJama). This dev�iopme�t may _ well be 
understood as admitting into the Buddhist tradition a 
full-fledged theory of ineffability which was not available 
in early Buddhism. 

AI a general philosophical claim, the validity of the 
thesis of ineffability has been que�tioned on logisal 
grounds. It is argued that if somethin'g is truly Uieffable. 
one cannot say anything about it indud�ng 'hat it . is 
ineffable for saying so too is saying something of it. 
However, in the present context we are not concerned 
with these logical aspects. What is significant in the 

. pres.ent context-is the-fact that certain religionists claim 
that their experienCe is ineffable. This may well have been 
bued on some misunderstanding of the nature of 
language, and, perhaps, even on a misunderstanding of 
the �xperience itself. Nevertheless, it is religiously signi•; 
ficant that a particular �xperience has been characterize4 
in that way. A positive conclusion emerging from this 
claim is the awareness of the limitations of the knowledge 
bued on language in .bringing about the ultimate goal. 
All major religions are in agr�ement in holding that we 
have to go beyond such ·knowledge to achieve the 
ultimate goal. At least in �e early Buddhist tradition the 
transcendence of language-based knowledge does not 
mean that nii'viJ;la is a shite which cannot be described 
·conceptually. What this seems to mean in the Buddhist 
tradition is that one has to achieve the goal by toll owing 
the ethical pathJaid down by the Buddha which-requires 
both knowledge and practice. In certain Zen Buddhist 
traditions, what is called 'koan' or short aphorisms .ma)!�_ · 
be understood as �oerving a similar purpose, namely, to 
direct one's mind to 'insight' (Yipusani) for which 

I. M. 1. 170. 

• r �•-� -

knowledge derived from language is only a neeessary but 
not a sufficient condition. 

Asanga TIIakantne 

INFERENCE. Two forms of inference have been gene
rally recognized by the major philosophical traditions . 
and phllosophers. One starts with 11 universal proposition 
and moves on to a condusion which refers to a partiC\l]ar, · 
hence called deductive. The othe-r begins with pr�mises 
involving particulars and . moves on to a universal 
statement; therefore claimed inductive reaso�ing. This 
movement, which is called to be based upon a logical 
implication, is what gives it the name inference (from 
Latin in + terre, lit. "to ferry or cali-y over'). While the 
metaphysicians the world over depended mo�dy on tile_ 
former in order to propound their theori� �odem 
scientists · often rely upon the latter. The reason why _ 

science depended hea�iiy on indu�tion is because pre<lic
tion wa! a major part of the scientific enterprise. 

� .. · . - . 
However, in modern Western philosophy,'as a res.ult of 

the development of essentialism start4lg with David 
Hume through Bertrand Russe11, questions hve been 
raised about the validity of inductive inference . . 
According to Hume, if events are known through 
immediate - sense impressions which are atoniii: and 
distinct, the rdationship between tWO eVe!!ls is sunpJy lltt 
imag.jnation. If so induction cannot be the foundation of 
a yalid form Q(_knowing. Russell, who remamed fJdthfu L 
to the Humean atomism, was therefore compelled to 
argue for the objectiVity of both the relata and the 
relation while retaining their distinctiveness. The pursuit 
of the reality of a relation independent of the relata 
compelled Rus.sell to rely heavily on logical analysis. This . 
made him one of the founders of symbolic logic. 

The Buddha, as an empiricist (s. v. art. EMPIRICISM), 
could not rely upon deductive inference, which, in the 
Indian context, was referred to as tarka (Pali, tak.b). · 
According to him, deductive inference is unreliable 
because it focusses upon the form (alcaraJ to the neglect 
of the content. He therefore adopted inductive iil.ference, 
but avoided the pitfalls the classical as well as modem · 
essentialists ran into. He was able to do so because he wis 
in empiri.cist · of a different sort. In the first place, he 
explained experience m a non-essentialist way. Without 
assuming the object of experience to be given . in an . 
immediate atomic impression, he spoke of the conditions 

. depending upon which an event occurs. This was his 
radical empiricism. The Buddha recognized related 
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events rather than events and relations. In presenting 
such a description of experienced events, he was moving 
backward, that is, defining the effect in relation to the 
conditions or the context. For this he utilized one phrase 
"the dependently arisen" (pa!iccasamuppe.nna). It is 
intemting to note that Anand!l, one of his constant 
companions, referring to this statement once remarked, 
"It is wondrous, Sir, it is unusual, Sir, that through one 
word all meaning would be expressed" (ekena padena 
1abbo attbo vutto bhavissati).2 

Stcondly;by describing a relation (paccaya) as part of 
experience, the auddha was able to have more confidence 
regarding the nature of the relation itself than the 
essentialists, some. of whom, as mentioned earlier, either 
denied jt or sought different means of knowing it. The 
put experienc� of a relation is still not an absolutely 
foolproof c:Ondition for predicting the fut:ure. The Buddha 
tbCrefore abandoned the hope of predicting something 
with absolute certainly, a hope that continues to keep the 
modern scientiftc enterprise energized, He remarked: 

Bein8s, dominated by prediction (akkheyya), estab
lished upon prediction, not understanding prediction, 
come under· the yoke of death . . However, having

. 

· W)c;lentoOd. prediction, one does not assume oneself 
_to. be a fore-teller. When such a thought does not 
occur to·him, that by which he could be spoken, that 

. .  does not exist for him.l 
. . . 

. On the one h;md, this is a staggering blow to the. belief in . 
absolute laws formulate-d -in the predictive sciences or 
systems of thought. On th� �ther h·and, it is not a total 

. rejection of prediction, as the essentialist Hu�e prop�sed, 
- - bun ri nppelil to un<Jetsfand · tile -nature, funCtion -ana 

limitatiqns of prediction and utilize it in a restrained and 
us�ful manner. 

Thus, the processes of experience and induction are 
not sharply disting�shed� It is significant to note that the . · 

. Buddha refers to both of them as knowledge (naqa). The , 
former is knowledge of dependently arisen· phenomena 

. (papccasamuppabi1B dhamma)-wliere.the ph�nomenon is 
emphasized; .hence called knowledge of phenomena 
(dbamme Jr�a).4 The latter j� know�edge of dependent 
arising (ps!fccasamupp'§da) where dependence is high� 

· .,.· I • 

2. s. 2.36 
.3., ibid., 1 . 1 1 
.( lbici:, 2.58 
5, fb.ld. 

lighted; hence called inductive knowledge (�nvaya 
fiii!}a). S I t  is also noteworthy that the implicat ions of the 
two phrases, the 'dependently arisen' and the 'dependent 
arising' are retained in the general formulation of the 
principle as "When that exists, this comes to be" 
(imasmirp sati idarp hoti6 or asmin satidam bhavatP) 
where 'that' (asau) refers to the past and 'this ' (idam) 

. implies th� present. 

It is on the basis of the principle of dependent arising, 
which is grounded in experience, that the Buddha made 
inductive inferences into the obvious past and the 
future (atitar/agate nay�rp_ neti.B Because of the limita
tions of inductive knowledge the Buddha. was not 
committed to absolute predictability. In the absence of 
absolute predictability he was not willing to subscribe to 
or assert any absolute truths. He condemned those .who 
argued that "This alone is true, anything else is false" (idam 
eva $accarp niogham afiiiaf!l) as empty-headed persons 
(moghapurisap The J:irinciple obtained through induction 
is only a regularity, not an absolute law. 

Inductive knowledge, referred to above, seems to have 
been distinguished from inference (anumana) which 
came to be popular among the later Buddhist and Hindu . 
epistemologists. There nre only two references to· anumlnil 
in the early discourses, even 'though it became the key 
term for inference of any sordater on. The first and the 
most prominent is in the Discourse on Inference 
(Anu;nana�sutts), transiated by ·Miss. LB. Horner. as- . 
"Discourse on Measuring in Accordance with." to 

·Therein, your reverences; onesdf-ollght to· be measured--:
(anuminitabbaf!l) by oneself thus. That'person of evil · 

_ desire and who is in the thrall of evil desires, that 
person is displeasing and disagreeable to me; and 
similarly, if I were to be of evil desire and hi the thrall 
of evil desires, I should be displeashtg imd disagree
able to others. I I 

This measuring is an inference, drawing a deduction, 
making an evaluation or a cir.lculation. H is a guessing 
game-,. more ljke the probability of induction in C.S. 
Peirce. l2 

6�- M. l-262-264; ,S 2.11; 20, 23. 
7. Prrdityalarr!utp�a-s�tra in Epigraphia Indica, Delhi: Government of lndi� �93 1 vol 21 p 197 
8. ibld. . 

-. ' . , . 

9. M. l . 169 
10. The Middle Lenatb Sayings, London: Pali Text Society, 1967, 1 . 124 
I I . M. 1.97 
12. 

_
Philosophical Writings of Peirce, selected and edited by Justus Buchler, New York: Dover, 1955, pp. 174- 179 

·-- ----
··
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The second is a rather terse statement where the passive 
verb anum1yati occurs: 

Whatever . . . .  one leans on to, that is being measured; 
whatever is being measured, by that reckoning (or 
conceiving) take.s place. I J  

The implication is that the  measuring takes place not on 
the basis of  experience or  observation but in  terms of 
one's leanings (anusaya) whether it be likes or dislikes. 

Atomistic explanation of experience soon emerged in 
the Buddhist tradition giving rise to the very same 
epistemological problems that confronted modern 
Western essentialists. The Sarvastivadins and the Sautriin
tikas were the forerunners of this speculative enterprise. 14 
The terms for experience and reason abo had to be 
changed in order to reflect this new perspective. The term 
pratyak�a (lit . "before the eye") replaced dhamme 
Jral!a, and the term anumana look the place of anvaye 
fi81Ja. The struggle to explain the relationship between 
two _events continued in both traditions, the Buddhist and 
the non,;Buddbisf. The non-.lluddhist philosophers, 
especially the logicians and the linguists, being compelled 
to respond to the stomism (paramiiJUVada) of their own 
making (Vaise�ika) as well as of the Buddhist opponents 
(Sautrantika), argued: "If we shall be able to show that 
the unh;ersal is real; then the apprehension of the 

. characters {by which we determine objects of 'differen
tiating perception) will have these real universals for its 
objects, and will be perceptual apprehension because 
(they are) produced by (contact between) sense organ and 
the object." I S Such as independent and strong universal 

_ becor;nes · necessary-: only when- the experienced everit-is 
deprived of its rdational aspect. The recognition of this 

. reill universal is reflec�ed in the syllogisms used by the 
Brahmanical logicians during the early period . . 

_ 1 ,  Thismount8in is.frre-possessing (= demonstrandum) 
2. because it is smoke-possessing (= justification) . 
3. as a kitchen (= positive example) and unlike a lake 

. (= negative example) 
4. this is so (that the mountain is smoke-possessing) 
5. therefore that is so (that the mountain is fire

possessing) . .  

While some of the Buddhist idealists like Asailga 
retained the five-step syllogism, we fmd the famous 
Vasubandbu, one of the first logicians in the Buddhist . 
tradition, reducing it to three steps. They are as follows: 

I .  This mountain is fire-possessing(= demonstr?andum) 
2. because of i t s  s tate-of-possessing-smoke and 

whenever there is a state-of-possessing-smoke there 
is a state-of-possessing fire (= justification) 

3. as in a kitchen (= positive example) and unlike in a 

lake (= negative example). IS 

Scholars who have examined Valiubandhu's contri
bution to logic seem to have done so without paying 
attention to the theory of inference in early Buddhism. 
Thus, Stefan Anacker, who has studied Vasubandhu's 
philosophy in detail, believes that Vasubandhu dropp�d 
str!ps 4 and 5 of the syllogism because they were 
redundant, t7 This is actually not the case. The reason why 
Vasubandhu dropped them is because, as a faithful 
disciple of the Buddha, he could not accept the implication 
of the steps 4 and 5. We have already seen that the 
Buddha's description of the principle' of dependent 
arising represents a movement from the past to the 
present, from that {lisa c) to this {idam). It is more likely 
that Vasubandbu was aware of the Buddha's view that 

· any predictive statement cannot enq up with a strong 
assertion: "This, therefore, that," becasue the inductive 
knowledge (Rnvaye fr81JB) does not- p.rovide for such 
absolute certainty. 

However, if the Buddhist is to make any valid reference 
into the future without the l)enefit of incorruptible 
univrsals be needs to ground himself in e�p�rience. Agai� 
steps 1 and 2 .of the syllogism are too str.o)!g for him. Step 
I describes what is to. be proved or demo�strated, that i$, 
the mountain is fire-possessing., This fact is not given .in 
experience. The justification for this inference- may 
appear to be the perception of smoke. Y e,t, the justification 
does not allude to the fact that the inference is based on 
previously perceived relationship between fire and smoke . 
which allows us to make the inference, Instead we have 
the assumption of a real universal betweeen fire and 
smoke. When Vasubandhu provided and exle�,tded 
the defmition of step 2, be was trying to replace the real 
·universal with a previously perceived rel11ticm bet�een 
smoke and fire. In other words, . he is attempting to 
ground the inference in past experience, leaving room for 
the possibility of the smoke being produced by other 
circumstances as welt As such, the validity ·of the 
infer�nce is a possibility, not a certainty. The only way in 
which the .inference could be rendered a certainty is by · 

· establishing the real universal through the insertion of a 

13. S. 3.36-37. Ysl!l kho ..... snuseti, tBnl snumiysH, y� S:,,im;ysti, tens sshkh1111J 8ticcbsti 
14. See my Buddhist Philosophy. A Historical Analysis, Ho.nolulu: The University Press of Hawaii, 1976, PI'· 100-104 
IS •. Nyiya Kimdali of Sridhara MiSra, quoted in H. N. Randle, Indian Logic in the Early Schools, (Indian edition), New Delhi: 

Munshiram Manoharlal, 1976, p. 131 
16. See Vidavidhi S, translated by Stefan Anacker, Seven Works ofVuubandhu, Delhi: Motilal Bananidus, 1 984, p. 39 
17. ibid., p. 3 1  

.. ....... _ _ _ 
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contrapo&ed muvers_al. In that caR, Vasubandhu's step 2 
should read as follows: 

2. becaus'e _of  its s tate-of-posses�ing-srno�e, for 
wh�rievei:th�re is•a'st�f��of..:p·ossessing�smoke there 

·-· , 
. A '  a 'siate:�dt�p'os·s�ssing�fir� (a �iiivetsal) and 

whenever there is no•stah!-of-possessing-'fire there is 
no state-.of�possessing.,Smoke (acontraposed univer-

. , , _sa});.- . , . . ' . .
. . , ,. •·

. :
. ' V�ulia�ohu: did · ·n:or:Ja· �o. • ileiice it is dea'r that 
vasubiilidbu· wa; pd_rnai:ily I�tere�ted ii1 r�taini�g inf�r
'eikes bnilnH�<l :\iliJiditY b��d'upo� 'the obsetvaJio·n of 
'reWed i�eriti�ithout'il.HoWmg rooni .for_- that 'refation to 
b� made .an'·i�;�otrllptible universal. ' . . . _ · -

_j;�-�b'addtw:s i�.��di�t�:-�_i:$9pl:e;pignagll, p_i�k�d .up 
th�-��-fromhis ����her a�d cQmpiled �is m�giJI)111, opus� _lh� P���fuj'����c�y��-�bft:� n()t9�ly_glade)liwJh_e 
'f�th��- qf)�djaP.i9,gi� �uJ �,a,s:, l!Jso re_sp�nsi.�le for_ the 
q�pf�ced-�n��d;av.a}�che <?f philosophica.J tr�atise� �y-hi.s 
,�r&tD1,ap.ifi!J;9.PI':<>:n�n�s���o �c;,re t�re�ten.e.d; ,by. It. , " ' . -
,;, . ; -Digniigil-notited thal the-Buddhist traditon; hegimiinlt 

This, as we noted earlier, was not at tempted by 
Vas11bandhu .  What it does to the universal s tatement is 
that it restricts the meanings of concepts to such an extent 
there is �nl� adifferep�l: in terms but identity of meaning. 
in other w�rds� 'the uriive-�sal statement is reduce? to a 
tautology, the term 'impermanent' is rendered identical in 
meahing with the term 'produced' and are constituents of 

· a statement comparable to the statements, "All bachelors 
ere unma�ried men,"·or "All brothers are male siblings." 

For Digniiga, experience (pratyak�a) and inference 
-(�numana) ·are valid sources ofknowledge (pramaiJa) as 
· Jong as they are not expected to pro-�id� for q:rtainty. The 
search for ce1 tainty destroys both experience and reason 
-leaving us with one escape route, namely, transcendent�
Iism, which, in its -tum, signals the death of concepts, 
language and communication; This is the story of 
philosophy in the Western world immediately following 
Russell and (e!U'Iy) Wittgenstein· and Buddhist thought 
after Digniiga. 

, I , D. J� Kalupabana 
'WilMhe-Buddha'himseif.,:reeogniz�'d uiiiversBI statements. - · - . : . :. ·. . . ,�· . � 

.: . . 
For'examp1t;�tltt auddhaiassetted thaf''all ·dispo!iitions . .. · � - · ·'·· ·· · _, . · 

_ _ _ 
· 

are impermanent" (sabbe sahkhara aoieta):' II :He'-also ' ' < • . · - . 
realized that such statements neither implied absolute .'ffiFINfrY-. . -.The . i��� �f ,th� -illfi�it�,- � �J1d�rst�pd in . 'aiid 1be'Ot'fupuble uriiVersa.ts 'Hor!aid41iey serve !5.' major . auddJtis�. -c:o�d _be. e�l>r�ssed.: m se:ve�al way_s sue�:� -:prtfiils�s- ,of !iiedu2ti�e1ilrgtimd1ts:?-Th�y' Wet e. ·gehe'riui� · i�nlt� Hfe. infini,teJight, ipfin.ite t�e op�bsolut�ly!li, the 1�ti6ns':witlF Iirmf�d' ·apj;fftatfoi(b'ase� . up(Jj\;�C6i:icr��e . 

-��dless ii�d the,b�8inningl�ss. ��o111 .a p�aEiqa;ic poJntof 'ex'�:erieDbe'S'jifi · wereriiithicdve 'iru'aenc�s' .. Theief 6re;�he �ie� tbe:J��-�tlon-. of the. b�ginning Jmd, _ tb�ref<m:, th.e 'Pi:-��eJ�<H<NO'i-ffiui�t'� k·'S)illogi�m in 6rd.�r': id'etpi�n �ndl�s�. �atu��- of� ·j,penomena in the_ ultima�e,�e.nse 

�\irii��i��ii�F.�:;:r� �!�(��Efti����� 
. . _ _  $tater:n�nt.) . , , ;_ · · : . , _ . , _ . , _, dulilities and resultimftonfliets;'llierefore the realisa�on 

' ' __ ._ ._ , '' · · '· · . ·. '' ' ofNiiv�.Da :�·ciulifbe; iU the Timtric Buddhists very often :/�Thls 'universafis'�onfined t(rb'15�erved pafli�uhi�'that milintairi, the reali$atioii of thelnfiriite nature ofpheno-·are; related-: ·'fherefdre· if'is . lithit�d�·ii{ iH :ip'pli�atmitj. mena. It is seeing NirviiJ?a iD s�sara.; · It ' is seeing the With; :·such;' limitatioi:is: ' if canno'f·senie . tis·-_ -the: ·'major · infirtite iii the. finite� H is the realisation in" one's own premi�e·ora·aeductive '�r'guinent and pro·v!CI�J�'r tlle's<irt intuition· the sfate of non�duiility (iidvaka): · briee this _ 'ofeertilintfthat one gerier'ally cxjfec't_s'p·om � dedu.clio�: conditio� is attafued the adept sees that there is ·no duality H6\vever, �-'�n-o\viiig thl!t-:llis abs?lutisf and� ���e�.iialiSt !IJ;ld., therefore, be ,���:ea tbc u ibsence :of any. difference ll'dversanes·wete mterit 'on regardipg_tbe lirii'Vei:salto be between two phenomena in_ the ultimate sen$_e. For .him iric&ru.pHb.te� he �festiited' them Witl{t\v�y·oh�hi�vi_n:g - ·· the appeatance of dqal,ity is only rel�tti:ve lill� this is the ·stich mcdrruptibilify: " In tliafptoce·sf h� 'wu 'ac,i�auy· state wherein be transeen�s :a.)J; ilJusion (mays) or igno-tn1delniiriirlgth�\,�ry· lfbsohitist br'ess�nHiilist.ehterprlses: ranee (avidyi)� All sounds, all forms, all tastes, all This is his famous theory of exclusion (apoha) presented colours are to him various diversified concepts of the one · as the fourth step of the above :syllogism. 
_ · . _ _ _  . . infinite. In this sense. the infinite . could be '.split' into · . '.( -What�v�r -� n�t i�perm��ntis:��t l.l:P��duct. (A· ' . .  :. infinite aspects; thereby creating infinite dimensions and 

contra pOsed (negative) universSJ statement).. · · qlii!Jitie{ The_ World of relatiVity ln W�icb JnnUri:ICfrable 
. \ :i .:' ... ·: ·.· ·, . 1 :· . � . . .  :.: . . . . . .. : . : . . � . . 

. . . . . . . . . 

:; I �·�• ' :  .. · . . .� .·. 
18. Dh. 277 
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diversifications are found, is thus symbolic of the infinite 
possibilities that are found in t he infinit(:. 

The idea of infinite can be seen from t wo d iffer��:! 
a.i:iglts as th� one that s�ems to be endless and the one that 
se�ms to be complete. The idea: cif mathematicai infinity 
could be cited as an example for the former type. for 
Instance if we start the mathematical series ofO, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5'. � .·. ·we 'can IieVe'r conclude · it since there is always the 
possibility <_>f adding on'e motel . The only way to complete 
the series wdufd be to wind 'tip the effort with· a zero from 
where 'the beginning was made. Here the zero stands as 
th'e'sigrl Of irtfinity 'prioi to any division is made. This 
shows. 'that tHe infiilite itself could 

.
be diifided infinitely 

ana th� o'nly way to condlu& this possibility of division is 
to toine b'ack to the starting prihit a:nd to leave the infinite 
undisturbed;2-'This p�indple could. be applled'tiot cnly to 
m'athtniattci ' but ' 'to ilrif·fit'Id: The fundamehtarTact 
which is Mreby ;prov�d i s·thaf th·e· i�flnit� has �itiiin it 
irlfiriiie J!·ossi tiilhie� or diVisitin 

·
and; theietore, ·any �ffort 

to find '&:'first b�gihhliig or 'a:n ultimate �nd bfaiiything· 
wowd b'e:-ineaiilhigles�;:-:l,oo'kitl'ii at'lh� rrifinite-rtrim the
other iu1gle�'namely· Hiitt•ofcomp-letion; the drde·cou1d' 
t>fcited"�s �n'exailipt�; As't'he tirciim'ferei:c£cira 'cird� is 
chrltplete; 'if too •coUld be dan6d tnfiiiite;•ior it·has 'ni:itfier · 
a'begtnnibg n6d in eh'd. lrus too shows ih�' f�nda:m�htal f;icf tnii't� the 'infirtlte l)dcotties finite� only when a tt�m pts'; 

:��J��;!ti���J."�!:n·:!::;.�.��� "0�'" Gri���IJi�>�. i��clll�g. _b�i �;llsg�, th� �h�Ie ciUud.i� p1Jilo
s,qi)hiGai•ra:¥ti0n i�g�.n�ritJ. TQ.e 'f:.!paqi�ads _u�dersi�o� 
Ui�$-: �iai� . �s· . th� Xm_p�r�onal s(�ttn1an wherea·s .ihe -· · -� �-- � - -. .r. � � · l · ·· ··· ·  � . . .  ·: · · · - · = · · . .. . · · - - · · · . . · ·· · .. .. -
Buddhi�.ts called iCBuddhahood. or.Nirvana4_ the diffe.-

::·.� '- ..... _, . _, _ . .l �:. : . .:. ·.-�:.:. .  ; .. �.� .-- :. ! � ; � ·.·-·· ·- · � =  , · , ; " · · " · . 1: ! · · . . - ::-._. . •  · · : .. : 
rc;n,ce�. be.twe�� J})� Jw.o. .�y.ste.mJJ:lotwithsta�ding, �ow-. 
�Y��; · ��e: :<i(i��·w.<?.s.iJ�D.Ii;w���-i�J .dii��re�c�s· be.iw�e·n· 

thci- ���,'0' �y�t�ms :tb'�t. need�. J:�fer��c�:ll�r� is tha't'whereas� ;- . . - .: - � · . ;._ i_ :. ' \ • ; �·- = · : � t". • . . :. : ·_; : : '.� -...• = - �  .... .. : ·, :,� . . ' : : - · · . · � , .. . : . , · 

a,cc9rdihg; y� :t�!;.,pp�i��d�C!� ��nis.m tqi� t:on�ept , is 
�et�rred .  t'o: ,�s: Qn�.>�d�h9iit a ' �i�o�d (d�; eva advid� 

: >  . •  _ . ·  . .' l -�'_ : ,, ,  .. �-- ---�- - -- ·  :- :. -; ) , � : ; ,. .- _, -·� ·. : : :-· •. ·. _ _ .• . · ; : , · . ,: .· : 
· , ) -· -� : . .. .  
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yam), the Buddha understands it not as one but in a 
i�ega!ive way as the s t ate free from duality. However, in 
�; aP.karrr 's Vedanta this monistic concept  is replaced by 
the idea of non�puality (adv_ajta) . as in B�ddhi!i,m.s The 
danger of descdbing the ultimate princ,iple a� on� 'is 
obvious. In the first place. it is self�contradictory to 
describe infinit;i as one, for the moment 'one' is talked of . . . . . . . . , 
division. �d separatiqn are implied. Hereit is -not �one 
>yithqut a second� but the absence of any division as qne 
or as many. This shows that the idea ofinnumerability 
that is s� frequently found in. Indian religious literat)lre' 
h,as tq be accounted .for �.ot as a sig!} .of jgllqrance t;>f. 
mathematic$_ qn the P!irl of,the ancienthldians;f;wt�_th�; 
result of the know!edgt; of this philosophic.aJ. tru•h. And 
the de�p sigpificl1Ilce. ll.t�ached,to the sign ;'pinc:fll' (Q), as a. 
sympql (}f the i.n,fini�e; !ri T:l!Jllric Budd�islil,is also a;rest.tlt, 
of this, philosophical a5titude. . . . :  . . , .,, .. 

While the concept of infinity as th� 'uridiffer�ntiated 
pure principle is thus granted, this infinity can be 
c6ilcdv�cfin·�it ilif�ite series of dimensions. The concept 
of time can be taken as an example. Th.us, time, 
undivided into past, present and future, is also infinite, . 
Events are marks or divisions in it. Eventless time, like 
sign less space, is infinite. It is this idea of infinite tirn,e U1!lt. 
is symbolised· &Y, · til� 't:oii:cept ofthe' ·sotldli!l i\iliitiiyus' 
(itifiriite�di.ir'atiort) it1 :Miii�yana: if il'gh'!'ti� fai(�il irtstcad 
of tim{tli�"satne'iprindl>ie' is 

·aj)pfied 111th6,� atiJiili�' 
..\hiit�bhai� ¢o�6�ivei�5' the. ai!adiill.o( irifiniiei�stlir�: 6' 

. .  = · : ,_·. : .. ' 
- � · �.i;_� • .  ; · - · ' -'- � �, ,! ' " : ' ' . 

·. The. ,c;xp.erience o,f infinity :in ;t.he Pt:act:icals�rise is. the 
br.e!l-king down of ail limitations and;bondage and :it w,as· 
this un,_iqu� experience that is taught in the. realisation .of 
Nirvana or Buddhahood as the.·state freefrom 'dualiJies: . · ·. . - ' .· . . 

Lam� �n�ga�iJ<a . 9ovipd� (Fqr_m_datio.ns (_)l _'[ibe,ta.n M}Sticisn(p: 24) observes: ''There an�·many irifmites as 

��::�,����t!:i��Y-�i� �;trtr���t�\�:���;���t�: 
who �urr�r tioiD'borid�ge aiid' �6h(!��rrierii; '.;iil�'x�>�He�c�' 

''· ! 

. . . .... • . . - ; . : • • . .... . .  ' 
. .  ·•

· •, : . . ' ' .. _... --� ' :< . : •. : .
. ·:

= . . . -� 

;d; ·'Thddea•of ijtfinity:iin'· teli!Hori �to this kind: of-tehttive concepts is d i�cuse<l in detail in 9ne, Two, .Three . . . .  Infinity py George 
Garnow, M&cmill�W'&''·,qo.:-Ltl!id:oqdo,n, · 19�2, for a collectio.i 6{-v�lifl�us method� br nu�e�Cii\:t to

·itl�utati�ns -a!: fo��J' in 
Buddhist ltterature; see William Montgomery McGov�rn, A ManuaJ·of BuddhislPhilosophy, -I; pp; 39 ff.); · ·

' . . . � - . ·• , -
2. )3up�e tendency ,of Rl)y Qr_$Bnl�,IJ\is t� �jvid�, sp)it,anq 1\) m1Jltipli The overcom(ngofthis telid�nCy aJso COU!d bidestribed B!the � 

•' conqiieil(cif infinity - -· . .  · - ·  . . .  " ' · .
. ,- .  . . . - : • - '  ;- · . :. : . - .. ,-' _ ,. i': -· · , ; :·' - -

-
< .

- .,_( - ·; ; : ; - ;· , : :  ··: . . ; ;_:_,·. ,,,. ,, 

, : 3;: Till� h '�W thl� e�i.��iic'e i;' J�ii to'6·� �it�oJ{�rid'�;r bigf��il1g (anamaragga) oin Buddhism,,( S,,',JI, pp; 1781 t87) andtlle speculative. 
· · · 

·Mt'ciit to thief a b�gfrtriiiig·:�o�Id !�Ad -orit�iiti 1ri�li'iilty, The t�rm ana{lla(a}ga, which �� of.co�rse, o:tisr.epr*nt�sl·IL'I sit�vsr;qgz:�ln 
· · ; ' :ask; riieiiiis 6fin�oni:eived (�abie) ';;,ana'(lhc'e'ilah�bli8va)+mi#ta=agga �:nd.': l'ite.i.ndiYidllal wh�Jcrcralises th.is state,w!>uld ftod . 
. , , ;· bothth�'begiimiiig itrtd th�end oflheuniViirse innlli �wh heart. It is for th�.�aineJe��n �h��-pbeno�en_� ���t�� � -�ep,i����,a . 
·, · . -. · circle (sainsiri�kra); · . ,  . : . · : . · · . •·. • 'c L 

·
' '  ' -, •· ·' ·

. 

· · ·· . .  · · . . . -' � . :- _ � · · • · . . . - ·. · · _ . . · 
4, �.See the l(��aadha Sutta ofthe.Digha Nikaya (I, 211 :ff.)�where the 'Buddha s�y� thit the f��f�t;��ni� do·n�t'fi�J � footing (n�' • 

. ·c: $S:dhaij) )I) t\l.e :mind !lf �be saint wJio h!lS ree.Hsed Nit:vii.IJ�, for his conscioiisrt�s iii irl��ibi�;· infi�ite �nd kiFr;ic'!ktit (Yiii'i"�� 
. : _ .ar#d��mam !JI18,11(a11J sabbato pabbam),Cpialso' $�.:1.076-)Vhere he �.sai.d .to. be ���yqnd ���ure !!ond,beyo,11d c!�crip_tjon. See !llso 

: . , §l �Pf; -�?�: r���jd���¥ily. s.ave ris� t� c..��c;e�ts,}�e-��it�h� i� lat�r .M,�y�� , ,: ;: , . . , . . · . . . . . . . , , 

5. the Buddha is i:a!led the teacher of non-dqality. (l!gYayavS:dm) . . . ,_ , , . , . . . .. · - - . -- . . , , : .  _ _ · ' .  . . _ . . . , ·  

6. Compare also the Theravada co�t�pts ofthe Appamtt:ia:bha (of infinite ilist:re) and Apjiafn.i�asubha (of iiifinite.goodness) gods. 
Buddhas and.arahants are also referred to 11.'1 having attained tothe immell.'lurable-(sppamejya). See the App11meyys Sutts of the 
Ariguttara Nikiiya (1, 266). The four brahma-vihiiras (s.v.) are also called the boundless states (appam'il!i) .. 

. ....... �_ .... .. 
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liberatio"n as· infinite expansion. Those who suffer from 
darkness, will experience it as light unbounded. lhose 
who groan under the weight of death and transitoriness, 
will fec:l it as eternity. Those who are restless, will enjoy it 

· as p·eace and infinite harmony: Thus the experience of 
infinity was expressed by the early Vedas in terms of 
cosmology, by the Brabmaf!BS in terms of magic ritual, 
in the Upani�ads is · terms of idealistic monism, in 
Jainism in terms ofbiology, in Buddhism in terms of 
psychology (based on the experiences of meditation), in 
Vedantism in terms of metaphysics, in Vaishnavism in 
terms of bhakti (mystic Jove and devotion), in Shaivism 
in terms cf 'non-duality' (advaita) and asceticism, in the 
Hindu Tantras in terms of female creative sakti of the 
universe, and in Buddhist Tanti·ism iii :terms o( the 
transformation of psycho-cosniic forces and phenomena, 
by penetrating them with the light of transcendental 
knowledge (prajJra). "  

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

INSiGHT) i� �xplained as originally meani�g internal 
sight,l:e. 'sight with the.eyes of the IPind� but subsequently · 

·anBiysed as sight or .seeing into a thing or subjec�. It is · 
oecasionally used a!so . as und�rstariding·, and wisdom. '· . 
Amo�g the 'main meanings listed are the folJowing: 1. 
infernal sight,· mental vision or perception,· 2. glimpse or 
view beneath the surface, 'the faculty or power of thus 
seeing,: 3, mental looking to ()!-" upon something (The 

. Shoiter Ox!. Eng. Diciionaly, 3rd ed.). · 

:· Herein, . too the .teim i�sjght is . eonsidered in these 
sc:nses .W.itii ��ter emphaSis 0 on its penetrative q�:�ality. 
Hf?we:ver, if should be bor:ne in ·mind that there is yet 
another 1mportimt qualification added to ·this. Here it is 
�risidered J>Urely in �eJ�tion to its soterlological function, 
i.e. only as.far as it pertains to final release (vimutti). -
. A n.l,l�ber �f terms are qui�e often p�ed in Buddhist 

literature to connote this se·��e. The tenns that occur 
frequen1Jy ln .Pall Buddhist. li��rature ·(oft�n �.ith their 
paralle!s occurring in Sanskrit Buddhist literature) are 
•bhisam.aya�· a bhiifffil, aJJJJa, dassana, JJana, 
p'llil_ffi, 'Vijji and vip8ssana J ·connoting · the sense ' of 
insigltt either in their' extended meanings or in one of their 
numerous shades of meii.nings·. Be�ides these, such terms 
as cakkbu (eye) and aloka (light) are also used in a 

· metaphorical. s�nse to convey the same meaning. . - - -- . + . - . 
Insight· ·in Buddhist terminology �eans · sight m'to 

things as they are (yatbabhUta: literally 'Rs they have 
come into being,, and hence, its content is knowledge 

I. These terms are treated ·separately 

resulting from seeing things as they are (yathabhuta
ffaiJa). Thus, insight is not knowledge in the general 
sense , but penetrative knowledge acquired as a result of 
not looking at but looking through things. What is meant 
by 'things'? Things are all phenomena, all sensory obj�cts, 
all forms we see, all sounds we hear, all smells we smel� 
all flavours we taste, all objects we touch and ideas we 
cbgnize. Seeing these things as they are means seeing 
them in their true nature, seeing them not merely in the 
way they appear, but in the way they really are. i.e. 
understanding them as being impermanent, (anicca), 
unsatisfactory (dukkha) and without an enduring entity 
or e�sencr (anatta). All that is impermanent, unsatisfac
tory and without an enduring entity is subject to rise 
(udays) and cessiation (attbagama, vaya), and hence the 
power of insight (pafitrabala) is explained as sight into the 
arising and ceasing (udayatthagamihiya) of things (A. 
III, p. 2), and further described as the ariyan penatration 
which leads to the total elimination of unsatisfactoriness 
(ariyiyanibbedhikiiyasammidukkbakkbayagiminiyi ... 

ibid.) From this it becomes evident that insight is the 
profound understanding regarding the Four Noble Truths 
(catu-ariyasacca}, namely unsatisfactoriness (duklcha) 
the cause of I.Jlls unsatisfactoriness (samudaya), the 
cessation o� this unsatisfactoriness (nirodba) and the 
path leading there-to (magga). The Buddha's first dis
course (Dbamma-cakkappavattn� Sutta) itself makes it · · 
clear that this is what is meant by insight. A number of · 

suttas in the S1f1!1yutta-nikaya specifically explain insight · 

in this sense (S. II, p. 4; IV, · p; 256; V, p. 429). The 
Ki1psuka Sutta (S. IV, p. 191 f.) states tliis same fact 
differently. One of tl.le explanations given thereiri is that 
insight becomes fully purified when one understands the 
fact that whatever is·of the nature of corilir.g iDto being is 
also of the nature of ceasing to be (Yam.kiifci sumudaya
dbammarp sabbaip taip niro.dhsdbammBip); This 
however, marks lhat first or initial stage of insight and is 
referred to by · the name of dhammacakkbu ( q.v .) or 
insight or vision into trJth. This explanation succinctly 
sums up ihe content of the knowledge gained on seeing 
things as they are (yatbabbiitaJrana). 

Though this fact, that whatever is of the nature of . 
coming into being is also of the nature of ceasing to be, is · 
a universally appllcable law, those who gain insight into it 
are few and far between. The worldlings are for the most 
part of unwi�e reflection (ayonisomanasikara), and hence, · 
their sight gets clouded by ignorance (avijja). Ignorance 
means lack of insight, and according to Buddhism it is the 
primary cause that binds man to the conditioned existence 
of sa�siira. Release from this bondage could be had only 
by dispelling ignorance through the acquisition ofinsight 
into the nature of things. 
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Buddhist texts show also that unwise-reflection 
(ayo.1isomanasikara) is the cause of increase of the five 

impediments (paficanivaraqa: S. V, pp. 64, I 02 f.) which 

weaken knowledge (pafliliiya dubbaDksraqa : M. I, pp. 
1 8 1 , 270, 276, 521) leading to insight. When overwhelmed 
by ignorance and these impediments, one's perception 
(sai1ffa), consciousness . (citta) and view; (di{{hi) get 
perverted by the four depravities (vipallasa). Conse
quently, one regards what is impermanent (snicca) as 
permanent (nicca), what is unsatisfactory (dukkha) as 
satisfactory (sukha), what is devoid of an abiding entity 
(snatta) as being with an entity (atta) and what is foul 
(ssubha) as frur (subha: A, II, p. 5�). Misled by these 
depravities one regards the five aggregates, which consti
tute all physical and mental phenomena of existence, as 
one's ego: This emergence of the personality view (sakk'iiya
dif{hi) gives rise to l�st (taqha), conceit (mana) and 
biassed view ( dif.thi), wh-i,ch further warp and distort one's 
perception. 

· · · " · 

To free oneself from this web of ignorance one h!ls to 
gain insight, one.ha.'J to replace faJse-view (micchii-di!!hiJ 
by right-view (ssinma-di!f.hi). 2 The theoreticaJ content 
of sammadi!f.hi or right-view is no doubt embodied in the 
Dhamma. Therefore, the disciple who is genuinely 
interested in the attainment of his goaJ takes to lhe study 
of the Dhanima (M; I, p. 134),3 

By wisely reflecting on the Dhamma one graduaJly 
comprehends the Jaw of Dependent Origination (pa�iccs
samuppads q.v.). When one's und�rstanding of this law 
grows one's perspective undergoes a change enabling one 
to avoid entanglement in faJse views and speculative 
therories that force one to lean on eith�r of the two 
extreme views, namely that everything is (atthi) or that 
everythiilg is not (natthi).• With the comprehension of 
this law one abandons both these extremes and gains 
insight into the fact that there is only coming into being 
(uppada) and ceasing to be (vaya) cif all phenomena. . . . . . 

In the.Ki{Bgiri Sutta (M I, p. 479-80) i: .is cleariy stated 
. that such insight (af!IJa) cannot be had all at once. It may. 

be that one occasionally gets a flash of insight into the 
impermanence of all phenomena. Generally such flashes 
of insight are mere intellectual experiences nnd aS such 
not powerful enough to bum all cankers (asava)bom out 
of one's cumulative experiences in sarpsira. A person 
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gaining such flashes of purely intellectuaJ experiences is 
aptly compared to a thirsty person stranded in a desert 

path, who sees a well but finds no rope or d rawer of water 

nnd hence, finds himself not in a position to touch·water 
physically (S. II, p. 1 1 8). · 

For insight to be goaJ-oriented one should, witho�t 
directing one's exe_rtion on pur�ly intellectuaJ Jines, strive 
spiritually too, . thus bringing �bout also .one's moraJ· 
culture, for moraJ _ culture is nothing b�t a practicaJ 
expression of. one's right understaJ1ding. The .. M_ahavc
dslla Sutta (M. I, 294 f.) cites moraJ culture (sila) as one 
of the five conditions necessary for the proper develop
ment of iD.sight. The SoiJadSIJcfa· Sutta (D. I, p. i24) 
specifically.states that moral culture (s1Ja)and knowledge 
(pafliJa) go hand in hand (cr. aJso A. I, p: 102; I I I, p. 19). 
Cii/asaropama Sutta (M I, p. 200 f.) eriumera.tes moral 
culture (sila), concentraiton (siun'idhi) and knowledge 
(paf!na) as the factors constituting the path leadiJ:ig to the 
attainment of insight. This path is none other than the 
Noble Eight-fold Path (ariya-suahahgikamagga)'whiCh 
provides the necessary scheme of mental ' and . physicB.t 
training, treading which one is able to free the mind of 
cankers, thus enabling one to daritY one's vision, tearing 
asunder the veil of igriorance (avij/a). . ' . . 

. . . : . . ., �-i" 

However, there are no shor:t-cuts on this path, and as 
stated_ above, the Buddha does not say thll� insight .cpuld 
be had all at once. Though the moment of cUlmination of 
insight may occur suddenly the process leading to it is a 
gradual one; and hence described its' a gradual ttaining 
(anupubbNikkhi), gra:duaJ...:doing · (11Duplibb'B�kltiya) 
and gradual..:.pta:ctice (ainupubba..:.pappadB); · - · 

The Ki{BgiriSut.t� (M l, p. 479 f.) dc:scribes. how one 
treading this graduat�d path gains insight. This succinct 
account says how one wbo has faith (saddha)'approacbes 
a teacher, Jjste�s to the Dhamma, bears. iUn mindj 
examines _and appr:oves it; how there being·approvaJ of 
the dhamma desire arises to exert oneself, t·o go deep into 
the. dhamma . and realize .the highest . truth (SBCCSJ?l 
sacc,hike.roti)and gaL, insight into it by having penetrated 
wiih his wisdom (paf!f!aya ciJ D81!1 ativijjha passati). The 
Cab.ki Sutta .(M. II, ·P· 174) further: elaborates .this 
explanasion by detailing the stages in this process . of 
verfication of the truth. The GSIJakamoggalr(JDa Sutta 

2. Right-view i! regularised vision obtained through correct knowledge (sammi:.palftra: S. ll, p. 17): a3 the SsJ!ly.utiS-niliys(lli, p; 

51 ;  iv, p. 142) explains right-view is seeing impermanence of all phenomena. This is also clear from the Mshisscips!!hina Sutts 
(D. Ill, p. 3 1 1) 

. 

3,. According to the MShavedalla Sutts (M. I, p. 294) sammi-ditthi is also said to have its origin both in correct-reflection 
(yonisomanssikirs) on the part of oneself and·il!St'rticdon recei��d from others (psr�!o ghoss). This Suttll_furtl,er states th.at 
right-view when misted by moral conduct (sila), learning {suta)1 discussion (sikacchi)1 tranguillty(samatha)·and penetrative 

insight (vipasslllli) leads to the fruit of freedom of mind (cetovmuttiphala) and the advantage thl!feof and also to.the.fruit of 

freedom through knowledge (pa!Itravimuttiphala) and the advantage thereof, 
4. Dvayllllissito khviyam Kacciyana /oleo yebhuyyena stthits!I cs natthitJIJJ ca : ssbbam atthiti kho KscciyllliB BfRtD do anto 

sabbam natthiti BfBJ!l dutiyoanto, etc teKacciylllla ubho ante anupsgamma majjhen� Tathigato dhamm/U1} deseti: S. II, p. 1 7  . 

. ... ...-: .. _ _., _ , 
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(M;,·lll, p;· l ff.) gives a still -further account elaborating nikaya (1, p. 254 f.) shows the defilements that have to be 
on both the intellectual and ethical aspects of this path. got rid of by one who i s  engaged in developing the higher 
However, it is made quite clear that the existence of the mind (adhicitta) are said to be threefold, as gros� 
path,and even the presence of a competent -teacher does (o.farlka), medium (rtiajjhi!iuika) and -subtle (siikhuma); 

not guarantee that all will gain insight, ftir insight in .the The gross defilerttents consist ofmisc6nduct:-\\r-ith ·regara 
fmal analysis, is solely due to one's own personal effort to body/ spee·ch iUid; rriind (kByii.:.duccarita; vaci .. d0, 
and has to be liad personally. One should ha:ve ·sincerlty mano-dO); the medium�are sensuo·unhoughts (kama Vi-
of piu·pose; "mental capaCity, . "dediCation and . abilitY" to takkii), thbughts "of ill=will (vjrapada2yO) and. thOughts or 
tallow properly the instruction (d. M. ' II, p; 44; Ill, pA cruelty (vihirpsa-vD) and the subfle consi"st of attachment 
f:);: and. it appears ; thiiHhe t1me taketi to gain 'insight to 'orie-•s· · rate (jatik �otintry · (jtmapilda) ' and egotism, 
depends purely 'en -these personal · aptitudes and capabi� superciliousness or arrogance (avaiifiatti). When these ate 
lities;-5 ,. · ·· : · '

· 
· · · · ·

. · · · ' : ' · : ::�: · : · ' · · ·,t 
· 

:. · '· · got rid ' of =righteous· · thoughts - (dhamma:n'takka) only - : : · . ' ·. - , . : _.  · . . , 

· 

< c < ,c. . - -. .. :�' . , · ' : · ;\ femaiil, and' · the ·riiind becomeS ·fixed : within . (dftlBf!l . :Sutt!lS such aS I(Jpigiri,�how QPW :trea_di!J-g thi.� _gradu- - . . ateq CQqrse' .9�e ,�p�y��ts. ' fait� ($�da'4�) . }�tQ :il:isigiit 
. a.fjhatta� - santi{fhzti).· · Thus . it' is . clear that to gain 

{P_�n6JJ.
. hie. first �sign .of ISlling: illtq, t�e: :prop�r .���c� com;entration botb ·tbe impediments that weaken :Wisdom 

l.e�_di_n_g· . . _

�

t� .insigh_ ·t _ is s�en 'w_ h�_
-

_
ii .

· 

on_ :e.,�. B!_,'t.�r . . .. J_li_·- �_: . � .9�_gq artd the defile'mtnls that 'ob�(f\icl ethieal'growth have lei 
· bdttished- =out ··of' tbe mind: · When thids accompli$hed inve$iigaijon.; ge�t! ,c����li�ed �-r th�. ii\t.�h �mbodie!f i)l)�� 

]j,h�UimlR.' M�Y suti·as·(J�s�d6e� hi " -s-ter¢otyp_e(\V�Y. and :the :mind •is raised·:to :a' m&h; piich'·or· devetopment · 
iiu_�-· Im.ti�(�e�i. (9:watd& �. :ill'C: �pii� ,in"�; . the.· fo4qwlpg making it supple, pliant, steady, unperturbed (D. I, p';76) 

ii�;�_g�-.4��hi.�#i.�R�.,�Ji�!ili��:r#.P�_�.�i*S:�.�:�c�� and,l�str<;>us� .and.wl;le��Os conc;e��rated.f�r.tbc;�e,struc
�oiw·clc)S'e{)�;th� Dlii¢1¢� w�en,tQ,eJ�.tt�r gr�p�f.l.�hii� ti����i. ih�- .-d�fijing' .i.mP.�t�e-�- (.4 .. . ii4 ·· p, 

.. 
16  J.),

_

· @� 
:iii�: a��d&i'_ �-��:J, '. " .Jt)s _w9pMr(\1J '8<19i_��iam_a:: �t . fs _ 

�it�ci�s �\Jp-�e�e:p����tiq�:?i_�q��ty a�4 -mipdf�-': 
�9����#�)(i�:�. ��·8o.9.4:,d,ot,ap{� p��\Di!�ht ,$��;���ig,�� �e&s -(M;. -! • . P� _367)J ,_i�, b.�p,pmes pos�jblc;, tq-. h_�'{�.,c«:le�re� 
what iias been Upse� :9t:.di_$919s.e }¥)�_�( h� �.��ppv,�;r-�.4.:9�. \�sigh�, �1;1tO, ; the: }18�,\l�C ' .9f. th,i�g�.·: Th}&, high;J*�I;t of 
might poin� the way to. one w.ho hrui-'gone iis"tray or IDight 4e:v,el_opJri:en� ��t: -tl>,�- --�Q4.: wJ,lip�J§, w�r:k�g ,�,Y; tb"e1)e 

· characteristics is g�nerallyreferre, .d tO:l/-S-,t��Xo�mJ.lj�ll:nic. tJril1g'an�ii-1B'inp into the darkne5s scitli�t: those ,with eyes . . . - -
· · · stage. But 1't does not, _Qo�ever,···.mean _that one who_ . is lilig· 'ht -a!�:iri"atedaJ:rorrris; eveh sri is Dhlililma niaMcte·�r : · en:g�ged "ln- ifevgfQ'p1p�:th21iigll�rihiihd'ifoi:illdo i:iin . �n-�������,���:Y��.�':_::��·.r:_�;;�;�; :·:,� ·_, ::_· - · . .. �� '·:· ;':-�:; 

.-.
' ··: , ills1&iit'-�lioiHa, h�bi!'s'skrity :io Yliroui_�; f�� w1ldt.� �jiiarik 

,� ; ·J)?:P�Q��(rpqt:tpeJniti� s!lgr.an� b�Jq:bpng e;nQu� P.�:?,ct�s ; �f�· �t%� ,�� .. ����(1:� ��:��-�;; · . . : 1  ;,· .. �� : :".·. �: -'.:: �-·�: 
�j_rp�jl����q��b:·,�t;n!,�and;m.pr��fu).t.u.�;�; �d:ll�ll�U.�)cy 

.-. .- : :  . , . ·· ,._,. , ... ,,,, .. . ., , .. _ , .  .1 ' >, , . , . . ·'"-· ,, . 
, 

, . _ _  , ,, - : wean the m�qQ-4J_�*!P(�J�.;w.hlch:�onstitute:�tno�on.!!l •.. . .W��H (i,�e-,�� -����n�9, .t�i,� )li,g� sf�te. 9f._m��--R��I1,1X�·-
factors as well � mental .and physical lassitude that �,�.i:s·:r!i1p-d:,. Ns(as.� !=l.e_ilA.�l(>i�-,wftJ:ip}j(st��iJ�.e�.P"Y,�. 
prevent�be Oiind�Ci'�m ffelngc6ncentrat�a:·.eu.fitthwition �Mi)�.J¥sil_iiles. i.c:�pti��i,.q�g��.r1e..�Clit�gsle·::t�,�Rhl�ii 
of-;tb�:·miilif ii'lrrip�rtanPfd��--acc-ording::.to•-ihi<fd.lllsm� ijg�rd)Ag �-�i,.f..o.¥r·}i���e, Tr�!JiS,.(M.")t-��;04.S.Oi·.' vt�;·I,:p� insi�t�s-�ltifrdm Uient81 t:oii11ehtratiqn:The Sa1pyutra� �6�:. Jfii�_:. ��i<�-�����t��d�-� .. 9£ :th� · f ��\ -� ��l� T, �if.ih� .riikiya (lli · p: -JOt says ·thaF�onei:nttatioxriS tbe·:causal bnn�s, -��p�t. ,.!';., tp�rfe,� -�,�� .fr��. :\h�.,J�C?rm��·l ���- .  �f fact&i:(upilnisiYof= iri�iglitr- (yilthabhntiiifa{la);"'Thif i� thinking and pcrcepdon; and .thenceforth one· begins to 
fti"rth�tem·pba:si$�CI -m<thifAhgbttafii,._ilikiya'(IH; :Pt{ 19; see��ing-5 :·in :11i�ir :trti�� niiture··as· · iiriicca/dilkklia lind 
2oorwliere ifis said;;t�L .. ; in the 'abS'enciufnglifih'en lal · an act�. The im·pacf-ofthis' new VisidiH� itd tirofotirid that 
COilceiifratio·n; iiiitl!ih 'the t:'as� 'b(bnidibt elid&wetfwith . the 'Bti<!dh'il. . generally· c'oirlp.ilr�dt 'to . the' case' Of a 
right ·mental cdric�iltratioil' the'; t:�\Jse\i·s''ii.bsent' (f-dr·lbe congeftif�lly . bl!nc:J: ni"im:wJiO�: �a:s�'sbon ";a:s >lle·)gairls ·eye:.i 
· pr6duotion=:ili); thcr1cndwied"ge and: 'insighf'of: thirtgs 'as sight, becomes dis-lllusion.ed' aob"ut·the gr'ea�y.; gr�y Cloth· · 
fh'ey=r�aUy afel' :the;fi:ve impetlini�nti (Jla1Jc�·n1vara�a) . which 'hits·beeii-passedii?tr to'him;as'aibuutifui,;speckl�sS' 
tbltt :pre:vetit-tlt� mind :from:gchin'g:cont�tr'ated; tb'o �are;" pkti· ofcl�mi: ·('M. ::1; ip,·· nt )i·, The:··pe-l'Vas;venilsS'· or 'this 
therefore, listed." as causes for the lack- of knowledge and- vision-is succinctiy described in the te:Xts,- once again in a 
in�ight (S•,YI;.p; .126 f.)6 The operationa:l·process shows ·:: . . 'stere·otyped . pa'Ssage·;whkh'- runs, as follows 't� ·a Clear 
thaF-whelr.·these-: :defilement� �e elimina-ted · ·the· mlrtd ' . -., . cloth Witliout hlaekspe:ckfe� Will etsily <t-Rke dye, even, so 
becoiiies fit for concentration. But as the Atlguttara- . while the household�r � . . .  w�_(,ritting) tiiere.o!dlle very 
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' '! 'Si · Tho� ·wlio 'jaili ·insight . are ·liroildry diVided into t�o' "ciitigotie! i: ·iiiose otquick�inslgh"t (khippi,'-�blii1Jira) and it: those of 
; - :; ialu�itiaight '(dandha::sbhiif.tfi·: A; II;' p' ·.J49). ' · · · , , � .- · · . 
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6. Seven bojjhabgas are listed as causes for the 'liris1n·�·'6f-iiisigbt (S.; v;· p'; "·l :i6). 'See "iil�b llOJJH ANnA! ' , • · 

· , 7." Texti rtfetto "dry::viSiohed'' (sulckha�viplissaka)ones who iii thetolnrgeiltil!:ies (SA n; p: 127) de8cribe a8 those having'llttle use 
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INSIGHT 

seat Dhamma-vision (Dha.mma.,clfkkhuJ dustless, stain
less, arose in him: whatever is of the nature of coming into 

being is als o  of the nature of cea�ing t o  be. The 

householder . . . .  being one who has seen the Dhamma 
(di{fhl!:.dhanima), attained the dhamma (patta-dhamma), 
known the dhamina (vidita-dhamma). plunged into the 
dhamma (pariyogiifa�hamma), who has crossed ovei: 
doubt; put li:Way uncertainty;· . . . . (M. I, p; 380� D. i, P� 110: 
Yin. I, p:·t2): But this attaihment of insight int'o the true. 
n·ature ofthings (yathabhiits-tfiiiJa) or ysthabhiitlltfiiqa� 
dsss'ana) is only a meims and not the erid itself, for -even 
such a: profound ·iisiori is not powerful enoiigli to-de-stroy� 
8..11 cankers (asava)withoutleavitig any �sidue>However; 
once insight into the true miture·or things: is attained the 
erid is 'assured for it is said; a person in · the· sata'te 'of 

meditative concefttration' knows Hrid'-sees Whiff 'realty' is.' 
A person who sees thus· does not: nee a to-maki al:t:f eff6rt 
of Will (na cetiinija kafB"IJiJBip) to fei:J •disinfetested ·iliid 
rehounce� fci'r it is the'riature of things· (dhamiiiata'eSa) 
that . he who see! thus-re-els :d isinterested;' similarly one who bas renounced d6es 'n6fneed an:effort'blWilHo gain 
knowledge and insight ·ot �menclpation:(vlnrultiiliiJadas� sBil�J; It too follows in' the: Ii'aturalsequtnce- (.4. v;'p'p5 3, 
3
_
13J. · : ·, · · · · : , .. . , · · ' · , . . • · -: ·- : :. · · ' r-. :. : :  ·· ··' '" :. 
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. . WbaJ lS re�ly. �p��t,h�re j�)hl!-t .Q))� a ·persQ!l h!J,S 
ie��h��ttli�· .#iiJ$mp9¢M .. ���8e� ��)�� -'pai� 9;( 1:��-� 
"atiqp,P.fjl;ue, P.,;#i� q( •N�s�. ,{{e: isJiqu�� ici pro��� i<i �' •,! ... ' ' '  · - ' '  ' ' • ' ' . ' • · ·,.. · , • ' ',>': : • ' ' '  , i f ·, ',; ·:• • ·' ", • •, · ·= • I , . • 1; .• , • •  ' 

11tt�n (mal ���&,!;.� .�Y:Jurt��r s,h���ng his ,wstgh(u.pt� 
it · 

.
. b.�c.ci�es: :po��d;�· .  el)oi!��,� ip: _d_es.t,rqy, :Bir :c��eis 

co.mplet�ly,)::�.Ji_e�t te�t\1� �Yid�:ric��ugge�Js. - ���� thi�- :�� 

��l���?�li�*l�t� �e.s�p,tt��s. p� thi�_ prop��ll, C!f . spmtu_at, prRg�e��. �x.pl_llJn 
st.�p �i st�p ��w ��e 1V�.� 11� re _a.�h.�,� :t�7.J��#�:�q-�� 
st�g�: ob_truf!s �he. �h-�eefq�4 ,k_nQwledg� (tiS�o - _Wlf�/Ul�( . co�st{tu,tes . tbe ; attain�ent . ,o( ins'ight. leaging . tcdil}il 
r�����:_ i t� 'j�; srud:th�i; w�e� th� .�ind-h�_·r���)l�.�- ·-�� 
four.th jhiitilc st'llge _ OD�, CO\iJd flii,ec,t_.itJO ().b��n kno�l�clge 
a.n� msigb� (1lil;idilssa.D�xa abh{rffftaratj a�b�/�nam.�ii). 
The tbre� types 9f k�wledge ll�quired for ilils pu�p��� 
a.·�� 'm ip�j$h,t -�nto 0qn�) · �!lfli(�ld P.a,st �xist,��c.:�:s 
(pubkeJJi.vasil��s.sti, fl.iil!.�) (ii) bJ�igllt int_o 4eceas� ,apd 
rebirt� 'oo>«:mgs · rsati4D"w cut$pap�ta.ita118i ap<t (m) 
i�sight Je-a.clingto ihc des t_r.u;:tipn of c�kers (2sava/1am 
��IJy�a)� . . . 

. •  
, . .  - . . . . . . 
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lt· can be reasonably presumed that by the t-ime oft he 
attainment of the fourth jhana one has acquired a 

thorough u nderstanding of the  Four Noble Trwths. The 
three ·knowledges (tisso vijja)' are utilized l1l personally 
verify this understanding, and internlllize the truth. 
Insight into one's manifold past livr.$ (pubbenivasanus
sati-iiaqa) and insight into decease and rebirth of others 
(sattanarp cutiipapataiial!a) enable one t o  realize 
persotiiiJJy -(sam,ifti}lbiH one ondleJhs'Wdf as �dierfare' 
subject- td "birth·and ·-&"ath·:in :accetd• wltn bil.e's-�karfiiii;" 
Once :thiS is thoroughly uri'derstood; <Jne :ditects ont's· 
min'd' :to gain· insight irito· the> d'e�tructlon ·of ·cankeri 
(iis�vakkhayiiisqa)'·he.-,�insiglit '1nsigh1 ·mto · the ; Four 
.:Noble,Truihs··il.ii:d io its cotollacy-thllt there•are c;ankers 
(iis'a.va}; thetause·of the dihke·rs; tessatioh' ofcankernnd 
th� pa'tl{le'adin){fhereto:' Knowinlthu� and seeing tlius; 
i:e . .  gii.irung:'itisight: lnti'i' it; :one?s min:ti·;getS freed ,ftt:im 
c-anhrs''&f ·seiise : pleisur�s -'(kamasavstcankers': or 
becomfngi·:(bhifvasa'��J-- an'd cii-nkers·· ·ofdg·noranee� 
(aVijjasava): Thi� ihlatt fin he highest p'Oint �f cu:JQljriation 
of insight, for when perceived witiftb'is msi'gh't,'1rltei(dy 
strength��!;d. �4 ,tpo,r,C!l,lgbl)l 9�si(ieq :�Y: ;t�e,·::P5�0.!Jal 
V;er:ifi':�tiqn_�.f theJn•��,��!tt ���FY.t,h��g j��H.�j�c�

-
� ��h. 

��.�eath.;.�d, t!l,cr-7fo(�.:jmp���p�n!,(�.i,�ak\!H�.�J.i�1 
f!l��op:,(qu,kk4�}!u.l�-9�vqi� of�p�,��-i�iJ.lgAnti�>;;(��q�J!. 
all c!lnkers ,t�a�; p�rsist. �\!�::- to . �h�;f�s.e P«;!ieH.n: .a 

pe����n.t -�nt�� o;:,����, ( � {iii)g�l;-�-�.Q}pl�t�,ly; ��S.�n)��;�. · 
(p{JII,f)ay!J;_(:�sa, cfis.vii B,s��:-va.parf.�tl#f!i,bpn_#: . . c!":M J; 
pp.J75,.2,04, 477- f.) • .  , ,_) _., 'i -· �- ,- . _. ,  :;, -, ·J · ;: ;• .c.: �' : · i ;  
··"ih�: aft runment of t'his state or ihsiglififiit othe� wordg 
the attainment of final release. A� ·�odna�1all' c�h�ir� 
thus destroyed one obtains a sort of retrospective vision 
of ·. dii�' 'l'maf rtle�se and this is referred to as the 
vimuttifiiiiJadassana. 9 The canonical texts contain two 
stereotyped passages describing.the content of this retros� 
pective vision. One of these runs as follow: "There arose 
i?.�r ��-� ��P,�;f!�dE� 'P?�}�s!gh!{��a��W�ff· ��:at·t??.Y1 
�:P�J1SIP,�.w�n J�.�n.���.a�l�, t�11t t��� -�s,t�� J�stbmh ,!ffi�, 
that there is rio further birth. "iO :fbe othef")s as follows': 
i�\x�e� ;fhi�}�:�!��s�1.:t-h'�-� -

�t?.�F );�' h@,th.f ,kri��i??,��;� 
t�at .. h� i� _ ',released.': A�-�,. h�, �*nys, ,��.�.i-�Jh .h�}>.�«;_l}.: 
�,e�tr,oJ,�Ai t,�-��i�p��-P.!ii;����,r�

·
�,a������..fH�HHi�·�-���f 

h,!l.4 - �c;>, .b� Jcin� .9� bee� . �9.c(l,�p�.s��4;,; ��-)h��e, Js 
�P�I#i.ii.&�i(t�r . �oi .. tw�,A�.9,1·t�ip-��·i_:;t��\ -�1�,¥ff!1� 
§ut,t.� (�fl,,,p. ,2.3.5) Sil��' ���! � PW% mt�,ht�. l�mq f�ff# 
\h.�s_. be.q9�e.� po$,��ss�4 of.t.lge.� �--\IP�.r,idJ �ttain�t:m�- � 

things :';rh.ic.il: ;a�ii. ·.�9( -���eiJeil: . �Y · ��ith�fig:-;����=� :\D�ii6t -�; . - . : . ' . ! � ." · . . h •  • . · · . � . :  -; , . · . ; � :v -.: . :.. �- · - -. � .... - - .  ·'· . , : ,:. · · •, ; :. - ·· · . whic.�iS,l19t e_�sel!t:4)y anyth,i,llg �.lse (g��s.a��tJ,�t�aqya); . • • • ' ·f ·- .-.• � • . ·- . . . . • .... . : r . ·.· - � "'  . � ... . • . .. ·' 

. . �' . . . � .. ' · � . \ . · . . . ' · ... . . \. : �- . . ·; . : ... � .: : ) . .  : _: ·. :·· . - . '. � . . . : ;_ : ; 
· 8. DhsrjJmscakkbi!. connotes eithet. the path of sotspatti(stream winn�r)�sakadigin:u',(on�.turner)cor lill/ig!Jml(non,ref.urn�r:: 

. VinA, .V, p. 971) .. Seefu�h� DHAMMA�CAKK}{U. Yin. I, p. 17 '-efe� to_tp.i�.sta.Je·D.!.iJJsight !ll l�fller) s�e. ofjnsight an�' 
knowledge (sekbs-lfif!B, sekha-dsssana). 

9. Commentaries define this on paccavekkhanilf"ana, retrospective insight "Or knowledge (MA. I, p. 127; cf. AA. V, p. 1). 
1 0. NaiJalfca pans me-dssssnam udspidi: Akuppi.me vimutti, sysm-antimijsti, n11tthiaani punsbbhavo ti. · ,  

. .. .P":;--·� . · ... 
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of the Path (ps�ipaasnuttariys) and freedom (vimutta
nuttadya). 

S. K. Nnnayakkara 

INSl'.t\NT A WAKEN_ING. The question, whether the 
attainme�t of enlightenment is instant_aneous or gradual, 
did not arise in early Bu�dhism. Pali Buddhist texts seem 
to suggest that though the actual attainment of enlighten
ment is instantane.ous it really is the result of a gradual 
training pursued through ages. This question gained 
importance in Mahiyana Buddhism and it is discusse.d in 
11uch texts as the Gal}.cfvjiihs �d the /.Abkivatira 
SUtrs (see EncyBsm, I, pp. 139 f.; H. Dumoulin, A 
History of �n Buddhism, London, 1963, _p. 48). These 
textual references show that w�e some held that the 
attainment of enlighteilment iii instantaneous, others 

. regarded it aa gradual 
. . 

It is this distinction that Jed �9 the establishment of two 
different schools ·Of Ch'an -�\iddbism, one preaching 
instant-awakening · and the· other : preacliing gradual
awakening. The former was founded by Hui-neng and it 
is callCd the Southern School of Ch'an :Buddhism; The 
latter wu founded by his contemporary Hsen-hsui and it 
ii· known u ·the -Notthem ·School of Ch'an Buddhism. . . 
·These two scbools of Cb 'an Buddhism spread into Japan, 
too and.are known. as Rinzai and Soto respectively. See 
ABRUPT DocTRINE. 

. 

' . .  

INSTINCI'S, the· innate tendencies that propel living . beings· to act and beh:lve in' a particiilar way. Being innate 
tendencies they are not bnsed on reason and logic but on 
natural or inherited impulses or inner. drives which are 
extremely compiex both in their variety and in type. 
When orie attempts to understand instinct from the point 
of view of Bud(fhist psychology one has to enter the field 
of et�cs. This has to be ·understood in the light of the 
l)uddhiit theory of ksmms and ignorance (svijji), or, in 
general, it lS a pro,bl�m that CBn be clearly und�rstood in 
the light l)f the Buddha's teaching of causality. Buddhism 
teiches. that there are Certain· · causes and conditions 
accOrding to which the individual passes from birth to 
birth. ·unskilled�kind of activity (s/cusalakamms) 
increasei th� burden and the suffering of the inc;lividual 
wbeteu ikilled kind of activity (kus�s/camma)conduces 

to the alleviation of one's suffering and the easing of the 
burden. One path leads to downfall and degeneration and 
tbe other to freedom and enlightenment. · 

Death and rebirth are two stages in · this process. 
Nibbana or the unconditioned is the state of release from 
this unending process. Until and unless this state of 
release is achieved every individual is subject. to this 
prelces.s of change and evolution. And the term instinct 
indicates certain tenden�ies �hat make peopl� behave in a 
particular manner. According to the Buddhist theory of 
kamma, an individual's behaviour is conditioned by 
kaquna and the theory of c.ause and effect, and the type of 
kamma that a person had been accumulati.ng in the past 
conditions his present . condition and his behaviour 
depends on the nature oft his present birth. Therefore, his 
inherited kamma, combined With many other factors 
�uch as the. natural laws (niyama-dhamma) and the 
environment in which he was born and bred, will be 
responsible for his instinctive.beh�vi��r. When morally 
::onsfdered, these instinc�s that he lias inherited ft:9m his 
past c� be either wholeso�e (kusala) or I.Ulwh�l.esome 
(akusala). Thus considered the char.!lcter of an_indiy_idual 
could be said to depend on the type of instincts that may 
be predo�nant in a person and also on the way in which 
he exerdses them. A person whose kamma is wholesome 
(kwals)would exercise his i�stincts usef).dly wh�reas'one 
or" unwholesome kamma: wou'id eierdse his i�stirtctS 'in 

· the.opp_ositeway. Tbe path oftr�g taught in BuddhiSm . 
teaches how to oversome the evil tendencies of one's 
instincts so that one can divert the course of one's life on 
the correct path. While the proper functioning �f the 
instincts is ·necessary for the continuation arid p.reset� 

. vation of life; it is their undisc
.
iplined exercise that has to 

be avoided if the individual were to lead a usefUl life. If 
the instinct ofhunger'were to be taken as. an �x�mple we 
know that it is such an import�tnt instinct in

.
life that no 

form of life can cotitin�e ·without s·atisfying it. But the 
satisfaciion of this instinct needs much discipline withti'ut 
which one would be unable to maintain physical ' and 
mental he !11th. This applies to all the the instinctive needs 
oflife and it is their restraint that is neede:<f if one were to 
lead a useiul life. In the· ultimate analysis the . n·eed to 
continue living is the most fundamental of all the instincts . 
and all the other instincts are' various aspects of this . 
fundamental instinct. What is taught by the all-important 
form s11a or morality in,Buddhism is th� proper exerdse 
of these instincts leading to freedom and knowledge. And 
it is also important to note that this tendency for the · 
achievement of freedom and knowledge is also an 
instinc;t. It is when propelled by this instinctive urge that 
geniuses work towards their goal with perserving effort as 
Gotama himself did. Such men see this state.-of release 

I I. Vimuttasmirp vimuttam itiif'IUJam hoti, khiJji)iti vusitan,J bramacariya�J katatr� karBI?iYBIT} niparam itthattijiti pajiniiti. 



INTROSPECTION 

and knowledge, called Nibbiina or bodhi in Buddhism, 
through their intuit ion, which is another term for insti nc

tive knowledge. The total removal of ignor�ce as taught 

in Buddhism would lead to the complete re-discovery of 
this unconditioned state or for complete self-realisation 
and the ability or the inability of a praticular individual to 
achieve this end, which would be instinctively felt, 
depends on one's kamma, the working of which one has 
to understand, and manipulate his life in such a way so 
that the end may be realised. 

A. G. S. Karlyawmm 

INTENTION. See CETANA. 

INTROSPEcTION, the observation by an individual ot 
his own mental processes and hence it could be defined as 
systematic · !elf�bservation. When the states of our 
consd�usness (cetasiks) become the object of our own 
consciousness (Viii�s) the phenomenon could be called 
introspection. This tendency of the mind to look at its 
own wofking, 8s a natural phenomenon of the human 
mind, is designated as mano-viiiifaiJB or · mind-cons
ciousness in the Buddhist analysis of mirid. Being condi
tioned thorugh the sub-conscious mind (bbavahga-mana), 
the mind object (dbsmms) and the accompanied 
attention (miJiJasikara), this ·mind-consciousness arises: 
( Yism. XV,· section 39). hi this aniuysis this mind
consciousness is ·merely a natural phenomenon as a 
particular characteristic of the thought process and if it 
be designated as introspeetion it has to be understood in 
that sense. But mtrospection in the sense of the investi
gation of orie's own mind for the particular purpcse of 
discovering what is happening there, although can be 
called manoviflffSIJB in a sense, is really an aspect of 
bha11ans or mental devdopment wherein one investigates 
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one's own mind, finds out how it works and, on the basis 
of the law of casuality (pa,ticcasfl!11uppada) one directs 

the working of the mind in the way one wants. In 

Buddhist physchologY. this mental exercise is found 
incorporated in right effort or samma-vayama, a: process 
through which certain states of consciousness which are 
unskilled and unprofitable (akusala) are eliminated so 
that skilled and profitable states (kusala)might take their 
place. In this. sense introspection actually becomes 
restrospectiori, for in the temporal sense, it is the past that 
is investigated . When this kind of introspec.ive mental 
exercise with cleansing the mind as its aim progresses, the 
practiser is said to come to a ·stage wherein his mind 
would develop extra-sensory forms of perception 
(abhiflna). This exercise may be called that of developing 
the higher mind (adhicitta) and the theory behind the 
practice, as it was practically demonstrated · by the 
Buddha, was that when the mind is cleansed of its 
impurities (citte parisuddhe pariyoaate.: D. I,' 16) it 
becomes enlightened so that light dawns• and things are 
seen in their true nature (yathiiMuta). Hereil) lies the 
epistemological value of introspection. · The Buddh�'s 
struggle for six years was mainly based on this kind o( 

. introspective psychological war wherein he waged a 
victorious war over the evil tendencies of the human 
mind. Hence the purpose of introspeCtion in Buddhism is 
to purify the mind so that its true nature is discovered by 
removing the veil of ignorance that prevents it from 
seeing the true nature of things.l �.� ' 

. --�· 
A. G. · S. · KarJyawasam 

INTUITION or intuitive knowle�ge (abhiiiJJa, . vijja, 
vipassani, paiiiiB etc.) is the direct and immediate know
ledge of things obtained without the external aids of 
reasoning and !ogic. •  From the Buddhist point of view 
the practical realisation or the experience of ultimate 
reality, consisting of er.lightenment and release, is possible 
only through intuition.2 While normal sense-perception 

I. Compare the Buddha's chi.im in his first discourse that on the realisation of truth, light (iloka)dawned upon him concerning things 
. · not learnt before (S. V, 422). 

- - · 
2. Introspection (rnano�'iffl8J!B)could bec\lme an obsession (papa.Hca)ifthe mind and its meeting with the mental objecu.(dhamma) 

are not properly analysed and understood as explained in the MadhupiiJcfikasutta (M. 1. 108-14) and it is the overcoming of such 

o,lnesslom that is expected to be achieved by meditation (bhiivani) leading to knowledge and imight. 

I. It is intuition as a general concept that is discusserl in this essay. For different types of intuitive kowledge as taught in Buddhism see 
ABHINNA. , . .. . . , ... ,. ·· · : ' •fH'-' . ,  

2. In this respect see Sir Charles Eliot's observation on Indian religion; "India's greatest contribution to religion is not intellectual as 
the mass of commentaries and arguments produced by Hiridw might lead w to imagine, but the persistent and almost unchallenged 
belief in the reality and bliss of certain spiritual 8tates which lnv�lve Intuition". Hinduism and Buddhism, I, xcix. 
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i•·not--li.ble to confer' this saving ·knowledge of the true 
nature of all phenomena (yathlibhutafl8IJadassana or 
vimuttil1aiJadassana) neithP.r logic nor reasoning can 
gr_an_tit, �lt ��- lo .be intuitively realised and ·t�at only by 
the .W,is.e:(r!b.�rno -�t�Vcka vacaro pa1cfitavedaniyo. M. I. 

p. 1�7); !The use. 9.f the_ term· vedan1ya in this phrase as well 
as tbe,term veditabba.in.the phrase pa_ccattam veditabbo 
ri_6ffilbi, ,expressing. the. same sense as.the ea;lier:phrase, 
is_ .sJgnifjcatit; for ... t�e idea 1.\n�er discussion. The .term 
e�p_!'e;S,sc;s,th,ejdea oJ pracJj�al experience as distinct from 
int�U�ctual un�erstanding through n:asoning and logic. -
AP:<lu..ls.iti<:�.Il Q� k,nQw.leQge:fr:o.m_external sources·s uch ·as 
l,l.O.r��: se11�e·P.erception,- from .scriptures etc.- is �'buhe 
same,!JS tbe expedence o( truth leading to release of mind 
(ceto_vimutti), . In· this: sense this latter .kind of knowledge 
could . .  be.:�called : extra-sen-sory arid 'paranormal;(atik-
kaats_-tninusaka). , · · · · . . : .· · ., 

-�- : : "; - • " .) " : '· •: : ... -;" : : • • • • , . i ·. I ., ··-· . � I' :  • ' • ,• ; • • • ' ' � K.Jiowledge cannot have ge,n�ile �alue Unless it.releases 
man' fro in igriorailc�·(avii;�/Ab'riurn)li�tio� of �6wkdg� 
w·owcf b� a' irie�' btl"�d�tdf it is: devbid cir this �ikti�hl , .  . . : •  .. : _  . . , ·: '  . , . - . , , - 'c ., .. . •  -. . . . , . : " ,. ,  . .  __ .p . · .· . . 

INTUITION 

It is an admitted fact in Buddhism that even if one were 
able to achieve this intuitive realisation, all are not 
capable of putting it . across to others logically and 

consistently. Hence- is found the concept of pacceka
buddha zs distinguished frotn sammii�sambuddha. Thus 
the value of logic and reasoning assumes importance in 
this respect. Unless the rational features of the mind ate 
also developed along with · the · intutive knowledge; · full 
enlightenment cannot: . be . granted: In -this respect s� 
Radakrishnan (Indian Philosophy, l, . p. 1 79) observes: 
"Intellect need not be negated but has only to be 
suppleme�ted ; A philosophy ba3ed on intuition can 
throw light on the dark places which intellect is not ab]e 
to penetrate. The results of mystic intuition require to be 
subjected to logical analysis. And it is only by this process 
of mutal correction and supplementation that each ca:n 
live a· sober life. The results .pf in�ellect w_ill be dull;11lld 
empty, unfmished and fragmentary without the help of 
intuition - while i11h1itional insight will be blind and 
dumb, dark and strange, without intellectual confir
mation." v�e: �'en� _'attadimenf to tJieocles O(cllttlii' q.v.) is 

depre�t�(ifi; Buddhl§rii. The viilidltf or'tb��-d�s:h� tti. ·. lt' tohk� �ery i�'ng :t'iine ·i)r trBirling-.a�d -�e�s;e\i�'[·�� 
1)� pritcti'ciliiy'8�k!1·6ii�trartcf: · : :  · · " ... , , .  t · · � · :, :  : - r�r o�uiiilila ai.id.illla td ��lise' i1le ·Fo'u'r'Ndl>i� i"nitlis· 

·. :,<·<· � , ,  - = ·.: · '"'--" ; . · x  - � =: ·).' ' - - - -
· . • .-.· . ·-" - · : .  atid the cil�sai Ia�i gdy�rlrlni � p_h��o���i. Ail&oligli·. 

J�t�tiv� r�ali�ati.9.�,1ll)d cxpe,:-j�nce of knowledge !Uld .. · · · ' ·· · · · ., . 
· 

· - · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · .. · · · · · · 
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itself. It is covered by. the d�k�ess o!Jg�;toran!;e.lll)d .o:nly, - - . - · · 

those· who have Jess dust in themselves (apparajskkba) /f.� :R. V; -'Mil�� .(The <:;cn�ral R�i.I_{J,sophyof llucf.d/lism� , 
�:de.vt!opit le-ading_to the dawn of the intuitive eye of Cb.�pt�r �} o_ffers \1� a useful di§cq�si911 9n t�e co!)cept of; 
wisdom (Jral}a-cakkbu). This ability of the human mind is prajffj in B�d.dhism as intuition. He observes: "N on,.dual-
gene_rally called upanissaja fu the Theravlida' tradition kp.o_wledg� ;b .C9�t-� n�J�s� j�t�iJjo�: .N:oihlng-st�d-s 0

-
U� . 

. and .bodbicitta in the Mahayana tradition. People in ag_��_s.t h --� .. �o,ltl�r P���pnting i�.· .l,t)s thus alwa_ys 
whom this facuJty is capable of full development are d�sCJil:!-e.d, Jll; . �;raya; (J;l,On�dual), . ac{v�idhi,k:ara (J1Q�; 

· �erallya�slghatlcf� gehiuses:w1fose:privileg�:Sf�ms i& bif�rc�ted) .. lt �gti�:be .f!I.J�r t9 say. t.haJ t�c: ;J!b.�ol\1� 9,r: 
b-e: ;theifaiiility!to<�eC! tlfe:!goat ibY.intuiffo'in� :-tllanh'ey the -.�ntir.e, .r��li�y is. Hs :conte!lt !llld n,ot 11.tiy, ,pattlcuhu:; 
fu·ay!:.�orck:=lbwlll'tfi; m�·�ReHgioU!i::teacbers:' and= philO:: liiilit.ed.o_l;>j �c�. On.t)lis.account; :the- Rrajt;ap?iiJIIJlftate�ts . 
SO�f:i� wbo:b�Vc\bee'n m;drllhnd mt�llectttal; gUidesciil' spealc .,9f, _, �h� i{l,t�iti�!ldlS ,unfath,oma_b)e (ga!J!bhi_ra},_ 
lhfFWotJd''-m. ' ·lht-�:bistorii:al examples ,for� this .-phena-- · iq:unes\l.n1bJe (spr-aDJeyli). a.tl9_ i.nf�1.1ite ( a.�a,11J-/chxiya); _it Js: 
Di�on:� ln. lb'e : 'c&Se :af'.Gautam:!l:Buadh 'this· intuitive r�_ally �n��pres�ible, too deep for wor:ds, Joo univ�rsalJ�r . 

. urg�hieb ledhitD·ta· his<greafachieveinent is �!early seen distj�<;tiqn� to:apply . '�: , - . . . . - - · . . • . . _. 
from his career and achievements. And when he realised The teaching that mystic realisation goes beyond logic . 

. the· saving knowledge and released himself he did - so and reason has given an element of.mysticism into it. But . 
intuitively. For it. is. well .. known that after.exhausting.all - . . the . Buddhi�t answer to . this- problem is- -to leave -such 
lf,$W�-:�f.r�ligio.us frllini_ng tba� w.e�:e .pre.valenHn India . . , .. , problems .unexplained: maintaining that' such ·truths are 
at .the time he gave up the habit of seeking the help of uncommunicable. This has 'givim the concept' of the 

_ ���tn.f!dec.i�� to ��-bis,p�,n guide, llll�. �.corrlingly, , _, ._.:unexplainable · (avyikata). in· Buddhism . which · sitilply 
ht::Ifoll�w�·,.bisc.; mtwtJ��'

-
'u�e -,ahd _achtev�d .- s��es!. - implies that certain higher· trtiths cann·ot be gra3ped by He.nce be lS giVen !he epltbet:self�made· (svayamb1nt). : . -: ·. ·-· Jogic :and ·-reasoning but :have' -to be . individually (pac-

: . ·•' , ':; · . . . 
; ·. 

::��-��m�'-tb�{q\lQ.'!Vj�g,s!,ll.t���t'ofth� �u4�ha �eurring ip the M{ljjhims Nikiiys, I, p. �79 f. 'I do not say that one can obta.in the 
r-, .. , ,-fm�i�PW.l��&e'(o!J4�it.f.���iJ Jltthc,vcry; beginning: it hi!-S,to.pe had by gradu!lltra,ining, (anupubbssikkhii) a gradual mode of 

action (an.�p!W�s�W.o.Y.i)-JIAChp_qncluct. ( anupubbspsppsaa). 
· · 

\ 

. . ... ; ......... _. _ 



IPPEN 

catta�) expedenced, In a sense it is teaching by silence 
when the occasion demands it .  

A.·. G. S. Kerfyawasam 

IPPEN (also known by the epithet Yugyo ShOnin: 1239-
8.9 i ... C.) was' the founde�'of th� if-shil's�tt inJapan . . He 
was originally a Tendai 'ptiest narngd tbishin, N ol �eing 
�driten(With ·its teathings; he �hi�ied: under . Shchats�. 
:Havhitsilt in &editadcinJbr hundred· d�ys atlh{sfiintd 
sh�9� a� �iimlillojinja ·. in Kii :pro�nc�;. �e �!�¥��; t¥,�� 
the INddlia Amid a's (Amitiibh!l's) teaching was rcve�Jed 
t'� ?� �-��ctly�� tb.e �dfgeh.?.� d�i:i).;;:�ti#.��9�����f. who' is )lgain identified with tlle' �uddhaAhrlda tiidlself; 
�j �t�;��fi���fir�;:i�i����:ry�1�£:,:��}�;: 
teideii� 'i 936:p .• jJ9flil�Ua�iling i��afa.'fo'b'� Ha��.<fi"o� 
ihlver�e)i� ghlned i�ere.ari(fs�ys 'ihaffii ih'(N-e!Jf�o;i�U', 
t'h'i:'i:t��i{·6�e :rt.� 'iliti�!iQf'it�; 1df 'ii''!fs;;'ttlili�y�(�A' 
fijsi6if'dh'hpkncsd'Jiil'dcihis11i,')t6I(yb,''f96!WP'?79}:' ;'· • .:·_,;[ o �  :.'.:t � f': t .< :· :�) :� - d  �=�d ·,,;: . . < �  � .-:� h' -�1: �::-J t.)�tr; .: ... { i h-;i1 J �:i .:·� ::; :.:: ··! � -

. ;  £t J)peif,ta�e1I&t' ��:*fitet�"ffir&'u�!Jit$ifi "p<J�C:fiilig'and� 
�lldbtira�n8 tift, i{ratilee' 6tdlia�!ld�;':fn�ffle:leifiiii to· He' 

. popillariY'kria�n;as'Yfi8Y6sii51iili'(flfeltin'�tlhlf'Pnes't): 
ij_e,p,���pr.e!';ch�.�� tlf� ,��Y}.�B,�f��� P! �-�� /iP.f.J,!.!AfWP8• butiit veh�rat'ioli' to:lrie"'Biidanii,,XriUda}fofmura.: He r · · � · , .- . . t . . � ! f· ·· . � -r ·· J:n i · · j � · �· · .. ��t":'• v r:·- " � :"t ....... ....,. l � ·y·.· .-� . . . . .... � . .- ·  liad iDscrlbed:'tiiaHormuti,ih an'iD'humaatii�·number'<if 

. ��W4t\�����}tfiA1l���.i\�.:�:� ,#�:,:·� 
-The -method of propagation he followed �� \ by 

r��J.:t.�.���&;�.ht��� of tho�e who c�nfessed. devotion to 
flie grace of the Buadba Arrudiund his name m assembly. 
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mind. Instead · be advocated the mere repetition - of 
Amida's sacred name, without concern for auything that 
comc:s from oneself. It is believed that his "theories were 
probalrly .influenced by Zen, whic-h was -affecting 
Japanese thoughtat that tirne"(CEUot; op;·cit, p. 274); 
Hence some place him among "those who studied Zen tO 
find a rapproachmeht between Zen and the Pure Land 

School" (A. W. Watts, The Way,ofZen, Gt. :Britain, 
19�7, p. 128 f.) . 

..... , .. ....... ; . . . . 
· : ,_: ':" ' 1 · · ' ·  . lppen:Sfressed that the sect h e  foqnded: was the proper 

on� tb·at sui ted the ,tirnes in which be lived . H enceit cam.e to .�e kt).qwn as th� Ji(Time)or1ish�(Sect oftheTjmes), 
�ev�rt�esess, according to . . some, it was. �alled tbu� 
be<;a�$_e "!t inculcat�d piQus . thought at eyery_, moment 
��,nd lllso pecause the service(i.e. p.ractisi.�g of S.ben-tao�� 
O}O caison, a hymn in worsltip ofAillitabha)Jo.be.belq 
regularly six times a day was considered to be essentjaltd 
salvation" (M. Anesaki, op. cit. p. 1 87; aJso see S. 
Himilylima, op::cit., p. 79; ·M. W. Oe Vissei; op;·cit; 'pp. 
)39 f.).;· His ti'me dieory -��ems • i<{li�: b�ed on· th�' Lotus 
SUtta; ; · ., · · · · · · ' ·  · · 

·· · · . · •  .. :: : ! '  

. .. . . . . . , ·  .. . ' . . .. ,  . . . . . ·· . . . . - , · . • -( . , . < . .. , - -- . .  · . . . Jishfi s�booi, wbi�h held.tbe theGIJuddha Anrltiibha·� . . :· � -�· · ·, •. :-. ·· . · · ·  - :. : : :. :=. ·:; · = .'; :� .· . •  -: . :·� :  . . :· :· ._ :·:. �� .. :..;� �� ·.;
·
· · �: : ·J .' .: _, , : /, t�e . QbJect o,( ad()rat1on, a�qpte� _ �b� . �,;pr�s.�IOJ1 QfJ.b� 

bils,sM. (edinii :in · tlie. fo�rn· ·9r dan�ink' � : � pa.rt . �9! 
t;#)!iJ;,�

e
u���. (���, t\�o�:�������:St�.]l�i· 

(oJ?.: �it, j): '38�)_96,seiv�s that thqu&h.t�e. sc�IJ!ii f,Pun��il 6fi ppei1 w&S not' itnp_ort�nt', . it is Jii�er�$\iil i -$.int� ji 
fnaic'ates the· str�ngth �Uhe · A��i�t'·:rno:Y�intut :,jiiL 

• , · :.. ,...!- " - �.. .. � .--"-� · - -- •• - .... � �-,, •• • --; : :- ·. · . ·· - - ....-:""· . fouitdmg of the sect, which is incidentally the last of the 
Amid a s��tS;· m.arks:the.ext�01e developz:ne11t pf Ryobu-
Shlnto. · '  ··· , . . . , , ; ::.- . . .. .  . . . . ,._ , .. ·-· ' •  . . , _ _ . . ''T;•�.: 

It is recorded that during his itinerancy lppen had thus . _ . . . . . rtgistered motirtliitii tWomilliolfififd lflia:!fpefsonf(M�· ·· Alt.bough the -�oshu sec.t 1s slowly dechrung, 1t still 
A'rtesald ·#lstc/ry�TJipiiliese'llui!dluim;:y.r;oti'd\JiFl9Jo · ·· . .:! exere�ses . .. a con$1derable · mfluence among · t�e:· lo:wer 

186 f' ) B · · d b' · · ' . 'd h ' classes (C. Eliot, op.
_ 
ciL,' �PP· ·385 f:),'" Bes1des the pp. . . emg engage on IS m1ss1onary erran s, e . . .. .. ·

· . . 
b'i(f e'd\oetel rie-lhly'�the 'wndi� b'f'Jil.pi�n;j 'donig ffiis&t1'a:.: : ' '· ShQjokoj�_templ� at tUJl�awa near KIU!lakura,;which �IS 
nebus .'fell�{ wb�k.:�:·; . a felittire' ti(hl� ,��trgi8�f��ti\iiiii ' . sect� as as its headquarters; i� claims 42.4 .temples·an� hsts 
diffetirii' frdrrt H5n�nlr qtJ�ti'sffi ;krid' r�pr�s�tiri!Pth'�' .: ' �e�JY 45,000 adher�ts (�f; ·!S ,  : Ha��!am,�, '?P.:_ crt. ' p. 
n�w et�os of tb� Kama.Jcu.ra_ p_erio�· -. ��-o��e� �F!lll..ll�t}' . . .. 0 · . .  . , .· ,_ ·.• . . . • , c . .. , , , � u1 tbe leahhi'ilg·iJr rfipeJ. w�s ·the'ex1iOrfaHon·tlllit�f'�rY.:r:=� , 7;, ,, ,' · :  • • • ,: ·: • .• • • � .. . · •• • · ·, • • • • ,; ... . . _ .

·

., •. 
• . ,_ • •  .,. · • ••• ,; •• • • •  � .. , ·,� .. : · • utterance_pf Buddha'� name be accdmpani�d bY. t��:i<fe� . · · . . · · . _ 1:1! 1 S.8'6 A.(:. lppen was, �W.ar.d�.d . .  t�e J?OS�h��o-�-� t�pe 

of the ''Jak 'mCim�·ii( 6f'ii{g '61t:J�b c �(Ji!Jj(f'ifu·iJ� 1thit;_' ·� ci( Erlslld))ilislli. (acc6rdi_ng'(o· C� 't,l�o.�,'_op. ���·· p� 2?4; 
�t��6������t�ttti:-�;�\i�;).��-ap_�e�t�ti_��:::r·:�f·t/'o': . .  :. :' ·��-���- ·��o·�,h), ·��':e�t·,:�t�r�-�;.J����·�;:�ri.;,�h

ten-
, ;:.. \· � · . : . , �:� ·: ·:. · · . ·< . •. : '.' . · .. ·. ,  . ': · . .".' : r; . : o ·  . •  �'. · .. >= t.: :·: ·· , , · . : . ; i  ·· . .' (.{'.:f. -�·"? · .;·;; _ : , · : · . t "' :� • . • 1 !' :  · · Besitiesasserti.Dgtl1e futilityoffai,�h tsi,�ff�ft, .s,�x�U�?·�,, , ,,;· :< , , . , ' . . . . . ':·: , 
IJ!P.�P.A��o�n9.�� it _� !,lll -llC�iyity of �tb� c()rp!pt ,��-W� , , ,. :  . . . .  , , ·:· ··c • 

. . .  . ';� 

I�}PI'en ,�llliev� . th�t .aU Shi_111? gods, wer� m���i�� .·�t�h�::��-o�� �udd� .{�F �-.D.al� S�u��e�. B��d;��,in 
Japan, Philadelphia, 1964, p. 201). .. , . � . . 

· 
: , , . · 

' '  ·' 
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IRIYAPAmA iryapatha, airyapatha) is a compound 
term I which literally means 'mode of movement'. From 
this literal meaning developed the notion of'deportment' 
. or 'demeanour' that becomes known by the movements 
of one's body, _i.e. by. the postures of the body. Therefore 

- the term iriyipaths came tp be used to connote the usual 
four. postures of the body -namely, . standing, sitting, 
walking and lying down;z · 

While Buddhism emphaSises purity of inward beha
viour, it does not fail to stress the importance of outward 
behaviour of a person, whether lay or clergy. In fact .much 
importance is attached to the adoption of a:_-pr6per 
demeanour, specially:with regard to the deportment;• one 
should adopt in keeping with one's vocation. Reference iS 
made-to pleasant, aCceptable (pisidifa, pasanna)deport
ment, and its ·opposite) Monks are specially advised to 
follow a: demeanour that is in keeping with the monk
bood.4-

Plea.Sant demeanour of religious men i� one. of the 
majodact�n that attract the attention and admiration of 
the public. ThiS is a universai feature that is valid for all 
times and all climes. There are numerous references to 
inst�ces where kings and the public, out of admiration 
and ri:speCi for sucb exemplary demeanour on the part of ; . . 

· religiou�. inen, ·pli.id honour and provided them with. all : 
the reqUisties (J. I, ·p. 66, 237; 444; S90; IV, 130 etc;);, :  
Good, :ai:ceptilble demeanour is. such a · necessity, ·a . .. 
frwtftil means ·ot pracuring suStenance • that pseudo 
religious inen_ at times even resort to hypocrisy B;lld fake 
good outwllrd behaViour. Such instailces of old are 

- -- -.- recorded (see.Y.isin.�p. 26;.MX III, p. 4). 
. 

. Theseiriyipatba or postures of the bcidy play also a 
major role in the practice , of meditation. These four 

postures being the four usual movements of the body that 
a person cculd adopt in any of his bodiiy functions, it is 
apparent that meditation too, has to be practised while 
being is one of these postures.s Of these, too, sitting 
posture is the one that is commonly adopted in meditation. 
Even the Buddha when meditating under the Bpdhi-tree 
adopted this posture.6 

The four iri:t�ipathas play a very significant role in the 
practice' of sa_tip�:oi{hana, specially with regard to the 
practice of Contemplation of the Body (kayanupllSsani 
D. 11, p. 292; M. l, pp. 56-57). In this the meditator is 
instnicted to be mindful o.f the four postures of the body. 
The practice is des�ribea as follows. A monk when he is · 

w�ljng CQ.m_pr�ends, 'l am wlllking'; or w�en he is 
standing comprehends, •i am standing still', or when be is 

-sitting comprehends, 'I am sitting', or when be is ,lying 
down cOmprehends, 'I am lying down'. So, however, his 
body is disposed he comprehends that it is like that 
Middle Length Sayings I, pp. 72-73). This mindfUlness 
regardfug the postures of the body leads the meditator to 
reflect deeply on the nature of the body, both internally 
and externally, and consider how the body comes to be 
(samudays) and how. it passes away (vsya). The medi
tat_or's awareness that 'the body_exists� arises to the extent 
necessary just for knowledge, j�st for reflection. 

:rhis medit�tion on the iriylip'atha is for the purpose of . 
disabusing the mind of the meditator of any fBlse notion 
of a soul. This purpose is clearly seen when the sutta 
states -that when the meditator is so aware be fares along 
independently and without taking hold of anything in the 

- wortd:7 · 

'Sedarat WJjesundara .: 

1. On the d�rivation oftbe term see PED, CP/) and BHS. The term cstucakka occurring �t S. l, p. 16 is defined In SA. I, p. �3 u 
iriyipatba; cf. ApA. p. 237. . 

. . 
2� See M. l. p; - 120; S. V, p. 78; This usage .is very common both h1 Pali and Sanskrit Buddhist Literature; see CPD and' BHS for 

numero11s references. The term iriyipaths may.connote either all the four or some of the four postures. (Vism. 396; MA. V, p. 49). 
Quite often _the numerical. adjective .c11tu or catur is added or the postures are severally enumerated. ThClle four posturea are 
common!� adopted in Buddhist Iconography (q:v.) . 

. 3. See Thag. w. 432, 927. cf. AA. I. 145. Vsssssntilco-thero j'iys pisidikens iriyipathens; DhpA. II, p. 140; JJA tav'sssa ci
varapattagahanarp vi iriyipatho vi pisidiko boti. See also Sik!· p. 348. 

. 4. Sn. v. ·38�, .friy'ipathiJ!!l pabbsjitinulof!Zakll11,1 st;vetbs. cf. M. . II, p. IJ�. See also BH$ for numerous Sanskrit paraitels. 
5 • . This does. no� m� that these four postures totally eshaust in po&ible·postures of the body. What Is meant is that these are the usual 

four pOstures. WhateVer posture that falls outside these four is regarded a_s unusual. For exa·mple, it is said that venerabl� Ananda 
. sained emancipation u be wu about to lie In his couch md tbi! position ill described as one that does not come within the usual four · 
poJtures of the body. (DA. I, p; 10, catuririyipsthsvirshitam; cf. Mh V. iii. V. 25 iriyipsthato muttam srsh�ttam apipuni). Aa . 

· used hi tho Metta Suttll (Sn. v. 1� I) it eeems to connote the 
·
idea of 'ilways', 'constantly.' · 

. · ' ' 
. 

6. See J. l, p. 71; in fact this pOiture usually referred to as 'psl/anlcs' is prticularly recommended for certain types of meditation, 
eapecially for inipinasati, for it facilitates breathing. However, a meditator has a certain amount of di!crction in the adoption of · 
pO.turei, and he i:ould change pOitures according to his convenience. 

· 

1. · Amimo ca viharati na ca ki.6ci Joke upidiyati: MA. I, p. 2�0 explains that he fares along being not dependent on craving, dosmatic 
belief etc. and without takins hold of any of the five aggregate! u 'tbi! is my self' etc. 
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lSI, Skt. r�i derived from the root !1 or drs 'to see' 
means a sage, seer, saint or a holy-man. These were 
profoundly wise men of great religious devotion with 
abilities of thinking, endowed with highly supernat.ural 
powers. In the Vedic tradition, they were primarily a class 
of seers who were the composers and the singers of the 
sacred hymns. They, either alone or with others, invoked 
the deities in rhythmical speech or song, especially in 
song of a sacred character. 

In early mythical systems, they constitute a peculiar 
class of beings as distinct from gods, men and asuras. 
According to the orthodox Hindu ideas they were the 
inspired personages to whom these hymns were revealed. 
They were regarded as holy sages whose deeds were 
narrated as if they were the deeds of gods or Asuras 
(Aitsreya Brshmal!a, i, 17, ii, 19 etc.). In the �gveda, (i, 
1, 2; 45,--3; VIt 43, 13__etc.) reference is often made to 
previous singers and the contemporary poets (Macdonell, 

. A. A.� Vedic Index, l, p. 1 15; London, 1958). "The �# 
was the most exalted of the Briihmat;1as' (ibid. p. 1 16). 
During the Vedic period these sages were attached to the 
houses of the great, the petty kings or the nobles of the 
royal household. These hymn-singers were regarded by 
the later generations as patriarchal sages or saints, 
occupying the same position in Indian history as the 
heroes and patriarchs of other countrie�. 

The sages of ancient India are typified by a partiCular 
group of seven r�is (sapta ffBYMJ or sapta�yalJ). These 
seven are mentioned in the Rgveda, and the later samhitas 
and enumerated also in the' BrhadaraiJyaks f!pani�ad as 
Gotama, Bhiiradvija, Visvirnitra, J amadagni, V a.Sistha, 
KiSyapa and Airi. The Mababharata mentions

. · the 
names of the seve� f?iS as Miirici, Atri, Ailgiras, Pulaha, 
Kratu, Pula5tya and Vasistha. Three other names of 
�ages are added to the latter lisi in. Manusmrti, viz. 
Pracetas or Dak�a, Bhrgu and Narada and they �e called 

- the Prajiipatis or patri!J.rchs. It is believed that these ten 
were created by Manu Svayambhii for the production of 
all other beings including gods &nd nien. The Athar
vaveda contains a large list of sages such as GaviHhira, 
Kutsa, Kak�ivant, K8.i?va, Medhiitithi, Trisana; U:liina, 
Kiivya, Mudgala etc. (Macdonc:ll, A.A. op. cit. p. 1 17); 
Aecording the Buddhist texts (D: I, pp. 104, 238; A. III, 
p. 24), there are ten (divinely) inspired singers or 
composers of the Vedic hymns in Brahmanic tradition 
(brihmBIJiinBn pubbki isayo niantiinam kattiro pavat
tiro)namely A��aka, Vamaka, Vimadeva, Vessamitta, 
Yamataggi (Yainad aggi), Angtrasa, Bhiiradviij a, 
YiseUha; Kassapa and Bhagu. 

�is of ancieJlt. Indian society are classified int� thtte 
main sections namely, Devaifi, Brahina�i and Raj�i. 
Sometimes to this list are added four other categories 
namely; Mahsrp, Paramar�i, Sruta�i and KiiJ?q�i. In 
the Buddhist texts we come across the terms such as Deva 

. ..  ........_ __ 

isi, Brahms isi and Raja isi. Sakka is described as a 
d ivine sage (Deva isi) in the Mogharajam8.1Javapucchii 
of the Suttanipata (v. l l l6) and in the Assa/ayana Sutta 
(M. II, p. 155) .seven brahmin sages are mentioned. 

The' sage5 in general could again he divided· into two 
classes, as those who represent an academic tradition and 
those who represent a religious one. We could regard the 
sages like AHhaka as academic sages; The . . life of a 
religious sage in ancient India bas been described by the 
Buddha in the following manner, in the Bfabmana-
dhammika Suits of the Suttanipata ( v. 284): 1: · · • 

Isayo pubbaka isUip saJJJiatatti tapas!ino 
pai1c2 kamagune hitva attadsttham acarisum . . . 

"The sages of yon� had abandoned the pleasures of the 
five senses and were self restrained and· intent upo� moral 
goodness". In this Sutta Buddha describes and explains 
the change wrought in these sages later on by seeing the 
riches of kings and how they influenceci the king to make 
sacrifices of living creatures. At the beginning these sages 
bad no wealth in gold or corn, but their wealth. wu 
meditation, which they practised perfectly. The people . 
used to prepare food for them with utmost faith and they 
held them in high seteem. These sages 'who were well 
protected by the Dhamma (dhammsrakkhita) . went 
round for alms from house to house .. For forty-eight . 
years they practised juvenile clebacy (komsrabrahmaca- . . 
riya; see Brahma�ariya) and they were in search of the 
sciences. They were of exemplary conduCt and did not 
marry a woman outside their' own �aste. � -

These sages seem to  have practised chastity and virtue, 
rectitude, mildness, penance, tenderness, compassion 
and patience� The Buddha says: llS time passed by these 
sages changed their attitude towards life with the- rapid 
growth of the prosperity of the king. With their instruct
ions K.ing Okkaka introduced the sacrifice (of animals 
such as cows) and they received much wealth from the 
king. It may be because of this degeneration of the life of 
the religious sages that the Buddha defends himself in his 
di�course to the brahmin Dol}il in (Do�!asutta, A. I, p. 
223 ff.), explaining why he does not salute the -aged 
brahmins. He says that the btahmins of his day merely 
repeat the andent collection of mantras, hymns · arid 
sayings of those brahmin sages of old like Atthakit. dc. ln 
the Cahki Sutta (M. II, p. 170) and iri the Subha Sutta 
(ibid. p. 200) the Buddha declares that the words of the 
brahmin sages are like a line of blind men (andha 'Vei/i). 
He says, not one of t.hese sages through seven generations 
bas realised through his own super knowledge the .advan
tages oft he truth, austerity, study ofthe Vedic hymns and 
renunciation. 

The sages in India seeln to have resided in leaf-huts on 
the sea-shore (isayo ssmuddaks; S. I.  p. 227) and in' the 
wild-forests (isayao araiiJiaka; ibid. p. 226). They were 
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restraint and constraint (vamaniyamadinarp esanatthena 
isayo: PvA. p. 98). 

possessed of such great supern atural powers, that once it 

is said when there wc:.s going to be a war between gods aDd 
As��as they qui�:kly, as a s trong man might stretch out. his 

bent arw,or b�nd in his arm;stretched out, vanished from In Buddhist lpdia M 'isi' was considered a� one who 
their leaf huts, appeared before Sambara, the Lord of was dedj"t�ted t� hls spitittial v��es and who 'aspir�a td 
Asur�s to ask tor their proie�tion (ibid. p. 221). ati�in highe� �pitit�iil attili�!n�nt�� A:rilorig 'theni ar� 
: ; · 

,. · · · 
· 

-

-
· · 

- · listed the B�ddhas,.the p·�c�kabuddha�··;md th�-arabant�: 
:.)fhe ideal conc�rning the �i which continued during According' t(l'M.A.G� iii.. Klopperi�otg, ih g�ri�i� th� 
the later period probably could be trated back to the ideal term'isiseen;s to 'b� applied iri a1Jddhist'.iext� to; asceti�s 
of:lhe :muni•which: seems "to have ·existed duting :lhe (the words samaf!a, muni, tiipasa; Ja{ila 'a:ni:r p��ce�a� 
pre-VediC periOd irilndian society: At that time t here had buddha occur�as synonyms; see Pv. c32; ·64; PvA 163; 
been a class <of riiutiis ·'who were' regarded iis 'ascetiCs ND. 2, l08;; ThagA. Ill, 82; The 82; Tht:Pac.cebliuddhll, 

commar.ding•great ·supetnatural-power8\· The muniwas Leiden; .19J4;< p. 31 ,  footnote, .100):: · · · ! , : ; . � - · . ·. 

of restrained chara:cler and ·was' interested, :to learn-. the . . · ·· · · · · · ' · :> ,  

· 

�a�u� of B�a�an• th� _A�sol�te, . by stu�Y� . sacrifice, . Got am a: Budd,ha ill· listed .as t�e se��nth,of.the gre�t 
pe���:*c�; .fllS�i?:� cir;_ f!iith; :r�e ai:c}iil�o-!p&ic�flnd.i��s of �ages (isi$.atta!Ji!l; M, l, 386;· S. J, p. ,192; Sn .. v. ; )��; jn 
��e�M�h����d�ro a.nd !tat�?.Pr� ��!(���:� �f �be �r��.X.�1!c t�e �equei)c�ofVipassin; �ikhin, Vess��h� •. K:�!lSllJ1,d!la, 
penod reveli.l that the mums res�ded m Northern Ind11l: K:o�fu.ap.a., . . �nd , Kas�ap,a · JNddhas . . A Sud9ha; i� 
;jit���. )�·����; · tii�'. o�� �ep�s�.�l�tio�. �� ���l� ::{f,q� desyrj�ef;i: as �\!tstand!ng among isi�, a J>u}� arpo�g,tbem 
�.�.h,i:�J9,���-�-4. ��f.��pa �f .� IBale. god;; hot�i:4 1tti�. (i�i ni.s;�b�arSn. :  v . .  ��8).Jp; t�e. : UrY.t�layJJgg� of i]Je 
(�f,�eJ!W��.si.��-�glnJ�e p9siti.�n of: a YC?gi, hl�J�.gs.b.�nfi� 4hguttsr��fkayJJ. (II.-. .P.; i4) h.� is,e:g�illJ��rJ�� to:,as,t,be 
double, be,eUo heel-and surrounded on one seat by foiJ"r �ost CaJQl�(i ,Sf!i,�.,(S�J[!tQ :.�!JIDflYB(�!f! ·fsf)/. • �d, in jl}� 
��AAt��. jb� .e,J�ph���.i t1�·; ·t�ig�i. iti�'. �hi��b.erqs '��· 'ih� Suttanipata . (v,, .: ll2�f,he Js.: :4e�cd�d. :as : •b�,. ��g!l; �f 

· ���:,�:;������H;;ff..r;t�;;�:�i�'1¥J�; · . .. 
· 

· ;:�:;:.t�;;:��%::i;::�!�ff���::;: 
�>fQ2)!.:r��l�ls ':Y�oJ{v�.� ln..}�' grt��w lpP,�a, : pro���,l-� ' . Saripu!ta·a� an isi($\l,:p. 65):ln ·t�e}sigli$Ullfl{.A(dl1; 

. 

�gp)�,��y,�,����t,��te?,lP!�.t�,�;S?�� ¥��rJ�� ¥olt¢�j�- . . p. 68) .the Paccekilbqddbas::�nfref.en�d .to,�.i�s.:: l'his . 
�hfq.!ij!f£!���R�,:£��}#�!-i9.n,�W,e�fo�t�r��'N���i�y��i�g , . m�?n��� W��,s�.�al.led, b..efaus�,H ���I.?wrd �p, �.�e. sages 
�ry��. l]ie , r�f,c:r_e�ce: t9 th� d_a�k sag�s �apha Isi) t.n . (is1plat1� Isi�ifY:)�' is s:��-·t.�ii_t �_ve:hu�dre� .. $.ii.esli�e� 
Buddhisr llferat\lre' ( b: (p;�'91) pf'o'bably pro�·�s the lde� a(tlt!s pla�i: .. lSip�taria'. \\iaf�ci �alfed. 6ec�\lse sage�; . hri 
mentioned abovi.:ttiHii'cinhil� iih��g�· ohh; k�h� r5{ th�if w.�'i titroii�''tfic 'liii;'(rr6'm tlif''Miffiiil�y�)" illgil\ . 
1!l.c;:�"dd..fla,��W.!l�,!Hh\l.s. �t��!A.��IJtt.fla. Su.tt�fP.. 1: iMe q.r �iL-i !iobi'Ii�te' ciri.lhiii ��iiiil .fl�g'bt� (15�f'O ecifia · 

-.P.�$:1:I£�::P��w�e"iiJh�:YQit.\t;Am.;baUh.i.�iai-ie4rc;�rung - !.!/J!a,f�� .. ��;��i/Pitca:�tt_;:��.f.(�iiiJ:hiiz'hfijf""jffe�¥:)���.� 
h Sak . . . (p�cce.�abuddJias).'ll. avirlg'· sperti' gc;v�l{da· '; in. boiilffi:: 

· . i�'�c!::::�!� .. �f:i:!��:::�·:;���:��� �1ii�i�#c?����t{·t�# ��'il,�����;.�t.t¥.��,�¥.���s�:�lle:'�?..'1� 
oLw .. '.de�b; ·app�.ll.f�� 'he ·WllS,o.�alled Kanh'a :·and se�rcl( o.(�ms.; J:he)! descendJo e�tlfatlsipat iula'(.MA: . 
b�n�tbdamilJ:�e,K�hagott�. , K����lat�;. be cam� H�:P.:.��,t;?.l��: · ��:f �,'j�if /�.�'ay�·� h,hi_�.K�#fr����fi¥.�;4 · by· .·.th·c l>Iii.kkh.·'u.'if&n . .  'a ·t:h. e arif1arits is'ruso bcin r:e·r-e"r ... r.·'e· ·a·· 'to· •;nlmh.tY. llter.�-Th� apge Asi_tamentioned;as;Kanhasidin . . . . . , .. , .  · "'· •  c-, , ., ... .. . . .  , .  . .. . . . , . .  � . . ,  . .  8 ,. , . � , . . .. . .  
tb�:fiilakp_)S�tta_ pf ;the;. Suttat)ip�ta (v,._,689) c�uld �so �s .f ��.s�r'(,'�f '(.�e-'�sis :";(J��a'Y_afl:.alji:J.$#�1ig��rij�e,W��p:· 
�\list�d;·.AS .. ont:: of th� d�d<:.$ages .. The·$r.�U]ha isis.:were $, ,r: :p. 33).' Dhamm.a Is· descfibed as:lhe 'banri'er ·.�flh� 
p�weiiul;;botb ;physieally- and ,spiritu�y.' According to ��g�.�·}n)�;e .1fig.�.t�{��ffk�y�Xf!·p.,:,�2� .. :;:,;: '::. :.:-;· .. ',,; , _: ·:· 
�h�A��-'lifYJll11JSJJtta (M.:ii; p. 154ff.):the brahmin sages 
. beld,tbe .. yj�w.Jh�l-tbc;y .J.Qne were;th� highestdas�:Qf men 
AA� the l.egiti[J)aJe.sops qf .!:Jr(l.hm� .. AJ; that:Um� thc; sage 
&j'a-:-Pev$..:(JC.�h!l j!!i) :"Ppe�ed.; before: tberp · and. 
WQu.ted..atJbeiil� TJ:te la.�ter:cur�e� him with the bttentiJm 
. ofshriy�lllilg him.iptp a. cinder: b.\!.t the more they curse<J 
him,,th�.more han.dsoine and comely grewAsita-DevaJa. 
;. :·,�� -'Pi�1fcoiiilric�tatois m· defmiiig the 'term· 'isi''ha�e !��;!�·u��s't' ,&n�e�y.mology. of;eiliica� .si'grtffit�hce td 
dill (erm:.11hiS'the lsi "is beingdesciibed itS one who' seekS 
for such qualities as meditation (ihinadinaJil"griijilialfi 
�{!P.�(hAAa!.s.i;J?r4 .• ,. p, l63),.p�rf�ct .conduct sl!ch as:lhe 
mt��a.�, 8L��t�e l&f�kJc.�a,D,B,p, �iltJktcban¥adipB11J 

. ���qs�tf:l.e_ns ��i; Jbid, t p. 2�S · phpA� IV, p . . ��2) and 

� -··----- ·-------- ----- �·�--=---- . --

.. .tr: ... .. . .  

, .  HiStorically cofisidtted, the cafegocy:of'-hP.appe·at� 't� 
have been ·subsumed-iti:Buddliist' literat-i.lti:liinder th'iifat 
the . Pac'c'ekalhlddba. There- : -are �·e¥efaktiottwortl(y 
p·arall�ls. between- the: Vedic fsJ and Buddhist Patceka 
budi:lh�t The}" are' e"ssentia:lly�· �elf;.;eirlighlened; 'lbey,·.are 
singuhirly \free :frc;ni. dugmatisni\at'!d .�they ·rie ithet' b\ve 
.allegiance 'to nystem riotfollow· spirituaJachievenierils. · 

The Buddhist . ;·genius· .for ; l(ccommodation .:>found" 'a 
convenient way in which jt;cowd .be ; categorised.·<iri 
rela,ti?,ll �o . . a P,�l!�al.it� .pf SP,iti.t.u,�. i*p.ls., .1Us.,v�zyli.\ely 
t.h�t f•�e , ,t8�tx 9{-)�u.ddht�t,..i��ais, : 9�;msJ:�fir��. ?C ��,� 
.�u���a,!._pa,ccrka::�ud�ba;:�n�,Ata�at!-J,:ov.as ftist99c:I!Jly 
p�ogi'pte<t, -�Y: }he .�r��enc� .of, th� cat�g9r.Y., pf r�i$;: .� 
ca�egory that . is c!early . . prov.e� to . . b� ,pre-buddliistic� . . • . ··- .• • . • • . . • . . • - • . ' • • •• • • • • : . .  \ � .• l • � • ;· . ; 
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Paccekabuddha and Arahant share many parallels; the 
most fu ndamental bei ng th&! they are both enlightened 
figures , t he former owing it to himself a lone, the latter 
recognising his indebtedness to the Buddha. The fact that 
the concept of the Pace>!ka-buddha did not undergo 
elaboration or doctrinal development but remained static 
in the course ofthe evolution of Buddhist thought more 
than justifies the conc;lusion that it was. nothing n:lOre 
thl'tn . . an accommoda�ion of . a historic9.J . phe�om��on 
within the pale of B�ddhism. ·

. ' 
· · ·  · · · · · ·· 

. ··� . 
. lildut;nathle Karunar!ltne 

· . . .. • ."': 

ISIPATANA, (Skt. . ��ipataria; v�tS. OpiJ.Hima, Opa!ana , 
0pah8na, 0bharana, ova:daria), a plate near Bar��as1, ihe 
site of the : famou� Deer Park (Pali Migadaya; Skt. 
Mrgadava). Edgertoil takes Isipata:D.a to be ihe riam!: of 
the · Deer · Park itself (BHS. s.v:): · But from .textuaJ 
evidence i t  appears piausible to hoid th�t Isipatana was 
the name; df the Ibcality in which the Deer Park ��s 
situated. Isipatan'a is identi'fied with the moderii Sli:rniith, 
siX miles from Viit��ttunningbli!ti found the Mlg�d'aya 
reptes�rited by li fine wood;. co�eririg a d'istarice of about 
bill a mile, extend.irig froildhe great sttip� of bliamtnek 
in the north to the Cliimku.ndi mound 'iii the south 
(ASIA�. I, p: 107). · . . 
{ " '  .. ·· ; The . �arne )sipat�na1 . ·shows that . the place was 
coimected with isis, r�is or sages.: Nume,rous SapskrH and 
Pali texts attempt to explain the origin of the name on the 
biSis of ihis connec'tii:in; The M�h�vastu (I, p; 3S9) says 
thadt is �d called because the sages 'fellthere (r�ayo; tr� palit� · 'r#.P�tanili?J) . . LiiJJtaVi�tarii'(p. 14) carti�s . this 
txplartatiQri still further. A Pali sourc�'says that lsip�tan� 
was so cajJed-becaose sages ·rin their way 'through th� air 
(from the fiiniiilayis) 'iilight here odtad from'here their 
aerial flight (isayl/ tftii�' liipiitilrifi uppatanti''ca'ii fsf.. 
patanam: MA 11, ' 18 8): In another place it is said that the 
paccekabuddhas having .spent seven_d ays ui contempla� 
tion hi the Gandhamiidana;, bathe in· the Anotatt;� Jake 
and come to human habitations through the air,. in search 
ofalms. They d.escend to earth at lsipatana (MA.:U;-p. 
1 88; AA. · 11, p. 1 80, adds .tbat sages also held uposatha at 
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lsipatana) .  Sometimes the paccekabuddhas come to 
Isipatana from Nandam1laka-pabbhara (AA. I, p. 338, 
PsA. I l l ,  p .  609). The Migadaya was s o  called because i t 
was a wild .life san<;tuary, where the deer were allowed·,!o 
roam about there unhindered.2 (AA. ll, p. 180; MA U, 
pp. 65, 1 88; J. I, pp. 145 ff.). 

Though one cannot attach much' importance to these 
explanations, it is quite apparent from-the name as well as 
from the description ofthe ·place oc;curring in .texts, that 
Isipatana was frequented by sag�s. Jt is, quite probable 
that. this loc!J.lity· became,.a,-popu11lr- reso,r:t of the. sages 
even beforc;;the:rise ·ofBu.d,dhism.,Jib,� Uq�pamJ-<["11$aka 
Jiitaka (J; II, pp. 354 ff.) mentions th!lt th�_�,was a v�ry 
ancient well near lsipa!ana whi!=h,- in the �u.d�h.a'� Ji.me, 
was used, by m'onks living then:; Jhls p.oint� to tl!e faci 
that before the Buddhist ·monks:made it.th!:jr- res_qrt,: tJ:tis 
place was inhabited by others, most pmbably by sa,ge_S; il$ 
the narne-:suggests. . , _  : . . ·, . . . , ·, , . . . -� . 

· In ancient times Isipatana ttiay 'have : 6een :a' 'gh�dy 
forest Within whiCh was the- :  re.servirtioh ':fot··deer 
(Migadiiya)� · 1t 'is conjectured that the presente� of:deer 
suggests that the site may have been a forest ar�a r�'serted 
for theking of Viirii�asi to hunt{c;:p. :A.�·F Oul1her; r� L.ife 
of the 'Buddha, Wesleyan Un.jyersity Press'p�J4Q f.).: �ut 
this does not seem very probable,'!or hadjt·,b:een. SQi tbe · 
sages would not have fo11nd '.it Jr cqngenW. '.P-1'-�. for 
contemplation and=peaceful dwellil.lgdt js app�e.nt;lb�.t 
in the 5th century B.C lsipatanawas.considered to b�.an 
ideal resort J6r thos·e who sought solitu.dtr and �sbed to 
engage in austere practices and gain spiritual advancement. 
It may be the reason why the. group. of fi.ve asQttics; the _ _ 

Pa:ficavaggiyas'; after leaving Gotama, when .he gave \IP 
his severe :penances, at once resorted to Isipatanll, w�.ich 
was somdeagues:away from Ur\Jyela .(J,; r, p. {!S; ,L-a/. p. 
193). .' ,: ·: . :. . . · :· . :.: ; : :�· '· ' . · ; :  : · . .. ; ._ ,_ ;_ ;--. .  : ·;..-. 

The importance �f Isipatana'ror th.e�Bua:�Jhis.�s·i� -riQt 
due to its ·��ochitlon with the ��g��. th�y, reg!ltd'it. �$ a 
·�acred place rn!linly b�c�tise' the B�ddli� ·p.ct��(;b'bc(bis 
first �erri)�-n� i,e., the Dhamm8�8kkapp��stt�a s��i�� tb 
the Paficavaggiya lihlkkhu� iNlio happen�d 't� �)�e�e� 

• .� • • •  r r •• � 

It is said that the Buddha preached his first sermon on 
��'�: t�JI��o,q�_ :

'cf�y · ?.r.��5·�¥a';' : (.J,�:�5�J,M��l�:�A(t�(�t,�,e 
1. ·Til� origin of th�. �arne � noi q11i�� cie,�.' It may, b� -���j�t\lred\hat the, P,�li nan;�'rs:i�atiina fS'd�riyed ff�rii'ifi�:$aiis�rin��e . 

Rsipattana (or 0pattana) meaning die I city of rsis cji Deva-0 n&airna:.:o, ·:·· M\l.iier Millian�"Skt.' Eiig. Diet. p.- 579-� The:PBJI 
c�nuhentators who defitie the mi�e j,�bse;_.ye the�ord ��j a�d equate it withpactekSbircfiiHs ilti'd sriihlult; afact which !uggel!� tliat 
the original name may have begun with the t�nn ffL MOst probably Saitskrit ��pata:1a is due to thi dater Sanskritintion'ofPali 

: Isipatana. Once the n�;.ine bipatana (��ipatimil:) becaineestablished numerous fanciful definitions were put forward to.eltp!ain the 
nlrne, complr.tely ignoring the posibility that P�!i palf!,�� .• I?ay be connected to Skt. pattana or pat!ana meaning city. 

2. Hsilan-tsang, quotes the Nigr.odhamiga-jaiaka to accot�nt for t�e origi!l �(. the name Migadaya. Acc()rding to ���_the peer P�rk 
was the forest gifted by the king ofV��si of the iatah, where the deer might wander urimole5ted (S. B�31, Reeolds Of the Wtstem 
World II, p. SO) . . 

3. Vi�. I, 10 f.; on this oc�io� 18 kotis of Br;mmas and inn�merable gods gained reaihatio� ofth� truth (M;in; ;20); (cp. Mifn. 350). . 
Lal. (296 f.) gives details of the j�u;ney. The Budd hit, having n� mo'ney with which to pily th� ferry nan; crossed the Qange! through 
the air. When Bimbisiira heard of this, he abolished the toll for ascetics. · · . 

.. .r-:--- -
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conversion of t he Paiicavaggiyas the Buddha stayed on in 
the Deer Park discouring to them furtht!r and gradually 

making them attain arahantship. Then, as the rainy 
season came the Buddha decided to spend the first rainy 
!eason of his career as a teacher in tlie Deer Park itself 
(BuvA. p. 4). Thus, ls1patana came to be associated with 
t-wo important events of his life. 

When the Buddha was staying in the Deer Park, Yasa, 
the son of a wealthy merchant of Blir�asl, disgusted witii 
worldly life, .one day at dawn approached the Buddha 
and confided in him his problem. The Buddha preached 
to him and enabled him to attain arahantship (Yin. I, 15  
f.). The Buddha stayed on further and converted Yasa's 
parents and his companions. The rainy season came to an 
end and the Buddha decided t.o leave Isipatana and go 
towards Urilve.Ja. It was then that the Miira confronted 
the Buddha and declared that the latter was not yet freed 
from his snares. But the Buddha refuted this and Miira 
had to go away discomfited ( Yln. I, 20 f.). The texts 
record a si�lar event that took place when· the Buddha 
was sta)'ing at Isi_patana on another occasion ( Yin. I, 22; 
S. I., 105 f.). 

Mention is also made of a discourse in which several 
monks staying at Isipatana tried to help Channa in his 
d ifficulties (S. IlL 1 32  f.). The commentary says that 
when the ·penalty of brahma--daiJcfa was passed on 
Channa, whereby all monks were forbidden to have 
anything whatsover to do with him, he wandered away to 
Vlir�as1 and lived in the Deer Park at Isipatana. 

lsipatana, once the popular resort of the sages, became 
a monastic centre in _the Buddha's tiine itself. The gre�t 
events connected with the place imbued it with much 
sanctity. Later Pali Buddhist tradition weaved around it · 
other details increasing and further establishing the 
sanctity, Thus, the tradition narrated that all the Buddhas 
preach their first sermon at the Migadliya in lsipatana; 
that it is one of the four unchanging- spots (avijahi
ta{{hana}, the others being the bodhi-pallahka, the spot 
at the gate of Sankassa, where the· Buddha first touches 
the el!l'th on his return from Tavatirpsa, and the site oft he 
bed in the Gandhaku{iin Jetavana. (BuvA. 131 ;  DA. II, 
424), Further it is said that it is the custom of all the 
Buddhas to go ·thr.ough the air I? lsipatana to preach the 
first sermon. Gotama however, walked all the way, 
eighteen leagues, becau.se he knew that by so doing he 

Isipatana had been the venue of numerous discourses · · · · · 
d 1. · d b  h B d

.
dh · a

· 'd h v· ,L. _ .... k would meet Up11-ka, the iiJivaka,. to whom he could be of 
e JVere y t_ e u a; es1 es t c . 'lJBmmacllA. appa- · . . · · . · . 

·· 
. tt · s . . · 1• d . . b . h . h d . h . service (DA. , II, 471). The past history of ls1patana, too, 

va ana !JUS, men 1one . . ·a ove, · c preac e t e · · . ·  · · · · · . , · . 
An tt.;. ,_ .... kh. ·S · ('n 11 S .. , 5  III 6.6 f )  h 

. : .
was narrated. Thus� the trad1hon �eld that.m the past . _ a lllli.A. aiJB utts c-auca utts. . , . , t e . . 1 . • . · d . 4 · R tb"·k- · . . o ·s · . "'C'- ·Lk · .· • S A 1 . · , ages s1patana sometimes retame 1ts own nrupe, but 

.a a ara or c-a:cetana utta 1 .  lUL avatti utta, · . · , · · . . · . . 

1 1o' f ) . th ·t . . o: .s· tt : /� 1 1 .. 05 f ) h S . . more often 1t was known by different name_s. Thus m 
. , e WO c-BSa U as 1'-'• , • , t e amsya y• ., • • k · · -

S ·et /"- : · III -·320 -ff -\ ·th ·K· . t · .. � t /A 1 279 f )  _ 1pass1 s t1me 1t �as nown as Khema-uyyana (BuvA. 
u 8 1�'�· • .,, e 8• uvJya�u ta 1.n. ' · ' a  237 ff 252 DA II 471) · · · · discoul'Se. on: the Dhammadinns Sutta (S. · V, 406 f.). ., · · · ' · · · · 

.Some of th_ese_were deljyered _g_p �is ft�t visit an� some o� Isipatana remained an importa�t monastic ce�tr�-.e��n 
latei:' ocauions: Thi.s shows that the Buddha visited after the Buddha's time. According to. the Miha�amsa, 

Isipatana · a ·number ·of times. U seems to 'have been· there was.a iaige comm\mity of monks at Isipatana i� the . 
customary with the· Buddha to stay_, except on very rare second century B. C. For, we are told . that at ·tf�e 
occasions, in the Deer Park at Isipiltana when he visited foundation ceremony of the Ma!tathiipa in Anui:i!.dha-
VI.riiJ;lasi . . (Sc;e .A. I, 1 10, 279;·m, 392, 399; S. I, 105, V, pura, twelve .thousand monks were present from Isi-
406): On ·one �f his vis1ts to. Isipatana he passed the rule pat ana led by elder Dhamriuis�na (Mhv. xxix, . v. 3 1). 
probibit�ng �he ' use of sandals made of palmyra leaves Even during the . seventh century Isipatana seems to 
( Yin. I, 189) and on another occasion he instituted the . have flourished as a mons tic centre. Hsifan-tsang found, 
rule forbidding the use of certain. kinds of flesh ( Vin. l, p. at Istpatana, tifte�:n hun.d red monks studying the !Ji-
216 ff.).

_ 
. 

. nayina. In the enclosure of the Sangbarai:na was a vihiira 
Some . of the mos.t . eminent members of the Saflgba about two hundred· feet high and strongly built. hi the 

seem_ to have resided at Isipatana from time · to time, centre of the vihiira was a life-stze statue of the Buddha 
discussing abstruse doctrinal problems. Among such . turning the wheel of the law. To the south-west were the 

· ·-yecorded discussions at Isipatana are several between · remains of a stone stiipa built by Asoka.s In fro�t of it 
Siriputta and Mahiikof�ita and on� between Mahiiko�- was a stone pillar to mark the spot where the Buddha 
!hit a find Citta-hatthisiiriputta (see S. 11,' 1 12 ff;; III, 167 preached his first sermon. Ne�by was another stiipa on 
f.; IV, 162 r., 384 ff.; A. Ill, 392 f.). ' the site where the Paficavaggiyas spent their time in 

.. . . 

. 4 . . F�rexample b1 the times ofPhiWa Buddha (Buv.Jdx.' v. 18), Dhammadassi (BuvA.  22�) and Kassapa (BuvA. 263). Kas��pa �as · 
born there (ibid; 263). . 

�. Divy. (389�4) mentions A�oka as intimating to Upagupta his desire to visit the places connected with the Buddha's activities, and 
. to er,edltiipiJ there. Thus he visited Lumbini, Bodhimiila, lsipatana, Migadiyaand KWiinagara; this is confirmed by Moka'! lithic 
records e.g. Rock Edict, viii. ·. · 

· - -- --- - ·  ---�· ----�.--....... -----� . ... -�---· · 
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meditation before the Buddha's arrival and another 
where five hundred paccekabuddhas entered Nibbana. 

Close to it was another building where the future Buddha 
Metteyya received assurance of his becoming a Buddha 
(S. Beal, op. cit. pp. 45 ff.; see also DPPN. s.v.). 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

ISLAND HERMITAGE. The Island Hermitage is a 
Theraviida Buddhist.monastery in the "Forest Dwelling" 
(arsflflavas1) tradition. It was founded in 1 9 1 1 by the 
venerable Nyanatiloka Mahathera as a secluded place to 
live the life of a monk, study and meditate in the Buddhist 
tradition. Currently, in 1992, Venerable Anuragoda 
Piyaratana Mahlithera is the chief monk in residence, 
while the incumbent Venerable Vajirarama Siridhamma 
Mahlithera lives in Kandy. 

The Island Hermitage is located in Ratgama Lake, a 
salt-water lagoon about two kilometers from the coast 
near Dodanduwa, Sri Lanka. It is 105 kilometers south of 
Sri Lanka's principal city, Colombo, and about 12 
kilometers north of the. provincial capital. Galle. 

The hennitage actually consists of two islands: Polgas
duwa and Metiduwa (or Meddeduwa). They are low, 
wooded islands w1th a shady, park-like atmosphere, no 
more than a few hundred meters across in any direction 
and now connected by. a short causeway of earth, 

· mangroves and bricks. Polgasduwa (Cocunut Island) 
was the original site. As the hermitage grew, Metiduwa 
(Clay Island) or Meddeduwa (Middle Island) also became 

. part of the hennitage. 
- · · · 

The Island Hermitage was the first centre ofTheravada 
Buddhist study and practice set up by arid for Westerners. 
Its many prominent residents, mortks and layinen, have 
progressed from Buddhist studies and Pali translations to 
actual meditation practice, from merely hearing and 
knowing about Buddhism to actual:y living and experienc
ing the Dharnma. Thus, the Island Hermitage forms an 
essential link with Theraviida Buddhism in the West. 

The histoJ:); of the Island Hennitage starts with the 
saintly and scholarly Venerable Nyanadloka Mahathera. 
Born on February 19, 1878 in Wiesbaden, Germany, 
Aston Walter Florus Gueth travelled to India with the 
hope of learning more about Buddhism. From India he 
proceeded to Sri Lanka and then Burma. He was greatly 
influenced by Bhikkhu Ananda Metteyya, the first 
British Buddhist monk who kindled in him a desire for"· 

. ordination. After ordination as a novice in 1903, he 
received full ordination (upassmpsta) in 1904 from 
Venerable U Kumara Mahiithera. Thus, he became the 
first Buddhist monk of German origin. 

Yen. Nyanatiloka returned to Sri Lanka in 1 905 where 
he continued his studies and practice of meditation in a 
small island off the soutiJern coast near Matara. There he 
also received his first students. Over the next few years, he 
visited Burma, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and North 
Africa spreading the Dhammi He also lived in Lausanne, 
Swjtzerland in a small house, built by a Swiss engineer, 
Monsieur Bergier. In this first Buddhist Monastery in 
Switzerland, he co�ferred the pabbsjja ordination as a 
novice on European soil to a German named Bartel 
aauer who assumed the name Venerable K.ondanno. 

Yen. Kondanno then went to Sri La.>tka and, while 
travelling by train, noticed a little island in a lagoon near 
the village of Dodanduwa. He then infonned Ven. 
Nyanatiloka, who had also returned to �ri Lanka, about . 

the island. When Ven. Nyanati!oka saw the uninhabited 
island it appealed to him at once. On this island of 
Polgasduwa was established the Island Hermitage on ·. 
July 9," 191 1, when five simple wooden huts (kup)built by 
lay supporters were formally occupied. 

Among the early Western residents were the Venerables · 

Vappo (who died in 1960 after spending much of his 
monk's life at the Island Hermitage). Mahanama, Assaji 
and Bhaddiya. The founder aayaka or Jay supporter wu 
WilliB?l Men dis Wijesekara. He and other hty s�pporters 
from around Dodanduwa conveyed alms food and other 
requisites to the hermitage by boat every morning. As the 
hermitage gained a reputation as the abod·i·��f pious 
Western monks, hundreds of devotees were attracted on 

. . y 

full moon (poys) days. Even Western visitors started 
_arriving, including Alexandra David-Neel, the French 
Tibetan Buddhist, and Paul Dahlke, the German 

·. Buddhist writer, in 19 12. In 1913 a danas!li (refectory) 
was constructed. 

It was not until J 9 14, however, that the Island 
Hermitage at Polgasduwa actually came into the Jegi.l 
possession of the Sangha, having been bought and 
donated with money from Ven. Nynatiloka's Swiss 

· · supporter, Monsieur Bergier. Since that time, though 
interrupi�� by two world wars, Western u we!l as 
Sinhalese monks and laymen have lived, · studied, · 
practised, and spread f.he Dhamma from the Island 
Hermitage. 

Yen. Nyanatilokaserved as the first abbot of the Island 
Hennitage from its inception in 191 1 until his death on . · 
May 28, 1957. During his tenure, the Island Hennitage 
grew into the most significant and vibrant centre for the 
study, practice and spread of Theraviida Buddhism for 
the Western world. Many famou� and lesser known 
monks were ordained or spent their time at the lsland 
Hennitage. Hundreds ofJaymen stayed at the hermitage, 
and thousands of lay men and women visited and 
supported the hermitage. Thousands more read the 
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writings of or heard the Dhamma from the Island 
Hermitage's residents. Therefore, it is possible here to 
give only a ske.tch of the significant persons and events 

. ! Jlfteqbd sl�d ijero;1itage was .founded. 
· In 1914, two young Tibetans; ·brothers of the scholar 

Kaji Sandup, 'arrived at the Islajld Hermitage and took 
Theravida ordination. The younger brother stayed on ill 
Sri Lil:nka: ind, 'Un·der the name of Mahinda; became a ·. famous pott in the Sinhalese language, -with bis poems 
still included in Sinhalese school books; 

- · .LikeWise in · 19 14, a yourig Si�halese; Rajasinghe1 was 
· ordained . a  novice at the age :of · 14 ·with the name of 

Nysnaloka. He grew up to become a monk Of true 
nobility of chiuacter and appearance. Ever helpful, he 
was:deeply devoted to his re-Vered teacher, nursing him in 

- times of illness, attending �o all administrative tasks of the 
.hermitage and guiding the first steps into monkhood of . young Western ent"rants who called 'him their "Sangha 
Mother". -Aft�r Ven. Nyanatiloka's death in 1957, he 
succeeded him as the abbot of the ISland Hermitage until 

. his death in 1976. 
' On the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the German 

· monks were first peni:iitted to s·tay at .the Island Hermi
tage :under surieillance. · However, after four months, . · 
they were ·taken itito civil internment in Sri · Lanka" and · 

· ·then sent to ·· Australia� When · Yen. Nyanatiloka . was · 

· .: finally able to ·retuhi to Sri Lanka in 192�. he found his .. .  
, belbved Island Hetinitage in utter ruin and had t o  rebuild 
' i( all � · .. . ·. · . , . .. . . . 

. . · ' . ;, ���iu� .. �� bu·t� .�er� being b�ilt for the newcomers wh� 
. sta;l�4)p� ��v� !lB�� fro� all over the wort�; A few of 

• . • • .,, ,. .• . , .. · I  . •  ,, .� -. � ,.- • • 
; . ., . • • • • 

. . the_.��-,f.�!:-:kP9� .J�sid,e:n�l! Aliri�g this peri�d _b,etween 
. the wiiii can 'lie triehtioned here. . .

. . . . 

· , 1� )9�8j E., L. Hoffmann, who b��ame .Lama Ana
swka ;(7oy-iDda; ,e�e and� lived for som� ti�e at the 
I.siand .. �ennitage, . st�dyi:ng . Palt. A . v_ery . dedicated 
G�nnan IJlonk,. Nyanlldhara, was o��ain�<d and lived at . ��� Her�tage, until he die.d on a trip.:to Bprrna in 1935 . . 

· . . Another earnestly str'ivirig monk was Nyanasisi, who 
· . received ordination in 1937 logether with the German Jew Siegmund Feniger; ·who is �till livitlg as the Venerable 
. Nyanaponika Mahijthc:ra. The Venerabie Nyanasisi 
passed away in 1950.-The Yen. Nyanaponika became the 

. closest· presonal disciple of Ven. Nyanatilokil, the editor 
()f his works, .and his literary heir. 
,.The·. y�ner'ii.i>i� Nyana8atta Mlihfi:thera of Czechoslo

·viXi(wuordiuned in1939. Shoitly after his ordination . · hd ve�t to'tJanduawelil wh�re:he
.
established the Verdan; . 

. .... �f¢it�e. H� had sev�ral publicati�ns in Esperanto as wei�· a(f;�&.Jis.� · to his ·credit'. ·iJe returned to the 1s1an:d 
Hermitage _ht 'f?Bl for ·the ·last few years of his life and 

. ;>ass'ed ·&Wiftllere ·i id984. · · . · · · · 

Probably the most important Sri Lankan monk to 
come to Jive at the Island Hermitage during this time was 
the Venerable Soma Mahathera who returned to Sri 
Lanka in 1937 after his ordination in Burma in 1936. He 
was born Victor Pulle of Roman Catholic parents on 
December 23, 1898 a:1d. died on February 23, 1960. 

Although primarily known for his scholarly works, in 
his later years the Ven. Soma's thoughts turned more to 
poetry. 

As soon as the restoration of tlie Island Hermitage was 
completed and it was making rapid progress the Second 
World War broke out in 1939, The Ven. Nyanatiloka and 
his German disciples were again interned in camps first in 
Sri Lanka and then fu India. They were allowed to return 
in 1946. 

This time, on Ven. Nyanatiloka's return, he found the 
Island Hermitage in il weJJ-preserved and even improved 

· condition, thanks to his devoted Sinhalese disciple, the 
Venerable Nyanaloka Mahithera, who had looked after 
the place weil, despire the great difficulties he had to 
contend with during the long war years. 

The hermitage was officially enlarged after World War 
n · to incJude . the adjacent ··small - island. of Metiduwa 
(Meddeduwa) which had been used for some time, but 

. \Vas now acquired nnd donate.d by Lady Evadn�; de Silva, 
a long time supporter of Ven. Nyaniilloka. · 

In these post-war years, the Island Hermitage also 
started the· Island Hermitage Publications· with the 
pUrpose of milking known works principally by Ven. 
Nyanatiloka imd his pupils on the au�entic teachings of 
the Buddha. They published Ven. Nyanatiloka's Buddhist 
Dictionary and Ven. Nyanaponika's A bbidbamma 
Studies in 1949. 

Also in 1949, two Englishmen arrived at thelsland 
He.rmitage and rec..eived ordination as Bhikkhus in 1950. 
Osbert Moore who became Venerable Nanamoli and • 

Harold M!lSSon·who became Venerable Nan�vira met as 
English army officers during World War ll, at which time 
their interest in Buddhism began. They shared a flat in 
London after the war and then came to Sri Lanl<a together 
to become monks. Each was a genuine oionk embodying 
the virtues extoJled by·the Buddha. The Yen. Nanarnoli 
became a great. scholar and translator of some of the most 
difficuJt«"f'ali te]tts of Theravida Buddhism and died 
suddenly two weeks after Ven. Soma, who had given him 
unfailing assistance m Pall. Ven. N anavira left the Island 
Hermitage in 1957 to. Jive in solitude in a small hut in 

. Bundata, where he died in 196S . 

In 1951, Ven. Nyanatiloka and Ven. Nyanaponika 
were invited from the Island Hermitage to Burma by the 
Burmese Government to discuss preparations for the 
Sixth Buddhist Synod. They both returned to Burma to 

i l 
1 ;' 
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participate in the opening ceremony in 1954 as the first 
and only Western Bhikkhu members of a Buddhist  

Synod.  H owever, Yen.  Nyanaponik a  had to go alone for 

the closing ceremony, due to Yen. Nyanatiloka's increa
singly ill health. 

From late 1951 until he peacefully passed away in 
Colombo in 1957, Yen. Nyanatiloka spept most of his 
time at the Forest Hermitage in K.andy. After an official 
state funeral at Independence Square in Colombo, his 
ashes were brought back to the Island Hermitage and 
interred near his kup with a monument · on which is 
engraved the famous stanza of Assaji_ which had brought 
Venerable Siiriputta· to: the Dha!nma: 

"Of things that proceed from a cause, 
Their·cause the Tathagata ptoclaimed; 
Arid also their ces��tion. 

. 

Thus taught the Great Sage." 

The Yen. Nyan.aponik� also . �oved to the Forest 
. Her:mitage in Kindy" ih 1952 and still lives ther�. Among 
his various services to the cause of Dhamma, the most 
outstanding has be�n- the estabiishnient of ihe Buddhist 

.· Publicati01i Society i� K.andy which is now one of the 
· �ajor institutions in the world diss�'minating the message 
of the Buddha to 8.5 countries through its publications, 
entilled the "Wheel Publications" and the ;'Bodbi leaves", · 
as well as"num�rous full-size books'. . . · 

Yen. Nyanaloka took over officially as the second 
abbot in 1957 and served in this. capacity until his own 
death · on February 22, 1976. Although he· was not a 
prolific transla�or and writer like his ·predecessor, the 
Island Hetinitage, under his lead�rslifp, continued attract
ing both monks �nd laymen. A few notab1e �aines from 
the pages of the Visitors' Book· are: l,B; Horn�r; fotmer 
president �( the Pali Te;xt Society; Auiti ( s·ari;·; fit:H 
president of .Burin a; : Paul Debes, Gehn.arl' ril.�ditilliolfl 

· te��hei;: Md R. o. Laing; 'British psychi�tii�i� As�aii iiis-<; 
be se�n fro� the VisitoriBook; Yen: Nyahalok� dp�Iied 
the heiTnitage, tb tourists, . thus exposing inariy people 
fr<im ato\uid the w'od� tc:i 1h�raviida Buddhism and: the 
ii.fe of forest monk�:· . 

. · · . . 
Another resident and visitor was the British Buddhist 

writer Francis Story or A��arika Sugatananda. He bad 
met the Venerables Nyanatiloka and Nyanaponika at the 
Sixth Buddhist Synod. His ashes and memorial stone are 
just behind Yen. Nyanatiloka's. Two other memorial 
stones complete the Island Hermitage's small . burial 
ground: one for the Venerables Nyanaloka, Soma, 

"' Nanamoli and Nyanavipula wit h the inscription · 

"Meetings End in Partings" and the other for a Brahma
ciiri S. Oilowski boru Augtlst 20, 1913 and died December 
17, 1963. 

Since February 25� 1976, the Venerable Anuragoda 
Piyaratana Mahathera has served as the third abbot or 

r .,..,_ _ _  

chief monk in residence at the Island Hermitage. Under 
him, lh�. Is land Hermitage, l ike other monasteries in the 
Forest Monk tradition, has been helping to preserve a 

little of the earth's remaining tropical rain forests in tile 
face of the mounting pressures of the Irtoderh world. 

The Island Hermitage still safeguards the original 
natural .envir9nment and ecology of the area, except for 
the snakes, which have disappeared since the arrival of a 
family- of mongooses in 1 986. In fact, the trees are now 
much older and bigger, providing an umbrella for the life 
teeming in th�. shade ben_eath their branches .. It would be 
necessary to be an expert in plants, animals arid insects to . be able to name 'all the types of life lit the hermitage, but 
anyon"e quickly notices the coconut, mangrove, bamboo, 
jak fruit, papay9.,ja5mine, hibiscus and other native trees . ' 
bushes, ferns, vines, 'flowers and weeds, Blong with the 
multitude of birds, b ills, iguanas and monitors 

. . . . . . t 
mongooses, centipedes, snails, mosquitoes, ants, and all 
the oth�r small ahd large life forms ·of the tropical rain-
forest. · 

As part of maintaining the nahira} beauty and .ecology 
of the Island Hermitage and the Forest MoD.k tradition, 
tourists are no �anger allowed I<! simply 'drop in at the · hermitage. Now, visitors need to write. b{advance to 
receive pe�on� invitations �h_ich p�rinit them to �ive 
by l�hu�d Hermftage boa� for ad ay visit or a

.
l�nger stay. 

� •. ;;> . •. 
Also due to Yen. Piyaratana's and the Islalid Hermi

tage's efforts, Ratgama Lake and its islands:were declared · 

a natural reserve where fJShmg is no longer alloWed since 
a visit in _ 1986 by the then Sri Lankan Prime Ministe! 

· Ranasinghe Premadasa; The few boats that now paddle . 
slowly and quietly 'on the ·lake only ferry people and 
supplies to and froni the islands. 

At prese�t; the only mtruslons fr�� the outside. world 
arc; QCCQSion� lou<Jspeak_�rs blaring fro� nearby Villages 
aiorlg the lake's shore_. Otherwise, the Island Hermitage is 
still a true natural refuge where men live in harmony with 
nature and life is very similar to what it was when the 
hermitage was founded in 1 9 1 1 .  

Although there have not been any great �chol�-monks 
in residence m recent years, the Island He-rmitage does 
still have on� further great asset for those inclined to 
study: a well-stocked library with afairly full collection of 
Pali te�ts in Roman Script and English translations of 
the Buddhist scriptures. 

At present, there are only a few Western monks at the 
lsi� Her01jt_age-perhaps only one �r two at any given 
tin,le- Who take Care of (Jlemse]ves in their quest to Jearn 
and practise the Dliamma. There are Blso usually two or 
three Sinhales� �onks, three toftve foreign and Sinhalese 
novices and one or two laymen in resid�nce. Two or 
three caretakers cum boatmen also live at the hermitage. 
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Nine kufis or huts, including one under construction, a 
sima, an unused vihara, and a meditation hall are spread 
o\·er Polgasduwa. There is also the small burial ground 
with four memorial stones near Yen. Nyanatiloka's kufi 
on Polgasduwa. Five ku{is, a boat house and a former 
90loni� mansion now serving as the vibara, aanasrua 
(refectory), kitchen and library are situated on Meti• 
duwa. The kups are simple but adequate, well screened to 
protect against mosquitoes, and fairly well spaced for 
privacy. Some have .attached toilets and walkways, but 
most have no electricity. There are several wells and 
toilets also scattered on the paths around the islands. 

The c:!n.ily routine includes voluntary group sitting in 
the ��ditation hall from 4.30 to 5.30 AM and from 8.30 
to 9.30'PM. Breakfast is at 6.00 AM and the main meal at 
1 1.00 AM. Food is still brought by boat by lay supporters 
from around the Jake each morning. If lay supporters are 
present aUhe m�n meal, the Yen. Piyaratana a'dministers 
the Three Refuges and 'Fjve Precepts followed by a 
Dbamma talk. There is .gilanpasa, usually a cup of tea 
served around 6.30 p.m. Otherwise, time is spent studying 
and practising the Ohanima in the quiet and seclusion of 

· �e-forest M�nk tradition. · · 
Recently; Ratgama Lake's �bird island, P_arappuduwa : 

(Pebbie Island), whicb bad.been leased to Yen. NyanaJoka 
during Vforld War II .but used. only as a no-man's-land . .  
and cremation ground for Island Hermitage monks, 
be(;ame . "Nun's Island" for women following the . ten 
precept! and to study and practice the Dhamma. Although 

· the Nun's Island has no official connection with the 
Island� Hermitage, the . Committee. of the Parappuduwa 
Nun's Island arid Meditation Centre ga.ine .d its inspi�ation 
froin the lsland Hermitag� and, after constructing 

· · buildings, opened the Nun's ISland on September 9; 1984. 
Thus, the Island Hermitage continues· to influenee and 

. . . -: )n�JP.��-���'-udy and live �he. �uddha's �e�chings in 
close harmony Wllh nature as envtstoned by tls founders 
in 1991.. 

ISsA, envy, �ong with selfishness or avarice (maccbariya) 
is treated in Buddhist psychology as one of the basic 
hindrances to progress and as such it is an unwholesome 

mental factor (akusala-cetasika). Its basic meaning is 
defined by Buddhaghosa in the following words "It  has 
the characteristic of being jealous of others ' success. Its 
function is to be dbsatisfied with that. It is manifested as 
repulsion from that. Its immediate cause· is another's 
success. It has to be regarded as a fetter (sa.rpyojaaa: 
Vism. XIV, section 172). •  

According to  the practical ethics of Buddhism the 
higher life as taught in it is lived for the overcoming of 
diverse fetters that stand on the way of one's progress, 

. and envy is one of the strongest of such fetters2 that i!: 
hard to be overcome. Owing to the diversity of causes one 
cannot g; ve a definite cause as being responsible for this 
evil state of mind but as it is the angry feeling that another 
person possesses and enjoys somethings which the envying 
person does not have, it could be said to be dependent on 
ambition and discontent.3 The envious person is pained 

_ at seeing another have that which he wants for himself. 
Another's enjoyment or happiness is a sickening sight for 
such a person and he attempts to spoil and destroy it 
and, therefore, if he sees the other in a miserable situation 
be feels happy. Owing to his envious attitude he cannot  
enjoy even what he  has. Whatever fortune he himself has 
he loses be_cause of this evil mental state. He enjoys the · 
misery �f. others and, therefore, there is an element of . 
sadism �SO. in. it. Tbis shows that envy constitutes an 
anti-social factor making. the . peaceful · co-existence of 
indiViduals difflcult, for. most social problems have envy 
as their cause. · · 

Careful reflection would show that although people 
wish to Jive_ in peace and amity they find it difficult to do 
so in practice �cause envy and selfishness are at work jn 
the sub-conscious and the unconsious parts of their 

· minds. Unless and until the mind is cleared and purified .
of t�em these evil (akussla) tendencies will continue to 
influence the individual and his society through their 
unconscious operations. It is this fact that is brought 
forth in the Sikkapa6ha Suttanta of the Dig.� a Nikays 
(II, p. 276 .ff.) where Sakka, the king of the gods, 
approac)les the Buddha and asks him the reason as to 
why that gods, nien etc. although willing to Jive without 
hatred, enmity, injury and malignity, nevertheless Jive in 
enmity; hatred and hostility. Th_e Buddha at once tells 
him that it happens so because of their being bound . by. 

• 1�1s article w� compiled by l!larid Hermitage �esident! from materials in the Island Hermitage library. Assirtance rendered by Ven. · N�ta and Mr. Mark Bullock to obtain this article is much apprecia�ed. E-in-C. . 

· 

. I. A similar definition is found at Puggala-pBiflfatti, pp. i9 and 23. . . 
. 

· 

2. In addition to the above reference ofBuddhagho!a to iss a u � SIJ1!IYOfana or a fetter, issi and �ac;hariya are given u the 6th &nd 
the 7th fettel"l ln a clusificatlon of seven SBrt,Jyojanas at A. IV, 8. · 

3; EnvY in this sense may be distinguished fromjealowy which means the apprehension-and fear that one may be supplanted In the 
love and favour of another. · 

·--- -,...·�··--- ----------- · .. 
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fetters of envy and selfishness (iss8macchariya-sa11Jyojana) 
the cause of which is given as likes and dislikes (piyappiya

niaana) which are caused by desire (chanda). Desire in 
tum is traced to reflective-thinking(vitakka) which is n 

rea�lt of the ideas and considerations of differentiation 
(pap�Rcs-ssntra). The overcoming of this last has to be 
ac��ved by the avoidance of all actions that lead to the 
increase of evil (akussli dhamma) and the cultivation of 
all actions that lead to the increase of good (kmara 
dbsmma).4 

A. G. S. Karlyawasam 

ISS�A-VADA. See CREATION 

lSS4.JtASAMM"lA-VIHARA (var. Issarasama�lirima, 
Iss&rasamaqaka, lssaranimmana-vih!ra, Isurumuniya), 
one of the monasteries at Anuridbapura in Ceylon, built 
by king Devinampiya Tissa (250-210 B.C.), on the spot 
where prince AriUha dwelt with his five hundred followers 
after having recei-ved their ordination from Mahinda 
(Mbv. xx. 14; xix, 66). The building' of this monastery 
was the seventh of the great undertakings of Devinampiya 
Tusa (Mbv. xx, 20). 

One of the eight saplings from the bodhi-tree at 
Anurldhapura was planted 't the Issarasamana-vihira 
(Mbv. xix, 61; Mbv. 162; VinA. I, 100). King Candamukba 

. Siva (41-52 A.C.) built a tank near Manikiiragamaka 
and gave it for the we of the vihira (Mbv. xxxv, 47), 
while king Vasabha (67-1 1 1  A. C.) built in the monastery 
an uposatha-hall (Mbv. xxxv, 87) and King Voblirika 
Tissn (209-31 A.C.) constructed a wall round it (Mhv. 
xxxvi, 36). King .Kassapa I (473-91 A.C.) restored the 
buildings and enlarged the grounds.· He also bought 
villages which lie present�d to the . monastery for its 
maintenance. He had two daughters, Bodhl aud Uppala
v�a, and be gave their names and his owri to the vihiira. 

. . When th� king wished to hand over the vihlra to the 
Theravida monks they refused to accept it, fearing the 
reproach of the �eople that it was the work of a parricide. 
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Then the king dedicated it to the image of the Buddha and 
the monks accepted it saying that it belonged to their 
Master (Mhv. uxix, 1 0-14). 

According to the Mah'ivar:pss !fka (pp. 407, 652) the 
vibira was also calJed .Kassapagiri, · probably after ill 
restoration by .Kassapa I, mentioned above. The Kllllsapa
giri-vihira to which king JeHha Tissa III (628 A.C.) 
dedicated tlie village Ambilipika and king Di�hopatissa 
II (659-67 A. C.) the village Sena (Mbv. xliv, 98; xlv, 27; 
xlviii, 24) may be identified with this monastery (EZ. I, 
216). It had originally been called Issarasam�a,1 
according to the Mhivsmss T.zki (p. 416), be�ause of its 
association with the five h�dred noblemen (issarsdB.rBka) 
who joined the Order with Ariffha. The 1ika (p. 607) 
adds that Silly a, son. of king DuHhagamaJ.ll, 'enlarged the 

. vihiira out of the tribute brought to him by the men of his 
tributary villages to the south of Anuriidhapura. He used 
to observe the uposstha on holy days at the vibira and 

· spend the day in the Mahindagubii there. 
The Issarasam�a-vihiira, thus described in the literary 

works, was until recently identified with the beautifui 
rock-:monastery in the Mahiimeghavana, and to · the 

- south of the city of Anurldhapura. It his now been foUnd . 
that this identification was incorrect aiid that that site is, 
in fact, identifiable with the southerri�Meghagiri�vihlra 
(see JCBRAS. VI, Special N��ber, p .. 148). On the other 
band, there is an abundance of �pigraphical material . 
which p_g_�jffVely identifies the forest-bound cluster of 
rocks at Anur!dbapura adjoini.,g the highr_oad to Kuru
nlgala, and about a mile to the south�west of the sacred 
bodhi-tree with the 1s�a-vihlra of the literary 
sources. This monaiflc site was also wrongly identified as · 
Vessagiri (q.v.) of the chronicles. 

Of the inscriptions which led to this · revision of 
identification there are some 1 st-3td century rock ins
criptions in situ <Y�t unpublished), referring to the place 
as IsiramaJ?a CJSc. II, 162; presumes that lssarasama�a 
in the chronicles is a learned, but inaccurate restonition 

. of this old name to Pali from which the modern Sinbale:se 
name hui:umu� phonetically developed,2 

The main interest of the ruins of this monastery l.ies in 
the twenty-three rode-caves in three groups of boulders 
of gneiss rock standing close to one another in the vicinity 

·� � The practice of the middle path (majjhimi ps!ipadi) is recommended for the overcoming of fui �d macchariya at M. I, pp; 
15-6. Mental concentration (sam'idh1) is recommr:ndr:d for the same at A. 1, p. 299 . .  

1. 1'1!,e Bihiraniaana of Samantapisidiki (VmA. p. 100) Refers to this monaatery as lasaranlmmiJ:tvihira. N. A. Jayawlckrarna 
(Inception of Discipline and Vmaya-Nidil!a, SBB;· 'xii; pd J 7, note 103, 4) observes that In all other Pall sources the name occun as 
IJsaras�irima. 

2. N. A. Jayawlclmima( op. cit. p. 1 18) observes; '11tere, however, is still a possibility ofthe popular identification being comet If the 
sixth century Inscription followed those of the first century In interprettlng lsiramlll}a u lssaruainal)a for the term lllram�a is 
certainly a more elegant cp<t in Pall than lssaraaamBJ}a and the Chronicler� would certainly have preferred it if it was known to 
them. The sixth century Inscription is more reliable as the term lsirlltlllll}ll may have been an epithet and not a name." 

.- JII"�- . 
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· of the modem highway. Apart from these caves there arc 
other structural remains such as the ruins of a breached 
diigliba on the summit of one of the rocks (described as 
Rock A) and some pillars. 

The rock-caves served as cells for the hermit· monks, 
and in them; just below the drip-ledge (kafarama), are 
found short donatiye inscriptions hi the Brihmi script of 
the Asokan type. ·These inscriptionS could ·be ascribed; 
palaeographically, either t() the- period of king :OuHha· gima.J?i (161�137 B.C.) ';or to an earlier date and ar-e 
clamd among th earliest inscriptions of Ceylon (EZ. I, 
10 ff.). the following examples would indicate the nature 
of their tanguage and contents. 

1. DsmsraldtJJ-tera(Jif) 
Aga�-a�i;ata<atuciiJa (sa)gaJa 
A¢b·tiJ�ona�pit8ba barija(ujpaJika-Ti(sa)ya Je�a 

. . 
"The caye_ of the: female d_evqtee.T�a (Tissj) wife_ of the 
father of Anika�ol?a (is_.dedicat�) t.o. Dbarnmarakkl,Uta .. 
thera (and) to the (Buddhist) priesthood of the · four 
quarteri, pteierit and not present " · _ -- · 

. 2. PIJI1li1Jds-l'ldikads b.ariya . 
pa�i-Siriki�-jh]ta. up!liff�-Citaya le11a ·. 
lsgssJ ts�qdih _ . . 

' 
. . . 

"The cave Qfthe female devotee Cita:(Citrii), daughter. of 
ijis Eminence)Sirlkiti ! wife of His Eminence Palikitda (is 
dedicated)- to· . the (Buddhist) priesthood of the · four-' 
quarten." · 

3. Ydalfili4 (lamtil!a)ys · ��f!B sgsta�anagaia-atuiii!a-liigBJt. . · 
· · · · · 

"Th.e cave;-o{ Y�dini (sam�a) -is dedicated - to the 
Buddhist priesthood of the four qu,artc:r.s, present and not . . 
present.• . · 

· 

. : • �l. • ' . AmQng the ·donQn named in Jhes_e insctipti.oris there 
are several males, il few females �md one monk. Names of 
fathen _and h�J:>-�ds of don�rs are :·�s� so�etimes 
mentioned. Sc:veral :of these persons bore the title of 
psrumaka • �caning . chieftain. ·The caves are usually 
dedicated to_ the monb of� the four quarters, but in one . 
instance the name of an individual monk, viz. Dhamma
rUkhita, is-also mentioned. It has ben suggested .tlia:t ii.II 
these donors ind their relatives belonged to one family · · 
(F..Z. I, �8 fC:); . . . . . . .· . 

. . . Apart fr.om the�e cave:-in.scriptions, there ar;_also a few 
rock-inscriptions engraved o� th� surface of the boulde'rs . . Theie have been assigned to a later period than the �ave-
lnscriptlons. Onc:.of them, assigned to .the second century . 
A.C. records tlie donation of a cell to an individual · 

named Asalaya. Another rock-inscription of nine lines 
probably belongs to the period from the fourth to  the 
ninth century A. C. and is too shallowly incised to permit 
llllY reading (EZ. I, 21 f.). . 

Four other rock.:.inscriptioils engraved on the eastern : 
face of rock B and assigned to the period between ld�g 

• Kassapa I (47l-91 A:C�) and king Kumiiradiisa (SOS-16 
A.C.) are similar in their contents, viz.; the obt�ing of 
freedom by certain individuals named in the inscriptions; 
In one case, it is mentioned that this was done by paying · 
one hundred kahapaiJBS to the monastery. These four 
inscriptions re·ve'a:l the fact that Buddhist monasteries in 
Sri Lanka of this time, owned serfs both male and female 
(EZ. IV, 128 ff.). 

Inscriptions of some Sinhalese kings recording endow
ments_ to this m-onastery a:re also found at the_ site. Of · .· 

· them, a fragmentary inscription of king Siriniiga II 
(240-42 A. C.) records a grant of certrun irrigation tanks 
and villages by his father, presumably to the monastery 
on the site, i.e., ·Issarasanana-vihiira:;:Of . the ·plaees 
mentioned in this inscription ·M�ikiira:gam_Bka�vlpl h· 
possibly the one mentioned hi the Mabavarpsa -(xxxv� 
_ 4!) as havblg been granted to the lssarilslima.J?a.,.vihira by 
king Candamukba Siva (EZ .. ' Iv,218 fq. . 

. 

_The two slab-uiscrlptlo.ris �fMahfuda iv� mentiorieJ . 
above, record the' benefactio�� �fthi� ruler to the h1mittes 
of this monast"ery. The longer ori� 'cif the.se records is .in 
the form of an edict issued in the ninth year of his reign·;· 
Its main purpose was to provide, in .perpetuity; adefinite 
supply ofwater from the Tissa tank for the purpose of 
irrigating the lands adjoining ·the monastery. The order 
was made, as:stated in the inscription, -when· the monks of · 

·. the monastery, ,headed by the steward of the Mahamevnii 
Fraternity eomplilined to the king. The other reeord, of 
the tenth y.ear of the king1s reign, records certain ,injunc
tions with regard to the�giff of food, clothing, cattle and 

·land to this monastery (EZ. ;1;'23 ff.): ·· 
· The Jelavlinarama slab-inscription (EZ. I, 2 13 fq of 

this ruledurtber records that he repaired thf Kwapa- . · 
giri-vibiir� and b�ilt �- gre-at edifice (mah�pasada) in · 
Inssarasamima�Vihara (I�ur.fu&iiti-veher). Both referen�s · 
are possibiy to this mohastecy.' 

. . . 

H. R. Perera 

-�J;'A-DEVATA, sometimes referred to. as abh1�a-devst8 
· is a chosen, favourite god; a god particularly wotlhipped 

3. AJP� ��_ada� '11!-ean · .. u�ldier. of high _r!U!k" (f�o� ·PBii �ilraHh�). . . . . . . 
. , _ 

4. The name, probably Ia_ Yuwini, a !1U!1 (samaqi), . . and not a monk (samal!a). H it is 'of the �onk', the Sinhala should ,be . "'amaa].aha •• lhe �� has 'B�I}a(ya), which is same u samBJ,liya (f). · 
· . · . 

-

. .. .. .. . _____________ _.__ 
r .r--..... 
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and looked upon as the spiritual guide, inspirer and 
guardian angel by one who adopts him as one's :�!a
devatii. It is customary to refer to to i�!a-devata as 
tutelary god in English. But this term does not fully 
convey the exact nature and function of the i�!-devatii as 
understood in later Buddhism. It is a fact that is as. much 
as an i�!a-devata provides protection he is also a tutelary 
god. But this is only one of his functions and certainly not 
the most important one. There are other types ofgods 
normally referred 'to in Sanskrit as rakti.-devata (Pali, 
irakkha-devata or rakkh8-s811Jvidhana devata) who are 

· specifically assigned with the task of providing protection 
to the worshippers. The river-gods, tree-gods and the like 
belong to the same class. The i�!a-devsta, too, may 
originally have been a class of guardian deities who 
merely looked after. the. general well,.being of the 
suppliant .  Later, most probably due to religj·ous 
influence, they were . also assigned with the task of 

. proViding spiritual guidance �and- inspiration and this 
became their most important .function. 

The iSta-devati are Jiot �eferred to in Pali Buddhist 
texts; Th� belief in ista-devsts seems to have crept into 
Buddhism from the.popular beliefs at a time when the 
faith in gods and their inf:tueiiCt: over men as well as·tbe 
belief-iii spiritual contact between gods itnd men had 
gained much imporiance in Buddhism. The concept of 
iffS-devsti finds an important place in Mahayana 
Buddhism. It appea.rS that numerous eminent Mahliyiina 
scholarS have placed the�selv� under the spiritual 
guidance and guardianship of particular i�!a-devata. 
Asatlga was one such scholar. He had Maitreya as his 
ista-devati (EncyBsm. il, p. 13S). This belief ini�[a-devata 
g�ined more importance after the development of 
Tantrism iii which initiation, llnd spiritual contact with 
particular gods played a very important role. 

In Tibet, too, il similar belief is very proll)inent. There, 
this class of gods is referred to as yi-dam. Every lama has 
to put himself under the protection of a special yi-dam. 
To make himself acceptable to a particular yi-dam a 
lnma has to meditate arid practise asceticism. If a lama 
happens to succeed in acquiring til� guidance.?! a yi-dam, 
the deva wiil reveal himseif to the lama. This revelation 
tnkes place when the lama is in a proper meditativ� state. 
Ayi-d8m may �e chosen for a particular enterpri.se or else 
for a life-time. It is also possible to choose several yi-dam 

. at a time, a development which seems to have taken place 
in Tibet. However, it is important that the choice should 
be kept a secret if it is to be reBny effective. Even laymen 
could place themselves under the guidance and protection 
of a fo-dam. For this the services of a lain a �,e ���,��� 
u laymen cannot appeal direetly to a yi-dam. A yi-dain 
is normally more effective when worshipped in the company 
of his Sakti. · 

· 

(For details see YI-DAM). 

• r '-':oo.---

s: K. Nanayakkara 
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· fSVARA. The concept of Isvara as the material as well as 
the e fficient cause of the universe, the mediator who 
reveals the absolu te impe rsonal world principle (i.e., the 
Brahman) could be traced to the U pani�adic philosophy. 
However, whether the origin of this concept is anterior to 
the origin of Buddhism or whether it is coeval with the 
origin of Buddhism is· not quite certain: It is quite clear 
from Upani�adic literature that this concept was evolVed . . 
out of the concept . of the unqualified, impersonal, 
absolute world principle (nirguiJa Brahman). I t  was held 
that this njrgUf!8 }Jrahman .in association With. Mays, 
which is its ow1,1 inscrutable pow�r, become.s the qualified · . 

impersonal worl.d principle (saguf!a Brahm.an) . . ln . . 
Upani�adic: thought itself �his SBgtiJ!B Brahman assumed 
the form of a, persona) g<;>d. Thus, .the saguf!a .Brahman, . -
was described as the divine Provid!mce which determines 
the course of th� universe, the L.ord (isvars) the· Great. · 

Lord (Mahelvara), Siy!l, Rudra, isana a,nd .so· on. The. . ·, . . 

creation, preservation and destruction of the universe is 
attributed to. this isvara. 

Of these two aspects of isvara namely, the. qualified 
impersonal world principle and personal god, it is the 
latter that is found referred to · in early Pali Buddhist 

. texts. Therein the personal creator, god is,�t:Jerredito ·as . 
Is 'lara who is treated as being identical_ with �rahtni.Tbc 
Buddha quite explicitly rejects and refutes tbe belief in a , 
creator gcid. (see CREATION). · . . , . 

A concept similar to that of isvara a5. described i# the 
Uparii�ads . and Ved�ntic texts is found in t�e later . 
Mabiiyina conception ofTathligata. 'As it is the case with . . 
all typ�s· of absolutisms the Miidhyainikas ' �d· tJ!e· 
Vijfiinaviidins, too, felt the n�ed .for a me

.
diator·· who 

reveals the Absolute. On the one hand; the Absolu'te, too,. 
is unable to declare itself: Therefore, a mediah>r' became · · 

essential in . both Miidhyamika and V.ijflinavida. -
Just as isvara is a .  manifestation of the impersonal ' ' 
absolute world principle (nirgliJ!B Brahman), TaJhli'gat'a, · , · · 
too, is a manifestation of the A;bsolute, i.e., · Slinya or 
Prajna. But there are certain marked differences, tooj 
between isvara and Tathligata. For instance, isvara, for . 
the purpose of revealing the true nature of the Absolute, · 

. . does not assume th� form of a man. ·But theTathligata 
does assume the form of a man and Jeads a - life in · 

. confo.rmity with the general modes of'homart life. The . , 
functions of creation, preservation and destr\lction of the : · 

universe are not attributed to the Tatbligata. But inst�ad, . 
the theory ohanna is-put forward tq ac�qant fcjr !h�m; · · 

The concept of i§vara plays a I:JI!tjoi: .role -in. the · 
Aisvarika doctrine of Nepalese Buddhism. ·this may 6e · 
due to the fact that ·Nepalese Buddhisnt"has absorbed . · 

· · much from the cult of siva which is of special ifrp(>rtance . 

fu Nepal. Acc(;rding to the teaching of the AHvarik� . . . 
doctrine when all was void (fiinya), the sa�::red syU�ble . . . 

om became manife;t and in that syllabie isvara (identified 
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with the Adi-Buddha), by his own will, revealed himself 
in the form of light. '  This isvara, the self existent great 
being, for the purpo�e of creation, became Pafica
jfilnltmika (possessing five kinds of knowledge). By 
separate acts of meditation he mated the five Dhyiini
buddbas who became the immediate source of the five 
elements (pSnca-bbuta), fiVe faculties (paJics-indriys) 
and five spheres of perception (paJica-Jystana). 

The SvaysmbbD-purBIJIJ, an important text of the 
. AUvarika school, teaches that he is the essence of both 

pnV[tti (the state in which intellectual essence exists 
mixed with m"tter) and niV[tti (the state in which 
intellectual essence exists separate from matter). In the 
nivrtti state he is formless. But in the piavrfti state he is 
one with everything, being the ultimate source of every 
thing. An aspirant rises to the state of divinity and finally 
gets absorbed ipto ihara by grasping this real nature of 
UvarL See AISVARIKA DOCTRINE . . 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

ITALY. In Italy, knowledge of B�ddhism goes back to _ 
the dines·ofthe·Rornan_Empire and its contacts with the · 
Helle�tic kingdoms of Asia Minor, which entertained . 
cloSe connections with the· culture of the East� and in 
particUlar with Bllddhist culture. This can be seen from 
the accounts of Phitarch, Strabo, froQJ the Indo-Greek 
text 'The Quelti�m of KiilgMilinds, dating from the 1st 
century C.E., ·u welJ Is from the traces of Eastern . 
thou8hnn aeit�nistic philosophy. 

. . · . · :; · ' : . '• ··' . 

From the fall of the Roman ·Empire to the begimiing of 
the second millenium C. E. · -con� seems to have been 
onlY very occasional, but wjth the progressive openitig of the Silk Road,- that stretched all the way from Venice to 
Catb1y,- some forms of Buddhism began to be known 

. through travellers' repOrts. ,As a well-known example of 
this is Marco Polo's D Milione, where, in writing about 
his return from Mong.,lia after a visit to Sri Lanka, he 
{den to a certain Sergamo (Sakyamuni) who, "if he bad 
been a baptized Christian would surely have been a great 
saint before God", and tells some stories at>out his 
childhood which arc the 1ame as found in the Buddha
eMit. tradition. · . . 

Dunng the period of the rlse of humMism and the 
Italian_ Renaissance we have no evidence of any know:. 
ledge of, or particular interest in, Buddhism, but a more 
systematic explorati;n of Eastern tiiou8ht started with 
the Counter-Reform11tion, when· the Church of R,ome 

began to devote increasing attention to the evangelization 
of the East. Thus we have, i n  the 1 6th and 17th centuries, 
a number of Jesuit missionaries sending back information 
on Buddhism. These reports were mostly not very 
favourable, especially as regards the liturgy of Lamaism, 
which was often regarded as a demoniacal parody of 
Catholic liturgy. The first missionary expeditions, 
initiated by St. Francis �averiQ, were directed first to 
Japan in 1549, and from there to China, where father 
Matteo Ricci(1552-1610) spent many years of his life and 
acquired a thorough knowledge of the language. Father 
Ricci lived at the imperia1 court and adopted its customs 
and way of life in an effort to understand that world from 
within. On his return to the West, be translated and 
commented on a number of very important Chinese 
texts, so that · be can rightly be considered the first 
Europea� Sinologist. Another highly significant figure · 

was Father Ippolito Desideri of Pistoia, who took an 
unprejudiced view of Tibetan Buddhism and studied it 
closely _during his stay in Ladakh and Tibet. from 1715_to 
1721 .  He produced the first translation of Lam rim c� 
mo, the great · compendium of Tsong Khapa, for the 
purpose of refuting it from the Christian point of view. 
Desideri had a thorough knowledge of Mahayana Buddhi
sm; and what he has to say about it inhis NuovoRamusio 
can still be read with interest today. Still in the fi_eld of 
Sinology, we also ·have the Franciscan

. 
Father Basilio 

Bollo, who compil�d the first Chinese-Latin dictionary in 
the 18th century (published .only in 1 812 in Paris by Des 
Grigues), and . Father Zottoli's five volume Cursus 
Literatures Sinicse, published in Shanghai between 1 878 
and 1885. In Naples,. a "Collegio dei Cinesi" had been 
founded in 1732, which in the COUrse of �_[Qe Was to 
become the present "Istituto Universitano Orientale". 

It is not until the end of the 19th century, and the -
b_eginning of the 20th, that we find in the academic Circles 
of the new united Kingdom of Italy, established in 1 870, 
the first stirrings of serious interest in Oriental studies, 
following �pon similar initiatives hi other European' 
countries. Sanskrit language studies were already repre
sentl!d in Italian universities, for instance in Turin, where 
G�pare Gorresio transiated the Rimiyana, and A. 
Severini and C. Puini were active at. the Royal Institute 
for Higher Studies. Puini, an eminent Sinologist, tram
lated the MabapBiinirviJ!as'fltra from Chinese ( 191 1). In 
Florence there was an Italian Asiatic Society (1886-:-1935), · 
· but its activities were still very marginal as compared to 
the work being done in this field in other European 
countries such as Great britain, France and Germany. As 
for the practice of Buddhism, it is only with the work of 
De Lorenzo (1871-1957) that it can be said to have come 

I, It ahould be noted that even this connection bet�een the sacred syllable om �d lhara could be traced to Upanl�adic philosophy. · 
Accordln& to U��lc thouJht om Ia the·mynic syllable par excellence. As its monotonous repetition had the power ofbrlnglns · 
about concentridon, it"� made the objec:t of meditation and carne to be considered u the most natural expression for UvarL 

··- --- - - --- ----···· -·-- -------------- -

j 
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into being. De Lorenzo, far from being a philologist or an 
orientalist, was Director of the Ins titute of Geology and 
Professor of Physics a t  the University of Neples. He 
translated the Majihima Nikaya from K. E. Neumann's 
German translation, published in Aushia, was converted 
to Buddhism and made a public profession of faith 
shortly before his death. 

The knowledge of Buddhism in Italy, however, owes 
the greatest debt to the major scientific achievements of 
Giuseppe Tucci (1 894-1984). Tucci was not only a 
conscientious scholar and someone who respected and 
appreciated .the spiritual values of Buddhism, but he also 
triiinea ··a whole school of Orientalists who have sub
sequently made valuable contributions to the dissemi
nation of scientific knowledge of Buddhism in Italy and 
in the world. Tucci, inspired by a deep personal interest In 
Vajrayiina Buddhism, was a prolific worker in many 
related fields. He spent long periods in the East, taught at 
the universities of Santiniketan and Calcutta from 1925 
to 1930, travelled extensively in Nepal and carried out 
eight scientific expeditions in Western and Central Tibet, 
visiting some previously unexplored areas and collecting 
a wealth of historical information and literary and artistic 
materials which he then studied in depth and published in 
a series of volumes issued under the imprint of the 
Academy of Italy. He directed five archaeological cam
paigns in the Swat valley(Pakistan) and three in Afgha� 
nistan. He translated classics such as the Bardo Thosgrol 
and many of his works were published in seven volumes 
under the title of Indo-Tibetics_ (Rome, 1932-1941) as 
well as in individual publications such as Tibetan Painted 
Scrolls (Rome, 1949), Teoria e Pratica del Mandala · 
(Rome, 1969) and Die Religionen ·. Tibets· (Stuttgart, 
1970). Tucci, in addition to st�dymg Tibetatfculturcf in 
depth, did much to help in its· preservation by s·aving 
thousands of manuscripts from ·destfuetion inthe:·period 
immediately preeeding-the Chine5e inva5i�ri. ·These ·are 
now preserved at lSMEO (Istitiito Itii.Hand pe·�ijl Mldio 
ed Estremo Oriente) in Rome, an instihitioii\,vhicii;w&S 
founded by Tucci, who was also .its first-P.residh1t, in 
1948. ISMEO today has branches in Milan ina Turin' 
(CESMEO) as well, and is carrying on it$.: foun,��r's 
programme of work by supporting research by :young 
scholars on Oriental disciplines, and financing a variety 
of activities including archaeological field research, �uch 
as the above mentioned expeditions in the valleys of Swat 
(where Indo-Greek culture bad flourished) and others in 
China and South-East Asia, research by Easte.rn &rt 
historians such as the late Prof. M. Buss�:<gli, and also 
anthrQPological expeditions, for instance those conduc
ted by It Mastromattei to investigate the influence of 
shamanic rituals on the practices of Iamaism in the . ; . �-: .;r.S.·.i' '  /::;-;:�·· . H�ai�� ' ·  · 

In addition to Tucci and De Lorenzo, other important . 
. 20th �entury scholars include: P ;· E. Pavolini, who 

combined a profound knowledge of both the ancient and 
modern languages and literatures of the Indian subconti
nent with a broad philosophical approach and a subtle 
appreciation of works of a�t, and was the author, 
amongst others, of Buddhismo (1 898), I manoscritti 
ihdiani della Bibliotecs Nazionale di Firenze (1907), 
Mille sentenze indiane (1927); E. Formichi, Profes5or Qf 
Sanskrit at Pisa and Rome, who also taught at Santi
niketan and whose book. n pensiero religioso dell'Indis 
prima del Buddha reveals great mastery ofthe subject, L. 
Sauli, E. Frola, V. Ta1amo; P. Filippani Roticoni and R. 
Gnoli who at various times translated the Dighs Nikiys 
and the Khuddsks Nikilys from Pali as well as sect!ons · 
from the Sanskrit canon. 

In Rome Tucci's successor in the Chair of Religions 
and Philosophies of India and the Far East is Corrado 
Pens a, who has carried on the tradition of lively interest 
in Buddhist spirituality not only in the academic field, but 
also at the practical level, as a meditation teaeher and 
leader of one of the insight meditation (vipasssnaj groups 
in Rome that practices in the Theraviida forest tradition. 
Pensa is the author of se�ra1 works on Buddhism and 
can be regarded as typiciu of a new kind of Orientaiiat 
who, starting with historical and philolbgica1 research. · 

· has moved on . to the realm of religiouS and spiritual
· 

experience, thus blending intellectual ende.vour wjth 
meditatiVe practice. In Turin, a group of scholars under 
the guidance of Oscar Botto, author of sevetal worb an 
Buddhism (e;g. 11 Buddhismo, 1959) m working . on 
various aspects, including tlie study of Pali and Sanskrit · 

texts .. In Naples, at the Oriental IDstitute: we find· the . 

Tibetan Nainkhai Norbu, invited there by Tucd in 1960, · 
who is a(:tively engaged in promoting the knowledge of . .  
Tibetan langu.age and culture in Itilly. From 1976, . 
Namkbai Norbu bas also been the leader of a Jay 
commuiuty in the Dzong Chen 'tradition, with a centre in · 
a secluded part ofTwcaliy, at A�cid osso on the slopes of 
Mo\int Amiata. The whole tradition of1ibetan studi�s in 
ita1y owes much to the pioneer work of Tucci and of L. 
Petech, the historian, who laid the foundations for a 
remarkable d�:Velopment of Italian Orienta] studies. 

In philosophical studies, some interest in Buddhism 
began to emerge at the turn of the century. The philo- . 
aopber P. Martinetti, for instance, w8S lecturing on 
"Indian Wisdom" at Milan University by the early yean 
of this century. His interest in . Indian thought had · 
probably developed through his study of Schopenhauer, 
but be did tend to interpret Hinduistk: an'd Buddliiit 
teachings on the basis of Western philosophic&! concepts 
and categories which were not relevant to them and did · 
not facilitate their understanding. To tum to more recent 

· wnes, dunng the sixties Glogio Colli sho�ed specific 
interest in Buddhism, geherated no doubt by his work on 
Nietzsche, on whom he , is a recognized authority. In 
Padua, G. Puqua1otto bas specialized in the relationship 
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between ·western and Eastern thought, having made a only after the Second World War and, mon: specifically, 
thorough study of the connections between Nietzsche in the late sixties and early seventies. In the sixties, L. 
and Zen, and Heidegger and Zen. The Venetian school of M artinelli founded i n  Florence the "Associazione 
Cacciari and Severino has also produced some interesting ·Buddhist a ltaliana", which had links with the London 
research along similar lilies. · Buddhist ' Society and with the Buddhist Publication 

'· : -, · Society in Kandy, and launched the first Italian Buddhist 
In psychology, Buddhism hl!-s met with a ready recep- review, named Buddhism a Scientifico (1967). It is also 

tion both ,oiJ. the. part of many· practising psychologists mainly due to his efforts that, more recently, a pagoda 
and in academic circles, In n:cent yeats, in fact; interest in has beep. opened .in the Tuscan countryside, near the 
Buddhism at uni�rsities; both -in Italy and · in other village of Pieve a Socana, with facilities for individual 
Western countries, has spread froin the specific; field of retreat In the various Buddhist traditions and; at the 
Orientahtud·ies to o.ther sectors such as Psychology. This · present time, then: is a Ch'an monk in residence. 
hu involv_e-d the development of an experimental Tucci's invitations brought some Tibetan refugees to approach, and anew interest in meditative practice which 

Italy, prominent amongst them geshe Jampel Sengbe, was originally shunne<;l by traditional Orientali�ts locked 
who worked for yean at ISM EO in Rome an. d founded at in th·eit".hist�rlcal. 'and· pbilologiciu approach. This · · . . · · · group in the Getugpa tradition, "Samanlabhadra", which opening_ . 0.1" of.· a n. _ew pros_p�c�. in psych. ()logy apd. psycho-:r · is still active today in Rome, with it tesid,ent lama, under therapy •. whi_c� is an jntegr.al par� oft�e contempprary 

. the spiritual tuidance of Dagpo Rinpoce. ·· 
· cultural s'cene, has 'ted to considerable fut�rest in the . . . . . 

experimcrnt� fie��� t�ay, ·�� �t-e'atiSe on psychology is The largest .Qud.dhist institution in Italy also belongs to 
eomplet� 'without a chapter' on meditation, .and thm-ire the Gelugp� tradition. This is the "Lama Tsong IC.hapa" 
many sch,oi�s who C()m�iDe strict ex.perimental research . institute di Pomaia, .neu, Pis a, founded in 1976 by lama 
with a gen�iDe 'd�ep interest in Buddhist religious expe- Tbubten Yeshe and lama Zopa: Rinpoce within the 

· rience. � tlii(connectioil.particular �ention should b_e . framework of the . FPMT (Foundation for the Preser-
made ofilie wc:lri of-C. Pe·n�·a,.already.briefly.n:ferred io vation of Mahiiyina�Tradition); This Foundation is an 
ab�e. 'Perisa.'started � a .. traditio�ill ·ori�nt.ilist, iben·: .. association' of· Gelugpa centres established by lama 
foll�w� a. fUll co�fse of tr;nnmg . as .� J�gian -�.ti_st;- ·

.. . Yeshe; which recognized .the. PBlai Lama as its supreme . 
. became • membe� of the i�terna'ti'�n�l'.A!!soclatio�. �(, authoiity and. iama Zopa . !lS the ·spiritual guide of all . . . 

Analyti�_al'P�y6hot0.8Y:ari�·ii .Is����Ci�s�.iy_lmke�-u. :  . . associated centres; .Tbe institute in Pomaia irtiie focal 
will be ieenlater·.....:. )lith the �ighJ.Meoitatio� Centn:. in · point · of a Buddhist community ·composed, of Tibct.&D JJaqt'(Musicbusetts� USA)� Ih"bis work, Pens�'estab-. t.eachers and trimslators, Western. monks and DUD' 8nd . 
Iishes ciria�' Unks" betwee�. Western .. P-�ycbqlogy and . lay persons. There is a lama in.residepce througbout the . Buddhili inedi�t�e P.kcti��. ·Aiiothe�-hilporl�t�figur� ,,ye�U; who t�I!Ches and advises 9n mecJitation. The institute · _ 

in itiiliiUi'p·�yc�·Mo"�i� Ri�kt�a·V�tlm.D� �r9fc;�soi of ., w
.
as cre.a�4 ro� • dual· purpose: . to sive inspiration .anct 

dinic�f Piiyc:litlp'liysidlo�gy.,t R��� V Di�e:rii!Y: foi pver _· . spiritual, guidance an� tQ prQVide a practical facility for 
twe�ty Win' V�t� tiu b�n ·ptiflliiiig ih� 's.t��Y · Qf · . the organtt.a�on o( Jtudy �ourses, seminars, lectw-es and . states o'f�ri�Cio�ne�- it{tii� d�uble :context :C{r ":��!�·�. . . . other activities. It also publishes a periodicall Siddbi 
Psychof�p _im�. · �iU.ttfti tr�aiti?n·!� lVi�h: pc�rUc\ti�r·� . .

. which, ¥,�!rom �drig tJte means of communication for 
refe'rent't t.6_' the e!fe

,
c�, otmeditativ� . 

.,ra,�tice. Jfe. hS:s� _ . promotmg �be c_entre's activities, also prGvides a forum 
developed.t�e �owledge� an4_ practice, of t)lis- su�ject �ot ; for the . publication of articles. on , various aspects of . only th'rou� hi� . o�p conSiderable wor� �ui ���, by :' · 

. ,practice; , - ·. . .. . . · .
.. ·. 

. . . . 
. 

. 
. 

trilining a significant'' numbet of mearcheri working . .. 
.. . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . .. . . . alsong .the �ame .lines ·who collaborate with him · in · The ?�e pel lm� cen�re 1D Milan tUJ.IDila� m na�, 

· h · · · ... d a1 . · b f · . though tt operates in an urban context. ·This centre u rt .. earc . · proJec.., an so as- · mem ers o .vanous . · - . . , , , . ''Tb . . Cb. ,! ... ,,. to.� • . d S d · · · · B d.IL!� · · · 
d li · · · f . .Unked to the · arpa . oeuug monastery an tu y u !oWJat movements an re gtous asiiOClation.s or peace, 'ee' · • 

. Le· M . .. p' 1 . • · .
• , Swi. 1 d • ·, all ch th w ld c {! f R 1i • 1 p · ntre m ont · e enn, m tzer an , ongtn y . �C� . e or on eren� 0 e gt�ns or

_ 
ea� · 

. 
_,upder the· lead�hip · of the late: ·G�she Rabten and ) 

_. connected ilso With the great "Rikon" Monastery for 
BUDi>HISM iN ITALY toi:>A\• � F�qm th� p'oili.t of . Tibetan' . refugees . on the Swiss Aips. Other Tibetan 

· ���f���. pr�ti�. suddhi�� is a .retattvetY re�rit . . ·. centres, bpth in the Oelugpa tradition and m·the xagyu . p�e��Jiie�on in I tid)'. · Leaving. aside De Lorenzo, who . trJ.dition Of KaJo·Riiipace are found in various localities 
w� (b� .i!.i!?neer in spreading Jeri ow ledge about Buddhism in Northern 7 and . central Italy, such as · the �ready 
in It&iY 'lri�li �s /ndis e bf.lddliismo Mtico in i926,.and oientione"d group led b{Namkhai·Norbu with ·he!d-
�to ���i. �#e�t �·Tucci, _whose Buddhismo.was llso_ quarters in Arcidosso (Tuscany). This, known as the 
p�t;ll.ihe4 .iJJ 1926, a "mo� sem;ralized knowledge and, "Shang Sh�g Institute" is .. both_ a centre for retreats, 
Slibsequen�,j,r�ce o.r '.B�ddhism beg� to d�vetop encount�rs ind seounan and .als(J a publishing firm 

. . . . 
� . . .. . . . . . . .. . 

· .. _.,........._ __ -
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producing Tibetan texts in . translation and a bilingual 
English-Italian review called Mr:rigar. No Buddhist 
centres can be said to exist in the South, with the 
exception of a small group in Sicily, cen�red round the 
Japanese monk Morishita of the Nipp0�zan Myoboji 
Order. They are peace activists and intend to build a 
pagoda in Corriiso, near a NATO baSe . . 

. . 
Zen and Theravida traditions are also rep�sented in 

the Central and Northern parts ·o( . the- country. The 
Italian Zen Association has its headquarter� in Salsomag
giore, in the Shobozan Fudcnji Monastery, under the 
leadership of a disciple ofDeshimaru, ven. Fausto Taiten 
Guareschi, who founded this permanent community in 
1984. It has a number of affiliated centres in other parts of 
Italy (Rome, Milan, Rimini, Vercelli, etc.). The Associ-

. ation p-ublishes books on Zen and alSo a review, Zen, 
circulated to allmembers, which is specifically devoted to 
the So to tradition and publishes �rticles and teachings by 
masters in that tradition. : There are other Soto Zen 
centres in Milan, arid a group n&med "Stella del Mattino" 
(Morning Star), also of the Dogen school, riear Fano (on 
the Adriatic coait, near Urbino), and they are all 
gradually expanding their activities. 

Mor� recently the Theniviida t�adition has also come 
. to ItalY� :�th:. i�verlll 8t:oups and" act�ities inspired_ by . 

different teachers. In the North, there !U:e groups in the 
Burmese tradition·· of U Ba Khin: one . follbWS the 
teachings ofma Sayama, another those of S; N. Goenka 
(Vipassanii Italia, Cinisello Balsamo; Milan) and a third 
one those-of-John Coleman (Insight Meditation Centre, 
Ponte dell'Olio, Piacenza), all three teachers having been 
originally trained by U·Ba Khinpersonally. Just South of 
Rome, at Sezze, there is a monastery, Santacitt�!ima,.in . 
the tradjtion of the .}ate Ajahn Cha; under the spiritual 
guidance of Ajahn Sumedho. There are monks in resi
dence and the abbot is an Italian Theravlida monk who 
has lived ·and �orked in South ;East Asia. The monastery 
is supported by the embassies of Sri Lanka, Thailand and 
Burma, as _well as by donations from !ay.followers �d 
provides a meeting place for As!an Buddhists in Rome 
and Naples. Italy, unlike France and Great Britain, never 
bad anycoloniesin Asia and did not therefore; until now, 
have IUlY very large numbers of Asians living in the 
metropolitan , territory. In recent years, however, this 
state of arr��s �-as "cbang�d owmg tq immigrants comirig 
to Italy from Asia in search of work. IU s now estimated 
that ther� are s��e 10,000 -B�ddlii�ts from Asia living in 
Italy, m�y in the major ·cities. �e embassy of Sri 
Lanka, in particular, felt that there was _a need to provide 
this new 9Qptll},uititywith an opportunity to prac�se .t��ir 
religion_ and, _with the_ usi_stanee of the Miti_treya FoWida
tion (to which detailed _referc:nce is made below) it hu 
been possible to establis-h this ceritre for BJddhists ln the 
Theravlida tradition . 

"' .... _.._ . ...... 

. Another very active group ofTheraviidin inspiration in 
Rome is the "Associazione per Ia meditazione di  
consapevolezza" (Insight Mediation Association), known 

· as A.Me.Co., initiated and guided .by Corrado Pens&; 
already mentioned earlier on. A.Me.Co.1 founded in 
1987, has links .with the hisight Meditation Center of 
Barre (Massachusetts, USA), a leading Western centre of 
the Theravada tradition and, like it, take� its inspiration · 
from the Burmese tradition of Mahasi Sayadaw.and the 
Thai forest tradition, of which the late Ajahn Cha was · 

one ofthe foremost exponents. The purpose .of A.Me.Co. 
is to provide organizational support for the. teaching and . 
practice of vipassanii meditation in a lay context under · 

the guidance of qualified teachers. _The .Association · 
organizes setninars, urban retreats and courses .both for . · 
beginners and for advaced meditators on a non-deno
minational basis and, more particularly, with ati inter
religious orientation,. that is to say in a manner receptive 
Jo the .experience of other religious traditions. The 
readiness to inter-religious dialogue is one of the basic . .  _ 

characteristics of this group, as well as the close attention 
paid to ' the ctlnnectioris ' with psychology imd · to the · 
interaction· between Buddhist practice and psycho• ' · 
therapeutic action ·. for progressive_:.:personal.$rmvth, : 
harmony ·and a full acceptance ofthiiigs ils "they are . . ' .  
(yatbabhiita). · · · J ' '  • : " · · 

· Rome )s �so
. 

th_� se�� . of an jnstitution _of grc;�t : . .  

importance for It� an .pu�dhisn:l: ihe,�aitre_ya FolUlda� - .· . 

tion, whose founder and cQn:ent president Yincenzo Pig a, · 

ha,s been and co�tinues to be 9ne of th� most active Bnd • 
importan.t personalitfes of B�ddhl�-m in Italy. Vin��o 

. . -
P�ga, a j?urJiaJis� · by pri:>fes�io�. : llJl� fqrme�Jy' Italian, 

. r�presentative in EEC:. (European Ecopomical- Coinm·u- ·
niJy) 'Coriunittees m Brussels, hits devoted . hls iife t� 
j�ying the found.ations fpr the development of BuddhiSm · 
in, Italy by fumisbing assistance to; centres; publishing the 
reivew Pira.miti .,. Quaderni di Buddbismo no:w Jllready 
in its te�th year .and promoting the establishment and. 
recognition by ltalbm authorities, of the Italian Buddhist· · 

Union (UBl). With the,Mairtreyil Foundation, which he · 
has himself endowed . ·with• financial me�s, Vincenzo 
Piga has created an .inter�Buddhist structure for the 
purpose of proinoting the ·study ilnd Understandirig of 
BuddhUt culture·in all its· traditions� the practice of the 
corresponding meditative techniques arid the-complra
tive study of thi�:cuitiire in relation. to: the culture of-the 
West, especially in the fields o{ psycholog)', theology and · 

philosophy� The Fo'Undation ia lctive not o'n.IY in Rouie, 
but also ·iri other_ Italian cities, �promoting. semiDan with · : 
qualified teachers, inter�religtous di.alope; the ·publi-
cation of Buddhist texis, u well u 'giving prius for · · 
university_ theSe� on Buddhi�t ·subjecu mr J)rOVldilll' · 
fmancial assistanee to-centres; Viricenzo Piga"' ai:tMtiea 
have been of fundamental importance for the dissemi-- _ 
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.nati�J:r and consolidation of Buddhism in Italy, provides 
a forum for all Buddhist schools and endeavcurs to 
encourage encounters with the disciplines of psychology 
and science and to develop interreligious dialogue, a 
matter of fundamental importance in a country like Italy I 
teat of the Catholic Church for almost two thousand 
years. At present, inter-religious dialogue with represen
tatives of the Catholic Church is proving very fruitful; 
with many mutual exchanges in relation to monastic 
practices and meditative experiences, but there have 
nevertheless been contrary reactions in some sectors of 
the V aticDD Curia, as evidenced by the warning letter-

. issued by Cardinal Ratzinger in 1990. Especially in Italy, 
Buddltism in inter-religious dialogue represents an 
invitation to overcome all temptations to "apportion" 

some non-canonical works, such as The Questions of 
King Mifinda (M.A. Fala), Buddhacarita (Formicbi) 
and The Tibetan Book of the Dead (G. Tucci). Further 
efforts are needed, however, to produce more scientifically 
reliable Italian translations of basic texts. 

I ' 
For the general public( many important works by 

masters of all Buddhist: traditions have been translated 
and published. This has made Buddhism accessible to 
large sectors of the public and contributed to the increase 

· in numbers of practising Buddhists .in Italy. · 

Marta Angela Fila' 

areaS ofrelijiosity and a call to go beyond the niceties of ITI-VUTTAKA, meaning"Thussaid (statements)": name 
diplomacy and mere tolerance to engage in a living of a canonical text, the .fourth book of the Kbuddaka 
dialogue conducted as a mutual reassesment of traditions, Nikiya, �d thus called because every sutta begins with 
in the common ·search for true coexistence in reU.gious the phrase vuttsqJ betsqJ bbsgsvati. ... meaning 'thus 
experience. .IJlid-the"1JUddha', This work consisting of discourses 

mainly addressed to bhik.khus (bhikkhunis are referred to Another undertaking where Piga's contribution has once only 1n § 69) is a collection of sayings dealing with. been of crucial importance has been the establishment of . ethical matters and oCCasionally with doctrinal problema. the Italian Bud<Jhist Union (UBI. i.e. Unione Buddhista · Thus it cont!J.ins pithy sayngs on iust, hate, delusion, . I tali ana) in 19$5 and its formal recognition by the Itaii.an · · od d ll N'bb- • •· and . • .anger, go· con uct as we as on 1 ana, eXIs ... nce autlioritie.s in 1989�· UBI is a· member of the European 

. Buddhist Union (EBU), representing 25 Ualian Buddhist . 
·. non-eXi�tence and so on. It is not a continuous work and, 

. centres . of all . triditions and some : 30,000 practising ' 
.. t_

h�foi:e, there is hardly any_ sequenc_e in contents. 

Buddhistl, :and it ii recognized· as. their official represen- It contains short suttas interspersed· with. prose and 
talive in dealings witlj the Italian state. Every year, the vc;rse imd hence cited as an illustration of geyya by the 

· fatlval of Vesak is eelebrated by a gathering of 'U.BI · commentators in their explanation ofthe nine abgu. lt is 
membe�·in oiie of the centres, whic!t contributes' to the . 

. . in the main divided into 112 suttas which are grouped 
deve1opment ofanevet broader and·more solid common under four nipitu (sections) divided into vagps 
foundation for Ill .traditions of BuddhisDJ ·in Italy. (chapters). The; .ideas are expressed partly in prose and 

repe.ated in verse in about fifty instances. An idea bnefly A brief menti()n sho.uld also be- made of Buddhist eXpressed in prose is· sometimes. amplified in verse. In a · 
IChools 'in -the Japanese ·Niohireil tradition, which have _ few ins��. only one ·verse his . . relevance to. the _prose 
pined .IUbltaJitiaJ nwpbers Of adherents, especiaily in: .. . n�ation 'while there !1fC several ·verses Which have DO 
North� iild Centnil ltaly • . These groups, very c.losely .. connection whatever with the prose. At times the prose 
tied to the �apanese tradition, do not adhere to-the UBI. and verse portion� supplement each other whereas there 
uxi ate not disposed to have dealings with other Buddhist are . also instances . in which the prose represents an 
penuaiions ·or to engage in inter-religious dial�gut: .. ' iridependent suua while th.e verses that follow it are only 
· ·. · · · ' · · · · · 

· 

remotely connected with it. IIi a few cases the prose and Fm�y •. � brief refe�nce to the production of works on. verse contradict each other. Buddhism and of Itali� translations of canonical and 
· ��: ��ts, wiU�h 11-'. aiined slgnificant impetUs iii · It is generally held that the verses form the nude111 of �J �- thanks In particular to the effort of some the work, while tlie prose portions, which are meant to 
�!19-rJ!��!fahen (UTET. Mondlldori, ·Rizz�Ji, Ubaldini) introduce and · explain the verses, were added by the 
iq i��.J;lpa;.o,ut bqth ,sCientmc. works and . books of . redactor to serve as a commentiry on the verses. The 

-i���,;lf!Jlt�. ;se�er� public. There arc; now:avaiiable . .prose written in .didactc s�yle is eimple but inelegBllt and 

-��ii��a;;�·w;�;r ;:���!��:Co!�:· ::::,�:o� .:���: O:!t!0
p���s:u::. :��::�. !: 

the Ma.Jib]li!J}'(i!_�� (J?e Lore�zo ), as well as a nJ,imber reveal a !ac.k of internal rhyme. They are composed pf texts fr9�;1h� ����rl.t canon (R. Gnoli) and also of mal illy in •toka meter of an irregular type.' There is much 
· · - . 

I; For detau. rqlrdlna the metre tee JAOS. _vol. 28,_pp. 311 ff. ' . . 
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repetition. In some cases the phraseology is almost 
identical and in others there is repetition word ior word . 2 

Figures of speech are rather rare and the few that are 
present are not particularly vivid. For few of the best 
metaphors see .§§ 28, 29, 75, 76, 100. The work also 
contains resum�s (uddilns) of contents in verse which 
attempt to sum up the topics that are dealt with in the . I . 
text. These verses refer back to the prose portions, and 
therefore, when the prose and verse of a section happen to 
be different in subject matter the topics dealt with in verse 
are not touched upon in the uddinas suggesting that the 

_ 

early editor of the text looked upon the prose as the 
nucleus of the anthology. The verses however, are 
conjectured to be more primitive on the analogy of a 
similar collection UdinapRfi where the prose serves as a 
niasnil to the uasns verse. 

·- . 

The Buddhist tradition, as it normally does with regard 
to all canonical texts, regards the whole Iti-vuttsks as 
containing sayings uttered by the Buddha (Buddha
vscsns). Modern scholars do not endorse this tradition 
and prefer to regard it as a collection of sayings, which 
may also include sayings of the Buddha, put together by 
aome unknown redactor who wrote the prose portions to 
serve as a commentary on the: verses. Winternitz suggests 
that expressing an idea first in prose and then garbing it in 
verse or. commencing the presentation of a doctrine in 
prose and then continuing it in verse was an old form of 
Buddhist composition and that texts bavi.,g this form. 
were collected in the lti-vuitaks. He is also of opinion · 
that when this Willi be,ing done even prose texts and verses 
which were taken from elsewhere were also combined on 
the same pattern and inserted into the Jti-vuttskacollec
tion possibly by the first compiler himself but perhaps not 
till later,l G.C. Pande says that the Iti-vuttaks reveals 
either two or three different strata. According to him the 
first two nipatss belong to the same stratum and consist 
of the earliest elements. the third ilipits has both early 
and late matter. In his opinion the fourth is quhe late, for 
its contents are doctrinally more advanced and its 
composition is also partly dependent on the pre�eding 
suttas and the Ahguttsra-niksya.4 A comparison with 
the. extant Chinese version, too, proves this point 

The Chinese version is by Hs\1an-tsang and consits of · · 
seven fascicles. The· work is divided into three �eCtions 
called Eka-dbarms-khsiJcfa. D.vi-dbarma-0 and Tri
dhsrma-o. These are further diVided into chapters. The 
uddinss are also found. In the main the Chinese version 

agrees with the Pali. Out of the 1 1 2  suttas the Chinese 
version has 65. But the Chinese version contains also 
suttas not found in  the Pali original. The whole of the 
fourth nipsta is wanting in the Chinese version which is 
based on a Sanskrit rendering called lti-vrttskll which is 
presumsbly lost.' (For a very detailed account sed.H. 
Moores's trls. of Iti-vuttaka under the title, S11yings of 
tll� Buddha, New York, 1908, Intro.). 

S. K. Nanayakbn 

1-TSING (1-ching), whose original name was Chb and 
who bad the literary appellation Wan-mid is ·a well-

- known Chinese traveiler, a junior contemporary of 
Hsifan-tsang, who visited India in the latter part of the 

7th century and travelled widely studying Buddhism and 
collecting Buddhist scriptures. 

1-tsing was. born in 635 A.C. in Fan-yang (modem 
Cho-,.chou) during the reign ofT'ai-tsung, 627..49. At the 
age of seven he started to learn und�r ..two renowned 
teachers namely, Sban-y\f and Hui-bSi who Jiv�d in a 
temple on the mountain T'ai in Shan-tung. He wu, 
probably, taught various aspects of Chinese literature. At 
the age of twelve, laying aside secular stu die� be complete
ly devoted himself to the study of the Bpddhist canon. At 
the age of fourteen he entered the Order�:!Uld received full 
ordination when he wis twenty bavi)lg,.Hui-bsi u his 
Karmiiciirya. Hui-hsi was greatly responsible for 
moulding his future. H ui-bsi stressed the importance of 
adhering firmly to .the noble precepts of the B1,1ddba and 
at the-same time pointed out the fact that the Buddha's 
teaching was being misrepresented in China. 

Following the advice of his revered teacher, 1-tsing 
devoted five years to the study of Vinaya. After this be 
also learnt larger s\ltras and practised certain ucetic 
practices (dhutahgss). Persuaded by his teacher be went 
to eastern Wei to stu�y Asatlga's work on Abhidbarma. . 
From there be went to Ch'ang-an to study two texts, 
namely the Abhidbanps-kosa of Vasubandhu � the 
Yidyimitrsti�siddhi of Dharmapala. While staying at 
Ch'ang-an be seems to have been greatly influenced by 
HsUan-tsang's trivels. The gr!Uld fun�al ceremony 
accorded to the great traveller, to'a, may have pr�mpted · 
1-tsing to emulate Hsuan. .. tsang'a career. 

2. cp. ver�es on pp. 9 and 109; vv. on pp. J �f. and 52; vv. on pp. 28 and 29;2 1ines ofthe 2ndverse on p. 32 and 2 Unea ofthevenelnp. 
46, p. 40; Jut Yel'le on p. 4� and a�nd Vel'lle OR p. 90. 

. 

3. M. Wintemitz,A History oflndim Literature,.!J.,P._�1 �.ff. 
4. Regarding the stratification of the Iti-vuttab and also on its dependence on A. see G. C. Pande, Studies in tbe Ori,w of 

Buddhism, Uaiver�ity of Allahabad, 19�7, pp. 63 ff. 

$, See JPTS. 1907, pp. 44 ff.; cp. Nanjio, No. 7 14 where the text il referred to u Miila-vutu Siitra; Taisho, No. 76$. 5. 

,. --------- · 
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He returned to Fan .. yang in 670 A.C. and sought the 
advice of his teacher about hi� pl!.\n to visit India. Being 

. en�ouraged by him, 1-tsing set off to India . in the 
Jollowing .year, thus fulfilling· a desire he first formed 
· wh.en he was just eighteen years old. Though a number of . . 
monks agreed to accompany him, fmally only a young 
priest. called Shl;lll-hibg·ofTsin-chou, accompanied him. 
Even he, after coming up to Sumatra, bad .to return to 
China owing to illness .. 

· · · ���ising ��ched K wan-tung and managed, with the help 
of Fhlg Hsiao-ch'iian, his chief benefnctor, to em bark on 
a ship. After about twe,nty days of sailing he reached · 
Bhoja (fhe country of Sri-Bhoja = Malayu).- There he · 

·.disembarked.aildstayed for about eight months enjoying 
the hospitality ofthe:kilfg: ln the meantime, he beg im lo 

Jearn Sanskrit. From Bhdja he went to K.a-cha where he 
did notstay for long. Setting off from there he passed the 

· coUiltry ofthe .naked people(Andamans) and after about 
two and a · half months of sailing in the north-western 
direction he te�hed Timralipti in Eastern India. There 

.
.. 'be met Ta-ch'!ng-:t!ng (Mahiyiinapradipa),: a pupil of 

·· Hs<l�tsang and from bini he further gained knowledge 
. · ,of Sllnskrit :and grammar:· l-tsing, accompanied by Ta

. . ch'!ng.;�ng� set out towards the west. Many merchants; . 
. · too,joined �em is fellow travellers. i-tsing was taken ill 

· · :olfthe way:and· thete:tiy failed to keep pace -\vith his fellow 
·travellers . • When·. trudging' atone . he was s�t . upori by 

· · · ,  banditi: .Howev�r�' be. mariage(l to eScape and later 
rdisguising hi01selfby srrieaiing rriud all over:his body (this 
· be did in order change·his complexion for, he· bad beard � 

tumour thaf bandits used to lilffair complexioned me.n 
. , . . . ind offer them as sa�ifice�to cgods) be resunied ·his 

jounicy aildjained the company oflrls friend, Ta-ch!ng-
. - · : t�g/l ,ater· he ' arrived at NII&iida and also worshipped 

the M\ilagandhaku�i. He also visited the Gfdlirakii!li. · 

mountain and the Mahibodhi vihira. There he offered a 
. robe :ro tlie'Buddha image and also offered numerous 

· 'othei giftS · that �e bad brought from pious· devotees 
· in · ·CI(Jiia.· Being eager to visit other sacred places . be . 

·· ·p�eded t� Vai�iiB and ·icuStnaga'ra. He visited the D:�r 
· ' · - p·ar� too, and· ascended· the K.ukku!apiidagiri neB.r: Gayii. : . : _): : . ': . .. ; . . . � . 

· · ; For ten years (675-85) he lived iri the Nilanda-vihira 
· : leaniliig ,;Buddhist texts. ·aiS · maiJt intention w�s to 

. : · · ·�U�l; aS m\ich as possible, Buddhist texts to'be taken to 
. :fiu'-'tilotfierland. Therefore; while . being engaged in . 

· · · l'tJigiouS studies be devoted ·his
.
·time to collect important 

Buddhist scriptures. He finally· manag.ed lo ·gather 
. . .. . l!���t���t� ct>nsisting of about five hundred thousand 
. . . veria�(/Jo••J: and; taking. these, he started his journey . · 

back to Tlniralipti. On his way ba,ck, too, he was Bet upon 
by bandits and it was with great difficulty that he escaped .: . .  d�a�}:t�$8 ���k�d from Timralipti be passed Ka-

. cba and reached Bhoja. The event that took place after be 
reached. Bboja ••-n9t q�.i�e clear. 1-tsing bad to stay for . ' . . . . 

sometime in Bhoja. Whether he·stayed of his own accord 
or whether he w;u forced to stay owing to unfavourable 
weather conditions is not explicitly stated. It appears that 
1-tsing seems to baye cherished a liking to Bhoja for, of 
Sboja be. himself says thus: "In the fortified city of Bhoja 
Buddhist priests numb�r more than 1 ,000, .wltose minds 
are bent on learning and good practices. They investigate 
an<J. study all the subjects t�at exist just as in the.middle 

. kingdom (Madhya-desa, Jndia); �e rules and ceremonies 
are n

.
ot at ail different. lf a Chinese priest wishes to go to 

the w�st in orde,: t� hear (iectu{es) and read (the prginals), 
. he bad better �tay here one or two years �d practise the 
. proper rul�s and then proceed to centrBl India." (A 

R�cord of the Buddhist Religion ·as Practised in Iiulia 
.·and the Maiay Archipelago, , by 1-tsing; trsl. by J.  
Takakusu, Oxford; 1896� lntro: xxxiv) . .It may be that 
1-tsing felt that Bhoja, owing to itS proximity to K.wang
tung, the town of his chief benefactor; and also owing to 
lts congeillal atmosphere for the study of Bu�dhism, was . 
the ideal place to stay for sometime a:nd proceed with the 
work of copying the siitras. There'fore, be intended to 

· send a message through a merchant to his friends at 
K.w�g-tung itskmg for paper, ink and money to hire 
scribes. HoweVer, ·this he · could not aci:iOniplish. The 

· merebants foundlhe Wind favourable and decided to siill 
to· K. wang�fu. l;.tsirig, had to abandon his plan to stay in 
Bhoja, �d sailed with the· mercbimts to K. wang-fu. ' . ' . . . . . . . . 

·· 1-tsing had spent·almost eighteen years visiting sacred · 
· places, studying Buddhism and collecting Buddhis.t texts. 
Yet, after reaching Kwang-fu in 689, be .felt that some 
important texts wete · still.wanting. Jber�fore, he was 
anxious· to g6

.
8gain, As .. he· was th�n f�rly old,. being 

fifty-five years of �eat 1he time, :he wanted someone else 
to acconip�y· him so that be would be able to entrust the 
boob if saniethin.g unexpected happened to him; · 

· 

In 689 he ag� set s;rn in a ��r�bant �Jlip, ae<;ompanied 
by a monk, nanie.d Cb!ng-ku (Silagupta), who was also 

. an adept in Vinaya studies� S.tarting from ,P'an-yii, they 
salled in . the dlre�tion oLcimpi with the . intention of 
reaching Bboja . ;Jier a lo�g voyag�. Besides . Ch!n-ku, 
three other mQnks. see� to �ave accomp_anie� 1-tSing. · 
One · of them WQS Tao-bung. AU four of them studied 

· siitras at Bboja. Wliile staying in Bboja 1-tsiilg met Ta- . ts�n, and through him sent a message to tiie emporor 
requesting him to build a t�mple m tlie west. He also sent . 
translatiohs of numerous· siittas and sistras and also 
some works of his oWn.' 

This time 1-tsing retum�d to his native country in 695 
after being away for nearly svt'years. He brought along 
numerous other .Bud�hist texts and. also a plan of the 
Vsjrisana (Diamond-seat) of the Buddha. After return
ing he was busy imparting the first hand knowledge he 
bad gathered. He .strove hard to give a true interpretation 
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of the doctrine. He engaged · himself for twelve years 
translating fifty-six works in two hundred and thirty 
volumes. He translated all the texts of the Vinaya of the 
Miilasarvastiviida school, to whlch he himself belonged. 
He. also, founded · a new school for the study of this 
branch of Buddhist literature in China. 1-tsing died in 
113 at the age of seventy-nine years. His life and IUs works 
were much commended by the emporor Chung-tsung, his 
contemporary, in the preface to the Tripifaka Catalogue. 

A list of the fifty-six works translate'd ·by ·1-t�i�g-is given 
in the Nanjio's catalogue (Appendix, u; No . 149). Some 
of these translations ar.e the· . Vajr(Jcchedika-prajf18� 
piramita(No. 14), the SuvariJaprabhiisottamariija $iitra 
(No. 126), the Mahamaylli1-vidyilra)fi1 (No. 306), Sarva-

. . ps6casksnd.hasiinyat8 Siitra (No.  634}, Miila
sarvistivida-sabghabheda-vastu (No, 1 123), MUJa
ssrvastivada-vinaya-sarpyukta-giithii (No.  1 14 1), . 
Prajffapti-b.etu..sahgraba $8st11!.(N o. 1228); Nagilrjuna
bodhisattva-suhrUekhii (No. 1441). · 

1-tsing is, al!o, credited with the compihi.tion of five_ 
other works (see Nanjio, Appendix, III, No; 33). One of · 
t hese i s  the  TA-tbAh-si-yiJ.;chiu-fA-kA o-sab
chsbl.b (Memoirs of emient priests under th� great 1DAb 
dynasty, 618-907, A. C., who visi_ted the western region or 

· MnJasarvastiviidins and also · describing practices he 
himself had seen, 1-tsing also attempts to correct certai·n 
misinterpre tations of the Vinaya rules as they were held 
in-China. :It should be borne in mind that one of the main 
purposes of his travels was to gain first-hand irlformation 
on Buddhism and to prevent it from being mi!linterpreted 
in China. It is with this. purpose. in mind that he .himself 
undertook the translation of fifty-six important Buddhist 
texts and .�so.compiled a few �ther work'S. Th� accuracy 
of his trBJislatimi.s not on]y reveals the zealous �ffort he 

. has p�t forth. iJl rendering difficult . �anskn.t Buddhist 
w�rks in.tQ Chjnese, but llJso �ears evjden!=e to the fact 
tha(he was' succes�fpJ in disp�lling many.arl�conceptions 
with regard to impo.rtaitt .tenets of Buddhism. His works 
s'hed much light on the state of Bud�his� i� India and its 
neighbouring countries in the 7th century. They-supply us 

. a . wealth of ibformation . regafding ' nutrlerous sacred 
places, numerous BuddhistteliChers;Buddliist texts that 
were held in · high esteem·· during the tim·e, · and also 
regarding various Buddhist practices·of different sects. 

S. K. Nanayakkan 

India and its neighbouring Countries, to search for the . JAGADDALA; name of. 
an aint:ient university. in the Law). This work which consists of two fascicles mentions . y arendra Kingdom (North Bengal), a feudatory state of 

fifty�ix priests who went to India or its neighbourig the Pila·kings). Jt.was the outcome ofi'oyal benefactions, 
co\intdes in the 7th century; it also mentions the four 

. · - . like the other famous Buddhist seats oflearning, in India. 
companions of 1-tsing on his second voyage: An extract 

.· from this has been published by Beal in the JRAS. 1881, · The famous historic epic Rsrnaciliita o(Simdhyikara-
pp. 55$-7? (N_snjio, No. 1491). nand a, written in the eleventh century A. C., mentions 

· J agaddala aS: a gr�at Buddhist monastery.;-"J agaddala-
Another work of 1-tsing is the Shwo-tsui-yAo-hhib-fl mabavihiira," wherein · the cults : of ·bodhlsattva Lake!a 

(Rules for the important practice- of confessing crimes and -Tarii (probably Avalokite�vara and ·Tiiri) had 
and . faults). The two works; · Shen-yiih•sl.n-siJui•yao- prevailed. (The Ramacarita of Sandhyakarananda edited 
hbih-fA (Rules for an important practice of. the use of by R.- C,'Majumdar, ·R, Basak·and N:Banerji, Calcutta 
three kinds of water) and Hd-inih�fAb-shab�kweM-1! 1939) . . . , ; : . , . . . . · . . ., . 
(Rules for Jetting living things go · for the sake of the 
preservation of their- lives) are also ·attributed to 1-tsing. Tlie VaSSal Jdngdoin of v areiidt�; where J sgaddala was 

situated, Was powerful eriough . ·to . revbk successfullv. All these works are rather short and run into five, four against its overload, tlie' P'a1il idhg; the epiC Rimacarita and three leaves, respectively (Nanjio,. Nos; 1506, 1507, · · · itSelf describes varendr� as a·rfcb aM powerful country 1508>· which' factor indic�tes· 'thatJ agaddala, the �iahaviira of . 
His most important work appears tQ be. the NA.n-hAi- the . Varendra kingaom could · be no less famous an · · 

. ki-kw�i-nei-14-chul.n (Records of the "inntr law" or institution than its riva heats of learning iike Vikr!l!Da-
religion, sent from the south sea country through one �ilii and · Odilnta{'uri; · pationised by ' the Piila kings· of 
wiio returns to Chins). This work · consists of four Bengal. However, with the fall ofVatendra back again to 
f&Sc:icles divided into forty chapters. This is . a work on . the p·iJa dynasty; J agaddala bad experi�n-ded the:glorious 
disgiplinary mattel'l! or vinaya bllSed on the · Vinaya days of its de·.,reloprlient� \inlier-Pals patfonage .. This was 
PitH II of the Millasarvastivida sect. It is thls work tliat Jf . ... . the period during whlch the capital of the Pii1a kings was . - . 
Takakusu has tnnslated under the title A record of the shifted to Varendra, in the reign of king Rilm,apila (circa 
Buddhist Religion as practised in India and the Malay 1084;.1 130 A. C.), where he· built ·his riew metropolis and 
III'Cbipelago. A cursory glance through the work reveals named it - Riimiivatlas if to eclipse the •glory of another 
its importance as a book of discipline. Besides incor- famous city in East India, namely,- Amarivati of the 
porating material gathered from the VinayaPifska,ofthe Andhra kings. · . .. , · . 

· 
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Jagaddala University was associated with a number of 
famous scholars of the time whose names are known to us 
from the colophons of their works, both in Sanskrit and 
in Tibetan. To mention a few, Vibhtiticandra who bore 
the title Mahiipal}9ita, Diinaslla, Subhakara. and 
Mokfakaragupta, a master of logic, who had written the 
Sanskrit work Tarkabbifi (R. M. Mookerj� Ancient 
ladie Education, London 1952, p. 595). 

With the invuion of Moslems in the 13th century, 
Jagaddala, like many other religious sites in India, was . 
destroyed. But in its short life it bu made substantial 
contributions. to learning. After the destruction wrought 
in by the Moslem conquests many scholars who dwelt at 
Jagaddalaescaped to Tibet and continued to furthet their 
lcnoiaiiipuriuiiS: . 

. . 

- II is probable that Jagaddala was a seat of Mahayana 
Buddhism. as Mahayana, .and ·especially 'J;'antrayana, 
was prevailing in the Bengal .area during the period 
Jagaddala existed. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

JAGGAY)'APETA, an ancient Buddhist site in the lower .. : 
valley �f. .the K�a· river, .in the re8i!n1 Qf.t�-Andhia<,· 

. kingdom ·of ancient India. - Jaggayyapeta: came ·- into · · 
prominence in the latter half of the 19th century, after the 
diicovery of some remains of a very early Buddhist stiipa · 
at the site; 

Jaggayyal;eta lies · a�out 30 miles north� west · of -
Aniarivati·(q;v.); witb which it .wu cc)ntemporimeous. 
aoth sites lie �ppOiite to each other on either $ide of.the 
Kff�a, river. :Scientific excavation at the site .was under
taken by James Burgess 11 1:atly as 1882 (see Archaeo
logical SU11"ey of lndiJ, 1882). But unfortunately before 
the sit� was brought under conservation by government 
authorities, it had fallen prey to the ruthless hands of 
treasure hunters and others who were ignorimt of the 
value of these antiquities. Not only Jaggayyapeta, but 
almost all the other ancient monuments in . the Krsna 
Valley, hRVe *'-ffered the i�e fate, When the'e rem��S 
have been \ased as q\umies for brick and marble, not only 
by local residents but also by Government Public Works 
E�ineen.1 In spite -�f this almost obliteration, it is 
possible frc;;m the existing records to gain a fair idea of the 
stylci of thc atUpa at Jaggayyapeta. 

.. 

The stiipa at Jaggayyapeta, has been plundered of ita 
rail, and of much of the marble casing of its basements; 
the dome has been destroyed, and the relic casket dug out 
before it was surveyed in 1882. The basement of the stiipa 
was 3 1  \.7 feet in diameter and portions of the remaining 
facing, chiefly on the south side where slabs on the 
projection for the support of the five stelae (iyaka 
kbamba), bore archaic sculptures in the carvings in very 
low relief, and of these, the most perfect one was found 
lying on its face at the north gateway by Burgess. Some 
letters of the Maurya type are found on other slabs. At 
the gates were tall pillars, and on portions of three pillars 
from the east gate there was an inscription written in 
characters which belong to the pre-Chri8tian or early
Christian Brahmi. The procession path (pradak�irts
patbs) had been about 5 feet wide surrounded by a rail or · 
w� which hill disappeared altogether.2 

Jaggayyapeta was a centre of intensive cultural and 
religious activity during the days of the Andhra kings of 
the lk�vaku dynasty. Its close proximity to Amariivati, 
and other important sites like Bh'attiprolu, . Gudivala, 

· GhllJ?ta&ili, Nilandi, Goli etc., points to a flourishing · 

centre of .Buddhist cultural activity that spread along the
. 

valley of · t�e Kn�a river in the few centuries that
preceded Uie Christian era and continued thereafter for_ ·

· 

severiu himdred years more. -- - . 
. 

. 
. . . . 

· Of the southern Buddhist Cult�ral si�es in th� Krsna . 
valley; ·Jaggayyapeta has been -assigned to the earlie

'
st 

. 

phase, th_at is, the first or second cen�ury B.<:;. as the 
eentre which had fore-shadowed the emergence or' the 
school of Amariivati Art. Scholars are not hesitant to 

. date Jaggayyapeta as contemporary with Bharhut and · 

Buddhagayi, that is, in the first three centuries B.C,l 

Jaggayyapeta is an important landmark in the evolu
tion of Buddhist Art ·in .India and especially in South 
lndia. J aggayyapeta sculpture is purely of Indian origin. 
The marble decorative slabs of the J aggayyapeta stiipa, 
are not as heavy or stiff as the Bharhut, Saiici or 
Buddhagayii bas-reliefs. The human figure is represented 
with more elegance and refinement at J aggayyapeta. The 
sinuQus figures with slender and refined limbs as found in 
the marble slabs froni 1 aggayyapeta which resemble most 
of the early AjllJ?!i repre�entations could. be said to -

belong · to an unsophisticated indigenous Indian style.' 
These sculptures serve to contrast the indigeno�s Indian 
forms with the Hellenistic Ku,ana Art of Gandhiira and 
Math uri. It is the remoteness of the KnJ?a valley centre 

. 

I . · M•dru Government Orders No. 467, 30th April I 888, p. IS; J. Fergusson, History of Indian Md E1.1tem Architecture, London 
1910, p. 82; Percy Brown, India Architecture Bombay, 19S9, p. 37. 

· 

1 J. FefJUIIOD, op.cit., p. 83; Buram, Buddhist Stiipa1 of Aml{ivali and Jaggayyapeta pp. 107£.) 
3. H. Zimmer, Tbe Art of India Asia, New York, 19SS, p. 349). 

4. Ludwia BICbhofer, &rly lndi.n Sculpture, Paril. See also H. Zimmer, op. cit. p. 349 . 

.. · - .. 
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from the busy cultural centres of Indo-Hellenic Art in the 
North, which were always susceptible to influences from 
outside elements, that helped to preserve and promote 
such masterful styles in the Southern part of India. 

In the formative period of the Buddhist stiipa, J aggayya
peta stands pre-eminent as the precursor of the unique 
type of stiipa that. originated in the South, including the 
stilpas in Sri Lanka. The dome with decorative slabs 
affixed to the drum, carved out in white marble, contrasts 
with the sandstone carvings in the northern stlipas at 
Siiiici etc. Of the marble slabs that once decorated the 
Mahiicetiya of Jaggayyapeta only a very few are extant 
today. The style of decorating the superstructure with 
marble slabs, was followed with meticulous care in the 
Amaravati Stiipas and at other sites in the Andhra 
country.5 The projecting platform with five stelae (Byaka 
khamba) at the four cardinal points of the stiipa is a style 
peculiar to southern sttipas.6 The Jaggayyapeta stiipa 
gives the earliest evidence for this unique feature of stiipil 
building�7 See also DHANYAKA'{AKA 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

JAGUDA; (var, Jaguda, Juguda) an ancient country in 
Northe�n India. In sa'nskrit epic and purinic Jiteraturet 

· Jiigu�a..� are referred to as a northern nation, through 
whose country the Indus flows. In the Mahabbirata 
Jagu4as are mentioned along with Yavanas, Harahunas 

. (Huns?), Chinas, Tukhiiras and Sindhavas, thus indicating 
their North Indian origin. Watters takes Tsu-ku-to of the 
Chin�se pilgrims, in north India as Sanskrit Jagu4a.2 
Cunningham3 derives T san-ku-tafrom Greek Arachosia; 
Arokhaj or Rokhaj of the Arabs. Arachosia of the Greeks 
comprised a considerable portion of eastern Afghanistan. 
The name-.A-rachosia is usually derived from the Vedic/ 
Aves tin, Sar�svati/ Haraquaiti, the original Sarlillvati 
river iD the northern regions of India (river Indus 
according to M�ni�r Williams, see his Sanskrit English 
Dictionary), before the migration of Indo-Aryans to 
Kuru�etra, where they named a local sacred river afler 
their original Sarasvati. 3 

The indentification of Jiigu4a with the kingdom of 
Tsanukata of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims and with 

5. Percy Brown, indian Architecture, Bombay 1 959 p. 37. 
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present Arachosia (southern portion of Afghanistan) has 
now ben accepted as correct by several scholars. 

According to Hsuan-tsang, the kingdom of Tsu-ku
cba was ruled by a Buddhist king in the 7th century A. C. 
The kingdom was about 7000 li in circuit (i. e. about 1 167 
miles). It bad two capitals, well fortified. The flrst Ho-si
na and the other Ho-sa-Ia, both of which were about 30 1i 
round each (i.e., about 5 miles). There were several 
hundred sal'lghiiriimas with about 1000 bhikkhus who 
studied the .Mahayana. There were some ten stiipas built 
by Asoka-raja there; and s�veral Deva temples, in which 
members of various denominations dwelt together. The 
tirthaka heretics who worship the Deva Kshuna (Ts'eu
na) principally, were very numerous here (S. Beat, op.cit. 
pp; 47lf.). 

The account given by Hsiian-tsang as to the prosperity 
of the kingdom and the strength . of fortification of the · 
two towns in Tsaukuta is worth investigating. According 
to Hsli�n�ts�ng, winter wheat was grown in great 
abundance here; shrubs and trees grew in rich variety and 
there was plenty of flowers and fruits. The soil was 
favourable for the yo-kin (tumeric) plant (S. Beal, Joe. 
cit.). When the M ohammedans first invaded this regi'!I1 
Ghazni wu a wealthy intrepot of the - Indian trade .. 
Because of the wry strategic value of the kingdom it bad 
been continuously .devastated by invading armies. The 
Buddhist as well as other religious monuments could not 
have withstood the pillage of these invade.r.s. Apart from 
the Hunainvasions of North India, history �ears evidence 
of the incess�t battles fought within the i>recincts of 
Ghazni or Ho-si-na of Tsau Kuta, and when tbe Moghal 
king Babar took possession of the city in the 16th century 
A.C., it was a wretched stretch of land, bitrren and · · completely devasted. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

JAINISM. Jainism is one of the three most important 
indigenous Indian philosophical and �eligious systems 
with a history of over two and a half millenia. The other 
�wo are Buddhism and Hinduism. 

Tlie ·term "Jainjsm" is derived from "JinsW, meaning 
conqueror, an honorific, similar to Buddha, by which its 

6. In Sri Lartka this WBB further elaborated in the so-called Vihalka�a construction; see Percy Brown, op. cit. p. 37, pllrte CL 
7. P:R. Ramachandra Rao, TheArt of1Vagarjunikonda, MadrBB 1956, p. 17, footnote 6, J. Burgess, op;cit., pp. 1 10 f., plates LXII, 

LXIII, El, X pp. 139 f.; H. Ludres, List of Brlhin'i �iiiJii�tions Nos. 1202-1204. 

I. MBrkandeya Purina Jviii, 40; Viyu P. xiv, 199; Matsya P. cxiii, 43; Mahibbirats, Vana Parvan li, 1991 .  . . . . . 
2. Walter's tranftlation of Yuan Chwang, II, p. 226. 

3. Cunningham: Ancient C-eography of India ed. S. M. Sastri, Calcutta, 1 924, pp. 45 f. and p. 73. 

- - • Q_ !1 _Df.' O:'M7.2 . 
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multiple founders are known. Adherents, called Jsinss 

or Jains number a little over three million (i .e .  3 . 1 5  

million = 0.48% t h e  total population) according t o  the 

Census of India of 198 1 .  The J aina organizations, 
· hoWever, offer different figures going upto twelve million. 
Jaina,s live in all parts of India. But Jaihlsrn has not been 
propagated outside the Indian sub-continent. 

For the whole of their shared history in India, J ainism 
co-existed with Buddhism and interaction between them 
fmds ample reference in the literatures of both religions. 
Antiquity of �alnlsm: Jainism is claimed to be one of the 
most ancient religious systems in that as many as twenty 
three Jirias or Tirthatlkaras are recognized as having 
preached the doctrine pior tc Vardhamiina Mabavira or 
NigaJ?tha Nataputta, the contemporary of the Buddha. 
The Jinas or Tirthal'llc!lfas so designated as they had 
conquered themselves through perfect knowledge and 

.gained absolute freedom from the bondage of kBI111B and 
as they had founded the fout firthss or orders of monks, 
�uns and male and female disciples. 

According to J aina tradition, the universe and its 
creation are eternal and infinite. and are divided into two 
eru (kalpas), vi�. Avasarpini o.r deseending era sub
divided into six ages, i. Susama-Susama (happy-happy), 

· .ii . . Sus am a (happy), iii. · Susama-Dusama· (bappy
uDhappy), and vi Dusama-D�sa.ma (unhappy-unhappy), 
and'· Utsarpini or ascending era sub-divided into · six · 

· ·having the same names in reverse order. In the A vas arpini 
e�a, people attain all the pleasure and happiness at the 
starting point-which reduce gradually upto the last era. 
The Utsarpini era commences with the utmost sorrowful 
·condition and �nds with the �ost pleasant ege, The first 
three diVisions. of tfle Avasarpini era and the hut three of 
the Utsarpini era are colle�tively·catled the BhogabhUmi 
(age of .happiness and contentment) where the people 
achieve and · fulfil their requirements from Kalpavrksa 
(wishing tree). · · · 

Outing the K.armabhiimi (age of action), the people 
. learn to work, toil, write, trade, educate an.d indulge in 

iu1 etc. The inventors of this age are · called K.ulakiiras: 
(legislators· and founders of cilvilisation) who .are said to 
ba,·e appeared in the first of these last three ages or in the 
fourth age. The number of kulll1ciir!lS-vari�s in Jlncient Jain literature, but ordinarily the number is given as 
fourteen. 

Nabhiriiya, the father of Rsabbadeva is sai'd to be the 
last one. These kulakaras �hanged the old order · and 
invented a number of new methods for evolving ll 
civilization an8 educating the -people in various ways. 
The kulakllras are said to have adopted three types of 
da�Jf!sniti (punishment), viz. admonition (hakara), 
warning (miklrs), and the reprimand (dhikkara). The 
first frve kulakiiras found it enough to rebuke the 

. ..  � ... """-

wrongdoer with "Ha". The next five kulakiiras bad the 
need of "Ma" to reinforce the effect of disapproval. The 
remaining kulakiiras added "Dhik" (abhorrence) to the 
existing code of penalties. The Fourth Age is supposed to 
be when Tirthankaras and other great personages take 
birth. At its beginning, regular laws were laid down by 
Tirtha:bkara ��abhadeva and his son Bharata. Mabii
vira, whose Parinirvans is dated in S27 B.C. was the last 

. Tirthatlkara. The Fifth Age commenced a few years after 
Mahavihara's :PsiinirvirJs and is believed to lest 21 ,000 
years. 

Jaina scholars have traced plausible indications and 
references to ancient K.ulakliras and lirthafllcaras in 
Indian bistorial tradition, Nude figures and figurines, 
found in the pre-historic Indus valley sites like Mobenjo
daro and Harappa are interpreted to be Jaina statues of 
Ttrthankaras, on account of their remarkable· resem
blance to the polished stone torso of Jain a sa!.nts of the 
4th century B.C. found at Lohanipur (Patna). Adipuriiga 
(3, 21 1-212) refers to K.ulakiiras as Manu and the Vedic 
tradition of Manvantaras, fourteen in number, is 
explained as reflecting the fourteen K.ulakaras. V.ritya
kal!f!a of the Atharvsveds is similarly interpreted to 
describe Jaina religious life as propounded by �bha� · 

dt:va. Moreover, the account of a Muni in the -�pm• 
(10, 1 1 , 1 36.2-3) is explained as representing in every 

. detail a Jaina sage. ' ;  
: 

.The historicity of the second to the twenty-first 11-
rtha:bkara, however, has yet to be established. The 
twenty-second lirthatlkara, Ar�tanemi or Nemlilith is 
said to be meant in the �gveds 7, 32-20 and the 
Yajurveds 2S, 28. The next Tirthaflkara, Pmva is 
undo1,1btedly a historical personage who flourished 250 . 

years before Mabiivira . .  · 

The last or �be . twenty-fourth rrrthatlkara, Vardba
mana Mahavira, was a contemporary of the Buddha and 
finds mention In Buddhist literature as Niga!]�ha Niita
putta. His ,followers are called Nig�J?�has (Pali) and 
Nirgranthas (Sanskrit) in Buddhist works . 

Jalmsm and Buddhism. Both Jainism and Buddhism 
belong to the SramllJ?a tradition, which, it is amply 
proved, bad been at variance with the Brahmanical · 
tradition. (cf. the expression ssmsl!s-brabmtUJa as re�c
ting the totality of the population devoted to spiritual 
matters). The Jaina view is that the Sramat:�a tradition 
had taken root in the Indian sub-continent lon{ before 
the Briihmanical tradition was · introduced with the . 
coming of the Vedic Aryans� The fundamental difference 
is -that the Vedic Briihmanical cult invoked the authority 
of the Vedas, placed its foremost emphasis on rites and 
ritual and based a: social stratification on birth, whereas 
the SramllJ?a tradition ignored, if not rejected, the Vedas, 
upheld the path of moral, mental and spiritual develop-
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rnent, founded on non-violence and truth, and admitted 
everyone irrespective of cas te, creed, colour or social 

position to pursue the spiritual goal of sa]·;ation and 

delivetence from the cycle of birth and death (saf!lsara). 

Sharing thus a common tradition, Buddhism and 

Jainism utilize many terms in common such as the 
following, even when the concepts behind them might be 
wholly or slightly at variance: dharma, sahgha, arahanta, 
saipsara, karma, ratanatraya, nirvaqa. Jina has often 
been used to designate the Buddha in Buddhist literature. 
They share the same coswology and present the identical 

. Hindu gods of the time as partial to the teachings of each 
system. M any ethical terms and concepts are held in 
common and defined in identical words. 

As elaborated by Gunapala Malalasekera (DPPN s.vv. · 
. NigarHha, and Nigaf!!}Ja Nataputta) and Bhag Chandra 

-rJ ain (Jainism in Buddhist Literature, N agpur, 1972) each 
_, system has its own specificity not only in emphasis but 

more importantly in the way of lif-e .each adv6ca:tes. A 
fundamental doctrinal difference relates to the concept of 
a permanent soul (iitman) in J ainisrn as contrasted with 
the Doctrine of Anatta (q.v.) in Buddhism. 

If the Buddha and his followers felt that the discipline 
imposed by Nig�!ha Nlitaputta, referred to in Buddhist 
literature, as Catuyamas31!1vara, the fourfold discipline 
of restraint, was too stringent, in contrast to the Buddhist 
concept of the Middle Path, Mahlivlra and his adherents 
expressed their shock and disbelief as regards the 
apparent laxity of the Buddhist way of life, specially as 
far as meat-eating was concerned. (Cf. lJigha-nikaya lll, 
p. 48ff. Also Beni Madhav Barua, History of Pre
Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, Culcutt� pp. 378 ff.). 

The Buddhist  canonical literature records many 
instances when Niganthas entered into debate and dis
cussion with the Buddha. Some of them were really 
encouraged by Mah�vlra himself to do so. Although the 
subject�matter of the debates themselves is recorded only 
very sketchily a..'ld, as such, an in�depth analysis of the 
points of differenc cannot be made, the very fact . that 
these two contemporary teachers exchanged views and 
experiences - though not directly - could have had a 
significant impact on the evolution Of both religious 
systems. EVidence, however, exists that some Of di'e;P1ote 
stringent rules of Vinaya came in.to existence &s-a result ·of 
the more rigid norms of discipline of the Nig�!has (e.g: 
non-injury to plants). The Buddha · himself bact once 
expressed a fav ourable impression of NigaiHha 
Nitaputta. (Majjhima-nikaya I , 3, H, p. 214 ff.). Equally 
signifteant is the fact that a special dispensation was given 
in relation to the entry of NigaJ?�has into the Buddhist 
Satlgha (Digha-riikaya l, p. 177 and Sumahgalavi_Iis�ni, 

· • ·· r ·· r.· · · · · 

II, p. 363). This is indicative of a closer relatiorlsh�p 
between them. 

Hl�tory of Jalrrlsm. A hundred years after Mahivlra's 

Parinirvana, a twelve year famine in the norther.n region 
is s aid to have prompted Bhadrabiihu to send a part ofthe 
Sangha (Order) to Southern India, particularly Kar
nataka where Jainas flouri�hed under the leade11hip of 
Vislikhliciirya. The Maurya emperor Candragupta is 
believed to have joined them. Another group of the 
Saflgha went to the Sindhu region under the leadership of 
SthUlabhadra who found the need to relax traditional 
practices . Both groups carne back to Magadha B.S soon as 
the famine carne to an end. The former, who stuck strictly 
to the regulation of nudity and presCribed the ancient 
methods of begg!ng and eating food carne to be kno"\VD as 
'DJgambara '(the sky-robed). The latter, who continued 
to live under famine conditions and changed their ways 
became known as 'SvetB.mbara '(the white-robed). Thus 
the main cause for the schism in the Jaina Order was the 

· attitude to traditional norms of conduct. A third section 
of the Order named 'Y.fpaniya 'reached Southern India 
Via Mathura- of the Surasena region and tried for 
centuries to reconcile the two divergent sects, though 
without success. The Yapaniyas preached the .conduct of 
Digarnbaras and favoured the · progressive attitude of 
Svetiirnbaras. They used to live naked�· worship nude 
images, adore Mayurapiccha, according to Digambara 
tradition, whereas they believed in Strliriukti, Kevalika- · 
vallihara and Savastramukti which resemble the .· 
Svetlimbara tra4ition. 

The Digarnbara sec:t is said to have'rernained intact 
upto Lohlicarya, 685 years afte_r Mahlivlra's Nic'viil]aand 
was not d ivided into GaJ?as, Kulas and Gacchas. There
after carne into being the A.rlitlyas, the knowers of a part 
of Aflga-purvas. By that time some changes had naturally 
taken place in the Order according to social needs and 
eventually new Satlghas arose. V anavasis be_came Cliitya
vasls. The monks who were in favour of s·evere penance 
started new movements against the Caityaviisis and other 
companion sects the so called Jainiibhiisas by Devasena. 
The Ariitiya and Sivagupta sects created GllJ?as and 
Saflghas at the time of monks' congregation held at 
Mahliniirnagiri with a view to avoid further relaxation of . 
norms of conduct. 

The BhaHliraka (saffron-rol>ed) tradition was started · 

in the 13th century A.C. at MaJ?4apadurga (Rajasthan) 
by V asatJtkirti who allowed one garment to be kept. They 
wor��ip 't:!�tr�p_al� �.d .Jinas With the� follower deities. · 
The re.l��tion in_�on�uct was not ac�pted by a section 
and uitim�tely Banlirasidasa in the 17th century A.C. 
started a new sect called "Vidhimlirga" or "Adhyitml" . .  
around Agara and J aipur. It  i s  generally referred t o  as 
"Terlipantha" (fhy-way). The Bha!!lirilkas accepted this · 
nomenclature in a mocking spirit and called themselves 
Vlsapantht, a little higher than Teriipantbi. Another 
Pantha or sect named "Tarlinapantha"was also started in 
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. the 15th- 16th  century A.C. by Taral?aswarni who 
advocated worshipping only the Agarnas (scriptures), 
and not the idols. 

The Svetambara sect too was divided into GBJ?.as, 
Kulas, Gacchas and Alikbis. Cr.ityaviisi sect, in 355 A.C. 
stood up against the V anaviisls and preached that one can 
stay in the temples and accept donations for one's 
protection. Haribbadrasuri may be considered a repre
sentative of those who were against the Caityav�i 
practices. Jinapatisuri, Jinaballabhasiiri etc. followed 
Haribhadrasiiri and exposed the Caityavisi conduct in 
their works like Sabghapattaka. K.harataragaccha was 
divided into nine types of Gacchas. In 1228 A . C. , due to 
the observance of the Ayambila penance by J agac
candrasiiri, Jaitasimha, the king of Newar named the 
Sabgha "Tapogaccha", 'Yhich became a separate Se!=t. 
Afterwards his pupil Vijayacandrasiiri prel!Ched that a 
monk can accept a number oy clothes, clarified butter 
(gbfta), milk, vegetables, fruits and meals . brought by 
nuns. 

Then the Cthlinakaviisl sect was started against the 
Caityavisi trad.ition by Lokishaha, a .resident of 
Ahmedabad of Gujarat· province . who recognised, 32 
Ag�as as th� roam source ofhis sect. Then Labaj�_Diade 
ail :hnpro\reinent. in the Lokilshahagaccha tradition and · 
started the Dhundhiyi-pantha in 1 652 . A.C. :The · 
Teripantha sect: is derived from .. the Sthiinakaviisl sect. 
. Bhikkhana founded it in 1760 A.C. One who followed the 
ftye Mah!yratas, five Samitis. and t�ree Gupds is called · 
Teriipanthl. Acirya Tulasi, the founder ofJilina Vishva 
Bhlirati, iut present Head ofthe Terapantlta. There was 
imother sect nan:ted S�v�gi sta*din the same province 
by Vijayadev.astlri � Sak.il. Era 1 68'2. · · . · · · ·. · 

Jalna SaiPtllfes. Th� J ainas have their oWn s�ptures 
called Agamas or Sruta,s which are believed to be directly 
derived from the Tirthrmkara. The A.gamas are divided 
into two, viz. Siitriig�as and Arthigamas. The sermons 
of. the Tirthrmkaias are call�d Arthiigamas and the Siitras 
written about them are named S\itrigam',U . . 

Like the· Tip/taka of the Buddhists, · they· are called · 
GBI!ip�ta.ku. ;Agamas are a composed form of Angas . and Piirvas. :Piirvil.s are no longer in e.xistence. · 

The scrip.tures ·currently in use are derived from 
TirthaAkara Mahilvlra. The Purvas �e included in· 
Dmivada which is · briefly divided into five parts, viz. 
Parikarma, S\ltra, Purvagata, Ailuyoga and Ctilika. 

. Due .to the tradi�ton of oral transmission additions and 
omissions were inevitable. These were examined at 
Councils called Vlicanas, like the Buddhist Srmgltis, held 
at Plifaliputra:, Mathuri and Valabbl. The Third or 
Fourth Vlcanl was held 980 years atter the Nirvlina of 
Mahivlra at V alabhi under the presidentship of Devardhi-

. garyJ K�amasrarnRJ?a who compiled and wrote down the 
available scriptures. 

It may be mentioned here that no reference to these 
councils is made in �igambara traditional literature. In 
its view the original Agamas went iJ!tO oblivion 683 years 
after Mahlivlra's NirviiJ?a. The Svetambara tradition 
does not refl_!te the view but states that even if the original 
form of the Agamas is changed, their scriptures cannot be 
completely rejected and ignored. 

The Jain a Scriptures are divided into several parts, viz:. 
i. AtlgapraviHa and Aogabahya, ii. K.alika and Utk.alika, 
iii. Aflga, U piittga, Chedasiitra, Miilasiitra, Prak1r1;1aka 
and Ciilikli, iv. Kf!a.and Niryiihana, v. Cara�?akarat:liinu
yoga, �ari!J?.iinuyoga, Cari!J?.iinuyoga and Dravyii<'luyoga. 
The Svet!imbara Agamas are found in a Prakrit called 
Ardhamigadhi. The Digambara Agama literature is 
found in Sauraseni Priikrit. The Agamas can also be, 
therefore, divided into two classes viz. J Ardbamagadbi 
and Sauraseni. 

. 

_ The Miirtipujaka Svetimbaras recognize 45 ot 84 
Agrupas while the Sthiinakav§s1s and Teripanthis ac�pt 
32 Agamas. On the. other hand, the Digambaras are of the 
view that the orlginaJ Agama became extbict. In their 

·place, they·recogniz:e the works of Pushpadanta, Bhiita
vB.ti; Kundakunda, V.attakera,� Sivarya, Umaswami; 

. Samiuitab�dra, · Akalabka· an( ( oth�r Acaryas as the · 
Ag�m&s! · 

• There is no controversy between Dlgambara and 
�vetambara traditions about the twelve Angas, viz. 
Ayilratlga, _ Suyaga4rmga, 1hiJ?Iinga, S amavliyil'lga, 
Viyahap��atti, N ayadhamm!lkahiio, Uvisagadasiio, 
Antaga4 ad aslio, Anuttarovavaiyad aslio, P anha
vigariniiim, Viv�asiiyam and Diffhiviya. 

Jaina Philosophy and Psychology: Theory of Anekints
v'Ada· in J aina philosophy is based on the nature of reality 
considered through non-absolutism (Anekintavida). 
According to this view, reality possesses infmite character
istics which cannot be perceived or known at once by any · 
ordinary man. Different people think about different 
aspects of the same reality, and therefo·re, their partial · 
findings .are contradictory tc one another. Hence they 
indulge in de bates Claiming that each of them is co�plettly 
true. The Jaina philosophers thought over this conflict 
and arrived at a Non:-absolutistic standpoint with its two 
wings, Nayaviida and Syadviida. Proper understanding 
of the co-existence of mutually oppo�ing groups through 
these principles rescues one from conflicts. Mutual co- · 
operation is the law of Nature (pMupMoparopagrbo 
.nvanam - Tattvirthuutra, 5.21). Life1 itself, cannot be 
properly understood without the philosophical notions 
of a real standpoint (nilcayanaya) and a practical stand
point vyavabarsnaya). 
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The Jainas believe that a substance is dynamic 
(pariqami) in  character. It means a thing is e ternal from a 
real s tandpoint and momentary from a practical stand
point. Gausal efficiency, according to them, is possible 
neither in a thing which is of static nature (kli!a.sthanitya) 
nor in a thing which is incongrous with the doctrine of 
momentariness {kfanikavada), but it is possible only in a 
thing which is permanent-in-change (pariiJamanasila). 

According to J ainism, an entity has infinite characteris
tics which are divided into two categories, viz. Universal 
and Particular. Reality is universalized-cum-particularized 
along with substance with modes (dravyaparyayatmaka). 
Here dravya represents the Universal character and 
paryaya represents the particular character of a thing. 
For example, ajar is made of gold which can be changed 
into several shapes·, while preserving gold as a permanent 
substance. They are mutually interdependent, identical 

.�d 
,!:_e

ara.te. from each other. 

The nature of reality, according to this theory, is 
permanent-in-change. It possesses three common charac
teristics such as utpada ( originati<?n), vyaya (destruction) 
and dhravya(permance through birth and decay). It also 
possesses the attributes (glll!li.s) c!llled anvay'!, which co
exist with substance ( dravya} and modifications (paryaya) 
called vyatireki, which succeed each other . .Productivity . 
and destructivity constitute the dy�amic aspect of an 
entity and permanence is its enduring factor. · 

. - ; 
Nayavsda (the theory of partial truth) is. an integral 

part of the conception of Ant:kiintaviida. It provides the 
scope for acceptance of different viewpoints on the basis 
that each reveals a partical truth . about an object. It 
recognizes the imperative necessity to understand one's 
different interests aild inc;:linations in a different light on 
the basis that there could be a valid truih in each of them. 
Nays investigates analytically·a practicwar standpoint of 
the problem in all ·respects in the context of the entire 
reality. B•Jt if anything is treated as the r.omplete truth, it 

· is not n.aya, but 'durnaya or nayabhisa or kunaya. For 
instance; "It is" is naya, and "It is and is only"is durnaya, 
while "it is relatively (syat)"is an'example of Syadvada. 

Syiidviida investigates them into s constant . and 
comprehensive synthesis. The prefi� ·�syat�in Syiidvida 
represents the existence of these c�aracterisitcs which, 
through not perceived at the 010ment, are present in 
reality. The verb syat is used as an indeclinable and stands 

. for multiplicity or multiple character (Anelr:iinta). 
Syadvada upholds relative expression about the nature 
of reality and discouraging the attitude of "only" as 

. exemplified by the use of eva. It promotes the at.�����d�.qf , .. 
humility. tolerance and justice,and respect for the other's 
point of view. Akalailka thinks Of Sylidviida as a way 
which considers reality in a positive (vidhimukbena) and · 
a negative (ni�edbamukbena) manner without incom
patibility in a certain context. There is no violation of the 

.. _ ........... _._. 

Law of Contrad itions, as the dual character of entities 
exists in repect of its own ind.jviduality and does not exist 
apart from and outside this nature (sarvamasti svarupena 
parariipena nasti ca). In a relativistic standpoint, both 
being and non-being can exist together. 

Dravyas or Tattvas: Dravya in J ainism is of six kinds, 
namely, jiiva (soul), Bjiva (non-soul), dharma (principle 
of motion), adharma (principle of rest), akBJa (space), 
and kala (time). The first five types of Dravyas are called 
astikayas (those that exist and have different pradeias or 
areas like a body) and the last is called anastikays. 

According to another classification it is of three kinds, 
viz. sakriya (active), nifkriya (inactive) IUld sakriya-

o ni�·kriya. The akriya dravya.s, which have the capacity of 
moving from place to place, are pudga/as or jivas. 
ni�kriys dravyas are space and kaJa, akriya-ni�kriya 
dravyas are those realities which move about without 
themselves undergoing changes or motion. 

In another classification, the dravyas or tattvas are 
divided into seven categories, viz.Jiiva (soul), .a}iva (non
soul), .Asrava (inflow of karmic matter into the soul), 
bsndha (bondage of soul by karmic matter), sarpvara 
(stoppage of the inflow of the klirmic malter), niij8rJ 
(shedding of karmic matter), and niok�a (liberation of 
soul from karmic matter). 

· 

Conception of Soul (Jiva): Acordhig to Jabia philosophy 
soul is eternal, imcreated and beginningless. It has life, 
consciousness, upayoga(knowledge and perception) .arid 
is potent. It performs actions; and is affected by their 
results; is conditioned by its own body (characteristic of 
contraction and expansion), is incorporeal and is ordinarl-: 
ly bound with karma. In addition, it is capable of 
becoming free from the defect of karma, gets · to the 
highest point of the universe, knows all and perceives all 
and obtains the transcendental bliss ever-lasting (Pa11casti
kaya, 27-8). The nature of soul is considered dual in 
character. A9cording to the realistic standpoint, it remilins 
the same �nder all state3, while according to the practical 
standpoint, it is transferred in to modes and thus becomes 
different in number, place and form etc. 

The souls are of two types, namely SBDJsiri (transmi
grating beings) those who undergo the cycle of wandering 
ipto births and experience the fruit of karmas, and 
Mukta, the emancipated souls. The · transmingrating· 
sou1s are of two kinds, tra.sa (mobile) and stbavara 
(immobile); The sthavara are further divided into five 
kinds, viz. earth, water, fire, air and plants posse$sing the 
sensation of to�ch. The mobile beings are from two- · 

sensed beings onwards. The senses are five, viz. touch, 
taste, smell, sight and bearing. The senses ate also of two 
kinds, the physical sense and psychic sense. Earth, water, 
plants etc. have one sense of touch and the worm, the ant, 
the bee and man etc. have each one more senae than the 
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preceding one. These Jiving beings possess some essential 
characteristics called Prii!JaS, viz. bala, indriya, iiyu and 

ucchvasa (breathing). 

The means of birth of beings are also discussed. lt is of 
three kinds yiz. i. spontaneous generation, ii. birth from 
uterus (garbbaja) and Upapadajanma (that is the seat to 
which the soul goes and in which it is born). · 

Ajiva. TattVa�· Ajiva Tattva is of five types, Yiz. pudgala, 
dharma, adharma, akala and kala. Pudgala has form and 
the qualities, riipa etc. while the rest are without form. 
Except kiila dravya, all the dravyas are called paflcasti
kiyas. Functions of the media of motion and rest or 
steadiness are calied dharma and adharma. Akala (space) 
accomq�.odates completely allj7vas and pudgalas. Kala 
(time) denotes an existential fact. 

Pudgala (Matter) connotes that which has accretion 
and depletion, addition and bifurcation, conjunction and 
reparation. It is characterised by touch, taste, smell and 
colour. Sound, u�on, fineness, grossness, shape, 
division, darkness, image, warmth, light, are also qualities 
of matter. 

The Karma Theory: The theory of karma comes under 
the purview of pudgila (matter). karma· in Jaina philo- · 
sophy emphasizes that one will have to bear the result of 
one's own deeds. the vibrations (yoga) and the passions . 
{k8f8ys) of soul attr-act karmic matter and transfer it into . 
karmic body. Yoga 1s the action of mind, spee.ch and 
body due to desire, aversion and cognition. Soul is pure 
in its intrinsic nature. The relation of karma is a cause 
that makes 

.
it S\!bject t� t}le ·cy�le of births. There are two 

distinct cau_sal agencies, Yiz. nimittakaraga or dravya
karma (remote -or distant causes) and upaaanak8.1i11a or 
bbav4kM111a (substantial cause). 

On ·ihe basis of nature the karmas are of eight kinds, 
·viz. l .ja-aniva.ra�a which con-ceals the light of knowledge 
2. dar!an'ifvaral!a which obscures light intuition, 3 .  
Veclaniya-karma which obsC\lres the pleasant feeling and 
unpleasant feeling, 4; mobaniya-karma, the karma which 
detudes faith, conduct, etc. All karmas proceed from the 
mobaniya-karma. As · long the mohaniyakarma is · 
powerful, all ksrmu remain powerful and as soon as it 
gets weaker, .all t}le karmas Jose : their strength, 5 .  
iyuksnns that which determines the quantum of  life in 
the. s.t�tes . of existence as infernal beings, plants and 
animals; human beings and ceiestial beings, 6. nama
karma the karma d�e to which the soul acquires niima
rjlpa · etc. that ·is body etc. 7. gotra-karma (status
�c;tefmWng karmas) are of two types, high and low, and 
8, antariya.k.Jrma that obstructs in making gifts, gain, 
enjC;Jy��t. ��ort etc. Of these,jnanavaraoa, darianava- . 
ran� 1ni!�Pi_,1ya and antariya karmas are 

'
called ghstiya 

karmU. '\:Vhich destrc;>y the four main characteristics of 
soul �knowledge, perception, pleasure and effort and ii. 

,. -:-� .. � . 

the remaining four karmas are called aghatiya karmas 
which do n o t  des troy t he -virt u es of soul. On the 
destruction of ghatiya karmas one attains Kevala·:.iflana 
and on the: destruction of the remaining four karma he 
achieves salvation. 

The theory of karma, as in Buddhism, rejects the 
theory of God as creator, supporter and destroyer ofthe 
world. Jainism d oes not believe in the principles of 
reward, judgement, incarnation, and forgiveness. One 
will have to bear the result of one's own deeds. They 
cannot be extinguished simply by the mercy of God. 
Jainism, of course, believes, unlike Buddhism, in 'God
hood, the Paramatman st'age of SO!Jl itself and in 
innumerable gods. Every soul is potentially diYine and 
the manifestation of divinHy is calied Paramarthabbiiva. 

Classification of Knowledge. J ainism classifies knowledge 
in two ways: 1 .  Canonical (agami.ka), and ii. Philosophical 
(aarlanika). The five kinds of knowledge based on the 
former are: 1 .  matijf1ana (sensitive knowledge), ii. 
srutajffaria (scriptural knowledge), iii. avadhijifina 
(visual knowledge), iv. manahparyiyajf1ana (mental 
knowledge), and v. kevalajifina (perfect knowledge); 
while pratyak�a (direct knowledge) and parok�a(indirect 
knowledge} are developments ofJhe latter. The pratyak�a 
is defined as knowledge ob�ained by oneself Without the · 
aSsistance of an external agentj lt is only to the Jainas · 

. that "ak�a " rri.e'ans "Soul" . . ·Ttlus pratyak�a hi Jaina · 
Agamika tradition. does not mean empirical perception, 
i.e. knowledge obtained through sense organs. According · · 
to this definition the avadhijffana, mana�paryayajiiBna 
and kevala-jffina are comprised in pratyakfB and 
matijnans, .and lrutajflana in parok�a. Jinabhadra and 

· Akalaflka however, analysed it as. ·samvyivahirika . 
pratyak�a (empirical perception), while the real pratya.kfJ! 
of Agamika tradition was called piramiirthika pratylik�a 
(transcedental perception). Thus matijffanawhich was put 
under parok�a in. the Agamika tradition, came under the 
category of pratyak�a in the philosophical tradition. 

Jalna 'Ethics. According · to J.aina tradition, right faith . 
(samysgdarlana), . right knowledge (samyagjnana}, and 
right conduct (samyakcaritra) constitute the path of 
spiritual salvation termed as the triple jewel (ratnatraya) 
BhaHa Akalaflka explained tbe trinity with the help of 
medicine which . cures the diseases by following fait� 
knowledge and conduct accordingly (TattvBrt.haraja
vartika, l .  47 -8). Belief in the ascertainment of things in, . . 
their true character is right faith. It can be achieved by 
avoiding doubts in the teaching of the Jina, desire for 
worldly enJoyment, admiration for the knowledge and 
conduct of the wrong believers anc;l so on. Anger, pride, 
deceitfulness and greed are the passions which lead to 
endless worldly existences or transmigrations. When the 
karmas are c�mpletely destroyed, the perfect knowledge, 
perfect perception, fearlessness, and infinite enjoyment 

1 .1 
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are attained by the purified soul. Pujyapada defines 
mok�a (liberation) as the atiainment of an altogether 
different state of the soul, on the removal of all the 
impurities of karmic matter and the body, characterized 
by the inherent qualities of the soul such as knowledge 
and bliss, free from pain and suffering (Sarvarthasiddhi, 
p. 1). 

. . 

The Lay Adherent. The Householder or Srlivaka is one 
who listens to the Dharma with full faith from Aciiryas 
and ParameHhins. He prepares himself gradually and 
steadily to renounce the world with right faith by 
observing the rules prescribed and then fulfils the respon
sibilities for the welfare of the family, ascetics, society, 
nation and mankind. Some of the important attributes of 
a householder are observance of non-violence, legitimate 
earning, hospitality, refraining from unnecessary criticism 
of Government, keeping good company, paying respect 
to parents, service to people,{ollowing religious preach
ings, gratefulness, generosity, fear of sin, honesty, 
appreciating the conduct, life and activities of spiritually 
advanced people, avoiding expenditure exeeding income 
and so on. Such rules make life pleasant (Dharmabindu
prakaraiJB, S8gaiadbsrm8.m[ts, I, II). The spiritual status 
of a householder is decided on his performance as 
follows: 

Pik�iks Sravaka. This is the first spiritual status of 
the J aina Jay disciple in which. he first takes a vow with 
right faith not to . eat meat, not to drink alcohol or 
wine and not to relish honey or any of the five kinds of 
figs containing souls. These are called MU.JaguiJa. 
Then he desists from · injury, falsehood, stealing, 
unchastity and attachment to wealth. The piik�ika 

. sriivaka also takes a vow not to indulge in seven types 
of obnoxious habits (vyassnas) which. make life 
disastrous. They are gambling and betting, meat
eating, alcoholic drink, prostitution, hunting, stealing, 
and sexual intercourse with another's wife or husband. 
He should also practise avaJyakas namely, i. worship 
of the lirthaflkaras, ii. service to spiritual teachers, iii. . 
studying scriptural texts every day, iv. practising 
some form of self restraint every day, v. doing some 
form of penance daily, and vi. doing some kind of 
charitable act (Padmanandi paffcsvirplatika, 6. 7). 
This is an introduction to spiritual discipline of a 
house-holder. 

NaiUhika Sravaka. One who fulfils his r;ligious 
duties with constant vigilance is a Nai�¢ika Sravaka. 
ln,.order to prepare himself for the ascetic life the 
householder goes further to observe the eleven spiritual 
stages (pratima). They are: 1. darlans prst{ma .. ,�t 
requires true and unshakable faith in J ainism With 
firm conviction in the reality of seven fundamental 
principles of J ainism and devotion to the pd�psra-
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me�.this. Aft e r a l ong pra t i c e  he b ec o m e s  
samyagdr�.ti. He should no t  be  proud o f  knowledge, 
worship, family, caste, weal th  and beauty (Ra.tns
karaiJcfakalravakacara, 25). He will ponder daily 
over twelve points of meditation to realize self or deep
reflection (dvadafanuprek�a) as follows: transitori
ness, helplessness, transmigration, lonelines, distinct
ness, impurity, influx, stoppage, dissociation, universe, 
rarity of enlightenment and the truth. 2. vrata pratima, 
the stage of observing vows: In order to prepare 
himself for the ascetic life the householder goes ahead 
to observe the twelve vows for obtaining inner purity 
of the self. Firm conviction with right understimding 
in the reality of fundamental principles of Jrunism 
generates benevolence towards a!l living beings 
(maitri), joy at the sight of virtuous (piamoda), 
compassion and sympathy for the afflicted (karof!8.), 
and tolerance towards the insolent and the ill-behaved 
(miidhyasthys). Violence, in all forms - caused by 
deed, word and thought should be avioded. J ainism 
directs the hou!eholder to ftx boundaries for business, 
not to pursue commercial activities causing injury to 
living beings, to extend hospitality by offering food, 

· implements, medicine and shelter and to bestow one's 
possessions upon one another for�utual benefit. H� 
should also observe compassion towards living beinga 
in general and towards the devout in particular. He. 
should practise charity, contemplapon,�equanimity, 

· and freedom from greed. (See RatnakarBIJcfa, SBgiira-
dharmam[Ul, Upssakadhya.rans etc,k · · 

Other pratimas like .mediatation, fasting, renoun
cing eatirig after sun-set etc. should also be observed, 
for the attainment ·of gradual renunciation from 
worldly concerns and becoming prone to monkhood. 
The spiritual aspirant who reaches.t he eleventh stage· 
is called k�ullaka (Junior) having three long pieces of 
cloth and a loin cover (langota), a broom and a water 
pot, and claka (S_enior) having only a water pot 
(kamaiJqalu) and a brooD,l and also a loin cover in 
Digam�ara tradition. In Svetiimbara tradition he, is 
called Sramaqabhiita possessing a begging bowl and 
a whisk broom. 

SBdhaka Sravaka. Salle khan a, the spiritual death in · 
Jaina tradition, is the third stage of a householder 
which is very close to that of an ascetic. It is defmed as 
making the physical body and the internal passions 
attenuated by abandoning their SOIJrces gradully at 
the approach of death with pleasure and not by force 
(Sarvi.rthasiddhi, 7.22; Acarahga). For various 
reasons one decides to perform Sallekhana. Aceord
ing to the Bhagavafl Aradhsna, old age, physical 
weakness, famine, incurable disease, calamities, etc. 
are such reasons which render the performance of 
Avuyakas impossible. Sallekhanii should be per-
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formed at a J aina temple or one's own house or in the 
jungle on the eve of death, so that one could achiev'! 
b.etter prospects in the next !>irth. 
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· Sallekbanii is also called S amii.dhimaraJ?a. It should 
be ol:iserved through pen.ance, internal and external 
tapas, renunciation of worldly affairs, forgiveness, 
ilocani, pratikramBIJB, dhyina etc. with a view to 
attain purification of mind. (Pravacanasiroddbara, · 

· 982-3; Bbagavafi Aridbani, 253-4). 

The daily routine of a Jain lay disciple starts with 
reciting th� mahiimantra "Namo aribantiJ!arp� namo 
siddhiJ!arp, aamo iiyariyiiJB�, namo uvajjb'ay8.1Jal1}, . 
namo Joe sabbasihiilJB� "in the Brahmamuhiirta (early) 
morning), thinking, "Who am 17, "What are my vows''?, 
"What is my dharma''? etc. He then meditates, studies 
scriptures, worships the Jinas and then takes his meals. 
A vaJyakn and PrstikrarpBIJB are also to be observed by 
the householder (Dbarmabindu, 3.46; S'Agiira-
dbarm8m[ta, S. 1-9). 

· 

Another type of division of spiritual stages is called 
Gunilstbina fou rteen in number. It starts · with . . . 
Mithyidrfp, the lowest. · one which· involves gross . 
ignorance where the self ·acc�pts wrong .. belief. as·right, 
and therefore, the person c�ot inake a - d�tinction 

. · . between reality and unreality, and. ends with· Ayogakeva.O, 
the last and �ost purified-stage where all ihe ·pas�ions and 
.Jcsmis areBnnihilatedbythetbiromJfoUrthsmge-ofStikladhya
yina. This is called Siddbivastbi. The spiri�ual develop
ment in fourteen steps can be comprehended by the three 
main diVisions, viz, the extemai �lf (b��tman), internal 
aelf (�i:J.taritrnan) and the . tr.an5cendental seif (para-
mitman). . . 

. . . . · . . . . 
. - . . . 

. 1be .Jaliaa Meadkant. A stricter code of oonduct is pres
co bed for · the Jaina mendicant. It is called samacara 
(Right conduct); A Jaina morik stays in a temple or · 
retires to the forest. After observing the eleventh Pratima, 
prescribed for a householder, one could decide to become 
a mendicant, dedicated to totai renunciation and proper 
conduct. He accepts initiation froni · the . teacher and 
becomes a mendicant by pulling the hair out· frcim his 

· head with his own hands� He proceeds to arrest karmic 
matt�:r by controlling passions, careful moveme'nt, 
observing virtues, engaging himself in contemplation and 
conquering the sufferings by endurance and conduct. For . 
curbing the threefold activity of b�dy, speech and mind, 
� ascetic titkes every car� in walking, speB.king; eating, 
lif�ng and lying dJWn and depositing waste products for 
avoidirig injury to organisms. Besides, he has also to 
etid�re twenty-two types of affictions (ptir4Sbas) such as 
hunger, thirst, cold, beat, insect-bites, nakedness� 
abstinence, pain, discomfort of postures, uncomfortable 
couches, - scolding, injury, begging, lack of gain, illness, 
pain inflected by blades or grass, dirt, despair or uneasi-
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ness arising from ignorance and Jack of faith. These 
afflictions are to be endured so as not to swerve from the 
path of stoppage of kanna and for the sake of dissociation 
from ·karma. He follows 28 miilagUIJBS completely. 

Acdakata or nakedness is a requisite characteristic of 
the ascetics. The terms Niga�{ha (Pall) and Nirgantha 
(Sanskrit) in Buddhist literature reveal the qualities such 
as renunciation, purity, restraint, etc. of the Jain 
mendicant. As a result oflater development, the scripture 
allowed afterwards in the Svetlimbara tradition the mask 
for preventing the death. of micro-organisms normally 
entering the mouth (mukbavastriks}, a piece of cloth 
(avamacela}, blanket (padakambala}, broom ('rajo
baraiJa), pot (patra), seat (iisana-pi{ha), pbalaka etc. 
( Uttaradbyayana, 26.21-22). The mendicant s trives to 
master the five causes of karinic iilflux, namely control · 
(gupti)regulation (samiti), moral virtues (dhanna)reflec
tion or contemplation (anuprekfii)Bild conduct (caritra). 

He is .also required to practise tapaS that is, penance or 
religious austerity. Penance (tapas) is of two types, . 
n�ely_ external penance (bahyatapas) and internal 
penance (antatahgatapas). The external penance is of six 
types, viz._ fasting (anasapa), reduced die

.
t Javamsu

darya), special restrictions for begging food (Y[itipari
sabkbyana}, giving. up stimula,ting and delicious distJes 
(rasap(lrityaga); and mortificalion of body (kayakle�a). 
The. main object behind the. �xternal austerity is to 
cultivate patient endurance of bodily pain and. suffering · · 
in order to . remove . attachment to ple,asure anc:f to 
proclaim .the glory of the teaching of the Jinas. 

. . 

The internal . austerities are also of six types, :viz. 
eJ[piation over negligence of duties prayaicitta), reverence 
to holy personages (vinaya), services to Jhe . saints in 
difficulty (vaiyiiV[lti), stu�y qf the scriptures (s vadhysya), 
�d.mcditation·for controlling the mind. The auspicious 
meditations (dhamia-sulda-dbysna) became . the cause 
for .the attainment of various types of transcendental 
powers ([ddbi). Eventually, t.he aspirant attains 
Kevalajnana ( omniscienc�) aS a result of destroying the 
ghiitiyakarnias · ani then . finaHy reaches . the 14th . 
guiJsstbans or stage of spiritual development where all 
the karmas are destroyed. This the most purified stage of. 
soul which is called Nirv8IJa. 

To attairi.this highest position in the spiritual sphere an 
aspirant undertakes daily siimilyika and caityavandana 
a..,d then goes out to . beg for food with · a certain 
iihirariwdra and .eats in a standing posture from the 
hollow of his hands once a day, if he is a Digambara 
monk. A Svetiimbara monk eats directly from the pots 
after returning to.the monastery. Afterwards, they further 
engage themselves in studying the scriptures, writing 
books, preaching and performing penance. 
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Rites and RJtuals. J ainism in the strictest terms does not 
prescribe invocation, propi t i at ion, offerings, prayers and 
.the like. aut in popular practice, a devotee expresses his 
or her devotional attachment to idols, which symbolize 
the glorification of the spritual state and the attributes 
manifested in the idol namely, Jinahood itself. 

A Jaina performs his or her worship in two ways; 
abstract worship (bhavapuja) which needs neither idol 
nor ritual, and formal worship (draryapuja)which needs 
an idol and some ritual performances. 

The mendicants usually perform the abstract form of 
worship. There is a certain method prescribed for formal 
worship. After taking a bath and wearing clean clothes, 
the devotee goes to the temple and recites Namokara
mantra. (the Mahamantra) with devotional songs and 
hymns, puts down a few grains of rice, bows and goes 
around a circumambulatory path three times and repeats 
Arihanta-siddha etc. Then on a rosary of 108 beads, he 
starts performing a�!adravyapiija, starting with 

.the 
bathing of the image of 1 ina with pure water and reciting 
verses. The puja is done by placing one after another the 
�{adravyai (water, sandalwood ·paste, cleaned rice
grains; flowers or saffron coloured rice , a coconut, a 
lamp, incense, articles like cloves ii.nd almonds and as the 
last, mixed offerings - argha) in a platter placed on the 
table in front of him. This procedure of paying homage to 
tbe Jina or iirthabkara, the ideal Guni and the Sastras or 
Stnpt�res may b� done individually orin a congregation. 
After this, the devotee conciudes his worship with the 
recitation of Santipatha expressing his wish for universal 
peace: "May Lord 1inendradeva, bestow peace on the 
land, the nation, the city and the state, and welfare on all 
the citizens, may the rulers and the administrators be 
strong, law-abiding and righteous, the rains be timely and . 
adequate, all the diseases and ailments disappear, no one 
in the world be afflicted with famine or scarcity becaus� 
of theft, loot, plunder and devastation, nor with epi
demics, even for a moment: Peace be to all. " 

Other J aina rituals inchid.e idol installation, Jinabimba
prati�{ha or PaJJcakalyaqakaprati�!hii. 

There are some social ceremonies like Sar:pskaras 
. whi.ch are somehow connected with spiritual and physical 
purity. They are the three types of Sa11Jskaras, viz. i. 53 
kriya (rites) which cover the entire life of a person from 
conception to death (garbhanvayakriyii), ii. 48 rites 
which are related to new converts and their spiritual 
development (dik�invayakriya), and iii. 7 rites which are 
meaiJ,t for personality development of meritorious souls 
(kartrinvyayakriya). · · ·· '  •· : , �·� � 

Among festivals celebrated by Jainas are: PSryii��a, 
or Dslalak�al!a Parva held during the rainy se�on for 
eight or ten days in J aina temples where the sermons on 
thef Daiadharmas, (ten virtues of the soul described in 

the Ta tta varthasutra and Kalpasutra Scriptures) are 
regularly read to an audience; K�amaV'lif!1parva c r  

Sai?Jva tsai'iparva, is celebrated on the day of universal 
forgiveness, when every J aina asks for forgiveness from 
everyone else, and he himself forgives others for wrongs 
done towards him during the past year; Mahaviranirvaf!B 
Jayanti, the birth �entenary of 1ina Mahavira; and 
�ak�abandhana, Soqa�'iikaral!avrata, Ak�ayatrtiya, 
SrutapaJJcami, Dipava!i, Siddhacakravidhana, A�{anbi
kaparva, Nanc!fsvaravidhana, some of which are social 
festivals of the community. 

Jahta as a Community. The 1 aina Community is characte
rised by the J aina principle of equality and equanimity, 
which s tresses the social and spiritual life ofthe indi
vidual, rejects the ide a  of God as mediator, and replaces it 
with the theory of karma. The J aina Scriptures lay down 
that o_ne's caste cannot be decided by birth but by one's 
own action or conduct. It is also said that by simply 
shaving the head, one cannot be a Muni (monk) and by 
only adhering to k�ayac1vara (saffron clothing) one 
c:mnot claim_ to be a Tapas vi, a person cannot . be. a_ 
Srsmaqa simply by residing in a jungle. As a matter of 
fact, they should possess the attribute_s like sama� 
(equality and equanimity), brahma�aiya( celihaey),jnana 
(knowledge), t.s:pas(penance), and caritra (conduct) with 
the right attitu�e. 

· 

. 

. 

-� -
. 

.. 
Jaina Contrltmtioo to Indian Cultii;:e. The spread of 
Jainism throughout the Indian sub.:Continent is attested 
to by inscriptions and monuments, sculpture _and li_te
rature as well as refer::nces in historical and literary 
sources of non-J aina origin. Prior to Mabiivlra, Jainism. 
has held sway not only in the Indus Valley as already 
discussed but also in Sri Lanka. The 1 aina tradition is 
that Jainism was introduced to Sri Lanka about the 
eighth century B.C. (cf. Paumacariya). 

The Buddha lll!d Mabavira were active in the same . 
region in and around Magadb!l and the J aina scriptures . 
mention Vaisili, Piivii, Mithiia, Sirphabhumi, K.ausambl 
and Avanti among the many centres where j aina commu
nities existed .  Very early in its history, Jainism had 
spread to South India. Reference has been made to the 
sojourn of Bhadrabibu apd Visakhliciirya in Ka�ii!aka 
and the assoclation of the Maury a Emperor Candragupta 
with their mission. This was in fourth century B.C. 

Even if the tradition on the early introduction of 
Jaini�m to Sri Lanka is considered legendary, more 
cogent historical information comes from the Mah8VB.If1SB. · 
Pa1;14ukiibhaya is said to have built residences or 
monasteries for Nigat;1�as J otiya, Girl and Kumbhlll]4&. 
(Mbv. x. 97 -99). The monastery of Giri had existed for at 
least three centuries before it was demolished by YaH� 
giimal;li Abbaya. (Mbv. xxxiii, 43-44 and . 80-82). A 
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statue of Par8vanlitha, found in the caves of Terlipur, is Bihar, as the trad itional Parinivlit:Jabhumi of many 
said to be from Sri Lanka .. J aina l iterature redords Tirthankaras, had had a long history of Jaina cul tural 
evidence for the existence of J ainism in th� Island in the activity. Rlij�grha, Nlilandii, Plirsvanlitha Hill, Si�ha-
lOth century A. C. bhilmi, Bariibar Hill, Patna and Piiviipuri have yielded 

remarkable vestiges of flourishing J aina art. Further east, 
The prevalence of Jainism in Afghanistan at a.Tt early in Bengal, Surohar and Mandoil have produced Jaina date is established by the images of Tirthankaras in images in Mathur a style. In Orissa, particularly beautiful 

kiyotsarga or meditating posture found in V ahakariij works ofJ aina art and architecture are found in Udaigiri-Emir: Rsabhadeva is said to have travelled westwards to Khandagiri (Udlsli) and such other places as Keonjhar, Bhali (l3�ctria), Panhave (Iran) and Q_reece and estwards Ma��abharja and Cuttack. Andhrapradesh, too, had 
to Suvannabhlimi (i.e. Myanmar) (A va!yaka Niryukti, been a centre of Jaina culture, which traces its history to 
336-337).' Kalakiicarya is also believed to have visited the days oL�ciirya Kundakunda of the first century A. C. 
Suvrup�abhUmi· (Uttsr2dhyayana Niryukti, 1_20). It is Ciilukyas, R��raku�as and Va�ami Clilukyas patronized 
surptised that gymnosophists referred to in Greek literature J ainism and constructed many institutions. With the fall 
could be Jainas. of Jainism, here, most of these institutions have been 

While no vestiges of the physical cultural heritage of taken over by Vira8aivites and Lingiiyats. 
Jainism have yet ben traced outside the Indian Sub- Inits southward expansion, Jainism entered Karnii�aka 
continent, ·monuments, epigraphical records, sculptures as far back as the fourth century B.C. Gangavadi 
and other works ohrt abound in India to bear testimony dynasty, founded by the Jaina Acarya Simhananda, 
to the significant impetus which this religious tradition extended its patronage to Pujyapiida, Prabhiicandra, 
has given to' the promotion of art and architecture . . The J inasena, GuJ?anandi, �iitrakehd, Pu�padanta, 
earliest objects of art ofJaina origin to be recorded Vidyananda, Anantavtrya and Goindu. Worthy ofspecial 
belong t9'· th� :Nand a and the Maury an Dynasties - · mention is Riicamalla Satyaviikya whose minister . 
(4th--- 3rd centuries B.C.). King Khara-vela of ·Klilinga . ·ca:mundariiyaerected the famous collossus, the statue of 
ineritions · in his Hiithigumpha inscription of the · Gmn�te�vara Biihuvali at Sravana Belgola. A rich outcrop 
re-mstiillation of aJiiina image which a Nanda monarcb , . of Jaina monuments . in this �tate (e.g. at Mangal, . 
bad taken away to Magadha from Kiilinga ip the fourth: .- . :· · Na�dirurg� PaJ,l�itarahalli, SarangipaHinam, Halebid, 
century B.C. Tli� torso of the J aina image of Lohanlpur· . Aibole) speaks.of the grandeur which Jainism enjoyed in . (Patna) is ascribed to ·Maury�n times. · Durii1g the . 

Kamiilaka until its disapp�rance with the Lingiiyatas 
Slita�ilhana period (60 B.C. ·- 225 A. C.), Mathura and wh? p�rsecuted the Jainas. · 

Sauriistra became the principal centres of J aina culture. 
Math�;ilJ Simi art is represented by the finds af:K.anklilitilli . In Tamilniidu, the J aina age of cultural supremacy 

.. .. · and Jbe ·Nagata· Jaina art ·was contemporaneous with began with- the missionary activities of Visiikhiiciirya fu 
the fourth eentury B.C. and lasted until the eleventh Gandhii.ra art ·which developed under the Kushan as . . · 
century when it was replaced by Hindu sects such as 

Each of the golden age� �f anci�nt Indian culture has Vaisnavas, Alwars and Litlgiiyatas. Impressive rock-<:ut 
seen substantial J aina . contribution in sJI realms of cav�� and sculptures bear testimony to the p�eval.encc: o� 
cr�ativity. The grat Jaina scholars and philosophers of Jaina art in ·P udukoHai., Madura, Tinnevely. and North . 
the Gupta age inCluded Harlgupta, .Siddtiasena, Hari- Arcot. Inscriptions of Kafici record the patronage of the 
sena, .Raviklrti� Pujyapiida, Patrakakesart imd Udyota- Pallavll kings to prominent Jaina iicaryas like Kunda-
nasilri. J airia art and architecture flourished in Mathurii, kunda, Samantabhadra, Akalanka, Bhavanandi and . 
Hastinapur; Av�ti, Ahjcchatra; Bhinnamala, Kau�iimbi, Mallbena. The paintings and sculpture of Sittanavasala 
Devagumphii, Vidisii, Sriivasti, Viiriitfasi, Vaisali, Pii�aH- . reflect the development of a remarkable Jaina tradition 
putra; Riijag�ha imd Campli. · · 

of art comparable to that of AjRJ?�ii and Sl�riya. . . . . 
D�ring .the post-Gupta era, Jaina . culture received 

remarkable support from the Pratihlira ·and C!iJ?�ela 
dynasties. Cittod, the capital of the Paramaras, was the 
scene of activity of Klilakiikiiclirya and Haraibhadra. The 
Buildings. and works of art of Tripuri, Khajuraho, · 
Devas'adh, M ahobii, · M adanapur, Canderi, Ahar, 
Papporli and Gwalior reflect the continuing advances 
made by, Jaina art and archietecture-. Dhanapala, 
Amitagati� M �ikyanandi, Pnibhiicandra, Asiidh ara and 
Dhanailjiya were prominent figures of the J aina lite
rature of the time, 

. ... . - - -·· . ·- ···--·- ----- --� 

If J ainism has receded from the SO\Jtb of India in recent 
years, it remains a vibrant living force in Mahiiriishtra, -
Rajasthan and Gujarat. Parle inscription of first century 
A.C. commences with the Jaina salutation "Namo 
Arihantli�am". Monument's of Keljhar, Pavanar, 
Nagpur, Bharidara, Ramtek, Akola, Karanja, Achalpur, · 
Latur and Bhadravati bespeak a very high level of Jaina 
art and · architecture. Jaina caves at Ellora, Nasik, 
Dharasiva are noted for their exquisite sculptures. 
Magnificent Jaina temples with huge images mark the 
continuing development of Jaina culture in Pritis�hina-
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pur, Belgaon, Kolh apur, Ehol, Alaktakanagara, Kuntal

giri ,  Kandh ar, K11rad, M ahimagiri, V atapi and Meghuni. 

M alakhed h ad been a flourishing J  a ina centre even in the 

first century A. C. when Piidlipiiciirya visited it. The fifth 
century inscription of Mrge5avarman records donations 
made to Digambaras, Svetambaras, Kurcakas and 
Yapaniyas. Equally generous were the Silaharas of 
Konkana who built such magnificent temples as 
Adaraditya, Satyaviikya, Candraprabha and RaHa. Noted 
as pati·ons of Jains culture were also Pulakesin I, KI
rtivarman and Ravikirti. 

. 
Satrufijaya and Girnar have long been the Siddha-

k�etras - the holiest sites - of the 1 ainas. In them is ample 
evidence of the glory of Jaina art and architecture 
developed by Ra�!rakii!as ,  Calukyas, Pratihliras, 
Paramaras and Cauhans. The monuments at Ranakapur, 
Udaipur, Sirohi, JaisalGodhpur and Jaipur as well as the 
temples of Girnar attributed to Vastupli.la and Tejapli.la, 
the ministers of t he Baghelas do indeed rd1ect the peak of 
perfection of Jaina culture . The magnificent temple of 
Ab.u with its most fascinating stone carvings - "the finest 
laceworks in stone" - is an unrivalled masterpiece of 
Jaina art. 

Jaina art and architecture continue to develop as the 
munificence ofthe Jaina community of India, which is 
relatively affluent and well-placed, promotes the 
foundation of institutions dedicated to propagate the 
Jaina doctrines of non-violence, tolerance and strict 
discipline. 
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JA.."tfALGARID (var. Jamalgiri), a ' modem town in 
eastern Afghanistan. Cunningham diacovered here, in. 
1848 an ancient Buddhist monastic eetablishment buried 
in the ground. This discovery conneci&fi amli.lgaihi with 
other early Buddhist sites in the North-western frontier of 
the Indian sub-continent which was the seat of a powerfui 
Buddhist monarchy under Kusan aS and Sakas before the 
Christian era. · 

J arnli.lgarhi is placed between the rivers Swat (Suvastu) 
and Indus (Sindhu) and is connected with other Buddhist 
cultural sites in the Kabul valley, like Peshawar (ancient 
Puru�apura, Fo-lu-sha oft be Chinese itinerants), Be gram 
(ancient Kap1Sa), J afaliibiid (ancient Nagarahiira), 
Charsadda (ancient Puskalavati), Sare-Makhe-Dheri 
(Haritl stlipa site of the Chinese), Takhti-Bahi, Shar.hi
Dahlol, Shlibaz-Garhi, Hadda(Hi-lo of the Chinese), and 
Bimiiran. The region where Jamiilgarhi is l ocated, 
comprised the better part of Udyiina (U-chang-na of the 
ChL.1ese) of the Gandhara kingdom. 

When Gunningharn first discovered the Buddhist ruins . 
of Jamiilgarhi it belonged to the British occupied Yusufzai 
district of Afghanist!I.D, a nartle eponymous · by the 
occupation of it by Yusufzai Afghans. Aecording to him 
Yusufzai corresponds  with the ancient district of 
Peukolaitis or Pu�kalivati (ASJAR; V, 1 872-73, p. 2). 

J amalgarhi lies at a close distance from the ancient 
caravan route via the Khyber pass which carried the 
east-west trade. of the ancient world. Cunningham observes 
that there is abundant evidence to show, that the country 
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.was once thickly populated, in the numerous mounds of 
ruined cities and citadels which still stud the Yusufzai 
plain in all directions . The present population is, scanty, 
dissolute and poor which hardly speaks of the glory of a 
once prosperous kingdom which flourished in. the area. 

JAMALGARHI 

into straight faces of unequB.I Iength, according to the size 
of the chapels above them. Some of these faces were 
covered with plain stucco; but most of them were 
ornamented with seated figures of the Buddha alternately 
ascetic and teacher (dhyiina and dharmacakra mudriis), 
and smaller standing figures of the Buddha between 
them. 

. . 
The chapels vary in size from 8!,1  to 1 1  feet squre. Only 

the lower parts of the wall now remain. No single statue 
was found in situ. But while clearing the pavement below 
Cunningham had found several statues lying immediaely 
in front of the so called chapels. This factor induced. him 
to infer that these st atues had once stood in the chapels, · 

Although Cunningham. discovered the site in January 
1848 when be recovered a very fine head of a Buddha 
statue in excellent preservation (ASIAR. V, p. 46), the 
first archaeologital exploration was carried out only in 
1852 by Lumsden and Stokes (J. Fergusson, History of 
Indian 'and Eastern Architecture, London 1 876, p. 169). 
They excavat,ed & considera�le . number of sculptures, 
which · afterwards came into the possession of Clive 
· Bayley who published an account of them in the Journal 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1 852) and took the 
collection to England where the entire lot was destroyed 
in the disastrous fire that occurred at the Crystal Palace 
where they were being exhibited in 1 860 (J. Fergusson, Joe. · cit.). ·The . assessment and . the account' given by 
Cunningham in �is Archaeoiogical Survey Report in 
India (vol. V), on the ruins at J am!lgarhl still holds i:nuch 
value as hardly any further research was done since, of 
my appreciable value at the site, (the account below is 
based moStly on Cunningham's discoveries). ' . 

. or niches above them. 

The Bl,lddhist n1,his at Jamalgarhi occupy the top of a ' 
hill overlooking . the village. The s.tyle o( th� buildings . -, · 

(monas.tery, sUlpa etc�) is the same as those which have; .· · 
been discove�.at· .other places in Yusufzai viz, Takhti- · . 
Bahi, Sbllibaz-Garhi (see J. Fergusson, op. dt., p. 171. 
for a · comparative study of .the sites), excepting ior 
variatio�s in certain arrangements of the . blocks of the 

. buildmgs. The seulptures found at Jamilgarhi ar� more 
numerous.and .are in a better st�te of pres�rvati�n than 
those folind at related sites. · 

The principal group of buildings; consists of astiipa, 22 
feet in ·d·iameter, ·standing on a circular base and 
surrounded by a polygonal enclosure of :m�all vihiiras or 
chapels.2 The basement of the sHip a is the only portion 
now standing. This is divided into 20 sides or faces 
separated by pilasters with a seated figure of the Buddha 
in each. cOmpartment. The Whole is executed in CQarse 
StUcCO; which bears znany traces of ha'\ing once been gilt . 
and painted, with traces of red colour still remaining. 
The ·circular space between the sUlpa and chapels was 
paved throughout with large slabs of dark blue slate. The 
chapels which formed the enclosure, stood on a continuous 
buement like that of the stUpa itsdf. This. was divided 

. 

He also found several Corinthian capitals of pilasters 
wh.ich once formed the ends of the side-walls of the 
chapels. These capitals are all of the Indo-Coriathian 
style with boldly designed volutes and two tiers of 
acanthus leaves deeply and delicately chisselled . Some of 
them have small figures of the Buddha, either sitting or 
standing, amongst the acanthus leaves, and many of them 
still preserVe traces of gilding. These capitals are of 
several distinct sizes which, Cunningham supposes, may 
be assigned to the several different �izes of the chapels. 

"In the open space between the stiipa and· the chapels · . 
was .found a piece of. a round KB.9kar shaft still standing · 

in 'situ :.;__. besid�s which numerous pieces of small votive . . 
sHip a., and of stone umbrellas of varying size · were 
found," (ASJAR. V, p. 48). On the south of the stiipa 
chamber is an oblong court below, which was sorrounded 
by chapels on all sides. Crompton states that "a series of 
sculptures was found in situ on the risers of steps 
representing various scenes incluoing Jiitaka scenes. 
Some of these sculptures have been broken since their 
discovery by the bigoted Muhammadan people of the 
country" (ASIAR. V, p. 49). The sculptures found in this 
court were very. good and interesting, writes Crompton, . 
which included many . statues of kings (Bodhisattvas); 
figures with mo\lstaches and jewel necklaces lll)d armlets, . 
wearing sandals (letter of Crompton, K.E., dated 7lh 
April 1 873, see ASIAR. V, p. 49). There were also 
discovered with several half capitals of pillars or pillasters 
hi excellant preservation without any traces of the pillars 
themselves. The best preserved specimens ofthese capitals 
and of the alto-relievos had the remains of a goldleaf 
about them indicating that they were once gilt in whole or 
part. The vihiira-court contains more than thirty chapels 

!. A. Foucher and his mission follow� by the French Archaeological mission and Italian archaeologists bad made e.xcavatioilll ln the 
Kibul-Swat.area in the present rentury, which however have ilot made.way for con3iderable alterations on Cunningham's earlier 
ua�ents of Jamilgarbi ruins. 

2. Thia cbar�eristicfeature of encircling the principahtiipa by �ubsidiary monuments was modelled possibly to substitute the railing 
10 con�plcuon� ln the early pre-Christian Buddhist stiipas (H. Sarkar, Studies in Early Buddhist Architecture of India, Delhi, ·1966, · 
p. S7). 
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in the four s ides and in the middle the remains often sma!l 
stU pas. 

On the northern flight of 10 steps leading to the vihara
court many beautiful sculptures were found, still preserv
ing traces of gild. 

At the time Cunningham reported his excavations 
. there were still more ruins yet to be exhumed. Cunningham 
concludes in his report that as all the existing buildings 
are of .a religious character the site was simply that of a 
large monastic establishment with its stiipas and viharas 
(Plates XL VJII, XLIX, of ASIAR. V, show the Indo
Corinthian pillar capitals with foliage patterns worked 
out in stucco). 

The Buddhist cultural remains at Jamiilgarhi have 
been assigned to the Gandhara period of art which 
flourished from the l st century B .C. to two or three 
centuries in the present era.3 

Cunnigham's identification of the Jamiilgarhi style of 
Architecture with the Indo-Corinthian school has been 
maintained by other scholars like J. Fergusson, J. 
Burgess, A. K.. Coomaraswamy, and A. Foucher (A. K.. 
Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, 
pp. 73, 1 10, H. Zi�mer, The Art ofJiidian Asia. Vol. I, B. 
13 d). He observes that the Jamalgarhi capitals of the 
Indo-Corinthian pillars are by far the most beautiful 
examples of Indo-Greek architecture which have come 
down to us, of which, although numerous remains are 
found, only very few perfect specimens remain (AS JAR. 
V, Appendix A, p. 19 1). 

Although on archaeological and numismatic evidence 
the date of Jamiilgarhi and related sites is assigned to the 
Indo-Scythian period i.e. the Gandhiira school of Art, the 
spread of Buddhism in these northern frontier regions of 
India goes back to the peri<?d_of Asoka. Several inscrip
tions of Asoka have now been discovered in this region 
very much close to J amiilgarhi, e.g. at Kandahar, Shabaz
Garhi (EW. vol.}X, Nos. 1 & 2, pp. 4 f.; ASIAR, vol. V, 
p. 8), which further strengthens the Mahav�sa statement 
of the early spread of Buddhism ill Gandhiira in Asoka's 
time. (History of Ceylon, University of Ceylon, vol. I, 
part I, p. 1 3 1 ;  Mbv. XIII, 3). Early Chinese Buddhist 
trav�Jiers speak of monuments including stiipas built by 
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Asokaraj a in this region known to them as Udyana 
(U-chang-na).4 

The desruction of Jamiilgarhi monuments is due both 
to nature and human hands. As a perennial catastrophe 
the flood waters of the vast number of rivers that 
surround the area had spelled d oom to these citadels of 
Buddhist Art. The Hiina (Huns) invasions, too, had not 
spared them. But the final and a lasting destruction was 
wrought by the iconoclastic Arabs who s tormed these 
cities since the invasion of Muhamed of Gazni up to still 
recent times. 

, A. D. T. E. Perera 

JAMBHALA (Tib. gnod-hdsin) is a form of K.uvera, the 
Buddhist god of wealth, especially popuiar in Nepal, and 
Vasudhenii is his consort. As Yi-dam he is called 
Jambhala, probably deriving his name from Jambhana 
(lemon) which be always carries L'l his right hand. Under 
his left arni is the usual mongoose discharging jewels 
from its mouth. K.uvera in J ambhal:t'Iorm only carries 
the larrge mong�ose under the arm,' while all the other . 
forms carry a small mongoose with il"single jewel in its 
mouth. It is silid that for having performed austerities for 
a tbousimd gems, he w� rewarded by Brahm a by giving 
him immortality imd making hiin the god of wealth. 

Jambhala existed at a time when the conception of the 
· five Dhyiini Buddhas had not yet been accomplished. 
Therefore he could not be assigned to one partiCular 
Dhyiiru Buddha from whom he sight .have originated. 
According to the SlidbanamaJB. there are several .forms of 
Jambhala said to be emanating either from Ak�obhya or 
from Ratnasambava or from Vajrasattva or from a 
combination of the five Dhy�ni Buddhas. 

The Jambhala form which emanates from the Dhyiini 
Buddha Ak�obhya who is one of the earliest Tathagatas 

· to have e11tered the Buddhist pantheon, is of blue 
complexion and possesses three faces and six arms. His 
crown bears the image of Ak�obhya (Ak�obhyaja�amu
ku�inarp) and carries in his three right hands the citron, 
the goad and the arrow (matuluhgahkusab8!Jadbara11J). 

3. This date has been more definitely assigned, after the discovery oflndo-Scythian coins (ASIAR. V, appendix A, p. 1 94; H. Sarkar, 
op. cit. p. 63). On stylistic grounds the stucco works of the Gandhiira school of Art, fall in the post-Christian era of lat� �u�in.a, 
known as Kidara Ku§iins still indelinitely however (see, Sir John Marshall, Greeks a.nd Salcas in India, JRAS. 1947, pp. 1 7-17) . 

. ( Jmiilgarhi could probably be the site ofShang-fv1 u-Kia of !Hsuan-l,ang! where he had found a stupa, which is about 200 li (te. 34 
mls.) from Po-lu-sha, which lies to the south-east.ofSh�!ig�Mii�Kia(S. Beat, Chinese Accounts oflndia, Indian Edition, Vpl. ll,  p. 
161) A. Foucher identifles Shabazgarhi with �ncient Polusha (var. Poloucha) also known in early times 83 Va�apura (A. Foucher, 
L, Art Greco Bouddhique Du Gandhara, Vol. I, p. 626 Map). Cunningham has discovered a cave at Shabaz-Garhi and some other 
ruins, which he tries to trace back to the Sudiina (Vessantara) legend. (ASIAR. V, pp. IJ f; S.M. Sastri, Cunningham's Ancient 
Geographyoflndia, p. 60. But see S. Beat, op.cit., p. l 6 1  note99). Po-lu-sha was famed II! the exile of Sudiina when Hsuan-tsang 
visited this area (S. Beat op. cit. p. 161 ) . 

.. ..  --· � 
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He embraces Prajfili in one of his left arms and carries the 
mongoose with a lasso and �he arrow with the other two 

arms. 
The characteristic feature of Jambhala emanating 

from the Dhyiini Buddha Ratnasambhava is that he . 
carries th.e mongoose in his right hand with the citron in 
the left. The mongoose is supposed to be the receptacle of 
all gems and jewels. When 1ambhala presses the two sides 
of the mongoose it . vomits forth the riches. As an 
emanation ofDhyiini Buddha Ratnasambhava Jambhala 
may be represented alone orin the embrace of his saktiin 
yab-yuin;;_ when represented in yab-yum he si"ts on the 
moon under which is the double lotus of eight petals. He 
with a protruding belly wears a variety oi ornaments and 
has a golden complexion. Carrying with him the citron 
and the mongoose iri the right and the left hands 
respectively he wears a garland of yellow lotus and 
remains in yab-yum with Vasudbari. The eight petals of 
the lotus seat are occupied by the eight yaksas viz. 
Ma�ibhadra, PiirJ?.abbadra, Dbanada, Vais;avana, 
K.elimafi, Civikundllli, Sukhendra and Corendra. Th�e 
attend·a11t yak�;u· are identical in ·alt resp�cts with . 
JambhaJa. They are all aecompanied with a sakti with 

· whom ·they remain in yab-Yum in. the same way as 
Jambhala ·remains with Vasudharii. : The -yaksinis are · 
eight in number and they are Citr!J](an, Datt� S�dattli, . 
Arya, Sub�adrii, Gupta, Devl and .Sarasvat1. They are ·· 
identlcal iii. ' fm:ms : with Vasudharii - who is yellow in' 
complexion and carries ·ears of corn and displays the . 
varada-mudrJ with her two hands. 

The. (orm of 1ambhala emanating from the Dhyiini 
Buddha VajraS.attva is with three faces, six arms and has 
� image of Vajrasattva on his crown. He is white in 

· . �inplelion and has two faces, one red and the other blue 
on either side ·  of the principai face. He . sits in the 
Vajraparya:itka attitude and embraces Vasudhara. He 
carries in his two nght liands the mongoose aild the j�wel, 
and in the two left hands the citron aild the sword. In all 
other _respects he is ideriticill with the form discussed 
under the emanation of the Dhyiini Buddha Ak�obhya. 

Jambhala &S an emanation of the five Dhay�ni Buddhas 
. carries in his two hands the citron and the mongopse and 
stands trampling on two semi-human beings Sa:itkha
munda and Padmamunda and is in the "A ndha attitude. . . . . . 
. Ucch�mi Jambhala being ·a variation of Jambhal:a 

bears also either the images of Ak�obhya or of Ratna
sil:mbhava .on his crown. There are several siidhanas 
devoted to his worship and the dbyans describing him 
with the image of Ak�obhya on his crown mentions that 

. he appears like a child of five years (pa8cavsr�akiimira}, 
dwlrfish (kbarvam), stands on the lotus · on the moon 

. (viivipsdmastbam candropari) and is decked in orna
ments of snakes (sarpabharBI!abbi.lfitam) and a jewelled 
headress (ratns.muku{im). Standing in the pratyiliqha 

attitude, he trampels with his right leg the legs of the 
sleepi ng Dhanada of yellow complexion with his mo uth 
vomit ting out  j::wds, whil e  t he lefi leg rests upon his 
head . He is nude (nagnam) and his membrum virile is 
pointed upwards (urdhvaiingarp). He has a protruding 
belly (lambodaram) and his eyes are fixed on the kapa.Ja 
which he carries in his right hand against the breast. He 
carries in his left h.and Jouching the left thigh the 
mongoose vomitting out jewels. His ears are large and 
unpierced and has a crescent on the crown. ij.is face is 
distort_ed with bare fangs and his three eyes are red and 
round (raktavarttulatrinetrarp). His forehead is distorted 
owiJ?g to the twisting of the brow (Jqtabh[ku{ila!atarp) 
and he has brown hair standing upright. He bears on his · 
tiara the image of Aksobhya of blue complexion dis� 

. playing the earth-touching attitude (bhiisparia-mudra). 

The images of Jam bha]a are found among the Sct!lptures · 
of Gandhira, Mathura, Siirnlith, Magadha, Bengal and 
Nepal. 

There are eleven Sidhanas and three stotras (verses of 
praise) in Sanskrit extant in _their Tibetan translations 
addressed to the deity J ambhala. They lire: 
T.M: Nos. 3347; 3614, 3615, 3267, 3268, 3269, 3270, 
3272, 3372, 3619, 3658, 3748, 3750, 3749. 

BlbHography: . 
· Sidhanamara; ed. B. Bhattacharyy�, Baroda, 1925...:28. 

Buddhist Iconography, B . . Bhattacharyya; Alice Getty, 
The Gods of Northern Buddhism, Tokyo, July 1962. 

lndumatl Karunaratne 

JAMBUD.iPA, one of the four  great contin�nts 
(mabad1pa, included in the world system (cskkav8/a}and 
ruled by a world-ruler (cakkavattin). The four continents 
1ambudlpa, Uttarakuru, Pubbavideta and Aparagoylina 
were grouped round Mount Sineru. In 1 ambudipa is the 
Himavi with its eighty-four thousand peaks, its Jakes, 
moqntain ranges etc. This continent derives its name 
from the 1 ambu-tree (Rose-apple trac;; also called Nliga) 
wihcb :grows there, its trunk fifteen yojanas in girth, its 
outspreading branches fifty yojanas in length, its shade 
one hundred yojanas (Yin. I, 30; YinA. l, 1 19; SnA. II, 
443; Yism. I, 205 f.). On account of this tree, 1 ambudlpa 
is also known as 1 ambu-SaJ?.�a (Rose-apple grove: Sn. v. 
552: SnA. I, 121). The continent is ten thousand yojanas 
in extent; of these ten thousand four thousand are 
covered by the ocean, three thousand by the Himiilaya 
mountains, while three thousand are inhabited by men 
(SnA. II, 437; UdA. 300). Because of its extent it was 
described as great (mabi DA. II, 429). Five great rivers, 
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· Ganga, Yamuna, Sarabhu, Aciravatl and Mahi, <l}ter 
watering Jambudipa, flow into the sea (cp. Vin. l l ,  237; 
A. I V, 1 0 1 ,  V. 22; S. ll, 135 ;  B.C. Law. Geography of 

Early Buddhism, London, 1932, lntro. xvi f.). 

Sometimes in Jambudipa the are as many as eighty
four thousand cities; this numberis sometimes reduced to 
sixty thousand, forty thousand or even twenty thousand, 
but never to less (SnA. I, 59; J. IV, 84 says sixty-three 
thousand; PvA. 1 1 1) .  Sometimes it is also said that in the 
time of Gotama Buddha this continent contained nine 
million six hundred thousand towns, nine million nine 

. hundre� ,thousand seaports and fifty-six treasure-cities 
(B. C. Law, op. cit.). In the Ailguttara-Nikaya it is said 
that, on Jambudipa trifling in number are the parks, 
groves, lakes etc., more numerous the steep, precipitous 
places, unfordable . rivers, inaccessible mountains etc. 
Jambudipa is also said to contain five hundred islands (B. 
C. Law, op. cit.). 

While preaching th� Cakkavatti-sihanada Sutta the 
-Buddha predicted that Jambudipa will be mighty and 
prosperous; the villages, towns and the royal cities will be 
so close that even a cock would be able to fly from each 
one to the next. It was also said that, at the time of 
Metteyya Buddha's appearance on earth, J nmbudipa will 
be pervaded by mankind eyen as a jungle is by reeds and 
rushes. There will be eighty-four ·thousand cities with 
Ketumantl (Benares) at its head (D. Ill, 75). Once again 
the Buddha is said to have decla��d that the people of 
Jambudlpa excel those of both Uttarakuru and Tliva
tirp.sain three respects, viz., courage, mindfulness and 
religious life (A. IV, 396; Kvu. I, 99). 

. 

- Gold was collected from the whole of J ambudipa (MA. · - · Il, 123). Numerous arts and sciences were taught there 
(Miln. p; 3). There were also disputants in arts and 

. sciences ( TbigA. p. 87). As_ there were heretics in the 
Order, monks _stopped holding Uposatha for seven years 
(Mhv. p. 5 1 ,  v. 235). Once there was a dreadfl famine 
(DhpA. Ill, 368, 370, 374). In the time of Asoka thc:re 
were eighty-four thousand cities, in each of which he built 
a monastery (Mhv. p. 46, v. 1 76; Vism. 201). 

The texts record that there were four sounds heard 
throughout Jambudipa; the shout uttered by Punnaka 
proclaiming his victory over Dhanaiijaya K.onivy�·in a 
game of dice; the bark of Vissakamma taken about in the . 
guise of a dog by Sakka, threatening to devour all wicked 
beings after the decay of Kasspa's sasana; the roar of 
Kusa challenging to battle the $even kings who sought the 
hands of Pabhlivati; .and the yell of A)avaka, proclaiming 
his sllR!e from the top of Keliisa, on hearing that the 
Buddha had visited his abode (SA. I, 322). 

· It was beiieved that the Buddha and world-rulers 
(cakkavattin) are born only in Jambudipa (B�Aj'4). It 
was also accepted that in each world system (cakkavBJa) 

there is a Jambudipa (A. I, 227). Mention is made in the 
Kakati Fataka of a Jambudipa samudda beyond which 
was the river Kebuka (J. I l l ,  9 1 ). For the purpose of 
periodical tours (carika), the monks divided their tours in 
J ambudipa into three circuits or mandalas - the Maha-
ma!f9ala which extended over nine h�ndred leagues, the 
Majjhima0, which extended over six hundred and the 
Antima0 over three hundred. Those who wish to tour the 
first the Mahlima.t,Jdala, start after the mahapavarani 

and complete their journey in nine months, . for the 
MajjhimarriaJ.l9ala the start after the pavarana, th� 
�eremony at the termination of the rainy season �etre�t, 
on the full-moon day of Kattikii (month of October -
November) completing the tour in nine months, while f�r 
ihe Antimama�9ala they start on the first day of Phussa 
(December-January) and return after seven months 
( VinA. I, 1 97). 

. 

It is generally held that J ambudlp_a is another n ame for· 
India. Childers, too, points out that when opposed to 
Siha)adipa or TambapaJ.ll.lidipa, J ambudipa indicates the 
continent of India (Diet. of the Pali Lahguages, p. 165, - 

s.v. Jambudipa). Certain scholars show that the early 
Buddhist evidence suggests that Jam�udipa was a terri
torial designation actually in use from the 3rd century 
A. C., at the latest, and was applied to_ t4at P!U't of Asia 
outside China througqout which the power qf the great 
imperial family of Maurya made itself felt (Majumdar,· 
Raychaudhuri and Datta, An Adv�ced History of 
India, London, 196 1 ,  p. 3). Cowell on the other hand, 
explains that Jambudlpa was one of the four island_s or 
dipas of which the earth was supposed t� consist; it 
iitcluded India, and represented the iiJhabited world to 
the Indian mind (J. trsl. I, p .  137, n. 1). However, the 
Hindu cosmographyic tnidition SIJggests that J ambudlpa 
was a large territory and 'it is ·only in its narrower sense 
that it came to be identified with .8hiirata-var�a, another 
name for India. According to the Purlinic tradition . . 
Jambudlpa was considered to be the innermost of seven 
concentric islands into which the earth was supposed to 
have b�en divided (An Advanced History of India, Joe. 
cit.). Jaina writers, too, seem to have considered Jllmbu
dipa to be of much w1der extent than it was thought to be 
by ihe Buddhists (see also B. C . . Law, Historical 
Geography of Ancient India. France, 1954, p'p. 9 f.; 
DPPN. I, pp. 941 f.). 

S. N. Nanayakkara 

JAMBUKOLA-LENA, one of the ancient rock-hewn 
temples of Sri Lanka popularly known to have been 
founded by King VaHagamani Abhaya (VaJagambii), 
89-77 B.C. 

. 

·. · 1 ,, 
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Its present name is Dambulla, first identified by 
Wilhelm Geiger and later corroborated by others . Se� 
DAMBULLA. 

JANTAGHARA, an essential feature in early Buddhist 
monasteries in India. S�ddbammopayana, it late Pall 
.te�t, equa�s Jantiighara to Aggisa.Jii - a hall with a 
fire-place inside (s.v. PTS Dictionary). Buddhist texts iti 
Sinhala use the term Ginibalgeya as a translation of this 
word (Buddha J ayanti. Tipifaka translation). 

It is stated in the Vinaya (Vin. II, p. 1 19) that the 
Buddha approved the use of a J antiigharafor bhikkhus at 
the request of Jlvaka Komiirabhacca (q.v.) the famous 
physician. 

A Jantiighara was ·used . by bhikkhus iiving in a 
monastery, to warm themselves during cold weather, to 
take warm water baths and sometimes to do steam bllths 

.' for health reaso�. 
Special instructions were aid down in Vinaya texts 

regarding the construction· of a Jantiighara. The 
J aritlgbtlra had _t6 be built on an elevat� spot 'so that it 
did not ·beeome inundated during rainy weather. · If the 
J�tlghatit was a very small orie, tbt(flre-phice bad to bi 

.· in one end of the hall. If. the ·hall was fairly large the''  ·. 

. fi��place was to be built in the centre with.enough errtpty ' · 

space all round the fire-place. There should be an outlet 
. for smoke and a drain for used water ( Vin. II, 120). 

Fire-wood. waa used to keep the fire burning in the 
. J•ntlghilra. Various kinds of herbal ·powders and fine 
· clay w�re kept in J>owls in:the Jantigtiara to be us� by 

the bhikk_hus when they used th� facility. These herbal 

. 
po:wden and fine clay �ere mixed with water and applied 
_on ·the face and body before the bhi.k.k.hus exposed their 

· bOdi�;a to the heat of the fire-place or before they took 
· warm water baths ( Vin. l, 47). 

· . Duties of a pupil bhikklJU · towards his teacher �d 
· preceptor or · towards an elderly resident bhikkhu who 

wanted to use this facility, are Cle�U"ly indicated in the 
Vin•y• (Yin. 1; 47). lbe pupil bhikkhu had to. remove the 
ahes collected in the fire-place, adjust the fire-wood and 

; .idndle th� fire, sweep the floor, keep the stool in its proper 
pl�, nnx the powders and clay with water .and provide 
the- ·water . . 
.· :.'When other resident' bhikkhus wanted to use this 
f�ity; there were also conditions- laid down for them to 

. observe, in order t6 maintain the cleanliness and effi
. cl��f' �f.-t he Jantighara. The penon who entered the 
. 

Japl�!!;f' first_ each day had to remove the ·&Shes ��CCJ�;i� th� fire .. place, sweep the floor, keep the stool 
m Jts place and wet the powders and the clay ( Yin 11 
220). . 

. ' 

The faction of bhikkhus of the group of six (Chab� 
baggiya, q.v.) occasionally resorted to mischief regarding 
the J antaghara. Wh::n other bhikkhus e ntered the 
J antiighara these Chabbaggiya bhikkhus used to lock the 
entrBl!ce door and windows from outside, preventing 
their opening from within for a long time, thereby 
causing much physical discomfort to those inside the hall. 
When such behaviour was reported to the Buddha he 
reprimanded them and lii.id down specific punishment for 
such acts ( Vin. II, 220). 

W. G. Weeraratoe 

JAPAN 
Pre-BuddhlstJe Era: The earliest inhabitants of Japan 
were a Paleolithic (old stone age) people who used 
roughly chipped or shaped stone tools 'to' �ke .out what 
was no doubt a precarious living. Hundred·s ofPaleolitillc 
sites have been found all over Japan; yet we still know 
very little about these people. 

· 

From ab.out 8,000 B.C ., �ransition .from this ·Paleo
lithic period to tJ.le age of Ne'!tbic people whose culture 
is usuatiy design�ted .ns the JomM\ culture (C. 8�000 - 300 
B.C.) ws . effected. The word Joman comes from the 
charact�ristic ropelike designs

. 
found on much of. the 

pottery made by the .Neolithic people . 
· · The Joman period came to � end about 300 B.C. as 
major new cultural tnOuences from the contin�nt started 
pouring into the country and the most important of these 
was "wet-rice" (paddy .fiel<,i) agriculture. This new trend 
transformed the society of nomadic nature into a settled 
on'e based on ilgrlculture and-resulted in forming diverse 
soda! classes. Rice, from this time ·on, became the 
mainstay of the eco_nomy� This period (c. 300 B.C. - 300 
A. C.) . is known as the. Yayoi period during which a 
number . of unusual bronze artifacts s�ch aS 'dotaku' . 

. (bells), mirrors, spears and other weapons too fragile to 
be functional were introduced. They must hP.v� been u�ed 
symbolically in some form of r�llgious rite. 

· 

Subsequent to this peri� evolved the K.ofun (Tomb) 
or Uji_ (Clan) culture d�ring the third century A. C. in 
which continental influence played a significant �ok in 
the construction of large earthen tumuli over the tombs 
of emperors and social l�P.de'rs; henee, the name of the 
period. This period Blso marks the beginning of ancestor 
worship honouring decea!ed heroes and cultural leader�. 
Uji culture continued in the neit few centudes and apart 
from tbe. imperial leadership . of the Yamato court, 
notable �tans at the time of the introduction of Buddhism 
into the country were tbe Soga, Mononobe, Nakatomi 
etc., who in fact played an important role either for or 
against the acceptance of the new faith during the sixth 
century A.C. 
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The beginning o f  the Japanese nation was dated from 
the reign of Emperor Jimmu in 660 B.C. ,  but in real i ty the 
process of unifying many semi-autonomQIIS clans scattered 
ove� the Japanese isles began in the fourth century A. C. 
under tbe Yamato or Imperial clan who claimed descent 
from the Sun Goddess, Amaterasu 0 Mikarni and were 
no doubt a vestigial remain of early shamanistic leader
ship. Other clans. also claimed similar tutelary deities 
known as the 'ujigami', who safeguarded and looked after 
their interests. 

The central feature of the native religion of Japan, 
Shintoism (the way of kami pr gods), is indeed, its belief 
in Karni. Not only were there kamis as many as ujis 

- · - (clans), but also varied objects of awe became elevated to 
the status of gods. The most famous definition of karni is, 
perhaps, the one given by the scholar and Shinto 
revivalist MotooriNorinaga(l 730:...1 801  A. C.) of the Edo 
period (1600-1868 A.C.): 

. The word kami refers, jn the most general sense, to all · 
divine beings of heaven and earth that appear in the 
classics. More particularly, the kami are the spirits 
that abide in and were wor�hlpped at the shrines. In 
principle human beings; birds, animal5, trees, plants, 
mountains, oceans - all may be kami. According to 
ancient usage, whatever seemed strikingly impressive, 
possessed the quality of excellence, or inspired a 
feeling of awe Wll! called kami. (Quoted in Agency for 

· Cultural Mfairs, ed., Japanese Religion, pp. 37-38) 
(H. Peul Varley, Japanese Culture, third edition, 
1984, p. 8). 

Shintoism is not a religion in the strict sense of the 
term; it has no dogma, no-moral code nor sacred book, 
and really consists in a somewhat confused mixture of the 
veneration of ancestors and nature worship. It is mainly 
concerned with existence in this world and its kami are 
associated with life as a vital, creative _force. The early 
Japanese viewed life as a unity between man and his 

· · environment. Nature was never thought to be hostile to 
man, but in harmony with him . .«.ami are on the whole 
benevolent and capable of demonstrating human 
emotions. The belief in the innate goodness of life was 
prevalent in the Japanese of an early period. These 
factors in fact created a fertile soil for the coming of a new 
faith that was Buddhism; 
The Introduction of Buddhism: The Nibonshoki (or 
Nihongi, Chronicles of Japan composed in 720 A.C) 
mention 552 A. C. as the date of the official introduction 
of Buddhism to Japan by the leader of the Korean 
Kingaom of Paekche (Jap. Kudara), who presented a 
bronze Buddha image and scriptures along with some 
articles for Buddhist rituals to the Yamato court. The . '- � ·� - : 
mission was sent in an effort to foster a political alliance 
with Japan against the Korean states of Silla (Jap. 
Shlragi) and Koguryo (J ap. Kokuri). The accuracy ofthe. 

l 0_ S_P.C 92478 

date for this event has long been disputed and the year 
538 is now regarded as more precise. However considering 
the fact that the dominant faith of most continental 
immigrants settling down in Japan was Buddhism and 
merchants and traders were plying between Japan and 
Korea, it is no doubt that Buddhism had been known to 
the Japanese much earlier than this d�te. 

The formal introduction of the alien faith to the 
Japanese court during the reign of Emperor Kinmei 
(53 1 -571 A.C.) gave rise to a dispute as to its official 
position. For sometime· competition had existed between 
the Soga and Mononobe clans; two most powerful 
aristocratic types of uji of the day. The Sogas, claiming 
closer ties to the Imperial family, were more liberal and 
had direct dealings with the utilization of the skills of 
foreign immigrants for the management of the Imperial 
estates, and as such favoured the acceptance of the new 
religion arguing that Japan should import superior 
civilization and an organized form of government 
prevalent in the continent. The Mononobe, who, on the 
other hand, were a strong military clan in charge of the 
guard of the Imperial family and were more conservative, 
strongly opposed it. The Mononobes were joined in their 
opposition by the N akatomis who were ·in charge of the 
official ceremonies with a v�sted interest in tbe indigenous 
faith. Their disagreement was voiced on the ground that 
-the native kami (gods) would be provoked. Though the 
issue on the acceptance of the new fait� '\Yas not only the 
cause of the confrontation for supremacy .between these 
clans, it was no doubt a testing oppo.ri_Hnity for both the 
camps. 

Emperor K.inmei finally decided as a compromise to 
allow the SQga clan to worship the Buddha image which 
was housed in a temple specially inade for the purpose. 
No sooner had the temple been opened, however, than a 
plague broke out. Accordingly the Mononobe ·and the 
Nakatomi, proclaiming that the presence of the Buddha 
jmage was inauspicious and caused the indignation of 
native gods, burnt the temple and threw the image into 
the N aniwa canal_ 

The first Emperor to officially support Buddhism was 
Yomei (Reign: 585-587 A.C.) who, when be had fallen 
gravely sick, requested an image of Y akushi (Bhai�ajya· 
guru) to be made in the hope of his speedy recovery. But 
he did not live long ehough ot see the completion of the 
image which took almost twenty years and was fmished 
by his sister Empress Suik� (592-628 A.C.) to be 
enshrined in the �ryiiji Temple. 

Mter the death of Emperor Yomei in 587 A.C., the 
Soga waged war against the Mononobe and the Nakatomi 
over the dispute of the succession of the emperor aiJd 
finally became victorious, which allowed the Soga to 
freely engage in the importation of continental civiliza· 
tion and to pave the way for the e5tablishment of 

..;;.: ... 
· ' 
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Buddhism as a1 �tate religion. The Soga, from then 
onwards exercised more influence a11d pressure on the 

Imperial court and under these politiCal circumstances, 

Prince ShOtoku, son of Emperor Yomei, became the 

regent of Empress Suiko. 
Buddhism under tlie patronage of the Soga cian was 

deemed as having magical power new to the native gods. 
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In 594 A. C., an "Imperial Ordinance for Upholding the 
Three Treasures" was promulgated; the three treasures 
being, ( l) the Buddha; (2) the Dharma, and (3) the 
Sangha . This date, politically speaking, marked the end 
of a period extending over ha!f· a century of struggles 
between the two opposing clans of the Soga and the 
Monoriobe since the introduction of Buddhism in Japan. 

It was associated with external glory and rituals. Buddha According to the Nihonshoki, the "Seventeen-Article 
images were regarded with awe and as having powerful . ConstiMion� was promulgated on April 3rd 604 A. C. 
efficacy in promqting material prosperity, the cure of This constitution expoun�s many Buddhist ideals. The 
illness and aversion to calamities. This became the main first article emphasizes the importance of 'Harmony'. 
characteristic of Buddhism since its introduction to The second article deals with how we should realize this 
Japan. Prince Shotoku, however, found in Buddhism principle. The same article . continues to say that the 
inspiration and ideals .through which the nation could be Buddhist Law should be the guiding principle Tor good 
·guided in the right direction of development. acts in our everyday life. Article III sets forth the relation 
S�tolm TaJsbJ(Prince ShOtoku) and Buddhism: ShOtoku between the emperor and the subjects. Article IV gives a 
Taishi, or Prince 'Umayado' (Stable Door); so-called as list of things to be borne in mind by state officials when 
be wa� born unexpectedly while his mother was visiting th�y execute duti�s. Some modern critics are, however, of 

. the Imperial stables, bas been considered �- great the view that this constitution would have been composed 
statesman and thdathet of tbe J apanese nation. There is · after the T aika Reforms initiated jn 645 A. C. and was 
no doubt that he was idealized to a considerable.extent subsequently attribut�d to Prince Shotoku, f9r its 
with the passage of time. Legends forming around him contenis can be understood and piau.�ible o�ly with the 
appear to have started · as early as the .Nihonshokj in knowledge of the "I:aika R�forms. 
which he is described is being able to speak the moment In 606 A.C., Prince Shotoku, ·according to tradition, 
he was bor� and proved to possess such wisdom equal to . ' · gave a lecture· on the Sbomnngyo (Srfmilisiii}banilda -

. · an aduit. He could comprehend �tterances of ten men \,  . siitra) before Empress Suiko and later in the same year 
simultaneously. :: · ·. ·: . . . · :.: ·  , on t�e Hoke�yo (Saddbarmapllf!lJarfka-slitra). He is 

. Since be was b�� as the son of the . first Buddhist �·· . also- s�d' to have written commentaries on the three 
�ml>eror Yom� it is most likely that he bad received 

. impo.rtant Buddhist sntru �f the day: the t�o
. �

ready 
considerable educaiion in Buddhism and Chinese culture. · mentioned above and the Y wmagyo (Vuna/akirtimrdela-
W_ith the bacDng from the Soga, he became in 592 A.C. siitra). 

tbe regent·ofEmpress SWko; the first fe�ale head ofstate Whatever legends surrounding him may be, itis no .· in ihe Imperial b4iocy;· He was just ·19 years 'old at that doubt that Buddhism for the first time in th� history of 
time: . . · . . 

Japan gained currency and was accorded. the
. 
status of a 

Prince S_hotoku's uiid�rstand.jrlg of Buddhlsm is· best · · state religion during the period of regcmcy of Prince 
summirized in. his Jut . deathbed quotati'on from the Shotok:u. It was indeed a brilliant epoch in .the history of 
Dbammapads to his subjects: Japan. As testimqny to his service to the - cause .of 

Budqhistn, it is .recorded that there were some 46 , 
Avoid evil; undertake good, purify· the mind: 
This. is the teaching of Buddhas. (Dhp. 1 83) · 

"Buddhist temples� 816 priests and 569 nuns by 623 A.C., 
The Horyuji and Shitennoji temples are the monuments 

He saw in Buddhism the true meaning o! life and ofPrince Shotoku's dedication to the spread ofBuddhis!Il, 
embarked on a wide range of socio-political and c\lltural . · which survived the ravages of titne for centuries. 
refomi. He laid the foundation for the natiori building Talka Reforms and Buddhism: After the death of Prince 
based on Buddhist ideals. It was .during hls reign thal a ShOtoku in 622 A. C., the Soga clan became more arid · 

· considerable degree of unity and peace was achieved more the dominant force jn th.e political scene .until 
under the banner of Buddhism.. . 

finally all those related to Prince Shotoku were attacked 
Prince SbOtoku's vision into the future was manifest in 

various spheres. He valued learning and ;a5 respon�ible . 
forsetting up schoolt.'ln 607 A.C., he started dispatchiiig 
official envOys and students to China to bring ·back . 
advan�ed :(;iviJization and Buddhism. He  promoted 
industry, constructed hospitals not only for the sick, but 
also for animals. 

by Soga no Iruka at the palace of Prince ShOtoku Jil" 643 
A. C. However, the Nakatomi con�pired with Prince · 

. Naka no 6e (future Emperor Tenclii� 661�:70 A. C.) and . a disillusioned branch of. the Soga clan, staged a. success
ful war and the Soga leaders were killed in the confron
tation in 645 A. C. This date marked the beginning of the 
T aika Reform move.ment. It w"a, · inaugurated with the 
plan of establishing a new . centralized g9vernme�t-
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modelled after the style of Tang China. The Taika 
Reform was aimed , at least in theory, at abolishing 
private l andholdings, th� establishment of provincial 
governments and bureaucratic offices, a system of equal 
land distribution and means of collecting taxes. 

Buddhism under the policies of the T ai,ka Reforms was 
not much affected except for the fac-t that the new 

· government (called the Ritsuryo Government) tried to 
alienate Buddhism from the hands of the Soga. The new 

. government mcived to make the emperor the supreme 
leader of the Buddhist faith. Following the Tang Chinese 
practice of appointing Ten Masters in charge of Buddhist 
education, the government initiated a similar plan. After 
the initiation of the Ritsuryo government in 645 A. C. up 
to the beginning of the Nara period in 710 A.C., the most 
noticeable advancement in Buddhism was in the increase 
of court rituals, such as the 'Urabon-e' (Festival of the 
Dead), 'Yuima-e' (Yuima Lecture Meeting), 'Kambutsu
e' (Buddha's Birth· Festival) and 'Ninno-e' (Benevolent 
King's Ceremony). 

The 'Urabon-e;w3S started during the reign of Empress 
Saimei (655..,.661 A. C.) to b� held .on 15th July every year 
and the 'Ur_abonkyo', (Ull1JmbiU1s-si1tra) was recited in 
appreciation of what one owes to parents and ancestors 
going back �even generations. Thi� festival is most widely 
observed in Japan even today. 

· · 

The origin of the 'Yuima-e' is as follows: When 
Nakatomi no · Kamalco, who was the ancestor of the 
Fujiwara clan; was seriously ill; Empress Saimei, being 
concerned about his illness, cau!ed . the Yuimagyo 
(Vimalalfirtinirdeia-siitra) to be recited for him. With 
Empre�s Saimei 's dedication and the power of the sUtra, 
Kamalco is said t� have fully recovered. In appreciation 
of this, he built a temple where the s\itra was read and 
studied every year. This festival became one of the mo�t 
important. �nnual B\lddhist ceremonies observed 
throughout the Nara period (710-783 A.C.) and even in 
the Heian_ period (794- 1 1 85 A.C.) when the Fujiwara 
clan occupied the higbesr position . as minist�rs of the 
state . . 

The _'Kambutsu-e' is the :�lebration of the Buddha's 
birthday which falls oil the 8th day of the 4th month. This 
festival is characterized by sprinkling 'Ama.-cbB.� (sweet 
tea) on to an image of the infant Buddha. The 'Ninno-e' 
also began during the_ reign of Empress Saimei. It was 
thought that by tJie right practice of Dharma natural 
caiamity could be averted and peace achieved . During the 
Heian period, it became · a national custom for the 
emperor to perform it lit least once in his reign. 

Bndabism . during this period (645�71 0  A.C.l JY.� , , 
primarily concerned with rituals and temple buildi"ng as 

· 

much the same as during the Soga domination before the 
Taika Reforms. The arist�cracy, with the notable 

exception of Prince ShOtoku, were not yet ready to 
comprehend and apply the philosophy of Buddhism to 
human problems. This may be due to the fact  that they 
were too much engrossed in the glory and splendour of 
court life. 

Nara Period (7 10-794 A. C.): The Taika Reforms of 645 
A. C. had necessitated a permanent 5eat of government. 
Materialization of it took some time, but finally in 710 
A. C. the_permanent capital city of Heijokyo (Nara) was 
established. The city was modelled after Ch'ang-an, the 
great capital of T'ang China. 

The Ritsuryo {'Ritsu' means penal codes and 'Ryo', 
administrative laws) system of government envisaged a 
vast network of bureaucracy with the Emperor and 
aristocracy at the bead. There was � move by the 

· aristocracy under the Ritsuryo government to issue an 
ordinance in 701 A.C. to enshrine and venerate the Sun 
GOddess Amaterasu 0 Mikami, the ancestrai deity of the 
Imperial family, at lse. This ordinance officially recog-· 
nized for the first time in history the legitimacy of its 
ancestral deity, thereby e3tablishing centralization of 
administration, though the real power was still vested 
mainly in the handful of aristocrats. 

As for Buddhism, the Ritsuryo govemme_nt's policy 
towards it remained more of less the same throughout ihe 
Nara period. With the establis}lment of the capital at · 
Heijokyo, leading Buddhist monks and mm!.also moved 
into the capital city and within a short sPill of time, the 
capital was studded with Buddhist temples.,.and institu
tions. The gove.rnment was, however, very much con
cerned about the power of individual · monks and 
Buddhist institutions and in order to control them, it 
continued to have the Soniryo (rules and regulations for 
monks and nuns). They were confined to dealing with the 
behaviour of those who had already entered the religious 
life and to limit their religious activity outside of govern
ment recognized temples and institutions. The govern- · 
ment also deemed it fit to interfere in the lives of 
individual monks and nuns ll! �d when such m inter- . 
ference was thought to _be necessary in the interests. of the 
nation. An edict was issued in 7 1 8  A. C., for �xamplc, to . 
proliibit the missionary activities of the monk Gyogi 
who, unlike other Buddhist monks, moved with the 
masses to fulfil his idealS. This wu ��ed by the 
authorities as a threat to the bureaucratic system. The . 
government interpretation of priesthood at that time was . 

that a monk or nun was simply a religious individual 
appointed and recognized by the authorities to contribOte 
to the prosperity and protection of the nation. 

The government c:Ontrol over the affairs of individual 
qtonks and Buddhisi institutions was not necessarily 
resented by the comm\lllity of monks and nuns. It may be 
perhaps due to the fact that serVing within the Buddhist 
institutions as monks and nuns was corisidered to be one 
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of the easiest and surest ways to attain social advancement 
and recognition, particularly for those of lower classes: 

During the Nara period, the atmosphere was greatly 
conducive to the pursuit of Buddhist s tudies. It was 
during this period that practically all the then available 

By the time of Emperor ShOmu (724-749 A. C.), the Buddhist schools a,,d traditions in China were introduced 
country was unified under the emperor both politically to Japan. The N ara Buddhism was confined mainly to the 
and spiritually. The zenith of Nora Buddhism was study of texts and did not positively attempt to convert 
reached during his reign. This p�riod came to be otherwise the masses as a religion. Scholars often designate the 
len own � 'Tempyo (heavenly peace)' period. It was N araB_uddhism as scholastic. It is however no doubt that 
Emperor Shomu wbo contributed much to the spread the Nara Buddhism laid · the foundation for further 
and patronage of Buddhism not only as an ipdividual, developments that could really be named 'Japanese 
but also inv�lving the state in its sponsorship. But even Buddhism' particularly after the Ke.makura period. 
during his time, Buddhism was still deemed as possessing 

· When Buddhism gained official recognition and magical power to protect and foster the prosperity and governn.ent support, a move was initiated to unite the happiness · of the nation. Emperor Shomu launched a new religion with the indigenous faith, Shintoism. This is progra_mme to erect 'kokubunji' (state temples) in all known as - 'Shinbutsu shiigo' (unification of gods and · provinces throughout the country in order to pray for the 
happiness of the peo�e, to g�ard the country against Buddhas) in its early stages. This move was encouraged 
calamities, sicknesses bnd plagues. Thus in ·each of 64 by the govemfment as well as by other factions and shrine 

· temples named �ingilji' were constructed. Shinto priests p�vinces of Japan were built one kokubunji (state 
temple (or: m�nks) and koktibunniji (state tempie for also supported the development of 'Shinbutsu shiigij' 

· with the idea of sharing benefits endowed upoit n\ms). In the year 728 AC., 64 sets of the Konkomyo-
Buddhism. It was viewed in the process of this movement saishOo-kyci (Srivsm. 4_-prabbasottama-sutra}, a sutra s!Ud · · · · that the native gods too embriced Buddhism and decided · 

tq protect the s�ate and to. benefit the people, were copied 
to protect ihe Dharma: Co. nsequently_, durin_ g the Nara ind distri.buted throughout the . country. · m 737 A. C., pe"riod,· the native gods (bini) . begim" to develop two anot]Jer ·ordinance was: pr,omulgated _instructing the different roles towards Buddhis�; the i:o!e of guardians · . 

·people'of each proVinct tq make an image of Sakyamuni to the Dharmil and the role �(sUffering sentient beings Buddha,- 8ccompanied · by t�o attend�nt images �o be seekirtg to attairi salvation 'under the guidance of · . e�sbri.ned· hi their:· respective . stat� temp!es. Further 
. . 

·auddhlsi)l. It was no doubt ;, a distinct influence of . . · instructions were s.ent out to the .provinces to erect: a Buddhism upon Shintoists:. · The assimilation of native 'seve.n:.storeyed sUlpa' at each kO.kubunjHemple and the gods as guardians of Buddhism has, in fact, been an copying of the Konkomyo-saisboo-kyo and the important process . in the evolution of · Buddhism in MyOhorengekyo (SaddbarmapuiJrfarika-sfltra) should be 
doni:;_ The Emper_()r also gave orders to statiern lO:nionks Japan. 
at the _kokubunji ·temple, 10 nuns at the : kokubu.nniji By the time of :Emperor Koken (Reign: 746-7S8 A: C.), · 

. temple w�;to· would be: responsible fqr the studying and there w�re 6 officially recogriized Buddhist sects: They 
· teaching of the ab.ove .two .texts andfor the education of were ·the Sanron, Hosso� Kegon, Ri�u� Jojltsu and 
the people of the province. Kusha. They are comtnon.iy known as t�e siX Buddhist 

. . 
. In 745 A. C., the 'fijdaiji t��ple, the .headquarters of all 

kokubunji te�ples, was built and a colCissal Mahiivairo
can�Buddha s·ta�ue (Daibutsu), fifty-tlir.:e·and a half feet . . . . -

tall, was enshrined .therein. It- was perhaps the most 
mag�ficent single event. which characterized the extent 
of support Buddhism received from the state. Such an 
t:Jnderta.\dng must have been no doubt·the result of dose 
oooperation between the state and itS subjects. It is to be 
��pe�te4 . that an ev�nt of this magnitude would have 
cp�t�ibuted, just as he wished, to further con solid ate the 
pQS��on of the emperor as beacl of state. But, it was far 
from it. Some scholm believe that the Emperor ShOmu's 
unde,t�kings tc;> ,Promote Buddhism taxed the public 
�'6tittes'o(the N ara court, so that far from consolidating 
th�' ':ct·ilf(*i hlle, -'ihey stimulated a declitie. in national 
�dridriis\fa:ti6fi. iiowever, the tc;>nst�ction of the Todaiji 
templi: :&n<f o�butsu wu the foc8.I poitit of the epoch of 
the tempya er�t.' ; ·· , 

Schools of Nara. It must b� mentioned here th.l:lt they 
rather placed emp.hasis on different iext!nllid on different 
interpretations of fundamental philosophical points of 
Buddhism and were not mutually exclusive. Students of . 
Buddhism could study in different schools under different 
teachers. 

· The Sanron Sect: This sect bases its philos�phy on the . 
following three treatises: a. ChUron (Midbyamakakirikl-. 
IBstra) by Nigarjuna, b. Jiinimonron (DvadaJanik8ya
$astra) by Niigiirjuna, and c. Hyakuron (Sata-lastra) by .· · 

Aryadeva. These texts were studied and commented . · 

upon ever since they were brought from India to China in .· 
409 A: C. by Kumarajiva - who translated them into 
Chinese .. They were later systematized into a school by 
Kichizo (Chinese Chi-tsang, 549-623 A.C.). The school 
was according to records first introduced to J ap.an in 625 
A. C. by a Korean: monk named Ekan who was a pupil of 
Kichizo. Ekan lived at the Gangoji temple and spread the 
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teaching. Later, however, scholar monks such as Chizo 
and Doji went to China during the T'ang period. 
Especially Doji who went to China in 70 1 A.C. studied 
various �ubjects of Buddhism other than the Sanron, and 
on his return formulated a more complicated and 
prof�und system of the school than that of Kichizo. He 
Jived at the Daianji temple after which the school was 
named, viz., 'Daianji schooL' Likewise, some · other 
temples later on became the centres of studies under 
different names within the Sanron sect. 

The Sanron scholars of the Nara period were well 
versed in almost all the important Buddhist texts of both 
Mahayana and Hlnaylina Buddhism. The school criti
ci:T.ed ways of the scholar monks of the Hosso sect against 
their involvements in politics . . The Hosso sect was 
attached, doctrinally speaking, for their stand of the 
clissification of men into 5 categories, of which a certain 
class was designated as being incapable of attaining · 
Buddhahood. 

· 

Challenges to the Ritsuryo system of government were, 
however, post:d by some individual monks from time to 
time during this period. One such instance was made by 
Gyogi (668:-748 A.C.). His missionary activities started 
after his mother's death. He then travelled far and wide in 
the countryside attracting thousands of followers. He 
was a social worker and idealist. During his travels, he is 
said . to have built 49 temples, boat landings, bridges, 
dl[lms, irrigation systems, wells, hostels, etc. for the 
b.enefit of the c9mmQn masses. The people-accepted him 
as a spiritual leader and saviour at a time -when the 
gover!)ment imposed severe taxation exploiting them. 
His popl!larity prompted the government to issue several 

. edictS against him but they were of no avii.il: The 
·government· then changed its attitude towards him not 
because the authorities aceepted him as. a great personage, 
but because of the fear that the authoritarian system of 
administration would be at stake, Gyogi was invited by 
Emperor Gensho to lecture in 721 A:C. and when 
Emperor ShOmu came to the throne in ,724 A� C., the 
Emperor developed great respect for Gyogi who was in 
fact to play a significant role in the construction of the 
Great Buddha image (Daibutsu) at the Todaiji temple 
later on. Gyogi. died in .748 A. C. and was · the first 
individual in Japan to be posthumously given the title of 
Bosatsu {bodhisattva) by the Emperor. 

Another incident of this nature took place when 
Ganjin (687-763 A. C.), the Chinese monk, at the reque�t 
of visiting Japan�se monks to that country arrived from 
China in 753 A. C. after several uns�ccessful attempts to 
reach Japan. He riBS officially weicomed by the govern
ment in 754 A. C. and he took residence at the famo1.1s 
TOdaiji temple. He erected a 'precept platform' (kii..idan) · 
for conducting ordination ceremonies and established a 
sect named the Ritsu (Vinaya) Sect of Japan. Later he 

. .. .r.·:-_ . •  

moved to  the  Toshodaiji temple. Although Ganjin did 
not oppose the government control over ordination, his 
presence and subsequently established 'kaidan' posed a 
serious question as to the. credibility of the gov,ernment.'s 
claim to decide who was fit to enter the religious life. This 
que�tion would linger on until the Heian period when 
Saicho, the founder of the Japanese Tendai School, 
established his own Mal)liylina kaidan. 

The Hoss� Sect: This sect, is based on the Mahayana 
thought of the school of Maitreya (270--350 A.(;), 
A�anga (310-390 A.C.) and Vasubandhu (320-400 A.C.) 
of India. It was introduced to China by Bodhiruci (-535 
A. C.), P11ramlirtha (-569 A. C.) and others, but itwas not 
until Hsifan-tsang returned to China from India that 
many texts and treatises were translated into Chinese . . 

The transmission of .this school to Japan was done by 
Dosh0(629-700 A.C.) who was a pupil of Hsuan-tsang 
while in China. After Dosho; such monks . 11s . Chitsu, 
Chitatsu, Chiho, Chi an, C:hiyii,- OembO, etc., went - to 
China and studied the doctrine of the school. After 
coming back to Japan, their residences became the 
centres of studies having different branch names within 
the Rosso sect. They are; 'Gangoji schpol' (started by 
Dosho at the Gangoji temple), 'Kobukuji school� (sta,rt�d 
by Gembo at the Kohukuji temple) and such temples as 
the following are associated with the Hosso sect: the 
Todaiji, the Saidaiji, the Yakushiji, the .Daianji, J,he 
Horyuji, etc. Gyogi whq became a great asset to Emperor 
Shomu in his �on�tr�ction of the Daibuts!l_itt the T,od3.!ji 
te�ple studied_ unde� J::>osho. 

The Kegon Sect: This sect bases its doctrine on the 
Kegongyo (� vs(srpsaka siltra). It was fipal!y SY.ste� 
matized by aozo (Ch. Fa-tsang, 643,... 7 1 2  A;C.) in China. 
Th'e prhlcipal doctrine of this sect is the . theory . of 
'Ekayiina' (One Vehicle). Hozo. classified th� whole 
�-yste�_ of B_uddhis m  into  1 .  'Sbojo'  (Hinayiina 
Buddbi�m), 2. ' Daij os�ikyo'  (f.irst. :r�acbi�g - Qf 
Mahayana), 3. 'Daijoshugyo' (Last  Teaching of 
Mahiiylina), 4. 'Tongyo' (Teaching of Abrupt Awaken:
ing), and ·5 . 'Engyo' (All-Perfect Teaching). Tll.js classi
fication was also intxoduced to Japan. The K.egon with i� 
'Ekaylina' theory subsequently gave way to th9se Qf the 
new religions of the Heian period,.namely the 'f:�n�ai:I!Jl<\, 
the Shingon, but its principles were . contitmed and 
further dev�Ioped in those schooi�� 

· 

Th'e Rltsu sect: The Ristu sect placed emphasis on the 
importance of the Vinaya. When Yoei and Fusho dis
patched by For!ner Sliomu went 'to China in 733 A. C., 
they saw the real significance of moral preceptS bei-ng the 
first requisite in admitting-anyone into inonichood. Tliey 
first tequested Dosen to come to Japan to perform the 
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same rituals of giving precepts. While remaining in China 

for several more years, however, they by chs.nce had an . 
opportunity to pay a courtesy call on Ganjin who was 

then reputed as the · foremost teacher and requested 
Ganjin to send some disciples of his for the purpose of 
edministering moral preeepts in Japan. However, none 
of his disciples volunteered to take the risk to go to Japan 
as trips to Japan at that time were considered hazardous. 
Finallly Ganjin made a resolution to visit Japan himself. 
It wu very fortunate that Japan would have a monk like 

Ganjin to . spread Buddhism in Japan. After several 
unsuccessful attempts, Ganjin finally reached Japan in 
7'3 A. C., and in 754 was accorded a state reception from 
the court. He was given residence at the TOdaiji temple 
where he constructed a 'Kaidan' (precept pl�tform) to 
give moral precepts to Japanese aspirants for ordinatin. 
Ganjin was the founder of the Japanese Ritsu sect. He 
later took residence st the TashOdaiji temple; 

Tbe Kusha sect: The sect is so named because of its 
dependence on the Kushsron (Abbidbannalcols), as its 
·main philoiophy. It was introduced toJapan in 658 A. C. 
by Chitatau &nd ChitsU; both of whom studied under 

· Hallan-tsang while in China. Tradition bas it that the sect 
. . was again introduced iJ1 735 A. C. by the monk GembO, .. 
· who was al5o the master of the Hosso philosophy. Hence 

it wu registered in 793 A.C. as a branch of the Hosso sect. 
. . . . 

The Jojitlu ied: This sect has th� Jojitsuron (Satys
Jiddbi.Jistis) ai iu principal text. It was introduced to · 
Japan by Ehn, a Korean monk who irrived at the 
HoryUji in 625 A.C. This sect wai treated as a subdivision 
of the .Sanron sect. · · · 

Helail Period (794-1 185 A. C.): Towiirds the end of the 
Nua·pm04; domCitlcpr()blems bec8lne·�verwheti:ningty 
acute. Politically, the Ezo (Ainu) rebellion had to be dealt 
with. It wu a trying period for the maintenance of 

. Imperial a�tonoiDy as the govemfment had become less 
and Jess authoritative, particuiarly after the time · of 
Emperor Shomu. In addition, the increase of ecclesilis

. tical interfetence with politics reached the peak by the 

. inddent of the monk Dokyo who even tried to SUcCeed to . 
the throne during the time of Empress Shotoku (7� 769 . 
A. C.). '!hi! Jed to the iasuing of an ordinance on the p·art 
of the lmperlill court that only a member of t�e Imperial 

· family descended from the gods was eligible to become 
emperor. When Empress Shotoku died in TIO A.C;, 
Diikyo's power waned overnight and he died in exile in 
n2 A.C. .,. 

�mperor KlJnin who suceeeded to the throne in 770 

· A. C. ���.i�l.eJy took steps to remedy the c�nditions that arose ft'opi u_nstable governm�t, country's economy 
and institu(ionil Buddhism. Further he had to campaign 
against the Ezo ·�hellion. As fu as his policy towuds 

. .. .......... .,. . .  

Buddhism is  concerned, he allowed the  freedom to take 
up residences in mountains and forest hermitages to the 
religious who onc:e abhorred the secularization of 
Buddhism symbolized in Do kyo's involvement in politics 
s.nd took up the life of seclusion in mountains and forests 
with or without permission from the government. 

When Emperor Kanmu ascended the thr�ne in 78 1 
A.C., he decided to move the capital from Nar!l and 
established his palace at Nagaoka with the belief that 
such a move would be conducive to the quelling .of the 
Ezo rebellion. This move; however, was not successful. In . 
789 A.C., the army suffered disastrous ·losses in the 
campaign against the Ezo;This prompted 'the emperor to 

. shift the capital again to a new site. 

The seJection of the new capital at Kyoto had dist�ct 
advantages. The . place was strategically well · placed 
surrounded by mountains. In addition, it could �cape 
the. hustles of the Nara Buddhism. Thus the new ca.P�al
was established at Heiankyo (Pe11ce and Tranquillity) in 
794 A.C. and ushered in a new erl named .the Heil!ll 
period. 

' ToshHdti EAdo 

., 

·Helan Period:· Emperor K.wiunoiu (K.atimu) shifted his . 
capital to Miyako, the modem Kyoto. THis shifting of 

· capital did not imply any hostility to Buddhism though 
the main reason to move say away from Nani appean to . 
have beim the Emperor':s fear of the undue ·S!owth of 

· ec�elesia!tic-al powe-r there.- The init��nce of ri:tigious 
bodies ofN ara began to wane after the setting ·up the new 
capital. On tbe other hand, as new sources of Buddhist 
influence began to -emerge the Emperor unhesitatirig)y 
observed such influence. 

. . It is seen that the history of Buddhism of the ea_riy part 
of the Heian period was absol\lte!y dominated by . two 
extraordinary Buddhist le&de�s namely Saicho, better 
known is Dengyo Daishi (q.v.), and Kuk.ai, commonly 
called Kobo Da!shi (q.v.). l�ese two. who were 
contemporaries separately established in the vicinity of 
the capital two new . schools · viz, . Tendai, (q.v.) .00 
Shingon ( q. v .). Saicho, thuenio� of the two, was already 
settled near Kyoto when Kwammu· decid�d to establish 
his capital there. It rs saicJ that S!licho� in 788 A.c:, built 
0� the .Inountain ·c,f ilieiz�· a. monaStery wh.lcb ifter
wards became famous llS the Ericy&ku-ji. Kwamrriu after · · 
deciding on the site for his capital there in. 793 A: C., is 
said. to h�ve . requested Saicho . to perform. a �ligious 
ceremony for the sanctification of the new site. Thus; iih 
seen that K wammu wail not hostile to Buddhism and that 
he began hi; rule in the ·new capital under th� aegis of 
Buddhism. Once again, after visiting the temple, in 797 
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. A. C. , Kwammu is said to have worshipped it as the true 
guardian of his Empire. Kukai who first settled down at 
Koya in the lUi Province, later built the famous Koyasan 
at the same site. 

. It was pointed out that many schools of Buddhist 
thought were introduced during the Nara period. Though 
there was no oppositon among these schools, divergence 
of ·the subjects pursued and the methods of training 
followed happened to alienate those schools from one 
another; Moreover, persona] ambitions and secular 
interests of some of the teachers of these schools to 
overshadow each other further widened the gap amorig 
them. Therefore there was a pressing need for a mor� 
synthesised form of Buddhism. 

· It is true thatthe tireless efforts of such eminent monks 
• '  . ·: . . . . as Gyogi and Raben and Emperors such as Shomu 

helped to popularize Buddhism. Yet it cannot be said. that 
the spirit of Buddhist teachings actuaJly percolated into 
the masses. Buddhist schools that prevailed during the 
Nara period were far too scholastic for the masses, lind 
there wei:e too m�y schools to .choose from. Hence; a 
need wa5 felt for a more simple and less divergent fonn of 

_Buddhism. Siucho and Kukai appeared to answer this 
need._ It is seen that the two schools they popularizect 
namely Teridai and Shingon respectively sought to 
present two systems of thought in whicb all major pofuts 
of view, Buddhist as well as Confucian, Shinto and so on, 
would be 'assigned to their place. This somewhat all· 

. embraicng synthesis WBs successful in win�ng the support 
of the i)eopJ.e and th� governme�t. 

· 

Despite the fact that Tendai and Shingon ·are different 
in ·o�tgin, one cannot fail to observe the similarities 
between them. Tendai; the Japanese adaptation of the 
Cbiriese T'ien-.t'ai, . is an eclectic school recognizing 
variousforms of Buddhism as different phases of the true · 
doctrine culminating with the teachings of Tendai itself 

· fundamentally based on the SaddbsramapJJ�Jrfarlka 
SDtni. Unlik� the Chinese proto�type, Tendai Buddhism 
made usc of esoteric rites (mikkjo) as an essential feature, 
specially in order to vie for popularity with Shingon, 
which is the Japanese adaptation of Mantrayiina or 
Tantrism. Tendai being rather eclectic w&S · able to 

.. au:commOdate Shingon, . and hence, there wu, ·at .tht: 
beginning, much fusion between .the two, and it is see!! 
that .·the two founders, · Saicho and K.ukai, worked in 
coll�baration fo� a . time. But this cooperation did not 
prevail for long, and soon Shingon-with its emphasis Qn 
rituals and ceremonies toox precedence over Tendai 
whose'" emp�asis was . more on philosoptty. Further, 
Saicbo bad to face a barrage of criticism levelled by the 
sch�lars of the Hosso school who rejected his yi�!'!.W.£,� 1 

· upheld that every one possesses the Buddha-nature Bri'd · 
hence all, without any distinction, �e destined to attain . 
salvation. Though Shingon Buddhism, too, accepted the 
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position that all alike are capable of attaining salvation it 
, does not appear that it ever became the object of criticism 
of the schools of N ara. This perhaps is more due to the 
conciliatory nature of Kukai who, unlike Saicho, did not 
get involved in polemics. Once again it was Saicho, who 
open!y strove to break way from the domination of the 
Nara school of Buddhism. Though Tendai was recognised 
as a· !ect it was not allowed to conduct higher ordination 
on its own. All novices belonging to Tendai, therefore, 
had to go· to N ara to recieve higher ordination. Saicho 
objected to this practice on many grounds. He correctly 
pointed out the anoiJ1aly of insisting on followers _ of 
Tandai, ·a Mahayana school to receive Hinayli.na precepts 
when obtaining ordination at Nara. He also found that 
many of the novices wl)o went to N ara got either dazzled 
by the splendour of city-life and gave up robes or were 
�on over by the Hosso school. Prelates ofNara were able 
to thwart .all efforts mad.e by Saicho, during his life-tinie, 
to establish a Kaidan(or S"IDJa) independent ofNara, and 
it Was only SOIQetime after his death that the government 
_acceded to his request. Though there was no disCrimi-

. nation on the part of the government, it is obvious that 
Shingon� \\lith the help of the enigmatic personality of its 
founder and· also owing to its elaborate and spectaCular 
rituals. was able to extract a more favourable attitude 
than the tendai. In popularity, of course, Shingon was 
far ahe�d of Tendai, for With less philosophy and more 
rituals it possess:ed the qualities desired by the common 
man . 

In spite of the obvi0us differences between the two . 
. sect! they appeai to have s��ed the interest of establishing 

an-org-anised B�ddhist church to embrace all social work. 
Thpu&ft this interest was never fully realised by either of 
them, the idea appeared to have been the str«?ngst force 
motivatin-g religious and social activities of the Heian 
period. 1his cent�alization of reHSion and social activities 
'was openly backed' by the government, and the two 
Buddhlst centres in turn helped to stabilize the central 
government," thus �Jringing about a close collaboration 
between the state and the church. 

Efforts of thes!: two religious leaders in forming a uni
ed church that brought about a harmonious blending of 
Shintoism ind Buddhism was felt even by the Shintoists 
themselves. However, the conciliatory &pproach adopted 
by both Saicbo and Kukai hastened this process of 
assimilation, and this resulted iD the Ryobu-Shinto. 
Kukai's teachings were well suited for this purpose. His 
teaching concerning the two a,spects of cosmic life 
enabled tQ represent the ShintC? Ksmis. as m�ifestations 
of BuddhllS and Bodhisattvas. A majority of the Shinto 
shrines was furnished with an inner sanctuary (Oku-no-in) 
where Buddhist rituals were performed. The rise ofthe 
ascetic class of monks in both Tendai and Shingon, too, 
favoured this amatgmation of Shintoism and Buddhism .. 

' . 
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These monks who were called yama-nushi (those who 
sleep on mountains), or Shugenja  (those who practise 
austerities) frequented Shinto shrines and made them 
sacred to Buddhists as. well. Yet in spite of the over
whelming influence of Buddhism indigenous beliefs did 
not Jose their ho!d on the masses. This was more so 
because while taking into its fold the indigenous beliefs 
Japanese Buddhism always bas been flexible enough to 
adapt itself to national needs and traditions. Thus, 
Shintoism Will! able to express itself through the medium 
of Buddhism. 

It appears that the tendency seen among Japanese to 
a��imilatc and blend divergent religious beliefs is equally 
matched by their tendency to categorise and · multiply 

· divisions-and create new sects� This is made evident by the 
appearence of numerous sects of Tendai and Shingon. · 
Already by the latter part of the 9th century Teildai was 
divided into two major branches. The one which 
maintairied its head9uarters at Hieizan itself upheld the 
traditions of their teacher Jikaku. !he other at Miidera 
favoured the views of Enchin whose pos�humous litie ·is 

. Chigo Dllishi. There was bitter enmity between the 
temples affiliated tO these sett�. I The coDfliCts became SO 
grave ·that under the leadership of Ryogen (Jiei Dais hi) 
Hieiian organised a body of. mercenery monkS cBued : 
Sohei. This example was followed by monasteries sucJt·u: . 
Kokufuji and To�aiji.' During the latte�:part of the 10th ·, 
century A.C� tliere · was open · watfare . between·. these 

. temples over the possession of some rice-fields. Hieizan 
even attempted to use f�rce ag�st tbe central gove�
rqent and by about the eleventh century it became .. Blmost 
a com�o_n feature fqr mon'asteries . which _had any
��Va.nce �ainst the government to iend .armed bands · 
together with -their religious emblems in -order -to win their 
:d.emands by coercing the government .. Th� threats 
became so frequent and grave tbat !Emperor-Shi��icawa 

. ( 1073-1086 A. C, ):is said to have n:marked ·that there were 
three �hings which he co_uld n_pt control: the innund�tions 
ofthe river K�o, hazards ofgru:nbling and the monks of 
Hieizan. · 

' · · 

Shingon on the other hand, though divided into sects, 
seems tohave had. a comparatively peacdul history at the 
beginning. But at a late� date, it too followed the 
pr�c:edent'set by Hieizan and' on two occasions it had to 
f�� dire consequences at th� _handll of N obunage an� 
Hipeyosbi. 

- · Jboiigb . Confucianism appean to have had much 
influence ln. the ·sphere of education, undoubte41y, 
Buddhism.was the main inspiration of the age. It became 
almost cc);.temiinus with culture; Tendai with a blend of -
rituil.l, anij Sllingoir with an abundance of rituals were 
most . appealing tO . the CO\lft and nobles. Their rich 

1 .  These two sects are. known as S!UPmon and ·Jimon or _Mie. 

pantheism and colourful rituals were extremely suited to 
cater to secular demands. The national taste for uniting 
ritual with enjoyment found a suitablee medium in the�e 
religions. 

The severing of relations with China by about the 
beginning of the tenth century brought about a period of 
seclusion. Japan became independent of the vicissitudes 
of her great neighbour who from the time of the intro
duction of Buddhism served as the main . source of 
inspiration in all spheres of life. This environment was 
conducive to the independent growth of Tendai and 
Shingon in accordance with. national needs. By this time 
.the influence -of Buddhism over the court reached its 
peak. The emperors and nobles appeared to have 
developed a strong feeling of complacency, As the rulers 
cared more for a life of ease and enjoyment, administration 
and military organization gradually fell into neg.lecl 
Over�indulguce in luxury and enjoyment had serio� 
consequences on the economy of the country. So�etimes 
the country w.as forced to support several courts simUt
tan_eously. This happened mainly due to the custom of 
emperors retiring · prematurely and entering the . Order. 

· Unde:r such circu�tances the affairs of the country we� · 
nominally in the hands of a :chi.Jd Emperor urider tlie 
sup.erVisimi of a regent. Yet it is the _ex-Emperor who 
often widded reiu power; Thi.s: piactic� not only �ade . 
�nroads : i�to the country's econ�my, but 'also greatly: . . 
tended to increase the power of particular mona-steries. · 
Yet another somewhat similar circumstMce, too, appears_ 
to have increased the wealth and power of monasteries. . 
Tlie Fujiwara bureaucracy monopolised the h}gh positions · 
in the administration to the exclusion of able memben of 
other powerful families. Those members who were 
disgruntle� with the administration sought refuge in the 
·Order to build up tbei� own power blocks. The latter part 
of the Heian period was well presented by such men who 
d�nned the monlcish _garb but us

.
ed their talents, wealth 

and power not to propagate the religion but to further 
their secular interests. These circumstances naturally · 

made monasteries the power bases of diSgruntled nobles 
. whc, while being in robes .raised armies among the monks 
not_only to ftght rival monasteries, but also to inti�idate 
the central government. 

Thus it is �een that the splendour and luxury of court , 

life, prosperity of monasteries, frequent performance of 
rites and rituals and the bent towards aesthetic brilliaJice 
were aU masks covering · the corruption and rapid. 
degeneration that w_as gathering momentum to bunt out 
at any moment. In spite of this under-current of corruption- _· 
there were pious men who sincerely devoted themselves 
to higher religious ideals. They · strove to be above 
rivalries and struggl_es for power that were a redeeming 
feature in the monastic life of the' time. 
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M any such men were trained in the philosphy ·of 
Tendai but were bent towards the worship of Amida. 
Worship of Amida was not unknown even in the Nara 
period, and in the Heian period it wsa mildly blended 
with Tendai and Shingon. In the tenth century a monk 
named Kuya, toured the whole of Japan, dancing and 
chanting the nembutsu.2 Genshin, too, by his writings 
did m.uch to popularize the worship of Amid a. Ryomn 
founded the Amida sect known as the Yuzu nembutsu. 
Kakuhan or Kok.yo Daishi who founded the great 
monas tery of Negoro and also a new branch of SJ.Jngon 
accommodated Amid ism in his teachings. The conditions 
prevalent during the eleventh century strengthened the 
belief that it was the period of degenerate doctrine or 
map-pol, and the abu_ses of mystic ritualism both by 
Tendai and Shingon added momentum to this belief. 
Both Shingon and Tendai had outlived their usefulness 
by the eleventh century. Time and the conditions w.ere 
demimding a change; and the gradual rise of Amidi"sm 
suggests the n ature of the change �emanded. 

Kamakura Period: By the middle of the twelfth century 
the long predominance of the Fujiwara family came to an . 
end. The political authority pqsed into the hands of the 
newly ascendant military class the samurai. The trans
ference of power was not smooth, and the coun�ry was 
.torn by wars in which even the great monasteries actively 
· partidp!lted. Conseque�tly three of the mosfimportant 
monasteries Mildera, Kofukuji and Todai.;ji were burnt. 
Besides, the country was devasted by pestilence and 
famine. Gloom and misery loomed over the country. The 
�eli_ef ttlat this wa� t�e period of degeneracy (mappo) was 
gathering momentum. Tendai and Shingon Buddhism 
had outlived their usefulness and they failed to bring 
solace when it was needed most .. This wu notthe time to 
indulge either in obttuse philosophy or extraordinarily 
complicated ritual . . Though in the Heian period there 
were signs of Buddhism percolating into the masses, in 
fact Buddhism remained predominantly the religion of 
the aristocrats symbolizing power, culture .ll!ld learning. 

The Heian Buddhbm appealed to the aristocrats who 
led easy luxurious Jives and thus had all the time and 
inclination and also the money to be devoted to textual 
stqdies and performance . of costly and . complicated 
rituals. The newly arisen military class being more 

· plebian, rustic, simple llild practical, were repeUed by 

intellectualism and externalism. Their bent was towards 
a simple and direct form of religion. The masses who had 
always been on the periphery of religious influence were 
becoming aware of the need for a religion which would 
give them the assurance of some forms of compensation 
for the suffering they were undergoing. Constant wars, 
pestilence and famines made their need felt more acutely. 
The political revolution almost accomplished, and; the 
time and the condition were calling for a revoluQon in the 
religious sphere. 

Three schools of Buddhism arose in answa to this 
general call . . The Jodo (Pure-Land), Nichiren and zen. ; 
Jodo chos'! the way of salvation through faith in Amid a 
Buddha. Nichiren through teachings embodie<J in the 
Saddharmapu9�artka SUtra and Zen through medi
tation. 

As pointed out earlier, the belief in Amida was 
gradually gaining ground from the Heian period and 
such monks as Kuya and Ryonin taught the efficacy of 
the nembutsiL Howeyer, it was Honeil (illso kn9w"n a,s 
Genku) who developed it as an independent schOol. the 
turbulent state of the country helped Honen, to bring to 
the forefront the notion that at a time like that the people 
simply did not have the capacity to achieve salvation by 
their personal effort (jiriki), and that salvation is possible 
only through an external power (tsnKi). 4 This religion of 
calling out the name of Amid a, due to its iiinplicity made 
a strong appeal to the masses who wei:e neither able to 
grasp the obtruse philo�ophy ofTendai nor perform the 
elaborate rituals . of Shingon. Honen's teaching wu 
further developed and popularised by his eminent disciple 
Shinran, the founder of the Jodo Shinshu. He laid more 
emphasis _on faith in Amid a's grace and discarded the 
distinction betweenjiriki and ta.riki and procla.imed that 
Amida's compassion and saving grace arc: universal. He 
urged all to abandon personal . effort and. surrender 
themselves to the grace of Amida. Even faith came to .be 
regarded as a gift of Amid a. As Amid a's $aving grace wu 
universal, aU, regardless of any difference. that exi,sts 
between individuals, were considered u destined for 
salvation . . Further he maintained that there WIIS, no 
difference between monutic-life and household-life and 
·acting true to his teaching he himself maitied ·and raised a . 
family; This abolition of any distinction between monutic 
and secular life wu an innovation which certainly 
contributed to tlie rapid and wide spread cfiod� 

2. Nembutsu Is the name of the well-known formula Namu Ami<! a B.utsu which i.a the equivalent to the Sanskrit Jdorati()J:t 'Narno 
Agtitibhaya-Buddhiya. The two Chinese word• 'Jilen fu' of which It is made appean to hm: originally meant thin kin& of the Buddha. 

. See further AMIDISM. . . . . "' .. , : .  
3. The Japanese Buddhist tradition also accepts the popular Buddhist belief of  the three different naies in the hbtory ofBuddhiim. lbe 

first stage·ts the period in which the true doctrine (sadd}JBllfiB,)prevailJ and this Is called Sho-bo. Theaec:ond rtase Is when the doctrine 

prevails only in name (prstifiii,s-dhsrms) and this il referred to u Zobo. The third period il of c:urrupt doctrine (paicima-dhmna)or 
Map-po u known in Japanese. 

4. JirikJ' is self-reliance and tarili is reliance In some external power, in this cue, in the saving power of Amid a. 

. .. :.r ........... - . 

'· 
·� 
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Sbinibu:· Besides these two, · such teachers as ·Benna, 
Shoku and Ippen did much to popularize the Pure-Land 

schooL In this respect Ippen, who is known as the 
'Itinerant Sage'; performed yeoman's service for this 

· school. Following the precedent of Kuya, be touted the 
. country encciuraging the practice of chanting the name of 
Amid a, arid maintaining registers of those who profesed 

, · faith in AmidL He .combined 1ocial · serviQ! with his 
· 'millionacy work, and this further helped the spread of 

Pure Lind teaching. 
· 

· The --other school of Buddhism · that · came · into 
prominance at this tim-e is. Zen. It was fairly well known in 

· Japan since the mtroduction of Buddhism but did not 
become popular until Eisai (Y osai) began propagating, it 

: in  the :,twelfth ,(:ou�g.: Z�P _m_arke.d _a break-with. the 
·-lilditionaf Buddhism in as much as it rejected obtruse . 
. . pJrl!o�oJ?hY and .ela.borate ritu!lls, and _the stock Zen 

; :  Slogans such as Kyoge.betsu(,it;IJ (transmission tbat does 
. n9t �epend :<m teac�ing), fwyu mpnji (written words are 

.:.uaeten); Jjkjshi miiJsbin (direct communication that. goes 
. direcl Jnto Jbe heart), �ensbo J9_butsu (to discern one's 
·�-� �ature is to. attain auddhahood) amply illustrate the 

, eaten�_. of Zen Buddhism. Unlike Pure .. L.!lnd Buddhism, ien.'. �H�d ·,Qn. perspnal-eff�rt � the
. 

onty. me� of. 
_,a�t�ning E.Wghten;rne��· Thoamurai _class patroniT.�d , 

.�fcir more than o_ne reason; lhe politicaf antagonism 
· . �tfth� �JC!to . based Jrj�toc�a�y w�!'h . uvh�ld. it 
· ... turally Pt'QIDptedJh'=m to direct their 1\ttention to.wards 

· :·� n.on-t,r�lti9.n.al f()r� of Buddhi$m� Being thUs pr�mp-
' :  �.ed th9 w�re d�wn,toward '- Zen for there.st;�med to be a . . �··�fll .e,o��sponde�se . between . the simp!� and direct 
. . cbaracter of Zen and the ethos,of the. samu� 

_ __ :....:_ _ _ � _ _:..: _.:_ ·-� - -� ....:... -· ·- - � -- -. -

- .- ;;-

� -- ·· .= -< · Not 16ng after the int�Oduction of the· Rinzai br��h of 
.' zen tij'Eijili, D6gen introduced' the Solei !>ranch. Though 

!it the begimiiftg· there WQ not .mile�· difference between 
. . the�nio branches, ai time' went by they de\-eiope<f on 
'differe·nt · -liii�s. 'The : Rinzaf'Zen 'Wji · :predomin-antly 

� .p�onlied byth� high-tankirig somurai ·while So to ··.zen . • ;wu foD'owed-bftlle· provinda11amtirili and commoners 
· illd lienc{tbe. saYing Rinzai Sbogin Soto domin (Riilzai 

· for tbe Shogun and Soto for·the peaaant!) . . 
. .-: )]1�: .. �bird :�r�nt_ of B�ddbism iha� . ar_ose in :the 
.: -���-��a p¢�d. h t�� .teac�ngs ofNic�en:�own by 
,the fo�deo limie itself. UnHke Jodo -and Zen which ·' 'ji)i:t)���:� � �hina, �i�hiren can be t�uely:labelled 
u· indegenous, abd hence, of the three schools that 

- fl��d:<hirliig this period Nichiren is most triarkediy .
.
.. 

· J}"""'�'' · : te.D¢hlng, too is based on. the Saddbartna- · ·;;t �\ • ·· . .. . ••·. . •.. •. � . . . ' . . . . .. : ·. . . � . .  . . P.. , ,, , .; '-�•ntr·�· ��nd hence', bllsiciillf agre�s . with 'tend;;;.:· -�· · . . . LU;. ' '  ' I'  ' . :;m.;.- ,l!t ;#'-.t�l�i?ff J�,dBl ts pred?mtDantly a. reng�ous . 
. P,��t�. · ,.�.bl:¥.=�. •�c:� to repre�nt the practical : 
: aP.P..�-�il.:Jtt\�_,.p�lqsop�y; Nichireri, the teacher, . . 
deilouneed all the schools of Buddhist thought. He 
declared that Neai���fuci� the .path to �ell, and said that 
Amida and Bhirusbana (VairOCana) ��e figments ·of 

imaginat�on. Instead, be brought t� the forefront the 

belief in Sakyamuni. T,o him it is not Sakyamuni the man 
that is important, but Siikyamuni symbolizing the eternal 

omnipresent Buddha-nature. This Buddha-nature is 
innate in everything. He expanded this idea to such an 

· extent that he pronounced that every grain of dust can 
· become a Buddha. In substance there ts little that is new 

· in Nichiren 's teachings. What made his teachingS capture ' 
the hearts of many is his personal touch which added 

. .  vigour and momentum to these old teachings. His blunt, 
. pugnacious spirit and his downright denouncement of 
other schools of Buddhist thought brought him and his 
teaching in,to conflict with. eminent teachers of the day. 
His prophetic statements naturally added weight to his 
te�c_!t!�_�d �Yen his .opponents were forced to recognj:se 
them. Above all, he tried · to  · blend · religion with 

• nationalism, and this task was made· easy · by . the the 
natural calamities and sociB.l unrest that plagued this 

· period. This worldHness is a marked characteristic of 
Nichiren Buddhism and the characteristic Japanese 

· patriotic.spirit is a natural outcome of this . 

In spite of much opposition and herassment :Nichiren 
was firm in his stand. ·It was· really in the latter part of hil . 
life . that his teachings began to take a foothold · in the 
country, and it was really after his death that his pupils 
such a:s · Nichizo,· Nichiryu,·.·Nichimo, Nkhison and 

·. Nichijudid.much to popularise his teachings. As Nichireri 
8uddliism began to .win more and more adher:ents am®g 
the muses, . it became.· inevitable that it ·.sh�Q]d give . 
concessi�ns •o popular .demands, ;·and. consequently 

· �agi�-rdiji_�s·�lem���:��t l»:tQ.H . .  . . 
. t· . 

. MuromacbJ l'erlod: The fall of the K.amakura power and · the atte!Dpts to res tort the imp� rial regime ushers in _the 
dark ·age of the his�o.ry ofJ apanese Buddb)sm. For over 
half a·· century .relentless �trife w&s -rampant in. the 
country.. The dynuty . was divided · imd the -parties 
contending fo.r power used • Buddhist - institutions · to 
further their own ends. These circumstance!! were not in 

_ the ieast fayourable to the growth of BQddhism. Sbinshu 
.flourished, �ut its record is riot edifying. As _a consequ�ce 

.
· of the slmctiotPng of. marriage to the cie

.

rgy, high ranking . 
positions in th� ecci.esiasticRJ �iera�c})y and the' institu
'tiotis �uached to them beca.me. hereditary. This led to 

. m�ch m_alpr�ctice �d mismanagement �f ecclesi;utiCal 
·property:_ The) odo sect, though iess prominent, ·appe�d 
to have steadily increased ·its influence thus incurring the · 
wrath of the Hieizan monks whO were not hesitant to · 

burn down J Qdo temples· and destroy their 
. 
reHgious 

_ liter�ture . .PerhaJ)S it is Zen thaffared best durins this 
period cif turmoil. They were.clciscdo the_ rulers but were 
Wise .enough to keep aioof frp� p9lltical conflicts. 

In the ·midst of political \,mrest_ and frequent conflicts 
between ecclesiastical factions some ardent missionaries 
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were active in propagating the religion. While some of 
them concentrated their effortg on cities, others toured 
the . country. Religious and educational centres were 
�stablisbed in the provinces thus bridging the gap created 
by the· over-centralization that took place in the Heian 
.period. It was these. centres . that managed to preserve 
learning and culture from the destruction which devas. 
tated the capitlil and neighbouring cities. 

The country took a turn for the better when the 
Asbikaga rulers ascended the throne. : T�e reign of 
Asbik!lga Y �shimitsu was most favourable to Buddhism. 
One� again interco1,1rse with Chills., which bad recently 
overthrown the Mongol �upremacy, was resumed on a 
large scale, and the result was a major impact of Chinese 
influence o.n Japanese monks. The Jap�ese monks 
received anew from the Chinese monks who caine over to 

. J ap� instruction!� Zen and l;Jle arts �llSed on Zen. Arts 
of this period irifluericed by Zen culture were the source 
from which the renaissance of the sixteenth century 
deriv�d its inspiration. The Tea Ceremony and the 
Japanese . nower-lli'rangemerit e.re two of the major 
upecfs of the zen culture of' this "period that greatly 
cOntributed to the unique artistic growth of J apariese 

. cul . : ' · : . . . ' . . : . . ture. 
: · After Yo.sbimitsu the Ashikagas degenerated rapidly. 

The country� wi.s once &gain �avaged by war -and strife. 
The ruletand mtJnasteries suffered under financial stress. 
In the peri6d of war iliid stress the headquarters of all the 
important religious bodies were: competing to st.r:engthen 
their position in the capitaJ. While they were engaged in 

· .establishing. themsdves ·in the capital, minor sects arose 
·. abundilntly in the provinces, and this was connected to 
· the rise �d fall oJ numerous minor feudal states. Thus it 
is seen that. even sectilr:ian divisions were promoted by 

· feudal divisions 'and · that bot)): reflected the political 
· turmoil that -prevailed-during the period. 

._ . . · . ·  . 

. In tb!: midst of tbb turbulent state of affairs the 
· adherents . of the Nicbire� school . due to the zealous 
efforts of such leaders as Nitcho and N:isJhin, were able to 
establish numerous centres thro,�gbout .the country . . -

The f�ll��ers . of Sbin�an organlz�d themselves as a 
�ew , �ect by tb�· name . of Ikko �ril established seVeral 

. �troi1gh�Jds in .the �ntral and north . ceritrai provinces. 
Tbey,'t.ind�t the "g\Jidariee or their able leader itennyo, 
. becarile b�tb a retigio.u! ari((a political force. :t"Jley waied 
. war .against feudill loids iiS weil aS against other religious 
14ects. In the Jut and the .bittcrest b�ttle fouglit in 1536 # . . . . . • . A.C: the soldier monks" of Hiei in alliance with Ikko 
foti'owen att�ckett the follo�eri of Nichi�en and ·b�mt ' 
iwenty-one' �f their great temples and drove "them out .or : 
,&e �apitaL By a�out the same time aiose ·anOther 
Shlnshu suiHect cilied the Hlji Monto perhaps composed 
of a considerable-section �f th�-followers of Ikko. They 

... ...... .:. · -

were apparently organized as a protest against the 
autocratic administration of the Hongwan-ji at Kyoto. 
Shinzeir founded a new sect which is reckoned as a sub
division of the Tendai rather than of Jodo Shinsbu. He 
enjoined the repetition of the Nembutsu, ·but at the same 
time insisted that it should accompany the observance of 
the Buddhist code of ethics and discipline. · 

Even in the piidst of constant unrest and turmoil zen 
maintained its position and came near to being the state 
religion. Eminent Zen monks were the · advisers to 
military rulers; and hence, Zen institutioli� were 
generously patronized by them. To a great extent the Zen 
mQ�S were also able to keep alooffrom religious strife 
devotlng""lbeir time more to educational and c�tural 
activities. And they were also largely responsible jn 
sustaining intercqurse with China whose influence 
enlivened tlie Japanese culture of the period. . ... 

The interval between the Ashikaga_ �d Tokagawa 
periods marked the climax of the militarY exploits .�f the 
�ain religious institutions which were ftnBlly crush� by 
N obunaga �d Hideyoshi. N obun.aga w�. no fri�n(f of 
Buddhism. Fearing the power. of great jrio�s'teriel he 
began to favour the newly intr:oduce(f CM.istianity; 'In 
revenge for joining b;mos �th 'his ���mies N.Qbtn.laga 
completely destroyed Hieizan. Jiis . su.�o� Hideyc:i�i 
�eted out the same tre�tmen,t to the Sl)in'go� monis.t�ry 

. . • • • • . · ; ;, I • \ at .Obegoro. Thus those two importe,nt .instit�ticJna pB1d 
dearly for their participation, in politics: Even siiiilSiiu at 
Osaka did not escape ibe"Wx-ath of No��B8� �JPrubu 
clergy who remained as pro.ctical rulers .of Kaga" �ere 
ultfmateiy driy_eJi qpfby No�unaga. H�wc:V�r ��f w�re 
able to .establish themselves once more in Kyoto und.er 
the patr�nage of Hide.yo�hi. this time with the.ir.irifiuence 
greatly reduce9. , · · 

Tokuellwa Period: . R�storat:i��-of pe&C!� &Ji4 or.dcr w�b 
commenced with . the a!cendency. of �obun,ga. �0 .ihe 

. throne was consummated when� Toituaawa •y_�yisu 
became the ruler at the begl�¢ng of.the 17tb ,cent\qy._JJy 
then religious militarism had completely disapp�ared. 
Yet Buddhism bad not lost its hold over the iive.s and the 

. cultute of the people. Hence ly�y�su f�lt the nec��si� of 
prot�ting Buddhism, yet keeping it: witbb,iits. p�oper 
sphere of influence. As an inltilll .step_ . .  �f. fo•te�!l8 
Buddhism Iyeyasu completely prohibited the propagation 
·or Christianity. A commission for EcC:lesiast,!cal Aff� 
(Ji sha Bugyo) was appointed ·to supervis� aJI:religious 

· activities. The oiona!lferies were richly endowed. But• at 
. the same time.steps were taken to cb�k allreligious,strife 
whether over temporalities or over political issues; Being 
well looked after the majority of the clergy became bent 
on helping the government to-carry out its policies. 

A marked feature of this period .was- tbe isolat�on.of 
Japlui from the rest of- the \vorld. The Japanese we"re 

-�· 
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.forbidden. to leave the country while . foreigners were 
barred from entering it. This largely prevented the 
importation of new religious teachings, Obaku branch of 
Zen being the only new s�ct that was founded in 
Tokugawa times: .Under . these circumstances there 
appeared no religious innovators. Instead there were 
quite a number of elaborators and systematizers. Being 
well provided,_ the Qlajority of the clergy lived in ease and 
inoffens�ve idleness, a .�ay of life favoured by the 
gove-�ment which feared . the rise of new religious 
IpOVCIJ?ents and cons�quent growth of . ecde$iastical 

. .  · . . . . . , 
power� 

· The patronlge extended to Buddhism by the Tokugawa 
· regime was merely an act of political prudence than an act · 

- ofreligious-pi�ty: lemitsu; lllld-Tsunayashi, the thira:and 
the fifth Tokugawa Shoguns respectively were devout 
champions of Buddhism. Yet the general religious policy 
of the Tokugawa regime was . geared at assisting the 
smOOth functioning of government. Every family was 
�uired to attend the Buddhist temple in the aiea and . 

regiSter ill memberi as supporten of the t
.
emple (danka). 

AU bi� marriages, deaths etc. were registere� at the 
temple . .o'Ji· Buddhist sects had to fimctloii within their . 
respeetiVe !�·heres of influence and to �egUlate it and a sys:. 
te� catied.1Jatto!wu formUlated. All these were effecti�e · 
proteeti�e meas'ures • whlch preserved even . sects which 

·. Dijpt 'oth�rwii�··llave" disappeared. Yet,'tli�s� Die�ures . 
cnppiea) he ·sfO.w.ii' oheligion imd' CCliDpletely_· stilled j reUsio�·�iithusian{TJJe res�lt was stag�·ation, 'and iack 
ofgtiiul�e.mteresOJ:i reiigion . .Buddhism was �duceci to 
ili� atill\ii �ri rbete labefand·reiigiou� Pi��ti�e to a in�re 

- -itteeiuuiie8I J?T$s. ib1S situ.
a4(?� was rurther

.
aigravated 

bY., tii� _))�t_(��� ;#���,nd,� • t1o)_��.4.�sm ·.by 'ih� . ne��Y 
emergent metcbann :luC Prob.ibiticin :oJ �oreig·n trade 
·helped the growth -ofinterna hrade. Fain wer(often heid 
-� temple premises on festive occasio�s. and the �er
Cb�ts;iiH)M.er'tg:cllrty on tlieir'ttade, were obliged ·to be · · 

genet()\J.i iowafds monks�. Their generosity increased the 
pi:ojperlty · ·at the inonks· wJ:to became more prone to 
enjoym�nt ·o( ·worldly · pleQ!ures: ·P�ace and generat 
alllu.enC:e 'in the country made the people look for more 
ind _mote worldly pleiSutes, .  and' religious observance 
b�ame .1 :mere rite, a heritage of the paSt. Rites and 
�tU�I gre_� arid.n�W shrin.i:J were. e·rected .to help the 
pmoimance. ot �esc ritt:S. · 

,During the Tokugawa regime all the important 
Bud4hist sects prevailed but with their vigour.consider
ably nduced and .their sphere of influe�ce limited. J odo wu·more favoured than the other sects by Iyeyasu. 
TeDdaband · Shitigon . ,beadquarters were reduced to 
modest;institu�ons which the i'ulers used as.part of the 
government machitiery in ruling the country. Isol"tion of 
Japan from the rest of the world 1Uld the strict check on 

. the actiVities- of the moDks f�ced the monkS eith� to I • •' t ... .  ,' ' •  '· ' • 

- ·----·· ·----------

while away their time in idleness or to get engrossed in 
abstruse religious studies. Once again it was Zen that 
showed some vitality in this period of religious stagnation. 
Zen. teaching bad much impact on the Samurai who were 
the real power behind the ruling class. Their way of life 
(B.ushido) was partly an inheritance from Zen training. 
The spiritual influence of Buddhism was kept alive. by 
Haiku poetry (also referred to as Haikai or Hokku) 
which was popularised by Bashu. It perpe�uated the spirit 
of Zen culture and associat�.itself with the tea-ceremony, 
flower arrangement, making miniature landscapes etc. 
Beside�, there Were eminent Zen masters such as Hakuin, 
considered by the Rinzai. sc�ool as its second 'founder; 
and Te.nkei of the Soto school. 

Meiji �erlod 
r;>ue to ·strict govemm�nt supervision of religious 

B.c�ivities and . lack 9f religious zeal . on the part of 
Buddhist moriks during a period of more than two 
centuries �h·atniga�a rule Buddhlsm was at its weakest 

· . when the Tokugawa n�le collapsed and the Meiji era 
commenced. on the other hand, the Shinto movement 
with its . ultra-patriotism had become a national force. 
Undoubtedly Shintois� helped the restoratio� �f the 

. Imperial bouse to power. Therefore it was natural that . 
Shintoism. was- fa�oured :during this period. The rulen . 
however; �id not stop. at extending preferential tre.tment 
to Shinto_ism .. In 1 868 they declared Shintoism to be the: 

. state reiigion and .dis-established ·. and di.s-endowed · 
Budd�isqt. Buddhist monks and im!lges were r�mO.ved 
from Ryobu-shinto shrines. Thus severance of Shintoism 

. from Buddhism was ruthlessly carried out putting an end 
to . . the . Ryobu�hinto syncretism. which influenced- the . 
faith of . the n!ltion for .over ten .centuries, But .this 
persecution of Buddh,ism did .not last long for, ruthless 
suppression-awakened the Buddhist leaders who worked 
strenuously to exert in,fluence upon the government to 
modify its religious policy. Among these Jeaders were 
devout agitators such as Ekido, Dokuon, Sesso, all of the 
Zen school, Nisshu� a Nichlrenite, Tetsujo from the Iodo. 
school, Unsho of the Sbingon sect and Mokurai of the 
Shinshu sect, Their !lgitation made the goveniment 
realise tftat _complete suppression of Buddhism is neither 
desirable nor possible and subsequently the religi�u. 
policy was modified to accommodate Buddhism too. ' By 
1884, 'the Ministcy ·of Public worship (Jingi-kan) which 
was instrumental in carrying out an-ti-Buddhist activities . 
was abolished and the administration of religious acti- • 
vities was entrusted to ecClesiastical bOdies-of different · 

sects. The constitution of 1 889 granted religious freedom 
to all, also removing all restrictions placed on Buddhism. 
The Meiji constitution in Article 28 declares, "japanese 
subjects shall, within limits not prejudical to peace and . 
or?er, and not antag!'nistic to their duties as subjectS, 
enjoy freedom of religious beliefs." . 
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Thus, the direct governmental obstruction considerably 
waned and it became possible for the Buddhist leaders to 
propagate Buddhism. But by then Buddhism had to face 
problems that had arisen anew. New trends in education 
and its social implications were bringing about a change 
in attitude and outlook of the people. Hereditaiy values 
and beliefs were losing grou.nd. · The gradual rise of 
industry and commerce was bringing with it disturbances 
and distress that usually accompany industrialization. 
The people were becoming more concerned with political 
and sociai reform and individual and social prosperity. 
The traditional religions had very little to offer to their 
growing secular demands. A considerable section of the 
elite did not hesitate in rejecting their belief in religion . .  
Not only the elite even common people, under new socio
economic conditions, found traditional religions less 
effective in the face of growing secular demands which 
required immediate help and solution. These factors were 
instrumental in the rise of'new religions' which care red to 
the needs of the masses. Though arisen anew these are not 
totally independent of the traditional schools, and in fact 
some of them were adaptations of ritualistic beliefs 
previuent in the latter part o( the Tokugawa regime. 
Under the Meiji constitution, which was effective until 
1945, religious organizations bad to obtain . official 
approval from the government to maintain legal exis
lence, and it was customary on the part of the goveninient 
to withhold permission for new religious bodies. There�_ 

· fore the new religious sects that arose during this period 
generally carried on their activities under the wing of an 
officially r�cognisecl religious sect. 

Tenri-Kyo and Konko-J(yo are two such new religions 
. both affiliated to -Shinto. ·This sudden rise of popular 

· Shintoism reve2.!ed that the prevlillfng religions Jacked 
ingredients that appeal directly to the heart of the people. 
This lack was made in ore conspicuous by the rapid socio
economic growth' and rapid urbanization which were 
taking place-in :Japan. People were becoming too busy to 
concern the'niselves with problems connected with the 
next world. - Problems in this life were demanding 
immediate attention. Traditional Buddhism was too 
theoretical and elite-oriented and even a more liberal sect 
like Shinshu was not properly equipped to meet the 
popular · religious demand. The Buddhists were quick 
enough to sense this changed focus of concern on the part 
of the people. Such sects as Kodo-Kyodan, based on 
Tendai teachings and Soh Gakkai, inspired by the 
teachings of Nichiren bear evidence to the successful 
attempts made by the Buddhists to adapt themselves_ tq. 
the needs of the contemporary Japanese society. They 
also indicate th� path Buddhism was forced by circums
tances to follow in this process of adaptation. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

The Modem Period: Shinko shiiko (Newly Established 
Religions) in its widest sense refers to sects founded as far 
b ack as the beginning of the nineteenth century . It is 
however used today in a more restricted sense to designate 
sects which came into being in the twentieth century, 
particularly in and: around World War II and thereafter. 
There is yet another classification of the new religions. 
According to It, religious movements are divided into 
three periods of their origin and. development: the first 
booming period of new religions soon after the war. Their 
emphasis was more on the eradication of poverty, 
sickness and war. The second boom started abo1,1t th� 
time of the Korean war when Japan's economy was 
achieving rapid development. The third one, which is 
otherwise known as Shin Shin-shUkyo jidai' (Pedod of 
New new-religions), started from about 1970 . . This is the 
period in which attention is being paid more_to a kind of 
mystic experience. 

During the Meiji period, the degeneration of Buddb;sm 
as a result of the government policy of Haibutsu-kishaku' 
(Disbanding of- Buddhism) . was inevitable. A revival 
of Shintoism backed by. the government and old Buddhist 
schools hitherto existing were not the kind of religion 
that met the needs of the people _at tliat time either. New 
religions, therefore, had to be accepted in one way .or 
another by the masses if they . were . to survive or . get 
recognition. There are in fact common fea�ures aniong 
the new religions which were the reaction agaiilst such old 
schools. For mstance, new religions iend to avoid distinct 
divisions between secular believers -and pri�sts . . They 
dismissed the rather rigid hierarchical structure that exis
ted within. the old schools and encouraged to give equal 
opportunities to all in their religiou� practices. They arl!, 
moreover, primarily lay organizations. New religions 
further demonstrate a high degree of .tolerance towards 
each other. Iri 1952 A.C., a League of New Reliiions 
(Shinshukyo Renmei) · was formed to provide mutual 
ass is lance in the propagation of various teachings. 

· Of the ne� religions, it is interesting to note, almost 
one half started with revelation of some sort; through a 
Buddhist divinity; often Amid a Buddha, or the founder 
acting its medium foi: communication between the spirit 
and the believers. Hence, quite a number of new religions 
resort to the working of miracles. Another fe&ture of the 
new religions is the simplicity of their doctrines which 
appea1s more to the people of modest intellectulll attain
ments than to the educated. The followin.g are some of the 
new religions including those founded during the 1 9th 
century. 

Tenrlky� (Religion of DJvine Wisdom): Miki Nakayama, 
the foundress of this sect, was born in 1 789 and married 
into a family which belonged to the Jooo . sect of 
Buddhism. This environment gave her strict discipline, 
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and she practised the Nembutsu with great faith and zeal. 
She was later praised for her filial piety to her i n-laws. 

It �s. said t.hat :when her . son became seriously ill, a 
'mountain sleeper' (yamabusbi) w!is called in, and she 
act.ed as medium for the magical healing ritual. It was at 
this time that she was .said to be possessed by a 'heavenly 
general' .(ten no shogun);. who, through her, revealed 
himself to be the 'original and true god'. This incident is 
said to have marked the beginning of this Rect. She is said 
to have practised"magicill power and subseqli�ntly people 
flocked iiicre"&Sbrgly to her to obtain aiJ kinds of material 
and P.hy;'icaJ benefits: . 

. . 

stresses the rationality of creation. Social services are also. 
their great concern. 

Tensb� K�tal Jingiiky�: The sect was founded in 1 945 by 
the wife of a farmer, Sayo Kitamura. She, after a three 
year period of religious austerity, began · to preach her 
doctrine in the streets. The folly of the degraded human . 
world was highlighted in her message. At a time when the 
war and its disaster was experienced in 'Japan, her 
movement· became iricrea�ingly popular specially in the 
countryside. She proclaimed that she wa.S the saViour and 
her nussion was the establishment of God's. Kin�dom . . . 

The teachings of this sect are based on the recognition 
The doctrine · of the Tenrikyo shows parallels with of a supreme god who is omniscient and omnipotent. 

tradition·al Shinto mythology: The original state of the This god is not only the first principle of all things but 
world is a sea of mud (doro ui:ni) or ·chaos. Then God tlie also one that rules and creates eterha:lly. According to its 
Parent created the first two divinities called .Iziinagi and teachings, the · mind is polluted by 'six roots of evil� 

. , l.Z�!lmi, ,the male and female principles respectively. regret, . desire, hatred; fondness, love and being loved; 
This God·· is sometimes referred- to ·as 'Tsuki-Hi' (Moon- Man must therefore p()lish his soul worthy of the divine 
Suli), or as'Oya• (Parent); One of the. central the�es of 

. 
kingdom. The sect emphasiZes the _life of religimis 

this . sect is ·the · ·disclaiiDing of · personal property. All · practice, Thre� things a�e necessary i� �o doing; cou�ge 
possessions, aecording ·to the sect, ate things which have to give everything t() God, sincerity to perform aiJ action 
been ie�t to man by God� and one �ust return all to Him . with a true heart, !Uld prayer. . . 
wi�h gratitu�e� �e mind teil,d� to gather dust (hokoti) . .. · · · · . · .� . .  . . · .. •. . · . . · · · · 

. beca,use it_ �a.xi ·be. freely .�isposeci 0(by man,: Hence it iJ_.:� . An�U: . T,his sect was founde,d by Yonosuke Ni!.kano. · 

imp.orW!t l() cJeanse .one's ptind of this (jjJst. -Jhe mind ·' ;. He .was fir�t .a believer. in the Omotokyo .(Religion of the ·: . 

thus.clearised brin� about long life. The Ji:ndkyo also . Foundation) founded in 1892/which was. a new religion 
stresses the-importance of social woik. The. sect is famous . h�ving affinity with Shintoism: Nakano came to realize. 
for the ·'dancing service' (kagura llitome) which .. was a . that he was the medium between the spirit world and the : 

- mixture :of popular -songs imd�dances first'conceived by world of.men. Through bis religjo\!5 experience, he c!liile 
thdoundiess arid then de-Veloped later. . to believe that there was but o�e �nivers.al r�ligio.n whiclt 

Konk5ky0! (Reup.or� tiglx);ims Kct :was fowided 
in. l.859 by a b�mble fartner who .had neilhe� �d�cli.tion 
·nor religious tr;unipg. Thefoundei, wh9 called himself 
'K.onko daijin' (Great god df Golden Ught), claimed that 
be obtained revelation from a god and was asked to 
eom�e�c� th� ·s�cred riussion of saving" men� The s��t . . 
advoc_ates that' man is t.he child of 'God of Heavenly and 
Terrestrial �rigb�ness' who is Ute embodim,ent of infmite · 
mercifulness. Everything in the l,iniverse is the creRtion of 
this god. · Suffering and calamities : occur when mnn 
forgets hi� relation to the god Blid his love. The n:lation
ship between the god ilnd m11n i!l that between the parent 
arid 'the c'bUd. the parent god revealed his love through 
the fciunder ofihis sect. . . 

Th�: sect stresses the importance of physical health 
whicbJs: con�i(Jered to  be the sou.-ce of the blessings of 
life. O*et�atlng and · over-drinking are to be avoided: 
.Filial piety ·is emphasized: · Educational and research 
· aC!ivities are gi�en-a pr()Diinent place as the K.onko �lief 

.. �- �·--- . 

· he named the Ananaikyo. The aim of the Ananai .is .to 
bind man to .God. lt stresses union wjth the gre;tt spirit of 
the ulliverse .. It is a minxture of Christian and Shinto 
·ideas. 

Selcho . no Ie (Ho�se of Growth): It i� said that t�� 
found.er, ·Masaharu Taniguchi, was suddenly seized by·a 
revelation in -1929 and started a movement. According to 

. him, there is onty ·one True Being (Jiso). This True Being 
may be designated in seVeral waynuch ss the Shinto 

· kami, Buddha of- Buddhism (specially Amida'Buddha), 
or Jesus Christ -Hence the sect owes niuch to the 
teachhigs of _various religions; Shintoism, Buddhism� 
Christianity etc. 

It is believed that all men are the soils of God. Reali
zation of this principle leads to limitless possibilities. 
Belief is in eternal growth. All things are constantly in a 
process of growth. Since life is growth, the sed empha:. 
sizes a basically optimistic view of things. This sect is 
indeed cine of the most influential of new religions. j 

. � 
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Sekal MeshlyakyiJ (Sekal KytiselkyiJ): It was founded by 
Mokichi Okada in 1 934. Okada was at first a believer of 

the Omotokyo. He is said to have been prone to illness 

when young and used to receive native treatment. One 
day he was possessed of the wonder working power of the 
Krumon Bodhisattva (Skt.Avalokitesvara). Hence the 
sect is based on healing. Okada's aim was to establish an 
earthly paradise by eradicating sickness, poverty and 
war. 

Relyiikal (Society of Friendship with Souls): The sect 
shows considerable shamanistic influence, but still has 
Buddhist connections. It was founded as a lay movement 
by K.akutaro Kubo in 1919 and was again restarted in 

. 1925 with the help of his brother-in-law. The sect derives 
largely from the teachings of Nichiren Buddhism. The 
main teaching is the devotion to the Lotus sUtra and filial 
piety and duty towards ancestors. It also stresses the 
importance of confession. 

One of the main religious activities of this sect is the 
offering of memorial services to the dead .. Social activities 
are also given a prominent place. It is said that this sect 
was the forerunner of all the new religions which 
branched from Nichiren Buddhism. 

RJssho Kosel-kal (Society for the Establishment of 
Religious and Friendly Relations): Another new religion 
based on the Lotus satra is the Rissbo Kosei-kai founded 
jointly by Niwano and Naganuma in 1938. This sect 
separt�d from the Reiyti-kai. During the Sino-Japanese 
�sr, the sect relied O!l Naganu�a's inspira._tional ability in 
its propaganda, but after World War II, it became 
increasingly popular through institutional developments. 
The sect stresses ihe importance of ancestor-worship and 
confession. It incorporates popular beliefs into its 
teachings. It also emphasizes the irriportanc�: of moral 

· discipline in mo\Jlding one's character. 

After World War II, Niwano became deeply involved 
in the organiza�ion called "World Conference on Religion 
and Peace (WCRP)" and is playing an important role in 
the movement of the promotion of world peace. 

S!Jkagakkal (Value Creating Study Group): This sect was 
started by Tsunezaburo M akiguchi with the help of Josei 
Toda in 1 930, but was suppressed during the Sino- · 

Japanese war. It was revived in 1 946. This is the largest 
religious organization among the new religions in Japan. 
The seet derives its main teachings from the Nichiren 

... , . � :·� ' · -'$�� ,.. = � -

school of Buddh;�m. 

According to its teachings, happiness has three values: 
profit, goodness and beauty. These values mus.t be 
understood by a detailed study of them. The sect aims at 

the establishment of an ideal society through the 
unifica tion of Buddhism and polit ics. Hence a political 

wing of this sect cal!ed "Komeito" (Clean Government 
Party) was established by the initiatives of Daisaku 
Ikeda, the successor of Toda, in 1 964. 

PL-kyiXIan (Brotherhood of Perfect Liberty): This sect 
was founded in 1 924 by Tokuharu Miki, who was born 
into a merchant family in Shikoku. It has a strong 
influence of Shintoism. 

Miki renouoced the world and became a Buddhist 
monk of Zen Buddhism. During his monkhood, however, 
he met a Christian minister riamed Kanda whose influence 
changed his life completely. He gave up his monkhood to 
become a disciple of Kanda. Upon Kand a's death in 1919, 

Miki erected a Shinto shrine in his memory. lt was during 
the course of 5 years worship . at the shrine that Miki is 
said to have received three revelations, the result of which 
was the commencement of a movement called 'flito no 
Michi' (Way of man). However, the movement was 
suppressed for some time. It was finally revived by his son 
Tokuchiku in 1946 and was renamed !5 'PL-kyodan'(PL 
stands for Perfect Liberty). 

The teachings of this sect centre on the worship of the 
supreme being of the universe, and ancestral spirits are 
given considerable attention. Artistic life based on free� 
will is much valued in this sect. ··� 
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